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Veda, the author now proceeds to explain the usefulness, with regard to

Dharma, of tlie whole of the Veda, consisting of Vidhis (Injunctions),

Arthavddas (valedictory passages), Mantras and Names, each of these being

considered separately with reference to its own specific uses.

Now then, on this point we have the following PtTRVAPAKSHA.^

r

** Having begun with the declaration that ‘ the nature of Dharma

‘Mies in a purpose having the Veda for its solo authority,' it has been

“ shown that the means of knowing that Dharma is the Injunction

;

“ and the final conclusion arrived at (in the foregoing Pada) was that the

“ objects of Injunctions were laid down for the purpose of Actions. This

“ clearly shows that the said authority belongs only to the Injunctions and

“ the Prohibitions (contained in the Veda). Consequently Dharma or

Adharma cannot be pointed out by any words other than these (In-

“ junctions and Prohibitions).

“It has also been explained that words serv^„^yi((*^^^li0j^ purpose save
“ that of expressing that which has not before. Therefore it

“ may be that due authoi;it;^p^0io^^ ^o the passages included in the Injunc-
“ tiqns..^fti?ii ftitl^^'ohibitions, which serve to point out the Results, the
“ Means and the Methods of the various Actions ; but as regards the pas-
“ sages other than these, viz,

:

those that fall in the category of the

“Arthavada, or the Mantra or the Name,—such /.t., as ^ 8'orodU' * LhS,
“ &o., ' and the like,—though they may be independent of all human
“ authorship, and may be duly expressive, yet they cannot have any author*
“ ity ill the matter of Dharma and Adharma ; for the simple reason that they

“do not serve any purpose with regard to these ; specially as when taken in

“ their direct significations, these passages do not point out anything (with
“ regard to Dharma or Adharma ) ; and as such their uselessness with
“ regard to them is quite patent.

“ If, by means of some indirect method of implication, the usefulness oi

“ these be sought to be established, even then, there being no standard fb
“ definitely fixing (these significations), it would never be possible to get a
“ any definite oonclusions with regard to Dharma and Adharma (by meant
“of such passages). It is only that sentence which has been duly compro'

“bended (in a definite sense) that can be twisted about to afford othex

“ meanings, by means of elliptical and other modifications
; consequently theS

“ sentence being only in the form ‘ S^orodU' (‘ He wept ’), it may bo taken'tcl

“ have two (contrary) implications : (1) since a great man wept, we ought tc
“ irecp ;

and (2) since even great men are subject to such disorders, we oughi
“ to try our best to avoid them. And thus inasmuch as we are unable to decidel,

as to whether the passage is to be taken as an Injunction cyr as a frohibi-l
“ tion (of weeping), it cannot in any way help us to definitely asoertain;

I The view of the opponent
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“ the o1iai*aotQr of wBepiiig ^—as to whether it is Bharma^ ov Adharma, Oq
** the other hand, it is quite clear that weeping is opposed to direct scriptural

^^injunctions (which lay down the necessity of auspicious actions, while

“ weeping is distinctly inauspicious). Then, again, the passage in question is

** also clearly opposed to direct Sense-perception (inasmuch as it speaks of

“ the tears being silver, while as a matter of everyday perception, we find

“ the tears to be liquid and quickly evaporating). It may be urged that they*

serve to describe a certain state of things ;
but though they may be quite

true in this, the description does not serve any useful purpose
;
and as

such the uselessness of such passages (with regard to Dharma) remains

unchanged.

Similarly, such passages as Hhe smoke alone of the fire duiung

the day, di;o.,* are untrue, even in their direct significations, as we shall

“ point out later on.

“ As for the fact of these Arthamda passages being taken in connection

with other direct Injunctions, this only serves to spoil their own natural

foi*ms; and for such interpretation, too, there is no authority. Taken by
** themselves (i.e., even apart from any Injunctions) these passage are
** capable of giving some sense

;
and so long as they do point out something

** definitely, the mere fact of their being useless (with regard to Dharma
“ and Adharma) cannot justify our saddling upon them other implications,

“ which may serve certain purposes (with regard to Dharma)^ but which

are not capable of being cognised directly (by means of the said passages).

“ B’or when we come across a piece of stone, the mere fact of its being
'' useless cannot justify the assumption that we have seen a mass of gold.*

It is a rule with all means of right notion that they point to facta that
“ are directly amenable to themselves—be they either useful or useless

;

and it is in accordance witii this that they are held to lead to such results
** as the acceptance of that which is useful, the avoidance of that which is

harmful, and the neglect of that which is useless. [This diversity would

not be possible if they always pointed to useful things] when acceptance
“ would be the only result. And again, it is only after the means of right

notion has appeared (and pointed out its object), that we can ascertain

/ its usefulness or uselessness ; and certainly this ascertainment does nob

* constitute the source of that means. Consequently, the usefulness or the

T uselessness of a thing must be ascertained with reference to itself, as
^ soon us it comes to be cognised ; and there is no such rule as that only

useful things should be cognised. Even in a case where the means of

knowledge (the Eye for instance) is absolutely at the person’s command,
snob a rule is not possible

;
how, then, can it be applied to the case of such

things as are only cognisable by means of the Veda, which is eternal, and
** has not been composed by an author P Nor has it been ascertaiued that
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tlie Yeda points out only useful things ; in fact, this is what we are consi-

“ dering now—what the Veda has got to say with regard to such and such

a thing; and having ascertained this we shall be able to act up to its

direct declarations ; consequently we cannot, at this stage of the enquiry,
** raise any extraneous questions with regard to the Veda—such, for in-

stance, as does the Veda speak of useless things ?—If so, what is the use

of studying it and retaining it in memory P Because in the matter of

“ the Veda, all men are mere interpreters
; and as such they are all depen

-

“ dent upon it; and it is only after the Veda has been duly studied, that
** there arises an occasion for examining its contents

;
no one can ever com-

“ mence such examination, without having previously fully studied the
“ Veda, And when, subsequently, he does come to examine it, his previous
** study does not help him in arriving at any conclusions, if he has studied

“ the Veda, without comprehending its meaning; as we have shown in the

“ foregoing Pdda.
“ For these reasons, the instance of the passages dealing with the Agni-

hotra, whose uselessness is denied on the ground of their use being dis-

tinctly perceptible, cannot lead to the conclnsion that the passages in

“ question (^Arthavddas) also have their use. Because for such investiga-

“ tions wo can do nothing better than duly comprehend what is directly laid

down. People undergo all the trouble of assuming (through a far-fetched

connection with an indirect Injunction) that the passages in question

“ imply either glorification or villification *
; but these do dot fall within the

** three factors of the Bhdvand (denoted by the Injunction), and as such

“ cannot be accepted (as in any way connected with the Injunction)
;

** because what is not inclnded in the Bhdvand does not serve as the basis

“ for either Injunction or Prohibition
; and that which is not thus related

** to these is far from constituting a desirable end of man.
“ Then, again, if such passages were assumed to signify glnrijlcation or

“ villification, there would be a mutual interdependence ; inasmuch as it is

** only as consisting of such glorification or villification, that these passages

“can be taken along with direct Injunctions; and this connection with

“direct Injunctions also depends upon the implication of the latent gloH^

'^fication or villification. None of these two are ordinarily recognised afW

“ being the real basis of another ;
and hence nothing definite can be ascer>r

1 If by these yon mean the fact of the particular action leading to desirable or

undesirable results, or that of ^ its being enjoined or prohibited, then, inasmuch as these

are expressed by other means, they cannot be said to constitute the use of the Arthavdda

passages. There is no other purpose that onn be served by these in connection with In-

j auctions : nor can these latter be snid to be indicated by the Arthavdda passages. And
hence they could serve some purpose if they fell within the Bhdvana ; but this they
do not do.
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**taiQed (in the matter of such interdependence). For these reasons we
“ conclude that inasmuch as these passages stand apart (from the Injunc-

tious) it is far more reasonable to regard them as absolutely useless.

Says the Bh&shya : ‘ This is an attack upon only a part of the whole

sentence* Though the Arthavdda is distinct from the direct signification

“ of the Injunction, yet it is spoken of, by the Bhdshya, as being a part of

“ the (Injunctive) sentence, in accordance with the orthodox Mtmdnsd tenet

“ (that the Arthavada is to be taken along with the Injunction). Tliis is not
“ in accord with the view of the Objector, who treats of the Arthav&da as a
“ sentence entirely distinct (from the Injunction). Or the words of the Bhd~
** shya may be taken to mean that the attack is only upon a few of the sen>

**tences (of the Veda, viz., the Arthavada passages)* As for those that are
** accompanied by direct Injunctions, there is no question (as to their useful-

^ ness or authority)
; and as for those that, containing injunctive words, and

/
'* thereby capable of expressing direct injunctions, even without the Artha-
“ vcLda passages, subsequently come to be related to these latter, and thereby
“ become mixed up with the relation of the glorification and the glorified,

—

“ the authenticity of such passages is questioned only so far as their connec-

tion with the Arthavadic signification is concerned, and not with regard
** to their usefulness to man, based upon their injunctive character.

“ Such passages, however, as only describe certain present events, and
‘‘are incapable of any injunctive signification, without the help of the
“ Arthavdda,—e.g,, ‘ one who uses a Sruva of the Khadira wood, offers, as

“ it were, the very essence of the Vedas’,—have been attacked (in the Sutra),
“ by means of a questioning of the authority of a part of them (namely, the
“ Arthavada)**

Aphorism (2) :
“ Also because of the contradiction of the scrip-

tures and directly perceived facts.”

“ Whether the theft and the lie exist or not, in the mind and the speech

“ respectively, the declaration of such facts (in the Vedic sentences ‘ silnam

*'manah* ‘ anr/acadmf ’) with reference to Bharma,^ cannot have any
“ authority, even with regard to their own direct denotations. If an elliptical

“ construction be put upon the sentences,—they being taken to mean that

“ inasmuch as the mind and speech are the principal factors in the body, the

“ said conduct of these ought to be imitated by the other sense-organs,—then

“ we have a contradiction of the scriptures.

“ It may be urged that these sentences serve to point out the alternative

1 Because the mind can never steal, and speech can never tell a lie, the two

‘ sentences fail even in their direct significations. Even if they be held to be expla-

natory of certain unseen events, then, too, serving no useful purpose in regard to an

action, they can have no authority.
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course of conduct (to that which is laid down in such sentences as "never
"" commit a theft/ " never tell a lie ') inasmuch as the theft and lying, wee
"" enjoined (by the sentences in question), and are also prohibited (by other

""sentences). But this theory is not tenable, on account of there being a

difference in the processes of the said Injunction and Prohibition, inas-

"" much as the former has got to be assumed by means of an elliptical . con-

“ struction, &c., while the latter is distinctly laid down (by a direct prohibi-

tive Injunction).

f* Objection ^
" But even though a Direct Injunction be weak in itself,

“yet it. becomes equal in strength to the Prohibition that owes its very

"" existence to the former, as will be shown later ou, under the first aphorism
"" of the eighth Pdda of the Tenth Adhaya*

“ Reply : True
;
in a case where the action prohibited is stich as can be

“ performed only in obedience to a certain Injunction contained in the Veda,

""there may be such dependence (of the Prohibition upon the Injunction).
"‘ But in a case (like the one cited) where we have the Prohibition of aiv

“ action that is performed, under the goad of passion (for wealth f.i.), the
"* Prohibition asserts itself independently of any Injunctions

;
and as such

"‘ it becomes stronger in its operation, as we shall explain in the Pada
“ above referred to, in the second aphorism, following the one quoted above.

"" Stealing and Lying are performed independently of any Vedic texts

"‘ enjoining,these actions ; and as such the Prohibition of these is indepen-

"" dent, of all Injunctions; and this prohibition cannot but set aside. any
“ Injunctions that might be assumed. For this reason we conclude that the
"" Arthav^da passage in question is absolutely useless.

‘"We now proceed to prove the uselessness of Arthavdda passages, as

“ shown by their own meanings and implications.

“ It is a fact of common experience, that during the day as well as during
“ the night, we perceive, in the fire, both smoke and flame

;
and we cannot

"" say either that it is purely smoke, or that it is. only flame (while this is

"" what is done by the, passage " Smoke alone is perceived during

""the day’). Nor is it possible to ascertain definitely that during the day
"" the flame of the fire enters into the Sun, while during the night, the Sun
"" enters into the flame (in support of which the former Arthavdda passage
"" seems to have been brought forward)

;
because the fact that has been

"" adduced in support of such mutual transferences of the Sun and the Fire,

"" has not yet been fully established as true.

“ Or, again, the " non-ascertainment’ (spoken of in the Bhdshya)- may

* Though the Prohibition may refer to a particular case, yet without, a general

Injunction, no such Prohibition can be possible ; and thus both being equally indispens-

able, we cannot but accept both as equally reasonable alternatives
; such is the sense of

the objection.
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^^inean that it is not possible for us to assume this passage to have been

^‘uaid in praise of the fact of the sun* shining only during the* day and fire

shining only at night
;
because this latter statemeiit is not true.

*^Or, the ^ non-ascertainment * may < mean‘ that it is not possible to de-

“finitely specify that the .mantra * Suiyo jyotih, is to be employed in

“ the morning, and ‘ Agnirjyotih, in the evening.
“ Or, lastly, it may mean that we are not able to ascertain that the

“ whole of the Veda is an authority for Bharma.
“ The Bhdshya has first of all cited an instance of the contradiction of

“scriptures (in the shape of the assertion of and lying with refe-

“ rence to mind and speech)
;
and then it has cited two instances (the seeing

“ of smoke alone during the day, and the mutual transference of the Sun
“ and Fire) of the contradiction of direct perception

;
and again it has ad-

“duced an instance (‘We know not whether we are Brahmanas or non-
“ Brahnia^ns

’) of the contradiction of scriptures. And the reason for so

“ many similar examples being cited, as also for the want of proper sequence
“ in their citing, lies in tho fuci ol the BhUshya having in view the sense
“ and the order of the subsequent Sutras^ that embuJ^ ^the

“ the SiddhUnta^ and which meet each of the arguments now adduced in the
“ Purvapaksha.

“ The passage ‘ We know not, <fec.,* is meant to be taken along with the

“ Injunction of the appointing of the ArshBya priest. But inasmuch as the

“passage does not signify either this action (of appointing) or anything
“ related to it, it cannot be accepted as having any authority bearing upon
“ that Action. For certainly, ho ignorance, doubt or misconception, with
“ regard to Brahma^ahood could be of any, use in the Sacrifice. Nor can

“we admit that as a glorification which is contradictory tod.irect Pereep-

“tion. Nor, again, can the passage have any authority, so long as it only
“ speaks of mere ignorance of Brahma^ahood.

“It may be asked how this declaration of ignorance contradicts a fact

“ of direct Perception, when, as a matter of fact, among a certain number
“ of men resembling one another, the fact of one or many of them being a

“ Brahmapa can be ascertained only by means of scriptures* But in reality

“ this is, not a subject for scriptures
;
because the class Brahmana is as much

“ an object of ordinary perception as the class tree,

“ Q/aesUon : ‘ How can the olaisB Brdhmana be known by ordinary

“ men ?
*

“ Answer

:

It is known by direct Sense-perception.

“ Question

:

‘But, then, how is it that even when the person is before

“our eyes, if we do not know the details of his parentage, Ac., wh are

^‘unable to ascertain whether he is a Br&hma^a or not, until someone tells

“us of it?*
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** Ansiver ; Well, the reason for this lies in the absence of proper facnl-

ties in us for perceiving the Brahma^ahood ; exactly in the same way as we
** are unable to recognise a certain object as the * tree ’ until the meaning of

** the word has been explained to us.

“ The following arguments might be urged against us :
* The cases of

** the Brahmana and that of the Tree are not quite identical ; because even
** before the explanation of the word tree^ the particular class denoted by

the word has ever been recognised as difEerentiated from other classes, and
** inhering in all individual trees,—^these latter appearing in the shape of

certain object with leaves, branches, &c. ;
while in the case of the class

BrahmatM such is not the case (because there are no perceptible marks
** that could differentiate the Brahmapa from other men)

;
and, again, in

** the case of the Brahmapa, even when one has fully comprehended the
“ meaning of the word, he is unable, in the absence of other means, to as-

** certain the fact of a particular person being a Brahmana. For instance,

“ neither the wearing of the sacred thread, nor the study of the Veda, can
** be the means of such ascertainmjent

; because these two features are

all the* three "higher castes; as for the work of teaching

(which is laid down for the Brahma^as exclusively), inasmuch as such

Kshatriyas andVal^yas as have transgressed the limitations to their duties,

** are also found to be engaged in that work, this can serve only as a very

“ doubtful index. In fact, all these can belong to ^udras also,—such of

** them as are not mindful of their own specihed duties and transgress the

“ limitations laid down in the scriptures. Consequently none of these can
** serve as a sure index of Brahmanahood. And if one were to accept a

man as a Brahmana, without proper consideration, such a person would,
“ as reasonably purchase a piece of shell, thinking it to be silver ?

’

** These arguments, however, do not touch our position. The dissimi-

larity of the case of the class tree cannot affect our conclusion with
** regard to the perception of the class BrQhmana; specially as it has
** already been explained (in the section on Akriti, ixi the ^lokavUrtika)
** that there are different methods for the cognition of different classes.

** (Consequently the fact of the process of cognising the class Brdhmana
not being exactly similar to that of the cognition of the class tree, cannot

“ in any way invalidate our perception of the former).

Thus, then, just as, in accordance with the exigencies of each indi-

** vidual case of the cognition of a class, we admit of various causes, in

“ the shape of, (1) the sense of vision
; (2) the remembrance of a word that

*^has its denotation extending over many individuals; (3) proximity to the

greatness of a certain individual
; (4) the perception of a particular form,

**and so forth,—exactly in the same manner, we could assume the

remembrance of the caste of the progenitor (as the cause of the cognition
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*fof the class BrUhmana^ with reference to any individual Brahmaua).
** This relation of the progeny and the progenitor is direotly perceptible

“ only with reference to the mother ; while that with regard to others, it

**will have to be cognised either by means of Inference, or upon the

“ Verbal Testimony of a trustworthy person.

** Nor is it necessary that the cause of sensuous perception should

always be such as has itself been perceived by means of the senses

;

** because we find the Eye, and the other organs of sense, often serving as

^^the means of perceiving such objects—as have never been cognised
** before

;
and we have also proved ( in the chapter on Sense-perception—

** ^lokavdLrtika)—that we often have a perception in accordance with the

contact of the Senses, which is mixed up with an intervening element of

memory; and it has also been shown that if a certain thing does not
** happen to be perceived on the spur of the moment, it can never be

perceived even if a concentrated effort be made to bear upon it.

“The BhSshya itself says that on account of there being chances of the
“ mother having misbehaved, it would be extremely difficult to ascertain

“the relationship of the child (with the father of a particular caste).

But this difficulty cannot deprive the cognition (of the class Brahmana

)

of the character of Sense-perception
;

for certainly, if we have to climb
“ up to the top of a mountain in oi’der to see an object, the character of

“ Sense-perception is not denied to the perception of that object. Then again

,

“ because we may have found a certain woman to have misbehaved, that
“ cannot enable us to assume the same misbehaviour in the case of all women

.

“ because such an assumption, being directly contradictory to all ordinary
“ experience, could never be valid

;
as we find that women of respectable

“ families always try their very best to save their character (and with

“success). And it is for the sake of making their respective castes duly
“ and authoritiatively recognised, that the Brahmauas and Kings have in-

“ troduced the system of writing up and preserving their genealogical trees,

“ which serve to preserve and perpetuate the names of their forefathers.

“And as these records distinctly point out the particular excellences

“and defects of each family, it is always in accordance with these that;

“ we find people being attached to, or repulsed f t om, particular families.

“Nor is it necessary that the misbehaving of a woman
“ should produce a child of a mixed caste

;

it

Ci

“
; It is

“quite possible that such misbehaviour might subject the woman to

“ unpleasant experiences hereafter
; but it can in no way make the child a

“ bastard.

2
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“ Nor, again, is ifc necessary tbafc the misbehaviour should be with a

“ man of different caste; and a child produced by one of the same caste as

the mother cannot be said to be of a mixed caste.

“ It is also laid down in the Smrtis that even the bastard regains the

“ original purity of the caste of his eitljer parent, by a continuous excel-

** lence, or otherwise, of conduct and relationships, when he reaches the

“ fifth or the seventh generation downwards (i.e., if the conduct and rela-

tioiiship of each descendant remains good, the caste of the family

“reverts to the caste that is the higher of the two parents, and vice versa).

“ And in this matter, the only factor for which we cannot have any author-

“ ity than that of the scriptures, is that of the specific number of genera-

“ tions being five or seven
;
the rest is all based upon facts of ordinary

“ experience.

“ Thus then, just as in the case of some birds, though both the male
“ and the female are exactly similar, yet we can easily distinguish the sex

‘.‘of each by certain characteristic marks,—so, in the same manner, we

cau recognise the class J5rd^7nana, by means of direct Sense-perception,

“ as aided by a remembrance of certain facts directly perceived (in times

“ gone by) and handed down to us by an unbroken line of tradition.

“ For these reasons, the assertion ‘ we know not whether we are Brah-

“ manas, <fec.,* must be admitted to be contradictory to direct perception.

“ This contradiction remains just the same even with regard to such

“people as have their Brahmanahood based upon their own individual

“good conduct (as in the case of Vi9wamitra); though as a matter of

“fact, there is no authority for differentiating castes by individual con

-

“duct. Because certain special rules of conduct are laid down as per-

“ taining to the Brabmanas that already exist ; and so if the strict following

“ of such rules were the cause of Brahmanahood, there would be a mutua-
“ interdependence—the rules being based upon Brahmanahood, and Brah-

“manahood being based upon the following of the rules. And farther,

“one and the same man would be a Brahmania when performing a good
“ deed, and a ^udra when doing a bad one

;
and thus there would be no

“ fixity of the castes. Similarly when a man would be found to be per-

“forming an action that would give pain to a person, as well as afford hjm
“ relief (as in the case of surgical operations), the person would come to

“ be considered a (^udra and a Brahmania at one and the same time, which
“ would be an absurdity, ^

“ The upshot of all these arguments is this : Brahmanahood is not an
“ aggregate of Pennance, &c. ; nor is it a certain purification brought
“ about by these ;

nor is it a caste manifested by these ; what it really is,

“ is a caste signified by the cognition of the caste of the parents ;
and as

“ such, it is cognisable directly by Sense-perception.
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** Thus, then, the difEerentiation of the castes being acoomplished in

the manner shotYn above, such declarations as ‘ by doing such a deed for
** a month the Brahmana becomes a pudra,’ and the like must be taken
“ either as decrying the particular action, or as pointing to the fact of the

person being no longer entitled to the specific duties laid down for the

three higher castes.

And as before, the direct perception of the caste cannot be accepted
“ to have, for an optional alternative, its non-cognition, which latter can
“ only be held to be based upon the authority of a Vedic Injunction assumed

(for the sake of the particular ArthavSLda in question). But no shoh
“ Injunction can bo possible in the present case ; even though it were
“ quite possible in the former case of stealing and lying^ which are actions

“ (and as such capable of forming the object of optional Injunctions)
;

“ because the caste is a concrete object ; and as such, being of one uniform
“ character, can never form the subject of any optional alternatives.

“ As for the passage—‘ who knows what exists or not in the other
“ world,*— as we have already shown above, no Ignorance, Doubt or Delu-
“ flion can bo of any use with regard to Dharma

;
and as such, passages

** like this cannot but be admitted to be useless
;
and even intrinsically, the

“ declaration is useless, because (it is false
;
as) that which is herein said

“ to bo incapable of being known, is actually known to such persona as are

assured of the authoritative character of the Veda, and are well posted
“ up in all branches of the three Vedas.

Then as regards the possibility of the passage laying down an optional

“ alternative, this cannot be ; as we have shown above, with regard to the
“ former passage (‘ we know not whether we are BrahmaQas,’ etc.)

Sutra (3).
** Also because of the absence of results.’’

“ V7ith reference to the Oargatrrdtra-Brahmana^ it is said—* The face

“ of one who knows this brightens up
;

’ and again, ‘ a horse is born for him.*

** Now, if, at the time of knowing the particular Brahmana and Mantra the

“ brightness of the face and the birth of the horse already exist, then a mere
“ mention of these cannot serve any purpose with regard to Dharma. On
“ the other hand, if these do not exist at the time, the passages become false

“ even intrinsically by themselves (as declaring what does not exist). If

“ the passages be held not to refer to the present state of things, (but to lay

“ down certain results that would follow at some future time),—then they
“ become contradicted by the fact of our never perceiving the occurrence of

“ any such results.

“ And as all learning is meant to capacitate the agent for the perform-

ance of sacrifices,—these, being complete in themselves, exactly like the

** bathing of the sacrificer at the sacred places, cannot be accepted as the
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** Iiijunotions of Results, as will be shown in the first Adhikarana of the
** third POda of the Fourth Adhydya,

** It may be urged that as the matter will be fully dealt with in that

** place, the question should not have been repeated here ; but then, there

is a difPerence; as what is proved in that Adhikarana is that the

** passages in question are no Injunctions of Results, but mere Arthavddas :

wliile what we are declaring now is that the ArthavSLda passages in

“ question are absolutely useless (and as such there is no repetition).

Nor can these passages be taken as mere glorifications
;
because as a rule

‘‘false statements cannot be accepted as constituting (proper) glorification.

Sutra (4).
** Because of the uselessness of others.”

“ The aforesaid arguments suffice to prove the intrinsic uselessness of

“ such passages as
—

‘ By means of the Purnilhuti one attains all that ho

“ desires,* ‘ He who performs the Paguhandha conquers all worlds,* * Ho who

“ performs the AgwamBdha, as well as one who knows this, passes beyond

“ death,’ etc., etc.

“ The present Sutra, however, admits, for the sake of argument, that

“ these are real Injunctions of Results
;
and then proceeds to point out

“ other discrepancies with regard to them : As a matter of fact, none of the

“passages quoted can be the Injunction of Results; because (1) the

“ Purndhuti is only a particular step towards the due consecration of the

“ Fire
; (2) the Pa^uhandha sacrifice only helps in the due performance of

“ the Jyotishtoma

;

and (3) the knowledge of the Agwamedha sacrifice only

“ serves to prepare the sacrificer for the action. But we grant for the

“ sake of argument, that these are Injunctions of Results
; even then we find

“ that they lead us to believe other actions (laid down in the Veda) to be

“ useless. In the case of a number of actions, which, though leading to

“ the same results, are yet performed independently of one another, it is

“open to us to perform anyone of them; and none of them need be
“ rejected as entii ely useless. The cases of the Purndhuti and the Papu^

“ bandha, however, are different. Because without the Purndhnti, the Agni-
“ hotra cannot be completed ; and similarly, without the Paguhandha, the
** Jyotishtoma cannot be complete; and as the specified results will have
“ been accomplished by these smaller actions, as explained under XI, i. 43,

there would be no need of performing the other elaborate actions (of the
“ Agnihotra and the JyoHshtma)

; and as such, the Injunctions of these
“ latter would become entirely useless.

“To this effect, the Bhdshya cites the instance of one going in, search
“ of honey, etc. The person may go on to the mountain in search of

honey, by a path other than the one whereby he could find the honey
in the way itself ;

but he cannot go along, if he happens to pass by this
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**
latter road and duds the honey in the way without f<oing all the way

** to the mountain. Thus then, in order to establish the authoMty and
** usefulness of many direct Injunctions, it is certainly advisable to accept

**the uselessness of the Injunctions that have been (on the strength

**of the ArthavMa passages in question).
** Nor can these Injunctions be said to lay down new actions for those

who would desire better results, than those obtained by means of the
** former actions

;
because no difference between the two is mentioned.

** And when the direct assertion of the Yeda is the same in both cases, we
‘‘cannot assume any exceptional results to follow from any particular
“ actions, specially when we are unable to perceive any such results. And
“ we have already said that the declarations being found to be false, can-
“ not be accepted as glorifications.

Sutra (6). Because of the negativing of that which ia not
**
capable of being negatived.’’

“ In the feda we find the sentences— ‘ Fire is not to be laid on the

“ earth,’ ‘ it is not to be laid in the sky,’ ‘ it is not be laid in Heaven ’
;
and

“ each of these contain a negation of that which is not capable of negation.

“ That it is to say, as for the Sky and Heaven, no laying of fire in these

“ is possible
; and as such, any negation of these is wholly irrelevant. Nor

“ can those be taken as exceptions, because (the laying in Heaven and
“ in the Sky never being possible) those could not rightly be held to be the

“ objects of exception ; because the laying is alwaye found to be done
“ on the Earth, which is neither Sky nor Heaven.

“If the two sentences be said to be a mere description of the natural

“ state of things
;
then they cannot be held to serve any useful purpose with

“ regard to the performance of sacrifices. And as for the first sentence

—

“ ‘ not on the Earth ’—any negativing or excepting of the laying on Earth
“ is not possible, without setting aside the Injunction of the laying itself

;

“ and this setting aside would render a direct Injunction wholly futile.

“Even if the two sentences be taken as laying down optional alternatives,

“then, too, there would be a partial setting aside (in one case) of the

“ direct Injunction. Specially as the Veda itself lays down many alter-

“ natives with regard to the laying of fire, as done with a view to different

“ results
; and as such it is not nght to accept Prohibitions for the mere

“ pointing out of optional alternatives.

“ And then, this Prohibition, too, would be extremely weak [that is to
“ say, it cannot be said that even in the absence of any particular desires,

“ the Prohibition would serve the purpose of pointing out optional alter-

“ natives
;
because, in the absence of any desires, there can be no perform-

“ ance of such actions as have been laid down simply for the fulfilment of
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“ certain definite ends
,
and as snch no prohibition of these is necessary (or

“ possible) ;
and if the Prohibition be taken as pointing oat mere qnalifi-

“ cations,—then as such, being only an assumed factor, with regard

** to the sacrifice, it would be too weak to rightly point out any optional

“ alternatives].

When the prohibition is taken with regard to the Earth, then
** (as no such prohibition of the Earth as the place of laying could be

‘‘possible, unless there w.ere a likelihood of the action of the laying

“ being performed) it would be necessary to assume an Injunction of this

laying; (and then as all the places where the fire could be laid,

—

“ the Earth, the Sky and Heaven,—are negatived, by the sentence under
“ consideration, such negation would lead us to the assumption of an
“ Injunction wholly prohibiting the aforesaid laying') ;

and this is what
“ is meant by the ^self-contradiction* mentioned in the Bhashya.

The said prohibition would also contradict other direct Injunctions
“—such, for instance, as * the Fire should he laid after the golden plate
“ has been put in,* and ‘ the Fire is laid upon bricks * (both of which dis-

“ tinotly mention the Earth as the place on which the Fire is to be laid).

“ Nor is it posible for the sentences to be taken as only meant to attract

“ people, to a certain course of action, and not as a regular injunction.

Sutra (6). Because of the mention of non-eternal (objects).*'

“ In the case of such passages as—‘ Babara Prav&hani desired ’ and
“ the like—,

from among all possible significations, the words ‘ Babara
“ Pravahani, * &c., cannot be taken as pointing to anything else (either

“anything in connection with sacrifices, or a glorification) except

“ Ba&ara, the son of Pravdhana ; and (as such a person cannot be said to be

“eternal) this comes to be a mention (in the Veda) of a transitory object.

“ The mention of such objects, when brought forward and urged against

“the authority of the Yeda as a whole, can be explained in some way or

“other (as has been done above, in I—i—21). But when we make use of

“our discretion in the matter of authoritativeness, and accept, on the ground
“ of some reasonings, the absolutely authoritative character of only the Vidhi

“ (Injunction) portion of the Veda,—exactly as among all verbal De-
“ clarations, the Veda alone is held to be absolutely authoritative—^theri,

“ in that case, just as we deny the authority of the other portions of the

“ Veda, so too we could deny that of such portions of it as make mention

“of transitory objects, on the ground of such mention itself; and there

“ would be nothing to prevent us from doing so.

“ Therefore, in the case of such passages, all that we can do is to take
“ no notice of their significations, and to assume particular results to

“ follow from the mere repetition of these. Or, it may be more reasonable
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^Vfco admit of the fact of such texts being read up only for being rejected ;

just as we accept the Arthavada passages as only meant to be disre-

** garded*

It may be asked—^ Why cannot these passages be used as Mantras
“ in the Actions, in connection wherewith they happen to be read ?

*

“ They cannot be so used, simply because they (not pointing to any
** actions) cannot possibly be taken along with any action. As for Man-
“ tras, they too are employed at sacrifices, not only because they happen
“ to be mentioned in the Veda, but because their words distinctly point

**out their connection with those sacrifices. In the passage in question,
“ however, there is no such implication.

Or, lastly, we may take these passages as meant to be accepted in

“ tlieir mere verbal forms (without any .heed being paid to their signi-

** fications), exactly as has been done in the Purvapaksha relating to the

“Mantras (Vide below, Sutras 31-39).
“ The word * anitya,* in the Sutra, refers to living beings, and not to

“ that which is useless (as in I—ii— 1).”

In reply to the above Purvapaksha, we have the following :

—

SIDDHANTA—the Orthodox Mlmdhsd view,

Sutra (7). But they are taken along with the izgunctiTe pas-

sages; and as such could be (authoritative) as eulogising the

particular Injunctions.

[The Bhdshya cites the passage—‘ Vdyurvai kshSpishthd dBvatd *—as an

instance of Arthavdda; and on this, the Vdrtika starts with the question].

—

“ It was proper for the Bhdshya to put forward its own view with reference

to the same Arthavdda passages that have been cited in the Purvapaksha

;

for what special reason then, does he bring forward a different passage ?
**

In reply to this, some people assert that as the bearing of all Arthavdda

passages is the same, it does not make any difference, whether this or that

passage be cited in the Purvapaksha or the Biddhdnta.

But though this may be the case, yet the citing of a new example

always implies an ulterior motive (in the mind of the author)
; and this

motive we proceed to explain : As regards the passages cited in the Purva-

paksha, even their literal significations are open to doubt ; and consequently

to begin with them would entail the additional initial effort of proving them

to be true ; and inasmuch as this initial effort would be of no consequence, and

as such not very desirable, the Bhdshya has cited a passage, which, in its

literal signification, is universally recognised to be true
; whereby it becomes
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easier to explain, tjiat sadii passages are glorifications, to be taken aleng

with the Injunctive passages, and as such come to help in the knowledgo of

Dharma. And to facilitate the matter still further, the author of the

BhS^hya proceeds to show the use of ArthavUdas as glorifications, by means

of a passage which is instantly recognised as one to be taken along with

(and forming part of) a direct Injunction.

But before proceeding further, we have to explain the following

difficulty :
“ Why is it that the natural form of the Veda is perverted, with

**a view to establish a forced syntactical connection P Or (if it be declared

** that w;e have recourse to this in order to establish a direct relationship

*^of the Veda to human ends) how is it that the Veda is said to be for the

** sake of man’s ends ? It might be urged that these assumptions are made,
** because such is found to be a fact, in the case of ordinary human assertions.

“ But, then, the case of these latter is entirely difEerent
; as what^ they speak

“ of is cognisable by other ordinary means of cognition
;
and, on the strength

“ of these latter, such far-fetched assumptions are admissible
;
whereas in

** the case of a Vedio passage, treating as it does of snpersensuous things,

“ even if the slightest change be made in its original form, it becomes a

“ creation of the human mind (and thereby loses the very basis of its

“authority). Even in the case of human assertions, . when the subject
“ spoken of is not amenable to the other m^ans of cognition, save verbal

“ Testimony, we do not have any changes in the form of the assertion.”

To this, some people make the following reply : It w^ll be proved in

the next Sutra that the whole of the Veda is meant to serve some useful

purpose for man. And certainly, if it did not serve some useful purpose, the

intelligent people of old would not have made such efforts to preserve it and
hand it down in an unbroken tradition. Though it is just possible that a
single man may have erred in his estimate of the usefulness of the Veda ;

yet there is no reason for saying so, with regard to the extremely intelligent

enquirers that have gone before us. And for this reason, it is only right

that we should even break up the natural form of the Veda, . in order to make
it serviceable to man.

This explanation, however, does not appear to be quite satisfactory

;

because, if such be the case, then the authoritativeness of the Veda would

depend upon man. If we were to assume even such meanings as are not

signified by the actual words of the Veda, and if the usefulness of the

Veda to man were to rest on the sole authority of the efforts made to

present it, then the authority of the Veda would become dependent upon
our own efforts. If the preserving of the Veda by another be held to be
the cause, then, too, that other person would base his authority upon the

efforts of another man, and so on and on, we might go backwards, referring

U to the efforts of other people
; and this would be like a . descripr
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tioa of colour handed down among blind men ; and there would be no

fixity for the authority of the Yeda. Specially in the case of each man,
the idea that we would have would be that ^ this man knows it thus,* and
not that *sach is its meaning.’ Consequently then, though, in the case of

particular students, we might infer the fact of their knowing the Veda to

be useful to them, yet, as there can be no secure foundation for this notion,

the authority of the Veda cannot rest solely upon that fact. Therefore it

must be admitted that until the Veda itself does not directly declare itself

to be serviceable to man, it cannot be accepted as authoritative.

But we can explain the difficulty in the following manner : As for the
whole of the Veda, its study is directly enjoined in the sentence ^8vS-

dkydyo*dhy€tavyak.'* (“ The Veda should be duly studied),”—the sense of

which is that we should accomplish something by means of the study of the

Veda, And as for what is to be accomplished,—though the ‘ study ’ itself

presents itself as the object, yet, inasmuch as an Injunction, which has the

power of persuading people to action cannot but have for its object some-
thing that is of use to the man, the mere * study * ceases to be accepted as

the olyect to be accomplished^ and becomes mixed up with the instrument or

means of the said accomplishment
;
because this instrumental character is

quite compatible with its nature, and is the most proximate (the sense of

the Injunction thus being that the desirable object is to be accomplished by

means of the study)*

What next appears to be the object to be accomplished is the getting up

of the mere letters oi the Veda, in accordauce with the maxim that anything
^ that is capable of being accomplished is the object.’ But this, too, in itself,

can be of no direct use to man. However, this getting up of the letters points

to the knowledge cf the words, which in its turn points to the knowledge of

the meanings of these words, which last points to the knowledge of the meaning

of the sentences composed of those words ; and this leads to the acting (in

accordance with the injunctions contained in these sentences), which acting

finally leads to the attainment of such desirable results as Heaven and the

like. And it is only here that the object to be accomplished being duly

ascertained, all the information required (in connection with the injunction

the Veda should be studied ”) becomes fully supplied. And thus in the

case of all Injunctions, there is no resting until we get at some purpose of

man (to be accomplished by means of the action therein enjoined).

But it is by no means absolutely necessary that, whenever we meet with

an Injunction, we must assume such results as Heaven and the like (to

follow from the action enjoined ) ; because when we find that a certain

action is actually capable of bringing about the acoomplishment of a oer-

tain result, we conclude this latter to be its effect. And hence, whenever

we find an action directly capable of bringing about a certain result, oven

^ 3
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atfter the lapse of a certain period of time and space, We oantiot riglrtly

'

assume any other resnlt; because the soundness of the Yedic Injunction is

established also by means of such results as follow after the lapse of time

(and not only by those that follow immediately after the Action) ;
and as

such there is no Apparent Inconsistency (in the Injunction) that could lead

ns to the assumption of other results.

In those cases, howerer, in which we do not find any particular desir*'

able results following, either directly or indirectly (from the Action ), —as,

for instance, the action of the libation reaching the Fire, and being burnt

to ashes,—we give up the idea of the necessity of the desirable element in

the result, and assume a transcendental result to follow from the action

itself.

In all oases, however, we have to bear in mind the following : In the

rase of a certain action (the threshing of the corn, for instance) that is laid

down in the Veda, and stands in need of a result, if we find, followingfrom

it, a series of actions, not of the nature of a result,—and then, in the middle

we find laid down something (in the shape of the making of the cake) that

would help the sacrifice, or one (the offering itself) that would accomplish

a desirable result,—we conclude these latterly enjoined actions to be

the means of the two latter results
; and the original Injunction (of the

threshing of the com) is accepted as merely helping in these latter actions

(and not having its efficiency reaching up to the final accomplishment of

the agent’s desires).

As for the other actions (of pounding^ Ac., of the corn) that are laid down
by a subsequent Injunction, these are to be taken as helping in the previons-

ly enjoined action (of threshing^ specially as they are its necessary con-

comitants) in the accomplishment of the cake (which could not be made
unless the corn were pounded after the ihereshing)^—exactly like the burning

of the fuel (which is a necessary concomitant of the sacrifice). And these

actions of pounding^ Ac., are not held to be the direct means of accomplish-

ing either the threshing or the cake, because they are not found to have

been laid down before, with any reference to the relationship of means and
consequences. That is to say, if we had any assertion, prior to the Injunc-

tion of threshing, of the pounding of the corn being a means of accom-

plishing the coke, then alone could the latter be held to be the direct

means of the making of the cake ; but, as it is, we find the threshing laid

down first of all, and the pounding, Ac., are only mentioned afterwards

(merely as concomitants of that threshing)^ Hence we are led to conclude

that it is the threshing that is the real means of the accomplishment of

the oakst and that the pounding, Ac., are to be taken only as helping the

threshing in that accomplishment.

In such casefi^, however, in which nothing that forms part of the series
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IB laid down in the middle, it is the directly enjoined action alone whicli is

to be taken as the means of accomplishing the final resnlti through all the

varioua actions that are laid down in connection with it.

Thus, then, all the Injunctive passages that lay down the means of

accomplishing the directly mentioned, or the assumed, ends of man are

included—>evea up to the ascertaining of such causal relationships—in the

Injunction that “ the Veda should bo studied.'* (That is to say, in this case

the study is held to be for the purpose of the ascertaining of the said

irelationships, exactly as the threshing is held to be the means of accomplish-

ing the cake ; and the intermediate notions of getting up the words of the

Veda help in the final result, exactly as the pounding, do in the

making of the cake).

As for the result accruing from the ascertaining of the meaning of

Vedio teztSy such result has been pointed out by other texts (such as : That

Aotion alone has a strong infiuence which is performed with a full know-

ledge, faith, Ac.") ; and as such the former Injunction of Vedic study is not

made to extend so far (as to the pointing out of its result)'.

And as for the other Injunctions that are found in the same connection,

they are also to be taken as serving, by means of the getting up of the

verbal text, Ao.,^ to help towards the fulfilment of the single result, in the

shape of the comprehension of the meanings of Vedio sentences; and they

cannot be taken as, in any way, directly helping the performance of any
saciifices. Because the performance of sacrifices depends, for its procedure,

only upon such means as bring about supersensuous results ; and as such,

they can have no connection with the mere getting up of the Verbal text,

which serves only a visible purpose ; and as such the action of such getting

up is accepted only as helping towards the fulfilment of the final result (of

comprehending the meaning of those texts).

Thus, then, we find that the subsidiary sentences or Injunctions (of get-

ting up the Vedio text) are similar to the principal sentence or Injunction

(of the due comprehending of the meaning of the Veda) (in so much as both

are equally related to the human purpose mediately, through an inter-

vening agency), though the subsidiary Injunctions themselves ai*e one

degree further removed. (As for instance, the Injunction of the com-
prehending of the meaning of the Veda gives a knowledge of the

eacrifices, which fulfil the desirable end of man, there being, in the case,

only one intervening agency ;
in the case of the subsidiary Injunctions,

on the other hand, we find- that they lay down the getting up of the

verbal text,, which brings about a cognition of the meaning of these texts,

which point out the sacrifices that fulfil the desirable ends of man, there

being, in this case, two intervening agenoies).

... In the same manner, the. passages speaking of the xmshing, Ac. (of the
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Vrihi)^ having their sole purpo^ in the pni^ification of the ooroy are found
to be very distantly related to the principal sacrifice, throngh the in-

tervening agencies of the Bice, the Flour, the Cake, and the Dvyavaddnc^

Offering,

Similarly, we may explain the connection (with the principal sacrifice)

of such secondary passages as are not found in the same context, and as

such help the sacrifice only indirectly, as well as those that are of direct

use. And the only peculiarity with the relationship of these is that the
Principal Action is connected only with what these passages signify, and
has nothing to do with the mere words, as the passages are not m the same
context.

The passages speaking of the ‘ laying of the fire ' and such other ac-

tions, have their sole use in the preparation of the sacrificial fire, which
forms a part of the principal sacrifice leading to certain definite results

;

and as such come to have all their relationships fulfilled by means of the

remote Result (of the Principal Sacrifice).

In the same manner the Upanishads have their existence justified by
their explaining the real nature of the person that performs the sacrifices.

And as for the Mantra and the Names, we shall explain their uses, in

their respective places (at the end of this Pada and in the fourth Pada).
Thus, then, it is established that all parts of the Veda are included in

the BMvana (which is denoted by the direct Vedic Injunctions).

It has been argued above that the ArthavQda passages not being

included in any of the three factors of the Bhdvana, they cannot be recog-

nised (as parts of the Vedic Injunctions). On this point, we offer tlie fol-

lowing explanation : It is true that the ArthavUda is not so recognised apart,

by itself; but it is actually included (in the factors of the

How ” ?

In the following manner: In the case of the sentences which contain

Injunctive words, there are two kinds of BhUvand that are always compre-

hended—one consisting of the words, and another of their significations.

Those of the latter class do not stand in need of the ArthavQda passages ;

but these passages are certainly included in those of the former kind

(i.e., the Verbal BhQvand),

The Verbal Bhavana operates in the following manner: The Injunc-

tion of the study of the Veda serves the purpose of employing all other Iii*-

junctions, as also the * self ’ 8wa *) mentioned in the word ^^awQdhyQya ;

and this employing or urging is in the form—“ should think of accomplish-

ing.” And in this the Injunctive Word is the nominative of the prompting^

and the Person is its objective.

Hence when the question arises—‘ What is to be acootnplished (by the

Injunctive passage) * P—the answer, that presents itself is
—** The activity
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of the Perupn.' If, howeyer, the peculiar character of the said Injunction

were taken to signify the action of Injunction itself—in the form, ‘ should

prompt,'—then the Person himself would become the objective (the mean*

ing being that the Verson should he prompted ov urged to activity). Though^

on account of the inanimate character of the Injunctive, such actions of

prompting or urging are not possible, yet, as the Person himself being the

object prompted cannot be its nominative, we conclude the power of prompt-

ing to belong to the Injunctive, through the Intelligence of the Person

himself. For if some such assumption were not made, then the Injunctive

could never be called ‘ the prompter.'

Secondly, when the question arises—‘By what is it to be accom-

plished * ?—we have for the reply—‘ By means of a knowledge of the

Injutfbtions, ns guided by a previous experience of certain relationships (of

particular actions with certain definite results)/

And lastly, to the question—‘ How is the prompting to be accomplish-

ed * P—we have the answer—‘ Through a knowledge of the excellent charac-

ter (of the particular Action).'

The explanation of all this is very simple. People with any degree

of intelligence, when proceeding to do a certain action do not engage them-
selves in it, until they have ascertained that it is really good and well
worth the doing. It is in this work of attraction that the potency of the

Injunction fails; but in this it is helped by the cognition of the ex-

cellence of the Action enjoined (as described in the Arthavdda passages).

And as for the result of the Action, which is always in the shape of

something desired by man, the Agent is known to be naturally attached

to it ; and as such that does not stand in need of any description of its

excellence, by the Yeda. But as for the means (of attaining the Result),

and the method, the excellence of these has to be be pointed out, to the

person who has not engaged himself in the Action
;
and this can be done

only by means of the Arthavdda passages
; and it is in this that lies the use

of these passage.

Now then, when the question arises— ‘ By what means shall I obtain

a knowledge of the said excellence ' ?—the answer may, in the first place,

be presented by the mention of the particular Result, which leads to the

conviction that inasmuch as the Action brings prosperity, it is good and

well worth doing ; or (2) the excellence of the Action may be pointed out

by. the fact of its being enjoined in the Yeda, which is free from all

discrepancies ; or (3) it may be recognised by means of the fact of its being

connected with excellent Deities, Materials, and Methods.

As for the word that expresses the Result, as it has a distinct purpose

to serve, in the shape of the pointing out of the Result, it cannot be

dragged to any other use (such as the indicating of the excellence of
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AoitoBB) ; and also becanse the desire to learn its exe^llonce arises only

after one has become acquainted with its Injunction, in whioh^ too, the

word mentioning the Result is always put first ; and as such, this word
cannot be accepted as supplying an answer to the above question ; it can

only be held to indicate such excellence, Ac., indirectly ; but such indirect

indication cannot be rightly had recourse to while there is a possibi*'

lity of a direct expression of the same fact
;
and, lastly, a double function

at one and the same time would involve a self-contradiction. For these

reasons the words mentioning the Result cannot be taken to point out

the said excellence.

And we shall explain under the ParnamayuAdhikarana^ how,—when
a certain text (f.i. the text, * He whose JuhU is made of leaves does not hear

evil of himself ’), has a totally different purpose (the praising of the parti-

cular JuhU ) to perform,—even if it be found to indicate a certain means to

an end (in this case, the Juhu of leaves as leading to a particular Result)

—

no authoritative significance can be attached to such indication. For thdse

reasons, the word mentioning the result cannot be rightly accepted as point-

ing out the excellence of the Action
;
becanse if that word were so accepted,

then no significance would be attached to the Result mentioned '; exactly

as in the case of the text cited, where the expression, ‘ He hears not evil of

himself,’ is explained not as pointing to a result, but only as praising a

certain object.

For this reason, in the case in question, as the words mentioning

the Result have this distinct purpose to serve, even though they in-

dicate the excellence of the Action, yet no significance can be attached

to this idea of the excellence thus obtained. And, as a general rule, we
know that whatever happens to be indicated or implied by a text, does

not come to be recognised as the purpose or chief end of that text. As for

instance, when it is said Hhe former man runs,’ though this implies the exis-

tenceof the * latter man,’ yet this latter is not accepted as connected with the

action that is spoken of with regard to the former. In the same manner,

though the excellence of the Action and the consequent attraction of the

agent to it are indicated by the word mentioning the Result
;

yet, as this

has other functions of its own, it cannot be accepted as having anything to

do with the pointing out of the excellence.. Because such indication could be

accepted only on the ground of Apparent Inconsistency ; but we know that

it is only when all other means of knowledge have ^iled that Apparent
Inconsistency can be had recourse to ; and this failure of the other means of

knowledge, too, can rightly justify aman to seek the aid of Apparent Incon«

sistenoy, with any degree of correctness, only ofter he should have tried his

very best to seek for aid from those other means. Hence, if we failed to

obtain anddea of the eaeellence, either by direct teaching or by supplementary
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declarations, then alone could wt assame a double potency or signification

for the Injunction itself
;
just as when we have no Sruva at hand, we pour

the libations into the fire by means of the spoon. But in case this idea of

excellence were obtainable by any other means, however remote, then it

would be absolutely necessary to follow up this means ;
for until this means

is duly found to afford the requisite notion of excellence, the needs of tlie

Injunction remain unsatisfied.

Similarly in the case of such passages as^*‘ VSyurvai kshipuhthS*

divatH (
“ Vayu is the svriftest deity ” ) and the like,—we believe them to

have been laid down with reference to the accomplishment of certain

purposes of men, on the ground of their forming a part of the Veda, a full

study whereof has been enjoined for men. But inasmuch as a mere
Arthavilda by itself is not capable of being directly related to the Injunc*

tion (as not having the forces of the Injunctive affix, d^.), so long as it is

not recognised as leading to the accomplishment of the purposes of man, it

can only be taken in the literal meaning afforded by the words (composing

the passage), which consists merely in a description of a certain stete of

things as they exist
; and as thus far it is not found to serve any useful

purpose, it remains deficient on an important point.

That, howevei*, which is implied by such description—namely, the

excellence of the sacrifice offered to Ydyu indicated by the fact that, the

effect being similar to the cause, the sacrifice offered to a swift Deity al*

ways accomplishes its result quickly,—is clearly needed by the Injunction

found in close proximity to it ; and as such the passage in question comes
to be recognised as helping in the accomplishment of the man’s purpose

;

and hence it is accepted as forming an integral part of the Veda, whose
study has been laid down as necessary.

And this mutual dependence of the Arthatiida and the comprehension

of excellence is based upon their mutual requirements
;
exactly as in the case

of two charioteers, if the horse of one dies, while the other’s chariot itself is

burnt, the horse of this latter is yoked to the former chariot and the

needs of both become supplied.

Thus, then, when such close relationship between the two is possible,

though the Injunctive and the ArthavUda passages actually stand in need

of the Declaration of Excellence and Injunction respectively, yet inasmuch

as this Declaration of Excellence and Injunction are expressed by the

Arthavdda and the Injunctive passages respectively, we cannot reasonably

assert that Excellence is expressed by the Injunctive, and the Injunction

by the ArthavMa passage. And as the words of the Arthavdda passage

cannot do anything else except the declaring of Excellence, we conclude,

'from the very fact of both the Arihavdda and the Injunctive passages

appearing in the Veda, that they express two distinct things
( Ws*, ^Ex*
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oellonce and InjaDction, respectively) (t.e., tlie fact of both appearing in

the text of tlie Veda leads ns to some snoh conclusion as that Mt is only

the performance of such an Action as is enjoined by the Injunotive

passages, and rendered attractive or pointed out as excellent by the

ArthavSida passages, that can accomplish the desired results to the fullest

extent *).

In the same manner, we can explain the deprecatory {ArthavUda)

passages also, as serving the purpose of creating an aversion (in the mind
of the agent), which is a factor necessary for all Prohibitions; because,

unless tlie knowing person comes to have an aversion to a certain course of

action, he does nob desist from it; and this aversion is brought about
by the cognition of the non-excellent, or evil character of the action

; and
inasmuch as this idea of the evil character cannot be duly brought about

by the negative expressions in the Prohibitive passages themselves, which
serve to lay down the mere negation, along with its result and procedure,

—

and not either the excellence or non-excellence of the action,— clue of

knowledge of its non-excellence cannot be obtained by any other means save

by the deprecatory Arthavddn passages, which, too, have no other purpose

to serve.

Thus it is that the ArthavUda comes to be taken along with (t.e., as

forming a part of) the Injunction; specially as it is always found that it is

only the continuations of the Injunctive and Prohibitive passages, res-

pectively, that become the means of ascertaining the praise or the depre-

cation of the action concerned.

Nor is the character of Praise or of Deprecation altogether exclusive;

because we often find a praise expressed in the form of a deprecation, and
vice vered; as will also be declared later on that—**a deprecatory passage

is added not with a view to deprecate that which is evil, but to indirectly

praise that which is good and has been laid down as to be performed.” As,

for example, in connection with the Traiyamhaka Cake we rend (in the 10th

Adliydya) : If one performs the Ahhighdvana^ he throws his cattle into

Rudra’s mouth, while if one does not perform it, he does not throw them

into His mouth”; and in this case, though it is the non-performance of

the AhhigMrana that is praised, yet it has not been accepted as the right

course of action ; whereas, though its performance is deprecated, yet it has

to be accepted as the proper course Inid down as to be performed, on the

ground of its being subsequently directly enjoined.

In a case where it is not quite clear whether Praise or Deprecation

is really meant, a definite conclusion can be arrived at on this point by

referring to the context
;
as, for instance, we shall find later on the sentence

—“ We know not whether the Asuras are praised or censured,”—*^whioh is

said on the occasion of the declaration (referred to in the 9th Adhjaya}—
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?1{ one: sings; the 'Sk^ fhe, Asuras eome a1orig,<Ao.” Jfe is dosabi^fsl w^betlier

this^ is to be taken ks praising the action, in that* It sabjagatec^ eVen^the

Asoras. to the will of the sacriSoer ; or it is a deprecation, of the action^ in

that it attracts snob undesirable oompauions as the Asnras ; and( on* this

point, inasmuch, as towards the end it is the singing of the Sama .that is

enjoined, we conclude the passage to be a deprecation of the singing of the

ftk Terses.

In the . case • of all ArthavUda passages there are certain words that

express either praise or deprecation ; and it is as taken along with these

words that other, passages (such as * He wept’ and the like, which do

hot express either the' one or the other) come, indirectly, to indicate such

praise or deprecation. Even in a case where we have no such words, wo
cam admit of Indication, or, even of Indicative-Indication, on the ground of

the (otherwise) Apparent Inconsistency. (That is to say, in the ease of the

sentence ^the water is calm,’ we have no word expressive of either Praise

or Deprecation
;
yet we find, close to it, the sentenco ‘ He draws the fire

mther by means of the Vstasa branch, or by the Vak^*

;

and on the ground
of its proximity to this latter Injunction, we take the former passage to

indirectly indicate the praise of the Vstasa and the Vakd, which are laid

down in the latter passage. ’ Here we have pure Indication, while if we
take the passage to be a praise of the dratoing offire, then it will be a case

of Indicative-Indication). Specially as Injunctions and Prohibitions are

always accompanied by Praise and Deprecation, respectively: whenever
we find the one, we can always infer the other, and thereby oemplete the

full sentence.

The above explanations apply also to the passages occurring in the

•Mahdbhdrata, and Purdnas, &o., as with regard to these, we have the express

injunction—“ One should recite these before persons of the four oastee,”—

which shows that they are the means of accomplishing certain desirable

ends
; and when we proceed to seek for this desirable end, we do not accept

the mere recitation of the words as bringing about any result
;
and find that

the trne result lies in a full comprehension of the causes of Dharma, Artha,

HCOma' and Moksha, as also of their contraries, Adharma, Anartha, Duhhha

and Sansdra,—for the purpose of acquiring those of the former sot, and

avoiding those of the latter.

And in certain portions of these works,—as in the chapters on ‘ Ddna ’

* Edjadhafma ’ and * Mohshddharma ’ of the ^dnii-Parva of the Mahdhhdrata

uj-we meet even(With direct Injunctions; while in others there are Artha-^

vddas-^in the two forms of * Porakrta ! (those that describe certain actions

as having been done by other good men) and * PurdkaVpa ’ (those describing

bertaih actions ais having been done by good men in bygone ages).

As for the other portionsi those containing descriptions of events and

4
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stories^—if we accept these in their literal sense, then, with reference -to

these at least, the Injunction of reciting them would become useless (as

no purpose could be seryed by these mere descriptions) ;
hence we take

these to indirectly imply the praise or deprecation (of certain couraes of

action). And as these descriptions have been inserted with the sole purpose

of such praise or deprecation^ they need not be necessarily taken as absolutely

correct with regard to facts.

Guided as they were by their study of the Veda, Valmiki, Vyasa, and

others composed their works on the same lines as the Veda (and hence it

is that we find in the works of these men, as in the Veda, many apparently

useless stories, &c.) ; and as those for whom these works were intended

were persons of varying degrees of intelligence and diverse tastes, it was
only proper for them to insert every kind of matter in their works ( so

that they might be of use to all men). Hence it is that in certain

parts wo find pure Injunctions, while in others the Injunctions are mixed
up with ArtJiavddas; and among these latter, too, some have only brief

Arthavddas, while others have extensive ones; the sole motive for this

diverse procedure lying in the making of the work attractive to all men.

Some of these Injunctions (in the MahUhhdrata, ^c.), are based directly

upon the Veda; while others are based upon considerations of ordinary
pleasure and pain, as experienced in the world. Similarly, among the
Arthavddas, too, some are those that appear in the Veda, some are based
upon ordinary experience, while there are some that are purely ima-
ginary, like ordinary poetry. But all of these have an authoritative-

noss based upon the fact of their praising (the enjoined Actions).

As for those portions of the Puranas, however, which are not capable

of being taken along with any Injunction, some of them are such as give

pleasure in the mere listening to them,—such are the descriptions of the

Oandhamddana, Sao . ; and some, as for instance, the descriptions of wars,

&c,f serve to encourage the brave as well as the coward, and thereby

serve a distinctly useful purpose for- the Kings of men. In those cases, how-

ever, where none of these is possible,—such, for instance, as the hymns to

deities, which wo do not find capable of bringing about any perceptible

results,—fwe assume an unseen result.

{Here ends the explanation of the main Siddhdnta,)

Says the Bhashya : Though such passages as * V^yurvai kshBpishthd

dBvatd ’ and the like, are not related directly to any actions, yet inasmuch as

they can be taken along with an Injunction, they are accepted as authoru

tative.

Some people explain this passage in the following manner : From
the assertion of the Bhashya—Why should ih^e he a praise t Because
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without praise^ how could people he attracted to^ and perform^ such ac-

*^tion8* f—it seems that the Arthav&da serves to bring about the perfor-

“mance of an action by means of praises, or the avoiding of other
“ actions by means of deprecations

;
and as it is these very facts

—

per-'

^^formance and avoidance^that are expressed by the Injunctions, we
conclude that both {ArthavcLda and Injunction) serve the same purpose.

And inasmuch as those that have the same purpose to fulfil cannot be taken

together,—hence in the case of such Injunctive affixes as are without any
“ ArthavoidaSy or such Arthavcidas as are without Injunctive affixes,—we can
“ take them with reference to their own particular subjects exclusively ;

** and thereby accept them as Persuading or Dissuading from particular
“ courses of actions. In those cases, however, where we have a mixture
** of both, as only one of them would suffice for the fulfilment of their common
purpose, it becomes necessary to reject one ;

and under the circumstances,

“it is always necessary to show preference to that which is more exteti-

“sive; and hence, in accordance with the maxim—that ‘one should
* * renounce a single person for the sake of the whole family ’—we come
“ to reject the Injunctive affix (in favour of the much more extensive

“ Arthavdida)
;
and not being of any use with regard to its main purpose,

‘‘the only purpose that the Injunctive affix can serve is to amplify that

“Injunction (of actions) which is. indicated by the Persuasion contained

“in the ArthavSida that has the sole purpose of aiding it (by such per-

“suasion).

“And as an instance of such amplification by the Injunctive affix,

“ we have the passage

—

* satrddudavasdya prshthaQamamyBna yajBran*—

^

“where the Injunctive affix in ^yajeran* has been explained as* only
“ amplifying the performance pointed out by the past participle affix in
“ ‘ TJdavasdya*

“Thus, then, in the passage in question—‘Fdyawyam
“ hhutikdmah, Vdyurvai kshSpishthd dSvatH ’—when the Injunctive affix has
“ been set aside, all that is meant by it is the seizing and hilling of the QvBta

consecrated to Vdya ; and it is this seizing that is spoken of (in the BhA-

^^shya) as ‘ VidhyuddegG,* (the subject of the Injunction). And as an action

“ can be praised only after its connection with a desirable result haS been

“established, it is sentence ending with the clause * bhutikdtnah^ that is

“ taken as referred to by the word ‘ VidhyuddegaJ.

“ We interpret the BhGshya in the above manner, as meaning the set-

“ ting aside of the Injunctive affix, because if the BhGshya had meant that the

persuasion is accomplished by means of the Injunctive affix, then it should
“ not have put in the word ‘ Uddega (but should have simply said *VidhSya*).

“In reality, however, it is not possible for the Arthav&da to be takdn

^ along with th6 Injunctive affix, as pointed out in the' arid it is this
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“impossibility that is spoken of in the BhSshya—‘The SentOnce cnntioibd
” construed, as that onP desirous of prosperity should eeize*

“ The assertion of the Bhdshya^-^eeause prosperity follow^ from
“ points out the relationship Of the praise and the praised^ that has bOen accept.'

“ed (in reference to the passage in question ) in preference to that of thcsP

Injunctive and the Enjoined^ which has been rejected. Thus alone can the

“ fact of the bringing about of prosperity be construed with the passage

“ (that is to say, when the fact of the seizing bringing about prosperity has
“ been laid down, the question naturally arises—how is it that it brings

“ about prosperity ?—‘and in answer to this we have the following ArthavUday

“ which serves to point out the reason for the said potency).

“ The Bhdshya says

—

these two facts are entirely different ; and the facts

“ referred to are the two relationships (of the Praise and the Praised^ and

“that of the Injunctive and the Enjoined)^ (and the sense of the Bhdshya

“ is that if wo admitted both these relationships in the passage in queStion*^

“ as they are entirely different from one another, we would have a syntaotioal'

“ split : consequently we must reject the relation of the Injunctive and the

“ Enjoinedf arid admit only that of the Praise and the Praised),

“ Says the BhSishya—If we 'are ashedy for what purpoee we have tha
** Praise ; and the sense of the question is that when yon have set

“aside the Injunctive affix (the action cannot be enjoined, and) What
“ would be the use of praising that which is not enjoined P Or, the quOs*^

“ tioner may have in his mind the argument that, inasmuch as the persuasion
“ that you hold to be the purpose of the Praise can be accomplished by
“ means of the Injunctive affix itself, there is no need for the Praise,

“And the Teacher (t.e., the author of the Bhdtshya)y—bearing in naind

“ the fact, that oven when the Injunctive affix has been set aside, our pur-

“ poses are served by the Arthavcida alone, and that when both are possible

“ preference is to be given to the Arthavdday’-^aaja : How else^ could it be

attractive ?

“ The questioner, however, puts forward his position more clearly

:

“ ‘ When the purpose of pointing ont the performability of the Action has
“ been already served by the Injunctive affix, there could be no need for tlio

“ Praise.*

“ The Bhdshya replies : Not so ; because in all cases where there is a
“long (involved) sentence,, the smaller sentences composing it have nO
“ authority or significance of their own (that is to say, the meaning of the
latter cannot have any preference over, or stop the functioning of, the

“longer sentence), exactly as when a higher number (twenty, f.i.) is

“‘spoken of, no importance is attached to the lower numbers (eighty ^eti

“ twelve, ^0.) It is ohiy when the smaller sentences are uttered by them-
‘‘ selves that, they have' any authority or significance; because, in ihapl
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^*oa$0, ,|b&y do not stami in; need of anything else ; as, for iqstanoe, the

“small sentence—‘The cloth exists.’ Bat tbe mere fact ol this small
‘‘ sentence serFing all necessary purposes w'hen it is ased by itself cannot
‘‘ justify the conclusion that ‘ in all cases (even where this sentei^ is used
“ as the part of a longer sentence) all that is wanted' will be accomplished by

this small sentence alone.* For a sentence is accepted tp be complete only

V when it is not accompanied by such expressions as are significant (of a sense
‘‘ more extensive than that afforded by itself)

; and when there happens

to be such an expression, people who think over it intelligently find that

“ there is something wanting in it over and above the said expression. Bat
‘‘ when this something Is not perceived, the feeling of want (or defi-

“ oiency) ceases (and we conclude that there is nothing more really want-

ing). Hence it is only where this something, more is actually perceived

“that we construe the additional expression along with the former ^ntence^

while when it is not perceived, even though the expression may be
“ there all the same, we do not take it along with

,
the original sentence

;

Vand it is only in such cases that the smaller sentence, can have any
“ significance apart from the longer one,—and. not in the former case,

“ where it can have no significance of its own.

“It is withe all this in view that the Bhclshya says
; When there are no

“ Maledictory eapressioris, the necessary persuasion is accomplished by the In^

“junctive affix itself ; but when there is a valedictory sentence it is by means

that that the persuasion is fulfilled.

Objection: ‘What you say is quite right, as regards such cases in

“ which the purposes of the longer sentence and the shorter are different

;

Vas'for inatance,* in the case of The doth (exists) and is red. In the case

“ in. question however, the purpose of the two sentences (the Injunction

“ and the Praise) being the same, is it right that the longer sentence should

“ be used to set aside the shorter one P This is what is meant by the

“ Blidshya passage

—

That longer sentence which subverts the injunctive potency

“ of the. shorter sentence may well be got rid of, the persuasion being accom^

plished by the Injunctive expression itself,^

^ “ To this the Bhjdshya replies : It is true that the persuasion will be

“ accomplished by the Injunctive expi'ession, even without the valedictory sen»

tence; but (ss U niatter offact this latter does exists etc.' The spnse of this

“ is that the above objection should have been addressed to the author of

f* the Veda (if there were such a one)—namely, that, when it was possible

f‘ for him to. express the persuasion by the shorter Injunctive sentence, why
!‘ should he hate had recourse to the longer Valedictory one. But as there

f‘:ia^ no such author, any such objection would 1^ entirely out of

“ place.

“In any case, the objection cannot have much force; for the using of a
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longer sentence for dxp^ssing that wliioli could have been equally Well ex-
‘‘ pressed’by a shorter one, Would, at the worst, be only like going to a Village

by a circuitous route ( literally by the way round the pastures around the
“ village)

; and it could not be said to fail in its object, which woiild be
** attained all the same, though with greater effort and fatigue. It is Often
“ that wo meet with such roundabout methods of expression

; as, for in-

“ stance, though the single letter hha would be enough to signify Space,
** we often make use of longer words, such as * * and the like

; and
certainly, we are not taken to task for doing so. In the same manner, in

**the case in question, though the persuasion could be accomplished by
** means of the Injunctive affix alone, yet the Veda has made use of the
“ Valedictory sentence for the purpose.

There is yet another explanation that may be given : exactly as oven
** though there are many means of performing a sacrifice, yet it is only
** when it is done in the way pointed out by the Mantra^ that it brings about

the best results,—so, in the same maimer, though the Injunctive persuU-

“ Sioh could be got at by other means (such as the Injunctive affix, <&c.),

“ yet it is only when it is expressed thmugh the agency of the Valedictory

** passage, that the Action in question can lead to the best results. •

Another objection is raised in the BhSshya ;
^ Even though the vale*

dietary expressions exist, yet as the preceding sentence is in the form of an In*

junction, this Injunctive form cannot he disregarded.
*

The sense of this objection is this : * What you say is all right, as re-

gards cases where the roundabout method is adopted before the shorter one

is known ;
but in the case in question, such is not the case

; as the shorter
** and simpler method, that of the Injunctive affix, which is also the more
** efficient, is already used before the other is introduced

; hence exactly as
** in the instance you bave cited, when one has used the word * Eha,* he does

not, at that very time, make use of the longer word ‘ A&dca,* so also in

** the present case, when the necessary persuasion has been accomplished by
means of the Injunctive affix, there is no need of having recourse to the

“ valedictory expressions. It may be urged that in that case, these vale-

“ dictory expressions would become absolutely useless. But what of that P

Let them be useless.

'

The reply tO this is that we have already proved above the useful-

ness of these valedictory expressions
; as a matter of fact, they can never

be absolutely useless
; as we have already shown that when the purpose

of persuasion is capable of being served by both (the Injunctive affix and
“ the valedictory words), inasmuch as the latter is perceptibly capable of
** being construed with the former, we accept its utility (on that score) iU

“ preference to that of the former,
' “ The BhSshya puts forward another objection :

‘ Thepersuasive Ijane*
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iion may he comprehended by means of the Injunctive sentence independenUy
** of the valedictory vsords^

opponent objects to this objection being raised over again, it

being already included in the former objection. But there is a difference

“ between the two : the former was bronglit forward with a view to the

total rejection of the valedictory words
;
whereas the sense of this second

objection is this : * Though the compound sentence, as a whole, may be
** taken as signifying Praise, yet it cannot be denied that the first part of

it signifies a distinct Injunction ; and if the expressive potency of the In-

junetive be once set aside, there being no means of reviving it, it would

come to be absolutely incapable of any significance.’

** And to this objection we make the following reply : It is true that

V the first sentence has an injunctive potency : but this potency can very

well be discarded
;
specially as the fact of its being discarded in one place

cannot deprive it of its expressiveness in all cases
; and conversely, the

fact of its having manifested itself in one place does not necessitate its

manifestation in every other place. As a matter of fact, in the case in

** question, when the valedictory expressions signify something entirely

“ different, then the potency of the previous Injunctive is fully operative

;

“whereas when tlie former expression manifests a potency of its own,
“ which sets aside that of the latter, this latter entirely disappears, lest

“ there be a syntactical split. It is this probable syntactical split, already

noticed before, that is again pointed out by means of the present quos-

“ tion and answer (in the Bhashya). Hence we conclude that, inasmuch

^‘the purpose served by both (the Injunctive and the Valedictory expres-

“ sions) is exactly the same, the necessary persuasion should be taken as

fulfilled by means of the Praise expressed by the latter.

“ Says the BhcisJiya : Stutigahddih stuvantah hriyUm prarocayamdnd
“ anushMtrnamupaJcarishyanti hriydydh (i.e., the valedictory expressions in

“ praising the Act, tend to make it attractive, and thereby help the actions

“ of the agents).

“In regard to this, a grammatical difficulty is raised; The word
“ anushthatf should have had the Dative affix (in accordance with Paniui’a

Sutra I—iv—33), as it denotes the persons for whom the actions are made
“ attractive. It cannot be rightly urged that the said Sutra mentions the

“ particular root ruci^ while in the^aentence in question we have an entirely

“ different root rod. Because, whether the root be ruci or roci, the sense of
“ attractivmess remains the same, and that is the only condition laid down
“ in the Sutra (for the application of the Dative). Nor can it be argued
** that the Genitive affix is due to the fact of the relationship expressed
“ being general, and not any special relation (such as that of the Dative).

“ Because this cannot bo rightly asserted, when we actually have a
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“ particular relation (that of hei^g attractive) distinctly mentioned. Con-

“sequontly we must construe ^rarocayamHif^ witli kriyUyUh; and as for thd
“ persons to wliom these Actions are made attractive, the context natuVally

“ points to iheperformers. Or, Anushtatrndm m2Ly be taken with updkalrishy-'

“ anti (the meaning being that they help the performers),’the y/^ord kriy&ytih^

“ in this case, being taken as the Ablative—the meaning being that the'

“ valedictory expressions serve to make the action attract!vej much more'

“strongly than is done by the Injunctive expression (the word kriya being
“ taken in the sense of Injunction). Or lastly, the word ktiydydh in the'

“ Genitive may be taken to mean for the sake cf the Action.

“ In the BentenGO kancidarthdm stuvanti, &o. (in the Bliashya) the word
** ^stuijanH,* is to be taken as a present participle (Plural, Neuter)

; arid the
“ meaning is that while eulogising a certain object,—viz.: the object meant to

“ be laid down, or somethiiig related to it—they lay down the Action or
“ something elso related to it ; and this laying down is by means of the
“ Praise

;
hence the authoritative character of the Arthavdda passages can'

‘^bo established, only by discarding the Injunctive affixes.*’

The above interpretation of the Bhdshya is not accepted (by the

orthodox MfmUhsaka / and that for the following reasons) : When the

Injunctive affix is discarded, there is nothing to express the Injunction of

the action
;
and as such there would-be nothing that would be in need

of the Praise. For there is, in this case, no desire, on our part, to learh

the method of the Verbal BhdvanH.

Though it is possible to assume a desire to learn the why and wherefor6

of the Bhavand, jet this, too, could only be with reference to the method of

the Injunction; because the Praise is only meant to help the Injunction;—

the only difference of this why of the Verbal Bhdvand from the method of

the Injunction lying in the fact of its being expressed in different words.'

Then, ‘again,'even this want is possible for the person only after he has been
enjoined or prompted to do an Act, and not when the Action is merely

mentioned (by name}.' For certainly, when the mere action, the seizing ofthe

Qv^la consecrated to Ydyu, is mentioned, so long as it is not asserted

whether this seizing should be done or not, there is no desire to know
whether the Action is praiseworthy or otherwise. And when the idea of

duch praiseworthiness is not desired, the Arthdv&da passages themselves

literally only describing certain facts, would not imply any such' ex-

cellence, &6.

And as for the denotation of the verbal root itself, there is no chance of

any person having any relations with' it, or having any desires with regard
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to it
;
because all these desires, <&o., belong to the Bhdvana. And as this

BhUvanH will have been set aside by the discarding of the Injunctive affix,

what would be there that could be in want of anything ?

Hence when all the three factors will have been set aside (along with

the Injunctive word), we could have no ideas, either of Prosperity as the

resuUy or the Sacrifice as the means, or anything else as the method.

Under these circumstances, even if the excellence of the Action should

happen to be expressed by the ArthavMa,—unless this declaration of

excellence be capable of being taken as an answer to the query as to

why the Action should be performed,—the mere recognition of the fact

of a certain Action being good,—unless this fact is recognised as a reason

for its performability,—could not give us any idea of the porformability

of the Action. Even if, somehow or other, a notion of performability

{Karlavyatd) wore got at, the moaning got at would be ^pragastah kar-

tavyah
*

(t.e., the Action should he made praiseworthy) ; exactly as we have

the expression ‘ Fatah Jcartavyah* (the Cloth should be made).

And so long as a direct Injunction of the Action is not assumed, all

such notions would be absolutely useless. And certainly to reject a direct

Injunctive expression, and then to assume such Injunction indirectly,

througli the Arthavdda, would be a very objectionable method to follow.

Then, too, inasmuch as the necessary Injunction is already directly ex-

pressed by the Injunctive expression, there can be no reasonable ground
for making any indirect assumptions of it. The Injunction could be

indirectly got at by means of the Arthavdda, only if it had not been ex-

pressed by other more direct means ; and as, in the present instance, it is

clearly pointed out by the direct Injunctive expression, there is no such
inconsistency (to avoid which we should assume an Injunction by indirect

means).

So, too, if the Arthavdda, by itself, did not serve a distinctly useful

purpose in the persuasion,—as in the case of mere descriptions of events,

then it could be discarded. But we have already shown above that
it does serve a useful purpose in the persuasion, and as such it is not

discarded; and hence if the necessary persuasion could be accomplislied

by other means, then there would have been no need of the Arlhavdida.

But, as a matter of fact, the persuasion, finding no other means of its

accomplishment, seeks the help of the Arthav^da itself.

And in all matters relating to the Veda, the assumption of words
is based upon the sole ground of the apparent inconsistency of certain

well-recognised facts
;
and from this assumption of words follows the neces-

sary accomplishment of the objects. Hence the persuasion could only lead

to the assumption of the Injunctive word, and not to that of actual Injunc-

tion, But on the occasion of such assumption of the Injunctive word, the
6
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direct appearance of such a word, in the shape of ^ dlahhsta (should seize)

t\roald bar the way to the inference of any other expressions
;
exactly as in

the case of the passages dealing with the ‘ Aindra * and the * Vdyvya^' as

soon as the injunctive sentence

—

* Somena yajSta* (should sacrifice witli the

Soma)—presents itself, no other sacrifice is assumed.

Then, again, it is only when two sentences express the same meaning
that there can be either a rejection of the one by the other

;
or they

may be taken as optional alternatives. But in the case of the Injunctive

l^ord and the Arthavdda, we find an absolute difEerence between their

liieanings, the former dealing with that which is to be helped (by the

praise), and the latter with that which helps (i.e., the Praise)
;
and as such

we cannot but take them jointly, construing them together into a single

complex sentence.

If there were a setting aside of the Injunctive affix, then there would

be no trace left of the fact of the action being for one's own sake or for

that of others,—a fact that is pointed out by the number, &c., of the

nominative agent ( which in the present case is expressible only by means
of the Injunctive affix).

It may be argued that what we set aside is only the factor of injunction^

and not the ideas of the imwtber, &c. (denoted by the Affix). But this is

not possible
; because if the affix be retained for the purpose of denoting

the number, <feo., it could never fail to denote the Injunction also. And what

has been once denoted and duly cognised can be rejected only in two ways :

(1) either on account of its being not in contact with the Injunction,—as

in the case of the ‘oneness' of the vessel {Vide. III-i-12 et seq,)—
,
or (2)

on account of its being a mere explanatory description—as in the case of

the Homa done for the sake of one who wants the sense-organs. The
Injunction, however, cannot itself be said to be not-Injunction (hence the

first condition is not applicable to the present case)
;
nor can it be taken

to be a mere explanatory description
;
because till the Injunctive expression

is uttered, that which it enjoins has not been enjoined or pointed out by

any other means. As the fact that is pointed out by the passage in

question, is not in the form that—* the seizing of the ^LcSta dedicated to

Vayu, which should be done, is good or praiseworthy,'—but in that—‘it

should be done, because it is good or praiseworthy.'

In the example of the TJdavasd,inya that has been cited above, the

participial affix ‘ while indicating the mei'e Action^ independently

of any notions of Injunction or Prohibition, has clearly pointed out

{literally^ attained the position of) tlie Injunction
;
and as such it cannot

serve as a proper example. For if it did not point to the Injunction, then

the denotation of the verb itself would fall into the place of the object to

he accomplished; and as such it would become absolutely useless.
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Thus we find that the Arthavada cnn be said to be taken along with

the Injunction, without in any way subverting the Sutra.

Hence has the BhasJiya declared : The real indicator of the Injunction

extends up to the expression ^desiring prosperity' (in the sentence * vdyavyam

gvStamdlabhSta hhutikamah')

y

which shows that the Injunction itself is

included in it; for if the Bhfishya did not mean the Injunction to be so

included, it would have declared the meaning of the verbal root only to be

the indicator of the Injunction ; but the mere fact of the meaning of the

verbal root embodying an action is not enough to justify us in holding it to

be the indicator of Injunction. Consequently, we conclude that it is the

Injunctive Affix alone, which, as signifying tlie Injunction, is held to be

the indicator of Injunction. As it is not possible for the Arthavada to be

taken along with that which is pointed out by the Injunction (which is a

particular Action), the Bhashya has added the word “ UddBga "
to the Sutra

(the expression * Vidhyudde^a* meaning the indicator of InjunctioHy which,

being in the form of the Injunctive affix, can be taken along with the Artha-

vdida). The addition of the clause extending up to the word ‘ desiring

prosperity * is made with the purpose of affording an occasion for the Praise,

after the Action has been comprehended as bringing about a particular

desirable result.

Objection ; “ Under the circumstances, in a case where the verb is in

the present tense (f.i. ‘ BadhnU Juhoti* ), there being no desire to seek

after any other thing, the Arthavada passage could not be taken along

with it.**

Reply: Though it is so, yet no other means of cognition being

applicable, the Arthavada comes to be connected with the Injunction,

which is assumed [to be pointed out, either ( 1) by the instructions of method

(contained in the Bralimana passage in connection with the sentence

“ LadhnU juhotiy ** or (2) by the fifth verbal mood {Lst)y or (3) by the

Apparent Inconsistency of the Present Tense, which remains inexplicable

without the assumption of the said Injunction],

Even in a case where we assume an Injunction, on the sole strength of

the Arthavdda passage, our only refuge lies in the Apparent Inconsistency

(or Inexplicability of the Praise contained in the Arthavdda), And so

long as we have these resources at our command, it is not right to have

recourse to the uselessly elaborate processes (detailed above, by the

Opponent).

It has been urged above that if this interpretation be accepted, there

would be a syntactical split on account of the sentence being made to ex-

press two distinct relationships. But we have sailed clear of this objection

by putting the sense of the passage in this form : One should seize the

^vetUy on account of such seizing being good or praiseworthy* This does not
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give rise to any syntactical split, because that wbioli is enjoined stands in

need of Praise (for the sake of persuasion)
;
and as such, there being no

necessity for having recourse to any breaking up of the sentences, the two

factors (viz.

:

the Injunction and the Praise) can very well be taken to-

gether. Then, again, if the delineation of siicli distinct relationships were to

bo marked down as causing a syntaetical split, then the pointing out of

such fartoi'S as the Means, the Result, and the Method (as is done by all

Injunctive passages) would also have to be rejected as giving rise to such

a split.

It is in connection with these facts that we should take the Bhd»

shya passage : This relatiomthip is not what is meant to be expressed. That

is to say, the former half of the passage by itself is not meant to be

taken as expressing the Injunction with all its accessories
;
because in that

case, the Injunction having been duly accomplished by the former half, it

is only indirectly, through this Injunction, that the Persuasion, meant by

the latter half, could he accomplished; and this process being much too

complicated, a syntactical split would be inevitable.

The question (in the Bhdshya)—^'‘What is the use of the Praise ? —is

put with a view to the fact of the necessary persuasion having been accom-

plished by means of the former (Injunctive passage.

And the reply that is given

—

Hmv else could there be a persuasion f—
is based upon the fact of the Injunction being helped (in its potency)

by the Persuasion expressed in tlie sabsequent Arthavdda.

The sentence in the Bhdshya beginning with nann prdyapi explains

what has gone before.

The passage na hi, &c., means that it is only when there is no direct

Praise that the Injunctive passage can be assumed to have the double
signification (of the Injunction as well as the Praise)

;
and this assumption

is not allowable when the Praise can be expressed by another sentence. In
that case, if the Arthavdda be neglected, the Injuiicbion of the action to

be performed by one desirous of prosperity would remain incomplete.

The clause yathd patah has already been explained above.

The passage

—

VidhiyabdSna tadd prarocand—serves to point out the

manifold purposes served by the Injunction and the Praise.

The meaning of the objection

—

nanvBvamapi, ^c,"—is that, ‘‘when the

Injunction itself is capable of persuading, why should it require an
Arthavdda passage to do this ?

”

The reply to this is given by the sentence

—

satyam, &c. That is

to say, it is only when there is no valedictory sentence,—and not when
there is such a direct sentence,—that the purpose of the Praise can b©
held to be served by the Injunctive sentence itself. This purpose is

none other than Praising
;
and it cannot be said to be served exclusively
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by the Arthavdda alone
;
because the object praised being pointed out by

the Injunctive sentence, and no praise being possible without the object

that is praised, the Injunctive sentence must also be accepted as serving

the purpose of Praising. But it is only when there is no ArthavSda

pfisp'^ge that we have recourse to the highly complicated process of attribut.

ir.g the signification of both (Injunction and Praise) to the Injunctive

sentence exclusively.

The fentence—* 7ianu saisvapi, &c.,* is to be explained as before.

Ther. we have the sentence—ato*smadvidhSh, &c. ; and the meaning
of this Vi that we comprehend the Praise not from the Injunctive sentence

itself, but from such sources as the Genitive case-ending, the supplemen-

tary s'intences (in the shape of the Arthavdda), and the like.

Then there is another objection—“ nanii nirapBkah&dapij ** &c.
;
and the

sense of this objection is this :
“ When in certain cases, even in the absence

of any mention of the method of the particular Action enjoined, the Injunc-

tion is accepted to have the capability of urging men to that action, where-

fore should it stand in need of anything else (that may be sought to be
expressed by the Arthavdda) ? And hence, as a matter of fact, even when
such Arthavada passages actually exist, it is best to disregard or reject

them.**

The Author of the Bhdshya replies to this objection in a jocular style

:

This may be the case .where we have the Injunctive expression appearing

alone, by itself, independently of all else ;
because in that case, there would

be no contradiction. But this is not possible in the case in question
; be-

cause in this case, the Injunction is expressed by certain words that stand

in need of other factors (as Praise and the like). Any single sentence can

be accepted as laying down or expressing only one relationship of a certain

thing; hence if we make the Injunction indicate the two factors (of In-

junction and Praise), then there would be an inevitable syntactical split.

The sentence—esha hi guno, &c.—shows the persuasive force of the

Arthavada^ as eulogising the factors pointed out by the Injunctive sentence.

For these reasons, we conclude that the Arthavdda passages have a

distinct purpose to serve, as helping the Injunctions, by being taken along

with these latter.

Sutra (8). The connection of long-established tradition also is

equal.

With a view to justify the word ‘ ca, * the Bhdshya has introduced the

Sutra with the objection: '^The Arthavddas may be accepted as entirely

useless**

And the reply is that this cannot be ; because the aforesaid reasonings

have shown that they serve a distinctly ttsefal purpose.
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Or, the passage supplying the reply may be interpreted as

—

This canno^

he (tanna)y because of the usefulness having been shown in this (aforesaid)

manner (evamarthUvagamdlt), and also because the connection of tradition^ ^c.,

—the Sutra being thus construed along with the reply to the assumed

objection.

There are certain rules and regulations ( Dharmas) laid down with regard

to the study of the Veda; and these have the sole purpose of keeping up the

traditional system ;
because the regulations are distinctly laid down in

the Smrtisj as calculated to preserve such a system; and, secondly,

because the said regulations can have nothing to do with such other

human ends, as the attaining of Heaven, and the like
;
nor have we any

authority for postulating a different purpose for tliese regulations, and

for rejecting the fact of the proper accomplishment of the traditional course

of study, which in itself is admitted to be distinctly useful, and is most

closely connected with the said regulations. In connection with the tradi-

tional system of study, the strict observance of these regulations serves

the distinctly useful and much-needed purpose of removing obstacles from

the way of such studies
;
and we admit the fact of these regulations serving

the purpose of removing the obstacles, on the ground of these having been

laid down with this avowed purpose ; specially as any other use that maybe
assumed could not, in any way, help in the process of study. For if the

attainment of Heaven be assumed to be the purpose served by the said

regulations, then these would come to be the moans of accomplishing a

direct purpose of the agent (and would have nothing to do with the proper

completion of Vedic study).

It may be assumed that it is only when the Veda is studied in

accordance with the said regulations that the sacrifices can bring about

their proper results (and as such the Regulations serve the purpose of help^

ing in the proper accomplishment of the results of sacrifices). But, in

that case, the Regulations would have only an indirect use, helping some-

thing (the sacrifice) very remote from itself. For these reasons, wo cannot

but conclude these Regulations to serve the extremely useful purpose of

helping a man in the proper accomplishment of his study of the Vedio
texts (by the removal of obstacles).

Then, agsin, we do not want the obstacles to be removed from the way of

a thing that is absolutely useless. Because obstacles to such useless things
are always desirable

; so as there may be no useless trouble in accomplishing
that which does not serve any useful purpose (but, on the other hand,
hinders it.)

Thus we find that inasmuch as the ArthavUda passages are treated, by
students, with as much respect and attention as the Injunctive passages
which are apparently useful, we must accept the former also to be equally
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useful. And as the said Regulations are based upon the Veda (and these

are observed equally with regard to the Injunctive and the Arthavadcc

passages), this equal regard must be regarded as authorised by the Veda
itself. And this regard could not be possible, unless the Arthavdda passages

actually served a useful purpose; and thus, we arrive at the general fact of

the Arthavdda being distinctly useful. And then, in accordance with the

reasoning embodied in Sutra I—iv—30, finding these passages to be capable

of signifying Praise, we come to the conclusion that they serve the useful

purpose of praising (that which has been enjoined in the Injunctive pas-

sages).

It is with a view to all this that we read in the Bhdshya : The remem-

brance is quite strong.

Or, this passage may be taken as pointing to the fact that the useful-

ness of the Arthavdda passage can be inferred from the fact of all men
keeping up a firm hold (or remembrance) of the text of the whole Veda^
which could not have been possible unless all men had been fully con-

vinced of the usefulness of the whole of it (tlie Injunctions, the Arthav&dasy

the Mantras^ <fec., all included). The fact, too, of people having this firm

conviction of its usefulness is implied by certain sentences; and as such

it cannot be said to be (based upon mere Inferential assumption, and as

such) wanting in true authoritativetmss. If it were not so, and people

considered certain portions of the Veda to be useless, they would neglect

such portions, and study only certain portions of it—either tlie Injunctive

passages alone, or the Artliavddas alone. And in that case, there could not

be afirm remembrance of the portions thus neglected. But, as a matter of fact,

we find that people have a firm remembrance (of the Arthavdda passages,

as much as that of the Injunctive passages)
;
and hence we cannot reject

these as useless interpolations. And from this too, we cannot but admit

them to be distinctly u.seful.

The Sutra may also be interpreted in another manner: The Vedic

text—‘‘The Veda should be studied”—of which the sole purpose is the

establishing of a long tradition (of study), and which has been chiefly

instrumental in bringing about the eternal tradition of Vedic study,—refers

equally to the Arthavdda and the Injunctive passages; inasmuch as both

of these equally constitute the Veda; and hence, in accordance with the

arguments propounded above, there being no chance for their usefulness

apart from the accomplishment of certain purposes of man, the

passages must be accepted as capable of expressing Praise, and thereby

serving the useful purpose of praising (an Action which has been laid

down as bringing about a certain desirable result, and thereby persuading

the man to its performance).
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Sutra (9). The aforesaid objections are not applioable
;

be-

canse there would be a contradiction only if these pointed out an
action

;
but as it is they do not point to an action

; and hence there
is no inconfifruity.

With this Sutra begins the refatation of the objections urged (in the

Purvapaksha Sutras) against the authority of the ArthavUda passages.

The objections that have been urged above—viz. : the contradiction of

the Scriptures and facts of ordinary perception^ —against the assumption

of Injunctions in connection with Arthavadas^—we do not find to bo

applicable to our theory.

Or the Sutra—when * aprSptHm ’ is read as ‘ aprffptam '—may mean
that we do not find the above explanation of Praise to be open to the said

objections.

And the reason given is that if the sentences { Arthav!idas)^ihB,t

speak of the ‘ weeping,’ ‘ cutting out of the fat,’ ‘ misconception of the

quarters,’ ‘ theft,’ * untruthfulness,’ &o,—were taken as laying down
certain Actions to be performed, then alone could there be a contradiction

(of Scriptures or of ordinary facta of perception). But, as a matter of fact,

we do not take these sentences in their literal sense
;
nor do we supply into

them words from without, in order to mnke them signify a direct Injunc-

tion; all that we hold them to signify is Praise only
;
and certainly, there

can be no contradiction in this
;
and hence there can be no incongruity in

our theory.

Or, the expression (in the Suha)—(^ahddrthnstn—may be taken to

mean that the Arthavdda passage serves the purpose of helping the Injunctive

words; and as such, not being connected with tlie performance of any
action that may be mentioned in itself, it does not come to be put into

practice
;
and as such it cannot be incongruous.

There are three different readings of the Sutra

:

(1 ) Aprdptdncdnu^

papattim^—in this case the words * we find* have got to be supplied; the

meaning being

—

we find the said objection to he not applicable, ^c. (2) Aprap^

tanednuppattim,—in this case we have to supply the words ‘ our explana-

tion’
; the meaning being—ow explanation is not open to the said objection.

(3) Aprdptd emupapattih,—the meaning in this case being

—

The objection

is found to be inapplicable to our theory,—the words ‘ found in our theory ’

being supplied from without.

Sutra (10). It is indirect description.

[This Sutra meets the objections urged in Sub a (1).]

A question is now raised: “The Arthavdda may be taken along with

the Injunction, when both of them refer to the same subject; but how can

they be said to be so related, when their subjects are totally different ’* ?
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The reply to this is that there can be an indirect relationship between

the two. As for instance, when a certain object connected with a certain

Action is praised, that praise indirectly applies to the other relatives of the

same Action also; or, when a certain object has got to be praised, we
praise the source from which it proceeds. And as both in the Veda and
in ordinary parlance, the praise of one object is found to be applicable to

another object related to it, this indirect method of praising a thing is

often resorted to. And as such, the fact of the subject-matter of the

Arthavflda and the Injunction being different cannot in any way affect our

aforesaid conclusions.

The signification of such Praises will be exemplified and explained later

on ;

—

e,g., when the water is praised as calwi, it is indirectly taken to signify

the fact that anything connected with, or proceeding from water, being a

Source of calmness or peace, would remove the troubles of the saorificer.

The present Sutra by itself directly meets the cases of the three

Arthavddas

:

(1) * He wept, and from his tears silver was produced *

;

(2) ‘ Prajapati cut out his own fat * and ‘ The gods having ascertained it to

be a sacrifice to the gods knew not the quarters.’ And the following

too will be taken as bringing forward arguments in support of the

conclusions arrived at under this Sntra»

As for the means of ascertaining the fact of the Arthavddas under ques-

tion having secondary or indirect significations, only a few of them will be

explained now
; the rest will be explained in detail under Sutra I—iv—23.

In the case of the Arthavdda—“ He wept, &c.”—each factor of the Artha-

vdda is to be taken along with each factor of the Injunction, because of their

mutual requirements. That is to say, the word * He ’ ( * sah ’ ) refers to the

subject spoken of
;
because this word always denotes the subject treated of.

Or, the expression Uatpratyaydt* (in the Bhdshya) may be taken as

pointing out the fact of the pronoun ‘ tat
* being well-known to refer to the

subject in hand
;
and hence whenever the word “ Sah ” is used, it imme-

diately points to its base ‘ Tat^' and thence to the subject spoken of.

Hence the construction of the aforesaid Arthav&da passage should be thus ex-

plained :
“ That which followed as his tears is the ‘ Silver.’ ” And all this

is said in support of the subsequent deprecation and prohibition (of the

giving of silver)
;
and hence after the Prohibitory Passage (that silver

should not be given), it is only natural that wo should have the Deprecatory

Passage under question.

The Bhdshya cites the said deprecatory passage : * One who gives

silver at the Fari^t-sacrifice, falls into some trouble (that makes tears flow

in his family) before the year closes.’ The reason why this trouble befalls

the giver of silver is next explained : The effect always being similar to the

Oause^ if one makes a gift of silver, which is a product of weeping, it is
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6hly nataral that it should bring about an effect similar to itself, in the

shape of some tear-producing (heartrending) calamity
;
and from all this

it follows that silver should not be given.

And thus we find that the Arthavada—“He wept, —serves, a
distinctly useful purpose, being, through the said Deprecation, supplement-
ary to the Prohibition of the giving of silver.

This Indirect Assertion too is based upon words,—the fact of weeding

{Rodana) having been inferred from the mere verbal sound of the word
‘ Budra. * And the silver comes to be deprecated on account of the mere
assumption that if drops of tears, could be solidified, in as much as they are

white, they would be like silver (and as such this metal being similar to

tears, should not be given)
; or, silver may have been spoken as produced

by weeping

f

on account of the fact of an expenditure of wealth (of which
silver always forms the principal portion) bringing tears to the eyes
of persons related to the spendthrift.

And thus we find that in some way or other a due comprehension
of the Deprecation invariably helps us in getting at the real Prohibition

j

and as such it does not matter, if the Arthavdda is unable to point out the
Prohibition directly.

The same process of construction is also applied to the passage speak-
ing of Prajapati having cut out his fat. This passage is taken as praising
a good action, thus :

‘ A good action is performed even at such personal
discomfort as the cutting out of one's own fat,—what then can be said with
regard to the spending of one's external possessions over a good action* ?

For instance, even in ordinary parlance, w© find people eulogising the ex-
tremely charitable, as that * he gives a way even L’s very eye-balls.’

It is true that the passage in itself describes a certain event
;
but no

Vodio passage has any authority iu its mei*e descriptive form ; there is always
an element of truth in the Praise that is signified by it

; and hence the
passage having been recognised as true, in reference to this Praise, which
is found to servo a distinctly useful purpose, it does not stand in need of
having its signification transferred to a mere description^ which, even if

true, could bo of no use (in regard to Dharma),
Or again, the Arthavd^das may be taken as parts of the Verbal Bhdeand

(of an Injunction)
; and even then, their sole use would lie in the giving rise,

in the mind, to the idea of engaging in a certain action (‘ may I do this *) ;

and in this, the literal signification of the passages (as consisting of mere
descriptions) could have no use (the aforesaid idea being accomplished by the
mere recognition of the excellence of the Action, independently of any
descriptions of persons or things). (And in snob cases as ‘ He wept, and from
his tears silver was produced,' the literal meaning is apparently contrary to
all se^se-perception, and as such totally inadmissible). But iu the case of
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suob passages as point to the fact of Heaven being attained by means of the

performance of a certain sacrifice, it is a well established fact, that there

is no contradiction (of any facts of ordinary perception).

Nor can it be urged that there can be no proper Praise or Deprecation

indicated by such descriptions as are apparently false. Because the implied

Praise or Deprecation is always distinctly comprehended (even when the

description is false). As a matter of fact, it is only in the case of real des-

criptions of facts that we find people saying— What is the use of inferring

from it a Praise or a Deprecation^ the Description itself is quite true,

and admissible P ” It is in the case of the false descriptions—where
that which is generally known to be bad is described as good, or vice versd^

—that people reason thus: “(1) Inasmuch as this sentence describes as

good that which is generally known as had, it is clear that it persuades

me to have recourse to it
;
and (2) inasmuch as it describes as had that

which is generally believed to be good^ it distinctly dissuades me from
it ”

;
and having reasoned thus, they engage in the eulogised course of

Action, which he finds himself unable to abandon.

Then again, it is admitted on all hands that the Veda is absolutely

authoritative ; and it is also a well-recognised fact that the knowledge of

the excellence or non-excellence of an Action known to the man is of help

in his (t.s., is utilised by him in) engaging in it or avoiding it
;
and in

the case of the Arthav&da passages, we find that such knowledge is

brought about by the Veda itself; and hence wo are led to the conclusion

that we must regulate our actions accordingly.

Even in the ordinary world, we find that there are certain actions,

which, though bringing about other results, are held by trustworthy per-

sons to impart to the performer an excellent Memory (or Intelligence)
;

and when seeking to persuade a person to do that act, they point ont to him
the Action as leading to many other desirable results, such as wealth, good

luck, &o., even though this may not be quite true. And having performed

the Action, as urged by such descriptions, the man actually obtains the real

result (Excellence of Memory). Though the person prompted knows full

well that all the results that are described to him do not really follow

from the Action, and are described to him in accordance with his own incli-

nations, yet being convinced of the impossibility of trustworthy persons

prompting him to absolutely useless (or harmful) Actions, he coneludes that

though all the results described may not follow, yet something desirable is

sure to follow from the Action ; and accordingly he engages himself in

it.

In the same manner, in the case of the Veda, though the real result

may have been spoken of in the Injunctive passage itself, yet the Ariha-

vSda^ even though describing only imaginary results, may serve the pur-
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pose of making the enjoined Action more attractive to the Agent ;
and

as such it does not matter whether the results described in it are false or

real ;
specially as its sole use lies in the persunding of the Agent to do the

Action (enjoined), which is accomplished equally well (even when the

Results described are only false). And even though the results described

in the ArthavMa are recognised to be false, yet the learned people do not

abandon the Action praised by it
;
because they are fully cognisant of the fact

that the result that will surely follow is the one mentioned in the Injunc-

tive passage (and this is quite desirable by itself).

For these reasons we conclude that the fact of the description being false

does not in any way affect the question. For instance, when a man mis-

taking a piece of shell for silver, picks it up, and if in picking up the shell,

he comes across a piece of real silver, he is not said to have been wholly

deceived (as to the silver). And as in this case, we have the shell as the

real substratum of the notion of silver, so some such real substratum of

truth can always be found (in the case of the false descriptions contained

in the Arthavdda)j through the similarity of Verbal sounds.

That is to say, in the case of the Arthavdda—“ Prajdpati cut out hia own

fat and offered it into the Fire^ and there appeared the aja ( unborn one or goat)y by

making use of whichpeople obtain cattle'^—the word * Prajdpati' may be taken

as denoting the Elements, as these support (
‘
p&nti *) the creation or living beings

(‘ prajSh ’)
;

* Vapd '
(* fat ’) sothe innermost essence of these Elements—as

Bain and the like; and this was offered into the ^Fire* which =*(1) the

fire of Lightning (into which Bain was offered), (2) the fire in the body (in-

to which Air was offered, as the Air moves within the body, exactly as the

offering does in the fire), and (3) the ordinary fire (into which its rays are

offered, as it is into the fire that the rays become extinguished) ; thence

came ‘ the unborn^

'

by which are meant the seeds^ Ac., which are generally

believed to be eternally continuous ; and having got there, men obtain cattle

;

because all animals are only different modifications of the various grains.

And this interpretation will supply the substratum of truth in the said

Arthavdda passage.

But though this interpretation makes the passage appear as a truth-

ful description, yet it entirely loses its eulogistic character ; and hence we
proceed to explain the passage in such a way as to represent it as truthful,

and at the same time, accomplishing its appointed purpose of Praising.

On the strength of the Mantras, Arthavddas, Purdnas, and Itihdsas,

we accept the fact of there being a Creation and a Dissolution of the

Universe. Hence we deduce the following meaning from the said passage ;

* At the beginning of the Creation, Prajftpati—who is spoken of as the Lord

of Creation, on account of His former righteous deeds—finding no other

animal at hand, changed himself, by mere will-force, into the form of an
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animal, and then cut out the fat out of his own body, &o.

;

before

the offering, &c., were quite finished, a hornless animal (q;‘a=goat) rose

from sacrificial fire.* This description indicates the fact of the particular

sacrifice being so quickly efficacious as to bring about its result immediately

after (or even before) its completion
;
and that it was for this reason

that Prajapati took such a lot of trouble over its performance. And in

this, the descriptive element (as well as the Praise) is quite true. Nor

does the description of this particular event make the Veda necessarily

non-eternal
; because like the signs of each succeeding season, it is possible

for the same action to be repeated at each beginning of the Creation.

Similarly too, in the case of the passage—“ DBod vaidevayajanam^

—the word “ DgrdA ** = those who Rhine with cleverness in actions, m>., the

Sacrificial Priests
;
and these Priests, having comprehended the DSvaya^

jana, and finding the actions in connection with the Soma to be entirely

different to what they had been used to, during the performance of the Darga

and the Purnam&sa, become bewildered as to the course of action to be

adopted
;
and as such they are spoken of as ‘ not knowing the East from the

West, Ac.* Thus it is that even in ordinary every-day life, when a man
is bewildered as to the course of action to be adopted by him, he says :

* The quarters (East, West, Ac.), appear to me confused.* And it is as

helping to remove this bewilderment that the Aditi sacrifice is praised

(by means of the said ArthavSida passage)
;
and the bewilderment is

removed on account of there being an interval of time for ascertaining

f^he real character of the subject (on which the man is bewildered). That
is to say, during the time that the man is going through the performance of

the well-practised primary actions in connection with the *Pr&yan%ya^' he gets

time to recollect his wits about the Actions that are to come next (about which
there is generally a confusion in the minds of the performers). Other-

wise (if the said actions were not performed), and there were no interim

between the two Primary Actions, the agent would not have time to

concentrate his mind upon what he would have to do next. And as this

interim is afforded by the ‘ AdiH * sacrifice, it is this that is praised as

helping to remove the confusion in the Agent's mind.

Sutra (11). (The indirect signification is) based upon form,

and upon the character of the greater part.

[This Sutra meets the first^two objections urged in Sutra (2).]

(The meaning of the Sutra is that the mind is spoken of as * thief,* in

the Arthavdda passage, on account of its **form’*; t.e., just as the thief

has his form or body concealed, Ac., so has the mind also ; and thus the name
of thief ** is applied to the mind only indirectly or figuratively. So also

speech is spoken of as ^ Ziar,* on the ground of the speech of people, for
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tlie greater part, coneinting of lies only ; and hence the character of the

speaker is figuratively attributed to the speech itself).

In ordinary life, whenever something has got to be done, what the

person does is to form a determination in his mind, and then to express it in

words or speech, and then to do it ;
and as such even though the Mind and

the S[)eech are very closely related to the Action to be performed, yet

they are spoken of as of much less significance than gold, because they have

the cl»aracter of the thief and the liar respectively, (The said Arthavdda

appearing in the wake of the Injunction that one is to keep some gold in hie

hand). If the signification of the passage rested merely in the said Depre-

cation (of Mind and Speech), it could only point to a Prohibition
;
and it is

only when signifying the Praise (of gold) that it can be taken along with

the said Injunction
;
specially as it is only the supporting of the Injunction

that is found to serve a visible purpose; as will be explained later on,

under Sutra X—viii—7.

Sutra (12). Because of the greatness of distance.

[This Sutra meets the third objection urged in Sutra (2).]

The ArthavSida— ‘ During the day the smoke only is perceived *—occurs

in support of the declaration that ‘ During the day, the Fire goes away to the

Sun.’ And as to the question—why should this declaration be made?—

,

we reply that it is with a view to eulogise the Injunction with regard

to the mantra recited at the Agnihotra—viz: Stiryo jyotirjyotih sUryah

swdJid is to be employed at the morning offering, and Agnirjyotvjyotir^

agnih swahit in the evening offering,” where we have mantras having their

implications intermixed with one another.

Question

:

” How can these implications of the said mantras be said to

be intermixed, when we find them referring to two distinct deities, Agni
and Surya ?”

To this question, some people make the following reply: “The word

^Jyotih* in the mantra ^ Agnirjyotih, ^c.,’ signifies the Surya, while in

the other mantra it signifies Agni; and as such the significations of the

two mantras become intermixed,”

But this explanation is not quite satisfactory
;
because the woi d

Jyotih'* signifies Light in general; and as such can be taken as qualifying

both the Agni and the Surya; specially if the word were synonymous

with any one of these two, it could not be used with reference to the

other. That is to say, in a case where any two words are synonymous,

if one of them is used, another is not used along with it; so that if the

word *Jyotih ’ were synonymous with ‘ Surya,* it could not be used in the

mantra of tlie morning offering

—

Suryojyotih, ; while if it were syno-

nymous with “ Agni,** it could not be used in that of the evening offering.
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Hence we conclude that the mantras have been wrongly cited. The
proper mantras to cite hero are: “(1) Agnirjyotirjyotih suryah swOhd, (2)

Suryo jyotirjyoHragnih swdhck*^ (the former being enjoined as tlie mantra to

be employed in the evening libation, and the latter in the morning one).

And it is this Injunction that can be taken as eulogised by the Arthav&da

in question
; because the Injunction serves to set aside, in this case, the

general rule that the mantra is to be employed in accordance with the

implications of the words composing it
; and as such the Injunction being

one of intermixed implications, it comes to be supported by the said

Praise. And the reason for this intermixture is laid down as that, * during

the day, Agni (Fire) enters into the Surya (the Sun), while during the night

the Sun enters into the Fire *
;
and hence it follows that the offerings are

nnt to be made only to the deities pointed out in the mantras.

In this explanation too, the former mantras (cited in the Bhashya)

servo as examples of the Injunction that is set aside by the latter Injunc-

tion; and the latter mantras quoted by us, to which the praise of the

Arthavdda refers, were not quoted by the Bhashya, because they are

pointed out by the mention of the fact of “the implications being inter-

mixed” (which could not refer to the mantras quoted).

Or, it may be that the Arthavnda in question occurs between the two
sets of mantras (the one set quoted in the Bhcishya, and laying down the

libations to be offered to the Deities mentioned in the mantras, and the

other set quoted by us, where the implications of the two mantras are

mixed up in the Injunction). For the latter Injunction we may have
some other Praise

;
the Praise in question referring to the former { which

lays down the morning libation to be offered to the Sun, and the evening

one to Agni) ; and this praise may be explained thus ; Inasmuch as during

the day the Fire enters into the Sun, the Stm is the only light ; and similarly

as at night the Sun enters into the Fire, BHre is the mily tight ; and as such it is

necessary that the morning libation should always be offered to Surya
and the evening one always to Agni.

Question

:

“ But how is it that the passage speaks of the smoke nloyie, &c. ?
”

Answer

:

The explanation of this lies in the fact, that during the day,

when we look at the Fire burning a great distance, we see the smoke only ;

while at night we distinctly perceive the light (and not the smoke)
;
and as

such this statement of a well-known fact serves as a sort of basis for the

aforesaid Praise.

Sutra (13). Through the failings of women, the son is often

found to belong to the man.

[This Sutra meets the fourth objection urged in Sutra (2).]

It is laid down that,—“ during the recounting of the Fravaras (the
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particular ^shU among one’s ancestors) the saorificer should say

—

DBvdh

pitarah, &c.” $
as a praise of this recounting of the Pravarae, we have the

declaration that even a non-Brahma^a becomes a Brahmapa by this recount-

ing.

Against this some people raise the following question : In the case of

those whose Brahmanical character is well-known, the acquisition of the

said Brahmanahood would be useless (and as such the recounting of the

Pravarae cannot be necessary for well-recognised Brahina^as).”

It is in anticipation of this question that we have the declaration—“ Wo
know not whether we are Brahmanas or non-BrahmaQas.” The mention of

the known as the * unknown ’ implies that it is hard to be known ; because

that which cannot be known easily is as good as unknown ; and certainly,

the fact of any person being a Brahmana is extremely difficult to ascertain,

on account of tlie failings of the woman.

But even in the case of the woman’s failings, if the son always belonged

to the mother or to her master, the caste of these two being always well-

known, there would be no difficulty in ascertaining the caste of the son

;

tlie caste of the Parents also being ascertained by that of the grand-parents,

and so on and on, the caste of all the ancestors from the very beginning of

time, could be easily ascertained. But we find such declarations in the

Smrtis as—“ The mother is only a leathern bag, the son belongs to the

father ’*
;
and as in the case of the woman having been led astray, it is not

easily ascertained who the actual “father” is,—and it being quite possible

for him to belong to a caste other than that of the woman,—tire offspring,

in this case, would be one of an uncertain, or even a mixed caste. In the

Veda too, we read—“ one should carefully guard this thread (of caste),”

—

which shows that the caste is liable to be lost
;
and as such this passage

could be explicable only if the caste of the offspring be accepted to be

regulated by that of the man. Because if the caste were not liable to such

changes, it would remain intact, even when not guarded
;
and as such there

would be DO use of the Vedic Injunction just quoted.

Thus we find that there is an occasion, or use, for the said Praise (of

the recounting of one’s Pravaras)

;

the meaning of the Praise being that a re*

counting of the Pravaras or Ancestors of universally recognised Brahmana*
hood shows that the person so recounting is a descendant of such great

Brfthma^as; and thereby he himself comes to be recognised as a true

Brahmana.

Sutra (14). There is a deeire for present comfort.

[This Sutra meets the fifth objection urged in Sutra (2).]

That which appears at the present time is spoken of as “ (tkMika ”

;

and certainly that which does not take much time to appear is wjiat is
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desired by all men. And hence in the making of the sacrificial House,
the making of windows is particularly eulogised; because the windows
serve the immediately useful purpose of allowing an easy exit for the smoke»

and thereby remove one great canse of discomfort to the persons connected

with the performance of the sacrifice. Whereas the final Result—Heaven,

Ac.—that would follow from the sacrifice, can appear only after the lapse

of some time.

And hence the meaning of the ArthavMa— who knows whether
there is a Heaven, Ac. ”—is that, who knows now whether the great result will

foUow from the sacrifioe t—because, the means of knowing that the result

will come lies in the scriptures ; while we know from direct sense-per-

ception that the letting out of smoke brings immediate relief
;
and hence

it is in comparison with this latter fact, that the fact of the sacrifice lead-

ing to Heaven has been spoken as unknown ’* (or doubtful),—a process

which only tends to eulogise the making of windows.

The form ** dkdlika ” (signifying that which has its beginning and end
at the same time) is in accordance with P&nini*s Sutra ** OkdUkadadyanta^

vacanS** [V—i—114],

Some people read ** Akdlika **

;
and in that case the word means that

which does not take time in its appearance. The word “ kdla remoteness

of time: ** = that which appears at a remote point of time (kdla

4 than)
; and hence that which is not so is ** akdlika.

Sutra (15). It is a praising of the knowledge.

[This Sutra meets the objections urged in Sutra (3).]

The Arthavddas—“ His face shines, and “ His children become weal-

thy ’'-^appearing in connection with the passages enjoining study^ they

cannot be taken as laying down the results of an Action ; they must be
taken simply as descriptions of the ordinarily perceived facts of the face

becoming beautiful and the person obtaining horses.

For tlie beauty of the face, there is not only one standard. Such pecu-

liarities as the symmetry of form, the general pleasing properties, and the

peculiar loveliness of sheen, pertain to the faces of woman ; while in the case

of learned persons, it is when they are found to be making excellent declara-

tions, in keeping with good form and reason, that their face is said to be

beautiful.*’ And hence, in this case, the word ** shines or becomes

beautiful ” need not be taken in an indirect sense, the direct meaning being

quite compatible with the fact of the passage being a praise of the

learned person.

And as for the declaration that “his children become weathly,”—the

wealth referred to may be the wealth of Brahmic glory ;
and though in this

Casa the word would be taken in a figurative sense, yet that could not

7
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militate against the faot of the
.

passage being taken as a praise of the

learned^

Sutra (16). The mentlpn of ‘ all * refers only to that which the

agent is entitled to.

[The Sutra meets the objections urged in Sittra (4)].

The ArthavOda—that by the Purndhuti one obtains all that he desires-^

refeiTing to a particular action in connection with the preparation of the

hre, it cannot be taken as laying down certain results. But it can be

taken as a praise of the Purnahuti^—the substratum of truth in this Praise

being found in the fact of the character of the consequence being attributed

to the means ; that is to say, the meaning of the sentence— He obtains all

that he desires
**—is that he obtains the fire in all its forms^ these being the

general means of theperformance ofall actions bringing about all desirable results.

And the Sutra may be explained in the following manner : Inasmuch

as the person has duly laid the Fire, he is entitled to the performance of all

actions, which are the means of obtaining all that is desired ; and it is

with a view to eulogise this fact ot his being entitled to the performance

of all actions, that the passage in question has figuratively used the

word ^ all ’ with reference to the actual obtaining (of the results that

would follow from all the actions, to the performance of all of which the

person offering the PurnOhuti becomes entitled).

The following objection may here be raised :
“ There are certain

results, such as the reaching of the Akdga and the obtaining of celestial

** damsels, which are absolute impossibilities; and these would also be
** included in the category of ‘ all that is desired.’ But certainly, for these,

it is not possible to be described as actually coming about, even figure.

“ tively, through the means, in the shape of any action laid down in the

Veda. (That is to say, in the case of the results that are laid down as
“ following from certain sacrifices enjoined by the Veda, it is possible to

“ explain the word * all ’ referring to them, as referring to the Actions

bringing about these results, to which the person becomes entitled
;
on the

** other hand, in the case of the said impossible results, which are also
** included in * all/ we cannot take the word * all ’ as referring to the Actions
“ bringing about these results, &o., &c. ; for the simple reason that there

are no Actions laid down as bringing about the said results).’*

There being a great deal of truth in this objection, we offer another

explanation of the Sutra

:

In ordinary parlance we often come across such

assertions as-—** all the rice has been cooked ”
; and in this case we do not

mean all the rice in the world, but only that which had been set apart for

being cooked for a special purpose. Iti tlie same manner, when tlie Veda
says ;

** one who offers the Ptprndhnti^ obtains all that he desires^** all that is
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meant is that the person becomes capable of obtaining all the results that

follow from the Actions that are performed in connection with (conse-

crated^ Fire. And as such there can be nothing incongruous in the said

ArthavUda,

Sutra (17). The result being accomplished by means of Actions,

there would be a difference in the results in accordance with the
measure, or extent of the Actions, as in the ordinary world.

The assertion made in the Sutra would be of use in the consideration

of such sacrifices as the Agnihotra and the like, all of which load to the

same result, in the shape of the attainment of Heaven. All effects being

similar to the cause, all the results that would follow from the mere
PurMhutif would be in small measures. And hence for one who would

want to obtain the results in great measures, the Veda lays down other

Actions—such as the Agnihotra and the like
; and hence the Injunctions

of the Actions cannot be said to be useless.

Against this the following objection is raised :
“ In the ordinary woi*ld

** we actually perceive the results of such actions, as the cultivating offields^
** Ac., to be in keeping with the causes

; while in the case of the PurnHhuti^

the matter resting altogether upon the authonty of the scriptures, inas*

** much as no distinct result is specially mentioned (as following from it), on

what basis can we make the said specific assumptions with regard to its

** results? For as a matter of fact, there is no difference between the

“Heaven as attained by means of the Agnihotra, and that reached by
“ the Jyotishtoma

;

nor in such a transcendental matter, can we have any
“ functioning of Inference

;
(and as such we cannot admit of any difference

“ between the result as obtained by means of the PHrMhuti and the same
“ as acquired by means of certain other sacrifices).”

To this we make the following reply : The specification that we have

assumed is based upon the strength of the Injunction itself. That is to

say, if the result obtained by means of the simpler Action were exactly

equal to that obtained by the more elaborate Action, then, in that case, the

desired result having been obtained by means of the former, no person would

ever be inclined to the more elaborate and difficult one ; as says the proverb
—

* If one can find the honey in his own house, wliy should he go to the

distant mountain for it F ’ And hence the Injunction (of the elaborate

Action) would lose all its efficiency (which only lies in urging people to

Action). But as a matter of fact, the efficiency of the Injunction

can never be set aside ;
and as such the very Injunction of the elabo-

rate Action points to the fact of its results being greater than that

of the simpler Action,—as is explained under the Sutra I—iv—30i GonSe*

queotly as the assumption of the particular result of the Viqvajit sacrifice
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is accepted as auilioritative, so also is the differentiation of the measure or

quality of the result (following from the Pun^huH as differing from the

same as obtained by means of other Actions).

And when of two actions, one is greater than the other, even though

no difference in their results is directly mentioned, yet there must always

be a differentiation of the extent of the results, based upon their respective

positions. That is to say, in a case where the subsidiaries are mentioned

in the same order as the Primary, that which is mentioned first is performed

with the first Primary, and so on ; and exactly in the same manner, in the case

of Actions, when the smaller Action is performed, the result that appears

in its connection is always of the same character (i.e,, small)
;
and so on

with the great Action, it is only a great resnlt that appears; and thus we
find the results differentiated on the ground of their respective positions.

We also meet with direct scriptnral declarations that support such

differentiation. For instance, with reference to the CdturmUsga Homa^ we
have the following ArtkavUda with regard to its result ;

“ When one

performs the Agnihotra, he obtains a result ten times that of the household

sacrifice, in a single night • . . •

By the due performance of the smaller Agnihotra for ten years, the person

obtains the result equal to that of a single performance of the Darpa—
PurnamAsa ;

and this clearly shows that the smallness or greatness of

the Action makes the result also small or great respectively.

Sutra cl8;. '^at has been said above applies to the last two
(iSf^tm^ofthe Purvapaksha).

Just as. the deprecation of Speech and Mind have been shown to

signify the praise of gold, so also the prohibition of the laying of the Fire

on the hare ground would, in accordance with the Sutra X—viii—7, mean
the praise of the placing of a plate of gold on the ground, and not a mere
prohibition. And the prohibition of the laying in the sky or in the Heaven

may be taken ,as the statement of a bare fact, laid down with a view to

support the prohibition of the bare ground. The meaning of the passage n

would thus be that—
*
just as the laying of the fire is known to be impossible

in the Sky or in Heaven, so also is it on the bare ground wiihont a plate of

gold,’—this being the praise of the use of the golden plate.

As for the mention of non-etemal things in the Yeda, this has already

been explained under Siitra 1—i—31.

The use of this discussion lies in the consideration of the BAtrieatra

sacrifice, in connection with wiiioli the Purvapaksha is that the result

of this sacrifice is the attainment of Heaven, while the orthodox view
{SiddhAnta) is that its real result is that which is mentioned in the
ArthavAda passage relating to it.



ADHIKARANA. (2).

[^Treating of, the Arthavdda passages that have the form of InjuncHons,^

Sutra (19).
**
It would be an Ingunction, as lasringdown some-

thing not known before; because a mere description would be
useless.”

Those Arthavildas that contained mere descriptions of facts haring been

explained abore, we now proceed to consider those that appear in the form

of Injunctions.

And with regard to these, the following are the grounds of doubt : In

the foiiner Adhticarana it has been shown that as the Arthavddas serve no

purpose directly by themselves, they have to be taken in the indirect

sense of Praise. But in that case, even the Praise would be as good as

useless. As for the factor of Injunction, however, it cannot be got at from

any other source ; while it has been already shown above that Persuasion

(which is the avowed object of Arthav&das) can be ^t at through the

indications of the Injunctions themselves. And again, in all cases, the in-

junction is the prfmaiy, and the Praise the secondary, factor; consequently,

when a certain assertion can be taken as related to the primary factc^,

it must be taken as such (and not as related to the secondary); and
it is only when the indication of the Injunction has been fully accomplished

that there can beany Use for the Arthavdda, And it is while the Injunction

is being comprehended, that all the factors of the Bhdvand present

themselves ;
specially so the factor of the Result, as it is the first and

the most important factor (in the Bhdvandf and as such the first to be com-

prehended, in the indication of the Injunction). It is with a view

to these facts that the PUrvapaksha in the Sdtra speaks of its laying down

something not known h^ore; and hence it is in comparison with this that it

declares the mere expression of Praise to be useless.

At the vdty outset, of the discussion, however, the following objection is

raised against the Adhikaram as a whole: We have a consideration of

** such Injunctions and Arthavddas of Results, later on, under the Sutrds

M ly et seq: and as such it is notproper to introduce' the same dis-

“ onssion, in this place.”
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1. To thiB, some people make the following reply: * As the discus-

Bion that is repeated in the Fourth AdhySya is introduced here for the

first time, the above objection should be raised with reference to that

AdhyUya and not to this.*

This may be true enough; but if by postponing the discussion till the

Fourth Adhydya^ we can procure a better reply to the objections against

ArthavQdas^ it is only right that we should seek for it there. Inasmuch as,

hoivever, it was equally reasonable for that same reply to have been given

on the present occasion, there could not be much harm in its being put for-

ward here.

2. Others reply to the said objection as follows: It is only tlie

denial of the fact of the passage cited being an Injunction of Besult that is

explained in the Fourth Adhydya^ whereas in the present Adhikarana^ it is

the character of the ArthavQda that is denied (in the PiirvapaJcsha) ; because

the clause

—

it would he an Arthavada (in the Sutra IV—iii—l)-^mu8t be

taken as denying the fact of its being an Injunction.

But this explanation is not right ; because those Arlhavdda passages,

that would be denied (in the Fourth Adhydya) the character of Injunctions,

and would thereby become open to the charge of uselessness, have already

been shown, in the foregoing Adhikarana^ to serve the distinctly useful

purpose oi praising

!

as has been shown with regard to the sentence—^‘His

face becomes beautiful, <&c.*’

3. Some people meet the aforesaid objection thus : It is only right

that sentences like ^ Vdyu is the eftest deity * should be taken as Praise

;

but the case of such sentences as the one cited in the present instance

is difEerent; and though the present Adhikarana serves to make it a mere
Praise, denying it the character of an Injunction,—yet there is sonxetiiing

left to be done
;
and it is this

:
just as the character of Injunction is denied

to the said passage, so also can the character of Praise be denied to it, as

the case of the present passage is not similar to that of the former passage

;

and hepce it is absolutely necessary that we should accept it as an Injuno*

tion, so that any dissimilarity to passages appearing at a different time

would not affect its position ; and it is this latter point that is very rightly

raised in the Fourth Adhydya.

But even this explanation is not quite satisfactory; because even

though the collective argument, that there is a clear disagreement with the

Veda, may be a new one, and as such, in this much, there may be no

repetition, yet the bodies of the Adhikarai^ remain the same* As for the

^ disagi'oeroent * (or dissimilarity), too, there is none of these that has not

been met and explained under Sutral—ii—10; and hence these very argu-

ments could be brought forward again, whenever any such disagreement

would be put forward against any Arthavada passage.
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4. With a view to all this, some people offer the following explana-

tion ; The present Adhikaranay in its Piirvapahshay speaks of Injnnc-

tions ” in general, without any specifications
;
while in the Fourth Adhydyay

we have the expression “ Declaration of the Result*' {* FhalofruHh *) / and

hence the passages considered in the present AdMkarana are snch of the

ArthavSdas as have the form of the Injunction of all such factors as the

Substance, Pioperty, Action and the like; while those treated of in the

Fourth AdhySya are only tliose that have the form of the Injunction of

the Result only. For instance, Sutras ‘23 and 24 of this Pilda, are

found to refer to such instances as—“ The Horse has its origin in the

water, and the Cane also has its origin in the water, ’* and the like (which

treat of the mere forms, &o., of Substances) ;
and if the present Adhikarafia

also referred only to such ArthavQdas as have the form of an Injunction of

Result, the citing of the said passage would be entirely irrelevant.

But though it msy be so, yet in that case the subject matter of the

Adhikarana in the Fourth Adhydya would be only a particular phase of

that of the present Adhikarana ; and so would be included in it
;
atid as snch,

the repetition would remain unexplained. Consequently some people dis-

regard tlie examples cited in the BhAshya and set about citing other in-

stances, with the restriction that under the present Adhikarana they cite

only those ArthavAdas that have the forms of the Injunctions of the Sub-

stance, &o., while under that in the Fourth Adhydya they cite those that

have the form of the Injunction of Results.

But upon this, we have to make the following observations : Is it abso-

lutely necessary to have two Adhikaranas that we should put this restriction

upon the examples to be cited ? Then again, as a matter of fact, a mere
difference in the examples cited does not make the Adhikaranas necessarily

distinct
;
because in that case, there would be no repetition in a case where

certain discussions, having been carried on with regard to the sacrificial post

as made of the Khadira wood, should be repeated again with the sole difference

that ill the latter case the post as made of the Udumbara wood would be cited

as the instance. As a matter of fact, the subject matter of Adhikaranas

being, not any particular examples, but certain rules (and arguments in

support of the rules), it is only when there is a difference in the rules treat-

ed of in the two Adhikaranas that these can be accepted as distinct. And
as for the Arthavddas having the form of the Injunctions of Substances, all of

these too are not considered under the present Adhikaranay—some of these

being considered under Sutra I—iv—23, some under Sutras III—iv—XySt seq

;

some in the shape of ‘ Parakfta * and ‘ Purdkalpa * under Adhydya VI, some

under IX—ii
—

^29, and others, having the form of the Injunctions of the Jar^

tila and the Qamdhuky in Adhydya X. And hence what we should say in reply

to the aforesaid objection is that such repetition is not very objectionable.
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Or, we may justify the two Adhiharanas on tlie following four

grounds :

—

]. One and the same rule has one part of it discussed under the pre-

sent Adhikarana^ and another part in that of Adhyflya lY.

2. The subject-matter of the the two Adhiharanas may also be explain-

ed to be entirely difEerent. What is done under the present Adhikarana is

that all Arthavdda passages having the form of Injunctions are shown to be

Arthavddas^ and not real Injunctions. While under the Adhikarana in Adh^

ydya IV, the puiport of the Purvapaksha is this :
“ When an Injunction baa

** been pointed out by the Arthavdda^ it stands in need of a certain result

** (for the sake of which it would lay down an Action) ; even though the

result that appears in the ArthavUda is mentioned with another oaten-
**
sible purpose ( that of Praising), yet this result is found to be related to

“ it more closely than any other declarations of the procedure of sacrifices

;

and when such relationship has been once ascertained, a specification

** of the relationship becomes a oompartively easy matter. Otherwise we
** would have to assume the Relationship itself as well as its specific form

;

‘*and hence we conclude that just as the Injunction of tlie BAtrisatra

“ sacrifice is one that enjoins the particular result—the obtaining of /ame,

—

** so too, the passage speaking of the * Juhii made up of leaves ’ cannot but
“ bo taken as an Injunction of the particular result—the not hearing of any

eml report with reference to one's self,
** And the SiddhcLnta arrived at is

that when it is possible for the passage to be taken in the light of another

purpose (t.6 , of Praising), it is not right to attribute to it two purposes

(that of enjoining the Result

j

and Praising)

;

and as such the passage in

question must be taken as a pure Arthavdda,

The same process may be employed in differentating the present Adhu
itaraaa from those dealing with /a, (Ill—iv—1 et seg). Or, these

latter may be taken as consisting of some consuleiutions and argumentations

with reference to ceitain supposed objections and questions based upon

the Purvapaksha of the Audumbara-Adhikarana (the present one) ; as in

these a question is raised as to whether the ArthavSida^ that is accepted

to be an Injunction, refers to the Agent or to the Sacrifice; and then the.

conclusion arrived at is that it is a pure ArthavMa, So also in the case

of the Adhikara^ae on Parakfti and Purdkalpa (as explained in Adhydiya

VI), a fresh question is raised as to whether the Action, (the eating of,

mdsha fi,) that is mentioned in the Veda aa having been done by a great

man of old, is to be done only by the descendants of that j^eat man, or by
all men (and it is this extra question that is treated of in the Adhikarana

in Adhydya VI). The discussions with regard to “ Vha" and “ Bddha^ **.

as contained in Adhydyas IX and X, are also of a similar diameter

dealing with extra questions). And as for the Sutra I.—iv—23, it merely
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points out the several grounds for accepting a Word in its secondary or

indirect signification. And as such in none of these do we find any use-

less repetition.

8. Or, the difEerence between this Adhilearana and tliat in AdhyUya IV
may be explained on the ground that the present AdhiharaiM treats of

only such passages as have the form of the Injunctions of Results, in which
ihe factor that expresses the Praise is distinct from that which mentions the

Result; as for instance, the passage cited in the BhBshya. The sentence,

‘ The udumhara is powerful and so also are the animals,* which signifies

Praise^ is distinct from the sentence ‘ For the increase of power * (appearing

at the close of the passage) which points out the Result (that follows when
the sacrificial post is made of the Udumhara wood) ; while in the Fourth

Adhydya^ the discussion is with reference to those cases, in which the

same sentence may be taken either as Praise or as a mention of the

Result,

4. Or, lastly, the difference between the two AdhiJcaranae may be

explained thus : The first Sutra of the Adhikarana in the Fourth Adhydya
[IV—iii—1] lays down the fact of the passage being for another*s^rpose
(pardrthatvat) as the reason for the conclusion arrived at

;
and as it is

only a well-known reason that can be brought forward in all discussions, the

passages that can serve as instances for this Adhikarana are only those

that are well-known to be for another's purpose^—e.gr., the passage one

whose Juhu is made entirely of leaves, Ac.” In this case it is necessary that

the fact of being made of leaves should be distinctly mentioned with reference

to the Juhu; as the former is incapable by itself of having any independent

relation with the result. It is a general rule that whenever a certain

property (or qualification) is laid down, with special reference to a
particular result, it stands in need of a proper receptacle (or substratum)
for itself^, we cannot got hold of any such receptacle, apart from the

context (in which the said passage occurs). And hence, if the passage

—

‘‘ one whose JuliU is made of leaves never hears any evil spoken of himself ”

—

be taken to imply the injunction—that one should think of obtaining the said

"Result by means of the particular property of leafiness^—the question naturally

arises : wherein is this property to exist (as the mere abstract property by itself

can be df no use) P What is the object (which, having the property of lenfinessy

would accomplish the said result) ? It cannot be the Juhu; (1) because that

would lead to a split in the sentence*; (2) and until the Action has been

found (in which the Jnhii is to be used) the Juhu itself is hot an accomplished

(fully comprehended) object (and as such cannot be taken as bringing about

any results) j nor is there any authority (in' the sentence itself) for con,

iiecting the with any adtibn.

And thus (not having all tlie necessary factors fulfilled, if we accept

8
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the aforesaid construotion or explanation of the sentence) we are forced to

Have recourse to another explanation (or construction). We find that the

said sentence occurs in the same context as the sentence—“ one pours the

libations by means of the Juhu ” ; and when we come across this sentence,

it becomes necessary for us to know the kind of the Juhu that is to be

employed ;
but the sentence itself does not afford us any information on

this head ;
and this want of information is found to continue until the men-

tion of the fact of its being made of leaves

;

and as until this information is

obtained, the use of the former sentence Pours libations by means of the

Juhu**) is not fully comprehended, the latter sentence (declaring the fact

of the Juhu being made of leaves) comes to be recognised as subsidiary to

the former (declaring the fact of the libations being poured by means of

the Juhu made’ of leaves). Thus then, all the information that is wanted

in connection with the Juhu having been obtained in this very sentence,

there is no reason for the assumption of a result. And as such it is only

proper that the sentence should be taken as an Arthavdda» ( Such is the

upshot of the Adhikarana in Adh. lY).

In the present Adhikarana^ on the other hand, we have for our

example, the declaration of the fact of the sacrificial post being made of

the Udumhara wood, which is met with in the context treating of the

animal to be sacrificed at the subsidiary sacrifice ; and the fact of this

declaration being for another*s purpose is not fully recognised
;
and as such

this could not form the subject of the Adhikarana in the Fourth Adhydya,

Specially because, in the present case, unless the post has been already

recognised (from other sources), it is not possible to have any declaration

oi its character ; and the recognition of the post is accepted as fulfilled by
means of the sentence treating of the Primary Sacrifice, which speaks of the

post as made of the Khadira wood ; and as such all the information (even

that of kind or material), that is wanted with regard to the post^ having

been obtained by means of this passage itself, there is no use for any

injunction of another material (the Udumbara wood) for it; and conse-

quently the sentence (speaking of the post as being made of the Udumbara

wood) is taken (by the Purvapaksha) as only an injunction of the Besult

(attainment of power). As for the information with regard to the

substratum of the property of being made of Udumbara tvood^ this too is

supplied by the mention of the **post,” in the sentence enjoining the

Primary Sacrifice; and as such this too does not affect the former conclu-

sion. Thus then, we find that, prior to the ascertainment of the sentence

being for another’s purpose, it is absolutely necessary to connect the action

therein spoken of with a certain definite result,—this connection being

ascertained by means of other arguments (than those based upon the

fact of a sentence being for another’s purpose, as done in Adh. lY).
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And as such the introduction of this present Adhikara'm becomes ne-

cessary.

There is yet another theory with regard to these two Adhikarat^aa

:

Both the sentences—the one dealing with the fact of the post being made
of the Udumhara wood, as well as that speaking of the Juhu being made of

leaves—can serve as examples, in both Adhikaranaa (the present as well as

the one in Adh. IV). And inasmuch as two different factors of the Bhdvand
are treated of in the two Adhikaranaa^ they cannot be said to be mere
repetitions of one another. Both of them are equally capable of being

connected with certain means and consequences, only when they are put

forward in their full efficiency, and not otherwise. And in the Adhi-

karana in Adh. IV, the discussion is based solely upon the factor of “conso*

quences,” and that of the means” is either purposely disregarded or taken

for granted
;
and the discussion then turns mainly upon the following ques*

tion :—Is the Result capable of being rightly pointed out by means of words

that speak of it as being accomplished at the present time, without aiiy

mention of the word ^*Kdma** ? While in the present Adhikarana the dis-

cussion is with regard to the factor of the ** means,” that of the “ conse-

quences ” being either disregarded or taken for granted ; and the discussion

turns upon the following question:—In the absence of any Injunctive

affix, is it possible for certain Substances, Properties or Actions to bo

laid down as the means of obtaining definite results ? Whatever may be

pointed out in a certain form, it stands in need of the cognition of a certain

definite co-relative, and comes to be related with such a one, as ex*

pressed by another word. And hence when a certain sentence has been

recognised as pointing out the Consequences, the rest is taken to indicate

the Means
; and vice verad ; thus both factors being ascertained in their true

forms. Consequently, the factor of the ** Means ” that is considered under

the present Adhikarana^ comes to be connected with the factor of the
** Consequence ”

; and it is this connection as here indicated that is

accepted, in Adh. IV, as a well-established fact, and serves as the reason

for the conclusion there arrived at. Conversely, the indication of the factor

of the “ Means,” that we have in Adh. IV, is here accepted as a well-

established fact, and is only slightly touched upon. And thus the two

Adhikaranaa are not mere repetitions.

Objection ; But in that case, the present would be a discussion with

regard to the indication of the Injunction,—and as such could not have

any connection with the Adhikarana on ArthavStdaJ*

Reply

:

This does not affect the case
;
because the signification of the

Injunction is got at through the Arthavada. That is to say, if the Action

spoken of were, in the very first instance, comprehended as being enjoined,

then the passage could not have the character of the Arthavdda; but as it is.
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it is only through the Praise (as signified by the passage) that we compre;^

liend the Action as being enjoined; and as such the character of the

Arf/mvdhia is not denied to the passage.

The sense of the P'DiiVAFAKSRA embodied in the Sutra is this :

“ Tliat wliich is declared in close proximity to the Result, cannot but be re-

cognised as the Means, even though it is not expressly laid down as such

;

“ because on hearing of the Result, our only desire is to know the Means.

** And hence, just as in the case of the mention of the Result, We at once

“ comprehend the Sacrifice to be the means, on account of the expression
“ * YUgeha * (‘ means of sacrifice ') directly presenting itself to our mind ;

so in the same manner, the mention of the Result, in the case of the

passage in question, would at once bring to our mind, the expression
“

* iltwftmtargna
*

(* by means of tho post made of the Z7dw?n6flm wood').

For, what could a direct Injunction do P It could only prompt the agent
** to action. And as this prompting is done by the mere mention of the
“ Result, what would be the use of a distinct direct Injunction ? Or, the

** passage may be taken as merely pointing out the connection of a certain

** Result with that which has been enjoined in a passage laying down the

procedure of a certain Action. Ot% the Injunction may be taken as

“ expressed by the fifth Mood, Let, And it has also been already explained

*Hhat the Injunction may, in certain cases, form only a part of the
“ Arthavada,

** Hence we conclude that the Dative ending in * Avarudhyai ' denotes

purpose ; and as such tho Result is pointed out (by means of this affix)

“ even more clearly than it would have been by the word ‘ Jedma ' itself

;

** and ^ hence it is with reference to this Result that the passage enjoins the

post to be made of the Udumbara wood. (It is in this way alone that the

passage can be interpreted as an Injunction). It can never be an Injunc-
“ tion of the Result

;

because it is shown under II—i—1 et seq that there can

never be an Injunction of the Result. As for the sentence—* The Udum-
f** bara is power ’-—it is a distinct Praise of the particular wood ; and there
*
* is nothing incongruous in this. Consequently, inasmuch as it is possible for

the passage as a whole to be taken primarily, or directly, as an Injunction,

it is not right to take it in its indirect sense—making it indicative of
“ mere Praise.”

Sutra (20). OhJ

:

< As in ordinary parlancoi so here also.*

” Against the above we may have the following arguEpents : ‘ In ordi-

. navy experience, we find that people never make use of the slightest expres-
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sion, without some purpose. As for instance, in ordinary parlance we
“ meet with such assertions as : This cow should be brought^ it gives a
“ large quantity of mUk, ^c., And here the former sentence—TAe cow
“ should be brought—laying down something to be done, the latter sentence

“ is taken as a praise of the cow, which lends more force to the former
“ direction, and thereby prompts the person concerned to speedy action. And
“ the mention of the fact of the cow giving much milk is never taken as

“ the injunction of any transcendental result ; as it is a directly perceptible

fact in itself ; and hence it cannot but be taken as the praise of the cow.

“Tlie same reasoning can be employed in the case of Vedic passages also.
** And as for having recourse to indirect indication, as no direct assertion

“ is possible, there can be no objection to it.*

Sutra (21). ** Reply

:

Not so; because it is known before-

hand.”

** To the last wo make the following reply; The instance that

“ you cite does not apply to the present case. Because a Praise depends

“upon certain conceptions derived from other means of knowledge; and as

“ the operation of such other means is possible with i^cgard to the facts of

“ ordinary experience, wo can accept such ordinary assertions in the sense

“ of Praise, In the Veda, on the other hand, as we have descriptions of facts

“ not otherwise known, people would have no faith in them ; as even in

“ ordinary parlance, people do not believe a person who describes what is

“absolutely unknown.

“Says the Bhdshya: Purvavacanddiva

;

and this may mean that

“people do not have any confidence in descriptions of unknown facts,

“ exactly as they have none in the Injunctions of facts already known
;
or

“ it may be taken as a simile of contraries, the moaning in that case
“ being that in the descriptions of unknown facts people do not have the
“ confidence that they have in those of well-known facts.

“ And then again, the mere mention of the fact of the cow giving much
“milk does not serve to persuade the person; it is only when he
“ actually sees the cow giving much milk, that ho is persuaded to take it.

“ In the Veda too, finding the Arthavdda to be false, the person would
** begin to suspect the authenticity of the Injunction connected with it

;

“ and as such, he would not undertake the Action. And one, who would
“ neglect the Injunction and seek for the Arthavdda

,

would be taken as an
“ unbeliever of Injunctions. And if one has no confidence in Injunctions,

“ wherefore should he have any in the concomitant Afthavdda ?

“ Then again, in the Veda, we find a disagreement from the actual facts

“ of experience
; as for instance, the passage in question praises the action

“as fulfilling a reservation of power at the present time; while no such
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reservation is perceptible; and thus this declaration of the Veda would

be exactly similar (in falsity) to the description of a cow as giving much
** milk, when as a matter of fact it gave no milk at all.

As a matter of fact, the Udumhara is not found to have the character
“ of (strength-giving) food, which, for this reason, cannot rightly serve as

“ the Predicate of the Minor Premiss ; nor is it found to be invariably con-
‘‘ comitant with the appearance of power; and hence it cannot serve as the
“ middle teim (the subject of the Major Premiss). That whatever is food
“ is also sacrificial post is a fact recognised, neither in the Veda nor in
“ ordinary experience ; and as such the assertion is entirely absurd.

“ And thus, as by making it signify mere praise, we find it to be

incompatible (with facts of ordinary experience), it is much more
‘‘reasonable to take it as an Injunction than as a Praise, which stands in

“need of the corroboration of experience.”

In reply to the above we have the following :

—

SIDDHANTA.

Sutra (22). The fact of its being indirectly implied by the sen*

tence has alreay been explained.

The sentence—‘ the Udumhara is strength *—
^is to be taken together

with the clause—‘ for the increase of strength *
; because it embodies a

justification of this latter ;
and it is not a distinct Praise apart by itself.

Because the mere assertion of the Udumhara being food does not serve to

point out the fact of its being something excellently desirable for man

;

while there is no doubt that the assertion—‘ for the increase of strength ’

—

—serves to make the particular action specially attractive to him ; and

hence it is only right that the other sentence—* Udumhara is food ’

—

should be taken as justifying and supporting the said attraction (or

persuasion). Therefore the whole passage may be taken either as point-

ing out a definite result as following from the Action in question, or as

persuading the agent to that course of Action.

And even if there were an Injunctive word, a passage like the one

in question could not but be taken as an ArthavUda ; and it is all the more

so, when the verb in the passage is only in the Present Tense, which has

the sole purpose of accomplishing the Injunction. And when we find the

context distinctly pointing to a definite purpose in the shape of the effect

that it has towards the fulfilment of the sacrifice,—-what could be our reason

for assuming a separate result, for the expression of which we have no

direct word P Nor can it be urged that, that which is indicated by the Context

is always set aside by that indicated by the Sentence itself. Because in the
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case in question there is no contradiction of the one by the other. That is

to say, it is only when two contradictory facts are indicated both by the

Context and the Sentence, with reference to one and the same object,

that there can be any rejection of the one by the other. But in the

passage in question, we have the Context pointing to the injunction of the

po8^ being made of the Udumhara wood
; and this Injunction takes within

itself the persuasion expressed by the sentence * the Udumhara is strength

and certainly, there can be no contradiction of the Context, which, in this

case, is found to indicate the Injunction of the Udumhara^ as qualified by
the said persuasion. Thus then, there being nothing to indicate any Injunc-

tion of the Kesult, there is no possibility of the Context being set aside

;

and as such we cannot very well disregard the signification of the said

Context.

(Even if the whole passage be taken as laying down a Result) the

persuasion, which is held to be indirectly implied by the sentence, could

never be accepted as being assumed through the implications of the Injunc-

tion itself. Because in other cases it might be possible for the Injunction

to imply a persuasion; but in the case in question, the Injunction itself

is extremely weak (not being mentioned by any directly expressive Injunc-

tive affix, &c.)
;
and as such, what could it do with the persuasion P

Then again, that which has once been made to serve the purpose of

praising (a certain action) can never rightly be accepted as having any

action towards the pointing out of any results, like the acquiring of fame

(said to follow from the of leaves). In the case of the Udtrisaira^

we have recourse to a highly complicated assumption, because there is no

other way out of the difficulty
;
while in the case in question, we have

already shown that a particular purpose (served by the Action in question)

is distinctly pointed out by the Context.

The particular species ( Udumhara) is, by its very nature, known as a

part of the more extensive class * Wood ’
; and it can never be taken as

pointing to any Result. The word ^ post’ (Yiipa) also denotes the piece

of wood as affected by the sacrificial performance; and as such it can

be taken as only indicating the post as it presents itself. And thus all the

words^ being found to serve totally extraneous purposes, the sentence (con*

taining them) cannot but be taken as an Arthav&da.

It has been urged above that, inasmuch as no other wood

—

Khadira,

^^..^.^i^ould be available, the * post ’ does not stand in need of any mention

of the special class of wood (the Udumhara), But this is not quite

correct, because just as in the case of the ^yena sacrifice, the distinct

mention of Ueed as the special kind of grass to be employed sets aside the

possibility of the use of any other grass

—

Kuga and the like,—the use

of which is indicated by the fact of their being employed in other
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saorifices; do, in the same manner, in the ease in question, the distinct

•mention of ^ Udumhara^ would serve to set aside all other woods. Nor is

there any means by which this setting aside could be avoided
;
specially aS

it is admitted, even when the making of the post of the Udumhara wood
is taken as bringing about a definite result.

The only difference, however, between us is this : In your case, the

making of the post of the Udumhara wood being an action for the sake of the

agent (as bringing about a particular result), while the Khadira^ &c., are

for the sake of the sacrifice ( which is helped by the post), the former

would set aside the latter only indirectly, by the mere chance of their

being related to the object (the post) ;
whereas according to us, both being

for the sake of the sacrifice itself, there would be a direct co-subjectivity

between them, which makes the setting aside, of the one by the other, more

natural.

And when a certain definite kind of wood has been laid down with a

view to a certain result,—just as the curd is laid down as the material to be

offered, with a view to obtain for the sacrificer efficient sense-organs,

—

there is no idea of the substratum of the Class (and for this also we cannot

admit of any such results following). That is to say, it is the ‘ Animal

sacrifice * that is the primary action concerned
;
but this is found incap-

able (of any relationship with the Udumhara wood) ; while the * tethering

of the animal,’ is found to be capable of such relationship, through the

post (to which the animal is tethered) ; but this ‘ tethering * together with

the post^ does not form the primary action. Nor can the relationship, being

found useless with regard to the pnmary, be transferred to its subsidiaries
;

because it is only that which is laid down as helping the Primary that is

held to be helpful to the subsidiaries ; which is not the case here
;
as in the

present case, we have a certain property (the Uditmhara-ness of the post)

forming part of the Primary, which stands in need of a substratum for itself
;

and though it has the Primary ( Animal-sacrifice ) in close proximity to it,

yet, as this is not found capable of serving as the required substratum,

we cannot but construe the Injunction in an altogether different manner

;

and we can never rightly transfer the property downwards (to the subsi-

diaries).

Nor is the sentence itself found capable of affording the required

substrate
;
because if it be construed in a manner supplying this substra-

tum, this would involve a syntactical split; because in that case the sentence

would be declaring two relationships : fl) the relationship of the Property

with the particular Result, and (2) that of the Property with its Substra-

tum. And further, in that case, the property of * being made of Udumhara
wood ’ would have to be taken, in two different forms, at one time (i.e., in

the sentence ‘ The making of the post of Udumhara wood brings about Such
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and such a result ’) as the Subjecti and at the other (i.e., in the sentence * the

post should be made of Udumhara wood ’) as the Predicate. Even if it be

taken as the Predicate in both cases, then too, while being taken along

with the result^ it will have to be disjoined from the whereas when
taken in connection with the it will have to be separated from the

result (and thus too there would be a syntactical split).

As for the independent-spirited person who would take up the per-

formance of certain actions, without any Injunctions, we can have nothing
to say to him. The fact of any action bringing about a result desired by
man is not recognised until an Injunction to this effect is met with

; because

prior to this, the sentence is wholly taken up by the laying down of the

object to be accomplished, which, in this case, is the making of the post of

the Udumhara wood.

It has been asserted that the connection of the Result would be laid

down by the passage that would contain the necessary directions for the

Action. But such a passage can have no reference to any result desired

by man
;
as will be shown under the

*

asamyuktam praharan&t ’ [III

—

iii—11]. For if it does happen to be laid down by such a passage, it comes

to be an action for the sake of the Action itself (and not for that of man).

As for the ^ fifth LahcLra * as its form is similar to that of the

Present Tense, its signification always remains doubtful
;
(and as such the

verb in the passage cannot be taken as the Injunctive LBt).

For those reasons, we conclude that the result, in the passage in ques-

tion, is described only with a view to persuade the person to a certain

course of action
;
specially because the verb describing it is found in the

Present Tense
;
and also because we shall prove in the fourth Adhyaya^

that, any passage, not distinctly containing the expression * with the desire

for such and such a result,’ cannot be taken as actually laying down the real

result of an Action. And as for the passages like the one in question being

always taken as mere Praise, it is no use enquiring as to the truth or other-

wise of the means spoken of in them ; because they are meant to serve the

sole purpose of bringing about a certain cognition
;
and also because they

are in keeping with the descriptions of certain qualifications. But even if

they must be taken as real means, they may be taken to be the means of

fulfilling the pleasure or satisfaction of the persons concerned.

Sutra (23). In some cases, such Iiyaiictions would be useless

;

hence they must be taken as expressing Praise ; and the same may
be said with regard to all other passages similar to these.

If the passages in question were Injunctions, then all the Arthat>dda

passages quoted before would also be Injunctions of Materials, Accessories

or Actions ;
for instance, the sentence ‘ Vdyu is the eftest deity ’ would

9
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mean that one should make Vdyu the eftest deity ; and the sentence ‘ The horse

has its origin in water ’ would mean that one should make the horse have its

origin in water ; and similarly we would have such injunctions as—‘ One
should make the VBtasa or the Avaka^ originate in water/ * the water should

bo made peaceful/ ‘ the TTdumhara should be made strong, * and so forth.

And though some of the Arthavada passages are capable of being

taken as Injunctions of Actions, yet the passages that we have been deal-

ing with in the present Pcida can never be taken as such
;
because some

of the descriptions— such as those of VBlasa and the like— are mere

statements of facts in nature (and these cannot be made or brought about

by man) ;
and the TTdumhara, &c., too, cannot be brought about by man,

however much he might try (and hence there can never be any Injunctions

for making those).

The Bhdshya proceeds to show what sort oi praise the passage—(‘the

horse proceeding from the water,* &o.)—expresses : The connection of the horse

with the xoater, which is pacifying, brings peace to the master of the sacrifice.

The irrelevancy of this passage of the Bhdshya in the present connection

has been explained away by some commentators by the flat denial of this

sentence forming part of the Bhdshya text.

The irrelevancy referred to is this : The passage does not mention any

connection of the pacifying character with either the Horse or the Avaka,

the Vetasa alone being mentioned
;
while this latter does not appear in the

above explanation of the Praise.

The true explanation of this, however, is the following ; The Avaka,

&o., have been cited as instances, only on account of their similarity to the

Vstasa; and the said explanation does not assert any relationship between

the Horse and the Avaka ; all that it does is to declare these to be related to

the water

;

and as this fact alone does not indicate any Praise, there is a

need of another Arthavada passage ; and this is pointed out, in the sen-

tence— ‘ the water is peaceful ’
;
and it is this latter sentence that, having

lost the character of an Injunction, expresses the excellent character

of the water ; and certain things, ordinarily well known to bo connected

with water (f.i., the Vetasa'), come to be praised by this praise of the water

only ;
while others (f.i., the Horse), come to be praised, through the declara-

tion of their relationship with the water
;
and the meaning of the praise

thus comes to be that—‘ being related to the water which is known to be

peaceful, the Horse also comes to be known as quiet
;
and hence the sacriflee,

connected with this Horse, pacifies or removes all the troubles of the

Master of the sacrifice; which shows that the sacrifice is an excellent one.*

In the same manner, the sacrifice that is offered to a swift Deity, brings

about its results quickly ;
and if the sacrificial post is made of foodstufis,

the sacrificer obtains plenty of foodstuffs. Such being the explanations
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of the passages in question, we can say the same with regard to all other

passages that may be found to be similar to these.

Sutra (24). When a certain expression can be rightly taken
in its own context, it is not right to transfer it elsewhere; specially
as such an Injunction would have no use with regard to that parti-
cular sacrifice.

The taking of such passages as Injunctions is also open to the follow-

ing objection ; In the case of the sentence—‘ That which is burnt becomes
the property of the BfSkshasas * (a sentence found in connection with tho

Darga^Purnamasa)—if we take it exactly as it is, then it can only be
taken as enjoining another Deity (the RSthshasa) for the cake that is burnt

;

and this would necessitate the removal (or transfer) of the Deity mentioned
in the original Injunction (of the sacrifice).

[If the word ‘ Apaharsha ’ be taken as that which removes^ then tho

meaning would be that ‘ the newly enjoined Deity would remove the one

mentioned in the original Injunction.*]

This setting aside could be possible, on the ground of its being for a

definite purpose,—as we have in the case of the Ahhyuditeshti—
,
but only

if there were no other way of explaining the sentence. When, however, it

can be taken in a different manner, no such setting aside can be allowable.

Fighting shy of this argument some people might have recourse to

a transposed construction of the sentence,—explaining it as ‘ that which

is to be offered to the BSkshasas should be burnt *
;
but as the * Bakshasa *

is not mentioned as a Deity in the present context, the burning of tho cake

will have to be transferred to another context, where the Bakshasa may
have been laid down as the Deity

;
and this would militate against the

direct declarations of that context. Nor is such contradiction of the

context allowable, when there are moans of avoiding it. Hence we must
take the passage as an Arthavada^ which does not necessitate any such

transference or removal.

Sutra (25). If these be taken as Injunctions, there would be

a syntactical split.

In the passages in question, if, on account of the praise contained in

the passages, the verb in the Present Tense wore to bo taken as being in

the LH (the Vedic Injunctive), then, by the same fact, we would have to

assume a particular result to follow from the Action laid down
; and this

would bring about a split of the sentence [for instance, the construction

would be—(1) The post of the Udumhara wood is excellent, and (2) this

should be made for the obtaining of power"]. Hence we conclude that we

cannot but take these passages as ArthavUdas,
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[Treating of such Arthavctda passages as appear to contain reasons for the

performance of certain actions“\.

Sutra {2^, ''They must be taken as putting forward reasonSp

because of usefulness and possibility.”

As iastances, we can have all the passages that appear—on account

of the use of such words as ‘ hi
* and the like—to contain reasons, though

as a matter of fact they do not contain them—(for instance, the passage

* (JurpSna juhoti, tSna hi annan kriyate),
*

Some people object to this Adhikarana ; they argue thus

:

**If the. character of the reason be said to be enjoined by the passage,

“ then these come in the same category as those dealt with in the foregoing

“ Adhikarana

;

if not, then the character of the reason that is spoken of here

“ must be taken in connection with the relationship of the Qurpa-homa

;

and

as no such relationship can exist unless it is duly enjoined, for what oould

“ the reason be brought forward ? If however, the passage be taken only
** as describing a fact in nature, then this would be in the same category as
** the sentence speaking of Vtlyu as the * eftest deity.’ Thus then, in

any case, there appears no reason For introducing the present discussion.”

To this we make the following reply; As a matter of fact the

passage in question does not lay down the fact of the latter sentence

containing a reason for what has gone before; nor is it the mere descrip-

tion of a fact in nature : what it really does is only to assert by Apparent
Inconsistency, a certain fact, which sei’ves to set aside a certain doubt

with regard to the performability of an Action which has been laid down
(in the previous sentence) simply as a well-established duty to be
performed ;

specially as all Reasoning pre-supposes a certain well-

established fact (which, in this case, is the performability of the ^urpa^
homo). And some people hold that this statement of the Reason also

serves the purposes of an ArthavUda^ showing, as it does, why a person

should perform it. Even when the sentence is taken as a pure
Arthavdda^ it contains within itself a statement of the Reason also ; and
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lienee the Tnjanciion comes to be taken as referring to the Homa by the

^urpa and all otlier articles whereby food is prepared (such as the Darvi

and the like)
; and as sach the latter sentence might be taken as bringing

forward a Reason (as held by the Purvapdkaha) as well as containing an
ArthavUda (as held by the SiddhUnta).

On the main question then, we have the following :

—

PtTRVAPAKSHA.

“ Says the Bhashya ; The fact of the Curj^a being a means ofpreparing the

*'food 18 brought forward as a Reason for performing the Homa with the ^urpa,
^ And though what is directly enjoined is the relationship (of the Homa
with the ^U7pa)i yet the Reason that is brought forward for this relation-

** could also refer to the Homa*
An objection is raised in the BhSshya

:

^ A case (like that of the

*^^urpa and the food) ^ where the relation of cause and effect is not generally

“ recognised^ cannot be rightly said to have been brought forwaril as a Reason*
** Some people explain this by pointing to the premiss that all Inference

**mu8t be one of cause and effect, as the hh/ishya declares later on in

** connection with the sentence— * One should ofEer a Homa of curd for the
** sake of one who wants to acquire a sense-organ/

But this is not correct ; because eYen in oases where thei^ is no relation

** of cause and effect, as in the case of the asierisms of Krttikd and Rohini,

“ following one another, we find that a perception of the former acts as

a reason (or means) for the cognition of the latter.

(1) Therefore we must take the Bhashya to mean only the relation-

“ ship of the comprehended and the means of comprehensiofiy by the mention

of ‘ the relation of cause and effect* It may, howeYer, be urged that

—

**
* even the relationship of the comprehended and the means of comprehension

‘‘being cognisable only by means of anTnference, it could not be asserted

“ with reference to a fact not universally recognised/ True ; but there

“ being another relationship prior to the general recognition of the fact,

“ all that is meant by the bringing forward of the said relationship of

“ the comprehended and the means of comprehension is simply to point out

the particular relationship upon which all further Inferences are based.

(2) “ Or, the BhSshya may be taken as referring to the potentiality

“ of things, the meaning of the objection in the Bhdshya being that we
“ admit the character of true Reason only in cases where, at the time of

“ comprehending an invariable concomitance between the two things con-

“cemed, we actually perceive in them a potentiality consisting of that

“ causal relationship which consists of the relationship of the comprehended

“ and the means of comprehension*
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(3) Or again, the BhUshya may be taken as only referring to the

“ specific itistance cited,—the sense of the objection being that an invariable

“ concomitance between any two things, can be based upon many relations,

** such as those of cause and effect, master and servant, or on mere associa-

“ tion, and the like
;
and as none of the others are possible in the case of

“ the fact of the Qurpa as the means of preparing food being asserted as the

“ reason for performing the particular Homa, we must accept it to be based
** on the causal relation only ; and inasmuch as such causal relationship

“ is not generally found to exist between them, the assertion that the latter

“ sentence puts forth a Reason for the Homa is untenable.

“ In reply to the above objection, the BhSshya says

—

True it is,

“ And the meaning of this is this : It is true that in the ordinary course of
** business, before a person puts forward a certain Reason, he always seeks
“ to base it upon a well-recognised relationship

; but in the case of the Yeda,
“on account of the Apparent Inconsistency of the mention of a Beason, as

“expressed by the use of such words as (because)^ and the like, we
“ assume the existence of another sentence expressing the relationship

“ (upon which the aforesaid causal relation could be based),—such a sen-

“tence, in the case in question, being that ‘whatever is the means of

“ preparing food should be used in the offering of the Homa * ; and in the
“ light of this sentence, the Reason (brought forward in the sentence ‘ be-

“ cause the food is prepared by its means *) becomes quite relevant.

“ The BhS^hya puts the question

—

what special purpose would he served^

“ i.e., if the Reason should become relevant ? The reply given is that the

“ use lies in the fact that it is only then that the Homa could be offered by
“ means of all things that are used in the preparation of food.

“ The Bhdshya puts another question—‘ why ’ ? And this question may
“ be taken as put by the Qiddhanti ; or it may mean— ‘ How can the Darvi
“ &o., be the means of preparing the food ' ? The reply given is that—we
“ actually find these of use in the preparation of food

;
and it is this usefulness

“alone that is mentioned in the Sutra (by the word ^ arthavattva*). The
“ BhSshya also adds

—

we can prepare the food by means of these also
;
and

“this is what is meant by the word ^upapatti' (‘possibility^) in the

“ Sutra,

“ Against this explanation an objection is raised— ‘ It seems that, in

“this way, the words (arthavattva and upapatti) are synonymous (and as

“ such both should not have been used).’

“ But the mention of both words may be explained as pointing to

“ the capability of the same fact being expressed in two different ways : the

“ sense being that that which is of some use in an Action may, in a way, be

“ also spoken of as its means. Or, the word ‘ arthavattva ’ may be taken ^s

“ pointing to that which is expressed by the instrumental case-ending ; and
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inasmuch as it is tlie fact of the food being prepared, at the present time^ by
“ means of the (}urpa^ (&c., that has been brought forward as the Heasou
** (which is not found to be applicable to the Roma^ which is not found to

** prepare any food at the time), the word ^upapatti' may be taken as

“ pointing to the possibility of the food being prepared by means of the
** Homa; and this is what is meant by the Bhdshya— * the food can he pre*

“ pared hy means of that also'

“ Another objection is raised in the Bhdshya : ‘ The passage in question
** distinctly says that the food is prepared by means of it; why then, should

“ you say it can be prepared

'

?

“ The reply given to this is that it is absolutely impossible to speak
** of the Present Tense (because the Qurpa is not found to prepare the food
** actually at the time that the Roma is being offered).

Or, the Bhdshya may be taken as replying to a self-raised objection ;

“ the sense in that case, would be this : If the passage be taken as

‘*refering, not to the ^urpa^ but to the Darvi^ <&c., on the ground of these
‘‘ latter not being the means of preparing the food at the present time^

—

then, the same might be said with regard to the Qurpa also
;
and the

** passage would cease to be any Praise at all
;
hence just as the Siddhdnti

** would make the passage out to be a Praise, exactly in the same man-

“ner could we also explain it as only laying down a reason for the

“ Roma,
“ The Bhdshya sentence following this is ‘ RStau ca ^rutih^' &c, ; and

as this is quite irrelevant as it is, we must take it along with the closing

“ sentences of the Bhdshya,
“ Says the Bhdshya—there can he only an indirect indication of Praise ;

“and this means that the sentence in question indicates the excellence of

“ the Roma, indirectly, through the fact of its bringing about a universally

“ desirable result in the shape of food.

“And in this case, the sentence

—

^QJurpSna hi annan hriyatS'—is to

“ be taken as only describing a fact of nature, the general preparation of

^^food with reference to the particular object, Qlurpa,

“ Or, the Sutra may be construed in the following manner : If we take

“ the sentence as laying down a Reason, we have an ‘ arthavattva
*—i,e., it

“serves a muoh more useful purpose than if it were a mere Arthavdda;^
“ and even though the relationship between the QJurpa and the preparation

“ of food is not quite recognised, yet we have its * upapatti

'

(proof

“or possibility) based upon the assumed Vedic sentence referred to

“ above.

“For these reasons, we conclude that the sentence in question must be
“ taken as laying down a Reason for the performance of the Roma hy means
“ of the QJurpa."
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In reply to the above we have the following :

—

SIDDHINTA.
Sutra (27). It is a Praise ; because of its being preceded by

verbal authority ;
while there is no Injunction of another.

The Instminental case-ending in the word * QurpSna *
directly points

to the performance of the Homa as to be done by the furpa ; and as such

having the direct support of the Veda, it cannot be urged,—either as a mere

acceptable alternative, or as an optional alternative, or as a companion

alternative,—that the Homa is to be performed with the Darvi, Apc., the

instrumentality whereof is only pointed out by Inference, Because the

Homa having all its requirements fulfilled by the ^urpa^ does not stand in

need of any other thing ; and as there is no direct Vedio text laying down
the instrumentality of the Darvi, &o., the mere recognition of the instru-

mentality of the ^urpa (as pointed out in the Vedic text) shuts the way
of the inference of any Vedio texts (in support of the instrumentality of

the Baref, &g.) This is what is meant by the expression—There is no In-

junction of another^-^{i.e.^ of the Darvt^ &c.)

As for the pointing out of a reason (for the performance of the Homa
in a certain way), this becomes accomplished by the Praise itself ; and as

such by taking the sentence as pointing out such a Reason only, we only

court the necessity of having to assume unheard of instances.

Then again, the direct assertion of the (^urpa ( as the instrument to be

employed) falling within the scope of the Injunction, being found to

be distinct, and not having any other purpose to serve, it cannot be

altogether neglected. Hence, there are only two ways of taking the expres-

sion ^because it prepares the food:— (1) this expression having no direct

connection with the Injunction *this should be done,’ we can take it

as indirectly indicating the fact of the Qurpa possessing an excellent

quality
;

or (2) it may be taken as directly expressing this latter

fact. Any way, the expression by itself is incapable of being taken as

laying down a Reason in 8uppoi*t of the Injunction
;
and hence it comes to

be taken as mentioning the reason for the excellence which stands in

need of the support of a Reason that happens to be mixed up with the

force of the Injunction, and of which the object of the Injunction stands in

need. The meaning of the said expression thus comes to be : The ^urpa is

an excellent instrument^ hecause it prepares the food. Both of these explana-

tions are capable of being supported by well-recognised instances, and
as such do not necessitate the Inference of any unheard of Vedic texts.

Because it is a universally recognised fact that, (1) that which is excellent

deserves to be done, and (2) that, that which is a means of preparing the

food is excellent.
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The eenfcence—* there ia no Injunction of another* may be explained in

another way : According to you, all that is a means of preparing the food,

will be the objects of Injunction ; but Darvit <&c., are not the means of

preparing the food ; because it is the action, of cooking f.i., that is known
to be the direct means of the preparation of the food. This introduces the

next SUtra^

Sutra (28). Ohj.

:

Any praise of that which is useless is

not allowable.’’

Some people might argue—“ If cooking^ &c., are the means of pre-

paring the food, the (^urpa cannot be recognised as tho means of its pre-

paration; and as such there can be no such praise of it, as explained above.”

To this we make the following reply :

—

Sutra (29). Meply

:

But there is a use for it ; inasmuch as
it forms part of the Injunction ; as even in the ordinary world.

According to us, there is a distinct use which forms the object of tho
praise,—this use consisting in the fact of the Qatpa being the means of

the preparation of food. Inasmuch as it forms part of another sentence,

the mention of such instrumentality is found only to serve the purpose

of another tlie Injunction), and thereby has only a secondary position;

and as such, it must be taken as thereby describing a certain fact, with
reference to another object that forms the object of the Injunction. Such
description again can be only of a fact that is well known

; and conse-

quently we find the very words (of the Vedio text) distinctly pointing to

the conclusion that the sentence describes only such useful instrumentality

of the ^urpa as has been met with in ordinary experience
; (and as such

the instrumentality of the Qurpa cannot be denied).

This also explains the use of the present tense (in * KriyatB ’) ; but
even though the present tense has been used, yet it is an admitted fnct

that, whether something is to he done (in the future) or has already been

done ^(in the past), whenever we have got to describe, or praise, such an
object, we speak of it as being done (‘ KriyatB ’). As to why the present

tense has been used in a Praise,—all that we can say is that it is due to

the fact that men, as a rule, are more attracted to the present than either

to tho past or to the future ;
and as a matter of fact, it is only by recalling

the fact of the effects, that a certain action brings about at the time that

it is performed, that people are attracted to it, even at other times;

consequently with a view to praising the (7drpa, we have tho sentence

< it prepares the food.*

Or, we may take the sentence as praising the ^urpa, after having trans.

ferred the present character of the capability of preparing the food to the

10
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preparation itself (which would justify the use of the present tense in

*KriyatB *) ; because people are attracted more to what is actually manifested

than to any latent capabilities ; and as such the Praise could be duly

effective only when describing a fact as actually manifested in the present^

and not when merely pointing out a capabilify.

On the other hand, in your tlieory, inasmuch as yon hold the sentence

to contain the Injunction (of a Reason), there would be a distinct harm done

by the non-comprehension of the instrumentality of the preparation of food

and the present character, (with direct reference to the Qurpa).
** Why so ” P

Well, because, there can be an Injnnction of only that which has not

been got at by any other means ; and hence in the case of an Injnnction, the

acceptance of anything apart from what is directly expressed by it is not

allowable. This is what is meant by the BMshya:—In the Injunction^

there is no need of the meaning of any other v>ords^ because it is only in

the case of indirect indication, that there is a need of the help of the

meanings of other words. And it would be necessary to assume the word
in the present tense (‘ Kriyate *) to indicate the meaning of a word in the

past (‘ AkdrV)^ and in the future (‘ KnrishyatB ’), or that of a word denoting

the present character of the Capability (such as ‘ QahyatB *
) / and it is only

when the word * KriyatB * could be taken in accordance with these assump-

tions, that the Instrumental case ending in ^ ^urpBna ’ could be taken as

denoting direct instrumentality. As a matter of fact, however, instances

of such assumptions have never been met with
;
and as such they cannot

be allowable.

If, again, the words be taken in their direct signification, then, it would

not be possible for the Veda to enjoin anything as capable of being

brought forward, while it would be pointing out either the present time

or the chief Instrument. That is to say, the Homa is not capable of being

performed either by the QUrpa^ ^c., while these are actually being

employed in the preparation of the food, or by the cooking which is held to

be the chief Instrument (or means) of the preparation of food* Therefore,

in both cases, the theory is absolutely untenable.

According to our theory, on the other hand, inasmuch as the sentence

in question is taken only as explanatory of the foregoing, the words can be

taken in their indirect significations. For instance, in ordinary parlance,

we find such an expression as Balavcln BBvadattah^ where though the affix

^ Matup' (in BalavUn) has been laid down to be in the sense of Excess,

yet we do not find it clearly expressed as to in comparison with whom
DSvadatta is strong ;

and the direct signification of the word * balavdn
*

would be that he is the strongest among all living beings ; but thie is not

possible becausei as a matter of fact, there are many stronger animals,
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such as tbe Lion, &o, ; hence we take the word to signify the presence of a

strength greater only than that of those animals that are known to be

weaker than DSvadatta. ' Exactly in the same manner, we can speak of the

Q&rpa as the * chief instrnment ’ (in the preparation of the food), in com-
parison to such objects as the plough and the like, which have a much
more remote instrumentality in that preparation.

It may be argued that—“ in that case such comparative signification of

the word would come to be its chief denotation
;
and it is for this reason

that the word * dalavUn' used with reference to D§vadatta, is not admitted

to have any indirect signification.*’

This is true enough, when the word * hala^Hn * is used with reference

to Dsvadatta, in comparison with weaker persona in general
;
but when the

word is found to be incapable of referring to certain weak persons in parti-

cular, it would directly give rise to an idea of Devadatta being stronger

than even those who possess greater strength
;
and in that case, if we take

the word to point to the fact of Devadatta being stronger than those

weaker than him, then this would be taking it in an indirect sense. In the

same manner, when the fact of being the means of the preparation of food

is taken to be brought forth as descriptive of the which forms an

object of the Injunction,—then (1) such description may be taken in ils

direct signification—that the (}urpa is the more important means (or Instru-

ment) in the preparation of the footl, than the remoter instruments in

general*, or (2) it may be taken in its indirect signification, inasmuch

as no such remoter Instrument is mentioned ; and the meaning would

be that the Qurpu is the one principal instrument in the preparation of food

(which is not trrte).

In accordance with your theory, on the otlier hand, the sentence being

an Injunction, and as such laying down something not got at by other

means, the fact of the ^urpa being the principal Instrument^ as also its

present character^ would have to be taken as mentioned with reference to the

Action in question ; and as such there would be no ground for any Compari-

son or Secondary {indirect) character

;

and hence there would be a greater

difficulty in the interpretation of the sentence. And thus there is no

equality between the two theories.

Sutra (30). If it were a Reason, it would be restricted (to

the Qftrpa only); because of the specification. If it be urged that

through singularity (the Darvi, &c., would also be taken as refer*-

red to),—then, in that case, there would be an indecisiveness of the

Injunctions.

This Sutra admits, for the sake of argument, the position of the

opponent. Even if the sentence wei*e an Injunction of the Reason that
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Injunction could not be taken as referring to tbe Darvi, <fcc. Because it is

distinctly with reference to the ^urpa that the sentence lays down the
Ileason, in the shape of its being an instrument in the preparation of food.

And specially as such instrumentality is not recognised in ordinary experi-

ence, the only resource that we have, for taking the injunction to refer to

the Darvi^ &c,, also, is to assume a Vedic text bringing forward an instance

in support of the sentence in question. But for assuming such a text, the

only ground that we can have is the apparent inconsistency of another

direct Vedic text (the sentence in question)
; and as a matter of fact, this

apparent inconsistency cannot justify the assumption of anything more
than what is absolutely necessary for the consistency of the Vedic text in

question.

Then again, the connection of the ^urpa with the Homa having been

laid down, the mention of the properties of any other things would be no

reason for such relationship
;
and hence it would be necessary to mention

a certain quality of the Qurpa alone,—vt«., its instrumentality in the pre-

paration of the food : and on account of the proximity of the description

of the quality to a mention of the ^urpo,^ we conclude that the description

refers to the Qurpa alone.

Even in ordinary parlance, we always find that when a certain property

is mentioned in connection with a certain object, the quality is cognised, first

of all, only as belonging to that object (as for instance in the argument * Fire,

because smoke* ; the smoke which is the Ileason is cognised at first, as resid-

ing in the particular mountain only) ; and it is only when the corroborative

instance comes to be cited Q Whatever has smoke is fiery, as the culinary

hearth *) that we come to recognise the fact that it is the smoky substance in

general that is meant \ as otherwise, with the particular case alone, there

could be no unified collective idea of the presence of fire (that is to say,

unless we have an idea that wherever there is smoke there is fire, we cannot

deduce the presence offire from the presence of smoke).

In the Veda, the Reason is not cognised as appertaining to what has

to be proved by it, either in its genuine or specific form ; the particular sort

pf rektionship has always got to be assumed in accordance with Appai^nt

Inconsistency. And in the case in question, we find, (1) that a definite

particular object (the ^Urpa) is distinctly mentioned, (2) any generic iustru-

Inentality is not ordinarily recognised, and (3) there is no reason for reject,

ing what is directly mentioned : and hence all the Apparent Inoonsistenoy

that there can be in the case is limited to the particular case (of the Qurpa

being employed in the Honva and its being the instrument for preparing

food) ; and as such it can justify the assumption of only that text which

would show an instance corroborating that particular case only ; because it

>vould be, in the absence of this particular instance only, that the mentioxi^
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of the Reason (with regard to the Qurpa) would remain inconsistent. On
the other hand, if we omit to assume the fact of the Homa being connected

with such other implements as the Darvi and the like, there is nothing,

either directly perceived or mentioned in the Veda, that would remain

inconsistent (for want of such an assumption). Therefore the only instance

that we could assume would be in some such form as— * whichever ^Urpa is

found to be instrumental in the preparation of food, is also used in the

offering of the Homa*
Tlie inference of such a text would be what is technically known as

the * VigBshadrshta
*

Inference. For instance, ev'en in ordinary experience, if

the smoke that is perceived is recognised as proceeding from a particular

grass, the fire that is inferred is also that proceeding from the burning of

that grass, and not Fire in general; and again though the root * gam ’ is

generally recognised ns denoting to go ; yet when perceived, in the word * go
^

(cow) f.i., after the word has been found to denote the particular animal with

dewlaps, &;c., it comes to be recognised as pointing to the * going * of the

cow only, and not to that of all moving things. Exactly in the same manner,

inasmuch as the Reason—the Instrumentality in the preparation of food

—has been mentioned in distinct connection with the * Qurpa^ it cannot be

regarded as pertaining to any other things.

Thus then, the meaning of the sentence would be this ; * Whichever

Qurpa is found capable of preparing the food should be used in the offering

of the Homa *

;

and any other objects, the Darvi^ <&o., cannot be included in

this. For instance, when a strongly blown fire is mentioned as the Reason

for burning, it points to the fact that, if not strongly blown, the Fire would

not burn, and not that the conch-shell, when strongly blown, would bum.
Thus alone could any definite interpretation be arrived at.

If however the ‘Instrumentality in the preparation of food, as men-
tioned with reference to the i^urpa,* be taken as pointing to its concomitant

^viz., the great genus (“ Instrument in the preparation of food then,

whatever is perceived in the world could, in some way or other, be spoken

of as an ‘ instrument in the preparation of food * ;.and as such, there being an

indecisiveness (as to the Instrument really meant), the sentence could be

taken as referring to all the objects connected with the Homa; and hence

the expression ‘ instrumental in the preparation of food ’ would be abso*

lately useless*

For these reasons, we conclude that the sentence cannot be rightly

taken as laying down a Reason ; and as such we must take it as containing

a Praise (of the (furpa as the one thing to be used in the offering of

the Homa)^



ADHIKARANA (4).

\Treuting of the Mantrae.']

Sutra (31). “BeoaoM the Scriptures lay down directions (for

the use of mantras, they cannot he meant to convey any mean-
inffs).*’ (A).

Finding the word * AnartKa* mentioned in the PUrvapaksha in con-

nection with the mantras^ some people pnt forward the question of this

Adhiharami as—* Have the mantras any meaning, or are they absolutely

meaningless ’ f

But this is not quite the correct form of the question considered here.

Because all words are distinctly found to convey some sort of a meaning

;

and as such there can never be any question as to their having a meaning ;

for instance) Fire being found to actually burn certain things, we do not

proceed to consider whether or not it is capable of burning. As a matter

of fact, in all cases, the potentialities of words are inferred from the effects

that they actually bring about ; and in the case of mantras^ we find that

as soon as they are pronounced, they convey a certain definite meaning.

Nor are the Pdrvapakshas on this point capable of being answered by the

single Sutra I—ii—40.

For these reasons, considering the above question insppropnate, the

BhiUhya lays down the question in the following form :
** Are the mantras

meant to convey a meaning, or are they not so meant P

It may be argued that for the aforesaid reasons, even this question

cannot be a fit object for discussion. But this is not true ; because even

the sentences that have a definite meaning, we find to be of two kinds

(some being pronounced for the purpose of conveying some meaning, while

others are pronounced only for the sake of the verbal expression). And
as a matter of fact, though the utterance of the sentence, and the convey-

ing of its meaning, always go hand in hand, yet it is possible that the

desire of the speaker may lie in only one of these
; and in this there is

some sort of a difference between the two ; for instance, when a person

desires to express a certain fact, the utterance of the sentence comes as a
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matter of courae
;
whereas when he desires onlj to express the mere verbal

forms of sentences, the expression of the meaning comes about only

by the way (through the exigencies of tiie force of concomitant circum-

stances)
; as we find in the case of Japo, and the repetition of mantras for

the curing of poisons. And hence there is an occasion for discussion on
this point.

Objection: *^But what connection has this question got with the

treatment of the means of knowing Dharma ” ?

Reply

:

Wo have already considered the Purvapaksha that the Veda
having the sole purpose of pointing out the Actions to bo performed, that

which is not found to serve such a purpose must be concluded to be useless

and untrustworthy ; and hence the question of the authority of the mantras

in the matter of Dharma being only a phase of this previous PUrvapaksha^

the answer that we have given on the former occasion would apply to this

case also ; and as such tiiere can be no need for bringing up the question of

the authority of the mantras. Specially as we all know that when even

such apparently incoherent sentences as—* He wept and from that was silver

produced ’—are capable of being somehow or other made out to be an
authority with regard to Dharma^ there can be no doubt with regard to

the authority of the mantras. And hence all that we have got to consider

now is the question of the particular uses of the mantras.

That the mantras are neither Injunctions nor mere Valedictory sentences

will be shown by the Author himself later on, when it will be pointed

out that they cannot be Injunctions, because they have not the form of

an Injunction
;
and that they cannot be Valedictory sentences, because there

can be no Praise of that which is laid down elsewhere. Then the only

use that is left lies in the employment of the toords of the mantras;

and hence it is only natural to consider the question as to their being used

for the purpose of conveying some meaning, or for that of giving evpres-*

sion to the mere words. In the case of the SUrnas too, though they have

no meanings, yet we can have a doubt as to whether they are pronounced

merely for the sake of being pronounced, or for the sake of giving

expression to the letters composing them.

A question might here be asked—** How could the Purvapaksha ac-

count for the use of such mantras as are not connected with any dii*ect

direction in the Veda (and are used only iu accordance with their own
meanings) P

To this, some people make the following reply :
** It is with a view

to stop the use of such mantras that the Purvapakehi proceeds to establish

the fact of the speaker having no desire to convey any meaning by

the use of mantraSf because he knows that no one ever uses mantras

that have no meanings. Thus it is that the sentence in the Bh&shya—do
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the mantras help by the mere utterance—which Ravours of being the declara*

tion of a well-established fact—ceases to be absolutely incoherent. And
the evil motive larking in the mind of the PUrvapakehi is somewhat like

this : * If the Siddhdnti should declare that the mantras help by mere ntter-

anoe, then I shall be able to show to him that such mantras can never be

used.’ And the Purvapakshi^ in the BhUshyaj in pointing out the use of

the mantra ^ Varhirdevasadanddimi,* is found to be denying the fact of the

mantra being used on the occasion of the chopping of grass ; and what he

means by this is to strike at the very usefulness of the mantra'*

OVf it may be that the Purvapaksha accepts the fact of the mantras

being actually used, as being in accordance with the theory of persons

knowing all about sacrifices ;
and hence not discussing this, it takes up

another discussion. And as for the question—* How is it that the theory

of persons knowing the details of sacrifices has been left aside, and its

correctness or incorrectness has not been tested * ?—,
the reason why this

point has been disregarded is this : That the mantras are actually used is

a fact firmly established by the mere fact of their being accepted as such by

all the best men of the three higher castes,—exactly like the works on Bmpti;

this fact cannot be set aside ;
and hence it is the very source or basis of this

fact that we proceed to consider. And if the Purvapaksha theory turns

out to be the correct one, then, there being no other authority for the

said fact, we shall seek for it in the Inference of Vedic texts laying

down the use of the mantra in question ; while in accordance with the

Siddhdnta theory the Indicative Power and the Context of the mantra itself

would serve as the required authority.

Ov^\hePCRVAPAK8P[A (A) may beexpounded in the followingmanner.

That the mantras serve a distinctly useful purpose of man is pointed

out by the very Injunction of the study of the Veda
;
and hence whatever

is found to be in contact with the Bar^a^PurnamUsa and other sacrifices,

** either through syntactical order or through Context, is accepted as serving a

“useful purpose; such for instance are the sentences dealing with the

Praydjae^ as also the forms of the 9nan^a«. Of these the former are found
“ to serve a purpose, by a distinct pointing out of what they directly signify

(m^., the performance of certain minor sacrifices) ;
and hence though they

“ have certain verbal forms of themselves, they do not servo any purpose;

“ through these verbal forms. As for the mantras, however, they are found
“ to be expressing meanings, that are not of any use in the sacrifices

;
and

“ as such we can have no need of these, so fnr as their meaning is con-

“oerned; as for the purposes of Praise, Injunction, and Remembrance,

“these ai*e found to be fulfilled by other means; and hence we cannot

“ but conclude that the only purpose that the mantras can serve is in the

“ use of their mere verbal forms, as is also pointed out by the passages
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** that lay down their usee. As for the Injunction of the study of the

^‘Yeda, this too, haTing its purposes fnlfiHed by the more proximate
** verbal text of the mantras^ cannot extend to tiie more distant deno«

‘Hation (or meaning) of these maniraa. In the case of the passages
** dealing with the PraySfoe^ Ac., also, though oar first impression is that

of these also, it is the verbal text only that is to be employed,—^yet, such
** use is concluded to be improper, when it is found that they express certain
** facts, that are distinctly useful in the actual performance of the sacrifices.

‘‘No such facts, however, are found to be expressed by the mantras^ Then
“ again, it is only when the verbal text is not found to be of any use that we
“ conclude the purpose of a senteuce to be in what it signifies ; in the case
“ of the mantras, however, we find that it is their verbal texts that serve

“distinctly useful purposes. And even if the meaning of a sentence be
“ held to be more important than its verbal form, it is only to the word
“ that a person has to be directed first of all ; because the meaning is

“expressed after the word has been used. And hence we conclude that

“it is the mere verbal form of the mantra that is of use (in the per-
“ formance of saciifioes). And it is in view of these facts that we have to'

“ take the following Purvapaksha Sutras.

“ In consideration of the order of the Siddh&nta Sutras, we should
“ change the order of the examples cited, from the ‘ Ahhrydtddna ’ down-
“ wards. Tlie Bhashya, however, has not. paid any heed to the order of the
“ examples, because it was thought that the discussion would be equally
“ clear, wherever the examples might be cited, and hence he begins with
“ the mantra—* TJvuprathd, Uruprathasva* <Sbo.

“ Says the BhUshya : Just as one who has eyes, And the meaning
“ of this is that though a person who has his eyes intact, yet having his

“ vision blurred by some cause or other, when he is found being led by
“ another person, the irresistable conclusion is that he does not see with hiS
“ eyes

; and exactly, in the same manner, when a person comes across the
“ text of a mantra, though his first impression is that it has a certain mean-
“ ing, yet, as soon as he finds another sentence laying down its uses, he
“ naturally concludes that the mantra, itself, has not the capability of
“ indicating its own use ; and this distinctly shows that the meaning of the
“ mantra is to be disregarded altogether ; for if any importance were attaoh-
“ ed to the meaning, the use of the mantra would be indioaied by the mantra
“ itself, through such a meaning.

^

,

“ An objeotion is raised in the Bhdshya : ‘ The mantra may have the

character qfan Arthav&da,—that is to say, as*a Praise of the Injunction of
“ the mantra inferred from the exigencies of its indioative Force and Context.’

“ The reply given in the Bhclshya ia that it is not so; haoskuae ArthavSdas
“ have been shown tcT serve the purpose of Praising only when taken along

11
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** with Injunctions
;
in a case however where the Injunction, whether direct

** or inferred, appears ajmrt from the passage in question, there being no

Praise found in proximity to the Injunction itself, the necessary persua-

sion is accepted as being acomplished by its own force
;
and as such, there

being no need for any other persuasive agency, no remote Praise can serve

“ any useful purpose with regard to that Injunction.

** Similarly, too, in the case of the AbhryddUna mantro^s, their very form

points to the fact of their being employed at the action in question ;
and

“ as such the subsequent direction that ‘ one is to hold by all the four * is

** useless. Even if this direction served the purpose of indicating the

“ number 'four ’ (which is not indicated by the mantras themselves), the

number thus indicated would be that which appertains to the mantras, and
" not to the Action ; because the property of one thing cannot be transferred

" to another. The number too, not being an Action^ could not be taken to be

laid down as an auxiliary to the Action.

Thus then, the construction of the sentence would be somewhat in

" this form :
' These that are four in number, by means of these, one should

'' hold the Ahkryas * ; but these were four, even before the declaration

;

"hence the assertion would be absolutely useless. And farther the number
" not being auxiliary to the principal Action, and there being no collective

" word, the potentiality in question would have to be accepted as appertain-

" ing to each of the four Ahhryas ; and as snob there would be nothing to

" set aside the coutingenoy of these being taken as four optional alterna-

" tives.

" In accordance with our theory, however, the peculiar transcendental
" result being only capable of being indicated by the repetition, there
" would be no means of ascertaining its existence, before all the four had
" been held

;
and as such, it is only proper that these four should be taken

" collectively.

"In the case of the sentence

—

Lndmagrhknam^ ityarvcihhidhan%-

" mUdatiB,—as for the bolding of the reins of the Horse and the Ass,

"it is distinctly indicated by the exigencies of the oircumstances ; and
"as such there can be no injunction for the holding of these. And as
" for the mantra too, its use is indicated by its very form ; and as such
" the direction ityagvdbhidhdnim&dattB cannot be of much use.

" An objection is raised in the Bhashya—‘ The direction would serve
" the purpose of rejecting the holding of the reins of the ass,*

" And the reply given is
—

‘ na gaknoti parisanhhydtum, parisanoaJcshSno
" hi, &c., <feo. That is to say, in the word ^ parisaikhhyd^* the prefix ^pari^
" signifying rejection, the word must be taken as denoting the idea of such
" rejection or exclusion.; and this idea could refer either to the holding of the
" reins of the ass, or to the using of the mantra at such holding ,* and both these
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jAltet*ftafc{Ved are open to three objections, viz: (I) if the direction be taken

as an Injanction, then the eaid idea of the fejection would be that * such and

siich reins are not held * ; and in this the Injnnotion would be abandoning
**

its own original meaning or purpose (of laying down the holding of certain

“reins); (2) it would be necessary to bring in the meaning of another

“ sentence—that the reins of the ass are not to he held (which is not signified

“ by the sentence in question) ; (3) we would have to set aside the

“ employment of the mantra at the holding of the ass’ reins, though such

“ employment is indicated by the form of the mantra itself. ^VV^hen hoW-

“ ever, the direction is taken as indicating a certain ti'anscendental result^

“ (as we hold) it could be taken along with anything we please, being ex-

“ actly like a blind man. In the sentence ‘ ityagvdhhidhdnimddattB^ if there

“ were a certain definite relationship between the word ‘ iti * and the

“word * agwabhidhd/nimf then it could be taken as indicating the i-e-

“ jection (of the holding of the ass* reins). As a matter of fact, however,

“ there is no sUch relationship because all case-nonns having the pur-

“pose of accomplishing the work of the Verb, there can be no mutual

“ relationship among themselves ;
and for this very reason, the sentence

“ too would be connected with the Verb only
;
and this is only one

;
and tho

“exigencies of the context and the particular transcendental result upper*

“ tain equally to both holdings (those of the reins of the horse and tho

“ ass) ;
and hence there can be no Parisankhyct or exclusion,

“ Tho BhOshya sums up the whole discussion thus :

—

Thus we conclude

“ that the mantMf ‘ VathirdBvasadandtlmh* cannot he talpn as pointing

“ to the fact of the mantra being employed in the chopping of grass. And
“ we find that the Principal Direction (laying down Ahe procedure of

“ the sacrifice) itself distinctly points out all mantras to he employed at the

“ Principal sacrifice
;
and as such having no use apar^ from the perform-

“ ance of this sacrifice, they could never have any connection with the

“ subsidiary Actions. Nor would there be any chance of the mantras being

“repeated in the wrong place; because the occasion of their use is

“ fixed by the order of the context in which they occur ; and hence there

“ could be no chance of pedple ignoring the conditions of the sacrifices, and

repeating at once the whole of the AnuvSka or Adhyaya (of the Veda

“ dealing with the sacrifices).

Sutra (32). (B) “Also, because of the fixed order of the

sentehces."

“ In the case of the waw^ra—* Agnirmurdhd, &c.,*—the sense that would

“ be got from this form of the sentence would bo exactly the same as that

“obtained, if the sentence were read sb-* Unrdhagnih, and as such,

“ any restriction or fixity Of the order of the words would be useless (if any
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** meaniBg were desired to be conveyed by the mmtrd). If, however, we take

the mantras as being repeated only with a view to a certain transcendental

result, following from a repetition of the words in a fixed order,—then
“ there would be no ground for believing the same result to follow if the
‘‘ order^f the words were changed

; and as such the restriction of the order,
** in this case, would serve a distinctly useful purpose. If it be urged that
** there is a certain transcendental result that follows from the cognition of

the meanings of each of the words in the particular order in which they

occur in the mantra,—^then (we reply that) such a result would be acoom-
** plished by the mere repetition of the text of the mantra ; because the
** particular order of the cognition of the meanings of the words depends

upon such repetition only.

In a case where the I'estriotion is found to serve a visible pur-

pose,—for instance, the restrictions of roots, afi^es and compounds, that

we meet with in connection with such words as * Indr&gni,* ^ Nilotpalam,*

i*
‘ BSjapurushah^* ‘ Citraguh,' ‘ f^ishJcaug&mbih,

* and the like—it is only

proper that we should h^ve ope ; as, otherwise, the words would either be-

“ come incorrect, or signify something totally different, or become absolutely
** meaningless. The sequence of the words in the aforesaid compounds is

** in accordance with such rules as that—* in a Dvandva compound the word
** that begins with a vowel and ends with the letters of the at pratyUhSra
** should be placed first * (Pdnini II—^ii—33), and the like ; and hence the

“ compound ‘ agnfndrau * would be grammatically incorrect ;
and the

“ compound ‘P^^rtwharojiah’ ^ould have a meaning different from that of

Eajapurushah^

;

while the word ^ KavgSmhinih 'would be absolutely

‘^meaningless. If we meet with the word * Agm^drau^ in the Veda, we
“should explain the anomaly as being a peculiarity of the Veda, or formed
“ in consideration of the fact of Agni being taken as the more important
“ deity of the two ; when, however, both of them are considered to be
“ of equal importance, * Indragni

* would be the only correct form*
“ It may be urged that

—
‘ in the case in question also, any change in

“ the order pf the words would make the sentence lose the c^racter of a
“ mantra* But this would be the case only if no meaning were desired to
“ be conveyed by the mpntra

;

while (if the meaning were desired to be
“ conveyed, then) inasmuch as a change in the order of the words would
“ not make any difference in the meaning of the mantra, we do not know
“ on whet ground it could be said to lose its true character.

“ (1 ) And thus the present Sutra could be taken as pointing to the fact

“ of the character of the mantra being established with regard to a certain

“ sentence, on the ground of the order of the words being fixed* (2) Or, it

“ may be taken as laying down the fact of a mantra being used at a sacri-

*“fice in accordance with the rules laid down in a particular conte:^t, as a
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reason for holding that no meaning is desired to be convened by the

mantra ; because if any significance were attached to the meaning of the

^^mantray there would be no such difEerentiation, in the case of the same
^^mantray as that, ‘this belongs to one sacrifice and that to another/ (3)
** Or, it may be taken to mean that, inasmuch as the denotative power of all

“sentences—whether occurring in mantras or in ordinary parlance—is

“the same, any such restriction as that a certain sentence is a mantra
“cannot but have a certain transcendental result in view. (4) Or, the
“ reason propounded in the Sutra may be taken as that, inasmuch as the
“ Deity could be thought of by such means as contemplation and the like,

“ the fact of there being a restriction that it should be done by means of
“ the mantra only, shows that this restriction is in view of a certain trans*

“ cendental result ;
because as far as the visible results are concerned, there

“ appears to be no difEerence between the mantra and such other means as
** contemplation and the like.

Sutra (33). (0) Because of the directions pertaining to the

learned/’

“We find that there is an Injunction,—‘ One should move about,

“ pronouncing agnid agnld ’ ; and in connection with this it is urged that,

“ in accordance with the law arrived at in an Adhikarana of Adhydya III,

“ ( VidCy III—viii^—18) that an ignorant 'Priest is not in "keeping with the

“ injunctions of the Veday it becomes necessary for the Priest to know the
** meaning of such words as * agnid

* and the like, before he begins the
“ sacrifice itself ; and as such the direction accompanying these words could
“ not be taken as pointing out the meaning of these words because (as for

^<one who does not know the meaning, he is not entitled to the position of

“ the Priest
^
while as for the learned priest) the pointing out of the meaning

“ would be a useless repetition
; and hence we conclude that the direction

must have been put forth only with a view to a transoendental result.

“ Nor can it bo urged that the mantra serves the purpose of reminding

the Priest (of the meaning of the words) ; because such remembrance is

“ found to be accomplished by means of the expert character of the Priest,

obtained from a thorough study of the Br&hmarj^. And as for the means
“of manifesting this expert character, we could accept either the completion
“ of the previous action, or the duly studied Brdhmana itself, to be this

“ means ; and hence the mantras could serve no ^iseful purpose in connec-
“ tion with this manifestation.

“Even the particular Sanskdra (or Capability), that is held to be

brought about by means of the mantrasy could b< none other than a certain

“transcendental result; and hence this theory! comes within the Purva^

^'paksha itself.
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Then again, even when a meaning of the vnanim is aoeepted, it iifi

not found capable of serving any visible purpose
;
so in this case also,

it becomes necessary to assume^ in the end, a transcendental result.

** Why then shotild not we assume such a one, in the very beginning,
** holding it to follow from the mere utterance of the mantra ** ?

Sutra (34). p) ** Because they speak of things that do not

exist”

“ We find a certain mantra speaking of * four horns ^
; and certainly

**we do not perceive any such thing, in any way connected either with

*Hhe Primary or the Subsidiary Sacrifices. Even though it might be
** taken as figuratively describing certain things in connection with the

“sacrifice, yet as no such thing as the ‘four horns' is found to be any
“object of the performance (of the sacrifice), there can be no use of
“ reminding one of such a thing. Specially as it is not quite clear when
“ and where the mantra in question is to be employed. While on the
“ other hand, it is quite clear, from the text of the mantra itself, and the
“ order of its words, that it has got to be repeated

;
and hence the

“ theory of the Purvapahsha becomes duly established.

“ The mantras^* MH mS, hinsih
*

( ‘Do not kill, &c., <fec.'), being laid down
with reference to the altar, where the oficering-material is kept, cannot

“ be admitted to be uttered with any desire to convey a meaning
; because

*<auch requests can never be proffered to an inanimate object (like the
“ altar) ; as it is absolutely impossible for the altar to ‘ kill, ' it^ is simply
“ absurd to request it ‘ not to kill.*

"

Sutra (36)w (E) ” Because they are addressed to insensate

things.”

“ We meet with such mantras as—‘ OshadhS trdyasva ' (Protect us,

“ O plant !),
‘ Ofnota grUvdndh * {lAsten^ 0 ye stones /), which are ad-

“ dressed with the purpose of attracting attention to the action in

“ hand ; but no such attraction of insensate things is possible
; nor can the

direction prompt men either to the protection of the animal, or to

“ the listening to the Morning Hymn
;
and hence if any significance is

“ attached to the meaning of these mantras^ they are found to be absolutely

“ useless.”

Sutra (ZVi, (F) ** Because there are contradictions in the

signification.”

“ In the case of the mantra—• Aditirdyduraditirantarihsham —we find

“ that the same object is spoken of both as ‘ Heaven * and ‘ Sky
' ;

so also in

“the mantra—*Pkorudrdna dvittyo* vatasthS, asaiikhydtah sahasrUni yS
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** vudrd^^ &0., we find the same Rndra mentioned both as one and as

many ; and these are clear oases of self-oontradiction.

Then again, how could Aditi, a Deity, be either the Heayen or the

Sky V Nor can these discrepancies be explained away as mere Praise

;

** because it is only such Praises as are connected with certain Injunctions
** that are accepted to hare any use

;
and as for the Praise contained in

^Hhe mantra^ it cannot serve any useful purpose; and as such we can
“ attach no importance to it.”

Sutra (37). (0) ” Because there is no teaching ofthe meaningi
as there is of the text of the mantras.”

** It is a universally admitted fact that the Veda is studied for the sake
** of the performance of sacrifices ;

and as such only that part of it has
“to be learnt by people, which is found to serve a useful purpose in
“ such performance. And as a matter of fact, we find that all revered
“ teachers learned in the Yeda put forth their efforts towards the teaching,

“to the students, of the mere Verbal Text of the mantras^ and not to-

“ wards that of its meaning, though it is always in close proximity to tho
“ text. And from this also we conclude that the mantras help in tho
“ performance of the sacrifice, by their mere recital.

Sutra (38). (H) Because their meaning is unintelligible.”

“ In the case of certain mantras^ we find that the meaning of some
“ words cannot be made out

;
while in others we find whole sentences

“ unintelligible. Nor can the meaning of the mantras help the sacrifice by
“ its mere existence, if it happens to be lost sight of at the time of the

“ performance of the sacrifice. Hence we conclude that it is by its mere

“reciting, which can, always be done, that the mantra can help the

“ performance.”

Sutra (39). (I) ” Because they speak of transient things ”

“ In accordance with the theory that the mantra is always used with

“a view to the conveying of a certain meaning,—the mantra can only

“ point to that moaning, which belongs to it
;
and we find that some mantras

“ are capable of signifying only non-oternal (perishable) things ; for in-

“ stance—* What do your cows do in the Kzkata country * ? This mantra is

“known to have been seen (propounded) by Yi^wamitra, as is distinctly

“pointed out by a well-established tradition current among the students of

“the Yeda; at a certain time, he asked Indra for a gift of riches in

“ order to enable him to perform a certain sacrifice ;
and he is represented as

“ asking Indra ;
* Lord of the Three worlds, what are your cows doing in the

“ Kzkata country * P—the sense of the question being this
—

* the people of
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** that country are atheists, and regarding all sacrifices to be useless, they do
** not perform any ; and as such they do not milk the oows for the prepara-

** tion of the Soma nor do they v^arm the atmosphere (by the sacrificial

** smoke) ;
and not warming the atmosphere they do not help in the bring-

ing of rain
;
therefore please carry the wealth that at present belongs to

** Pramaganda, the king of the Kikatay to my country, the NaicH^S^ha

;

‘•[The ‘bha' for ‘ha* in *3hhara* is a Vedic anomaly; or the word
“ ‘ dbhara * may be taken as equivalent to ‘ Vihhrihi * si^fatten up forua']

;

and
“ so, ‘ O Maghavan, fulfil this work of mine.’ [the long ‘ y& ’ in ‘ sandhaydi ’ is

“ a Vedic anomaly.]

“If this meaning were desired to be conveyed by the mantra in

“ question, then this being distinctly found to be speaking of many tran-

“sient objects, the Veda (containing this maaitra) would come to have a
“ beginning, as composed by a human author; and this would wholly shake
“ its authoritative character.

“ Nor can the mantra be said to have another meaning ; as it is not

“ found to express any other.

“For these reasons, we conclude that in the case of manirasy we
“ should attach no significance to the presence or absence of their meaning,
“ and must accept them as helping the performance of saciifices, by the
“ mere recitation.”

SIDDHINTA.

Sutra (40). But there is no difference in the signification of

sentences (in the Veda from those in ordinary parlance).

The repetition of the mantra ending in the mere comprehension of its

verbal text cannot, by this alone, be recognised as in any way forming

part of the sacrifice
;
specially as the mere letters of the mantra, like

the materials used, not forming part of the Procedure of the sacrifice, can-

not be held to be comprehended by means of the Context.

Similarly, the cognition of the meanings of the component words also

are wholly taken up by the indication of the meaning of the sentence

(composed by them)
;
and as such, this too cannot be said to be compre-

hended by means of the Context.

The only element then, that is left unutilised is the meaning of the

sentence : and as such, it is this alone that can be regarded as pervading

throughout the Context ;
and being of the nature of an action, it supplies

an integral factor in the declaration of the method of the action; and

thereby it attains the character of the Procedure, inasmuch as it serves to

remind us of that which has to be performed.
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And in this case, there is no ground for assuming any transcendental

1‘esult (as following from mere recitation). Because the only ground for

such an assumption is the Apparent Inconsistency of something laid down

in the Veda; and when this latter is duly justified on the ground of the

mantra having a distinct meaning, there can be no ground for assuming

any transcendental result to follow from it. Even when there might be

an occasion for such an assumption, the transcendental result could be

taken as following from a comprehension of the meaning of the sentence

constituting the mantra^ and not from the sentence itself, independently

of its distinctly useful meaning.

With regard to the visible and transcendental results of anything

that has to be employed, we must bring forward evidences
;
and in the

case in question we find that the fact of the mantra having a visible use is

borne out by the Indicative Power (Linga) of the mantra itself
;
whereas

tlie fact of its having only a transcendental result can, at best, be supported

by the Context alone.

Then again, as a matter of fact, no amount of Context can rightly lay

down the employment of a certain thing accomplishing that which it is

absolutely incapable of accomplishing
;
and hence the long and short of

the whole thing is tliat we should employ the mantra in the fulfilment

of that which is capable of accomplishing. And as for the fact of the

mantra bringing about any transcendental results, we have no evidences

of it, either in the Veda, or in ordinary experience. Consequently, the

Context also would point only to a visible result for tho mantra^ thereby

becoming quite reconciled with the Indicative Power of the mantra

itself.

Thus then, the usage of persons learned in the sacrifices becoming

supported (by the mantra itself) there is no need of taking all the trouble

of assuming any other grounds (for the usage). And hence it is only

natural to conclude that it is the meaning of the mantra that is tho chief

factor (being of use at the sacrifice).

An ob jection is raised :
“ It is not so : because the mere fact of a

“certain visible result having been accomplished, cannot justify the con

-

“ elusion that that is the solo use of the mantra ; specially as, if the mantra
** does not bring about any result in itself desirable by man, the Injunc-

“ tion of the study of the whole of the Veda would become useless. Nor
“ can it bo held to be necessary to assume tlio usefulness of the meaning of

“ the mantra, on account of the facts urged in Sutras 33, 34), and 36 ; and
“ when wo cannot avoid the assumption of a transcendental result, in tho

“end, we must assume it to follow immediately from there repetition; for

“ thero is no reason for postponing it
;
specially ns the necessity of repeat-

“ing the mantra is acknowledged by both of us; and it is this fact

12
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** that gives rise to the assumption of the transcendental result iii ques-

“tion.”

To this, we make' the following reply: In the performance of sacrificee,

the only useful purpose that the mantra can serve lies in the indicating of some-

thing auxiliary to the sacrifice. Though such auxiliaries are not capable

of being used like the ordinary things of the world, yet the mere indication

of the forms of these would help the performers of the sacrifice. Therefore

we conclude that it is only those parts of the mantra—as the words of

address, &c., in the Vocative—that do not serve the purpose of indicating such

auxiliaries, that can be said to be uttered, without any desire on the part of

the speaker, to convey a definite meaning ; and this mere fact cannot jnstify

us in rejecting the significance of the whole mantra; specially as there is noth-

ing in the world that is always of one and the same form and character.

For these reasons, inasmuch as a theory must bo in keeping with well-

recognised facts, we must conclude that such mantras as—‘ VarhirdSvasadan-

ddmi

'

—are always used with a desire to convey a definite meaning.

As for the sentence * tdncaturhhir&daM (Vide Shdshya on Sutra 21)

we offer the following explanation :

—

Sutra (41). The repetition is for purposes of qualification.

Though the mantras are already got at by means of their own denota-

tive power, yet the sentence in question, which lays down that ‘ the four

mantras are to he repeated at the time of holding the mns,’'may be taken as

laying down the number four. And hence, in accordance with the reasonings

brought forward in connection with the passage—‘ he purchases the Soma
with an one year old cow, &c.,’—the qualifications tend to limit one another

;

and hence, if no collective potentiality be admitted, there could not be an
Injunction of the holding of the reins with the mantras numbering four ; con-

sequently it is clear that this Injunction is a direct result of the collective

potentiality of the qualifications.

Or, it may be that long before we proceed to assume, with reference to

each particular mantra^ a distinct Vedic direction, as indicated by the

indicative power of the mantras themselves,—the direct declaration in

the shape of the sentence (‘he holds it with the four mantras ') will

have enjoined the mantras as qualified by the number /otir; and as such

enjoining something not got at by other means, the sentence comes to be a
pure Injunction.

As for ^e pointing out of the mantras themselves, these could be

pointed out by their own indicative power^ even without the direction

;

and as such the sentence in question could be of very little use in that con-

nection
;
consequently we take the direction to have the sole purpose of

pointing out the number four, which is not got at by any other means.
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Sutra (42). There is an exclusion.

So long as the purpose of the laying down of the mantrd has not been

duly realised, and the treatment of the subject-matter remains deficient in

certain points, whatever assumptions we might make) for the accomplish-

ment of these purposes, must be accepted as having the support of the

Veda
;
while when all deficiencies have been supplied, if we make the

slightest assumption, it cannot but be absolutely without any authority.

And we shall show later on that Indicative Power, Context, Ac., have

no authority of their own, unless they point to a direct Yedic text.

It is with all this in view that the Bhdshya says

—

It is only token there

is a sentence that the Indicative Power of Words can serve to point out the use of

the mantra. That is to say, it is only when the Context enables to ascer-

tain whether the mantra is to be employed in the offering of the sacrifice or

in the holding of the reins, that the addition of the clause * the reins of the

horse * can serve to restrict it.

Says the Bhdshya : The construction of the Vedlc direction is not that

^ with the mantra one should hold,* but that ^ he should hold the reins of the

horse*; and this refers to the relationship of the verb,—no relationship

with the noun being possible,—and not to mere relationship in general
;
and

thus we conclude that the mantra is laid down as to be used, not in all

holding, but in the holding of the hor8e*8 reins.

Or, it may be that what the sentence does is to bring forward the

subsequent relationship of the noun in the Accusative case
; because this is all

that is necessary for the particular result aimed at (that is to say, the

relationship is that of the particular Noun, and is perceiyed after the

Injunction of the holding with the mantra of the reins of the horse).

In any case the objections urged under Sutra I—ii—31 do not apply to

our theory, if we accept the explanation thus put forward. If the direction

contained in the Veda expressed exactly what is denoted by the mantra,

then alone could we be subject to reproach.

It may bo urged that—‘ in that case this comes to be an Injunction

of something not otherwise got at
; and as such it should not be spoken of

as an Exclusion,* But inasmuch as we speak of it in accordance with what
it actually comes to be, the objection cannot affect us. Because in all

cases, except where we have the word ‘ Parisahkhyd *

(Exclusion) itself, or

the word ‘ Eva,* the Veda does not exactly mean that it is a^real Parisah*

khyd (Exclusion) or Niyama (Restriction). Hence in the case in question

it is an Injunction that is spoken of as ‘ ParisahkhyU* on account of the

peculiar character of what it finally leads to.

Question: **What then would be the difference among Injunction,

Restriction and Exclusion ” ?
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Ueply : An Injunction is of that which lays down something not got

nt by any other means
;
wo have a Restriction whore the thing in question

is already got at partially
;
and wo have an Exclusion where the thing is

found to exist in two contrary positions.

And thus we find that it is the Injunction itself, which, by certain

qualifications, comes to adopt these three forms.

For instance, (1) in a case where we find tliat the act in question has

never been got at, nor is there any chance of getting at it by any other

means but by the sentence in question, we cannot but admit it to be a pure

order; and this is what is known as ‘Injunction’ proper; e.^., ‘ Vrihin

prokshait.'

(2) In a case where it is found that apart from the sentence in question,

the act is partially got at by other means, then the Injunction that mere-

ly supplies the part that is wanting, serves as a restriction, and as such is

known as ^Niynma* (Restriction)
;

e.g., ‘ Vi'ihin avahaitti,* where we find

that the threshing of the corn being pointed out by the mere fact of its

serving the purpose of preparing the rice, the mere threshing cannot be

held to be the sole object of the Injunction, which must be taken as sup-

plying the element that is wanting (not being got at by any other means)

;

because unless this additional something were pointed out by the Injunc-

tion, the mere preparing of the rice being capable of being accomplished

by other means also, these other means would also come to be the objects

of Injunction. When however, the missing element is supplied by the

Injunction, then the preparation of the rice comes to be only implied by
the sentence secondarily, and not expressed by it directly.

Nor can the Restrictive Injunction be taken merely as rejecting the

other alternative (of preparing the rice by other means)
;
because in that

case it would be only a Parisahkhya, And the restricting of the means
of the preparing of rice to threshing only is more proximate (to tho sentence)

than the setting aside of another alternative. So long as there was an idea

of the rice being capable of being prepared by both means, there was no such

restriction as that it should be done by threshing only
;
and hence when

this restriction has been accomplished by the Injunction, all other alter-

native methods fall o£E by themselves. And further, the Injunction is

not found to have been laid down after we had cognised all the methods

of preparing rice
;
and as such none of these could be set aside by the

Injunction
;
for it is only that which has been cognised to be applicable

that can be set aside ; in fact, it was prior to any such recognition that the

person was prompted to an action
; and in the prompting, the potentiality

of the thing in question to point to many methods having been restricted,

only one of these has been pointed out by the sentence in question
; and

as for the setting aside of the other methods, this is cognised only as a
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necessary consequence of the former restriction
;
and hence the sentence is

not named in accordance with this setting aside (or Exclusion).

(3) In a case where, prior to the direction contained in the sentence in

question, both methods have been already cognised as applicable to the

case in question,—and where there is a chance of both being employed,—

we have a rejection of one of them in favour of another
;
and this is a

case of Farisankhyd (Exclusion) ; e.^., the sentence already in consideration

Agvahhidhanim^ ^c.’ ), and also in the case of the fifth alternative of the

QrhamBdhiya sacrifice.

But in the case in question, the sentence does not appear actually after

both actions have been pointed out, becauso we have not assumed any Vedic
direction for the holding of tlie reins of the ass ; hence all that we mean is

that if we had not the sentence then, the man^m could

be employed in the holding of the reins of the ass also. Specially as in the

case of all direct assertions of the Veda, we do not take them as serving

the sole purpose of barring the way of all assumed sentences
;
(that is to

say, if it were so, then the sole use of the sentence in question would be

in this barring^ and it could not be taken as setting aside the application

of the mantra to the holding of the reins of the ass)
;
because what would

be the use of having a sentence for a purpose (the barring of the way of

assumed sentences) that could be served by other means ? Hence for the

sake of the Vedic sentence in question, we assume its purpose to lie in the

setting aside of the application of the mantra to the holding of the

ass’ reins.

Thus then, taking for granted, for the sake of argument, the opposite

contention, we offer the following explanation : If we had not the sentence

in question, what would be the nature of the action performed? The
mantra would come to be employed in the holding of the reins of the horse,

and also in that of the reins of the ass. When however the use of the

mantra is distinctly restricted by the sentence in question, all that we
want to know being duly pointed out, no room is left for the assuming of

Vedic texts laying down the common application of the mantra (to the

reins of the horse as well as of the ass) ; and hence it comes to be definitely

ascertained that the mantra is to be employed in the holding of the reins

of the horse only; and thus there being no repetition, the sentence in

question is found to serve a distinctly useful purpose.

Sutra (43). Or, it may be an Arthavada.

In the case of the sentence—** With the mantra * O, magnificent one,

become greatly magnified,’ he enlarges the cake,”—followed, at a certain

distance, by the sentence, *by this the master of the sacrifice himself

becomes magnified,’—though the latter, being in a different place, cannot be
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taken as eulogising the former injunction of the mantra^ yet inasmuch’

as it is the magnifying or enlarging of the cake that forms the object

of the Injunction, the whole sentence could bo useful, only if it helped

in persuading the agent to such, enlarging ; and it is in support of such

persuasion that we have the latter sentence.

Objection :
** As the cake itself could not be prepared without an

enlargement (of the lump of flour), any Injunction of such enlargement

would be absolutely useless.”

Beply

:

This is not necessarily the case ; for if the dough happens

to be rather loose, it would be advisable to enlarge it by the addition

of more flour; and hence what the Injunction does is to lay down that the

flour should be kneaded in such a way as to leave it capable of being

increased (by the addition of more flour). And thus too, it becomes clear

that the enlarging is to be done by the Adhvaryu priest; because the

mantra in question, when repeated, comes to be known as * Adhvaryava

mantra^* and thereby restricts itself to a particular agent. As for that

which is implied by the mantra itself, inasmuch as that could not form the

basis of any name (of the mantra)^ it could not by itself definitely point

to any particular agent. Hence even though the meaning of the mantra

could be wholly got at from itself, yet we must comprehend its moaning
by means of one subsequent sentence.

Thus then we find that the praising of the enlargement serves a

distinctly useful purpose.

Objection

:

” In that case the praise of the enlargement being accom*

plished by means of the sentence—* verily it magnifies the master of the

sacrifice himself,’-—the mention of the mantra would be absolutely useless.”

Reply

:

Not so ; because the valedictory sentence has been added with

the sole view of praising the mantra alone
;
and the whole thing comes to

this : The enlargement should be done
; the mantra serves as a means of

this enlargement ;
and to the mantra are also added the words ‘ uru U

yajnapatih prathatdm' (May your master of the sacrifice also become magni-
fied !). And in that case, the sentence, * Verily the master of the sacrifice

himself becomes magnified,’ comes to point out a sacrificial accessory (in

the shape of a few words to be added to the mantra).

The BkHshya puts the question :
* Is this then the sole purpose of the

sentence^ (‘ Yajnapatimava^ ^c.’) ?—and answers it in the negative
; because,

as a matter of fact it serves the purpose of praising, in accordance with the

rule laid down in the Sutra IV—iii—1. And though in the case in question,

on account of the mantra being laid down as an Instrument (in the enlarging

of the cake) we assume the fact of the master of the sacrifice being magni-
fied to be the result following from the said enlargement, yet that which is

described in the BrUhmana cannot but be regarded as a Praise. Specially as
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the mantra also, having its use pointed out by the indicative power of its

own words, cannot, by itself, point to a Result. Anything, of which the

nse is pointed out by the Instrumental case-ending, cannot but be taken as

bringing about a particular result, ns otherwise any employment of it

would be wholly inexplicable (apparently inconsistent). Whereas a text

whose existence is inferred from the indicative power of certain words in

the mantra stands in need of the mention of an Action, and as such comes

to be recognised as to be used merely in the pointing out of the Action.

Consequently, even a mantra that is so inferred should be taken as a Praise,

consisting of the description of the principal result (following from the

action in question).

The Bhdahya raises the question: * How is it that the sentence in ques-

tion uses the word prathayati, when there is no real prathana (increase) ’ ?

To this question an objection is raised : “To which prathana does this

“ question refer P—(1) to the prathana of the cake that forms the object

“ of the Injunction, or (2) to the prathana of the master of the sacrifice,

“ mentioned in the Arthavlida 1 In both cases, the question is not

“quite proper; because, (1) as for the prathana of the cake, inasmuch
“ as it is directly enjoined, there can be no question with regard to it

;

“and secondly, the question could not be taken as referring to the

prathana of the cake; because the reply that the BhUshya gi^es to

“ the question is that—* the exiateace of the prathana is pointed out by
“ the mantra itself ’

;
while as a matter of fact, we find that the prathana

“ of the cake is not so pointed out,—it being an entity in itself
; and as

“such the reply would be altogether irrelevant. (2) If again the question

“ be taken as referring to the prathana in the Arthavdda—tlie question being

“ just like the question with regard to the Arthavd.da (‘ He wept *)—‘ Uow
“ when there is no actual weeping^ &c., <fco.’ ?—in that case too, the reply that
“ is given would be totally incoherent

;
because the mantra being employed

“ by the Adhvaryu priest in tlie prathana of the cake, the prathana is dis-

“ tinotly found to be connected with the cake, and not with the master of

“ the sacrifice. Therefore the passage containing the question cannot be
“ accepted as a part of the Bhdshya and must be regarded as an inter-

“ polation.*’

But as a matter of fact whichsoever of the two alternatives be accepted,

there is no incoherence in the question. (1) Granted th9,i the prathana
questioned about is that of the cake ; we find that the procedure adop-

ted by some sacrificers is that they employ the mantra in describing the

cake, after it has been enlarged ; and it is one of these sacnficers that puts the

question from his own standpoint—‘ how is it that one enlarges the cake with

the mantra^ before the enlargement has been accomplished ’ P And the

answer that is given half admits the contention,—it being, that ‘on
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account of its being pointed out by the mantra *

:

that is to say, inasmuch
as tho enlargement, being an already accomplished fact, could not be per-

formed with the mantra^ all that the mantra does is to describe it as an
accomplished^fact.

Or, it may be that in the case of all objects, the operations of the

Prompter are always preceded by those of the Prompted

;

and the same must
be the case with words also. So in the case in question, the enlargement has

been said to be enjoined, for the sake of the accomplishment of the object

of the Praise.

“ On this, the following question is raised :
“ No such Injunction is

“ possible
;
because there can be no object of Injunction in this case. If

“ we had any cognition of the action of the Prompter, then alone could

“it refer to an Injunction; but as a matter of fact no action of the

“ Prompted being mentioned, no action of the Prompter can be cognised
;

“ aud hence, as unless the expression ‘ should sacrifice
* has been pronounc-

“ed, we do not make use of the words, ‘he sacrifices,* so in tlie case in

“question, so long as the (prompting) words ‘should enlarge’ have not

“ been uttered, we cannot say ‘ he enlarges ’
;
nor have we any Injunction

—

“either in the form that ‘the cake should be enlarged,’ or that ‘ lihe

“ mantra should be employed in its enlargement ’
;
and in the absence of

“such an Iniunction, the declaration ‘enlarges’ must be regarded an
“ absurdity.’’

It is this declaration that is justified in the reply given in vjie

Bhdshya

:

‘ on account of its being pointed out by the mantra, * That is t'o

say, the Injunction is contained in the Brdhmana words ‘ he enlarges,’

which contain the opening words of the mantra, that express tho action

of the prompted (man).

Says the Bhdshya—‘ He who utters tho words he enlarged enlarges the

cake’; and this simply shows that all that the Adhvaryu priest does is to

fulfil the making of the cake.

Though another reply that was possible was that the word can very

easily accomplish the functions of the Prompter, even without making

any mention of the action of the Prompted, whose activity is taken for

granted,—yet the Bhdshya has spoken of the fact of the priority of the

mention of this latter, because of the richness of the materials for replying

that it had at its command.

(2). Or, the question may be taken as referring to the enlargement of

the master of the sacrifice,—the sense of the question being that ‘ all Praise

having some sort of a basis, either in fact, or in mere words, what sort of a

basis has the Praise in question got ’ ? And the reply given is that the

Praise is based upon what is described in tho mantra.

The assertion that * the Adhvanju priest addresses the mantra to the
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prathasva *

mere word
^^c., means

cake * does not refer to the actual enlargement of the ct what it

means is simply that the priest addresses the cake—* May master of

yoi^ sacrifice become magnificent.* The particle aftei

%&4||MLsed in the sense of etcetera^ and not as pointing to ^

* pracJiQfiva,^ The sentence—‘ He who says become magn^ciij^^

that ‘ He who says may your sai^ ^ i^be enlarged *; fie
sentence thus comes to he that^*^' on^^who says * .luy the ^tcrijicer

maynifiGent thereby *W5tully himLmagnifi(a9nt —this meaning
got at by means of indirect ngurat indication.

Or, the word 'prathayati' may be explained in its direct original^

sense of ‘ speaks of the enlargement V and thus it is upon this mention of

enlaigement that | ^^^raise may be said to be based.

Sutra (44). The Assumption is not ipcAnpStible.

It has been urged (under Sutra 32) ^hat the utterance of the mantra

can have only a transcendental result. And for one who holds this view, it

would be necessary to assume an altogether different transcendental result,

that would follow from the particular order of the words in the mantra ;

and inasmuch as we could also assume such a result to follow from the

particular signification of the manlrS there can be no incongruity in this

assumption.

The same reasoning applies to the argument based (in the same Sutra)

upon the fact of only certain sentences being recognised as mantra (as

apart fiom other sentences having the same meaning). That is to say,

even though there are other means of expressing the same meaning, it is

only the particular foim of a sentence that is recognised as a mantra.

Yet the leaving off of the other means, (and the employment of the par-

ticular mantia) could be assumed to bring about a definite transcendental

result. And hence it is established that the mantias are meant to convey
a certain meaning.

Sutra (45). In reference to the directions (relating to the

mantras), there can be no objection based upon the reproach

attaching to the action (of signification) ;
because it sejrves the

purpose of purification.

It has been urged under Sutra 33 that, in the case of the sentence

—

‘ Agnid agnid viharet *—theie can be no significance of the mantra^ because

in that case it would expiess only what is expressed in the direction, which

would be absurd
;
and that for this reason, the action of signification

(with regard to the mantra) cannot be admisible.

But this objection is not applicable ;
because the direction in question

serves the purposes of purification. That is to say, though the significa-

13
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tion of tlie mav^Ara is duly comprehended at the time that it is studied,
yet, iiiasmuoK as the idea obtained at that time is not capable of continuing
in the man’s mind, till the time when he is going to perforin a certain
sacrilice, it ,b6^ ''mes necessary for him to recall what has been learnt belbre

;

and what the ^r^ion does is to point out that the mantra alone is to be
employed as tl'^g ti^eans for recalling hat idea.

^
Or, we ma/ explain t e clause ‘ shns, * in the following manner

:

the coinpreliension of tlie mantra had 1 '•',ed permanent, there would
fee no room for any directions

;
in tl.fe case in question however, it is only

a slight impression of the former co.npreliension that remains in the mind ;

and as such there is an occasion for a full manifestatu^ yjf this impression,
by means of the produced by the said direct

; and hence the

manlta cannot be rej^ (^Td as meaningless.

Sutra (46), The significant mantra is an Arthavada.

The sentence ‘ four horns, &c.,’ serves, through a Metaphor, to eulogise

the sacrifice
;
and as such serves the purpose of encouraging the sacrificer

at the time of the performance.

The mantra is employed in regard to the Butter, of the JJotr priest,

in connection with the Vishuvat lioma

;

and inasmuch as (J) this Uoma
is related to Agiii, and (2) the Day has the Sun for its Deity—it is Agni
that is praised in the shape of the Sun.

Thus then the “ four horns ** refer to the four parts of the Day
;
the

“three feet” to the three seasons, Winter, Summer, and the Rains
;
“ two

heads ”=the two half-yearly periods
;
“ seven hands ” is meant as a praise

for the seven horses of the Sun ;
“ thrice bound ” refers to the three offering-

times (morning, midday, ami evening); “Bull (vrshabha) ”
serves to

eulogise the Sun as the cause of rain (vrshti) ;
“ cries {roraviti)

”
refers to

thunder ; and the Sun, being known to all the world is spoken of as “ the

Grea^i God, who entered into all living beings ”
;
and the meaning of this is

that iii serving the purpose of eiicouraging men He entered into their

hearts.

In t?ma way then, the mantra is found to serve the purpose of recall-

ing certain means of accomplishing a certain Dharma.

Sutra (47). On account of the expression being figurative,
there would be no contradiction.

It has been urged under Sutra 86, that in such mantras as ‘ Aditi is

Heaven,’ we find a certain contradiction of facts. But the f«ct is that the
sentence does not actually menu that Aditi is Heaven itself ; all that is

meant by it is the mention of Aditi
; and the attribution of several proper*

tics to this Aditi is with a view to the praise of that deity ; and the rela-
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tionslnp of t)ie two may be explained tbroiigh figurative intoipretation
;

just as in the case of the Adhikarana on ^Audumhara* (Adh. I, Pada iii).

^Sutra (48). The fact of (the learning of the meaning of

mantras) not being mentioned in the sentence laying down the

study of the Veda is due to the fact of (such knowledge) not having
any connection (with the actual performance of sacrifices).

Though the idea combated in this Sutra has not been brought forward

in the yof.,. inasmuch as it is quite possible tliat it may be

brought forward, the offers an explanation of it. If, at the time of the

study of the Veda.bvthe mention of the meaning were of any use, then it

would certainly Iw islabeen mentioned in the Injunction ; but as a matter of

fact, such is not the case
;
as it bears no connection with the actual perform-

ance of sacrifices. And as for the getting up of the meanings (in the

same way as the text is got up), this is not enjoined, because, the ascertain-

ing of the meaning of a wantra^ being like the orditiary acts of wash-

ing, &c., is a much easier affair than the getting up of the mantra itself.

sJitra (49). Moreover, there is an ignorance of really existing

(meanings).

It has been urged under Sutra 38, that the meaning of some mantras

cannot be made out. Put this is scarcely true ;
because as a matter of fact,

there is always a cerfain meaning present
;
and it is only wlien there is a

certain discrepancy in the understanding of the man that he fails to com-

prehend it.

The means of getting at the meanings of mantras are the following :

(1) The use of the mantra, (2) the (/ontext, (3) the particular hymn in which

it occurs
; (4) the Deity to whom it refers, (5) the Rshi who propounded it,

(6) such explanatory works as Nigama, Nirukta, Vyaka^'ana, and the like.

And tlie only reason why all these are kept up is that they help us in get-

ting at the true meanings of mantras.

And just as in the case of Grammar, as it always refers to well knovvji

words, such agencies as those of ‘ delosion,* ‘ modification, * &c., are

brought in ordy as means to an end (the explanation of already existing

forms of words)
;
and yet ignorant people think that Grammar creates

new words by these moans ;—so in the same manner, in the case in question,

in Iho matter of the comprehension of the meaning of eternal sentences

(composing the mantras), the mention of the names of the Rshis wlio

propounded them,—though appearing to deprive the mantra of its eternal

ciiaracter—only serves as the means of getting at their real meanings.

Then again, (1) wo find that, while explaining a certain sentence, people

often adopt the plan of speaking of fhe words as intelligent beings, and then
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attributing fo thorn certain functions of signification,—as when they say ‘this

word saya this while that word nays something else’ and so forth
; (2) and also

when explaining a discussion, tlie two opponents are only assumed for the

sake of a clear exposition of the two sides of the question ;
exactly of

the same kind is the assumption that a certain mantra was propounded

by such and such a Eslii.

Or, it may be that the mantras were actually uttered by these l^shia ;

but that does not mean either that they were comj^osed by them, or that

they wore not known to -other people and wore brought out by them
;

but the fact is that, just as even now-a-days wh^^/a man wishes to say

something, in order to strengthen his assertion, he ot^^s some old saying

or verse instead of expressing the same idea in his c*- words,—so in the

same manner, in the case in question, Bhrgn and other JFtshis learned in

the Vedas and having their minds fully saturated with Vedic sayings,

quoted certain significant mantras, with a view to express their own
thoughts, in their ordinary parlance, instead of framing their own sentences;

and it is owing to this that at present we come to take the mantras

as inseparable from such meanings (as were expressed secondhand by

these mantras) ; and it is thus that they come to be connected with non-

eternal facts, <&c.
;
and the recalling ^f the name of the ^shi is only with

a view to show that the idea expressed is supported by authority.

In connection with this, people relate a stoiy to the effect that a certain

l^shi, Bhutan^a by name, in order to conquer old age and death, addressed

the Hynns ‘ SrnySva, &c.,* to the A^wins
;
and as towards the close of the

Hymn, we find the words ‘ Bhutavgo ^winoh KHmamaprd* this shows

that the Hymn was addressed by the ftshi Bhutan9a to the A9wins. And
as for the words themselves, “ /if those that are driven by the Spni

or the goad,

—

viz.

:

elephants
;

tlie broad ‘a’ (in Srlnya) is a Vedic form

of the dual
;
^jarbhari * = having all the right parts of the body engaged in

striking
;

‘ turphari ’ = killing
;

‘ naitdshan ’ « fighting ; or ‘ turphari naitH-

«^an striking and killing like fighting soldiers; ‘ parjpAanA;d ’ = bril-

liant ones
;
^udanyatih ’ =s the cdtaha birds born during the rains

; *j€manau*

= having plenty of water (jemana, which has the possessive force) ; and the

sense is that, just as these birds are intoxicated on obtaining water, so in

the same manner, these are ‘ madSrH ’=intoxicated ; and may these two
make one ^jardyu mardyu ;

*

t.e., free from old age and death. Thus the

purport of the whole sentence comes to be this :
‘ The A9wins—who strike

at their enemies and kill them, as if they were two elephants urged by the

goad,—and though thus striking, they shine with beneficence
;
and being

intoxicated with wine, just as the odfaka birds are with water,—may these

A^wins free me from old age and death !

’

The Hymn beginning with ‘ AmyaJe sdtah ’ proceeded from the Bshi
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Agastya
;
and he addressed it to Indra, with a view to obtain the wealth

of immortality
;
hence it is that iu the following verse, we find the asser-

tion— ‘ May you, Indra, give us that wealth.* And it is in the light of this

sentence that the verse in question should be taken. The verse, tlien, is

found in the Hymn addressed to the Maruts, recited on the second day of

the Chandomat
;
and the word * awyak *= companion, being formed from the

indeclinable * (the same that is found in the word * amStya') ; hence
* amynksd^^ama {saha) ancntij i.e., that which lives together; * ftshti'

= a weapon thrown by tlie hand
;
*a«mg'=sfor us; * ’ = ancient

;

‘ ahhram *= Water, the Mai uts; ‘yMnawh* * = sprinkle
;

‘ agnigcit * brings for-

ward a simile
;

‘ atosB * = dry grass
;

‘ giigukvdn * = burnt
;
and ‘ just as the

water gets at the island, so do you get at the foodstuffs.’ When taking the

sentence as a whole, the first word is to be taken with the third, and the

second with the fourth
;
and the pronoun ‘ sa ’ implies a corresponding ‘ yat*

in the third foot of the verse ; the meaning being that ‘ that which appears

like Fire among dry grass, such a weapon of yours, your constant companion,

extremely dear to you, has become ours, through your kindness
;
and those

that sprinkle water in the form of rain, and hold all foodstuffs, as the water

holds the island, these, being your dear friends, have become ours
;
and thus

having become like us please impart to us your immortality.*

The Hymn * Ehtyd^ &c., is also addressed to Indra, the meaning being—
by a single effort, t.s., all at once, Indra drank, the ‘ *=the vessels

filled with Soma

;

‘ Kdnukd * = desirous, the word being a Vedic modification

of the word * Kdmuka,* while the broad ‘d* indicates the particular case-

termination
;
or the word ‘ Kdnukd * may be taken as synonymous with

‘ Kdnfakdnif* &c,, that have been mentioned in the Nirukta as synonymous
with it.

Thus then in the case of all mantras, it being found to be quite possible

for learned people to get at their meanings even though they may not be
generally known, yet there is nothing incongruous in the acceptance of

these meanings in the Veda. And as such the fact of mantras having

certain definite meanings cannot be denied.

Sutra (50). The presence of the mention of transient things

has already been explained.

That is, under the Sutra I— i—31. The Master of the Sacrifices is

always the petitioner, and Indra the person appealed to
;
and as for the

word * Kikata,' though it is the name of a country, yet this country is not

transient; or the word may be taken as synonymous with ^ Krpandh' (^Misers)

that exist among all people. “ Pramaganda *’ is the name of the usurer; be-

cause such a one gives away in the hopes of getting back more in return

(which is signified by the parts of the yrord ^ pramaganda*), ** NiedgUk-
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fca^”= the impotent man ; and tlie wealth that belongs to him is “ NaipH-

^nkha *’
;
and ‘ as this wealth is of use in sacrifices, while they themselves

do not perform any, therefore please make over all that wealth to me.* The
rest is clear enough.

Sutra (51). The teaching through expressive power shows
that the mantra has the same meaning.

In the sentence ‘ AgnSyydgnimupatishthatSf * the fact of the word
*AgnSyi' pointing out Agni to be its Deity, through the indicative

power of the word, distinctly shows that the mantra itself is capable of

pointing to Agni. That is to say, the nominal affix in ‘ SgnSyi
*

is one
that is possible only when the compound means ‘ that whereof the Deity
is Agni

;
* and again it is a well recognised fact that that object (or Deity)

which is directly pointed out by the mantra^ is its own Deity
;
and tho

fact of the mantra belonging to any particular Deity cannot be established!

by the mere mention of the name of that Deity, in the mantra

;

for

instance iti a mantra that is well known to belong to a single Deity, even

though the names of many Deities may be present, yet that does not make
the mantra pertain to these deities. And we cannot ascertain which Deity

is directly expressed by the mantra^ unless this latter be admitted to have

a certain signification; and hence also the mantras cannot be absolutely

meaningless.

Sutra (52). So also is the Uha.

As for au instance of uha^ in the case of the sentence ‘ the Mother

grows not,*— as the growing of the age nnd fatness^ &c., of the body of the

mother is an apparent fact, it cannot be rightly denied; and hence, in

accordance with the rule laid down under Sutra III— i—18, it is concluded

that the denial of growth refers to the Word. But in case of the word,

there can be no such growth as fattening

^

&c.
;
consequently the word

* growth * is taken in the general sense of ‘ more material

;

* and accordingly

the denial is concluded to be that of the Dual and Plural numbers of the

word. And such a denial is possible only when the sentence in question

has a tneaning, which points to the possibility of the mother, <&c., of all

animals being taken up, as also to the cognition of the presence of the

‘ growth * of other words.

Though in the case of the Mother, Father, &c., these words being

relative terras, and thereby pointing to their relatives, the difference

among them would be established by the difference among their respective

relatives themselves, and as such there can bo no u/Iva in this case ;

—

yet, inasmuch as it is a well recognised fact that there can be no uha in a

case which is amenable to a definite law, while there is an uha in cases not
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aTHcnable to any law, it is clear that in the case in question, a certain

meaning must have been desired to be conveyed by the sentence. For
oi hcrwise, all the particular transcendental results would follow from the

same word without its being in any way modified.

So also the sentence— ‘ tvam hi agnB pratluimo manotil, &c.,’ shows that

though the animal may be dedicated to another Deity, the ManotH hymn
to be employed must be that which is sacred to Agni

;
and this meaning of

the sentence would be possible only when the hymns sacred to other Deities

—Vayu for instance—could be pointed out by Vha,

So also in the sentences * tisrdnSm mBshan&niy &c.,* the mention of the

various animals—which are really pointed out by Vha only—could not but
have been with a desire to convey a definite meaning. Otherwise, tliere

would be two distinct transcendental results—one following from the rejec-

tion of the original word, and another from the assumption of another.

Sutra (53). So also are the Injunctive words.

In the Brahmanas we find certain Injunctions, which very often make
mention of the parts of certain mantras by means of synonymous words

;

and this also shows that the mantras express a definite meaning. For if they

had no meanings, such Injunctions would be absolutely meaningless.

For these reasons it must bo admitted that the mantras are always used

with a desire to convey a definite meaning.

Thus ends the Second Pada of AdhyGya I.
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Teeatino of the Smijtis.

ADHIKARANA (1).

Authority of the Sniftis.

Sutra (1).
** Dharma being based upon the Veda, all that is

not Veda is to be disregarded.^

We Lave already established the usefulness, with regard to Bharma,

of the Veda, consisting of Vidhis (direct Injunctions) ArthavQdaa (vale-

diets passages), and mantras. We now proceed to consider the case of

the SmftiSf of whose meaning and limits we are fully cognisant, as com-

posed by such human authors as Manu and the rest,—and also the case of

established Usages, not so compiled. And as there can be no discussion with-

out a concrete example, we take up the Smrtis relating to the “ Ashtaka, **

which is mentioned in the works of Manu and others
;
and upon this wo pro-

ceed with the consideration of their authoritativeness or otherwise (with re-

gard to Dharma).

Note, ‘“‘The propriety of introducing this discussion here is explained in various

ways: (1) We can form no idea of the authority of the Voda, until we have fully

understood it in all its bearings ; and as it is only by the help of the Smftis and

established Usage that it can be so understood, it is only right that the nature of these

should be investigated, (2j Finding Smrtis and Usage to serve as authorities for

Dharma, we might take exception to the conolusion arrived at, under Sutra 2, Fuda I,

that the Veda is the sole authority for Dharma

;

and in order to guard against this,

it is to be shown that these are also based upon the Veda from which alone they derive

their authority. (3) The subject-matter of this Philosophy has been declared to bo

the “ Investigation of the nature of Dharma ;
” and after the authority for Dharma^

in the shape of the Veda has been fully dealt with, it is only right that the nature of

its other authorities should be considered.

The consideration of the Smrtis precedes that of the Namadheya*' (which is a

portion of the Veda) because the latter do not in any way affect the former, though

the former do at times help in the full comprehension of the latter.
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The reasons for doubt as tothe authoritativenessorotherwise of these are

thus explained: Inasmuch as these Smftis are dependent (upon human
authors), we conclude that their authority is not self-sufficient; and as for

the absolute falsity (or untrustworthiness), this is set aside by the firmness

(of popular acceptance and trust in them). To explain—The Smrtis of

Manu and others are dependent upon their memory
; and memory depends

for its authority upon the truthfulness of its source; consequently the au-

thority of not a single Smrti can be held to be self-sufficient, like that of

the Veda. And inasmuch as we find them accepted, as authoritative, by an
unbroken line of respectable people learned in the Vedas, we cannot con-

clude them to be absolutely false either. And hence, it is only natural,

that there should be a doubt on the point.

On this question then, we have the following:

—

PtTRVAPAKSHA.
“ The authority of the Smrlis cannot be accepted

; because it is only
** the cognition of some previous cognition that is called Smrti or Remem-
branco ;

and hence we can never consider it true, in the absence of such
“ previous cognition.

“To explain farther: As a matter of ordinary experience, we find

“ that all remembrances appear with reference to objects that have been
“ previously cognised by Sense-perception, or some other means of cogni-
“ tion, and being always similar to this previous cognition, strengthen
“ the idea of the object cognised. Now, we have already proved (in the
“ Tarkap&da) that Sense-perception and the other means of right notion
“ do not apply to the notion of the capability of such actions as the
** Ashtakdb and the like, to bring about superphysical results, like

“ Heaven, <&o.

“ As for Verbal Authority too, though we find such authonty (in

“ the Veda) for the Agnihotra, <fcc., we cannot find any texts in support of
“ the AshtaM; and as for the assumption of a Verbal Authority, inasmuch
“ as the object is not cognised by Sense-perception, such an assump-

“tion would be a remote (and a far more complicated) operation than
“ the assumption of a Dharma, without any such authority. To explain

“ further : Sense-perceptiou is the only means of knowing such texts
; and

“ if even when not so known, such an authority be assumed,—it would be
“ far more reasonable to assume a Dharma, without any authority at all.

“ Nor can Inference help us in the assumption of a Direct Vedic In-

“ junction lav i\xQ Ashtdkd,

;

because. Remembrance is not invariably con-

“ oomitant with such Direct Injunction ;
nor do we know of anything else

“ that (being so concomitant) could lead to the Inference thereof. Just
“ as there is no inferential mark to prove the existence of J)harma (as has

U
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“ been explained in the Taricapdda, Cb. on Inference)^ so, for the same rea-

sons, we cannot have an Inference leading us to any Vedic texts with re-

gat’d to the AshtaJcd.

“ Nor can we get at such Vedic texts by means of Verbal Authority

—

“ either eternal or produced
;
because we can have no confidence in any

** newly produced Verbal Assertion ; and as for an eternal assertion, no
“ such is possible (with regard to the Smrti^ which is itself not eternal).

“ Though such texts, being amenable to Auditory perception, may be

“ capable of having their existence supported by human assertions, yet^

“ inasmuch as human assertions are found to abound in deception, we can-

not have any confidence in them ;
and as such cannot admit of the texts,

“ on the sole authority of these. Even at the present day, we find many
“ people declaring certain facta to be supported by the Scriptures, though
“ as a matter of fact, there is no such support.

Consequently people who have often been put into trouble by deceit-

“ ful people naturally have grave doubts as to whether Manu actually

“ found a Vedic text laying down the AshtakS^ &o„ and hence declared his

“ Smrti to bo based upon the Veda, or that without having found any such

text, he only made the declaration, in order to inspire confidence in his

** assertions. And the more fact of there being such a suspicion sets

“ aside the authoritative character of the Smrtis.

And as for the Veda itself, this being eternal, can never set about

pointing out a basis for the Smrtis^ that have a beginning in time.

“ The mantra^ &o., themselves can never serve as such bases ; because these

“ are devoid of any direct Injunction ; nor can they point to any other
“ reasonable basis, because they have other functions to perform.

“ Nor do we find a total accord amongst the many compilers of the
“ Smrtis^ themselves ; and hence on the mere strength of human assertion.^,

“ we cannot accept the Smrtis to be based upon previously cognised Vedic
** texts.

“ Nor do we know what sort of Vedic text these authors really came
“ across

; we find that by the Arthavdtda and other such supplementary texts,

“ many people have been led astray (e.gr., the author of the Kalpasutras, Vide
“ Adh. III). That is to say, if we were absolutely certain that Manu had
“ actually found Vedic texts in the proper foi’m of Direct Injunctions, then
“ the said assumption would have been possible

;
but as a matter of fact,

“ even at the present day we find many people being led astray, by the
“ Arthavada passages, which have entirely different significations (but are

mistaken as being Direct Injunctions).
“ And hence we have our suspicions with regard to Manu and others

also.

“ And as for the fact of the authority of these being based upon texts
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contained in such portions of the Veda as have been lost to ns, such on
“ assumption would be like a case meant to be supported by the evidence
“ of a person that is dead ; and if such an assumption were accepted, people
“ would he assuming such an authority for anything that they liked.

** For these reasons we conclude that Vedic support for the Ashtakd is

“ nob cognisable by Verbal Authority.
“ As for Analogy, it can have no application in the case of an object

“ that has never been perceived, and an object similar to which has never
** been recognised

;
and as such, it cannot be the means of cognising a Vedic

“ support for the Ashtakd.

“ Though Apparent Inconsistency might be held to give an idea of such
“ Vedic support, yet such Inconsistency could be equally urged in support
“ of the untrustworthy character of the Smrtis

;
inasmuch as mistakes

“ arc not impossible. If the Smrtis (Remembrances) were not possible

“ without an assumption of the Veda, then alone could they be accepted as

“ having a right basis (through Apparent Inconsistency)
;
but as a matter

“of fact, Remembrance is often found to be based upon (such untrust-

“ worthy sources as) Dreams, &c. ; hence finding the ground of the said In-

“ consistency not absolutely true, either Apparent Inconsistency or Inference
“ cannot be rightly brought forward (as giving rise to an idea of Vedic
** support for the Smrtis).

“ Thus then such Vedic texts being found to be amenable to Negation

“only (i.e., being found to be non-existing), though there may be other
“ sources or supports (for the Smrtis)

y

yet inasmuch as we do not find any
“ such support as we should like to have, we conclude them to be absolutely

“ baseless (and devoid of authority).

“ Says the Bhdshya (in opposition to the above arguments) :
* Those

“ who know a certain action to he Jit for being doncy how could they declare it

“ to he incapable of being done ? And the meaning of this is that those who
“ know a certain action as fit to be done in a certain manner, and as leading
“ to a particular result,—or (simply) those who know the action as capable
“ of being performed,—knowing this, how could they, only for deluding us
“ say that it ought not to be done ? Though it may be urged that one who
“ declares it as fit to be done may be different from one who declares it to

“ be unfit,—yet, how is this difference possible ? For, in any case, we have
“ a due comprehension of the Smrtiy only when we know that the pro-

“ pounder knew and remembered it thus (the two factors belonging to

“one and the same person)* Or, the passage in the Bhdshya may be

“ (better) explained thus : If Manu and others, knew a certain action (f.i.,

“ the Ashtakd) as not fit for being performed, how could they declare it to be

“fit for being performed, and thereby lead astray the people of the present

“ day, who have done them no harm ?
'
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Says the Bhdshya (in reply to this intermediate objection) : Because

of the impossibility of remembrance. The notion {of AshtakH) that the

** people later than Mann have cannot be said to be a Bememhrancet because
** they have never cognised it before ; so, in the case of Mann also, if any

means of recognising it previously were possible, then there could be a

^^remembrance of it; and not otherwise (but we have already shown that

“ none of the recognised moans of right notion is applicable to the case

;

“ and hence we conclude that no remembrance was possible even for Matin).

** [Says the Bh^shya, in answer to the question—* Knowing it to

“ be unfit for being done, how could Manu delude people by declaring the

^'Ashtakd as fit to be performed ?*]—A barren woman may declare that

“ a certain thing was done by her grandson ; and then subsequently recalling

“ the fact that she had no daughter^ she could never believe her former assertion

to he true ; and to this an objection is raised :
* How is it that the Bhd-

“ shya has left ofE the Son or the Daughter^ and cited the Grandson as an
** example ? * The reason for this is the similarity of positions. That is

“ to say, Manu stands in the place of the Father^ his previous cognition

** stands in the place of the Son or the Daughter^ and his remembrance

stands in the position of the Grandson

;

hence (the sense of the Instance

*^8 that) just as the woman having thought of the absence of the Daugh-
‘‘ ter, concludes her remembrance of her grandchild to be a mistake,—so,

‘Mn the same manner, Manu could conclude his remembrance (of the

“ performability of the Ashtakd) to be a mistake, when he would find that

“it could never be cognisable by Sense-perception or any other means
“ of right notion (and as such there could be no incongruity in the fact of
** his having, under a misconception, laid down the Ashtahsy

“ Says the Bheishya (in answer to the above arguments) :
‘ Just as there

“ being an unbroken remembrance with regard to the Veda (it is considered
“ authoritative, so could the same ground be urged in favour of the Smrtis).*

“ [And though this argument refers to the Verbal text of the Smrtis, yet
“ the opponent takes it as applying to an unbroken remembrance of their
“ subject-matter, and proceeds to reiterate the fact of there being no basis

“ for them] :

“ The case of the Veda is entirely different (from that of the Smrtis) ;
it

“ is amenable to direct Sense-perception
; and hence having by its means

“ cognised its existence in another person, exactly as one would cognise the
“ existence of the jar at a certain place, people learn it from him,
“ and then remember it : and others cognising it as thus remembered,
“ get it up in their turn, and give it to others, who go on doing the same;

“and so the process has gone on eternally; and as the remembrance
“ of every individual is preceded by a rightful cognition of it, there is

“ no want of proper basis in this Case*. 411 that is solely dependent upon
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/ the usage of experienced people, is the fact that the texts thus learnt and

remembered are named Veda ; but even prior to the recognition of the

name, people directly perceive it to be something entirely difEerent in

“character from other things, and (in the case of a particular Veda as
“ being learnt by a particular student) different from the other Vedas,
“ in the form of the J^gveda (for instance) as consisting of mantras and
“ Brdhmanas different from all other things. The names of all these are
“ eternal

; and by means of these, whenever, subsequently, they come to bo

“cognised, they are cognised by direct Sense-perception, as we have
“ already proved.

“ In the case of the Ashtaka^ on the other hand, even when it is

as being performed by another person, and this performance

“is cognised by Direct Sense-perception), there is no such basis for

“ any idea of its having a causal potentiality (in leading the performer

“to Heaven), like the action of the potter (which is actually seen to

“ result in the ready made jar). If it be the mere form of the Ashtaka
“ that was remembered by Manu, then other people would also have re-

“ membered it, on having seen it with their eyes, like the ordinary action

“ of cooking^ as being performed by others. But it is the causal potentiality

“ of the AshtakS, towards leading the agent to Heaven, that is said to be
“ remembered (and is laid down as such) by Manu ; but no such capability

“ (of proceeding to Heaven) is seen to appear in another person (by
“ the performance of the Ashtakd) ; and as such we conclude the traditional

“assertion of such causal potentiality of the Ashtaka to be like the

“description of a certain colour handed down by one blind person
“ to another.

“Such a rude simile has been brought forward, because people arc
“ impudent enough to attribute Veda-like eternality to all such asser-

“ tions, on the ground of an assumed eternality of usage. Though as a
“ matter of fact, in the Veda, we have an eternality of faithfulness and
“ authoritativeness ; while, in the case in question, we have an eternality of

“falsity and inauthoritativeness. Specially because (in the case of the
“ description handed down by the blind man) the person that had the idea

“ in the first instance did not himself see the colour ;
and no authority

“ can attach to that which is not cognised by one’s own self independently.

“ Exactly similar is the case with the remembrance of the Ashtaka,

“ That is to say, we do not find any Vedic Injunction on which it is

“ based ; nor can any such Injunction be inferred^ when it has not had

“any of its relations cognised (by Sense-perception). If the Smrtis

“ had been invariably propounded, on the basis of certain Vedic Injunctions

“that had been found (by the Authors), then such Injunctions would

“also have been handed down to us,—exactly as the subject-matter is said
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“ to be (by means of the Smrtia)—being pointed out as the source
“ from which Manu and others got their compilations.

“ It may be urged that the people of old were fully satisfied with re-

‘^membering the sense, and having thus neglected the original text, this

became lost through negligence. But this is not right
;
because it is not

“ possible that people should forget that upon which rests the authority

of the sense ; as the remembrance of the sense has no self-sufficient

“authority (like the Veda). All men are cognisant of the fact, that in

“ such cases, nothing can be accepted as authoritative, until its source is

“ found in the Veda ;
how, then, could they forget it so completely ?

“ Then again, how is it that Manu and others did not make the
“ same efforts to hand down the original Vedic Injunctions, as they did

“ in propounding their own compilations ? If even those Authors only

“ knew the sense, and had not found the original Veda, then we could

“ put tbo above question to their predecessors
;
and thus the tradition

“ being found, at each step, to be without a basis (in the Veda), you would
“ not become free from the charge of your Smrtis being absolutely baseless.

“ If it be assumed that they have a basis in the portions of the Veda,
“ that have become lost, then the authority of the Smrtis of the Bauddhas
“ could also be established, by means of a similar assumption. And people

“ would be utilising the authority of such assumed Vedic texts now lost,

“ in support of anything they might wish to assert.

“ If on the other hand, the AshtakH had its authority in the Veda
“ as we have it, then other people could also find it, just as Manu may be
“ said to have done ;

and it would, in that case, be a more proper course

“ to learn such facts directly from the Veda
;
and as such, the compilation

“ of the Smrtis would be absolutely useless (if all that is said in the
“ Smrtis were to be found by us in the Veda itself).

“ Nor do we exactly know the nature of the Vedic passage that Manu
“ found as his authority (for the Ashtahd)^—whether it was in the form of

“ a direct Injunction (and as such possessed of inherent absolute autho-

“ rity), or in that of a mere Arthavada (and as such of doubtful authority).

“ And, as a matter of fact, we find that, in the dark, however much a

“ person may try with his hand, he can never distinguish white or black

“ (which could be done by the eye alone
;
and in the same manner the

“ fact of the Ashtdkd being enjoined in the Veda cannot be accepted un-
“ less we actually find the Vedic Injunction in support of it). Nor can we
“ be convinced of its being based upon the Veda, by the declarations of

“ Manu himself (as that ‘ the whole Veda is the source of Dharma ’ and so

“forth)
; because it is just possible that he never found any Vedic texts,

“ and made these declarations, simply with a view to delude the people.
** For these reasons, we conclude that the Smrtis are not authoritat ive.’*
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Sutra (2). But on account of the agent being the same, the
fact could be established by reasoning (Anumana).

As a matter of fact, we find that the Smrtis ha^e been compiled by Mann
and others in a correct manner, unlike the compilations of the (Bauddhas),

and also that the fourteen Sciences {Purdna, &o.), similarly compiled, give

very correct explanations of their respective subjects. Consequently, inas-

much as these Authors themselves are not to be met with now (and what they

say is well said and as such cannot be without some sound basis), it becomes

necessary to assume a certain unseen basis for their cognitions.

And in this connection, only five assumptions are possible:—(1) that

they were totally mistaken
; ( 2) that what they assert is based upon their per-

sonal observation and experience
; (3) thatthey learnt it from other persons;

(4) that they have wilfully made wrong statements, with a view to delude

the people; and (5) the last and the most simple and reasonable one, that

their assertions are based upon Direct Vedic Injunctions.

This last is the most reasonable assumption, as it is this alone that is in

keeping with actual facts {viz.

:

the authoritative character of the asser-

tions of Manu). That is to say, when it becomes necessary to make assump-

tions of the unseen, wo must try, as far as possible, to make only such as-

sumptions as are not contrary to directly perceptible facts, and do not,

in their turn, necessitate the assumption of other unseen facts.

Now, then (1) if we assume the fact of Manu being totally mis-

taken in the assertions he has made, this assumption would be contrary to

the directly perceptible fact of his works being excellent compilations (and

containing many correct and excellent teachings, &o.)
;
and it would also

tend to set aside the universally accepted authoritative character of his

assertions ;
and this assumption would also necessitate many other gratui-

tous assumptions,—namely : (a) that the people of his own days accepted

and followed the mistake propounded by Manu
; ( h) the means adopted by

Manu, in order to prove to others that it is not a mistake, and so forth.

(2) In the case of the assumption that the assertions are based upon

the compiler’s own personal observation,—(a) in the first place, we have to

assume this observation itself
; (6) then we should have to assume an extra-

ordinary faculty in the compiler, contrary to all that we know of among the

people of the present day (by means of which they could directly perceive

such superphysical entities as Dharma and the rest)
;
and the possibility of

any such extraordinary faculty, we have already set aside, in course of the

refutation of the omniscience (of Buddha, vide QlokavdTtika Sutra 2, Kdrihds

134 et seq.)

(3) As for the assumption that these assertions are based upon those of
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other persons, this has already been set aside (in the preceding Sutra)

^

as

resembling a description of colour handed down by blind men ;
nor does

any such baseless tradition ever attain any authonty.

(4) Similarly in the case of the assunaption that Manu has purposely

sought to delude people, we have to assume, in the first place, this fact of his

purposely deluding people
;
secondly, we have to assume his motive in thus

seeking to delude people ; thirdly, the fact of people having fallen into the

mistake ;
fourthly, the fact of the continuation of the mistake up to the

present time, and so forth, we shall have to make endless assumptions.

Then again, this assumption would mean the denying of the authority of

the firm conviction (of the teaching, of Manu being true ) ;
and this would

be a contradiction of a directly perceptible fact.

(6) Therefore it must be admitted that, instead of these, it is far more

reasonable to assume a direct Vedic Injunction (upon which the asser-

tions of Manu are based). In this case, we have to assume only one unseen

fact (the existence of such an Injunction in the Veda)
;
and it is only with

this assumption that all other facts of the acceptance of the Smrtis by

the great and the learned become reconciled.

And in the case of Manu, it is quite possible that there should be

Vedic Injunctions that served ns the source of his conceptions. It is this

that is meant by the Bhdshya passage,— For this reason^ it becomes possible

for the three higher castes^ to be connected with the Veda. In the case

of the Mleccha^ and others of that class, for whom there is no possibility

of any contact with the Veda, when we meet with the assertions of these

with regard to supersensuous objects, and we set about investigating tlie

source of these, there is no chance of the Veda ever being found to be their

source
;
and as such we are obliged to seek for their source in one of the

aforesaid four sources of misconceptions ; and thereby conclude the asser-

tions to be absolutely untrustworthy. In the case (of the Brahmana, <&c.),

where there is every possibility of the Veda supplying the source sought

after, all other sources being thereby set aside, there is no chance of the

assertions being* baseless; and as such we cannot but admit the source of

these to lie in the Veda itself.

Then, there is the question—“ How is it that this Vedic Injunction

(of the Ashtahd) is not found ?

To this, some people make the following reply :
* Such Vedic Injunc-

tions are always to be inferred ; they are never directly mentioned ;
exactly

like those injunctions that are assumed on the strength of the implication

of certain mantras (e.g,, the mantra “ I cut the grass, the seat of the gods
is accepted as pointing to the assumed injunction that this mantra should

he recited at the cutting of the grass). Though it may be questioned how
an injunction that is neyer uttered can ev^r be recognised as the requisite
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basis,—yet that cannot affect our position
; because, the fact of such In-

junction being tlie source is established by an unbroken remembrance,
which is as unbroken as the handing down of the Vedio text itself. (That
is to say Manu also knew of the Aahtahd, as having been laid down by
previous teachers

; and as this continued tradition is not otherwise expli-

cable, it is quite reasonable for us to assume an original Vedio Injunction).

.Just as in the case of the text of the Veda, it is accepted as existing in its

original form, only on the ground of its having been handed down by an
unbroken line of teachers,—so too in the case in question, wo can establish

an unbroken line of such Vedic Injunctions, as are inferred through the

(Apparent Inconsistency of the) declaration of the remembrance of the Ash-

taka (t.e., by all teachers of the old times, one after the other).’

But this explanation is not quite satisfactory
;
because the tradition has

alrea<ly been spoken of as resembling the description of colour handed down
by blind men. As for the Vedic Injunction that is never uttered, as tliis

can never be cognisable by any means of right notion, it is scarcely possible

to prove its existence
;
and theieby the Smrti comes to resemble the grand-

child of the barren woman (as urged under the last Sutra). As for the as-

sumption of Vedic Injunctions on the strength of the implications of the

mantras, these latter are eternal, and as such there is nothing contradictory

in tlieir having the eternal potentiality of pointing to the existence of

Vedic Injunctions; whereas in the case of i\\Q Smrlis, they themselves

stand in need of the basic Vedic Injunction, and as such cannot rightly be

made the means of inferring non-uttered injunctions).

For those reasons, it would be far more reasonable to assume the Start is

to have their source in the Injunctions contained in such portions of the

Veda as have been lost
;
nor is such disappearance of the Veda impossible,

ns even now we find the Veda losing much of itself, either through the

negligence or laziness of the students, or through the gradual disappearance

of people versed in it. It cannot be urged that any and every theory

could declare itself to be based upon such authority
;
because such lost

Vedio texts can be assumed only on the ground that without such texts, the

firm conviction and remembrance of highly respectable people of the three

higher castes remain inexplicable.

Or, we may hold that the Smrtis are based upon texts contained in

the very portions of the Veda that are available now-a-days. If it le

questioned—how is it that tliey are not found ?—we make the following

reply : (1) Because of the various branches of the Veda being scattered
;

(2) because of the negligence of the people learning it ;
and (3) because

of the texts being contained in diverse sections of the Veda;—we fail to

actually lay our hands upon those texts that form the basis of the

Smrtis.

15
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There has been a further question—“ Why then were these Vedic texts

themselves not collected together ” ?

And the reply to tliis is that this was not done, for fearing of destroy-

ing the natural order of the text of the Veda. It is only a fixed order

of the verbal text of the Veda the study of which has been enjoined.

And as for the rules of conduct dealt with in the Hmrtis, these aro

scattered about here and there, in various branches, chapters and sections

of the Veda. And of these (as appearing in the Veda), some actions

are laid down with direct reference to human agents, while some aro

.such as are laid down in connection with the various sacrifices, but

are, for some reason or other, explained as referring to the human agent

also
;

as for example, we have such prohibitive injunctions as “ One
should not talk to his wife if she be, “ One should not threaten a

Brahmana.** (These occur in the .section on the “ Darga-Purnavinsa sacri-

fice
;
and as in connection with this sacrifice, it has already been laid

down once before that if the sacrificer’s wife happen to be in a certain

condition, she is not to be pre.sent at the sacrifice, the prohibition of

any conversation with her becomes absolutely irrelevant, if taken as

applying to the sacrifice
;
and for this reason it is explained as a general

rule of conduct, to be observed in ordinary intercourse. The same is the

case with the threatening of the Brahm(i7ia)»

And if Manu wont about extracting only such texts (as bear upon the

general conduct of men), and teaching these separately, then as the

natural order of the Veda would be disturbed, he would bo directly going

against the injunction of the study of the text of the Veda, And on the

strength of this example set by Manu, people might leave oil: tlie A/ f/m-

vcida portions (as useless) and read only the Vidhi portions of the Veda,

or only such portions of it as would be of help in the performance of the

sacrifices
;
and thereby the Veda itself would gradually disappear.

Then again, Manu himself could not necessarily have studied all the

branches of all the A’'edas (and as such ho could not always lay his hands

upon all Vedic texts). What he must have done was to try and find out

the texts from various students of the different branches, and then to

have kept in mind the meaning of these texts, which he must have em-

bodied in his compilation.

Nor can it bo reasonably urged (as has been done in the PUrvapaksha)

that, ‘ we do not quite know whether the texts on which Manu based his

rule were in the form of a Direct Injunction, or only in that of Artha-

tildas'*; because just as the firmness of the conviction in the Smrti

precludes the fact of its being based upon a misconception, so would it

fdso preclude the chance of its being based upon an ArthavUda passage.

For without doubt Manu was capable of distinguishing a Direct Injunc-
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tion from an Arthavdda. And inasmuch as we find the Smrti itself to

have the form of Direct Injunction, it could only point to a homogenous
Vedic Text, which therefore must be admitted to be of the form of -Direct

Injunction
;
and there can be no grounds for holding the Smrti to have a

heterogenous source in an Arthavada.

And farther, the authors of the Smrtis themselves have completely

bound themselves by such declarations as—“ The whole of the Veda is

the root of Dliarma'' “ all of it is mentioned in the Veda,’* and so forth
;

and certainly these assertions could not have been blindly accepted

by the people of their own days (without their having fully examined

the truthfulness of these assertions, which could have been accepted only

after the people had found the base of all that is laid down in the Smrtis,

in direct Vedic Injunctions). Hence wo conclude that the Smrtis have

their authority through the Veda itself.

^ Some people seek to establish by Inference, the self-sufficient

authority of the Smrtis, or the fact of their being based upon the

Veda, by means of the premiss—“because the agent is the same.” But

their argument becomes too wide, when we refer to such actions as are

performed by the same people under the influence of some temporary

impulse (which actions too would come to be equally authorised) ; and

farther, if the Smrtis be held to be proved “ self-authoritative,” then sach

an argument would be directly contradicted by the apparent fact of many
Smrti Injunctions having their source in Direct Vedic Injunctions that

are easily accessible. For these reasons, we must admit Apparent In-

consistency alone, ns has been mentioned in the Sutras, as establishing the

fact of the Smrtis having their source in the Veda
;
ns there are no in-

superable objections to this
;
and “ Apparent Inconsistency ” can also bo

called “ Annmdna,'' inasmuch as it gives rise to cognition, after or in

the wake of— ^ anu'—Sense-perception {vmna).

Says the Bhllshya—Asya Bva Smrterdradhininah kSiranam anumasyd^

viahB

;

nnd this may be explained as— ‘ we shall infer the source (of the

I The Author has based his arguraonts in favour of the fact of the Smrtis

being based upon the Veda, on the Apparent Inconsistency of the facts therein treated

of being remembered by an unbroken line of respectable people ; and he has explained

the expression “ because of the agent being the same ’* (of the Sutra) as only pointing

to the possibility (in the case of the Smrtis of the three higher castes) of their being

based upon Direct Vedic Injunctions. He now sets about refuting the view of some

commentators who explain the Sutra in the sense of a direct Inferential Argument,

seeking to prove, by moans of the premiss, the fact of the Smrti either being self-

authoritative, or having its source in the Veda ; this argument being expanded into

the following form ;
“ The Smrtis are authoritative,—because the persons that per-

form the acts laid down in them are the same as those that perform those laid down in

the Veda,—just as the Veda (is authoritative),** and so forth.
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Smrti in the Veda) from the firmness (of its conviction and remem-
brance) ’

;
or as—‘ we shall infer the soui’ce of this firmness (of its convic-

tion) (to lie in the Veda).*

Says the BhUshya—Evm in this life men are not found to directly per-

ceive such facts (as the Ashtaklfy &o.) And the sense of this is that

inasmuch as the course of our existence is separated from another by a pro-

cess of death that destroys all previous impressions, we can never be said

to carry (in our present existence) any ideas, gained from direct perception,

of certain courses of action leading to certain supcrphysical results (and as

such the Smrtis of Mann, &c., cannot be said to have their source in

any direct perception of their Authors).

The Bhashya says

—

Because of the fact of the performer of the acts laid

down in the Smrtis being the same as that of those enjoined in the Veda,

it is possible that the three higher classes should have found the (requisite)

Vedic texts

;

and this is said only in order to show that it is possible for

a Direct Vedic Injunction to be the source of that contained in the

Smrli.

Says the Bhashya—It is possible that they (the Vedic texts) may have

been forgotten, Kven at the present day, we find people forgetting the

texts, and the texts becoming lost, lilven when the I’eqiiisite texts had
existed in other branches of the Veda, it is possible that (at the time that

the Smrti was being compiled) it may have been forgotten in which parti-

cular branch the particular text was to be found (and this may have been
the reason why Manu did not mention the corroborative texts)

;
though

he only carefully cherished the fact of his assertion being authoritative as
based upon the Veda; and as for the direct recognition of such basic text,

he did not consider it of much use, and so let it drop off.

1 he BhSshyu says that such rules of conduct (laid down in the Smr-
tis) as are laid down to be observed, as occasion for each presents itself

—

such rules, for instance, as ‘ the Teacher is to be respectfully attended
upon, ‘old men arc to be reverenced,* and so forth—have their authority
based upon their perceptible uses.

But this is not quite right
; because the standpoint upon which wc

have started is that the Smrtis are an authority in matters relating to

Dharma ; and as such it is not quite reasonable to assert their authority
to be based upon ordinary perceptible purposes, and thereby make the
duties therein laid down, similar to such ordinary acts as the tilling of

the ground and the like (which have only a visible use). We have not
taken upon ourselves the task of establishing the authority of all actions ;

as it is only the desire to know the nature of Dharma that is our solo

purpose. If such actions, as the attending upon the Teacher and the like

had only visible results, they would be like the ordinary actions of the^
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world, tilling the ground, ; and as such they could not have any

authority bearing upon Dharma; and would be entirely irrelevant in the

present connection.

It may be said that these have been mentioned as unauthoiitative acts

(and not as authoritative and as such beating upon Dharma)* But this is

not possible
;
because in that case they should liave been brought forward

under the fourth aphorism Hstudarfanacca** (I—iii—4) (where the un-

authoritative portions of the Bmrti are pointed out); and in that case,

tlie citing of the example—“ Hence when the good one goes forward, the

had one follows him**—would he entirely irrelevant and useless (as this

is a Vedic passage, and as such cannot rightly be cited as an instance

in support of an unauthoritative injunction of the Smfti).

Nor again can the injunction ‘ the teacher should be attended upon ’

he said to have the visible end of propitiating the Teacher who (as the

Bhashya says), thus propitiated, tvould teach well, and explain satisfactorily

all the knotty points of the scriptures; because there is no such hard

and fast rule as that without obeying the teacher the scriptures cannot

he learnt
;
as we do find the Teacher being induced to teach, by means

of requests and remonstrances. And in this lies the use of the res-

trictive Injunction (that “it is by means of attendance alone that the

Teacher should be approached and made to teach ’*). And as for the fact

of the visible use, in the case of all actions (Vedic as well as worldly) we
can always point out in the way that the Bhashya has done, some visible

purpose or other, in the shape of acquiring a King*s assistance, protection

of one’s self, acquiring of some form of pleasure and the like. As even in

the case of such actions as the “threshing** of the coui, and the Kariri

sacrifice (which arc laid down in the Veda), the fact of their having visible

purposes does nob make them devoid of Vedic authority.

Thus then, even though the aforesaid StnrtL Injunctions serve visible

purposes, yet it is quite possible that they may have a basis in the Veda

;

as for instance, the invisible result that is to follow from the restriction of

the specified courses of action (as being the only one advised, out of many
others leading to the same result) cannot have any other authority (save

the Veda, which is the only true authority for superphysical facts).

For these reason.^, tlie attending upon the Teacher, being of the

nature of a nainiittika** Injunction {i.e., the Injunction of a course of

action to be followed on a certain occasion), a non-performance of it would

constitute a sin, which would be avoided by the performance of the said

action (this is one transcendental result) ; and the visible result will be (as

pointed out in the Bhashya) that the Teacher being pleased with the pupil

would teach him well
; and the effect of the restrictive Injunction (of this

particular means of acquiring learning) would be in the shape of an in-
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visible potency that would enable him to finish his course of studies without

nny obstacles. And it is only when we accept this attendance upon the

Teacher to have both visible and invisible results, that the discussion—as

to whether such attendance is to be performed only once or over and over

again, as propounded in Sutra 30, of the second Patla of Adhya3’a VI—can

be possible. [The conclusion arrived at, in the Adhikarana referred to is

that, inasmuch ns such attendance has both visible and invisible results,

it is to be performed over and over again]
;
and if the action had only a

visible result, there could be no question or doubt as to whether it should

be repeated or not
;
as in that case it would be like the action of drinking

water
;
and as in the case of this latter, people raise no questions, but conclude

that tho drinking is to be repeated whenever one feels thirsty
;
so too in

the case of tho action of attendance^ people would conclude that as it has

only a visible result, we may repeat it whenever we may want the particular

visible result
;
(and as such there could bo no doubt on the point, and hence

no ground for the aforesaid discussion).

Then the assertion of the JBhUshya—that these have their authorita^

tiveness based upon the fact of their bringing about perceptible result

betaken as laying another strong point home to the opponent,— the sense of

the argument being this :—you may succeed perhaps in slmking the authority

of such Smrti Injunctions as have been laid down as leading to transcen-

dental results
;
but how can the said Injunctions, that are actually found

to bring about the results that are mentioned, be said to be unauthorita-

tive and false ? Though we do not assume any particular Vedic texts with

i-egard to tho establisliing of Assembly Rooms and the founding of water-

drinking stations, yet all such philanthropic deeds become included in the

A^cdic text that enjoins the doing of good to others as a duty
;
and it is

from this general Vedic Injunction that such actions derive their authority.

(As for the Vedic texts in support of the particular Sinrti Injunc-

Jions enumerated in the BhSshya wc have the following) :—(1 ) In connec-

tion with the fetching of the Ishtaka, it is laid down in the Veda that in the

cart tlie horse is to be yoked in front of the ass ;
and it is added “ when tho

good one goes along, tho bad one follows him,’* which indicates the neces-

sity of tho lower (disciple) following (and hence obeying) the greater

(Teacher). (2) It is said in praise of a certain deity—“you are a boon to

others, just like the water-drinking station in the desert”; and this praise

of the particular institution points to the advisability of founding such sta-

tions for the good of others. (3) It is laid down in the Sniptis that one
should have his (^ikha (lock of hair on the head) done up in a definite way,
in order to serve as a mark for the particular class of Rshls from whom
he is descended. And in this case, the restrictive Injunction as to this

particular method to be followed must have a transcendental result
; and
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hence the authority of this Injunction cannot be held to rest upon the said

visible result alone
;
for certainly, there are many other means by which

the particular class of IS^shls could be indicated. Consequently, the real

purport of the Injunction must be something else. And it is this : in order

to regulate the number of avattas" (offerings) at sacrifices (which is in

accordance with the Qjtra of each priest), it is absolutely necessary that the

name of the Ootra should be distinctly marked
;
and in this Vedic fact

would lie the foundation of the Smrti Injunction of arranging the (^ikhil

in a definite way
;
and as for the restriction of this particular means, as we

cannot find out any other reason, we are obliged to assume that this pnrti-

cular method would produce a certain effect upon the man himself. And
thus all Snirlis having distinct purposes to serve, their authoritativeness

becomes fully established.

Among the Smrtis themselves, such portions as are related to Bliarma

or Deliverance have their origin directly in the Veda
;
while those thal

have pleasure, &c., in view, are based upon the ordinary experience of the

world. This rule also holds good respecting the exhortations contained in

the ItiliHsas and Puranas.

As for stories met with in those, they serve the purposes of the Artha-

vMa, as explained above. The description of the various parts of tin*

Earth (contained in the Puranas) serve the purpose of pointing out and

distinguishing the places fitted for the performance of Dharma and Adharm<t,

and also for the proper experiencing of the effects of such performances

;

and these are based, partly upon the Veda, and partly upon the common
experience of the world. The histoiies of the various families (recounted

in the Puranas) serve the purpose of differentiating the people of different,

castes, and are based upon Direct Perception and Memory. The descrip-

tions of the various measures of space and periods of time, serve the

purpose of regulating the ordinary practices of the world, as also the

sciences of Astronomy and Astrology
;
these arc based upon direct per-

ception, as also upon inferences deduced from various inathomatical tlico-

ries. The descriptions of tlie state of things to be in the future (as

recounted in the Puranas) serve the purpose of pointing out the natuie of

the various periods of eternally-revolving time, and also the variegated

character of tlie results of rigliteous and unrighteous conduct
; and these

have their origin in the Veda itself.

Among the Auxiliary Sciences too, there are certain portions that

treat of things that are of use in sacrifices, and these have their origin in

the Veda, while other parts treat of such as are useful only in the serving

of some visible worldly purpose
;
and these have their basis upon ordinary

experience.

(1) In the Cikshciy the differentiations of the organs of prouuncia-
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tion of lefters, tbeir accents and time, &c., have their perceptible uses

;

while the assertion, that if a sacrifice is performed with a full knowledge

of these details, there follows a particular result

—

e.g, “ If the mantra be

recited without correct accents or pronunciation, it kills the sacrificer —
is based upon the Veda.

(2) In the case of the Kalpasutras^ we have explanations of the real

purport of the Injunctions deducible from the rules that are found scatter*

cd in tlie vai'ious branches of the Veda, intermixed with ArtliavUda^ &o. ;

and ns such these explanations have their origin in these latter. In these

we also meet with certain rules of conduct to be followed by the priests;

and these are based upon considerations of their convenience
;
and as such

have their origin in ordinary experience.

(3) In the case of Vyakaranay the knowledge of correct and incorrect

forms of woi da has a perceptible use, exactly like a knowledge of the differ-

ences among trees; and as such, it is based upon direct Sense-pei ception
;

and the assertion—that the use of correct words fully accomplishes the

result of the action performed, while that of incorrect words creates obstacles

in its fruition,—has its origin in the Veda.

[(4) The case of Niruhta is similar to that of Vy^haranay as it also

serves the purpose of regulating the sense in which a word can be correctly

employed, and hence this has not been mentioned separately].

(5) As for the science of Chanda, the correct differentiation of the

G&yatri and other metres, is found to be of perceptible use in the Veda
as well as in ordinary experience

;
and as such it is based upon direct

perception, while the assertion—that a certain result follows from a sacri-

fice when performed with a full knowledge of the metre of the mantra

employed—is founded upon the Veda; as for instance, we find the follow-

ing declaration in the Veda—“One who, at his own sacrifice, or at the

sacrifice of others, makes use of a mantra or a BrQhmana of which he

does not know the ^shty the metre and the deity, &c., &o.”—which men-
tions a distinctly undesirable result as following from such coudneb.

(6) In the case of the Science of Jyautishay the knowledge of the

dates and asterisms, — as computed by means of the various periods of

time as divided into regularly revolving cycles, and by a knowledge of the

revolutions of the sun and the moon,—is based upon inferences deduced from
such mathematical theories as have been handed down from times imme-
morial. In this science we also meet with the declaration that certain

good and evil results, as following from previous good and bad deeds, are

indicated by the good or bad position of the planets at the time of one’s

birth ; and it also lays down certain expiatory rites to be performed
with a view to ameliorate the planetary conditions

; and through theae

rites, the science comes to have its origin in the Veda,
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The above remarks apply also to the sciences of Palmistry, Archi-

tectare,
; with regard to these two, however, we may assume such direct

Injunctions as that ** when one comes across such signs in a man’s body, or

such marks in the houses, he should take these signs to mean such and
such a thing,” &c.,

As for Mlm&nsiit it is based upon the Veda, upon ordinary experience,

and also upon Direct Perception and Inference, Ac., based upon these ; and
it has been reared up by an unbroken line of scientific teachers; no single per*

son could ever have been able to compile such vast collections of arguments.
The same may be said also of the science of Reasoning. The meaning

of Vedic passages is expressed by means of the meanings of words
; but in

ordinary usage, the denotation of words is found to be mixed up with
the several factors of Class (Property, Action, and Name)

; and tliese can
be directly discriminated, never by themselves, but only by means of Sense-

perception and the rest, ns distinguished by their respective character*

istics, and as put forward by their learned expounders. The Veda itself

being scattered over many branches can be rightly ascertained and made
to serve its purpose only by these means of right notion

; consequently,

all these should be properly learnt by the help of the science of Reasoning*

This has been declared by Manu also, who says : “ Sense-perception, In-

ference, and Verbal Authority, as based upon various scriptures,—these

three should be well learnt by one who desires a (knowledge of) pure

Dharma**

;

and again—“ He who approaches Dharma by means of Reason-

ing, he alone, and none else, understands it ” ; and all these point to the

necessity of the science of Reasoning. For the most part, now-a-days,

people are much more prone to unrighteousness ; and thereby having their

intuition blurred by ignorance, they take to evil paths. Consequent-

ly (with a view to set these people right), what the science of Reason-

ing,—as based upon experience, Arthavd^dUy the Veda, (direct Injunctions)

and the Upanishads,—does is to point out the trend of the misconception

and also of the correct conclusion (with regard to a certain point),—then to

lay down the arguments in support of both,—and lastly, to arrive at the

correct conclusion, after having fully considered the comparative strength

of the arguments adduced from both sides. If it were not for such systematic

argumentations, various arguments would be appearing to people at random,

and would be giving rise to all sorts of misconceptions, through sheer

ignorance (of the various phases of the question). And (if the correct

conclusion were not propeily shown, deduced from the proved pi^misses,

and if only the arguments from both sides had been put down) people

would be employing their own mistaken judgments in the choosing of

the arguments, and in rejecting some and accepting others, without refer-

ence to any definite standard.

16
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And as for the dogmatically persistent acceptance and expounding

of such entities as eternality and non^eternality^ oneness and separatenesSf

generality^ speciality^ distinction^ and so forth, these are due to the fact of the

impossibility of any definite conclusion being arrived at, unless a certain

position is at first dogmatically taken up as the expounder’s own. As all

the peculiarities of any object are not capable of being comprehended all

at once, the expounder cannot but dogmatically take up each of them

separately, in order to bring about a correct discrimination of the various

denotations of words as they happen to apply to one or the other of the

various factoi*s (of the Class, the Property, the Action, or the Name).

Otherwise such people as have not comprehended the arguments in favour

of one or the other of the aforesaid factors of Generality, Speciality, and

the like, could not, by mere personal observation, ascertain any definite

factor of an object, as denoted by a particular word.

The glorifications and the villifications too, ns contained in the ArlhavUda

passages, come to be taken as forming parts of specific injunctions and

prohibitions, only by means of absolute acceptance of the eternality or nou-

eternality^ the oneness or separateness

^

of the various objects
;
and conse-

quently, if it were not for the variegated character of objects as dogmati-

cally propounded (at first), these glorifications, &c., would become absolute-

ly baseless. (And for these reasons, the nature of all objects must be

fully considered, and as a correct conclusion cannot be arrived at unless

each individual theorist puts forth his own arguments in the strongest

language possible, each separate system of philosophy has its use).

As for the various theories with regard to the fact of the world

originating from a contact of Primordial Matter and the Soul, or from a God,

or from an atom, and to that of its being continually created and dissolv-

ed,—these have all their origin in the ideas given rise to by the mantra

and the Arthavada, and point out the fact of the gross being a modifica-

tion of, and proceeding from, the subtile ; and the use of all this lies in

the recognition of the relation of cause and effect, between the sacrifice

and its results, the attaining of heaven and the like.

The acceptance of creation and dissolution has its use in the proper

differentiation of the scopes of Destiny and Personal Effort (and the point-

ing out of the fact of Destiny being stronger than Effort)
;
as in all cases

(f.i. in the case of creation, though there is no Effort) the action is

brought about by the sheer force of Destiny (as also in the case of

Dissolution, though the efforts of all beings are pointed towards the con-

tinuation of the world yet), there is a cessation of the creative process

simply because the Destiny of Creation has ceased to operate.

And as for the theories of Idealism, momentary character of the

things, denial of the self, —all of which have their origin in the Up*
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anishads,—they have been propounded, only with a view to dissaade

people from cultivating an excessive afEection for the things of the world.

Thus then, all the Smrtis, as well as all Auxiliary Sciences, have

been proved to be authoritative. In the case of such results as are to fol-

low at a distant point of time, no personal experience can be found to

serve as its basis
;
and consequently in all such cases we infer the basis to

lie in the Veda itself. While in the cases of directly perceptible results,

as in the case of the curing of scorpion-bites by means of incantations,

we actually observe it to be true in the case of other people, and thence

come to the conclusion that the science of such treatment cannot but be

true and authoritative. This discrimination (of the basis lying in the

Veda or in ordinary experience) can always be successfully made*



ADHIKARANA (2).

The greatest authority rests in direct Vedic declarations.

Sutra (3). When there is a contradiction between the Smrtl
and the Cruti, the former is to be disregarded

;
it is only when

there is no such contradiction that we have an assumption of the

Vedic text.

The authoritativeness of the Smrti has been established in a general

way
;
and ns such authoritativeness belong to all sorts of Smftis, the author

now proceeds to lay down exceptions to the general authoritativeness

established before, with special reference to the case of such Smrtis as

are found to be directly contradictory to universally-accepted Vedic texts.

Whenever there is any such contradiction, the authority of the Smytis

is to be totally disregarded
; as it is only when there is no such con-

tradiction that we have an inference of a Vedic text in support of the

particular Smrti injunction. The contradiction meant here is that of

Vedic declarations, when such declarations do not lend any countenance

to (on the other hand directly lay down the contrary of) the declarations

in the Smrti.

The present Adhikarana (of the Bhdshya) cites such instances of tho

Smrti as are directly contradictory to direct Vedic Injunctions, and

then having considered all the arguments bearing upon the point at

issue, comes to the above conclusion.

The Bouht, that gives rise to the Adhikarana^ is expressed in this

form : Is such contradictory Smrti also to ho accepted as an authority

with regard to Dharma, or is it an exception to the authoritativeness of

Smrtis in general ?

The reasons for such doubt are thus explained : The Smrti contradicting

the Veda, being capable of having this contradiction explained in some wayor
other, and the authority of the Vedic Injunction assumed as the basis of this

Smrti (in accordance with the last Adhikarana) having an authority equal to

the directVedic Injunction that the jSmr/t is found to contradict, therenatural-

ly anses the question,—Is such a Smrti to be accepted as authoritative P
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or is it to be totally disregarded, on account of such contradiction, not

allowing of the application of any one of the two aforesaid reasons to

the case of such Smrtis? When two notions are found to present two

contradictory ideas with regard to one and the same object, they are

said to contradict one another ; and the question, as to which of the

two is to be accepted to the preclusion of another, is decided accord-

ing to their comparative strength (or authority). (1) Under such cir-

cumstances, when we come to suspect a certain Smrti injunction of

being contradictory to a direct Vedic Injunction, it is just possible that

the suspected contradiction could be explained and set aside, by show-

ing that the two do not exactly refer to the same subject
;
or even when

they do treat of the same subject, as there would be no contradiction,

if one could be explained as a General Injunction, and the other as the

prohibition of a particular phase of it, the two texts could be accepted

side by side; specially as in another case (where the particular prohibi-

tion would not be applicable), both of them could be found to be equally

applicable, and as such they could both be accepted as optional alter-

natives, both equally authoritative
;
and thus there would be no absolute

contradiction between the two texts. And secondly, the idea brought

about by the Vedio text assumed in support of the particular 8mrti text

being Vedic in its character, as that produced by a direct Vedic Injunction,

and thereby both being equally strong in their authority, both the texts

could be accepted as equally authoritative. And consequently, with

reference to the particular subject, the authority of the Smrli could not

be absolutely disregarded. (2) On the other hand, when wo find

that however much we may try, we are unable either to explain the con-

tradictory texts as referring to two distinct subjects, or to accept both

of them side by side, as referring to the general and particular aspects

of the same subject, or to admit of both as equally authoritative

optional alternatives,—we cannot but conclude that the two texts

contradict one another entirely. And ns for the Vedio text that is

assumed or inferred, and that which is directly laid down in the Veda,

there is a vast difference in the authority of the two, ns much as

there is between ordinary Sense-perception and Inference. Consequently,

then, there being no chance of both being accepted side by side, we
cannot but totally disregard the authority of the Smrti, in contradis-

tinction to the direct Vedic Injunction which has been shown to possess

a much higher authority. [These are the two ways of looking at the

contradiction
;
and both having a show of reasonableness about them, they

naturally give rise to a doubt in the mind of the student, and thus

give occasion for the present JdhiHiarana,] On this question then, wo have

the following ;

—
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PCRVAPAKSHA.
** The conclusion that presents itself at first is in this form :

* Even when
** there is a contradiction, the authority of the SmrH cannot be denied

;

because if the Smfti be once held tobeunauthoritative, it would be a sad en-

“ croachment upon the limits laid down before (i.e., there would be no per-

manency in the notion of the authoritativeness of Smrtia), In matters

relating to the performance of Bharma^ we are always able to assert the

“ unfeigned authority of such S'tnrlis as have been found to be based upon

“ Direct Vedic Injunctions
;
and with regard to these all suspicions of their

“ origin lying in Deception or Illusion have been set aside. If we once
** began to doubt the authority of the Snirtts, upon such grounds as the

“ Contradiction of Vedic Injunctions^ the •presence of such reasons for action as

** avarice and the like (as shown in the next Sutra) ^ mutual contradictions

“ among the Smrtia themselves^ and other such like arguments,—then, how
“ could we ever be able to ascertain whether or not any particular Smfti
** is contradicted by any Injunction contained in the Veda

;
specially as the

Vedas have an endless number of rescensions differing from one another

in whole chapters, and whose authority is of a variegated character,—being

“ based upon Injunctions by Direct Assertions as well as by Indirect Impli-

“cations, and also upon Indirect Transference of relations by means
“ of significant names, Ac. P Consequently people having their suspicions

“ once aroused could not come to have any confidence in any Smrti Injunc-

“ tion ; and this want of confidence would deprive the Smrti of even the

“slightest shade of autliority. For if the Smfti even once happens to

“ lose hold of its basis in the Veda, and comes to be attributed to its

“ source in the realms of illusion, Ac., even ludra himself could not step

“ in to save it (from total submergence iu illusion
;
and as such the efforts

“ made in the last Adhikarana to prove that the Smrti is not altogether

“ based upon Illusion would become useless). When the Smfti is once

“ decided to have its origin in one source (that of the Veda), then it is

“ only right that we should set aside the possibility of any other ongiii

“ for it (in the shape of Illusion and the like), in order to remove all doubts

“ as to its authoritative character (and as such in our case the effort to

“ prove that the Smfti is not based upon lUusiou, Ac., becomes useful)
;
but

“ this cannot be so, when there is no permanent fixity to the idea that the

“ Smfti has its sole basis in the Veda (in which case all the efforts of the

“ last Adhikarana become absolutely useless).

“ And farther, if there were no contradictions among the Vedic texts

“themselves, then alone could the contradiction of the Veda by the JSmfti

“ justify us in seeking for the source of the latter elsewhere (iu the realms

“of Illusion, Ac.) But as a matter of fact, we often find the Vedic texts
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** themselves laying down contradictory courses of actions, such for in-

“stance as the Injunctions—(1) Fours the libation before the Sun has risen,

“ and (2) ‘ Pottrs the Uhalion when the Sun has risen* ; ^ Holds the Shodagi
** vessels at the Atirfltra, and does not hold the Shodagi vessels at the AtirUtra*

“ and so forth,—where it is absolutely impossible to follow both the courses

“ laid down.
“ Under the circumstances, if by chance, a few Smrti Injunctions,

“based upon certain texts of other Rescensions of the VeHa, be found to

“ lay down certain facts in opposition to those laid down by the particu-

“lar Rescension that one may have himself studied,—this mere fact of

“their support not being found in what we ourselves may have read,

“cannot justify us, who base our conduct upon the whole of the Veda
“ in all its several branches, to absolutely deny the existence of such

“corroborative Vedic texts as are distinctly pointed out, by these very

“ Smrti, Injunctions, as having been found and duly studied by other

“persons of bygone ages (Manu, for instance)
;
specially as all Vedic texts

“ are equally authoritative for all men, as we shall show under the Sutra .

—

“ The Veda is not addressed to any one 'person (II—iv—18) ;
and also because

“ the Smfti is as good a means of ascertaining the Vedic texts, as a study

“of the Veda itself.

“Therefore, just as you accept the authority of even such Vedic texts

“as are mutually contradictory, in the same manner, you should also

“ accept the authority of the Vedic and Smrti texts, that may be found to

“ contradict one anothei*.

“ Then again, from what you say, it would seem that when there is

“ no contradiction of the Veda, the Smrti has its foundation in the Veda;
“ while, when there is a contradiction, it has its foundation elsewhere (in

“ Illusion, &c.)
;
and certainly this would be a very half-hearted theory.

“ l^Ardhavaigasa literally means half-killing'].

“ Secondly, with a deal of effort it has been proved above (in the last

“ Adhikarana) that the Sotrti has no foundation in anything else (save the

“Veda); and to revive the question again, on the mere presence of a
“ seeming contradiction, is an excess that cannot be very well allowed.

“ For these reasons, we must conclude that the Smrti is always based
“ upon the Veda. For if even the slightest chance of other sources (as

“ that of Illusion atid the like) be introduced, all hope for any authority

“of the Smrti might well be given up.

“ Then again with regard to the Smrti, in certain cases you would be
“ denying the possibility of any such basis as those of Illusion and the like

“ ( with a view to establish their authoiity, as has been done in the previous

Adhikarana) ;
while in other cases you would be admitting the possibility

“ of such bases (in order to deny their authoritative character)
; and such
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suicidal process (of reasoning) not being allowable, the denial (of

“ the authority of even such Smrtis as contradict the Veda) cannot be

“considered right. Therefore, whether the Smrtis be authoritative or
“ not, this authoritativeness or its contrary must be accepted as absolute

»

“ ]y undisputed; and there can be no half and half authority and absence

“of authority (exactly as one and the same woman cannot be half young
“ and half old).

“ And certainly the authors who compiled the Smrtis must have been

“cognisant of the fact of certain declarations therein contained being con-

“ tradictory to the direct assertions of the Veda; and this clearly leads lo

“ the conclusion that they must have braved this contradiction, only on
“ the strength of certain other Vedic texts, on which they based their

“ declarations.

“ If the mere fact of perceptible worldly motives being found for the

“actions laid down in the Smrtis were to make them unauthoiitative,

“then, inasmuch as there is always a likelihood of some such motive

“being found, in connection with all that is laid down in the Veda, all

“ the scriptures would have to be considered equally nnauthoritative. For
“ instance, such grounds of the alleged unauthoritativeness of the Smrtis^

“as the presence of the motives of affection, aversion, vanity, recklessness,

“ delusion, laziness, avarice, and the like, arc capable of being attributed

“ to all actions (Vedic as well ns non-Vedic). So long as our own minds
“ ai’e pure and devoid of all wickedness, we can always admit the Smrtis

“to have a sound basis (in the Veda); and it is only when our own
“ minds become tainted that we begin to suspect their authoritative

“ character.

“ What performance of Dharma is there, in which some sort of a

“perceptible motive cannot bo found, and which cannot be found to be
“ contradictory to some other Direct Vedic Assertions ? (The chances of

“ contradiction are equally present in all Injunctions, whether the action

“laid down be found to have a perceptible motive or not). And then
“ again, the terribly ignorant Atheists have no other business except find-

“ iiig some sort of a worldly motive for all actions,—even those that are

“ not due to any apparent perceptible worldly motive. Even the actions

“laid down in the Veda are made by them to be due to certain

“ worldly motives ; and on the slightest grounds they explain one Vedio
“ Injunction to be contradictory to other Vedio texts. And under the

“circumstances, if the Mim/lnsakas once give an opportunity to the
“ Atheists (and encourage them by borrowing their arguments, in dealing

“ with the Smrti texts that contradict the Veda), thus encouraged, the

“Atheists would not leave the authority of any path of Dharma safe.

“ Because these Atheists do not trouble their objectives until these latter
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^Hhemselves give them an opportunity of attack. And when they have
“ once been given an opportunity, by such persons as borrow their imag.

“inary attacks upon the authority of the scriptures, who (t.e., which
“ scripture ) can hope to escape alive, if once fallen in the way of their

“ (argumentative) path ? For these reasons, it is not right for the MimHn-
“ sakas to help the accomplishment of the purposes of the Atheists, who are

“ bent upon the destruction of all Bharma,
“ You have (in the foregoing Adhikarand) accepted the authority of

“ Furdnasy Smrti8,^ruti8f and U8age, at first by mere faith; and then you have

“ proved, by means of arguments, that the authority of these, as pointed

“ out in the scriptures, is quite sound
;
you should stick to this conclu-

“ sion by all means, and not slacken your faith midway
; because such

“slackening would lead to the destruction of the whole fabric (of the
** authoritativeness of Smrtis as proved in the foregoing Adhikarand) ;

“ exactly like a cart, whose fastenings have become loosened. When a man
“ has accepted a certain theory, he should carry it through, fearlessly J

“ otherwise ho would lose it all, through fear, to the wicked intrusions of

“ such opponents as are always prone to attack timid people.

“ Then again, if the Veda itself were not found to lay down certain

“ actions, that have worldly motives, and some that are contradictory to

“other Vedic texts,—then alone could these two facts be nghtly turned
“ to account to prove that the Smrtis that lay down such actions can have
“no foundation in the Veda. As a matter of fact, however, we find the
“ Veda laying down thousands of such actions as Threshing^ Founding^ and
“ tlie like, which have only visible results ; and then what is the harm
“ if such results are also found to apply in the case of actions laid down
“by the Smrtis ? There are also other actions laid down in the Veda,
“ ivhich have only visible results (and which can be attributed to motives

“of avarice, <&c.), such as, the giving of the gifts to the priests, and the
“ saoiificer’s action with regard to the Tanunaptra butter. Under the
“ circumstances, if these actions be said to be not based upon the authority

“of the Veda (because of their having visible results), then, in that case
“ alone could the Smrtis laying down similar actions be also denied the
“ support of the Veda. And when we actually find many such actions
“ laid down in the Veda itself, how can the mere fact of the action

“having visible results be accepted as proving the non-Vedic origin of
“ the Smrtis enjoining them P

“ For these reasons it is rightly incumbent on the Mimdnsaka to carry
“ through the theory of the Smrtis being based upon the Veda, that was
“ arrived at before (in the foregoing Adhiharaiui) : and why should he
“ flinch now P We conclude, then, that even though the Smrtis are found
“ to lay down actions with visible results, and also those that ape contrsry

17
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“ to direct Vedio Injunctions, yet no sound arguments can rightly be

“ brought forward to shake their authoritativeness. Specially as it was

*‘an unqualified authoritativeness of all scriptures that was established

“ in the foregoing Adhiharana^ it must be allowed to remain intact, even if

“ they be found to be contradictory to direct Vedic Assertions.”

SIDDHANTA.

To the above arguments, we make the following reply : All authority

of the Bmrti becomes inadmissible, when it is found to be contradictory

(to Vedic Assertions) ;
and it is only when there is no such contradic-

tion that the Veda affords an inferred basis for the authority of the

Smtii, Those Smfti passages that we find to be in direct contradiction

to the Veda must have their origin in Ignorance, &o., and can never be

admitted to have any foundation in the Veda itself.

In the case of the Bmrti we do not admit of a self-sufficient authority
;

and as for its authority being based upon the Veda, this is found to be con-

trary to the perceptible fact (of its being contradictory to the Veda).

We can assume a Vedic passage (in support of a Smrti) only so long as we

do not find a direct Vedic text bearing upon the same subject ; and

when such a text is found (and found to be contradictory to the assertion

of the Smrti)

^

then we can never allow of an assumption of any other

Vedic texts in support of this latter ; for certainly, when we actually see

the elephant passing before us, we do not seek to infer its existence by

means of its footprints. And Smrtis are the means of leading us to the

inference of Vedic texts, exactly as the footprints lead to the inference

of the elephant
j
consequently when this efficiency of the Smrti is found

to be contrary to a direct Vedic text, its efficiency (to lead to the assump-

tion of a Vedic text) is set aside exactly as in the case of the elephant.

And Smrtis based upon such inferential assumptions can fiourish only sO

long as their basis is not cut off by directly perceptible texts to the

contrary. And when their basis has been so cut off, they have not a much
longer span of existence left to them

;
and die off exactly like the branches

of a tree that has been uprooted.

A direct self-sufficient authority is not possible for the Smrtis them-

selves, by which they could be independent of extraneous support
;
and as

for this support, we do not find any (in the case of such Smrtis as are

contary to Vedio Texts). Nor can there be an inference of a Vedio text

that is opposed to a direct Vedic text already extant; because, wheA
all that people want to know with regard to a certain matter is knowA
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by means of the direct text already available, there can be no necessity for

an inference of assumed texts.

If with regard to a certain matter, the Smrti text dealt with a phase

of the subject other than that treated of in the Vedio Text (contra-

dicting it), then to a certain extent, its authority could have a chance of

being admitted (with reference to that particular phase). But when the

subject mentioned in the Smrti has already been dealt with, either in the

same or in a contrary manner, by the Veda, then, with regard to that

object, the SwYti cannot bo admitted to have any authority. Because in

the case of any two means of cognition operating contrary ways, with

regard to a common objective, the one that has a quicker action accom-

plishes its object sooner, and leaves no chance for the accomplishment of

the slower. And even if the latter is only one degree slower than the

former, it is bound to lose in the long run, because its opponent will have

reached the goal long before it. On the other hand, in a case where

there is no swift opponent tending to deprive it of its objective, the weaker

process might take its own time, and there is no chance of its being

interrupted.

Nor is there any such unflinching command as that which has once

been found to be authoritative must always be accepted as authoritative.

(And even though in certain cases the Smrti has been found to have an

authority that can force us to admit its authority even in cases where it

is contradicted by the Veda yet) it is a general rule that whenever a cer-

tain thing is going to be brought forth, it comes to bo accomplished only

if it is not interrupted in its accomplishment by something that is contra-

dictory to it. Whereas that, which hns its very foundation cut off while

it is not fully brought forth, or which has its very source cut off, can

never attain an accomplished condition. (And this is the case with tho

authority of the Smftis in question). But even though it is not accom-
plished, when interrupted by a stronger opponent, yet it does not follow

from this that it would not be accomplished, even in the absence of such

opposition. (Hence though the Smrti that is contradictory to the Veda
may not have real authority, yet that does not affect the authority of other

Smrtia that are quite compatible with the Veda). Conversely, even

though a thing may be accomplished in the absence of opposing forces, yet

from this it does not follow that it will be accomplished, even when there

are strong forces opposing its accomplishment. (Hence though tho Smrtis

compatible with the Veda may be authoritative, yet that does not establish

the authoritativeness of those that are contrary to it). Because, in all

eases where we have a general rule and an exception, all cases cannot bo

covered by tho general rule itself
; on the other hand, while the exception

sets aside the general rule, in a particular case, it does not follow that the
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general rule would be thus set aside in all cases. What is proper in such

cases is to carefully differentiate the cases where the general rule and the

exception may be sevemlly applicable, and then accordingly, ascertain where
the one will set aside the other ;

which cannot be ascertained by means of a

vague general perception. For one, who would base his actions upon such

general perceptions, would succeed in allaying his thirst by the waters of

the mirage (because in this case also he has a general perception of water) ;

conversely, having found his idea of wate]^ to have been an illusion in the

case of the mirage, he would not perform his ablutions, even in a tank,

fearing lest he be deceived in this case also. As a matter of fact however ( in

the case of the mirage) the notion of water is accepted as true, only so long

ns one has not acquired the knowledge that it is not water
^
hut only a mirage.

In the same manner, then. Inference is accepted as true, only so long

as its objective is not found to bo covered by a Sense-perception contrary to

it. Thus then, the authority of tho Smfti can be accepted to be based

upon inferred (assumed) Vedio Texts, only so long as the subject of that

Smrti is not found to be covoived by a direct Vedic Text contradictory to it.

From these reasons, if we conclude that in certain cases the Sm^tis are

authoritative, while in some cases they have no authority, we cannot be

said to be open to the charge of “half-heartedness.” Because just as the

notion of water is found to be true, in the case of the perception of real

water, while untrue in that of tho mirage, in the same manner we can,

as reasonably, accept the Smrti to be authoritative when it is found to be

in keeping with the Veda, while reject it as having no authority, when
found to be contradictory to direct Vedio Texts. And it cannot be rightly

urged that either all Smrtis should be accepted as authoritative, or, if its

authority be denied iu one case, the whole of it should be considered

unauthoritative.

Thus then, we conclude that tho Smrtis that are contradictory to the

Veda, have no authority, because any assumption of Vedic Texts in their

support being precluded by direct Vedic Texts, they cannot but have their

origin elsewhere (in Illusion, Ignorance, <&c.)

Question

:

“ Why cannot such Smrtis be accepted as laying down optional

alternatives to those laid down in the Texts that they are found to

contradict ?
”

Answer ; All alternative options are open to eightfold objections (ex*

plained below)
;
and as such, it is not very desirable to accept them. And

further if (by the acceptance of such option) a partial unauthoritativenesa

of the Smrti be accepted, it becomes very easy for us to deny its authority

completely (on the strength of the well-established authority of the Vedio
Texts that it is found to contradict). Even in those cases where both
alternatives are equally strong, there is an eightfold discrepancy attaching
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to tlie option
; and it is accepted, only under the pressure of necessity,

when there is no other way out of it. How then can it be accepted in

the present case, where the authority of one alternative is one step fur-

ther removed from that of the other, and is got at by means of external

aids ? That is to say, before the particular Smrti would succeed in acquir-

ing its authority (secondhand, from the assumed Vedic Text), it would
be set aside by the Direct Vedic Texts, that are self-authoritative (and as

such not depending upon any extraneous authority).

Thus then, in matters relating to Dharma, the Smrti not being accepted

to be self-sufficient in its authority, it cannot be admitted as pointing out

an alternative to the Veda, which could be done only if both were equally

strong in their authonty. And having its authority dependent upon extra-

neous aids, the Smjrti can never attain any authority, when it is just checked

by Direct Vedic Assertion
;
and as such, it can never raise its head again.

The acceptance of option, even in a case when both the alternatives

are equally authoritative, cannot be accepted until we assume the partial

unauthoritativeness of both of them. And the assumption of such (pai'tial)

unauthoritaiiveness of that which is decidedly self-sufficient in its author-

ity (i.e.y the Veda) would bo open to two objections : (1) it would set aside

the eternally apparent and universally recognised authority of the Veda, and

would thereby run counter to a well-ascertained idea
; (2) such unauthoiita-

tiveness could be cognised only by means of Negation ; but (in accepting

the alternative theory) wo would be denying the really existing authority

(of the Veda), in the absence of any such Negation (t e., any assertion

denying the authority of the Veda) ; this would be the second objection,

based upon the fact of your making a contradictory statement with regard

to Authority (that is to say, you assert that Authority is non-authoritative).

Even though in the first instance (^^e., in the acceptance of one alterna-

you may, for some reason or other, accept the responsibility of the

above two objections, yet when you would proceed to accept the other alter-

native, you would render yourself open to two other objections : (1) You
had asserted (in the former instance) that the Authority (of the Veda) is

cognisable by Negation (that is to say, non est)

;

and now (when you ai'e

accepting the authority of the Veda as the second alternative), you would

set aside this assertion of youi*s, and thereby make yourself liable to the

first charge of self-contradiction ;
and (2) secondly, in the first instance,

you had denied the self-evident authority (of the Veda); and now you

would be reasserting this authority, and thus render yourself liable to

another charge of self-contradiction. Thus then, in the case of a single sen-

tence, we have shown the acceptance of Option to be open to four objec-

tions
;
and the same would be found to be the case with regard to any

other sentence.
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Bat with all this an option has been accepted in the case of the two

sentences laying down the Vrthi and the Yava as the grain to be used at

sacrifices
;
because in that case, there is no help

; as if one proceeds to act

according to the Injunction of the VrlM^ he is drawn away from it by

the Injunction of the Yava; and viceversd; and thus being drawn from

two sides, by these two texts, as if by two celestial women (equally attrac-

tive), not finding any difference in the strength or authority of any one

of them, and not finding any means of reconciling them, with reference

to any one object, the person would naturally conclude that being mutually

contradictory, both the texts are unauthoritative (partially), and in this

case the unauthoritativeness of that which (being a part of the Veda) is fully

capable of all authority, is accepted, because there is no help in the matter

:

if there were any way out of it, such an assumption could never bo allowed.

In the case in question, on the other hand, we can never deny the

authority of one alternative (the Veda) ; and the unauthoritative character

of the other alternative (the Smrti) alone, cannot establish the unauthori-

tativeness of both. Even in ordinary worldly affairs, we find that when

a man falls in a position where he must lose either one thing or many things,

when there is a chance of all being lost, he gladly renounces half the

number (and keeps the other half) (so in the case in question, when wo
are given the option of either denying the authority, at least partially,

of both the Veda and the Smrti, or accepting the authority of the Veda and

the Smrti in keeping with it, and denying that of the contradictory

Smrti ,—we cannot but gladly choose the latter alternative as decidedly the

wiser and the more reasonable of the two).

And when both are rejected, then we have a destruction of the autho-

rity of both
;
which is also the case if the sacrificer offers at his sacrifice,

mixed offerings of Yava and Vrihi

;

because no such mixed offering has been

laid down anywhere. The Injunction of the Yava, as well as that of Vrihi,

is a restrictive one ;
and each of these implies the incapability of any other

substance being used at the sacrifice. And the Vrihi is pointed out as being,

independently by itself, the article to be used at the sacrifice; so is also

tlie Yava ; and as such we can never get at any Injunction of the mixture

of both. If the Vrihi alone, or the Yava alone, were found unable to ac-

complish the desired sacrifice, and if, for that reason a mixture of the two
were used, these facts would set aside the authority of both the Injunc-

tions (of Yava as well as of Vrihi), Thus then, we find that this idea of

employing their mixture is equal in all respects to the suspicion (that none

of the two is able to accomplish the desired sacrifice) ; and as such this

would also load to the complete denial of the authority of both ; and it

would be far better to attribute uuautlioritativeness to each of them by turns.

This leaves the character of both extremely uncertain
;
but no such uncer-
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m
tainty is allowable where a certainty is capable of being arrived at. And
in every case we can carry on onr business only by means of snch objects

as have been duly ascertained to be of one definite nature.

Consequently, that which is authoritative, must always remain authori-

tative, while that which has no authority cannot be held ever to have any
authority. If the same thing be considered authoritative at one time and
unauthoritative at other times, we can place no confidence in such a thing.

And all this anomaly faces us directly, in the case of the alternative Injunc-

tions of the Vrihi and the Yam, where there is no way out of the difficulty.

Specially as in this case there is nothing to justify us in adhering to any

one of the two, exclusively, which one we shall accept as authoritative, while

denying the authority of the other.

On the other hand, in the case of the Direct Vedic Text and a contra-

dictory Smrti Text, we have two means at our command, by which we
can definitely decide to accept the Vedic Text as absolutely authoritative

and totally reject the Smrti as having no authority at all.

I. In the first place, to the Veda and the Smrti belong authorita-

tiveness and unauthoritativeness, respectively, naturally by themselves

;

consequently, their respective unauthoritativeness and authoritativeness

can be due only to extraneous influences. A property that is natural

to a thing can be denied or set aside, only if we can find a strong reason for

such denial; and in the present case an idea proceeding from a Smrti

text can never have strength enough for setting aside or negativing

that which proceeds from a direct Vedic assertion ; while, on the other

hand again, the idea proceeding from the Vedic assertion is admitted

to be of superior strength, and as such is acknowledged to be capable

of negativing that which is due to the Smrti.

This comparative strength and weakness, as the ground for effective

negativing, we have already explained in detail while treating of Sense-

perception and Inference
;
and the comparative strength of Direct Assertion

and Indirect Implication is also explained in III—iii—1, where it is shown
that that which is nearer to its objective than the other is always to be

accepted as the stronger of the two ; and if we apply the same standard

to the case of the Smrti and ^ruH texts, we find that the fruH authorita-

tively points out its objective, long before the Smrti succeeds, in establish-

ing its own authority (by means of an assumed Vedic Text).

(It might be argued that the Smrti also would in due time come to

indicate its own objective, contrary to the Veda, and as such it could be

accepted as lajifig down an optional alternative to the course laid down in

the foregoing Vedic Text
;
but this is not possible; because both the texts

refer to the same object, and) it is not possible for the same object to have

contradictory properties. And then too, when the objective has been
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already taken up by one that moves faster (in the present case, the Vedic

Text), there is nothing left for the slower one (the Smfti)

;

for instance, an

object that has been taken away by horses can never be got at by asses.

And it is always found to be the case that long before the Smrti succeeds

in pointing (for its authority) to an assumed Vedic Text in support of its

own assertion with regard to a certain object, a contrary idea of the object

has already been arrived at by other means (t.a, by means of the directly

perceptible Vedic Text), ^hich is much swifter in its operation, not being

hampered by the necessity of seeking elsewhere for its authority.

It is only so long as the person has not quite ascertained what is to be

done, that the operation of such means of the cognition (of Duty) can last

;

when this has been duly ascertained, there is no more necessity of any

means of cognising it. If the Vedic and the Smrti texts were to point to

their objective simultaneously, at one and the same time, then there would

be no ground for difference in them (whereby we could accept one to be

stronger than the other)
;
and in that case both could be accepted to be

(optional alternatives) of equal authority.

Or (the difference between the operations of the two texts may be

thus explained) : We dnd the Vedic Text pointing out its objective directly

;

and if at tliis very point of time the Smrti could also succeed in pointing

out the assumed Vedic Text (that would serve as its authority),—then, in

that case, somehow or other, we could accept them to be of equal strength,

as regards their being the means of cognition
;
because while the former

would be acting as the means of cognising its particular objective, the

latter would also be operating towards the bringing about of a cognition of

the assumed Vedic Text; even though this latter would still be further

removed from the real objective, yet as it would have been found to give

rise to some cognition, it could have been accepted to be a means of right,

notion; and as it would have been found to be functioning simultaneously

with the Vedic Text, we could have accepted both to be of equal strength.

But as a matter of fact, even when we find the Smfti providing an idea of

its objective, while it looks about for a corroborative Vedic Text, without

which it is not sufficiently established (in authority), it becomes set aside

by a (contrary) directly peraeptible Vedic Text, which is ever well-estab-

lished in its self-sufficient authority. A Smrti that would not need a

corroborative basis (in the Veda) would fall off from its position of Smrti

(Remembrance, which is held to be that of a Vedic Text to the same

effect)
;
and as it stands in need of such basis, while it is without such

basis, it is always set aside by a (contrary) Vedic Text.

This is the first method whereby we reject th^ authority of the con-

tradictory Smrlif before it has been allowed to attain the position of an

optional alternative.
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II. To explain the other method : we grant for the sake 6f argument
that both the Veda and the Smrti are of equal strength, and that they

are to be accepted as laying down optional alternatives. Even then as

in this case also, the 8mrti would be accepted to be partiallj^ unauthorita*

tive, it would be completely set aside.

That is to say, even if we admit the contradictory Smrii as laying

^down an optional alternative (to the Vedic Injunction), when we would
be accepting the alternative laid down in the Veda, we would be admitting

the authority of the Veda ;
and then, we could not but admit the Smrti in

question to bo unauthoritative
;
and this unauthoritativeness could not be

said to be an entirely foreign property imposed upon it, as it is admitted
to be in the case of the Veda

;
because the sole authority of the Smrti lies

in the fact of its being based upon the Veda; and as such when we are

admitting it to be unauthoritative, all that we are doing is to declare the

fact of its not having any basis in the Veda. And as soon as the absence

of such Vedic support has been duly ascertained, we are forced to seek for

its origin elsewhere (in the realms of Delusion and the other causes, that

have been refuted in the foregoing Adhikarana) ; and it is fully admitted on

all hands, that it has been compiled by human authors (Manu and others)
;

and for these reasons, we cannot accept its want of origin or basis to bo

(like that of the Veda) duo to its eternal character; and (as it is found
to have no basis in the Veda) we cannot but conclude that it has source in

the realms of Deception, Illusion, Ignorance, <&c. And if we assume,

for the StnrHf any basis other than the Veda, this very basis entirely

destroys its authoritative character.

In the case of the Injunctions of the Yava and the Vrthi, on the other

hand, at the time that we accept the latter alternative and use the Vrihi at

the sacrifice, we impose upon the former Injunction, an unauthoritativeness

which is altogether foreign to it (as being a Vedic Text, it is self-sufficient

in its inherent authority)
;
and in the same manner, at the time that we

accept the other alternative and make use of the Yava, the extraneous un-

authoritativeness that had been imposed upon it is set aside by its own
inherent authoritative character ;

specially is such the case because of both

the texts being equal in their authority, both equally forming part of the

same Veda, and there being no difference between the two, with regard to

the proximity or otherwise of their respective objectives.

In the case of the Smrti, on the other hand, when its authority having

no basis in the Veda has been once lost in the pools of Illusion, Ignorance,

&o., there can be no chance of its being picked up again. Because with

regard to the same Smrti text, it is not possible that it should have its

basis in an assumed Vedic Text, at the time that we do not accept the

alternative laid down in the Direct Vedic Text ;
and that it should have

18
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its basis in Illusion, &c., at the time that we accept the said Vedio alterna**

tive (because one and the same thing cannot have one kind of origin at one

time, and a totally contrary origin at another).

The following arguments are urged (in support of accepting the

aforesaid option) : ** All that you say would be quite correct, if the person

“ accepting the option always found the Vedic Text before coming across

“the alternative SmTti text ; and then if, after having acted in accordance

“ with the former, he sought to follow the course laid down by the latter,

“ then alone could the authority of the Smrti be said to be totally destroyed.

“But this is not possible, in a case where it is the Smjrti text that is found

“ and followed first.

“ That is to say, in the case where a man has come across the Smpti

“ text alone, he at once infers that it has a basis in a certain Vedic Text

;

“ and when he has once got a definite idea of such a Vedic Text (in support

“ of the 8nirti)i even if a certain direct Vedic assertion to the contrary

“ present itself subsequently, this latter cannot set aside the authority of

“the former inferred Vedic Text. Because when the ass (though slow)

“ has once reached its objective, the horse reaching it afterwards, cannot

“ deprive the asa of what it has already got.

“ There is no such law as that where a Smrti text is contradictory to a
“ Vedic Text, it is the former that is always cognised first. Because when
“ many people are conducting a number of enquiries, the various texts

“ present themselves to them in vai'ious orders ; and no significance is

“ attached to the order of their appearance, in the determining of the

“ comparative authoritativeness of the texts. For certainly, when a man
“ is reading the Veda, if he finds the Injunction of Vrihi in the first chapter,
“ and that of the Yava in the second, this does not make the authority of

“ the latter at all less than that of the former (as you also hold these two
“ to bo possessed of equal authority).

“We also find that the authors of the Kalpasutras, in making a com-
“ pilation of the Injunctions contained in their own particular Veda with
“ those contained in other Vedas, always treat the latter Injunctions (when
“ any of them is found to be contrary to one of the former) as laying
“ down another alternative course of action. (And as one’s own Veda is

“ studied before any other is taken up, if that which is cognised first were
“ to be always accepted as the most authoritative, then the Injunctions con-
“ tained in one’s own Veda would always be taken as setting aside those

“contained in the other Vedas; and as such the Kalpasutras could not
“ treat them as equally authoritative and laying down optional alternatives).
“ Such joint compilation of all the Vedas is also what is favoured by Jaimini
“ himself; as he also hplds tbf^t that ivhiph is comprehended beforehand
“ would set aside all subsequent Injunctions.
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** Consequently, we should attach no significance to the order in which
** the texts appear

;
what we have to do is to follow the law laid down

** under Sutra II—^iv—18 :—The Veda is not laid with special reference to

“ any one person ; and hence those men,—whose ideas (of duty) are
“ dependant upon all the various branches of the Vedas, those that are

directly perceived as well as those that are only remembered, all being
“ equally authoritative, in that they are equally eternal,—when inves-
“ tigating the significations of the various texts, should attribute to the
“ weakness of their own perceptive faculties, the fact of one text being

“ perceived after the other, and should accept all of them to be equally
“ authoritative

;
just as even though the letters and words composing a

** sentence are cognised one after the other, yet they are all taken to be
** equally important factors in the comprehension of the sentence. And thus,

“ like the instructions received from one’s Father and Mother (those of the

“ Mother always preceding those of the Father and yet both being accepted

as equally binding), they should, without the least doubt, accept all the

“ texts to bo equally authoritative and binding.

Otherwise if the mere fact of appearing beforehand were to be taken
“ as a sure mark of superior authority, and that appearing afterwards were
“ taken as a mark of unauthoritativeness, what intelligent man could over
“ arrive at a decisive conclusion on tlie point of the authoritativeness or

“ otherwise of different texts? (As there is no certainty that that which

appears first at one time would do the same at all times).

“ And again, if the mere fact of its appearing subsequently were made
“ the ground for relegating the Snifti to the realms of illusion, then even
“ in a case where the Smrti is not contradicted by the Vedic Text, it could
** not be accepted to be authoritative (as in this case also the Smrti would
** be appearing after the Vedic Text).

“ For these reasons, we must conclude, either that all Smrtissive based
“ upon the Veda (and as such equally authoritative), or that all of them
“ are the products of illusion

;
and there can be no admixture of their

origin (that is, it is not right to accept some of them to be based upoQ
“ the Veda, and others to bo based upon Illusion.”)

To all this, we make the following reply : Though in a case where we
come across a certain Smrti text, if wo do not meet with a direct Vedic Text

to the contrary, wo can safely infer a Vedic Text in support of that Smrti

t

free from all hinderances for the time being. But if at some future time,

we come across a direct Vedio Text to the contrary, we cannot but at once

set aside the former Smrti (as unauthoritative)
;
and thus all chance of its

haying any basis in the Veda having been set aside, we would be forced

to the conclusion that it must have its origin in some sort of an illusion, &c*

And thus after we have found the Vedic text to the contrary, we are natur-
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ally led to think that the idea that we have had from the Smrti is false ;
and

from this we are forced to admit that this idea must have been false, even

at the time that we had met with the Smrti for the first time. Even ia

ordinary experience, we find that a man who is unable to distinguish the

false coin from a true one, uses the latter as the real coin
;
but from this it

does not follow that he will continue to use and accept the false coin for the

true, even after he has become capable of recognising its false character

;

and his subsequent discrimination leads him to the conclusion that his

notions with regard to the false coin are false, not only at the time when
he is able to distinguish it from the true one, but that it has always been

false, even at the time when he accepted it as true. (In the same manner,

when we do find a Vedio Text, we conclude the Smrti to be false, not only

now, but always, even when we first met it, and had not found the Vedio

Text contradicting it). As the idea afforded by the Smrti now (when we
have founded the Vedic Text to the contrary) is just the same as that

afforded by it before, this former idea too becomes set aside ( when we find

the contrary Vedio Text)
;
for if the former idea were not false, the latter,

being identical with it, could never be false.

Objection

:

“ Even when wo have found the contrary Vedic Text, we
must conclude that it contradicts, not the Smrti, but the Vedic text that

had been assumed as the basis for that Smrti (and thus the contradiction

being between two Vedic texts, these being equally authoritative, you can-

not but admit of the theory of Option).**

Reply

:

But this canuot be
; because at the time of the performance of

each individual action, there is an investigation into the character of its

authority. For if one always depended upon the conclusion that he may
have arrived at in one case, then the man, who has discarded the Vrihi and

accepted the alternative of Yava, at any one sacrifice, would always,

throughout his life, use the Yava alone, and never use the Vrihi; audit

would never be possible for both of them to be used by every man, as

optional alternatives. Consequently, then, when a man happens to consider

the authority of a particular action, which he ds going to perform for the

first time, and he finds that he has not yet directly come across any such

Vedic Text as he bad assumed, in support of the Smrti text, on whose

strength he had performed the action for the first time, he is again led by
the Smrti text itself to argue that inasmuch as the Smrti has been com-

piled by a person who is known to be an orthodox performer of all Vedic

actions, it must have its origin in the Veda ; and thus he again sets about

inferring the existence of such a Vedic Text
;
but now, if at the very out-

set, he be met by a direct Vedic Text to the contrary, he would find that

the undoubted self-authoritativeness of this text could not be otherwise

possible, and is forced to admit that the contrary Smrti text must be un*
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authoritative
; and the final conclusion that he arrives at is that the origin

of the particular text lies, notin any Vedic Text (as inferred before),

but elsewhere (in the realms of Illusion, &c.) 5
and by this he is not led

to impose an unauthoritativeness upon the Vedic Text that was assumed

to be the basis for the Smrti ; because the unauthoritativeness of this is

directly perceptible by the mere fact of its not being found anywhere (in

the Veda; and as such there is no need of any such imposition). (And
thus we find that the direct Vedic Text contradicts,and points to the unautho-

ritativeness of, not tlie assumed Vedic Text, but the Smrti text that was

sought to be based upon that assumption ; and thus there is a contradic-

tion, not of one Vedic Text by another Vedic Text, but that of a Smrti

text by a Vedic one).

Vou have argued above that, as there is no such fixed rule as that the

Vedic Text must always be cognised, prior to the Smrti, or vice versd,

there could be no fixed idea as to the authoritative character of the one or

the other, if their authoritativeness or the contrary were to be ascertained

solely by their prior or subsequent cognition. But this non-fixity applies

to your theoiy also : and as such, it should not be urged against my theory

alone, In a case where we directly find a Vedic Text contradicting the

Smrti text, and have no opportunity for assuming a Vedic Text in support

of this latter, it is naturally concluded to have its origin elsewhere (in

Illusion, d;c.)
;
and as such is completely set aside. And in a case where

the contrary direct Vedic Text is found at some other time, even then, the

contradiction and the consequent rejection of the Smrti is duly ascer-

tained at that distant time
;
and this rejection of authority for ever after-

wards, attaches to the Smrti, which cannot clear itself of such unauthor-

itativencss.

As for those that cognise the Smrti text before the contrary Vedic
Text, though they themselves may not be cognisant of the contrary Vedic

Text and the consequent rejection of the Smrti, yet, inasmuch as the author-

ity of such a Smrti text has been set aside elsewhere by a previous re-

cognition, by other people^ of the Vedic Text contradicting it, the Smrti

can never free itself from this unauthoritativeness, attaching to it perma-

nently. And even in ordinary experience, we find that the contradiction

of the cognition of other people is by no means a very slight means of

ascertaining one’s own cognition to be false ; as for instance, when (by some
disorder of the eye) we see the moon as duplicate, or when we are mistaken

in our notions as regards the various directions, we conclude our own ideas

to be false, only when we find them to be contrary to those of other people.

Oljection : In the case of the Vedic Injunctions of the Yava and the

Vrihi also, when one would decide to use the Yava, his conclusion would
be contrary to that of another person who has decided to make use of
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the Vrlhi and thereby the former conclnsion wdnld have to be accepted

as wrong.”

B&ply

:

But in that case, both the Injunctions are equally of direct

Vedic origin
;
and as such the authoritativeness or otherwise is only like

the rising or sinking (of an object) (t.e., though the authority ever continues,

yet when it rises up, we accept its authoritativeness, and we make use of

one Injunction
;
and when it sinks down, its authority is only hidden from

view, and that of the other Injunction having come up, we accept this

latter and act up to it)
;
and as such both of them being equal in the eyes

of all men, we are unable to find any other ground of difference (between

the two),

(If it were a rule with all people that they always cognised a Sinrti

text before cognising any Vedic one, then it might have been possible for

the former to have led to the inference of a corroborative Vedic Text and

base its authority upon it
;
but) as a matter of fact, such people, as always

cognise a Smrti text beforehand, aro not to be found, in any number, the

unauthoritativeness pointed out by the contrary Vedic Text cannot leave

its hold upon the Smrti,

Further, in the case of Smrtist there is an inherent ground of unauthor-

iiativeness (in that they have never any authority of their own, but only

one borrowed from the Veda)
;
and the falsity attaching to them upon this

ground alone renders them unable to sot aside any direct Vedic Text, All

that you can do is to impose upon the Veda an unauthoritativeness, which

is absolutely foreign to its very effulgent self-authoritative character
;
and

as this unauthoritativeness is actually found in the Smrti ( contrary to the

Veda), wherefore should you go about assuming it in the Veda (where

there is no room for it) ? When you find a Vedic Text and a Smrti text

contradicting each other, it is absolutely necessary that you should re-

ject the authority of one of them; and as you would proceed to assume the

unauthoritativeness of the Vedic Text (your action in this resembling that

of the covering up of a really existing thing with a piece of cloth in order

to deceive yourself into the belief that it does not exist), the inherent unau-

thoritativeness of the Smrti would present itself before yon, and would set

aside, once for all, all your doubts as to which of the two is to bo rejected ;

and would leave you no ground for assuming the absolutely unreal unau-
thoritativeness of the Vedic Text.

Even in the case of such Smrti texts as are not contradicted by a

direct Vedic Text, the fact of their being based upon the Veda is by no
means always quite certain. Though this fact can be got at by means of

Inference, yet it can also be negatived by other similar means of cognition.

Thus then, we find that the case of the Smrti text contradicting the

Vedic Text is not identical with that which is not found to be so contra-
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diofcorj
; because of the causes of the two being differeiifc (that of the former

being actually decided to be Illusion, &o., while that of the latter is only the
particular cognition of the Author of the Smrti) ; and as for the origin of
these texts, it can be ascertained, only in accordance with the bearing of their
contradictories (».«., the Smfti that has a Vedio Text for its contradictory
is decided to have its origin in Illusion, &o., while that which has not such
a formidable contradictory is believed to have some authority). And
thus we have proved that the charge of “ half-heartedness cannot be
laid at our door.

Exactly as in the case of Direct Assertion, Indirect Implication, <fcc.,

(explained under Sutra III—iii—14), thoir comparative strength or weak-
ness is ascertained, according as the one that follows is found to be contra-

dictory to, or supported by, that which precedes it,—in the same manner
wo could also ascertain the authoritativeness or otherwise of the various

Smrti texts, according as they are found to be contradicted or supported by
Vedic Texts

;
and there can be no admixture of the two

;
nor can all Smrti

texts (those contrary to the Veda and those not contrary to it) be said to

be of the same class,

[Another instance of contradiction of the Veda by that is cited

in the Bhdshya^ is that the Sirirti Isljh down that the whole of the sacri-

6cial post is to be covered over
;
while the Veda enjoins that the sacrificor

should sing a certain hymn while touching the post]. And hero, though
the covering over of the post is laid down in the Kalpasittra, which is of a

class different from the ordinary Dharmagdstra Smrtisj and which has

been compiled with the avowed object of collecting together the precepts

actually found in the Veda,—yet, we shall prove later on that the differ-

ence between the Kalpasutra aud the ordinary Smrti is very slight
;
and

also as both of them are equally the works of human authors, the Bhdshya
has cited the Kalpasutra in the same category as the ordinary Smfti,

[The next instance cited is that in the Smftis it is declared that as

soon as the sacriticer has purchased the Soma^ the priests can dine at his

place; while the Veda declares that they can dine at his place only when he

has completed the Agnlshomlya^sansthci^, And hei’e, though the former pas-

sage is found in the Atharva-Veda,—^yet (1) as we find that this particular

Veda does not in any way help any sacrificial actions that are performed in

connection with the sacred fire,—(2) as we find this particular declaration

contradicted by the said declaration which is found in the three Vedas that

are related to such sacrificial actions,—(3) and as the point at issue is in re-

ference to such a sacrificial action,—we follow the law laid down in the Sutra

III—vi—9, where it is distinctly declared that authority which is directly

related to the point at issue is stronger than that whicl^ is not so related ;

and from this lavt we conclude the said declaration qf the 4^bafYa-Veda
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to be weaker in its authontj than the otlier declaration
;
and for this

reason, it has been cited in the BhUshya^ in the same category as the

ordinary Smrtis.

[Another instance of the contradiction is, that the Smrtts lay down
that the Brahmana is to remain a student for forty-eight years ; while the

Veda lays down the performance of the Agnihotra (and hence of marriage)

by one whose hairs are not yet grey and who has got a son.] And here,

though the period indicated by the absence of greyness m the hair is most

indefinite, and it may be that he may not have got a son till then, yet we

accept the particular period to be * youth, * as pointed out by such Smrtis

as—“ one should seek after Dharma while he is still young,”—or as ex-

tending, at the very utmost, to ‘middle age *; wliile if one were to remain a

student for forty-eight years, these forty-eight years added to the four or

six years before the Upanayanat would bring the life of the religious student

up to the fifty-second or fifty-fourth year of his age or even more than that

(if the TJpanayana be delayed to the 10th or 12th year)
;
and this would cer-

tainly be getting beyond the ‘ middle ago (and as up to this time be could

not marry, the person could not perform the Agnihotra) the contradiction

between the two Injunctions becomes quite patent.

In connection with the contradiction that has been pointed out with

regard to the covering of the post, it may be argued that even when the post

has been covered, it is quite possible for it to be touched (and as such there is

no contradiction). But how can you deny this contradiction P Because

Touching is the feeling of an object by means of the tactile sense
; and when

the post is covered by a piece of cloth, there can be no such feeling of it

;

because if the cloth is touched, that would not be the touching of the post;

because the touches of these two differ in points of their genus, individual

ity, &c. If by the touching of an object connected with another object,

the latter were also touched, then the touching of the Earth would also be

the touching of the post (and as the sacrificer is always touching the eaiih,

any Injunction of the touching of the post would be entirely irrelevant).

An objection is raised :
“ firstly, we do not think the Earth to be the

Post, while we have a distinct notion of the post, even in a post that has

been covered by the cloth
;
and as such there is a difference between the

case in dispute and the instance you have cited. And secondly, even when
the OandUla happens to touch the cloth that we are wearing, we can be-

come pure only by undergoing the same processes of bath, Ac., as those

that are laid down for one who is touched by him directly.*’

Beply

:

True it is that we have got to bathe in the case you mention

;

but that is owing to our contact with the cloth, that has been defiled by the

direct touch of the CdndSla. We are led to this conolusion by the fact

that, even when a piece of cloth that we are not wearing is touched by the
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Oitnddila^ if we happen to touch this cloth, we have got to bathe, &o.,

exactly as if we ourselves had been touched.

Another question is raised :
“ How is it that you have brought forward

a sort of defilement—that of ourselves by touching the cloth that has been

touched by the Cdnddla—which is not mentioned in the codes of morality P

If such defilement were real, how is it that you do not accept such defile

ment in the case of metals, wood, &o. ; when these having been touched by the

OdndGla^ happen to be touched by us ? Certainly, no reasons appear to help

us here.”

To this we make the following reply : With regard to wood, grass,

ifec., it is distinctly laid down that they are purified by the air itself ; while

there is no purification of the cloth, except by washing. It may be urged

that this purification has been laid down as necessary only when the cloth

happens to be besmeared with unclean matter. But we do not find the word
“ besmeared ” in the text of the where it is simply said, that “ an

unclean cloth is to be washed ”
;
and certainly the cloth that has been

touched by the Odnddla cannot but be accepted as “ unclean and as such,

it can be purified only by being washed in water.

Obj\ :
“ It is only for the man himself that the Srnrtie have enjoined

certain expiatory rites as to be performed when he happens to be touched

hy & Cdndd>lai and hence it would seem that such uncleanness attached to

the man alone; and not to any other substance, like the cow or the horse.

And when we come to consider whether the cloth, like the cow, is not made
unclean, by the touch of the Cdnddla, or it is rendered unclean, like the

man,—we naturally conclude that it is, liko the cow, not made unclean by
the touch.”

Reply ; But we find the Smrti laying down that a man when thus touch-

ed is to dip into the water, with all his clothes on
;
and from this we infer

that the clothes are also rendered unclean, and its case is not like that of

the cow, &o. And then again, when wo happen to touch the Cdnddla, with

our hand (and there being no direct contact of the Cdnddla with the cloth),

even for this case, the Smrti lays down that we should bathe with all our

clothes on ;
and from this also it is clear that the cloth is rendered un-

clean even by its contact with the human body which has been touched by

the Cdnddla
;
and consequently it is not unreasonable to declare it unclean

when it has been touched by the Cdnddla directly. As for the cow, horse

A;c., even when they happen to be touched by the Cdnddla, the Smrti Injunc-

tions do not make it necessary for them to be washed ; and as such we do not

accept the fact of these animals being defiled by such contact ; and as such the

case of the cloth cannot be taken as identical with that of these animals.

For these reasons, in the case in question, the touching of the cloth can-

not be regarded as identical with the touching of the post (covered by it)

19
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If the Injunction be explained as laying down the necessity of the

priest singing the hymn, while touched by the •post,—then too, it would be

necessary for his body to be in direct touch with the skin of the post. And
even if the Injunction, be taken to mean only that he should rest upon the

post, then too the necessity of direct contact remains just the same
;
and

as such, oven this resting would not be possible if the post were complete-

ly covered up. For, in that case, the priest would sing while resting upon

the cloth (and not upon the post) ; because even though the cloth itself,

would be resting upon the post, yet it could serve as the rest or support of

the priest. For these reasons, -we conclude that there is a direct contra-

diction between the Smrti Injunction of the covering of the whole post,

and the Yedic one of touching it; and as such it is only right that we
should clearly discern which is to be given the preference.

Says the BhQshya (in support of the option theory) :
“ But wherefore

are not these two Injunctions not accepted as laying down optional altema^

tines ?
** And this must bo taken as basing the authority of the Smrti

Injunction upon an assumed Vedic Injunction inferred to form part of a

different Branch of the Veda
;
because, as it is, the Smrti by itself has no

injunctive power, and is not equal in its own authority to the contrary

Vedic Injunction.

The Bhdshya says (in reply to the above question) : This cannot he

:

because we accept two statements as optional alternatives, only when we do not

perceive one of them to he a distinctly mistahen one. And as we have shown

above, one of the two Injunctions must be held to be a mistaken one
;
and

in this the mistake cannot but be laid at the door of the Smrti*

The compound “ Vyamohavijndnam " may bo explained either as a

Oenitive-Tatpurusha—the meaning in that case being ‘ the ascertainment

of another cognition’—or as a Karmadhm'aya, the meaning being Hhe
mistaken character of the cognition itself.’

Says the Bhdshya : One who would accept the theory of option in the

present case would he accepting the authority of the Vedic Text, when he would

touch the post ; and as this authority is that of a direct Vedic Text, if it is

once accepted, it can never he reasonably taken as having only a partial appli-

cation, And this is to be taken as proving the fact that, inasmuch as

all chance of the Smrti text being based upon the Veda is cut off, it can-

not but be held to have its root in Illusion. And if such character of the

Smrti once admits of the authority of its contradictory Vedic Text, the

authority of this latter can never be suspected to be partial ; because the

Veda can never be reasonably open to an imposition of falsity
;

it is with

this view that the BhUshya says it can never have a partial application,^

And as for the Smfti text laying down the covering up of the whole post,

as it is always shrouded in the cloud of unauthoritativeness, and is never
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oapable of being cleared from it, this Smrti is also said in the Bhdshya

to be never partial (in its nnauthoritativeness).

Or, if we accept the reading (in the Bhcishya) “ Pakshikanca” (instead

of “ Apdkshikanca^*), the meaning would be that even in accordance with

the option>theory, at the time that we would accept the altei'native laid

down by the Veda, there would be no chance of the assumption of a

Vedic Text in support of the contrary Smrti Injunction
;
and as such, we,

would be obliged to conclude the Smrti text to be based upon ignorance,

&o.; and hence it could never clear itself from this taint of falsity, and so

it could never be accepted as authoritative.

As for the Vedic Text, on the other hand, when it has once got the

slightest occasion for asserting its authority, it can never be set aside

as false, because its opponent (the contrary Smrti Text) is very much
weaker than itself (and as such can never set aside the authority of the

Veda). It is with this in view that the Bhdshya says ; That which serves

as the basis of the authority of the Vedic Text^ at the time that its injunction

is accepted as the desired alternative^ 8fc.^ &c.

It cannot be reasonably urged that the reading of the Vedic Text (that

is found to contradict a Smrti Text) is wrong ; inasmuch as it appears

quite possible for the Smrti itself to have its origin in such faulty sources

as a wrong comprehension of the Vedic Text, or illusory dream-like cogni-

tions.

The Bhdshya says : Thus then^ it cannot he assumed that the idea has

been wrongly transferred to the Veda. And by ‘ idea
'

here is meant the idea

of its authoritative cliaracter
;
and by the negation of the expression wrong-

ly transferred to the Veda, what is meant is the denial of the fact of assum-

ing the partial nnauthoritativeness of the Veda by the assumption of the

fact of its consisting of mistaken statements. Or, it may mean that

the idea brought about by the Smrti having previously (at the time

when the Vedic alternative is accepted ) found to be a mistaken one, it

can never attain even to partial authoritativeness ; and thus the passage

may also serve to point out the fact of the Smrti text being contradicted

by the Vedic one, specially on account of the former having its origin in

Illusion &G,

Says the Bhdshya : Because the origin of the Smrti is the same in both

cases. That is to say, inasmuch as the Smrti has been set aside by a very

much stronger opponent, in the shape of the Veda, all possibility of the

assumption of a corroborative Vedic text is closed for ever
; and as such

the Smrti can never attain to any sort of authoritativeness.

Says the Bhdshya : Api ca itardtardgraye anyatahpariccheddt ; and in

this sentence the expression ** itardtard^raya'' means mutual contradiction^ as

explained below. In a case where two means of cognitions are found to
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contradict each other, exactly like the syllogistic Middle Term which is

concomitant both with the Major Term and its contradictory, the point at

issue can be decided only by a third means of cognition.

The BhUshya here has used the expression “ pramUndyam smrtau

and the Vdttika raises a grammatical difficulty :
“ If the word pramdina be

taken as equivalent to the word jndna (neuter),—or, even if it be explained

as that which is cognised (made up with the nominal affix lyiit)^—we should

have had the form pramdnB smrtau^ exactly as we have V^dah pramdnam ;

if, however, it be explained as that by which something is cognised (made up
with an Instrumental affix), it should have to be used in the same gender

and person as the word it qualifies (the word “ Smrti **)
;
and as such a

final * i * will have to be added to the word, according to Panini’s SutralY—
i—16; and the word having thus been transformed into pramdnt, the above

clause should have been pramdnyRm smftau. **

Finding the Bhctshya to be grammatically inconsistent in both ways,

with a view to defend the expression in the Bhdshya^ we should have

recourse to the following arguments : The Smrti can be rightly spoken

of as pramtlndf—this latter word meaning that which attains its authority

in a corroborative Vedio text, the word being formed by adding the affix

Kvip to the root * ay * {to go or to reach) (the meaning of the expres-

sion being * when the Smrti attains an authority based upon a corrobora-

tive Vedic text'). (The formation of the word Pramdna" being thus

grammatically explained, Pramtina + ay -f- Kvip^ the ya of the root being

deleted, on account of its being followed by the Ka in Kvip^ which is

included in the pratyahdra * 6a/,’ in accordance with Panini’s Sutra VI

—

i—66 ; and as for the letters of the * Kvip ’ affix itself, it disappears

entirely, the ‘ K ’ being deleted according to I—iii—8 the ‘ o ’ by VI—

i

—67, the *i' according to I—iii—2, and ‘p’ according to I—iii—3),

Though the affix Kvip will be the first to be deleted, on the ground of

its deletion being necessary in all cases, and thereby the ‘ ya ’ of the root

will not have a following X;a, yet we will have the deletion of the ya of

the root, through the potency of the letter ‘ /k
’ of the affix which leaves

this potency behind, (even when the affix is deleted), in accordance with

the Siltra I—i—62. Nor can it be urged that there could be no such dele-

tion, based upon the peculiarities of any letter
;
because the Sutra VI—i

—

66 distinctly lays down the deletion of the letters ‘ v ’ and * y ’ when
followed by the letters included iu the ‘ bal * pratydhdra (this ‘ hal ’ being

not a letter^ but an afix). Or, we may divide the SHtra VI—i—67, into

two parts “ vBh ” and “ aprktasya^ ” and thus the first part would mean
that the letters ‘t)’and ‘y’ when followed by are deleted; and in

accordance with this, the * y ’ of the root * ay ’ becomes deleted, on account

of its being followed by the * vi ’ in * kvip ’ (the * k ’ always disappear ing
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as soon as the affix is brought in). And thus the having been de-

leted, all that remains is PramSna + a and then the feminine sign of

being added, in accordance with the Sfi^ra IV—i—4, we have the form

pramUna + a -f d, and the second ‘ a ’ blending with the final ‘ d,* we have

pramRna 4- d, according to the Sittra VI—i—101, which also tends to the ‘ d >

being blended with the preceding ‘ a*, and we get the word ‘ Pramiinfi.*

The VUrtika next proceeds to explain that the expression “ itarBtarH*

graya ” of the Bhdtshya, can also be taken in the ordinary sense of ‘ mutual

interdependence.* We find that the authoritativeness of the Smrti text is

based upon the unauthoritativeness of the contrary Vedic Text; and the

unauthoritativeness of the Vedic Text is inferred from the authoritative-

ness of the Smrti Text. Similarly, on the other hand, the unauthorita-

tiveness of the Smrti is inferred on the strength of the authoritativeness

of the Veda; and the authoritativeness of the Vedic Text is ascertained

from the unauthoritativeness of the Smrti Text. And thus, for one who
would accept the two texts to be optional alternatives, there could be no

escape from the two “ itarStartlgrayas ** explained above
;
whereas for one

who totally rejects the authority of the Smrti Text (contrary to the Veda),

there is only one kind of “ itarBtarUgrayay* (that of mutual interdepen-

dence, just explained, and it is not open to the contradiction that has been

shown to attach to the Option Theory).

And as in the case of the mutual contradiction of two means of cogni-

tion, the matter in question can be ascertained by a third means
;
so it

becomes necessary, in the present case, to point out the third means ; and
this means has been pointed out by the BhUshya (in the shape of a reason

for accepting one text and rejecting the other) : The authority of the touch-

ing of the post is a permanent entity (in the shape of the Veda), white that

of the Smrti Text (laying down the covering up of the post ) has got to be

assumed. And here we find that this third means is not one that is alto-

gether unconnected with the two objects of discussion (t.e., the two texts).

And the two texts we had found to be open to the discrepancy of ** itarBtard-

graya ’*
; consequently, inasmuch as we do not find the discrepancy in the

third reason pointed out, we are enabled, by its help, to come to a definite

satisfactory conclusion. The Veda being self-sufficient in its authority, the

authoritativeness of the Vedic Text has an unimpeded permanence; where-

as the authoritativeness of the Smrti being dependent upon the assumption

of a corroborative Vedic Text, its authority has still got to be assumed.

Thus we find that the authoritativeness of the Smrti depends upon

the rejection of the authority of a direct Vedic Assertion; while the

authority of this Vedic Text is rejected on the sole ground of the authorita-

tive character of the Smfti Text (which it contradicts)
;
and this mutual

interdependence cannot by any means be avoided.
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As a matter of fact, however, no amount of assumed nnanthoritative-

ness can touch the Veda ;
and so long as this unauthoritativeness has not

been established, there is no chance for the authoritativeness of the Smrti,

For one, who is ambitious enough to think of acquiring glory by suppress-

ing one who is stronger than himself, cannot but be quickly annihilated, ex-

actly as the foot-soldier is destroyed by the elephant. And consequently, in

the very action of the assumption of the authoritative character of the Smrti,

its upholder becomes vanquished (by the superior strength of the Veda).

On the other hand, when we proceed to consider the aforesaid

* mutual interdependence,* as applying to the acceptance of the superior

authority of the Vedic Text, we find that here, it is through the authorita-

tiveness of the contrary SmrH Text that the Vedic Text attains to an

undisputed authority
j
and consequently, when we proceed to seek for the

ground for rejecting the authority of the Smrti, we find that from the

very beginning, the Smrti by itself ( without the support of the Veda) is

ever unauthoritative ;
and thus (before it has succeeded in pointing to an

assumed Vedic Text as its authority) even a single moment having been

found by the contrary Vedic Text, this latter fully asserts its own

authority during that time (and leaves no opportunity for the assumption

of any texts). That is to say, when we have just found the Smrti Text,

and have not yet got at its corroborative Vedic Text, we conclude, at least

for the time, the Smrti Text to be without any authority
; and by this

mere fact the authority of the contrary Vedic Text having been established,

its authority remains for ever unmolested ; and this conclusion is got at by

a means other than the two texts themselves.

Thus then, we find that in one case, (i.e., when we have the Vedic

Text alone), the authoritative character of that Text is ascertained

through its inherent self-sufficient authority
;
while in the other case (i.e.,

when we have come across a contradictory Smrti Text, the authoritative-

ness of the Vedic Text is ascertained from the (aforesaid) momentary un-

authoritativeness of the Smrti, And when the Vedic Text has once

asserted its authority, at the first moment, basing it upon a certain basis

(of the temporary unauthoritativeness of the Smrti Text),—it gets a firm

footing in its complete form long before the next moment (of the assump-

tion of a text corroborative of the Smrti) has fully appeared.

The BhUshya explains this, in one way, in the passage—As the basis

of the Smrti has still got to he assumed, its authority cannot be ascertained ;

specially so long as its corroborative Vedic Text has not been found,—on

account of ^here being no grounds for assuming it. The other way of

explaining the same thing is that when once the Vedic Text has obtained

an authoritative footing, it cannot but be kept up until finally its authority

becomes beyoud all cavil and dispute.
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In the oases of an acknowledged option—such as those of Vrihi and

Yava^ and the BrhatsHma and the Bathantaras^lma,—we accept the option,

because there is no way out of it
; specially as the injunctions being found

in the Veda, there is no difference in their force, as there is in the case of

two men, one standing on a step higher than the other (i.e., none of the two
stand in need of the intervention of the authority of any assumed texts)

;

and as such, both being of equal strength, we can have no reasonable pre-

ference for either the one or the other ; and hence in such cases, we must
admit of option, as explained before.

Thus we conclude that no authority attaches to such 8mrti texts,

as are contradictory to direct Assertions of the Veda.

End of Adhikarana (2).



ADHIKARANA (3).

^Treating of the unauthoritative character of such 8mrti Texts as have their

origin in ordinarily perceived worldly objects].

Sutra 4. (Also because we find reasons).

For the following reason too, the Smrtis in question cannot be accepted

as authoritative
;
because we find them to be due to other causes. Nor is it

possible to assume the existence of corroborative Vedic Texts either by pre-

ference or by Apparent Inconsistency, on the ground of the authors of the

Smrtis being such persons as were the performers of the actions laid down
in the Veda. Because this reason is found to be too wide (and as such not

invariably pointing to an authoritative text). For when the capability of

the Smfti to point to a corroborative text has been destroyed by the contrary

Vedic Text, we can have no inference of any such text
;
and then, when we

proceed to look for the source of the Smvti elsewhere, we find its sources,

sometimes in Illusion, sometimes in Avarice, and sometimes in perversions

of arguments,—any or all of these being incapable of being denied as a

sufficient cause of such freaks of imagination (as we meet with in the Smrtis)

.

These sources can belong only to such Smrtis as have been maimed by a

contrary Vedic Text, and not to the Vedic Text itself ; because a contradic-

tion of the Veda always sets aside the Smrti, and never vice versd. It may
be argued that—“ Just as we are unable to find a basis for the Smrti in

any Vedic Text, in the same way, we may be unable to find its basis any-

where else (in Illusion, etc.).” In view of this question, the Bhdshya adds

—

It is more reasonable (and more in keeping with facts) to assume its basis in

Illusion, etc., than in the Veda ;
because when we can find any perceptible

basis (in Illusion, etc.), we can have no ground for an unseen one (in the

Veda).

[The above explanation makes the Sutra a part of the preceding

Adhikarai^a], It may also be taken as an independent Adhikaranay says the

BhUshya.

Whenever an alternative interpretation is suggested, there can be
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only one of the following two reasons
: (1) either that the former explana-

tion is not quite satisfactory, or (2) that the second explanation brings out
certain facts not got at by means of the former.

And in the present case, the unsatisfactory character of the former
interpretation consists in tho fact that when the unauthoritative character
of the contrary Smjrti Text has been already established on the excep-
tionally strong ground of its being contradicted by Vedio Texts, it is not
much use bringing forward further arguments in support of the same
conclusion. On the other hand, when we take the Sutra as a distinct

Adhikarana by itself, we find it affording an argument, which, independ-

ently of the former arguments (detailed in the preceding Adhikarana),

is capable of setting aside the authority of the Smrti texts
; and for this

reason we explain it as constituting an Adhikarana by itself.

In the case of such Smrti texts, as are not directly contradicted by the

V§da, and yet are incapable of any authoritativeness, we find other reasons

for asserting this unauthoritativenoss
;
and there is no possibility of such

texts being set aside by any means (other than those pointed out by this

Sutra), For instance, the Smrti lays down—“ The Adhvaryu priest takes

tho cloth worn at the Vaisarjana Jffoma **

;

and it is in accordance with

this that the priest takes away the cloth in which the Soma is brought, and

also that worn by the Sacrificcr during the performance of the Vaisarjana

Homa

;

and though this Injunction is not found in any of the metrical texts

of Manu, &o., yet it is inferred on the strength of such being the practice

of the priests. Similarly we have a Smrti injunction laying down tho

giving away of the “ yupahastt,** by which the cloth enclosing the sacrificial

post is meant
; and this acceptance of tho cloth by the priest is also based

upon an Injunction, which is itself based upon tho fact of such being the

recognised practice of priests.

In the case of these Smrtis too, though it would seem that, inasmuch

as the performers of such deeds are the performers of Vedic sacrifices, these

injunctions must have a basis in the Veda, yet no assumption of such Vedic

texts is possible
;
because they may be explained as being due to avarice,

&o* The priests know that the sacrificer is bound to them as it wore, on

account of the necessity of his finishing the sacrifice that he has commenced,

and also that he would be free from their clutches as soon as it is finished
;

and consequently, while he is still busy with the sacrifice, they beg from

him various things, basing their petitions upon various claims, and also up-

on imaginary texts laying down and eulogising the gifts asked for, where-

by they seek to convince him of the sacred character of their petitions
j and

in this they behave exactly like the slaves at the harvest, who prefer several

requests to their master, basing their requests upon long established

claims of sorts. And the Sacrificer too finds the texts that the priests bring

20
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forward to be similar to the well-known Yedic texts laying down other gifts

;

and thereby being convinced of the necessity of the gifts asked for by them

gives them the things they ask for ; and consequently the Smrti texts may
be those very imaginary texts, whose tradition has been kept up by a line

of selfish priests
;
and while wo have this suspicion, no assumption of a

Vedic text in support of such texts is possible. And as shown above, it is

far more reasonable to conclude them to be due to avarice, &c.
;
and so the

suspicion becomes a certainty. And it may be pointed out that this fact has

already been hinted by the Bhdshyat by the expression “ Tulyak^ranaMt ”

(i.c., the fact of avarice being the source applies to the case of the Vaisarjana

cloth, as also to the covering of the post).

But with reference to the two foregoing AdJiikaranas, the following

points are worth consideration ;

—

The fact of the Smrtis being based upon the Veda having been fully

established, even if, perchance, a certain Smrti text be found to be con-

tradicted by a certain Vedic text, how can we attribute it to such other

causes (as Illusion and the rest) P

It is a well-known fact that Vedic texts are scattered over various

branches of the Veda, known to different persons
;
and that they do not

occur in the Veda in the order in which they are used at the performance

of sacrifices ;
and consequently, it is only right that, with a view to protect

intact the context of the whole Veda, the authors of Smrtisy when

laying down the performance of certain actions, should not quote the Vedic

texts themselves ;
but simply point to them, by means of expressing the

same sense in their own words, and then collect them as such in one place

;

and in so doing the words used by these authors serve to indicate the words

of the Vedic texts (wliich are themselves not available), exactly in the

same manner as certain distinctions of tone, accent, &c. (serve to indicate

the different meanings of words, <fec.) And as, when a student goes to a

teacher with a book in his hand, when the teacher points out a certain text

as forming part of the work, even though it be not found (in the particular

book carried by the student) he accepts the text as true
;
in the same man-

ner, the words of the authors of the Kaljpasutras^ occupying with us the

same position as the words of the teacher, simply point to the existence of

Vedic texts in keeping with themselves
;
and as it is only in this pointing

out that their function ceases, they cannot be rejected as unauthoritative,

on the ground of their proceeding from a human source
;
exactly as though

proceeding from them, yet the distinctions of tones, accents, &c., are not

rejected as altogether unauthoritative.
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Then again, that the Vedas are in such and such a form can be point-

ed ont by such men as either read or remember them
; and no difEerence is

made whether the one or the other means is employed. As at the time

that the person is not actually repeating the Veda, even those wlio have

read it all up, retain the Veda either by the impressions left by them, or

by his memory ( and in the case of Remembrance also, the text is retained

by memory). Thus then those Vedic texts, whose sense is remembered
and reproduced (by the authors of the Kalpasutras)^ and as such clearly

pointed out as really existing in the Veda, are equal in authority to

those texts that are directly found in the Veda as one may have learnt

it; and as such, on .what grounds could they be rejected ? If a single

Smrti work could be found to be, through and through, against the Veda,

then alone could wo reject that work, and employ the others (in our prac-

tice). (But no such Smrti work is found). As a matter of fact, all

the Smrtis that we know of,—such for instance, as those treating of the

Upanayana, —are found to be based upon direct Vedic texts, of the several

rescensions, the Katha^ the MaitrdyQniy and the rest
;
and if by chance

any single sentence in such Smrti^ be found to be not in keeping with

Vedic texts, we dare not conclude, on the strength of that solitary in-

stance, that that particular Smrti text must have its origin elsewhere (in

the realms of Illusion, <&c.) And when such a Smrti text is rejected by
some person, over-fond of logical reasoning, if he is soon made acquainted

with a Vedic text, of a different QdkhH, corroborating that very Smrtis

how sorry would the countenance become, of this clever logician ? And
(as the Smrti text would be found to be contradicted by one Vedic text

and corroborated by the other) there could bo no certainty as to whether

its authority is to be rejected or accepted.

As for the Smrti text enjoining the covering np of the whole post^

which has been cited as an instance of a text contradictory to the Vedic

text laying down the touching of the post,—this Smrti text is entirely coito-

borated by direct Vedic texts
;
as has been clearly shown by Jaimini him-

self in his work the ** Chandogyanupada^^ as also while dealing with the

subject of the “ Audumhari yupa as laid down by direct Vedic texts of

the ^dkatdiyani Brahmaflia,—where it is pointed out that the people

belonging to the Cdkatdyani Resceiiion, should, in covering the post, have

the “ thread-ends ” at the top
;
which distinctly shows the necessity of its

being covered by cloth, as is also pointed out by the following text : the

cloth is praised, the cloth is prosperity, the cloth is peace and in connec-

tion with this, Jaimini has (in the aforesaid work) also explained the cover-

ing of the Audumhari post by a piece of cloth as being based upon direct

Vedic texts. And thus being based upon Vedic texts, how can it serve as the

instance of a text to be rejected as unauthoritative ? On the other hand| it
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is only proper to accept it as laying down an optional alternative to tbe

Vedic text
; as both hare been found to be equally strong in their authority.

As a matter of fact, however, there would have been a possibility of

its being totally rejected, only if there were a real contradiction ;
but in

the present case, there is no contradiction at all
;
for mere covering cannot

be contradicted by the text that enjoins its touching. Because if the post

were covered up, leaving a few inches uncovered, could not the touching

be very well done ? That the whole of the post should be covered is not

laid down in the Kalpasutra ; and as a matter of fact too, nobody covers

it near the root of its ears. Even if the particle ^ pari' (in the Sutra)

were taken to imply the covering of the whole postf then too the Sutra

would have its purpose fulfilled even if the post wore left uncovered in the

small place (near its ear).

It lias been said that this covering of the whole of the post can only

have originated in the greed (of the priest for the cloth)
;
but the greed

would have been better satisfied by covering the lower and the upper parts

by two pieces, exactly as two are used by females for the lower and upper

coverings (which would give the priest two instead of only one piece) ;
and

then again, the priest should have laid down that it should be a splendid

silk cloth
;
and not that it should be one only, and that too without any

qualifications. That the injunctions of the vaiuous coverings are not due

to any greed on the part of the priest is amply proved by the injunction

that the post is to bo covered by Kuga grass
;
and it is after the post

has been covered by the Kuga grass that it is covered by the cloth. Add
certainly in the case of the text laying down the covering by Kuga^ no such

cause (as that of greed and the like) can be found
;
and in the case of the

cloth-covering also, we cannot find any such cause for the restriction that

the cloth should have its thread-ends pointing upwards.
As for the text that lays down the propriety of eating at the place of

the Saorificer when he has pruchased the Soma^ it is a text from the

Atharva Veda

;

and certainly there can be no reason for asserting its un-

authoritativeness. Even though this particular text of the Atharva Veda
does not serve any purpose in connection with sacrifices, yet what is there

to set aside its authoiity with regard to other matters ? The performance

oi^Unti (pacification of evil influences), Pushti (actions meant to bring pro-

sperity) and AhhicUra (killing of enemies, &c.), are all laid down in the

Atharva Veda, as to be performed for the sake of the same person (that

performs the sacrifices), and by the very same priest
; and thus we find

that the Atharva Veda serves the purpose of explaining its own particular

province of Actions, exactly in the same way as the other three Vedas do
with regard to their respective subjects (of the performance of the rarious

sacrifices, ifeo.) (And as such there is no reason why the authority of tbe
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Athdrm Veda should be rejected in favour of that of the oMier three

Vedas). And again, thfe Injunction of eating (at the place of the Sacrificer

who has purchased the Soma) does not refer to any part of the sacrifice

;

exactly as the actions of ^anti^ <fec., do not form part of any
;
therefore both

(the Eating and the (Jdnti) referring simply to a desirable purpose of man,

the authority of the Injunction of the said Eating cannot be reasonably re-

jected (i.e., as the Eating is not a part of the sacrifice, the authority of

the AtTiarva Veda cannot be doubted with regard to it).

(The Eating does not form part of any sacrifice because) it has been

laid down, not with any special reference either to the sacrificer or to the

priests, but with regard to all men in general. There are certain other texts

that prohibit a man to eat at the place of one who has been initiated for a

sacrifice
;
and we find two texts that allow him to eat at the sacrificer’s place

;

but each of the texts defines different limits of time,—one of them allowing

of the eating only when the sacrificer has finished the “ Agnuhoma-sans-

thct,'* and the other pointing out the “purchasing of the Soma** as the

time after which one could eat at his place
;
and (there is no contradiction

between the two texts, ns) they can be taken as laying down alternative

restrictions
j
exactly as there are alternatives laid down with regard to the

cessation of the various “ Periods of Impurity**— (where we do not reject

any one alternative in favour of another).

An objection is raised :
“ The distinction that is made in the periods

“ of * impurity * is due to considerations of the impediments to the perform-
“ ance of sacrifices

;
and for this reason the various limits of impurity

“ are not equally authoritative
;

and as such they cannot be accepted as

“ alternatives. One who could become purified, or capable of feeding others,

“ in a shorter time,—why should he wait for the lapse of the longer time ?

“ Thus then, if the Brahmana could become pure after the lapse of either

“ one or three days, how could the impurity ever continue for ten days ?

“ Because by ‘ purity * is meant the disappearance of sin, or the capability

“ of performing sacrifices
;
and how could these properties he held to be

“ both existent and non-existent, before the lapse of ten days ? In the same
“ manner, in the case of the food given by the initiated sacrificer, we can
“ never know it to be both pure and impure, before the AgntehomasaMhd
“ has been finished.

“It may be argued that— * The limit of the impurity in the case

“ of each person may be acknowledged to be that which he and his fore-

fathers have been accepting from before, exactly as whether the

“ Agnihotra offerings are to be made before or after sunrise, is decided by
“ what the man himself or his forefathers may have been doing (and as we
“ accept the two times to be optional, so too we can also hold the limits of

“ purity to be optional).*
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^‘But this cannot be; because in tbe case of the two times of
** the Agnihotra^ both are equally authoritative

;
and hence an Option

is allowable
;
nor, in this case, is any contradiction of any previous

text (as tliere is in the case of the food, the mention of its purity

being contradictory to that of its impurity, before the finishing of the

Agnishoma). Because the mention of the advisability of making the

“offering before sunrise does not make that of making it after sunrise alto-

“ gether useless. And further in this case, tbe two alternatives do not
“ differ in the least, in the amount of trouble and expense that each in-

“ volves. While, on the other hand, in the case in question, if the purity

“ that is accomplished in a shorter time, be postponed till a much longer

“ time,—this action would in the first place be in direct contradiction to

“ such express injunctions (of Mann), as that one should not extend the period

“ of impurity ;
secondly, the acceptance of the longer period involves a mr

“ greater trouble ;
and as such no one could accept it

;
and as no one

“ accept it, the declaration of this longer period would become absolutely

“ useless. Therefore until we can find out some reason or object for the two
“ declarations, we cannot admit them as optional

j
and such object, or reason,

“ for the lessening of the number of impure days, we have found to lie in the

“ considerations of the impediments to the proper performance of sacrifices,

“ (i.e., as the greater number of the days of impurity would keep the pei’-

“ son away from sacrifices for a longer time, the period is shortened)
;
and

“ in this case there is no extension of the period of impurity
;

and

“as for shorter periods of impurity, we find these limited to— (1) four

“ days, (2) three days, and (3) one day—in the case, respectively, of the

“deaths of the child, (1) that has cut its teeth, (2) that after whom
“ another child has been boim, and (3) that which has not had its tonsure

;

“and in these cases too, there is no extension of the period of impurity,

“ Says Gautama (laying down reasons for the lessening of the period of

“impurity) : It is done, for the sake of the proper transaction of business, in

“ the case of the Kshatriya, and for the performance of sacrifices, in the case of

“ the Brdhamana,
“ Or, it may be that the injunction of not extending the period

“ of impurity may have its application in a case where another cause

“of impurity comes about within ten days from the first cause, in

“ which case the lapse of these ten days purifies the man from the

“ impurities due to both events. The meaning of the said injunction

“ would, thus, come to be that one should not extend the period of im»

“ purity, even if a cause for further impurity comes about ; because the

“ period of tbe former impurity would apply to the latter also
;
and hence

“ it is that when the ten-day period of impurity due to a certain cause has
“ begun, and has not come to an end, before another event happens in the
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interim^ the former includes this latter
;
because the number of days

limited to ten spreads over all these ten days completely, and as such it

“ is only proper that it should have its sway over any other event that

“ may happen within its limits, and thereby limit the period of impurity

due to this latter. Purity and Impurity being imperceptible entities are

“ accepted, just as they are declared to be in Vedic texts (and as such we
cannot always hnd a reason for the continuance or cessation of the

“ periods of impurity due to various causes).

“In the case of the eating (at the place of the initiated sacrifice!*),

“ however, we do not find any cause or object for any limit
; and hence

**the longer limit would always be rejected in favour of the shorter.

“ Consequently it is absolutely necessary to find out an object for

“ the laying down of the two limits. It may be urged that— ‘ in the
“ case of the said eating also, when it is impossible to wait for the

longer limit, or when the saorificer happens to offer the food (which is

“ not considered right to refuse), then (under these two contingencies)

“ his food maybe taken, even after he has only finished the purchase of the

“ Soma. The JDharma^Sstras have often laid down certain secondary
“ causes of action, to be followed, in times of trouble, when it is impossible

“ to follow the course primarily laid down
;
and in the same manner, it

“ may be held that when one is on the point of death by starvation, he
“ can partake of the food given by the initiated saorificer, even if this latter

“ may only have purchased the Soma at that time.* Well, this is only

“ another way of declaring the injunction of the shorter limit to be un-

“ authoritative
;
because, in the event of starvation, Vi9vamitra even ate

“ of the thigh of a dead dog (which does not mean that the eating of the
“ dog is allowable.**

To all this, we make the following reply : In one case (as in the case

of the eating of the dog) a certain evil deed is unavoidably done, which is

not expressly permitted
;
and in another (as in the case of eating at the

place of the saorificer when he has purchased the Soma) that which is

done as unavoidable, is also expressly permitted
;
and certainly, this con-

titutes a deal of difference. It cannot be denied that there is a difference

between the general permission (that in troublous times men can, under

pressure of circumstances, do prohibited deeds), and a specific permission

(that such and such an act is to be done) ;
because there is no sin attach-

ing to this latter act, while to the former, there is a slight taint of it.

Manu also has laid down the following, with regard to the course of action

permissible in times of trouble :
' The sins committed during such calamit-

ous times will be purified when such times have censed
;
and the person,

who has lowered himself by the performance of a slightly evil or a gravely

heinous deed, can purify himself, when (on favourable times having
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arrived) he is able to do so, by the performance of deeds of righteousness.*

And the first act of righteousness that will have to be performed would be

in the shape of an expiatory rite
;
and when the man will have purified

himself by its means, then alone will he be entitled to the performance of

such other acts, as will bring to him particular desirable results, (t.e., the

various sacrifices).

Thus then, it must be admitted that the injunction, that permits the

eating at the place of one who has purchased the Soma, is meant to imply

that, in a case where there is no other means of saving one’s self from star-

vation, if he eats at his place, he does not, by that, commit a sinful act.

And in this connection, it may also be pointed out, that in a case where

one is able to abide by the primary injunction, if he has recourse to the se-

condary alternative, he does not obtain the proper results,—as has been

explained in the case of sacrifices. Thus then, inasmuch as the accept-

ance of the simple alternative, without sufficient grounds for the renounc-

ing of the chief injunction, has been condemned as useless (and not permis-

sible), it must be concluded that when it is possible for the man to obtain

food elsewhere, he should not, for mere worldly reasons, partake of food at

the place of the sacrificer, (if he has only purchased the Soma, and not

finished the Agnishoma^Sai^sthak),

Or, we may explain the case in the following manner : The two courses

of action referring to different points of time, and thereby not being cap-

able of being taken as equally authoritative alternatives, we must explain

away their seeming contradiction, by finding different purposes (or signi-

fications) for them. (And this is done in the following manner) : So long

as the initiated sacrificer has not purchased the cow, any partaking of his

food is never allowable
;
and when he has purchased the Soma (one might

oat at his place, but), if one desist from such eating even then (and wait
until the finishing of the SansthQ), he would be imposing upon himself a
certain penance, which i.s by no means compulsory (though leading to excel-

lent results), exactly as the not partaking of any food at the QriXddha ceremo-
nies, or of giving up tlie eating of meat,—which, as penances, are good and
bring about very good results, though they are by no means compulsory; as

neither the eating at ^rdddhasy nor the partaking of meat, is absolutely pro-

hibited. Because wliafc is absolutely prohibited is the eating at a place where
a (^riiddha is performed, within the ten days of impurity, as also (according

to some authors) the eating at the Anniversary- Craddhas ; and there is no
proliibition of eating at all functions that are performed in honour of the

Forefathers; and hence we understand that if one desists from eating at

all such functions, he is performing a particular penance, which leads

him to Heaven. In the same manner, the eating of meat is absolutely

prohibited on the sixth, eighth, fourteenth, and fifteenth (and the
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thirtieth) days of the month ; and from this it follows that the house-

holder can eat it on the other days, if he so wish it
;
and hence if one

desists from its catinj^, he acquires a peculiarly excellent merit; as has
been expressly laid down (by Manu) :

* There is no harm in eating meat, or

in drinking wine, &c.
;
such is the general inclination of men

;
but cessa-

tion from these leads to excellent results.’

The opponent may argue thus :
“ In the case of the eating of food at

“a place where a Qraddha is being performed, wo find that there are in
“ reality two distinct sentences

;
and as such we can interpret it as two

“ sentences
;

in the case in question, on the other hand, there is a single

“sentence prohibiting the eating of any food at tlie house of one who has
“ been initiated for a sacrifice

;
and as such, how can the single sentence

“ express two ( unconnected) facts, as that one should not eat before the

“ person has purchased the Soma, and also that if one does not cat at his

“ place before ho has finished the Agnisliomiya-Sanstha^Xx^ will be obtaining
“ excellent results ?

”

To this, we reply as follows : The latter may also be taken as two

sentences, as laying down distinct limits
;
the former general prohibition

of eating ends with the purchase of the Soma; and we do not connect

the second limit with this general prohibition
;
because this latter is one

only (and as such cannot reasonably be connected with two limits). And
then from the fact of there being a second permission (that one can eat at

the place when the Suhstha has been finished), we infer that there must be

some other proliibitiou of Ihe eating referring to the time intervening

between the j)ui’chasing of the Soma and the firiishing of the Sanstha (and

that the lattcj- in junction sets aside the inferred prohibition). Otherwise (if

thei’e w^ero no such intermediate prohibition, wliy should that, which has

been already permitted (by the sentence that permits the eating after the

Soma has been purchased), be permitted again (by the sentence permitting

the eating after the Sanstha has been finished) ?

For instance, when tlie sacrifical priest has got liis permission at

the very beginning, what would be the use of according him another

permission for the performance of the Nirveipa ? At the time that

the priest is appointed, the sacrificer already accords him the permis-

sion to do everything in connection with the sacrifice; and hence the
word ^prasava' in the Mantra employed at the Nirvapa is not taken

as indicating another permission by the sacrificer. In the same man-
ner, the permission of eating accorded by the passage that lays down
the purchase of Soma as the limit would be needlessly repeated in the

permission accorded by that which lays down the finishing of the Sanstha

as the limit
; and in order to avoid this, we must admit, either that the

desisting from eating between the two mentioned limits is a particular

21
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penanco bringing about excellent results,—or that the latter passage

permits the eating which 1ms been prohibited by another (inferred) passage

which operates between the time included between the two limits. And
as the permitting of that which has been prohibited gives rise to the

notion of an option, such n process is open to the eightfold discrepancies

(of an Option, as explained above).

For these reasons, we conclude that the permission is only of that

which had been set aside as an exception (by the inferred intermediate

prohibition). That is to say, this intermediate passage (whose existence

we have inferred) serves to lay down, for those who may be desirous

of ceitain excellent results, an observance, in the shape of the not-

eating of the food of the initiated person (even after he has purchased

the Soma)
;
because before such a passage, the second permission would

be meaningless
;
specially as it cannot be accepted as a distinct Injunction

;

as in that case we would have to assume an invisible Transcendental

Result (to follow from the act of eating after the Sansthfl has been finished).

Thus then, the purpose and the object of the two passages (laying down
the two limits of abstaining from the food of the sacrificor) being entirely

different, they cannot be said to contradict each other.

As for the Smrti text that enjoins the life of the religious student for

forty-eight years, this has been mentioned, in the Smtiis also, only as an

alternative course; or, it may bo explained as referring to conditions of life

other than that of the prospective householder
;
and as such there is no

contradiction by this of the said Vodic text. Manu speaks of the person

“having studied the thi’ee, two or even one Veda, in due order*’; and

from this it is clear that the three alternatives are laid down, either in

consideration of the diverse capabilities of different students, or as

referring to different conditions of life. Gautama has also declared that

—

“ with a view to the studying of one Veda, the man should remain a

student for twelve years ”
;
and this is the first alternative, laid down for

those desirous of soon entering into the householder’s state. And as tho

second alternative, he lays down the necessity of leading the student’s life,

extending to twelve years for each Veda,—thus making up a sum total of

forty-eight years.

And in connection with these alternatives, we can make the following

distinction ; The longer period has been laid down for those that are either

blind, or lame, or otherwise incapable of entering upon the duties of the

householder. For such people, there is either life-long studentship, or a

life of Renunciation ;
and as such, they can very well accept the longer

course of study, which is thus laid down for them, to prepare them, from

the very beginning, for their religious life. Because it is only right that

the UpakurvSnaJca student (who is incapable of affording any help to
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others, in the shape of wife or children), should spend the greater part of

his life in long-continued study
;
as that would endow him with great

knowledge ;
and as such having all liis sins destroyed by means of pious

deeds (of worship, J^/pa and the like), and thereby becoming duly purified

by means of pure study, he would reach the desirable goal, even if he

succeeds in fulfilling only a few of the ordinary duties of life. Dvaipayana

and others have also declared thus—** The Brahmapa having all his

duties accomplished by means of pure study, may or may not do any other

actions
;
and he is called a ^Maitra-Brahmana* **

Then again, we find it declared that the daily performance of such ac-

tions as the study and explanations of the three Vedas and the various Siitrai*,

&c .—which go under the name of * Brahmayajna ’—bring about certain

results, in the shape of Heaven and the like
;
and if these were taken to

apply to such persons also as are capable of, and entitled to, the performances

of the various sacrifices, then the Injunctions of these elaborate sacrifices

(as leading to such results as Heaven and the like) would become abso-

lutely useless
;
and consequently we take them as referring to the life-long

Student and the Reiiunciate, who are entitled only to such actions as tTapa

and Meditation
;
and as the results following from such actions become

greater by a greater knowledge of the Veda, the Smrtis lay down twelve

years as the time to bo employed in the study of each Veda.

Or, it may be that if a student turns out to be exceptionally clever,

and quickly reads up all the four Vedas, not neglecting, within tlie same
time, a full comprehension of the meaning of the Veda, he can certainly

take his stand upon tlie Injunction—that the life of the religious student

should last only so long as the Vedas have not been studied—and can

accordingly enter into the state of the householder directly (i.e., even

before he has completed the twelve years)
;
and in the case of this person,

the particular Injunction has set aside both the injunctions that lay down,

respectively, twelve and forty-eight years as the extent of studentship.

Consequently then, (inasmuch as these are only various alternatives laid

down in accordance with the exigencies of particular circumstances) none of

them can be cited as an instance of the contradiction of a Vedic text.

Thus then, we do not find any Snirti text contradicting the Veda
;

the

contradiction that we do meet with is only between two Vedic texts; but

this also is capable of being cxplaincil in some way or the other. (I) Conse-

quently, the Sutra (the third) must be taken to signify only the advisability

of a certain course to be adopted at the time of action (where it is always

desirable to accept the alternative laid down in the Veda)
;
(II) or, if it be

absolutely necessary to take it as laying down the rejection of the Smrti

this “ Smrti must be taken to refer to the Smrtis compiled by people

outside (the pale of Vedic religion). To explain

—
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I. Wifcli a view to offer a salutary advice to the people, what Jaimini

says in the Sutra is that, in a case where we find the Vedic text laying

down one action, and the Smrli laying down another,—and thus there be-

ing an apparent contradiction between the two, on that point—it is desirable

that, in practice, we should adopt the coui’se laid down in the Veda.

(Nor can it be argued that oven this would bo an indirect rejection of the

authority of the particular Smrti text
;
because) even in the case of the

alternative Injunctions of the Vrihi and the Yara, both of which appear in

the Veda, if some person continues to employ only one of the two (the

Hava alone, f.i.) at his sacrifices, throughout his life, he does not, by that,

become open to the charge of having rejected the authority of the alterna-

tive Injunction (of the Vrihi). In the same manner, even when the Smrti

is found to bo possessed of an authority equal to that of tiie Veda, if one

adopts the course laid down in the Veda, there is no harm done to the Smrti.

Thus then, all that is meant is that in cases where the Smrti texts have only

expressed,' in other words, the sense of certain Vedic texts, without taking

the trouble of directly quoting such texts,—they make their authority de-

pendent upon the inference of the Vedic texts on which they base them-

selves; the Vedic text, on the other hand, is self-sufficient in its authority

which does not depend upon anything else
;
and ns such this lai tor be-

comes more capable of confidence, which makes people have greater faith

in these, and adopt the course laid down by them, in preference to that

laid down by the Smrti text.

Thus then, the Sutra (the third) should also bo explained thus : When
there is a contradiction heliveen the ideas €,rpressed hi/ the Vedic text and the

Smrti, that which is independent of all else—(or if we read “ anap>ehshyam,^^

that which has not the need of resting upon anything else)

—

should he

accepted as authoritative, the word ‘authoritative * being supplied from the

preceding Sutra; and this is laid down with a view to the course that is

advisable to he adopted under the circumstances.

Thus, wo find that we cannot reasonably accept the absolute rejection

of the Smrti text, when there is every chance of our finding it to be based

upon an independent Vedic text, to be found in another rcscension of the

Veda. Nor will the adoption of the course laid down in the Smrti

render the person open to the charge of liaving neglected the action laid

down by a direct Vedic text
;
because at the time that we actually find, in

another branch of the Veda, the Vedic text in support of the Smrti, both

courses of action would become equally authoritative, and as such capable

of being both accepted as optional alternatives.

On this, it may be argued that—“ as in the case of the contradiction of

the Smrti by the Vedic text, wo only accept the former to be less trust

worthy than the latter only (and as such not to be given the preference) ;
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SO, in the same manner, when we find a course of action, laid down in

another branch of the Veda opposed to that laid down in our own Veda,

the former would be capable of rejection (in favour of the latter, which

is more trustworthy for us).”

It would certainly be so rejected, so long as. it is only known by

hearsay; when, however, wo actually come across it in the Veda, it does

nob in any way differ from the text met with in our own Veda. Thus,

we conclude that the Sutra points out this peculiar relation between the

Smrti and Vedic texts, that the former is not altogether set aside by the

latter, nor is it equal to it in its authority.

II. Or, the Sfitras (third and fourth) may be taken as pointing out the

fact of the unacceptability of the subsequent Smrti compilations on the

ground of their being opposed to the Veda, and on account of their origin

being found in the peiceptible causes of Avarice, (fee. These Smrtis that

are nob honoured by those who know the Vedas, are: (1) The compila-

tions of certain texts relating to Dliarma and Adharma^ by Cdkya, and the

propounders of the systems of Sdhlchya^ Vor/a, Fancaratra^ Fdgupata and

the like, all of which have in them a certain mixture of the Veda, and

are hidden under a thin cloak of righteousness, treating of the various

means of gjiining popularity, wealth, respect and fame, and based upon

the strength of certain visible resulls, quite unconnected with the Veda,

and upon arguments seemingly based upon Sense-perception, Inference,

Analogy and Apparent Inconsistency; (2) those that lay down certain in-

structions, with regard to the gaining of a living, but are slightly mixed
with a Vedic touch, through the mention of such Vedic teachings as those

of not-killing, truthfulness, self-control, charity, mercy and the like, and
as treating of certain Mantras and recipes for the treatment of poisons, sub-

jugation of the wills of other persons (hypnotism), mysteriously sending

away of other people, (fee., the efficacy whereof are based upon their success

in a few solitary instances; and (3) the extremely foreign compilations

that lay dowm absolutely repugnant practices fit for Mlecchas, such as the

eating together of many persons, and the like.

This rejection of the authority of such compilations has not been

spoken of in any other Adhikarana (and us such it cannot be said to bo a

useless repetition here)
;
nor is it altogether unnecessary to explain the

reasons for their rejection
;
because the aforesaid compilations have a wide

circulation
;
and as such it is absolutely necessary to explicitly deny their

authority, exactly as it is necessary to denounce the use of such current

incorrect forms of words, as “ Gdvi ” (for “ Gauh**) and the like. If we
altogether disregard such compilations, and do not strongly deny their

authoritative character, then people might be led to think that their author-

itativeness is too strong to be set aside, and thence they would come to
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regard them as equal in authority (to the Veda and the Smrtis compiled

in accordance with it) ; or, it may be tliat people might be more easily

attracted to those Smrtis, either on account of the apparent beauty of the

actions laid down by them, or on that of the comparative ease with which

these actions are performed, or on being misled by their reasonings, or

under the influence of the evil times we are living in
;
and thence men

would become misled and deluded on all points relating to the various

sacrifices and sacrificial slaughters, &c. ;
which would ultimately be entirely

renounced
;

or finding them to be the compilations of BraJimanas and

Kshatriyas, like Manu and others, even the intelligent and the well-mean-

ing would be led to infer them to be based upon the authority of the Veda,

like the works of Manu, &c.; and as such they would come to accept them,

as laying optional alternatives to the courses of action laid down in the

Vedas and the Vedic Smrtis. Consequently, oven in a case where the de-

clarations of these Smrtis would be found to be contradictory to one of

Manu, people might adopt the course laid down in them (as they would

consider both courses to be equally authoritative alternatives).

Until all that is wholly contradictory to the Vedic religion has not

been duly rejected and set aside, we can have no purity of iJharma (which

will continue to be mixed up with false semblances of it). Because as for

the authority afforded by the acceptance by great men, and by the fact of

their being handed down by one’s forefathers,—the upholders of these

anti-Vedic Smrtis also bring these forward in support of their own Smrtis,

which, tley urge, is accepted by great men of other countries. And the

only reason, that limits one’s choice of different courses of action, lies in

his own faith
;
because each man is naturally inclined to follow in the

path trodden by his own forefathers (and as such authority could be

equally brought forward by the other party, there would be no means of

dissuading him from it, until we actually explained why only certain

Smrtis are to be accepted as authoritative).

In connection with the compilations of Manu, &c ,
some people have

held that they (at least in the portions that are not found to be supported

by any Vedic texts) are based upon the Vedic texts that have become lost;

but against these people, the Bauddha can very easily assert the fact of

their Smrtis also being based upon similar texts. For, how could any

limit be put upon the assumption of such lost texts ? And then, any action

that may have been accepted by some people for a certain time,—if found

to be incompatible with the Vedic texts—might be assumed to be based

upon lost texts; and as such would come to appear as of equal authority

with the Veda. And it is with all this in view that the Sutra has ex-

pressly declared that when there is a contradiction, that which contradicts the

Ycda is to be totally rejected.
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As for the fact of these compilations being dependent upon human
agency, their upholders have also accepted it by their admission of the

fact of their being compiled by particular personages
;
and those that have

listened to their teachings, infer the same from their theory that all words

are non-eternal (which sets aside the possibility of any compilations being

eternal). And as for the support of Vedio authority, inasmuch as they

consider their own compilations to be equal to the Veda in their authority,

they either cannot bear to think of seeking for its support, or feel too

ashamed to seek it
;
and hence they absolutely disown any such origin,

exactly like ungrateful children who are eventually inclined towards their

parents, and bonce disown their real parentage.

There is yet another point (of difference between tlm Smrtis of Manu
and those of the Bauddhas) : In the case of Manu, we find only one text,

by the way, which is found to be contrary to the Veda
;
whereas in the

case of the Smrtis of the Bauddhas, barring a few stray declarations of

such virtues as self-control, charity and the like, all that they have to say

is contrary, not only to the Veda, but to the approved conclusions of all

the fourteen subsidiary sciences
;
and these latter are also compiled by

irreligious men like Buddha, whose practices were all opposed to the

injunctions laid down in the Veda, and were taught to the deluded men of

the lowest caste, outside the pale of Vedic religion
;
and as such, they can

never even be thought of as based upon the Veda.

Then again, we find that the Bauddha teachings were given by one who
was a born Kshatriya

;
and as such, he transgressed the duties of his own

class, in taking upon himself the works of teaching and receiving presents

(which are the monopoly of tho Brahmanas)
;
and hence how can we

believe that true JDharina or Duty would be taught by one who has

transgressed his own Bharma ? It has been well said :
‘ One who is found

to be doing deeds opposed to a prosperous hereafter, should be shunned

from a distance; because how can one who deceives himself offer any

salutary advice to others ? * Such transgression of Bharma by Buddha is

clearly mentioned in the Alankdrahuddhi (a Baxiddha work), where Bud-

dha is represented as saying—“ May all the pain proceeding from the

sins due to the Iron Age, rest in me, and leave humanity at large

absolutely free !
” And in connection with this, his followers eulogise his

virtues in the following strains: “For the sake of tho well-being of

humanity. He transgressed his own duties of the Kshatriya, and having

taken up the duties of the Brahmana, he taught, even to the people out-

side tho pale of Vedic religion, such truths relating to Bharma

,

as were

not taught by the Brahmanas who were unable to transgress the prohibi-

tion (of such teachings being imparted to outsiders) ; and thus prompted

by his mercy to others, he even went to the length of transgressing his
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own Dharma !
** And we actually find His followers behaving in a man-

ner entirely at variance with the teachings of the Veda.

Thus then, inasmuch as we find the authors of these SinrHs, as

well as their disciples and followers, behaving contrary to the direct

teachings of the Veda, we cannot but deny the authority of the Smrtis

themselves. Because, as has been shown above, they are professedly

opposed to the Veda, and hence they have no capacity for leading us to

assume Vedic texts in their support.

As for the loss of certain rescensions of the Veda, no such com-

plete loss would bo possible, because the Veda has been proved to be

eternal. Nor are the Bauddha Smrtis found to have any other perceptible

basis. In the case of the Smrti (Manu) texts relating to the Upanay-

aiia^ &c., we find them in keeping with the texts of other branches of the

Veda; but no such support is possible for such actions (laid down in

Bauddha Smrtis) as the bowing to the Caitya^ giving of gifts to Oitdras

and the like. And as for assuming any other authoritative basis, we

have already proved it to bo impossible.

On the other hand, we find that they are largely due to Avarice and

other such visible causes, in the presence of which, there can he no in-

ference of any other origin. And as a matter of fact, in the course of

their teaching of Dharma^ Buddha and others themselves never make
any assertions that are not supported by arguments based upon actual

experience. Nor do they, like Gautama and other Vedic Teachers, assert

their teachings to bo based upon the Veda
;
on the other hand, they put

forward many such argninent.M, as ai^e very far x’emoved from true

Dharma.

It is these persons that should not bo respected even by words
;
and

they have been denounced (in the Manusmrti) as “ Heretics, Sinners and

Sceptics/* And it is the compilations of these people that Manu and

others have declared to bo fit only for being avoided :
“ Those Smrtis that

are opposed to the Veda, as also those that have evil tendencies, all these

are absolutely useless
;
and have their basis in dark Ignorance.** And

thus it is established that in matters relating to Dharma^ such Smrtis

as are outside the pale of the Veda should be totally rejected as abso-

lutely devoid of authority.

Diid of the third Adhikarana,



ADflIKARANA (4).

[The superior authority of the declaration of the Substance^.

Sutra (6). If it be urged that, when there is no disturbance

of the Vedic Injunction, the Sm^ti text cannot be held to be con<

tradicted by it,—

(This Sutra only serves as a means of introdnoing the next Sutra,

which embodies the real PiirvapaJesha of the Adhikarana,)

As regards the Smrtis dealing with the actions relating to the pur-

poses of man, we have explained above (in accordance with the Bhdshya)

how they are to be accepted as authoritative, or rejected as unanthoritative,

according as they are found to be supported, or contradicted, by the Veda.

And under the present Adhikarana, we proceed to consider those Smrti

texts that deal witii the actions in connection with sacrifices—such for in-

stance as the Smrti texts laying down the changing of the sacred thread,

the rinsing of the mouth, the use of the right hand alone and the like, to be

done during the performance of the sacrifices, laid down in the Veda, and.

with regard to these we shall only consider whether they are contradictory

or not to the Veda; and when this has been settled, the authoritativeness

or its contrary will be inferred from the preceding Adhikarana^

[The instances cited here by the Bhdshya, are the Smrti texts that lay

down the changing of one's sacred thread as soon as it breaks, the rinsing of
the mouth whenever one sneezes ; and the contradiction that is suspeoted is

that if the sacrificer should stop in the middle of the performance of the

sacrifice, in order to change his thread, then there would be a break in the

continuity of the sacrificial routine, which would involve a transgression of.

the Vedic Injunction. Another instance is that of the Smrti text laying

down that everything in connection with sacrifices should be done by

the right hand alone
;
and if one were to adhere to this strictly ho may

not be able to finish all that has to be done quickly, and within the

specified time,—which would involve a transgression of the Vedio In-

junction].

In the case of these texts, the only standard by which we should

judge whether they are contrary or not to the Veda, would be the ascertain^

23
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ing whether the acceptance of the Snarti Injunction would, or would not,

in any way interfere with the proper accomplishment of the actions laid down

in the Veda, That is to say, if we find that the changing of the sacred thread,

as happening in the middle of the sacrificial functions, is either not allowed,

or distinctly prohibited, by the Vedic texts laying down the action and its

procedure, then we conclude that there is a contradiction ; if, however,

we find that such actions enter into the very constitution of the sacrifice,

lielping its accomplishment, like any other ordinary actions mentioned in

the same context, and are supported by certain Yedio texts, assumed in

accordance with the Smftis, and do not in any way interfere with anything

that has been laid down by the Vedic texts in connection with the sacri-

fice,—then we conclude that there is no contradiction.

There is yet another way of putting forward the difficulty or doubt

that has given rise to the Adhikarana : the question being—when there is

a contradiction between the 8mrti text and the Vedic text, it is doubtful

which is to be accepted as the more authoritative, when it is found that the

former deals directly with a certain definite entity (in the shape ofan Action),

while the latter (at least that part of it which is found to be interfered

with by the Smjrti) is found to treat of secondary qualifications
;
because

there is a difference in the acceptance of the comparative strength of one

or the other, when both texts are dealt with merely as the means of cogni-

tions, from that which is accepted when they are compared with reference

to what they speak of. That is to say, we have already decided as to

which of the two is to be accepted as of greater authority, when the Smrti

and the Vedic texts are found to contradict each other; but when it happens

that the contradiction is between a qualification or property on one side,

and a definite entity or substance on the other, then it is to the latter that

preference is shown; as will be explained under Sutra XII-ii-25. For

instance, in the case in question, the Smrti texts do not in any way tend

to set aside or reject any definite action laid down in the Veda; as for the

order or time in which the actions are to be performed (which alone is found

to be interfered with by the Smrti texts), these are always acknowledged

to be the qualifications of the main substance of the Action. Thus then,

if in this also, we depend upon the comparative strength of the Smrti

and the Veda generally considered as authoritative (means of knowledge),

then, even though the Order, &c., of the Actions, being the qualifications, are

weaker than the nnting of the mouth, &c., which, as distinct Actions, are the

stronger,—^yet, inasmuch as the former are laid down by the Veda, which

by itself is possessed of a stronger authoritativeness than that of the

Smrti, the latter Actions will necessarily have to be set aside by consider-

ations of the Order, Ac,, of the performance of the sacrifice. If, however,

we accept the comparative strength as between the subject-matter of the
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two texts, then, inasmuch as the definite actions of rinaing^ <fec.| will always

be stronger than the Order, ^c., which are mere qualifications of Actions,

even though the former are laid down by the Smrtif which by itself is

weaker in authority than the Veda,—yet being definite Actions, they will

set aside the qualifications of the Order, Ac., which, as qualifications, are in

themselves the weaker of the two.

The question being thus stated, the answer that suggests itself is that

these Smrti texts, that lay down certain actions in connection with the

Vedio sacrifices, are not contradictory to the Veda ; because the perform-

ance of the actions laid down by them does not interfere with the perform-

ance of the Vedic sacrifice. Because, in the cases of the six means of as*

certaiuing the meaning of Vedic Injunctions—namely, Direct Aeaertion^ In-

direct Implication^ Oontext, Syntactical Connection^ 'Position and Name^—
among which there is a difference in the authority of each of them,—even

when that which is pointed out by the strongest of these has been accepted

as the principal course, all that is indicated by the others are not totally

discarded, but accepted as helping, in their secondary or subordinate char-

acter, the Primary Action ;
and as such come to be taken along with the pro-

cedure, <&c. of the Action as laid down in certain scattered passages; in the

same manner, (just as in the case of the above six) also when the seventh

moans of knowledge, in the shape of the Smrtiy or a long-established

usage, happens to lay down certain actions, these may be accepted, as

helping the Final Kesult, by being taken along wjith the Procedure of the

Primary Vedic Action ; even as certain actions laid down by !the Smjrti

(the Ashtakd for instance) are accepted as the direct means to a final Re-

sult. That is to say, as no limit has been fixed to the help that may be

accorded to the accomplishment of the Final Result, by means of various

methods and processes,—whatever method or process may be pointed out

by whatever means of knowledge or authority, as helping in the accom-

plishment of that Result, it is accepted to be subsidiary to the Primary

Action. Thus then, the rinsing of the mouthy &c., may, in accordance with

this argument, be rightly accepted as-subsidiary to the Primary Sacrifice

;

(and as such there need be no contradiction).

On this we have the following PfiRVAPAiiSHA :

Sutra (6).
** This cannot be ; because the limit is fixed by the

Scriptures.”

** That is to say, as the limit of all sot Vedic Actions is distinctly fixed

by the Veda itself, any addition of new Actions will mean an exceeding of

its proper bounds ;
and who can transgress with impunity a limit that has

** been fixed by the Veda f
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** The limit of Actions is fixed by the Scriptures in three ways ; { 1)

“ by laying down a definite order in which the various actions are to be

“ performed
; (2) by distinctly laying down the extreme limits of the Action

“itself; and (B) by laying down the necessity of finishing the Action

“quickly (within a certain limited period of time). And this Scriptural

“ limit will certainly be transgressed (by the intrusion of such actions as

“the rinsing of the mouth and the like). Because the Time, Limit and

“the Order of the Primary Action, having been definitely laid down by
“ means of the two sets of tho six-fold means of ascertaining the details of

“Vedio Actions (ew., Direct Assertion, Indirect Implication, Syntactial Con-

“ nection, Context, Position and Name forming one set, and Direct Decla-

“ ration, Meaning, Context, Position, Principal Action and its Procedure

“forming the other),—if any such actions as are laid down either by the

“ Smrtis^ or by long- established usage, were to be inserted in the middle of

“ a Vedic sacridce, these would certainly lead to the transgression of the

“ aforesaid Order, Ac.

“It is distinctly laid down in the Vedic text that points out the

“ method of performing sacrifices, that no actions in connection with the

“ Principal Sacrifice are to be separated from it, in point of time. But
“ if, in the middle of the performance of such a Principal Action, we were
“ to intrude certain actions laid down either by the Sm^ti or by usage, or

“ if we were to stick to tho 8mrti injunction of using the right hand alone

“ and thereby causing unnecessary delay in the main sacrifice, there would

“certainly be a disturbance of the aforesaid proximity of the original

“ subsidiary actions with the Main Action ; and the delay would cause the

“ transgression of the laws that lay down the morning or the mid-day as the

“ proper time for all Vedio Actions. The order of Actions is ascertained

“ by means of Direct Declaration, Meaning, Context, Position, Principal

“Action, and the Procedure of the Action itself (as explained in the Fourth
“ AdhyOya) ; and this Order, as affecting the Vedio Actions, having the
“ limits of their acceptance and authority duly recognised, would certainly

“ be disturbed by the intrusion of the^rinsing of the mouth after sneezing.

“The same may be said with reference to the Smrti Injunction of

“ putting on a fresh sacred thread, if, through continued bodily work, it

“ happen to slip off the body.
“ And again, the intervening performance of the actions laid down in

“ the has no fixed order laid down by the Veda; and for the order

“and the limit of the Vedio Sacrifice, we do not admit of any authority
“ save the Veda itself. Therefore, in order to get together all the subsidi-
“ ary actions in connection with the main sacrifice, without neglecting the
“ least amongst them, it is absolutely necessary for the priests to ascertain
“ the limits of the various Minor Actions constituting the Main Sacrifice^
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<< recognised by means of Direct Assertion, Implication, Consequently,

^*if he happens to perform, in the middle, an action laid down by the
“ 8mrti,

—^wbioh was not known before as one to be performed, and which
“ has cropped up only subsequently,—then, there would certainly be a trans-

gression of the Order, <&c., that has been ascertained before; and thereby
** he would be unable to ascertain exactly what he has done and what he has

left undone (of the Main Sacrifice) ;
and thus, being extremely suspicious

of the incomplete character of his sacrifice, he would fail to achieve the

“ confidence of having duly accomplished it
;
and thereby the potency of

“ the Final Kesult having been extremely weakened, the fruit of the

“ action accruing to him would come to be much lessened in quality, ns

“ well as in quantity. But the potency of the Final Result has been duly

“ pointed out by the Injunction as taken along with the Arthav&da passage

;

“ and as such it can never bear a single jot of abatement
;
consequently it

“ necessarily rejects the Smrti texts lading down such intrusions*

“ (Or, the Sutra may be interpreted in a difEerent manner). As the
“ limits and number of the subsidiary sciences of the Veda have been defi-

“ nitely restricted to the Teachings and Commentaries in connection with

it, which are fixed within certain limits, there is no room for any other

“science (as the being admitted as another subsidiary to it. In
“ connection with any Yedic sacrifice, all the actions that are laid down are
“ understood as to be performed simultaneously; and as such the priests go
“ through all the actions with a hurry (in order to preserve the simulta-
“ neity as far as possible)

;
but as an absolute simultaneity is an impossi*

“ bility, the Vedic text that lays down the procedure permits only such
“ delay (and consequent sepai'ation of the various actions), as is absolutely

“ necessary, between the end of one action and the beginning of another*
“ Hence, if one were to make an unnecessary delay, even when he were able
“ to avoid it, then such transgression could never be allowed to pass with
“ impunity, by the direct Vedic assertion of the particular Procedure,
“ Thus then, we conclude that as the said Smrtis disturb the three-fold

“ Order of the Vedic Actions, the performance of such actions as the rinsing
** of the mouthy <&c., (in the course of sacrifices) cannot but be rejected as
“ contradictory to the Veda.*'

SiDDHANTA.

Sutra (7). Bat when we do not find any cause for (the enjoin-

ing of) such actions, we conclude them to be of use (at the
sacrifice).

Or, this Sutra may be taken to extend up to “ teshvadarganUdvirodhasya'*

(hecatm we do not perceive any contradiction in them)y which the BhUshya
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has transfeiTed to the next Sutra; specially as the next Sutra already con-

tains the word ‘ Vijpratipattiy' which signifies the (absence of) contradiction^ it

would be useless to add the aforesaid clause to it
;
while, on the other hand,

in the present Sutray it is absolutely necessai'y to deny the contradiction

which has been urged in the Piirvapaksha. E^en if the clause had some use

iu the next Sutra, we could take it with both Sutras by means of transference,

just as the single eye of the crow is transferred from oue socket to the other.

(The Sutra is thus explained). Inasmuch as we do not find any visible

cause for such actions as the rinsing of the mouth and the like, we cannot

hold them to be in any way contradictory to the order of actions laid down

in the Veda. When we find a certain Smrti text to be debarred by its con-

tradiction of the Veda, from all chance of having any basis in this latter,

—

and then, if we could find out some other visible cause (as Greed, <fco.,)

which could be pointed out as possibly being the origin of the particular

text,—then, in that case, a very slight effort (of argumentation) would

lead us to ascertain its absolute unauthoritativoness. But in a case where no

such visible cause is perceptible (or even assumable), we cannot but admit

that, inasmuch as it is not found to have its origin in any such cause (as

Greed, <fec.), the Smfti text cannot but have its basis in the Veda.

In the case of the Smrti texts laying down such actions as the rinsing

of the mouthy &c., we cannot attribute them to any such cause as Desire

Greed, Anger, Aversion, Shame, <&c., the possibility of which would have

barred all their chance of having their origin in the Veda. Thus then, not

finding the origin of Ihe Smrti text anywhere else, we admit of its origin

lying in the Veda ;
and as such even if it is found to contradict any parti-

cular Vedic text, it does not, on that account, lose all its authority. As
for the Limit, the Order and the 2Hme that have been specified for each

sacrifice, by particular Vedic texts, inasmuch as these are the qualifica-

tions of the Action, they are unable to set aside the authority of the Smfti

texts, which lay down the Actions themselves, which are stronger than the

former Limit, ^c., which should have been the stronger, on account of their

being mentioned in* Vedic texts (if they were not the qualifications of

Actions, and as such of lesser importance than the Actions themselves).

It may be argued that—** inasmuch as it is the comparative strength

of the Veda and the Smfti, considered solely as the means of knowledge,

that is considered beforehand, it would seem that the conclusion arrived

at by this consideration has a decided preference over that arrived at by the

subsequent consideration of the comparative authoritativeness of their

subject-matter. (That is to say, when it has been concluded beforehand

that the Veda has an authority greater than that of the /Sfm.Wt, we must not

give up this conclusion even if the Veda text be found to deal with quali-

fications, and the Smfti, with Actions).*’
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la reply to this we add—There is no inherent contradiction between

the Veda and the Smrti, taken by themselves
;
nor is their strength com*

pared with regard to themselves solely as two means of knowledge
;
all

these considerations, as well as all the contradiction that there may be, is

only with regard to the matter that they may severally deal with. That

is to say, it is only when we find the matter dealt with by them, to be contra*

dictory to each other, that we conclude that there is a contradiction between

the two means of knowledge themselves. Therefore, as a matter of fact, the

comparative authoritativeness of their subject-matter is ascertained at

the very moment that they are found to be contradictory to each other.

And (when considering this comparative authoritativeness of their subject-

matter), when wo have once definitely ascertained the fact of the qualifica-

tions of Actions being of lesser importance than the Actions themselves,

—

even if these qualifications happen to be supported by Vedic texts (as in tlie

case in question),—they do not regain tlieir authority (in preference to that

of the Actions
) ;

and conversely, when we have once ascertained the fact

of the Actions being of greater importance than the qualifications, even if

these actions happen to be based upon the weaker authority of the Smrti,

they do not lose their authority (in preference to that of the qualifications).

Because it is only that which is absolutely and always without any autho-

rity, that can be totally set aside
;
in all other cases, authoritativeness and

unauthoritativeness are always correlative.

Thus then, when the authority of a certain Smrti text has been ascer-

tained on the ground of the superior authority of its subject-matter, this

authority cannot bo set aside by any considerations of the comparative

authoritativeness of the Smrti and the Veda, considered by themselves,

as two means of knowledge, independently of their subject-matter. But,

on the other hand, though the subject-matter of the Vedic text be found

to be of lesser authority, yet that does not totally set aside the authority

of the Vedic text itself; because the Smrti losing all its strength in

imparting a greater importance to its subject-matter, it can never be able

to reject the text as well ; specially as in opposition to the Vedic text,

it is enough concession to the Smrti that it is not itself completely reject-

ed; and as for the setting aside of any Vedic text, the greatest of SmrtU

can never do that.

As a matter of fact, however, two Actions can be said to contradict

each other only when they are based upon equal authorities, and are laid

down as to be performed at one and the same time ;
in the case in question,

however, we find none of these two conditions of contradiction
;
and hence

we conclude that there is no real contradiction. Because the considerations

of Time, Limit and Order always come at the end of all the Actions (the

Primary as well as the Secondary)
;
while the Actions, even though based
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ttpoti a lesser authority, have their tom long before them. Because it is only

when the Actions have been performed that we stop to consider the Order in

which they are performed
;
and the Order that has been directly perceived

with regard to the Actions that have already appeared,—by what could this

ascertained Order be set aside P Specially as being the qualification of the

Actions, and as such appearing after these, the Order is held to be of

secondary importance in the performance of the Actions.

As for the Limits that lias been definitely laid down with regard to

tlie Vedio Actions, it is never found to be laid down directly by any
Vedio text

;
it is only indirectly implied by the necessity of not for-

getting any the smallest action that forms part of tho sacrifice; and

as this Limit is always perceptible by itself, it is always accepted as

subsequently including the Actions that may have been performed (during

the sacrifice) in accordance with the Smfti texts (and as such the perform-

ance of these latter need not necessarily be a contradiction of the order

of the Vedio Action). That is to say, the Limit of an Action is not defined

by any means of knowledge
;
hence we could accept the unflinching autho-

rity of the declaiation of a certain Limit, only if it was found that, apart

from this declaration of tho Limit, there were no other means of avoiding the

missing of any Actions during tho performance of the sacrifice. But oven

when such is actually found to bo the case, it often happens that at certain

sacrifices, even before we have come to the end of the Limit directly laid down
by tlie Vedio Injunction, we admit the more extensive limits of Actions

that are pointed out (as subsidiaries to the main Actiorj) by the various

means of Direct Assertion, Implication, Context &o. ; and when we admit

the limits laid down by these latter, there is no reason why those pointed

out by 8mrti texts and well-established usage should not be equally accep-

ted. (And the admission of the Actions laid down in the Swrtis being

quite in keeping with the character of the Vedio sacrifices, these Smrtis

cannot be said to be in any way contradictory to the limits laid down for

the Vedio Actions).

Time too is only a soeondary element in the performance of sacrifices

;

and as such comes to be considered only at the end of all the Actions
;
con-

sequently, the limitations of Time that are laid down will always include that

taken up by the performance of the Actions laid down in the Smrti texts

as well. Because the Time that is laid down is that with regard to the per-

formance of the main Action, together with all its subsidiaries*—whether
these be laid down in the Veda or in the

; and because it is with

reference to such Principal Actions as have many subsidiaries, that it has

been laid down, that it is not proper to separate them from (any of) their

subsidiaries.

For these reasons, we conclude that inasmuch as the time that is
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specified is with reference to the finishing of all the Actions—from what<^

ever source their injunction may have emanated in connection with the

main Action,—it cannot be said to be contradicted by the performance of

any of the subsidiary Actions therein included
;
and it is this non^perception

of any contradiction of these—Order, Time and Limit—that is meant by the

clause “ tBshvadarganddvirodhasya
**

;
or this clause may .be explained as

referring to the non^pevception of any contradiction in the performance of

thesOi—Rinsing of the mouth ^c.

Then again, such purificatory actions as the Rinsing of the mouthy as also

the wearing of the sacred thready are not independent Actions by themselves ;

they are only subsidiary actions meant to help in the proper accomplish-

ment of the main Action
;
and as such, their performance cannot be taken

as an interference in tlie Principal Action. That which can interfere in

the course of one Action must always be an independent Action which is

equal in authority to the former Action, and is not in any way subsidiary

to it
;
and there can be no interference by an Action that is of a subsidiary

character, and always serves to bring about the proper accomplishment
of the main Actions. For instance, after having prepared the "bundle of

the Kuga grass^ the Action that is laid down in the Vedas as to be performed

next is the preparation of the Sacrijical Altar

;

but if, after the former action

has been finished, the priest happens to sneeze, and he performs the con-

sequent rinsing of the mouthy he is said to be engaged in the preparing of the

Altar
;
and the reason is that if he prepared the Altar, without rinsing the

mouth after sneezing, there would be a certain impurity in it, and its pre-

paration would not be properly accomplished ; and as the rinsing of the

mouth would only serve to remove this impurity and to make the Altar per-

fect, it could not be said to have interfered with the preparing of the Altar

(and thus the Order of the Vedic Actions) . It is with a view to this that the

Bhltshya has said

—

such Actions as the rinsing, fyc,, do not become the interfer-

ing agents in the performance of the Vedic Action. For, if this assertion

were made without the acceptance of the fact of these Actions being

subsidiary to the Main Action, it would evince a sad lack of philosophic

insight.

Thus then, such actions as the Rinsing of the Mouth <&c. being found

to be forming parts of the main Action itself, they cannot be said to be

contradictory to the texts that lay down the Order, Limit and Time of the

performance,—all these coming to be considered only after the Action

with all its subsidiaries has been duly accomplished.
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[The above is an exposition of the Adhiharanay in accordance with the inter*

pretation of the Bh^shya, And as this is not in keeping with the

Author's own view of the last two AdhikaranaSy he proceeds to take the

three foregoing Sutras in a different sense.

It is not quite collect to cite the wearing of the sacred thread as an

action contraiy to the Vedio Sacrifice. Because it is directly mentioned

by the Veda, in connection with the Barga-FurnamUsa Sacrifice, that the

wearing of the thread is a mark of godliness, which lajs down its wearing

as a necessary accompaniment of the sacrifice. The wearing of the thread

has also been laid down as a general rule, in the Katha Rescension (of the

Yajurveda)y where it is laid down, not with reference to any particular sac-

rifice, but as a necessary accompaniment of all sacrifices, as well as Vedic

studies ;
says the text in question :

“ It was by means of the Prasrta

Sacrifice that the gods subdued the Asuras; and it was because the Asuras

did not [employ the Prasrta Sacrifice that they were subdued by the gods

;

a Prasrta sacrifice is that which is performed by a sacrifice!* with the

sacred thread; and an Aprasrta Sacrifice is that which is done without

the thread ;
if the Brahma^a reads with the sacred thread on, he is per-

forming a sacrifice by that act
;
therefore one must always wear the sacred

thread when reading, sacrificing, or helping at the sacrifices of others
;
as

it is thus that the Prasrta character of the sacrifice is duly accom-

plished.”

Similarly with regard to the Injunction of the rinsing of the mouthy we

meet with the following text, which lays down such rinsing :
“ Having his

sacred thread hanging from the left shoulder, on the right side, the sacrificer

should wash his hands, and thrice rinse his mouth, wiping it twice, and

touching, once, his forehead, eyes, ears, and breast
;

as by that, the AtharvUn*

girasdsy the BrdhmanaSy the ItihQsaSy the Furdnasy the Kalpas, the GdthdSy

and the NdrdgansiSy all become delighted in him
;
he should then spread the

grass, put his hands between the knees, and then sitting down with his

face to the East, he should begin to read the Veda,” And though this

passage occurs in connection with the Brahmayajna (the daily duties of

the Brahmapa), yet it distinctly points out the necessity of the rinsing of
the mouth whenever the Veda has to be recited; and as such it comes to

be recognised as a necessary accompaniment of all Vedio utterance; and
as all sacrifices are accompanied by the recitation of Vedio mantrasy we
conclude the rinsing to be a necessary accompaniment of the sacrifice itself.

Secondly the Vedic text, that “the mouth does not become impure by
the tasting of the Soma,” prohibiting the rinsing of the mouth after one
has drunk the Soma, distinctly points out the necessity of the rinsing at all

other times (whenever any imparity attaches to the mouth).
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As for the Smrti Injunction that ‘ one should perform all actions by

the right hand alone,’ it is an accepted general rule that it is the right

hand alone that is to be always used at the sacrifices, except in the few

cases where it is distinctly laid down that the left hand is to be used, and

in which the right hand is not used at all ;
and there is no doubt as to the

use of the right hand in all other cases. And we meet with the passage

—

“ As the right hand, so is also the sacrifice to the gods ”—which occurs in con*

nection with the Injunction that the sacrificial altar is to be made sloping

either to the East or to the North
;
and the said simile could be possible

only if the using of the right hand were as necessary for the correct per*

formance of the sacrifices, as the fact of the sacrifices themselves being

offered to the gods.

And thus we find that none of the three Smrti texts, cited by the text,

should have been brought forward as contradicting Vedic Injunctions*

For these reasons, we conclude that the present is not to be taken as a

distinct Adhikarana, and that the three Sutras may be interpreted as bring-

ing forward and refuting certain objections against the preceding Adhu
karanas*

The Fifth Sutra may be interpreted as follows : “ That which does

not contradict any Yedic Injunction, and which is not unpleasing to good
“ men, such a declaration of the Buddha, &c.—as for instance, the injunc-

tions of the founding of resting places and public gardens, of dispassion,

meditation, practice, non-slaughter, truthfulness, charity, and the like—
can be accepted as authoritative, without any fear of contradicting the

Veda.”

If this be urged by the opponent, then—we deny this; because of the

number of authoritative Scriptures being limited, {Sutra 6).

That is to say, the number of authoritative Scriptures has been limited

to the ‘ fourteen or eighteen ’ sciences, which alone are acknowledged by ail

good men to have any authority with regard to Dharma ; and these fourteen

sciences include the Vedas with its Angas and UpHngas, the eighteen

Dharmasamhitds and PtirdnaSj the ^ikshd, and the Dandaniti, And we
do not find the works of Buddha and others included among these.

And even if we find in them certain facts in keeping with the said Scrip*

tures, yet, as this might be only a pretence for doing something else (delud*

ing people into Atheistic paths), we cannot accept it as having any bind-

ing authority with regard to Dharma, Just as if a Pandit, when presenting

the method of performing a certain expiatory rite as laid down by Manu,

were to quote corroborative verses either composed by himself or by others,

then (even though the subject-matter would be all right, in keeping with
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the laws of Maxiii, yet, no person with any true regard for Dharma, would

go to him for the prescription.

And it is a fact ascertained once for all, that in matters relating to

Dharma, we accept as authoritative, the assertions only of those persons

whose names, which as words are eternal, are mentioned in the Vedas as

of the propounders of Dharma^—persons who are found to be expounding

the Dharma^ in each succeeding Manvantaric cycle. As for instance, we
find the passage in the Veda that, ** the J^k verses of which Manu is the

Ilshi are the S^midhBni and in continuation of this, it is declared

“ whatever Manu said was the very medicine of medicines and what is

meant by this is that the expiatory rites that Manu laid down are as

efEective in destroying sin, as medicine is in removing the disease.

Nor can the mention of the name of Manu in the Veda be said to be

a mere similarity of sound (and not as the mention of the name of any

person) [as has been held under Sutra I—i—31] ;
because it is quite pos-

sible for a name to be mentioned in the Veda, even though it is eternal

;

because just as in each sacrifice there is a priest (who is mentioned by

name in the Veda), so also in each Manvantara there is a Manu
;
as it is

declared by Manu himself that in each Manvantara^ there is a different

Smrti, And we know as a matter of fact, that there have been fourteen

Manus, in all the cycles, that have gone by. Thus then there is every

possibility of there being a compilation by Manu in each cycle. And as

such the continuous succession of Manus being unbroken (and as such as

good as eternal), there is nothing incongruous in the person being men-

tioned by name in the eternal Veda, which, in speaking of his declarations,

does not necessarily become non-eternal
;
just as in each sacrifice there

being sixteen priests (and this has always been the case, since time im-

memorial), the Veda does not become non-eternal, by laying down the du-

ties of these priests. To this effect, it has been said—^just as in each suc-

ceeding season, we find the marks of the same season in the past appear-

ing ; so in the same manner, the entities that have existed in one cycle, are

found to appear in another cycle. Thus it is that though the Itih&saa and

the Purdnas are known to be composed by human authors, yet we find

them mentioned, as sciences, in the Veda, which is itself without begin-

ning. As we read in the {OMndogya) Upanishad (Narada saying to

Sanatkumara). ** Sir, I shall study the Jtjtgveda^ the Yajurveday the 80>ma^

veday and the fourth Atharvaveday and also the fifth, ItihSlsaa and Purdnas''

Thus then, we conclude that in matters relating to Dharmay we
accept as authoritative, the declarations of only such persons as are men-

tioned in the Vedio mantras and Arthavddas, as being the authors of the

propounded sciences, such authors being mentioned by names which re-

main fixed, among all the endless changes of cycles and Manvantaras,
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(And in this we have the indirect support of the Veda also ; as for instanoe)

we find in the Veda, that after^having laid down the expiatory rites to be

performed, on the failure of such sacrificial accessories as are laid down in

the Rgyeda, it is added :
‘ If there be a failare of something that is un-

known,’—and then another rite is laid down
;
and this latter ‘ failure * must

be taken as that of something that has been laid down, as necessary, in the

works of these Vedic authors
; because all that is laid down in the Veda, is

known directly from the Veda itself, and as such, could not have been

spoken of as “ unknown and if we did not accept the authoritativeness

of BxxchSmrti works as are said to be based upon the Veda, but whose ori-

ginal Vedic texts have not been found,—then nothing that is of unknown
authority could be possibly done at any sacrifice (as it is only that which
is known as duly authorised that is performed at sacrifices) ; and then

there could have been no use of laying down an expiatory rite for the failure

of the “ unknown.”

From these considerations, we conclude that Dharma brings about its

due results, only when it is understood with the help of those scriptures

that are recognised to be not incapable of having their basis in the Veda.

On the other hand, just as we do not admit that knowledge of Dharma
to be true, which is obtained from an improper study of the Veda,

or as learnt merely from the written book (without the help of a qualified

teacher), or as learnt by the —so in the same manner, in the case of

such Authors as ai'e known to have a conduct against the teachings of the

Veda, even when some of their declarations are found to be in keeping

with the teachings of the Veda, we do not accept them as the valid means

of knowing Dharma, And we also find it distinctly mentioned in the

Furanas that during the Iron Age, pakya and others would disorganise

the whole fabric of Dharma, Under the circumstances how can we listen

to anything that they may have to say P And just as the powdered

alum sprinkled on melting gold, disappears in the gold, so even the few

Vedic truths that we find in their works are so mixed up with the rest^

that they lose themselves in these, and so become equally unacceptable to

us. That is to say, the few Vedic truths that are in them are found in

the very midst of such misrepresentations of Dharma^ as are based by

them upon such arguments as-^* the Analogy based upon Similarity of

Actions’ (i.e., as the sacrifice causes pain to the animal, it must result in

pain to the sacrificer), ^ Inference from generals,’ (i.e., the Vedic slaughter

is as sinful as ordinary slaughter), and * Apparent Inconsistency,’ (t.e., as

pain is the only result of sin, the experiencing of much pain destroys a

large amount of sin) ; and as such they are as milk put in the skin of the

dog ; and hence they are useless and incapable of commanding our confi-

dence. Consequently, so long as even such truths are found only in the
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works of the Bauddhas, and not in any of the aboye-enninerated Vedic

Sciences, tliey remain unacceptable to us. And when they come to be

found in any parts of these Sciences themselves, then, as we get at a full

knowledge of the truths by means of these very Sciences, the works of

pakya and others remain useless for us.

Therefore, we conclude that all that is apart from the Vedic Sciences

enumerated above, we do not accept as having any authority in matters

relating to Dharma; and as such, they are to be totally rejected.

Then, we have the Seventh Sutras which means that, those actions with

regard to which we cannot find any •perceptible cause^ and are yet found to he

•performed^ must he recognised as Dharma. And this Sutra is to be taken as

forming an Adhikarana by itself, treating of the authoritative character of

the practice of good men, of which we are going to cite a few instances,

which will be shown to be the means of the accomplishment of the three
ends of man (i.e., all except Final Deliverance).

Among good men also, we find some behaving contrary to the Law,
just like the Doctors leading unhealthy lives

; and as such their practice

fails to command our full confidence; and yet the fact of the act being
done by a wise man would point to the fact of its being in accordance with
a certain Vedic text; and thus, there being a doubt with regard to the
authoritative character of such practice, the Pnrvapakshi would bring
forward, against it, all the arguments urged by him under the first Sutra
of this Pada, or, in some cases, those under the third Sutra.

The Purvapaksha,

" Even in the practice of good men, we often find a transgression of
“ Dharma^ and also certain extremely bold excessess as in the cases of Pi*a-
** japati, Indra, Va^ishtha, Vi9vamitra, Yudhishthira, Kfshna DYaipaya-
•‘na, Bhishma, Dhptarashtra, Vasud§va, Arjuna and others, as also of
“ many good men of our own days.

“For instance, (1) we find Prajapati falling in an incestuous love
“ with his own daughter, UshS; (2) Indra, as also Nahusha in his place,

“is said to have committed adultery; (3) Va9ishtha, when stricken down
“ with grief on the death of his hundred sons, is said to have contemplated
“ a terrible excess, in the shape of suicide; (4) Vi9vamitra helped a Gan-
“ dala (Tfshanku) to perform a sacrifice

; (5) Pururavas thought of com*
“mitting suicide, when Ur?a9l left him; (6) K^shna Dvaipayana, who
“ was under the vow of lifelong celibacy, brought forth children from the
“ wives of his younger brother, Vicitravirya

; ( 7) Bhishma led a life con*
trary to all caste-regulations; and did an irregularity in performing sSori*

“fices, even though he was unmarried; (8) Dhftarashtra, though blind
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“ (and as snob not entitled to the performance of any sacrifice), performed

many sacrifices, and that too with the wealth amassed by his brother

“Pandu (to which he had no rightful claim); (9) Yudhishthira married a

“wife that had been won by his younger brother (ArjaTia), and told a
“ base lie with the sole motive of causing the death of his own Brfth«

“ mana-Preceptor
; (10) VasudSva and Arjuna are said to have been drunk

“ to excess.

“ Among the people of modern days we find the Brahmapa women of

“ the countries of Ahiochatra and Mathura to be addicted to drinking
; the

“ people of the North carry on the business of giving, and accepting in gift,

“ buying and selling, lions, horses, mules, asses, camels and the animals with
“ two rows of teeth

;
and they are also used to eating in the same dish with

“ their wives, children and friends; the people of the South marry the daugh-
“ ters of their maternal uncles, and partake of food while sitting upon
“ chairs; while among the people of the North, as well as of the South, there

“ are many such instances of gross transgression, as the partaking of the
“ food left by one’s friends or relations, taking of beetles touched by people

“ of all castes, the non-washing of the mouth after meals, the wearing of

“ clothes brought directly from the back of the washerman’s ass, the keeping
“ in society of people committing the greatest crimes, with the sole exception

“ of killing a Brihmapa ;
and we also find endless minute transgressions of

“ the Bharma appertaining to each man’s family or caste.

“ Then again, the practices of the good people of different countries

“ are mutually contradictory
;
and many of these practices have their origin

“ in such visible causes as those of greed and the like. And certainly

“ people can have no confidence in such diverse practices, as having any
“ authority relating to Dharma*

“ And further, you think those people as good whose conduct is good

;

“ and you hold that conduct to be good which consists in the acts of these

“people; and thus there being an interdependence, none of the two
“ can be definitely ascertained.

“It may be urged that *Manu and others have also spoken of the

“practices of good men as an authority for Dharma;* but then, they have
“ also mentioned the agent’s own inner satisfaction as having an auiho-

“rity; and certainly there can be no fixity to this (satisfaction); be-

“ cause, as a matter of fact, we find that different people have differ-

“ ent causes for inner satisfaction, on account of the diversities in their

“ habits and dispositions,—some people being satisfied by the performance

“ of good deeds, some by that of bad ones, while others, by that of such
“ Actions as are neither good nor bad. As an instance of people feeling sat-

“ isfied in the doing of evil, we have p&kya, the Buddha, who was quite

“ pleased with himself at finding faults and arguments against the Veda and
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the BrUkmanas, And again, we find that the BrUhmama are satisfied by

the performance of sacrifices at which animals are slaughtered
; while

the very same actions give pain to the Baxiddhaa^ who have a great aversion
** to them. Similarly too, certain BrUhmanaa are quite satisfied at eating

“ the food given by the Qndra; the people of the South are happy when they
** get a chance of marrying the daughter of their maternal uncle; while other
** people are averse to such acts, consideringthem tobe most sinful.

** And just as the fact of the agent’s satisfaction being a highly fickle

** standard leads us to put a difierent interpretation to Manu’s declaration of

such satisfaction being an authority for Dharma,—so, in the same manner,
** we regard the declaration of the authoiitativeness of the practice of good

men as to be interpreted in some such different manner. And again, the

^authors of the 8mrtis (Manu and others), in laying down the author!-

“ tative character of the Practice of good men, without having found a

“ basis for these in the Veda, do not show themselves to a very great advan-

tage
;
hence the declarations of such authoritative character must be

** held to have some other meaning.
“ Then again, all good men, to become good, should frame their con-

“duct according to the injunctions of the Smrtis; otherwise, by acting

“by themselves, independently of these, they would become decidedly fead,

“andnot^ood. Because, for the practices of good people we find no basis

“ in the Veda; but if there were any such authority in the Veda, such prac**

“ tices would have been laid down in the Smrtis (and not left to rest upon
“ the sole authority of the conduct of good men.) And thus, there being
“ no basis for the practices of good men, these are to be rejected (as having
“ no authority in matters relating to Dharmd),**

The SiddhUnta,

To the above we make the following reply : But as we do not find any

causes, these, as actually in •practice, should he accepted {Sutra 7)» •

That is to say, when we find that certain actions are performed

by good men, and we cannot attribute them to any such perceptible

motives as Greed and the like, they should be accepted as Dharma. Such
actions as are performed either for the maintenance of the body, or for

one's mere pleasure, or for some material gain,—are not considered, by
good people, as * Dharma* It is only those actions, that are held by the

good people to be Dharma, and are performed as such, that are accepted

as Dharma ; because the persons that perform these are the same as those

that perform the sacrifices enjoined in the Veda.

To the latter class belong the following actions : Charities, Japa,

Eoma, the offering of' the oblations to the Fathers, such celebrations as

those of the Qahradhvafa and other such like festivities in connection
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with various temples, the keeping of the married girls upon certain

strict observances during the four days after marriage, Illuminations,

the giving away, on the first day of the month, of sweetoakes and
other uncooked foods, the vai'ious festivities held on the 7th and the last

days of Magha and the first day of FMlgunat as also those held in honour

of the advent of spring-time
;
and the authority for all this cannot lie any«

where else except in the Scriptures. And the Authors of the Smrtu^in
declaring the authoritative character of Hhe practices of good men ’ and * tho

usages of particular countries and castes, in keeping with Scripural teaoh^

ings,*—admit of the general authoritative character of such of these as are

not contrary to the teachings of the Veda. (And the aforesaid festivities

have the support of the and the Vedas)
;
inasmuch as in the

chapter on ‘Holidays,* is found (in the the following—“ Festivi-*

ties should be held after breakfast ;
” and this serves as the authority for

all festivities in any town or country. In the Veda too, we have the pas-

sage in connection with the Mdh&vraia—“ The Hotr priest gets upon the

swing and sings ;** and in continuation of this, we read—“ when people

are holding a feast, they get upon the swing; ” and this mention of the
“ feast ’* serves as an authority for the aforesaid festivities.

It has been urged above that, inasmuch as Dharma and Adharma are

treated of, with any degree of authority, only by the fourteen Sciences enu-

merated above, the Practice of good men not being included in these, it

cannot be admitted to have any authority. But this objection has already

been set aside by the fact of the possibility of the inference of Vedio texto

in support of the said practices.

Nor can it bo held that the asssertion of the SmYii that—‘‘ the prac-

tices of good men have an authority in connection with DAar^ha **-—is

without any foundation in the Veda ; because when we find pretty lengthy

declarations of the Smrtis to be supported by the Veda, by the very

slighest references to them, it is no wonder that we cannot lay our hands
upon the Vedio texts (though they really exist) corroborative of such brief

assertions as the one declaring the authoritative character of the said Prac-

tices. And it is quite possible for us to infer Vedio texts exactly like those

in the Smrtia, And the inference may be in this form ; The Scriptural

text, that declares the otherwise unknown results of actions performed by
good men, has also its use (in the pointing out of the authoritative charac-

ter of such actions),—exactly as the milking of the cow, &o. We do not hold

that alone to be authorised by the scriptures, which is described therein in

its detailed form; specially as all authorities take up only one of the

many phases of the object they treat of
;
hence though the external forms

of the Practices are cognised by Sense-perception, exaotfy like the prepar-

ing of the curd, the milking of the cow and the like, yet the fact of their

24
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bringing about particular results (in the shape of Heaven
)
&c») cannot be

got at by any ofcber means save the scriptures. For the matter of that,

even in the case of sacrifioos, a perception of their external forms does not

stand in need of any Scripural nuthority. It is only the fact of their lead-

ing to certain definite resulfs that, being not perceptible by the senses,

stands in need of such authority.

Nor can there be any inter-dependence (as urged in the Pfirvapaksha) ;

because it is not always necessary that the good men, in all that

they do, should always recall the scriptural authority for their actions
;

the fact is that from times immemorial we have always found the prac-

tices of good men to be in keeping with the scriptures ; and hence

people coming to recognise the authoritative character of such practices

(and not always taking the trouble, to seek the further authority of the

scriptures), take up these practices as the basis
;
and from that they

deduce certain actions as leading to Heaven, &c.
;
and as such they lose

sight of the fact of such actions being only occasional, and gradually

come to recognise them as necessary. The “ good men whoso practices

are meant here are only those that inhabit the country called ArySvarta
**

(the tract bounded by the Ocean on the Bast and the West, the Himalaya

on the North, and the Vindhya on the South)
;
and this limit, we may

infer to be based upon V edic passages, that speak of the ‘disappearance

of the Sarasvati’ and the ‘ drippings from the Plaksha tree
*

(the former

expression really referring to the place where the ‘ SHrasvata Satra
' was

commenced, and the latter where it was completed
;
but capable of being

taken as implying the tract round Kuruksehtra, in the planes of which the

Sarasvatl river is said to have disappeared).

The following objection may be brought forward :
“ The goodness of

“a man depending upon the fact of his acting in accordance with tho

“ teachings of the scriptures, tho mention of his practices, in the scrip-

“ tures, ns good^ would involve a mutual inter-dependence.”

But these people are called ‘good,* not because of their good con-

duct, but, simply because they are always found to be acting in accord-

ance with scriptural injunctions. People come to be recognised as ‘ good,*

by always acting in accordance with the direct teachings of the Veda

;

and when they have thus acquired the title of ‘ good ,* even if they hap-

pen to do something else, in accordance with a fixed tradition, (even

though the direct Vedic texts on the point may not be available), such

actions are believed to be the means of attaining to Heaven, and to have

the character of Dharma, And as for the ‘ mutual inter-dependence *

urged above, even in the case of the Veda, we read “If one who is

learned in the Veda, learned in the sciences, eloquent, fully knowing the

Veda, should read, <&c., &c., ** where we find the “ knowers of the Veda **
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mentioned in the Veda ; but inasmuch as thes e is an eternal relationship

between the Veda and the words it uses and the subject-matter it deals

with,—and as such the precedence of one or the other is as impossible to

be ascertained as in the case of the mutual relationship between Day and

Night,—such mutual inter-dependence is not held to be faulty. And as

for the 8mrti texts, laying down the actions already supported by the

practice of good men (they cannot be said to be useless on the ground

of all necessary authority for such actions being found in the said prac-

tices as supported by direct or assumed Vedio texts)
;
because it may be

held that having come across the particular practice, or even the Vedic

text in support of it, the Smrti may have expressed its own acquiescence

in it.

It has been urged above that^ inasmuch as we find such practices

based upon perceptible motives of greed, &c., they cannot have any basis

in the Veda. But such perceptible motives beings also found in the case

of the Actions laid down directly in the Veda,—this fact alone cannot

justify us in rejecting the fact of the practices having a basis in the Veda.

That is to say, wo find the injunctions of many actions in which there

is always some touch of a perceptible motive ;
and hence the presence of

such motives in the practices of good men cannot debar them from having

a basis in the Veda.

However, there are certain actions, which are also common among the

Mlecchas, for the performance of which there is no fixed rule or time

—

such things as are the means of physical pleasures
; as for instance,

agriculture, commerce, foods and drinks, soft beds, comfortable houses,

pleasure-gardens, painting, singing, dancing, perfumes, and the like
;
but

nobody ever thinks of these as Dharma

;

and hence the nature of these

cannot rightly lead us to reject the authority of all practices of good men
(that have any visible causes) ; nor can the fact of some such actions being

accepted as Dharma establish the Dharmic character of all of them.

Even among people who are similar to the Mlecchas, we find the preva-

lence of such actions as the worshiping of the gods and Breihmanas
;
and

certainly we accept these to be Dharma^ because they also appear in the

practice of good men. Among ordinary people, certain practices are

distinctly specified as good^ while there are other actions, which are com-

mon to all living beings (such as those of eating and the like, which help

to keep the body), and which, as such, are performed by the good men
also. But among all practices, those alone that are current among
the good people only are called Dharma

^

and not ell the Actions

that are common to all living beings (and as such among the good

also).

From this it also follows that in the case of men, whose minds have
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been fally impressed with the idea that only such Actions as are laid

down in the Veda are Dharmat their inner satisfaction is an authority

in distinguishing Dharma. And it is not possible for such people, as

hare their minds purified by a fill of knowledge of the Veda and its

meaning, and whose intention always functions in accordance with

the path of duty laid down in the Veda,—to have any ideas contrary to

the Veda
;
and with a view to this, it has been said—“ whatever the

man learned in the Veda utters, it becomes Vedic”—i.e., having its source

in the impressions left by the Veda, it becomes as authoritative as the

Veda itself. Just as in the case of salt mines, and in that of Meru the

land of bright gold, whatever is produced in them, becomes salt and gold

(respectively),—so also in the case of the inner satisfaction of one who
knows the Veda (which imparts Vedic authority to all that it touches).

This idea has also been expressed by many learned people, and has been

also poetically put thus :
“ Whenever any doubtful point presents itself

to good men, they are helped by their own minds, which always help them

to come to the correct conclusion.’’ {Qdkuntal&t Act I). And as a matter

of fact, for those whose minds are pervaded by the ideas imbibed from a

long continued study of the Veda, it is not possible to have an inner satis-

faction, in anything else save the doing of that which is Dharma

;

and

hence that Action, which when performed gives them inward satisfaction,

is accepted as Dharma,

Or, we may accept the fact of the inner satisfaction of good men

beiog a means of knowing Dharma, on mere verbal testimony (of Manu
and others) ;

and just as, even though many persons may perform any

single pious act, yet a contemplation of these persons brings about excel-

lent results to ordinary people (as it is laid down that whenever an evil

thought enters one’s mind he should think of a pious person),—in the

same manner, even though many actions may be connected with the inner

satisfaction of the good man, yet they are accepted as being conducive

to excellent results. And we may employ the same reasoning to the case

of the practices of good men (which are laid down as authoritative, in the

text ^*the practices of good men also, &o., (&o.”). Just as (1) in the case

of one who has been favoured by some deities with a boon to the effect

that anything he would utter would counteract the most virulent poison,

when he utters some such thing, and it is found to.effect a cure, people

cherish that utterance of his, to serve them in curing similar cases of

poisoning (in this case the mere fact of the Words being uttered

by the favoured person, imparts to them the potency),—(2) in the

science of snakes, it is laid down that whatever herb the mongoose hap-

pens to hold by its teeth, it becomes a potent cure for all poisons—* (in this

case the mere touch of the animal’s teeth imparts the potency to the
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herb),—(3) whatever place a pious man happens to inhabit, that place

(by his mere contact) attains a sanctity that puriBes all other people

coming to it,—exactly in the same manner, the practices and the inner satis-

faction of such people as have their minds saturated with Bharma^ them-

selves become the means of Dharma

;

and as such they are to be accepted^

by people seeking after a knowledge of Dharma, as laid down in the

Yeda itself.

The PnrvapahBha has brought forward certain specific instances of

the admittedly evil doings of eminently recognised good men : for instance,

that PrajSpati made advances to his own daughter, that Indra had an inter-

course with Ahalya; and so forth; and from these instances of gross

transgressions of the Law by recognised good men, it has come to the

conclusion that the mere practice of good men cannot be accepted as an

authority for Dharma.
In the first place, the passages (in the Furapas and Vedas) that are in*

terpreted on these lines, may be only a fortuitous coincidence of words and

expressions (the texts never having actually meant what they seem to mean
now)

;
or, secondly, the prohibition of such actions may be held to pertain to

men only, and not to superhuman beings
;

or, thirdly, the actions may be

justified on the ground of the persons concerned being very powerful and

super-human beings, and as such not subject to the same limitations (of

conduct) as the weaklier human beings ;
or, fourthly, we can explain the

said texts in such a way as to deprive them of all repulsive significations.

E.g, (1) The word ‘‘ PrajdpatV* means ‘ one who protects all creatures

as such it can be taken as a name of the Sun
;
and it is an ordinary

fact that towards morning the sun reaches the early Dawn, (* UshU*)
;
and

as the early Dawn is brought about by the approach of the Sun, it is called

his ** daughter;” and it is the fact of the Sun letting his rays fall in (or

on) the Dawn that has been figuratively spoken of as the intercourse of a

man with a woman.

(2) The word Indra"—proceeding from the root ^ IdV which signi-

fies great glory—would signify one possessed of a resplendent glory; and

as such it is taken as another name of the Sun
;
and he is the ^jara'—des»

troyer {jaratUn^(^ayati)^oi ^ AhalyH'—{ahani Uyate) that which disappears

during the day, i.e.. Night ;
as it is only when the Sun rises that the dark-

ness of night is destroyed; and it is in this sense that we should take the

sentence—“ Indro* halydyH jdrah,"—which cannot be taken in its ordinary

sense, of an illicit connection with a woman.

(3) As for Nahusha, it is true that when he reached the position of

Indra, he made advances towards ^adi, Indra’s wife; but through this

unlawful 8ict, he fell from his place and was born as a big snake ; and this

olearly shows that it was a sinful act that he had done
;
and as. for paci, as
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she proved very constant in her devotion to her own husband, her greatness

and effulgence become enhanced to a tremendous extent, which shows that

such faithfulness is an act of Dharma,

(4) In the case of Ya^ishtha, it is clear that bis action was due to

excessive grief, and hence nobody accepts it as Dharma. It is only that

Action which the good men know to be Dharma^ and perform it as suchi

hat is to be accepted as Dharma ;
while those Actions that, even when

performed by good men, are clearly found to be due to an undue influence

of desire, anger, greed, delusion, grief and the like,—are to be classified

as ^Dharma'* or ‘ Adharma^^ according as they happen to be enjoined or

prohibited in the scriptures ( without any consideration for the fact of their

being performed by good men).

(5) Hence, in the case of Vi^vamitra also, as he had reached a very

high degree of penance, even though he did, in certain csises transgress

the law under the influence of passion or anger,—yet we can allow such

transgressions to pass unnoticed, in accordance with the maxim that ‘ for

a strong man everything is equally healthy' (i.e., for a pious man all actions

are equally lawful)
;
or, we may absolve him from all blame, on the ground

that he would destroy all such sins by means of excessive penances, and
the performances of proper expiatory rites, which would leave him as pure

as over. But for people of lesser penances, such transgressions would be

as irretrievably harmful, as the eating of the (poisonous) leaves of the

Mahdvata for the elephant.

(6) As for Dvaipayana, he, under his mother's orders, got children

from the wife of his brother (related to him through his mother), in

accordance with the scriptural injunction: A woman without a hus-

band, if desirous of progeny, may, if ordered by her superior, have recourse

to her husband’s younger brother;” and even if a transgression, it dis-

appears in the light of his great penances, prior to, as well as after, the

committing of the deed. If there be another person with an equal degree

of Brahmic glory, he might do such deeds with impunity.

(7^ Rama and Bhishma, both considering the wife to be only necessary

in the performance of the sacrifice they had undertaken, did not take to a
wife—the former on account of his great love for his first wife Sita, and the

latter because of his great reverence for his father to whom he had pro-

mised that he would never marry ; and as botli were free from the debt

they owed their fathers—the one by his direct offspring, and the other by
the children of his mother,—there was no impediment to their sacrifices

being duly accomplished. Then again, Rama kept by him, at the sacrifice,

a golden image of SUa, because for the sake of reputation (he could not

have kept Sita in person), and for the sake of showing that he was
not cruel to the memory of Sita (he did not take another wife to him-
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self). And as for Bhishma,—the text of Mann laying down that if

among many uterine brothers, even one gets children, all the rest

become endowed with offspring, through these very children,—having

M
i from the debt he owed his fathers, by the birth of the

is brother, Vicitmvirya,—he may have taken to a wife for the

Iment of the sacrificial conditions
;
and this we may infer from

brent Inconsistency of such an irregularity in the conduct of

38 person like Bhishma, who, IMahnhMrata—Anu^Ssana Parva,

offering his libations at Gaya, did not place the offering in the

his father (who had appeared to him in person), in consideration

riptural texts that lays down the offering of the libations on the

ground—(one who was so scrupulous in following the scriptural teachings)

how could he, alone, without a wife, have dared to perform sacrifices ?)

(8) As for Dhftarashtra, we find it related in the Agcarya Parva

that, through Vyasa*s favour, he got his sight for looking upon his sons

;

and from this we can infer that through the same agency he was able to

see when the sacrifice was being performed (and hence at that time

he was not blind). We are told of the Maharshi being capable of

wonderful curses and blessings
;
hence, just as wo know of Dhftarashtra

to have been born blind in accordance with a curse pronounced by Vyasa

;

so we can infer, from the apparent inconsistency of a blind person engag-

ing in sacrifices, that during the performance he got his vision through a

blessing of Vyasa. Or, in the passages that describe Dliftarashtra as per-

forming ya.jnas, the word * Yajna ’ may bo taken to mean ‘ charity, gifts,
*

ns the root ‘ yaji
*

is equally expressive of sacrifice and giving. And wo
find Charity laid down as leading to results similar to those of sacrifices ;

hence the giving of charities may have been figuratively spoken of as the

“ performance of sacrifices.”

(9) The unlawful intercourse of the five Pandavas with a common
wife has been very well explained by Vyasa himself :

“ Draupadi appear-

ed, in the full bloom of youth, out of the sacrificial altar
;
and as such she

is Lakshml (the goddess of wealth) herself
; consequently, she does not be-

come tainted by her intercouse with many owners.” To the same effect,

we have also the foMowing: ** The Brahmarshi pointed out her wonder-

fully beautiful form to be superhuman ; inasmuch as tlie great-souled beau-

tiful one (Draupadi) became younger day by day.” All this tends to

show that she was not an ordinary human being
;
and hence she has been

spoken of as superhuman ” (and as such her actions are not to be judged

by the ordinary standard of human proprieties). It is for the very same

reason that Kfshna himself promised to Karna tliat Draupadi would go to

him on the sijrth day (after having been with the five Pandavas for five

days). If it were not on account of the superliumun character of the
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woman, how could sttch an authoiitative person as K^shna himself have

promised sach a trazu^ression.

Another explani^^t^is that there were five distinct rthnpadls;

but as they were all auk^lllliey have been spoken of as one
;
this con-,

elusion being led to by the apparent inconsistency of such a tra^^j^^w^
appearing in the conduct of such blameless characters as

and his brothers.

Or, it may be that she was the wife of Arjuna alone

she was actually won) ; and yet she is spoken of as being t

all of them, simply with a view to show, by a hyperbolical

tation, that there was not the slightest point of disagreement

the five brothers. Her superhuman character is further pointed oui^

by the faot that when being dragged to the assembly of kings, at the

gambling, though she was not actually in her courses, yet, on the spur

of the moment, she made herself look exactly as if she were so, simply

with a view to show the action of Dhj^tarashtra in the worst possible light.

And her character of Lakshml, too, is fully recognised, only when she is

considered as the wife of Arjuna alone (who is Nara, the counterpart of

Narayana). Then again, she has been spoken of, as the common wife of all

the five brothers, simply with a view to show that there was such a close

friendship among them that even such an exclusive possession as the wife

may be spoken of as belonging to all of them, and as such there w^s ..

mutual distrust among them, and so much the less chance of

ences arising.

Thus then, when .all these Atpparent transgressions are,found to be

capable of various rational explanations, and when, as a matter of fact, all

good men are actually found to avoid all that has its source in passion and
greed, &c., it is not right to question the righteousness of the Practice of

Good Men.

(10) Thus too, as regards the action of Yudhishthira in telling a lie

to compass the death of Dro^a, some authors have laid down that expiatory

rites can be performed even when the evil is done purposely
; and as the

rites laid down for the particular transgression, are the performance of an
AgwamBdha sacrifice, Yudhishthira did perform this^acrifice, and thereby

distinctly showed that what he had done was sinful
;
and as subh it cannot

be accepted as the ** Practice of good men. **

(11) Then remains the case of Ershna and Arjuna being drunk
with wine, and having married the daughters of their respective matei*-

nal uncles, both being instances of direct transgressions of the law* But
it is only the wine distilled from grains, which is called * SurU, * that

is prohibited for the three higher castes ; says the Smrti : BurU is the

impure essence of the grains and it is evil that is spoken of bs impure f
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lienee the Br&hmana, the Kshatrija and the Yai97a should never drink

Surd,** As for the particular wines “ Madhu ** (wine distilled from certain

fruits, as grapes and the like), and the * Stdhu * (that distilled from molass-

es), these are not prohibited for the Kshatriya and theVai^ya; as ** all

intoxicating drinks *’ have been prohibited for the Brahraana alone.

Though there is a passage that declares—“ all the three kinds of wine, the

Qaudi (that distilled from molasses) Faishthi (that distilled from grains)

Kiid Mddhvi (distilled from fruits), being the same, they should not be

drunk by the Brahmavddis, **—^yet here the word “ Brahmavddi ** should be

taken as denoting the Brahmanas only ; as the word literally means
‘ one who is capable of teaching Brahma,* or ‘ whose duty it is to teach

Brahma*, or ‘ whose excellence lies in such teaching* ; and as the root ‘ Vada *

is synonymous with * BrU * such duties are distinctly restricted to the

Brahmana alone, by such texts as—“ from among the three higher castes,

the Brahmana alone should teach. ** And it has also been pointed out in

connection with the villificatory Arthavada, that are taken along witli the

prohibition of wines in general, that the Brahmana, deluded under the

influence of wine, might do many such things as should not be done, which
shows that wine in general is prohibited for the Brahmana only. Hence
we take the passage—“ All the three kinds of wine, Ac., ’* to mean that

just as the one. Surd distilled from grains, is not drinkable by the three

higher castes, so are all the three undrinkable by the BrShmana. Other*

wise, if the simple prohibition of wine in general were meant, then the

words ‘ Yathaiva, &c.,* and * Brahmauddibhih * would be totally redundant.

The mention of ** the three castes ** we shall supply from out of another

verse. For this reason, the fact of Krshnaand Arjuna—both Kshatriyas

—

being intoxicated with * Madhu *

(grape wine) is in no way a transgi'ession

of the law.

And, as a matter of fact, we have Vedic texts that distinctly ghow (1)

that the prohibition of wine is for others (i.e., Brahmanas), and also (2)
that it is distinctly permissible (in the case of others): For instance, (1)

That which was impure came out afterwards
;
wine is that impurity,

this beoamoti, attached to the Kshatriya; hence it is that superiors,

daughters>in4aw, and the father-in-law drink the wine and go on talking ;

|6vil indeed is impurity
;
hence the Brahmana should not drink the wine

;

lest he be attached to evil **
;
and (2) “ The Kshatriya should say to

the Brahmana— * the drinking of wine does no harm to him who knows
this

*
**

;
and this latter is with reference to the ^ Madhu* and the ‘ Sidhu *

(and not the * Surd * which is in no case allowed to anyone else but the

J/*udra).

As for Kfshtia and Arjuna, having married their maternal cousins,

such relationships of brothers and cousins come to be mentioned, even

25
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where there is no blood relationship (and hence it may be that Krshna
and Arjuna are spoken of as cousins simply because of their close fiiend-

sliip). Though Subhadra is spoken of as ‘ Krshna’s sister,’ yet, we
know that only throe persona—BaladSva, Kirshna, and Skaiiafi9&

—

have been spoken of as uterine brothers and sisters
;

and hence we
conclude that Subhadra must have been a distant cousin of Krshna’s,

as is clear from the fact of her being married to Arjuna, who could be said

to have transgressed the law, only if he had married a child of Vasudeva’s

( who was his maternal uncle)
; and certainly he committed no transgres*

sion in marrying one who was only a distant relation of Vasudeva. And
liow could such a great Law>giver as K^'shna, who is always cited as an

example of righteous conduct, allow of an inoestuous marriage, when he

was fully alive to his position of a Law-giver, as is clearly shown by his

own declarations : viz,

:

** O Partha, all men follow my path,” “ Whatever

the great one does, the others follow ; that which he authorises, people act

up to it.”

The above arguments will serve to explain the marriage of Krshna

himself with Rukmini (who is said to have been his cousin).

As instances of transgressions, in modern times, of the laws laid

down in the SmrtiSf the Pm'vapaksha has cited the drinking of wine

among the Brahmana women of the countries of Ahicchatra and Mathura,

and the marriage with maternal cousins, current amongst the people of the

South.

In explanation of this, some people assert that as the Smrti and the

Practice of good men are both independent of each other, being equally

based upon the Veda, both of them are of equal authority, and as such

whenever we find them contradicting each other, we can accept both as

laying down equally authoritative alternatives; and as such the trans*

gressioDS need not be rejected as transgressions of Smrti laws, and as such

sinful.

But this explanation cannot be accepted as correct, in view of the

statement of the comparative strength of the various authorities of Dharma
(where it will be distinctly shown that the Smrti has a greater authority

than the Practice of good men).

Others again offer the following explanation : All Laws are laid down
with special reference to certain definite parts of the country; as Apas-
tamba has distinctly pointed out that certain actions are not allowed in

one part of the country, and they are quite permissible in another. And
hence wo coaoludo that the said practices would nob be sinful only for

those whose forefathers have been used to them : as has been declared by
Manu also :

“ The path by which one’s father and forefathers have gone

on, by that path of the good should one proceed; as by such procedure
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alone does he not become attached to sin.” And, as a matter of fact, we find

that those people, whose forefathers have not accepted the aforesaid practices

which have been prohibited in other Smrtisj still avoid them
;
and if by

chance they do become addicted to it, they are cast out by their own
people.

But this explanation too will not serve our purpose
;
because Gautama

has declared that “ all practices contrary to the Scriptures are unauthori*

tative.” It may be argued that as a matter of course, when we find the

practices to be contrary to the Veda, we do not accept them as authorita-

tive; and the term * Scriptures * does not apply to the Smrtis. But
this is not correct ;

because the term ‘ Scripture * is applicable to Smrti
works also. In connection with “ Sm&rta Dharma ” pankha and Likhita

have declared “ Amndyah smrtidhdrahah,** which clearly shows that tlie

works of Manu and others—called ‘
* (Scriptures)—which were

composed by them on the strength of their own remembrances of

Vedio texts—have been laid down for the sake of the students of these

works, for the purpose of ascertaining a definite basis for the said compila-

tions in such rememberances. Hence, it is absolutely impossible for ua to

accept the authoritative character of such practices as are contrary to the

laws laid down by Manu and others. As for the declaration of Apastamba,

quoted above, it has been completely refuted by Baudhayana, who has

cited many instances of practices contrary to the Smrtis. And further, as

we find all such practices originating from visible causes, such as passion

and the like, we can never accept the fact of there being a Yedic basis, either

for such unlawful practices, or for the above quoted declarations of Apas-

tarnba.

It may be asked— What is the text that prohibits the drinking of

wine for Brahmana women ? ” Well, we have the text—“ For this reason,

the BrShmana and the Kshatriya, and also the Kshatriya, should not drink

wine.”

Against this, it may be urged that the word ** Brahmana ” being in the

masculine gender, the said text cannot bo taken as prohibiting it for

women ; and as such the practice of the women of Mathura cannot be held

to be contrary to the Smrti text quoted.

But, in that case, even in the case of the prohibition—“ A Brahmana
should not be killed,” it may be the killing of the man alone that can bo

said to be prohibited; and in the same manner, a significance may be

attached to the singular number in ‘ Brahmana ' ;
and thence a man would

only once desist from killing one Brahmana ;
and he would conclude that lie

has obeyed the law fully, in that one desisting, and thenceforward he

might go on killing BrShraanas with impunity. Or, in the prohibition in

question too, we find the word “ Brahmana ” in the singular
; and so the
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law would have been fully obeyed by any single Br&bmana desisting froin

wine
; and thenceforth, we would have the same contingency as before

in the case of the prohibition of killing (ue,, the other Brahmanas would
go on drinking with impunity).

The other party retorts ;
“ As for the significance of the singular

** number, as this may be applicable either to each individual Brahmans,
“ or to the single Brahmana-class (considered as one composite whole),
“ there would be no harm in accepting it. That is to say, even if the pro-

hibition of the hilling^ as well as of the drinking^ refer to each individual

Brahmana that may happen to become a fit object of such prohibition,

—

“ as the mention of this singularity would be a mere repetition, it could not
‘‘qualify either tfce action (of killing or drinking) or the (and
“ as such the singular number could not be held to have any significance) ;

“ speciitlly if the singularity is distinctly found to refer to the BrShmana^
class, (as this class is always universally recognised to be one), any

“ mention of its singularity would all the more be a mere repitition (and as
“ such in any case no sigtiificance can bo attached to the singular number i

“ though there are no such objections to the admitting of the significance

‘‘of the masculine gender). [Then, as for the argument that if the mas-
“ online gender be significant, in the case of the word ‘ Brahmana ' as
“ occurring in the prohibition, ‘ the Brahmana should not drink wine, ' the
“ same may be said in the case of the prohibition ‘ the Brahmana should
“ not be killed ] there is a deal of difference between the two cases

; as in
“the prohibition of killing, Brdhmano na hantavyah') the ‘ Brahmana

’

“ being the real objective, appears in the form of the subject (on account
“ of the passive affix tavya)

; and as such no significance is attached to the
“ masculine gender in this case ; exactly as in the case of the sentence

one desirous of heaven should offer* sacrifices, ^ no significance is at-
“ tached to the masculine gender in ‘ svargakamah; simply on the ground
“ of its being the subject

; while in the case of the prohibition of drinking,
“ though the Brahmana, as the person warned off from sin, has the
“ character of the subject, yet considered as the agent of the drinking,
“ he becomes a part of the predicate, by means of the Nominative and
“ the Instrumental affixes (the real construction of the prohibition being
“

‘ BrahmanBna-surapanam pdpajanakam ')
; and as such in this case, it be-

comes absolutely necessary to attach a significance to the masculine
“ gender j exactly as in the case of the ‘ measuring of the sacrificial post ' by
“ the sacrificer, as the sacrificer is mentioned as the predicate, his gender
“ is taken into consideration.

“ To further explain (how no significance can be attached to the mns-
“ online gender in the word ‘ Brahmana, * in the sentence ‘ the Brahmana
“ should not be killed ’) : The meaning of the sentence is that ‘ one who is
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** a Brdhmana should not be killed *
;
and when this construction has been

“ once comprehended, (the prohibition has been fully understood and) no
** other gender, <&c., can be predicated, either of the Brahrnaiia, or of the
** prohibition

;
(because that would lead to a split of the original sentence),

“ which would have to be construed somewhat like this ;
‘ one who is a

** Brahmana should not be killed, and that Brahmana should be a male ’

;

** which is not in any case allowable. That is to say, the Injunction in

“ question serves to lay down a prohibition
;
and as no prohibition of mere

** killing (without an object) is possible, we take it to mean the prohibition

“ of the hilling as qualified by (i.e., as pertaining to) the Brdhmatia-class ;

** and its operation ceasing with this, if it be called into requisition again,
** with a view to the injunction of any such peculiarities as the gender and

the like, with reference either to the Brahmana^ or to the Killing

^

or to

“ the Prohibition^—then it would be necessary to repeat the Injunctive

affix (which has once enjoined the non^killing^ and which is now called

upon to lay down the gender, &o.) ;
and as such, this would lead to the

“ split of the sentence. Even for those who hold Injunction and Prohibi-

“ tion to be two distinct facts signified by Vedic sentences, the Nega-
** tive (* not ’ in the prohibition * the Brahmana should not be killed ’

),

having its own denotation helped by that of the Injunctive affix, comes
“ to have an additional meaning (in the shape of prohibition)^ and serves the

“ purpose of prohibiting that {killing) which has been signified by the In-

“ junctive affix in (‘ hantavyah ’), with special reference to the Brahmana-
“ class ; because, as explained before, no prohibition of mere killing in the

abstract would be possible
;
dnd it cannot be again called into requisition

“ to prohibit any such further peculiarities, as those of gender and the
“ like, in connection with, either the Brahmana, or the Killing, or the In-

“ junction
;
consequently, though a particular gender is mentioned in the

“ sentence, yet, as it does not serve any useful purpose, no significance can

be attached to it. The construction of the said passage may^be amplified

ill the following manner :
' That the Brahmana should be killed through

“ auger &o., is not.* But according to those who accept the Injunction to

be the only signification of the Veda (and explain the Prohibition as
** only a negative Injunction), the sentence may be amplified thus :

* The
“ killing of the Brahmana should not be ^done,* or ‘ Ho who is a Brah-
“ mana, him one should not kill,’—the passage being thus explained,

“ either as the prohibition of the killing as pertaining to the Brahmana,

“ or as the prohibition of a killing which has its object distinctly pointed

“ out as the Brahmana. In any case, we cannot escape from accepting

** the Brahmana as the Subject ;
and as pertaining to the Subject, either

“ the Gender or the Number can have no significance.

** On the other hand, in the case of the prohibitions— *’ the Brahmana
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should nofc drink the wine, ’ and ‘ the wine should not be drunk bj the
“ teachers of Brahma *—,

the ‘Biahmana’ has not the character, of either

“ the cause, * or ‘ place,
*
or ‘ time ’ or ‘ result, ’ or * the object of purifica-

“ tion, which are the only five possible forms of that whi(jh is already

'' known (i.e., Subject)
;
and in the former sentenee, the Brahmana has

the full character of the qualificaiiou of the nominative, and as such^

“ is capable of being defined by the singular number which is predicated

“ of it by the verbal affix (‘ in pibet *)
;
and in the latter sentence as the

** Instrumental ending distinctly points to the subordinate (or predica-

“ tive) character of the Brahmana, he cannot but be admitted to be
“ specified by the masculine gender. And in accordance with this, even

the former sentence should be taken as the prohibition of drinking^ for

the Brahmana, as qualified by the Masculine gender.”

And thus, as the drinking of wine is not found to have been pro-

“hibited, for Brahmana women, the drinking of wine by the women of the
** countries of Ahiccbatia and Mathura cannot be said to be a transgres-

“ sion of the law.”

SIDDHINTA.

This is not so
;
because even in the case of the prohibition of drinking,

no significance can be attached to the gender, because the Brahmana is the

subject, here also, exactly as in the case of the prohibition of Brahman*

killing. As a matter of fact, the mere fact of a certain thing being yet to

be known is not the only ground for attaching a significance to the qualifi*

cations of the gender, &c., because Predicability is the one important ground

for such significance
;
as that whioh is described—--i.e., the Subject of a

proposition—is described just as it is found to exist
;
and in connection with

tliat, nothing more than what is neoessaiily required by the Predicate can

be said to be predicated.

Hence, if we had any such injunction as that * the Brahmana should

drink wine * prior to the appearance of the Prohibition, then alone could

there be any chance for the subordinate and predicative character belong-

ing to the Brahmana, which could justify our attaching a significance to

everything (that is both the masculine gender and the singular number)*

But, as a matter of fact, we know that the only ageut that prompts the

Brahmana to the drinking of wine is Passion or Delusion, <fec.; and so there

is no possibility of there being any such Injunction (of the drinking of wine)

.

And as for an Injunction being deduced from the prohibitive text itself

(as urged above), no such deduction is possible, as all chance for it is

barred by the fact of the sentence ending in a direct prohibition. There-

fore, whether the said prohibition be construed as—‘ That the Brahmana
should drink wine is not, ’—or as * He who is a Brahmana should not drink
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wine, being taken either as the prohibition of drinking as pertaining

to wine, or as the Injunction of a prohibition,—in any case, inasmuch as he

is the object that is helped by being warned off from the drinking, the

Brahmana cannot be held to be predicated either of the drinking or of the

prohibition (and as such no signihcance can be attached to the gender,

&o.)

Even in ordinary experience, we find that there is a chance of both the

male and the female (Brahmana) being addicted to drink
;
and hence in the

sentence prohibiting the drinking, the mention of the Brahmana mast be

taken as pertaining to both sexes (because as the Subject of the sentence,

it must be taken exactly as it is found in ordinary experience). And it

cannot be construed as * The Brahmana that should drink ’—

*

and he be a

male*
;
because such conuection of the gender cannot be established without

the operation of Predication (which is absent in this case). (That is to say,

when the ‘ Brahmana’ has once been spoken of as the Subject, it is not

possible to make it the Predicate without a Predicative word). (But such

Predication is not found in the present case). (Because the whole sen-

tence cannot be taken as serving the sole purpose of predicating the relation

of the gender ;
as the Injunction, or the Predication, does not proceed any

farther than the prohibition of drinking). Hence, we conclude that in both

cases (t.e., in the case of the prohibition, ‘ The Brfthraana should not bo

killed,’ as also in that ‘ The Brahmana should not drink wino’) we cannot

attach any significance to the gender or the number (of the word

Brahmana’).

It may he argued that—** if such be the case, then the killing of the

Brahmana woman would be as sinful as that of the male Brfthmana
; and

as such, how is it that the full expiatory rite, necessary on the killing of

a Brahmana, has been restricted (in the case of the female BrShmana) to

the AtrSyi woman only (which shows that the killing of other Brahmana
females is not equally sinful) ?

”

To this we make the following reply : Who is there that denies the

equal sinfulness of the killing of the female Brahmana ? As for the

expiatory rites being different, this is due to the fact of the one being a

female and the other a male (but this does not show that there is any

difference in the sinfulness of the two slaughters)
;
and certainly the com-

parative slightness of the expiatory rite does not remove the character of

* Brahmana-slaughter’ from the killing of the female Brfthmana ; because

under certain circumstances the expiatory rite that has been laid down as

necessary for one who has killed even a male Brdrhmana, is also compara-

tively slight ; and this fact would also come to imply the lesser sinful-

ness of this killing (which is absurd). Therefore, because the expiatory

rite laid down for One who kills a female Brahmana is comparatively
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slight, from that we cannot doubt the fact of the killing of the woman .

being sinful and prohibited.

In the case of the drinking of wine, however, we do not meet with any

distinction in the expiatory rites that are laid down
;
and as such all

chance of there being any support for such drinking by women having

been lost, we conclude that the said practice of the Brahmana women of

the two countries, is a direct transgression of the laws laid down in the

Smrtia,

It has been argued above that on the strength of a declaration of

Apastamba, we can accept the two as optional alternatives ;
but as this

drinking of wine by the Brahmana has been prohibited by the Veda

itself—“ Therefore, the Brahmana should not drink wine**—the mere

equality of two contradictory Smftis cannot justify us in accepting an

option in the matter; and hence we cannot admit the authoritativeness of

such practices.

{The Adhikarana differently construed).

With a view to establish the authoritative character of the Prac-

tices of good men, we can construe both these Sutras as laying down this

same Adhikarana, And this further consideration is based upon the in-

stances of the practices of the good people inhabiting the part of the world

known as ^ AryUvarta* which has been defined as that country where the

black antelope is found to roam and graze. The question is—That which
the Aryas (gentlemen of the said country) are found to perform, as

Dharma, is that authoritative or not P And the ground of doubt is that on

account of these persons being the same as the performers of Yedic
sacrifices, we conclude their practices to be authoritative

;
while inasmuch

as we do not find such practices duly coded and compiled, there is a
chance that they may be unauthoritative.

It may be argued that the Authors of the Smrtis themselves have declared

the authoritativeness of such practices, in such texts as,
—“ the remto-

brance and the conduct of people knowing the Veda,** “ the practices of

good men,** “ the practice that obtains in a country,** and so forth

—

and as such the authority of the practices is implied in that of the Smrtis.

But this will not do
; as the opponent might very rightly argue thus

:

** Inasmuch as we do not find such practices to have any origin (in the
** Veda) and as we find them to be due to other motives of gree^l^liMr the

like, we cannot accept them as authoritative
;
because even of Snifti texts,

we admit the authority of only such of them as are found to have any basis
** in the various branches of the Veda; but on the sole authority of the pre-

valence of certain practices, we cannot infer the existence of corroborative
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Smrti toxis, and at the same time, that the Vedio texts in support of these

** latter. Because the Authors of the SmrHs must have seen tliese practices

“ exactly as we see them
;
and hence the cannot point out any Vedic

“ basis for them. Specially because, if these Authors knew of the V edic texts

“ in support of the practices, they should have included tliem amoiipj the other

“ acts laid down in their w'orks. And hence, inasmuch as we do not find

“ them laying them down in their works in the same manner as they have
“ done the other acts for which they had supports in the Veda,—and as they
** declared them to be authoritative, simply on account of the confidence

that they had in the good men of their day,—we can by no moans
“ ascertain such practices to have any basis in the Veda.”

Consequently there is certainly an occasion for due considei’ation.

The foregoing two Adhikuranas have laid down the conclusion that the

Practices of good men are authoritative, because the people among whom
these are prevalent aro the same as the performers of Vedic snevifices,

and also because wo do not find them to be contrary to tlie Veda or

the 8mrti. Asa matter of fact, wo do not find any practices of good men
to be contrary to any Hynrti or Vedic texts

;
and as such, from the fact of

the persons concerned being the same in both cases, they are accfcptcd to

be authoritative
;
and in support of this wo have the declarations of the

Authors of Smrtisy who could not have lent their support to anything

which they did not actually know to bo based upon the Veda.

Against this conclusion, however, we have the following;—

PURVAPAKSHA.

Inasmuch as the scripttires are limited in their scoiw {Sutra tho

“ practices of good men, devoid of Vedic support, cannot have any author-

“ ity, with regard to tho ascertaining of B/mrrua or Ad^arwa. The scope

“ of the scriptures has been limited to matters relating to Dharma and
“ Adharma : and tho scriptures have been limited to the nnmher fourteen

,

as

“ made up of the Veda and its subsidiary sciences, none of which includes

“any such thing ns tho Pi’actices of good men
;
nor can such Practice he

said to form a scripture by itself ; nor can tlje Perception or the Perform-

“ ance of such Practices he said to form a scripture
;
because the former

“ depends upon other persons
;
and as for the latter it is the subject-matter

“ dealt with by tho scriptures, and cannot itself be the sciipturo. And as

“ for the Smrti text supporting the authoritative cliaracter of tho Prac-

“ tices, it has already been shown that it has no basis in the Veda.

“ And if we proceed to consider the question, as to wliether these

“ Practices have one basis or many,—we find that neither of the two is

** possible to be inferred. Because for such Practices as are found to be

“ different in different countries, and among different communities and fami-

26
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“ lies, ifc is not possible to be based upon any single Vedic text
;
uoi* is tbeie

“ any such Vedic text as would include all such practices; as it is absolutely

“ impossible for them to be spoken of either as distinct individuals, or ns

“ forming a class by themselves, which are the only two possible denotations

“ of words. And if one were to assume a Vedic text for each of these Prac-

“ tices, he would be composing a Veda by himself ; as it is not possible for

“ any single sentence to speak of, and give rise to, an indeBnite number
“ of practices

;
nor can it be said that, it was the finding of such a sentence

“ in the Veda that led the authors of the Smrtis to declare the authoritative-

ness of the practices ; because in that case these would come to have as

“ great an authority as the other 8mrH texts that lay down other duties

“ (on the basis of the Veda). And again, the Smrti text that would be
** composed after the perception of the Practice, cannot serve as its basis

:

“ as that would disturb all the rules that regulate the relations of the sup-

“ porter and the supported, and the comparative strength of the various

“ authorities. (Because in that case the Practice would serve as the origin

and basis of the Smrti text).

“ Hence, inasmuch as it is only amongst a limited number of scrip

-

tures that the basis for any action can bo assumed, as we do not find

“ any basis for many of the said Practices among the scriptures, we con-

“ elude them to be absolutely baseless. Nor is it possible for us to assume a
** a Vedic text similar to the Smrti that could also bo assumed as corro-

** borative of the practices
;
because in that case, the Veda would come to

“ have its origin in these practices ;
which would turn all ideas of the com-

“ parative strength of the various authorities upside down. That is to sny,

“ the Vedic text assumed would be in some such form as— ‘ The Practices

of good men are authoritative but this would imply the existence of the

“ practices, prior to the Vedic text; and as that wliich follows cannot servo

“ as the basis for that which has existed before it, such an assumed text

“ cannot bo held to be the basis of the practices which therefore remain as

“ baseless as before.

“ Or, the Sutra (Cth) may be taken in the following manner : the scope

of the scriptures is limited to a definite number of subjects; and as the
“ number of the practices is indefinite, they cannot have the character of

“ tho scripture.

“ Or, it may mean that the subject-matter of tho scripture is

“ limited to such facts only as are not cognisable by any other means.
“ While in the case of the practices, we find many such visible motives as
** Greed and the like

;
and hence we cannot admit them to have any author-

“ ifcy in tho scriptures. Hence we couclude that inasmuch as the practices
“ are subsidiary to considerations of material pleasures, they cannot
“ have the character of Bharma, We find in the case of the Vai^yas,
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** Servants, and Doctors, and other people in the towns, that their practices

are based upon motives of material pleasures ; and hence wo conclude

the same to be the case with all human practices.

‘‘ For these reasons, we conclude that the Veda and the Smftis are
“ tlie only authorities in matters relating to Dharma ; and as for the conduct
“ and practices and inner satisfaction of men, they are just the same as
“ drinking bouts and jokes (current among ordinary people}.’*

{Sutra 7 would embody the Siddh&nta in reply to this Piirvapaksha.']

Or, the three Sutras (5, 6, and 7) may be taken as dealing with this

same Adhikarana; and in this case, the practices current among the good
people of AryUvarta may be cited as instances

;
and with regard to these,

a question may be raised as to their authoritativeness or otherwise. And
(the Piirvapaksha being supplied from without, on the same lines as shown
above), all the three Sutras be taken as putting forward the Siddhdnta

only, which would run thus

:

Tliat which is taught {^Cishta^) in the Veda and the Smrtts—if this

is not contradicted by the practice of good men, such practice can bo

accepted, as an authority for Dharma; but whenever there is the least

contradiction of the said teachings, then, ns there would be a contradiction

among the autliorities, the Practice can never be admitted to have any

authority iu matters relating to Dharma.



ADHIKARANA (5).

[A word IS always to he taken in the sense that is attributed to it in tlie

scriptures ']

.

A.

—

The Adhikarana explained in accordance with the Biiashya.

Sutra (8). The contest would be equal/'

The clause—“ because we do not find any contradiction amongst
tlicm”—ina} be taken as the opening of tins Sfttni,

When we find even good men using a word ia two different meanings

tbo following doubt arises in the mind of the listener: Inasmuch as a

single word is used by good men in different senses, often contradicting

one another, which one shall wo accept as being tbe real meaning of the

word ? For instance, the word ‘ yava' (barley-corn) ‘ Varaha,' (Boar), and
* Vetasd* (Cane), are, in other countries, used in the sense of ^ priyangu*

(Long pepper), ‘ Fdyasa* (Crow), and * Jam (Blackberry), respectively.

Hence there arises a doubt as to the real significations of these words,
in the minds of those who have not thought out the difficulty, and who
base all their ideas only upon what they actually perceive.

And on this point, we have the following

—

PCRVAPAKSITA.

“ There should be no doubt at all on this point; because the usages of
“ all men are equally authoritative. In the case of every word, in whatever
*’ sense it happens to be used in a country, for that country the expressive-

ness of the word rests in that sense alone; and this local denotation of
“ the word is authoritative for all men of all countries

; specially as the
following arguments necessitate such universal authority

:

“ The word cannot bo said to have that sense for a few men only
;

“ nor can it bo said not to have that sense for any men
;
the only difference

“ that is possible is on the point of such sense being known or not known
;

“ and it ia only this difference that can be perceived, in connection with

„ severnl men of various countries. Consequently, even if a certain sense
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‘‘ of a word, be not known to certain men, they should accept it unhesita-

“ tingly
; as it is as authoritative as the meaning that is known to

“ them.
“ The reality, or the authority, of the denotations of words do not

“ depend upon either the greater or lesser number of persons using them
“ in different senses

;
as in the case of such words (which are held to have

‘‘many meanings even by the same people) as * aksha* ^ pala* and the

“like: though only very few people use the word ^Alesha' in the sense

“ of the terminalia helerica, yet this moaning of it is admitted as freely as

“ that of the * axle of the cart.* Similarly, too, it has been declared that

“ the root ‘ <^ava' is used in the sense of moving among the Kambojas
;
while

“ the Aryas use it to signify modification or putrefaction, as when they
“ speak of the dead body as a ‘ gava ;* and there are many verbs and nouns
“ that are found to be used in different senses in different countries.

“ Hence we conclude that the contest between (or the authority of) all the

“significations is equal.

“ So also in a case where a certain fact in connection with the subsidiary

“ sacrifices is mentioned by a word that appears in the same form (though

“ perhaps in a different sense) in connection with the primary sacrifice,—wo
“ accept the Subsidiary to have been performed exactly as the Primary,
‘‘ and thereby quite in keeping with the Injunction that the Subsidiary is

“ to be performed like the Primary. It is with special reference to such a
“ case only that the clause—‘ because we do not find any contradiction

“among them’—can bo admitted (as a part of the Sutra); because it is

“ only in such cases that the diversity can be said to be non-contradictory
j

“ in all other cases, there being no pos.sibility of a co-existence of diversity

“ and non -contradiction.
“ Thus then the different usages being equally authoritative, we must

“ accept them to be optional alternatives.”

To all this, we make the following reply

:

SiDDHANTA.

Sutra (9). That which is supported by the scriptures (is the

more authoritative), because that (the scripture) is the source of

authority.

The sense that appears in the scriptures is the more authoritative

;

because the scriptures are the only source of authority
; as for the sense

accepted in ordinary parlance, such signification can be accepted as second-

ary. Whenever there is a difference of opinion, the ordinary people of

the world are not accepted as the decisive authority, but it is always that

which has the support of the scriptures that is accepted as the most
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authoritatiro
;
because as for acceptance in ordinary parlance, all are

equally accepted
;
while the latter has the additional authority of the

scrip! ures, which makes it the most authoritative of all.

Or, the Sutra may be explained thus : the sense in which the word

is used hy those persons that take their stand upon the scriptures^ is to he

accepted as the most authoritative ; because it is more trustworthy than any

other sense.

It is a peculiarity with the people taking their stand upon the scrip-

tures, that if there is even a slight discrepancy in what they assert, the

whole purpose of the scriptures becomes defeated (that is to say, in the

coarse of a sacrifice, if there is the slightest mistake in the pronunciation,

&o., of mantras, the sacrifice becomes faulty, and fails to bring about the

proper results)
;
whereas in the case of ordinary usage, even if there be

slight discrepancies, there is no such contingency. The doctors of medi-

cine, when considering their own science of medicine, ascertain the mean-

ings of the words “ Yava ” and the like (ns they occur in particular

contexts), in accordance with the taste, nutritious properties and digesti-

bility of the particular article, that may be meant there
;
and the sacri-

ficial priests proceed to ascertain their meanings, with reference to the

proper performance of Bharma, Therefore in the case of a work on medi-

cine, a word should be accepted to have that sense (primarily) which has

been given to it, from times immemorial, by the doctors of that science

and so also in the case of sacrifices, only that sense is to be accepted

which has been admitted by people learned in the sacrifices.

And when it is thus possible to definitely ascertain the meaning of a

word, we cannot accept it to be of an uncertain signification
;
nor can we

admit of an option in the matter
; because all options are open to eight

objections (as shown above).

As a matter of fact, whenever we find a word invariably used in the

Veda, in the same sense, this definite ascertainment of its signification

leads us to a similar conclusion, in the case of ordinary parlance also.

As for instance, in the case of the word ‘ Yava, ' the Veda has laid down
the injunction—‘ the post of the Udumbara wood is to bo washed with

the water mixed with Yava
;

* and in connection with this passage, it is

declared— ‘ when all other plants are drooping, these continue to flourish

luxuriantly*. (This passage we meet with in various rescensions of the

Veda; the Bliashja has cited that which occurs in connection with the

VarunapraghUsa sacrifice ; but as a discussion, as to which passage is really

meant, would serve no purpose, we may accept it as quoted by the

Bhtfshya). As a matter of ordinary experience, we find that in the
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month of Phdlgiiva (February-March) the leaves of all the trees fall off,

and it is only the barley-corn that flourishes most luxuriantly. On the other

hand, the ‘ Friyangu * (long-pepper) ripening during the Autumn, dis-

appears entirely long before Fhdlguna, and flourishes during the rains,

when no other plants are found to be drooping, as all of them are in

luxuriant foliage during the rains (hence we cannot accept the Long-
pepper to be that which ‘ flourishes luxuriantly when all other plants are

drooping '). (Hence we cannot but accept the word ‘ Yava ’ to mean
barley-corn).

In the same manner, the significations of the words * V^tasa
* and

* VarUha ’ are also ascertained from the sense in which they are used in

the scriptures.

{Here ends the Explanation of the Adhikarana according to the BJiHshya),

t

[ Arguments against the above interpretation of the Adhiharana,^

In all the three words cited, the significations that have been sought

to be supported by scriptural texts, are such as ai'o already accepted to bo

the most authoritative, even on the authority of ordinary usage
; and as

such they cannot serve as examples of words having their significations

defined by the authority of the scriptures. For in no country is the word
‘ Yava

'

used in the sense of long-pepper^ nor the words ‘ Vetasa * and
* Vard^ha ’ in those of blackberry and crow respectively. Why then should

we assume such usages and thereby create a difliculty for ourselves

uselessly ?

Inasmuch as under the Sutra I—iv—29, it will be shown that in all

doubtful cases, a definite conclusion is arrived at, by the help of subsequent

I)assages ;
and hence, the above instances coming under the same category,

there is no need of considering them over again on this occasion. It is

true that under the said Sutray no notice is taken of the denotations of the

words, the consideration referring solely to the object to be used the

point there to be considered is not what the word “ akta ** anointed means,

but that what is the material with which the gravels are to be anointed)
;

and in the case as treated of there, the conclusion arrived at is only appli-

cable to the particular time and place, and not everywhere (i.e., it does not

conclude that wherever there is to be an anointingy it is always to be

done by buttery but only that in the particular instance, only butter should

bo used)
;
while on the present occasion, what we are considering is the

general denotation of the word yava ’) ; and as such the conclusion that

we arrive at is universally binding
;
and from these facts it may be argued

that there is no repetition. Yet with all this, the process of reasoning
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employed in the two cases is the same ;
and exactly as under the said

Sulrn^ the butter is concluded to be the object that is to be employed,

on the strength of the subsequent passages
;

so in the same manner, in

the present case also, it is by the aid of the subsequent passage that we
arrive at a definite conclusion with regard to the significations of the

words * yava * and the like.

And again, under the Sutra I—iv—23 we shall show that there are

various causes of secondary (or indirect) signification, such as similarity and

the like
;
and lienee even if the word * VBtasa * be not admitted to be directly

denotative of the blackberry, the similnrity of the two would enable it to

bo used (indirectly) in that sense
;
(and as such, such signification being

only indirect, it could not have the preference over the natural significa-

tion)
;
and hence no purpose is served by the citation of such words as the

instances to be considered.

For these reasons, we should base our consideration of the present

Adhikarana upon other examples.

[B. The Adhikarana as explained by the VGriika,']

When there happens to bo a difference in the usages of the Arya and

the Mleccha, there arises a doubt as to whether both nro equally authorita-

tive, or one is more authoritative than the other. And on this wo have the

following
PURVAPAKSIIA.

“ For all people that have to do only with perceptible things, the

“ contest would be equal; as it is only in the case of invisible (or supor-physi-

“ cal) things that the Aryas can have any superior authority > in the case
“ of visible things, the authority of the Arya and the Mleccha is equally

“ strong.

“ Because all words are used with the sole purpose of expressing
** certain things

;
and certainly the things that are thus talked of are those

“ that are met with, and are of use, in ordinary experience. Hence, in a
“ case where we find exactly the same word being used in an entirely dif-

“ forent sense, among the Mlecchas, wo conclude the expressiveness
‘‘ of the word to be eternal ; exactly as wo have the notion of eternality
“ with regard to the expressiveness of words used by the Aryas

;

as the
“ reasons for accepting the eternality of the relations between the word and
“ its meaning are equally applicable in the two cases of the Arya and the

Mleccha. As among the Mleochas too, wo cannot trace the beginnings of
“ the usages of words

;
and hence wo can perceive no difference between

“ two equally beginningloss expressive potentialities of words. For instance,
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** even among the Mllicchas^ the perception of smoke leads to the conclusion

of the existence of fire
;
and hence (as we find their position correct in the

** case of one means of knowledge) we conclude that the sense in which a

** word is used by them is really one that is expressed by it. Consequently

“ then, in the case of the word * pilut* as denoting a particular tree (accord-

“ing to the Aryas) and the elephant (according to the Mlecchas)^ tho

“ contest between them (for authority) would be equal,*'

SIDDHINTA.

In reply to the above, we have the Sutra (9), which can bo explained

exactly as it has been done above.

And further, the notion of real expressiveness that wo have with regard

to the words used by the MlBcchas is as erroneous as the notion that we

have with regard to those words that, though pronounced wrongly on

account of ignorance, inability, &o., are yet perchance found to resemble

another correct word. That is to say, exactly as we have corruptions of 1ho

verbal forms of words, so also we have thoso of meanings,—these latter

being duo to such causes as the indirect (secondai’y) significations of words,

or the inability of tho person to discern tho right moaning, And theso

coiTuptions can be discerned only by those people that take their stand

upon the scriptures, and are seeking after the virtue that is attainable only

by the correct performance of duties as correctly comprehended from the

Veda ; exactly as a false coin can be picked out only by those who are ex-

perts in the art. And certainly, when there is an opposition between the

cognitions of the learned and the ignorant, the former is always the stronger

of the two ;
specially as it is very easy for us to get at reasons and facts

upsetting the ideas of the ignorant.

Hence we conclude that, inasmuch as the inhabitants of JrySvarta

take their stand upon the scriptures, their ideas alone can have any authorr

ity in tho matter of such significations of words as appertain to Dharma

and its accessories. And even among theso people themselves we should

accept that sense in which the word is used by one who is more learned

and more conversant with the scriptures, in preference to those sanctioned

by the usage of people less learned in them.

[O. The Adkikarana interpreted differently

We may take the Adkikarana as dealing with tho contradictions be-

tween Smytis and Usage, And on this point, we have tho following

pCtrvapaksha.

^Inasmuch as both have their origin equally in the Voda, the contest
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“ hetween them would he equal. Because, just as the authority of the

“is based upon the fact of their being based upon the Veda, so too is that

“ of Usage
;
and as such we can perceive no difference between the two, in the

“ point of authority. Or, we may go a step further : Usage is stronger in

“its authority than Smrti

;

because its results (in tlie shape of actions)

“ are directly perceptible, as leading to equally visible results
;
and certainly,

“ that authority (or means of knowledge} which is dissociated from its

** result, becomes greatly weakened. The Vedic text, that would be the

“ basis of Usage, is perceived directly in the result
;
and hence, while

“ having found a Smrti text, we would be still looking after a Vedio text

“ to servo as its basis, the Usage, having obtained its footing long ere this,

will have asserted itself
;
and certainly when a thing has once asserted

itself, how can it be ousted ? Therefore, wo must admit either that the

“ Usage is more authoritative than Smrti^ or that both are equal in

“ authority.”

SIDDBINTA.

But the Smrti is hold to be more authoritative, because of its being

based directly upon the scriptures
;
and certainly the support of the Veda

is not equal in the two cases. Because the Smrti has been compiled, in a

proper manner, by trustworthy persons
;
and this fact directly leads to

an unimpeded inference of its teachings being based upon the Veda.

Whereas in the case of Usage, the Usage leads to the assumption of a cor-

roborative Smrti^ which in its turn leads to that of a Vedic text in support

of it
;
thus in this case the support of the Veda being one degree further

removed, its authority becomes weakened. And certainly there is no

single Vedic text that sanctions the authority of all Usages at once
; and

at best the Vedic texts, supporting the Usages, are various and scattered all

over the Veda; and as such they cannot be got hold of without the

aid of i\iQ Smrtis ; specially as such Vedio texts are not found grouped

together in a single AdhySya
;
but they are scattered among various

chapters, and can be got at only here and there, and that too, with

great difliculty.

For instance,—(1) In connection with the preparation of the sacrifi-

cial fire, we I'cad—** The sacrificer places the cake on both sides of himself,

and hence it is that people carry the food with both hands, and then eat

it
;

” and here, though the passage itself gives reasons for the particular

action, yet tho fact cited as reason is ^not very well known ; and hence

this only leads to the inference of a direct Injunction, in accordance with

the argument that ‘ things are enjoined by VediC sentences.* Nor can it

bo urged that tho passage being merely explanatory pf a certain useful

method—like the passage “ as human children having lived iu Bio womb for
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ten inoutlis come to be born in the eleventh, so do the mules, <&c., &c.” ; and

as such it cannot point to an Injunction, because the method described is not

necessarily calculated to fulfil any purpose. Nor can it be said to be ex^-

planatory of a well-established natural fact—as in the case of the passage

“hence people in old age are supported by their children” (because the

said method of eating is not generally recognised as a well-established

natural fact). Hence though the passage has an entirely difEerent meaning,

yet the special ratiocinative style adopted serves to indirectly point to an
Injunction of the particular method of eating.

(2) The same process of reasoning is followed in the case of tho

passage—“ because the food is kept on the right side, therefore it is only by
tho rigth hand that one eats,” (which though referring to a particular

action at sacrifices, is made to point to an Injunction of tho said method
of eating).

(3) Similarly, too, in the passage—“the person initiated for tho

sacrifice should apply the collyrium to the right eye first, becanso men
ordinarily are found to apply it to that eye first,” (which though referring

to the sacrifice, is yet made to point to an Injunction whereby worneii

are enjoined to apply the collyrium to the right eye first).

(4) So also w^h reference to the passage—“two strings were applied

to each post, hence it is that a man takes many wives, though a wounin

does not take more than one husband ”— which we find in the section

on * Yttpaikadafuii
*—(which is made to point to the injunction of one

man taking many wives, and the prohibition of one woman taking

many husbands).

(5) In the same manner, in the chapter on Dargapiirnamnsa, passing

over the Injunction dealing with the Agnishomiyay we read a passage

descriptive of the fact of the third part of Indians sin, consequent u[)oii

his having killed a Brahmana in tho person of Tvaslitf’s son (Vftra),

having been relegated to women in their courses; and this description is

made the means of pointing to the injunction of certain observances for

the woman in her courses, a fact which has nothing to do with the main
subject, the Agnishomiya—these observances being sleeping upon the ground,

Uot bathing, desisting from meat-eating, unguents, collyrium, spinning, washing

of the teeth, pairing of the nails, thread-tioimng

,

and so forth, all of which

are to be kept up for three days.

Thus then, wo find that the Vedic texts, that can be chosen out

as lending support to Usages, are so scattered and difficult to get at, that

any collection of them in any single place is impossible, without the help

of the Smrtis ; and hence between the Usage and the Vedic text, we have to

admit of an intervening agency of the Smrti. Consequently, long before tlie

Usage succeeds in pointing to its corroborative Vedic text through the Snij'tis;
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the (contrary) Smrti gets at its own corroborative Yedio text, and succeeds

In pointing out the Bharma (long before the contrary Usage has had tinae to

nssert its third>hnnd authority).

[D. Another interjpretation of the Adhikarana.']

Such words as ‘ trivrt^ * ‘ earn ' and ‘ agvahGla * are foitnd, in ordw

nary parlance, to express meanings entirely at variance with those ac-

cepted in the Veda, and by people taking their stand upon the Veda.

And the question arises, whether^ as all authorities are equally strong in

the matter of the significations of words, the contest between the two
authorities is equal, or the Vedio use has the greater authority. And on!

this question, we have the following

pCrvapaksha.
** In ordinary parlance, the word ‘ trivrt * is found to mean thre^old^

“ as in the expressions * trirrt rajjuh^ * * trivrt granthih *
;
while in the Veda it

“ is used in the sense of ‘ ninefold *
; as we find that after having mentioned

“ the ‘ trivrt VahishpavamUnai the Veda speaks of it as consisting of the
“ thrcofoldnoss of the triad of ICk verses, thus making, the nine Stotriya

“ (ik vorseSf the word ‘ trivrt ’ thus being found to denote nine*

“ Similarly in ordinary parlance, the word ‘earn’ is found to be ex-

“ pressive of the saucer^ while in the Veda it is found to denote the ‘ rice*

That is to say, people who are engaged in the performance of sacrifices are

“ always found to use the word ‘ earn
*

in the sense of cooked ricc^ which i»

“ still hot, and from which the gruel has not been thrown out. In

“the Veda, too, wo find that, having spoken of the ^Prdyai^iya Cam as

“ belonging to Aditi,’ it goes on to lay down that ‘ Aditi is to be appeased by
“the offering of cooked rice,* which clearly shows that the word ^ earn*

“ is used in the sense of cooked rice*

“ So, too, in the case of the expression ‘ agvahUla-prasiarah^* it would^
“ in ordinary parlance, be explained as * the bedding made up of horse-

“hair*; whereas from the Vedio passages following the expression, it is

“ clear that the word ‘ agvabala * is used in the sense of reed. The passage
‘‘ in question is that which desei’ibes the event that the sacrifice took tlie

‘‘ shape of the horse, and Hying away from the gods, fell into the water,

“and when the gods took hold of the tail, the horse freed itself from their

“ grasp and then disappeared
;
and the hairs of the tail that were left in the

“ hands of the gods being thrown on tbe ground became what is now known
“ as the reed ; and hence as the reed is so very pure (being a part of the
“ body of the sacrifice itself), the bedding is to bo made of this material,

“ lu the same manner, in the expression * aikshavtyam vidhrti^ * the word
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** * aikshavtyam ’ would ordinarily be taken to mean ‘ made of sugar-cane/

while in the Veda, it means the roots of the reed,

*‘ln all these cases, inasmuch as the significations are different,

and as both are equally well comprehended, the two meanings of the
“ words must be accepted to be optional alternativeS4 Though it may be
“ urged that in matters relating to Dharma, the comprehension based upon
“ the Veda has always a greater authority than that based upon ordinary

“ parlance, yet no such superior authority is really possible
j
because in

“ the matter of the significations of words, the Veda does not in any way
“ differ from the other sources of verbal knowledge

;
for it is only in

matters transcending the senses, that the Veda is held to have a superior

“ authority. Consequently we conclude that the comprehension from both

sources would be equally authoritative.

Or, inasmuch as ordinary parlance always precedes a reading of the

“ Veda, it must bo held to have an authority superior to that of the Veda.
“ That is to say, we fully comprehend the sense of all ordinary expressions

“independently of the Veda; whereas we can never comprehend any
“ Vedic expression without finding in it words similar to those that we
“ have met with in ordinary parlance. Hence among Vedic uses of words
“ we can accept only those that are not contrary to ordinary usage

;

“ because when they transgress the limits of such parlance, they are never

“ properly comprehended.
“ The clause—‘ because we do not perceive any contradiction among

“ them*—refers to the absence of contradiction among the words employed
“ in ordinary usago. As for the passage quoted above—‘ the sacrifice

“ became the horse, &c.’—in support of the Vedic sense, it is an ArthavSda;
“ and as such, cannot bo admitted as a means of arriving at the real moan*
“ ings of words

;
firstly, because all Arlhavddas have au entirely different

“purpose; and as such they can at best have only an indirect secondary
“ bearing upon the matter in question ; secondly^ because all Arthavddas
“ have their sole purpose in the accomplishment of the attractiveness of a
“ certain course of action

;
as wo find in the case of such of them as— ‘ the

“ post is the sun,* ‘ the sacrificer is stone,’ ‘ the Ahavanlya fire is the

“ Heaven,’ and so forth ; and thirdly, because they liave no action in the

“ matter of the creation and explanation of the expressiveness of words and
“ meanings. For, if the meanings of words wore to be accepted according
“ to the ArthavUda (‘ the sacrificer is stone* for instance), there would bo

“a direct contradiction of the Injunction (as whenever an action will be
“ enjoined as to be performed by the * Sacrificer,* we would represent the
“ action as done by a piece of stone). Hence the clause— ‘ because we do
“ not perceive any contradiction, &o.’—may be taken to mean that, iu-

asmuch as we do not find the aforesaid contradiction of the Injunction, at
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** the actual performance of the sacrifice (t.e., as we do not find a piece of

“ stone substituted in place of the sacrificer) we conclude that Arthavaddd
“ cannot be accepted as regulating the significations of words.

On the point at issue, our position is supported by such authors aS
** Mauu and others, who speak of the * cotton sacred thread of the Brah-
“ inana being threefold (trivrOy with a threefold {trivrt) knot.*

Hence we conclude that if not stronger, the ordinary Usage cannot

bo denied to be equal in authority to the Veda.**

SIDDHINTA.

To all this we make the following reply : That signification of the woi d
which is based upon the scriptures is decidedly the more authoritative;

because the knowledge of Dharina^ which consists of certain means and con-

sequences, is gained by means of the scriptures alone. Even the significa-

tion of words that is based upon the Arthav&da is stronger in author-

ity than ordinary usage
;
because the particular Arthavdda (describing tlnS

fact of the sacrifice having become a horse, &c., <&c.), has no Other purpose

nave that of explaining the particular meaning of the word ‘ agvahdhih,*

If a certain signification is once adopted in the Veda, whether it be

secondary or primary, it is only that which can be accepted as the means

of accomplishing Dkarma.

As for the word ^trivrt* when it has been Used in the Veda in thC

sense of the nine Stotriya J^k verses, who can set aside this meaning, even

if he wore to be born a hundred times ? Hence whenever we meet with

the expression ‘ trivrt Aqnishtoma^ we must accept the word in the sense

inparted to it by the Veda, Similarly, though tlio word ‘ stoma,'—in such

ordinary expressions as ‘ Brodimanastoma ’—is found to signify a grou}i, yet

in the case of such words as * stoma* ‘ trivrt,* and the like, we cannot but

reject their ordinary significations; because (1) we find the Veda making
such declarations, as * the stoma is trivrt, (threefold),* * the stoma is

fifteenfold* ; (2) the persons versed in sacrifices have laid down that stoma

is the measure or limit of the prayer ; and (3) wo find the grammarians
jayingdown the rule that the affix ‘da* is added to the word ^ stoma,"

simply for the sake of its conuection with the words ‘fifteen* and the like

(which distinctly shows that the word ^ stoma* is to be taken as denoting

the threefold or fifteenfold measure of the Prayer).

As fur the declaration of Manu that has been cited in the Purvapahsha,

as the assertions of human beings depend upon those significations that

are founded upon ordinary usage, as also upon those adopted in the Veda, it

is not to be wondered at that Manu has used a word in the ordinary popular

sense. Or, even in that passage the word ‘ trivrt * may be taken in the sense

of ‘ninefold *
;
specially because, as a matter of fact, each thread of the sacied
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thread is actually made up of nine-fold threads. The same may also be said

in the case of the ‘ trivtt' character of the string (which may be held to be

ninefold). Or, we may have recourse to the reasoning that, inasmuch as

when the word ‘ trivft' has been found to be used in the sense of ‘ nine’ with

reference to the Stotrlya verses, it can be used only in such cases where

there is a possibility of the number nine; in cases whore the object referred

to has a different number, we can admit the Vedic signification to be second-

ary, and the popular signification to be the primary one
;
and in such cases,

inasmuch as the popular signification is the primary one, we should accept

this in preference to the Vedic sense,—a point that we shall explain in detail

in the following Sutra (the 10th).

In the same manner, the word * earn * having its unreasonable multi-

farious expressiveness barred, it comes to be restricted to a single meaning

;

and this single meaning is necessarily accepted to be * cooked rice,* which

is sanctioned by the Veda as well as by the usage of persons versed in tho

sacrificial science.

As for the words * Sgvahfllah' and * aikshavt,* inasmuch as their signi-

fications of ‘reed* and ‘ the root of the reed* respectively, belong to the

words conventionally taken as independent wholes (apart from any idea of

their component parts), and are sanctioned by the usage of tho Veda, they

cannot but be admitted to have an authority greater than that of the ordinary

popular meanings, which are based upon the significations of the com-
ponent parts of the words (which are admitted by all to be weaker than

the significations that are based upon convention through and through).

And from this, too, we conclude the signification sanctioned by the Veda
to have a greater authority than that of popular signification.

In the case of the ‘ (^yena * sacrifice which has been compared to tho

^yBna bird, though the word ‘ ^ySna * in this connection cannot but be held

to have been accepted as the name of the sacrifice, only by secondary or

indirect signification, yet it is this secondary signification (of the name of

tho sacrifice) that is accepted, in such passages as ‘ the other procedures

are exactly like those of f le QySna ^
;
where tho word ‘ ^y^na ’ is taken to

mean the (^yBna sacrifice^ though it is the secondary figurative meaning

;

simply because as sanctioned by tho scriptures, it cannot but be accepted as

of greater authority, in matters relating to Dharma.

Even though the signification is an indirect and secondary one, yet it

is the more authoritative; because as sanctioned by the Veda, it cannot by

any means be set aside. A meaning that is accepted by the Veda can

never be set aside by anyone, no matter whether it be the secondary or tho

indirect one, or got at by a splitting of the sentence.

Nor can the Adhikarana^ as thus explained, be said to be a mere repe-

tition of what is going to be explained under the Sutra I—iv—29 ; because
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in tho cftse treated of here, there is no doubt with regard to any of the two

significations considered. That is to say, just as there is no doubt with

regard to the popular signification being correct with regard to its own
objects, so too there is none with regard to the Vedic signification

;
and

hence there is every likelihood of the latter being set aside by the former

( whereas the Sutra I—iv—29 deals with cases of doubtful significations of

words).

For these reasons, we conclude that it is the signification based

upon the scriptures that has the superior authority; and it does not

resemble stray popular usages, which are scattered far apart, and often

mixed (with mistakes and inaccuracies).



ADHIKARANA (6).

[Treating of the authority of words as tised by the Mlecchas,"]

Sutra (10). (The word used hy the Mleccha) should be

recognised as sanctioned by the Veda, because there is no contra-

diction of any authority.

There are certain words (used even in the Veda) that ai’e not in use

among tlio people of Aryavarta : (1) And wo now proceed to consider

whether or not wo shonld accept the meaning that is given to them by
the Mlecchas. (2) The second point for consideration is whether greater

authority is to be attached to the meaning that may be got out of the

etymological or grammatical roots and bases of these words, or to that which
is sanctioned by usage among the Mlecchas^ Even though the authority

of the supporters of the latter is distinctly weaker, yet it appears to bo

more authoritative
;
because of the fact of the conventional moaning of

the word as a whole being admittedly more authoritative (than that

which is got at grammatically or etymologically). And we have now got

to consider the point as to, between the weakness of the supporters and
the inherent strength of tho word itself, which should carry the greater

weight. (3) The third point that will have to be considered, in connec-

tion with this, is whether greater authority attaches to the meaning got

at through the etymological and grammatical basis of the word, as being

the one sanctioned by the scriptures, or is it the loss authoritative, as

being due to the breaking up of the component parts of the word.

Thus then, there being many doubtful points on tho subject, we have

the following

—

PCTRVAPAKSHA.

‘‘ The meaning got from tho etymological and grammatical bases has
“ a greater authority; because even though this would bo a newly assumed
“ meaning, yet, as being based upon (grammatical) scriptures, it cannot but
“ be held to have a greater authority. For certainly, it is better to accept

the authority of that which has a proper basis, even though it be one

28
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! that has got to be newly assumed, than that of one which, though well-

established, is faulty in its origin.

How could words occurring in the Veda be taken in the sense that

o - “is recognised only among the Mleochas ? Specially when the very sight

hcL “ ^ MlSccha, makes us stop our recitation of the Veda, Nor is it allow-

“ able for the people of Aryavarta to have a conversation or consultation

‘‘ with the Mleccha; and hence how could we ever come to know the

sense in which any word may be current among them ?

“ Thus then, not knowing any usage sanctioning a particular mean-
“ ing of a word, the person (that would depend upon the usage of the
** Mlecchas) would have to seek after such usage among all Mleccha coun-

“ tries
;
and there would be nothing left to be done by the commentaries

“ (upon the Veda). .And then, too, the countries inhabited by the Mlecchas
** being innumerable, how could one succeed in getting at all their usages ?

“ Aud if any such usage were not found with regard to any particular

word, the signification of that word would always remain doubtful
;
and

certainly it would scarcely be possible for us to ascertain the endless

“ usages of the innumerable countries of the Mlecchas.

“ Aud (not finding such usage with regard to any word) if we were to

** deduce a meaning from the roots of the word, by the help of the comnieii-

“ taries and grammars, this would come to be set aside and rejected, if after

“ two or three days, a contrary usage of the Mlecchas happened to be found
“ out.

“On the other hand, if we totally reject the authority of the usages of

“ the Mlecchas, then it would be quite practicable to hunt up usages (with
“ 1‘Ogard to the signification of a word) in Aryavarta itself

;
and this

“ being a single country limited within reasonable bounds, the existence or

“ non-existence of a usage, would be easily found out in a short time
;
aud

“ thereby the commentaries, &c., also would come to have their use in the

“ pointing out of meanings (with regard to which we could not find any
“ usage). Thus then, for the sake of the usefulness of these commentfiries,

“ &o., it becomes a necessity to reject the authority of the usages of the
“ Mlecchas.

“ And again, inasmuch as the Mlecchas are found to have no regard
“ for Dharma^ it is just possible that they maj have distorted the meanings
“ of words, exactly as they are found to have distorted the forms of words,

“ because we do not find a single samhrta (or correct) word in use among
“ them.

“ Though there are a few words in use among them that appear like

“ sanskftet words, yet these are found to bo used in senses other than
“ those recognised by us; and as even these are used without the ncces-

“ sary affixes, <fec., they are not properly expressive ; and as such they
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can never be held to have any real denotation. Even when an Arya
** attempts to find traces of his own (jsanskrto) words amon^ those of the

Mlecchas, he can only find them by grouping together the letters of two
different words (e.gr., in * a custom^ they find the sanshria word * Bka ’)

;
and

“ sometimes he finds therein his own words, either a little too short, or one
“ too long.

“ As for example, in the Dravida language, though all words are used

as ending in the consonant, yet the Aryas are found to assume in them
“ the affixes, &c., that can be appended only to words ending in vowelsi

” and thence make the words give a sense, in accordance with their own
(sansJcrta), language. For instance, when the Dravidas call ‘rice,’

“ ‘cor,* the Arya reads in it his own word ‘ cora * (thief), and comprehends
“ the meaning accordingly. And when the Dravidas call the road ‘ atar,'

“ he reads it as ‘ atarah^^ and declares that as the road is difficult to cross,

“it is really ^atara* (uncrossable). Similarly they call the snake ‘pop,’

“ and he takes it as ‘ papa * (evil), and argues that the snake is really an
“ evil animal. So, too, in the case of the word ‘ mdl * which they use in

“ the sense of the womans the word is taken as ‘ mUl&J The word
“ ‘ raiV,* used by them in the pense of the stomachy is taken as ‘ vaira ’

“ (enemy)
;
and the use is justified on the ground of the hungry man

“ being capable of doing many sinful deeds, which proves that the stomach

“ is an enemy of the man.
“ Thus then, when the Arya stands in need of such groundless assump-

“ tions, even in the case of the words current among the Dravidas (who
“ inhabit a part of Aryavarta itself),—how could we ever reasonably

“ deduce sanskrta words from those current among such distant people#^

“ as the Pai'siSf the Barbaras (Barbarians), the Yavanas (Greeks), the Eau*

“ maJcas (Romans), and the like.

“ Hence wo conclude that those words of the Mlecchas that are accept*

“ ed (or used) by the Aryas can never bo fully trusted in the ascertain-

“ ment of words or their meanings. While those meanings, that are got

“ fi-om the etymological or grammatical bases of the words—
*
pika/

“ ‘ nema/ and the like—,
can be the only true ones.*’

SIDDHANTA.

To all this, we make the following reply : Even among the MlScchns,

if we find the word used by them to bo exactly the one found in the

Veda, we cannot but accept the sense that is imparted to it by tliem

(in cases where the word is entirely foreign to our own vocabulary).

As for the distorted forms of words, however, that are current in

various dialects, as there have been many modifications, we cannot

easily discern the real from the unreal. But when we find a certain word,
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'pika' for instance, used in the Veda and its subsidiary sciences, and then

subsequently wo find exactly the same word current among the MlScchas

used by them as having a certain definite signification,—we can accept

the word to have the same meaning in the Veda also; specially as such

signification is not contrary to any other authority.

That is to say, in the case of such words as^ ‘‘ pika'' “ n^ma^' and

the like, when met with in the Veda, in connection with certain sacri-

fices, when the matter is duly pondered over, if a person happens to be

conversant with the two languages, he finds that the words are used

in a certain sense among the Mlecchas
;
and from this he can reasonably

take them in the same sense in the Veda also; specially when such inter-

pretation is not against the authority of the Veda with regard to Dharma^

(The 2nd interpretation of the Sutra), And again, the action of man
being dependent upon his comprehension of the relation between the

meanings and the words (used in the Injunction addressed to him), it is

quite reasonable for him, with a view to the correct comprehension of the

sentence, to have recourse to any usage that he may come across. Hence
ill the case of the words ‘ pika' &c,, the sense, in which wo find them used

by the Mlecchas, not being against any authorities, must be admitted to bo

pointed out by tho Voda itself.

(The 3rd intepretation of the Sutra). The word ^coditam' (laid down,

pointed out) may be taken with 'pram^nBna^' i,e,, 'vBdena* (by the authority

of tho Veda); and the meaning then would be that, inasmuch as such

usage of the Mleccha is pointed out by tho Veda, it can very well be

accepted, specially as it is not against tho Aryas, who actually stand in

need of some such usage (for the proper understanding of certain Vedio

texts).

Just as when such words as ‘Zoma’ (hair) are used in the Veda, the

priests themselves do not quite understand what the word exactly

denotes ; and they ascertain its exact meaning only by referring to such

people (always of the lowest classes) as are always engaged in kill-

ing animals (whose authority is accepted on the point as unimpeach-

able). In the same manner, it is laid down in the Veda, that at

tho ^ Nishddeshtif* it is only a false coin that can be given as tho final

gift
;
and the point, as to whether or not any particular coin is false, is

decided on tho sole authority of persons (always of very low character)

who carry on a business in such coins. Exactly in the same manner,
when we find such words as ^pika,' ‘ nema/ ‘ t&marasa,' used in the Veda,

and find that wo cannot ascertain their meaning either from the Veda
itself or from the usages of the Aryas, we can certainly accept the meanings
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iufiparted to them by the MlScchas. Specially as such acceptance would

be quite in keeping with our own authority; as it would not be

contrary to our theory that the eternal signihcations of eternal words
can bo ascertained by means of the usages of men (and certainly the

Mlecchas are also men).

It has been argued above that the scripture being stronger in its

authority the usage of the MlSccha cannot be accepted. But this is

scarcely correct ; because when there is no contradiction, there is no harm
in accepting the weaker

;
that alone is to be totally rejected which, on

the very face of it, is distinctly untrue, and incapable of any support,

exactly like the perception of the mirage and the like. And that (Usage

of the Mleccha),^-which is rejected as unauthoritative on the solo ground

of its being contrary to the stronger authority (of the Veda or of Arya

usage),—cannot but be accepted as authoritative, when there is no such

contradiction. And certainly wo can find no contradiction in the case

of the words ^ pika
'

<feo., with regard to which we know of no other usage

(among the Aryas) that could be contradicted.

It is for this very reason that in the case of the meaning of Vedic

sentences, we can assert the superior authority of only such usages of tho

learned ^ryas as are bearing upon the words and objects in question.

That is to say, it is only when there is a usage among the Aryas, that wo
accept it as of superior authority

;
and the assertion of such authority in Ihe

absence of the usage itself would bo exactly like a description of the strength

of tho son of a barren woman. For instance, in the case of the Smrti

passages dealing with the Ashtaka, &c., which relate to things transcenden-

tal, and have their origin in tho Veda,—as also in the case of the words
‘ cow,* &o., and their meanings,—it is true that the Aryas are more trust-

worthy and more competent. But in the case of the words ‘ pika * and

the like, all that the Arya usage does, is to point out that they are words

expressive of certain meanings, without hinting anything as to what these

meanings are; and it is here that tho operation of the Arya usage ceases;

consequently, then, we ascertain these meanings from the usages of the

Mlecchas,—these usages too, like the words, being such as pertain to tho

relations of words and meanings, based upon a beginningless use of the words

for the purpose of the accomplishment of the comprehension of visible

objects. And in this there is no contradiction of any higher authority

;

on the other hand, a distinctly useful purpose (in the shape of the under-

standing of the Vedic text) is served.

As for the commentaries, &o., we do not find them pointing out any

other meanings of the words in question, which would serve our purpose

(of understanding the Veda), and thereby enable us to reject the usages of

others {viz,, the Mlecchas), And there can bo no doubt that a usage that
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is already well-established is more aufclioritaiiYe than that which is newly

assumed
;
and hence, so long as we have the former, there can be no room

for tile latter.

As for the comparative strength of the upholders of different usages

(iw., the Mlocchas and the Aryas), the superior authority of the latter

has been laid down only in matters relating to Dharma directly
; as for the

Oldinary worldly things, such as agriculture and the like, all usages

are equally authoritative. Consequently, in matters relating to menial

service, house-building, and the like, we can freely admit the superior

authority of the Mlecchas.

In matters relating to the correct forms of wo ids, however, we find

that the Mlecchas are not very expert, and as such likely to be gradually

losing the correct forms
;
and hence now no longer able to discern the

correct from the incorrect. But if a certain word happens to retain

it.s original correct form, even in their usage, this use of theii^s would be as

eternally traditional as any words in Arya usage
;
and as such how could

ho sot them aside ? Specially in the cases of such words as *pairorna *

(a silken or jute fabric), * varavana* (armour) and the like, as these

articles are produced only in the Mleccha counlries, if they did not point

out what they meant, how could we compi'ehend the words ?

Hence, we conclude that the usage of the Mleccha cannot bo hold to bo

of an inferior authority.

As for the Nirukta and other commentaries, &c., they operate only in

connection with well-established facts and things, and that, too, only by
means of such established things and facts: and they cannot function

towards such objects as are not established (or known). That is to say,

all that the Niruktas do, is to explain the words that are already in use

among the people ; and these too are explained only ns pei taining to certain

actions denoted by the roots, &c., that constitute the words. And all that

Grammar does is to point out the correct forms of only such words as have
their significations fully known; and it is only once in a way that the

meaning of a word is pointed out. And as such, these two (the Nirukta
and Grammar) cannot servo to set aside an usage, even though weaker,

when dealing with subjects other than their own specified ones (explained

above).

In the case of a word, where we fail to find any usage, however much
wo search for it, wo would be forced to have recourse to an assumption of

its meaning, by means of the etymological explanations afforded by the

Nirukta, &c. Though such assumptions would be confused and in diverse

forms, and as such giving rise to many doubts, yet when there are no other
means at our disposal, we cannot but have recourse to them.

Nor can it be urged that, inasmuch as the Nirukta, &c., would not
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lielp in pointing out the meanings of words, they would be useless. Because

they have their use in helping in the proper accomplishment of sacrifices^

which is possible only by means of a knowledge of the Veda with all its

subsidiary sciences. For instance, we read in the Mahabharata: Being
great and relating to the family of Bharata, this work is called the *Maha-
bharata*

;
and one who knows this signification of the word, becomes freed

from all sins.”

And (1) inasmuch as the accomplishment of such results as Heaven
and the like are brought about by means of only such actions as are per-

formed with a full knowledge of them, derived from the Veda as aided

by its six subsidiary sciences, the Nirukta and the like ;—and (2) as even
though the forms of the words themselves are known, yet the real

transcendental results do not follow, until one has duly comprehended the

sentence with the help of a due cognition of the meanings of words,

as pointed out by the component roots, Ac., which are explained in

the Nirukta,—we conclude that even with regard to the comprehension

of such words pika *
Ac.), as are used among the Mlecchas only, the

Nirukta, Ac., are not without their use (whicli lies in the helping towards

the proper accomplishment of the transcendental results).



ADHIKARANA (
7 ).

There 18 ko Independent Autiiokitativeness in tue KalpasOtius.

Sutra {t1). If it be urged that ''they constitute the science of

rituals.”—

With reference io i\iQ Kalpaautrasy we proceed to consider the following

points :

—

(A) Whether, like the Veda, the Kalpasutras are self-sufficient in their

authority, or are they, like the Mantras and the BrahmanaSy a part of the

Veda itself? (This inquiry is necessary, because) the case of these Sutras

is not identical with the Smrtiy inasmuch as they are mere compilations

of what is directly laid down in the Veda.

Question : What are Kalpas f And what are the Sutras ?

The answer is that the Kalpas are those treatises that point out the

methods of sacrifices, in the form of well-established regulations
;
and the

Kalpasutras are those that serve to point them out. They are called

‘ Kalpas ’ because of their laying down (kalpandt) of the sacrificial proce-

dure, and thereby helping in the accomplishment of sacrifices
;
and the

Sutras are so called, because of ihoiv pointing out {sucandt) the said proce-

dure. Inasmuch as, with regard to each sacrifice, the Kalpas themselves

lay down the rules of procedure, they appear in the form of the bare state-

ment of facts (without any explanations or embellishments), as we find to

bo actually the case, in the works compiled by Baudhayana, Varaha,

Ma9aka and others. While the Sutras serve to explain the technical uses

of words, and thereby to differentiate between general rules and excep-

tions
; and they contain arguments and instances (in support of what they

lay down)
;
hence it is only that which fulfils these conditions that can be

called a ' Sutra *
; such are the works compiled by A9valayana, Vaijavapi,

Brahyayani, Latiya, and Katyayana.

[A] And there is a groat difference between the status of the Kalpa-

sutras and that of the ordinary Smrtis; because, while the former lay down
the rules of sacrificial procedure exactly as are pointed out in the Vedic

texts that are directly available, the latter are compilations based presump- •
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ably upon such Vedic texts as have become lost, and whose existence

can at best be only inferred
;
and for this reason the authority of the Kulpa-

sutras could not bo made dependent entirely upon the arguments that

have been brought forward in a previous Adhikarana in support of the

authority of the Smrtis.

Firstly^ because in that Adhikarana^ the Piirvapakshay as contained in the

first Sutra of this Pada, bases its arguments upon the fact of the Smrtis not

being based upon the Veda ;
and this could not be urged against the Kalpa-

sutras
;
because texts in support of these are directly available in the Veda

;

and for this reason they cannot be said to be devoid of Vedic authority.

And secondly, because the Purvapaksha cannot declare these Sutras to bo

absolutely false, as ifc does in the case of the Smrtis* In the Adhikarana on

Smriti, the Purvapaksha having urged the unauthoritative character of

the Smrtis on the ground of their having no basis in the Veda, the

Siddh&nta has established their authority as being based upon assumed

Vedic texts {see above). And the Kalpasutras have not been included there

advisedly
;
because the arguments of that Purvapaksha are not applicable

to them (as they cannot be said to be ^ agahda, * ‘ non-Vedic ’).

Then again, in the present Adhikarana also, we are not going

to prove the authoritativoness of these Sutras, (because there can be

no doubt as to that)
;
all that we proceed to prove is the fact that they have

no authority of their own, as apart from that of the Veda,

[B] Or, wo may admit that the former Adhikarana also refers to the

Kalpasutras
;
and the present one applies to the Smrtis also

;
because those

latter too havo no indopendont authority of their own. (The former Adhi-

karana may be taken to have established the authoritative character of the

Smrtis, as also of the Kalpasutras, and the present proving the fact of none
of these two having an authority apart from the Veda).

Now then, if the Smrtis bo admitted to have any authority in matters

relating to Pharma, then they would either become the Veda itself, or bo

equal to the Veda in authority • and as such they could be said to have an
authority of their own, independently of,inferred corroborative Vedic texts.

[C], Or, by the word ^ prayoga^astra' we can take the subsidiary

sciences of {^ikshU, &c). And these may be considered equal to the Veda
;

specially as the Smrtis have spoken of them as being the Veda; “Tho
name Veda is applied to the Mantra and the Brdhmana, and some pedplo

29
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apply it to all the six subsidiary sciences, ’’ where it is clearly stated that

the subsidiary sciences are also called the ‘Veda.* And hence, the convic-

tion might very well arise, that these also are the Veda, having an

iudependeut authority of their own. And for these reasons, it becomes

absolutely necessary to consider the matter from a difEerent standpoint.

[D], Or, the Adhikarana may bo taken altogether differently, as

dealing with the scriptures of the Bauddhas. The character of the 8mrti

having been denied to them (in a previous Adhikarana)

^

they may be

taken as similar to the various recensions of tlie Veda ;
and this notion

has got to be set aside. The Bauddhas are found to declare thus

:

“ Tlio scriptures of the Bauddha being taken either as composed in

accordance with facts, or as not being a product (of human agency) at all,

there can be no doubt as to the eternal character of the Dharma as

delineated in them.’* Thus, then, if these Bauddha scriptures come to bo

as eternal as the Veda, then even those JDharmas (Duties) that ara

laid down in them would be such as have the Veda for their sole authority

(which has been laid down as the sole characteristic of our idea of Dharma^

which is quite contrary to that of the Bauddhas). And thus one (the

Bauddha scripture) who was not allowed by the armed wardens of Smrti

to enter into the village (of Dharma) would now enter it by the open

highway (of the Veda).

Thus, then, all the above four questions being capable of being dealt

with together, the inquiry that is carried on with special reference to the

Kalpasutras would apply to all others
;
and it is for this reason that the

Bhashya has cited the ICalpasutras only.

On the question of the status of the Kalpasutras^ we have the following

—

PURVAPAKSHA.
[A]. KalpasUtras.

“ There is no doubt that the Kalpasutraa constitute the science of

“ Rituals, and as such the character of the Veda can never be denied to them.
** Or, they may be taken as entirely independent of the Veda, having an
authority of their own, as the Veda itself has sanctioned their authority

** in matters relating to Dharma. Or, they may be taken as the Veda itself,

“ on the ground of there being many points of agreement between them
“and the Veda.
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It may be argued that, on account of their having been composed by
** human authors, they can be admitted neither to be the Veda itself, nor

“to be equal to the Veda in authority* But we can prove the fact of their

“ being independent of human agency, exactly as we have done with regard
“ to the Veda

;
the names of ‘ Ma<^aka ' and the rest (as pertaining to the

Kalpasutras) may be explained on the same grounds as the names
^ KSithahi' &c., as pertaining to the Veda. That is to say, just as the

“ Vedic texts repeated by Katha having come to be known by the name of
“

‘ Kathaka,* the application of tho name does not debar us from proving
“ the eternality of these texts

;
in the same manner, we could also hold the

“ eternality of the Kalpasutras that have only been repeated by Magaka and
“ others. Or, just as in the case of the different Sdmasy even though each
“ of them is called after a distinct Rshi, that does not servo to deprive them
“ of their eternality

;
so, in the same manner, the fact of the Kalpasutras

“ being called after certain persons cannot deprive them of theirs.

“ Because, even in the case of Kalpasutras^ we do not find any mon-
“ tion of authors that are not Rshis ; and as for the authorship of Rshis,
“ it is a fact common to these Sutras and tho Veda. For instance, wo read
“ with regard to the mantra called ^aigava

:

‘ It is called Qatgava, because
“ Angiras was a child, and yet an author among tho composers of the
“ mantra *—where it is clear that the word ‘ composer *

or ‘ author * moans
“

‘ one who used * ( Angiras having brought the particular mantra into use).

“In the same manner, the word ‘author’ as applied to the compilers of

“ the Kalpasutras may be taken as signifying ‘ one who usesJ

“ In connection with tho injunction of the daily duties of tho
“ Brahmana, we read (in the Veda):— ‘ knowing thi.s, the Brahmana should
“ read the Veda ’

;
and then proceeding to lay down tlie details of this

“ study, the passage continues— ‘ he should read the Rk, the Yajush,
“ tho Sama, tho Brahmanas, theltihasas and Puranas, the Kalpas *; and as

“ this passage distinctly lays down the Kalpas as to be x’ead every day like

“the Veda, it is clear that they too are Arsha (a name applied to Vedic
“ mantra8)\ specially as it is absolutely impossible for any works of ordi-

“ nary men to be mentioned in an eternal (Vedic) injunction as accomplisli-

“ ing a certain Dhnrma by means of its study.

“ Then again, (1) because some of the Brahmanas too—those of the

“ Aruna and the Farflgara ^akhas—are in the form of Kalpas ; (2) because

“ persons learned in the sacrifices accept these Brahmanas to have exactly

“ the same authority as the Kalpas belonging to the ^dkhits other than
“ their own

; and (3) because a few mantras that are mentioned in the

“ Kalpas are actually employed at sacrifices, exactly like the mantras of the

“ other ^akhas,—we cannot but accept the Kalpas to be equal to the Veda
“ in authority.
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“ Then, again, the word * llrsheya * is accepted as synonymous witli

‘ eternal
;

' and all the KalpHs are known as ‘ arshBya
;

* (and this also points

" to their eternal character).

“ The authors of the Kalpasutras too— such as Lati and Drahyayani—

•

“ while dealing with the authority of the Kalpas^ have declared that

“ the Mdgaka Kalpa is found to lay down that which is directly percep-

** tible
;
and as such being an cLrshay it does not stand in need of the

“ assumption of corroborative texts
; this shows that they have

“ admitted the authority of the ArsJia Kalpa to be superior to the

“ injunctions contained in the Brahmanas. Katyayana also, in the section

“ dealing with the Lakshanasutra, has declared, in the closing sentences

“ of the section on the hymns laid down in the Brahmanas as to

bo sung at the sacrifices,
—

‘ we will not act according to the

“ injunctions of the Brahmanas as apart from the Kalpas, as we will, in

“ accordance with those contained in the Magaka KalpaJ So, too, in connec-

“ tion with the PrSyaniya SSma sung at the Agnislitoma^ it is laid down
“ in the Pancavtnga-Brflhmana that there is an option between the

“ Yajnayajmya and the JarUhodhlya Smnas; hence either the one or the

“ other may bo sung
;
but under the Sutra ‘ JarasSt^* Katyayana has laid

“ down that the Jarahodhlya Sdma is to be sung as t)io third from the

“ Gnyatra /8'dma, as occurring among the seven Sdmas that constitute the

Arhhava Hymn (and have nothing to do with the Prayaniya), In connec-

“ tion with the Arhhava Hymn, the Sdma that appears next after the

Qdyatra, has been named by him * Sam; ’ and next after this he men-

tions the Jarahodhlya referred to by him by quoting a part of the first

** word of this Sdma

;

while by means of the word * dhe' which is the

“ name of the Agnishtoma Sdma in connection with the Jyotishtoma, it has

“ been shown that it is the Yajndyajnlya alone that is held to be the

“ Sdma belonging to the Agnishtoma. And certainly, if Katyayana would
“ have considered the Brahmana to be superior to the Kalpa, he should

“ unhesitatingly have accepted the option that is distinctly laid down
“ in the Brahmana.

“ And certainly the rule, that has been laid down by such a person

“ as Katyayana, who is known to have been learned in many Vedas, can

“ never be declared to be illogical, by people like ourselves (who have not

“studied a single Veda fully). Even the Veda itself has declared the

“ unimpeachable authority of the declarations of great teachers ;
and certainly

“ the authors of the Subsidiary Sciences were all ‘ great teachers.’

“ Again, just as all rescensions of the Veda are admitted to be equal

“ in their authority, on the ground of their agreeing with one another,

—

“ in the same manner, and on the same gi’ound, we could accept the Kalpa-

sutras to be equal to the Veda, in authority.
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Even the assertions of untrustworthy persons are accepted as

“true, when found to be corroborated by other means of knowledge; how,
“ then, can it be denied in the case of the assertions of persons universally
“ held to be truthful ? specially when the assertions of such persons, aro

“found to bo in keeping with those in the Veda, and thereby ascertained

“to be true,—who can reasonably declare otherwise ?

“ And again, as a matter of fact, we find the persons learned in

“ sacrifices to bo performing sacrifices by the help of the Kalpas, even
“ without (any knowledge ofj the Veda; while with the help of the Mantra
‘‘ and Brcihmana portions of the Veda, without that of the Kalpas, they
“ are never able to perform any,

“ The authority of long-established tradition, too, is equal in the two

“cases of the Mantra and the Kalpa, as is shown by the details laid

“down in connection with the injunction of Vedic study,—the sentence

“ above quoted containing the name of the Kalpas^ together with those

“ of the Mantra, the BrdJimana and the rest. And the agents of tradition

“ (i.e., the genteel people of our own day), as also the students of the

“ Veda, are found to be making as great efforts to learn the Kalpastitras,

“ as they do in that of the Mantra and the BrdJimana*

“As the uses of the different portions of the Veda keep on continu-
“ ously revolving, like the moving of a pulley, no Veda is held to be
“ complete in all its parts, without the Kalpasutras,

“ Hence, we conclude that this science of Rituals, the Kalpasutras, ^c.,

“ must be either the Veda itself, or equal to the Veda in authority.

[B and C]. Kalpasutras and Smrtis,

“ The above arguments would also prove that the character of

“ the Veda belongs to the ordinary as also to the six Subsidiary
“ Sciences

;
or these too, like the Kalpasutras, may be held to be equal

“ to it in authority. How can any person knowing the Veda deny the
“ character of the science or Scripture Method to such Smrtis as have al-

“ ways been known as Dharmni^astra (scripture of Dharma) ? Specially as

“the Vedas, its six Subsidiary Sciences, and the Dharma^astras, aro all

“counted together, by persons knowing the Veda, as constituting the

“ Fourteen Sciences.

“ And further, just as we find Mantras pointing to the actions Inid

“ down in the Brahmanns, so also we find Mantras pointing to those laid

“ down in the Dharma9astras—such ns the Ashtakd and the like. In the

“ same manner, such penances,—as the performance of the Avakirini

“sacrifice, the Krcchra, the Candr&yana and the like,—being distinctly

“pointed out by Vedic Mantras, how can they bo said to bo contrary to

“the Veda? Then again, the description in the Mantras oi the young
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“ Bralimana boy as being witliont his Qikhay which speaks of the absendo
** of his ^ikhd as a well-established fact, cannot but be taken as authorising

“ the tonsure of the Brab maria, which is clearly enjoined in the Smrtis ; and as

“such how could this tonsure ceremony be said to be contrary to the Veda ?

“Thus then, why should we seek to assume Vedic texts in support
“ of the Smfti injunctions, when these latter themselves can be accepted
“ either as Veida itself, op equal to it in authority. If wo have to assume a

“Vedic text, the fact of the injunction being based upon the Veda would

“make it necessary for us to accept the injunction as eternal
;
and cer-

“ tainly it is much better to assert its eternality, just as it is found in tho
“ Smrti^ without calling in the intermediate aid of the Vedic text. And
“certainly, the iS^mr/i-injunctions being themselves well-established facts,

“ it is far easier to admit them to be eternal in themselves ; or they may
“ bo accepted to bo Veda itself, on tho ground of their dealing with the
“ the same subjects as the Veda.

“ Consequently then, inasmuch as we do not find any beginning of

“ these Smrtis, even during thousands of years, wo cannot admit them to

“be non-eternal, but based upon an eternal basis. Because, as a
“ matter of fact, it is far more reasonable to assume that the texts as wo
“ find them in the Smrtis are tho very same that we assume to be present
“ in the Veda (and this does away with the assumption of a different text

“ for each Smr^t-injunction).

“ And it stands to reason that, while laying down their teachings for the

“ sake of students learned in the Veda, Manu and others could not but
“ have brought forward the direct texts of tho Vedas themselves. Conse-

“ quentlv, it would appear that these authors, in their compilations, have
“ only brought together the Vedic texts themselves. For in the presence of

“ the Vedic texts (whose existence all parties admit), who could accept their

“counterparts (as put together in the Smrtis) ?

“ Then again, inasmuch as we do not find any counterparts of the

“ Dharmagastras composed, even till now, we cannot admit tlio composition

“ of any counterparts of the Vedas. It may be argued that Manu and others

“did not; bring together the Vedic texts themselves, for, in so doing, they
“ would have disturbed the continuity of the verbal text of the Veda

;
but

“ by arguing on these lines, wo would have to admit that they did not

“ compose the Smrtis, Because when they did not dare to quote the Vedic
“ texts in parts,—how could they have ever thought of writing a work,
“ to replace the Veda itself ?

“ It is a fact admitted on all hands that the actions laid down in the

“ Veda can bring about their proper results, only when they are learnt

“ from the Veda itself
;
and not from those that are learnt from other works

“ of human authors ; as these would be similar to the actions inferred from
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“ false semblances of the Vedio mantras. And it is evident that Man a and
“others did not compose any counterparts of the Mantras^ simply be-
“ cause they were sure of the fact of the incapability of such counterpart
“ Mantras to bring about proper results

;
and on the same grounds, it must

“ be held that they could not have composed the counterparts of the Brcih*

“ manas either ; as they knew it equally well that Actions that are not
“ laid down in the Veda do not bring about proper results.

“ Nor can it be held that the Smrtis are the orderly collections of
“ Vodic tozts scattered in different portions of the various Vedas (and as
“ such, they would be the products of human agency). Because the Smrtis
“ are distinctly recognised as independent works of a certain form. That
“ is to say, it is far more reasonable to hold that there is a distinct Veda in

“ the exact form of the Smrtis themselves, than to assume that they have
“ their basis in assumed Vedic texts.

“ Thus then, it is clear that the fact of the Smrtis constituting the
“ Scripture oj Action {Prayoga-gdstra) cannot but be admitted, if they are to bo
“ accepted as having any authority with regard to Bharma, For when it

“ has been already ascertained that Dharma is that which has the Veda for

*^its sole authority^ anything that is not Veda, even if it be a Brdhmana^
“ cannot bo accepted as having any authority regarding Dharma,

“ Thus then, it must be admitted, either that these Smrtis have no use
“ with regard to Dharma, or that they are so many Vedas; there can be

“no intermediate course. It cannot be rightly held that they point out

“the Dharma, and yet have to point to Vedic texts for their authority.

“ Because their authority extends only so far as the significations of their

“ words allow. (That is to say, in that case, the whole force of the Smrti will

“have been taken up in pointing to the Vedio text, and they will be ab-

“ solutely incapable of any action with regard to Dharma). Specially as,

“ if we make the words of the Smrtis, renounce that (direct mention of

Dharma) which they distinctly signify, and point to that (corroborative

“ Vedic text) which is not signified by them, (on the ground of the incon-

“ sistency of the directly signified moaning),—then (we ask), inasmuch as

“ this latter assumed Vodic text is also made to signify the same (mention
“ of Dharma) that had been previously signified by the Smrti text, how
“ can there be said to be an inconsistency in this latter (which could be
“ set aside by the said assumption) ? (for if the mention of the particular

“ Dharma is inconsistent, it is as much so when signified by the Smrtis, as

“ when expressed by an assumed Vedio text). Hence, we conclude that in

“ the matter of that Dharma which is directly mentioned by the Smrti
“ text itself, this text cannot but have an authority of its own, indepen-

“ dently of any intercession of the Veda.
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[D]. Bauddha Scriptures.

“ The fact of the works of Buddha and others being Smrtis having

“ been set aside (in a previous Adhilcarand)^ we proceed to show that

“ they have the character of the Scripture of Action {Prayogageistra), and

“as such arc so many Vedas.
“ Wo can prove the eternality of the Bauddha scriptures by means

“ of the same arguments that have been brought forward to prove the

“ eternality of the Veda. As in the Vedas, so in these scriptures also,

“ their authority is self-sufficient, because of their being perfectly ex-

“ pressive (and comprehensible) assertions; as wo have no doubts as

“ to their meanings ; nor have we any mistaken ideas about them. And
“ being, like the Vedas, without a human author, they are free from
** all discrepancies consequent upon such origin

; because, as in the

“ Vedas, so in these scriptures also, the possibility of a human author is

“ absolutely denied. As for the name ‘ Buddha*s Assert io7iy* as applied to

“ these scriptures, it only shows that they were explained (and not com-

“ posed) by Buddha, or that it was Buddha who saw (or found out) these

“ scriptures ;
exactly as the names KStthaka^ Angirasa and the like are

“ applied to certain recensions of the Veda. In short, whatever arguments
“ may be brought forward to establish the authority of the Veda, can all

“ be used in proving that of the Bauddha scriptures. Consequently, just

“ as the character of the Scripture of Action belongs to the Veda, so too

“ can it be quite reasonably asserted by the Mimahsaka to belong to tho

“ Bauddha scriptures.”
_

SIDDHANTA.

To all this, we make the following reply :

Sutra (12). Not so ; because of the want of proper regularity.

(It is Furvapaksha [D] that is taken up first) What has been said

above appears to be distinctly irregular (in its argumentation).

As a matter of fact, with regard to any subject, people can have only

one correct idea
;
as for other mistaken notions with regard to it, even

though they do not appear in the man’s own mind, yet if they happen to bo
borrowed from another person, they cannot but be faulty (and incompatible

with the former conviction). At the time that one is having a discussion

with another person, it often happens that fresh arguments cross up in the

disputant’s mind, being occasioned at that very time, by the reasonings

urged by his opponent. Hence it so happens that though the person

may bo fully cognisant of his own standpoint, yet he is tempted to

bring forward counter-arguments to those urged by his opponent, even
though in so doing, they retain a mere semblance of his own theory.
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Thus ifc is that the fakyas, Vaibhasikas and other Buddhistic sects,

being afraid of thoarguments put forward by the Mimaiisaka, lose their heads

completely, and make the astounding declaration that their scripture also is

eternal. They have such a hatred for the Veda, that they can never allow

it any precedence over their own scriptures; and desiring to base

upon this fact of non-precedence of the Veda, the truthfulness of such

assertions of theirs as arc contrary to those of the Veda, they declare oven

those of their assertions as speak of ‘non-slaughtor,’ &c., to bo independent

of the Veda, taking their stand upon pure reasoning. But in that case,

their scriptures, being as they are composed by human authors, come to

be taken as unauthoritative in regard to transcendental matters
;
and (iti

order to save themselves from this predicament) they are taken in and led

astray (from their own path) by the semblances of the arguments that have

been brought forward (by the Mimansaka) to establish the etornality of

the Veda.

Even an ordinary MimShsaka having proved the fact of human
assertions having no authority with regard to transcendental matters, tlio

Bauddhas find themselves unable to set aside the well-established and un-

impeachable authoritative character of tho Veda, from which all chance of

discrepancies had been set aside by tho single fact of its being indcpendcnfc

of human agency
;
and thus finding no cogent arguments to bring forward

against the Mimansaka, they lose their heart by having to fall back upon

the device of repeating tho arguments of the opponent; and having no

reasons of their own to bring forward, they say—** Our scriptures are eternal ”

—^forgetting in this all their own former declarations, and only apishly
imitating tho assertion of his opponent ; and this action of theirs is exactly

like that of an ignorant bridegroom, who was asked by his father-in-law

what his gotra was; but not knowing what it was he said—“ My gotra is the

same as yours” (not knowing that this would make his marriage impos-

sible).

And when taunted by the Mimansaka on the point of this argument
belonging to the Mimaiisaka, and not to tho Bauddhas, they turn round and

' say—“It is our argument, stolen by the Mimansaka.” And certainly, if

one were to shamelessly continue to bring forward such meaningless

arguments, thereby seeking to deceive other people, he could never lose his

point

!

But by asserting the etemality of their scriptures, in imitation of tho

Vedn, the Bauddhas give up their well-known theory of the momentnry
character of all things. The Buddha has laid down the momentary character

of all things that are brought into existence ;
such a text of the Bauddhas

being—“ All sahskaras (imprdssions) are momentary

;

and how can im-

permanent things have any action? barring the two nou- entities (Destruc-

30
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tion and Void) all that is cognisable is a product and is momentary*^ They

liave the following text also :
—“ Inasmuch as, in accordance with a rule of

the Intellect, a word can be related to a certain definite object, there can

he no eternal manifestation of the object by the word; because (whether

the manifestation be held to bo brought about by a modification of the

sense-organ, or by that of the object) in both cases such a manifestation

would be highly objectionable,”—which clearly shows that the Bauddhas

have always held the non-eternal character of the relations of words to

their meanings
;
and under the circumstances, the declaration of the eter-

nality of the scriptures, in contradiction to the aforesaid theory of non-

eternality, would only make a laughing stock of the Bauddha.

For certainly, if the weaver took up only the threads, and threw

away the shuttle, when proceeding to weave a cloth, he would be striking

with his fist at the sky. So then, the ctomality of words,—which is the

staple wood on which the whole fabric of the etemality of scriptures

stands—having been apparently burnt (denied, at least by the Bauddha)

by means of the fire of fallacious arguments, it becomes impossible for the

Bauddha to roar up the fabric anew (in regard to his own scriptures).

As for the etemality of usage (of words) (which the Bauddha admits), it is

syhonymous with the etemality of actions (of words)
;
and when the very

relations of words and their meanings are declared to be transient, how can

any usage based upon these (relations) bo said to be eternal ? because upon

what could the usage rest (in the absence of the relations) ? Consequently,

those who do not admit the etemality of word, its meaning and the relation

between the two, can never reasonably hold the usage, which would have

no legs to stand upon, to be eternal. Because when the word, &c., will

have disappeared, upon what could the usage rest ?

Hence the assertion—” This Bi^arma-scripture of the Bauddha is

eternal”—comes to be absolutely meaningless. Specially as that which is

momentarily disappearing can never be pointed out or spoken of as ‘ this

and hence it becomes all the more impossible for it to bo spoken of as

‘ eternal'

(1) Thus, then, there being no chance for the etemality of the scriptures

of those who hold the words to be transient, and it being impossible for hu-

man assertions, treating of transcendental subjects, to be accepted as

“ Scriptures of Action,”—the authority of the Bauddha scriptures (in regard

to Bharma) is denied, on the ground of ” asanniyama ”—the meaning of this

expression in this case being * the niyama, or acceptance^ of assattva or

transient character (of all objects in general, and of words in particular).
*

(2) Or, the scriptures of the Bauddha, the Jaina and others, being full

of incorrect words, they cannot bo accepted as “ scriptures,” “ because of

assanniyama'*—the meaning in this case being, ‘because they are composed
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t){ incorrect words and expressions.* Being full of vernacular words of the

Magadhi and other languages, they are found to be very bad compositions.

For instance, we meet in them with such expressions as

—

mama vihihhih^

khavB Jcammavacca isisave, uklthiitB lodammi uvve atthi kUranam padane naU
thi hdranam anuhhavB kdranam ime sakkadd dliarmd sambhavanti sakdrand

akdrand vinasanti^ anupyatti kdranam^ and so fortlu

Thus, then, the words themselves being unreal, how could the objects

denoted by them be accepted as real ? And when we actually find the

words to have deteriorated forms, how can we accept them as eternal?

I'hough in the case of the Veda too, we have such fallacious arguments

as—‘ the Veda is non-eternal, because it is a collection o£ words and

sentences, like the Mahabharata, &c.*—yet those can produce an idea of

the transitorinosa of the Veda, only so long as the actual form of the Veda
has not been perceived. No sooner are the forms of the Rk, &c., per-

ceived than the aforesaid conception of their transitoriness disappears

entirely.

Even when wo know the mere beginnings of the Veda, we can never

intelligently believe them to have been composed by human authors. In

the ordinary world, we find that people, following the bent of ordinajy

experience, compose works of poetry, &c., in connection with the facts of

ordinary life only by means of words that are in keeping with ordinary

experience. And who could ever have composed the Rgveda, consisting

as it does of words which have almost never been met with in ordinary

usage, and which have definitely regulated accents, spreading over

sixty-four Prapdthakas ? How could the first verse of the 5,gveda—“ I

adore Agni, the foremost priest of the sacrifice, the glorious Deity, the

Invitor, the receptacle of Jewels **—over be tho assertion of a man ? Where
could he have found such a metrical method of expression, by the help of

which he would compose the verse ? What, too, would be his motive for

composing it ? Where has Agni been seen to be a * priest, * that one

could describe him as such ? Where, too, has anyone met with the word
‘ ilB * in the sense in which it is used in the passage ? Where again,

hns it been found that Agni is the * Deity ’ of tho sacrifice ? Because tho Deity

of each sacrifice is defined by Vedio injunctions alone. There is no such

material class as * Deity *— (a ‘ Deity ’ is only tho name of one lo

whom offerings are made,—and this could not be perceived by the ordinary

means of worldly perception). Nor does any man know tho fact of

Agni, being either an “ Invitor ” of the gods, or a “ receptacle of jewels **

;

and certainly it is not possible to eulogise those properties tha't one knows

nothing of. Hence we conclude that such assertions could be made only

by the Veda as independent of everything else.

Similarly in the case of the first mantra of the Yajurveda :
‘‘ 0
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Grass, —
,
how could such an assertion be made by a human being ?

How, tog, could people know of this mantra being of use in the chopping

of the twigs P Similarly, too, how could the mantra “ Tlrj^^ &c.,” be known
by any man, capable of understanding things before he does an act,

to be of use in the washing of the twigs P What man again could

lay down tliat the mantra * V&yavah stha * is to be used in the separating

of each calf from its mother (at the time of milking it). That is to say,

that the word ^vRyu' in the plural indicates each of the calves as

separated from its mother could never have been thought of by any

human being, given to thinking over things.

So, too, in the case of the first mantra of the Samaveda, such forms

(in singing) as—“ O gnd, f, &c.—could never have been composed by a

human being
;
as there appears to be no visible purpose for singing it in

this form. That is to say, how could any intelligent person transform the

fully expressive words of the verse—“ AgnS ayahi^ ”—^into the form
‘ 0 gnSiy * &c., which is never met with in ordinary parlance, and which is

incapable of any grammatical construction ? So also, how could any

intelligent person, unless he had lost his head, transform the correct

in ‘ VUayB, ’ the ‘ ta
*
into ‘ td^ ' and the ‘ yS

*

into * itya * ?

Thus, then, wo conclude, that the form of the Yeda itself establishes the

fact of its being independent of human agency. There are only a very

few i>asHages in the Veda, that resemble ordinary sentences
j
but in those

too the learned detect certain Vedic peculiarities.

Hence, whenever the teachers, or the students, orotherpersons near them

como to ponder over the words and sentences of the Veda, and their significa-

tions, they at once recognise the fact of its being independent of human
agency, which is clearly indicated by the Veda itself. And since this is

not enough to convince the logicians outside the Vedic pale, all that

tho Mimahsaka has done is to bring out such arguments from the Veda
itself, as go to prove tho independence of the Veda of all human agency?

and tlius tho Mimansaka has (by this unbelief of the Bauddha) only

obtained tho glorious name (of having proved tho iudependence of the Veda,

which is really established by the Veda itself).

On the other hand, in the case of the Bauddha scriptures, even though

wo come across, here and there, with words that appear to have been

cson’ectly used in their original forms
;
yet, even in these cases we often find

ouch uses as those of ‘ prajnajHi ’ (in the sense of jauSti), ‘ vijnapii
*

(
— vijdnaH)y ‘ pagyata ’ (instead of drigyatd) and so forth

; and hence it is very

rarely that we find any purely correct uses of words. When such is the

case with words that appear to be correct, what can ho said of those that

are found to he used in forms that are more deteriorated than even tho

deteriorated vernaculars ? For instance, in the case of tho word ‘ bhthkhavB
^
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quoted above, even in the Prakfta, we have often found the letter c at

the end of Accusative Plural, but never in the Nominative or in the Voca-

tive ;
in place of the word ‘ saAskrtdl

*

all that the Prakfta is found to do

is to duplicate the ‘ K,* delete the nasal * n, * and change the ‘ x
*
l^'to ‘ a ’

}

and it does not add a * da * sound, as is found to be done in the word
* sahka(lfl

*

quoted above which is thus found to have completely destroyed

the unimpeachable form of the word ‘ sanskrtH.*

Thus, then, wo conclude that on account of their being composed of in-

correct words and expressions, the scripture of the Bauddha, &c., can never

be held to bo either a Veda, or an eternal scripture.

(3)

. Grammar supplies the only means of ascertaining the eternal

and primitive forms of words. And while we find the Veda full of gram-

matically correct words, we do not find the Bauddha scriptures to be so

;

and thus there being no strict observance of the grammatical forms of

words in these latter, they cannot be accepted as scriptures. In this case,

the expression ‘ aaanniyamUt * would mean ‘ because of there being no strict

observance of grammatical rules.*

(4)

. Or, the expression ^ asanniyamQt * may be taken as referring to

the absence of any permanence in the Bauddha works, which did not

exist (prior to their composition by Buddha), as is clearly proved by the

Buddha himself, who seeks to establish the transitoriness of all things, on

the ground of the momentary character of all that exists.

(5)

. Or, the expres.sion ‘ asanniyamUt * may be explained as
‘ asatHm niyaindt, * which would mean that, inasmuch as these works
invariably lay down such evil and false doctrines as the momentary
character of things, the world being a mere void, there being be no
self, and so forth—or inasmuch as they seek to establish their con-

clusion by false reasonings,—no authority can belong to] those decla-

rations of Dharma that proceed from the same persons as have laid down
the aforesaid doctrines.

Nor can these scriptures be held to be eternal, because there is a clean

remembrance of their authors (Buddha, and others). And hence in matters

relating to Dharma^ which is amenable only to an eternal scripture (as

proved under Sutra I—i—2), we cannot admit of the independent autho-

rity of the Bauddha scriptures.

(The PUrvapakshas [B] and [C] and [A] are next taken up.)

In the case of all the Subsidiary Sciences and the Smrtis too, inasmuch
as we have a distinct knowledge with regard to their authors, they cannot

be accepted as independent scriptures (in regard to Dharma)

•

(As urged
under PUrvapakshas^ B and C.)
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The same arguments also serve to set aside the independent authority

of the Kalpasutras (as urged in Purvapaksha A
;
because of these too we

know the authors, which fact is enough to prove that they had no ex-

istcnce before they were composed by these authors (and as such they

cannot be held to be eternal). The arguments that have been brought

forward in support of the eternality of the Veda^ are not .applicable to the

case of the Kalpasutras^ because of people having firm convictions with

regard to their having been composed by human authors. That is to say*

just as the teachers and students know of the existence of the Kalpasutras

find other 8'inrti works, exactly in the same way are they also cognisant

of their authors, A9valayana, Baudhayana, Apastamba, Katyayana, and

others.

Fiom this it is clear that they had no existence prior to their being

composed by these authors
;
and, for this reason, how can they bo accepted

as Scriptures of Action^ either as a distinct Veda, or as similar to the

Veda ?

(6)

. We do not base the fact of the Kalpasutras having been com-

posed by authors on the mere ground of their being called by the names
of certain persons

j
and hence our arguments cannot be met by the replies

advanced under the Sutra I—i—30 (“ The name is due to their having been

explained by certain persons The fact is that the idea of these

authors is brought about by means of an endless traditional conviction

;

and this is only supported by the said names as applied to the Kalpasutra,

<&c. In the case of the names KUthaka and the rest, as applied to thr

Veda, the names themselves can be held to be eternal, as based upon tL

fact of the eternal Rescensions of the Veda having been explained by
such eternal personalities as Katha and others

;
but no such explanation

is possible with regard to the names “ Mdgaha,'^ &c., as applied to the

Kalpasutras^ for the simple reason that these Sutras are never recognised as

eternal; because the words,—“AfiJpaka,” Baudhayana and Apastamba**

—distinctly point to individual non-eternal (created or born) personalities

;

and as such, they cannot servo as the basis for an explanation of these

names belonging to eternal books. Hence the Sutra may bo explained as

—

‘ because the names ^Md^aka^* &c., distinctly indicate the fact of previously

non-existing {asatam) books having been composed {niyamat) in the form

of the Kalpasutras, &c., these cannot bo accepted as Scriptures of Action.

(7)

. It may also be explained as—‘because in the Kalpasutras,

there are no such rules and regulations as there are in the Veda, they

cannot be accepted as scriptures.’ asanniyamUt* =iO\i account of the

non-existence of niyamas,']

(8)

. Another explanation of the Sutra is this— ‘ The Kalpasutras cannot

be accepted as scriptures, because there are no restrictions of time, &c.,
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with regard to them, as there are with regard to the Veda,’— ani

is distinctly mentioned in the Sulra ‘ The Subsidiary Sciences may be

studied whenever one likes.
*

The Bh&shya has explained the Sutra as referring to the absence of

accentuation in the Kalpasutras. But this would apply also to the case of

the mantras that are quoted in extenso in the Kalpas

;

as also to the

Chdndogya BrQJimanas laid down in the Qrhya-Sutras
;
which would also

come to be denied true scriptural character and authority. Because the

eight Brahmanas with their esoteric explanations, that are studied by the

Chandogas, have got no dehnite accentuation
; and this absence of

accentuation would make them lose their Vedic character.

Consequently we must take the Sutra to refer to the absence, in the

Kalpasutras^ of the self-evident eternality and independence of human ngency

(that have been pointed out with regard to the Veda)
;

for though the

Veda has a dehnite accentuation, yet this is not all that it has got

(in contradistinction to other so-called scriptures).

STitra (13). Also because of the absence of explanatory

passages.

The fact of the Veda having explanatory passages also serves to point

to tlio same fact (of the Veda being independent of human agency). Inas-

much as, in the Veda we find many such explanatory passages, as are not

possible in ordinary parlance, we conclude, from this, that the Veda is

not the product of human intelligence. For what intelligent human being

could bo capable of composing such Artliavcida passages, as—“ B^haspati

sang for the gods,” ” Indra killed Vptra,” “ Prajapati cut out his

own fat,” ” Cows performed this sacrifice, hence they have their horns

growing after ten months,” and so forth . Specially because, oven as wo
find the Arthavddas in the eternal Veda itself, it becomes extremely

diflBcult to connect them with Injunctions
;
and then, if a human author

were to compose such apparently incongruous passages to be taught to his

students, he would come to bo marked as a fool.

As a matter of fact, however, in the Kalpasutras, we find nothing like

such explanatory passages, which could lead us to conclude them to be

independent of human agency.

And further, the fact of these Kalpasutras, &c., being devoid of any-

thing like direct Injunctions, distinctly establishes the descriptive chai ac-

tor of these (that is, since they do not contain any direct Injunctions,

they must be taken as mere descriptions or explanations)
;
and it also

shows that they are not capable of laying down anything new (in the

shape of Injunctions on Dharma), In the case of the Veda we find that

verbs iu the present tense, when rendered attractive by means of Arthavcida
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passages, become endowed with injunctive force. While in the Kalpa^

setraBt there are no ArthavSdas (and as such there is no chance for the

verbs in them, which are invariably in the present tense, to have any in-

junctive force). (Nor can it be held that these verbs are in the fifth mood,

Leij which has an injunctive signification, and not in the Lat^ (Present) the

forms of both being the same; because) the fifth mood {LBt) has been

distinctly laid down, as to be used in the Veda only
;
and as the Kalpa-

sUtras are neither Mantras nor BrShmanas (which two alone constitute the

Veda), it is not possible for them to contain any verbs in that mood.

Though the declaration that * according to some people all the six

Subsidiary Sciences are Vedas * would make the KalpasUtras known asi

‘Veda,* yet like the Mimansa, they cannot attain to the position of Veda
proper (metrical); because the regulations of Veda proper (metrical)

apply only to the Mantra and the Brakmana portions of the Veda. That

is to say, in accordance with the Sutra of Katyajana—“ the Injunction,

the Enjoined, and the Argumentative Science of Mimansa, all constitute

the Veda**—though the name “Veda** becomes applicable to the

Mimansa, which consists of a compilation of all the arguments connected

with the Veda, yet, it does not becomo affected by the rules and regula-

tions relative to Veda proper; and hence the Kalpasutras too, being

exactly in the same position, cannot be accepted as forming a Scripture

of Action^ which is only another name for Injunction,

It has been urged above that as the Kalpasutras have been enumerated

by the Veda, among the subjects to be studied in course of the Brahmayajna^

tlicy must be held to be eternal
; but this premiss becomes too wide

; inas-

much as the ItihUsas and the Purdnaa are also similarly enumerated.

That is to say, the said Vedic text has mentioned the Kalpas together with

Itihdaaa and PurOnas; which shows that even the products of human
agency (such as the Itihdsaa and Purdnas are universally admitted to be)

are included among the sciences (to be studied in course of the Brahma-^

yajua).

(There is yet another explanation of the mention of the name of Kalpa in

the Veda). There must have been other Kalpasutras before our presence

Kalpasutras were composed (that is to say, since the very beginning of time*,

there must have always been some sort of a KalpasUtra^ in each Kalpa^

exactly as in each Kalpa, there has been a Smrti) ; because, in the absence

of such Sutras, any thorough orderly comprehension of the methods pre-

scribed in the extensive Vedas is absolutely impossible
; whence it follows

that ever since there has been a Veda, there has been a performance of

sacrifices, and ever since then, there never has been a total absence of any
of the Subsidiary Sciences (and it may be this endless series of Kalpas

that has been mentioned in the Veda) ; as there is nothing against holding
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this series to be eternal
;
though any particular KalpasUtra cannot bo

admitted to be independent of human agency.

And as for the word “ Kalpa,** it signifies nothing more than an ex-

planation of the meaning of the Veda

;

and as a name significant of this, the
‘ Kalpa * can very well be held to bo eternal

;
and it is as such that it has

been enjoined as forming part of the daily Recitation (of the Brahcnana) ;

but all that is meant by this Injunction is that the Brahmana should make
it a point every day to recall to his mind (and go over) the procedure of

the various sacrifices (laid down in the Veda) ; and though there can be

no doubt as to this procedure being eternal, that does not necessarily mark
the books dealing with this procedure (viz,y the books on Kalpasutras) as

eternal.

As for the points of agreement between the Veda and the Kalpasutras^

such agreement is quite explicable on the ground of the latter following

(or being based upon) the former ; and hence as they only follow what has

been laid down in the Veda, the Kalpasutras cannot be said to have any

independent authority of their own.

Further, no students have ever regarded the Subsidiary Scioncos as

Veda; as for the declaration

—

according to some

,

all the six sciences are

Veda**— ,
it by no means expresses the generally accepted theory.

And again, as a matter of fact, whenever any two declarations are

found to agree with one another, it is always concluded that one of thorn

is explanatory of (and subsequent to) the other
; and finding such agree-

ment between the Brahmanas and the Kalpasutras, we instinctively con-

clude that inasmuch as the former is replete with direct Injunctions, it

cannot be hold to be explanatory of the latter
;
and hence we are forced to

the conclusion that it is the Kalpasutras that are explanatory of, and sub-
•sequent to, the BrUJunanas,

Nor can the case of the authoritativeness of the Kalpasutrashe held to

be analogous to that of the different recensions of the Veda; because of tlie

same persons being the students of the Veda as well as of its Kalpa.

in the case of the different recensions of the Veda, the students of each

are distinct from one another (and hence the Injunctive authority of all

of them is admissible)
;
whereas in the case of the Kalpa, as each Kalpa only

explains the meaning dealt with in detail in the particular Veda to which

it belongs, and as such the students of both of these being the same, the

former can never bo admitted to have an injunctive authority (apart from

the Veda which supplies all necessary authority).

Then again, we find that the authors of the /sTaTpas explain certain facts

in accordance with the reasonings supplied by the Brahmanas

;

and as

such, the Kalpas can never bo held to be equal to the Brahmanas, in authority.

31
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We also find that the passage in the BrUhmana has a signification

entirely different from what is assigned to it by the explanatory Kalpa

;

and hence too, we cannot admit the Kalpa to be independent of the

Briihmanas. Hence, though it is possible that certain similarities of

subjects and expressions between the Brcilimanas and the Kalpas may give

rise to the misconception that the Kalpas are also independent Brdhmanas

by themselves, yet the above arguments instantly remove such misconcep*

tions.

It has been urged above that the Veda itself speaks of the independent

authority of the assertions of the great Teachers (among whom the

authors of the Kalpasutras are included). But there too, the word
‘ Acdrya * in the Vedio text is only a chance coincidence of sound (that is

to say, the world ‘ dearya * in the text does not mean ‘ teacher * but the

* Veda ’ itself, the word being explained ‘ as that which improves {dcinoti)

the intellect*). Or, it may be taken as laying down the absolutely trust-

worthy authority of the Teacher, with special reference to the students

whom he should be teaching the text and the meaning of the Veda.

Mann has thus explained the meaning of the word “ dedrya **
:

“ One,

who having initiated his disciple, teaches him the Veda, with all the sub-

sidiary sciences and esoteric explanations, is called the dedrya **
;
and in

order that at the time of such teaching of the Veda, the disciples should

liave an implicit confidence in the words of the Teacher, the Veda has

declared the authoritative character of the assertions of the Teacher; and

this declaration of the Veda does not refer to the authors of the Kalpa^

sutras,

Sutra (14). Because of the action being laid down for all

cases ; and because of the proximity of scriptural authority.

All assertions of human beings are not accepted to be true; because,

as a matter of fact, their assertions are generally found to be false. As
hns been declared elsewhere :

“ Hence it is that speech speaks of both,

truth and untruth, because it has been pierced with evil.** Such falsity of

the assertions of the Kalpasutras is distinctly pointed out by the Veda
itself ;

specially as we meet with many assertions that are contrary to one

another (and to the Veda). This is what is meant to be pointed out by
the first half of the sulra ;

the latter half meaning that the contrary

scriptural passages being in close proximity, the disagreement (or contra-

diction) is easily perceptible.

The example of such disagreement that has been cited in the Vrttiy

that with reference to the “ StlMipdka ** of the sacrifice on the 16th day

of the mouth, has been disregarded
;
because in that case the declaration
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of the Qrhyasiilra in connection wifch this sthflUpaka has been attributed to

the KalpasUtra which treats of the Dar^a-PurnamUsa

;

and as such it

seems as if the Vrtti had purposely, with a view to entirely suppress the

authority of the Kalpasutra^ fastened a foreign assertion on to it.

We have a declaration of the Orhyasutra to the following effect ;
“ In

the Akshata Homa, until the evening offering has been made the morning
offering should not be given up ; nor should the evening offering be aban-
doned until the morning offering has been made and just as this passage
is not taken as referring to the Agniliotra^—so too, the following passage
of the Kalpasutra cannot be taken as referring to the Dar<^purnamdsa :

“ Until the offering of the last day of the month has been made, that of

the fifteenth day should not be abandoned
;
nor should the offering of the

thirtieth day be abandoned until that of the fifteenth day has been

made.” And as such, there being no real contradiction of the

by the Veda (in this case), we must cite another example (for instance,

the Kalpasutra says The Paryagni is made of all the sacrificial mate-

rials,** which lays down the making of the Paryagni with reference to all

the materials

;

while wo have the Brdhmana text which lays down tlio

Paryagni as to he made out of the purodd^a only
;
and there can bo no

doubt that there is a distinct disagreement between the two).



ADLIIKARANA (8).

[T/ic Holdkadhikarami—treating of the facto/ the Vedic text assumed in

support of a usage having universal application and authority.']

Sutra (15). Inferences being restricted in their application,

usages can have only a limited authority.'*

With reference to certain popular local customs, the present discussion

is started; the question being as to whether these customs have an authority

limited within certain areas, or they have a universal application. In this

connection, we have got to consider all the Injunctions and Px'ohibitions that

are marked by the acceptance or avoidance by certain people, taking each

of these one by one.

There are certain customs that are followed by the Eastern people,

though avoided by the exceptionally good amongst them
;
and we proceed

to consider whether these customs have been laid down for those people

alone, or for all men. In the same manner, there are certain customs that

are peculiar to the Southerners, some to the Westerners, and others to the

Northerners
;
and we have got to take into consideration each of these.

The first two sutras of this Adhikarana {viz : the 16th and 16th

sutras) can also bo taken as referring to the question as to the locally limit-

ed or universal authority of such works as the sutras of Gautama, the

GrhyasUtras and the like. I’hat is to say> we find that, barring the

PurUnas, the Smrti of Manu, and the Itihasas, all other Smrti w^rks

—

such as those of Gautama, Va9ishtha, pankha, Likhita, Harita, Apas-

tamba., Baudhayana and others—as also the works on Orhya—are each

studied exclusively by only certain sections of the Brahma^as, and

each of them has its relation restricted to only a definite Veda, exactly

like the FrUtigdkhyas, For instance, the sutras of Gautama and Gobhila

are accepted by the Chandoga (Samavedi) Brahma^a only ; those of

Va 9i8htha by the Rgveds
;

those of Cahkha and Likhita by the

Vajasneyis
;
and those of Apastamba and Baudhayana by the Kyshna

—

Yajurvedis, Thus then, the fact of such limited acceptance of these sutras
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affords matter for reflection
;
the question being—is each of these siitras

authoritative only for the particular sect by whioh it is accepted P Or,

are they all equally authoritative for all people ? And on this, we have

the following ;

—

PURVAPAKSHA.

“ Inasmuch as we find the sutras being studied only by the parti-

“cular sects of the Brahmanas, we conclude that tlieii* authority is also

“ limited to these Brahmanas alone; specially as the authority of the sutras

“ is based upon certain assumed texts, which as the objects of inference,

“ can be believed to have an existence only where the inferential indicative
“

‘ the Smrti,' exists
;
that is to say, the Smrti sutras being found to be

“ current only among certain limited sects, the Vedic texts pointed to by
“ these cannot have their existence outside this pale. Hence, whether it

“ be an Injunctive or a Prohibitive Vedic text, its existence cannot be in-

“ ferred outside those limits.

“ That is to say, the compilations of the sutras^ or the usages can

“lead to the inference of Prohibitive or Injunctive texts (in support of

“ themselves), only with reference to those persons among whom they

themselves are current, and not among other people. For example, the per-

“ ception of smoke in one house cannot lead to the inference of the existence

“ of fire in another house
;
nor can this latter be inferred by people who

“ have not seen the smoke (hence the authortative Vedic text corroborating a
“ Usage can have no authority for those among whom the usage is not cur-

“ rent).

“ Thus then, the Injunction of Agnihotra can refer to only those per-

“ sons for whom the Upanayana and the AdhStna have been laid down. And
“ exactly as certain duties and rules of conduct are restricted to certain

“definite families and castes, so too the duties and the rules of conduct
“ obtaining in a certain country would have their authority restricted

“ to that t ountry alone.

“ If the Prohibitions and Injunctions had a universal application,

“Usages (which are all based upon such Injunctions <feo.) would also come
“ to have a universal authority, there being no reason for limiting the
“ scope of their authority. And then the Usage, based upon the texts that

“ have universal application, would be followed by the capable men of all

“ countries, exactly like the Injunction of the Agnihotra.

“ As a matter of fact, however, we find the usages being followed

“ only by limited classes of people
;
and hence we conclude that the Vedic

texts authorising such usages must also refer to these limited communities

“only. Because the only reason for assuming the Vedic texts is to
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substantiate the otherwise inexplicable usages current amongst the people;
“ and hence such texts could not have any application to those people
** among whom the particular usages themselves are not current. And as

in the case of usages, so also in that of the Qrhyasutra &o., the assumed
“ corroborative Vedic texts can have no relation to those people among
‘‘ whom the Orhyas are not current. And hence we conclude that these

Usages and Orhyaautras <&c., have only limited applications.

“ It has been shown under sutra I—ii—30, that, if the fact of the grains

“ having been prepared by means of the gurpa be taken as the reason for

making the offering by means of it, then the instance that has been
** cited would also apply to that alone

;
hence the meaning would be that

inasmuch as the gurpa is the means of preparing the grain, the offer-

** ing is poured by means of it
;
and there cannot, in such a case, arise any

question as to the offering being poured by means of the darvt or the

^^pithara &c,

“ And, in the same manner, as we find all usages to have only a limited

‘‘local currency, wo cannot but conclude that the corroborative Vedic texts

“ inferred in support of such usages, can have only a local application.

“ Thus then, all inferences being restricted within certain definite limits

“ of place, time &c., the Vedic text that is inferred cannot but be admitted

“as having an authority only within those limits.*^

SIDDHANTA.

Sutra (16). But the duty must be universal, because of the

universal character of the Injunctions.

In this sutra we have the reply to the above Purvapaksha :

On account of the universal charactar of the Injunctions the Dhamia-

gUstra, &c., must be taken as applying to all persons capable (of performing

the duties laid down.)

Having come across certain Smrtis and Usages

y

when we proceed to

infer the Vedic texts in support of these, the inference that we can have

must be of such causes as are similar to tbe effects (the Smrtis &o.),

—

according to the law that the effect always follows in the wake of its

cause. And consequently the positive injunction, technically called

‘ Blidvandy that is inferred, must be that which lays down certain definite

actions, sacrifices, charities, offerings, fastings and penances &o.—ex-

pressed by means of verb roots,—as leading to specific results, like Heaven
and the like, by means of certain specified processes

;
and in the case of

certain actions of the body, the sense-organs and the mind, that are
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shunned by certain people, the inference is that of a prohibitive text,

pointing out tbe prohibited action as leading to undesirable results

in the shape of Hell and the like.

And thus we find that in both cases, the injunctions or the prohibi-

tions distinctly refer to all persons that have the capability of doing the

acts enjoined or prohibited ; and as such, none of these. Usages or

Smrtisj can ever be taken as having a limited application, as referring to

any particular place, time or persons.

Specially because as a matter of fact, we know that with regard to

each action, the character of the agent is ascertained, only in three

ways : (1) by capability (for instance in the case of the Agnihotruy we ascer-

tain that anyone who has the capability of performing it, should perform

it)
; (2) non-prohibition (as in the case of certain actions that are done

with a special object in view, we ascertain that all men can perform the

actions, except those for whom it is distinctly prohibited)
;
and (3) by

special qualifying words (as for instance, in the case of the BSjasuya sacri-

fice, it is distinctly laid down that it is only the ‘‘ Baja** {Kshatnya) that

can perform it.

And in the case in question, we find that the capability (of doing tlie

acts) laid down in the Smrtis &c., belongs to the people of all castes and con-

ditions, inhabiting the whole country of the Arjavarta, except the blind,

the deaf, the mad and the dumb, who are precluded from such actions.

The capability too, of doing the prohibited acts, we find existing in the

two, three or four castes (i.e., certain actions that are prohibited for the

Brahmana may be allowable for the other castes, and soon)
;
and where

wo find the avoidance of the action much more extensive, we conclude

the capability of its performance to reside in the Mleccha (who are believed

to be capable of all actions howsoever abhorrent).

In a case, however, where we infer a Vedic text, in support of a

certain usage, we do not find, in this text, any qualifying expressions

>

limiting its application to any particular countries or persons. Nor can

we infer any texts that could prohibit the said usages, with reference to

the people other than those among whom it is prevalent.

In certain cases it does happen that, though the capability of per-

forming the action, belongs to all men, yet the action is distinctly re-

stricted to certain definite classes of men by means of restrictive qualify-

ing words
; as for instance the BAjasUya is laid down as to be performed

by the Baja (Kshatriya), the Vaigyastoma by the Vaiyya
;
and so on.

But in the oases in question, it is not possible for us to infer the ex-

istence of one or many qualifying words (in the Vedic text), that would
in any way specify the persons among whom the authorised usage may
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be prevalent. Because all denote either the Olass or the Individual

while in the case in question, any such restrictive words that we would
infer could not specify either the Class or the Individual,

Because the restrictive words could be only such as “ the Easterners

(should perform the Hol&ka) ” ; but as a matter of fact there can be no such

definite class as “ the Easterners,” which would exclude all the people of

the other parts of the country, and include all of the Eastern part
;
and as

such we could have no such specification as that “ the Holdka is to

be performed hy the Easterners alone. ” As for the classes, “Man,”
“ Brahma^a ” and the like, that are found to include the Easterners, they

equally include the men and the Bralimanas of all parts of the country ;
and

as such could not serve to specify the text as referring only to those people

(the Easterners) among whom the particular custom might be prevalent.

As for the words denoting individuals—i.e., the proper names,—they

refer to one person only, like “ Devadatta ” and the like
;
and the presence

of such words could not point out the custom as referring to any number

of persons. Nor is it possible to have anyone name for all the people

of the Eastern country, because it is absolutely impossible for us to

have any conception, either individually or collectively, for all the endless

varieties of people inhabiting the Eastern part of the country. This

also shows that words cannot signify individual persons, as endowed with

certain particular properties and actions and as belonging to a particular

class. Because there are no individual properties, actions or classes, that

could be capable of pointing to particular individual peisons, as inhabit-

ing particular parts of the country
;

as each individual is found to be

specified, separately (by means of the properties belonging to each singly

by himself).

Nor do words denote anything other than classes and individuals,

and hence there is nothing upon which wo could base the specification of

the persons for whom the custom may be authoritative.

It is with a view to this that the Hhilshya has declared that we can.

not reasonably admit the qualifying word—that may be inferred to restrict

the application of the Injunction that by its very nature refers to all

capable persons—to be denotative either of the Glass or the Individual.

That is to say, such customs as those of the Holaka and the rest, can-

not be said to belong either to a particular Glass^ or to a particular individual.

Nor is it possible for us to have any name that would apply only to those

people among whom the custom is prevalent.

Some people road the Bhashya passage as—“ That qualifying expression

can only denote the Olass and not the Individual'' And what they mean is

this ; Uuder sutra VI—i—8, it is shown that the expression svaryakHmahf'
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(one desiring Heaven), though expressing the meaning that is signified by
its component parts, is yet made to signify the whole class of human beings

that desire Heaven, irrespective of the gender and number in tho

word svargahdmah ** (which is in tho Masculine Singular)
;

on the

ground that, as the expression occupies the position of the nominative no
signi6cance can be attached to its gender &c., and hence tho injunction

—

one desiring Heaven should perform sacrifices **—is made applicable to all

human beings in general. In the same manner, in the case in question,

because all local Customs and Observances, point to their being applicable

to all persons that desire the particular results following from those

actions, and are capable of performing them,—therefore it must be admitted
that all men in general are entitled to the performance of such actions.

There are other commentators however, who, in connection with the

present passage of the Bhdshya, proceed to consider the signification of

verbs
;
and as such having found fault with this last reading, accept the

former reading, (that we liave explained above)
;
and being led astray by

the direct mention of the word “ vidhclna ” in the sutra, and being unable

to perceive any difference between the Vidhi and the Bhdvand^ fight shy of

having to differentiate the forma of these two ;
and consequently upset-

ting tho conclusion arrived at in the BhdvdrthddhiJcarana (II-i-1-4),

favour us with the following explanation

“Tho Bhdvana (signified by the Injunctive affix, &c.,) is incapable of

being specified by its properties, by means of any other words (save

the Injunctive affix, &o.). ” And if some one, desiring to learn the real

meaning of the verbal affix asks them—what is this “ Bh'&va or Bhdvand ** ?

—all that they can say is that it is nothing more than the expression

‘ kuryat * {should do) itself ; because they hold it to bo inexpressible by

any other word, they can only speak of it by means of the Injunctive

affix
;
but any use of the affix by itself being impossible, they have re-

course to the next best method of uttering the affix in connection with

the root ‘ kf
'

(to do), which is a common substitute for all verbal roots.

[Though the conclusion arrived at in the Sutra II-i-1 is that, the BhS>^

vand is denoted by the Injunctive affix, and is not the Injunctive affix itself].

And then they proceed thus :
“ All that is expressed by the word is

either in the form of a Olass or an Individual
;
but we find the verb to

have passed beyond tho Class and the Individual ;
atid hence we are forced

to the conclusion that tho signification of the verb is inexpressible.**

[Though the Bhdvdrthddhikarana distinctly points out that the signi-

fication of the verb lies either in tho Accusative or in tho Instrumental.]

(They proceed) “it is this very fact that is mentioned in the Bhashya

passage in question : It (the verb) cannot he held to denote either the Glass

32
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or the Individual

;

the word *
it ’ being taken as referring to the word

* vidhdna ’ (in the sutra)^ which is thus declared to be incapable of esT'-

pressing either the Class or the Individual. For when one says ^should

do the man has the conception ‘I do ’
; and as such the Vidhi, or the

BhavanS (as appearing in the word ^ JcurydLt ’) cannot bo said to be either

a Class or an Individual/*

But all this is altogether irrelevant and groundless
;
and is due to a

mere chance similarity of words, which, though having quite a diff-

erent meaning, have been twisted by the commentators, into a signi-

fication entirely at variance with the Bhdshya^ with the sole purpose of

displaying their ingenuity
; exactly as the text—“ the bull with four horns;

&c., ’*—has been twisted (by Patanjali) into a reference to the science

of grammar (vide above, the section on mantra).

The present passage of the Bhdshya occurs in connection with the

treatment of the fact of local customs having a universal authority. And
hence it can be reasonably taken along with the mtra^ only if it bo ex-»

plained, as we have explained it, as denying the possibility of any res-

trictive qualifications in the Vedic texts (assumed in support of customs

and usages). But if this explanation is renounced, and the passage is

taken as pointing out the inexpressibility of the Bh&vanfl (which we hold

to be denoted by the verbal affixes), on the ground of its being neither a

Class nor an Individual, then the passage would become well worth

rejecting, on account of declaring what is entirely irrelevant, useless and
unreasonable in the present connection. For in that case the passage

could be construed with the rest of the sutra^ only in the following

manner :
“ Because the verb cannot denote either the Class or the Indivi-

dual, therefore the action enjoined by it has an universal application 1

**

And certainly this would be a truly astounding declaration ! For all that

it would mean is that, “ if the Injunctive affix, &c,, could denote the

Bhdvand or the Vidhi either as the Class or the Individual, then such

customs as the Holdka, and the like, would have only a limited autho-

rity
;
but because as a matter of fact the meaning of the said affix,

&c., is distinct from either the Class or the Individual, and as such, alto-

gether inexpressible, therefore that which is signified by the said verb
must have a universal authority !

** And certainly this would serve as a
first-rate example of irrelevancy.

And having at first declared the Bhavand to be inexpressible, they speak
of (express) it by moans of certain synonyms of their own creation (such
as ‘ Bhdva *)

;

and thus they contradict their own former declaration. That
is to say, with a view to show their own vollubility, they have spoken of

the absolutely impossible synonymous character of such words as * vidhi .
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•'(Itijuncfcion), ^ upadBga' (advice), ^ kartavyatH* (duty), and hhavana (tLo

thinking of a certain result as proceeding from a certain action)
;
and by

this they have certainly succeeded in proving the inexpressible character

of the Bhdvanci ! !

Even if the verbal affix denoted either the efficiency of the agent, or

tho substratum of his efficiency (the Accusative),—then too, having, as in

the case of the expression “the Brahmana sacrifices,*’ its specifications based

upon the qualifying words (as “Brahmana”), the fact of its signifying the

Class or the Individual would depend solely upon such qualifications
; and

as such any consideration of the question of the verbal affix itself signify*

ing or not signifying the Class or the Individual, could not in any way
help us in ascertaining the scope of the authority of local customs and

Smrtis ;
and under the circumstances, any consideration of the significa-

tion of the affix would become all the more useless, when it actually

signifies only the Vidhi or the BhavanQ, independently of any denotation of

the agent.

And again, if the mere fact of tho verbal affix not signifying either

the Class or tho Individual were made the sole ground of the universality

of an Injunction, then, even in tho case of such Injunctions—as “ The Raja

should perform the Jiajamya^ ” “ The Vai^ya should perform the Vaigya-

stoma ” and the like,—the verbal affix being as inexpressive of the Class or

tho Individual, as in any other Injunction, these too would have to be

accepted as applying to all men !

If it be urged that—“ in these cases, though the affix is truly inex-

pressive, yet the qualifying words, ‘ Ufljii ’ &c., servo to restrict their ap*

plication,”—then, in that case, it becomes clear that one who holds these

customs &c. to have only a local authority, should argue that there are

such qualifying words (in the Vedic texts assumed in support of tho

customs, &c.,
;
while one who hold^ them to have a universal authority,

should argue that no such qualifying words are possible. And this is

exactly wl.at we have done, having rejected the possibility of such

qualifying words on the ground that any indication (by such words) of

eitb a Class or an Individual, in accordance with particular customs,

is absolutely impossible; and ns such the Injunctions (assumed) cannot

but be taken ns referring to all men as a class, which is implied by tho

force of the Injunction.

And it is only as referring to the rejection of the possibility of any

such qualifying words that the next two, eighteenth and nineteenth^ sutras can

have any connection in the present context.

And hence, the Injunctions being always found to have a univer-

sal application, we must conclude all local customs, as well as the
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Orhyasutras, &c., that are prevalent only among certain sects, to have a

universal autlioiity.

Sutra (17). The restrictions (in other cases) would be based
upon direct perception.

It has been urged in the Purvapahsha^ that the customs should be held

to have a limited authority : as are the usages and duties that are res-

tricted within the limits of certain families or sects, so, in the same maimer

we could infer Vedio texts (in support of the customs) having similar

restrictions.

But this is not possible
;
because in the cases cited

—

(viz

:

those of cer-

tain special sects of Brahmanas having three locks, others having one

&c., <feo.)—because we actually find (see with our eyes) restricted usages,

we can admit of such restrictive qualifications as the class (‘ Brahmana *)

property, etc., and which are all expressible by means of single words ;
ex-

actly as we find in ordinary experience that the number of quartering

the sacrificial Cake differs in the case of different Brahmanas
;
and then

finding that there are directly perceptible Vedic texts that specify these

numbers for each particular sect, (in the same manner, actually finding

the number of hair locks differing in different classes of Brahmanas, we may
infer from that very fact, on the ground of analogy with the quartering

of the Cake, that there are Vedic texts restricting the number of locks

also). That is to say, in the case of the quartering of the Cake, we
actually find that for those that belong to the family of Bhrgu, Va9ish-
tha, Atri, Budhnya9va, Kanva, Safikfti, and the Kshatriyas,
I’ccourse to the second prayGja called the “ Ndrdgansa, ” while for others
that which is called “ Tanunapat,^' is laid down

;
and thus finding this to be

invariably the case, we are led by thotse very perceptible facts to the direct

Injunctions of these restrictions in the Veda itself. And the same process
holds good in the case of the U 8€agc*s, &c,, that are actually found to belong to
only certain particular families and sects—such as one sect having one
lock of hair, while others have three and so on,—all of which point to

direct Vedio texts in support of this. Whereas in the case of the Holaka,
&c., this method is not applicable (as they are not actually found to be
keeping stiictly within any definite bounds)

;
and as such, there is a world

of difference between the example and the fact sought to be supported by it,

Sutra (18). Also because there are no distinguishing marks
of any specific agent.

It has already been shown tliat it is not possible for the text (assumed
in support of a Custom) to have any qualifying words that would denote
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either the Class or the Individual (to whom it is restricted)
;
and we now

proceed to show that it is also impossible for it to contain any such quali-

fications as that ‘ one who has red eyes (should observe the custom).'

The opponent declares :
“ Though there may not be any restrictive

“qualifying words in general, that could denote the Class or the Indivi-

“ dual,—yet it is quite possible for the text to contain words that would

“ point out the form, complexion and other qualifications of the person fol-

“ lowing the Custom,—exactly as the Injunction of the laying of fire lays

“down such qualifications as * having a son,’ ‘with black hair,’ and

“so forth,—which would restrict the authority of the Custom.”

And in reply to this, wo have the following : There being no distin-

guishing marks, any specification of a particular agent is not possible. It

is only by means of constant or exclusive distinguishing marks that any

particular agent can be positively singled out; while in the case of such

qualifications or distinguishing marks, as the having of red eyes, &c., that

could be pointed out as belonging to the Southerners, we find that these

marks are also common to other people, who do not observe the particular

custom (of the Southerners)
;
and conversely, we find the Custom being

observed by people not possessing the said features (/.t. : those of the

Southerners whose eyes are not red). Hence the authority of the Custom

cannot be restricted by means of any such distinguishing characteristics of

agents.

The Bhdshya has taken the word ‘ nityasya ’ (in the sutra) as qualify-

ing the word “ lihga ” ; but in that case the compound “ lihgdhhdva ”

would be inexpressive (or impossible)
;
inasmuch as the word ‘ lihga ’

being the subordinate member in the compound would (in that case,

be dependent (i.e., connected with, or qualified by, something

—

viz^y

‘ nityatH ’—which is expressed by a word—‘ nitya ’—that does not form
a member of the Compound).

It might be urged in reply, that the word ‘ lihga ’ being ever depen-

dent (upon that which possesses the Lihga or mark), it would always

imply the other co-relative of its
;
and thereby not losing its efficiency, the

Compound would be quite possible ; exactly as we have in the case of the

expression—“ Devadattasya gurukulamJ*

But this is not possible
; because the present case is not similar to

that of this last expression ; because the relations in the two cases are

totally different
;
the word ‘ lihga ’ does not always stand in need of (^.e.,has

not its denotation dependent upon) constant nitya*)
;
while the word

‘
’ (teacher) has its denotation ever dependent upon that of ‘ Deva-

datta ’ (the disciple). That is to say the word ‘ guru* can have its de-

notation only as with reference to the disciple (i.e., the Guru is always
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recognised as the Guru of some disciple, and there can bo no idea of th©

Guru, which is not accompanied by that of the disciple)
;
and hence in the

case of the expression

—

** Devadatfasya gurukulam**—the word ^guru*

has its denotation included in its permanent relationship to the disciple

‘ DSvadatta ’
;
and as such this depcndance (of a word not in the compound)

does not necessarily 'vitiate the compound. In the case of ** l^1^ga ” and
** nityasya, ” on the other hand, the word “ linga has its denotation

dependent only upon a Lingi, that which possesses the IMga
;
and certainly

the word ‘ nityasya * cannot be said to be in any way synonymous with this

Lingi; and as such the permanent relationship of the Liitgi and tho

Lliiga cannot justify the compound “ nityasya lingtlbhavQt,^*

Though it is true that the word “ linga ” is used only where there

is a relation of the Indicator and the Indicated, (and this relation is

eternal) yet the denotation of that word does not depend entirely upon

‘eternality as that of the word ‘Father’ depends upon that of the word
‘ Son,’ or that of the word ‘ Teacher, ’ on that of the word ‘ Disciple.’

And farther, it is the word “ lingi ” itself which, having its denotation

fixed by those of its component parts, depends upon the word “ linga ”
;

and the word “ liUga ” does not stand in need of anything besides the

verbal root from which it is formed. And innsmuch as the word
“ firiga ” denotes that by which something is marked or indicated^ thoi’e

is a distinct dependence upon the relationship of the action of indicating ;

and as such, though it is not spoken of as related to anything^ yet it is not

independent of the Object, the Instrument, &c., of the Action
;
and on this

ground, we could justify the efficiency of such compounds as “ lihgino

lihggdarganam,** specially because the denotation of the word lingi**

depends upon that of the word ^\lihga. ” In the case of the word
“ f^tyasyOy

** however, it is only after the denotation of the word “ linga
**

has been duly accomplished, that the word “ nityasya ” comes to be

related to it as expressing, by means of the Genitive, one of its proper-

ties
;
and hereby the need of this relationship not being supplied (by the

word “ linga ” itself), the compound, ‘ nityasya lingahhSvdt
* remains abso-

lutely inefficient or inexpressive.

For thesereasons, the word "^nityasya** must be tnken as qualifying either

the agents as distinguished by certain definite distinguishing features, or

the authoritative application of the text assumed in support of the Custom
;

the meaning of the sutra being that, inasmuch as there can be no exclu-

sive distinguishing marks, that could single out any particular agent, or

point out the limits of the authority of th© text assumed (in support of

the Custom),—it cannot be hold that such customs as the HoWca and the

rest have a limited authority as based upon certain assumed Vedic texts
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containing certain words that point out tbo distinguishing characteristics

(marking out the particular agent &c., &C., &c.).

Sutra (19) The name is based upon a connection with place.

This sutra refers to such qualifying words as the names ‘ Easterner^

and the like, which the Custom is found to follow in its entirety.

Says the opponent :
“ All local customs are observed by men, sped-

“ fiod by such names as ‘ Easterners, *
‘ Southerners, ’ and the likie

; and they
“ are never found to be prevalent among people that are without such
“names; consequently the Vedio texts that are assumed in support of
“ such customs cannot but contain these distinguishing names

; and as
“ sucli they must more reasonably be accepted as having only a limited
“ authority.”

To this we make the following reply : Because such names are ap-

plied to the agent on the sole ground of his connection with certain places,

we conclude that the Vedio Injunction assumed in support of the Cus-
toms, must contain words that denote the qualifications of place. Then,
as for the place, as qualified by a certain quarter (East or West, &c.) or

in the shape of the quarters East &c., themselves—there can bo no ono

particular country in the world that can be exclusively and invariably known
as the East (the inhabitant of which would always exclusively be known as

the Easterners^ &o.) (and even if there be such a fixed place) as a matter of

fact the Custom in question (/.z., the Holttka) is not found to bo limited exclu-

sively and invariably within those limits ; as we find that it is observed by

many people residing outside the limits of the place called the * East ’

;

while many people residing therein are found not to observe it.

Thus then, for such names, there being no basis other than the

place, the Customs, supported by Vedio texts as qualified by the parti-

cular places (indicated by the names) could not have their prevalence de-

pendent upon any other cause than the relationships of these places. But
as a matter of fact, wo do not find the prevalence of these Customs re-

gulated by these, either positively or negatively ; as we find that the

Holiika is observed by certain people not inhabiting the Eastern country,

and also that it is not observed by some men of that country
; and hence

we conclude that thero can bo no assumption of Vedio Injunctions qualified

by specifications of place by means of certain names pointing to certain

places.

The opponent finding in the above argument a (fancied) support to

his own,theory, springs forward with tbe following

Sutra (20) ''As the Oustom could not be found to be
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prevalent in other countries (the names cannot be held to be

based upon the specifications of place).’’

If you have succeeded in refuting the fact of the names being based
** upon specifications of place, we can easily point out another basis for

them. For certainly, if the names were based upon the specifications of

“ place, then the Customs could not be found to be prevalent among other

“ countries ;
therefore we must find for them another basis in the shape of

“ Class, &o.

“ Or, wo may accept the names by themselves, as independent of any

causes ; even then, they could serve to qualify the Injunctions (or the

“ Agents). For, all that we have got to do is to find a basis for the Cus-

“ tom
;
and this basis being found in the Vedic Injunction as qualified by

** by such Names, we do not stand in need of any further enquiry into the

basis of these Names. That is to say, the restriction of the authoriia-
** tive application of the Custom having been accomplished by means of

“the Names, independently of any basis for themselves, there is no reason
“ for assuming the fact of their being based upon specifications of place,

“ specially when such specification has been found to be distinctly faulty.”

To this, we make the following reply :

—

Sutra (21) The names would be literally sigfnificant, like the
word 'Mathura.’

The specifications of place are made on various grounds—^as those of

habitation, birth, or departure. That is to say, the name “ Easterner ” can-

not bo applied to any man, except upon one or other of the following

grounds: (1) either he must bo an inhabitant of the Eastern country

or (2) ho must have been born in that country, or (3) he must have come
from that country

;
and so forth. And thus we find that such Names

are never independent of some sort of a connection with a place.

And we have already shown that the prevalence of the Custom is not

always in accordance with these names ; since we find many inhabitants of

that (Eastern) country not observing the Custom (Holdka)
;
while, on the

other hand, certain inhabitants of another country, whose fathers or

grandfathers had originally migrated from the Eastern country, are still

found to be keeping up the Custom. And hence we conclude that the

Names could not serve to restrict the authority of the Injunctions (sup-

porting the local Customs),

The Bhdshya has explained the word “ Mathura ” as also denoting

one who has started for Mathurdt

;

but the affix, that is present in the word
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can bo possible, only if the word be taken to moau ‘ a messenqer going to

Mathura* in accordance with Panini’s sHtra: iv-iii-85; or, if applied to

all moil' that may bo going to Mathura, the word cannot hut be held to he

used as such by untrustworthy (ignorant) men ; as the affix could nob be

possible in the case of all persons going to Mathurd> being meant.

Having thus found it absolutely impossible to infer an Injunction with

qualifications specifying the agent, the Opponerit proceeds to the theory

that the Injunction assumed must refer to the special places, as constituting

a part of the Custom itself.

:

Sutra (22) “ The specification of place may be a property of

the Action itself, like the sloping &c.”

‘‘In connection with certain sacrifices the Veda has declared that the

“altar should be sloping towards the East and to the North, or to the

“ East only
;
and just ms these specifications of place arc laid down ns

“ parts and parcel of the sacrifices themselves (as it is only when per-

“ formed upon such an altar that the sacrifices can bring about their proper
“ results) ; so, iu the same manner, the specifications of the Eastern coun-

“ try may be taken as In id down by the assumed Injunction, as forming a
“ constituent part of the Custom itself (i.e., the Holdka can bring about its

“proper results only when performed in the Eastern country).”

To this we make the following reply :

Sutra (23) Bat this too is similar to the qualification of the

Agent.

Just as the qualification of the Agent has been shown (in sutra 18) to be

inconstant (inexolusive) ; so also would be the qualification of place
;
be-

cause there is no strict fixity either of the “ Eastern Country, ” or of

“ the country with black soil ” ( which are the two qualifications of place

that have been cited in the Bhnshya), That is to say, the country (/’.z.,

India) which is “ Eastern *’ according to some people (of Afghanistan), is

“Southern*’ according to others (the Thibetans); and similarly there is no

single country that could be exclusively spoken of as tlie “ Nortlierii ” or

the Western. ** And as for the presence of “ black soil, ** it is found in

many countries, and as such could not serve to distinguish any particular

country among these.

33
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For those reasons, we conoltide that the Injunctions of the HolUka, &c.,

cannot be qualified by any specifications of place <fec., with reference to the

men (inhabiting those places)
;
because, as a matter of fact, we find that

many people actually inhabiting “ a country with black soil ” do not

observe the Custom ;
while it is duly observed by people inhabiting

other countries (with red soil)
;
and hence any specifications of place can-

not be accepted as regulating or restricting the authority of the Injunc-

tions assumed in support of such Customs, &c.



ADHIKARANA (9).

[Treating of the necessity of using the correct forms of Words'],

pCtrvapaksha.

Slitva (24)
'' The Science of Grammar not having the charac-

ter of Scripture, there could be no restriction to the usage of

words.’*

“ In a case where a single word is found to be used variously with

“ entirely different meanings

—

e.g,^ in the case of the word ^ yava^ which is

“ used in the sense of the barley corn and also in that of long-pepper,— it

“ has been shown above {Adhi. 5) that both meanings cannot be held to be

“optional alternatives, because of all options being tainted by eight dis-

crepanciea
;
also that the same word cannot be accepted as having differ-

“ exit meanings ;
as that would necessitate the unreasonable assumption (

f

“ various potencies in the same word
;
consequently, the only method that

“ was found to be reasonable, was the taking of only one meaning ns the

“ primary denotation of the word, all others being relegated to the second-

“ ary position
;
and then again, it has been shown that we accept that mean-

“ ing of the word as authoritative which is supported by scriptural usage,

“ and as such, reject those that have their sole support in ordinary usage.

“ But in a case wliere the single object, Cow, is found to be spoken
“ of by means of many woi ds — such as ‘ go* (the Sanskrit word), and ^gdvi

*

“ (and such other vernacular corruptions),—it is quite reasonable to accept
‘‘ the expressive potency of all these words, as they are found to be used
“ by old and experienced men

;
and there being no contradiction of the

“ scriptural forms of words by the vernacular forms, and the Scriptures

“ being in the form of sentences, their full functioning is always preceded

“ by that of the words (constituting the sentences)
;
and as such the scrip-

“ ture can never reasonably have anything to do with the pointing out of

“ certain words as correct or incorrect {sddhu or asddku)
; because in that

“ case there would be a mutual interdependence (between the Words and
** the Scripture). That is to say, because the Action of the Scriptures
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“depends upon the ordinarily accepted significations of words, no words in

“ ordinary use can ever be differentiated by them as correct or incorrect,

“ In the case of Seritences^ as appearing in the Veda or in the Smrtis,

“or as giving expression to certain usjiges, we accept the one that pre-

“ cedes to have a greater authority than that which follows ;
because we

“ perceive a distinct contradiction among them. In the casein question,

“ however, this is not possible (i.e., the science of grammar pointing out

“ the correctness or incorrectness of words cannot be accepted to be more
“ authoritative than ordinary usage)

; because in this case, the order is

“reversed
;
that is to say, the correctness or incorrectness of words can

“ be acertained only by means of ordinary usage
;

specially as correctness

“ and incorrectness are universally recognised as identical with expressive-

“ ness and inexpressiveness^ respectively (t.e., the word that expresses some
“ lueaning is accepted as correct, and that which is meaningless ns incorrect

;

“ and whether a certain word expresses a meaning or not can be ascertained

“ only by ordinary usage).

“ It is only an indistinct sound, or single letters, ora conglomeration

“of letters without any reference to their signification,—as for instance,

“ the letters of the alphabet repeated by the boy,— that can be said to be

“ incorrect (iisUdhu), That is to say, the sound made by the beating of a

“ drum, the single letters * ga* <fec., pronounced either singly by themselves

“ or together with all of the same class (i,e.^ ka^ kha^ ga,gha and «),

—

“ all tliese do not express any meanings
;
and as such are incorrect. And

“ ill this case, it is only from ordinary usage that we ascertain the fact of

“ these sounds expressing no meanings, and hence being incorrect. On the

“ other hnnd, the vernacular words, ^ gdvi ’ and the like are found to be cap-

able of denoting the Com;, just as well as the Sanskrit word * go'
\
in fact

“ they are quicker than the Sanskrit word in tlioir action of denoting the
“ ohject, as they are used more commonly than the Sanskrit word. And
“ hence though all these words are denotative of the single object
“

‘ Cotv,' yet, inasmuch as they are quite capable of expressing their

“ meaning, they cannot but be rocoguised as correct
;
exactly as the words

^ hasta,' ^ kara,' ^ pdni,'—all signifying the hand—are all accepted to be
“ cori’ect.

“ Thus tlien, if the words * gdvi' <fec , be declared to be incorrect on tho
“ ground of their inexptessiveness (which has been shown to be the only
“ reason for inco7*rectuess), then such declaration, being in direct opposition
“ to a well-recognised fact of ordinary experience (that tho words in ques-
“ tiou do actually denote the cow), cannot be accepted (as true).

“If the Correctness or Incorrectness of words be said to,depend on cer-

“ tain unseen transcendental facts, then, inasmuch as such correctness, &c,,
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“ are not found to be laid down in tbe Veda itself, they could not be accept-

“ ed on the strength of any other means of knowledge. (1) As for Sense-

“ perception, the letters of all words, Sanskrit as well as Vernacular, are
“ equally perceived to be pure letter-sounds ;

and we do not perceive,

“ by the senses, tlie correctness or incorrectness, of these letters, taken

either singly or in groups. (2) Nor can these be ascertained by means of

“ Inference
j because as they are not amenable to Sense-perception, it is not

“ possible ever to perceive any invariable concomitance of these with any-
“ thing. (3) As all human assertions are based upon Sense-perception and
“ Inference, and Correctness, &o., have been shown to be not amenable to

“ these, they cannot be held to bo capable of being ascertained by means of

“ such assertions. (That is, we cannot accept a word to be correct or in-

“ correct because a man pronounces it to be so). While as for Vedic
“ assertions, we have already .shown (in the ArthavUda section) that when
“ they contain only descriptions of certain things or their properties, with-

“out any connection with Injunctions or Prohibitions, they have no author-

“ ity. (That is, wc do not accept the authority of a Vedic sentence that
“ would merely describe a certain word to be correct). And the correctness

“ or incorrectness of words not having the character of an Actiony it can

never form the object of an Injunction or a Prohibition.

“ It may be argued that, as correctness and incorrectness appear as In-

“ struments in the BhUvand of Denotation {i,e,, as we recognise the fact that
“ true denotation can be realised only by means of such and such words,
“ and that true denotation cannot be realised by means of such and such

words), tliey can form the objects of Injunctions and Prohibitions. But
“ this is not possible

;
because it is absolutely impossible to nssume end-

“ less Injunctive and Prohibitive texts, referring to each individual word.
“ And then, too, when as a matter of fact, we have never come across any
“ authoritative list enumerating all the correct words, how is it possible

“ for us to have any idea of the Vedic texts authorising the use of each of

“ these words ? And ns for the incorrect forms of words, their number is

even greater than that of the correct ones
;
and as such it is absolutely

“impossible for the use of each of these to be prohibited singly, like the

“ prohibition of the eating of kalanja (the flesh of an animal killed by a

poisoned arrow). In the case of such objects as the Vrihi and the

“ Kalanja, we have distinct notions of the extent of the denotations of

“ these words, as restricted within certain well-defined limits of Class or

“ Property, <fcc. ;
and ns such they are found to form the objects of Injunction

“ and Prohibition respectively. While so far as the words ‘ go * and ‘ gdvl, *

“ are concerned, they cannot form the objects of Injunction and Prohibition,

“ either as a definite Class or an Individual. Because correctness or incorrect-
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“ ness is never perceived ia the shape of a genus^ either of objects or of proper-

‘‘ ties, pervading over all individuals (e.e., all correct or incorrect forms of

“ words are never perceived together as included in any class or as having

“ any property in common) ;
and as such we cannot assume only two texts,

“ one a general Injunction (‘all correct forms should be used’), and another

“a general Pi*ohibition (‘ no incorrect forms should be used’) (the former re-

“ ferring to all correct forms and the latter to all incorrect ones). Because

“all words—be they correct or incorrect—are equally included in the

“general class ‘ Word,’ and there are no two intermediate secondary classes

“ that could refer to the two (the correct and the incorrect word) separate-

“ ly. And hence if each individual word were to be enjoined or prohibited

“ then we would have to assume as many Injunctive and Prohibitive texts

“ as there are words
;
and thereby the number of Vedic texts, assumed in

“ support of the various Smrtis and the endless number of words, would
“ be more than the whole universe could contain. And as a matter of fact

“ it is not possible for even a millionth part of these to be directly declared,

“ and the text that is not directly declared cannot serve as the basis of

“ any Smrti] because we have already shown above that the Smftts cannot

“ be said to be based upon such Vedic texts as can only be inferred (and
“ not capable of being ever directly perceived),

“ Nor is it possible for the Injunctions and Prohibitions to be based
“ upon the expressiveness or inexpressiveness of words

; because all words
“—correct or incorrect—are equally expressive. Hence we can have no

“such injunction as that * one should use only expressive words’
;
because

“ such use is an established fact (there being no inexpressive words used)

“ (and as such it could not stand in need of an Injunction, which always
“ lays down something that is not got at by other means). Nor is it pos-

“ sible for us to have any such prohibition as that ‘ No inexpressive words
“ should be used ’

;
because

.
as there never is such a use, its prohibition

“ would be useless and impossible. For we cannot have such Injunctions and
“ Prohibitions as

—
‘ one should drink water, ’

* one should not drink fire •

“ (because the former is unnecessary, and the latter impossible).

“ In tlie case of the Smrtis relating to the science of Grammar, it is

“ necessary that we should assume a Vedic text enjoining the use of
“ correct words, or one prohibiting the use of all incorrect words, or one
“ that combines the said Injunction and Prohibition. But writers upon
“ Grammar have preferably had recourse to the first alternative— bas-
“ ing their Science upon the Vedic text enjoining the use of correct
“ words. If the science of grammar were based upon the Prohibition of
“ the use of incorrect words, then,—inasmuch as these incorrect forms
“ are indefinitely innumerable, it would be absolutely impossible to have
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any definite idea of the science
;
and hence the writers have based it upon

** the Injunction of the use of correct words, which naturally (through Appar-
** ent Inconsistency) implies tlie prohibition of the use of incorrect words j

“ just as in the case of the Smrti injunction—‘ Only five of the five*nailed

“animals are fit for eating, ’—it implies the prohibition of the eating of all

“ other five-nailed animals. In the case of the Injunction of the use of

“the correct words, these words have got to he lemembered. In both
“ oases, the one (Prohibition or Injunction) implies the other also

;
and as

“ such the Injunction of the use of correct words also serves to give ns an
“ idea of the impropriety of the use of incorrect words.

“Thus then, in tlie case of the Science of Grammar, whichever of the
“ three alternatives is employed, it becomes possible to include all cases

“ within a definite compass
;
and as such theie may be some sort of definite-

“ ness ; whereas it is absolutely impossible to have any definite idea of the
“ Injunction and Prohibition with regard to each individual word

; because
“ it is not possible for us to read up an endless number of sentences. And
“ it was with reference to this impossibility that the Bhflshya has declaimed,

“ in the section on Holaka :
‘ the word cannot be said to be expressive of

“ either the Class or the Individual.* And thus there being no basis for the

“ Science of Grammar, in any Vedic texts, it must be concluded to bo a
“ misconceived Smrti,

“ And again, a fact that is already established by other means can
“ never be the object of a scriptuml Injunction or Prohibition

;
and the

“ word and its use in a definite sense are such as are already accomplished

“ (or ascertained) by means of ordinary experience.

“ It may be argued that, even thongh the word is already known, from
“ ordinary experience, to have a definite meaning, yet the scriptures may
“ point it out, for the sake of Dharma (as it is only that which is laid

“ down in the scriptures that can be of any use in matters relating to

** Dharma)
\
and as such the the science of the usage of words (i.e., gram-

“ mar) cannot but be accepted to have the character of a scripture.

“ But this is not possible
;
because in the case in question there is no

'• object of restriction {Niyama), That is to say, it is only one whose appli-

“ cation is uncertain that is restricted in its application by the scriptures
;

“ while the word has its application or use always certain ; and as such it

“ can never be an object of restriction. And one that has no ap]>lication

“at all (e.gr., the incorrect word) can never be the object with regard to

“ which anything else (the correct word) can be restricted. (That is to

“ say, that which is used cannot be said to bo differentiated from that

“ which has never had an application). And certainly the words ‘ gfivl *

“ can be said to be such as have no application at all
;

in fact, we
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“accept them to be actually used (or applicable to usage). Hence in both
** cases, tliere is no possibility of Restriction.

“ And again, what sort of a restriction would you assume : (1) either

“ that one should utter only correct words, or (2) that one should always

“ utter the correct words ? If the (1), then it would not be a restriction

“ (or differentiation) from the incorrect words, because there is no chance

“ of these being used (as by ‘incorrect words * we only mean ‘ words with-

“ out a meaning,’ and these cannot be anywhere used). And if the (2),

“ then the man who is silent would be incurring a grievous sin (as infring-

“ ing the injunction of the continuous utterance of correct words).

“ If the correct and the incorrect words were capable of being used

“ with regard to one and the same object, then alone could there be an oc-

“ casion for restricting the use to the correct word (and rejecting the in-

“ correct one)
;
but according to you the incorrect word being absolutely

“ meaningless can never be capable of being used anywhere : and as such

“ any restriction of the correct word could not serve the purpose of pro-

“ hibiting the use of such an incorrect word (because it is naturally pre-

“ eluded from usage on account of its meaninglessness).

“ The restriction may be said to serve the purpose of setting aside such

“ forms of words, as happen to be used, either through the natural incapa-

“ city of the talker (to pronounce the correct word) or through his igno-

“ ranee. But this is not correct; because, as a matter of ordinary experience

“we find that if one is habituated, either through ignorance or incapacity,

“ to the use of an incorrect word, no amount of scriptures can dissuade

“ him from its use.

“ If it be urged that, ‘ we do find incorrect words being used for the

“ purpose of expressing certain meanings (and as such it cannot be argued

“that there is no chance for an incorrect word being used), ’—wo make
“ the following reply : as for such expressiveness, we often find people

“having recourse to certain gestures and squints of the eye, &c., for the

“ purpose of expressing certain meanings
;
but we do not find any restric-

“ tions that would prohibit the use of such gestures, &c. Nor again can
“ restrictions be said to serve the purpose of negativing the contrary

; as this'

“purpose is served by Parisanhhya (or Negation)
;
nor can the case in

“ question be said to be an object of Parisdnkhyd,

;

because there is no
“ simultaneity in the case (the incorrect word not being used simultaneously
“ with the correct one).

“ Nor can the use of the correct word be said to bring about a trans-

“ cendental result
;
because when the necessary explanation is found in the

“facts of ordinary experience, it is not right to have recourse to the traus-

“ cendental. That is to say, there is no Apparent Inconsistency in the case
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thafc could justify the bringing in of the transcendental element. As for

“ the declarations of certain transcendental results following from a correct

use of words, the sole purpose of these is to persuade other people to such

usage ; and as such they can be taken as mere Arthavdda*

And when there is no transcendental result^ we cannot assume the

correct use of words to bring about an ApUrva (an unique agency that
“ would bring about certain results in the hereafter).

“Nor can we ascertain the substratum of this agency of the Apurva that

“would be brought about by the said Restriction (of the usage to correct

“words)
; because such a substratum could be found only among the fol-

“ lowing: (1) the Word; (2) its meaning; (3) the Person addressed
;
(i)

“ the cognition (of the word and its meaning)
; (6) the speaker

;
and (6)

“ the utterance. But none of these is possible
; because, (1) as for the

“ Word, as it is distinctly uttered for the sake of another person, any
“ Apurva residing in it could be of no use (to the speaker himself). (2)
“ As for the meaning, though as being the object of denotation, it is the

“ primary factor in the case, yet it is found to bo a part of the Word, even
“ in ordinary parlance, where there is nothing transcendental, in the shape
“ of an Apurva / and as such the Apurva cannot in any way help the meaning.

“ (3) As for the Person addressed, there can bo no mention of such a por-

“ son in the Restrictive Injunction (which would be in the form ‘ one should
“ use only the correct forms of words* ) ; and any ApUrva brought about by this

“ Injunction cannot in any way affect the Person addressed. (4) As for

“ the cognitions (of the word and its meaning), those last only for a mo-
“ ment ;

and as such cannot servo as the receptacle of the Apfirra,

“ which continues for a long time. (5) As for the Speaker, he occupies

“ only a subordinate position in the utterance of the correct word (^^e., in

“ t.lie said Injunction, the primary factor is the correct Word, and the
“ Speaker has only a secondary position)

;
and as such he cannot be said

“ to be in any way affected by the Apurva brought about by the Restrictive

“ Injunction
;
specially as in this Injunction there is no word that could

‘‘ assign the primary importance to the Speaker, as there is in the case of

“ the Injunction ‘one desiring heaven should perform sacrifices * (where the

“clause italicised serves to attribute the primary importance to the
“ Agent ) ;

nor do we find the genitive signifying any relationship of the
“ Speaker, which could impart a primary importance to him. In the case

“ of such injunctions, as that ‘ one should take his food, facing the East, ’

“ and so forth, the Apurva that is brought about by facing the particular

“quarter is believed to affect the Agent, through the action of eating^ which

“serves a direct visible purpose of the Agent himself (the appeasing of

“ hunger) ;
in the case of utterance, on the other hand, the .action (of

“ utterance) is not found to serve any visible purpose for tho Speaker
;
and

34
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**as such its conditions cannot beheld to be analogous io those of the

“afoiesaid eating, (6) Lastly, as for the utterance itself, as it is extremely

transient, it is absolutely incapable, like Cognitions, to be affected by the
“ A'pflrva,

Thus, then, the works relating to the Usage of Words (i.e., the works

“on Grammar), not having a basis in the Veda, they cannot be held to

“ servo tho purpose of laying down rules helping the accomplishment of

“JDAarma (cither directly or through tho medium of an A^mrva) ;
nor can

“ they be accepted to be Scriptures by themselves (independently of the

“ authority of the Veda),

“ And it is with a view to this fact that we have the Sutras I—iii—11,
“ 12 .

“ Nor again can the works on Grammar be said to have the same position

“ as the Veda, and as such a self-sufficient authority. On the contrary, as

“their very existence is due to human agency, they can have no authority

“ at all. Because in the case of all human assertions, what we conclude
** from such an assertion, is only that this person knows the matter thtiSy and
“ not that such is the real state of things. And hence as all that tho works
“ on Grammar do is to give expression to the view of the speaker, they can
“ never rightly help in differentiating the really cori*ect or incorrect forms
“ of words.

“Nor do we find any other Smrli treating of the subjoct (of Gram-
“ mar) ;

and as such, the matter resting upon the sole authority of gram-
“ matical works, the assumption of corroborative Vedic texts is not quite so

“ easy as in the case of the Smrlis treating of ITpanayana, &c, (which are

“ treated of in many Smrti works). That is to say, the works of Mann,
“ Va9ishtba, Gautama and others, mostly treat of the same subjects, snd ns

“ such the authority of these being strengtlienod by the absence of any

“contradiction among themselves, it becomes a compara tiv^ely easy matter

“ to assume corroborative Vedic texts.

“ The works on Grammar, however, do not treat of tho same subjects

“ as tho said works of Manu and others. And as for tlie various writers

“ upon Grammar itself, there are endless contradictions among the asser-

“ tions of the S^tra (Panini), the Bhdishya (Patanjali), and the Vartika

“ (Katyayana) ; how then can one ascertain what the truth is ?

“And again, Panini has not mentioned any purpose of the Science of

“ Grammar. And it still remains to be explained liow ho forgot to explain

“ the purpose, in such an extensive work. It is a general rule that when-

“over a work begins to be written, its aim is always definitely stated, in

“ order to encourage the student in the study of the work
;
and as a

“ matter of fact we actually find the aim definitely stated, even in tho
“ case of works whoso aim is apparent from the very beginning

; as alao
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those for the getting up of which much effort is not required
;
as for

instance, ‘ we are going to explain Dhdrmaj * ‘ we are going to explain
** the sacrifices, ’ and so forth. While, even though the Science of Gram-
“ mar is extremely difficult, yet the Author when composing the Sutras^ has

not stated either Vharma (Duty) or Artha (Wealth), ovKdma (Pleasure),

^‘or Moksha (Deliverance) to be the aim of the science. And certainly it

“ was not proper for him to disregard the most important factor (in the

treatment of a subject). Nor can it be held that the aim was too well-

“ recognised to require a distinct mention
;
because it was so well-recog-

** nised, that even till now there is no unanimity among Grammarians on
“ the point I

(Nor is it possible for Bharma to be held to be the aim of the Science

of Grammar, because) Bharma too is described to consist in such actions
“ of sacrifice, &c., as bring about certain definite results ; and we do not
“ find any such Actions laid down in grammatical works. It is true that

“writers on Grammar have held that the knowledge of the Science of

“ Grammar, or the using of words in accordance with the rules therein
“ laid down, constitutes a Bharma ; but this too is not as it should be, in
“ the case of scriptural works. That is to say, the purpose or scope of a
“ scripture is always of a well-defined form ; while in the case of Oram-
“ mar, we find that there is no certainty upon the point. As for instance,

“ Patanjali has declared that the knowledge of Grammar constitutes

“ Bharma ; and Katyayana, fearing that such a conclusion would make the
“ knowledge of incorrect forms of words also Bharma (as the knowledge
“ of Grammar includes that of correct as well as incorrect forms), de-
“ clnred that Bharma consisted in the using of words in accordance with
“ Grammar ; and then again Patanjali reiterates his own theory that it

“ consists of the Knowledge of Grammar. And certainly, when there is

“ such a diversity of opinion on the point, we cannot ascertain exactly what
“ the Bharma is (that would be accomplished by the Science of Grammar).

“ It is a wcll-recognised fact that of two correlated things, if one is

“ held to have the character of Bharma, the other being only subsidiaiy

“/to it, cannot itself be recognised as Bharma^ And hence (of the two

“correlated things, the Knowledge of Grammar and the Using of Words
“ in accordance with grammatical rules) if the knowledge be accepted as
“ having the character of Bharma, then the usage (of words) which is a
“ well-established fact of ordinary parlance, being accomplished by means
“ of the said knowledge,—even though it (the Usage) is found to accord

“ a distinct help, it cannot be recognised as having any direct use
;
just

“ as the water that is left in curd after the solid particles have been
“ removed is not accepted to have any direct use of its own.. Con-
“ versely, if tlie usage of words according to grammatical rules be taken
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“ as constituting Dharma, then the Knowledge of the Science having all its

“ purpose fulfilled in the helping of the Usage, there is no desire on our

“ part to seek for any other use for it
;
and hence even if we meet with

“ any Vedic texts speaking of results (as following from the Knowledge of

** Grammar), we must take them as mere Arthavadas, in accordance with
“ the arguments laid down under Sutra IV—iii—i. And we have already

“ explained (under Sutra I—ii—4) that when two things treat of the same
“ subject, if one of them be recognised to be the means of accomplishing
** a certain result, the other is not cognised as accomplishing the same re-

“ suit
;
as for instance, in the sentence—“ one who performs the Agva-^

“ medha sacrifice, and also one who knows this passes beyond all sorrow,

“ &c. *—if the knowledge of the sacrifice be recognised as really bringing

“ about the said result, why could any person engage in the elaborate

“ sacrifice itself ?

“ And again, as the Science of Grammar itself has had a beginning in

“ time, we can never admit the character of Dharma to belong either to its

** knowledge or to a usage according to it. Nor do wo find any Vedic texts

** standing in need of Grammar. It is only when the knowledge is

“ afforded by the eternal Veda that any action in keeping therewith can
“ be accepted as bringing about a transcendental result. The know-
“ ledge of Grammar, however, depends solely upon the works of human
“ authors

;
and as such the mention, in grammatical works, of transitory

“ things &o. cannot bo explained away by means of the arguments that we
“ have employed with regard to the mention of such things in the Mantras
** and Arthavadas of the eternal Veda

;
and as such, they cannot be held

to be treating of the same subjects as the Veda.

“Nor is Grammar itself ever recognised as eternal
;
because such

“ eternal!ty is set aside by the mere fact of our being fully cognisant of

“ its propounders. If the eternality of Grammar were to be assumed on
“ the ground of tlie eternality of the usage of words in accordance with its

“rules,—then too, the Science of Grammar being found to have been pro-

“ pounded by many authors, it can never be admitted to have any basis in
“ the Veda; in accordance with the law contained in the Sutra I—i—29
“ (and hence not being eternal, it cannot be the means of accomplishing
“ Dharma)*

“ Nor is there any such (eternal) class as ‘ Vydlkaranatva*

;

specially as
“ all collections of sentences (that make the works on Grammar) being
“ non-eternal (as composed by human authors), where could the eternal
“ class subsist ?

“ It may here be urged that, ‘ the works on Grammar consisting of rules

“ (Jakshanas) and the subject of the rules (^.e., the words treated of and
“ explained under the rules), though the former are the works of human
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** authors and as such non-eternal, yet the latter being eternal, the existence
** of (eternal) Vedic injunctions (in support of these) is quite possible,

•

“ But this cannot be ;
because the words being innumerable and en-

“ tirely different (from one another), unless there is a rule or assertion
** embracing all of them, it is not possible for them to be spoken of in

“ any Inj unctions, as wo have shown above, (tliat in the absence of an all-

** embracing assertion, we would require an endless number of Injunctions.
** And as the rules are non-eternal, there can be no Injunctions treating of
‘‘ them).

“ ObjecHon : ‘But we find the eternality of Grammar indicated by the
“ Veda itself when we read

—

tasmadSsha vyakrtS' vdgudyate (then comes
“ forth a vydkrta sentence) ?

’

“ But it is not so
;
because all Vedic sentences being vyUkfta (sancti-

tied oi\ clarified) by a traditional coarse of study, the sentence quoted

“refers to these same Vedic sentences that are uttered at sacrifices or

“ daring the study of the Veda. That is to say, the Vedic sentence,—hav-
“ ing its form definitely ascertained by means of the regulations with re-

“ gard to its consonants, vowels and accents, as banded down from teacher
“ to disciple, in the course of an eternal tradition,—is spoken of as

(clarified), in contradistinction to all ordinary sentences,

“ which are not so sanctified. And certainly there is a JDharma in tho

“ knowledge of such Vedic sentences, as composing the Mantras and the

“ Brahmanas, as also in the performance of actions in accordance with In-

“ junctions laid down in these.

“ The Grammarians quote the following passage from the Veda, in

“ support of the theory that Grammar in itself affords the means of ac-

“ complishing Dhar^a :
‘ A single word correctly known, duly used, in

“ accordance with scriptures, becomes a means of fulfilling all desires in
“ Heaven and on Barth.' But this also is in praise of Vedic study itself.

“ In continuation of the Injunction that ‘ one should read the Veda every-
“ day, ’ we have an obligatory rule which lays down the necessity of the
“ daily reading up of even a single Yajtish or Santa

;

and in reference

“ to this, we have the praise above quoted, which means that in a case one is

“ unable to read up even a single complete Mantraj if he manages to utter

“ a single word as found in the scripture, that single word becomes a
“ means of fulfilling all his desires ; the expression ‘ CSstrSnvUa* thus mean-

“ing that which is found in the Veda ; ‘ correctly ' = uttered or studied

“ in full accordance with the regulations of study—such as Initiation,

“living with the tutor, attending upon him, with the sacred Kuga in

“ hand, and so forth.

“ Another passage that they bring forward is
—

‘ Hence the Brahmana
“ should not behave like the Mleccha^ i.c., ho should not talk incorrectly,
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“bceanso an incorrect word verilj ia Mleccha* But this passage only

lays clown the prohibition of distorting the tmditional readings of the

“ Veda. It is only the ordinary expression of the word that can be un-
“ derstood as ‘ apagdbda * (incorrect word), as it would be at variance with
“ Vedic modes of expression

;
and that which is at variance only with ordinary

“ every-day expressions can never be known as ‘ apaQahdaJ Because even

such words as * ’ <fec., (which the orthodox Grammarian would call

^*an apagahda) are perceptible by the ear ; and as such they cannot but
“ be accepted as denotable by the word ‘ ^ahda, * as comprehended under
‘‘ the idea of * ^ahda^ * and as included in the class ‘ ^ahda* If it is abso-

lutoly necessary to apply the word ‘ apagahda^ *

to expressions at variance

“ with ordinary expressions,—then, we cannot apply it to the languages of

** the Barbara and other countries not included within the sacred limits of

** Aryftvarta defined as the country included between the Himalaya and
“ the Vindhya mountains, where the black deer roam about ;

because

with regard to the languages of such foreign countries, we have the

prohibition, ‘ One should not teach the language of the Mlecchas^ * and the

** above-quoted passag e speaks of ‘ Mleccha wm*d * as synonymous with

^*ahda ;
’ therefore we must apply the word * apagahda *

to the words enr-

** rent in foreign languages (which are at variance with those current in

** Aryavarta). And as all practices and usages of these foreign countries

“ ai'e prohibited for the Arya, it is only natural that they should avoid

“ their language also. And further we can never apply the word * Mlec-

“chic ’ to any such words and expressions as * g^vi
*

<fcc., that are current in

“ Aryavarta, because the ArySvarta can never bo spoken of as ‘Mleccha '
;

“ and hence these words can never be spoken of as ^ apagahda'

\

specially

“ as an analogous word we have ‘ apavrta *
(contrary conduct) ;

and this

“ is found to bo applied only to such conduct as is not permitted in

“ Aryavarta.

“Another passage quoted by the Grammarian is
—‘If one who has

“taken to the Agnihotra happen to utter an apagahda^ in expiation of

“ this, he should perform the Sdrasvati sacrifice. ’ But this only lays down
“ an expiatory rite that is to bo performed if the person happen either to tell

“ a lie^ or to distort a Vedic reading^ or to pronounce a word of someforeign

“ language
;
and it does not refer to the use of words that may not bo

“sanctioned by the comparatively modern rules of Grammar. Because if

“the use of words at variance with those sanctioned by these rules were

“ so very sinful, how could all Agnihotris deviate from this rightful path

“ (and we actually find them making use of such words as ^ gd,vi * and the

“ like) ? Or, how could they escape from being cried down as vulgar ? As
*^a rule, we find that in the case of persons who have their minds always
“ engaged in the performance of Dharma, it is only once in a away that they
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can be found slightly infringing any rules (of conduct oi’ of speech). And as

a matter of fact, we do not find the using of such words as * glivi^
* and the

“ like marked down as an ‘ infringement
' ; nor do we find people having

** any doubts or aversion to their use, as they have to the eating of Ealanja
“(flesh of an animal killed by a poisoned arrow). And even if we take the

“oases of a thousand Agnihotris, we do not find anyone of them to be
“ using only such words as are sanctioned by the modern rules of Grammar.

“ Even among the authors of the KalpaSt the Sutras, works on Smrii,
“ Mimansd and the Orhyas, many excellent writers are found to bo
“making use of words at variance with the rules of Grammar. For
“instance, in the Kalpa of Ma^aka, we meet with such sentences as
“ SamUnamitaram Jyotishtomena, * which is in imitation of the rule
“ ‘ Samcinamitarat gyeuBna, * and which has the ungi ammatical form
“ ‘ itaram *

in the place of, ‘ itarat* In the sutras, we read—‘ Sadasi
“ stuviran, * where ‘ stuviran * is in the Afmanepada which is a highly un-

“ grammatical form ; as the result of the action of hymning does not por-

“ tain to the person hymning, and as such the proper form would have
“ been the Parasmaipada, as in ^yajanti yajakah. * So too wo find A9va-
“ layana saying

—

^ pratyasiivdi prUyagcittam &c.,* where the w^ord * pratya-

sitvH* being a compound, the correct past participial aflBx to use would
“ have been ‘ lyap * (and not ‘ lUva ’) ; and again, we find him sajing
“

‘ ajyenakshi^i ajyn, * where there being no compound in * ajya,
* ‘ lyap *

“ was not the right affix to use. Narada says in his Qihshei—
‘
praiyushe

“ brahma cintaySt, * where the word * pratyushB * {mBtesid of * pratyvshasi

“ is as ungrammatical as the words ‘ gdvi
* and the like. We find Manu him-

“ self saying—
‘
jnatarah santi niBtyuktvR, * where the correct form would

“ have been ‘ mS ifyuklvd,' and still he has disregarded the rules of Gram-
“ mar on the point and has merged the * i ’ of ‘ iti ’ into tlie ‘ e * of ‘ m6.’

“ In the MlmansS, wo have the sutra ^ gavyasya ca tad&dishu, * (viii-i-18)

“ where the word * gavya,' applicable, according to approved grammatical
“ rules, to something proceeding from the body of the cow, has been applied in

“ the sutra to the ‘ GavRmayana ’ sacrifice. Then again, we have the sutra
** * dyUvostathSti cet,’ wliere the word ‘ dyUvoh ' is wrongly used for ‘ dySvd^

prthivyoh.* So also we find the author of the Grhyas speaking of wfir-

^ dhanyabhijighrUnam* instead of mUrdhanyahhighrdnam* Through-
“ out the Nirukta, we find many words used against all rules of grammar ;

“ such, for instance, as the assertion ‘ brahmaiiS bpava^t, * which occurs dnr-

“ ing the interpretation of the word ‘brahma^a’ as occurring in the mantra
“ ‘ Samvatsaram gil^nydna ’ <fcc., where the word ‘ brahmaija * is explained

“ as applying to one who is capable of speaking or explaining
;
and here the

“ proper form to use would have been ‘ brahmano vacandt * and not ‘ hrava^

“ ndt; ’ because in such cases the root ‘ bru ’ is transformed into ‘ vaoi/
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** according tho sHtra ‘ hruv6 vacih
* (Panini II—iv—63). And as for Purauas

** and Itihasas, there is no end of such ungrammatical words in them, as

** for instance, ‘ ubhabhya * which is applied bj tamers of elephants,

“ Royal Princes and others, to such elephants as are capable of striking with

“ both tusks simultaneously ; and this is not in keeping with any rules of

“grammar. E^en in the Veda, we find many forms that are not in accord-

“ ance either with general grammatical rules, or with those rules that have

“been framed with special reference to Vedic usage.

“ Nor can these anomalies in the Veda be said to be in accordance with

“ such grammatical rules as lay down exceptions with reference to the

“Veda—as for instance, ‘ the rules with reference to the terminations &c.,

“are not always observed in the Veda,’ or that ‘in the Veda there are

“ many anomalies,’ and so forth. Beoause there are certain instances

“ where oven these exceptions do not servo to justify the uses. E, g.,

“ ‘ madhyS apasya^' where the change of ‘ apS^n^ into * dpasya ’ is in no way

“justifiable; so also in ‘ nicinar^ram,’ where instead of tho word ^dvSra*

“wo have ‘rflra’ which is found nowhere else except in the Ldta
“ language.

“ From these considerations wo conclude that there is no use of hav-

“ ing any rules with regard to the uses of words as are laid down in gram-

“matical works, for the simple reason. that no such rules can take in all

“ the words that are used.

“ And further, even those who occupy the utmost pinnacle of gramma-
“ tical knowledge, are actually found to be making use of such ungrammatical
“ forms of words as ‘ gSvi ’ and tho like. For instance, in tho Sutra (Pani-
“ ni), the Vdrtika (of Katyayana) and the Bhashya (of Patanjali), we
“ come across many corrupt forms of words. And certainly those sitting

“ on the horse, could never forget of tho horse’s existence, if they had the
“ slightest intelligence.

“ For instance, we have tho sutra ‘ Janikartuh prakrtih' (Panini—I-iv-

“ 30), where we find two grammatical mistakes
;
the word ‘ tTani ’ signifies

“ the root ^jan ’ (to produce), and certainly tho sutra does not lay down
“tho Ablative termination for tho producer (kartd) of the root; and the

“word ^ Jani^ never being capable of signifying ‘that which is produced,*

Janikartp* can never moan the ‘producer,’ (which is what was really

“meant); and hence we conclude that the word ^ Janikartr* is as in-

“ correct in the sense of ‘ producer,’ as tho word ‘ agva ’ in the sense of
“

‘ poor.’ (2) Tho second mistake is that the compound ‘ Janikartuh ’ itself is

“ absolutely ungrammatical, being a direct infringement of the sUtra (Pani-
“ ni II-ii-15) that lays down that there can bo no compounding with tho
“ nominatives ending in the affixes tre and aka ; as here we have the com-
“ pounding of the word ^kartv* {kr and tre); so also in tho sutra
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prayqjako (Panini I-iv-66) where we have the compouuding of

“ the word *proyq)aka ' which ends in ‘ aka/
“ So also in the Vdrtika (of Katyayana), we meet with the sentence,

‘ dambhSrhalgrahanasya jUtivScakatvSt siddham,* where the compound
**

^jilHvli^aka
*

is an infringement of the sutra II-ii-15 (the word * v(icaka *

“ ending in ‘ aka *). And again, we read—‘ dnyahhdvyantu kala^abdavya-
“ vayat,* and here, in the first place, the compound in ‘ dnyahhauya *

itself

“ is not easily explicable
;
and even when we are able to explain the com-

“ pound, the name ‘ compound ’ would preclude the name ‘ adjective *
; and

** as such we would have the afiix ‘ shyan * used in a word which is not
“ an Adjective ;

and this would be an infringement of the sub^a of Panini
“ V-i-124 (and then too the affix would be absolutely useless, as it would

not change the meaning of the original word).
“ In the Bhashya (of Patanjali ) too, we find the expression ‘ aviravi-

“ kanydyBna' which is a. Tatpurusha compound containing within itself a

Dmndva compound (avigca avikagca-^ aviravakau, aviravikayoh nydyena^
aviravikanydyena); and here, it was absolutely necessary to delete in the

“ former compound the nominative termination in the first ‘ avih^^ in accor-

“ dance with the sUtra of Panini Il-iv-71
; but this has not been done in

“ the expression cited (the correct form of which should have been ‘ avya-

vikanydyBna^). And again, we read—anyathdkrtvd coditam anyathd*

^^krtva paribarah’; where we find that the affix ‘wawiwZ’ has not been

used even though its use is distinctly laid down by Panini in sUtra

III-iv.27.

“ Nor can the use of the above expressions be justified on the ground
“ of their being ^nipdtas * (grammatical forms assumed to be correct) and
“ as such quite correct. We can apply the mechanism of the ‘ nipdta *

only to those words that are not found to bo subject to any other rules.

“ For those however that come directly under certain rules, their use is

entirely barred by such rules (if the use is against them). Because
“ we have already shown above that when there is contradiction between

usage and Smrti, the latter always sets aside the former. And in the

“ instance cited above, wo find the expressions Janikartuh' &c., to be
‘‘ directly against certain distinct rules. A word is said to be correct on
“ the ground of its being a nipdta, only when it is not found to be against

“ any direct Rule ;
because in that case, there being no Smrti (i.e., Rule)

“ applying to the word, the mere fact of its being used is made the ground
“ of assuming a rule relating to the parts of the word ; and thereby the

“ word may be justified.

“ Some people might argue that the rules (laid down by Panini) are

“ not applicable to the language of the rules (the sUtras) themselves
; be-

“ cause it is impossible for anything to have an action upon itself, and

35
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because that which is the * laluhai^ * (the means of pointing out) cannot
** itself be the * lakahya' (the object pointed out)*

** But we cannot admit of any such arguments ; because the word
** appearing in one sUtra can very well form the object of, and be amenable
** to, the definitions (and mles) contained in another safra, exactly as one
** word is always capable of being pointed out by another word, (ijotdi thie
** would not be a case of anything haying an action upon itselfj^^

And as a matter of fact, we find the MablAhashya itself applying
one rule or sUtra (of Panini) to another aUtra; as] for instance, we read

** under sUtra I-i*!— why have we not here the K instead of the finali 0 ?
*

** this question distinctly showing that aUtra l-i-l is meant to be amenable
to Butra VIIl-ii-30 ;

and again under stZfra lI-i-1, we read—* koyam gab*'

** dah ’ Ac., which goes on to explain the word in question in accordance
** with another sUira. And as a matter of fact, if aUtras were not applicable
** to autraSy whole works of grammar would form a mass of mistakes. And
** any half-and half application of the rales would make the work entirely
** untrustworthy.

** Some people might argue thus : * The rule that one should use only
** correct words is laid down with special reference to the words used dor-

ing the performance of a sacrifice^ and not to those used in the autruat or
** in their commentaries.’

** But this is not right
; (1) because the using of correct worda is

** spoken of as * bringing about all desirable results in thia world as well as

**in heaven’; and (2) because otherwise the mention of *one who hae
** taken to the fire ’ (Agnihotri) would be absolutely redundant in the
** Yedic text which lays down that if such, a person utters an incorrect
** word he should perform the Sffraavati sacrifice, because the person enga«>

** ged in a sacrifice is always * one who has prepared the fire and hence if

“ the using of correct words were necessary for him only, it would not be
** necessary to mention such a person in the above text laying down the
“ Sdraavatz sacrifice.

** In the chapter on Jyotiahtoma^ we read— * taamdd brahmaMirna^
** mlBcchitavai* (said with reference to the Vajasneyis)

; and though thia
** occurs with special reference to the performance of a. sacrifice, yet in tiiis

** case, the word * mlAcchitavai
* means the distorting of the readings of the

** Veda established by tradition, or the using of the language of the
** chasy as we have already shown above. (And hence this text can have no>
** bearing upon the point at issue).

** Then again in the MaMbhUohya^ we find that, having put the qnestioxL
**—

* which are the words here treated of P ’ the author replies—* the
*‘ words Vedic as well as worldly

y

where the words used in the Veda are. re-

** presented as something absolutely difEerent, from those, in ordinary tusn
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Out as A matter of fact, we find almost all tho words in the Veda to be
** the same that are met with in ordinary usage ;

and as such only a very

slight difEerentiation, if any, was needed. And henoe an assertion like
** the above—expressing as it does an absolnte difference between them—

*

cannot be justified.

** Again, the MahdhhUiliya has cited the wordM * gauh* * gd,mh* &o.,
** as being those met with in ordinary usage ; but this is not quite right

;
be,

cause all these words are found in the Veda also
;
and have been borrow*

ed from the Veda itself. It is only such words as are spoken of in the
** satros as being used in ^ ordinary usage only,* that should have been cited

(as the examples of words in ordinary usage). In the same manner, as

examples of ^ Vedie words* the Mah&hh&shya has cited
—

*

Qanno dBvlrahhish^

tayS ^0. but this too is not correct ; because the words contained in

these-*-* Qam &q. *—are also met with in ordinary usage ; and the parti*

cular order in which they occur in the particular sentence cannot justify

us in speaking of them as exclusively * Vedic,* Nor does Grammar treat
** of sentences. And hence it is only such purely Vedic forms as * gfhhf

^ datvdydtha * and the like, that should have been cited here
; and

not * Oanno d9vi fyo* But such purely Vedic forms could not be com*

patible with another declaration of the MahOhhdshya--^\idX * the meanings

of words are known from otdinary usage * (because the purely Vodic forms

can never have their meanings ascertained by ordinary usage).

**And on the other hand, if Grammar treated of only such words
** as are met with in ordinary usage, it could refer to only such words as
^

* gavs
* and the like ; as it is only these that are exclusively ‘ worldly /

never being met with in the Veda. And as for the words ^gauh* and
the like, they can certainly be said to have been borrowed, in ordinary

usage, from the Veda itself. As says Mann ;
‘ Each of the various

works on SmrH were composed out of the Veda itself.’ And as a
matter of fact, even nowadays we find that persons learned in the

Vedas, make use of whole sentences from the Veda, even in giving ex*

pression to thoughts relating to every-day life
;
and in that case, it is by

no means impossible for single words to have been borrowed from tbo

Veda.

Then again, the words contained exclusively in the Veda, having their

forms indelibly fixed by the well-regulated traditional system of the

getting up of each individual word therein contained, do nofe stand in

need of any rules or definitions (for the poiuting out of the Gorrect

forms words), specially as for these there can be no better, or more

autberitative, means x>f comprehending than the Teacher himself.

And in fact Panini himself has declared the rules and definitious to be

^<4^p^iLdeat upon the Veda^ which clearly shows that these rules can h4Te
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“ very little use, with reference to the purely Vedio forms of words.
“ Because the laying down of any rules with regard to Vedic words would
“ be ns useless as the laying down of rules for agriculture Ac., which, are
“ matters of ordinary every-day experience.

The Mahcihhdshya has pointed out various uses of the Science of
“ Grammar, chief among which are (1) Edkshn, (2) tJha^ (3) Agama^ (4)
** Laghuy and (5) AsandSha; but none of these is tenable

;
because all these

“ are accomplished by means other than Grammar, which is found to be
“ of very slight, if any, use in them.

“ (1) As for ‘ Rakshd *

or the preserving of the Veda, the greatest
“ means of this protection consists in the relationship of the Teacher and the

“ pupil
; because it is a well-known fact that the form and order of the

“Vedic sentences which have got nothing to do with grammar, have been
“ kept intact only on account of the fact of their being continually studied ;

“ and the slightest disarrangement in the order has been said to be a very
“ serious offence; (which is not pointed out by Grammar, according to which
“ any difference in the order of the sentence is not a matter of any conse^

“ quence). And with regard to this, it has been said— ‘ That by means
“of which the object in question is fully comprehended is accepted as its

“ lakshana or definition
; and that which leaves off even the hundredth

“ part of the object, can be accepted to be of very little use in the matter.'

“ That is to say, the traditional system of teaching the Veda is found to

have ever been the means of keeping intact, everything in connection

“ with it; while Grammar deals with the single factor of wordsj and leaves

“ off all the more important ones, of the sentence, its order Ac. ;
and as

“ such Grammar cannot bo held to bo of much use, in matters relating to

“ the Veda, specially in the preservings (Bakshd) of it.

“ We also find that even in what is known as the Sdma Vsda, there are

“certain rules and definitions; and it is these that are proper and useful,

“ helping the accomplishment of all things (in connection with the Scimh);

“ while, ou the other hand, the Grammar has got very little use with lae-

“ gard to what should be done. That is to say, in the Aucchikya section

“ of the SHmavidhtinay we find all the parts of the SHma defined in accor-

“ dance with a definite order
;
and this helps us to all the information that

“ we want with regard to the form of the Sdma
;
and these definitions

“ servo the further purpose of dividing the SOma into its five parts of the
** PraslSva Ac., specially at the time that we are passing from one verse to

“ another. While as regards the Grammar, as its sole use lies in the defi-

“ ning of certain forms of words only, it can have but very little use in the
“ keeping of the Vedas, which are collections of various combinations
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“ of words and sentences, and which can never have their words newly
“ created or forlned. For a person who could keep up the words and sen-

“ tences, and the various combinations of these, as contained in the Veda,
“ by the help of the rules &o., detailed in the Veda itself,—he could cer-

“ tainly successfully keep up, by the same means, the idea of the roots and
affixes &o., (and for this small matter of roots <fec., there can be no use

“ of a different branch of study in the shape of Grammar).
** And again, if the persons learned in the Veda would believe in the

‘‘ fact of the Veda being kept up by means of the Grammar, whenever
“ they would have any doubts on any point relating to the Veda, they
“ would proceed to the Grammarian to have them removed. But (as a
“ matter of fact the means of keeping up the Veda being contained in the
“ Veda itself, why should the Vaidika seek the help of the Grammarian

;

“because) when a person has a vessel full of water hanging by his own
“ side, wherefore should he seek after other sources of water for washing
“ his hands ? And even in ordinary life we find that when a man wants
“ to know something, he betakes himself to persons that are recognised to

“ be authorities on the subject in question. For instance, the AyurvBda be-

“ ing the science most needed in regard to medication, it is from the
“ doctors of that science that people learn all about the nature and the

“ medicines of diseases.

“ In the same manner, whenever in the mind of the Vedic student
“ there arise doubts or misconceptions with regard to the words and sen-

“ tences of the Veda, the only persons that afford any help in clearing

“ away the difficulties, are the more advanced among his own fellow-

“ students of the Veda, and not the grammarians. Hence, as a matter of

“fact, we find that the whole of the Veda is kept up by means of these

“ students themselves
;
and even when there are actual mistakes in the

“ accents and the letters, the Vaidika student never condescends to seek

“ the help of the teachers of other sciences (which they consider to be far

“ beneath their own science of the Veda). And hence, the teachers of the
“ Veda, who are exceptionally devoted to the good of their disciples and
“ always anxious to help them in their difficulties, are the only persons

“ that help in keeping up the Veda
;
and hence it is this traditional system

“ of teaching alone that can be admitted to be the moans of the Veda being
“ kept intact.

“ And thus wo find that the Science of Grammar cannot be said to be

“ studied for the purpose of 'preserving the Veda.
“ And as for ordinary parlance too, all that is necessary, in the way

“ of talking and writing—even of poetical works and the rest—is actually

found to be accomplished, even without any Grammar, by the help of the
“ languages themselves.
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“ Even though found to serve no useful purpose in oi'dinary tailk*^

** ing <feo., the Science of Groinmar may be held to have its use inthe oomposi^

tion of Sanskrit poetry, exactly as the rules and regulations oootained in
** the several Prakfta Grammar <&c., have their use in that of Prakrta
** poetry and drama ikco-^yet (we could explain the sUtra as that) the

Science of Grammar not affording the rules and regulations with rc*

regard to the composition of poetry, and suck compositions being capable

of being accomplished by means of the mere languages themselves, the

said grammar could not rightly be accepted as laying down any proper

rules for the usage of words. Even in the matter of the ornaments of

Poetry, grammar is not found to be of much use ; on the contrary, it is

only on account of the restrictions of grammar that authors are often

obliged to use distinctly nnmelodious and unrythmical words and ex»
** pressions.

** Then again, the mere fact of a certain word being grammatically

^‘correct, cannot justify us to use it, if it happens to be one that is not ac*
** copted in ordinary usage ; and as for the words that are already estab*'

** Hahed in ordinary usage, any rules or definitions would be absolutely use*

less.

And thus we find that even in ordinary parlance, Grammar cannot
'' serve the purpose of keeping up any words or expressions <fco.

(2) As for Cha (Conjecture or supplying of ellipses), the Science of

Grammar can serve no useful purpose in this conjecture or supplying of

words ;
because this purpose is distinctly found to be served by other

means, exactly like the differentiation of that which can be thus supplied

^‘from that which cannot (which differentiation is done by the science of

MirndnsU itself).

For instance, the Mantras that are employed in the Primary sacri*

fice,—>on such grounds as (1) the fact of their having a direct bearing

upon it, (2 ) that of their serving a certain visible purpose with regard

to it, (3) that of their forming an integral part of the sacrifice itself,*—

in these five oases, there can be no conjeotural modifications made in the

Mantras, when they come to be employed at the corresponding subsidiary

sacrifices. While in cases other than those thus specified, the Mantras
** undergo conjectural modifications, according to the special purposes that

present themselves.
** And when one can obtain all these informations from other sources,

independently of the Science of Grammar, how could be fail to get at the

proper words to give expression to these f At all times, the Veda is the

^^only Model or Receptacle (of words and expressions); and as auoh,

people could very easily get all the words that they want f]X)m the Veda
itself (aad there would be oo use of Grammar iu this)# Aud sfsfu,
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** when we find suck worde as * gAvi ’ and the like being* actually need with

reference to certain definite objects, bow could this welNestabliehed

" usage be ever set aside ?

** As regards the words signifying the names of deities, we have the
^ law laid down nnder sUtra X-iV''2d, which shows that they are employed
** in the sacrifices in the very form that is pointed out by the parts of the
^ same or other sentences, in accordance with the procedure laid down in
** the original Injunction, without the slightest reference to any considera-

^ tions of the correctness or otherwise of one or the other of the various

synonyms of words. And on this point we have certain Sciences, like

** the KalpcMtreta 9,rid the MinUinaS^ which serve to point out the use of

** the said names in regard to Dharma.
** As for the words that signify the substances and their properties

** Jtc., these have their complete forms pointed out by the objects lying near

*Vthe person concerned, and as such come to be used in connection with
** the sacrifice

;
and hence there being no chance for the use of any words

“ not so pointed out, even though there may be certain words (denotative
** of substances and properties) that are used with reference to an object

meant to supply the deficiencies in the Mantras concerned,^yet tbeir

** use cannot be regulated by the Science of Grammar, as this is not found
“ to have any bearing upon such usc^e. The use of Mantras in the Primary
**
sacrifice is in accordance with certain scriptural Injunctions, (contained

** in the Yeda), while in the subsidiaries, their use is regulated by the
** exigencies of the circumstances and objects concerned ; and this does not
** necessarily consist of only such forms of words as are in keeping with

^ grammatical rules.

As for the rales of Grammar itself, they cannot have any basis in the

Veda ; and as they are the products of the human brain, they cannot have
** an injunctive force

;
and as they are found to have tbeir own authority

shaken by the additions and alterations, deletions and contradictions,

contained in the suiras themselves,—to contain in themselves endless
** discrepancies in the modifications of roots and affixes that are gratuitous-

“ ly laid down (in grammatical works),—and to depend upon such known
** human agencies as those of Panini and others,—they can never be ac«

^ cepted as scriptures bearing upon the eternal use of words daring the
** pm'formances of the eternal sacrifices.

Thus then, those persons who are experts in the knowledge of the

sacrifices and their accessories, having all their necessary conjectural
** modifications accomplished by means of the usage of words in the Yeda
** and in ordinary parlance,—what wonld be the nse of Grammar (in re-

•• gard to such Conjectures) ?

** And it. is with view to this well-known incapability of the Science
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** o£ Grammar to accomplish any such conjectural modifications (in the

“ Mantras ) that the Commentators (on the KalpasUtras) have declared

as follows: ^ The subsidiaries {PurdtnUtylStf the names of relations

“ mother,* &o.), tlie organs of sense (the Sun as the Eye)— these do not
** undergo any conjectural modifications

;
as we find in the case of the

“ Adhrigu Mantra {JDBvyOh famitdrah, ^c.)* (this shows certain cases where
“ such modifications are possible, and certainly these cannot in any way be
** afiected by the rules of Grammar).

(3) “The third use of Grammar that the Mahabhdshya Bpeoike ot is

“ Agama or Scripture; but in that case, wherefore ]»as not the study of the

“ Veda been described as the result of sacrifices ? That is to say, the scrip-

“ ture is known to be the origin of all that has to be done in the way of

“ sacrifices, and not as their purpose (and hence to assert the scripture to

“ be the purpose served by the rules of Grammar would be as reasonable

“ as to declare the study of the Veda to be the result of the sacrifices laid

“ down in it).

“ If it be urged that what the Mahdhhashya means is that the use of

“ Grammar is that which is pointed out as such, in the scriptures ;—even

“ this could not hold water; because we do not find any such use mentioned

“in the scriptures; and also because the text that is brought forward in

“ support of the study of Grammar distinctly mentions the fact of such
“ study not serving any purpose. That is to say, the Vedic text in ques-

“ tion is
—‘the Veda with all its six subsidiary sciences is to be studied

“ without a view to any result ’; and this distinctly shows that the study

“ of grammar has no use. As for scriptures, we do not admit of any such,

“ apart from the Vedic texts themselves
;
and certainly, how could the eternal

“ Veda contain any injunctions with regard to the study of the rules of

“ grammar, which have had a beginning in time ?

“ Thus then, we see that the only Injunction that we actually have in
“ the (^atapatha Brahmana is that * the Veda should be studied,' which
“ lays down the study of the Veda alone; and this is the only Injunction
“ that could be found in tlie Veda; as this is the only one that refers to an
“ eternal subject of study. And as for the Injunction of the study of gram-
“ mar or any other of the subsidiary sciences, we do not find any such in
“ any branch of the Veda. And again that (grammar) which consists of
“ things (rules) that have had a beginning in time, cannot be said to have
“the character of the Veda, or to have a self-sufficient authority; as both
“ these facts are dependent upon eternality.

“ And as a matter of fact, Grammar has got no claims to be count-
“ ed among the ‘subsidiary sciences ' of theVeda

;
because it does not serve any

“ necessary purpose with regard to the Veda
; nor does it form an integral

“ part of it. That is to say, none of the six means of interpretation-*-
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** Direct Assertion, Indirect Implication, Context, Syntactical Connection
“ Position or Name—points to Grammar as serving any useful purpose
“ with regard to the Veda; and as for being an integral part of the Veda
how could that which has bad a beginning in time form part of tbat which

“ is eternal?
“ For these reasons, we must explain the expression * the Veda with

its six subsidiary sciences ’ as referring to its constituent parts, in the

following manner : The * six subsidiaries ’ referred to must be taken to

« be the six means of interpretation—Direct Assertion &c.; as it is only
** when interpreted through these that the Veda becomes capable of rightly

pointing out Dharma,
“ An objection is here raised: ^If the subsidiaries referred be taken

“ as those contained in the Veda itself Direct Assertion, &c.), and not
** as anything outside it (as Grammar, Nirukta, <&c.), then in that case the

qualification six subsidiaries would be absolutely meaningless.
“ Specially as we can have a qualification, only when such a one is possU

ble, and when a qualification is actually needed for the purpose of set-

“ ting aside certain incongruities (or contradictions); and certainly as there

“is no incongruity in the Veda with regard Direct Assertion &c., what
“ could bo specified by a qualification of these subsidiaries ? [That is to

“ say. Grammar not being invariably concomitant with the Veda, a

“ qualification is needed in order to make it an object of study together

“ with the Veda ;
while Direct Assertion, &c., are always contained in the

“ Veda
;
and hence any qualification of these would be absolutely mean-

“ ingless].*

^^Beply: Our firm conviction is that one who studies the Veda,
“ with a full knowledge of these—Direct Assertion, &c.,—and a due differ-

“ entiation of these, by means of the causes, forms and results (of actions),

—

“ he alone fulfils in full the conditions of the said Injunction (that one
“ should study the ‘ Veda with its six subsidiaries ’).

“ Or, we might take the expression should study in the sense of should

“ understand or know
;
and in that case the said Injunction would mean

“ that owe should know the Veda as consisting of Direct Assertion
^
^c. Or, we

“ could take the expression ‘ VedodhySyah ’ as ‘ vedah dhSyah ’ (and not as
“

‘ vedah adhySyah '), the meaning of the Injunction being that one should
“ contemplate on or ponder over the Veda, which has all its meanings mani-
“ fested by means of Direct Assertion, &c.

“ Thus we find that the said Injunction lays down the pondering over
“ the meaning of the Veda, in the way shown in the Mimansa sutras

;

and
“ it can never be taken as laying down the study of Grammar.

“ Then again, as a matter of fact, we have certain grammatical facts

**in the Veda itself; and the said Injunction of the study of the six

36
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** Bubsidiaries may be taken as referring to tbe Qrammar that is contained

“ in the Veda. As for instance, the Veda points out the reason why the
** curd is called * dadhi,’ and so forth ; and in this way we have in the Vedio

“ Arthavadas, many grammatical and etymological explanations of words.

“ And the said Injunction may be taken as laying down the study of the

“ Injunctive portions of the Veda, together with tlie Arthavadas that con-

** tain such explanations.

“ Or again, there are certain PrdtigSkhyas in relation to each branch

“ of the Veda, which are studied with as much regard as the Veda itself
j

“ and as these are actually found to be of use in matters relating to the

“ Veda, they can certainly be taken as the ‘Subsidiaries* of the Veda.
“ That is to say, those that are actually found to have a certain use (or

“ operation) in regard to the Veda, cannot bat be accepted, by that fact

“ alone, as its subsidiaries ; but this cannot be said with regard to the works

'

“ of Panini and the rest, which only here and there treat of Vedic senten-

“ ces; and that too, only with a view to cloak it in Vedic authority.

“ If it be urged that the grammars of Panini and others could be accepted
“ as * scriptures * relating to Actions, just like the PrdtifUkhyas,—we cannot
“ but deny it

; because the grammars of Panini and the rest do not at all

“ treat of the form of the Veda itself
; that is to say, all that these gram-

“ mars do is to lay down certain purified forms of words, without any

“reference to the form of the Veda. While the PrQH^dkhyas deed yvith

“ accent, conjunction of letters, hiatus, explanations, precedence and se-

“ quence, <fec., all of which are directly connected with the study of the text

“ of the Veda itself. And as such this fact distinctly points to the fact of

the PrdtigdkhyaSf and not the grammars of Panini, <kc., being the real
“ ‘ subsidiary * of the Veda.

“ Nor again is the declaration of Scripture (as being the purpose of

“ the grammars) quite compatible with what has been asserted before in

“ the MahabhtSshya. Because the Scripture that is here meant is the mere

“ getting up of tbe verbal text; while the Mah&bhSshya has, on a former
“ occasion, asserted the teaching of words to be the purpose of the Scripture

“ (and as no such teaching can be possible without a knowledge of the
“ meaning of the Veda, the mere getting up of the verbal text cannot he
“ accepted to be of any use in such teaching).

“ And further, the said Injunction distincly lays down the study of the
“ Veda with its six subsidiaries, which does not bring any worldly results

“ to the students
;
and hence the assertion of the MahdhhUshya tl)at ‘ tho

“ knowledge of Grammar constitutes a Dharma,’ or that of the Vdrtika that
“ ‘ the using of words in accordance with grammatical rnles brings pros-

“ perity,’ cannot but be rejected as being directly contradictory to the afore-

“ said Vedic Injunction.
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(4)
** Another use of Grammar that the MahUhhSshya speaks of is that

* it tends to simplify (make * laghu ’) the process of differentiating the correct

fi-om the incorrect forms of words. But this is only proper^ being the only
* resource left, to him, when all other uses liave been shown to be untenable

;

and this is true enough !

Or, it may be that the * simplification ’ spoken of really means ‘ com-
‘ plication,* by the process of ‘ contrary expression ’ (t.e., ironical method),
* exactly as the word * coward ’ is applied to a really brave man !

That is to say, all that grammatical works are found, to do is to point

out the forms of words that already exist and are known in the ordinary

world, after having gone through endless complicated processes, such as

the laying down of most difficult verbal root forms, and queer unadi and
‘ other affixes, mixed up with an endless number of extraordinary nomen^-

* clatures and postulates, dealing with gratuitous arguments and counter-

arguments. And yet with all this, there are only a few students who
can rightly apply these elaborate processes to words other than those

that are actually cited as examples. And thus we find that the process

employed is terribly complicated; and then to speak of it as 'simplify-

ing ’ cannot but be taken as mere empty praise (ironical).

** Some people have declared that the real character of words cannot
** be known without Grammar. But it would have been as reasonable for

them to say the same thing with regard to the perception of Colour,

Taste, Odour and Touch! Certainly, in regard to matters perceptible by
** the senses, how could any person, knowing the real nature of the scriptures

** and ordinary experience, declare them to be capable of being compre-

bended by means of the scriptures ? Hencewe must read the said declara-
“ tion thus—‘ the real nature of words is not known without the sense
** of audition’; because on this point there is no difference of opinion; as

we actually find that there is no perception of words by the deaf, Ac.

(5)
** The fifth use of Grammar that the MahdibhClshya has spoken of is

that it helps to remove all doubts with regard to the meanings of Yedio
** passages (* AsandBha,^) But this also is not correct ; because grammar does
** not in any way help us to ascertain the meanings of words or sentences.

“ For as a matter of fact, we find that many doubts with regard to the
“ meanings of words are set aside by the observation of the usage of ex-

perienced and learned people
;
and the few that are still left are cleared

by the help of commentaries, etymological explanations, Kalpasutrasy and
** the persons versed in matters relating to the Yeda ; because all these
** latter deal with the meanings (of words and sentences). On the other

“hand, Grammar takes no notice of the meanings of words, dealing with
“ merely verbal forms

;
and as such it cannot in any way help us in ascer-

“ taiuing the meanings of Yedio passages.
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** For instance, in the case of a certain nonn, grammar points it out
** as being made up of certain roots and affixes, and as such connected vvith

“ a certain action (denoted by tbe verbal root), while, as a matter of fact,

we find that when the noun is actually used, there is not the slightest

“ idea of the said action ; e.gr., the word * Qo* is explained as made up of

“ the root gam (to go) and the affix do ; and these would make the word
^ go* applicable to all that moves (or goes). But as a matter of fact we

** find the word used with reference to a particular class (of animals);
** and certainly the explanation of a word must be in keeping with

“its generally recognised signification (and not an arbitrary one). In
“ the same manner, we have the words, ‘ ktigala

* and ‘ uddra * which, as

“ grammatically explained, would mean, the chopper of grass, and one whose

“ wife is good (respectively)
;
but as a matter of fact we do not find these

“ words used in the sense fastened to them by the arbitrary grammatical
“ rule. And so also, though the words * agvdkarna * and ‘ ajakarana * are

“grammatically explained as compounds (thereby being made to mean
“ the ear of the horse and the ear of the goat respectively),—yet in ordin-

“ ary usage, they are used in the sense of certain herbs, which have no con-

“ nection with the signification of the several constituent parts of

“ the words ; exactly like the word * vrksha ' which grammatically
“ would mean that which is being cut, while ordinarily, it is used in the

“ sense of the tree. So too in the case of the word ‘ Bdjanya,* though

“ grammatically it is made up of the word * Edja * with a patronymic affix

“ (and thereby it would mean the king's son), yet the generally recognis-

“ ed meaning is entirely different from the said etymological one.

“ Then again, we find certain grammatical rules to be directly against

“ the Veda itself
;
and certainly, even if we accept these, they cannot be

“accepted as subsidiary to the Veda. For instance, grammar points out
“ the word ‘ kdlSya

'

to be made up of ‘ kali

'

and ‘ dhak,' and the word
“

* VOmadBvya '

of * VdmadSva ’ and ‘ dya

'

; and thus according to this, these

“ names as applied to the Sdmas, would mean the Sdmas seen by Kali and
“ VdmadBva respectively, whereas in the Veda we find these names of the

“ Sama explained differently :
* because plenty of riches flow forth from

“ it, the Sama came to be known as VdmadSvya

'

and ^ because the Sama
removed all impediments, therefore it came to be known as KdlBya'

“ And these Vedic explanations cannot but set aside the interpretation

“ supplied by grammar. In the same manner, we find in the KalpasUtra,

“ such expressions as ‘ Krshnagam vdsah, * KTshnavalakshB ajinB, used in the
“ sense of the cloth or skin that has black threads

;
and such meanings can never

be got at even by the help of a hundred grammars ;
all these being capable

“ of being learnt only from an uninterrupted tradition of the teachers and
“ students of the Veda ; and so also are words like ‘ yfipa

'

and the rest.
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which are explained in accordance with the sequence and precedence

of Vedic passages.

“ And as in the case of these words we actually find their meanings
“ duly ascertained, independently of grammar, we conclude that even in

the case of such words as * sthulaprshatt
* and the like (where the signi-

** fication of the word depends upon the nature of the compound, which
“ can be learnt only by means of the accent as regulated by grammatical
“ rules), we can safely have recourse to the commentators themselves (for
** the ascertaining of the actual meaning of the said words) . And as such

there can be no use of Grammar on this point.

Then again, with regard to the true meanings of sentences, thousands

of doubts arise in our minds
;
and Grammar is not found to be able to

“ express even a single phase of the question (to say nothing of being

**able to set aside the doubt completely and point out the true conclusion).

“ If the use of Grammar lay in the removal of all doubts with regard
“ to the meaning of Vedic passages, then it would certainly have helped
“ to solve questions like the following

: (1) Are the Arthavada passages

capable of expressing independent meanings of their own, or are they
“ only supplementary to the Injunctive passages ? (2) Is the mention of

“ the fact of the Udumhara wood being * power * to be taken as pointing out
“ a result that would follow if the sacrificial post were made of that wood,
“ or it only serves to eulogise the particular wood ? (3) Whether a certain

“ passage mentioning a reason is to be taken as an Injunction or an Artha-
“ vada ? (4) Whether the use of a certain Mantra brings about a seen or

“ an unseen result ? (5) Whether it is only one or all the vessels that one
“ has got to wash ? &c., &o. If it be urged that—* these questions being
“ treated of by the Mimansa are not taken up by grammar, ’—then,

“inasmuch as wo find many such words as ^ sthulaprshat

'

and the like

“ having their meanings duly ascertained in the Kalpasutras^ with regard
“ to such words, it becomes all the more improbable for grammar to serve

“ any useful purpose.

“ And again, whenever there are any doubts as to the meaning of the

“ grammatical rules themselves, the true meaning is ascertained through
“ the explanations contained in the commentaries

;
and certainly, there is

“ nothing to debar such explanatory commentaries appearing with refer-

“enco to the doubtful words occurring in the Veda (and as such there

“would be nothing left to bo done by grammar). And instsmuch as
“ there is a postulate that explanatory commentaries serve the purpose
“ of bringing about specific ideas,—^just as the fact of there being certain

“ doubts with regard to a certain grammatical rule does not deprive it of
“ its character of a ‘ rule ' ; so too the mere fact of there being doubts
“ with regard to a Vedic passage cannot deprive it of its Vedic character.
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** And until one knows the actual meanings of certain words, he can never

** explain any Yedio passage by the mere help of Grammar; and as such
** this latter cannot be said to be the means of ascertaining^ the meaning

‘*of the passage. And the explanatory commentaries to the Veda
** being as eternally continuous as the Veda itself, such words as
** ^ sthulaprshat ’ and the rest are found to be explained, without the help of

“ Grammar.
**

[ Nor can ttie accents as treated of in Grammar be said to help in
** the ascertaining of the meanings of words ]. No words in ordinary

usage being found to be accentuated, we conclude that accents are some-
** thing entirely beyond the pale of usage ; and as such they cannot be uti-

** lised in ascertaining the meanings of Vedic passages. As a matter of fact

** the ascertaining of the real meanings of words is always accomplished

by means of the usage of experienced people. And as we meet with no

differentiation of accents,—as that the last word of the compound is acute

and so forth,—in the usages of these people, any specialities of accents

**can never be accepted to have an effect upon the significations of

“ words. And if the cognition of the meanings of sentences depended upon
** the specialities of accents, there would bo no cognition of the meanings
** of those Vedic passages, whose accentuation has not been ascertained.
** But as a matter of fact, as we find the meanings of such passages duly

ascertained by means of Context, d;c., (independently of the Accents),

the denotativeness of those meanings cannot be said to belong to the Ac-
** cents. And hence we conclude that the accentuation of the Vedic texts
** can have only an unseen (transcendental) result

;
specially as it is o^ly

** found in connection with the reciting of Mantras at the sacrifices in-

‘‘ eluded under the ordinary Brahmayajna (Daily sacrifices or Duties of the
“ Brahmana).

“ And hence even the grammatical rules that refer to Accents may be
** said to serve some sort of a purpose with regard to such transcendental
“ matters ; but never with regard to the words in ordinary usage

; because

Accentuation is found to have absolutely no use in ordinary parlance.
** And as a matter of fact, the Accentuation, as laid down in Grammar, is

** never found to help us in ascertaining the real meanings (of words or

“ sentences) ;
specially because what we find in grammatical works,

“ is only a teaching of the verbal forms of words, and not of their

** meanings.
** Thus then, we conclude that Grammar cannot be said to be necessa-

**
rily studied as serving the purpose of removing doubts with regard

**
to the meanings of Vedic passages ;

specially as it is not found to treat

of such Accentuation or uses of words, &c., as could be of any use in the
‘‘ ascertaining of the meaning (of words or sentences).
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** After having laid special stress upon the five aforesaid uses of

** Grammar, the Mahdhkdshya proceeds to enumerate * many other uses ’ of
** it ; but of these some are such as cannot be spoken of as * uses ’

;
a few

**
are such as have the mere semblance of a * use ’

; while some are entire!j
** groundless. And again when the usefulness of the science has not been
** established bj means of the five, that were spoken of as the ^primary
** uses,’ that it will be proved by that of the secondary uses, is a hope too

sanguine to be realised ; and the attempt has all the resemblance of a
drowning man catching at a straw.

(1) The Mahdhhdshya quotes the Yedic text—* The Asnras nt*

tered the (incorrect words) helayah^ and hence they were defeated ...

“ ... the utterance of an incorrect word is behaving like a Mleccha*; and
** from this concludes that the use of Grammar lies in protecting us from
** being a Mleocha. But what the real meaning of the word ' Mleccha ’

is we have explained above (as referring to the distorting of the textual
** readings of the Veda).

(2) “ The second use spoken of by the Mahdbhllshya is that it protects

us from the misfortunes that befall those uttering incorrect words, as

“ evinced by the text—* a word pronounced incorrectly, either as to its

“ accents or letters, becomes a thunderbolt killing the sacrificer, as for in.

** stance the wor^ indragatru (which was addressed to Vrtra, as the killer

** of Indra, a Genitive Tatpurusha, but as the accent that was used was that of

the Bahnvrihi compound, Vrtra became one whose killer was Indra),* But
** here the Mahdhhdshya has substituted in this text the word * word * for

Mantra,’ which is the reading known to many men
; and this substitution

“ of a different reading only shows an undue degree of partiality to his own
theories. And as for the misfortunes of sinfulness befalling the sacri*

** finer who employs incorrect Mantras, it is a fact that no one denies
;
speci-

** ally as we have many texts,—f.i. ‘ the sentence that is killed (spoilt) by
“ the priest, kills the saoriScer himself ’—that clearly point to the fact of

the discrepancies in the use of Mantras by the Priests bringing about evil

results to the sacrificer. And it is because the text refers to the mistakes
“ of Mantra that it has cited the use of a Mantra— ‘ indrapairo vardhasva ’

“—as an example.

• (3) “ The MahSLhhsdhya cites a passage from the Nirukta :
—

‘ That
** which is pronounced simply verbally, without a knowledge of its meaning,

“is not effective, being like dry fuel being placed where there is no fire to

“ burn it;’ and frofu this it concludes that the study of Grammar is neces-

‘‘ sary, inasmuch as it helps us to know the meaning of Mantras^ thereby

“ saving us from the predicament spoken of. But the text hero quoted
“ we have explained in course of the explanation of the word atha in sUtra

ti X.^i— as authorising a postponement of the Final Bath, after the mere
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getting up of the text of the Veda ;
and we have there shown that if we did

not postpone the Bath, we would be making the Veda, which has a pur-

** pose to serve, absolntelj without a use ; as the purpose that the Veda is

** found to serve is tlie pointing out of Duty (and this could not be pointed

“out to the person that^nishes his study with the mere getting up of the

“text and pays no attention to the meaning)
;
and hence the meaning of

“ the text quoted is that * the Veda that is not explained, not expressing
** any meaning, becomes totally ineffective *

;
and this is quite true

;

“ though in this, there can be no use for Grammar
;
because it is a well-

“ recognised fact that the Science of Grammar has no bearing upon any
“ thing relating to Action (or sacrifices). Nor can it be asserted that gram-
“ mar is a scripture relating to words; because we have shown above that

“ there is no basis in the Veda for the rules of grammar that treat of

“ words; and as such, these rules cannot be accepted as rightly regulating

“the use of words either. Thus then, inasmuch as tlie meaning of the

Mantras and the Brahmanas that one has studied can be ascertained only
“ by the help of the Kalpasutras^ the Nirnhtas and tlie Mimdnsdty the use

“ pointed out by the Mahdbkdshya should be attributed to these, and not
“ to Grammar (which is not found to afford any help in the ascertaining of

“ the meanings of any passages of the Veda).

(4) “ The next passage that is quoted by the Mahdbhdshya is
—

* an expert

“in the knowledge of the relations of sentences, who makes use of the
“ correct forms of words, obtains victory in the next world

; while by the use

“of incorrect words he becomes tainted (with sin) ’
;
and from this it con-

“ eludes that the use of Grammar lies in this leading to victory in the

“next world (as it is by the help of Grammar alone that we can differ-

“entiate the correct from the incorrect forms of words). But this passage

“also refers to the fact of tlie use of the correct forms of Mantras

“and Brdhmanas bringing about excellent results; exactly as the use of
“ the incorrect forms of these—i.e,, not as they appear in the Veda

—

“ taints the person with sin ; and as such, we take the passage to be

“supplementary to another Vedic text—‘If the sacrifice fails in regard
“ to the versos recited, <fcc

,
<feo.

’—,
which speaks of similar results follow-

“ing from the distorting of the reading of the Veda, during its reading^

“teaching, sacrificing, either directly or indirectly. Hence we take the

“oppression—‘one who is expert in the knowledge of the relations of

“words’—to mean the person who is fully cognisant with all relationships

“ of words as established in the ordinary usages of the word
;
and as such,

“ with reference to the Br&hmanas, the expression would mean one who
“has ascertained the true forms of sentences, by means of a proper
“ differentiation of the Subject from the Predicate, the Primary from the
“ Secondary, and so forth

; while with reference to the ilfan^ro^, we take it
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to mean the person who is fully acquainted with the real character of

“ the MantraSf difEerentiating the enjoined from the unenjoined, as also

“ one that expresses its own meaning from that which expresses that of
** another, and so forth ? For these reasons we cannot take the expression
“ to mean the Orammartan

;
because Grammar is found to have no bear-

“ ing upon the aforesaid facts (in connection with Mantras and
^^manas).

(6) “ The fifth text quoted by the Mahilbhllshya is
—

‘ when the person
“ saluting another is ignorant of the fact of the last vowel of a name being

acute, the person saluted should response as to a woman and from this

“ it concludes that if we wish to avoid the treatment accorded to women,
“ we should learn Grammar, which is the only means of learning the
“ acuteness, <fec., of vowels. But the fact of a vowel being acute is well-

“ known through ordinary usage ;
and as such the condition laid down by

** Manu in the passage quoted being fulfilled by ordinary usage itself, any
** science dealing with these conditions of acuteness, <&c., cannot be admit-
“ ted to the position of a scripture relating to the performance of actions.

“ Nor does the above passage serve to point out either the fact of the
“ differentiation of the correct from the incorrect forms of words being
** necessarily due to a knowledge of the roots and affixes as dealt with in

“ grammatical works ; or to that of such knowledge being of any use in

“ the said differentiation.

(6) “ The sixth passage cited is the Injunction—* The Prayajas are to

“ be performed with due attention to the grammatical terminations
** which is taken as laying down the necessity of learning Grammar (which
**

is the only means of knowing the terminations.) But in the first place
** a knowledge of the terminations here spoken of is very easily acquired
“ by means of the direct teachings of persons versed in sacrifices

;
secondly!

** all the seven terminations are found to be enumerated in the Shadaha
“ section of the ChUndogya-Brdihmana ; and lastly, we find all these termina-
“ tions duly pointed out in the Mantras themselves—as in ‘ Agni (nomi-

native) killed the Vrttras/ ‘we address Agni (in the accusative) the
“ killer of Vrttra,' and ‘the fire is lighted by the fire (Instrumental),* and

“so forth; and all this shows that even without the grammatical works,

“ we can have a due knowledge of the said terminations, by merely paying
“ due attention to the words having the terminations (as they are met with
“ in ordinary usage) ;

and thus thereby the said Praytlja being duly per-

“ formed, Grammar cannot be held to be a scripture bearing upon its due

“ performance.

(7 )
“ Another passage quoted is—‘ one who knows the science of

“ speech, as consisting of words, accents and letters, he alone is capable of

“ rightly performing the duties of a sacrificial priest and this is taken to

37
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point out the necessity of grammatical study. But as a matter of fast,

** this passage only speaks of the person tvho has duly learnt the Fedo.

(8) “ The eighth passage quoted is
—

‘ there are four kinda of

<< vrords; and it is only those Brahmanas that know them that are said ta

“ be learned ;
of these three are r.ot pronounced by ordinary people, \vho>

“ speak out the fourth only *; and the ‘ four kinds ’ are explained by the.

Mahnhhoshya as referring to Nouns, Verbs, Prefixes and Nipatas
j
and

** as a knowledge of these cannot be acquired except by the help of Gram-
“ mar, the passage is taken to lay down the necessity of grammatical

“ study. But in dealing with the ‘ four kinds of words * as mentioned in.

“ this passage, the Niruktas have,—in accordance with their own maxim.
** that * all words are to be explained in accordance with the similarities

“of the letters therein contained,*—spoken of many quartets, such as—

“ (a) the Pranava together with the three Vyahj'tis^ (6) the four Vedas,

“ (c) the four kinds of speech, Pard, P^yanti, MadhyamU and Vaikhari •

“ and certainly in regard to none of these can Grammar serve any useful

“ purpose. Even if the quartet referred to be taken as tliat consisting of

“ Nouns, Verbs, Prefixes, and Nipatas, even then, inasmuch as all these ara

“ learnt from ordinary usage itself, a knowledge of these could not stand

“ in need of grammatical study. But in reality, this cannot be taken aa

“ the quartet referred to
; as in that case, the sentence— * it is the fourth kind

“ alone that men make use of ’—would be absolutely inexplicable^ as men
“ are actually found to make use of all the four kinds (Nouns, &o.), There-

“ fore the Mantra quoted cannot but have the following meaning, whiek
“ is the only oue that is. in keeping with tho context (of the Mantra)

:

“The expression * Vakparimitdjpadiint^ the four means of right notion,,

—

“ Sense-Perception, Inference, Analogy and Apparent Inconsistency,^by
“which alone- is speedi (^Vdk) cognised (^padyat^ hodhyatB) •, thus the»

“ people do not ckctmlly utter those three kinds of speech^ or sentence which
“ are cognisable by means of the last three of the said means of right
“ notipn,

—

viz: (a) Inference, (6) Analogy,, and (c) Apparent Inconsistency,-^

“ which originate respectively, (a) in* the mention of the first word of the
** sentence in an Injunction (as,, for instance,, we have the Injunction.

^ IshBtvBli chinatti,’ where the mention of the first two worda
“ of the leads us to infer the whole of the Mantra, which does not
“ stand in need of being wholly quoted in the Injunction), (6) in tha
“ similarity pf the Subsidiaries to the Primary sacrifice (as for instance

“we have the Injunction * prakrtivadvikttih kartavydt 'which, through
“ Analogy, leads us to the conolusion that the Mantras used at the Subsi-s

“ diaries are the that are used at the Primary,—the Analogy thus

obviating the necessity of quoting all the Mantras in connection
“ wit;h the Injunction of the subsidiaries)) (c) and in the appairent
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expYioaibility of a poroeptfble fact (as in the c^se of the Vi^vajit sacrifice,

the fact of its actually being performed leads ns to conclude that it

“ brings about a real result in the shape of Heaven
; and as such, the

** Mantras of the Jyotishtoma are employed at its performance)
; while that

‘‘part of the speech, which is cognisable by means of direct (Auditory)
“ Sense-perception alone, and not by the aforesaid three means of right
“ notion, is the only one that men—students of the Veda

—

pronounce—i.e,^

“speak out directly or lay down completely. Out of the six means of
“ right notion, generally accepted, two have been totally removed from
“ doing anything with regard to the cognition of speech

; one of these is

“ Negation, which refers only to non-existing objects
;
and as such cannot

“ help in the cognition of speech
;
another is Verbal Testimony

; and this

“ in itself consists of speech only
;
and as such being a receptacle of that

“ (speech) which has to he cognised^ it could not be accepted as tlie recep-
“ taclc of that which brings about the cognition. Or, it may be that, that

“which is amenable to Verbal Testimony is that which is directly ex-

“ pressed in words
;
and as such this being included in Auditory Senso-

perception, is not mentioned separately.

(9) “ Another passage quoted is
—

‘ The bull having four horns, three
“ feet, two heads, Ac ..is the great God that makes a sound, and enters
“ all mortal beings ‘

;
and the * bull ' here spoken of is interpreted by the

Mahdhhdshya as Grammar itself, the ‘four feet* being taken as the
“ above mentioned four kinds of words (Nouns, &c.), the ‘three feet* as
“ the three senses, the ‘ two heads ’ as the two shapes of words, the radical

“ and the modified, and so on ;
and in order that we may be like this great

“ God, it is necessary, says the Mahdhhdshya^ that we should study Gram-
“ mar. But this Mantra is spoken of with reference to the butter used
“ by the Priest at the Vishuvat sacrifice ;

and what its real meaning is we
“ have already explained in the Adhikarana (of the 2nd ptlda of this

“Adhyaya) dealing With Mantras (under the Sutra I—ii—46). And in
“ this, there can be no use of Grammar. The interpretation of ‘ four
“ horns * as the four kinds of words, Ac., Ac., has got no connection with
the performance of Actions

;
and as suCh these interpretations (of a

passage occurring in connection with the performance of certain sacri«

“ fices) can only be explained as put forth by the author of the Maha»
“ftfcdsltya, with the sole purpose of showing off his Cleverness acquired
*‘ from a long-continued course of grammatical study

!

(10) “ The MahUhhoshya has cited the Mantra—* JJtatvah pagydn^ Ac.*

Which is taken as the praise of one knowing the science of words, and as
“ such, laj^ing down the necessity of studying Grammar. But in reality

the passage is in praise of one who knows the true meanings of words,
** itv pointed out by ordicarj^ usage, the Niruktas, the Kalpasfitras and the
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** tenets of the Mimansa
;
and as snch it cannot be taken as in any way

“ praising a study of Grammar.

(11) “There is yet another passage quoted whicli speaks of the

“science of words having a purifying tendency ‘ like the sieve’
;
and this

“ the MahilbliQshya has taken to mean that it is the study of Grammar
“ that purifies all usage of words. But as a matter of fact the passage is

“ in praise of a due knowledge of the meaning of the Vedic text, purified
“ by a long course of uninterrupted study.

(12) “The passage—‘If the Aginhotri happens to use an incorrect
“ word he should perform an expiatory rite ’—has been taken by the
“ MahUhhashi/a to signify the necessity of grammatical study. But the
“ real signification of this passage we have explained above.

(13) “ In connection with the naming of a child, the Kalpasutras lay
“ down that the name should begin with a certain kind of letter, and that

“it should contain only two or four letters, and should be one made up
“ of a verbal, and never, a nominal affix, &c., &c. ; and the Mahdbh&shya
“ urges that these detailed instructions could never be followed unless one
“ studied and knew the rules, &c., laid down in grammatical works; as with-
“ out these, one could not know what a verbal affix was. But, as a matter
“ of fact, these expressions—‘ having a verbal affix ’ and the like,—could
“ not but have been borrowed by writers on Grammar from the vocabulary of
“ the day, which must have had a prior existence (and as such even now
“ we can very easily learn what they mean even without the help of a
“ grammar)

; as for the number of letters in a name, it is a fact of ordim*;'^^

“ perception accompanied by memory (and as such not dependent upon
“ any grammatical rules, &c.

) ; as for the characters of the letters, <fec.,

“ these can be learnt from the explanations contained in the ^ikshas and
“ the PrUti^aJchyas, And we actually find people learned in the Vedas
“ very easily coming to a conclusion with regard to the naming of a
“ child. And hence we cannot admit Grammar to be a scripture govern-
“ ing the usage of words.

(14) “ There is a Mantra addressed to Varu^a, who is described as
“ having seven rivers, &c. ; and the MahUbhci^shya takes the Mantra as ad-
“ dressed to the science of grammar, explaining the * seven * rivers as the
“ seven case-terminations^ <feo.

,
and from this it argues that it is necessary

“ to study Grammar, for the purpose of learning what is meant by these
* terminations, * <fcc. But as a matter of fact all that grammar does is only

“ to attribute the name ‘ terminations ’
( Vibhaktis) to certain letters, <fec.

;

“ but even this name it may have only borrowed from ordinary usage
;
while

“ so far as the words made up of these terminations are concerned, they

“are found by themselves both in the Veda and in ordinary parlance ; and
“ there can be no necessity of learning grammar on this score. Then
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“ again, even if it be absolutely necessary to explain the words ‘ seved
“ rivrers * figuratively, as meaning something other than actual rivers,

—

“ then, too, there are many septenaries in connection with sacrifices, that
“ could be taken to bo indicated by the said words

;
for instance, there are

“ seven persons, including the priests and the master of the sacrifices
f

“ seven sentences pronounced by the Hotr priest
;

seven sentences
“ from the Sama and its parts

;
and so forth. And all these being matters

“ dealt within the historical and sacrificial portions (of the Veda), there can
** be no need of grammatical study on the score of these.*’

“ You seem to hold that it is only the words grammatically purified

that are correct
;
and now it is for you to explain what it is that is puri-

** fied, and ir> what manner. That is to say, if grammar be held to help
“ in the purification of words, it is not very easy to ascertain what it is that

“is purified
;
and also whether the purification is in the shape of produc-'

“ tion, or acquisition, or modiOcation, or fructification into an Apurva^ or
“ the bringing about of a fresh potency.

“In the first place it is not possible for any individual of the class
“

* Qahdatva * or of the class ‘ Vournatva
*

to be the object purified
;

“ because this would apply to all words and letters, and as such there

“could be no restriction (of the corrector the incorrect). And if the

“class *^abdatva* wore held to be the object purified, then any ordinary
“sound (that of the beating of the drum for instance) would also come to
“ hft spoken of as ‘ correct.' And if the class ‘ Varnatva ' were held to be that
“ object, then the letters contained in the words, ‘ &c., being * letters

*

“ (as much as those in * gauh *), the case of these would be exactly similar
“ to that of the words ‘ gauh ' and the like.

“ The same argument holds also respecting the purification as belonging
“ to the individual letters ;

and when the letter ‘ga’ has once been purified,

“ as occurring in the word * go^' it being the same in the word ‘ gdvi * also, this

“ latter word could not but be accepted as correct. And thus all indivi-

“ dual letters having been purified, no word could ever be rightly held

“ to be incorrect. And as for the purification applying to the collection

“of letters, this cannot be possible, as no two letters being heard simulta-

“neously, there can never be any ‘ conglomeration* of these.

“Those again, who hold all individual letters to be undergoing

“ momentary destruction, can never have any purification of letters
; as

“each letter being destroyed no sooner than produced, there would be

“nothing left to be purified; and hence even though the letter be an

“ entity, it can have no existence at the time of the purification, it having

“ disappeared, even at the time that we may be thinking of purifying it. And
“ if it could be purified, no one would be able to perceive it in its purified
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^ form
;
awi heiitje tins ptrdfication of tlie letter t^'ould be exactly llte tbat

“ of the flour tbat may be said to be purified by being offered into the fire !

“ That is to say, ia the case of the sentence, * offers the flour,’ the flour offered

“into the fire having been burnt up by the fire, and as such becoming in-

“ capable of being seen or used again, if the Accusative ending in ‘ saktUn *

“ be made the ground of accepting the view that the flour is •purified by

“the fire, then, in that case, every factor of the Injunction (‘ offers .the

“ flour’)—namely, the Flour, the Offering, the BhBvanH and the Injunction

“ itself—would be absolutely meaningless
;
and for this very reason we

“ hold that there is no purification of the flour in the offering. Exactly

“ in the same manner, there would be a meaninglessness of all things

“ concerned, if we admitted of a purification of the momentarily disappear-

“ ing individual letters.

“ And the declaration of ‘ uncertainty ’ in the Bhasbya,—as whether

“ the word be eternal or transient, the definition (of grammar) is equally

“applicable—only shows, on the part of the author, that be has either

“ been purposely fighting shy of the above arguments, or simply trying to

“ hoodwink his disciples
;
and as such we cannot accept it. Specially as

“it is only in regard to an object tbat is removed from us tbat thefe can

“be any uncertainty; for who is there tbat has any nncertaihty as to

“ whethw fire is hot or cold P

“ If however the word beheld to be tratisient, then, the only puri-

“ fication {sahshdra) that could belong to it would be production

;

and as

“ such it becomes all the more impossible for Grammar to be a scripture

** dealing with the usage of words. That is to say, the grammarian, bolding

“all correct words to be produced by the rules of Grammar, himself rejects

“all possibility of Grammar either having a basis in the etenaal Veda, or

“ being a part of it (because tliat which is admitted to be transient can
“ never be a part of that which is eternal).

“If the Veda itself be said to have been composed by means of the

“words produced by Grammar, then the Veda would also come to be as

“ nnauthoritative as Grammar itself. And again, if the word be held to be

“jprodwjed (bnd as such momentary), it would have no existence apart

“ from the moment of its produotion ; and as such, there could be no

“ purification of it
;
nor could such a word be of any use.

“ For these reasons, you cannot but give up the uncertain Attitude that

“ you had taken up with regard to the eternality of a word
;
and hence, if

you hold the * purification ’ to belong to the eternal word, then, (1 ) being

“eternal, it could have no purification in the form of modification,

“ (2) And as for the purification in the shape of AcquieiHon (or perception),

“ this is fiound to be aecompiished by means of the sense (A audition,

without any aotba of GramMiar. (9onoo Gammar oannet bb' accepted
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as the means of snob pnrification). (3) As for a pnrificai^ioa in the

shape of being made able to bring about a transcendental resnU'i we
cannot admit of any such^ in the absence of any Yedic Injunction on the

“ point ; and specially as words being found to fulfil a perceptible end (that

“ of expressing certain meanings), they can have nothing to do with anything

beyond the senses
; for instance, the corn that is meant to fulfil the

“ perceptible end of satisfying the hunger of a man can have no connection

“with any transcendental result following from its ‘ washing ' (which is ap*

“ plicable only to the corn used at saerifices). Nor do we find the gramma*
“tical rules to be laid down in connection with the performance of saori.

“ fices; and as such they cannot be held to bring about the purification of

“ words, serving to accomplish a certain ApUrva (or unseen Potentiality or

“ Agency). Nor is it possible for us to have a grammatical Injunction,

“similar to that of the threshing (of the corn)
;
because how could an eter*

“ nal Injunction speak of a process (that of grammar) that is a pure pro-

“ duct of the human brain P And for the same reason,, there cannot be any
“ Injunction of the grammatical processes, even apart from the perfor-

“ manoe of sacrifices
;
and even if this were possible, such au Injunction

“ could not serve any purpose with regard to the performance of sacrifices*

“ And again, if the word were to be purified for the sake of the sacrL.

“ fice only,— like the Sruva and other sacrifical implements,~then any
“ such word could never serve the purpose of expressing or describing the

sacrifice itself (in any Injunction) ; as the purification would not afiect
*

* the ordinary usage of the word (and it is this usage alone that can
“ make the sacrifice comprehended as being, laid down by a Vedic Injunction).

“ And as tber^ is a difference between the words as occurring in the
“ Veda and in ordinary parlance, no grammatical processes could ever affect

“ the sacrifice pointed out by the word (in the Veda).

“And further, the word having its existence in in what way
“could it be ‘purified’? For being eternal and incorporeal, it is

“as incapable of purification as the all-pervading; character of AkUga
“ itself.

“ Then, if grammar be bold to serve the sole purpose of purifying, the

“ letters of the alphabet, this would be accomplished by means of the four-

“ teen PratyUhSra-sutras (A-I-U-N, &c.) only (which lay down the alpha-

“ bets); aud there would be no use of the rest of Pauini’s sUtras^ Ac., Ac.

“ As for the conglomeration of words,these can have no existence by them-
“ selves (apart from the constituent letters) ;

and as such, no ‘ purification
’

“ can be said to belong to them; and as a matter of fact, we find that even
“ though a number of bricl^a ara piled together in a kiln, so as to form a
“ single block,, the action of fire in the baking affects each individual briqk

“ separately (so too even if the purifipatiqn be held to h^long. to the word as
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a whole, it could only be accomplished through the purification of each of

“ the constituent letters).

“ Nor is it possible for a word to be built up by means of the com-

“ ponent letters into a single composite mass
;
and as such, there can be no

“ purification of the word as such ;
this we have already shown before

“ (under Tarhapdda in the Chkavdrtiha^ in the section on ‘ words'). And
“ as for such theories as those of Sphota, the class ‘ Gogabdatva, ' and the

class ^gatva,' &c., all these have been rejected by the explanation that

** we have given above (under Sutra I—^i—5) of the words ‘ gauh ' and the

** like.

“ Nor is it possible for a collection of all the letters of the alphabet to

“ undergo any process of purification
;
because any such collection not hav-

ing any meaning, it cannot be used to any useful end. And if groups

“ of three of four letters in each individual word be held to be purified,

then it would only be the particular member that would be purified
;
and

“ this purfication would apply to the incorrect words as well as to the cor-

** rect ones.

** The particular sequence of letters (gat H, &c,) may be held to bo
** the object of purification ; but such a sequence residing only in the hear-

ing or the pronunciation of the word, cannot he accepted as a property

“ of the word itself (and as such tlie purification of the sequence could not
“ affect the word)

;
and moreover, inasmuch as there is a certain sequence

“in the words *gdvi,* <fco., also (a puridcation of the sequence would be

“ applicable to these as well as to the Sanskrit words). And if you hold

the hearing and pronouncing of words to be the object of purification,

“ this cannot be ;
because it is impossible for an action (prmouncingt for

“ instance) to be accomplished by means of another action (purification),

“ as we shall show later on, under Sutra III—i—19.

“ Nor can the various places of utterance—the palate, &c.,—be held to

“ be purified by means of grammar
;
because these are found to be purified

“ by the rules and regulations laid down by the doctors of medicine !

“ If again, the Mind, or the Man himself, be held to be the object of

“ purification, then it would be absolutely meaningless to speak of grammar as

“ the * Science of Words.' Because a science is that which teaches some-
“ thing that is capable of being taught

;
and as words are incapable of be-

“ ing taught, any science of these would be absolutely useless.

“ As for the Sphota of a word, it is absolutely impossible for it to

“ undergo any purification
;
because in the SphotUy there is a total absence

“of the roots and affixes (that form the subject-matter of grammar).
“ As for the Sphota of sentences, which some people hold to be devoid

“ of all component parts, a declaration of the purification of the nouns and
“ verbs as forming these sentences would be exactly like speaking of the
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horns of a hare ! If it be urged that we can speak of the purifieation of

the nouns, <&c., as extracted out of the syntactical Sphota, then it could be
“ as reasonable to speak of the purification of the liorn as extracted out of the

“hare! If you hold the extraction of the part of the sentence to be aocom-

“ plished through the similarity of the part of other things, then, why can-

“ not the extraction of the hare’s horns bo equally accomplished through the

“ similarity of the horns of the ass ? As for similarity too, we have spoken
“ of a certain sort of similarity existing between the parts of the body of tljo

gavaya and that of the Cow; but in this case we actually perceived a
“ similarity between real parts

;
and do you employ the same arguments

“to the present case, where the parts spoken of are only imaginary?
“ The fallacy of this we shall show in detail under the VdkyOdhikarana

(in Adhyflya 11). And hence the assumption of extraction too is by no
“ means admissible.

“ Then again, if grammar were to explain words that have no real exis-

“tence, but are only conjectural ly extracted (from the syntactical

“then this very fact would make it as pinauthoritative and untrustworthy
“ as any ordinary tricks of jugglery.

“ Tims then, as far as the words are concered, they can never be the

“ objects of teaching
;
and hence with regard to these. Grammar cannot be

“ said to be a science ; and as for sentences^ Grammar is not found to teach
“ anything with regard to them (dealing as it does with the formation of

“ words only).

The MahShhUshya has distinctly spoken oi purification as belonging to

“ words as used with reference to certain meanings.; while as a matter
“ of fact, we find that it is only sentences that are found to be so used

;
and

“ never the words, which by themselves (apart from the sentence ) have no
“ significance (and yet Grammar is found to be dealing with words alone
“ which is hardly compatible with the former declaration).

“ In grammatical works (^for instance, in the Vnhyapadiya) we meet
“with such declarations as—‘ns in the compound BrRhmanahamhala, there
“ is no significance in the word hrahmanah, so also would the word dsva-

“ dattah have no significance in the sentence d^vadattahpacati
;
and thus the

“word by itself being found to be incapable of being used with any
“ significance, it would have been proper for Grammar to treat of sentences

;

“ but as a matter of fact this has not been done ; we find the later cornmen-
“ tators making as contradictory statements as the authors of the Sutras^

“ the Bhdshya and the Vdrtika
;
and this goes to show directly that the

“ science of Grammar has been propounded by absolutely untrustworthy

“ persons.

“ Thus then, the science of Grammar being found to consist mostly

“of random declarations contradicting one another, to be devoid of any

38
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“ basis in the Veda, and to be absolutely without any use, it cannot be

“accepted as in any way regulating the usage of words.

“ Then again, apart from the study of the Veda itself, and also the

usage of the Veda in the performance of sacrifices, there can be no

“ regulation (by means of grammar) even in the case of the words of

‘‘ ordinary parlance. And hence we should make use of all words
;
they

“ are all equally correct,

“ And on this point, we have the following arguments

:

“ (1) The words ‘ gSvl, * ‘ goni, * &c., are equally expressivo[of the cow,

—

“ because they are used in that sense by experienced people—exactly like

“ the words ‘ gauh, ’ ‘ usr&, * and the like.

“ (2) All these are correct words
;
because they are found to denote a

“ certain object—( like the words, ‘ gauh, * &c.)

(3) They are not coiumptions,—because they are comprehensible

“ by the ear—like the w'ords (‘ gauh,
*

&c. ) instanced before.

“ (4) They are all eternal ;—because we cannot trace their usage

“ to any beginning in time, specially as, just as in the case of the word
“

‘ gauh,
*
so in that of those also, we can always find one speaker prece-

“ ding the other ad infinitum,

“ (5) Those that utter only grammatically correct words cannot, by
“ that, attain to any transcendental result

;
because they are all found to

“ accomplish the visible purpose of expressing a meaning
;
just as the por-

“ ception of smoke leads to the cognition of fire (and not to any transccn-

“ dental result),

“ (6) The grammatically correct words cannot biing about trans-

“ cendental results, because they are not the subjects of perpetual Injunc-
“ tions, exactly like the words of Buddha.

“ (7) Grammar cannot be held to be a scripture
;
because it has not

“ the form of the Veda
;
exactly like the explanations of the formations of

“ Vernacular words.

“ (8) The authority of Grammar cannot bo held to rest upon the
“ fact of its having its basis in the Veda

;
because it is not found to deal

“with the subjects that are treated of in the Veda;—exactly like

“ dramatical works, &c.

“ (9) Grammar cannot be a part of the Veda
;
because it is not found

“ to serve any purpose of the Veda
;
exactly like an ordinary story, &c.

“ (10) Grammar cannot be held to serve any useful purpose of the

“Veda; because the Veda is found to expiess a meaning, even without the
“ Jielp of Grammar.

“ (11) Nor can Grammar bo held to be a necessary appendage to the
“ use of words

; because it is capable of being propounded only when
“ the usage already exists. And that which is such cannot be a necessary
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‘‘appendage is found in the case of the inference of the eye. That is to

“ say, the perception of colour being accomplished, independently of

“ the perception of the eye, oven though the impossibility of the former

“ perception in the absence of the eye distinctly points to the inference

“ of the existence of the eye, yet this latter inference is not admitted to be
“ a necessary appendage of that perception

;
exactly in the same manner,

“inasmuch as Grammar is found to have been composed long after the

“usage (of words)—both Vedic and ordinary—has been an accomplished
“ fact, it cannot be admitted as a necessary appendage of such usage.

“ For the above reasons, we conclude that the word ‘ gauh,^ gSvf
’

“
‘ gom* &c., being synonymous, like the words ‘ taru,* ‘ hrhshay* &c., are

“all found to be used in ordinary parlance ; and that such usage of those
‘

‘ is not prohibited by any scriptures.”

o

To all this we make the following reply t

—

SIDDHANTA.

Sutra (25). Its accomplishment being due to an effort, there

is a chance of discrepancies in the word.

( 1) The words ‘ giSlvl
^

<!kc., have been declared to be eternal on the

sole ground of the Apparent Inconsistency of the fact of their being used

in ordinary parlance and affording definite meanings. But we pro-

ceed to show the doubtful character of this Apparent Inconsistency,

by proving that the said usage and expressiveness are explicable other-

wise (than by accepting the words to be eternal). When a word is

found to be never used, except in its expressive character, then alone can

the expressiveness of the word be admitted to be proved by the facts of its

usage and expressiveness.

At present we content ourselves by merely making the conclusion of

the Purvapaksha open to doubt
;
because when this has been accomplished

the task of establishing our own theory becomes comparatively easy.

That is to say, when a certain conclusion to the contrary has been laid out

in an exceptionally strong manner, if one proceeds to immediately point out

the true theory, it involves a very hard work
;
and hence with a view to

lighten this burden, the present sutra proceeds only to weaken the contrary

view by throwing it open to doubt.

(2) Or, the words ‘ gavi
*

<fec., having been declared to be eternal on the

ground of their being accepted in well'established usage, the present

sUtra may bo taken as throwing such eternality open to doubt, by show-

ing that there is likelihood of there being discrepancies in such usage.

That is to say, if it were always the case that the word pronounced
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by one man is exactly like that which he has heard from others, theft

alone could long-established usage justify the conclusion that, as in

the case of the words ‘ go * &c., there has been no time at which the words
* gfivt* <feo., have not been in use; and this conclusion would justify us in

accepting these latter to be eternal. But as a matlor of fact, we often find

the pronounciation of words to be due to certain discrepancies (or mis-

takes) ; and as such the continuity of the usage being doubtful, it cannot

warrant any conclusion as to the eternality of all words.

The expression ‘ accomplishment being due to an effort * means that he-

cause the word is manifested by means of an effort in accordance with arguments

detailed ahove (in the section on the ^Eternality of Words,' Clokavdrtika).

(This is added because the Mimansaka holding the word to be eternal

cannot admit of its being produced by any effort).

(3) Some people read the sutra as ^ aprayatnanishpatteh* &c. ; and

they explain it thus : In the case of a man for whom the word is manifest-

ed by means of an effort complete in all respects, all words being pro-

nounced in accordance with a long-established tradition, they would all be

equally authoritative; but it is often found tliat words are manifested

by means of incomplete or faulty efforts; and in these cases, it is highly

probable that the word that is pronounced may be at variance with the

established usage; and hence all words cannot necessarily be held to be

equally authoritative,

(4) Or, it may mean that the completion of the effort to manifest (or

pronounce) a word is found to be tainted with certain discrepancies, even

in the case of clever people with all their organs of speech intact; what

then can be said of the words pronounced by ignorant persons, having

deficient organs of speech, &c. ? And the discrepancy that is found in the

effort to pronounce the word, cannot but affect tlio word that is manifest-

ed (or uttered) by that effort.

Thus then, wo conclude that those that are pronounced by a faultless

effort are correct
;
while those whose utterance is due to certain discrepan-

cies ill the effort, are incorrect
; and there is nothing that can be said

against this criterion.

As a matter of fact, even in ordinary parlance, we find that, that

which is not destroyed is called ‘g^od,* and that which is destroyed is pro-

nounced ‘bad’ j
and such being the case, the existence of the correct forms

of words, as also that of their corruptions, becomes possible by the same
means. (That is to say, the word whose usage is found to be eternal

may be pronounced to be correct, while that of which the use is not found
to be so may be held to be a mere corruption),

(.5) Or again, by ‘correct^ we may mean ‘true,' ‘iAeorrect* meaning
‘ Wtrue ' ; by this the subject of the correctness or incorrectness of words
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Would have a useful bearing upon a consideration of Dharma or Adhanuu.

Truth being enjoined and untruth being prohibited, we can easily make
these the means of ascertaning Dharma and Adharma

;
and certainly it

cannot be doubted that these matters are really the subjects capable of

being treated of in a scripture. As for truth too, just as we have a truth

of matter, so also we have a truth of words
;
and a verbal untruth is to be

avoided as much a.s an untruth of fact.

Thus then, the differentiation of the correct from the incorrect words
being as useful (with regard to Dharma') as that of the food that should be

eaten from that which should not be eaten, we cannot deny the fact of

Grammar being a scripture dealing with the usage of words
;
and as such

the reasoning propounded in the foregoing sHtra falls to the ground.

(6) Or, the sUtra may be taken as offering a reply to the following

argument urged alx>ve^“ Inasmuch as it is only the word that is correct

(i.e , expressive) that is always used, while that which is incorrect in-

expressive) is never used, there can be no regulations with regard to their

usage.” And the sense of the reply is this

;

Inasmuch as there is a chance of discrepancies (in the pronouncing

of words), there is always a probability of both contingencies—t.e., it may
not be the correct word that is always used, and it may be the incorrect

word that is used. That is to say, if a correct word, on being used once,

were never to disappear, it could be said to be always used in that correct

form
;
and thereby there being no possibility of the use of its corruption,

any regulations with regard to it would be useless. But as a matter of

fact, there always being certain discrepancies in the effort to pro-

nounce the word, the chances of the use of both the correct word and its

corruptions are very nearly equal
;
and as such the science that lays down

the rules with regard to the use of the correct word cannot be said to be

absolutely useless. As a matter of fact, we often find that through the

inherent incapacity or carelessness of the man pronouncing it, a word is

often distorted, being pronounced with a letter too short or too many, or

in a different form altogether
;
and yet, though uttered in these corrupted

forms, it is found to express the same thing that is expressed by the

correct word. But as these corruptions are distinctly found to be due

to a discrepancy in the pronouncer, they cannot be accepted as synonyms

of the original correct word, and as independent words by themselves

expressing the same meaning.

And again, even in the case of the names ‘ DSvadatta ’ and the like, with

regard to which there can be no doubts, we find young boys distorting

them into the words ‘ tatta ’ and the like
;
and this instance leads us to

think that the cOiTuptions * yiRut,' <feo., are also due to certain discrepancies

in ttie persons seeking to pronounce the word ‘ gauh *
(exactly as the boy
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wishing to pronounce the word ‘DSvadatta/ but being incapable of right-

ly pronouncing it, utters it as ‘ Tatta *). That is to say, we actually find

the object DSvadatta being duly expressed by the corrupted form ‘ Tatta
*

as pronounced by the child, or by the grown-up man imitating the child
;

and as such how can wo accept a word C gdvz* f.i.) to bo really expressive

of a certain object, on the mere ground of its being used and expressing

a definite object ?

Then again, even in the case of the corrupt forms *gdvt * and the like,

that have become current in ordinary usage, we often find these also being

corrupted into these forms, (and yet succeeding in denoting tlie cow). There

are only a few such (corrupt) words, like ^gdvi
* and the like, that have been

in usage for a very long time; ^ndas such it is possible that people might

come to think of them as correct words. But as a matter of fact we find

these words also being distorted by ignorant people into new corruptions,

like ^ glilvi," <fec.; and yet even in this corrupted form, the word is actually

found to denote the cow (as well as the word ^ gSivV or ^ gauh '

) ;
and thus

as wo find oven these admittedly incorrect corruptions to be used and

denoting a certain object, the mere fact of a word being used and express-

ing a meaning cannot rightly be accepted as sufficient reason for holding

it to be correct.

Thus then, the argument propounded by you becomes open to the objec-

tion, that being doubtful in itself it cannot prove what you wish to prove

by it. Just as a word, being pronounced otherwise than in its real form,

falls from its true expressiveness, so does an argument, becoming doubt-

ful, fall off from the position of correct reasoning

!

Thus then, we conclude that even if a word is found to be current in

ordinary usage, it is necessary that we should consider whether or not it is

really and correctly expressive (of the sense in which it is used). And
this is what is sought to be ascertained by means of the following

sfitras.

Though the theory of the opponent has been rent asunder, yet our

own theory is far from being thoroughly established
; and hence we pro-

ceed with the next sutra,

Sutra (26). It is not quite reasonable to have many (synony-
mous) words.

We proceed to show why it is not reasonable. There is a certain fixed

denotative relation between the expressed meaning and the expressive

word (that is to say, they are so related that the meaning is cognised
when the word exists, and it is not cognised when the word does not exist)

;

and hence if there were many words expressing the same meaning there
would be no such relationship between the meaning and any of the words.
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That 19 to say, it is only when the word and its meaning are very closely

related to each other, that the one necessarily implies the other, and as

such there is a fixed mutual relationship ;
and hence if either of these

—

either the word or the meaning—were to he diverse, there would be a

diversity in the said relationship, which would thus lose all its fixity.

And further, it is only by means of Apparent Inconsistency that we
infer the potentialities of all things; and the expression of a meaning

being quite explicable through the potentiality of a single word, there can

be no ground for assuming any others. That is to say, when we find that

the cognition of the meaning cannot be explained in any other way, we
infer an unperceived potentiality in a certain word, on the sole ground

of the Apparent Inexplicability of the Cognition of the meaning. And
when this potentiality is once assumed as belonging to a certain word, if

it were sought to be attributed to its corruptions also, how could any such

word be assumed to have the potentiality, in the absence of the aforesaid

“inexplicability” or inconsistency?

Further, a name is given to a thing, simply for the purpose of talk-

ing of it in ordinary parlance
;
and as this usage can be accomplished by

means of one only, the assumption of other names is absolutely useless.

Then again, if many words be held to be alternatively expressive of

the same meaning, then this would bo open to all the eight objections

that have been urged (above) against all alternative courses. 'When a

certain object is known by a certain definite name, whenever any other

name happens to bo pronounced, it brings about the idea of another object
;

all this we shall explain under tho sutra II—ii—22.

As for such universally recognised synonyms, as ^hasta' ^ kara,* &c.f

we accept all these many words to be expressive of the same object, be-

cause all of these being equally authorised by the smrtis, there can be no

other way out of it. While so long as we are able to depend upon the

potentiality of a single word, we explain tho denotation of the meaning by

other words (corruptions) to be duo to Analogy and Inference. (That is,

when a person who is unable to pronounco tho word ‘ go ’ pronounces the

word ‘ gdvi,
* we at once perceive, by means of Analogy, the similarity of tho

latter with the former
;
then we infer the utterance of the word ‘ gdvi

*

to be

due to the desire on the part of tho .speaker to pronounce the word ^ go;* and
thence we conclude tho word ‘ gdvi ’—to have the same meaning as the

word ‘ go *), Thus then, we conclude that in the matter of the considera-

tion of the form, rela<ion.ship and the meanings of words, there can

be a fixity of these only when the potentiality is attributed to a single

word, and never when it is referred to many. As a matter of fact the

corrupted forms of words become capable of expressing a meaning, only

by manifesting the potentiality of the original word, through their
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Bimilarity witb it ; this the Bbfisbya will explain in detail under the siitra

I_iii_28 .

Thus theUf it must be admitted that when many words are found to

be used with reference to the same meaning, it is only one that can be really

related to that meaning ;
all the rest are due a certain incapacity in

the speaker (to pronounce the correct word), and are capable of denoting

the meaning, only through the intervention of the original word, which

is indicated by them (through their similarity with it).

It is often urged that when many words are found to be equally omv
rent in usage and capable of expressing their meanings, it is impossible to

ascertain which one of these is the real original word. And in view of this

assertion, we have the following sUtra.

Sutra (27). That (expressiveness) could be ascertained by
means of the particular instances of close application (or learn-

injr).

At the very outset, there arise the questions—what is the * learning * ?

what the ‘particular instances* ? how too could the expressiveness of

words be ascei'tained by means of such instances ? And wo proceed to ex-

plain all these points.

‘Learning* proceeds from listening to and carefully studying the

various generic definitions or rules; while the ‘ particular instances * re-

fer to an application of these rules to particular cases.

The number of words being endless, it is not possible for us to read up

all of them; and hence for the indicating of all individual correct words,

the only means that we have at our command is the laying down of certain

general dehnitions or rules that would include all the individual cases oon-

ceimed.

Hence it follows thafc, without the help of Gi’ammar, neither the

Veda nor ordinary parlance could ever enable us to get at an idea of all the

correct words. And unless all the correct words have been known, we cannot

Rrrive nt any notion of those not included among these
;
and as such no

Appaient Inconsistency could lead us to any knowledge of the incorrect

words. And it is oiily when the general definition of ‘ correct woids * has

been duly obtained, that a word being found to be used in a form not in

keeping with the said definition, we would at once conclude it to be of the

opposite kind
;
and it is then alone that Apparent Inconsistency could help us

in arriving at an idea of the incorrect words. And thus we find that

Grammar is of use to us in the ascertainment of both correct and incorrect

words ; and hence it is that the BUtra speaks of the ‘learning ’ of Grammar
a$ tile meai^a of ascertaining the true expressiveneBs of woi*da«
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In the foregoing aUtra^ it has been urged that as the grammatical

rule cannot have its basis in the rule itself, it must have it in usage, and
thus the rule would be based upon usage, and the usage upon the rule,—

^

there being an inadmissible mutual interdependence. But this interdepen-

dence can be explained away by bearing in mind the fact that, in the first

place by an observation of ordinary usage people become cognisant of the

fact of certain words denoting certain meanings, though they may not have
yet quite ascertained the true expressiveness of the words

;
and it is these

words that go to compose the rules of Grammar, which help to establish

the correctness of certain other words
;
and then these latter are made the

means of finally establishing the correctness (and the true expressive-

ness) of the former (words composing the rules).

There could be an irremediable interdependence, only if, without the

help of Grammar the words were not expressive, or if their expressiveness

were not cognised. But as a matter of fact, the fact of the word being

expressive (of a certain meaning) having been known beforehand, when it

is found that such correct words are often mixed up in usage with their

corruptions, then it becomes the turn of the grammatical rule to step in

and help us to distinguish the correct word from its corruptions. And
thus we find that while Grammar helps us to realise the expressiveness of

the correct words only, ordinary usage is the means of ascertaining that

of these as well as their corruptions ; and as such the two being found to

be treating of two distinct subjects, the Science of Grammar cannot be

said to be a needless repetition.

[The Yartika omits autra 28 and also aUtra 29, the sense of which has

already been explained above].

An objection is raised—“ As the Yeda contains only correct words (we

could ascertain from the Yeda which words are correct), the propounding

of the Science of Grammar is absolutely redundant.” And to this we

make the following reply

:

^Not so ; because it does not treat of all.

In the Yeda, as also in ordinary usage, we find only a few of the cor-

rect words
;
and even as regards these who could ever get at any idea of

all the words contained in the endless branches of the Yeda, and used

in ordinary parlance ? That is to say, just as it is absolutely impossible

for us to get up all the individual words used in ordinary parlance, so too

is it impossible even to hear all the words contained in the various

branches of the Yeda,—to say nothing of getting these up. For who

1 In the Yartika this has been printed as a autra ; bat neither the Bb&shja, nor

the Nj&yam&l&-Yist&ra, has any saoh aiitra; henoe the antra—numbering has been

omitted, though the type of the aiitra has been retained.

39
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could ever read up all the innumerable words that are referred to by the

general rules treating of an endless number of roots and affixes ?

Thus then we find that, though there are grammatical explanations of

the words contained in the Injunctive sentences that point out the fact of

the use and knowledge of correct words bringing about certain transcenden-

tal results, both in connection with sacrifices and with the human agent,

yet this cannot be said to involve an inadmissible interdependence, on

the ground of the grammatical rules themselves being based upon a

previous conception of the meanings of those words. Because if it were

a recognised necessity that the Science of Grammar must always operate,

after one has come across certain restrictive Injunctions with reference

to sacrifices and human agents—as for instance, ‘ the Bralimana should

not pronounce an incorrect word at a sacrifice,* ‘ a single word duly learnt

and rightly used brings about all desirable results both here and here-

after,
* ‘ hence a grammatically correct speech rises, * and so forth,—then

alone could our assertion be open to the charge of interdependence
;
for

in that case alone could the Vedic Injunction be dependent upon the words

explained grammatically, and Grammar itself would be dependent upon

the said Injunctions. But, as a matter of fact, (1) we cannot think of

any point of time, totally devoid of some work or other, dealing with the

grammatical rules treating of the different kinds of roots and affixes

;

(2) we actually find the Vedic injunctions supplying the requisite basis

for all the six factors of Grammar

—

vizi (a) the explanation of the gram-

matical formation of words, (b) the correct words, (c) the injunction

of using the words thus explained, (d) the actual use of such words,

(e) the prohibition of the use of the words not so explicable, and (/) the

actual avoidance of the use of such words
;
and as such we come to

recognise all these as having had no beginning in time ; exactly like the

Injunctions laying down the forms and uses of such things as the bundle
of Kuga grass, the sacrificial altar, the sacrificial post, the sacrificial fire,

the Priest, the milking of the cow, &c., &c. ; and as such we never perceive

any sequence or precedence between the Injunctions and the Rules of

Grammar; and hence it is only the fact of the use of correct words bringing
about transcendental results that can bo said to be dependent solely upon
the scriptures. And hence wo find no discrepancy in the Rules dealing

with the use of words, which have always (eternally) been found capable

of grammatical explanation.

The Turvapaksha has also urged the following objection :
“ The correcU

“ness and incorrectness of words being nothing else but their expressive^
“ ness and non-expressiveness (respectively), and the ascertaining of the
“ expressiveness or inexpressiveness of a word depending solely upon the
“ fact of the word being, or not being used in ordinary parlance to express
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“a definite meaning, the assertion that the words ^ yavV &o., are not
“ expressive would be a direct contradiction of a fact of ordinarj’ experience

;

“ and hence we conclude that among all the words current in ordinary usage,
“ none is incorrect, except those that proceed from the beating of the drum,
“ the mere repetition of the alphabetical letters, those that are pronounced
“ a letter too short, or too long, and those that are purposely distorted (as it

“ is only these that are found in ordinary parlance, to give no sense at all).”

And to this, we make the following reply : As a matter of fact

we find the ordinary man incapable of discriminating the expressive from
the inexpressive word

;
and it is the rules of Grammar alone that can help

one to this discrimination. And as for the contradiction of a fact of

ordinary usage, this connot be objectionable
;
because we have already

proved above that the SmrH (in this case that of Grammar) has a

stronger authority than any usage.

It is conjointly by means of Grammar and ordinary usage that the

true expressive word is ascertained
;
and hence ordinary usage by itself

is accepted as the means of knowing the expressiveness of words only so

long as it is not found to be amenable to a certain grammatical rule. On
the other hand, when the two are found to point in opposite directions,

then we can have, as the Pnrvapalcsha, all the arguments urged under Sutra

I— iii—8 ;
and then, as the final SiddhQnta, we will have the conclusions

arrived at under Sutra I—iii—9 ;
which would prove the superior authority

of the conclusion pointed out by Grammar
;
as also of the person learned in

Grammar : all this we have already shown above.

Those who would seek to prove, by mere arguments, the fact of the

words ‘ gavl * and the like being incapable of expressing a meaning, would
be contradicting a fact of ordinary experience

;
but the fact of these words

being contrary to the (Grammatical) smrti is quite patent
; exactly like

the non-Brahmanical character of one who is actually a Brahmana. That
is to say, just as in the case of certain men, resembling one another in

bodily form, ordinary perception can only afford a confused idea of their

respective castes
;
and it is only by means of the remembrance of their

parents that the castes can be rightly ascertained ; so also in the case in

question, ordinary usage being found to point promiscuously to the expres-

sive character of all sorts of words (correct and incorrect), it is only by
means of the remembrance {smrti) of grammatical rules that we can
rightly discriminate the correct word

;
and in this there is no contradiction

of ordinary experience.

And just as one who, seeing a number of men resembling in bodily

shape would declare all of them promiscuoasly to be of the same caste,

would be making an assertion contrary to the smrti; so too, one who
would declare all words in ordinary usage to be equally expressive, would
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be contradicting the p[rammatical smrtu And, exactly like the differentia-

tion of castes, the distinction of correct and incorrect words, being at

first established by the smrtii subsequently comes to be a matter of ordinary

perception, for all clever people.

There are certain facts pointed out by the smrti—suoh as the fact of a

certain result proceeding from a certain action—the time of whose appear-

ance is not fixed
;
and hence not knowing when they could be actually

realised, these cannot be said to be amenable to direct sense-perception

;

and as suoh we cannot but base these upon the sole authority of the Scrip-

tures (smrti). While in the case of words, though, in the first instance,

the discrimination is arrived at by the help of smrti, yet immediately

afterwards, we find the previously ascertained correct word to be directly

amenable to Sense-perception, specially for the person who is well-prac-

tised in the art
;
exactly as we find in the case of music, where though

the discrimination of the various tones, <&c., are ascertained by means of

the definitions laid down in the musical smrtis, yet subsequently they come
to be perceived directly by the trained ear of the musician. And if to

such a person, one were to say that all words are equally expressive (and

correct) he would be making an assertion that would bo set aside by a fact

of Sense-perception, exactly as if one were to assert that all men are of

the same caste (or that all musical tones are alike).

And thus what is against all evidential authority is the assertion that

even incorrect words are truly expressive, and not the assertion that

true expressiveness belongs only to those words that are authorised by the

grammatical smrtis.

And from this it follows that a knowledge of the correctness and in-

correctness of words is also possible as the means of accomplishing Dharma
and Adharma, in accorrdance with the Injunctions (of the use of correct

words) and Prohibitions (of the use of incorrect words) that lay down
certain transcendental results following from such uses.

The FUrvapaksha has urged that “ the correctness of words is not

perceptible by the Senses (nor amenable to any other means of right no-

tion).*’

To this wo make the following reply : (1) The correctness of words is

actually perceptible by the Senses ; (2) there is also a certain mark ( that

accomplishes the inference of their correctness ) ; (3) the correctness is also

pointed out by the scriptures ;
and (4-6) we also find an unmixed use of

correct words.

(1) All the letters, (a) that are not either half-uttered, or wrongly ut-

tered, or distorted, (h) whioh are pronounced in due accordance with the

restrictions of the length or shortness of the vowel sounds, (c) and which are

found to exist in the proper order of sequence, are all, like the various
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accents, amenable to auditory perception, which also comprehends those

expressive words that are in keeping with the grammatical smrtis ; and

thus it cannot be denied that the correctness of words is perceptible by

the Senses.

(2) Soon after the aforesaid auditory perception, we come across

such specifio distinguishing marks (of correct words) as the deletions,

additions and alterations of the roots and affixes, in accordance with the

rules laid down in the grammatical smftis; and these marks, together

with the actual expressiveness of the words as used in ordinary parlance,

lead to the inference of the correctness of such words.

(3) The two kinds of scriptures—the Vedas and the SmTtis—are often

found to serve the purpose of pointing out the means of the accomplishment

of certain results in connection with Heaven, the ordinary world, and sacri-

fices, as also of showing the virtuous or the sinful character of actions

;

and as such the correctness of words can also be a subject dealt with by

them
;
because one who makes use of uncorrupt forms of words accom-

plishes certain useful results, both indirectly in the performance of sacri-

fices, and (directly) in leading the person to Heaven
;
and during

the performance of a sacrifice, if one happens to pronounce an incorrect

word, the performance becomes as faulty as if he had committed a sin

in the shape of telling a lie
;
as is declared elsewhere— ‘ one who knows

the relationships of speech becomes tainted with sin by the utterance of

incorrect words.’ These two subjects—sinfulness and virtuousness—are

not amenable to any other means of right notion but the Verbal Autho-
rity of the scriptures.

Nor is it necessary to assume as many Injunctions and Prohibitions as

there are words, because all of them are included in the single Injunction

and Prohibition—that * one who is desirous to accomplish the sacrifice and
its result in the shape of Heaven should make use of only the correct

words, and avoid that of all incorrect ones.’

Nor is there any such law as that the scriptures should always treat

of Injunctions and Prohibitions only, and never of the existing state of

things
; because we meet with many such declarations as—“ this self is

imperishable, ” &c., &g.—which describe the existing state of things (with-

out any tinge of Injunction or Prohibition)
; and yet they are not found to

be incapable of expressing the true state of things. Nor do they cease to

be scriptures by the mere description of such things. But even if there be

such a rule as that scriptures must consist only of Injunctions and Prohi-

bitions, then too, we could have such an Injunction as that * one should

make use of such and such correct words, ’ or that—‘ if one desiring to ob-

tain the results mentioned in other scriptural passages should wish to

make use of uncorrupted forms of words, he should always employ such
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and sncii words, with such and such vowels and consonants, neither more
nor less than what is absolutely correct ;* and as it is possible to have such
Injunctions and Prohibitions, the correctness of words can very well be re-

garded as amenable to the verbal authority of the scriptures.

(4) Even from the Analogy of such instances as the experienced man
pronouncing the correct word ‘ Devadatta ' and the child pronouncing the

same word as ‘ Tatta/ we can deduce the fact that words can have both

correct and incorrect forms. And so also on finding certain uncorrupt

Vedic words to be in keeping with the rules of Grammar, we deduce from

Analogy the correctness of similar uncorrupted forms of words that occur

in ordinary parlance.

(6) So too, the correctness of a word is cognisable, in the first instance,

by means of the Apparent Inconsistency of the expressiveness of the

word as found to be denoting a certain meaning in ordinary parlance ;
and

secondly, the correctness could also be ascertained by another Apparent In-

consistency—namely that of the word being entirely free from all corrup-

tions due to such causes as carelessness, idleness, a disorder in the organs

of speech and the like.

(6) The corrupt forms of words are said to be correct, on the ground

of their similarity with the correct words
; but we ascertain the negation

of such correctness, from the mere absence (or Negation) of the condi-

tions of correctness laid down in grammatical rules.

Thus then, the correctness and the incorrectness of words being found

to be amenable to all the six means of right notion, who would be bold

enough to assert that none of them is applicable to the case ;
and that as

such there can be no means of ascertaining the correctness of words ?

Though we find ignorant people making use of both correct and incor-

rect forms of words, yet the learned would be always ready to discrimi-

nate between the two, just as they always distinguish the Brahmana
from the non-Brahmana. For just as those that are expert in the matter

of jewelry, <fec., can easily differentiate the real gem from the pieces of glass

and other things that may be mixed up with it, so would the learned dis-

tinguish the correct from the incorrect forms of words. And just as for

the testing of gems wo have certain directions for knowing the real from

the unreal
; so too, for the knowing of the correct from the incorrect word,

we have the rules laid down in the works on Grammar.
Even if the tradition of Grammar extended only from man to man,

this could not be rejected as a mere case of one blind person following

another blind person, because we perceive, in actual usage, the correctness

pointed out by the Grammar
;
and also because we find it dealing with the

discrimination (of words) which cannot be got at by any other means.

In the case of grammatical study, the transcendental part of it is estab-
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fished by means of the Injunctions and Prohibitions (of the use of correct

and incorrect words) contained in the Veda. And as for ^he knowledge

of the unoorrupt forms of words, the using of which is said to accomplish

the said transcendental result, it being immediate in its effects, can be

very easily obtained by the help of the long-standing rules and regulations

of Grammar, which are found to be in keeping with the usages of the Veda
and all respectable people ;

and as such the fact of Grammar having been

propounded by human agency cannot affect its authority adversely.

It has been argued above that “ the using of correct words being

found to serve a visible purpose, such usage would come about always by
its very nature; and as such there can be no need of any Injunction with

regard to it; as it is an admitted fact that an Injunction has its use only

in laying down something not otherwise cognisable.”

But we shall reply to this under the sutra—The Injunction serves thepur-

pose of restricting (the usage to the correct words only) (IV—ii—24).

Another argument brought forward in the Purvapaksha is that “ the

corrupt forms of words being absolutely inexpressive, they could never be

used; and as such there being nothing to be set aside, the Injunction can-

not be said to be a restrictive one (that is to say, if both correct and incorrect

words were capable of being used, then alone could there be a restric-

tion of usage to the correct words alone
; but as a matter of fact the

incorrect words are naturally incapable of being used).”

And to this we make the following reply : Though generally it

is true that there can be no Restriction or Exclusion without something

that could bo set aside, yet why could not we have a Restrictive In-

junction that would lay down something to be always adhered to, (and not

as an alternative, which is the case in ordinary restriction) ? That is to say,

when one has got to say something, it is just possible that though he may
at times express himself in correct words, yet at times he might either

make use of corruptions, or mere silent gestures of the eye
;
and hence

it is only right that we should have an Injunction that would lay down the

necessity of using the correct words, for those that wish well of themselves

;

and hence by adhering to such usage a man would bo creating an excellent

Apurva (Potentiality) for himself.

Even though it be absolutely necessary to have something to be set

aside by a Restrictive Injunction, yet we can have, in the case in ques-

tion, a setting aside of those words, that slightly resemble the correct

words, and as such being found to denote the correct meaning indirectly

through the correct words, come to be accepted on account of their long-

continued currency, as really expressive ; because the use of such words

is not impossible. ( That is to say, .is only the words having no re-

semblance with any correct words that] have been said to be totally
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inexpressive ;
and hence it is the usage of these alone that can be said to

be impossible ;
but in the case of such words as * gdvi \ this word is ac-

tually found to point, by similarity, to the word ‘ gro,* and through this, to

denote the cow
;
and a long-standing usage of such words is often found

to lead to these slightly corrupt words to be accepted as really expressive
;

and as it is likely that people might be making use of such words,

the Injunction serves the purpose of laying down that one should always

use the correct words, and not the said corrupt ones).

Or, the incorrect words being nothing totally distinct (from the

correct ones, of which alone they are the corrupted forms)
,
the possibility

of the employment of these cannot be of the same (alternative) kind as

that of various materials, <&c., in the performance of a single action
;
and as

such, words cannot be the fit objects for being set aside by the said Restnc-

tive Injunction. But the real fact is that while the person is actually

thinking of using the correct word, he may, through carelessness, come to

corrupt it (in pronouncing it wrongly) ;
and what the said Injunction does

is to lay down that one should never distort or corrupt the words he uses.

And there are many examples of such Restrictive Injunctions
;
for instance,

the passage,—‘that cake which is burnt becomes fit for the Rakshasa,'—

which in deprecating the burnt cake, points to the Injunction that one should

so cook the cake as not to overburu it. So too, we have a deprecation of the

use of incorrect words in the sentence—‘ a word used incorrectly either

as to accent •••... kills the person and we have a prohibition of such use

in the sentence—‘ The Brahmana should not behave like a Mleccha in utter-

ing incorrect words, because an incorrect word is a MUccha * (where the word
^Mleccha' indicating a confused sound or speech serves to point to the

fact of an incorrect word being a corruption due to carelessness, and as

such incapable of rightly fulfilling the duty of ' the word in the shape of

expressing the meaning)
;
and both these (deprecation and prohibition) go

to show that the Injunction— ‘ hence it is a duly purified speech that

goes forth,'—serves to limit all rightful usage to the nncorrupted forms
of words.

An objection is here raised: “ Such discrepancies in the (pronunciation,
“ <fco. of words) as are due to an inherent incapacity in the speaker, or to
“ carelessness (inevitable under certain circumstances) can never be
“ avoided ;

and as such these can never be rightly made the objects of

“ prohibition."

To this we make the following reply : The sense of the prohibition,

is that one should not be careless in the use of words, and that he
should try his best to obtain mastery over them ; otherwise no regard
could be shown to that prohibition. And again, if there were no
such prohibition of carelessness, the persons, desirous of uttering words
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ia forms that would be easy of pronunciation, would purposely distort

the real forms of words, even though they were quite capable of pronoun-

cing the correct word (though not with the same ease). And if a certain

person incapable of pronouncing the real form would pronounce the

corrupt one, other people, though knowing it to be the corrupt form, would
yet, in flattering imitation of the former person, persist in pronouncing it

in the same form; if such pronunciation were not distinctly forbidden.

And it often happens that when conversing with persons, knowing only

the corrupt form of a language, and quite incapable of using the correct one,

even capable persons make use of the same corrupt forms. And thus

there being many causes leading to the use of corrupt forms of words, it is

only right that we should have a Restrictive Injunction that should make
us avoid such corrupt usage (and take to the correct one).

Another argument of the PUrvapalcsha is that, “inasmuch as we
find words fulfilling the visible purpose of the denoting of a certain mean-

ing, Grammar cannot bo held to be a scripture dealing with such usages

as would lead to a transcendental result.**

And to this wo make the following reply : Even though there is a

visible result, yet we hold a transcendental result to follow from tlie

Restriction
;
and this transcendental result belongs either to the sacrifice

or to the Agent, according as it happens to bo in conjunction with, or

disjoined from, one or the other (vide Suira TV—iii—5 ). It is only such

conjunction and disjunction that make the same (result) to be both
;
and

this, in the present instance, is ascertained in the following manner : the

result that is mentioned in a sacrificial context is accepted as belonging

to the sacrifice
;
while that which is described apart from any sacrifices, is

held to belong to the Agent, (That is to say, in the case in question, as the

'prohibition that ‘the Brahmana should not utter an incorrect word* is

found in a context that treats of the performance of a sacrifice, it points to

the fact of the utterance of an incorrect word spoiling the sacrifice
; and

thence it follows that the Restrictive Injunction that * one should use only

correct words’ has its chief bearing upon the performance of sacrifices
;
while

the passage that speaks of the^correct use of a single word fulfilling all one’s

desires both here and hereafter is not found in connection with any sacri-

fices
;
and hence it follows from this that the use of correct words leads the

Agent to heaven ;
and this makes the said Injunction refer to the personal

Agent.) And again in the case of a passage whose main result belongs to

the sacrifice, if there bo a mention of certain results accruing to the Agent,

who is something other than the sncrifico,—this very fact imparts to such

mention the character of an Ai-lhavSda (vide Sutra IV—iii—1); whereas in

the case of a passage describing certain results as belonging to the Agent

(when the passage is not found in connection with any sacrifice) the result,

40
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being described as snob, cannot bat be accepted as really following from

the action in question (viz,^ the using of correct words)—as bas been held by

the revered Atreya ( vide Sittra IV—^iii—18 ). That is to say, the Apiirva

bearing upon the sacrifice, not having the means of its accomplishment

fully known, is capable of containing within itself all the transcendental

results in connection with it
; and as such it withdraws within itself the

Apurva fallowing from the Restriction (of usage to correct words), and

tben relegates the mention of the accruing of certain results to the hnmaii

Agent to the realms of Arthavdida, Whereas in the case of the Restriction

being for the sake of the Agent, it becomes absolutely necessary to assume a
purpose for such Restriction ; and as for the comprehension of meaning, this

is often found to be obtained even by means of the corruptions of words

ns also through certain silent gestures ; and hence the Restriction by itself,

having all its wants fulfilled as shown above, is not capable of setting up the

Apurva or transcendental result
;
and as such it becomes absolutely neces-

sary to accept as the true result (of following the Restriction), the attain^

merit of all desirable things both here and in heaven^ which is mentioned in the

corresponding Arthavdda passage.

Another question put by the PnrvapaJcsha is—‘‘Where docs this

transcendental result of the Restriction reside P ” And to this we make
the following reply : That result which has its end in the sacrifice itself

resides in the subsidiaries that go to make up the sacrifice, while that

which is not mentioned with reference to any subsidiary character, resides

in the person that performs the sacrifice. That is to say, in accordance

with the reasonings brought forward in Sutra III—>iv—15, the transcen-

dental result following from the restriction of all usage to correct words

tends to impart a certain purity to the sacrificer, who (as the agent) is

the means of accomplishing the transcendental result indicated by the word
* Brahmana ’ (in the injunction, ‘ the JBrShmana should not use incorrect

words’) which appears in the context of the Jyotishtoma sacrifice; and then

in accordance with the conclusion arrived at under Sutra IH—viii—4, the

Apurva (or transcendental result) comes to be recognised as residing in

the Person, in order to render him fit for acquiring the main result (of

the sacrifice). And in the case of the passage (‘ one word correctly pro-

nounced, &c.’) which refers to the Person only, the result following from

such correct use, is held to reside in the person knowing and using the

correct word, exactly as the result of the main sacrifice is found to reside in

the Person ;
because the mention of ‘ correct speaking ’ and ‘ correct

knowing* directly point to such a speaker and knower, who is also univer-

sally recognised as the main receptacle of the results following from these

actions (of speaking and knowing).

Though in the passage—‘ No incorrect words should be used by the Brdh-
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mana *—the Instramental ending in the word ‘ hr&hma^nay^ * by the Brah-

ma^a,’ indicates the secondary character of the speaker (and as such he may
not be accepted as the receptacle of the main result), yet> inasmuch as it is

the speaker that is affected by the purihcation (duo to the correct use of

words), the primary position may be assigned to him; exactly as in the

case of the * Remnant of the Prayaja butter. ’ That is to say, in the case

of the passage * Mixes the sacrificial material with the remnant of the

PrayUja,^ though the word ‘ remnant * has the Instrumental ending, yet

inasmuch as it has to serve a useful purpose, it is accepted to be the chief

object of the purification; exactly the same is the case with the word
^ Brahmana * in the passage in question.

Or it may be that, the Instramental ending in the word ‘ by the Brfib<^

mana * points to the ‘ performer of the sacrifice ’
;

and his primary
character is got at from without, through the mention of the word ‘ kStna*

dhuk * {obtaining of all desirable results^—which appears in another passage).

And the Instrumental ending in ‘ Brdhmanena * may not be taken as

referring to the * person using the incorrect word *
;
and the construction of

the passage may be thus explained :
* No incorrect words should be used by

the BrQhmana who is performing the sacrifice. ' And it is a well-known fact

that that which has a secondary position in the sacrifice, attains the pri-

mary position, in reference to the purification (as following from the sacri-

fice)
;
and in the case in question the using of correct words does not

affect the sacrifice indirectly through an Apurva^ but directly by impart-

ing a certain purity to the Person performing the sacrifice. And the fact

of the sacrifice being thus affected is indicated by the context, as also by
the Instrumental ending (in the wmd ^Brdhmanena') ; and it is this

very fact that enables us to accept the purification, &c., as subsidiary (to

the Person, who thus comes to be recognised to have the primary position).

Even when the said Restrictive Injunction refers to a Person, apart

from any sacrifices, the word * kdmadhnk ’ expressing the fulfilment of the

desirable and useful purpose of Man,—it distinctly indicates the primary

position of the Person.

Though, as a matter of fact, the utterance of a correct word is not for

the sake of the speaker or the sacrifioer (but for that of one to whom it is

addressed),—yet it is the Restriction and Prohibition referring to such use

that can be accepted as being for the sake of the speaker and the sacrifice.

For certainly, it is not necessary that the Restriction and Prohibition in

connection with a certain action must bo for the sake of the same person,

for whose sake the action itself is performed. For instance, though such

actions as ‘ intercourse with women ’ and * eating of meat * are found to be

performed for the sake of the person, yet the prohibition of these acts

id accepted, through the peculiarities of the context, as referring to the
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sacrifice. And again, though the sacrificial post made of the Jcliadira wood

is apparently found to serve a useful purpose in the performance of the

sacrifice, yet from the peculiarity of the passage limiting the material of

the post to the one particular kind of wood, we come to recognise it as

imparting strength to the person (performing the sacrifice.) And so also

through the ‘ feeding of the guest,* when the action of * eating * belongs to the

guest, the peculiar transcendental result following from it is found to

accruo to tho person feeding him. In the same manner, even though the

word is uttered for tho sake of another person, yet the Restriction and

Prohibition pertaining to it, when seeking for a receptacle of their result,

distinctly point to the person speaking, as ho is fopnd to be in closest touch

(with the word.)

I’hus then, tho fact of the Science of Grammar being based upon tho

Veda liaving been fully established, it is extremely unfair to deny the

fact of its being a scripture dealing with the usage of words.

Tho character of Scripture has been denied to the Science of Grammar,
on tho ground of its having been propounded by human authors

;
but this

is as much against a universally acknowledged fact as to assert that the
* Moon is not tho moon. * That is to say, if the word ‘ Qdstra * (Scripture)

is to be taken in its ordinary conventional signification, then it must in-

clude all tho ‘ fourteen sciences*; and as Grammar is included among these*

tho character of ‘ Castra * cannot be rightly denied to it. If, however, the

word ‘ Castra * bo taken in its literal senso—that which teaches—, then*

as wo actually find Grammar teaching us the correct forms of words, or tho

Roots and Affixes as making up these words, and also teaching the students

all these words, &c., tho application of the word ‘ Qdstra ’ to it cannot in

any case bo doubted.

Thus then, the fact of Grammar being a (^SLstra being universally

acknowledged, if one were to deny it on the strength of certain arguments,

ho could as reasonably seek to deny tho name to the Veda also, on the

ground of its being eternal, and thus similar to the Akaga (which is not a

^dstra) / That is to say, you seek to deny the character of Cdstra to

Grammar, simply on the ground of its being similar to certain other works
of human authors (Drama and the like which are not Cdstras)

; and then,

on the ground of tho Veda resembling, in its etoruality, such things as

Akdgat Time, Place, Self and Atom (none of which are Qdstra), you could

deny the character of Castra to tho Veda also ! And certainly, if ono

who had learnt the refined language of tho city were to address harsh

words to his parents in the country, who could check him ? For when a
child is found to misbehave towards others, his parents check him

; but
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who could check the child who would be insulting to his own parents ?

In the same manner, one who is found to be making incoherent^assertions

with regard to subjects apart from the Veda, is checked by the Veda
itself ;

but when he proceeds to deprive the Veda itself of one of its essential

parts (the Grammar), by what could ho be checked ? And when a person

becoming angry with another cuts off his limbs, one whose limbs aro

thus cut off lives only for a very short time. Hence it is only when one

wishes to destroy the Veda, that he begins by striking at its parts (the

subsidiary sciences)
;
and then continuing in tho same path, he cuts off tho

main source itself.

But as a matter of fact we have found that the authoritative chai’acter

of the Veda and tho Svirtis has been firmly established by means of vari-

ous reasonings (detailed above),—how then could any one dare to deny tho

authority and tho scriptural character of tho subsidiary sciences (parts of

the Veda) ?

It has boon urged by the Purvapaksha that “ all tho Smrtis are found

to resemble one another
;
while that of Grammar is entirely different from

all of them ; and as such Grammar cannot be accepted to be one of the

Smrtis.'*

And to this wo make tho following reply : Wo find a great rosemblance

among the Dharmasutras^ because all of them treat of tho duties of the

various castes and conditions of life ;
and as such there cannot be any very

great dissimilarity among them ;
while the subject of Grammar is entirely

different, treating as it does of tho rules and regulations that go to prove

the correctness of a word
;
and as such a work on Grammar could have

resemblance with other works on Grammar itself, and not with tho Pharma*
sutras. And as for the character of Smrtis it belongs equally to tho

Dharmasutras and the ‘ subsidiary sciences
*

of the Veda (among which
Grammar is one.)

Even though the * subsidiary sciences ’ were not called ‘ Smrtis,* jet wo
could not deny tho fact of their being so many scriptures and having a
decidedly authoritative character ; because Manu has declared an equal

authority to belong to the following :
** tho Puranas, the Science of Duty as

laid down by Manu, the Veda with all its Subsidiaries, and the Science

of Medicine.*'

In regard to Smrtis, we have shown above, under Sutra I—iii—2, that

they must be admitted to bo authoritative, because their authors are tho

very same persons who are found to perform the sacrifices laid down in

the Veda
;
and this reasoning is equally applicable to tho Subsidiary Sciences

of the Veda. And we have just shown above, that as bringing about
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Tisiblo as well as traascoTidenfal results, the authority of the Subsidiary

Sciences of the Veda is cognisable by all the six means of right notion ;

and as such their authority can never bo denied.

When one of the Subsidiary Sciences lias been found to be based upon
the Veda, then it may come to be accepted as forming a sound basis for

other works of human author?. And in regard to that work of the human
author of which a basis is not found, if it be asserted that it has no basis

nt all, such an assertion would be as acceptable as the description of a

colour by one who is born blind. Whilo in the case in question we find

that the work has its basis upon a SmT^i that is based upon the Veda ; and
as such it has a decided authority, though removed by one degree.

Another objection in the Purvapahsha is that, “ inssmnch as we find

many conti'adiotions among the Sutras (of Pap^ini), the VSrtika (of Katya-

ynna) and tho BMshya (of Patanjali), we cannot accept the authority of

Grammar.’*

And to this we make the following reply : The presence of contra-

dictions cannot be accepted as shaking the authority of the Srartts, inas-

much as we find many contradictions in the Vedas themselves. In fact

if the Smrtis^ that are based upon contradictory passages of the Veda, were

to be without any contradictions, then alone would they be untrustworthy

;

as in that case they would not be in keeping with the character of their

basic texts. Because it is only when the character of the SrnTti is in exact

keeping with that of its basic Vedic text, and not otherwise, that it can

be accepted as authoritative. And hence the presence of contradictions in

the Smrtis cannot bo held to affect their authority; specially as when-
ever there are two contradictory texts, they can both be accepted as option-

al alternatives ;
and none of them can be said to be absolutely' false

(or unauthoritativo). But as a matter of fact there is no contradiction

among the Smftis on the subject of Dharma (that is to say, all of them
agree on tho point of the use of correct words accomplishing a Dharma)

;

and as all the contradictions that we perceive is in tho matter of details,

the presence of these cannot be considered a fault, as they treat of entirely

different subjects.

As for the attacks upon the Sutras^ as with reference to there being

useless repetitions, that are made by tho Vartiica, &c., these cannot be
urged as shaking the authority of tho Sutras

; because such attacks are

always followed by explanations in defence of tho Sutra^ the authority

of which thus becomes doubly strengthened. And as for these attacks

themselves, they cannot be accepted as contrary authorities, because they
Lave no basis in the Veda, and as such cannot be accepted as affecting the
authority of the SHtras which are based upon the Veda. And as for the

additions and alterations (proposed in the Vartika and the Bhashya) these
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are all based upon other grammatical Smrtis

;

and certainly the addition

of more matter does not shake the authority of the briefer work. For in-

stance, though the statement of the duties of tlie Adhvaryn priest is very

brief in the V^jasanByi Sanhita, and that in the OaraJca Sanbita is much
more detailed, yet this fact does not shake the autliority of the formoi^

brief statement. Hence the presence of such additions cannot be taken

as faulty.

As for the reproach that the author of the grammatical Sutras has

not mentioned the purpose or motive of his woi’k;— such an omission

does not merit a reproach ;
because the purpose of grammar is fully known

from all Vedas and Smrtis; and at the close of the grammatical work
itself, its purpose becomes self-evident. And again, it is a fact univer-

sally known that the telling of truth leads one to Heaven, and helps to

accomplish the sacrifices. And wo all know that ‘ truth * is of two kinds

—

the truth of matter, and the truth of words. And just as the assertion

of a true state of things brings future happiness to the person, so also

does the utterance of the true word ; and conversely, just ns the perver-

sion of the true state of things is sinful, so also is the perversion of the

true word. And we have already shown that a knowledge of the true

(or correct) word is obtained from a careful study of grammar (which is

thus found to be indirectly serving the purposes of leading the man to

Heaven and accomplishing the various sacrifices). And thus, the author
of the Sutra did not mention the purpose of his work, simply because it

was found to be too well-known to need such mention—this purpose

being the explanation of all words. Nor is there any difference of opinion

on the point of the purpose of Grammar. And as to whether this pur-

pose is rightful or not (upon which there is a diversity of opinion), it

is a different matter altogether.

The author of the Vdrtika has, however, distinctly pointed out the use

of Grammar to lie in the laying down of certain restrictions, which help
in the fulfilling of Bharma

;

and of such restrictions, one is based direct-

ly upon the Veda itself, while the other is based upon Grammar. That
is to say, Grammar servos the purpose of laying down two restrictions—(1)

that one should use only the correct forms of words—the knowledge and
the using of such words leading the person to Heaven and helping to

accomplish the sacrifices
;
and this is known from the Veda itself

;
and os

suoh, nob depending upon any other authority, this restriction must bo

accepted as laid down by the Veda itself; (2) that such and such words
are correct—which is pointed out by Grammar alone

; as without Grammar,
the correct words could not be rightly distinguished from the incon*ect ones.

Thus then, wo find that the methods of Grammar, being a part of the

Vedic Bharma that consists of the use of the duly discriminated correct
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forms of words, serves the purpose of pointing out such connect forms as

arc rightly expressive.

Katyayana has said—‘ If the knowledge of the correct word be said to
constitute Ot DhaTnia^ then, as such knowledge would also indirectly involve
that of the incorrect word, it would be mixed with an Adharma'

\
and

having thus pointed out the chance of Adharma in this theory, he comes
to the conclusion that it is the actual using of the correct forms of words,
in accordance with grammatical rules, that constitutes Dharma, and brings
happiness to the agent. And though the Mahahhnshya has again resumed
the former rejected theory, in the sentence—* Or the knowledge of the
correct word may be said to constitute Dharma' yet this has been added
only with a view to show that the argument urged against this theory is

not quite irrefulahle
;
and hence this resumption is not with a view to cast-

ing any aspersion upon the Vartikay but simply as a gratuitous prolonging
of the discussion.

As a matter of fact, however, the mention of the result as following

from a knowledge of the correct word cannot bo accepted as literally

correct, but only as an Arthavdda, which latter character is distinctly point-

ed out by the fact of the knowledge being auxiliary to something else, as

is shown by the fact of this something else becoming absolutely useless

(if the said auxiliary be accepted as actually accomplishing the men-
tioned result). As for instance, in the case of the passage— *‘ One who per-

forms the Agvamedlia^ and one who knows it becomes freed from the sin

of Jlrahmana—slaughter,’*—if the mere knowledge of the sacrifice were to

actually accomplish the said result, who would bo foolish enough to under-
take the performance of the expensive and troublesome sacrifice itself P

and as such the Injunction of the sacrifice would become absolutely

useless. In the same manner, if the mere knowledge of the correct word
were to accomplish the Dharma^ who would ever underbiko the trouble of

pronouncing the word, and thereby tiring out his organs of speech ?

Hence we conclude that*, as in the case of the A^vnmedha sacrifice, so in

that of words also, it is the use (of the correct word duly discriminated)

that constitutes Dharma (and not the mere knowledge ofit). And the Malta-

hhdshya speaks of the knowledge as constituting Dharma, in accoi’dance

with the rule of speaking of tlio cause (knowledge) as the effect (tlie use
following from such knowledge)—ju.st ns the rice that is offered in the
sacrifice that brings rain is spoken of as the ‘rain,’ itself

;
and this declara-

tion of the Blidshya has been made with a view to show that the arguments
(in the VdrHka) based upon the mixture of Adharma are not quite irre-

futable; and it is not added with a view to .show that the result really
follows from the knowledge itself. Specially as according to the conclu-
sions arrived at under the Sutra IV—iii—1, (he knowledge of the word
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having its sole end in purifying the word used by the man, it cannot have

anything to do with any other result, fn all cases knowledge is always

found to be a moans of purifying, and as such auxiliary to something

else
;
with the sole exception of the knowledge of Self.

As for the knowledge of Self; both by Conjunction and Disjixncfcion

it is found to help the sacrifice as well as the Person
;
because unless one

knows his self (to be something other than the body that perishes) he

would never undertake the sacrifices whose results are said to accrue to the

man in another birth. And then again, such passages as—“ the Self free

from all evil. ..is to be sought after, <fcc.,'’ “ one should worship the Self
”

—lay down the knowledge of Self as accomplished by a process accom-

panied by due reflection, <fec
;
and then fif)m such knowledge, we find

that there accrues to the agents both kinds of result—Happiness as well

as final Deliverance, as is shown by the following passages :
—“He obtains

all worlds and all desires, passes beyond all sorrow. etc.,'*—which
speaks of all the eight perfections of Voga accruing to the person know-
ing the self; and the passage—“passing his life thus he, after death,

reaches the regions of Brahma, and from there he never returns ’*—which
points to the attainment of the Supreme Self (Final Deliverance) also as

following from a due knowledge of the Self. And inasmuch as these

])assages do not occur in connection with any sacrifices, while they are

<lireotly related to tlie Self, the results mentioned in these cannot bo said

to be mere ArthavUdas

;

as they are not like the passages mentioning

rertaiii results as following from the making of the sacrificial post of the

Khadira wood, and so forth, which are found along with passages dealing

with certain sacrifices (and being auxiliary to the sacrifices, the making of the

jiost, &c., cannot be accepted as having independent results of their own).

Nor can it be rightly urged that, because the Self is laid down as the

object of knowledge, it cannot have any connection with actions. Because

the duties, necessary as well as occasional, relating to the various castes and

(ionditions of life, have got to be performed, for the double purpose of

destroying the evil effects of former sins, and the removal of all chance of

the appearance of the sin that would follow from the non-performance of

the necessary duties. And inasmuch as these duties on the one hand,

and the knowledge of Self on the other, have distinct purposes to

fulfil, and proceed on two entirely diffextent lines, they cannot be said

either to reject each other, or to be accepted as optional alternatives, or to

form parts of one another. The knowledge of words, on the other hand,

is always auxiliaiy to its usage, and always precedes it ; and as suoh it

cannot have any result apart from that which follows from such usages;

and hence we conclude that the said results follow only from the using of

the properly discriminated correct forms of words.

41
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Another objection urged in the PUrvapahsha is that, “ the correct use

of words following upon a knowledge of Gnirnmar having a beginning in

Hine, tlie mention of any results foUowinu: from it, cafi never form the

oi)ject of an efernal (Vedio) Injunction.** Bat the continuity of Graratnar

is ns <*te»’nal ns tliat <»f the making of tlie saci-ificial post, <fec., (and though,

as in the rase of the post, tlie individual use of a correct word may
have a beginning in time, yet such usairo lias ever continued from time

immomorinl)
;
and as such the objection does not affect tho question. And

the eternal ity of Grammar is also pointed out by tho Vedic passage—“ the

speech grammatically purified is used.** Nor can it be urged that the

‘ purification * here spoken of is tlmt accomplished by a long-estahlished

usage. Because in that case the addition of the word ‘ used ’ would bo a

useless repel ition. Wo find Mauu also declaring, while enumerating the

holiest of Bralimanas :
“ One who grammatically explains a sentence, and

he who investig.ites the nature of sacrilice'i, &o.,** and this distinctly

shows that “ he who explains grammatically ’*
is something different from

the person who has studied the V^eda and also from one who investigates

the nature of sacrifices; and as such the said passage cannot but betaken

as pointing to a knowledge of Grammar (as an independent condition of

holiness) ; aud this distinctly shows that Grammar is eternal.

End of the VyUJcaranadhikarana,



ADHIKARANA (10)

[(A) Treating of the fact of the words u^ed and objects described in the Veda

being the same as those in. ordinarg pariauce—as part of (B) the exposi^

tionof the fact of the denotation of a word consisting in Class or Form],

(A)

Sutra (30). On account of non differentiation there is same-
ness of the object

;
as otherwise there would be no Injunction

of performance.

From amonsf the four kinrls of words—N^onns, Verbs, Prefixes and

Nipnias,—we take Mie case of the N'onns ;
atid from among Noun^a, signi-

fying the Class, Property, Action, Substance, Names and Pronouns, we take

into consideration only those that denote the Class
;
and from these again,

we single out the word ‘Cow* as a typical instance. And with regard

to this we proceed to consider whether the word denotes the Class or the

Individual,

But leaving this point aside for a time, to be taken np Inter, wo
proceed, with a view to ascertain the (diameter of the means ( word) and

conseqiumces (slirnification of Vedi(5 Injuiu;tions), to consider the ques-

tion as to wbetlier the woi’ds used in the Vedn,a»id tlie meanings signified

by them, am the same as those in ordinary pai-laoce, ordifferent?

An objection is here raised :
“ What would be the use of p?'oving fhat

the words used in the Veda are the same as those in ordinary parlance,

that this should be taken up first of nil ?
”

To this wo make the following reply : Tho use of this discussion

will be found to appertain to the Vodic words; while the means of such

discussion and ascertaioment is found in the ordinary parlance of the people

of the present day
;
and as such it becomes necessary to prove the two to

be the same. That is to say, if the words used in the Veda and tho sense

in which they arc there used, be the same as those in oi'dinary parlance,

then alone could it be possible for us to asce>tain whether any particular

object is denotable by a certain Vedio word or not; and this can be done only

by oonduoting the discussion—as to a word si^ifying the Class or the
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Individual—in accordance 'vvith the various usages current among the

experienced men of the present day. While any ascertainment, as to whether
a word really denotes the Class or the Individual, would not servo any
useful purpose in ordinary parlance. Because in ordinary parlance, a*

word being used with reference to various intermixed significations, brings

about the idea of only some of these significations
; and thus the

purpose of the speaker having been duly fulfilled even the signification

that only forms a part of the undifferentiated denotation of the word,

—

and thereby the purpose for which the word was used having been fulfilled

either by the Class or by the Individual,—what would be the use of discrimi-

nating (as to whether the word really denotes the Class or the Indi-

vidual) ?

It may however he argued that— as in the case of the Veda, so in

ordinary parlance also, such discrimination would serve the purpose of

rejecting or accepting the generic or the specific denotation of a word/’
But as a matter of fact, we find, in ordinary parlance, that (in the case of

such assertions as ‘give the curd to the Brahmanas, but the tahra to Kaun-
dinya’) tiie giving of the curd, &c., (as the generic alternative) or of the
talcra (as the exception) is pointed out by the exigencies of the circum-
stances

; and this obviates all necessity of considering as to wliether a cer-
tain word is to be taken in its direct denotation or indirect indication. And
thus we find that any such enquiry is absolutely useless witli regard to

ordinary parlance; but it would serve a distinctly useful jiurpose with
regard to the Yeda, where we have no other means of ascertaining the
meanings of words (as in this case we have no usage of the Elders to
guide us).

Ihus then, if the words used in the V^eda were different from those in
ordinary parlance, then we should never have any occasion to consider
the question as to the word denoting the Class or the Individual, for the
sake of ascertaining what is expressed and what is not expressed (by a
word in the Veda). Whereas if they be identical, then the significations
of words, ficertained by means of the words used in ordinary parlance,
would serve a distinctly useful purpose in the Veda, even though it could be
of no use in ordinary parlance itself.

Thus then, we find that it is only when the words used in the Veda are
the same as those in ordinary parlance, that there can be an occasion for
the Ahrlyadhikarana (the discussion as to the Class being the denotation
of a word)

; whereas there could be no occasion for it if the two classes
of words were entirely different.

And hence we now proceed to Jay down the arguments in favour of
the theory that the words used in the Veda are different from those in
ordinary parlance—whicl^constitntes the
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FtJRYAFAKSBA OF (A)

As a matter of fact, we find that that there are many differences

“ between the Veda and ordinary parlance
;
for instance, (1) in the Veda

** we have certain restrictions of accentuation, while there is none in ordi-

“ nary parlance
; (2) the deletions, additions and modifications of the roots

“ and affixes as found in the Veda are entirely different from those in ordi-

** nary language
; (3) with regard to the Veda, the time for its study in

“ limited, while there is no such limitation with regard to ordinary parlance
;

“ (4) the Veda is to be explained only to one who has been duly initiated,

“ while there is no such restriction with regard to the teaching of ordinary

“language; (6) the Veda is taught to the three higher castes only, while

“ ordinary language is common to all the four castes ; (6) the study of the

Veda brings about certain (transcendental) results, while that of ordinary

“ language does not
; (7) the Veda can be learnt from a traditional line of

“ Teachers duly propitiated by proper attendance and service, while ordinary

“ language may be learnt in any way one pleases. And for these reasons

“ we conclude that just as the sentences of the Veda, and the matter des-

“ cribod by them, are totally different from those in ordinary parlsnce, so

“also are the words used in the Veda, and the objects denoted by them,
“ totally different from those in ordinary parlance. And then, inasmuch

“as it is only the ordinary language that is found to be of use in daily

‘‘ life, while that of the Veda is absolutely useless, we cannot admit Dharma
“ to be that which is pointed out hy the Veda,

“ That is to say, the word in the Veda is held to be different from that

“ in ordinary parlance, because the latter is not affected by the peculiarities

“ of accentuation
;
aud because tlie Vedic word can be studied only in

“ certain specified days, while that of ordinary language can be studied
“ whenever one likes

;
and also because we actually find certain words

—

“ as * Agni, ’ /.t., in the sentence ' AynirvrttrUni janghanat ’—having a
“ formation and a meaning entirely different from that in ordinary par-
“ lance

;
and the Vedic passage—‘the cows of the gods walk on tlieir

“ back *—is to be explained in the same way as the passage— ‘ the cake tliat is

“ burnt becomes fit for * [That is to say, in the passage ^ nltdnd
“ vai dBvagavd vahanti^ * the word * gavd ’ alone can never form the subject

“ of the proposition
;
as for the * devagavdh *

‘ cows of the gods,* these are as

“ impossible as the walking iipon one's hack ; and as for explaining some-
“ how or other the possibility of such cows of the gods, it is as explicable

“ as the fact of their walking on their backs; hence as the fact of being
“ mentioned in the beginning of the sentence points to the ‘ moving on
“ backs * as being the subject of the proposition, the fact predicated of such
“ walking must be the * denotation of the word go *; and this construction
** of the sentence rejects that which makes * the cows of the gods ^ tihe
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“ subject, and * walking on the backs * the predicate, which would be the re-

‘‘lationship as expressed by such a sentence in ordinary parlance]. And all

“ Vedic words being different (from those in ordinary usage), the meaning of

“no Vedic words could be ascertained by the help of other words preceding

“ and following it [i.e., if only a few of the Vedic words were different

“from those in ordinary usage, then the meaning of these latter being fully

“ known, these could help us to ascertain the meaning of the Vedic words

“occurring among them; and thus the meaning of Vedic words being

“ascertainable by means of the Veda itself, even if they were totally

“ different from the words in ordinary usage, we could have an oppor-

“ tunity for considering whether these words denote the Class or the Indi-

“ vidual. But as a matter of fact all Vedic words are different from those

“ in ordinary usage ; and hence it is not possible.]

“Thus then, inasmuch as we find that tlie words of the Veda differ

“from those of ordinary parlance, on the point of—(1) the former being

“ capable of being studied in a certain definite method specially laid down,

“ and the latter having no such method specified for it, and (2) the former
“ having its words and sentences irrevocably fixed, while the latter are ever

“changeable, and (3) and the names and forms of the one being entirely

“ different from those of the other,— we conclude that all the words used in

“the Veda, and the ol)jects denoted by them, are entirely different from
“ those in ordinary parlance.*’

On this, we have the following :

—

SIDDHINTA (A).

Wo cannot but admit the two classes of words to be identical
; because

otherwise, there could be no Injunction of the performance of any action.

And if it be urged that “ such Injunction being a result in itself, any non-

accomplishment of this would not matter much,”—we reply, that we shall

prove its impossibility on the ground of ‘ non-differentiation.’ 'J’hat is to

say, if there be a difference, the words in the V'eda would be entirely strange

to an ordinary person
; and as such any Vedic sentence would be absolutely

'

meaningless to him
;
and there would be a complete absence of all such

Injunctions as tend to prompt people to the performance of certain actions.

Or, the reasoning expressed in the clause ‘ prayogacodandbhSLvat ’ (in

the siitra) may be explained as that it is only when the two classes of

words are identical, that there can be any Injunctions of the performance
of actions. The sutra speaks of the identity of the objects expressed

arthaikatva') (though that of words is also meant), because the object

is the more important factor of the two ; or the word ‘ artha ’ may be taken
in the sense of ‘ thing

;
* and this would apply to the word as well as to the

pbjeet spoken of. That is to say, though the identity meant to be expressed
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is both ' of the words and the objects spoken of, yet the sutra men-
tions the word * artha * alone ; because this would naturally imply that

of the ‘ word ’ also
;
or the word ‘ nriho, * may be taken ns signifying

^ things '

ill general
;
and this would include both the words and the ob-

jects spoken of.

Witli a view to the fact that the arguments expressed in the clause

^ prayogacodantibhavat *—in whichever of the two ways it mny be explained

—would servo our purpose only when we would be having a discussion

with an opponent who also believes in the Veda, and it would fail when
addressed to others ;—the Bhashya raises the question— “ The Injunction

of performance spoken of is one of the uses of words
;
and it is a proof

that you have to give.”

And to this we offer the following reply : Because of non»differentta^

Hon. That is to say, in proof of the sahl identity, we have the following

non-differentiations:— (1) The word ‘ go* found in the Veda is reenurnised

as non-differeiit from that met with in ordinary usage; (2) the object ex-

pressed by the word *go* as used in the Veda is found to be non-differetit

from that expressed by it in ordinary usage
; (3) all the difference that

we do perceive is only in regard to sentences, and none with regard to

words and letters ; (4) the pi'onnnciation and the degrees of effort em-

ployed in the utterance of Vedio words are perceived to bo non-different

from those in that of words in ordinary parlance
; and (5) the rules laid

down by grammarians are not found to be different in tlie case of Vedio

words and in that of the words in ordinary usage.

That is to say, inasmuch as wo actually recognise the words used in

the Veda to be the same as those used in ordinary parlance, we cannot

but accept them to be identical. And it follows from this that the objects

spoken of also being expressed by the same words must be accepted to be

the same in both cases.

And though in certain Vedio passages—as in the passage ‘ the cows of

the gods walk on their backs *—a well-recognised word is found to point to

something altogether strange (i.e., walking on the hacky which we do not per-

ceive in the ordinary cow)
;
yet even in this case, there being nothing in-

congruous in taking the word ‘ cow ' to mean the same thing that it does

in ordinary parlance, the word expressing the strange thing may be ex-

plained as simply showing a difference in the quality of the object denoted,

(But this does not necessitate any difference in the object itself) as for

instance, a cow that is abnormally dwarf is still known as a cow; and a

man with a flat nose, or with his ears covered, is not denied the name of

‘ Man. ’ Exactly in the same manner, the denotation of the coio being the

same in both cases, if there be a difference in the qualifications described,

this cannot make any difference in the object itself ; specially as the word
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(*cow^) does nofc denote any individual cow (whose character could be

affected by qualifications). And again ffor the same reason) the cows that

are spoken of in the above passage as belonging to tlie gods (and having

the peculiarity of walking on their backs) need not always be those meant

by the word ‘ cow ’ throughout the Veda; specially as we often find the

Vedic passages laying down the gifts of cows at sacrifices, using the word

‘cow’ in the sense of the ordinary cow of the world.

Ill the same manner, though the trees on the M§ru Mountain (the

residence of the gods) have their leaves of gold, yet the word ‘tree’

cannot be said to signify, in the region of the gods, anything other than

the ordinary tree. So too, though what is butter for ns bo honey for the

gods, yet the meaning of the words do not become different, specially as

what we know as ‘ butter ’ is what is transformed, by certain modifications

of taste and potencies, into the ‘honey * of the gods. And as a matter of fact

all Vedic words being equally strange to the ordinary man (according to

theory of the PUrvnpaksha), not a single word of the said passage could

be comprehended ;
and as such the expression ‘ walking on the back ’ being

itself nncomprehendod, it could not point to the ‘cow’ spoken of in the

passage as being (on account of such walking) sonudhing other than the

ordinary cow.

For these reasons, we conclude that the ‘ cows ’ spoken of as belong-

ing to the gods* and ‘ walking on their backs ’ must be the same that are

known as such in the ordinary world, though^beloiiging to the gods. Or,

the passage may refer to the fact that it is the ordinary cows of tli© Earth

that are referred to in the passage, as appearing to walk on their backs,

owing to the revolutions of the Earth together with all the three worlds,

as described in the Puranas. That is to say, just as we see the gods above

us, so too, when in the course of revolution the Eaith reaches a point

above the abode of the gods, they see the things on the Earth as above

them ;
and hence it is only natural that to them the cows walking on the

Earth should appear to be walking on their backs.

Hence we conclude that the words used in the Veda, as also the ob-

jects denoted by them, are the same as those in ordinary parlance.

We now proceed to consider the question

—

(B).

Does a word denote the Class or the Individual ?

And on this point, though the BhSshya puts forth only two alter-

natives, yet the commentators thereupon could spin out innumerable alter-

natives ; through individual restriction, alternation, acceptance of both

separately, as well as together, the acceptance of their relationship, or
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GollectioD, or that of the one qualified by the other. These alternatives

again ooald be spun out into many others by mutual intermixture;

as also by being blended with notions of gender, case, number, &c.,

taken singly or all together ; and thereby the alternatives become innu-

merable.

For instance, at first wo have the following eight'alternatives as to the

denotation of a word: Does it signify—*•(!) the Class only, or (2) the

Individual only, or (3) either the Individual or the Class optionally,

(4) both the Class and the Individual, or (5) the relationship of both, or

(6) the two taken together, or (7) the Individual as qualified by the Clsss,

or (8) the Class as specified by the Individual. Then again, does it signify

—the Relationship qualified by the Class alone, or by the Individual alone,

or by the Individual or the Class optionally, or by both taken together, or by

the Individual as specified by the Class, or by the Class as specified by the

Individual, or by these as specified by one another, or by both ? Again,

does the word signify the collection of both as qualified by the Class

alone, &c., <fec., as before ? So also, does it signify the Relationship as

qualified by the Class alone, <fec., <kc., <fec. ? Again, does the wortl signify

the Class as qualified by the relationship, or by the collection, or by
both the relationship and the collection optionally or by these as taken

together ? So also is it the Class alone or the Individual alone as qualified

by these, either one by one, or by both taken together
;
or the Individual

and the Class, one by one, or both together ? Or is it the Individual

as qualified by the Relationship as specified by the Class
;
or is it the

Class as qualified by the Relationship specified by the Individual, or

these one by one, or both taken together ? So also in the case of the Col-

lection of these two. So again, is it the Class alone as qualified by the

Individual specified by the Relationship, or is it the Individual as quali-

fied by the Class specified by the Class ? Or, is it the Individual and the

Class one by one, or taken together ? And we will have the same alter-

natives with regard to the Collation of the two. Again, is it the Indi-

vidual .18 qualified by the Relationship specified by the Class, or the Class

as qualified by the Relationship specified by the Individual; or these two

taken either separately or together ? So also by making the Relationship

specified by the Collation of these two. Again, is it the Individual as

qualified by the Class specified by the Relationship, or the Class as qualified

by the Individual specified by the Rela tionship; and so forth. So also wo
could have other alternatives by taking the specification of these by their

Collation. In the same manner, does the word signify the Class or the Gen-
der, the Class or the Case, the Class or the Number P And with each of

these alternatives, we could have all those that have been enunciated above ;

BO also with the various combinations of the Gender, Case and Number.

42
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Then again, wo could have many alternatives as to the denotation of the

woi'd l)ring in the form of the word or in that of the Class, &c.
;
and thus

would have all the aforesaid alternatives.

Though all these alternatives have not been pointed out by the

Bhdshya, yet they are all as perceptible to tlie intellect, as the Distinc-

tions of Class, Substance and Property. In all cases a slight difference is

always perceptible by means of the sense-organs and the distiugnishing

mark (Inferential) of each of these; and Verbal testimony too points out

the slightest differences among various objects. Thus then, beginning from

the word, the Cognition that proceeds in a man has its flowers in tlie de-

notations of words, and fruits in the meanings of sentences.

Among all these alternatives, that of the Class being the object of

denotation is on one side, and all the others are on the other,—all these

latter being based upon tlie theory of the Individual being the object

denoted by the word. And hence, when it has been proved that the Indi-

vidual is not denoted by the word, all the other alternatives become re-

jected by it
;
and it is for this reason that the Bhashya has not spoken of

these, apart from the Individualistic theory. But this non-mention docs

not show that these alternatives do not exist, or that they are absolutely

useless
;
in fact, when explained in all their details, they serve the purpose

of expanding the intellect of the student. And hence, though we have

shown out all the alternatives in detail, yet it is with reference to the two

—Class and Individual—only that we proceed to consider which of them

is directly denoted and which is indirectly implied.

And in order to justify the very introduction of the discussion, Ihe

Bhashya proceeds to put a question and then explain what these (the

Class and the Individual) really are.

Objection : “ Tlie Akrti that you proceed to consider now has already

been dealt with in the Tarkapdda (See ^loka-vSrtika, Trans, pp. 281-95)
;

what then is the use of any question and answer with regard to the same
thing ?

**

Reply

:

True it is that we have already described * Akrti

'

as being

cognisable by sense-perception. But we proceed to explain that what is

meant by ‘ Akrti
*

is, not the shape or forin, but the Class, This is what
the Bhashya means by declaring it to be the commonality of SubstaticeSy

Properties and Actiom,

The classes of these substances too are relative in their extension,

one being included in another and so on. As for instance, the class

‘ Thing ’ is the highest that we can think of
;
and in tliis are included, in

the order of lesser extension, tlie classes, ‘ Substance,* ‘ Air,* ‘ Fire,*

‘Water,* ‘Self.* Under * Substance * again, wo have in the same order,
‘ Earth,* ‘ Jar,* &o., ending with the individual jars. Under the class ‘ Tree,*
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we have the classes * Qingafd, * and the rest ;
under ‘ Body,* we have * Cow,*

‘Horse,* ‘ Elephant,’ ‘Man,* &o. ;
and then the classes ^ Karkuy &c., are ex-

pressive of the properties of horses
;
as under ‘ Elephant,* we have the

various species ‘ BJiadra,' ‘ Madra* &o. Under ‘ Man,* we have * Brdth-

mana^^ * Kaundinya^* ‘ Katha' &c. And just under the class ‘ Substance *

we have the above, so too under ‘Property* and ‘Action,* we have •

‘White, *&c., and the individual actions of ‘Sacrifice,* ‘ Homa,* and such

other endless actions as are differentiated by means of various verbal roots, as

also by distinct Injunctions, Numbers, and Names and Properties, Ac.,—as

is held by other teachers of the Science. Or, all actions may be included

in the one class of ‘ Action,* the only difference consisting in the distinc-

tions of place, time, Ac., as has been taught by Jaimiui himself under

the sutra^Bupagabddvibhagdt,

Thus then, it is proved that Akrti is Commonality, and not the shape

of things
j
specially as, if it meant the latter, how could it ever belong

to such immaterial objects as the Self and the like ? That is to say, such

material objects as the jar and the like, may bo found to have certain

shapes, but in the case of such objects as Light, Water, Air and Akagii, all

the shape that is perceived is that which belongs to the Earthy element in

them, and not to them by themselves. While in the case of such purely

immaterial objects as the Self, Space, Time and Mind, as also in that of

‘ Action * and ‘ Property,* there can never be any shape at all. Whereas
Commonality or Class is found to apply to all things in the world. Hence
we conclude that what is meant by the word ‘ Akrti

*

in the present Adhi-

karana, is ‘ Class,* and not any material form or shape. Specially as the

material shape of objects is destructible and varies in each individual, no

such shape could ever be said to constitute the Commonality of objects.

Even if the class ‘ shape ' itself be said to be meant by ‘ Akrti,* then such

a class being equally applicable to the cow and the horse, Ac., there would

be a hopeless overlapping of classes. Because in that case there would

be no such sub-class of shape as would form the denotation of the word ‘cow’

and pervade over all individual cows, excluding all other animals, like tlie

horse, Ac.; and when looking for such a differentiating factor, we cannot

find any other except the Class
;
and thus it becomes established that ‘ Class*

is the only commonality of objects.

Thus then, inasmuch as the instances of 'Akrti, cited in the Tarkapdda

,

being the various ornaments * svastika * and the like, it would seem that it

was the material shape of objects that was meant, as held by the followers

of Gautama
;
and it is with a view to remove this misconception that the

Bhashya has explained the real meaning by means of questions and an-

swers. Therefore we conclude that prior to the perception of individual

Substances, Properties and Actions, what is perceived of them, is all that
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is meant by the word ‘ Akrti *; this is indicated by the word * irtHtra
*

ill

the Bhashya.

Says the Bhashya : AsfldhdranavigSshQ vyaktih. And some people ex-

plain this as defining the Individual to be the specific (asUdhUranHh) pecu-

liaiities {vigBshdlh)»

But this is not correct ; because the Individual is something entirely

different from the peculiarities. Because what are held to be such ‘ pecu-

liarities ' are the ‘ khanda* (presence of defective limbs) ^munda * (absence

of borns) and the like
;
but these are found to exist in various individuals of

the same class, and in those of other classes; and so also are the peculiar-

ities of the ‘ grey colour * and the like, which ai*e found to apply to the

progeny of a cow of the said colour. Tliat is to say, the properties of tlie

Khanda, &c., are found to exist in many individuals, of the same as well as

different classes ;
e.g., there are such cows, buffaloes and gavuyas, &c.

;
and

similarly too, one animal may be just as grey as the other
;
and the name

‘ CdvalBya * would also apply to the progeny of the Qavala
( grey) cow

;

and thus the name * QdvalSya,* whether it be based upon the presence of

a particular colour, or a mere conventional name, is applicable to many
individuals

;
and hence ‘ grey * (colour) cannot rightly bo said to be a

specific {asddhdrana) peculiarity (though as a matter of fact we always re-

cognise the grey cow as an individual

;

and hence the peculiarities cannot

be said to be the Individuals). And secondly, in this explanation of the

Bhashya passage, the plural number in * Vi^eshU
* would not be quite

compatible with the singular in * Vyaktih*

For these reasons we must explain the Bhashya passage as defining

the Individual to be that which possesses certain specific peculiarities of char-

acter.

Against this explanation of the compound as Bahuvrihi it may be

urged that, ** as shown above the peculiarities khanda, Ac., are found to be

common to many individuals, and as for any such peculiarities as would
belong to particular individuals only, no such are possible.**

But to this, we make the following reply : we do not mean that each

Individual is to have any property peculiar to itself exclusively
;
all that«

we mean is that certain characteristics, two or three together, are always

recognised as being conjointly peculiar to a certain object, even when
each of them singly may be found to belong to other objects as well.

That is to say, even though certain properties may have been found to

exist separately in many objects, yet taken together they are found only iii

a certain individual; and such an Individual may be said to be specifically

characterised by these peculiarities (collectively). And as a matter of fact

we find that certain properties that have been perceived in a certain object

are never found to exist, exactly in the same proportions, in any other
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object; aud the particular combination of properties that, never having

been perceived elsewhere, is perceived in any object, comes to be recog-

nised as its specific peculiarity. And thus, though there be an endless

number of individuals, yet that does not make it necessary to assume an

endless number of specific characteristics. Thus then, the necessary specify-

ing peculiarity always being found, by only slight modifications, among a

definite number of properties, all lesser (less extensive) classes also come

to be recognised as individuals under the higher (more extensive) ones.

And it is only the particular combinations of properties that come to bo

known by the name of ‘ Visg^ha
'

(Specific Peculiarity).

The difference between the Individual and the Specific Peculiarities

will be distinctly pointed out by the Bhashya itself later on, in the

passage :

* That which is the object of the commonality, aud the receptacle

of specific peculiarities is the Individual.’

With regard to the denotation of words, some people (notably the

author of the Vdkya'padxya^ and other grammatical writers) hold the

following view :
“ The class ‘ cow ’ itself is the specific peculiarity (of the

“individual cow); and as it is not possible for such a specific property

“ to be expressed by a word whose denotation is always generic, what is

“really expressed by the word (‘cow *) is the summmum genus, known as
“ ‘Being’ or ‘ Thing* or ‘Entity,’ as specified by the form of the word
“ (‘ cow’) and the specific peculiarity of ‘cowness ’

;
that is to say, it is

“ the ‘ being of the cow * that is expressed by the word ‘ cow ’
;
specially as

“ the true explanation of what is really signified by words is that all

“ words denote their ‘ being and in this all of them resemble the words
“ ‘Apfirva

’
‘ DSvatd * and ‘ Svarga ’ (which denote only the being or exis-

“ tence of such supposed objects, which have no objective reality)T”

But this view is not correct
; as it makes no difference among

the various classes themselves
;
aud we can never admit that the word

‘ cow ’ denotes any such ‘ being ’ in general. The expressive potency of a

word is always perceived, through Apparent Inconsistency, to be restrict-

ed to a certain definite object. And even such words as ‘ Substance,*

‘ Property,’ aud * Action,’ which are expressive of classes immediately

under the summum genus of ‘ Being,’ will be found to have their denota-

tions hopelessly mixed up, if they be all accepted as denoting the class

‘Being’ only; what then, would be the case with the words that are

expressive of other minor classes ?

And again,* those who hold all words to signify ‘ Being,’ cannot

define whether they denote pure Being by itself, or as qualified by some-

thing else
;
because none of these two alternatives is admissible.

For if it be pure ‘ Being ’ that is denoted by the word, then all the

words in the world would be synonymous
; and any use of the verb ‘ is

’
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would be an inadmissible repetition
;
and any such assertion as ^ the cow is

not ' would be a hopeless self-contradiction
; as it is absolutely impos-

sible ever to cognise that ‘ Being is not.* Even with regard to special

times and places, the existence of ‘ Being ’ can never bo denied ; because

being eternal and all-pervading, it must exist at all times and in all

places.

Nor does ordinary usage warrant the assertion that the denotation of

all words is conventionally fixed in ‘ Being * alone. And for these reasons

it is not right to assert that * Being * is the conventionally fixed com«

monality of such things as ‘ Substance * and the like.

The word ^sattS,' (Being) is formed from the word * Asti* (is) as

twice modified by means of two nominal affixes—( 1 ) that which is

«af, and (2) the character of sat is sattn
;
and this is found to be

applicable to all things at all periods of their existence, beginning from

their production, and throughout all the various modifications that they

undergo, to the point of time immediately preceding their destruction.

And hence if this snmmum genus of ‘ Being * were the denotation (of all

words), then it would have been more reasonable for the Vakyapadtya to

assert * things ’ to be the denotation of all things, than ‘ existence or

being? Nor have the words ^sat* and ^sattd* any other meaning tlian

that which is signified by their root (to be)
;
and hence they being exactly

like the word ‘ hhavat * (the Present participle form of the root ‘ bhu * to be),

the word * sattS,
* must mean * sadbhdva* existence ; and it cannot be gratui-

tously assumed, according to the Vaiq^shilcas, to signify a Class consisting

of the idea that we have of the existence of Substance, Property and
Action.

Thus then, it has been shown that the word ‘ satttl
*

is formed out of

the indeclinable form ‘ asti* which is synonymous with ‘ thing,* and similar

in character to the word ‘ bhavat* The word asti*), from out of which
we have the forms ^ astitva* and ^ astita* (Being), is that which denotes
‘ thing;* and it has all the appearance of a verb

;
though in reality it is not

a verb
;
because if it were a verb, it could not be a noun

;
and as such no

such nominal affixes as ‘tva* or ‘ tva ' could ever bo applied to it.

And it is because it is not a verb that wo have such compounds
as ‘ astikshirH * in which the word ‘ asti * (an Indeclinable) means * exist-

ing.’ The expression ‘ astihshirH gauh * cannot be said to contain a
verbal compound

; and hence we must accept the compound as Bahuvrihi*
consisting of an Indeclinable (asti) which is capable of taking doclen-

tional terminations, and the noun * kshira* the meaning being ‘ that

(cow) which has (plenty of) milk’; thus alone can the expression give
any sense.

It is for this reason that having found (in the said compound, f.i.)
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the word * asti
* used in the sense of * thing/ and also finding the word

^sat

'

to be closely connected with it, and then applying to it the reflexive

affix
‘ ’ as in the word ^devata* (deva and tal )^—but disregarding

all notion of the nominative of the verb ‘ to be,'—the Logicians come to

accept the word ‘ sat ' and ‘ sattd ' to signify merely what is denoted by

the root ‘ to be *; and it is from this that they come to the conclusion

that the word ^sat* signifies the summum genus ‘Being* (jsatiSi,) But

inasmuch as this view is not authorised by the scriptures, it has been

rejected by all Grammarians and Mimansakas
;
even though it has come

to be so commonly believed in as to make the aforesaid * Being * appear to

bo denotable by even such words as ‘ cow * and the like.

As a matter of fact, however, though the genus ‘ thiiig * is indicated

by all words, yet it cannot be said to form part of its denotation
; as for

‘ Being,* however, it points to an entirely different property
;
and as such

how can it ever be accepted as forming the denotation of all words ? In

the case of the word ‘ thing,* though the genus that it signifies inheres

in an altogether different class and individual^ yet it is indirectly indicated

by such objects as the cow and the like.

The denotation (by all words) of pure Being by itself having thus been

found to be inadmissible, it becomes all the more unreasonable to assert

the denotation of the word ‘ cow ’ to consist in the genus ‘ Being * as

qualified by the coiv (i.e., the being of the cow). That is to say, this theory

would be open to all the objections that we shall urge against the theory

of the denotation of words consisting of the Individual as qualified by the

Class, or of the Class as specified by the Individual. Specially as the

qualifying factor would always be cognised beforehand.

That is to say, if the word ‘ cow * be held to express the being of the cow,

then, we ask—does the word signify * Being * as qualified (I) by the class

‘ Cow,* or (2) by the individual cows ? (I) If the former, then, as

in that case, the real denotation of the word ‘ Cow,* (as also ‘ Being *)

having been accomplished in the qualifying adjunct (CZas5 * cow *) itself

(which is always cognised beforehand), what would be the use of tho

denotation of ‘ Being * after that ? That is to say, without a previous

expression of tho qualifying adjunct, it is always impossible to have any

notion of the qualified
;
and then, the qualifying adjunct being closely

related to the qualified, the previous cognition of the qualifying adjunct

(tho class ‘ Cow *) could not but have indicated the genus ‘ Being * also
;

and as such we would not have any Apparent Inconsistency (of the idea

of ‘ Being ’ entering into tho conception of tho class * Cow *) that

could justify us in assuming this (notion of * Being *) to form part of the

direct denotation of tho word * Cow.* (2) If, however, the word ‘ Cow ’

bo held to denote tho genus * Being * as qualified by tho individual cows,

—
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this too would be open to the same objections
;
and there would bo the

further objection of such a theory necessitating the assumption of the

denotation of endless ‘ Beings * as preceded by that of an equally endless

number of Individual cows by an endless number of words, by means of

an endless potentiality of words bearing certain transitory relations (with

the said endless Individuals, &g ); and all this would make it as objec-

tionable as the theory that the word denotes the Individual,

It has been asserted in the above quotation from the VUlcyn^adiyn^

that— ** the case of these words is said to be similar to those of the word
* A<purva * ‘ DSvatn * and * Svarga,*

** To this we make the following

reply : It is a well-ascertained fact that the words ‘ Apurva,* &c., do not

signify tho genus ‘ Being *; in fact they too are actually found to denote

certain specific individuals, as is proved by the Apparent Inconsistency

(of the ideas of particular things brought about by those words). Some
of these words are recognised as signifying certain particular individuals,

either through the Apparent Inconsistency of what is directly heard, or

through supplementary explanations, or through other sentences; and
through this specific denotation of theirs, they also indicate, as tho

necessary concomitant of these, the genus ‘ Being which, thus, cannot

bo accepted ns forming part of their direct denotation. Hence wo
conclude that, inasmuch as no object can avoid being concomitant with
‘ Being,* tho idea of this latter is due to an indirect indication by theso

words.

We actually find tho words Mpflrm,’ &c., having a meaning distinctly

apart from the genus ‘Being*; as for instafice, * A2>hrva ^
h, certain

potentiality of tho Action; ‘ ’ = Tndra and others; and ‘^ra?-igra’ =
unalloyed pleasure. To explain further, all objects in tho world are

cognised, through Apparent Inconsistency, to have distinct potentialities

of their own
;
and hence we nlso admit of the existence of a potentiality,

born of tho performance of sacrifices, capable of bringing to the Agent a

certniu result at some future time
;
and to this potency, we give the name

of * Apurva,' so called because it had no existence prior to the performance

of the sacrifice, from which it follows ; and thus the name applying to tho

potency in its very literal sense. So also the word * DBvfitd' signifies those

that shine, in tho shape of the Sun, tho Moon and tho Stars, and those that

aro eulogised by all Mantras as constantly moving, in the shape of Vayu
and others; and thus this word also having its denotation duly ascertained

as resting in certain individuals, it cannot be accepted as denoting tho

genus ‘ Being.* So also the word ‘ Svarga * is found to signify either tho

starry regions, or tho regions situated on tho summit of Mount Mem, as

described in the Arthavada passages of tho Veda, and in various Puraijas

and Itihasns; e,g.y wo read in the Veda—“those men of pious deed
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wbo proceed' to heaven, attain the regions of the star/’ and ** they conquer

those bright regions of the pious.” As it may be taken to mean the

summit of Mount Meru, as described in Puranas and Itihasas. Or again,

it may be taken ds signifying pure pleasure, duly differentiated by
means of negative and affirmative concomitances, which is experienced

during a thousand years, and which is capable of being experienced in

some other region, as is vdistinctly proved by the Apparent Inconsistency

of the fact of such pleasure being free from all taint of such sources

of pain, as hunger, thirst \nd the like
;

(all the pleasure in this world

being always found to bo ranged with more or less of pain). Though any
such pleasure has never been experienced in this world, yet we can form

an idea of it by abstracting it from the mixed experiences that we have

;

and tlius the word * Svarga * directly denoting such pleasure, can only

indirectly indicate the genus * Being ' which cannot be admitted to form

part of its direct denotation.

Thus then, wo find the denotations of the words ^ Apurva* <fec., to

be exactly similar to those of the words ‘cow ’ and the like
;
and it is only

when such denotations have been directly pointed out by the words, that

they are capable of indirectly indicating the genus ‘ Being.* And hence we
cannot admit the word ‘ Cow * to denote the * being ’ of the cow.

Tlien, all the doubt that there is is with regard to the question of the

denotation of the word consisting in the Glass or in i\\o Individual
\
a.nd

the present discussion is with regard to this question.

The Bhashya says—“ Wherefore should there be any doubt ?’* Tliis

is an objection to the discussion, emanating from one who, finding all

business referring to the individual objects, holds tho denotation of the

word to consist in tho Individual.

But to this objection we reply that from seeing all business referring

to the individuals, we conclude the denotation of the word to be in the In-

dividual ; and yet on a consideration of the true expressiveness of the word,

the denotation is not found to be apart from the Class
;
and hence there

being a disagreement between the conclusions with regard to the true

denotation of the word, as pointed out by the denotability of the object
" and by the conduct of ordinary business, it certainly becomes a matter

for consideration, as to which of these two conclusions is the correct one.

And on this question, we have the following

PtJRVAPAKSHA (B).

** Inasmuch as we could have no Injunctions of Actions (if words
“ signified Classes), it is the Individual alone that can be denoted by a
“ word. Both tho Individual and the Class cannot bo said to be denoted by
*‘it; because we have already shown above that a word can reasonably

43
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“ have only one signification
;
and also because the Class is

“ ed along with the Individual. Since all words that a^
eniB-

“ with reference to a certain purpose have the sole
R-®

“ certain meanings, therefore their true denotstion i^e

“ certained in accordance with what they are actupj,iiy foiTn^ lo .. ^b-
“ and hence the meanings of all words should be /ascertained in such
“ way as to render them capable of forming fit auxiliaries to the mean-
•*ings of the sentences in which they occur (and in sentences words
“cannot but denote individual objects). Tbhs then, if the word ‘ Vrihi'

“signified the Class (in the sentence ‘washes the Vrihi'), what would be
“the object washed? (for certainly no ^washing of the Class would be
“possible). And in the sentence ^ Someua ynjsta^* if the word ^soma'
“ denoted the Class, wliat would be the material ofFered at the sacrifice ?

“ For certainly no offering of the Class is ever possible. And further,

“the Class being incorporeal and eternal, there could never be any
“‘threshing* of it; and as siich, any Injunction or Prohibition of such
“ ‘threshing’ would not be passible.

“ That is to say, we with such sentences ss—‘ threshes the corn,'

“‘kills the animal,* ‘p/esses the soma-juice,* ‘purifies the soma,* ‘one
“ should perform sacrifices with sonuty animals, corns, &c., &c.* ;

and in all

“ these, the objects thft,t are spoken of as being purified or employed for the
“ fulfilment of certain purposes, cannot but be those that are penshablo
“ and corporeal

; consequently we could have no such Injunctions of
“ actions, if thg words ‘ corn * and the rest were significant of Classes

;

“while all thgse become possible if Individuals be held to be denoted by
“ them ; and the cognition of the significations of words having their
“ chief use in the bringing about of the activity of human agents which is

“brought about by Injunctions, we must always accept the significations
“ of ail words to be such as are capable of properly fitting in the meanings
“ of sentences that appear as Injunctions. So b.1so, in tlie case of Piohibi-

Vtions, such as ‘the Brahmana should not be killed* and the like, these
“ also depend upon a previous conception of the performability of such
“ actions (as are now prohibited)

;
and it is only with regard to a certain

“ individual Brahmana, that there could bo any notion of the performabili-
“ ty of slaughter, which could never refer to the Class (‘Brahmana’);
“ and hence if the word * Brahmana * signified the Class, there being no
“ previous conception of the slaughter, any prohibition of it would be
“ absolutely useless. Hence, we can admit of only such significations of

“ words as would make it possible for us to have the Injunctions of

“ Actions ;
and wo can never admit of any signification for mere transcen-

“ dental results.

“it may be argued that in the case of Injunctions that refer to
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"* Individuals we could accept the words to denote Individuals; while in

“those referring to Classes, these could be accepted to be denoted by the
“ words/ But this would not be quite right ; because wo have already proved
“ by arguments that a word can have only one meaning

; otherwise (if many
“ significations of words were accepted) such a process would necessitate

“the most unreasonable assumptions of indefinite relationships, endless,

“invisible, expressive potencies, and would be open to all the eight objec-
“ tions that have been shown to appertain to all options

; and moreover
“ such assumptions would be absolutely uncalled for

; as a comprehension
“ of the word could bo accomplished by means of any one of the various
“ assumed significations.

“ It may be asked—how then have we an idea of the Class ? To this,

“the sUtra replies: Because of non-disjunction. That is to say, inas-

“ much as the Class is always cognised along with the Individual, when-
“ ever the Individual happens to be denoted by a word, it indicates (its

“ concomitant) the Class also. It is with a view to this that it is said in the
Tadhhutddhikarana

:

(I— i—34) that when a certain meaning of a word
“ has been accepted, it is not possible to reject it

;
and hence any other

“ meaning that it may bo found to have must be held to be indirectly

“ indicated by it,

“ If it were a Class that was denoted by the word, it would belong
“ equally to all the Individuals included therein, and it could never be
“ rightly ascertained, which one of these was actually meant in any particu-
“ lar instance

;
whereas when it is an Individual that is denoted by the word

“ it can point to one Class only (of which it is a unit)
;
and as such, in

“ this case the notion of the Class would be obtained by means of the in-

“ direct indication of the same word that directly denotes the Individual
“ (whereas in the former case wo would have to postulate a certain unheard
“ of faculty in the word by which it could bring about the notion of the
“ Individual, while directly denoting tho Class). For these reasons, wo
“conclude that it is the Individual that constitutes the denotation of a
“ word.

“ As for the other innumerable alternatives spoken of above, none of

“ these can be rightly accepted, as we have notions of all these along with

“that of tho Individual (which alone can be accepted as denoted by the

“ word).

Sutra (31): Also because words would not denote a substance
(if its denotation consisted of the Class, there would be no co-ordination

with Adjectives).

[ The sutra has been translated in accordance with the interpretation

of the VartikOf which is at variance with that of the Bhdshya,']
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The Sutra explained according to the Bhdshya,

And further, because of the impossibility of there being any Word
“ expressive of the property (of substances), we must accept the Indivi-

“ dual to be denoted by the word
;
because there could be co-ordination

“ between the word signifying a Class and that which signifies a property.

“ For instance, if the word ‘ Cow * denoted the Class ‘ Cow,’ in the case of

“ all such assertions as—‘ the white cow ’ ‘ purchases the Soma with a

one-year old reddish cow with yellowish eyes^* ^ six cows should be given,
^

“ ‘ one should offer the gift of a single cow^ ' and the like—the Nouns

“denoting Classes, and the adjectives denoting particular properties,

** there could be no co-ordination between the two
;

t.e., the adjective

“‘white,* ‘reddish,* &c., could not qualify the class ‘cow.’ Nor is there

“any relationship possible between these, which would justify our using
“ such expressions as ‘ the white of the cow *; and hence it is all the more
“ impossible for them to be regarded as oo-extensive (inhering in a single

“ substratum). For certainly, it is not the Class ‘ cow * that is either white
“ or red, or six in number

;
it is the individual cow that is always re-

“ cognised as having these properties; and hence we must hold the

“Individual to bo denoted by the word.

[The explanation of the sUira in accordance with the view of the

Vdrtika itself is as follows :—

]

“ According to us, the word denoting the Individual, there would be a

“co-ordination with adjectives; while according to the Class-theory,

“ there being no denotation of any individual substances by the word,
“ there would be as great a divergence between the noun and its qualify-

“ ing Adjective as between the Cow and the Horse. Whether the word
“ be accepted to denote the Individual as specified by the Class and a
“ certain property, or the Individual alone by itself, there would always
“ be a co-ordination, if our view of the case is accepted. And what is

“referred to by the word ‘ Dravya* (substance) in the sHtra is the IndivU
“ dual cow as qualified by the quality of ‘ whiteness *

;
and it is the im-

“ probability of the denotation of any such common substance tliat is pointed
“ out by the negative particle (in the compound ^ AdravyaQahdatvdf)'

“ The way in which the Bhashya has taken the sutra has necessita-

“ ted the acceptance of an indirect signification of the word ‘ dravya, which
“ is made to indicate that which is contained in the dravya—viz.. Property,

—

** as also the acceptance of the negative particle forming part of a com-
“ pound, of which it is not in a position to form a part (inasmuch as it

“ is dependent for its full significance upon a certain word signifying
“ ‘ existence * which is not contained in the compound). The meaning thus

“ got at from the sfttra would be that in accordance with the Class-theory,

“ there could be no word expressive of the properties of an object. But we
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“ have rejected this interpretation, because it is too far-fetched, and
“ necessitates our having recourse to the secondary signification (of the

“word * dravya*) pointed out by soiu-ething (the expression ‘does not

“ exist/ which is supplied from without and is) not contained in the com«
“ pound itself.

“ But the interpretation of the Bliashya could be justified in a
** way by construing its words in the following manner :

—
'I'he word that

“ signifies that (the Property) which inheres, in the substance, is what is

“ spoken of as * Adravya^abda,' a word signifying something apart from
“ the substance

;
and inasmuch as the Class is without any properties,

“ such a word can never be rightly used in any sentence, along with thje

“ word signifying a substance (which according to the Class-theory, can
“ be nothing else but the Class)

;
that is to say, there can be no such

“sentence as—‘the Class cow is white.* But even this far-fetchedex-

“ planation is open to the objection of the impossibility of co-extensive-
“ ness, which in this case, is found to pertain to the Individual-theory
“ also

;
and hence this interpretation being found faulty, we must accept

“ the one we have explained above.**

[The Vdrtika omits sutra 32 ;
and takes up the Bhashya on sutra 33],

with which begins the
SIDDHANTA.

/^tra (33): It is the Class (that is signified by the word);
because it serves the purpose of Actions.

[In explaining this sutra, the BhSshya says

—

if the word * Qy^na*

'Signified the Glass, we could not have the sentence ‘ one should make the altar

like the ^yena bird,* And the Vdrtika takes exception to this].

The sUtra does not show that the passage quoted means that it is the

OZaM ' pyena’ that is built with the bricks; nor could such an assertion

be admissible
;
because [the Class by itself being eternal, could be said to

be built only with reference to the individuals contained in it; but even

in certain cases as in tliose of Self, &c., individuals are found to be ever

existent, and as such not requiring any building; and even in the case of

non-eternal (created) substances, though they are brought about in ac-

cordance with the character of their originative causes, yet they are

always^tound to be inhering in their respective Classes
; and hence] it

is highly improbable for the Class ‘ py5na ’ to be built up with the bricks,

which are incapable of making up even the individual ^ySnas, which are

actually found to be made up of certain veins, arteries, tendons and

muscles, Ac. And hence, whichever of the two theories be accepted, the

meaning of the ssid Injunction must be accepted to be, that the altar that

is made should have the shape of the pySna bird, just as a lump of
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flour-paste is made into the shape of a lion. And this can be done only in

accordance with the shape that belongs to the whole class ^^ySna, ' in

contradistinction to those borne by other classes of animals,—and not with

the shape or specific character of any individual Cyena bird, in contra-

distinction to that of another individual bird of the same class. And as for

the similarity of the mere individual (t.e., mere indmcZuttZiYy in general),

it is a purely abstract property, and being entirely independent of all

notions of either the genus or the species, it would be common to all

substances alike ;
and hence it cannot be accepted as constituting the

denotation of any word. And if the similarity (of the altar) were made
according to the shape of a certain individual then, in that case,

the altar could not be accepted as similar to the (Jyena by another person,

who may not have seen that particular individual pyena; and hence the

Injunction could not have served its purpose for this latter person. Hence
we conclude that the building of the QySna-altar could never be properly

accomplished if the woi d ‘ ^yBna ' were accepted as denoting an individual

fyena.

[The Bhdshya has reiscd an objection.—“ But the altar could be built

with the individual Qy^na birds as its material^
** and the reply that is given

is that] In the compound * Cy^nacitay * the word * QySna * cannot be

taken as the principal instrument. That is to say, the compound cannot be

grammaticaly explained as ‘ that which is built with the ^ySna *; because

the sutra ‘ Karmanyagnydikhydydm * {PHnini III—ii—92) lays down the pos-

sibility of the particular affix that is found in the compound only under

certain conditions, the chief of which is that the previous word should

be in the Accusative
;
and hence the word * QyB^ia ’ cannot but be taken as

the objective, the meaning of the Injunction being that ‘one should

prepare the Cy9na by the building but as it is absolutely impossibbe for

the actual pyena bird to be built, we take it to mean that the altar

should be built of a shape similar to that of the CyBna bird.

(Yide Bhdshya, Page 81, para. 3) (l) Inasmuch as it is absolutely

impossible for any words to point to the specific individuality {svalak-

shana) of any particular Individual of a Class,—(2) as being incapable of

thus being pointed out, even if the word were to denote such a specific

individuality, it could be that belonging to any of the various Indivi-

duals,—(3) as if the word denoted an Individuality in general, this

would result in an option with regard to the acceptance of any one

Individual from among the innumerable Individuals concerned (the word
cannot be accepted to denote any specific individuality) ; and even though
it is true that the denotation of the Individual would naturally lead to

that of the Class, yet it being a well-recognised fact that it is only the

generic character of the contained (i.e«, the individual cows) that points to
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the container (the Class ‘cow') the Class could be pointed out only by
the individuals themselves, and not by any specific Individualities (which

latter therefore cannot be admitted to form the denotations of words).

And as for the theory of the denotation of the Individuals themselves, it

is open to many objections
;
for instance, (1) in that case no relationship

(of the expresser and the expressed) could ever be expressed in words

(because of the impossibility of laying down as many such descriptions

as there are Individuals); (2) there would always be a vagueness in the

use of the words (that is to say, the word ‘ cow ' could not be accepted by
any individual person to denote any other Cow than the one with reference

to which he might have learnt the word); (3) there would never be any
idea of cows in general

; (4) and lastly, there would be the necessity of

postulating a distinct expressive potentiality (for the word ‘cow' with

reference to each individual cow that may crop up), thereby necessitating

the assumption of endless potei»tialities. And for these reasons, the

exact denotation of a word being totally unascertainable, there would
always be a doubt with regard to it; and that which is doubtful cannot

be accepted as expressed by the word
;
and thus the word would become

absolutely devoid of any object to be denoted.

The same arguments serve to set aside the two tlieories— (1) tliafc it is

the Individual, as apart from the Class, that is denoted by the word, and

(2) it is the Class, independently of the individuals, that is denoted by it.

And as for the (3) theory of the denotation of the Class as specified by
the Individuals, it cannot be accepted ; because this would involve a
previous cognition of the Individual

; as without such previous concep-

tion of the qualification, we can never have any idea of the qualified.

And as for the denotation resting in (4) the Relationship of the Class and
the Individual, or (5) in a mixture of the two,—there can be no conception

of these (Relationship and Mixture) independently by themselves,

specially as by themselves they are capable of being taken with regard
to all the objects in the world (and not restricted to the Class and the
Individual); and hence they must be accepted as qualifying the objects

related and mixed ; and thus these theories would necessitate the assump-
tion of a triple potency in the word [ (1) one for the Individual, (2) one
for the Class, and (3) one for the Relationship or the Mixture]; but even in

this (1) the assumption of any expressive potency with regard to the Indi-

vidual would be open to all the objections urged above against the Indivi-

dual-theory. (2) As for the Admixture, there can be no such Admixture
of the Class with the Individual, because each of them has a distinct

purpose to serve, and because one of them is subservient to the other.

(3) And on account of the Class and the Individual not being two en-

tirely distinct objects, between them, there can be no relationship or
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udmixture

;

as these are properties of two entirely distinct objects. Nor can

the word be said to denote a particular Individual as qualified by the

Class, because as a matter of fact, no word is ever found to bring about

the idea of any definite Individual. Nor can the word be said to denote

the mere Individual (in general); because as a matter of fact, whenever a

word is pronounced, that which it expresses is not, in the first instance,

cognised as anything apart from the Class. And for the matter of that

tlie word * Mdtra * (mere) that you have added, signifies nothing more
than generality (or commonality)

;
and hence such an assertion too would

only point to the Class as being the object of denotation.

All things in the world having various forms, their potencies too are

always nscertained in accordance with these forms
;
and from this also we

find the expressive potentiality of the word ‘ cow * to be based upon the

form of the Class ‘ cow,* as is distinctly indicated by both affirmative and
negative concomitance. And as for the next higlier but partially co-

extensive Class ‘ animal,* and the next lower Class * grey cow * (ideas of

which are found to appear concurrently with the class * cow,' when the

word happens to be pronounced with reference to an individual cow), these

are indicated by the same Clsss ‘ cow,* through the facts of its being

tained in the former and itself containing the latter.

And as for the objection that the Class ( ‘ Corn * for instance) being in-

corporeal, it could not be toashed or threshed (as laid down in Vedic In-

junctions),—the Class is not altogether distinct from the Individual
;
an,

as such the said objections are not quite applicable. As a matter of faci^

what is denoted by the word is the Class itself
;
while in the case of any

Actions spoken of with reference to any object, what is denoted is the Class

as impressed by (or contained in) the Individual
; and hence the actions

of washing^ &c., cannot be altogether impossible. As iov cnttiny also (in

the case of the Injunction of the cutting of the sacrificial animal), the

action is quite possible on account of the Class being nothing absolutely

distinct from the Individual
;
as a matter of fact when certain limbs of

an animal have been cut off and its skin, &(?., removed, it is not recognised

as any particular animal; and hence the idea of cutting must be admitted^

to be applicable to the generic character of the animal (and not to any parti-

cular individual concerned).

It may be urged here that “ the Class being impressed by the Indi-

dividual, it would be transitory.’* But we actually accept such transient

character, at least so far as the factor of the particular Individual is con-

cerned ;
but inasmuch as, even when this particular Individual has been

destroyed, there are always many other Individuals left extant, wherein

the Class inheres equally well, the Class itself can never be found to be

non-existent, and as such we cannot admit it to be absolutely non-eternal,
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and it is for this reason that it is spoken of as both eternal (in the pure

form of the Class) and non-eternal (as contained in a particular Indivi-

dual) .

If the Class wei’e something totally difEerent from the Individual, it

could never form the subject of any Injunction with regard to Dharma

;

because the Class ‘ Animal * being incot^oreal could never form such a sub-

ject, And as for the substance qualified by the Class ‘ animal,* iuasmuch
as this substance itself could not be cognised without the Class *’ substance *

(in which the class * Animal * also inheres), the substance must be accepted

as indicated (by the Class ‘ Animal *), because both are found to inhere in

a single substratum (the Class * Substance *), and also because the class

* Substance * contains within itself the Class * Animal.* But even then,

the Class ‘ substance * also being incorporeal, the aforesaid objection

continues to be effective. If again the Class * Substance * be taken to indi-

cate its substratum, this would be mere substance in general (and certain-

ly this could be of no use in any sacrifice). And as for any particular

cases of the Class ‘ Animal,* or of the Class ‘ Substance,* these, being less

extensive than the Classes themselves, could not be said to be infiicefced

by them. And that which is not cognised can never be connected with

an Injunction; and that with regard to which there are doubts cannot be

held to be duly cognised. Nor is it proper to perform a Dharma with

regard to something else, when its performance is found to be impossible

with regard to that in connection with which it has been laid down
; and

bonce the Dharma that would be laid down in connection with the * Class,*

cannot bo rightly performed in connection with particular Individuals.

And as for these particular Individuals also, when they would be express-

ed in words, it could only be in the form of Classes; and as such the

objections based upon the incorporeality of these would remain effective.

And as regards the specific Individualities of objects, it has been already

shown that no business is carried on with reference to these. Hence wo
conclude that (if the Class be held to be something totally different from the

Individuals), we could never make out the real subject of the Injunctions

of Dharma (sacrifices). And even the ideas of co-extensiveness (that we
have with regard to the cow and whiteness, in the sentence ‘ the Cow is

white *) will, in that case, have to be explained, as obtained indirectly by
means of Indication (of the Individual cow by the Class ‘ Cow * denoted by

the word), while it is an universally recognised fact that an idea of such

co-extensiveness is got at by direct denotation.

The BhSshya, however, in the passage—“ it is a self-perceptible fact

that when a word is uttered, an Individual is cognised "—has admitted a
difference (between the Individual and the Class), and has then spoken of

the cognition of the Individual, only as the substratum of the Class (denoted

/4f4r
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by the word)
;
because a particular Individual by itself is never cognised

(by means of a word). And even the relation of the container and the

contained (that is hinted at in the Bhashya as subsisting between the

Class and the Individual) is only an indirect (or assumed) one. And here

too the pointing by the general (Glass) to the particular (Individuals)

should not be taken as a case of Indication ; because it is only a case of

mere hinting (or pointing).

Or, the clause in the Bhfishya— by the word or by the Class **

—

may be taken as referring to the cognition of the Individual
;
the conclu-

sion arrived afc, by means of affirmative and negative concomitance being,

that the cognition of the Individual is brought about by the Class. For

instance, (J) when one has cognised the class ‘Fire' (in the mountain),

through the perception of Smoke, his desire to learn the character of the

individual fire—in the shape of its brightness or dulness—is also fulfilled

(which shows that the cognition of the Class * Fire * has brought about

by affirmative concomitance, the cognition of the Individual Fire)
;

and (2) when through some * disorder of the mind '—i.e., foolishness or

dulness—one fails to recognise the denotation of the Class by a word,

and cognises only the Individual, with reference to which a certain

assertion of relations is made, to be expressed by the word, such a person,

having had no idea of the Class, has no idea of any other Individual save

the one directly described
;
(and this shows by negative concomitance, that

without a cognition of the Class there is no cognition of the Individual).

Or another way of explaining the same fact is that, though we cognise the

Class by itself to bo denoted by the word, yet we do not, in the samo
manner, cognise the Individual, unless we have previously recognised the

Class.

A question is here raised—“what then is the difference between
^ gotva^ (the Class ‘Cow*) and the word *

* (Cow) (since both are

equally hold to denote the Class ‘ Cow’) ?*’

The difference between the two is that in the case of one—viz., the Olass
‘ Oow *—there is a slight difference (from the Individual)

;
as, for instance,

we find the individual (cow) belonging to the Class * Cow,* being olea^y
spoken of as ‘ gotvavdn* (belonging to the Class ‘ Cow,*) which distinctly

shows that there is some distinction between the Individual * Cow ’ and
the Class ‘ Cow.* And as the expression ‘ gotvavcin * (belonging to the

Class ‘ Cow *) points to the Class also, the declaration of its describing

the Individual is not open to the objections that have been urged against

the theory of the Individual constituting the denotation of a word

;

specially as the word is found to be expressive of every one of the

Individuals (as constituting the Class denoted). And in any particular

case (as in ‘ one should sacrifice with corns ’) the only doubt that one has
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is with regard to the number (or quantity) of the object to bo employed
;

and as for the object itself, there is a most definite oogpiition (of corns)

(by means of the word).

The Bhasbya has cited ** the words * Cow/ &c./' with a view to all

Nouns and Verbs.

The special purpose that is served by the above discussion is that the

generic and the particular word referring to the same object, there would
be no rejection of the general rule by the exception, in accordance with

the view of the Purvapaksha (while according to the SidJhUntS^ such a

rejection is duly accomplished).

o —
[The Yftrtika now proceeds to put forth another exposition of the

above
ADHIKARANAS (A) and (B).]

Words like ‘ gauh,* &c., having been shown to be correct, we now
proceed to consider in which denoted object the operations of these words
lie. Though the words are divided into four kinds—Nouns, Verbs,

Prefixes and Nipdtas—yet it is only the first two that are taken into con-

sideration
; because it is only with regard to the denotation of these—and

not to that of Prefixes and Nipdtas—that certain doubts are found to arise in

our minds
;
specially as Prefixes and Nipdtas do not by themselves serve

to denote any objects ; they only serve to illumine the meanings of Nouns
and Verbs, which are the only really expressive words

;
and hence it is these

latter only that are taken into consideration. Though certain Nipdtas—as

‘ Pdgcdtya/ * Anuydtya * and the like—are found to be denotative of certain

definite objects, yet there are no doubts as to the particular objects

denoted by them. The Nipdtas would have been taken up for considera-

tion on the present occasion, only if they were found to bring about the

cognitions of two objects ;
and so long as they are not found to give rise

to any cognitions of * Classes ’ ( as also of Individuals), they cannot form

the objects of the present discussion.

I. Objection: “ Even Verbs cannot rightly form the subjects of the

present discussion ; because the denotation of verbs will be dealt with
“ in detail, in the beginning of the Second Adhyaya

;
where we have a

“ detailed consideration of the question—‘ what is Bhdva P ' (B/idva » to be,

“ being the general name given to the denotation of verbs) ; and as

** the true denotation of verbs has to be duly ascertained in detail, in that

“ place, it is not right to take it up on the present occasion.*'

To this we make the following reply : ( 1 ) What we have to deal with

in the second Adhyaya, is the ‘Bhava,’ which is the name given to the

denotations of the Affixes; while what we are going to consider now is the
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denotation of the roots themselves. (2) Or, even though the denota*

tion of the Affixes have to be ascertained there, yre may now consider

whether that deiio ation consists of the Class or the Individual. (3) The
fact of the roots *yaji* and the like denoting the sacrifice., &c., that will

bo put forward by the Bhashya in the Second Adhyaya, is only by way
of an explanation of what is duly ascertained in the present Adhikarana*

(4) Or, even with regard to the denotations of the roots ‘r/ayi,’ &c., it is

only proper that we should consider whether the denotations of these

appearing in verbs, consist of the Class or of the Individual. (5) In
reality, however, the question that has to be dealt with in the Second
Adhyaya is as to whether the transcendental result (of the sacrifice)

proceeds from what is signified by the verbs (in the Injunctions, ‘ should

sacrifice,* &c.) or from the materials, &o., (Soma and the like) therein

spoken of P And whatever else is to be explained there is only by way
of supplementing the said question.

Thus then, it is with regard to the truly expressive Verbs and Nouns,
that we proceed to consider whether they denote Classes or Individuals.
A doubt on this point has arisen in our minds, on account of the usage of

words, and their comprehension by the people pointing equally to both
(Class and Individual), and also on account of grammatical works (notably
the MaMhliyUshya) lending countenance to both the theories.

II. Objection

:

“ Before proceeding any further, it must be explained,
“ what connection this discussion has, either with the subject-matter of
“ the Adhyaya (which treats of the means of knowing Dharma), or with
“ that of the present Pada, which is dealing with the basic authority of
“the Smrtis,^*

Reply

:

The present discussion is an offshoot of the treatment of the
authority of grammatical Smrtis^ by means of which the correctness of a
word having been ascertained, it is only natural to pass on to the con-
sideration of the meaning of this word.

“ But it is before the form of the word is ascertained that its meaning
“ should be ascertained

; because until the meaning is known the correct-
“ ness of the word cannot be ascertained.**

Even though the meaning of a word has not been thoroughly as-
certained, as to whether it is in the form of the Class or the Individual,
its coirectness can be very well ascertained

;
and hence we now proceed to

consider the nature of the meaning. It is only until the word has been
known to have some meaning that its correctness cannot be ascertained

;

and certainly an ascertainment of the correctness of a word does not
depend upon our duly ascertaining as to whether its meaning is in the form
of a Class or an Individual.

Or, it may be that the authoritative character of all grammatical
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Smrtis having been laid down in a previous Adhikarana, it is with regard

to this universality oE their authority that the present Adhikarana raises

a question, and comes to the conclusion that the grammatical Smrti which
speaks of the Individual as forming the denotation of a w/rd, cannot he
accepted as correct, because such an assertion being impqfisible, can have
no authoritative basis (in the Veda); and hence on t'lis point even a gram-
matical Smrti cannot be accepted as authoritative. \ In this manner, the

present Adhikarana would be laying down an exception to the authority of

Smrtis

;

and thus it would he quite in connection with the subject-matter

of the Adhyaya and the Pada, as also with the foregoing difjussion.

III. Objection: “Even if the word be admitted to be denotative of

“ the Class, all Injunctions and Prohibitions would refer only to tho
“ Individuals signified by the words (contained in them); and as such what
“ is the use of the present discussion ?

**

Reply

:

Though it is true that there is no difference among people, in the

interpretation of the Prohibitions and the Injunctions contained in the

Veda (which are always taken with reference to Individuals), yet a

discussion like the present would serve a useful purpose in ordinary

parlance, where it is said : “give the curd to the Brahmanas^ but takra to

Kaundinya *; where if words were admitted to be denotative of Individuals,

tho word ‘ Brahmana * could be accepted as denoting the Individual

Brahmaria Kaundinya, who would thus come to be given both the curd and
the takra

;
while when the word * Brahmana *

is accepted as denotative of

the Olass only, it could point to Kaundinya only by indirect indication,

which would bo set aside in favour of the direct denotation of the word
‘ Kaundinya *

itself (and Kaundinya would, in this case, receive the takra

only, which was meant by tho person issuing the instruction).

As a matter of fact, however, in the Veda too, in the case of the

passages enjoining the washing of the Oorn, there is a certain difference (in

the true denotation of the word ‘ vriM^) as also in the case of the passage

that lays down the offering of ‘ BadliV For instance, if the word ‘ corn ’

(‘
*) be accepted to be denotative of any individual corn, the wash-

ing would come to apply to even an ordinary corn (not to be used at

the sacrifice); because the washing is restricted to the sacrificial corn only

by means of the order of proximity of the word ‘ Corn * with the ‘ Sacrifice *;

whereas it is found to be applicable to the ordinary corn, by the direct

denotation of the word ‘ Corn and certainly Direct Denotation must
always set aside any order of Proximity. On the other hand, if the word
‘Corn’ be admitted to be denotative of the Class only, then in that case,

the case of the sacrificial corn alone being the object of washing would bo

much stronger than that of any ordinary corn
;
because, while the latter is

pointed out only indirectly by the direct denotation of the Class ‘ Corn ’
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Mrhich includes the ordinary corn also, the latter is pointed out both by the

said order of Proximity and the Direct Denotation of the Class ‘Corn,*

which is found to inhere, in its entirety, in the sacrificial corn also. So

also in the case of the ofEering of Dadhiy the word ‘ Dadhi * could refer

to the sacrificial Dadhi as well as to any ordinary Dadhi ; and it is only

when the word is held to be denotative of the Class, that the offering

spoken of directly by the word ^ JuhotV would come to refer to the sacri-

ficial Dadhi only. These arguments could bo applied to many other

instances of Vedic Injunctions and Prohibitions. And hence we conclude

that the present discussion being found to serve many useful purposes, we

must take it up for due consideration.

IV. Objection

:

“ All that is considered here having already been dealt

“with, in the TarkapGda {Qlokavartika—chap, on ^ Akrti')y it is scarcely

“ proper to start the same question over again.**

Reply

:

(1) In the Tarhapdda all that has been done is merely to lay

down the proposition that it is the Class that is denoted by words
;
and the

present Adhikarai^a serves to bring forward the arguments in support

of that proposition. And even the Bhashya has said (towards the

close of the section Akriti in the Tarkapdda) that the reasons in support

of the proposition will be explained “ later on ** (and this can only be

taken as referring to the present Adhikarai[ia). (2) Or it may be that

in the Tarkapdda it is only the existence of Class that has been establish-

ed ; while in the present Adhikarana, we seek to establish the fact of its

being denoted by the word; and though its denotation has been spoken

of on the previous occasion, yet on that occasion, it was only taken as

granted and not duly discussed (which is done in the present Adhikarana),

(3) Or even if the previous section may have explained the fact of

words being denotative of the Class, with a view to prove the existence

of such a thing as Class,—yet the question, as to whether the Individual

is denoted by a word or not, has not been considered there; and the

present Adhikarana may be taken as serving the distinctly useful purpose

of proving that Individuals are not denoted by words.

— o

And with a view to introduce the said discussion, wo begin with the

consideration of

ADHIKARANA (A)—

which deals with the question, as to the words found in the Veda, and
the objects denoted by them, being the same as those in ordinary parlance,

or different from them ? It is only if the words in the Veda and the

objects denoted by them are the same as those in ordinary parlance, that

there can be any discussion as to the denotation of a word
;
because if they
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be difEerenf', there would be no doubt as to the true denotation of words

(which would be found in the Veda to signify Individuals)
;
and there would

be no occasion for the discussion that follows
;
specially as all business is

carried on with regard to concrete objects, there would be no use wasting

time over the pure denotations of words; hence the present discussion

cannot be held to be propounded for the sake of the ordinary business of

the world. It is only in the case of the Veda, that the words and the

objects denoted by them being recognised to be the same (as those in

ordinary parlance), our cognition of the meanings of words could help us

to differentiate what is directly denoted by them, and what is only in-

directly indicated. For if the words in the Veda were totally different

from those in ordinary parlance, then, whenever we would come across a

Vedic passage, we would not be cognisant of their forms or signification;

and these being totally unknown, there could be no doubt in our minds,

with regard to the denotation of these words. Therefore for the sake of

ascertaining the nature of the meaning that is cognised, it is necessary, in

the first instance, to establish the fact of the words in the Veda and the

objects denoted by them being the same as those in ordinary parlance.

Ohjection

:

“ This identity of the word has been already clearly establish-

“ ed under Sutra I—i—20, where it has been shown that the word being

“ always recognised to be the same, the mere fact of its being pronounced

**at different times does not constitute a difference in the word itself;

“ and thus it is found that there can be no other reason for the said identity,

“ except such recognition of the word
;

all other arguments that may bo
“ brought forward in support of this identity would bo only auxiliary to

the aforesaid Recognition. And hence no further discussion on the

point is necessary.”

Reply ; ( 1 ) What has been established under Sutra I—i—20 is that in all

ordinary human utterances, the word * Cow *

is always the same ;
and

hence it is only proper that we should now establish the fact of all Vedic
words being identical with those in ordinary parlance. ( 2) It has not

been explained there why the fact of words in the Veda being spoken of

of as ‘Vedic,* in contradistinction to those in ordinary parlance which are

described as ‘ worldly,’ cannot be taken as pointing to a difference between

them ; and it is this that we proceed to consider now. (3) Even though the

identity of the word may have been established under the said aiitraf yet the

present Adhikarana cannot be said to be a mere repetition
; because what

is considered here is whether the denotations (of the word ‘ Cow ’ as found
in the Veda and as used in ordinary parlance) are identical. And it is

only when the identity of the denotation has been established, that there

can arise a question as to whether the Class or the Individual is denoted

by the word, which question can have nothing to do with the identity of
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the word (and hence the present discussion is absolutely necessary as

preliminary to the main point of the Adhikarana).
And on this subject, there arises a doubt in our mind

;
because the

fact of the words used in the Veda being spoken of as ‘ Vedic ’ in contra-

distinction to the ‘ worldly * words, points to tlie fact of there being

a difference between the two classes of words
;
while as a matter of fact

the words in the Veda are always recognised to be the same as those in

ordinary parlance.

An on this point, wo have the following

—

PtJRVAPAKSHA.
“ The words used in the Veda, and the objects denoted by them,

“ are different from those in ordinary parlance; (1) because we perceive
“ an actual difference in their names, in the Nouns used in them, in the

“ grammatical rules applying to them, in accentuation and pronunciation,and
“ in deletions and modifications of letters and syllables

; (2) because wo
“ find even the ordinarily known words used in the Veda, together with
“ such words as * svarn ’

* yupa * and the like, which are distinctly different

“ from any words ill ordinary usage; (3) because certain points of time

‘‘are laid down as unfit for the studying of Vedic words; (4) because
“ the ^’udra and the woman ai'e forbidden to utter Vedic words

; and (5)

“because we find such words as ^ Afvahala* and the like signifying
“ distinctly different objects (in the Veda and in ordinary parlance),—in the

“Veda it being used in the sense of ‘reed,’ while in ordinary usage it

“ means ‘ the horse’s hair ’ ?

“ The Bhashya has also cited the word * Agni ’ as having in the

“Veda—in the passage ‘Agni killed the Vfttras ’—a meaning (vjrttra-

“ killer) different from that in ordinary parlance. But this is not right

;

“ because a difference in the action does not alter the actor (i.e., though
“ Agni may be said to have killed the Vfttras, yet that does not neces-

“sarily make Agni something other than the Agni that burns). Specially

“as the fact of Agni being the ‘ Vrttra-killer * is expressed (not by the
“ word ‘ Agni * itself, but) by the meaning of the words contained in the
“ sentence (quoted above)

;
and how can that which is not expressed by

“ a word be said to be denoted by the word ‘ Agni ’? And then too

“ there is no means of ascertaining whether Agni really killed Vyttra
“ or not ;

and as such how can the mention of an unreal action make us
“ believe the Agni to be different (from the ordinary Agni)? And further,

“ the object expressed by the word ‘ Vrttra,^ as well as the verb {Wangha-
“ 7iat *) being quite unknown in ordinary parlance, how can the passage in

“ question make us cognise the character of ‘ Agni ’ as belonging to the
“ ‘ killer (of Vfttra)’? Nor can the passage be taken as laying down a
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“ nevY signification of the word ‘ Agni * (as that which killed the Vrttras

“is denoted by the word ‘Agni*); because it is in the form of a pure
“ Arthavada in praise of Agiii

; and also because the passage cannot be
“ taken as describing a real action of Agni, as will be explained by the
“ Bhashya under the DevutUdhikarana of the Ninth Adhyaya.

“ For these reasons, the words that should be quoted as showing a
“ difference between the meanings of words in the Veda and in ordinary
“ parlance, are ‘ Trvrit' &o., which (in the Veda) means nwe/oZd (while in

“ ordinary usage it means threefold).

“ In connection with the above-mentioned passage—‘ Agnir-vrttrani

janghanat *—the Bhashya has said that this points to ‘ another form of

“ the word Agni *; bnt this is scarcely correct ; as a difference in the

“ property or action of the object denoted does not make any difference in

“ the form of the word itself.

“Therefore tlie difference between the forms of Vedic and ordinary
“ words must bo held to be based upon the differences of accentuation, &c.,

“ as explained above, and not upon any differences in their significations.

“ And thus we find that there is a distinct difference between the word
“ used in the Veda and the objects signified by them on the one hand and
“ those used and expressed in ordinary parlance on the otlicr.^'

In reply to the above, we have the following :

—

SIDDHANTA (A).

The words used in the Veda and their meanings are the same as those

in ordinary parlance. (1) Because if it were not so, the whole of the

Veda would become absolutely unauthoritative
;

as its authority would bo

fully shaken by the fact of its meaning being unknown
;
and this non-recog-

nition of the meaning of Vedic passages would lead to the contingencies

that there would be no such Vedic actions as the Agnihotra and the like,

and there could be no Vedic Injunctions ; because the Injunctive affixes

in the Veda could not signify Injunction (because they have this significa-

tion in ordinary parlance). Nor does the Veda lay down the use of words

in any sense other than the ordinaiuly known ones ; because it has been

shown above that the relationship (between words and their meanings) is

not fixed by scriptures
;
(and hence there would be no means of ascertain-

ing what any word means in the Voda, if the ordinary meaning were not

accepted).

(2) (a) The form of a word as used in the Voda is distinctly found

over and over again to be nou-differeut from the same as used in ordinary

1*5
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parlatico (as is pointed out by the clause ^ AvihMgdit' inihe sfitrO). Or

(6) the * non-differenoe ’ (^Avihhdgd) spoken of may be taken as pointing out

the fact that whenever the word * Cow ’ is uttered, we have always the same
cognition of the class ‘ Cow ’ (whether the word be found in the Veda
or in ordinary usage). Or (c) it may be taken as pointing to the non-

difference of the rules of pronunciation, <kc., as appertaining to the Veda
and to ordinary parlance.

(3) In no way can the word, as found in the Veda, and its meaning be

held to be different from those in ordinary parlance
; because it is only

when they are accepted to be identical that the fact commonly recognised

by all sacrificers is not contradicted. (As all persons that perform the

sacrifices laid down in the Veda accept the words that they meet with in

Vedio passages to have the same meaning that they have in ordinary

parlance)

.

(4) The Mlmansa supplies the only means of ascertaining the true

meanings of the words in the Veda; and in Mimansa we do not find the

fact of the words in the Veda being called *Vedic’ in contradistinction

to * worldly * accepted as pointing to any actual difference between the

words themselves.

Thus then, the words being actually recognised to be the same in

both cases, the only difference in their forms that can be perceived, as

also the fact of one being named * Vedio’ and the other * worldly,’ must

be accepted as due to the differences in accentuation, <&c. And as there is

no question as to the accentuation in the Veda being different (the point at

issue being the difference in the word), what is the use of bringing forward

this difference on the present occasion ?

(1) Then as for the words ^svaru,* ‘ ywpa ’ and the like, peculiar to

the Veda, the mere fact of a few such words in the Veda being different

from any words in ordinary usage, cannot prove all words in it to be so

different; specially as such difference is actually denied by the directly

perceptible recognition of the words being the same in both cases. (2)
As for the fact of only certain times being laid down as fit for the
study of Vedic words, and that of its utterance being prohibited for the

^ndra, these, as laid down directly in Vedic sentences, are properties

appertaining to the utterance of Vedic words, as are also the methods of

accentuation
;
and none of these can point to any difference in the loorda

themselves. (3) As for the difference in the meanings of such words as
‘ Aprabdio ’ and the like (as found in the Veda and in ordinary usage)

there are only a few of such differences, distinctly laid down in certain

]>a8SMges of the Veda; and the difference of these cannot justify any
assertion of such difference in the case of all other words, whose meanings
ave accepted as known ordinarily (and for whom no different meanings are
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laid down in the Veda itself). (4) In the case of the passage—* the cows

of the gods walk upon their backs ^ (which has been quoted as pointing to

the fact of the meaning of the word ‘ Cow * being different from the

ordinary cow)—it is not found to lay down the fact of the character of the

COM? to belong to certain animals walking on their backs
;
and hence inas-

much as any such animals are absolutely impossible, and the meaning of

the word ‘ Cow * is not cognised as anything difEerent from the ordinary,

and as the passage itself is found to be supplementary to another Injunc-

tion, it cannot but be taken as a mere ArihavQda^

Thus then, in no way do we perceive any difference between the

two classes of words
;
and hence we conclude that the words and their

meanings that have been explained before, in connection with ordinary

usage, must be accepted to be the same in the Veda also.

0

ADHIKARANA (B).

And now, we proceed to take up the question, to which the above

discussion leads us,—namely, does the denotation of a word consist of the

Class, or of the Individual, or of both ?

Theie are various alternatives on this point; and in order to remove

all misconceptions with regard to it, we again proceed to show them.

Whenever the word ‘ Cow * is uttered, it is found to give rise to the ideas

of seven things: the Class, the Individual, their Relationship, the

Aggregate of these, a particular Gender, Case, Number, and the Word itself.

In this manner there are eight alternatives with regard to each of these

two. For instance, is it the Class that is denoted by the word, or the

Individual, or both, or each of them alternately, or both together, or the

Class qualified by the Individual, or the Individual qualified by the Class ?

In the same manner we would have as many alternatives, between the Class

and the Relationship, the Class and the Aggregate, the Class and the

Case, the Class and the Number, the Gender and the Class, and so forth ;

also with regard to each of them as taken all along with all others,

—

thereby we come to have alternatives six times eight (or forty-eight) in

number
;
and yet many other combinations being possible, the number of

alternatives becomes endless.

In the PUrvapakshat the Bhashya has mentioned only four of these

alternatives: Does the word signify—(1) the Class by itself, or (2) the

Individual by itself, or (3) the Individual qualified by the Class, or (4)

the Glass qualified by the Individual ? And these should be ^ken as
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including all the other alternatives; and as all these are set aside hy

means of the same arguments, they have not been all pointed out in

detail. And hence at first wo take up for consideration only two of the

alternativ^es—Does the word denote the Class or the Individual ?

The ground of doubt on this point has been explained by the Bhashya

thus : bdmnnyapratyayddvyaJctau ca kriyUsamhhavSlt (because the cognition

is that of the Class, while the action that is laid down can periaiii to the

Individual). But this is not quite correct; because the Individual is often

found to be cognised; and hence it is not quite correct to speak of the

Class as being the cognised in all cases. For if the Individual were never

cognised (by meai^s of the word), there could be no question as to whether

it is denoted by the word or not. Nor can the fact of the action appertain-

ing to the Individual serve as a reason for accepting it to be denoted by

the word.

Hence we must accept the ground of doubt to be as we have ex-

plained before, namely that, inasmuch as both Usage and Cognition are

found to apply commonly to the Class and the Individual, and as gram-

matical works are found to lend special support to the Individual-theory,

there naturally arises a doubt as to which is to be accepted as the real

denotation of the word.

Or, the Bhashya may be construed in the following manner : when a

word is uttered, (1) there is a ^S^mUnyapratyaya' i.e., common recognition of

the Class as well as the Individual; and (2) it is in the Individual

C vyaktau,') as also in the Class (this being indicated by the particle ‘ ca

that Actions—such as fetching, touching, building of the altar in the shape

of the CySna, and the like—are found to be capable of appertaining

(hence there naturally arises a doubt as to the real denotation of the

word). Or, the meaning of the Bhashya may be explained thus :
* /Sdmd-

nyapratyayat because we have a cognition of the Class (Samanya) as also

of the Individual
;
and * KriySsambhav&t *

is to be taken in the same way
as before.

The Bhashya next starts the question

—

What is the Class, and what is

the Individual ?

Some people object to this question :
“ Why should this question be

started over again, when the character of the Class has already been ex-

plained in the Tarkapada ?

This objection does not affect the case. Because (1) the question

may be taken as put by one who has not quite understood the nature of

the Class as explained before. Or, (2) there being a doubt as to the true

sigiiificatiou of the word, on account of its bringing about a cognition of
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both the Individual and the Class, the question may be taken as making
an enquiry as to which portion of the Cognition (produced by the word)

consists of the Individual, and which of the Class ? Or (3) the question

may bo taken as put ironically—the meaning being this : when as a

matter of fact, we do not perceive anything other than the bodies of the

Individual cows, grey and the like, wherefore should there be any distinc*

tion made between the Class and the Individual ? Or, (4) all discussion

being for the sake of some business, even though the Class be denoted by
the word, inasmuch as all actiotis are found to appertain to the Individual

(and as such all purposes being served by accepting the Individual to be

denoted by the word), there can bo no use of any discussion as to what is

the denotation of the word. But as the BUtra is actually found to be tak-

ing great pains in the consideration of the question, it appears that there

does exist some such thing as Qlass^ apart from the Individuals
;
(and

hence it is only natural that we should consider the question as to what
is this Q}as8 and what the Individual).

In reply to the above question, the Bhashya says : Dravyagnna-
harnmn^m sdmanyamfltram jdtih— {Class is the commonality of Substances,

Properties and Actions),

A mere explanation of the form of the Class serves to satisfy those

persona that had put tlie question either from ignoratice, or from doubt;

while for one who had put it out of spite, we offer the following explana-

tion : Though the Class is not perceived as anything totally different from
the Individual, yet at the time that we perceive certain individual

cows, the grey one and the like, we have an idea of a certain character

that is common to all the various individuals perceived, as has been

shown in the TarJeupdda; and it is this commonality that constitutes the

Class, and that which is other than this (i.e., that which is peculiar to

each cow) is the Individual.

This explanation of * Class’ in the Bhashya does not serve either to

assert the existence of the Class, or to bring forward proofs for its exis-

tence; it only serves to distinguish the Class from the Individual. It is

with a view to this that we have the word ‘ mdtra * (mere)
;

for if mere
distinction from the Individual were not meant, this word would have

been superfluous.

If the question be taken as asking what is the Class that is meant to

be something apart from the Individuals, then the answer may be taken

as pointing out that the Class that we mean is the mere commonality of

individual Substances, Properties and Actions, and not anything totally

different from the Individuals.

(1) And what is meant by this * commonality ’ may be taken as the

summmi genus * Being,’ which s common to all Substances, Properties
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and Actions, this including all the lower genera therein contained
; (2)

or the word ‘ commonality * may be taken separately with each of these

(Substances, Properties and Actions), the Classes meant being the three

classes of ‘ Substance,* ‘ Property * and ‘ Action *
; as there is no business

pertaining to the summtini genus * Being ’
; (3) or, on account of the word

the Classes meant may be all the Classes known in the world

—

from the summum genus ‘ Being’ down to the smallest Class in existence.

The Individual is explained by the Bhashya as— * as^dhdranavi^Sshd

vyaktih *
;
and in this the compound ‘ asSdhcLranavigeshdh ’ must be taken

as Bahuvnhij—the meaning of the Bliashya being that that which has a specific

peculiarity is the Individual, And it cannot mean that the Individual con*

sists of the specific peculiarities themselves (the said compound being ex-

plained as Karmadhdraya)

;

because in a subsequent chapter, the Bhashya
distinctly speaks of the Individual as the receptacle of (and as such

something different from) the peculiarities; and also because we have cer-

tain Smrti texts that point out the Individual to be different from the

peculiarities.

Hence we conclude that it is only right to stnrt the question as to

whether the word denotes the Class or the Individual.

And on this point we have the following

—

PURVAPAKSHA (B).

“We conclude that it is only the Individual that is denoted by the

“word; (1) because it is only when the word signifies the Individual,

“ that we can have any Injunction of such actions {Sutra 30) as killing^ wash-

^^ing, cutting and so forth, which would be absolutely impossible if words
“ signified the Class

; (2) because it is only then that we can have even

“ordinary directions in the world, such as—‘Devadatta, drive the cows,*

“and the like; (3) because only in that case could we have the various

“ Numbers and Cases of Nouns; that is to say, if the Individual were

“denoted by the word, then alone could we have such expressions ns

“ VrhshaUy VfkshOhhyGm, &c., where we have the Dual number, and the In-

“ strumental Case, in addition to the Noun
;
as for the Class, it is only one,

“ and as such no Number, dual or plural, could pertain to it
;
nor (being im-

“ material) can it have any Cases belonging to it
;
and hence if the Olass

“ were accepted to form the denotation, such expressions as * Vrkshau* and
“ ‘ VrhshoibhyOm ’ would be absolutely impossible

; (4) and hence if the

“ direct denotation of a word consisted of the Class, it would be necessary

“in the case of each sentence, to accept an indirect Indication (of the

“ word) pointing to the Individual; and hence all Vedic passages would
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** como to bo taken in their indirect significations only
;
on the other hand,

“ if tbe word be accepted to denote the Individual, in all sentences, there
“ would be a direct co-extensiveness—exactly as in the expression
“ ‘ DSvadatta is a man* (and there would bo no necessity of having

“recourse to any indirect signification); while in the Class-theory, it

“ would be necessary even in such simple instances to have recourse to

“ indirect Indication
;

and hence too, the Individual would come to be
“ acknowledged to be denoted by the word

; (5) when we meet with such
“ Vedic Injunctions as—‘one should kill the animal,* we proceed to

“ carry on the subsequent business with the Tongue, Heart, &c., of the

individual animal that is killed
;
and not with the whole Class ‘ animal*;

“(6) and again, all actions stand in need of certain substances
;
and

“ hence if the words in an Injunction were accepted to be denotative of

“ the Individual, then alone could the Injunction be found to lay down
“ something that is needed, not otherwise

; (7 ) the Individual being a

“definite entity (acknowledged by all of us), that alone, and not the
“ Class, can be rightly accepted as being denoted by a word. And
“ for all these reasons, we conclude that it is the Individual that is denoted
“ by the word.

“ Some people might ask— ‘ Why should we not accept both the
“ Individual and the Class to be denoted by the word ? That would bo

“ quite in keeping with usage and comprehension.* This cannot be

;

“ because this would involve the assumption of a manifold potency in the

“ word, which is not iillovvcable
;
specially as the comprehension of the one

“ (the Class) can very well be explained as being due to the intimate

“relationship that it bears to the other ( the Individual)
; and hence wo

“must accept the Individual to be denoted by the word.
“ It may be asked— ‘ How then do you explain the idea of com-

“ monality that we have ? ’ We can explain this as brought about by its

“ relatiouship to the Individuals.

“ It may be argued that—‘ when we actually find that an action is

“ otherwise impossible, then alone can this Apparent Inconsistency justify

“ our accepting the Individual to bo denoted by the word
; whexieas in

“ all other cases, inasmuch as it is the Class that is cognised first, we
“ must hold the word to be denotative of the Class.’ This cannot be

;

“ because this too would necessitate the assumption of manifold poten-
“ cies in each word

;
and as, in that case, the denotation being always

“ uncertain, the true meaning of an Injunction would always remain
“ doubtful.

“ Some people argue thus :
‘ One who holds an Individual to be

“ denoted by the word, can have no ground for applying that word to any
“ other Individual.* But there is no such real difl&culty

; as there is
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*^alv7aya auch a ground available, in the shape of the fact of the one

Individual belonging to the same Glass as tbe other.

** There is a difficulty in the Bhashya here. Having started the

‘‘ question—‘ how then do we have an idea of commonality V—the Bhashya
“ replies— * the Glass would serve as the mark 7 But the reply is quite

“ irrelevant
;
because what was wanted to be known was the reason for

“ the idea of commonality^ while what the reply points out is the ground

“for applying the same word to many Individuals ! Therefore we must

“take the Bhashya here to be elliptical, explaining it thus : Question (1)
“—

‘ Bow then do we have an idea of commonality ? Answer— ‘ Through the

relationship it hears to the Individuals.' Question (2)
—

^ But how is the

“ same tcord applicable to another Individual ?
* Answer— * Through the Glass

“ which serves as the mark (common to all of them).* Or, we may explain

“the Bhashya in the following manner: Being asked— ‘ How then do wo
“have an idea of commonality?*

—

the Puivapakshif finding himself uu-

“able to absolutely deny the said idea of commonality, seeks refuge in

“ the theory that the word denotes the Individual qualified hy the Glass^

“—the meaning of the woi'd ‘ cthna * being qualificationy and the passage
“

* dkrtigcihnahhUtd bhavishyati,* meaning that the Glass (commonality)

“ could be recognised as the qualification of the Individual.

“ Thus then, even the idea of commonality cannot be urged against

“ the Individualistic theory. And we conclude that the denotation of a
“ word consists of the Individual, either by itself, or as qualified by the

“ Class.

“ And it is only then that we can accept the number ‘ six *—in the

“ sentence ‘six cows *—to belong to the cows (Sutra 31).

“ And also in the case of tlie Injunction that,—if the animal kept for

“ a sacrifice happens to bo lost, we should obtain another of the same
“ colour—unless we accept the word ‘ animal * to denote the individual

“ animal, the word ‘ another * could not point to another animal
;
nor

“ would it be possible to speak of this another as being ‘ of the same
“colour.* Because if the whole Class ‘Animal* were denoted by the
“ word Animal ’

; the one animal would be as much an animal as the

“ other
;
and hence even if another animal had to be fetched, it would

“ not be another (but the same Animal)
; nor can the Glass be said to

“bo ‘of the same colour’ (as the former animal). And hence we con-

“ elude that it is the Individual that is denoted by the word.”
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To all this we make the following reply ;

—

SIDDHANTA (B).

(as explained in the Bhosliya,')

It can never be that the Individual is denoted by the word
; as it is

the Class that is denoted by it
;
because we meet with such passages as

—

* (^ijSnacitam cinvtta,* where the two meanings that could be possible are

—

(1) ‘ one should build up a particular CyBna bird,* or (2) ‘ he should build

the Class QijBriaJ

But as for the Individual ^jSna bird, any number of bricks could not

build up any such bird
;
specially as we cannot build up a bird even with

the arteries and tendons taken out of a dead bird
; and thus the mention

of ‘ bricks * precludes all possibility of the making of a live bird
;
and we

would also have to assume a certain purpose for the building of a bird

out of brick and mortar; in which case we would have the further dis-

advantage of having to take the word * cinvita* in a figurative sense (t.e.,

of preparing^ instead of making)
;
and lastly, such an intepretation would

involve a breach of the grammatical law ‘ KarmanyagnyUkhyayam *

(Panini III—ii— 12) explained above. And hence the passage cannot be

taken to mean that one should makey by the building
y a (^yena bird.

In the same manuer, (1) it is equally impossible to build up the

Class ‘f^^eiia* with bricks and mortar, as it is created by God alone; (2)

such an iuterpretation would necessitate the assumption of some purpose

for this making of the Class
; (3) and also the taking of the word ‘ cinvita *

in a sense not its own; and (4) this would also involve a breach of the

grammatical rule quoted above. Hence the passage cannot bo taken even

to mean that one should make the Glass * pyena.*

Thus then, the only resource left to us is to take the passage to

mean tliat by the building (collection of bricks) one should make an altar of

the shape of the Qyetid bird. In this case it is impossible for the altar to

be made similar to any particular fySua bird; and wo cannot make it

{similar to all the individual birds ; specially as it is absolutely impossible

to ascertain the similitude of such birds as have not yet been born, or of

t hose tliat aie yet to be born; and it is only possible to make an altar

having a shape that is common to the whole Class ‘ py§i\a.* Hence we
conclude that the Class alone can be held to be denoted by the word.

An objection is here raised : “Why cannot the passage be taken

to mean that one should build up the altar with the bodies of dead CySna
birdsj the compound ‘ ^yenacitam * being taken as ‘ QyBtmaipcitam * (the

Instrumental Tatpurusha )’* ?

To this question, the Bhashya replies that the word ‘ Cyena * is the

46
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objective (and nob the Instrument). Bub this is not correct. In the

passage itself the word ^^yBna* has no independent signification of its

own
;

nor is it found to have the Accusative termination to itself, as this

termination appears after the whole compound ‘ Cyenacita ’
; and as such

it cannot bo taken as signifying the objective. Therefore we must make
use of the aforesaid grammatical sutra in denying the fact of the word
‘ Cyena * having an Instrumental signification. The FUtra means that ‘ the

hvip affix is added to the root ci when it is preceded by an objective noun,

specially when the root ci signifies the altar of sacrificial fire *
;
and as the

root ‘ ci * by itself cannot signify the altar, it is only the root ending in

tlie kvip affix—as is possible only in such compounds as ‘ Cyenacita
*

(where the noun * (flyBna ’ must be the objective, in order to make the

particular affix hvip possible, in accordance with the above»quoted sutra)

—that can be taken to mean the altar; and the word ‘ piyg/ia ’ cannot be

hold to have any independent meaning of itself (apart from the compound).

And hence we must conclude that the word ‘ QyBna * cannot be taken to be

in the Instrumental Case. Even if the Instrumental Case wei'e admitted,

(1) there would bo no rule by which wo could have a compound, under

the circumstances
j (2) over and above this, we would have to assume the

Instrumental case-ending, which does not exist; (3) by assuming the

(bodies of the) ^yStta birds to be the materials for making the altar, it

would involve an abandonning of the bricks, which have been distinctly

laid down as the material to be employed in the building; and (4) there

would be a needless sinful slaughter of so many CyBna birds, when there

are other means of accomplishing the same thing. Thus then
,
it being

impossible for the word ‘ ^yena * to be taken in the Instrumental Case, we
must take the pateage to mean that one should build the altar similar in

shape to the ^yena bird. And as such an interpretation would be possible

only if the word {^^yena*) denoted the Class—as we have shown above

—

wo must admit the Class to be denoted by the word.

Objection: “ It is not so; the possibility of the single action of the
** making of the altar cannot be accepted as sufficient reason for accept-
“ ing the Class to be the denotation of a word; specially as we have
“ already shown that there are many actions—like killing, washing, &o.,

“ wliich would be possible, only if the Individual were accepted to be denoted
“ by the word. And as the passages laying down actions like these latter

are very many, while you have got only one passage in support of your
“ theory, it is far more reasonable to hold the word to denote the Indi-
‘‘ vidual. If it bo urged that—* even in accordance with the Olass-
“ theory, in the case of the Injunctions of such actions as washing and the
“ like, we can have the Individual pointed out by indirect Indication,’—
“ wo reply that it is far more reasonable to accept the Individual theory,
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^and have recourse to indirect Indication in the single passage treating of

the CyBna (while you have got to have recourse to it in the case of

“ many passages)
;
and it is certainly far more reasonable to have recourse

to an indirect signification in one case than in many. And as for the

“Instrumental Tatpiirusha (in ^CyBnacita*) we can accept it, as being
“ absolutely necessary. For these reasons (it being possible to take the

passage to mean that one should make the altar of the bodies of CySna
“'birds),—and because it is only when the word is accepted as denoting the
“ Individual, that there can be different numbers and cases in connection

“ with Nouns,—we must conclude that a word always denotes the Indi-

“ vidual/’

In view of these objections we proceed to offer another exposition of

of the SidiUiUnfa.

It is tlie Class that is denoted by the word. Why? (1) Because it

is the Class or Commonality that is cognised before (the Individual)
;

(2) because a word is not found to give rise to a mixed conception
;
and

(3) because when the order ‘ bring the cow ’ is given, the person ordered

brings any cow that he likes.

To explain these arguments—(1) when the word “ Cow is uttered,

before we have an idea of any Individuals, it is the Commonality that

we have an idea of
;
and when the form of this Commonality has been

duly comprehended, then alone are the Individuals cognised. Thus then,

inasmuch as for the cognition of the Class there is no other means (save

the word), while the cognition of the Individuals is actually brought
about by the cognition of the Class, we conclude that the word denotes

the Class.

(2) If tlie Individuals were denoted by the word, then, inasmuch as

the individual cows are found to have various characters—such as the

variegated colour, absence of horn.s, &c.,—the idea brought about by the

word would be a mixed one (partaking of all these clmractors), wliile as a

matter of fact we find the word giving rise to a single uniform conception

(of the Commonality); and thus too we conclude that it is the Glass that

is denoted by the word.

(3) When a person is ordered to * bring the cow,* if no particular cow
happens to bo specially pointed out, either by the character of the work in

hand or by the other concurrent circumstances, the person ordered is

found to bring in any common cow, and not any particularly specified

cow, or all the cows in the world. If, however, the individual cow were

denoted by the word, then the mention of the word ‘ Cow * would have

pointed to all the individual cows in the world, which would have to» be
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brought in by the person ordered ; or he could bring in only that one

particular cow which would be denoted by the word. But as a matter of

fact we find that he brings in any common cow, with the only restriction

that if should possess the common character of the ‘ Cow/ And hence too

we conclude that the Class is denoted by the word.

If, however, the Individual bo held to be denoted by the word, there

could be only the following three alternatives
: (1) That all Individuals

should be denoted independently by themselves; (2) or that the conglom-

eration of all Individuals as qualified by a particular Individual should

be denoted
; (3) or that only one particular Individual be denoted.

(J) Now, it is not possible for all Individuals to be denoted; (a)

because that would necessitate the assumption of manifold denotative

potencies in the word
; (6) because (the Individuals being transient) the

relationship between the word and its denotation would become transient

;

(c) because, the conception of all the Individuals being absolutely impos-

sible, the full relationship of the word with its denotation would never be

comprehended, and as such, there could be no usage of the word or any

business carried on (such as the following of one another’s directions, &c.) ;

as referring to many Individuals, the word ‘ Cow’ would be always u^ed

in the Plural, like the word ‘ eight ’
;
and as such it would never be pos-

sible to apply to it either the Dual or the Singular number; (e) as the

white colour cannot exist in all the Individual cows denoted by the word
‘ Cow,’ there could be no co-extensiveness (of the qualification and the

qualified) in the expression * white cow ’
; and (/) because in the case of the

Vedic Injunction * one should sacrifice with the animal,* as it would be

impossible to perform a sacrifice with all individual animals^ such Injunc-

tions, and thence the Veda, would lose all autliority.

(2) Similarly too, it is not possible to admit the Conglomeration of

the Individuals to be denoted by the word
;
(a) because in this case also

all the Individuals will have to be denoted, as forming the Conglomeration,

and hence this theory too would be open to all the aforesaid six objections

;

(b) because such a theory would necessitate the assumption of a Conglom-
eration apart from the Individuals; (c) as no usage is found to

appertain to any such Conglomeration, the denotation of words would be

absolutely useless (as the solo use of denotations lies in the accomplish-

ment of usage); (d) the Units forming the Conglomeration being all

destructible, the Conglomeration would also be destructible ;
and hence

the relationship of the word with its denotation would become transient

;

(e) the Conglomeration being one only, there would be no Plural or Dual
Number in Nouns

; (/) nor would there be any co-extensiveness between
the qualification and the qualified, in the expression ‘ white cow’ ;

because

the Conglomeration of all cows cannot be said to be white; (g) the
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Conglomeration being shapeless, no sacrifices conld be performed with

it; and that would shake the authority of all Vedio Injunctions.

(3) If a single Individual be held to be denoted by the word, then

too,— (a) there would be a non-eternality of the relationship (of the word
and its denotation)

;
(h) as it could not be ascertained which one particular

Individual is denoted, no business would be possible
;

(c) there could bo

no idea of Commonality; (d) Nouns could never have the Plural or the

Dual number; (e) no use of the word ‘Cow* could be possible, prior to

the birth, and after the deaths of the particular cow denoted; (f) the

word ‘ Cow * giving rise to an idea of the ‘ Cow * in general, there can be
no particular reason for asserting that it is only this particular cow, and
not that, which is denoted by the word.

We now proceed to explain the text of the Bhashya

:

If any particular cow were denoted, the word could never give us

an idea of any other cow

;

and as such it could never be used with
reference to any other cow save the one held to be denoted

; because at

any other time, the particular cow denoted by the word on the former
occasion would not bo existing at the subsequent time, the one present at

this time being totally different from the former. Specially as the
Individual is said to be free from all generic and specific properties

;
and

apart from such properties, there is nothing in the Individual, by which

it could be referred to (by any word).

Question: “Just as one Individual is free from such generic and
“specific properties, so would also the second be free from them; and
“ hence, just as the word is found to apply to the one Individual free from
“ such properties, in the same manner would it also be applicable to the
“ other Individual, which is equally free from them. If this other Indi-

“ vidual had the form of either the genus or the species^ then alone would
‘ it be different in character from the former Individual

;
and in that case

“ alone would the word be found inapplicable to it. As a matter of fact,

“ however, both of them are found to bo equally free from such forms;
“ and as such the word would bo equally applicable to both of them.’*

Answer

:

If the application of the word to one Individual, as also to

the other, be based upon the fact of their being free from generic and spe-

cific properties, then this freedom itself would constitute their Gommonality ;

and as such your explanation'would be a tacit admission of our theory
;

and it seems you are only opposed to the use of the word “ Class.**

Says the FUrvapakshi : “ We do not mean that the word applies to one
“ Individual, as also to another, on account of their freedom|from generic
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“and specific properties; all that we mean is that the Individual is

“cognised in the form of a negation of all things that differ from it either

“ in its generic or specific form. And in that case, how can our declaration

“ be said to be tantamount to the admission of the denotation of a com-

“monality? Because an Individual is the substratum of the generic

“ and specific properties, it cannot be these properties themselves. And
“ Iience what we hold is that just as the word is found applicable to one
“ Individual, which is different from generic and specific properties, so,

in the same manner would it be applicable to another Individual also.“

The Siddh&nti replies: If the word be applicable to Individuals on
account of these latter being free from generic and specific properties,

then in that case, the word comes to bo denotative of a Commonality.
And if there be no commonality, then one word cannot apply to two
Individuals

;
because if a word were applicable to one Individual, without

this latter having the commonality that belongs to another Individual

denoted by the Avord, then the word ‘ Cow * would be applicable to an
individual horse also! And certainly this would be a too extensive use of

the word 1

Says the Purvapakshi :
—“ It is not so

;
the application of all words

“ being independent of all commonality^ their usage would bo regulated by
“ actual usage

;
and as such there could be no such absurd usage of

“ words as you have pointed out.*'

The SiddhSinti

:

If mere usage be held to regulate the application of

words, then the word ‘ Cow * never yet having been been used with

reference to the particular cow born to-day, this could not be spoken of

as a ‘ Cow.* Thus then, if the application of words is regulated by usage,

it becomes too limited; otherwise it becomes too extensive as shown

above. Following this line of argument, the Bhashya says that the com-

mon notion of the Gow would not apply to different Individuals—as that
* this is a cow * and ‘ that is a cow,* and so forth

;
but this is not quite

relevant to what just precedes it; hence this argument of the Bhashya
must be taken along with (and in support of) the proposition that, ‘ if the

word denoted a particular Individual it could never be applied to any other

Individual.’

Says the Purvapakshi ; “ But the application of words could be re-

gulated by the denotative potencies of the words themselves
;
a word

“ applying, and being used with reference to that Individual which it may
“ be capable of denoting

;
while if in regard to any Individual it had

“ no such potency, it would not apply to it. And hence the word ‘cow*
“ being capable of denoting the Individual Coios only, it is with reference

“ to these only that the word ‘ cow * could be used.**

Put this too cannot regulate tho application of words
;
because the
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potentiality of a word cannot be ascertained before it has been used ; and
tlie cognition of the potentiality of a word would depend upon its usage ;

and as such being itself non>existcnt at the using of the word, how could
the cognition of tlie potentiality of the word regulate the application (and
the usage) of the word? And further, even though the person addressed
could ascertain the potentiality of the word from its use, how could the
speaker himself know that the word ‘ cow * is applicable to the individual
cow, and not to the individual horse? And he would be as liable to using
the word * cow ’ with roforenco to the horse as to the coiv.

The Furvapakshi : Why could we not have the application re-
“ gulated by the Class,—the word, ‘ cow * applying to all individuals, that
“ would be found to bo qualified by the class ‘ cow * (or generic character

of the cow)
; while it would not apply to those not so qualified

;
and

“ thus it would not apply to the horse (which is not found to be qualified

“by the generic character of the cow)
;
and in this manner, the application

“ of all words would be very easily regulated/*

True
;
such a regulation would bo possible

;
but you have come to our

way of thinking. Because unless the word ‘ Cow * denotes the qualification,

—the generic character of the cow,—how can the application of the word
bo restricted to the individuHl coio only ? And if this generic charaidor be

held to be previously denoted, it would bo an admission of the denotability

of the Class by the word.

The Purvapcilcshl now brings forward another argument : “ It is true
“ that the class is denoted

;
but the fact is that it appears as the qualifica-

“ tion of the individual, occupying only a secondary position
;
while tho

“individual forms the primary element in the denotation of a word.
“None of us are veryanxioiistoasscrtthntboth(theClassandtheTndivi-
“ dual) are not expressed by the word. The fact is that some of ns hold
“one thing (tho Individual) to bo the prims,ry and other (the Class) the
“secondary denotation of the woid; and hence has it boon declared that

‘ the individual constitutes the primary denotation of the word.* Thus it
“ is that the regulation of tlio applications of a word, the cognitions of
“both the Class and the Individual, tho possibility of such actions as
killing, washing, <fec.,—all become oxplicablo.’*

To this, tho other party makes tho following reply : This is not pos-
sible ;

because if the Class be admitted to have been previously denoted by
the word, the whole force of the word will have been taken up in this
denotation, and it cannot bo said to denote the Individual

; nor is it proper
to admit the word to have more than one denotation, when the cognition of

the Individual is capable of being otherwise got at, through its connection
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with the Class (a cognition whereof is always foiuM to point to that of

the Individual) ;
because it is only by means of the Apparent Inconsis-

tency (of the fact of the cognition of sometliing being brought about by

a word) Unit we admit a potentiality, in that word, of expressing that

thing; but in the case of the cognition of the Individual, we find that it is

got at by other means
; and as such the Apparent Inconsistency having dis-

appeared, there can be no ground for postulating a potentiality, in the

word, of denoting the Individual. Nor are words always found to denote

only one particular Glass
;

as we actually find words like ‘ Aksha *

de-

noting more than one Class (as it has many meanings). Invariable concomi-

tance too, both negative and positive, is found to point to the fact of a

word not denoting the Individual
;
for instance, even when the word has

not been uttered, the person who has known the Glass (‘ Cow *) at once re-

cognises the Individual
;
while even when the word has been pronounced,

if the person addressed has never known the Class, he is found incapable

of having any idea of the Individual. Hence we conclude that it is the

Class that is denoted by the word.

The PUrvapaksht puts forward another theory : Why cannot we ad-
“ mit the denotation of the word to consist in the Gliss as qualified hy the
“ Individual ?

**

The propounding of this theory may be explained in various ways ;

(1 ) It may have been propounded as a cotnbination of the two extreme theo-

ries
;
and as such, in keeping with both usaye and cognition, (2) Or, it

may be that it has been put forward with the indirect motive of estab-

lishing the Individualistic theory, the chain of reasoning, in the mind
of the propounder, being somewhat like this: “ The Siddhanti might, by
“ my putting forward this theory, be lulled into the belief that in this his

“ opponent admits the denotability of the Class
;
and hence, with a view

“ to expliiiii the possibility of such actions as washing^ &c., lie might come

*Ho admit of the donotability of the Individual also, though only as a

“qualification; and thus having made him admit the denotability of the

“ Individual as qualifying the Class, it would betiome easy for mo to lead

“ him on to my main position, that it is the Individual, and not the Class,

“ that is denoted by the word.”

But the Siddhanti fully understands the trick, and replies accord-

ingly : If that be the case, the word would not be applicable to the Class as

qualified by another Individual. That is to say, if the word be held to de-

note the Class as qualified by a particular Individual, then this tlieory

too would be open to all the objections that have been urged above against

the purely Individualistic theory—namely, the necessity of assuming
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manifold potencies in a word, &c., &c., and the impossibility of the word

applying to another Individual; because in the case of each Individual the

qualification (of the Class) would be different. Hence we conclude that

the Class is denoted by the word.

Ohjection

:

“ But the Class is always recognised as the secondary ole-

^*ment in the denotation of a word; and hence the primary denotation

‘‘ must consist in something else.”

It is not so ; because it is the Class alone that is denoted by the word ;

as for its being the primary or the secondary factor in the denotation, if

such charaetpr be dependent upon the wish of the speaker as to what ho

may desire to express by the word, wo have nothing to say against it
;
but

this cannot shake off the fact of the Class forming the true denotation of

the word. And actually at the time that it is denoted by the >vord, it is

not cognised ns the secondary factor ;
and consequently the mere fact of its

being meant to bo the secondary factor cannot affect our position,

Ohjection: On account of the arguments urged in the Pnrvupakiha,

“we cannot but accept the Individual to bo denoted by the word. If it

“bo urged that— ‘ in that case the word could not be applico-blo to olher

“ Individuals, (we reply) the Class would serve as tho distinguishing

“ mark (oven though itself not denoted by the word). For instance, wlieu

“two men have passed through a village, one of them asks— ‘ whicli was

“the house of DSvadatta ? —the other replies: ‘the house that had

“many crows over it was Devadatta’s ’ ;
and in this case wo find that

^‘though tho existence of the crows is not denoted by the word ‘ Dova-

“datta^s house, ^ yet it serves as a distinguishing mark whereby tho man

“ knows the actual house called ‘ Devadatta’s house ' ;
in the same

“ though the Class is not actually denoted by the word ‘ Cow, j^ot it wil

“servo as the distinguishing mark whereby wo would know tho actual

“ Individual called ‘ Cow. *

“ Tho Bhashya has cited the word ‘ Pandi ’ (the man with tho stick) ;

“ the sense being that just as tlie Dan^ is not actually denoted by the

“ word ‘ Daivit

'

though it serves as tho distinguishing mark of the person

“called ‘Dandt,’ in the same manner could the Class servo as the dis-

“ tinKuishing mark of the Individual denoted. ....
“ Against this example of the Bhashya, the following objections are

“raised - (1) ‘In tho word Dandi its base Danda is actually found to

“ denote tho Baiida
;
how then can it bo asserted that the word Da.fi does

“not denote the Dandu? (2) The fact that is under consideration is that

“ of tho Class serving as the distinguishing mark ;
while the example that

“ has been cited is one of qualification !

“But none of these objections affect the main position (1) What is

“meant by the asserliou of the D-hk/u not being dcnolcd is that it is

n'
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** not denoted by the affix (tni), in the word ‘ Dandi the sense thus being

“ that, just as in the case of the word ‘ Dandi,* though the Dan^a is not

“ actually denoted by the affix, and yet it is found to point to a person

“ qualified by the possession of the Danda, in the seme manner in the case in

“ question, though the Class is not denoted, yet the word would denote the

“ Individual as qualified by the Class. (2) As for the objection that the

“ matter in question being the fact of the Class serving as the distinguish-

“ ing marlcy it was not proper for the Bhashya to cite an instance of quali-

“ fication^—this is nob a proper objection
;
because the distinguishing mark

“ too is only a qualification after all. Or, it may be that the example cited

“ bears a similarity to the main question, in various phases of it

—

“ such as some may be similar to it on the point of non-denotahilily (as in the

“case of the word ‘ Dandi ’), while some may be so only on the point of

“ its serving as a distinguishing mark (as in the case of ‘ Devadatta's house ')

;

“and thus there is nothing wrong in the example cited by the Bhashya.
“ And in this theory there can be neither a too narrow, nor a too

“ wide, application of the word (as urged above) against the purely Indi-

“ vidualistic theory.
”

But all this is not quite to the point* It is true that the house of DSva-

datla, and tlie man with the stick are denoted (by the words * Devadatta's

house,* and ‘ Dandi ’ ) ;
but the presence of the crows serves as the dis-

tinguishing mark of the house, only when it is actually seen by the eyes
;
and

so also tho possession of the stick is recognised as the distinguishing maik
of the Dandii only by means of this latter word ; while in the case in

question, the class ‘ Cow * is nob before us ; and as such, not being in any

way cognised, it could not serve as the distinguishing mark (unless it were

admitted to be denoted by the word itself)
;
and so long as the qualification

(Class) has nob been cognised, there can be no idea of the qualified (In-

dividual). Nor is any portion of the word ‘ Cow* found to denote the

Class ‘ Cow, * as the word ‘ Daiida,* forming part of the word ‘ Dandi, ’ is

found to denote the sticky and as such wo cannot admit that the first

portion of the word ‘Cow * denotes tho Class (the qualification) while tho

second portion signifies tlie Individual (as qualified by it) [just as in tho

word ‘ Dandif
*

the first part ‘ Danda * signifies the qualifying sticky while

tho second part, the affix, denotes tho person qualified by the stick]. Thus
then, if the Class be held to be denoted by the word ‘ Cow, ’ it is this alone

that can be accepted as constituting the true denotation of the word. And
(if not, then) that which is not cognised not being capable of serving as

the distinguishing mark, the contingency of the too wide an application of

the word remains unexplained. In the case of the word ‘ Dandi, * tho case

is a little different
;
as the word cannot be used with reference to the stick

only
;
and as such it cannot but be admitted to bo denotative of tbe person
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qualified (by the possession of the stick)
;
whereas tho word * Cow * cannot

be said to be incapable of being used with reference to the Class * Cow, *

and as such, necessarily pointing to the Individual as qualified (by the

Class). Because in the case of such expressions as ‘ CySnacita * and tho

like, we actually find the word * QyBna ' used with reference to the Class.

And also from invariable concomitance, both negative and positive, we con-
clude that the word denotes the Class : for instance, in the passage speak

-

of the ‘ ^ySnacita, * wo actually find the word ‘ QyUna ’ used with reference

to the Class
;
and we never find any instance of a word being used with

reference to tho Individual independently of the Class.

The above arguments also serve to reject all the other alternative

theories that have been put forward with regard to the denotation of a

word. And thus we coticlude that the Word denotes the Class.

The Purvapaksha ai'guments

—

viz.<t of tho impossibility of the Injunc-

tions of such actions as killing^ washing^ &c.—that have boon summed up
under

—

Siitva (34). There would be no Actions, and the Injunctions
would refer to something else, and not to Substances

Are set aside by tho following

—

Sutra (36). The performance of the actions is for the sake of

a transcendental result
;
and there is no disjunction.

All actions of washing, killing, &c., being performed for the sake of

certain transcendental results, their performance must be taken as part

of the means of the accomplishment of such results
;
and tho means of

fulfilling the transcendental results are the Substances, and not the Class

;

as the former are pointed out by the sacrifices by themselves for their own
accomplishment, wliile the latter is incapable of accomplishing any sacri-

fices. Consequently the denotation of the Class must he accepted, for the

sake of tho pointing out of the exact Substance, and not for the sake of the

Class itself—(1) because a cognition of the Class by itself is not what is

sought after; (2) because in that case a denotation of tho Class alone

would have only a transcendental result
;
and (8) because, being incorporeal,

it is not found capable of helping the sacrifice in any way. Even in a

case when the Class as signified by a basic nonn is recognised as the

means of performing a sacrifice (as in ^ Somena' yajeta*), it is recognised

only as pointing to a definite Substance, and not to itself independently,

as by itself it is of no particular use in the performance of the sacrifice.

Thus then, the denotation of the Class pointing to a definite Substance,
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niul (ho Siibstailoo beinpf quite capable of being related to the actions of

killing^ washing^ &c., as also to Genders, Numbers and Cases,—there is

notliing tliat can be urged against our theory^

It is with a view to this that the Sutra says—there is no disjunction.

That is to say, (1) even in accordance with the Class-theory, there is no

disjunction of the actions of washing^ ^c., from the Substances; or (2) the

denotation of the Class serving the purpose of pointing to a definite Sub-

stance, there is no disjuncfion of the performance of the actions mentioned

above
;
or (3) there being no absolute difference between the Class and

the Individual, the Substance is pointed out, at times in the form of the

Individual, and at others, in that of the Class, in accordance with the wish

of the speaker
;
and as such words being found to denote both forms of

things, oven when the Individual is denoted (by the word), it does not

necessitate any multiplicity in the performance of the action; or (4) the

Class not being totally different from the Individual, the sacrifices per-

formed with reference to the Individual may be accepted as performed

with reference to the Class also, and vice versa; and thus in no case is it

necessary to make any difference in the performance of Actions (or Sacri-

fices); or (5) both the Class and the Individual serve the purpose of

accomplishing a sacrifice; with reference to whichsoever of those two, the

sacrifice may be performed, both of them come to be recognised as useful

;

and as such there is no disjunction (of the Actions) from the Substance.

Thus then, even in accordance with the Class-theory, such Actions as

killing, tvashing, &c., being quite possible, we conclude that it is the Class

that constitutes the denotation of the word.

Thus ends the Third—SmrH—P^da of the First AdhyUya.



adhyaya l

PIDA IV.

Theatinq op the Names op Sacrifices.

ADHIKARANA (1).

(Divided into koo Adhikaranas in the Vartika : A.-^that stick words as ‘ udhhid^

also help in the knowledge of Dharma j
and B .—that such words are

names of sacrifices .

)

Question*. The authority of the Veda together with the Smrtis

having been established, the present was tlie time for considering the

meanings of Veda passages (which also are the means of knowing

Dharma); wherefore and in what connection, then, should the Bhashya

before having furnished the consideration of the means of knowing

Dharma, have taken up the consideration of the Names of sacrifices ?

Some people offer the following explanation : The question

‘‘dealt with is—do the words *udhhid' and the like, point out the

“ materials (to bo used at sacrifices) or the names (of sacrifices) ? (Thus

“ the question dealing directly with the means of knowing Dharmaf*)

But this is not quite correct
;
because in this manner all books could

be explained as iho means of knowing; because all Sentences may bo ex-

plained as dealing with the question—does this sentence point out this

fact or that ?

Some people (notably the author of the Bhashya himself) take the

Sutra (1) as the Purvapaksha and Sutra (2) as the SiddhUnta of the same

Adhikarana

;

but it is necessary for these people to point out what there

is in Sutra (1) that is not in keeping with the SiddhUnta (that it should be

taken as the Purvapaksha). For certainly the assertion of the fact of the

words like ^udbhuV being included in ‘that which servos the purpose of

fulfilling an action ' is by no means unacceptable to the Siddh^titl Hence we

explain these two Sutras as embodying the Siddhanta of the two Adhikaranas
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(A. A 13.), the Fiirvapaksha of both being supplied from without. [Oui*

explanation dealing with the consideration of the authoritative character

and usefulness of certain words with regard to Dkarma makes the Sutras

connected witli the main subject of the Adhyaya.]

ADHIKARANA (A).

With regard to words like ^udbhid* (as occurring in such passages as

* udbhidd yajeta pagHkdmah*)^ wo have a doubt as to whether they have

any use in matters relating to Dharma^ or- not.

And on this point, we have the following

PtJTRVAPAKSHA (A).

“ These words have no use with regard to Dharma, because they have
“ no connection with the performance of actions, while the Veda deals with

“such performance alone; as has been declared elsewhere also : ‘Only
“ three parts of the Veda (viz., Vidhi, Arthavada and Mantra') have nn
“ authoiity with regard to Dharma; and the words in question being
“ different from all those three, they can serve no useful purpose with
“ regard to Dharma; and as such they are absolutely useless.^ (1) The.so
“ words cannot be said to be included in Vidhi

;

because they do not signify

“either the Means or the Bestdt or the Method of any sacrifices; (2)
“ they are different from Arthav&da^ because they do not signify any Praise

;

“(3) they cannot be said to serve the purpose of a Mantra; because they

“do not indicate any accessories (Material, Deity, Ac.) of sacrifices. And
“apart from these three there is no other use of the Veda; and hence

“the words in question cannot have any authority (with regard to

“ Dharma).**

In reply to the above, wo have the following *

SIDDHANTA (A).

Sutra (1). It has already been explained that the Veda
helps in the performance of sacrifices ; and hence the whole of it

should be accepted as serving that purpose.

That is to say, the whole of the Veda being divided into the aforesaid

three parts, and the authoritative characters of the three parts having

been proved by means of the arguments urged above (in PUdas II and III),

the authoritative character of words like ‘ udbhid * cannot bo denied, on
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the grouitid of their being difForent from the three parts (because the three

parts take in the whole of the Veda, and the words in question are found

in the Veda).

ADHIKAllANA (D).

It liaving been shown bj^ the foregoing Adhikarana that the words in

question have the same use as one of the three parts of the Veda, wo

proceed to consider which one of these uses arc fulfilled by them.

Now then, (1) they cannot servo the purpose of the Arthavada

;

be-

cause they are not found in connection with any other sentence. It may be

Hsked— ‘ How can they be denied to be supplementary to a sentence, when

they are actually found in a sentence, exactly like the assertion— ‘ Vdyu is

the eftest deity ? * But it is not so; that which is supplementary to some-

thing that is enjoined, is what is known as ^ Arthavdda*
;
while the words in

question do not appear apart from the Injunction itself {' yajeta ’); therefore

they cannot be said to bo supplementHry to any Sentence
;
and we liavo

already proved under the Aadiimharadhikai ana that that which is capable

of being taken along with an Injunction cannot bo taken as mere Praise,

Nor have we ever found any Praise expressed by a single word
;
neither

do we comprehend any Praise as expressed by the word * Udbhid.* Though
the word could be taken as Praise, inasmuch it is capable of being ex-

plained as ‘that by which trees, &c,, are cut properly,*—yet such nii

interpretation would be set aside by the most rational fact of the ‘ udbhid *

being an Instrument (in llie performance of a sacrifice), as is pointed out

by the Instrumental ending in the word ‘ udbhidd, for if mere Praise were
meant, the noun would have had only the Nominative ending, as we have

in the word ‘ Vdyuh' in the acknowledged Arthavada—‘ VdyuQ'vai kshspu

shthtl devaid.*

(2) Nor can the word ^udbhid' be taken as a Mantra
\
because it is

not recognised as one
;
and also because the students of the Veda do not

remember any such Mantra, And being a single word it cannot be said to

stand in need of something else (which it would indicate exactly as tho

Mantra indicates the Materials and Deities of sacrifices) ; and as it is recog-

nised as the * Instrument,* it cannot be said to bring about an idea of any-

thing else (in the shape of the Material or the Deity). Nor do we find the

word itself denoting anything that would form the material part of a Sac-

rifice ;
and no sentence that actually indicates anything not forming a

material part of the Sacrifice, can be accepted as auxiliary to the sacrifice.

If w e sot about assuming a material to bo indicated by the Mantra (in the

shape of the word ‘ Udbhid ’
), it would bo a most unwarrantable complica-

tion of matters. Nor do we find any Vedic text, like the ISuktavdka (which
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lays down the fact of certain Mantras being employed at certain sacrifices)

laying down the employment of this word as a Mantra; so that the afore-

said assumption of the material too is not possible. Nor again is the word
itself capable of being employed as a Mantra; so that we cannot even

assume any Injunctions of its employment, as we do in the case of the

Mantra ‘ IshB tvd * and the rest. And lastly, it is evident that the word
forms part of the Bralimana passage * udhhidCi yajeta*

;

and as such, it

cannot be taken as a Mantra,

Thus then, it being clear that the word forms part of the subject of

the Injunction itself, wo proceed to consider the question ns to whether
the word constitutes the Injunction of a Material, or it is only the name
of a Sacrifico.

And on this point, wo have the following

PURVAPAKSHA (B).

“It is the material (a.rc) that is enjoined by the ’svord ^ ndbhida ’
; (1)

because the universally recognised fact is mostly authoritative
; (2) be-

cause a distinctly useful purpose is served
;
and (3j because this inter-

“ protation is much more capable of prompting men to the performance of
“ the particular action, than any other, (a) That is to say, it is an uni-
“ vorsnlly vecognisod fact that the noun ‘ ndhhid

'

literally signifies a
** cutting instrument (the Axe); nor is the word ‘ ndbhidd ’ known to signify

“anything else
;
and the meaning of a word that is not recognised in or-

“ dinary parlance cannot be got at from the Veda; because the relation-
“ ship of a word (to its denotation) is not fixed hy the scriptures (but by
“ordinary parlance). As for the Instrumental ending, it signifies mere
“ Instrumentality^ and it is only a potent substance, or tlie potency rc-

“ siding in the substance, that is known to be capable of serving as the
“ Instrument of an Action. And it is only when the Injunction is found
“to servo a distinctly useful purpose that it can prompt people to tho
“particular course of action

;
that is to say, it is only those persons that

“recognise the word ^ ndbhid ' to he Injiinctioii (of the material) that

“can engage themselves in the particular action mentioned
;
for if such

an engagement could come about even without the recognition of the
“ fact of tho Injunction serving a useful pui’pose, it would he as good as
“tho engagement that is not preceded by any distinctly -uttered Injuiic-
“ tion.

“(&) Or, tho word 'udblilda' may be taken os tho Injunction of a
“material

; because of tho universally recognised meaning of tho word;
“ the ^arthavattva

*

of tho word may be explained as the ‘ fact of its bav-
“ iiig a meaning ’

; the sense of the argument in this case beijig iliat in a
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“ name the literal significance of the word is not always recognised (while
“ it is recognised in the case of the word ‘ udhhid, * which, therefore, can-
“ not be a name).

“ (c) Or, the fact of the word *Hdbhid * having a significance only when
“ taken apart from the * sacrifice, * may bo employed as an argument
“ against its being taken as a Name ; specially as the word ‘ udhhid * serves
“ a purpose totally different from that served by the root yaji (= to sacri-

“ fice, in the word ‘ yajeta *)
;
and thus alone is it possible for the person

“ to be prompted to the particular action.

“It may be urged that, 'even a name while qualifying or specifying

“ the sacrifice, would serve to prompt the person to the particular course

“of action.*

“ Blit this is not possible
;
why ? Because the Class ‘ sacrifice ’ not being

“a fit object of Injunction, the root ^ yajV itself points to the Individual
“ sacrifice

;
and if the name (' udhhid ’) bo held to denote the GIurs ‘ sacri-

“ fice, * then it ceases to bo a name ! That is to say, when the root itself is

“ found to indicate the Individual sacrifice, on account of the Class (which
“ is directly denoted by it) not being capable of being enjoined, then wliat

“ is loft to bo done by the name ? While if the name ‘ udhhid * be held to
‘ ‘ denote the Individual sacrifice, then a generic name not being desirable

“ for a particular sacrifice, the word would be altogether irrelevant
;
and

“we shall explain later on that the object specified (i.e., the sacrifice)

“being itself a well-established entity, the name could not be accepted as

“ enjoining it. Even though at times it may be possible for words like
“ * udhhid * to have a specific (and not a generic) denotation, yet even
“ such specific denotation being invariably accompanied by the generic

“ element, it can have no connection with the root ‘ yajV
“ And further, the Injunction itself becomes much simpler, if the word

“ * udhhidd * is taken as laying down the material ; because in that case, it

“ would be merely refering to the sacrifice enjoined elsewhere [that is

“ to say, the meaning of the Injunction would only mean that one should

** perform the sacrifice with the axe, the Injunction enjoining only the mate-

“ rial, its work being thereby much more lightened than if it had to en-

“ join the sacrifice also].

“ Against this it might be urged that, ‘ in that case the force of the

“ Injunction having been exhausted in the laying down of the material,

“ the sacrifice itself would remain unenjoined ;
and then, as there would be

“ no sacrifice laid down, there would bo nothing at which the enjoined

“ material would be employed, and hence the Injunction of the material

“would bo absolutely useless.*

“ In view of this objection, it is said

—

prakrjtau jyotishtomS—i.e., the

“ sacrifice is enjoined along with the jyotishtoma, of which it is an auxiliary

48
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** It may, however, be urged that—‘ if all names be taken as laying

“ down the materials to be used at the sacrifices, even the word ‘ lyotish-

toma * in the Injunction * JyotishtomBna yqjBta* would only point out a

“material to bo employed; and the sacrifice would remain as unenjoined

“ as over. ’ But, as a matter of fact, there is no other way out of this

“ difficulty than to admit one of those sentences (* JyotishtomBna yajBta
*

“and * udhhidSL yajBta ') to enjoin the sacrifice (and not the material) ; be-

“ cause in the absence of an Injunction of Action, any laying down of

“ materials is impossible ;
hence we admit the word ‘ Jyotishtoma ’ alone to

“ bo the name of a sacrifice (and not the Injunction of a material). Or, we
“may take the sentence ^ Jyotishtomena yajBta^ to bo the Injunction of

“ a sacrifice perfm'med with the particular material pointed out

;

while the

“ other words may bo taken as Injunctions of materials only.

“It may bo urged that—‘in that case the Injunctions of all the

“various subsidiaries of the Jyotishtoma^ viz., tho Eknha, the Ahina, &c .

—

“ being mere injunctions of so many materials, those sacrifices themselves
“ would not bo different from the Jyotishtoma itself

;
and thus there being

“no subsidiary sacrifices, the Jyotishtoma could not be the primary {Prak*

“ rti) of any sacrifices
;
and hence it could not be spoken of as such.*

“ Some people reply to this that the assertion of the Jyotishtoma as

“ the primary sacrifice is in accordance with tlie view of the Siddhdnti

“ (who holds all such words to bo names).
“ But wo can explain tho sentence ‘ Prakrtau Jyotishtome * in a differ-

“ ent way altogether. Prakrti is that a consideration of which has been in-

“ troduced ;
hence tho sentence would mean that the sacrifice, at which the

“ udhhid would be used as a material, is enjoined in connection with the

“ Jyotishtoma^ (as the passage ‘ udbhidH yajeta * is found in tho same con-

“ text as tho Jyotishtoma sacrifice).

“ Or, the Jyotishtoma could bo spoken of as tho ‘Primary* {Prakrti)

y

“in compariaion with the various sacrifices recognised as distinct sacri-

“ fices (apart from the Jyotishtoma)^—being pointed out by the sen-

“ tences ‘ Athaisha Jyotihy * &c., which being devoid of any Instrumental

“terminations are unconnected with any verbs, and as such, are not cap-

“ able of being taken as Injunctions of materials.

“Another objection is raised: ‘As for the Jyotishtoma sacrifice, its

“ original Injunction itself lays down tho Soma and tho Jyotishtoma as

“ materials to bo employed at it, tho Injunction of any other material for

“ it is not right.
*

“ But the materials like ‘ udhhid * being laid down in view of the ob-

“taining of certain definite desirable results, these would set aside all

“ other materials that may have been laid down in the original Injunction.

“It is an admitted fact that tho materials laid down in the original
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Injunction can be utilised only at the necessary Actions the Actions

** that are performed as mere duties and not with a view to the obtaining

“ of any desirable results). Or, it may be that though the original Injaiic-

** tioa has laid down the Jyotishtoma as to be performed with certain dofi-

nibe materials, yet the subsequent Injunctions (like ‘ udbhida yajeta^')

** could bo taken as laying down other materials for the same sacrifice, the

“injunction of the sacrifice itself, without the material, being borrowed

“from the original Injunction; and thus the material laid down by the

“ subsequent Injunction would bo in no way different from that laid down
“in the original one. Otherwise wo would be, as the Bhashya thinks,

“obliged to accept both materials as optional alternatives.
“

SIDDHANTA (B).

Sutra (2). That {word) must be a name, which at first ap>

pears new ; because it cannot lay down (the material).

We proceed to explain the words of the Sutra

:

When a word—like

“ udbhid *—is such that, when first heard, it ‘ appears now *—i.e., is not

cognised as signifying anything definite,—then, if it be come across, first

of all, in a Vedic Injunction, it must bo taken as a name^ on account of its

co-extensiveness (with the sacrifice enjoined). Or, the clause ^ utpattdva-^

purvam * may mean that inasmuch the word ‘ udbhid * would point out a

definite sacrifice (not otherwise got at) it^would not be useless. Or, it may
be explained thus : The question being— ‘ whose name would the word
be ? *—

•,
the Sutra replies—‘ the name belongs to that sacrifice, the per-

formance of which would accomplish a particular transcendental result.*

“ Now, what is the reason for holding the word to be a Name ? Says
the Sutra * Avidhayfcatvcit ^—

‘ Because it cannot lay down (the mate-

rial).

To explain—If the word laid down the material, the material could be

laid down—(1) either with reference to the Result (the meaning of the In-

junction being 'one should think of obtaining cattle by means of the

udbhid axo) ; or (2) with regard to the sacrifice (the moaning being
‘ one should accomplish the sacrifice by means of the axe *); or (3) with

reference to both taken together (the meaning being ‘ one should obtain

the cattle by means of the sacrifice with the axe for its material.*) But

none of these is possible.

(1) If the Material were laid down with reference to the Result,

then— (a) the Injunctive affix (in * yajSta *) would lay down the relation-

ship of words other than in which it happens to be (that is to say, the

Injunction would refer to the causal relationship of the material udbhid^

with the Result, obtaining of cattle^ without having anything to do with
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tlie sacrifice ifeself); (6) we would have to assume a direct relationship

bofcween the two words * udhhidd,' and which are mentioned
(ill the text) far apart from one another ; (c) the verbal root ‘ yaji * having
nothing to do with the Injunction, the sole purpose of its use would lie

in that it makes tho use of the affix possible
;

(d) we would have to reject

tlie Soma, which has been laid down in the original Injunction as the

material to be used at the sacrifice ; and (e) we would have the absurdity

of the sacrifice being performed with a material (remnants of) which could

not be eaten.

(2) If the material were laid down with reference to the Sacrifice,

then—(a) the mention of the Result would be absolutely useless; nor

could the Result be taken as qualifying the Jyotishtoma sacrifice, because

this sacrifice has been spoken of as bringing about all desirable results ;

and as such, its qualification by any one result would result in a syntacti-

cal split
;
and the objections (a) (c) (d) and (e), pointed out above, would

also apply to this theory, as also the contingency of the axe being accepted

as an optional alternative to Soma.

(8) Similarly too, if tho material be taken to be laid down as qualify-

ing the sacrifice, then, (a) all the words in the sentence would have to

renounce their own direct significations (as none of them has such a quali-

fied mixed signification); (6) we would have to assume various denotative

potentialities of the Injunction (as there could be no signification of the

qualified without a distinct signification of the qualification)
;

(c) we would

have to resort to the indirect possessive indication, in the case of the

word ^ udbhidA' (which would have to be taken as indicating ^udhhid^

vatd*s^by that hy which has the vdhhid for its material; (d) it would be

necessaiy for us to reject the intimate relationship of oo-extensiveness

(between the ‘ sacrifice * and tho ‘ udhhid ’) which is distinctly pointed

out by the fact of the former being signified by a verbal root with an
Injunctive affix (which has also an Instrumental force), while the latter

has in itself an Instrumental termination
;
and (e) lastly, the sacrifice

would be performed with a material that could not be eaten.

For these reasons the word ^udbhidd* cannot be taken as laying down
the material for a sacrifice

;
and this is what is pointed out by the Bhashya :

(If it wore the Injunction of a material) the sentence would directly denote

the udhhid and indirectly indicate that in which it would be employed as the

material. The Bhashya may also be read as

—

Vakshyanti lakshaySt (the

moaning being the same).

Having thus explained tho implications of the noun ‘ udhhid,^ the

Bhashya proceeds to show that the same facts are also pointed out by the

Instrumental affix (in ‘ udhhidd') : One should accomplish hy means ofthesac^

rifice, ^c. That is to say, whether the passage be taken as an independent
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Injunction by itself or as supplementary to another Injunction, the

Sacrifice is recognised to be the Instrument (of the accomplishment of a

certain result) ;
and hence the word (‘ udbhid&*) also with an Instrumental,

ending, occurring in close proximity to the words signifying the sacrifice

cannot but be taken as denoting the Instrument.

I'he Bhdshya says— ‘ From the Noun which denotes the karana ’—

^

(Instrument), &o. Ac.; and against this, it may be argued that—,“ in all

cases the case-significations being held to belong to the Terminations (as is

distinctly laid down in such passages as ‘ by means of the third case-

termination which signifies Instrumentality

^

Ac.*), how can the Noun be

spoken of as expressing the karana (or Instrument)? **

But this does not afiect the position of the BhSshya; (1) because

what is meant by the passage in question is that the Noun signifies the

Substratum of the Instrumentality. (2) Or, the assertion may be said to be

based upon the fact of the Noun having a signification similar to that of

the W*ord ‘ karana * [tliat is to say the Noun ‘ udbhid, ’ means ‘ that by
which is shot forth (the particular result),* and this is similar to the

signification of the word ‘ kamna * which means ‘ that by which some-
thing is done.*] Specially as the word made up of the krt affix ‘ kvip *

(viz.f the word ‘ karana^ as also the word ‘ udbhid *) signifies a certain sub-

stance endowed with a definite case-potentiality, and not the potentiality

alone, apart from the substance ; and it is for this reason that we find the

word ‘ karana * taking other case-terminations also—as ‘ karanaya *) with

the Dative), ‘ karariam^ (with the Accusative) and the like
;

for if no sub-

stance were signified by the word (fkarana^*) then the only case-termina-

tion applicable to it would bo that which is indicated by the affix ‘ kvip ’

(and this would be the Instrumental only)
;
and the substance (that

would be signified by the word ^karana') would not be capable of any

other case-potentiality ;
because one potentiality cannot have another

potentiality. Thus then, all words with the krt affix being found to be

significant of certain substances with definite potencies, it is only proper

to speak of the Noun
(f
udbhid *) as signifying the ‘ kararui.^

The upshot of all this is this : In the passage (‘ udhhidd yajSta pagukd-

mah *) the Noun, that signifies what is recognised to be the Instrument,

must take the Instrumental case-termination
;
and it is the Sacrifice and

not the material, that is recognised to be the Instrument (or means) of

obtaining the particular result, as wo shall explain later on ;
and hence

it is only when the word * udbhid ’ denotes the sacrifice, that it can have

the Instrumental case-ending, and be capable of being properly taken

along with (the word * sacrifice * in) the sentence ; whereas if it has any

other meaning, it woud be altogether irrelevant (and unconnected with

any portion of the sentence.)
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Objection

:

“ The fact of the word ‘ udbhid *

signifying a substance

being cognised by means of direct sense-perception, exactly as in the
“ case of such words as ‘ vrihi^* * soma ’ and the like, wherefore is

“ it sought to be set aside by the inference of the fact of its signify-

“ ing the Instrument ? That is to say, in the case of such sentences as
“ ‘ somena yaj^ta* even though the sacrifice is recognised as the means (of

“ obtaining a particular result), and the word ‘ somena * has the Instru-

mental case-ending,—yet this is not taken alone (as co-exteusive) with the
“ sacrifice (the Soma being taken as the material)

;
and there is nothing

very incongruous in this
;
wo could have exactly the same thing in the

“ case in question also. [ And, says the Bhashya, though this would
“ involve the necessity of having recourse to possessive indication in the
“ case of the word * ndhhida * which would have to be taken as signifying

“ by that which has the udbhid for its material^ yet there would be no

harm in having recourse to such Indication
;
because this is an ordinary

process of interpretation, while the assumption of something absolutely

“ unknoNvn, for instance the fact of ‘ udbhid * being the name of a parti-

“ cular sacrifice would be a most unwarrantable liberty taken by the

Siddhantil (The Bhashya uses the word ^hatha^ which moans the

** green scum found on the surface of water, which, when removed by the

“ hand, closes in again, and cannot be kept away
;
and on the present occa-

“ sion, it is figuratively used in the sense of an unwarrantable liberty)**

To this objection, we make the following reply:—A word, whose
signification is unknown, when occurring along with words of well-known

meanings, has its meaning ascertained by means of these latter ; whereas

a Word, the meaning of which is well-known, is never separated from this

meaning. That is to say, such words as ‘ Vrihi^* ‘ Soma * and the like have
their meanings so very well-known, that they can never be taken apart

from these meanings
;
and hence in such passages as ‘ somBna yajeta,* as

they cannot be taken along with (as co-extensive with) the sacrifice, we
are obliged to take them as laying down the materials to be employed at

the sacrifices. On the other hand, in the case of such words as ‘ udbhid^*

and the like, the only meaning that is recognised is that which is derivedfrom

the meanings of the partscomposing the word {ut -H bhid + hvip)] and as such the

word is as capable of being taken as signifying the sacrifice (judbhidyatB pagu*

prGptih yena, that which brings about the obtaining of cattle) as the material

{tidbhidyatS chBdyatB anSna, that by which tree, <&c., are cut); and hence

we do not find Direct Sense-perception lending any support to either; as

there can be nothing very objectionable in having recourse to Inference,

for ascertaining the true meaning of the word. And, as a matter of fact, for

the ascertaining of the true meaning of all words, the one most important

means is the well-known relation of co-extensiveness ; and it is by this very
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means that the principal Instrumentality^ having obtained its chief sub-

stratum in the sacrifice, becomes capable of drawing the Noun (‘ udhhid

also to its own purpose.

And further, if the word ‘ udhhida * be taken as pointing out the

name of the sacrifice, all that has got to bo done by the word is to signify

a concurrent Instrumentality in connection with the sacrifice (which is

directly recognised as the Instrument)
;
and the task of the Injunction

becomes much lightened
;

while if the word be taken as laying down a

material for the sacrifice, even the Number and the Case of the word will

have to be accepted as objects of the Injunction. That is to say, in ac-

cordance with your theory, it would bo necessary to assume a distinct

potentiality of the Injunction with regard to the special termination (in

‘ udhhida ’).

Thus then, we conclude that the various parts composing the word
‘ udhhid * are quite well-known as pointing to the sacrifice. Nor can it be

urged that, inasmuch as the Jyotishtoma, &c., are also capable of bringing

forth their results, the name ^udhhid' would belong to them also; be-

cause the particles composing the word (as occurring in the sentence in

question) can refer to only that sacrifice, a co-extensiveness with which is

pointed out in the sentence
;
and as a matter of fact (this co-extensivoness

is perceived only with reference to the particular sacrifice that brings

about the acquisition of cattle^ and) we do not find the word ‘ udhhid * ever

mentioned along with the Jyotishtoma, &c, (and as such its co-exten-

siveness with these can never be recognised). Or, it is only by means of

the Apparent.Inconsistency (of the expressed co-extensiveness) that the

bringing about (udbhBdana) can be recognised as referring to a particular

result only
;
and as there is no such Apparent Inconsistency in the case of

the Jyotishtoma, &c., the name * udhhid ’ can never be attributed to them.

We have in the Sutra, the word ^ avidhdyakatv&t^; and in explaining

this, theBhashya says : It will not enjoin (or lay down), &c. And the sense

of this is that we do not take the passage in question as actually laying down

the name * Udhhid' as belonging to the particular sacrifice, as we have

Panini’s Sutra I-i-1, directly laying down that the name ^VrddhV belongs

to At and Aic
;
(nor have we any necessity of taking the passage thus),

because this fact is pointed out by the directly expressed co-oxtensiveness

(of the Udhhid with the sacrifice) and the well-known meaning afforded by

the component parts of the word * Udhhid' But all that the Bhashya

means is that the passage does not mean that ‘ one should obtain cattle by

means of the sacrifice, and this sacrifice is named Udhhid

'

(because that

that would involve a syntactical split) ;
but at the same time, it cannot bo

denied that the passage distinctly points to the fact of the name belonging

to the sacrifice (as the only moaning that the passage can have is that
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* one should obtain cattle by means of the I7d6/n’(f-sacrifice '); because it is

thus alone that the passage could point to a particular sacrifice.

Though in the present case (the Udbhid and the Sacrifice not having

the same case-ending) there is no direct co-ordination between the name and
the named, yet the relationship between them cannot bo any other than

that of the qualification (name) and the qualified (named ) ;
because all that

the name does is to point to a certain object as distinguished by its own
verbal form. [That is to say, it is only when the co-ordination is

between what are signified by the words that it is necessary for these to

have the same case-ending
;
whereas in the case of the Name, it is by its

mere verbal form that it specifies an object
;
and as such it does not stand

in need of the co-ordination obtained from the fact of the two words

having the same case-ending]. It may bo urged that—“ in that case you

would have a denotation (by the word ‘ Udhhida *) of the verbal form of

the word (which is not quite compatible with your tenets).*** But, as a

matter of fact, the verbal form of the word (‘ Udbhid *) being cognised by

direct Auditory Perception, it is only that which is specified by that form

that can be accepted to be denoted by tha.i^.'^d. And as for the law that

there can be no idea of the qualified until there has been an idea of the qualu

fication,—all that this law lays down is that the qualification should be

coflfnwed (before there is any cognition of the qualified), e,\\di j\ot that it

should be expressed by a word—(and in the case in question we have a

previous cognition of the qualifying form of the word by means of Sense-

perception, and it is not necessary for it to be actually expressed by the

word). Nor does this involve the imposition of the form^ of the word
(upon the sacrifice). [That is to say, it cannot be urged that tl^ qualify-

ing Name always bringing about an idea connected with its verbal form,

this form would be imposed upon the object named]
;
because all that a

word does, by differentiating its object from all other objects, is to draw
out (and present to us) certain objects that already exist in the world (and

as such any mention of these objects by these words cannot be said to

impose the form of the word upon the object)
;
as we have already explain-

ed under “ Sense-perception ’* (in the Qlokaviirtihu)

.

And again, it is only by such names as ‘ Udbhid * and the like,

that the subsidiary sacrifices can be differentiated from their Primary;

otherwise, in the sentence ‘ Udbhidd yajBta, <fec.,’ if the sacrifice were not

specified by the name {Udbhid), then the sentence would come to be taken

only as pointing out certain other Matenals and Results in connection with

the Primary sacrifice itself, and not as laying down any distinct sacrifice.

Or, the relation of the qualification and the qualified (between the

name ‘ Udbhid * and the particular sacrifice) may be accepted as based upon
the fact of all names really expressing some qualification of the Actions
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jusfc as the words ‘Red,’ ‘one-year old,* <fec., express certain qualities of the

cow
;
nor, in that case, can the mention of the sacrifice itself (by the word

yajUa) be said to be redundant (on the ground of the name itself pointing

to a particular sacrifice)
;
because without the mention of the sacrifice by the

root ^yajV there would bo nothing to show that ‘ Udhhid' was the name
of a particular sacrifice ;

and it is through the mutual proximity (of the name
with the ‘ sacrifice ’) that we get at the facts that the name belongs to a

mcrifice^ and that the sacrifice meant is that which is specified by the name^ and

not all sacrifices in general, or the Primary sacrifice of the JyoHshtoma ; and

thus the mention of botli (the name and the ‘ sacrifice *) is distinctly

useful.

And as the Injunction is that of the sacrifices as specified by the name

heedrd^dvid^ both of these are matters actually laid down by the Injunction
;
and

hence it cannot be said to bo a more supplementary explanation (of

another injunction). And thus we find that the fact of ‘ Udbhid* being the

name of a sacrifice is not contrary to the fact of the passage being an

Injunction (though it is contrary to tho fact of its being an Injunction of

a particular material). And thus it is apparent that the assertion of the

PurvapaJcsha—that the word ^Udbhid' forms part of the Injunction of a

material,—as al'j^^-he assertion (of a scion of the SiddhUnti)^ that the

Name is somc^ing apart from the three portions of the Veda, the Vidhi,

tho Mantra and the Arthavada ^—are equally wrong.

Nor can it be urged that, if tho word ‘ UdbhidH ’ be taken as pointing

out the name of a sao^ Ifice, it could bo of no use in prompting men to the

performance of any particular action. Because we actually^ find such

names serving distinctly useful purposes in various periods of the perfor-

mance of an action. For instance, during the appointment of the fltvik

priest, the Master of the sacrifice says, ‘I have got to perform such and such

a sacrifice,’ where the mention of the mere name of tho sacrificor is a very

much simpler process of pointing it out than any description of the details

of the sacrifice itself
;
so also when one is about begin the Barga-Purna-

mSsa, the Master makes such declarations as—‘May such and such a result

follow from the performance of the Daiga and tho PurnamUsa* (when the

name is mentioned in connection with the accessories of the sacrifice), and
again ‘desiring Heaven I perform the Baiya and the Purnamdsa (where the

names are mentioned in connection with the Result)
; and none of these

would be possible if there were no such names of sacrifices as the ‘ Barfa ’

and tho ‘ Purnamdsa^' &o.

Thus then, we conclude that such words as ‘ Udbhid ’ and the like are

the names of particular sacrifices.
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ADHIKARANA (2).

[Treating of the fact of such words as ^Citrtl* and the like being

names of sacrifices’].

Sutra (3). That wherein accessories are laid down must be

related to a Primary Sacrifice.

We now proceed to consider those words that have a meaning fixed by

convention, and not one that is signified by its component parts
;
such

words, for instance, as '‘Vrihi' and the like, which denote particular

Classes and Properties. The case of these words cannot be said to bo inclu-

ded in the foregoing Adhikarana, because the meaning of these wor8"'

which is directly expressed by the words themselves, cannot be neglected

for the sake of an Instrumentality that is only inferied. [That is to say,

in the case of the word ‘ Udbhidy in the sentence ‘ UdbliidH yajetu^ we

reject its literal meaning, on account of the Instrumentality of the Udhhtd

in the bringing about of the Result in question
;
in the case of t he word

‘ CitrH^' however, in the sentence 'Gitrayd' yajeta^^ inasmuch as the mean-

ing is directly denoted as fixed by convention, no amou t of inferred In-

strumentality can make us reject that meaning.]

Objection: “ The Bhashya should have cited such instances as tlie

“ passages (1)
* djyaih stuvate^' (2) ‘ Prshthaih stuvafBj * hahishpavamdnena

“ stuvatt' which are all original Injunctive sentences (and not such secon-

“ dary sentences as ^ pancadagdjyaniy &c.). Because it is only when the

“ fact of a word being a naine^ or laying down an accessory detail of the
“ sacrifice, has been ascertained in connection with original sentences,

“ that it is accepted in all ordinary usage
;
and as such it is only such

“ sentences that should have been cited hs instances.’^

All this may be true; but the Sutra itself had not such original sen-

tences in view, because it distinctly mentions ‘ that wherein an accessory is

laid down,* which shows that it had only the secondary sentences in

view.

“ But why should the Sutra have neglected to cite the original sen-

tences ? ''

Because there would be no difference in the main result of the discus-

sion, whichsoever sentence be cited as an example. Or, it may be that

secondary sentences have been purposely chosen, because it is only in the

case of these that we have a syntactical split, which is the principal reason

for rejecting the Purvapaksha theory. Or, it may be that in the case

of the original sentences, whichever of the two theories be accepted {i,e.,

whether the words ‘ djya,* <fec., be taken as names or as pointing to
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accessory details) there is a certain factor that remains wanting
;
and as

such there is no means to ascertain definitely which one of the two theories

is to be accepted; and hence this ascertainment being got at only by
other means, these sentences could not have served as the appropriate

examples.

That is to say, the word ^djya* signifying butter cannot be recognised

as a name of certain hymns
;
and what is mentioned in^ the passage is that

‘ one hymns by those that are djya
;

* and here what are those that are

named ‘ ajya, ’ and how they are denoted by the word, cannot be ascer-

tained by the original sentence itself, without some help from without

;

and further, it is necessary to explain the reason why in the original sen-

tences, the words ‘ djyuy* &c., abandon their conventional meanings, and
become the names of the hymns^ &c. And thus we find that the ‘ Name
theory ’ stands in need of some extraneous help. In accordance with the

other theory also (in which case the sentence would mean ‘ one hymns by
the butter *), it is absolutely impossible for the butter to be an Instrument

of hymning ; and hence it would be necessary to take the word ‘ iijya * as

indirectly indicating the Mantra related to that word
;
and in that case we

shall require another sentence laying down such relationship (of the word
* djya ’ with a particular Mantra ; that is, we shall require a declaration

that the word * djya * means the ‘ Mantra that contains the word *)
; be-

cause if the original sentence itself be made to give this moaning, it would
be necessary to have recourse to Possessive Indication. These objections

cense to apply if the word * djya
*

in the sentence in question, bo taken

only as pointing out a meaning or relationship laid down elsewhere
;
and

thus in this case also the fact of certain Mantras being related to the
‘ djya ’ has got to be ascertained from other sources.

Thus then, we find that iu the case of both theories, there is a

certain element wanting that has to be supplied from extraneous sources
;

and hence the sentence comes to signify only the hymning^ the sense of

the word * djya,* &c., being ascertained by other means.

As for the word ^ pavamdna* some people hold that the word has a

meaning (* sanctifier *) that is pointed out by its component parts
;
and as

such this has not been cited, on account of its being included in the fore-

going Adhikarana. While others treat of the case thus : The stotra cannot

be taken as the nominative of the ‘sanctifying,’ as the sacrifice (in the

previous Adhikarana) has been taken as that of ‘ bringing forth
;

* because

it is the Soma that is the real sanctifying agent. And the component parts

of the word ‘ pavamdna * not being found to be capable of directly point-

ing to any Action, the word will have to be taken as pointing to an Action

in which we use a mantra that has a sanctifying meaning

;

and this would

involve an' indirect Indication per Indication; and this process is
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undoubtedly more complicated than simple Possessive Indication

;

and as such

the case of this sentence also is met by the ‘ syntactical split * (that is to

bo shown in the SiddhUnta) ; and hence this too is a fitting example.

In the Purvapaksha of this discussion also, the arguments based

upon the universally recognised signification of the words, <fec., <fec., are

just the same as those that have been detailed in the Purvapaksha of the

foregoing Adhikarana.

And inasmuch as the Siddhanta speaks of the word ‘ Citrd ’ having

been taken (in the Purvapaksha) as pointing to an accessory of the sacrifice^

having the Gitra (variegated) colour, we infer that the Purvapaksha takes

the sentence ^ OitrayQ yajeta* as the Injunction of an accessory of the

Agnishomiya sacrifice.

And in support of this, they advance the following arguments :

—

PURVAPAKSHA.

“ The variegated colour and the feminine character arc naturally ap-

“ plicable to animals only
;
and as such the sentence in question cannot

“ but be taken as subsidiary to the Daiksha (Agnishomiya) sacrifice, which

is the root or Primai’y of all sacrifices performed with animals. That is

** to say, the differentiation into Feminine, Masculine, &c., apart from
“ animals, is based upon a mere likeness of words, while in the case

“ of animals, it is based upon real facts of nature. The Principal sacrifice,

“ however, (in whose context we have the sentence ‘ Gitrayd yajeta*) hav-

“ ing Curds, &c., for its material, cannot be accepted as having anything

“to do with the two characteristics of variegated colour and female character

“ denoted by the word ‘ QitrayH *
;
and hence we extract these two

“ characteristics out of their place, and take them as related to sacrifice in

“ general
;
but on account of the fact of such characteristics belonging

“ only to animals, they naturally tend mostly towards a sacrifice of animals
;

“ and thence, in accordance with the rule laid down in Sftti'a III

—

“ vi—2, they become related to the Agnishomiya sacrifice, which is the most
“ Primary of all such sacrifices. And though the connection of such an
“ animal (of a variegated colour and a female) would be in opposition to
“ the character of the animal for the Agnishomiya sacrifice, that is pointed
“ out in the original Injunction of that sacrifice as the black and the red
“ male deer,—yet any one of these characters could be taken ns rejecting
“ the other

;
or they may both be accepted as optional alternatives, as has

“ already been shown in a foregoing Purvapaksha,
“ Or, we may bring forward here the arguments that have been shown

“ under tbe Sutras IH—vi—9 et seq, [That is to say, under these Sutras

it has been shown that the number seventeen being found to be mentioned
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“ in connection with the Sdmtdhims only, the connection of this num-
“ her with any particular sacrifice cannot be definitely ascertained

;
while

“ the relationship of the particular sacrifice with the number fifteen is

d(»finitely ascertained
;
and hence it is only proper that the relationship

“ of the number should be set aside by that of the number fifteen

;

“ in the case of the variegated colour and the feminine character^ however,
“ inasmuch as these nre found to be mentioned in connection with a sacri-

“ fice, their connection with a particular sacrifice of the Agnishomiya is as

“ reasonable as that of the hlack deei\ <&c., because both of these are equally

“ connected with animals^ and the rule laid down under the 8utra III

—

vi—2 is equally applicable to both
;
and in the Purvapaksha of the

“ AdhiJearana beginning with II£—vi—9, it has been argued that, inasmuch
“ as both the numbers fifteen and seventeen are equally related to the Sd>mi^

“ dh€ni, both are to be accepted as optional alternatives
;
and in the same

** manner, in the case in question, the two different kinds of animals are to

“ be alternatively employed at the Agmshomiya sacrifice]. And the

“ sense of all this is that, as there would be no syntactical split, there

“ would be an injunction of many things mentioned by a single word,

“ as is distinctly pointed out by the fact of the animal as qualified by the

“ variegated colour and the feminine character being expressed by the

“ single case-termination (the Instrumental). And as for the word
“

^ pagukdmahy* it may be explained as forming part of the acquiring of the

“ cattle for the sacrifice, and as such it would bo taken as only desci’ibing

“ an already existing fact, and not as pointing out the Result to be

“obtained from the sacrifice; and certainly no animal-sacrifice can be

“ performed by one who does not want to obtain an animal (for the pur-

“ poses of sacrifice.)

“Says the Bhashya: The sentence * citrayd yajBta pagukQmah' is de-

“ scriptive of the sacrifice^ as it is already well-known. The meaning of this

“ is that the Injunctive potentiality having, in all cases, been found to

“ have transferred itself to another word in the sentence, which is directly

“connected with the verbal affix, the root itself cannot but be taken as
“ merely describing a well-established fact. That is to say, whenever we
“ proceed to seek for something else that would be enjoined by the verbal
“ root, we are faced by the contingency of having to assume innumerable

“ potentialities
;
and hence there at once arises in our minds a desire to

“ take it as only describing an ordinary fact; and hence in such cases we
“ cannot admit of the presence of an Injunction, unless we are obliged to

“ do it (on account of the impossibility of its being taken as descriptive of
“ an ordinary fact). In the case of the sentence in question, however,
“ we know of a par ticular sacrifice, the Agnishomiya^ being connected,

“ through the animal sacrificed, with the variegated colour and the feminine
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“ character

;

and as such there can be no difficulty in taking it as merely

describing this relationship.

“Says the Bbasbya: If the result he held to follow from the material

“ itself^ the root ‘ yaji * becomes redundant. And on this there arises the ques-

“ tion— ‘ How is it that the Purvapahsha is represented as objecting to its

“ own theory of the sentence being the Injunction of a material ?
*

“ Some people meet this difficulty by the assertion that the sen-

“ tcnce that sliould have formed part of the Siddhanta, has been

“ inserted here by mistake. While others offer the explanation that by
“ attributing the result to the material, it would become the principal

“ factor in the Injunction, and thereby losing its secondary (or auxiliary

“ character), the sentence could not be spoken of as an Injunction of an
“ Accessory detail,

“ But none of these explanations is quite satisfactory. Because in

“ any case, the assertion that the word forms the Injunction of an acces-

“ sory detail is always opposed to the view that it supplies the name of a

“ particular sacrifice
;
and even when the Result is held to follow from the

“ accessory material thus enjoined, the fact of such injunction being
“ opposed to the fact of the word being a name remains unaffected. And
“ the Bhashya itself declares later on : It is only when this Adhiharana
“ crisis that we can have any discussion as to whether the word is the Injunc-

“ tion of an accessory material, or a name. Even when the Result is attri-

“ buted to the particular material enjoined, there being no absolute co-

“ extensiveness of the material with the sacrifice, it would come to be ac-

“ cepted as the injunction of an accessory material.

“ Therefore, we must explain the Bhashya passage in the light of the

“ following facts

:

“ On the point at issue, there appear to be three distinct theories

:

“(1) The word enjoins an accessory detail, ns leading to a particular

“ result
; (2) it enjoins the accessory detail with reference to the sacri-

“ fice
;
and (3) it forms the name of a particular sacrifice. And any one of

“ these lias got to refute the other two. Thei efore one who takes his

“ stand upon the Purvapaksha is represented in the Bhashya passage under

“ question, to refute the weakest of his two opponents (i.e., the theory that

“ the word enjoins a material as loading to a particular result) on the

“ ground that in that case the root 'yaji* will come to have a meaning
“ altogether irrelevant to the main subject.

“ For these reasons, we conclude that the word ‘ citraytl ’ lays down the

“ material for a sacrifice, just as the word ' vnhihhih
*

in the sentence ^vrihi-

“ hhiryajSta,* And though the * sacrifice * is represented as the means

“ (of acquiring the Result), yet its instrumentality ^oiwte^ out by the origi-

“ nal sentence laying down the sacrifice serves also to indicate the fact
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** of the sacrifice itself being an object to be accomplished (by means of the
“

‘ GitrS>' material)
; and thus we find that it is this objective character of

“ the sacrifice with reference to which the particular material is enjoined
;

“ and as such there is no need of having recourse to any Possessive Iiidica-

“ tion (the sentence being construed as— ‘ one should think of obtaining
“ cattle by moans of the sacrifice performed with the Gitrd material *). Or,

“it may be that the person who holds the word ^ Gitrd' to lay down a
“ material, accepts the fact of the material being with reference to the

“ sacrifice, which fact cannot be dispensed with
;
while the theory that the

“ word lays down a material as leading to a particular result is open to all

“ the objections urged in the foregoing Adhlkarai^a,

“ Similarly too, in the case of the sentence

—

^'pancadagdjydni

'

—we must
“ presume the existence of some such word as ‘ asti

'

or ‘ hhavati,' &c., the
“ sentence thus mentioning the existence of the fifteen djyas

;

and it is to be
“ taken as an Injunction, because of its being a statement of the procedure

“ (of a sacrifice).

‘‘ Objection:— ‘ Such words as pancadagdni and saptadardni do not denote
“ merely the particular numbers, because in accordance with Pdnini, the
“ affix ‘da* (in these words) has the sense of ‘ stoma * (or collection of Rk
“ verses)

;
and this Stoma too does not signify anything other than the

“ particular number of Rk verses in the Hymn,*

Reply

:

—This does not affect the case; because the Stoma being
“ only a measure of the Eulogy, as limiting the Hymn whicli is tlie means
“ of the Eulogy, whether the limitation bo done by means of certain Rk
“ verses, or by means of Batter, the number as the limiting agent is

“ always called * Stoma * on account of its being a measure of the Eulogy.

“ [That is to say, the Rk verses being the means of the Eulogy, and the
“ number fifteen or seventeen serving to limit these verses, the Eulogy
“ itself comes to be limited by the number, which thus comes to be known
“ as the ‘ Stoma ;* and like the Rk verses the Butter (Ajya) also serves to

“ give rise to the Eulogy, and thus becomes one of its moans
;
and as such

“ there is nothing wrong in the presence of the affix ‘ da ’ in the word
“

^ pangadagdni'

“ Nor is there any need of the Possessive Indication, Because it is only
“ when the sentence is found intact (in the Veda), that in assuming any
“ facts more or loss than what is distinctly expressed by the sentence itself

“ wo incur the improper responsibility of having recourse to Indirect Indica-

“ tions. Syntactical Split and the like
;
while there is no such dnnger when

“ the sentence itself is an inferred or assumed one. That is to say, in the case

“of the sentence—
^
pancadagdnydjydnij' the word ' djya' being found to

“ have no connection with the sentence as it stands, we must have recourse
“ to the assumption of the Injunction of a Procedure of Action, that would
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‘‘ have some sort of connection with what is mot with in the original sen-

“ tence, the apparent inconsistency of which is the sole ground for the

assumption of this new sentence ;
and this new sentence may be as-

‘‘ sumed as having a word that would directly denote what is sought to be

“ got at indirectly by means of Possessive Indication {i.e.^ the sentence

“ assumed being somewhat in the form that ‘ the Hymn is to be helped

“ by means of the Ajyas seventeen in number,*)

“Against this we may have the following objection :
‘ The ^jya be-

“ ing a substance, it cannot form part of a procedure which consists of

“something to be done; and as such it could not be pointed out by the

“ Context, which only stands in need of a mention of the Procedure.
*

“ But in the case in question, we have a distinct action, in the
“ shape of ‘ existence

;

* and as such there is no occasion for tlio said ob-

“ joction. It being always necessary for the subsidiaries to exist in the

“ same place ns the Primary, the Ajya must always exist in close proximity

“to the Hymn. And hence, just as in the case of the sentence—‘having

“ laid the fire, ho proceeds with the hymn ’—the fire helps the hymning by
“ its mere presence, so too, in the case of the sentence in question (the

Ajya or the Butter would help the Hymning by its mere presence or

“ existence). And as such, our theory not being open to any objection, we
“ conclude that the words in question lay down the accessory details of the
“ sacrifices.”

SIDDHINTA.

To the above arguments, we make the following reply : Must be related

to a 'primary sacrifice (sutra). That is to say, the mention of many things

can bo possible only when there is au Injunction of a Principal Action. In

the case in question it is held that the accessory is laid down in connection

with a well-known Action. But there is no mutual relationship among the

accessories tliemselves. And hence if any one of the accessories wore laid

dow'n, it could not indicate any other accessory
; and thus there being no

.Apparent Inronsisteucy in the matter, we would have to assume au endless

number of direct Vedic Injunctions of the various accessories; and this

would necessitate the frequent repetition of the Injunctive Affix, which
would inevitably lead to a syntactical split, as has been well declared

—

Though the B/itlva^ici indirectly implies the Injunction of many things, yet

the in junction of a qualification does not refer to any other qualification.

And thus we find that even though the two qualifications (of variega-

ted colour and female character) are denoted by the same word {Qitrd), yet
we have just the same necessity of having recourse to the greatly compli-
cated process of assuming more than one Injunctive Potentiality (in the
word).
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And as a matter of fact, inasmuch as the original Injunction of the

particular sacrifice has laid down a particular material, there can be no
effective potentiality (in the Injunction of any other material). And it is a
well-known fact tiiat we can have the description of an Action just as it

is pointed out in its original Injunction; and hence, when it has once con-

nected itself with a particular material (f.i. the Black Deer) it can never have
anything to do witli any other material that is incompatible with the

former. That is to say, in the description of a certain action, if it be ab-

solutely necessary to describe its material, all its wants being found to be

supplied (by tliat which is mentioned in the original Injunction), there

can be no Injunction of any other material
;
specially as any such Injunc-

tion would be based upon the fact of the Action being wanting on that

point.

Nor can it be urged that from out of the original Injunction of the

Atjnishomhja^ we could take out the sacrifice itself (apart from the

materials therein mentioned)
;
and then have its materials laid down by

means of the sentence— ‘ 0itraya yajeta,* Because in the first place the

Action is always connected with the accessories mentioned in its own
original Injunction

;
and hence any accessories mentioned in other sentences

can never got at it apart from such natural accessories. In the case of

the alternative materials— Vrlhi ami Yava—mentioned in connection with

the sacrifice, as the two Injunctions function independently of each other,

they are both erjually authoritative, and as such the two are accepted to bo

optional alternatives. In the case in (jiiestion, however, it is only the

original Injunction that would independently by itself lay down the ac-

cessory of the action
;
which could not be done by this other Hontenco,

which only describes the sacrifice as laid down in the original Injunction
;

specially as there could be no desci-iption of that which has not already

been laid down.

And further, on account of the mention of the desire for cattle (in the

sentence in question, inasmuch as this involves the acceptance of the

denotation of a word other than the Injunctivo (“ yuye/a ”) we have an

inevitable syntactical split. That is to say, though the Result is not enjoin-

ed, yet, (1) the sacrifice's enjoined, for the sake of the Result
;
and (2) the

material Oitra is laid down for the sake of the sacrifice, thus there being

a most complicated syntactical split. And there would be a further objec-

tion, that at one and the same time there would be an Injunction of the

sacrifice with reference to the Result and a description of it with reference

to the material.

Nor can the word paguMmah^* betaken as only describing the al-

ready well-known fact of the presence of such a desire, as part of the de-

sire for the acquiring of cattle for the purposes of the sacrifice. Because

50
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all that is desirable for man is desired for itself
;
and as for the fact of

persons engaging in actions for the means and auxiliaries of that desirable

object, this is not due to any desire for such auxiliaries (the desire being

only for the main object, the auxiliaries being sought after only as means
to that end, and not as desirable in themselves). That is to say, when
proceeding to perform a sacrifice, one does not entertain any strong desire

for tlie acquiring of the animal that would be required in the perform-

ance of the sacrifice
;
because even without any such desire, he proceeds

to possess himself of the animal, because without that, ho finds that it is

impossible for him to obtain the particular result that ho desires (which

can be obtained only by means of a sacrifice performed with the animal).

And thus, even though there may be a certain degree of desirability in the

animfil, it could be spoken of as desirable indirectly only. Tlierefore, it is

only that which is found to bo desired directly, in its direct denotation,

tliat wo recognise as the Result, which is mentioned in connection with

the word ^ kdma* (Desire). We shall explain this in detail later on

under the Sutra VI— i—2.

The result of the Ayntshomiya sacrifice too, being a part of the sacri-

fice, cannot quite definitely bo ascertained, whotlicr it is this or any other

;

and as such there cannot bo any description of it. [That is to say, it can-

not bo urged that the word ^ pa^ulcdmah * may bo taken as only describing

tlie particular result in the shape of the acquiring of cattle, which is

])ointcd out to bo a result of tho Aynishomtya sacrifice by the fact of this

sacrifice bringing about all desirable results
;
because in that case any de-

scription would be impossible, as a description of a secondarily indicated

f.ict is absolutely useless
;
and if tho word bo taken as mentioning a parti-

cular qualification of the Aynisliomiya as pointed out by the fact of its

bringing about all desirable results, there would be a syntactical split
;

and then we can recall all the reasonings brought forward in connection

with the word ‘ tulhhid ’]. And this would lead to another anomaly, viz .

—

though the sentence occurs in connection with the Prdjtfpatya sacrifice, yet

the result coming to be taken along with tho Aynishomtya, there would be

a direct rejection of the context.

On the other hand, if the word * Citrayil * be taken as the name of a

sacrifice, the sentence would only lay down a relationship between the

sacrifice and a particular result
;
and there w’^ould be no room for any of

the aforesaid objections.

In the case of the expression ^ pancadagnjy^ni,' the particular material

{Blitter), as also the number (Fifteen), not being found to be in any way
connected with tho Hymns, any one of these might be taken as being en-

joined (by the sentence) with regard to another which might be taken as

described by it. In any case, tho material is not cognised (in the sentence)
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as pertaining to any other Action ; and if the sentence were to be taken as

laying down a particular number with reference to the Butter employed

in other Actions,—in that case (the sentence affording no idea of

the Action), the Injunction would form part of the Material, and not of

any Action (which fact would make the Injunction absolutely useless) ;

and this would also lead to the rejection of the main Context (of the sen-

tence). That it is not possible for the sentence to be taken as an Injunc-

tion of the Material as qualified hy the particular number^ we shall show
later on under the Sutra IV—i—11. As a matter of fact too, that which

does not qualify a verb (Action) can never form the object of an Injunction
;

because the Injunctive word has no direct relationship with nouns ;
and in

the sentence in question, we do not find any verb which would be the ob-

ject of Injunction, and would, as such, point to many accessories (Materials,

&c.). Nor is it possible for these (fifteen butters) to form the object of

the sentence that lays down the recitation of the Hymns
;
because they

have not the character of an Action (or Verb). As has been well said :

‘ The principal Action (or Verb) cannot take in any accessories or Materials

as constituting its procedure, unless there is an intermediate action, as-

sumed in accordance with the sentence.*

Nor <5an they be said to belong to the verb ‘ to be
;

* and it is a uni-

versal rule that any particular thing can operate elsewhere only when it

has acquired its own existence in one place
;
and as for mere existence

(denoted by the verb ‘ to bo *), its business ends with the pointing out of

tlie fact of an object being an entity
;
and as such the action of being can

never be one that could bo an object to be accomplished
;
nor does it stand

in need of any other Action that could be taken as the object to bo accom-

plished
;
and as such, there being no room for any help by the said number

and material, these cannot be taken as forming part of the procedure of

the action to be. Though in the case of the sentence— ‘ Eathantaram

hhavati, &o.* we admit of the fact of the Context pointing to such actions

as those of being, &c., that are held to be enjoined by these sentences,—yet

this is due to a cognition of the relationship (of the Eathantaram, &c.)

with certain intermediate actions that are indirectly indicated. Nor is

Vhe existence of Butter, &c., such as is not fully established in the world

;

i.iri as such their existence can never be taken as the object of a

Ehavann (such as ‘ one should think of establishing the existence of

Butter,’ &c., &c.).

It may bo urged that—‘ there may be a Bhd^vand of placing the

Butter, &o., in proximity to the Hymn (which proximity is not an estab-

lished fact).’ But this too is not possible
;
because no such proximity forms

the object of any Injunction. In the case of the sentence—‘ having laid

the fire,* <fcc,,—the proximity of the fire (to the Hymning) is distinctly
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enjoined by the sentence itself
; when this action (of the laying of fire)

being apart from the action of mere existing (of the fire), is capable of

being taken as constituting a part of tlie procedure. In accordance with

the SiddhUnta theory the sentence being found to serve a distinctly useful

purpose, tliere is no apparent Inconsistency that would necessitate the

assumption of any sentence laying down the relationship of the Ajya

with the Hymn,
If the expression ^ pancadaganydjyani^ were to lay down the number

fifteen^ with reference to the Butter laid down in the sentence— ‘ djuaih

stuvatBy —then, as shown in the foregoing Adhikaraudi there would be a

necessity of having recourse to Possessive Indication; and it is witli a

view to this that the Bhdshya says—That the Hymns aiid the Ajya could he

laid down hy the word only by means of Indication, And fui'ther, the Butter

being a substance always liable to exist in one mass, the number fifteen

could not apply to it directly
;
and hence it would be necessary to assume

certain measures (or weights of it)—such as the Fala and the rest, which

are not mentioned in tlie sentence itself.

From all this, it appears that though originally the word ‘ Ajya *

may not appear to have the character of a namcy and there is no place for

it in a sentence laying down the material of a sacrifice,—yet it is clear that

there could be an Injunction of the number fifteeUy only when the word
* Ajya * is taken as the name (of certain Hymns), and not otherwise.

The Bhashya has taken the word ‘Ajya’ as a name; because that

is the only way in which the expression ^ pa^icadagcinydjytlni *—which is

subsidiary to the sentence * djyaih stuvate ^—can bo explained; and the

reasons why this interpretation has been accepted are— (1) because in this

manner alone can the two words * pancada^dfn^ and ^djydai' bo construed

together; and (2) because of the meanings of the component parts of

the word, as pointed out in the Veda, both by way of explanatory sen-

tences, and by that of Arthavddas.

That is to say, the explanation of the name ‘ Ajya, as belonging to the

Hymns, is supplied by the Veda itself: ‘ As the gods went to battle with

these, they are Ajya ;’ that is to say, because the gods, according to the

advice of Prajfipati, went to battle, after having recited these Hymns,
therefore they came to be known as ^Ajya* as fitting the gods for battle

(Jlji)

.

In the same manner, because the Bathantara, <fec., were produced

when the surface (prshtha) of the water was touched by Vdyu, therefore

these Sdmas came to bo known as ^Prshtha' Thus the explanation of

these two names are found to be supplied by certain Arthavdda passages

of the Veda itself. And as the Vdmadevya and other Samas are the source

of the Bathantaray &c., the name Prshtha belongs to them also.

Says the Bhdshya : “ Why should not ice take the sentence as laying doivtiy
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with reference to the Hymns^ the Ajyas qualified by the number fifteen ?

This question should be taken as preceded by the sentence—“ inasmuch as

a single sentence cannot give us two distinct meanings.” And the reply to

this question given in tlio Bhashya is: Because there ia no word expreasive

of such qualified Ajya
;
and this refers to the non-mention of any principal

verb in the sentence.

The Bhashya, however, retorts: *^But the two words—
^
pancadagdnV and

‘ ajyanV—would supply the qualified denotation ”—,
and this refers to the fact

of these two words being connected with the verb ‘ to be.* The reply to

this is that these two words too cannot serve to lay down the qualified ajya

;

because it is only the principal verb that draws all the qualifications to-

gether
;
and as for th(3 verb ‘ to be,* which signifies mere existence, its func-

tion ends with each individual qualification itself, and as such it cannot

help in drawing together the various factors of the sentence. And thus

there can be no material relationship among the qualifications (through the

verb ‘lobe’) the only meaning capable of being gob out of the sentence

being luhichever things are fifteen in number—and whatever number of

Ajyas there may he (which are only two distinct unconnected assertions).

And hence we conclude that the two words cannot affoi d (ho necessary

Injunction; nor can they be taken as descriptive of certain things (in

connection with the Hymns) : because no such thirig as the njya is

generally known to belong to the Hymns
;
and as such any description of

it would be absolutely useless.

For these reasons we conclude that the word in question must bo a

name
;
in that case one factor could be taken as being enjoined in connec-

tion with another which is only mentioned in the sentence as an established

fact. That the word is an iujtmctive one has been often repeated
;
but all

that is meant by this is that it serves to point out that which is the object

of an Injunction
;
because a word that is a name has no injunctive force.

The mention of the number fifteen serving as a measure of the Uk
verses which are the chief means of the Hymning, it directly comes to

have the character of the stoma, through its limiting of the Hymn itself

;

and as such the affix ‘da* in the word * pancadagani* becomes ensily ex-

plained.



ADHIKARANA (3).

[Treating of the fact of such words as * Agnihotra* and the like being the

names of sacrifices,']

/^tra (4). There are other sentences mentioning the acces-

sories.

Objection : “All names are of two kinds

—

conventional and literal; and
as the names of both these kinds having been dealt with in the foregoing

two Adhikaranas what is left there that we proceed to consider now ?
”

Reply

:

with regard to the literal names^ it has been said above that

they must bo taken as names, because otherwise, it becomes necessary to

have recourse to Possessive Indication
;
and hence the present Adhikarana

is taken up, in connection with such literal names as are capable of being

taken as laying down the accessories of sacrifices, without having recourse

to Possessive Indication. Similarly too, in the next Adhikarana wo sliall

treat of such conventional names as are capable of being taken as laying

down the accessories of sacrifices, without leading to any syntactical split.

And on this point, we have the following

—

PURVAPAKSHA.
“ In the case of the word “ Agnihotra ” the Siddhdnti also explains the

“compound as ‘ that wherein the offering is made to Agni,* and the sense

“ of no other compound being cognised wo can very easily take tlio

“ compound as a Bahuvrihiy containing within itself a possessive implica-

“ tion (the compound being explained as ‘ that Deity Fire to tvhom the

“ offering is made '), and thereby the word can very easily be taken as

“ laying down an accessory—Deity—of the particular sacrifice. And in

“ support of this interpretation, we could bring forward all the arguments
“ that have been shown in the Purvapaksha of Adhikarana (1). And
“ though it is true that the Deity Fire is distinctly mentioned in connec-

“ tion with the Evening Libation (of the Agnihotra)

y

yet we could take
“ the word * Agnihotra ’ either as laying down the Deity for the Morning
“ Libation apart from the Evening Libation, or as laying it down in

“ connection with Homa in general, and as such with particular reference

“ to the Darvi-Homa, &c., which have no Deities mentioned with them-
“ selves

;
specially as such is the force of the word *juhoti * in the sentence

“ speaking of the various Homas.
“ In the same manner, an ‘ aghdra ’ is ' that which is poured out

;

*
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*^uiid as such the word ^dghdra* denotes all objects capable of being
** poured out, such as Butter, Milk and the like. And in tlie sentence

^ fighdramUghUrayati* we find the word ^ aghdram' in the Accusative;

and as such pointing out the aforesaid Butter, <&c., undergoing a certain

“ preparation by being poured out; and as there can be no such prepara-
“ tion without a definite purpose, we naturally seek for such a purpose.

“ And then, all that is meant by the substances being ‘ poured out* is that

“ they are rendered capable of being poured out, and not that they are all

“ poured out, because the function of the word ‘ dghdra * rests only in

“ the mere signification of the word, and not in the actual carrying of it

into practice
;
and hence there is a desire to know what is to be done

“ with the substance of which (by way of testing) a portion has been

“ poured out. Even in ordinary experience, we find that when a certain

“ substance is going to be drunk, people make it undergo a process of

“ purification by being poured out. Thus then, the prepared or purified

“ substance, being exactly like the extracted juice of the Putika (a sub-

“ stitute for Soma) or the Phalacamasa prepared for food, stands in need

“ of an Action (that would be performed with it)
;
and as such it connects

“ itself with the Primary sacrifices of the Dai Qa-Piirnamdsa, But from
“ among these, there are some, such as the Agneya, <fec., that have their

“ own particular materials distinctly laid down; and hence it is only the

“ Updiigu sacrifice that stands in need of the mention of a material ; and
“ as such, the liquid material duly prepared, comes to be taken in connec-

tion with this Updnga sacrifice. As has been well said :
‘ A sub-

stance, which has been mentioned in connection with a certain pro-

“ cess of purification,—though not related to the Principal sacrifices

—

“ comes to bo taken along with other sacrifices mentioned in the

“ same context
;

for otherwise, it would be incapable of any purifica-

“ tion.'

“ Or, it maybe that it is the denotation of the affix only /'that is to say,

“ the mere factor ‘ does * which is denoted by the ‘ tip * affix in * dghilrayati *)

“ that constitutes the Bhdvand of the Updngu sacrifice—which alone

“ stands in need of the mention of a material—,
with reference to which

“ the substance dghdra having been laid down by the sentence (in ques-

“ tion), the meaning of the Verbal root (in ‘ dghdra ') comes to be taken as
‘‘ mentioned only as the object of the aforesaid active affix. Or, it may be
“ that by the more fact of the ^ Dhrauvdjya ' having been found to be men.
“ tioned, points to the liquid character of the material

;
and hence the

‘‘ sentence comes to bo taken as the injunction of all that is capable of

“ being poured out,—for instance, such liquids as Milk, Butter and the

“ like.

“ And thus all that we want being accomplished by the direct
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“ denotation of the verbal root itself, what is the use of taking the word
“

‘ ifghdra ’ as a name ? Nor do we ever find any merely purificatory action

“ to liave particular names.

Says the BhSshna : ‘ It is hy direct assertion that the accessory material

“ is enjoined ;* and the meaning of this is that the direct mention of the

“Accusative ending in the word ^dghdram* points to the fact of the

“ dghilra i)eing an object to be prepared or purified
;
and from this we are

“ led to the conclusion that such a substance duly prepared, cannot but be

“ tlie material of a particular sacrifice.**

SIDDHANTA.

To the above, wo tuake the following reply :
—

Inasmuch as in the case in question, we find another sentence laying

down the accessories of the sacrifice, any pointing out of it by the word

ill (juestion woidd be absolutely useless
;
and hence wo cannot but take it

to he a name.

Against this the following argument may” bo urged : “If one took the

“word ^ Aynihidra' to lay down a Deity for the Evening Homa, and
“ * Ayhdnt ’ to lay down a material for the (for which the acces-

“ series arc distinctly mentioned), then alone could the laying down of the

“accessory by the word ^ Agnihotra' or ^Ayhdra* be said to be use-

“ less, on account of the rnateyial being directly (mjoined in the sentence
“ dealing with the Evening Libation, &c. As a matter of fact, however,
“ we take the word ‘ Aynihotra * as laying down the Deity for a sacrifice

“ whicli hits no Oeity mentioned in connection with it, and the word
“

^ Ayhdm ’ as laying down the material for the Upanen sacrifice, for which
“ no other material has been mentioned; and as such how can the other
“ sentences be said to have laid down the Deity and the Material (held to

“ be laid down by the words ‘ Aynihotra * and ‘ Ayhdra * )?*’

To this we make the following reply: If the word ‘ Aynihotra" were
an Injunction, it would stand in need of an object for itself; and the ques-

tion would be whether this object would be included in the subject of the

context, or would there be reasons for transferring it elsewhere ? The rela-

tionship of Ayni witli the hotra (or Homa) having been established by other

means (such as the Indication of the Mantra ‘ Aynirjyofirjyotih, &c,*)y and in

accordance with this people being found to take up the performance of the

Aynilwita ,—the word ‘ A r/ui/iofi’a ’ distinctly comes to bo merely descrip-

tive (of a sacrifice laid down elsewhere). It is a general rule that all

accessories are laid down in connection with that which is denoted by tlie

Verbal root in the sentence
;
and Description too is never found to belong

to any other action save that which forms the subject of the Context. And
hence in the case in question, if the word ‘ Agnihotra * be taken as laying
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down the accessory Deity in connection with the Hnma that forms the sub-

ject of the Context, then such an accessory could not hut be accepted as

having been pointed out by another direct assertion of the Veda—that

speaking of the Evening Libation of the Agnihotra (inasmuch as it is

the Agnihotra as a whole that forms the subject of the Context, and this

latter sentence distinctly mentions Agni as its Deity)
;
and hence the word

* Agnihotra * cannot bo taken as enjoining the Deity, because such a Deity

has already been pointed out elsewhere.

And further, in the case in question, there can be no description of

that which is signified by the verbal root
;
because it cannot be spoken of

as that ‘ this forms the subject of the Context* or that *it does not.* Conse-

quently the sentence ^ agnihotram jnhoti
* must be taken as laying down a

particular action or Iloma (named ‘ Agnihotra *). As for the accessories

of tliis Action, they are laid down in the passages dealing with the

‘Evening* Libation, and that containing the word
;

* hence any

such action as the ptire Agnihotra^ (i.e, without any, Deity, &o.) not

being found to be directly mentioned in the Veda, it cannot be taken

as the subject of the Context. Nor can the word bo taken as being

descriptive of that which is not in close proximity to it, because

there arc many intervening obstacles
;
and as such it is as incapable

of entering our minds as any stray action, like the KaundapHyina
Uo7na.

If it bo hold that, ^ the word might bo taken as enjoining the Homa as

qualified by the Deity Agni^ *—then, we reply that this could be possible

only if the accessories were not laid down by other sentences ; as a matter

of fact, however, we actually find them laid down by other sentences (and
hence we cannot accept the explanation suggested ).

Nor do we find any grammatical rule that could justify our explaining

the word ^Agnihotra * as a JDative-Tatpurnsha (
= ‘the Homa /or the sake of

Agni *)
; and unless we have this we cannot take the word as laying down

the Deity
; and as for any ordinary relationship between Agni and the

Homa, this could be pointed out by the Compound, taken as the Genitive—
Tatpurusha ( =‘ the Homa of Agni *) but this could not make the word an
Injunction of the Deity.

When, however, the sentence ^ Agnihotram juhoti* is interpreted as

—

‘ that Homa wherein the offering is made to Agni comes to be known as

the Agnihotra^ *—the word ‘ Agnihotra * being taken as a name, descriptive

of a certain action, whose Deity has been mentioned in another sentence,

—

though the genitive in ‘ agn€h * would signify a mere relationship in

general, yet it could satisfy the conditions laid down for the Dative com-
pound

; because the word ‘ hotra * being explained as that which is offered

(yat huyats tadhotram)^ it becomes impossible for the word * Agnihotram * to

51
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betaken with 'juhoti' unless we explain the compound as a BaUuvrihi,

pointing to something else {agneh hoiram agnihotram, yasmin karmani

agnihotram tacca agnihotram^ * that action in which the hoira or the material

offered belongs to Agni *)
; and in this manner the word ‘ Agnihotra * could

be taken in the first instance, as the Oeiiitive-Tatpurusha (the Homa of

Agni) having the force of the Dative
;
just as in the case of the compound

‘ Ai^vaghAsa* we know that the grass is for the sake of the horse, yet as

the one is not the material cause of another (which is a necessary condi-

tion for n Dative- the compound cannot be spoken of as a

Dative-

;

and hence we declare the compound to be a Genitivo-

Tafpurusha having the sense of the Dative.

Nor can the word be taken as laying down the Deity Fire for the

Morning Libation alone ;
as in that case, the IJoma, as indicated by the

Bahuvrihi compound Agnihotra *) having been already got at, it would

be only its accessories,—in the shape of the material and the Deit}^ as de-

noted by two distinct words ^hotra* and ^ agnV respectively,—whoso re-

lationship will have to be taken as being enjoined by the affix in tlie word
^ juthoti ' And again, though the Deity (Fire) is known (from the sentence

mentioning the Evening Libation) only in connection with one part of the

Agnihotra, yet this cannot remove the fact of the word ^ Agnihulra* being

a name descriptive of the facts already got at from the other sentence

(dealing with its various parts).

As for the word * UghAra* it is with a very great difficulty tliat we
can establish its relationship to the Z^pHn^u sacrifice.

And though the meaning of the verbal root (jnhoti, &c.) can bo taken

only in the character of the Instrument, yet the words 'Agnihotram^ and
‘ Agharam *

(in the Accusative) could be taken along with that factor of

the Action which is yet to be accomplished, [That is to ssy, there can be

no instrumentality apart from the activity of tlie agent
;
and hence the

Instrumental character of that which is denoted by the verbal root would
always indicate an action of the agent

;
and this could not be possible

without something to be accomplished by that action
;
and hence the

meaning of the root would also contain an element of this something to be

accomplished, which must bo in the objective case, and as such quite

capable of being taken along with such other objectives as ‘ Agnihotram *

or * ilghtlram,*)

And again, the word ‘ Ughara ’ is not very easily recognised as being

the name of any particular material
; nor again is a material ever found

to be laid down by means of a woi'd with the Accusative ending (as it is

always enjoined by means of one in the Instrumental case) ;
and hence

these words, being recognised as descriptive of the sacrifice, cannot bo

taken as laying down other materials for it.



ADHIKARANA (4).

[Treating of the fact of such words as * ^yi7ia* and the like being the names

of sacrifices,^

Sutra (5). It points to the Action.

As passages treated of in the present Adhikarana^ we can take the

sentences cited in the Bhashya, and others also, bat not the sentence
^ athaisha jyotih^ &c.’ ;

because in this latter the word not having the

Instrumental ending, it could never be taken as laying down an Accessory.

When however these very words appear with the Instrumental ending,

in other sentences, then they do become included in the present discussion.

Or, even these may be accepted as forming the basis of the present dis-

cussion
; inasmuch as though having the Nominative ending, yet the

word ^jyotih ’ may bo taken as merely mentioning a particular material

;

and it would be quite possible for another sentence laying down an action

to be performed with this material.

PCRVAPAKSHA.

“The word ^(pyenena,' in the sentence ^ ^ySnenahhicaran yajetaf

“ must be taken as laying down the material for sacrifice ; and in support
“ of this we could bring forward all the arguments shown in the Purva-

paksha of Adhikarana (1), Nor do we find the component parts of the

“ word * Qy^na ’ pointing to any sacrifice. The only way of making it

“ refer to a sacrifice would be by making ‘ ^yBna ’ = Qyenavat {that which
“ is like the Cyend)

;
and certainly this would be an extremely round-about

“ way of taking the word. And it is far more reasonable to have recourse

“ to Possessive Indication, explaining ‘ ^ySnSna
*

as ‘ ^yenavatH yagSna

“ (the sacrifice which has the ^yena or the Kite for its material). Nor is it

“ necessary to assume the existence of the possessive affix matup and then

“ eliminate it
;
because the ^yBna being distinctly recognised (through the

“ Instrumental case-ending) as the means (of obtaining the particular

“result), it naturally points to its invariable concomitant, the Action

“ which is accomplished by its means. (That is, the word * ^yBuBna
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“ itself would point to the sacrifice performed with the QyBna as the
“ material)*

“ And again, as for the posssesive implication, it would be cognised at
“ the time of the comprehending of the sentence, on account of the fact of

“ the words occurring in a single sentence. The implication of similarity

“ however would be cognised at the time of comprehending the word itself ;

“ and as such this cannot be admitted to be much weaker than the former.

That is to say, if the word ‘ Qyena ’ bo taken as laying down the Kite as

“ the material of a sacrifice, the word * GySnay' in subsequently indicating

“ the sacrifice at which the Kite is used as the material^ does not entirely

“ give up its own signification
;
while when the word itself is pronounced

“ it only points to its own signification—the Kite—as the material to be
“ used. On the other hand, when the word ‘ CySyia * is taken as pointing to

“ a sacrifice similar to the Kite^ in this no trace of the original signification of

“ the word is found to be pointing to something else similar (to the kites)
;

“ and thus this theory would involve the contingency of rejecting the

“ direct denotation of the wordi*

SIDDHANTA.
To all this, wo make tho following reply : That which is enjoined is

always found to be eulogised by means of its similarity with a different

thing
;
and it is never found to be eulogised by the pointing out of any

similarity with itself. And in the case of the sentence in question, wo
meet with such eulogistic passages as—“ just as the Kite springs upon its

prey and kills it, so does the performer of this sacrifice fall upon his

enemies,” where we find the Praise based upon a similarity
;
and it is

certain that the Praise must belong to that which has been enjoined (in the

sentence ‘ ^ySn&nahhicaraUt &c.^) If then, tho word, ‘ Qyena ’ in this Injunc-

tive sentence be taken as enjoining the Kite as the material for the sacrifice,

then it would bo the Kite that would bo the object of the Praise in tho

above passage
;
but it is not proper to speak of it as being similar to

itself.

It may be urged hero that— wo do find certain instances where the

“ pointing out of absolute identity constitutes a great praise, inasmuch
“ as it shows that there is nothing equal to the object sought to be praised,

“ e,g.f we have such praises as—

*

the battle between Rama and Ravana was
“ like tho battle between Rama and Ravai^a.’

”

This is true enough
;
but in ordinary parlance we find that even such

praises are based upon an assumed diversity of time, place, <fec., (between

that which is described and that which is cited in the simile). But in the

case in question, we find that the word can be taken in such a way as to

leave a difference between the object praised and the object cited, in the
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simile : and hence in this case wo can have no ground for assuming any

difference (of the Kite from itself). That is to say, if wo take the word
^ QyBna ’ as the name of a sacrifice, there is no difficulty in having the
* CyBna *-Sacrifice described (and praised) as being similar to the ‘ QyBna *

Bird, Otherwise it would be necessary to have recourse to the indication

of the possessive implicatiou, as also that of an implication of similarity

(the word ‘ CyBna ’ being made to indicate the ‘ QySnavat ’ sacrifice, and
then we would have to assume a similarity of the CyBna bird with itself);

and your theory would have to take recourse to another complication, of

having to assume a difference of the Kite from itself (in order to explain

the simile contained in the eulogistic passage). Nor is it possible for you

to take the word * QySna ’ as pointing to the material of the sacrifice, and
then to transfer the Praise (which really belongs to the sacrifice) to the

material connected with it
; because the In junction of the sacrifice itself

(by the sentence ‘ QyBnBnd.bhicarau ynjBta *) has not been set aside. That is

to say, it is only the praise of something not enjoined that is transferred

to something else
;
while, in the case in question, wo find the sacrifice itself

to be directly enjoined, and as such quite capable of being taken along

with the Praise
;
aud hence we cannot accept the material (Kite) to be

either enjoined (by the sentence ‘ Cycnay &c.) or praised (by the eulogistic

passage quoted). And your theory of the transference of the Praise would

involve another complication of making the sacrifice indicate the material.

And on account of the word * QyenBna ’ occurring along with the word
* yajeta* the former is as directly denotative of the Sacrifice as that of the

Material (Bird). While you have recourse to Indication in the Injunction

itself, I accept it only in the descriptive detail.

And as for the elimination of the possessive affix, such an elimination is

possible only when the word expresses a property and not when it expresses

a substance (like the Bird.) Vide Vdrtika on Pdnini I—iv—19

—

^ gunava-

canBbhyah,^ &c. As for the implication of similarity, on the other hand, it

is due to a distinct word, ‘ iva/ which, being a word by itself, can appear

of itself after any word (and there can be no such restriction as in the

case of the Possessive affix Matup). And again, the Possessive Indication

will hav3 to bo assumed while the similarity is a well-established fact, as

pointed out by the simile in the eulogistic passage.

And in this connection also, wo can bring forward, against the present

Purvapaksha^ all the objections that have been urged against the Picrvapak-

shas of the foregoing Adhikaranas :—viz

:

The necessity of the Verb aban-

doning its own meaning aud taking up that of another, the extreme remote-

ness of the meaning of tiie affix, aud so forth.



ADHIKARAl^A (5)

[Treating of the fact of such words as ^VOjapBya^ and the like being

names of sacrifices*’]

PtJRVAPAKSHA.

Sutra (6). In the case of names, inasmuch as there is a dis-

tinct mention of Accessories, there would be an Injunction of these.

“ That which is denoted by the verb could be taken, by the system of

“ Simultaneous Relationship (Tantra), as an Instrument with reference to the
** Result^ and as the Objective with reference to the Accessory (Material)

;
and

“ there would be no incongruity in this* For instance, in the case of the

sentence
—

‘ udbhidH yajsta pagukdmah '—the full signification would be

**that * the sacrifice should be accomplished by means of the tidhhid mate-
** rial, and the acquisition of cattle should be accomplished by means of

“ the sacrifice ;
* and thus the operation of both Injunctions going hand

*‘in hand simultaneously (and thus there being no syntactical split),

“ the full construction of the sentence is got at, without having recourse
** to Possessive Indication.

“In tho same manner we could also explain the relationship of the
“ word * Sjya ' with the number (fifteen) of the Hymns, by the same method
“of Simultaneous Relationship,

“ Hence we conclude that in all cases of such words as you take to

“ be names, inasmuch as thej*e is a distinct recognition of the mention of

Materials or other Accessories, based upon the universally accepted
“ meanings of words,—wo can very well take them to constitute the In-

“ junctions (of such materials, <bc«) ; and there is no reason for taking
“ them as Names.

“ The present discussion thus bears upon perhaps all such words as
“ are taken to be names ; but the BhOshyH cites the particular sentence

—

“
* VnjapByena svltrQjyahUmo yajeta

*

only, with a view that the,true meaning
“ of this sentence may also be arrived at. As a matter of fact, however,
“ the discussion may be taken as applying to all such sentences (as contain
“ the names of sacrifices)

; as it has well been declared :
* The Instrument

“ (of obtaining the result) having been laid down (in the shape of the
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sacrifice) hj means of the word yajBta
* (inasmuch as the unaccomplished

“ sacrifice cannot operate as the Instrument) the sacrifice itself comes to

“ be recognised as an objective (something to be accomplished)
; and it

“ is for the sake of this objective that the accessory (ynjai^Bya) is laid down
“ as the Instrument ; and thus there is no need for a Possessive Indication.*'

SIDDHANTA.

Sutra (7). The two actions becominer the same, this cannot be.

At first, with particular reference to the case of the VtijapSyay we
offer the following reply :

The word ^VdjapBya' would mean a certain preparation of flour,

sugar, &o., and thus the sacrifice at which such a mixture of grain would

be employed as the material, would, by this similarity of material, become

an ‘ Aishtika * sacrifice (which is a name given to all sacrifices with grains,

* Sanmika* being the name of all that are performed with the juices of

creepers, and ‘ Pacu * referring to all at which the flesh of animals is

offered.) [And thereby the Principal Primary of all Aishtihas being the

Darga-Purnamffsa, it is the procedure of this sacrifice that would have to be

followed in the sacrifice in question ; whereas as a matter of fact, the pro-

cedure followed at it is that of the Jyotishtomay which is the Principal

Primary of all Saumikas,'\ And hence we conclude that the word ‘ Vaja-

peya * in the sentence in question cannot be taken as laying down the

material for the sacrifice.

Sutra (8). A single word would have an extraneous significa-

tion.

We can have a Simultaneous Belationship only in a case where an
object, in one and the same form, is found to bo equally helpful (to both

the factors with which its Simultaneous Relationship is desired ). In

a case howe^^ where the help accorded to the two factors is not equal,

it become^[»cessary to repeat the word (denotating the object so related

)

(and there can be no simultaneity in its Relationship).

There are two ways of having the Simultaneous Relationship,—either

by taking each word or sentence by itself, or by taking them collectively,

according as what is signified by the verb occupies the secondary or the

primary position (in tlie sentence).

Thus then, in the case in question, if the mateiual Vdjapeya be held

to be enjoined as a means or Instrument with reference to the sacrifice, then

the Result (Sovereignty of Heaven) cannot bo taken as the Instrument,

because in that case, there would be no result for the sacrifice. Because

in all cases the Result is such as is borne in mitid (as something to be accom-

plished by means of the sacrifice) ;
and hence, in the case in question, if the
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Sovereignty of Heaven be taken aa the Instrument for the accomplish-

ment of the sacrifice, then it would be a mere accessory detail of the

sacrifice itself (and as such could not bo something to he accomplished).

As for the Sacrifice also, it can be taken as an Instrument, only for

the accomplishment of the Result, and not for that of the Material

;

because if the Sacrifice were taken as the means of purifying or preparing

the material, this would not be compatible with the Instrumental case-

ending (in ‘ ViiJapBySna *) (because that which is spoken of as some-

thing to be purified, has always the Accusative ending). Nor do we find

any use for the particular material thus purified by the sacrifice; and as

such we cannot very well accept this interpretation.

In the same manner, it can bo shown that the Sacrifice and the Result

cannot be taken as the instrument for the accomplishment of the material.

Nor can both the Sacrifice and the Material bo taken as Instruments

in the accomplishment of the Result; because all that is necessary having

been accomplished by only one of them, there could bo no Injunction of

the other (which would bo comparatively useless). This we shall explain

in detail later on (in Adhydyd II

)

where the Bhasliya declares— ‘ In a

case where the transcendental result is accomplished by one sacrifice, any-

thing else must be taken as having its use only in the help that it accords

to the former sacrifice.*

Nor can we admit of the Sacrifice^ as specified hy the particular material^

to be the object enjoined by the sentence in question
;
because that would

necessitate our having recourse to Possessive Indication.

Thus then, the only construction tliat would apply to the sentence in

question (if the ‘ Vajapeya’ be taken ns laying down the material) would
be this :

“ one should accomplish the Result by means of the sacrifice, and
the Sacrifice by means of the Material vajapeya.” Thus then, with refer-

ence to the Result, the sacrifice would be comprehended as—(a) the Instru-

ment, (6) the Object of Injunction and(c) the Secondary Element (being only
tlie means to an end)

;
and at the same time, with reference to the Material

thf- sanu* sucrifine would be i*ecognised as having the contrary characters
of

—

{it) *h** object in contemplation (sought to be accomplished. ( h) the object

described (ifi contradistinction to that enjoined), and (c) the Primary factor

(boing the result songlit to bo accomplished). And as .such there can be no
SimnJfnnctms Jvdationship (which thus necessitates the attribution of the

aforesaid two sets of contradictory characters). Because if we admit of

the one sot of characters mentioned above, the other set (being its con-

tradictory ) cannot be accepted
; while if both bo accepted, a syntactical

split would be the inevitable result. Because wherever we have to attri-

bute to the sacrifice, the characters of the object in contemplation, as well
as those of the Instrument, &o., it always becomes necessary to assume two
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distinct sentences (as one and the same sentence cannot express two con-

tradictory properties).

The Objector is made to urge (in the Bhashya) :
** But in the •present

case also, we actually find two separate sentences—(1) ‘ one desiring the sover^

“ eignty of Heaven should perform the sacrifice

f

and (2) * one should perform
** the sacrifice with the VdjapBya material^ ” And all that is done in this is

to put forth more explicitly the aforesaid Simultaneous Relationship of the

Sacrifice.

The reply given in the BhUshya is : We find in the sentence only four

words (‘ VffjapeySna svm'Sjya-kamo yajBfa') [and not five, as shown in the

construction]
;
and the sense of this is that, inasmuch as the relation that

the sacrifice boars to the two (the Material and the Result) is not equal,

there can be no such Simultaneous Relationship.

The idea, however, by which the Objector has been led away is that the

form of the word ‘ yajeta ’ is the same in the two sentences, and as such

there can be no harm in taking it in common with the two sentences. And
this is what the Bhashya denies, on the ground that in the interpretation

of a word, its denotation is the more significant factor; and as such the

difference in the denotations of the word * yajsiaf as it appears in the two

sentences, cannot but make us take the word itself to be different in the

two sentences (as in one it denotes the object in contemplation, while in

the other it denotes the object enjoined).

The Objector is made to retort (in the Bhdshya) : It has been said

that in case the word ‘ VdjapSya* he taken as laying down the material for the

sacrifice, the sacrifice becomes an object described ; but by lohat would it be

described, ^c., What is meant by all this is that there is no real differ-

ence (between the word * yajeta ’ as used in one sentence and as used in the

other).

But, even in the case of an Injunction of the material, it is only a

verb that can be taken as having the Injunctive character; and hence,

the word ‘ Vdjapeya ’ not being a verb, it cannot bo accepted to be Injunc-

tive (of the material).

Says the Bhdshya : If we admit of an Injunction in both cases, ^c. And
the sense of this is that, if the sacrifice be held to be enjoined with reference

to the Result and the Material, then,—even if we do not take into account

the fact of the sacrifice having a secondary character,—the mere fact of

the verb having only a secondary character would make each of the two
sentences complete in itself (independently of the other)

; and as such

there would be no connection between the two sentences, [and hence the

VdjapBya could not be recognised as the material to be employed in that

sacrifice which is performed with the purpose of obtaining the sovereignty

of Heaven].

52
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It may be urged that, the Vi^apSya would be recognised as the material

to be employed in the particular sacrifice, by the fact of the two sentences

occurring in the same Context, just as in the case of the sentence, ‘ Vrthi-

hhiryajsta*

;

though there is nothing in the sentence itself to show that the

VrlTii is the material to be employed in the Darga~Purnama$a, yet the fact

of the sentence occurring in the context of that sacrifice distinctly points

to the Vrihi as a material to be employed in it.

But this cannot bo
;
because the sentence in question is taken to be an

injunction of the sacrifice only (while in the case of the sentence* Vrihihhir-

yajUa^^ the Context leads us to a definite conclusion, because in this, there

is a transcendental result in question
;
while there is no such result in the

case of the Injunction of the Sacrifice as the means of accomplishing the

Matei’ial
;
and as such the Context cannot be of any help in the matter).

Thus then, we find that if the method of Simultaneous Relationship is

accepted, then it is only independently of each other that the Material and

the Result are found to be related to the Sacrifice
;

specially as if the

Sacrifice be taken as related to the one as qualified by the other, a Syntac-

tical split ie the inevitable result.

And hence before the full context of all that is connected with the

particular Result, in the shape of the sovereignty of Heaven, has been

completed,—if the word * ViljapBySna* be taken as laying down a material,

such a material being connected with sacrifices in general, it would come

to be recognised as related, either to all sacrifices, or to the Sacrifices bring-

ing about certain transcendental results. The case of the sentence, ‘ Fn-

liibhiryajBlat is different ; because in that case, the context has been fully

completed by means of the sentences dealing with the Darga-TnrnamUsa

Sacrifices; and then, if the material Vrihi is laid down, it is at once recog-

nised as belonging to the Darga-PurnamUsa, And this not being the case

with the sentence under consideration, there can be no similarity between

the two cases.

Thus then, we conclude that the word * Vajapeya ' being found to be

distinctly co-extensive with the Sacrifice performed by persons desiring the

sovereignty of Heaven^ we cannot neglect this co-extensiveness
;
and as such,

the word cannot but be the name of the particular sacrifice.



ADHIKARANA (6).

[Treating of the fact of such words as ‘ Agniya * and the Uke not

being the names of Sacridces,']

Sutra (9). If they were not laid down by another sentence,

the Sacrifice as well as its Accessories would be enjoined by the

word
:
because of their being mixed up in the Iiyunctive word.

The character and the function of Names having been explained, we
proceed to consider certain exceptions to them.

It may be asked why the case of the Darvi-Homa also is not taken up

for consideration on the present occasion. But the fact is that this Homa
has also been dealt]with under Sutra I—iv—4. And, as a|matter of fact, on

the present occasion we are treating only of the words treating of the

objects of Injunction, whereas in the 8th Adhyaya we shall treat of the

words contained in Arthavada passages, such for instance as— ‘ If one should

perform only one sacrifice, he should perform the * Darvi-Homa,* Or, it may
be that when the fact of the word ‘ Darvi-Homa *

being the name of a sacri-

fice has been established, it is only its peculiarities that are considered in

the 8th Adhyaya; while on the present occasion we consider only the

general characteristics of names. And as for the question of the word
‘ BarvuHo^na ' laying down an Accessory Material, it has been brought

in under the 8th Adhyaya, only by way of an objection to the theory pro-

pounded there, introduced only in the course of the discussion; because the

main object of the 8th Adhyaya is the consideration of Apurva.

Now thou, which are the passages laying down the action of which the

word ‘ AgnSya * (as contained in the sentence ‘ clgnBydshtdkapdld bhavati *)

could be the name ?

The answer to this constitutes the

PtJRVAPAKSHA.

The Sentence ’ ashtHkapdld bhavati ’ expresses a BhUtvandf with a cer-

tain order of sequence, pointed out by the material only
;
and for the sake
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—

ADill (6).

“ of such Bhftvands, in the same order as themselves, wo find certain Mantras
** —the couplets of the Ydjydt and the AnuvUkyti^ <fcc.—dedicated to such
“ deities as Agni and the rest; and these Mantras, coming to be employed
“ in the order of the Bhdvanas, distinctly point, through their own expres-

“ sive Power, to the Deities belonging to each of these Bhdvands ; as other-

“ wise, these Mantras could not be of any use in the sacrifices
;
as the only

“ useful purpose that the Mantras can serve in a sacrifice, is the pointing

“ out either of the process of the Action, or of such accessories connected

“ with it, as the Deity or the Material
;
and in the case in question

“ we find that the Mantras do not point out any Action or Material

;

“ and if the Agni, &c., that are mentioned in them do not be recognised

“ as having any connection with the Sacrifices, the Mantras themselves

“ could not be accepted as having anything to do with the Sacriflees

;

** therefore on account of the fact of the Mantras forming parts of the

“ Sacrifice being well recognised, we cannot but conclude that Agni and
“ the rest, that are pointed out by the Mantras, must have some connection

“ with the sacrifices
;
and inasmuch as these form the chief objects pointed

“ out by the Mantras, Agni and the rest come to be recognised as Deities

;

“ and as on this score the sacrifices do not differ from the Mantras, the same

Deities come to be known as the Deities of the sacrifices. And again, the

'^Paroddgaov Cake spoken of ^ Ashtakapdla' ol the nature of SiHavl

“ (material to be offered to a Deity)
;
and as such by its very nature it

“ appears to be something to be employed in the sacrifice ;
and as such by

“ its very character of an ‘ offering
*

it stands in need of the mention
“ of the Deity to whom it would be offered ; and this want is supplied by
“ tlie Mantras, Thus then we find that the sacrifices having their materials

“ and Deities distinctly laid down in the sentence ^ Ashtdktipnlo hhavafi, ’ the

“ word ‘ AyneyS ’ must be taken as the name of those sacrifices, on account

“ of the reasons shown under Sutra I—iv—4.

** Or, the ashtHkapdla * having tho character of an offering (because the
“ word signifies the cakes as purified in the eight vessels, and that which
“ is purified cannot but bo meant as an offering to the gods), - we have an
“ Injunction for cutting them into two pieces, and then there is another
“ Injunction for spreading them and pouring them out, with a view to

“ purifying them, which process finally makes the cakes divided into four

“ pieces each
;
and then we have tho Injunction ‘ offers the quartered

“ cake, ' which points to the fact of the Homa also being four in number ;

“ and thus the four Deities Agni, <&c., also, as pointed out by the mantras,

“ coming to be recognised as the Deities of the Homas, the word ‘ Agniya *

“ cannot but be taken as a Name. This explanation saves us from the

anomaly of accepting an Injunction of many objects (which is inevitable

“ when the word is not taken as a Name).'*
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SIDDHANTA.

To all this we make the following reply : When the sacrifices are not

laid down by any other word, then these sacrifices as well as their acces-

sories must be taken as enjoined by the word in question, because they
are not separate from it.

The sacrifice cannot be taken as enjoined, by the mere mention of a
certain relationship between a certain Material, a Deity and the prepara^

tion of these (as shown in the Purvapakshd), Why ? Because the Material

{Cake) by itself cannot have anything to do with the Mantras (the Yajya,

&c.) (because it is only after the material has been recognised as one to be

offered at a sacrifice that there arises a desire to learn with what Mantra

the offering is to be made). Nor do we recognise the Material as having

any connection with the words denoting something else (for instance, the

words of the Mantras pointing out particular Deities). That is to say,

the mere declaration ‘ ashtakapdlo hhavati * does not lay down any action

of the human agent, during the ])erformance of which the Mantras could

be required as reminding the agent of certain details of the action. Nor
is the mere being of the caka an action to be performed by the human agent,

because each action has a definite agent (and the agent of this being is the

Cake itself). And as the Material already exists, there can be no making

of it by the agent, and as such even this cannot be taken as standing in

need of the Mantra which would remind the Agent of it. As for tho

Mantras themselves

—

' agnirmurdhdy &c.’—they do not express either the

Material or its action; and as such, even through this there could not be

any relationship between tho Mantras^ and the Material

;

specially as the

Material has no connection with tho words of the Mantra, that denote

Agni and the rest.

And again, the Cake could not be recognised as having the character

cither of the Sacrifice or of an offering {Havi) ; and as such it could not

stand in need of the mention of a Deity to whom it would be offered

;

and hence too, the Mantras could not have any connection with the Material

(cake). That is to say, if the Sacrifice were recognised first of all, then

alone could there be a desire to know the Deity to whom the sacrifice

would be offered; and then alone could the Mantras^ pointing out the

Deities, have any connection with the Material
;

as a matter of fact,

however, no Sacrifice is denoted by the word ‘ hhavati

'

in the sentence

‘ ashtakapdlo hhavati,' And until its connection with the Sacrifice has

been fully comprehended, the Cake cannot be recognised to have the charac-

ter of an offering or Havi
;
because the word * Havi

'

is a relative term,

(depending for its full connotation upon an idea of that to which the offer-

ing is to be made), and it is not an absolute term, denoting the natural
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form of any object by itself. Because we find that the same material

Milk, &c., which, when offered at sacrifices, is called by the name of ‘ flam *

(offering), is not so called, when not in connection with a sacrifice.

The same arguments apply to the theory of the word ‘ HgnSya ’ being

a name, based upon the mention of the offering of the quartered * Cake ’

(see above).

In the case of such words as ‘ Hghd>ra * and the like, the * UghdraiM *

(or pouring out) is an action
;
and as such by itself it stands in need of a

Mantra
;
and this Mantra^ thus pointed out, and having its use laid down

by a distinct direction in the Veda, it is only right that we should accept

it as pointing out a Deity.

And again, there are only three ways of pointing out the Deity of a

sacrifice :

—

viz

:

(1) by means of a nominal affix, (2) by means of the Dative

case-ending ; and (3) by means of certain expressive words in the Mantra
;

and among these the one that follows is always weaker in authority than

that which precedes it. And in the case in question, when we find the

Deity being distinctly pointed out by the nominal affix in the word
‘ d(jn€ya ’ (which is the most authoritative way of mentioning the Deity),

why should wo have recourse to the least authoritative method, holding

the Deity to be pointed out by the words in the Mantras (the Ydjyd, <fec.) ?

specially as it is only an Apparent Inconsistency that can justify our hav-

ing recourse to this method of arriving at the Deity
;
but when we find the

Deity actually pointed out by the nominal affix, and there is no inconsis-

tency, any recourse to it is most unjustifiable.

Thus then, wo conclude that the relationship between the Material

(Cake) and the Deify (Agni) is pointed out by the word * dgnEya,* and the

sacrifice comes to be enjoined by means of the word ‘ hhavati,' as aided by

this word and certain Arthavada passages (eulogising the offering of the

cake as prepared in the eight vessels) ; and then it is that, there being a

further desire to learn the details of the sacrifice, the Veda lays down the

Mantras (the Ydjyd, (fee.) in a certain order of sequence. And thus we
find that we cannot but accept the Injunction to lay down many things

(the Deity, the Sacrifice, the Mantra, &c.).

The word ‘ VidMnarthS *

in the Sutra has been explained in the Bhfi-

shya as in the word with the nominal affix ; and the sense of this is that the

word with the nominal affix is capable of serving the purposes of an Injunc-

tion.

All the following factors appear mixed up in (not separate form)

this word * QgnBya* \ (1) the Deity is mentioned by the original basic noun
* Agni

;
* (2) the material offered to that Deity is expressed by the nomi-

nal affix * dhak
;

* (3) the relationship of the Material and the Deity also is

pointed out by the implication of the same affix
; (4) the word ‘ ashtdhapdla *
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being in the same form, and hence co-extensive with the word * HgnByat* it

comes to be recognised, together with all its attendant qualifications (that

is, the Cakes as prepared in the eight vessels), as qualifying, and thus in-

cluded in, the denotation of the word ^Hgneya' (5) the fact of the Material

being Hgn^ya (belonging to Agni) cannot be accomplished, unless it is

made so by a human agent (offering it to Agni)
;
and hence the word

‘ dgnBya * indicates the Bhdvand (action of the agent) also
;
and (6) lastly

tliere could be no such Bhdvand—^^e., the material could not be made

dgnByd—without the performance of a Sacrifice; and hence the word
‘ tigneyd * must be taken as indicating also a particular Action of the Agent
in the shape of the sacrifice.

Thus then, the chief Injunction being contained in the word with

the Nominal affix, and all other attendant accessories also being indicated

by it, there is no occasion for any syntactical split.

And as an Injunction of the Accusative Noun {ydgam) as denoted by

the verbal root {*yajeta*) is always preceded by an Injunction of the

Bhdvandj even though the Bhdvand may not be directly mentioned, yet it

is always accepted to be enjoined, as qualified by the ‘sacrifice; * and all

the other qualifications are indicated by Apparent Inconsistency (of the

Injunction of the qualified BlidvanSy which could not be possible without

an injunction of the qnaliiicatiovs). It is this Bhdvaud that is meant by

the word ‘ Sambandha *

in the Bhdshya (in the sentence—samhandlio hi

vidhtyamdno na gakyatB samhandhindvavidhdya vihita iti vaktmn ) ;
because

it is this Bhdvand that contains within itself all the factors of the rela-

tionship in question
;
specially as it is not possible for any mere relation-

ship of the Material and the Deity to be enjoined ; because this relation-

ship does not contain within itself any element of Action.

The word ‘ avibhdgdt ’ means— ‘ inasmuch as the word implies all the

factors (enumerated above)’
;
and the qualifying sentence ‘ if they are not

laid down by any other word' points to the fact of Apparent Inconsistency

being the only ground of accepting the Injunction of the various factors of

the relationship.



ADHIKARANA (7).

[Treating of the fact of such words as * Varhih * and the like being ex-

pressive of a genus.']

Sutra (10). The words ‘ VarJiih * and * Afya ' beingf found to

be applied even to such articles (grass and butter) as have not un-

dergone any purificatory process^ they cannot be taken to be ex-

pressive of such purified materials only.

In connection with Names, we proceed to consider, in the next three

AdhiJcaranas, the significations of the names of Materials.

Though the Sutra mentions only the two words * Varhih * and * Afya^
*

yet the Bhashya adds the word ‘ Fnrodaga *

also
;
because the case of all

these words is exactly similar.

PURVAPAKSHA.
“ According to the Sutra I—iii—9, it is clear that these words are used,

“ by sacrificers, with reference to the purified materials only
;
and as there is

“ nothing incongruous in accepting the same fact in all cases, we conclude
“ that the words in question have their significations based upon the puri-
“ fication of the materials. Specially, as a matter of fact, we find that in

“ordinary parlniice, people do not make use of such words as * purod^ga ’

“ and the like
;
and hence just as the word ‘ ytipa ' is applied only to a post

“ that has undergone a certain process of preparation and purification, so

“ the words in question also express only such materials as have been pre-

“ pared and purified in a particular manner. ”

SIDDHiNTA.

But it is not so
;
because when a word is found, even in one place, to

be expressive of the Olassj there being no reason for rejecting this denota-

tion, we cannot assume any other signification of it (in the shape of puri-

fied materials^ <fco).

That is to say, it is a well-recognised fact that the words in the Veda
are the same as those in ordinary parlance

;
and their significations too are
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the same in both
;
and henoe the Veda being dependent upon the meanings

of words as known among ordinary people, when a certain word has once

been found to be denotative of the Olass^ there can bo no ground for as-

suming any other expressive potency in the word. And further, as the

Class ‘ Varhi * (grass) is present in the purified grass also, we can have no

reason for denying the fact of the Olaas being denoted by the word, even

when it occurs in the Veda.

And further, even before the grass has undergone the process of cuU

ting, &G,, the Veda lays down the Injunction of such cutting (such as ‘the

grass should be cut ’) ;
and in this it is clear that the word ‘ grass ^ is used

in the ordinary sense of the Glass (because there could be no cutting of

that which has already been cut).

Thus we find that the word ‘ grass
'

is never used apart from the

class, while it is found to bo used (in ordinary parlance) apart from any

idea of the special processes of purification, &c.
;

because no purifications

are laid down in connection with ordinary parlance, no words in ordinary

parlance could be accepted as expressing any purified material.

Nor can the case of the word ‘ grass * bo said to bo similar to that of

the word ^yupa'

;

because the denotation of the former is otherwise ex-

plicable
; and in the case of the latter, wo accept it to be expressive of

the prepared post, because the word is not known to express anything in ordi-

nary pailance.

That is to say, at the time that we come across the Injunction of

the cutting of the wood for the post, or of the fastening of the animal to

the post,—if wo had any idea of any meaning of the word ‘ post,* as known
in ordinary parlance, then we could never have any necessity of subvert-

ing the natural order of words—in the Injunction ‘ the post should be

cut *—and construing it as— ‘ that which is cut is tlie post * (in which case

the post which is the subject in the original sentence is made the predicate,

and vice versa). The case of the words ‘grass,* <fcc., however, is different

(their signification being fully recognised in ordinary parlance).



ADHIKARANA
(
8 ).

[Treating of the fact of the tvord ^ prokshanV being taken in its literal

signification,']

Sutra (11) : In the case of such words as * prokshaui ’ and the

likOi there is a distinct compatibility; of the literal meaning.

PURVAPAKSHA.

“ Tlio conventional meaning of a word being based upon the direct

** mention of the word, it cannot but. be accepted as more authoritative

“ than the literal meaning which is based upon the signification of its

“ individual component parfcs, whose functioning is like that of Syntax

“ (which is always weaker in its authority than Direct Assertion), Tliat

“ is to say, in the case of the conventional meanings of words, people

“ cognise these directly by means of the letters of the word (as pronoun-

“ ced)
;
whereas in the case of the literal meaning, it cannot but be more

“ or less indirect, inasmuch as it rests in the signification of the individual

“ component parts of the word.”

SIDDHANTA.

All this may bo quite true
j

but we must admit the component

parts themselves to have individual expressive potencies of tlieir own
; as

otherwise there could bo no literal meaning of the word. And hence it

is only where there is no literal meaning (compatible with the sentence)

that a certain signification being found to have been assigned to the word

by convention,—we are obliged to accept this latter meaning
;
there being

110 other way (of making the word compatible with the sentence in which

it occurs).

That is to say, it is only when the conventional meaning has been

fully established that it sets aside the literal meaning
;

and, as a matter of

fact, it is accepted to be fully established, only by some other means of

knowledge, when the word is found to be used in a sense totally different from
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the previously recognised literal one
;
as for instance, when the word

‘ agvakarna * is used as the name of a tree, which has no connection with

horse's ear. In this case, the word is found to be used in a sentence where

it cannot iiave the meaning that is expressed by it literally
;
and hence from

the Apparent Inconsistency of its such usage, we are obliged to assume
(conventionally) another expressive potency for it. And thus it is only

in such cases as that of the word ^ aqvakarnay that, though both signidca*

tions are possible, yet there being no recognition of the literal meaning,

the signihcations of the component parts of the word come to be set aside,

and the comprehension of tlie mere Verbal form of the word brings about

tlie comprehension of the conventional meaning (of the word as a whole),

which thus, in this case, becomes more authoritative than the literal mean-

ing.

In the case of the word ^ prokshanl

'

however, the word is made up of

—pra (= excellently) + sic (=to besprinkle or wash) + hjut ( = Instru-

mental), the literal moaning of the word thus being ^that hy which toashing

is excellently done\ and certainly this is quite as applicable to water (which

is held to be the conventional meaning of the word as a whole), as any
explanatory sentence

;
and thus there being no ground (in the shape of any

Apparent Inconsistency for assuming any other conventional expressive

potency of the word) it can have no conventional signification.

For instance, in the case of the word ' Agvakarna' itself, if somehow
or other, the ‘ ears of a horse ’ were found to exist in the particular tree

denoted by the word, no one would over assume an invisible conventional

potency for the word as a whole.

Thus then we conclude that the vjovd. ^ prokshanl' cannot have its

signification conventionally restricted to the water alone
; and as such it

must be taken as denoting all liquids in general.

[Says the Bhashya

—

The use of this Adhikarana lies in the fact that

Butter also becomes a * washing material ' ; and if the word he taken as referring

to a purified material^ then the direction would be in the form ‘ prokshantr&sd^

dayaf] And it is to this form of the direction that an objection is raised :

“ Even though the word may refer to a purified material, yet, from the

‘‘particular gender, &c., of the word ^ prokshanlh* it is clear that it refers

“ to the water (Qpah)
;
and hence the presence of the feminine sign ‘ i ’

“ would set aside the possibility of Butter being brought in.'*

The reply to this is that—if prior to the addition of the feminine sign

‘ f,* the word had been recognised to be significant of the purified material,
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then (in accordance with the conventional meaning of the word), the femi-

nine affix ‘ t ' would come to be recognised as being due to the particular

gender of the substratum (of the property signified by the word)
;
and as

such all substances of any other gender (such as ‘ gh^^ta
* and the like)

would come to be set aside ; and the use too of the word in the direction

in question being unique, even at the time of the purification of the

materials, the word would remain in the same position— with a feminine

ending; and as such its use being exactly like that of the word ‘ Vedi,*

the word could not be recognised to be denotative of any other thing;

and in that case the feminine ending ‘ i ’ would be quite significant. When,

however, the word is held to have a literal meaning, even before the addi-

tion of the feminine ending, the literal meaning of tl)e word is recognised

to be the same {washing material)
;
and hence when the particuhir washing

material meant is the Butter, the feminine ending is not added, tlie noun

by itself is simply used (the direction being simply ^ prokshanamtlsStdaya*).

And though in a case when Injunctions refer to the verbal form of a

word, no changes in it are allowable, yet there can be no such restriction of

words in the case in question ;
because the direction refers to materials,

and not to their names
;
and hence it is by no means possible that the word

* prokshanlf* (in the said direction) being incapable of being changed into

^prokshanay the word to be used must be * ghrta* only, as in the case of

the words that have their significations conventionally fixed to the class

(of objects).



ADHIKARANA’(9).

[ Treating of the fact of the word ‘ Nirmanthya ’ being taken in its literal

sense.^

Sutra (12) : So also in the case of the word * nirmanthya/

In the case of the word ‘ Nirmanthya ’
(
= tlie fire produced by fric-

tion) also, we can (as before) raise questions as to its signifying the

class or a purified fire, and then we should set aside these names and

finally prove that it must bo taken in its literal signification.

[The Bhashya says that in the sentence ‘ nirmanthyena ish(ak3h pacanti ’

the word * nirmanthya^ means the 'fire that is produced hy friction on the

very spot

;

* and it is against this that we have the following]

PURVAPAKSHA.
“ The word ‘ Nirmanthya

'

signifying only ‘ the fire produced by fric-

“ tioD,’ and as such having its sole purpose in the setting aside of the em-
" ploying of such fires as are produced, either from electric sparks or by
" striking, or from the solar gem, <fec.,—why should it be taken to mean the

"fire produced on the spot ? In ordinary parlance—as for instance in the

“ case of the sentence ‘ NdvanitBna hhuhkte *

cited in the Bhasliya—the signi-
" fication of words being based upon the purposes that they serve, even
** though the word ‘ NHvamtena ’ itself does not necessarily denote the fact

“ of WiQ fresh-boiled butter being meant, yet by the fact of the word * ghrta *

“alone being generally used in tho sense of the ordinary butter, the
“ special use of the word * NavamtSna * may be taken as indicating the

" freshly-boiledhniiov

)

because all butter being boiled out of cream {nHvani-

" Una), the repetition of the word * ndvanitena* can be taken to signify

“ the fact of the freshly-boiled butter being meant to be eaten. The case
“ of^he word * Nirmanthya," however, is different. Because in this case

“ the only authority is that of the words of the Veda (in this case, the

“ word ' Nirmanthya

"

itself)
;
and this word having its sole use in the
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“ setting aside of the fire produced by other processes, it cannot indicate

“ anything as to whether the fire produced by friction meant here should

“ be one produced on the spot, or at any time
;
and as such how can it be

“ taken to signify the fire produced by friction on the spot ? For certainly,

“ this immediateness does not form part of the literal signification of the

“ word, which rests only in the fact of the fire being produced by the

“ particular process of friction. Therefore the declaration of the Bhashya
“ is not right.”

SIDDHANTA.

But the above arguments do not afiect our position
; because the

presence of the Fire itself being indicated by the word ‘ fdka
* (cooking)

itself, the addition of the word ‘ Nirmanthya ’ must be taken as with the

sole view to lay down the particular qualification of the Fire that is

meant
;
and this qualification (of being produced by friction) forming part

of the aforesaid cooking could not but be brought about at the very place

where the cooking is to be done.

That is to say, in the sentence— * the red-turbaned priests move about *

—the presence of the priests themselves having been pointed out by other

texts, the sentence is taken only as laying down the fact of their having

red turbans ; exactly in the same manner, in the case in question, the

action of producing the fire by friction must be taken as a qualification

(of the Fire) laid down as part of the cooking ; and it is a well-known

fact, which will be explained later on, that the subsidiary actions should

be performed, at the same place and time, and by the same person, as

the Primary Action
;
and hence the cooking spoken of in the sentence in

question could not but be done by the Fire produced by friction, at the

time of the Cooking, in the same place, and by the same person (that

does the cooking); and this is all that is meant by the Bhashya passage to

which exception has been taken (in the PUrvapaksha)

,



ADHIKARANA (10).

[^Treating of the fact of words like ‘ Vai^vadSva * being names of sacri-

fices,^

Sutra (13) : “In the case of the word ‘ Vaicvadeva' there

is an option.”

The case of the word ‘ VaigvadBva * in the sentence ‘ Vai^adBvSna

yajBta* does not come in any of the foregoing Adhikaranas; for (1) the

Accessory-Deity in this case being mentioned by means of the nominal

affix, the acceptance of such an Injunction does not necessitate the assump-

tion of a possessive indication
; (2) nor are there many objects of the

Injunction, and as such there can be no syntactical split; (3) nor is there

any other Injunction of the Deities of the whole CSturmdsya sacrifice
; (4)

nor is the nominal aflBx inexplicit in this case, as is the compound in the

word ^Agnihotru)* specially as in all cases, the Deity is laid down by
means of such nominal affixes

; (5) nor does the word ‘ VaigvadBva ’ point

to any particular sacrifice, like the word * Cyena ’ (pointing to the Qyena

sacrifice); (6) there being no mention of any result, in this case, there

could be no diversity in the form of the root * yaji,^ as has been found

in the case of the word ‘ VdjapBya* And thus the present case not be-

ing included in any of those treated of above, we take up its considera-

tion now.

Nor can this enquiry be said to have been interrupted by the con-

sideration of the meaning of the words ‘ Vdrhi* &c.
;
because in all these

cases, it is only the names (of sacrifices and materials) that form the objects

of enquiry. Or, it may be that in the case of such words as ‘ Nirmanthya ’

and the like, it has been found that the names that have literal meanings

signify something not got at before
;
and as such are found to serve the

purpose of Injunctions
;
and the question very naturally follows —whether

or not the same may be said of the word ‘ VaigvadBm ’ also.

The PUrvapaksha says ‘ there is an option
;

’ but this is only an ex-

planation of what follows if the word is taken|as laying down an Accessory
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(ie.f in that case, inasmuch as there are other Deities laid down by other

passages, there would be an option among the Deities to whom the sacri-

fice in question could be offered).

In connection with the word, the following question is raised :
* If it

is the Injunction of an Accessory, then the sacrifice itself cannot be enjoined

;

nor could the word refer to the sacrifice enjoined by a sentence, far re-

moved from it
;
and hence the word cannot be taken as laying down a

Deity fortheignSya sacrifice, which forms the subject-matter of the parti-

cular context
;
because any such Injunction of a new Deity is barred by

the fact of the Deity of these sacrifices having been laid down in their

own original Injunctions.*

And on this we have the following

PDRVAPAKSHA.

“ There could be an option in making the offering to the VigvBilBvas^

** or to the Deity pointed out in the original Injunction. And neither the

“ Sutra nor the Bh&sliya has yet shown that that which is mentioned in

“ tlie original Injunction is more authoritative than anything laid down
“ subsequently

;
and hence there is nothing to prevent us from accepting

all the Deities as equally authoritatively mentioned.

“ And further, no useful purpose could be served by making the word
‘ VaigvadSva * refer (as a name) to all the sacrifices (that constitute the

“ C&turmSsya sacrifice). Nor are the VaigvedBoas known (prior to the sen-

“ tence in question) to belong either to one of those sacrifices or to all of

“ them taken collectively ( and as such the word could not be taken as

“ referring to these sacrifices).

“ That is to say, if the word did not lay down the Accessory-Deity,

“ the whole of the sentence in question would be useless. Because the

“ sacrifices in question, either singly or collectively, are not known to be

‘‘related to the ViQvedevas

;

and they could not be spoken of by the

“ name ‘ Vaigvadeva

;

* nor does the verbal root ‘ yaji * (in the sentence
“

‘ VaigvadevBna yajeta *) signify the Amikshdl sacrifice only (which has been
“ distinctly pointed out as belonging to the VigvBdBvas); nor again is the
“ word ‘ VaigvadBva* held (even by the Siddhanti) to apply to the Amikshd
“ sacrifice only

;
hence we must take the word as laying down the

“ Acccessory-Deity for the seven sacrifices (which, with the Amikshd, form

the eight sacrifices of the Odturmdsya),

“ Against this the following might be urged :
‘ In that case, the same

“
‘ word VaigvadBva would be an Injunction with reference to the seven
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“ sacrifices, and a mere Description, with reference to the AmikshU

;

and
“ this would involve a self-contradiction.’

But it is not so
;
because although all the eight sacrifices form the

“ subject-matter of the context, yet the function of an Injunction can rest

“ only in that whereto that which is enjoined is not already known to be-
“ long

;
and hence there could be no self-contradiction in the matter.”

SIDDHANTA.

Sutra (14). But it is not so
;
because of the Context, and be-

cause of there being a direct Injunction
;
specially as the Context

does not apply to the material.

To the above PurvapaJcshay we make the following reply : The word

cannot be an Injunction of the Accessory-Deity for the sacrifices in ques-

tion
;

because their Deity having been already mentioned, there is no

room for any other Deity
;
nor can there be an option in the matter,

because the authoritative character of the two Injunctions is unequal.

Agni, (fee., have been laid down, by means of the Direct Denotation

(fruti) of the nominal affix (in the word * ilgnBya* <&c.), as the Deities for

the AshtdkapUla^ <fec.
;
while the fact of the VaigvSdBvas being their Deity

is held to be pointed out by the syntactical order (of the sentence * Vaigva-

dBvBna yajSta') [and certainly Direct Assertion is more authoritative than

any indications of the syntax]. It may be urged that in the former case

also that which signifies the fact of Agiii being the Deity of the Ashtdha-

pdla is also a sentence (the syntactical connection between the words

^agnSya' and ^ ashtdkapdla'). But it is not so, because the relationship

of the material (Ashtdlcapdla) with the Deity {Agni) having been establish-

ed by the nominal affix (in ^dgneya'), all that the sentence does is to point

out the fact of ‘ agnBya * qualifying the ‘ ashtdkapdla,'

It might be urged that the same may be said to be the case with the

word ‘ VaigvadBva ’ also (as this also establishes the relationship of the

material witli tho VigvBdBvas), But that is not possible; because in this

case the process would be a highly complicated and round-about one
; as

we shall have to assume the (word to signify) the relationship (of the

Deity VigvBdevas) with a material that will have to be taken as indirectly

indicated by the ‘ sacrifice ’ denoted by the word ‘ yajeta ’
;

for certainly

the word ‘ VaiqvadBvBna^ is not found to be expressive of any material,

either that which belongs to the sacrifices treated of, or any other
; all

then that we can say is that the co-extensiveness of the word ‘ Fatpra-

dAvena ’ with the denotation of the word * yajeta ’ points to the construction

54
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that ‘by means of the Vaigvadeva sacrifice, &c., <fec.’
;
and that as

there could be no sacrifice without a materhil, the only material that could

bo made to reach the (by means of this sentence alone) would

be that which is indicated by the (apparent inconsistency of the sacrifice.

But the sentence only pointing to the relationship of the sacrifice with

the Deity, this relationship of the material could only be assumed by

moans of the exigencies of the Context
;
and such an assumption could

be only in this form: ‘ when offering the Atjneyn sacrifice, one should offer

it as the Vaigvadeva sacrifice (t.e., saciifico of which the VigvBdBvas are

the Deities) and none other ?

In the case of the Injunction of the Ayneya sacrifice, however, there

is no need for having recourse to any indirect indication, or for calling in

the help of the Context
;
and this fact constitutes a great difference in the

authoritative character of the two Injunctions.

Says the sutra—na hi prakaranandravyasya (the Context does not apply

to the material). This may mean—-(1) either that tvhen the sentence laysf

down the relationship of the material tvith Ay7iif there is no need for ralluiy

m the help of the Co^itext

;

(2) or that the Context of the material has 'not

been accepted by the sentence ‘ VaigvadBvena^ &o, ' (t.e., it does not riiakc

any mention of the material).

The Bhashya explains this sentence (na hi prakarana'ndravyasya) as that

the Context caimot set aside the thing that is directly laid doivn

;

and in this

the Bhashya evidently takes the word ^ dravya
*

as thing (and not as the

material for a sacrifice), the sense of the Bhashya beintr that sn.ch a thing

as Agni^ ivhich has been ‘ directly laid doivn as the Deity, cannot he set aside by

any considerations of the Context, Or, in the Bhashya sentence, the word
‘ Crutasya

'

(directly laid down) may not bo taken as qualifying the word
‘ dravyasya,

^—the sense of the Bhashya passage in that case being that,

Agni, ivhich has been ^directly laid down' as the Deity ^ in connection with

the particular material,' cannot he set aside hy the Context.

[Thus then, it has been shown that the word cannot be taken as lay-

ing down a Deity for the sacrifices that form the subject-matter dealt

with]. Nor can the ‘sacrifice^ denoted by the word ‘ yajeta' in the sen-

tence in question be taken, either as pointing out a Deity in reference to

another sacrifice mentioned somewhere else (such as the JJpdngu sacrifice

for which no particular Deity has been laid down), or as laying down an
altogether fresh sacrifice together with its pai'ticular Deity.

As for the pointing out of the whole set of sacrifices (constituting the

G&turmasya) by the word ‘ Vaigvadeva '

(taken as a name of all these

taken collectively), this serves a distinct useful purpose (and is not
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absolutely useless as urged by the Purvapahsha)
;
inasmuch as it serves to

bring together the various sacrifices scattered here and there
;
and with-

out the fact ot‘ all these sacrifices being pointed out collectively by the

name ‘ VaigvadGva

'

there could be no such Injunctions as
—

‘ Vasante

Vaigvadevena^
*

^ practnapravanB VaigvadBvenay and the like—which refer

to all the eight materials laid down as being offered at the various sacri-

fices of the Cdturmdsya. Therefore we conclude that although the Vigve-

dBvas are actually mentioned in connection with only one of these mate-

rials (viz., the Amiksha), yet all the others could also be referred to by the

word ‘ Valgvadeva, *—exactly as in a group of ten or fifteen men, even

though all of them may not have umbrellas, yet even if some of them

happen to have it, it is said of them that ‘ the people with umbrellas are

going ’
;
and hence the word * VaigvadBva * can very well be taken as the

name of all tlie Cdtarmctsya sacrifices taken collectively.

Sutra (15). There is no mutual relationship of significations.

The word ‘ VaigvadSva ’ cannot be taken as laying down the Deity

for the sacrifices of which the ‘ Vaigvadeva
*

is one
;
because in that case

the same word * VaigvadBoa ’ would bo taken, once (in connection with

the Amiksha sacrifice) as only pointing to a well-established fact, and at

the same time as an Injunction (of the Deity, with reference to the other

seven sacrifices)
;
and certainly this is highly improper.

Or, we may explain the Sutra in the following manner : It has been

urged in the Purvapaksha that, like the word ‘ Nirmanthya,' the word
‘ VaigvadBoa ’ also, though a name, could also be taken as laying down the

Deity
;
and in reply to this wo assert that such mutual concomitance of the

signification of the name and the Injunction of an Accessory is not possible
;

(i.e., the same word can not be taken as both)
;
and as for the word ^Nir-

manthya' we take it only as laying down an Accessory (fire).

Sutra (16). Because the Accessories have a secondary impor-

tance (lit., are for the sake of others).

This Sutra may be taken as a part of the previous Sutra, the two to-

gether being explained in the following manner : If all the materials he

offered together, there could not he thirty offerings in all; and this would con-

stitute a sin (Sutra 15)—because the material offered is an accessory (Sutra 16) ;

and as such the material being of secondary importance, a mere difference

in these materials (as dmikshU, v&jina and the other materials offered at

the OdturmCtsya sacrifices) could not justify a repetition of the action of
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offering
;
because (if the word * VaigmdEva *

be taken as laying down a

common Deity for all these sacrifices) the Deity of all the offerings being

one and the same, ifc would certainly be a very much simpler process to

make a single offering (of all the materials)
;
and thus there being a pos-

sibility of making a single offering of all the materials, no repetition of the

action of offering can be allowable. Specially as all the sacrifices have

the same Deity, there would be nothing incongruous in this joint offering

of all the materials. And this would go directly against the Vedic declara-

tion that ‘ thirty offerings are to be offered (at the Gdturmdsya sacrifices),’

—the thirty offerings consisting (according to some), of the nine Praydjas, the

the nine AnuydjaSj the two AghdraSy the two Ajyahhdgas^ and the eight

Principal offerings^—while some people leave off the two Aghdras^ and count

instead, the Svishtahrt and the Vdjina offerings. In any case the eight

Principal offerings are always found to be offered separately (and not con-

jointly, as would be necessary if the word in question wore taken as laying

down the Deity).



ADHIKARANA (11).

[Treating of the fact of the mention of the number ‘ eighty in connection

with the Vai5vanara, being an Arthavada.]

Sutra (17).
** Those words that express something already

known beforoi cannot serve the purposes of an Injunction. The
aforesaid is also applicable to the sentence in question.”

The consideration of the question as to whether certain words are

names of sacrifices or Injunctions of Accessories having been finished,

we now proceed to consider whether certain words can be taken as

Injunctions of Accessories. Or, it may be that, in the sentence in ques-

tion— ‘ vaigvdnaram dvadagakapdlam mrvupBt yadashtcihapalo bhavati

gdyatryaivainam brahmavarcasena pundtV—the ashtdkapdla (the cake

prepared in the eight cups) as included in the ‘ dvddagakapdla *

(the cake

prepared in the twelve cups), is co-extonsivo with the Vaigvdnara
; and as

such tlie number ‘ eight ’ having already been laid down by the mention of

the number * twelve,’ the word ‘ Ashtdkapdla ’ might be taken as a mere

nuTne
;
whereas on the ground of the ordinarily accepted signification of the

word, and on account of the number not having been laid down elsewhere,

it may be shown that the word lays down an Accessory
;
and hence what

we propose to do in the present Adhikarana is to reject both these theories

and show that the mention of the ‘ Ashtdkapdla ’ is a mere Arthavada.

Some people explain the Purvapaksha contained in the Sutra^ in the

following manner; “Those words whose meanings are already known can
“ be utilised only by being taken as Injunctions

;
while those whose meanings

“ are not known should be taken as names, as shown under the Sutra
“ I—iv—2 ;

and hence the mention of the number ‘ eight * must be taken
“ as laying down an Accessory. [In this case the reading of the Sutra
“ would be ^ puivavanto vidhdndrbhdht and not purvavanto' vidhdndrthdh.y*

But this interpretation of the Purvapaksha is not correct
; because

the meie fact of the signification of a word being unknown cannot make it
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a name ;
on the other hand, just as the fact of a word being altogether new

and having its ordinary signification unknown proves that it cannot he

taken as laying down the Accessory of a sacrifice,—exactly in the same

manner, it is all the more impossible for it to be taken as the name of any

Vedic sacrifice; and hence such a word cannot bo taken as a name either
;

because ifc is a well-recognised fact that it is only when the ordinary

signification of a word is well-known that it can be taken as a Name, on

the ground of its being mentioned along with a certain sacrifice.

Therefore wo must accept the interpretation of the Sutra^ as given

in the BhSshya
;
and in accordance with this, the Sutra embodies the

following

—

PtiRVAPAKSHA.

“ When a word expresses a meaning that is already known, then it

“is either a name or an Arthavd,da\ in the case in question however, as

“ the word signifies something not known before (it cannot but be taken

“ as laying down an accessory, a particular number of the cakes)
;
and as

“ such there would be an option as to the number, exactly os there was
“ in the case of the word * Faipraddva.*

“ That is to say, if the number * eight ^ bo somehow or other, already

“ known to belong to the calces employed at the Vai^vanara sacrifice, then,

“ in accordance with this well-known fact, the word ‘ A^tdlcapUla would
“ be taken either as a name or as an Arthavdda

;
as a matter of fact, however,

“ we do not find the number * eight ’ mentioned anywhere else, in con-

“ nection with the Vaigvdnara sacrifice
;
as the only number that is men-

“ tioned is ‘ twelve.*

“ And as a matter of fact, though the smaller number * eight ’ is

“ included in the greater number ‘ twelve,’ yet when the word used is

“twelve,* it does not signify the fact of the number ‘eight* specifying

“ the object
;
and as such this latter number cannot be taken as qualifying

“ the object in question.

“ That is to say, a number does not operate by its mero presence

;

“but the only operation that it has is through the specification of the

“ numbered object
;
and hence, when the cups have been specified by the

“ number J twelve,’ any other number, ‘ eight,’ f. i., cannot be taken as

“ specifying them
;
and hence ( as far as any usefulness is concerned)

“ these latter are as good as non-existent. Even though their existence

“ may, in some way or other, be admitted, yet all that the mention of the

“ number would mean would be that ‘ there are eight,* and not that ‘ there

“are eight cups in which the cakes are prepared. And further, the
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“ nominal affix in the word ‘ ashtaJeap&la * is one which is possible only

“ when the material signified is a duly prepared and purified one (ac-

“ cording to Panini’s Sutra ‘ sanskrtam bhakshah * IV—ii—16 ) ;
and

“ fche compound too is one based upon the peculiar character of the

“ nominal affix (according to Panini*s Sutra Haddhitnrthottarapaday

“ II—i—51) ;
and these too are possible only when the factors of the word

“ have the requisite capability
;
this requisite capability again is possible,

“ only when they aro independent of all extraneous help. Consequently,

“ in the case in question, if the number eight be dependent upon the num-
“ ber twelve^ we could not have the word ‘ ashtakapdla * (as in that case

“ neither the particular nominal affix nor the compound would be possible)
;

“and hence the word * ashtakapdla * cannot be accepted to be significant of

“ the Dvadagakapdku And hence, the word ‘ ashtakapdla
*

not being found
“ to be descriptive of even the form of the Deddurakapala^ any Praise of

“ this latter by that word would be wholly irrelevant
;
specially as the num-

“ ber ‘ eight ’ would not afford any more help iu the sacrifice than the num-
“ ber twelve

;

because both are numbers (and numbers by themselves cannot
“ bo of any use in sacrifices)

;
although, however, a praise of the number

“ eight might mean a praise of the number itvelve also, yet, any praise

“ of the eight cups could not belong to the twelve cups

;

because the nouns
“ and the adjectives in the two cases are totally different. And the nura-

“ber ‘twelve* has a distinct praise of itself in the Vedic sentence

—

jagafyaivdsminy <fec.’ (and as such it does not stand iu need of any other

“ praise).

“ For these reasons, we conclude that the word ‘ ashtakapdla * must
“ be taken as laying down the number ‘ eight ’ as an optional alternative
“ to tlie number ‘twelve.*

“ And inasmuch as all the sentences in question are found to end in

“a single original Injunction of the Vaigvdnara sacrifice as qualified by
“ many optional alternatives with regard to the number of cups to he employed

“ (in the preparation of the cakes to be offered), there can be no difference

“ of authority among the various sentences (forming this original Injuuc-
“ tion).

“ The Sutra adds

—

the aforesaid is also applicable to the sentence in

“ question

;

and the word ‘ aforesaid * refers to that which has been said

“before, in the Purvapaksha with regard to the word ^ Vaipvadeva*

;

and

“the Sutra means that all the arguments therein urged apply to the

“sentence dealt with in the present Adhikarana; while the Refutations

“ of these arguments (as shown under the Siddhanta in connection with

“ the word ‘ VaigvadBva^) do not apply to the present case* And hence we
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“ cannofc but take the words ^ashtahapUla* &o., as laying down the accea-

“ series of sacrifices (in the shape of the particular numbers of cups to be

“used).**

SIDDHANTA.

Sutra (18). If the word in question be taken as laying down

Accessories, these accessories, not belonging to the sacrifice, would

be absolutely useless in the performance of any
;
because they can

have no use with regard to it.

The Accessory could not bo laid down, either with reference to the

sacrifice treated of in the Context, or to any other sacrifice
;
nor could

there be an injunction of the material qualified in a certain manner.

That is to say—(1) The sacrifice in question having the number put

down at twelve, any other numbers, as eight, etc., could not be laid down

with regard to it. (2) Nor could these numbers be laid down with regard

to any other sacrifice, because there is no mention of any such in the sen-

tence. (3) Nor could the sentence ‘ ashtaha'pdlo hhavati^ itself lay down

an altogether new sacrifice, qualified by the number eight, because the

sentence does not point to any relationship of the material with a parti-

cular Deity. (4) The same reasons would also show that the sentence could

not be taken (in any of the aforesaid three ways) as laying down the num-

ber of the cakes. (5) In the same manner, it can also be shown that the sen-

tence could not be taken as laying down the Cake as prepared in the eight

cups
;
because as for the sacrifice in question, when it has once had its

material laid down as the cake prepared in tivelve Clips, it can never be made

to take up any other cake (that prepared in eight cups for instance); and

as for any other sacrifice, so long as it is not distinctly pointed out by a

word peculiar to itself, no cake could be laid down for it
;
nor could there

be an injunction of the cakes themselves, independently of any sacrifice

;

because in this manner, it would not be related to any result or the means

of accomplishing it; and as such of what use could the Cake be P Nor is

it possible for the material to be laid down
;
because it is not of the

nature of an Action
;
and for this very reason, it is not possible for us to

assume a Result, as in the case of the Vigvajit sacrifice.

Nor can the word ‘ Vaigvd,nara * of the preceding sentence be taken

along with the following sentence, for the purpose of connecting this latter

with a sacrifice. Because there is a diversity in the case-endings
;
and inas-

much as even without such a construction being accepted, there is no in-

cosistency or uselessness of any words (we cannot assume a co-ordination

between words with different case-terminations).
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To explain :—It might be urged that the relationship of the word

being ti^ansfdrred to 'the following sentence^ this latteir sen*'

tonce QashtcLkap&lo hhavati'') could be taken as laying down the relationship

of the Deity with such materials as the cakes prepared in the eight cups,

jiild thus this Would point to a sacrifice other than the VaigvUnara itself

(and there Would be nothing incoherent in the number eight being laid

down with i^egard to it). But this is not possible; because the 'word'

‘ Frtiprduttram ’ being in the Accusative, Could not be taken along with
‘ ashttikapalah which is in the Nominative. Nor could we change the case-

terminations (thi’ough the exigencies of construction)
; because the sentence

is quite capable of another construction. If without such construing of the

Accusative with the Nominative and the changing of the endings, the word
‘ (ishtdkapflla ’ were meaningless, then We could do anything to make
it give some sense; but when we find the word quite capable of being

taken as a Praise, it cannot be said to be meaningless (and hence
there can be no ground for any anomalous construction being adopted).

If the word be taken as a Praise, then it could be taken as being descrip-

tive of the Vaigvanara sacrifice
;
and in the case of a description the differ-

ence in the case-endings does not matter at all.

For those reasons we cannot take the word as laying down the Cake.

Nor are the Oakes prepared in eight cups found to have any separate

existence of their own in the Oakes prepared in twelve caps; because the

only difference that we find in the two lies in the number &ight

;

and we
have already shown that this number eight cannot be taken as being laid

down either in connection with the sacrifice or with the Cake.

Not* is it possible for you to take the number eight along with the
‘ Dvdda^akapSla ’ / because the objects enjoined by the two, as well as

their purposes, are totally different
;
and certainly those that are so very

diverse from each other cannot be said to be mutually dependent (vide

conditions for taking one sentence along with another as explained under

II-i-46), If, however, the two could be taken together, all the sen-

tences collectively would lay down a single BhavanH qualified by the qua^

lifioations nientioned in all the sentences ;
and as such there could be no

room for any option in the matter (as held by the PUrvapaksha)^

And as for the numbers eight, etc., inasmuch as they are mere proper-

ties, each of the sentences cannot be taken as complete in itself and pointing

out the performance of distinct Actions.

Nor is a collocation (or congregation) of different numbers possible

(in any one place); because the appearance of any one number makes the

existence of all other numbers impossible. And as for the congregation of

many numbers, without the appearance of any new number,—in that case

thtinunlberB &o., being already included in' the number the

55
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former numbers would be got at by tbe injunction of the latter only ;
and

as such any mention of them cannot but be taken in the light of a mere

description (which cannot be very palatable to the Purvapakshi),

Hence it becomes necessary for you to admit that each of the

sentences in question lays down a distinct number independently of

those laid down in another. And in that case, with regard to the

Vaipvdnara sacrifice (which is the only one mentioned in the sentence),

the number twelve would be laid down in its own originative sentence,

while the other numbers could be related to it only on account of the

fact of the sentences (laying down these numbers) being found in

the same Context
;
and as such (Context being weaker in its authority

than Direct Syntactical Relation), the relationship of these latter numbers

with the Vaigvanara sacrifice would be impossible in face of that of tlie

number ‘ twelve.* And hence the Vaigvanara sacrifice having its particular

number fixed at * twelve,* could not stand in need of any other number,

‘eight,* &c.

And further, no relationship of the number ‘ eight * with any sac-

I’ifice being possible, through the Vaigvd,nara sacrifice, which has its

number distinctly laid down as ‘ twelve, * it becomes necessary to assert

its relationship with a sacrifice, independently of the Vaigvanara
;
but

the number ‘ eight,* apart from the Cake, is not capable of any relationship

with a sacrifice
;
and when taken along with the Cakes it cannot attain

to any relationship with the VaigvdLnara sacrifice ;
specially as the fact

of its being related to the Cake by direct Syntactical Relation would

naturally set aside any chance of its relationship to the Vaigvanara sacrifice

—which relationship would be based on the mere fact of the two occuring

in the same Context ;—and as such it could never belong to the Vaigvanara^

sacrifice.

And thus not being a qualification of the VaigvSnara sacrifice {atad-

gunHh), and being related to the Cake only (apart from any sacrifice), tlie

numbers ‘ eight,* &o., would bo absolutely useless, in the performance of any

sacrifice (‘ praydgS syuranarthakdih ’) because they can have no use with regard

to the Cake (*na hi tampratyarthavattSstP)

.

Or, this last sentence may be

explained in the following manner : As to why these numbers are not rela-

ted to the Vaigvanara sacrifice, we reply

—

because they can have no use in a

sacrifice whose particular number ‘ twelve ’ has been already laid down*

Sutras (19-20): If it be urged that, * the mention (of the numbers
‘ eight, ’ &c.) could not be supplementary (to any Injunction) *—

then, inasmuch as these are not excluded from the Injunctive word
they could be taken as serving the purpose of Praising.

That is to say, inasmuch as in tbe absence of an Injunction of the
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numbers * eight,* <fec., any praise of them (as contained in the sentences

^Tadashtakapdlo hhavati gUyatryaivainam brahmavarcasBna punHH^* Ac.)

would be entirely iiTelevant,—we must take these sentences as praising the

number ‘ twelve * through its parts (i.e., the numbers contained within it).

For, as a matter of fact, that alone can be praised which is recognised as

enjoined
;
in the case in question, it is the number * twelve * that is en-

joined; and hence we must take the eulogistic sentences as, in some way
or other, praising this number. And as the number ‘ eight ’ happens to be

mentioned in close proximity to it, we can very rightly take it as only

pointing out a part
;
of the number ‘ twelve ;

* and it is a recognised fact that

a praise of the part reverts to the whole. Thus then, the eulogy con-

tained in the sentence may be expanded out in the following manner :
‘ The

Dvddagakapdla (t.e., the cake prepared in the twelve cups) is such a grand

thing, that when it is prepared, it accomplishes the ashtdkapdlay Ac., also
;

and these latter are so very effective as to bring about Brahmic gloiy, Ac.,

and hence the Dvculagakapdla also must be very excellently effective.
*

It has been urged in the Pilrvapaksha that, “ inasmuch as there is

already a santence in praise of the Dvdadagakapdlay no other sentence could

betaken as praising it.** But this is not quite correct, because there can be

no limit to a praise
;
and hence all that may be found to be mentioned in

connection with an Injunction can very rightly be taken as pointing to the

object of the Injunction. In all cases we find Praises in words, few or many
;

and as to whether any particular praise is useful or not depends upon the

character of the person addressed; as for some people the mere fs,ct of an
action being enjoined is enough to prompt him to that action

;
and in the

case of such a person all Praise of the action would be redundant
;
and

hence, as shown above, the Praises must be taken as being laid down for

the sake of those who are not so readily obedient to an Injunction. In the

same manner it is quite possible tliat though a slight praise would suffice

for persuading one man, another man would require a more elaborate praise,

before he is persuaded to the performance of an action )
and hence an

elaborate praise cannot be rejected as useless.

Sutra (21) : Obj. : It might be the instigator.*'

Says the Bhdshya: why could not the Brahmic glory be taken as the

Kdrana of the number * eight ’ ? the sentence meaning that one who is desir^

“ ous of Brahmic glory should take to the Ashtdkapdla **?]

“ And here the word * Kdrana * cannot be taken in the ordinary sense of

“ the cause or * progenitor *
; because it is the number eight itself that is such a

“ cause of the various results, purification, Ac.
;
we must therefore take itin

the sense of * instigator *
;
these results being the instigators of the actions.*’

“It has been urged above that—‘any Injunction or Praise of the
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“ nximber ,0ight (Wonld ba absolutely useless, as the number pertainiug to

“ bbeooiy sacrifice in question has already been laid do>vn as twielve'. But,

“as. a matter, of fact, there can be,no such uselessness. Because tjie

‘‘^mention of the number is with reference to the, sacrifice wheu
“ performed as a necessary duty ( jwithout any particular result in .view)

;

“ when,, however, a< person desires such results as Bralimiq glory and ,the

“.like,, then for such a person,, the text lays down the number
“ which, in this case, makes .room for the., particularly desired number

^ eight, (1), .Because that which is performed with a view to a certain

desirable result,, bein^, cjosely connected, with man’s true purpose, always

“sets. aside that which is., performed as a mere duty
;
aojd (2) because, the

“ latter .duty is laid down as a general rule, while the former is a special

“ case (and, a special case .always sets aside the general).
“ That is to. say, all efforts of man tend towards the accomplishment of

“a desirabl e. .purpose i and hence, that whiph is more closely related to it,

“cannot but have a prior claim on the. man’s attention. In the case in

“ question, the number ‘ tiwlve
*

is far remote froin any desirable purpose

of man,; because it servos to specify the cups required for the preparing
“ of the material to be employed tit a sacrifice .that would be performed for

th.e acpomplishruoiit of,a desirable, end; as for the number, eighty this is

“ laid down as bringing about a. desirable rpsuJt? in the shape of Brahmic
“ glpry, direcUy through the sacrifice itself

;
and thus being more closely

“ related tp the desirable end, the numljer ‘ .eight ’ must .be .accepted as
“ the more .authoritative

;
and as such a mention of this cannot bo said

“ to be.absolutely useless.
. , , ,,

“,Aa ol^jqction might be raised* here: ‘You acc.ept the obtaining of
“ Brahmic gloiy to bo a definite result; but in the absenep of any Prai|^e,

“ how could you obtain .a direct Injunction for words (like hhavati) that
“ are expressive, of the, state of things ?,’

,

“And to this, some people make, the following reply : can i9.ri;ivo

“ at a direct Injunction, in the way .shown in, the Purvapaksha of the Adhi-
“ karana on ^ Audumhara* {8utra§ I~iir-19-25).

, ,

“ But this is not quite correct
; because the arguments therein pro-

“ pounded have already been refuted iu the Siddhdnta of. the same Adhh
Henpe we offer the following * explanation : The. real result is

“ mentioned iu the. sentencer- Sva scktBjasvl, ^c.’ 9i’.and the sentence

—

“
‘ gayatryaivainam irah^mavareasenaj .^c,, containing a- Fraiee ,\ppint8 to its

“ counterpart; Injunction; and it. is for this .reason that, each of .the actions
“ mentioned^ together with the Praises, ia the sentences-^* yadashtltkapAlo
“ hhavati^ * ‘ yannavakltpddo hhavqli^^ dfc., <fec.,-^are connected respectively
“ with each .of the results mentioned in the sentence ‘ sa pUtet Bvci sci tBjas-

“ yvannUdo, ^c.’
”
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Sutra (22). ..Reply: On account of uselessness they cannot be
.instigators ;

because the instigator is of the agent ; hence they must
be taken as signifying mere Praise.

J -i.-t.' '• -<m' 'I , •*. ’
I .1

, ;

•
' s ‘

If distii^ct resuU$ Ipje asaarned tp follow from each of thOi^cpesspries

(that jLS.,if e8^(^h of thq TmmborSj .eigf/i^n &c., be
,

held to^ bring ^about a dis-

tinct, result), then it woulj(^ be necessary tcj lip.v(j, as many, (Injunctive)

Septeuces as thqro ,are resell ta, mentioned ; while in th^^case ip (j^uestion,

jit .is pleaTj tl^at tl^e .;syjiol (0 thipg i*efo,ra .to a singlp Injunction inasmuch as

it is distinctly perceptive ,
that^ from beginning to end, all that is men-

tione^, is in direct connectiQn.-with. the same subject.
^ ^

.
T^ha^t is to spy,, tjie context begins with ‘ A son being born one should

perform the D^oMa^ahap^a^ &q., (putre jQtB dvUdagakapalamj &c.,

&c.’) ;
and then haying described the ‘ ashtakapHlaf

^

&c., it winds up with

the declarations-;— ‘ Tfxi® dvSldagakapala that is accomplislied * (‘ yndr/m-

dagai^:<tpSlG bhavati^\),

^

ai^d whose birth this sacrifice is performed

becpmeSy, pnre, enj^wed with
^

gloiy, &c., &c.,* Q yasmhi jdtBStdm islitim

nifvapg' puta evf^ sa^tSjasvyannddOf —all of which refers^ to the

^'.Ajie sacrifice^, that was meptioned in tbe opening sentence of the Context.

And (foy, tbis rea^on^ th,e mention pf the ^ ashtdkapala,* &c,^ cannot in any

way be sop^-rated |,roin that sacrifice, .^-iid, as a matter of fact, we find

that, they cannot bo taken along with that sacrifipe, unless they aye taken

to be, mere I^r.aises.
^

And thus vye find that, unless they are taken to bo

Praises, they. can,, they are situated, servp no other purpose,
^ ^

And the results 'purity' <&c., could servo as instigators^ only if they

were related to the agent performing tho sacrifice
;
as a matter of fact,

however, they are found to be related merely to the Yaigvdnara sacrifice
;

and hence—t.e., inasmuch as no other use is possible—they must be taken

as serving the purposes of Praising. [That is to say, if we had such an

Injunction as that ‘ for one who desires purity the number of cups should

be eight,*—thou the desired result, being found to be related to the per-

former of the sacrifice, could serve as his instigator or prompter
; as a

matter of fact, however, from the context it is clear that the results men-

tioned are related to the Vaigvdnara sacrifice only y and as such the men-

tion of the results cannot but be taken as to be added in praise of the

Vaigvdnara sacrifice itself].

And further, inasmuch as the results

—

purity^ &c.,—are mentioned in

the sentence ' puta eva sa,' ^c., where the Pronoun 'sa* (he) distinctly

refers to ‘ one on whose birth tho Vaipvanara sacrifice is performed
;

* and

hence these results could not be connected with anything that has been

mentioned before (such as tho Ashtdkapdla, <fco.). Nor is the mention of

tho results entirely irrelevant, in connection with the Vaigvdnara sacrifice

;
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and hence there can be no ground for transferring their relationship from

this to the Ashtdkapdla, &o. [And inasmuch as all the results purity
,
glory

^

&c., are found to be mentioned as all appearing together in the sou on

whose birth the VaigvUnara sacrifice is performed.] It is not possible for

these results

—

purity^ —to be taken as following, one by one, from the

numbers eighty nine^ Ac., (of the cups) respectively
; specially as each of

these numbers has got a definite result of its own—such as Brabmic
glory, and the like—mentioned along with itself. And so far as these

differentiated results—Brahmic glory, &c.,—are concerned, you also admit

of their mention being a mere Praise (see above). And hence the result,

that is pointed out by the sentences—
*
pUta Bva sa^ &o., (he becomes puri-

fied, <kc.,)*—must bo taken as pertaining to the sacrifice {yaiqvBinara)^ and

not to the numbers eighty (And though they may be taken as results

following from the Vaigvdnara sacrifice, yet) in the first instance, a men-

tion of these must be taken to be in praise of the sacrifice ;
specially as the

expression ‘ having such and such a desire * does not appear in the sentences,

they have not the form of the Injunctions of Results. And it is only

when the results ^ purity

^

&o., are taken as mentioned only in praise of the

sacrifice, that the sentences * yaddshtahapdlo hhavatiy &c., could bo explained

as serving the purpose of supporting the facts mentioned in the Praise

(otherwise these sentences would be absolutely useless). And hence we
conclude that the words ^ Ashtdkapdla,* <fec., cannot bo taken as laying

down the accessory of a sacrifice (in the shape of the number of the cups

to be employed in the preparation of the cakes to be offered at it).
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Sutras (23-'28): The fulfilment of the signification (23) ~
Origin (24)—Similarity of shape (25)—Praise (26)—Large number

(27)—the Inherence of signs (28),—(which form the bases of secon-

dary or indirect signification)—are based upon qualities.

While treating of Arthavddns^ we did not explain the fact of the.se

being helped by figurative descriptions ;
nor did we explain the bases of

such descriptions
;
and this is what we proceed to do now.

Objection

:

“ But such cases of figurative descriptions have already

been described under Sutras I—ii—1, \2 et seq^

Reply : It is true that they have been described there
; but they have

not been described as defining suchfigurative Descriptions

;

as a matter of fact,

what has been shown there is only that the definitions here laid down
apply to the cases considered there. While what we are going to explain

here is the definition or characteristic of all secondary significations of

words.

Objection

:

Besides those enumerated here, Gautama and others
“ have spoken of many other bases of secondary signification—such for

“instance, as concomitance^ similarity of position and the like
; and we find

“examples of such bases in ordinary assertions also; as we often meet
“ with such expressions as—‘ Bring in the lances

*
(for the lancers), ‘ the

“ elevated sheds cry out ’ (for the persons occupying the sheds), * the king

“was conquered by a thousand horses* (for the riders); and it is neces-

“ sary for the Sutra to mention all these.”

Some people reply to this by the assertion that all these are included

in the ‘ similarity of signs * (Sutra 28) ;
because the signification of the

lancer by the word ‘ lance * is of the same nature as that of persons with-

out umbrellas by the word ‘ Ohatri
* when they are accompanied by some

persons with umbrellas*

Or, we may meet the above objection by pointing out that it is of

secondary (Qauni) signification that we are considering the bases, and not

of Indication (LahshanS)*
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pAda tv—adhi (12-17) introduotort,

there, then, any difference between Indication and Secondary

Signification ?

Certainly, there is
;
because when a word signifies something, not

entirely disconnected from that which is the directly expressed meaning,

then we have what is called Indication

;

whereas when the word signifies

something (even though it be in no way connected with the expressed mean-

ing), through the similarity of the qualities indicated (by the expressed

meaning of the word), then this signification is called ‘ Gau^a ’ or

Secondary, '
.

*
i i

Tims then, just as the word^ directly expressing the Class, indicates

the Indfvidual which is always present in the Class, in the same manner,

it is by mere Indication,' that the words ‘lance,’ ‘elevated shed * and
‘ hoi*se‘* signify the persons connected with tlierh’.' (And it is not this sCrt

of signification tliai; we ate dealing with)'. What wfe 'are dealing with is

the case of such sentences as ‘ The Student is Fire,’ where wo are not

cognisant of any sort of invariable concomitance of the Student with the

lire; what we are cognisant of in this sentence is that, (1) the word
‘ Fire * denotes the Class ‘ Fire ’

; (2) this Class indicates the qualities of

Fire, such as the peculiar colour, brightness, &c.
;
and (3) the presence of

those qualities in the student gives rise, through similarity, to the idea

of his being Fire itself. And It is this sort of signification that wo find

in the case of such sentences as ^ yajam&nah prastarah,^ &c , ;
and hence the

Sutra has mentioned only the bases of such signification (and not those of

Indication).
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[In the case of the senteyice ^ yajamdnah prastdrah* (the grass-hedding

is the master of the sacrifice) ^ it is xvith a vieio to eulogising the bedding that

it is spoken of as the ‘ master of the sacrifice,'^

On this point there arc three distinct theories
: (1) Both the words

being in a form that makes them co-ordinate, one may be taken as the

name of the other
; (2) there being no signs of any of them being a name,

and any assumption of sucli signs involving the assumption of many po-

tentialities in the same word, the word ‘ prastara
* may be taken as in-

dicating the purposes served by it
;
and hence with a view to make the sen-

tence serve a distinctly useful purpose, we can take it as laying down the

accessory of the sacrifice— that the master of the sacrifice is to be

utilised as the grass-hedding
;
or (3) that the sentence being incapable of

affording this moaning, we must take it as praising the bedding (prastara)

,

THE PtTRVAPAKSHA

as propounded by the upholder of tlie theory that the sentence is the

Injunction of an Accessory—is this :

** Tlie more fact of the ‘ yajamdna * and the ^prastara ’ being menfioii-

“ed together cannot point to any jpims’e of the one by the other
;
specially

“ as it is not possible, even in praising, to use one word in the sense of

another
;
nor do we find any ground for the application of the word

^ yajamdxia* to the prastara, or vice versa; and then, for such application

*‘of the word wo cannot find any other cause except the indication, by the

“ word ‘ prastara,
*

of its uses, or vice versa

;

just as we find in the case of

“ the sentence ‘ the Hotr priest is the Adhvaryn, * But, in accordance with

the reasonings explained under Sutra XII—ii—23, it is clear that in the

“ sentence in question, tho word ‘ yajamdna '

is to bo taken in its own direct

“signification
;
while the word ^prastara ’ is to be taken as indicating such

“of its uses as the affording of a place for keeping the Srnk, tfeo.
;
nnd hence

“the sentence must bo taken as laying down an Accessory for fcho sacrilico

“ (as that ‘ tho yajamdna is to bo utilised as the ‘ prastara '). ”

. SIDDHANTA.

To this we make the following reply : None of tho two words can be

taken as indicating its uses
;
because tho uses of ono being incompatible

with the other, there could be no such Injunction (of Accessories). For

instance, it is laid down that—* Like tho Bkakapdla, i\\o prastara is thrown

into tho fire, with tho Suktavdka mdntra '
\
and certainly, if tho Master of

the sacrifice wore to be thus thrown into the fire (in being utilised as the

5G
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prastara)^ Ihe whole performance of the sacrifice would come io a dead-

lock !

For these reasons, we must take the two sentences—‘ Yajamandh

prastarah* and * Yajamdna SkakapHlah* as eulogising the prastarah and the

Skakapalah ,—the former for the sake of justifying its being kept to the

north of the Fire, and the latter in justification of the direction for its being

offered completely
;
because these directions are laid down along with

the sentences themselves.

QuGstio7i

:

** (1) But how can one word be used in the sense of

another
;
and (2) what could be the form of the Praise ?

”

Reply ; At a sacrifice, the Master is the most important personage ;

and the prastara too is such an important object, that it should be placed

above the grass (this would be the form of the Praise expressed by

the sentence * Yajnmnnah p^'iistarah^ )

;

and the sense of that signified by

the sentence * yajamdna SkakapHlah* is that—the //ara)/ ft/ci Fire having

boon eulogised as Heaven, inasmuch as it is the whole of the Master

tl)at is carried to the Heavenly regions, the whole of the ekaknp&la should

be offered into the Heavenly Fire. And these significations of the words

are based upon the qualities (possessed by the objects denoted by them).

The Bhasbya puts the question : “ How caw a word, not expressive of

qualities, deviate qualities ? ” And this question is based upon the miscon-

ception that the words are directly expressive of the qualities
;
however,

what we actually hold is that all the significations of a word are some-

how or other connected with its direct denotation
;
and hence so long

as vve can keep on the track of the original denotation, wo can have

no ground for assuming any other denotative potentiality in the word.

And in such cases as of the sentence ‘Devadatta is a lion, ’ we can veiy

reasonably make the figurative signification of the word ‘ lion * based

upon its original denotation
; as the word ‘ lion * denotes the class ‘ lion,^

this indicates such qualities as those of courage and the like, and the pre-

sence of these qualities in Devadatta gives rise to the idea that he is a

lion. And when this interpretation is found possible, there can be no

reason for assuming the word ‘ lion * to have another direct signification
;

(1) as this would make the true signification of this word always doubt-

ful
; (2) as such all usage of the word would be jeopardised; (3) and wo

would bo rejecting a well-kudwu meaning, and assuming one never heard of.

Another theory on this subject is this :
“ All such words as ‘ lion

’

“ and the like, are directly denotative of the whole aggregate of the

“ particular Class, its Qualities and its Actions
;
and as the whole of this

“ is not applicable to Devadatta, some of the qualities and actions denoted
“ being found in him, the word is applied to him indirectly.”

But with regard to this theory wo make the following observations :
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(1) If the word denoted such an aggregate, it could never directly donoto

any one part of this aggregate
; as for instance, the word ‘ hundred * does not

directly denote the number ‘ fifty ’
;
while, as a matfer of fnct, wefind the word

* lion ’ being used, when the only idea in the mind is that of the Class

wholly devoid of the idea of any Actions or Qualities. And the Class,

‘ lion
*

is distinctly recognised to be directly denoted by the woi d, and

the word is not recognised as being applied to it only indirectly, as to

Devadatta, &c., (and this would be inevitable if the word were denotative

of the whole aggregate). (2) And further, such a theory would be direct-

ly against the conclusion arrived at under {ha Adhikarana o\\ ‘ Class ^

—

viz,^

that the word denotes the Class. (3) The number of Actions and Qualities

being endless, any relationship of the word with each of these would

never be comprehended. (4) Even in the case of a single Individual (to

say nothing of the whole Class), we find that, at different periods of his

life—infancy, youth and old age—his actions and qualities are different

;

and certainly no such indefinite actions, &o., could bo held to bo denoted

by any word
;
for the simple reason that the word can have no relationship

with them. (5) Nor could the fact of certain qualities and actions being

possessed in common by certain individuals justify the assumption of

these belonging to a certfdn * Glass

;

because there are many qualities

and actions that may be common among various Classes.

Thus then, we must conclude that it is only the Class ‘ Lion * that

could differentiate the lions from all other animals ; and it could not

lightly servo as such a differentiator, if it were not denoted by the word
‘ lion '

;
and if the class bo admitted to be denoted by the word, then it

cannot be accepted as denoting anything else. That is to say, unless the

Class ‘ lion * be denoted by the word ‘ lion ’ it would be itself uncognised
;

and as such it could not serve to differentiate the qualities and actions

(possessed by lions ) ;
and if it be admitted to be denoted, then tho idea of

the Class being enough to give us an idea of all Actions and Qualities, there

would be no need of assuming any other denotative potency (of the word
‘ lion,* with reference to these Actions, &o.). And for those reasons, we
conclude that if the words wei-e significant of an aggregate of such

(lualities, actions, (fee., they could not, even indirectly, be any one portion

of this aggregate.

Some people hold the following theory :
“ A word is ganna (i.e.,

“ secondarily applied to an object) when the character of that which
“ is denoted by the word is imposed upon that object. The sense of

“this theory is that a word ‘lion* being strictly denotative of a

“ particular class cannot be applied to another object (Devadatta), merely
“ through the presence therein of certain actions and qualities belonging
“ to that which is denoted by that word. And unless the word ‘ lion ’ be
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“ applicable to Devatlatta, we could not have any such sentence as that
**

* Oevadatta is a lion, ’ which expresses a distinct co-extensiveness

“ between the lion and Devadatta
;
and the only explanation of the way in

“ which the word could be applicable to Devadatta, lies in the fact that

at times, a certain word imposes the nature of its own denotations upon

another object
;
and thereby making this latter object denotable by

“ itself, becomes applicable to it. That is to say, the actions and qualities

“ of Devadatta being found to bo similar to those of the lion, the complete
“ nature of the lion is imposed upon him

; and he comes to be recognised
“ as identical with the lion

;
and as such the word ‘ lion,’ when applied to

“ him, does not signify anything other than the lion, which forms its own
“ original denotation. But this does not mean that Devadatta is denoted
“ by the word * lion ’ directly

;
because, after all, the character of the lion

“ is only imposed upon him
; and it is only when the denotation is directly

“ of the word itself, and there is no imposition, that it can be called a
“ direct denotation. And hence our theory is not open to any objection.”

In regard to this theory, wo make the following remarks: This

cannot be, because any such imposition is absolutely impossible
;
for all

objects having unique (unraixed) characters of their own, the character

of one (dijoct could not be imposed upon another, for the purposes of

denot.ition, by any persons not labouring under a gross delusion.

For instance,— (
1 ) when a person, under a delusion, imposes the charac-

ter of Water upon the Mirage, and speaks of it as* water,’ then in that case

both the speaker and the person addressed comprehend the word ‘water’

in its direct denotation (though under the spell of the delusion)
;
and in

this case the delusory denotation is none other than the direct one (and there

is no imposition) j—(2) In a case whore the speaker knows the Mirage

to be a Mirage and not Water, and still he speaks of it as ‘water,’ with a

view to delude the person addressed, who does not know that it is not

water, then in the case of the foiraer, inasmuch ns he knows that it is not

mirage, there can be no imposition of the character of Water upon the

mirage ; while in the case of the latter, what he comprehends under the

delusion is, for him, the Water itself; and as such, even in his case there is

no indirect application of the word ‘ water,’ and hence there can be no

Imposition in this case either ;—(3) In a case where none of the two is under

a delusion (both knowing the Mirage to be something other than Water),

the comprehension that they have is one of mere similarity (and no Iden-

tity), and hence in this case too there can be no Imposition.

So also in the case of the sentence * Dovadatta is a lion,’ both the speaker

and the person addressed are fully cognisant of the difference between the

man and the lion
;
and hence none of them can have the power to impose the

character or identity of the one upon the other. That is to say, just as in
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the case of the different kinds of taste—Bitter, Sweet, etc.,—that are known
to be different from one another, it never happens that any two of them

being recognised to be identical, the character of the one is imposed upon

the other ;
exactly in the same manner, among similar objects also, inas-

much as they are always recognised to be different from another, there

could be no imposition; and certainly in the cnse of words, there is no
ow^^pition that is of any use in its usage, save that of its moaning.
/ And farther, inasmuch as no word is ever used, unless there is a

bans for its usage, how could there be any idea, by itself, independently of

th^^ object. (That is to say the clnss ‘ Lion ’ is the only basis for the use of

ll e word ‘lion;* and this class does not pertain to Devadatta
;
hence in

regt.rd to Devadatta how could one have any idea of the lion ? Any such

idea, would bo absolutely baseless. And hence no amount of imposition by
th^ speaker, even if it were possible, could make the word ‘ lion ’ applicablo

to ’^evadatta). And that apart from the object, there is no Idea indepen-

dently pertaining to itself, we have ah*eady shown in the chapter on
‘ Qunyavnda ’ {vide floka-vartika in loco).

And again, in the case of all words, the first denotation that they recall

to the mind is one that has been known before
;
and hence just as the word

* lion* would be pronounced, its direct denotation (the lion) would be direct-

ly comprehended (as this is the only meaning that is known from before-

hand) : and then, where could there be any room for Imposition ?

That is to say, in all cases, the differentiation of significations into

direct and indirect serves a useful purpose, only in the help that it affords

the person addressed to ascertain the true signification of the word (in any

sentence) (and it does not suit any purpose of the speaker). And as soon as

the word ‘ lion * has been uttered, the persons addressed directly compre-

hend it, as not having its denotation imposed upon any other object ; and

then it is that, finding this direct denotation to be incompatible with its

avowed coextensiveness with Devadatta, they conclude to take the word
* lion * in its indirect or figurative sense. And in this it is clear that the

persons addressed comprehend this figurative meaning only through

similarity, without having themselves imposed the character of the lion

upon Devadatta.

And when wo proceed to consider whether this comprehension pro-

ceeds from the word^ or from its denotation^ it becomes clear, through

negative and positive concomitance, as also through the conclusion arrived

at in the Adhikarana on ‘ Class,’ that it proceeds from the denotation. Be-

cause even when the word ‘ lion * has not been uttered, if we happen to

have an idea in our mind of the animal, wo at once recognise its similarity

in DSvadatta (if we find him possessed of exceptional courage, etc. ) ; while,

the other hand, if we have no idea of the animal, even if the word ‘ lion
’
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be uttered, wo could have no idea of the similarity (of Dovadatta to the

lion.)

And when, as a matter of fact, there is no Imposition in the minds of

the persons addressed, it follows that there could bo none in that of the

speaker; and hence when a man utters the sentence— ‘ DSvadattais a lion
*

—the idea that the persons addressed have is, not that ‘ he has imposed

the character of the lion upon Devadatta ;
* but the working oP their minds

may bo explained as being somewhat to this effect :
“ What he means by

the word lion here is an aggregate of certain properties and actions that

are concomitant with the class lion

;

it is for the sake of brevity that he

does not mention these properties, etc., by all the words that express them

individually
;
specially as there is no single word expressive of all these

;
and

hence in order to give an idea of all these properties, he uses the word
‘ lion,* because the properties he wishes to express are concomitant with

the class lion (which is denoted by the word ‘ lion *
); specially as all usage

among men is carried on according to the already existing signiheations of

words
;
and hence no usage can produce new significations of them.*’

And again, if the indirect or figurative signification of a word be held

to bo due to the aforesaid imposition by the speaker, then, inasmuch as

there is no author of tlie Veda, we could not have any such signification in

the case of the words of tlie Veda.

For these reasons, wo conclude that the expression Oauna (or Secon-

dary, Indirect, or Figurative) Signification must be defined as that which is

based upon the fact of the existence of certain properties (guna) (in com-

mon between the two objects. Lion and Devadatta)
;
and there can be no

other definition.

Objection: “ (1) If such be the case, then there could be no such
“ figurative assertion as that ‘ this is a shy-flower *

;
because there are no pro-

“ perties that are concomitant with the sky-flower ;
and (2) without an

“ Imposition, how could the Bauddha bring forward any arguments
“ against the Sankhya theory of Pradhana being the origin of the creation ?

“ For unless he admits the existence of such a thing as Pradhd>na, any
“ denial of it would be absolutely useless

; and if he admits of it, such
“ denial would bo a self-contradiction ; and the denial could be possible

“ only by taking the character of the cause of the world to bo imposed upon
“ the Pradhana'*

To this we make the folowing reply : As a matter of fact it is to

your own theory that the above objections are applicable. Because how
can the character of the sky-flower^ being itself a non-entity, be imposed

upon that which does not exist (whose existence is sought to be denied

by the assertion ‘ this is a sky-flower*) ? Because it is only that which is

known to have an existence, and to be possessed of certain properties,
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with regard to which there can be any question as to whether it is im-

posed or not imposed.

In the case of such assertions as— ^ the self is a sky-dower/ ^this

theory of yours is a sky-flower/—where else have you perceived the clnss

shy’•flower,* which, like the class * Lion,* could be imposed (upon the self, &c.),

as the class Lion is imposed ? Hence you must admit that it is the mere
form of the sky-flower itself that could constitute the Imposition. And a
cognition of this cannot be said to bo in«lirect (or figurative); because

the word, ‘sky-flower* has no other signification, which could bo held to

be the principal or direct meaning
;
specially as the form of the sky-flower,

being cognised at first by means of the word, cannot be denied the charac-

ter of the principal or direct meaning.

It may be asked— ‘ How can a non-entity form the object of direct

denotation ? * But the same question would also apply to the case of the

sky-flower being the object of an indirect signification.

[Nor can the fact of the sky-flower being an object of indirect deno-

tation be held to be based upon the aforesaid Imposition, because] as a

matter of fact, that alone can bo said to be the indirect meaning, upon

which something else is imposed, and not that which is imposed upon

another; and in the case in question wo find that it is the sky-flower that

is imposed (upon the Self, &o.), and as there is no other object (the self

being denied by the speaker), it would be imposed upon itself

!

To the above the following objection might bo raised : “ It is the form
of such entities as the jar and the like that is imposed upon the sky-

flower, and as such the fact of its forming the indirect signification cannot

be said to be merely an assumption,**

But this is not quite true
;
because in the case of the sky-flower, we

have no idea of any positive entity (such as the form of the yar, &c.). For
as a matter of fact, the meaning of the word ‘ sky-flower,* that is compre-
hended on the first occasion of the perception of the relationship

(between the two words forming the compound), must also be the one
comprehended subsequently. Nor have any such objects ns Hare*8 horns

(‘sky-flower,* &c.) ever before been recognised in the form of positive

entities
;
nor are the sky-flower, &c., ever perceived to have any connection

with the comprehension of any other po.sitive entity
;
and though a distinct

relationship is cognised to exist between the significations of the two words
(‘ sky * and ‘ flower *) forming the compound, yet these two significations

are not indirect or secondary ones, because they are distinctly recognised

as the direct denotations of the words.

Objection : “ How then can there be such an assertion as that ‘ the
“ haro*s horn does not exist,’—if the hare*s horn has never before been
“ perceived as a positive entity P And if it has ever been perceived as a
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“ positive entity, how could there be an absolute negation of it ? For just

“see—it is only when an object has been found to exist in one place, that

“ its existence is denied in another
;
and at one and the same place, no

“ object is ever recognised as both existing and non-existing. It may be
“ urged that—‘it is for this same reason (that is, for the same reason that

“ makes the recognition of both the existence and non-existence of an object

in a single place contradictory) that we hold the form of the positive

“ entity to be imposed upon it.* But this cannot be
;
because that which is

“ imposed stands equally in need of having its existence recognised some-

“ where else (before it can bo imposed). Nor can the existence of one

“ thing bring about the imposition of another ; because there can be no
“ connection between the two. It may be asked—‘ How is it, then, that the

“existence of the barren desert leads to the imposition of the form of

“ water (in the mirage) ?* But the example does not fit in with the case in

“ question
;
because the existence of the water has been perceived else-

“ where. How then, we ask, can there bo such an assertion as that ‘ the

“ hare’s horn does not exist * ?
”

(1) The first explanation of the sentence given by some people is that

the non-existence of the hare’s horn having been recognised by the mere

utterance of the word itself, all that the expression ‘ docs not exist* does

is to describe it once again. (2) Or, the words ‘ does not exist ’ point to

all kinds of ‘ negation,’ and the words ‘ Hare’s horn ’ serves to specify this

negation (as the most absolute one) ; and the ‘ hare’s horn * is not speci-

fied by the expression * does not exist ’
; because the general negation (ex-

pressed by the expression ‘ does not exist ’) is not incompatible with the

particular (absolute) negation (expressed by the word ‘ hare’s horn ’)

[though the particular negation is not absolutely compatible with the

general negation]. (3) Or, it may be that when a person has comprehended
the meanings of the two words forming the compound, and has also got at

the comprehension of the relationship between these two, as indicated by
the compound—which is just like the compound ‘ Bajapnrushah ’ (the

King’s man),—if it so happen that he has never known the hare to have

no horns,—the sentence ‘the hare’s horn does not exist ’ may serve the

purpose of pointing out to such a person the fact of there being no connec-

tion (between the meanings of the two words forming the compound).

(4) Or, it may be that, apart from the compound, the sentence may bo

taken as pointing out the Haro as the receptacle, and then referring to the

horn as perceived in the Cow, &c.,—the expression ‘ does not exist ’ denying

(without any imposition) the fact of there being any connection between the

horn (as perceived in the cow) and the hare ; and then the expression ‘ hare’s

horn ’ serves the purpose of pointing out the same absence of the connec-

tion that has been previously comprehended by means of the same word.
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(5) Or, lastly, it may bo that the appai'out contradiction in the assertion
may be explained on the ground of the object referred to by the sentence
being taken, without any kind of imposition, to bo the peculiar fiat surface
on the hare’s head, which has not become hardened and lengthened by
the gradually accumulating layers of flesh (like a horn) (and as such it is

only a positive entity that is referred to by the sentence) (like ci horn).
As it has been well said that the action that is pointed out by such nega-
tions as ‘ he does not go,* &c., is the same that is expressed in a positive
form by the expression * he says.*

Thus then, words like ‘ hare*s horn,* having in the above-mentioned
manner got at their direct denotation, come to bo applied indii ectly (or

figuratively) to any other object which appears in a form other than the

generally recognised one. For you, however, the word having no direct

signification of its own, any chance of its figurative use is very remote
;

specially because if the original meaning itself of the word be an indirect

one, there can be no further indirect application of it to any other mean-
ing (or object). Because in the sentence ‘ the student is Fire,* the word
‘Fire,* applying to the student only indirectly (or figuratively), cannot

apply indirectly to any other object (through the student). This will

be explained later on, under the Sutra VI—iii—32.

As for such negations as those of the Pradhnna of the Sankhyas and

tlie like, those too cannot bo said to bo based upon any Imposition
;

because they may bo explained in the following manner : The sentence

—

‘ there is no Pradhana ’ only points out that there is no Pradhdna
, apart

from sucli causes of the Universe, as the Atoms, Bodies, (fee. That is to

say, the word ‘ Pradhdna * pertains to the Cause of the Universe
;
and it

is such a Pradhana that is denied by the Bauddha and others, on the

ground that there can bo no such cause apart from such causes ns Atoms

(as held by the Naiyayika), or a series of ‘ Bodies,* and the like (as held by

the Jaina)
;
that is to say, the word ‘ Pradhana * denotes nothing other

than these atoms, &o.* Therefore the secondary signification of these words

also are based upon their own direct meanings ;
and as such there can

be no incongruity in our theory as regards such relations.

For those reasons, in the case of tho sentence ‘ Yajamanah prastarah*

the yajamiim, having been cognised, indicates the character of fulfilling

one's own purpose; and tho prastara and the ekaJcapdla too are found,

indirectly, to servo tho purposes of the yajarndna

;

and as such being

indirectly indicated by the word ‘ yajamdna, ’ through their actions, they

come to be taken as praised by moans of that word (as shown above).

These explanations also apply to tho case of tho similarities of origiut

&c. as shown below.
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ADHIKARANA (13).

lln the passage—* dgnirbrUkmanah, the word * dgni ’ is meant to he in

praise of the Brdhmana^ through the similarity of Origin {Sutra 24).]

The Bhashya has cited as an instance under this head, the sentence

‘ dgnByo hrdhmanah, * where the word ‘ dgriBya * is said to be in praise of the

Bri^hmana. Bab the word ‘ dgneya ’—signifying as it does ‘ one whoso

Deity is Agni ’—is applicable to the Brahmana directly, and there need not

be an indirect signification in this case
;
because there is no doubt that the

Brahmana has some sort of relationship with Agni
;
at\d this is all that is

signified by the nominal affix in the word. It is not necessary that it is only

an offering that can be related to a Deity ;
because the offerer of the sacri-

fice also has some relationship with the Deity
;
and as such this can very

well be spoken of as belonging to him
;
as the Bhashya itself says later on :

‘ The Deity belongs to the sacrificing person also.* And hence this word

cannot servo as the proper example in the present connection.

Therefore we must cite as instances such assertions as * The Bi ahmana
is Agni

;

* where the word directly signifying the Fire, indirectly points to

the Brahmana, through the quality of being born from Prajapati*s mouth
(which is common to Agni and to the Brahmana),

By the word ^jdti^ here is meant *janma * or origin
j
and though in

reality there is no such thing (as the origin or birth of Fire) yet

inasmuch as the fact of Agni and Brahmana having been produced out of

Pi*ajapati’s mouth has been described in an Arthavada passage, it can servo

as the basis for the figurative expression used in the sentence in question.



ADHIKARANA (14).

\In the sentence ^ yajamano yupah* and in * adityo yUpah* the yupa
praised by the tvords * yajamdna * and ‘ Qditya ’ thwugh the similarty of shape

{Sutra 25).]

Objection : ** SdrUpyn or similarity is tho basis of all figurative expres-

sions
;
why then should it bo cited as tho basis of a particular expression ?

”

Reply : True it is so; but the * Sarupya* or similarity meant here is

that of shape, which is perceptible to the eye. For instance, the upright-

ness and tho brightness due to the painting, belonging to the sacrificial post

iytlpa) are visible to the eye, and it is through these properties that it is

eulogised by means of the words * yajamana * and ‘ aditya ’ (tho master

of the sacrifice and the sun being both upright and bright). Because tlie

sentence in question cannot be taken as laying down the fact of tho

yajamtlna being utilised as the sacrificial post
;
because in that case the

yajamtlna being stuck up in the ground (like the post) and having the

animal tethered to him, could not perform the duties of tho yajamUna

;

and this would be a most absurd incongruity. As for the Sun, it is

absolutely impossible for him to bo employed as the post. Even if a

certain person, atheistically inclined, would make a wooden image of tho

Sun ( and then employ this image as the post) then too tho word ‘ Sun *

would apply to such an Image only indirectly
;
and in that case rather than

admit of an indirect signification in an Injunction, it would be far more

reasonable to accept it in an Arthavada,



ADHIKARANA (15).

[In the sentence ^ apagavovd, anyB gogvehhyah, pagavo goagvah *—the word
^ apagu' is an indirect praise of the Goto and the Horsey through mere Praise

{Sutra 26).]

Objection

:

“ Ifc has been shown above that all figurative expressions

are based upon praise

;

why then should it be brought in as the basis of a

particular figurative expression ?

Reply : True
;
but in all other cases Praise is the result of the figura-

tive expression, while in the sentence in question it forms its basis, just

like tho similarity of shape, <feo.

“ But how can it be so ?
’*

Tho word ^ pagu' having signified the excellence of tho cow and tho

Horse, the negative compound ‘ apa9u ’ indicates the absence of that ex-

cellence in all other animals.

As a matter of fact, however, it is not that the form of tho ‘ pngu ’

(animal) does not belong to the buffalo, &c.
; because any such assertion

would bo contradicting a fact of ordinary sense-perception
;
nor can tho

assertion ‘ apagavo vd anyS gogvehhyah ’ (all others besides tho cow and tbo

horse are non-animals) bo taken as the mere denial of the true functions

of the animal, in the buffalo, <fec., because such animal -functions have

been described in many Vedic passages, as belonging to those also.

Nor can it be held that these sentences could be taken as optional

alternatives to tho sentence that denied their animal functions. Because

there is a distinct difference in the authoritative character of the two de-

clarations ;
as in the case of tho declaration of the functions belonging to

tho buffalo, &c., the Injunctions already exist; whereas in the case of the

other declaration, the Injunction will have to be assumed. And when the

use of the word ‘ non-animal ' can be very easily explained as being in praiso

of the Cow and the Horse, there is no pressing need for assuming any such

Injunction
;
specially as in both cases tho abandoning of the direct signi-

fication is equally necessary (in tho case of the Praiso ‘jpapw *= excellent,

while in the other ense, it =• performing the functions of tho animal)
;
and

further, in tho case of such an assumption, the sentence ‘ pagavo gogvdh *

would be a useless repetition. Nor is it^quite possible to deny the exis-

tence (m the buffalo) of the actions and properties inhering in tho class

‘ animal * (by tho word ‘ apagu *)
;
nor too can this word be taken as deny-

ing tho existence of such properties as are peculiar to tho Cow and to the

Hoise
;
because in that case too, tho assertion would not be of much use ;
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bocause this fact is pointed out by the word * anye ’ iu the sentence (and

hence the use of * apagn * would be wholly redundant). And it is absolute-

ly necessary that the negative prefix in ‘ apagu * should have a function only

when that which is to be negatived {viz
,
the character of the animal) has

been duly comprehended by means of the word after it pagu *) ; because

there can bo no negation, when there is nothing to be negatived.

Nor can there be any use for any other meaning of the word ‘ apagu ’

than mere excellence
;
and from its connection with the word, ‘ Cow * and

‘ Horse, * it is clear that it signifies excellence
;
although it is also capable

of signifying non-excellence (of other animals), yet as the context does not

stand in need of any mention of non-excellence^ it must be taken (even if

referred to other animals) as denying the excellence

;

but as any such mere

denial does not serve a useful purpose, the word must be taken to in-

dicate, through this denial, the superior excellence of others {viz., the Cow
and the Horse).

The full signification of the sentence therefore comes to be this :

There is no other excellence in other animals, in comparison with the Cow
and the Horse

;
and hence the indirect denial of excellence contained in

the word * apagu, ’ is due to the praise of the Cow and the Horse. And
(though it is the denial of the excellence of other animals that is thus

found to load to the praise of the Cow and the Horse, and as such this

Praise cannot be said to be the moans of the said denial, yet) wo speak of

the Praise as preceding the denial, because there can be no other reason for

the latter. In any other case, however, whenever the praise would be found

to appear after the denial, it would not be spoken of as its means.
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[fn the sentence * Srshtirupadadhtlti^ * the name ‘ Srshti * is applied to

all the Mantras in question on the ground of the word being found in a great

number of them {Sutra 27).]

If on the strength of the verb ^ upadadhdti * we accept the sentence

to be an Injunction,—then the great difficulty would be that there are no

hricJcs, that, either in class or in the properties possessed, are differentiated

from other bricks, by the same ‘ Srshti *

;

because any bricks, that may
be put into the altar with these Mantras, may be called * SfshtL* And if the

sentence be taken as an Injunction (i.e., if the Mantras containing the word
* Srshti* were enjoined with reference to the putting up of the bricks)

in general, then the whole process of the 'putting up would be pervaded
over by those Mantras

^

and as such there would be absolutely no use for

those Mantras, which, though not laid down by means of any direct In-

junction, are yet employed in the putting up of the bricks, in accordance
witli their uses pointed out by the expressive power of certain words con-

tained in them and by the context in which they occur. For this reason,

inasmuch as all these Mantras are found to be applicable to the putting

up, as pointed out by the contexts in which they occur, the word ‘ Srshti
*

must be taken as pointing to only a few of the Mantras to bo so employed ;

and through the peculiar signification of the word * Srshti
*
(as that in

which this word is present) the word in the sentence in question must
be taken as employed with a view to eulogise all the Mantras used at the

putting up of the bricks.

To this, some people make the following objection :
“ The putting up

“ of the bricks being included in the collecting of them laid down elsewhere,

“and the Mantras to be employed in it being duly pointed out by the con-
“ text, as also by the expressive power of certain words contained in the Man-
“ tras themselves, it could have nothing to do with any Arthavdda, appear-
“ ing apart from itself

;
because the compatibility of the Arthavada lies in

“ the fact of its forming one sentence (or being taken along) with the In-

“ junction, as we have already shown under Sutra I—ii—42. Nor do we
“ find any other accessory mentioned, to which the sentence in question

could refer. And thus then, the sentence comes to serve the only purpose

**of rejecting (other bricks) (z.e., the meaning of the sentence comes to be

that wo should make use of no bricks other than those that are put np
‘‘ with the particular Mantras) ; and hence the uselessness of the sentence

continues as before
j
and it is necessary to point out its use/*
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To this, some people make the following reply : It is the patting up

that is enjoined by the sentence
; and the Mantra is referred to only with a

view to show the great importance of the putting up^—the purport of the

sentence being that the putting up is so very excellent that it is done

with such important Mantras. It cannot be urged tliat this putting up is

employed in the collecting (of the bricks) ; because mere collecting would
be accompanied by the mere piling together of the bricks (whereas

putting up moans the arranging of them in a particular order, in msking
the sacrificial altar). Nor could tlie putting up be said to be of the bricks

collected together
;
because, inasmuch as the putting up is laid down with

reference to the bricks, its injunction would have to be repeated with regard

to each individual brick of the collection. And further, even though the

putting up may be pointed out by the mention of collecting^ yet it would

be necessary to mention it where it has been mentioned, in order to show
that the name of ‘ Adhvaryava * belongs to the action ; which would show that

the putting up of all the bricks is to be done by a single person, the Adh-

varyu priest. While if the putting up were left to be inferred from the

mention of the collecting^ there would be no such fixity ns to its performer.

Nor could all the Mantras be employed in the said putting up
; as some

of them do not have any such particular use expressed by any words in

themselves
j
and these could be employed in the holding of the bricks

also.

Then again, the bricks, directly mentioned in the Brahmanas, being

utilised in the middle altar (as will be shown later on), and the nature

of these bricks being incapable of being ascertained without being con-

nected with the Mantras whereby the putting up is performed, it becomes
necessary, even for the accomplishment of the middle altar, to connect

the Mantras with the putting up. Such being the case, those Mantras
that appear in the chapter on AupSLnuvnkya, not being capable of any
relationship (with any action) without explicit directions, the sentence
in question cannot be said to be useless.

Nor is it absolutely necessary that the Sutra should be taken as assert-

ing the character of an ArthavMa (to belong to the sentence in question)
;

as all that the Sutra does is to show that, inasmuch as the word ‘ Srshti *

happens to occur in a greater number of the Mantras in question, the name
is applied to all of them. And hence we catinot very well take the sentence

to be an Injunction of the Srshtis as the materials to be employed.

The Bhashya, however, only points out that the sentence could not be
taken as an Injunction without taking certain words in the figurative sense
(which is not allowable in an Injunction), and that for this reason, it

must be taken as a descriptive ArthavCtda, And what this means is that,

though the Mantras in question are spoken of as one collective whole, as
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ill the sentence ‘ he hymns by a single hymn, ’—yet the distingnishing word
‘ Srshti

*

is found only among a few of them, such as the Anuvakya^ &o.

;

and hence if the word ‘ Srsh'i ’ wore applied to all the Mantras^ it would bo

abandoning its direct signification, and accepting an indirect one (which

is not allowable in an Injunction); and while indirectly indicating tho

Mantras (not containing the word) it would also denote those that do

contain it
;
and this would bo a very complicated process. If, however,

it is taken as a mere descriptive eulogy of tho putting up, any recourse to

indirect or figurative expression cannot be considered undesirable.



ADHIKARANA (17).

[T/ie case of the word prdnahhrtah' in the sentence * prdnahhrUa upnda-

dhUitV is the same as that of the word ‘ Srshti' described above; the only dif-

ference being that in this case, this distinguishing word is found in fewer

Mantras {Sutra 28).]

The Objection and the Reply, in the case of the word ^ prdnabhrtah ’ arc

the same as those in the case of the word ‘ Srshti *
;
and the only reason

why this is treated of separately is that in this case the word, though

found in fewer Mantras, is applied to many of them. And as before, so in

this case also, the original denotation is not wholly abandoned
;
and as

such this process of indirect Indication is admitted, as it is often found that

when the whole is mentiotied, it brings about an idea of the part also.

[That is to say, the Indirect signification of a word being defined as one

that is based upon the relationship of certain properties indicated by the

direct denotation, though, in the cases in question words like ‘ S?'shti ’

are found to bo used figuratively (indirectly), yet, inasmuch as such a

word is unable to indicate any properties not connected with itself,—such, for

instance, as a multitude ,—and the multitude extending over all its con-

stituents—even if one of these constituents is left out, the whole multitude

becomes left out; and hence the word must be taken as pointing out the tak-

ing in of all the constituents. When, however, the figurative expression is

differentiated from Indication on the ground of the former altogether neglect-

ing the original meaning while the latter retains a trace of it, the significa-

tion of the word ‘ Srshti * would bo of the form of Indication# Thus then],

the ploka quoted should be construed thus : lu a case where the word ne-

glects all relationship of its original denotation, and points only to the form of

a property of that which is denoted by it directly,—in the case of such a word
the only comprehension that it brings about is that of the form of the object

defined, and not of the dejiner also (because this forms only the means of

the comprehension of the former). While in the case of the words ‘ Srshti ’

and the like, the Srshti (directly denoted by the word) being abandoned by the

multitude or collection of Mantras indicated by that word, on the ground

of some of them containing that word,—inasmuch as the name does not

extend over all the Mantras, the mere mention of tho defining word nob

giving an idea of the whole Multitude,—it necessarily takes within itself an

idea of the defining word * Srshti ’ also; and hence in this case the cognition

of both the defining word and the defined is purely verbal#
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ADHIKARANA (18).

yrreating of the fact of all doubts being removed by suhsequeut passages."]

Sutra (28): In all doubtful cases, a definite conclusion is

arrived at by the help of subsequent passages.

The Injunction and the Balo|2:y aro always held to pertain to the same

object
;
and hence if there is any doubt with regard to one of these, the real

fact is ascertained by the help of the other (e.g.^ in the case of tlie Injunction

* the pebbles should be wetted,* there arises a doubt as to the material with

which the wetting is to be done; and this is set aside by the concluding

‘ sentence (Butter only is glory ’).

Question : “ What could be the ground for any such doubt ? Some people

“ hold that the ground lies in the fact of the Injunction refering to the object

Butter in its generic form. But this is not quite a correct answer
;
because

that case the Injunction would bring about a definite idea with regard

to the genei ic forms, (and there could be no doubt). It may be asked

—

“ ‘how can there be any idea of the generic forms of objects, without any
“ specifications ?

' But to this wo reply that such an idea would be exactly

“ like what we have in the case of Batter
;
tliat is to say, in the case of Butter

“also, there may be a doubt as to whether it is fresh or stale, produced out

“of the milk of the cow, or from that of the buffalo
;
and just as in this

“ case, without any specification, we have have an idea of Butter in general,

“ and there is no doubt in our minds, so exactly in the same manner,— in

“ the sentence—‘ the pebbles should be wetted Butter is glory itself *—
“ all doubts with regard to the word ‘ butter ’ ceases, by taking it to denote all

“ viscous liquids that can be utilised in the wetting of the pebbles.

“ Witli a view to these arguments others hold that the doubt arises on

“account of the mention, in the subsequent Arthavdda of a particular

“ material in the shape of Butter. But even this is not quite correct ; be-

* causo such a specification would be all the more a reason for arriving at a
“ definite conclusion

;
for instance, there is no doubt in our minds, on hear-

“ ing tlie sentence, ‘ bring the cow, the white one /
“

But this Analogy does not quite apply to the case in question
;
because

if the specification were contained in the Injunction itself (as it is in the in-

stance you have cited) then there could bo nodoubt in the mind of any person
;

but if, in the instance you have cited, the specification were contained in a

subsequent Ar/Aarada passage (as there is in the case in question), the chance

of doubt would be as great in this as in the sentence in question.
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That is to say, if the sentence were in the form— the pebbles should be

wetted by batter ”—then there would be no room for any doubt
;
on the

other hand, if the sentence you have cited were in the form of the sentence
in question—as “ bring the oow.««..«the white one is excellent,”—then there
would certainly be a ground for doubt ; and then this would also form a fit

object of the present discussion. Hence, inasmuch as in the case of the

sentence in question, the generic object is mentioned in one place, while the

specific one is mentioned in another, this cannot but give rise to a
doubt.

On account of this doubt, some people hold that the Injunctive sen-

tence is something quite apart from the Arthavfida sentence
;
and in support

of this they bring forward the following arguments
“ If both of them formed a single sentence, it would end with the

pointing out of the specific object ( Batter) ; and as such the sentence as a

whole bringing about the idea of this particular object, there would be no
** room for any doubt. If, however, they are taken as two distinct sentences,

*'then one being found to point out the generic object (any liquid),

while the other speaks of a specific object (Batter), it is only natural that

there should be a doubt. Though it has been explained above that the

ArthavUda forms a single sentence with the Injunction,—yet this only

refers t<f the subsequent relationship of the two, which is just like the re-

“ lationship of the Primary sentence with the Subsidiary sentences
;
for

** instance, it is only after the sentences have only ended with the signifiea-

tion of their own meanings, that they are joined together into one (com-
** plete) sentence, in accordance with their respective primary or subsidiary

character.”

But this theory does not appear quite reasonable, because those indi-

vidual collections of words, which serve to signify things that are of use in

the performance of certain actions, can very rightly be taken as separate

sentences. As for the ilrMardda passage, however, we find that before it

has been coupled with an Injunction, it remains absolutely useless
; and

hence it cannot be admitted to be joined to the Injunction, before it has

signified its own meaning. If the two were totally independent of each

other, there could he no doubt at all ; as one would rest in the signification

of the generic, as the other in that of the specific object
;
and whichever

thing is mentioned in any sentence it is comprehended without any doubt,

by means of that sentence.

It may be urged that— the Injunction resting in the generic object

“ could be subsequently specified, exactly like a Mantraj which is at first

comprehended in its general bearing, and then subsequently comes to bo

recognised in its specific bearings (on particular sacrifices).” But in that

case the subject would become included in the Adhikotrana treating of
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Mantras, and its mention on the present occasion would be a useless

petition.

Thus then, it is only when they are taken as forming the two parts of

a single sentence, that the beginning of the sentence being found to refer to

the generic object, and the end to the specific object, there would be an ap-

parent contradiction ; but it is a recognised fact that the two must refer to

the same object ; and hence the question very naturally arises as to tlio

signification of which part of the sentence is to bo modified in accordance

with that of the other.

The Bhashya puts the question—‘ Which is the more reasonable ?

And the sense of this is that the direct signification is the more reasonable,

and not the indirect Indication.

And the doubt being thus established, we have the following

—

PCRVAPAKSHA.
“ Inasmuch as ArthavMas are subsidiary to the Injunction, and are

** merely descriptive, it is in them that we can have figurative expressions
;

“ the Injunction, on the other hand, being the principal factor, we can have
“ none in it; specially as at the time that the Injunction appears, there has ap-

“ pearod no Ai thavnday on account of the contradiction of which any word in
“ the Injunction could bo taken figuratively.

‘‘ That is to say, that which is enjoined is praised
;
and vice versa ; and

“ the Injunction, referring to something that has not been got at before,

“ cannot be separated from the direct denotation of its words. If the
“ sentence had begun with the Arthav&da—i.e., if we had it in the form
“ ‘ Butter verily is glory,.,,the pebbles should be wetted *—then in considera-
“ tion of the priority of the comprehension of the moaning of the Arthavdda
“ we might perhaps make the signification of the Injunction subservient to

“ it
;
but as a matter of fact the sentence begins with the Injunction— ‘ the

“ pebbles should be wetted* ;—and hence the generic object having been pre-

“ viously signified by the Injunction, if the Arthavada be found to be unable to

“ apply to it, it would be absolutely useless ; and as such the Arthavdda can
“ never be independent of the Injunction. While, as for the object of the
“ Injunction, it is quite capable of independent existence

; and as such it

“ can never bo made subservient to the Arthavdda
; whereas the Arthavdda

“ cannot but be subservient to the Injunction. And further, the specific
“ object (Butter) can always indicate its concomitant generic object (li-

“ quid in general), but the generic not being always accompanied by any par-
“ ticular specific object, it could never indicate this latter. And hence we
“conclude that the word ‘ butter* in the Arthavdda signifies all oily liquids
“ iu general.
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“ And again, the Injunction speaking of the general object, could apply

‘‘to the Butter, only with the help of the Arthav(lda\ whereas it would re-

“ fer to all oily substances in general, without any help of the Arthavdda
“ (and hence it is the latter view that is the more reasonable of the two).
“ As for instance, even when the Soma is held up with the Mantra sacred to

“ Rudra, it is not offered to Rudra alone
; because the Soma for other Deities

“ is capable of being held without a Mantra

;

in the same manner, the

“Injunction could point to oil, fat and other such substances, without the
“ help of the ArthavUda. And again, with regard to that fact with reference

“ to which we find a Praise, the Injunction loses all its persuasive power

;

“whereas in that which is not praised, its persuasive faculty remains
“ unimpeded.

“ For those reasons, we conclude that the word ‘ Butter* in the Arthavada
“ must be taken as signifying all oily substances.**

SIDDHANTA.

To all this we make the following reply : The functioning of the

Injunction is not complete until it has been made attractive (by means
of the Arthavada)

;
hence finding the praise applied to the Butter, we

infer the Injunction also to apply to the same. Though it is true that at

the outset the Injunction refers to even such substances as oil, fat and the

like, yet on account of the Praise, it is concluded that it refers to the

Butter alone, and not to oil and fat, which two therefore are not to be

used in the wetting of the pebbles. Because with reference to oil and fat

tlie persuasive power of the Injunction will have to bo assumed, while

with reference to the Butter, that power is already present (in the

ArthavUda). And while this persuasive power already exists, if we were

to assume another, syntactical split would be the inevitable result
; and

while accepting the persuasion to rest in the Butter, if we were to assume

another persuasion with regard to oil and fat, the Injunction would have

two different forms, and there would bo a split of the sentence. And hence

wo conclude that Oil, Fat, &c., cannot oven form the objects of the Injunc-

tion.

Even though the word in the Injunction be a generic one, that would

make no difference ;
because any wetting by a generic entity being impos-

sible, there is a need of the mention of a particular entity; and as

the only such entity that is mentioned is the Butter, spoken of in the

concluding sentence, wo naturally infer the generic word in the Injunction

to refer to it. And even if the Butter form the generic signification of the

word in question, there would be nothing incongruous in the rejecting

of oil, (fee.,—none of which are expressed by any word—through the direct
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denotation of the word. All that this does is to remove the doabt
;
and in

tins it does not contradict the evidence of any means of right notion.

Then again, in the case in question it is the mere action oi wetting

is enjoined, and not the Material (with which the wetting is to be done).

And the Action could indicate any and every mafcerial, if there were

no Yedio passage pointing to any one particular material. In the case

in question, however, we find a dAetitiGt ArthavUda in connection with Butter

;

and hence when the generic form of the Injunction makes it necessary for

ns to assume a definite particular material, which is not mentioned in the

Injunction itself,—there can be no ground for assuming any other save

that which is eulogised in the ArthavUda

;

and hence we conclude the

Injunction to mean that the pebbles are to be wetted with butter. And
though there miglit be certain delusive notions of Oil, Fat, &c., yet inas*

much as there is no basis for these, no harm is done in rejecting them alto-

gether.

And further, if we accepted the Injunction to refer to oil, &c., there

would be a threefold Indication: viz, (1) the Action would indicate the

Material, (2) the Material in general would indicate the particular Material,

and (3) the word ‘ Butter * would indicate the generic entity.

Hence we conclude that it is the using of the Batter only that is sup-

ported by evidence.

Other commentators have cited certain Mantras also as objects included

under the present Adhikarana. But in that case, the Mantras having been

treated of here, what would be left for being considered in the closing

Adhiharana of the sixth AdhySya.



ADHIKARANA (19).

[The indefinite is defined by the help of the peculiar potentialities of the

Injunction,']

Sutra (30) : Or, it is by means of the potency ; since this forms

a part (of the word).

In a doubtful case, where there is no subsequent sentence to help us»

the real fact is ascertained by means of that potency which forms part of

the Injunction.

For instance, in the case of bowing before a god with a view to pro-

pitiating him, the word * anjali
*
denotes the two bands joined together

flatly, palm to palm; whereas in such sentences as *one should not

drink water with the anjali,' the same word denotes the two hands joined

together in such a way as to appear like an elongated cup. And then,

coming across the Injunction of Saktuhoma, wherein the flour is laid down
as to be ofEered by the * anjali* there is a doubt as to the way in which

the two hands should be joined together; and there being no subsequent

sentence helping to clear the doubt, we conclude the word to signify the

cup-like shape, because no other shape could serve the purpose of making
the offering.

Objection : ** Such being the case, according to this rule, inasmuch as
‘‘ we have a subsequent sentence in the form * one should do what he can,’

“ it would seem that even the blind are entitled to the performance

of sacrifices, though apparently not to the looking into the butter, &c.”

’Reply : This could not be, because there is no doubt in the matter
; what

we have said above is only with a view to the removal of doubts
; and

there is no doubt with regard to any persons being entitled to sacrifices
;

specially as the subsequent sentence referred to is in the form— ‘ one

should perform the sacrifice with all its accessories in the best way he can ;’

and we actually find that there are many performers of these complete

sacrifices, in the person of people with eyes intact ; and hence there is no

Apparent Inconsistency in the Injunction of the Action (which could serve

as a ground for assuming the blind to be entitled to its performance).

It is only in the case of the Injunctions of those actions that are

laid down as to be performed throughout one’s life, that after a person

has once begun it, if ho happen to become blind, he must continue it
; and

the leaving off of those details which his new conditions will have made

impossible, would not vitiate the performance of the sacrifice as a whole
;
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and this we shall readily admit. Hence it follows that so long as the

Injunction has not reached its true position, whatever is assumed (with

a view to accomplish it) has a Vedic authority
;

after however the

Injunction has been fully established, if anything happens to be assumed,

it would have no authority, as originating from a human agent. Specially

as the purposes of the subsequent sentence are served, in this case, by the

peculiar potency (of the Injunction itself).

It is with a view to this that it has been said—^just as the text of the

Smrtis is a means of the comprehension of their meaning, so also is their

peculiar potency (or expressiveness). And it is for this reason that the

details that are signified by such potencies are not mentioned directly if

the Veda, which makes direct mention of only a thousandth part of it.

Having entered into the impregnable Fortress of Dharma,—which

has many inlets to it in the shape of Mantras^ Injunctions and

Arthavddas, wherein the Smrtis take the place of weapons, and which is

protected on all sides by the various branches of the Veda,—the

author now proceeds to consider the whole subject of the meaning of

Vedic texts.

End of the Fourth Pada of the First Adhydya,

Here Ends Adhydya I.



ADHYAYA IL

Pada I.

The Introductory Vartika*

In the opening passage, the BhSshja points out the connection between
the two Adhya-yas—First and Second.

“ But at the very outest, we meet with the sentence—* In the First

Adhyaya, the definition of Pram&nas has been given/ This is not

quite correct; because as a matter of fact, the author of the
*^8atra has not given any definition of Pramanas, For that is called
“ a definition which serves to differentiate a certain object from others
similar to it; and we find that the SutTcis have not been any such

^‘definition of Sense-perception and the other Pramanas. Then again,
“ Inference and the rest have not even been mentioned in the Sutras

;

“ as for Sense-perception, that too has been, mentioned in the Sutra^ only
“ as not beingameans ofknowing D/ioma; and not as something tobe defined.
“ Even Verbal Authority has not, in the First Adliyaya, been defined as a
“ Pramana; in fact it is only in th^ present Adhikaranay that it is going
“ to be defined as such. Though it is true that the author of the Vrtli
** has supplied us with the definitions of all the Pramanas, yet this fact
“ cannot justify us in speaking of such definition as forming the ‘ sub-
** ject-matter of the First Adhyaya for the simple reason that those de-

finitions do not form the subject of the Sutras. How too, could it bo
possible for the Sutras to lose all their force in regard to a subject

“ totally different from their own subject-matter ?
“ Secondly, the author of the Vrtti too has spoken of the six

‘‘ Pramanas, only as not forming the real objects of enquiry (on the ground
“ of their well-known character) ; and as such, even on the strength of
“ the Vftti, a definition of the six Pramapas cannot bo spoken of as tho
“ subject-matter of tho Adhyaya. That is to say, tho Vrtti having spoken
“ of them only as not forming the objects of enquiry, any definition of
“these cannot rightly bo spoken of as forming tho real subject-matter
“ of tho Adhyaya.”

In view of these reasons, tho Bhashya should be taken in reference to
what has gone in the First Adhyaya. Thus then, the expression ‘ Pramdna-
lakshanam^ (Definition of Pramanas) must be taken = ^ codanalakshanayn ’

(Definition of Codand) ; as tho treatment of Injunctions, &c., as occurring
in the First Adhyaya, only servos the purpose of establishing tho authority
of Oodand.

That is to say, tho whole of the First Pdda of tho First Adhyaya forma
part of tho Second SCitru, wherein Dharma has been spoken of as having

59
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the Godana for its Idkshana (means of knowing). The word * lakahana ’’

having its significance thus pointed oiit^ the word ^PramAiva’ occurring

(in the Bhashya) along with it, must bo taken as * that which is known,’

—

viz.i Dharma ; for though the word ^PramUna * (taken in the sense ^pramiyate

yat ’) would refer to all that is Icnovon^ yet in the ‘present instance, it can-

not but be taken as referring particularly to Dharma ; as this is what
forms the subject-matter of the enquiry.

Or, the word *pramana’ might also be taken in the sense of the

means (of knowing)
;
then too, it is the ‘ Idkshana ’ of tliis that has been

described in the First Adhyaya. Though it is true that the First Adhyaya

docs not contain the definitions of all the means of knowing^ yet, inas-

much as it has defined the means of knoiving Dharma kq * Oodantl/ iho

Bhashya speaks of it as having supplied the definition of Pramana*

For it is not necessary that in order to be a definition of Pramnna^

it should speak of Pram^nas in all their bearings ; because the number of

the particular forms of Pramanas being endless, there could be no definition

of Pramanas at all. And as a matter of fact, the particular form of Pramana

meant is distinctly mentioned in Sutra I-i-5, which points to a particular

scripture (to the exclusion of all others^.

Or, the Bhashya may be taken as summing up the subject-matter of

the First Adhyayn, in view of the fact that the Adhyaya contains a full

definition of the particular Pramana that was laid down as the object of

enquiry

—

viz.^ Oodan^, Hence, even though the sutra has not pointed out

the forms of Injunctions, Mantras or ArthavadaSy yet it has fully

established the fact of all these serving useful purposes in connection with

Dharma, with regard to which, therefore, they may be rightly accepted

as Pramana

;

and it was only for want of a proper opportunity that the

specific forms of these have not been pointed out in detail.

Then (in the subsequent Pddas, it has been shown that) the

character of Pramana, as belonging to the Smytis depends upon the fact

of these having their basis in the Veda; that of Names depends upon the

fact of their being included in Oodantt itself
; while that of Supplementary

Explanations and Indirect Implication, depends upon the fact of these

serving the useful purpose of settling doubtful points. And thus there is

nothing incongruous in speaking of the whole Adhyaya as treating of the

Idkshana of PramAnas.

Then, says the Bhashya—This fact should not he lost sight of; that is

to say, it is only when one bears in mind the fact of the Veda being the

Pramana for Dharma, that he can hear the discussions with regard to the

difference, &c., among sacrifices , such as those introduced in Sutra II— ii—2;
otherwise one would always hold that the Veda is absolutely useless.

[The Bhashya says ; We next proceed to consider the Pramanas and the
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StihmUarieSf <&c., and on ibis an objection is raised] As a matter of

fact we find that the consideration of the Primary and Subsidiary

character of actions is contained in Adhyayas 111 & IV
;
why then

should this be spoken of in coimoctioii with the present Adhyaya ?
”

To this some people offer the explanation that the present Adhyaya
treats of the Primary and Subsidiary characters, as subsisting between
Substance^ and Actions

;
while the subsequent Adhyayas treat of that

subsisting betweeU Action and Action ; and as such there is no repetition.

But this explanation is not quite correct ; because in the Fourth

Adhy&ya, under Sutra IV—iii—1, we find all of these—^Substances,

Ac.,—distinctly mentioned. Consequently, to the above objection, wo
make the following reply : What is explained in the pre^nt Adhyaya is

that one Action is known to bo different from another on account of tlie

two being mentioned by different words ; and it is in the wake of this

difference that we have an explanation of the difference among the

ApUrvas (resulting from the Actions) > and lastly, it is for the purpose of

ascertaining which is the Action that brings about the Apdrvaf that we
have the consideration of the fact of Actions having the character of tlio

Primary or the Subsidiary.

That is to say^ (1) the difference among Actions is the natural

(direct) subjoct-matter of the Adhydya

;

and the mention of the

non-difference among certain actions is only a denial of the aforesaid

difference. (2) And with a view to establish the difference and
non-difference of Actions, we have an explanation of the difference and
non-difference of their Apnrva^. (3) Thus then, so far, it would seoni

that for each distinct Action there is a distinct Apftrva ; and here conies

in the use of the consideration—as contained in Adhikarana III—of the

Primary and Subsidiary character of Actions, which serves to set aside

the former misconception with regard to Apurva6 (inasmuch as it shows
that it is only the Primary Action that has a distinct Apurva of its own).

For instance, even in the case of the sentences ‘ Vrihin prokshati
* and

‘ Vrihin avahantif
* though the words ‘ avahanti * and * prokshoti ’ aro

different, and as such though the true Actions are distinctly cognised to

be different, yet inasmuch as these Actions are found to have their sole

end in the visible effects (of the preparation of rice and its cleaning), we
conclude that they cannot bring about any Apurva (transcendental

result). As for the Apurva that is held to follow from the restriction of

the method of preparing the rice, to threshing alone, it does not result

from an Actioiiy and as such is of no consequence in the present context.

Hence we find that it is only when certain Actions have a distinctly

primary chaiacter with reference to the substance, Ac., that they aro cog-

nised as leading to distinct ApurvaSy and as such being totally distinct

Actions. And it is for the due differentiation of such primary and
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subsidiary cLaractor, that the Sutra (in Adhyayas III & IV) will supply US

with full explanations of such character; and it is an exception to these

explanations that are delineated in the two Adhikaranas contained in Sutras

11—i—9, and II—i—J3.

Thus then, the two characters of Verbs having been pointed out, a
third has to be shown in the shape of ‘Denotativeness'; and in con-

nection with this, we have a consideration of the character of Mantras

;

and then follow the definition, &c., of these; and thus these defini*'

tions, &c., treated of to the very end of the P&da, are indirectly con-

nected with the main subject. Then, having spoken of the difference

among Actions, as based upon the difference of ns&rds^ and rej^tition (of

Injunctions), the Sutra will point out, under the Adhikara^a on * Paurna-

mUsya * (II—ii—3 et seq,), an exception to the fact of ‘ Hepeiitions ’ being

a ground of difference ; because in the particular case in question the fre-

quent repetitions are taken only as explanatory to the whole Context. Then
as an exception to this exception, we have the Adhikaranas in Sutras 11-^

ii—9 to 20. Then the Sutra proceeds to pointout the differenceamong Actions

as based upon differences of Number
^
Name and Properties \ and the treat*

ment of the difference of properties goes on till the commencement of the

treatment of the differences of Context ; and this continues till the be-

ginning of the Adhikarana treating of the differences of the Branches

or Eescensions of the Vedas. And herein is also contained a denial of

any other ground of difference among Actions, save the six, treated of above.

Thus then, the whole subject-matter of the Adhyaya on Differences is

taken up in the setting aside of objections to the fact of the differences of

Actions being based upon the difference of Name, Repetition, difference of

Properties, and difference of Context. And it is necessary to explain this

fact in detail
;
because such ascertainment of difference is absolutely

necessary in the due knowledge of the relationship of subserviency between

Actions ;
and as for other facts, the present is no oppoi tunity for any

mention of these.

Thus alone can the connection of the Adhyaya be shown. Because

(1) the relationship between the Primary and the Subsidiary, <&c., is de-

pendent upon a duo ascertainment of differences among Actions
; ( 2) it is

only when the Action has been duly cognised that there can be any ques-

tion as to a person being entitled to its performance
; and (3) it is only

when the Injunctions have been duly comprehended that there can be
a transference of the properties of one Action to another.

That is to say, until the Means of knowledge has been duly defined,

there can be no consideration of the meaning of the Veda; and as such no
discussion as to the marks of differences among Actions (treated of in

Adh. II) can be introduced ;
and inasmuch as it is only in the case

of Actions that have been found to be different, that there can be aiiy
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idea eiihor of relationship of the Primary and the Subsidiary (Adh. Ill),

or of fclieir usefulness or otherwise (Adh. IV), or of tlie order of their

performance (Adh. V),—none of these discussions could be raised, until

we had thoroughly considered the marks of differences among Actions
;

so too, it is only when the character of the Action has been fully cognised

that there can be any consideration of the question as to whether a certain

person is entitled to its performance or not (Adh. VI) ;
and thus we find

that this last question stands in need of all the five foregoing Adhyayas.

In the same manner, the Adhyayas VII—XII, treating as they do of tho

Transference of Properties, presuppose a full knowledge of all Injunctions
;

and as such the whole of this latter half of the sutras is found to be depen-

dent upon the whole of the former half.

And thus it is clear that after the consideration of the Pramana, next

comes tilat of the marks of difference, a treatment of which is therefore

begun in Adh. 11.

Says the Bhashya : Shadvidhah karmahhedah^ pahdantaram, &c., &o
But inasmuch as those that arc enumerated are not diferences of Action

(karmahheda), (1) this word should be taken as meaning tho * grounds of

such difference.' Though in accordance with the order observed in the

forthcoming Sutras^ ‘ nUmadhBya *

should have been mentioned just after
* sanjM* yet, on account of the fact of its being of the least importance,

it is mentioned last. (2) Or the word ‘ iti
* may be taken as indicat-

ing the reason, the construction of the sentence being—* shadvidhah

karmahheda iti; * i..e., tho difference of Actions is of six kinds, as due to the

following causes, (3) Or, the word * hhBda ' may be taken in the Instru-

mental sense (‘ bhidyate' nBna) and thereby signifyingthe means
tion of Actions, the word ‘ karmahheddh ' could be directly taken along with
‘ gahddntaramf &c. That * SahjnS, ' and ‘ ^ahddntara' and ‘ Sahkhya ' and
* Quna,* are not repetitions, wo shall explain later on,

Bach of those six treating of altogether different objects, there can be
no question as to their comparative authoritativeness, as there is among
‘ Direct Assertion,* ‘ Indirect Implication,* &c. Therefore it is the ex-

planatiou of Difference alone that forms the main subject of the present
Adhyaya

;
all other discussions are only meant to be either Introductory

or Supplementary ;
as that discussion which helps the accomplishmentof tho

main discussion is said to bo ‘ Introductory ;* while those that follow from
the main discussion are known as

* Supplementary.*

For instance, this following Adhikarai^a will be introductory to tho

main discussion of the Adhyaya, because it treats of tho difference among
Apurvas, which establishes that among the Actions,
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The question to be treated of in tkis Adhikarana thus comes to fed

this—which is the word (in an Injunction) whichj being related to the resuUif

Would point out the difference or non-differenCe among Apurvas ?

If the sentence or its meaning were one complete whole by itself (ill

the shape of Sphota), there would bo no relevancy to the question (raised

in the Bhashya)—does each word signify Dharma ? It is for this reason that
the Bhashya has added—Jn a sentence words have significations.

But against this question, there is yet another objection :
“ bharma

^ has been declared to be capable of being known by means of the Codand
** alone

;
then inasmuch as the Oodand is always in the form of a sentence,

how can there be any question as to Dharma being signified by each of the
** words P That is to say, if Dharma were directly donotable by words,
“ then alone could there be any question as to whether or notit is signified by
“ each word. As a matter of fact, however, Dharma (as constituting the
** meaning of the sentence) is only indirectly indioatable

; and as such
** there is no room for any such question as put in the Bhashya.”

To this the following reply is given : On account of its relationship

to the Result, Dharma cannot but be recognised as denoted by the word
5

and hence it is only natural that there should bo an enquiry as to whe*
ther it is denoted by any one word or by all the words (in the Injunctive
sentence).

And then again, what is considered here is, not whether what is

known as ‘ Dharma ’ is denoted by each of the words, but whether that
which is denoted by each of the words comes to be Dharma, when cognised
in the shape of the denotation of the Sentence, comprehended after its

connection with the Result has been perceived
;
or that it is the meaning

of a single word that, when aided by those of the other words, comes to

be recognised as Bharma. It is only in accordance with this last alter-

native that all the words in the sentence can be found to be signifying

the fact of a single Action being Dharma ; specially as the character
of Dharma is held to belong to that alone which is the direct means to

the accomplishment of the Result. There is no single thing which is de-

noted by all the words ; and as such all the words cannot be accepted to be
denotative of the Dharma. It is only that word which is found to be related

to the word signifying the Result, that is taken to be expressive of Dharma^
the direct means of the particular Apurva (bringing about that Result).
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ADHIKARANA (A).

[The ApUrva follmva from that tvhtch is directly connected with the result.

Thus then, the question resolves itself into this for?n—Are all the

words connected with the Result, or only one of them? And on this,

wo have the following

PtTRVAPAKSHA (A).

** Each one of the words is connected with the Result
;
because, inas-

** much as a uniform relationship is possible only with the principal factor
“ in a sentence,—and as it is the Result that is the prineipal factor,—each
“ one of the words must bo taken as uniformly related to it. If we could
“ perceive any difference among the words, whereby we could ascertain

that one of them, and not the rest, is related to the Result, then we
“ could accept the theory that only one word is so related ; so long, how-
“ ever, as we are not cognisant of any such difference, we cannot bui
“ admit all the words to be related to it. If only one word were held to

be connected with the Result, and all other words to be connected with
“ that word, then, in accoidance with the VajapByddhiharana (Sfitras V—ii

—1 et. seq.)^ that which would be denoted by that one word would, with
“ reference to the Result, have the threefold position of the Predicate, the
“ Injunction and the Subsidiary ; while with reference to the other (namely
the material of the sacrifice) it would have the contrary threefold

character of the Subject, the Description and the Primary
; and this

** contrariety of character would lead to a split of the sentence. On the
** other hand, when all the words are taken as Predicates with reference to
“ the Result, then there is an uniformity of character, which makes a
simultaneous relationship of the words possible. And as a rule, every-

“ thing comes to be connected with the principal factor, whenever this is

“ possible,—and hence the denotations of all the words, being related to the
** Result, must be admitted to be Dharma, And as to whether each of the

Dharmas thus signified fulfils the full Result, as in the case of com-
** munistic sacrifices (where the complete Result accrues to each sacrificer),

** or all of them conjointly accomplish it,—and as to whether they are to
** be employed as optional alternatives or all conjointly—, on these matters

we can accept any theory that we choose. But as a matter of fact, the

most reasonable theory is that each of them fulfils the Result in its

entirety
;
because the Result being an immense one, it cannot be men-

“ tioned by a single word, and because each of them is distinctly cognised

as being capable by itself of accomplishing the Result. Or, in accord-

“ ance with the conclusion arrived at under Sutras III—i—12 et» seq., the
“ whole thing being mentioned by the single sentence, the Result may bo
“ held to be accomplished by all the Dharmas taken collectively. Or
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again, tlio Result being fulfilled by a single Dharma it cannot have any-

thing to do with any others ; and as such, the Dharmas must be taken

as optional alteniatives.”

SIDDHANTA (A).

To all this we make the following reply : The Apurva is held to

follow only from that which is directly connected with the Result ; and as

this is accomplished by the relationship of the denotation ofa single word,

there can be no ground for postulating the relationship of any otliers.

That is to say, if the sole purpose of the sentence rested solely in the

relationship of the Result, then, it might have been possible for the deno-

tations of all the words to be connected with it. As a matter of fact,

however, the mere relationship of the Result not being enough for estab-

lishing the full character of Dharma, it becomes necessary to assume an

intermediate Apurva, And the only ground for such an assumption is the

Apparent Inconsistency of the mention of the Result, <fcc. Hence when
this inconsistency of the sentence has been removed by the assump-

tion of the Ap&rva, there is no ground for the assumption of any other

unseen agency. And even he who would assume many ApUrvas must as-

sume one Apfirra ; and no sooner has this one ApUrva been assumed than

the aforesaid Inconsistency disappears, and leaves no ground for the as-

sumption of any other Ap&rva, For these reasons, there can be only one

thing that can be related to the Result ; and it is from this one thing that

the Apurva proceeds; while all else only helps the action leading to the

Result. Nor is there any contradiction (in the fact of the Action being

signified by the single word of the Verb, while the Instrumental ending

IS found in the word signifying the material) ; because the contradiction

can be explained away' on the ground of the word in the Instrumental

being taken as the name of the particular Action (i.e., the sentence

‘ QtfinBna yajeta * may be taken as ‘ one should perform the sacrifice called

(^y9na ’) ; or when no other explanation is possible, the contradiction can

be explained by having recourse to possessive indication
; e, g., the sentence

^ dagflpavitrena graham sammdrshti ’ is taken as * one should purify the cup

by a washing with the dagdpavitra,* Or, the meaniiig of the verb may bo

taken as referring to its Instrument, through the factor of the Result indi-

cated indirectly.

ADHIKARANA (B).

'[The ApUrva is pointed ovi either by the Noun or by the Verb."]

Now there arises the question—the denotation of which one of the

words should bo connected with the Result ? And the
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PCRVAPAKSHA. (B)

is that, as the assumption of unseen agencies is obviated by connecting

the Kesult with any one of the words, there can be no fixed rule as to any

one of these being so connected.

SIDDHINTA (B).

And to this we make the following reply : That which is connected

with the Result is the Principal factor; while that which is related to the

Principal factor is the Subsidiary

;

and hence the character of both the

Primary and the Subsidiary cannot belong to one and the same thing.

Tliat is to say, in a single sentence, one and the same word cannot, at one

time, be the Piincipal, on account of its direct relationship to the Result,

and at another time, the Subsidiary, on account of its being an aid to that

Vhich is directly related to the Result; because the character of the

Principal and the Subsidiary is not variable.

For these reasons, the Apurva must bo always admitted to be pointed

out either by the Verb or by the Noun.

ADHIKARANA (0).

IBhdvSrthadhikaraim,—All Ferfts are Micative of the Bhdvandf and the

ApUrva proceeds from IMS']*

The Bhashya here raises the question— ‘ What is a * Bhdva ’ and what

are ‘ Bhava-gabdas ? * This question emanates from one who holds that

in a sentence, the predominant factor in the denotation of such verbs as

‘ sacrifices ’ and the like, is that which is signified by the affixes in them ;

and that inasmuch as the conjugational affixes denote the Agent, the Verb

cannot but be accepted as denoting either the sacrifice as qualified by the

ageut, or conversely, the agent as qualified by the sacrifice. Though a

single question would also imply the other, yet, as without having quoted

the words ^yajana,' &c., the Bhashya has quoted the words ^yajati; &o., as

denoting the B^dva,—it is clear that it is something superphysical that is

meant by the word ‘ Bhavagabda

;

* and as such none of the two questions

is redundant.

To the questions thus put forward in the BhSshya, the upholder of

the Siddhanta theory replies by interpreting the word 'BMva' asB&fl + i«o

+ ae= BhSvand, and then hy explaining the denotation of the verb to be

nurely concomitont with such BhSvatdi, and denying the fact of the verb

^noting the Agent ;
and it is with all this in view that he quotes the

verbs *Yajatij* &c.
^ .

The opponent however thinks that the denotation in question does not

belong to anything besides tho root Bha' with the causal affix, and

CO
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that the verbal affix can have nothing to do with the Bhavand

;

specially as

this latter is expressed by an altogether different root ; he further thinks

that though there may be other roots that might denote the Bhavand

f

yet there are no affixes denotative of it
; and that as a matter of fact, even

the roots, denoting as they do the sacrifice^ &c., are not capable of denoting

the Bhdivind ; with all this in view, the opponent has urged the argument

;

“T/ie words ^ ydga^ ^homa^' &c.**

To those arguments we make the fallowing reply : All verbs always

clearly signify the Bhavand as interspersed with the sacrifice^ &c. ; and as

such they are hold to be ^’hhdvarthdh* In the case of any woid all that is

not cognisable by moans of any other word is held to bo the moaning of

that word
;
and as a matter of fact, wherever a verb is found, it is found

to signify the meaning of the root, mixed up with the Bhavand ; and it is

for this reason, that the verb is called ^hhdvdrtha' Words signifying Sub-
stances and Properties are always known to be apart from the Bhdvand ;

and as such the question does not refer to them. And on this point, we
have the following

PURVAPAKSHA (C).

“All the words signifying substances and properties, and denoting
“ well-known entities, are well capable of being taken as expressing
“ Instrumentality, &o.

;
and bonce it is through this that they come to bo

“ related to the Result. As a rule, the result, being a thing yet to bo
“ accomplished, stands in need of the Moans or Instrnment which is an
“ already accomplished entity, and not in that of another Result. Thus
“ then, the substances signified by Nouns being well-established entities,

“ nre capable of supplying this need of the Result, which need cannot bo

supplied by the Verb, which itself is something yet to be accomplished.
“ For these reasons, the Pesult must be admitted to follow from the Sub-
“ stance, &c., (signified by Nouns) (and not from Verbs).’'

SIDDHANTA (0).

The reply to the above is given in

Sutra (1) : All verbs are indicative of BJiavanaSf and the

accomplishment of the Apurmi proceeds from these ; because
this particular fact is laid down.

That is to say, the vei’bs that denote the Bhdvand bring about the

cognition of the accomplishment of the Apitrva ; because the particular

fact—that ‘ one should accomplish heaven by means of the sacrifice —is

laid down by those.

To explain further, it is a relationship with the main result that
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as tlio means of the cognition of the Apurva; and then all relationship

is preceded by a certain want (on the part of the members related) ;
this

want is found to emanate from words signifying Bhava (action), and from

those signifying Substance or Pioperty
;
and for this reason the BhavanH of

tlic Apurva is recognised from the verbal conjugational affixes
;
and in this

that which is signified by the verbal root is cognised, through proximity,

to be the Instrument in the fulfilment of the main Result. Consequently

we come to the conclusion that it is by means of the signification of fho

verbal root, recognised as the Instrument in the fulfilment of the final

Result, that leads, through the apparent inconsistency (of the fulfilment of

the Result at a time other than that of the pei formanco of the Action), to

an idea of the appearance of an Apurva»

A question is here raised: “How is it that, in the case of the word
“

‘ yajetuj' the root ‘ yaji
*

(‘ sacrifice *) is set aside, and the Bhavand is said
“ to be signified by the Affix alone,—the meaning of the Injunctive affix

being laid down as = ^ BhdvaySt^ (ono should accomplish) ? (1) For, ns
“ a matter of fact, the affixes, Injunctive and the like, would, by themselves
“signify mere Injunction; which part of the Affix then can denote that
“ which is expressed by the root Bhu with the causative Affix Bhdvi) ?
“ Specially as the root ^ yoji^ itself cannot signify the meaning of another

“root (‘ R7iw*) having, as it has, all its potentiality taken up in tho
“ denotation of its own specific meaning. (2) Then again, as a matter of

“ fact, we find that whenever one object is expressed by a synonymous
“ word other than the one previously used, the words are never used to-

“ gether in speaking of this same object. For instance, when one says
“

‘ bring the pika (cuckoo),’ if the person addressed fail to comprehend the
“ word ^ pika,' he says ‘ bring the kokila' and not ‘ bring the pika kokila.'

“ So, in the same manner, in the case in question, if the Injunctive Affix
“ be synonymous with tlie word ^karotV or ^ hhfivayati^^ then in speaking
“ of the particular fact, we should use only these latter, and not the In-

“ junctive affix also. (That is to say, tho Injunctive affix being synony-
“ moiis with ‘ hkdvayaii^ we could not in this connection use the term
“

^ bhdvayU') i specially as, at the particular time it is not quite differenti-

“ ated which factor of the word signifies the Action. In tho case in ques-
“ tion, however, we find you speaking of ‘ Jenrydt,' and ‘ hhSvayBtj* whore you
“ use tho Injunctive affix together with the aforesaid roots. Thus then,
“ that which is signified by the affix in *yajeta^ is exactly tho same that

“is signified by the affix in ^hhdvayBt;^ and as such if you explain tho
“ meaning of the Injunctive in ‘ yajeta^* by the word ‘ hhUvaySt^ tho addi-

“ tio!i of the root ‘ ’ is most improperly redundant. And consequently

your interpretation is wholly un-Vedic.“

To tliis we make tho following reply : In all cases, it is a general
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rule tliat when the Verbal conjugafcioual affix denotes the action of ah

agent, wlio is a fully accomplished entity, then tbe sense of ‘ karoti
*

(acrompliahes) is recognised as co-extensive (with the meaning of the

Vuib). There are certain roots, added to which, a conjugational affix

signifies only that action of the agent which ends in his acquiring his own
existence,

—

e.g.y ‘ is,' ‘ exists,’ and the like. In the case of other roots,

when the agent is an already accomplished entity, the action signfied is

that which brings about the existence of something else,

—

e.g., ‘ sacriBces.’

‘gives,* ‘cooks,’ and the like. And the word ^vyapara' (‘action’)

signifies only a particular substance,—endowed with peculiar potencies,

moved in its pristine character, having a mixed nature, having an existence

in the past and in the future,— as moved from its former position and not

reached the next. And in the case of some Verbs it is tbe agent himself

that is cognised as being in this position
; while in that of others, where

tbe Agent is a well-established entity, it is something else. Hence in a

case where the Agent himself happens to be in the said unsettled position,

ho stands in need of something else, for the fulfilment of his own exis-

tence
;
and as such not functioning towards the accomplishment of any

other substance, ho cannot be spoken of as * karoti* When, however, the

Agent is a well-established entity, and functions towards the fulfilment

of something else, then he is spoken of as ^karoti ’ (* does ’). Thus it is

that when one asks 'kih karoti ’ (‘what does he do ? ’), the reply given is

‘ pathnti ’ (* reads ’), which latter combines within itself the generic

(^karoti*) as well as the specific action (^pathati*) [since the word

* pathati * ^ ^ pntham karoti*]; whereas in reply to the same question,

there can be no such reply as—‘ hhavati * {exists).

Thus then, it is clear that all conjugational affixes (hat signify the

actions of Agents that are well established entities, have the the sense of

^karoti* {accomplishes). And as such there must be something to he

accomplished

;

because unless there is something to he accomplished the word
‘ karoti

*

is never used ; and it is the nominative of the verb ‘to be ’

{hhavati) that becomes the objective of ‘ karoti* That is to say, the verb
‘ ’ being transitive, unless there is something to he accomplished^ the

sense of the verb is not complete. It is a well-recognised fact that all

nouns, in whichever case, are nominatives of certain intervening minor
actions ;

and then it is that, with reference to the Principal Action,

they come to be recognised as the Objective, Dative, &c. And thus in the

case of each individual Principal Action, there is a multiplicity of actions

dependent upon thn capabilities of the objects concerned. And according

to this rule, we come to the conclusion that the nominative of the action

‘to he* is the objective of the action * karoti*

For instance, that which can never he, as well as that which always
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existsy can never be accomplisJLedy—e,g.y ‘ sky-flowers ’ and * Aka^a ’ respec-

tively. That is to say, it is that whose being has commenced, or whose being

is possible, that can be brought about by something else, and as such be

spoken of as * being accomplished,* For certainly, no one is ever found to be

accomplishing either the sky-floweror Aka^a. Though in certain cases—such

as *‘pddah kuru *—we find the verb to ^accomplish* (Jcuru) used with

reference to an already established entity—the foot,— yet what is meant

here to be accomplished is not ihe feet themselves, but certain other pro-

cesses in connection with them.

Though the root ‘ifcr* has many meanings, yet in all of them is a

common element—that of the bringing about of something not before exis-

tent (and as such there is nothing incongruous in the general assertion

that the word ‘ karoti
* cannot bo used unless there is something to be ac-

complished). Or, it may bo that it is only when the root signifies ‘ bring-

ing about * (or accomplishing) that there can be a co-ordination of its

moaning with the sense of the particular conjugational affix ; and hence it

is the object actually brought about that becomes the objective of the

Verb.

Thus then, we have got at the true character of the action ‘ to be.’

And it now follows that that which is the Nominative of the ‘ accomplish-

ing ’ (karoti) is the Instigator of the action * to be ;
’ while the nominative

of the action ‘ to be ’ becomes the Instigated of the former person. That is

to say, on account of the peculiar character of the potentiality of the two
roots * Karoti* and ^ Bhamti* the relation between them is such that the

former signifies the action of the Instigator, while the latter does that of

the Instigated; exactly as there is between the roots *pac* (to cook)

and ^ viklidi* (to become softened). (1) And in certain cases it happens
that it is only the action of the Instigator himself that is directly expressed,

the action (of becoming ready) of the Instigated (kafa) being implied, either

by the peculiar potentiality of the declared objective (kafam), or by tlie

aforesaid action of the Instigatory—e,g,y in ^katam karoti* (prepares the
mat), ‘ odanam pacati

*

(cooks the rice)
; (2) while in some cases, it is only

the action of the Instigated that is directly expressed, that of the Insti-

gator being indirectly implied;—e.y., * ghato bhavati* (the jar becomes
ready), * viklidyanti tanduldh * (the rice is becoming softened)

; (3) in

some cases the distinct actions of both are mentioned together,

—

e.g.,

* katam karoti dBvadattah * (Devadatta prepares the mat)
; (4) and in some

cases, the action of the Instigator is made subservient to that of the Insti-

gated, which latter alone is directly mentioned,

—

*kriyatB kato dBvadattBna*

(the mat is prepared by D§vadatta), ‘ kafah svayamSua* (the mat
is being prepared by itself)

; (5) there are certain instances in which that

which is mentioned is the Action of tU© Instigator only, to which is made
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subservient the action of the Instigated, which latter is mentioned by a

part of the same word ; and in this case we find that the words * karoti *

and 'pacati * in their pure forms are incapable of giving the sense just

mentioned
;
while the roots ‘ hhu ’ and ‘ viklidi

*
signify only the actions

of the Instigated; and hence tlieso too do not give the necessary meaning;
and consequently the only way of rightly expressing the particular mean-
ing is the use of the Causal forms ^hhdmyati* and * vikledayati,' where
the function of the Causal may bo taken to be either direct denotation

or indirect implication, [t.e., the word * viklSdayatij* though apparently

mentioning the action of the Instigator, Dovadatta only, clearly con-

tains the elements of the actions of both
;
for the meaning of the as-

sertion * tandulam viklSdayati* is divisible into the two sentences * Dera-

dattah pacati * (the action of the Instigator) and * tandxdd, viklidyantB
*

the

action of the Instigated]. As has been declared elsewhere: “Causal
verbs are used in connection with the actions of the Instigator, though they

always indicate the actions of the Instigated.*’

And further, because the roots * hhu * and ‘ viklidi,* &c., are incapable

of giving this sense, without the causal affix,—that is no reason why
other roots ^ haroiV ^pacati^ &o., should bo equally incapable; or con-

versely, because these latter are capable of giving this particular sense,

—

that is no reason why all the roots should be so capable. Because the

natural potentialities of objects cannot be questioned
; and it is for this

reason that roots and affixes signify many meanings.

Thus then, we find that, through the sense of ‘ karoti,* all conjuga-

tional affixes have the sense of ‘ hhSvayati.*

It is for this reason that persons knowing the true nature of Bhdvanft^

explain it as the action of the person instigating, or bringing into exis-

tence that object which is the nominative of the Action ‘ to be.*

It has been urged above that—“ Injunctive affixes do not signify

anything other than Injunctions.** But this is not correct; because what
the Injunctive affixes do is to signify the Verbal Bhdvand ; as for the Actual

(Material) Bhdvand, this is expressed by all conjugational affixes.

That is to say, when we comprehend the Bhdvand, in the shape of tho

action of a person, to bo signified by the word ‘ karoti* as following from
all conjugational affixes,—we also comprehend such specialities of tho

Bhdvand as Injunction, Prohibition, Past, Future, Present, <fec.,—all of

which are signified by particular words other than conjugational affixes in

general
;
and hence it is that in the case of all conjugational affixes the

sense of * karoti
*

is comprehended as the general factor. For instance, we
have such uses as

—
‘ What is he doing ?

*
‘ He is cooking.* ‘ What did he do?*

‘ Ho cooked.* ‘ What will he do?* * He will cook.* ‘ What should he do? *

^ Ho should cook.* ‘What should he not do ?* ‘He should not cook.* And
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in all these wo find that in the Actual Bhavand, there is an element of

the peculiar functioning of the Injunctive affixes, &c., whereby they serve to

instigate the person to activity or otherwise
;
and this function is some-

thing apart from the former Bhdvand, which consists of the denotative

property of words
;
and it is this that is called (Verbal) ‘ Bhdvand *

or

‘ VidhW We have dealt with this in detail under the Adhikarana treating

of the Arthavdda.

It has been urged that—“ in explaining * yajBta ’ by ‘ ydySna hhdvayBt,*

there is an infringement of the laws governing the use of synonymous

words (see above).**

To this we make the following reply
: (1) Inasmuch as the mere

root is not capable of being used,—(2) with a view to the expression of tlie

Number, &p., of the agent,—and (3) for the sake of protecting the original

form,—we make use of the affix (Injunctive) (in ' bhdvayBt.*) That is to

say, if the mere roots ‘ kr ’ or ‘ bhdvi ’ were cai>al)lo of being used, then we
could not make use of the affix

;
as it would be like using together the

words ^pika* and *koklla;* but, as a matter of fact, a root by itself is

never used
;
for such a use would be wholly incorrect. Thus then, it

being absolutely necessary to make use of some one affix (when speaking

of the meaning of a Verb), it is only natural that wo should hit upon that

very affix of which we are explaining the meaning; as in that case, the

second mention of the affix could be taken as descriptive of the former, and
helping the root in the usage

; and any other affix is not used, because

such another affix would signify something over and above what is signi-

fied by the original word.

Objection : “But the affixes %k and stip have been laid down as to be
** used in connection with a root whore one has to speak of the root as
“ such

;
and hence we could make use of such forms as ‘ bhdvih * or ‘ hhcLva*

“ yatihy' ‘ krtiW or ‘ karotih,^
**

This cannot be
; because when these two affixes are joined to roots, all

that the resulting word signifies is the verbal form only
;
and as such, having

nothing to do with its signification, any such form could not be used in

explaining the meaning of the conjugational affix (in ‘ yajsta.^)

Though there are certain cases where people do make use of roots with

these affixes {ik and stip)y even in speaking of what is signified by tho root,

— and ^ yajatihf* <fec.,— yet in all those cases, the words used

directly denote tho verbal form only
;
and it is only indirectly that they

indicate the meaning. In the case in question, however, we have no

reason to have recourse to indirect Indication
; and as such we cannot use

a word that is not itself directly significant.

And again if we explained the Injunctive affix in * yajeta * by the word
* bhdvaijatih * or * karotih,' we would be holding that the roots ‘ ki*

* and
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‘ hhu* are directly signified by the conjugatioiial aflix in question ;
which

is far from desirable. For these reasons, in order to speak of the root

with a view to its meaning, we cannot but use the roots ‘ kr * and ‘ hhu *

together with a conjugational affix.

And again, if BMvann were the only meaning of the Affix, and if

the roots ‘A;r* and ^bhavati* were capable of expressing all that is

denoted by the Affix,—then there might be some question as to using the

roots ‘ bhilt* &c., alone. As a matter of fact, however, none of these two

contingencies is possible, and hence even though the roots serve to point

out the BMvanSt, yet the affix has to be used, in order to point out the

number, &c., of the nominative (of ^yajBta'),

Thus then, the fact is that when wo explain ^ yajsta* aB ^ y^gBna

bhSivayBtf' the denotation, by the Injunctive affix in the word ‘ hh&vayet

of the BhUvanil itself must be taken as being descriptive of the same

Bh&vana that is already expressed (in '‘yajBla*) [the chief use of this

affix lying in the denoting of the number, &c., of the agent]
;
otherwise we

would fall into a double mistake : (1) that Bkdvanfl is the sole moaning of

the Affix, and (2) that the roots ‘ kf * and * hhu ’ themselves are

denotative of the number, <&c., of the agent also.

Further, the Bhdvand that is expressed by the conjugational affixes is

always in a form that shows it in the process of accomplishment. And if wo
made use of any other affix (than the Injunctive, in * Ihdvayet *), then the

roots * kr* and ^hhu* (as accompanied by some other affixes) would

signify the Bhdvand in the shape of an accomplished entity like a

substance
;
and as sneh it would not be the same kind of Bhavand that is

expressed by the conjugational affix. Hence it is absolutely necessary to

make use of the particular affix.

Again, the Bhdva^id being comprehended in the presence of both the

root and the affix, it is never exactly ascertained by which of these two it

is exclusively signified. If it could be ascertained absolutely that the

Bh&vana is signified by the affix, then there could be an objection as to the
mention of affixes with the roots ‘ kr * and ‘ bhn *

being a useless repetition.

But, as a matter of fact, it is not so; inasmucli as it is when both tho
affix and the root are present that the Bhavand is cognised. It is because
of the impossibility of either the affix or the root being used apart from the
other, that we can never rightly ascertain as to which of tlie two signifies

the Bhavand
;
all that we can say is that it is signified (1) either by the

Affix as accompanied by the root,—or (2) by the root as aided by tlie affix
;

or (3) by both together. Nor is there any particular reason for assuming
any particular expressive potentiality in any one of the two

;

because the
only ground for such assumption would be the Apparent Inconsistency (of

the signification of the Bhavand), and this would apply equally to both (the
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Affix and the root). As a matter of faofc, there is no particular puipose

served by ascertaining absolutely by which of the two the BMvandL is

expressed.

The following objection might be urged ; “Inasmuch as we do not
find the Bhdvana expressed by the roots ending in the hrt affixes, we
can safely assert that it is signified by the conjugatioual ajffujces, (and
not by tlie roots ).”

This is not right; because we find that no Bhdvand is expressed by
the conjugaiional affixes in * hliavati^^ &c. Nor is it an absolute fact

that it is not expressed by roots ending in krt affixes, because even when
these latter are used, we do comprehend a certain portion of the BhdvanS,

For instance, in the case of krtya affixes, we meet with such words as
‘ hhoktavyam' * yashtavyam' and the like

;
and the Bhavana that is signified

by these is only slightly inferior to that which is signified by conjuga-

tional affixes. And here too, in the case of the Passive krtya affixes as

in *brdhmand na hantavyaW inasmuch as it is a substance

—

Brahmana—that

is the predominant factor in the sentence,—the Bhdvand denoted is much
inferior to that which is signified by the Bhdva^Krtya affix (in ‘ Yashta-

vyam ’)
;
and the reason is that in the case of the latter no prodomiriance

belongs to the action of an Instigator, the meaning of the root itself being

the most predominant factor
;
whereas in the other case ‘ brdhmano na

hantavyah —the verb signifies the action of the Instigated as along with

that of the Instigator.

The same explanation holds respecting the conjuqational affixes used

in the sense of the Active and the Passive
;
because in the case of these

also, the position of the action of the Instigator remains a subordinate

one. And hence the case of the krt affixes cannot be said to be the same

as that of the conjugational affixes.

So also in the case of Indeclinable Krt affixes, though these have the

sense of the Bhdva (Active), yet the cognition of the Bhdvana, cognised

by itself, is slightly inferior to the foregoing. For instance

—

* abhikraman

juhoti * etc., etc.,—in all of which the Bhdvana that is cognised is one that

is dependent upon another Bhdvand, So also in the case of such words

as ‘ pakvah* ‘ pakvavdn * and the like, the cognition that is directly per-

ceptible is that of a substance subservient to a Bhdvand in its fully accom-

plished form
;
so too in the case of the words ‘ pdcaka * and the like.

Thus then, we find that in all cases, (of Krt affixes), there is always a

need of a certain relationship between the Noun and the Verb (and this

could not bo without a Bhdvand) ;
for if there were no Bhdvand, there

would be no need of any such relation, exactly as there is none in the case

of the compounds of root-words and words with nominal affixes. And the

name Karaka '

(relation between noun and verb) is not applicable unless

‘ 61
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there is an action in the case; nor is there any action, which does not

bring about somothiiig that did not exist before. Hence it is proved

tliat the sense of ‘ Jearoti ’ and Ihavayati
*

is present (in the case of kft

affixes also).

And even without the fact of the Bh&vanfl being sliowii in the process

of accomplishment, we can show that the necessary co-ordination is

present. For instance,—‘Wliat should be done? ’
‘ Cooking should bo done

(palctavyamy (where wc have a co-ordination between the cooking, pakat

—and the affix tavya— ‘ should *). * Kalhankaram )uhoti ?
*

‘ Ahhikriiman

jtihoii,* and so on. In the case of the conjugationa) affixes also, there is no

other ground for the Bh&vanQy but the co-ordinatio!i (of the affix) with

the root ‘ kr,*

Thus then we find that even roots do not entirely leave off the

BhUvana, as has been well said (in Bhatti-kHvya— ‘ Just as the root kr

employs all the roots in their various meanings, so, &c., &c.
*

(?)

It is not the form, but the predominant character, of the Bhnvann,

that can be said to bo directly signified, or indirectly implied, by the con-

j ugational affixes, exclusively.

Ohjection :
“ In that case as soon ns the word ‘ yelgena

* has been

mentioned, the full meaning of the root * yojl
* becomes withdrawn from

the woixi ‘ yaj^tay and the Bhdvand having thus been signified by the

root-moaning, there can be no reason for the use of another word
hhdxmyBty

This argument does not touch our position
;
because, as a matter of

fact, the root (‘ yoji') has a twofold meaning
;
and in pointing out the two

phases of the meaning separately, all that we do by mentioning the word
* ydgena *

is to point out, separately, the peculiar Instrumentality oi the sacri-

fice, which is a specific form of the signification of the root, the generic

form consisting of the Bhfivanny in order to point out which we make use

of another word * bhdvayet.^

Or, it may be that there are certain facts—f.i., (1) Instiumentality and

(2) the number of the Agent—that are signified separately by the root and
the affix (respectively); whereas the Bhnvand being quite compatible with
both of them, we can hold it to be denoted by both (root and affix) to-

gether. And it is for this reason that we find both the Sutra and the

Bhdshya speaking of all ^ Karmagahddh^ {complete verbs) as being
‘ hhdvilrthdh *

(signifying the BhSmnd), where there is a distinct mention
of coextonsiveness (between whole verb-roots and affixes combined—and the
signifying of the Bhnvand).

In the Mfmdnsd-^nstray however, the Bhdvand is always held to be

signified by the affix.

The sense of this theory may be thus briefly explained
: (1) The
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sense of the Affix is always expressed by the Root and tlio Affix taken to-

gether
;
and as the IJhnvand is the most important factor in this joint

signification, it is held to bo signified by the affix. That is to say^ though

there is no other ground for differentiating exactly, by which of the two

the Bh&varia is denoted, yet, inasmuch as it is a well-established fact

that greater importance is always attached to the denotation of the affix,

^and in the case in question, the Bhdvnnii is the most important fac-

tor,—we naturally conclude that this BkGvand must be denoted by the

affix.

(2) The Root and the Affix are always found to appear in a definite

order of sequence; and as a matter of fact, we find that it is only

when the Affix is hoard to bo pronounced, that we have an idea of

the Bhdvand

;

and this too leads us to tho conclusion that the BJidvana

is denoted by the affix. Because tho invariable concomitance of any two

objects is not only such that one cannot exist in tho absence of tho other,

but also of a kind which we find in the present case, where wo find that

it is only when a particular word—the Affix f.i.—is pronounced that there

is a denotation of the Bhdvand ; and as such, in accordance with tho rule

that when one object is always seen to appear when another appears,

there is always an invariable concomitance between the two,—we must
admit that the Bhdvand is denoted by the Affix,

It has been argued above that—“ in the case of such verbs as *

and the like, we find the Affix giving up the denotation of the BhAvand
(and as such there can be no concomitance between the two).’* But this

objection is equally applicable to all the theories; for instance, oven if the

Bhdvand be held to bo denoted by the Root, or the Root and the Affix con*-

jointly, then too, the case of tho verbs * asH,* <fcc., would bo incompatible
with the theories. Hence the fact is that, whenever the Bhavana is

cognised, it is always expressed by the Affix, while in a case whore it is

not cognised, there is no occasion for any consideration as to hy what it

is expressed. And we have already shown under the Tadhhutadhikarana
(of the Tarkapdda) that any stray contrary instance cannot vitiate a
general rule.

Or, we may show that the case of the voi*bs asli^ &c., does not afford

instances contrary to our general rule witli regard to the denotation of

tho Bhdvand, Because even in the case of the words ‘ asH^* &c., there is

always a part of the Nominative agent that is yet to bo accomplished
;

and hence there is always present a BhSvand (accortiplishing) of this

unaccomplished portion
;
but the Bhavana^ in this case, is not distinctly

cognised, because it does not appear (as it does in other cases) in a rela-

tion of subserviency to anything apart from the Agent himself. That
is to say, in the case of the words ‘ asti^ &c.) though there is no functioning
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of the nominative agent perceptible, on account of the Agent himself

being still unaccomplished, and of there being nothing besides the Agent

to be accomplished^ yet it is on account of the inherent potentiality of

the Affix itself that we recognise the element of BhUvanUt* And (1 ) as for

the object of the BhavanH, we have the Agent himself, there being no

other object capable of being spoken of, on account of the unaccomplish*^

ed character of the Agent
; (2) for the Instrument of the BhUvantl, we

have the act of being (hhavana) ;
and (3) as for the Procedure^ we have

the method of the bringing about, one after another, of the various parts of

himself. And thus we find that all the three factors of the Bhflvand. are

supplied in one way or the other, by the act of being itself, specially as

the case admits of no other action. Thus then, of the Agent himself, there

are certain parts that are still being called into existence, i.e., being accom^

plished, while there are others that have already been accomplished,

which serve as the Nominative agents. And the act of being^ which exists

in common in those that have been accomplished, as well as in those that

are being accomplished, is spoken of as the BhnvanH.

The same arguments apply to the case of such words as ^ jSLyatBf*

‘ nishpadyatSf* ‘ siddhyati
* and the like.

As for the word ^asti* (is) it expresses a condition of things just

following that which is expressed by ^bhavati* (becomes) synonymous
with ‘ takes birth, and as such accomplishes the present being of the self

;

and hence it is that it takes one of the conjugational affixes. And in

this case also, the difEerentiation of the functioning of the Actor and
the acted tipon is to be made as before, with reference to the common
diameter of being that extends over the various parts of the Agent, while

differing from another in the point of time of their individual accomplish-

ment. However, though there is such a BMvand, yet there can be no

Injunction or Prohibition with regard to such BhdvanQs

;

for the simple

reason that they refer to the Agent, who is always a fully accomplished

intelligent subject.

The following argument is possible: “We do often come across

Injunctions of such being, &o. For instance, ‘ Btvijd bhavitavyam,* ‘ Bathan-

taram bhavati' ‘ Adhvaryuh syUt,' ‘ TJkthyani syUh'

The reply to this is that it is true that we meet with such Injunctions

;

but in these cases the word * bhavati * is not used in its ordinary sense

;

for instance, the meaning of ‘ bhavitavyam *
is that one should ac^

complish the Ijt^vik-hood, necessary for the performance of the sacrifice, by

means of such other actions as purchase, appointment and the like. So also

in the case of the sentence * Bathantaram bhavati,' though the direct

meaning of the text is with reference to the being (or acquiring existence)

of the Bathantara, yet, inasmuch as the Bathantara is an inanimate thing,
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lio such is possible ; and hence what tlie Injunction means is that

one should accomplish the Bathantara—a disiincfc case of BhUvand,

Whenever we have such sentences as * one should become this or that

'

(Jbhavet)y—the root ^hhu' having the sense of stays {tishthati),—there is

always a possibility of something to he accomplished^ the sense of the Injunc-

tion being that one should accomplish something by staying.

For these reasons, we conclude that the true character of BhUvana

belongs to the action of the agent that becomes^ only when the verb used

signifies the Past, Present or the Future,—and not when it is in the Injunc-

tive, &c.

In the expression of the Past, &c., also, when the complete action is

signified by the verbal root itself, and there is no differentiation based

upon the difference in the time of the appearance of the different portions of

the Agent, then, in that case, the incongruity being patent, the significa-

tion of the verb must be taken as restricted to the denotation of the root

only, and not extending to the Bhdvand,—the Number, &o., of the Nom-
inative being taken to be signified by the verbal affix. And we have

already shown that any stray instance to the contrary cannot vitiate our

general rule with regard to the Bhavand,

It has also been urged that we find the verbal root signifying the

Bhdvand, even in the case of the Kft affixes (as in *pakvah,* &c.).

True it is that the denotation of the root always accompanies the

Bhavana
;
but for the very reason of the Bhilvand being indirectly implied

by these denotations of the roots, it can also be said that the Bhnvand is not

directly expressed by the root. That is to say, in the case of all words

ending in Krt affixes, the character of the Bhdvand is cognised as the

secondary element, being indirectly implied by the nouns signified by
the verbal root,—which latter therefore cannot be said to directly denote

the Bhdvand. Just as in the case of verbal affixes, inasmuch as action

is the predominant element in the denotation of these, the Noun is always

cognised as the secondary factor connected with the denotation of the

verbal root; and hence the Nominative and the Accusative are not held to

be directly expressed (by the verbal affix)
; in the same manner, in the

case of the Krt affixes, the denotation of the Nominative, &c., not being

otherwise possible, these would indirectly imply the Bhdvand, which, for

this very reason, cannot be said to be directly denoted by the word. And
it is only with reference to this implied Bhdvand, that we have such

sentences as ^ Kin karoti?' ^ Pdkam'—where the last word is spoken of as

co-ordinate with the word ‘ karoti, * exactly as the word ‘ DBvadattah' is

used along with the word ^ pacati.' And the relationship of the Noun too is

possible only with reference to the indirectly implied Bhdvand. Or, this

relationship may be taken as with the denotation of the root (and not with
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tho Bhavana), because of the fact of tlio nouns serving the purpose of

accomplishing tho denotation of the verbal roots, which are always sub-

servient to tho Bhavand ; and the denotation of tho root too stands in

need of these Nouns (as serving the purpose of accomplishing the deno-

tation of the root)
;
and the BhUvana too refers only to such Nouns

;

hence there is no incongruity in the relationship in question.

In the case of the Krtya affixes {tavya, &o.), also, inasmuch as they

denote the ^ praisha,* urging,—even though there be no direct denotation

of tho BhdvanS,—tlie full signification of the word is not attained, until

wo have obtained a Bhavand fully equipped with all its three factors^

Because all these words servo to urge the person to a performance of his

functions; and the form of this function is the Bhavand endowed with

tho three factors. That is to say, apart from his own function, a man
cannot perform anything else; and the Praishas serve to make him
perform these. Hence if these words did not, in some way or other, refer

to the function (of tlie man), they could not urge him to its performance;

and thus too, in this case also, it is found that there is an indirect impli-

cation of tho Bhavand (which is the name given to tho functioning of tho

agent). As for tho Praishas or Directions, contained in the Brdhmanas, all

these have the character of Vidhi, Injunction, since what they lay down
is not got at by any other means

;
and hence, in these cases, the Kftya

affixes cannot but bo accepted as having the Injunctive signification,

even though this signification is not laid down by Panini.

The only difference, however, between Injunction and Direction {Vidhi

and Praisha) is that when the object is otherwise remembered, the urging

(to it) is called ^Praisha* Direction; while when the same is to

that which is not otherwise got at, it becomes ‘ Vidhi ’ Injunction,

Thus it is clear that the Bhdvand is signified by the Affixes.

Objection : “If Bhdvand bo held to be a functioning of tho Instigator^

“then tho character of tho Bhdvand will have to be admitted in such
“actions astho laying of the vessel upon tho fire, <&c., (in the case of cooking),

“and those of the mental determimation, &c., (in tho case of sacrifice),—these

“being tho actions of the Instigating Agent. And as it is these actions
“ that are signified by verbal roots, you cannot but admit the Bhdvand
“to be denoted by the root.”

Reply

:

This does not affect our position ; because though it is a fact

that the Bhdvand is never cognised, entirely apart from tho signification

of the verbal root, yet the Bhdvand proper that is cognised in a general

form (covering over many particular actions), is something entirely

different. That is to say, in all the particular actions spoken of above,— viz,

laying the vessel upon the fire, <&c.,—we always perceive a common generic

action, in tho shape of ‘ haroti,^ ‘ does.’ The action of being softened,
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laying on the fire, &c., that are spoken of by tlio words ^ pacati' ‘cooks,

&c., are such as inhere in the object and in the Nominative A^ent. And
among all these actions, the mere action of cessation from inactivity, the

mere moving towards the performance of an action, is what is meant by
the word * Bhtlvana'

;

while all the particular actions, that go to lend

colour to the mere activity, and which inhere in the object as well as

in the Agent, become related to it, either in the shape of the Instrument

or in that of the Process.

Objection: “But in that case, BhUvand comes to be nothing more
“ than a generic denotation of the verbal root.**

Reply

:

True
;
the BhUvana does appear in a generic form

; but it is

only in the shape of something to be accomplished, and not in the particular

forms of the sacrifice, &Q. Because the generic idea that accompanies the

sacrifice is in the form of the Instrument, which is entirely different from
the Bhflvana, which is something to he accomplished. With reference to

each person, the Bhdvund has its own peculiar generic and specific forms.

And the sacrifice, &o., appear as Instruments in the Bhavand
;
and all that

the signification of the verbal root does is to supply the elements wanting

in this instrument of the BhdvanH; it is this generic denotation of the

Root that is expressed by the word ‘ karmagabda *
‘ Verb *

; and inasmuch

as the sacrifice, &o., serve to qualify the Bhavand, they are known as the

peculiarities of the Bhdvand, and not as the Bhlivand itself.

In scientific works, however, the words ‘ hriydgahda * and ‘ karmagabda ’

are used, sometimes with reference to the denotation of the verbal root,

and sometimes with reference to the Bhdvand, while at times, through proxi-

mity, with reference to both ;
in any case they are never used to express

the particular forms of any of these. Because the Bhnvand or the sig-

nifioation of the verbal affix, that is cognised in the case of a conjugatioual

affix, is never expressed, in the same form, by any other word. That is

to say, the word ^Bhdvand* signifies something that is a substantial

objective reality, in an accomplished form, as qualified by a particular

Gender and Number; and this is not what is signified by the conjngational

affix (the Injunctive f.i.), whoso denotation is entirely free from any

element of Gender or Number. Similarly too, with the denotation of

the verbal Root. For instance, the words * karoti,* ‘does,* and * bhdvaynti'

‘ accomplishes,* signify something entirely different from that which is

expressed by the conjngational affix; since that which is signified by
‘ karoti * and ‘ hhdvayati * is the Bhdvand that has doing and accomplishing

for its Instrument
;
and as this is not the form of the Bhdvand that is

signified in the case of the word ^ yajBta,* the two {^karoti* and the

Injunctive affix in ^yajeta*) cannot be said to be synonymous. And the

sentence * ydgSna bhnvayet should be explained, without taking into
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consideration the BhUvana that appears to be signified by the affix in the

word ‘ hhdvayH.' Consequently the sentence in question cannot be quoted

in support of the theory that * bhdvayati ’ or ‘ haroti
*

is synonymous with the

Injunctive affix in because the use of the sentence can be ex>

plained as based upon a certain degree of close proximity between the two
nnd not upon an absolute identity of meaning. Thus we conclude that

the Bhavana cannot be expressed by any other word.

As soon as the BhUvanH has been cognised, first of all there arises a
desire to know what the object of the Bhavana is

;
because the object is the

most important factor in it, and also because the object does not stand in need
of the desire for any other factor. And in every Bhavana that is endowed
with an Injunction, this Injunctiveness, even if previously cognised, is

not accepted, until the Bh&vanS^, as equipped with all its three factors,

is perceived to bo capable of being put into action. And before the Injunc-

tive character asserts itself, we must always recognise the fact that the

Tihdvana should be fully equipped with all the elements that make it

capable of being put into action. Any person that would do an act

intelligently, is never found to bo engaging in any action, unless he is

fully cognisant of a certain desirable result that would follow from it.

This desirable result too is never sought for anywhere else besides the

object to be accomplished (by the BhUvana)

;

because there is nothing

more important than such a result, that could be the object to bo ac-

complished.

Thus then, if in any BhUvana^ the object to be accomplished were some-

thing different from that which is desirable to the agent, then no Agent

would bo found to be engaging in any activity towards the fulfilment of such

an object; and as such the very promptive potency of the Injunctive affix

would become thwarted. Hence it is that, though the denotation of the Root

iyaj), as related to the Injunctive through the fact of being expressed by

a part of the same word as the Injunctive, comes forward to supply the

factor of the object of the Bhavanfi,—yet, on account of its inherent incapa-

bility (due to its not being something desirable by the Agent), it is set

aside. (I) Because mere proximity is not the sole ground of any relation-

ship,—the most important grounds being those of Capability^ Mutual Want^

&c., as we shall speak of later on. (2) Because all that the word ^yajBta'

directly denotes is the mere relationship between the denotation of the

root ‘yt/y * and the BhdvanR (signified by the Injunctive affix)
;
and it ex-

presses nothing with regard to the former entering into any of the three

elements of the latter. That is to say, the potency of the word having

ceased with the denotation of the Relationship, the matter, as to the en-

tering of anything into the three elements of the Bhdvand, should be

decided on the sole ground of capability. And inasmuch as the denotation
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of tlio Root is not found to be capable of being related as the Object,

-—on account of this factorbeing supplied by the Injunctive character, which,

being expressed by the same Affix, is by far the most proximate (to the

Bhnvand),— we must conclude that it must be related in the shape of

another factor (that of the Instrument), (3) The Affix can never serve

the purpose of prompting towards the Object itself, inasmuch as the Agent
always knows what is desirable for him, (and it is only in the matter of the

particular means, &c., that he needs a prompting). That is to say, it is only

in cases wliere the activity of the Agent is dependent upon Scriptural In-

junctions, that we seek for Proximity or Non-proximity (as pointing out

the various elements of the BlinvanSt), The Object to be accomplished,

liowcvor, in the shape of Heaven, Cattle, Offspring, Landed property, &c.,

are such as are already known as desirable, without any Scrip! ural In-

structions to the e&ot. Hence as soon as there arises a desire to know
what is the object of the BhdvanU, wo at once recognise, oven before wo
come across any scriptural text, that it is a certain Object desired by the

Agent; and all that remains to be known is the particular Object so

desired
;
but this particular object too is not in the shape of somethiug to he

accomplished, but only as the object of the particular Bh*lvand in question.

Hence it is that the element in question is supplied by Heaven, &c
,
which,

though at a distance from the word, is yet found to bo the most capable of

the said relationship. As for the relationship of the denotation of the

Root, any acceptance of this as the Object, would be accepting something

not required in the case at all
;
and as such the very potency of the In-

junction being thwarted, there would bo an inevitable contradiction of the

(^rati. (4) Further, that alone,—which has been recognised as the nomi-

native agent of the action of being, either in the same or another sontenco,

—can have the character of the Object (of the Bhdvantl)
;
and, as a matter

of fact, in the case in question,’ the denotations of the Root, &c., arc not

cognised as having any connection with the action of being

;

while Heaven,

&c., found in connection with the word * desiring,* are actually perceived

to be connected with the action of being. Because the desire in the mind
of the man is in the form ‘ May Heaven he mine,*—where Heaven is dis-

tinctly cognised as the nominative of being

;

and it is for this reason that

it is accepted to supply a desideratum, something to bo brought about,

of the BhUvanSi,

The object of the Bhdvand having been thus ascertained, there arises

a de.sire to know its Instrument—by what Moans it is to bo accomplished.

And it is always the * ydga,* ‘Sacrifice’ (denoted by the root ^ynji' in

^yajefa*) that is recognised as the Instrument; (1) because the action of

the Agent depending upon the scriptural Instruction, wo cannot hut seek

after what is pointed out by Proximity, &c., as appearing in the text in

62
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qiicafcion (and tlio root is always the raoflfc proxinmte to the Affix) ;
(2f^

because Capability or Incapability too ean not be recoguibed by any other

means of right notion, save tho text itself; (3) because it ie only the

* sacrifice,* the recognition whereof as the Instrument is not incompatible

with the tenor of tho Injunction
; (4) because there is no ground for reject-

ing tho denotation of the root (yaji), that presents itself, as tho lustru^

ment, through its close Proximity to the In-junctivc Affix; ajidr (5) be-

cause, as a matter of fact, no Bhavan&oi a particular result is possible with-

out tTio agency of that which is denoted by a verbal root. Though ther

‘ Sacrifice itself is not an accomplished fact, yet, it can accomplish the

Result, after it has itself boon accomplished by means of its own particular

Instrument. And it rs a fact of nature that everything in tho world is,

at one time, in an inaccomplrshed shape, and at another time, in a fully

accomplished state. The accaraplishmciit too (of tho sacrifice) is of no parti-

cular use, prior to tho action of the Scriptural Injunction
;
because the

only use that the accomplishment of the Instrument has is at the time

of tho fulfilment of its particular result. And inasmuch as the Instru-

mentality (of sacrifice) is actually found to be extending over all the three

periods of time, there is nothing very incongruous in speaking of the

eacrifi(30 (even while unaccomplished) as the Instrument (of tlie BhUvanH),

For these reasons, tho Instrumentality must he adnnttod to belong

to the sacrijicoy &o. But inasmuch as the Result appears at a time

very remote from that of the performance of the sacrifice, the Instru-

mentality of this latter could not bo possible, except through the interven-

ing agency of tho Apurva

;

it is for this reason that the words denoting

actions are said to bring about tho recognition of tho Aj)tirva. And thus

the moaning of tho Siitra might be this: Thone ‘ Karma-9abdas *

—

loonls

denotative of actions—ivliich are ‘ bhavartha,*

—

which serve the purpose of ac-

complishing the Bhavand—such as the roots ‘ yaji * and the like—lead tis to

the cognition of the agency of the A^tUrva,

Ohjection

:

“ (1) In accordance with the rule above laid down in con-

nection with tho relationship of the Object and the Instrument, it would
** scorn that the Bhdvand could bo signified by only such conjugational
“ affixes as appear in connection with transitive Verbs; that is to say, tlie

“ factor of the object being supplied only by such entities ns are tho most
“ desired (which is the definition of the OhjecHve)^ no intransitive verb
‘‘ could over have anything to do with such an object. (2) Or, all tlie

“ Verbs would become transitive (if wo admit the relationship of all verbs
with such objects.) (3) Or, lastly, it must be admitted that there is

no Bhdvnnd signified in tho ense of intransitive verbs.*'

This, however, does not effect our position
;
because the objective of

tho denotation of the root, as found in the case of Transitive Verbs, is
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sometliing entirely different from that which is i^fen’ed to by the denota-

tion of the Affix. For instance, in the case of sucli transitive Verbs as

* odanam pacatC * cooks the rice,* ‘ grdmam gticchati,' ‘ goes home,’—the objec-

tive of the root-meaning is entirely different from that of the Bhdvanfi.

Though it often happens that the objective of tlie root-meaning itselibecomes

^Iso the objective of the Bhdvand,—the meaning of the sentence being

* pdhena odanam accomplishes the riceby rae^s of cooking;’—yet

it is often that the Bhdva^id, as accompanied by the root- moaning together

with its own particular objective, has anIhdopendent objective of its own,

—

the moaning of the sentences in this case being— ^ odanapalcena grdmagama*-

nena vd svdrtham hlimayatl,' ‘one seeks to fulfil his desired end by means
of the cooking of the rice, or by going to his homo.’ Thus tlien, tho

Objective of the Bhdvatid is found to bo recognised, after tho root- meaning,

only as something to be acquired (and to be accomplished)
;
and as such

though it happens to be covered over by the meaning of another root Kama,'

-desiring), yet it is always recognised as the objective of the Bhdvand

;

and
this peculiar relationship of the Bhdvand and its objective is, in many cases,

mentioned by tho word ^Kama ’ (to desire). For instance, oven in the case

of intransitive verbs—such as the verba ‘ Asa' to sit, and * Ci ’ to lie down,

—

we have such sentences as ‘ snhhakdma dsita^' ‘ one desiring comfort should

sit down,’ and Svdsthyakdmo (flayita' * one desiring health should lie clown.’

And though these two roots are intransitive ones, yet there is always a

factor oE ‘ karoti ’ * does,’ or * accomplishes,’ signified by the particul.ar Affix ;

and it is oE this ‘ karoti' (transitive) that Comfort, &c., are cognised to be

tho objective. And this * karoti ’ being alwayrs transitive, even in tho

case of the conjugational affixes appearing in connection with Intransitiv^>

Verbs, there is always a certain co-extonsiveness between tho signification

of tho particular root and that of the word ‘ karoti;' as wo actually fitid,

tliC questions—* Kih-kair)ti,' * what is ho doing ? ’—answered by ‘ dstS,
* he is sitting,’ ‘ oete,* * ho is lying down ;

’ and thus oven in the case of

these roots we find the Bhdvand having a definite objective (though the roots

are intransitive). As a matter of fact, oven in the case of tho transitive

verb * yaji,' to sacrifice, though tho veal object is the Deity to whom tho sacri-

fice is offered, yefe tho objective of tho Bhdvand is something entirely

different, in the shape of Offspring, Heaven, Cattle, and tho like. Thus
then, in the case of Transitive, as well as in that of Intransitive Verbs, wo
have such sentences as 'dsanena hhdvayU sukham,* ‘one should seek to

accomplish his pleasure by sitting down. ’

Question: “What then would bo the difference between Transitive

and Intransitive Verbs.”

Reply : In a case whore the root-meaning is always directly concerned

with a certain objective, the root is Transitive
;
whereas in a case where
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the couiicction with an objective is only indirect, through the medium of

the Bhdvanii^ the root is Intransitive. For instance, in the case of the root

to sit, to lie doivn, the objective is not always definitely cognised
;
and as

such they are spoken of as Intransitive; whereas the roots to cooky <&c. ;

are always accompanied by an objective, which is directly connected with

it, through the actions of Boftening^ &o.

;

and as such these are spoken of

as Transitive, Buf^his does not make any difEerence between the two kinds

of roots, when referring to a Bhdvand,

The Bhdvand then having its two factors—of the Objective and the

Instrument—duly supplied, there arises a desire to learn the process of this

Instrumentality ;
as without a certain process of action no real Instrumenta-

lity is possible. And then, Sense-Perception, &o., not being found

to be capable of helping tho Bhdvand in any way, a cognition of the

Process depends entirely upon the Scripture ;
and as such for a due cogni-

tion of this, we must take our stand upon Proximity, &c. (of the Verbs

occurring in the Scriptural Injunction) ;
and when this is not possible, tho

Process is pointed out by some other means;—either (l)directly by scrip-

tural Injunctions, or (2) indirectly by the particular Implications of the

generic Injunction, (3) or by the Apparent Inconsistency of an entirely

transccndontal help (required in the case).

Thus, being duly equipped with all its three factors, the BhdvanS be-

comes capable of being accomplished; and as such it becomes the object

of an Injunction. And because tho Bhdvafid is enjoined, it is on account

of the Apparent Inconsistency of this, that we have tho Injunctions of

sacrifice, <fec., (as forming the factors of the said Bhdvand), And thus tho

Sutra becomes duly established.

Says the Bhdshya:— There are certain KarmagahdaSy &c.,” And
though the proper words to be cited as examples were ‘ ydga^ ^ yajana^ &c.,

yet the Bhashya has cited the words * CyBna,* &o., which are accomplished

as such only through their co-extensiveness with the aforesaid words ;
and

the words * QyBnn,' &c., are easily recognisable as Karmagahdas, because of

their denoting certain actions occurring after the Injunction of such instru-

ments as those of the ‘ ydga* sacrijicey &c.
; and thus these are dependent

upon something else,—it being absolutely impossible for an independent

word to be spoken of as ^ bhdvagahda* (and as such there is nothing

incongruous or tautological in the sentence ^bhdvarthdh karmagahddh*).
Specially as the * ydgay * sacrifice,’ &o., by themselves, are capable of being

inferred to be ‘ bhnvdrtha*

There are certain ‘ hhdvdrtha ’ words that are not ‘ Karma(;abdas,*

And ill this connection the proper examples to cite were * bhdvaytt
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JcuryGty^ &c.
;
but the BMshg^a cites the words ‘ hhnti,^ &c., which signify

the action of that which is prom\vt€d

;

and as such they are not capable of

being cited as instances of ‘ hJiHvafi^hai as explained above. And though

one of the words cited by the Bhash'y^a could, by taking it in the causal

sense, bo spoken of as ‘ hMvUrtha,* yet tii^e other two are not capable of such

constructions ;
though these latter also can"^ have their denotation split up

into two parts—one part being the action of tli^ Prompter and another that

of the Prompted
;
and with reference to the natter, they can be spoken

of as ‘ hhavartha

;

’ and it is for this reason thalNihe Bhashya has cited

them. Or, it may be that, in accordance with the \nterpretation in the

following 8utra, the purpose of the Bhdvand, may be^^ken as served by
only a partial signification (only that of the action of 6ei^^)

;
and hence

even though the words in question do not signify the whole ofVhe BhUvanft,

yet they can be spoken of as ‘ bhdvdrtha*

Question: “Why should not these {^hhavartha words') be tepoken

“ of as Karmngahdas^ when all verb-roots are called Karmagahdas ?
"

Answer: An undefined generic action (that of being) being incapabto

of being performed, such words cannot be spoken of as Karmagahdas,

And hence it is that it is only such verbal roots, as denote particular

actions, that are recognised as Karmagahdas ; and hence the question does

not affect our position.

If the ivords ‘ Cy^na^' ‘
<fec., (names of sacrifices) were directly

related to the particular results (mentioned in the sentence ‘ ^ySnSniihhU

^aran yajBta^' &c.), then the Sacrifice itself would not have any instru-

m'^ntal agency in the accomplishment of the results; and then the words
‘ Qy^na' &c., could not be taken as Names ; because it is only because of the

co-ordination of the Instrumental Sacr^ce with the words &c.,

that these latter are taken as names

;

and then these words would have to

be taken as laying down materials for the sacrifices (which has been

shown above to be absolutely untenable). It is for this reason that the

Bhdshya has said—‘ When we have the present Adhikarana, etc., etc.* (That
is to say, when, according to the present Adhikarana, the Sacrifice is taken

as the Instrument of the Bhdtvand, then the ‘ Cyena

'

cannot but be taken

as a mere Name of the sacrifice).

It may be asked why the fact of the sacrifice being the Instrument
of the Bhdvand was not ascertained on the previous ocension. But the

reason was that the particular fact has no connection with the subject-

matter of the former AdJiyffya, which treats only cf the means of knowing
Dharma. Then there is the question— why should not the fact of ‘ Cyena ’

&c., being names of sacrifices have been left to be treated of on the present
occasion ? But the reason of this is that this fact has no connection with the
Marks of Difference (among Actions), which forms the subject-matter of
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the prosont Adhyoija, Therefore the fcreatrn^jnt of the two facts must be

accepted in their present order of sequone^.

Says the BhSshya — ‘ Na caishamax thinly Ac/; and this refers to the

word mentioning the Result; i.e., tlie mention of the Result has no direct

concern with the word * OitrayS*

Says the BhUnhya :—
* Vvfjihhaktikahfit;' and this may mean — (1)

because of the disappearance of the Conjugaltonal affix that signifies the pecu-

liar relationship ; or (2) because of the presence of the particular Declensional

affix which signifies an arj^omplislied entity. For these two reasons, the words
* Citrd,* Ac., that denote certain substances, can have no connection with the

particular resulta mentioned
;
ns has been declared — ‘ The relationship

of the means^nd the object always rests in the Bhdvanli ; and hence the

said relatioig^^ip could never be accomplished without an affix denoting

the BhSva^id,'

/kutra (2): Objection But Bliava forms the meaning of

words.”

/ ** Wo cannot admit of the fact of the Ap)Urva being expressed by the
** Affix, or by the Root by itself directly

;
and as for expressing it in-

directly, this can be equally done by the Noun also.

That is to say, if it were held that the Apiirva can bo expressible only

‘‘by that which denotes the Bhdmnil^ or by the root alone by itself,

“ independently of the Affix, then, the theory that it is expressed by Nouns
“ would have been untenable. As a matter of fact, however, just as the

“ root, expressed by the Affix is capable of denoting the instrumentality (of

“ the Apurra), indirectly through the agency of the Bhavand, so also is the

“ Noun
;
and as such there is no difference in the two theories.^’

Sutra (3) : Reply : Such words, on the utterance whereof
the forms of the objects denoted are directly cognised, are Nouns;
and as such these do not stand in need of anything else, on account

of their being self-sufficient in regard to their denotation.

It has been already shown above that when the Apurva is expressed by

any one factor of the sentence, all else becomes subsidiary to it
;
and we

are now going to show the difference in the very characters of the different

words themselves.

For instance, we cannot admit of a distinct Dharma being mani-

fested witli each w'ord of a sentence ;
because tliat would necessitate the

admission of many transcendental agencies; and we have yet to show

that the Noun can have no direct relationship with the result of the

sacrifice. That is to say, wlien the particular transcendental agency is held

to be accomplished by any one word of ‘^he sentence, all else is very rightly
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taken as accomplishing corfcain visible results and thereby becoming sub-

sidiary to the former ; and this theory appears to be the simplest under
the circumstances. If, however, for the sake of making the latter subsi-

diary to the former, we have got to assume other transcendental results to

follow from these, then it would bo very much simpler to hold all tbe
words to bo equally related to the Result

; nor will this entail the trouble
of assuming diverse relationships in the sentence.

Now then, if the Noun be held to bo directly related to the Result,

wo would have to call, to the aid of the former, the signification of the
Root. This signification of the root, however, being self-sufficient, could

no!: bring any visible belp to the denotation of the Noun which is an
accomplished entity

;
nor does this latter stand in any need of such visible

help
; because the denotation of the noun is recognised as a fully

accomplished entity, at the very time of its being uttered
;
and because

that of which it is said to stand in need (riJ., the Sacrifice as signified

by the Root) is yet to bo accomplished.

The word ^*prayoya** in the Sutra, means that xoith regard to which
the word is used, i.e., the object denoted by it

;
and it is through this that

there is a recognition of the accomplished form of the denotation of the

word.

The form of the Action is said to bo perishable, only with a view to

point to the fact of that form not having yet appeared
;
specially as even

when the action has been accomplished, inasmuch as it is extremely

transitory in its character, it always stands in need of repeated accom-

plishments.

Tehhyah paraJcdUkshd ,—This may be explained (1) as that these Nouns
do not stand in need of anything else that would servo as their primary

—

in this case it being necessary to supply the words ^navidyatB; *

or (2)

tl^e need for anything else is far away from these.

“ How ” ? The reply is ‘ hhutatvilt '—that is to say, because of theso

being accomplished entities
;
this has been added only with a view to

show the real character of things
j
which serves as a reason for the view

held by the Sutra,

Sutra (4): Such words, on whose utterance the objects

denoted are not found to exist, are Verbs
; hence it is by means of

these that the Apurva is cognised
; because of the object being

dependent.

It is always the denotation of the root, as contained in the Verb,

that is cognised as something to he accomplished

;

and when this is hold to

be connected directly with the Result, the Noun must be taken as serving

only a visible purpose.
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That is to say, from its very character, tlio denotation of the Root is

cognised as something to he accomplished

,

which latter is distinctly specified

by such roots as form parts of particular verbs. Hence when such a
denotation of the Root is laid down as the moans to a Distinct Result, in-

asmuch as the former itself is something yet to he accomplishedy it stands

in need of an Instrument
;
and what the Noun does is to lay down either

the accessories of the sacrifice (denoted by the Root), or to appear only ns

the Name of a particular sacrifice ; or do both
;
and thereby it becomes

subsidiary to the denotation of the Root.

Objection

:

“ If you hold it to appear as tho Name, then, inasmuch
“ as the word that appears as the Noun would also be something to be
“ accomplished, this too would be equal in all respects to tho denotation

“ of tho Root.”

Reply : Not so : (1) Because if the Name be held to bo directly con-

nected with tho Result, it would only bo taken as an Accessory ; and as

such an accomplished entity (and this would strike at its very character

of the Name). And (2) because though the denotation of the root has

the character of something to he accomplishedy yet when it happens to bo

expressed by a Noun, it is always cognised as an accomplished entity, ex-

actly like any ordinary substance.

That is to say, though tho denotation of tho Root is in the form of

something to he accomplished^ yet whenever it happens to bo mentioned by

a Noun, it is always accompanied by distinct notions of Gender and Num-
ber, and as such a fully accomplished entity. And it is a rooognised fact

that the syntactical needs of words depend upon tho particular verbal

expression, and not upon tho real state of things described ; hence it

must bo admitted that such a need belongs to tho Root, and not to tho

Noun.
“ Because of the object being dependenty^'—this serves to point out the

difference between tho Noun and the Verb, as based upon the degrees of

proximity to tho words. In connection witli the BhavanH,—which has the

character of a particular activity of the person concerned—this person

requires a certain relationship of tho denotation of the Root
;
and as there

is no reason for sotting aside this fact, there is no need of the mention of

the Noun
; and this is a sufficient ground of difference.



ADHIKARANA (2).

[The Existence of Apurva.]

The above discussion, as to the means of the comprehension of the

Apurva

f

has presupposed the existence of tlie Apurva itself
;
but inas-

much as its existence is not generally accepted, the next sutra is introduced

with a view to establish the existence of the ApUrva.

Sutra (5) : There is an Apurva
;
because of the Injunction.

Inasmuch as sacrifices have been laid down for the purpose of certain

definite results, to follow after the lapse of a long time,—such deferred

fruition of the Action would not bo possible, unless there was an inter-

vening agency of the Apurva. That is to say, the Apparent Inconsis-

tency of the relationship of sacrifices and such results as the attainment of

Heaven, <&c., laid down in the Veda,—points to the fact that the existence

of the Apurva also is laid down in the Veda itself
;
and as such it is quite

authoritative.

Some people—notably the author of the Vrtti on the Sutras—thinking

themselves to be exceptionally clover, seek to disprove the Apurva in the

following manner. And this serves as the

PiJRVAPAKSHA (1) of the Adhikarana.

Being not amenable to either of the first five means of right no-
“ tion, the ApUrva must be admitted to be amennblo to the sixth—Negation.
“ That is to say, the first five means of right notion—Sense-perception

“and the rest—servo the purpose of giving ideas of certain things; con-

“ sequontly an object which is not amenable to any of these, cannot but be

“accepted to bo non-existent, being amenable to the sixth means of right

“notion—Negation. And, as a matter of fact, none of the former five

“ are found to be applicable to the Apurva
;
and hence, being totally foreign

“ {A~purva) to the means of right notion, it is a non-entily, and as siicli the

“ name ‘ Apurv?, ’ is quite proper for it.

63
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“(1) The Apiirva is not cognised by meuns of Sense-perception, ber^

“ cause not being of the nature of the objects of Sense,—Colour, &q .,—it

** cannot bo cognised by n>eans of the eye, Ac.

“ (2) Nor is it cognisable by means of Inference ; because it has never
“ been found to bo actually concomitant with any characteristic mark
“ (that could serve as the middle term of the Inferential Syllogism); as

“ a matter of fact, no relationship—either general or particular—has ever
“ been cognised, with regard to the Apurva

;
and we have also shown

“ above that Inference is never able to prove the mere existence of objects.

“(3) We do not know of any word or sentence denotative of the

“ Afurva ; and hence it cannot be held to bo an object of verbal cog-

nition. And as for its cognition being baaed upon the Veda, this

‘‘could be possible, only if it w’ere expressed by either a Word or a
“ Sentence. And as a matter of fact, there is no word that is directly

“ expressive of tlio Apurva, As for the word Apurva itself, it only

“ expresses the true state (non-existent) of any such thing
; and as

such denies its existence totally. And as a rule, words cannot apply to

“a thing not cognised by any other means of cognition; as it has
“ already been shown that the Word itself is not an independent means of

“ noiiou. And as for the Sentence, it cannot serve as the means of cogni-

“ sing the Apurva; for the simple reason that the sentence is totally

“ incapable of expressing any such thing as an Apurva
;
because wliat is

“ expressed by a sentence is either the identity or difference, or some
“ sort of relationship between any two or more obj,octs

;
while as a

“ matter of fact, there are no such objects, of which the Apurva could

•'bo either the identity or difference or any other relationship. Though
“ for the cognition of difference among objects, the Sutra lays down
“ such means as Different TVorefc, &c., and Direct Assertion, &o,,—yet
“ these also are applicable only to the differentiation or usage of such
“ objects as have a ntitural existence of their own and they cannot

“serve to point out the existence of anything; and as such they cannot
“ servo as the means of cognising the Apurva, And as for Indirect Im-
“ plication {AtidSga')^ this cannot apply to anything that has not been
“ cognised by means of Direct Assertion. And further, the whole of the
“ Veda treating of mere Injunctions and Prohibitions, it is never found
“ to point out the existence of objects j and hence there can be no scrip-

“ tural authority for the ApUrva,

“ (4) That which has never been seen, and hence anything similar
“ to which has never been seen, can never form the object of Analogy. In
“ fact, being never perceived, the Apurva could be held to bo analogous
“ only to non-entities, like the hare’s horns, which also are never per-
“ ceivedr
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** (5) T3von Apparenf. Inooaftisioncy does not show that thore actually

any such tinner as Apurva^ because the relationship of the Sacrifice

^‘nnd its Result is capable of other explanations.

“That is to say, (a) as for the Apparent Inconsistency of something

“actually seen, this can be sliown to be as irrelevant here as in the case

“of the proving of the existence of Dharma, That is^ as a proof of the

^‘existence of DJuzrma, people bring forward the fact of there being dis-
** crepancios in the coTiditions of diffoi'ent people

; but this discrepancy is

^‘otherwise explicable,—being held to be duo to the nature of the
“ individuals concerned

;
in the same manner, the relationship of the Sacri-

fice with ils results being otherwise explicable, it cannot point to any
“auch thing as the Apiirva. {b) As for tho Apparent Inconsistency of

“ something that has been directly asserted, this applies only to such cases

where the Inconsistency is perceptible. In tlie present case, however,

W0 have to deal with something that is assumed
;
and certainly any

“ such thing cannot bo said to bo inconsistent with something else. For

instance, when it is said that the material to be offered should be cut out by
** the Sruva^ it is distinctly perceptible that such materials as Meat, Cake
“ and tho like are incapable of being cut by it

;
and as the general direc-

^*tionis applicable to these latter also, the direction is interpreted as that it

is only the cutting out of liquids^ or semi-liquids, that is to be done by the

Qruva. And this assumed interpretation is not inconsistent with anything ",

“ because it does not entail the rejection of something directly laid down and
“ the assumption of something not so laid down. As for the Apurva, it

“ can never be conceived of as tho means to a result ;
and as such it can-

not be urged that from among various means to the Result, all others

“ being inapplicable to tho case in question, it is tlie Apurva alone that

can be accepted as the means, by the Law of ParigB^a (Alternatives).

“ And further, if the mere fact of the inapplicability of other means

were to serve as tho sole ground for the application of the said Law of

“ Alternatives, why cannot we assume tho Horns of the Hare to bo tho

“ means in question ? That is to say, the mere fact of the absence of any
“ other cause, cannot justify the assumption of Apurva being tho neces-

“ sary means
;
because the reason would be equally applicable to tho

“ agency of the * hare’s horns ’ as well.

“ And, further, if the Apurva be held to be something brought about

by the Sacrifice, then that would mean a rejection of the Heaven, which

“ is the directly assorted objective of the Sacrifice, and the assumption

“ of a thing not so asserted. And secondly, if the Apurva be held to bo
“ the means to the particular Result, that would mean the rejection of tho

Sacrifice, which is the directly asserted moans to the Result, and the

assumption of something not so declared. And there is no third
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“ (jhuractor that could bo attributed to the Apurva, Consequently, ort

“ the strength of the Scripture, it must be held that the Result follows
“ directly from the Sacrifice.

“If it be asked—how can the Sacrifice, being itself immediately
“ destroyed, bring about the result ?—all that we have to say, in reply,
“ is that, when such an effectiveness is mentioned in the Scriptures, why
“ should it bother your head ? For certainly, what is your authority for
“ holding that the long-standing (^Ajpurva, left by the Sacrifice) brings
“ about the Result ? If it bo a law that it is only long-standing causes
“ that can bring about any effects, then why should it not be held that the
“ Results are brought about by the Akaga^ and such eternal things ? If it be
“ urged that, ‘ wo assume the Result to bo brought about by tlie Apurva^
“ simply because that alono is capable of a continuous existence other

“than what is possible for that (Sacrifice) which is laid down as the
“

‘ means ’—then, it would be far more reasonable to assume the Result

“to follow from the Ak^gay&o.; but in this latter case, inasmuch as
“ the existence of these is universally recognised, you would have to as-

“ sume only their agency in the bringing about of tho Result j
where-

“ as in tho case of the ApUrva, you have got to assume everything,
“ beginning from its very existence, without any authority whatever.

“If you mean to say that, ‘the Result must bo brought about by
“ some such agency as has some degree of permanence, and is connected

with the Sacrifice (which cannot bo said of Akdga, &c. )*,—even then,
“ (1 ) it would be very much simpler to assume the Result to bo brought
“ about by tho Soul of the Sacrificer, which is connected with the Sac-
“ rifico, and is permanent. That is to say, the Sacrifice itself being tran-
“ sitory, if tho Result brought about by something connected with it

“ can be spoken of as brought about by the Sacrifice,—then certainly
“ it is very much simpler to assume that ifc is brought about by the soul
“ of the person who has performed the Sacrifice. (2) Or, tho destruction

“of tho Sacrifice could bring about the Result (all Destruction being per-
“ manent)

; and tho assumption of this agency would not require any
“ great effort on our part, inasmuch as it is correlative to tho Sacrifico whicli
“ is directly laid down in the Veda. That is to say, the Sacrifice itself

“being transitory, what we have to admit is that the Action itself is
“ destroyed

;
but on account of tbo truthfulness of the Scripture, its

“ Result is sure to follow at some other time. And it is a rule that that which
“ leads to the cognition of something else is the means to this latter

; and
“in tho case in question, wo find that it is t\\Q destruction of the action
“ that gives us an idea of the occurrence of the Result at some other
“ time

; and hence this Destruction must be admitted to be the means to
“ the Result.
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** It may be urged that; a non-entity is never lield to be an effective

agent. But in reply to this, wo ask—where have you come across that

“ effective agency of the ApUrva^ that you accept it in the present case ?

“ And when it becomes absolutely necessary to renounce the ordinarily

“ acknowledged character of the Means,—and we come to consider whether
“ we should assume the agency of the Apurva or that of Negation ,—it

‘‘ cannot but strike us that the assumption of the agency of Negation

“ which is accomplished in iiself, is far more reasonable than, and cannot
“ bo rightly given up in favour of, that of the agency of the Apurva,

“ which itself has got to be assumed.
“ And further, if the words of the Veda itself could express the fact

“ of the Result following at some other time, then alone could we, on the

strength of that, assume the intervening agency of something else.

“ That is to say, the Vedic Injunction is found to serve the purpose of

“ pointing out the relation between a certain Action and a Result
;
and no

“ mention is found therein of any other time
;
and hence from the nature

“ of Actions in general, wo would naturally assume the result of the Ac-
“ tion enjoined to follow immediately after it

;
why then should we, in

“ the first place, assume the result to occur at some other time, and then,

“ secondly, assume the intervening agency of the ApUrva ?

“ Here it may be urged that— * at the time that the Action is per-

formed, the Result is not found to appear immediately after it
;
and we

‘‘ are forced to the conclusion that the Result must follow at some other
“ time, and that the Apurva is the agent that intervenes between the perfor-

“ mauce of the Action and the appearance of the Result.’

“ But this is not correct
;

it is only after he has ascertained the pure
“ meaning of of the Scriptural Injunction that a person engages in the per-

“ formance of the Action enjoined
;
and after the Action has been performed,

“ he does not trouble himself with the meaning of the said Injunction.

“ That is to say, none that is ignorant of Vedic Injunctions is entitled to

“ the performance of any Sacrifice
;
and hence prior to the performance

“ of the Sacrifice, it is absolutely necessary for the performer to have
“ a full comprehension of all that is implied in the Injunctions, And
“as a matter of fact, at the time of this comprehension, there is not
“ the least idea of the fact of the Result of the Action not appearing at
“ the time of its performance. And that which, at the time of the com-
“ prehension of the Scriptural Injunction, has not been cognised as con-
“ taiued in the Injunction—how can it bo possible that it is always cog-
“ nised subsequently ?

“ Then again, inasmuch in the case of all men, wo find the Result
“ not appearing immediately after the Action—wo can attribute this fact

“ to some deficiency in the performer himself
;
and as such there is no
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“ Inconsistency in tho non-appearance of tlie Result, that could jnstify

“ the assumption of tho ApUrm. That is to say, we actually find a certain

deficiency (in the performer or in the performance of the Action), which
“ supplies the necessary explanation of the fact of the Result not appearing

immediately after the Action is performed
; and hence there can be no

‘‘ground for assuming an Apurva^ for the sake of tho appearance of tho
“ Result at some other time. Because the authority of Apparent Inconsis-

“ tency being equally applicable to both assumptions, it is more reason

-

“ abio by far to assume some such deficiency, even when any such be not

perceptible, than to assume an altogether unprecedented agency of tho

^ Apurva.
“ Nor can the ApUrva be assumed with a view to the appearance of

‘^Results during future lives. Because Heaven and Hell consisting of only

“ Pleasure and Pain, respectively, these two are actually experienced by the

person during this very life, immediately after the performance of actions*

“ That is to say, there arc no Heaven and Hell either in tho shape ex-

“ tremes of Pleasure and Pain, or in the shape of certain well-defined

“ localities,—so that these could not he experienced during the present life

;

“ specially as if those were transcendental, we could not have any longing for

“ or aversion to them
; and as for the ordinary pleasures and pains, these

“ appear immediately after tho performance of the Action
;
and so there is

no difference in the case of such results, that could justify an assumption
** of the Apurva,

“ Further, in the case of Prohibitions, tho declaration of the Scripture
**

is not found to bring about an ApUrva ;
and hence any Apurva proceeding

“ from an infringement of the Prohibitions could not have the authority

“of tho Scriptures. That is to say, in tho case of the sentence—‘the

“ Brahmana should not be killed,’ what is declared by the Scripture is

“ that one should desist from such killing
; and such desisting cannot bring

“ about any result at any other time ;
and as such this does not stand in

“ need of tho assumption of an Apurva, Of the killing of the Brahmana,
“ however, the result is the fall into Hell

;
and if this Result could be

“ made tho ground for assuming an Apurva to be produced by such killing^

“inasmuch as the killing is not enjoined in the Veda, the Apwrra in ques-

‘Hion would bo brought about by an ordinary (non-Vcdic) action
;
and as

“ such it could not he said to rest upon the authority of tho Veda. And
“ even if such an Apurva wore assumed, being itself without any action,

“ it could not be capable of carrying the body of tho person to any other

“ place, at some other time
;
and thus too it would be absolutely useless.

“ Nor is it possible for the Apurva to have any substratum ; because
“ the substratum of the action itself is the sacrificial Cake, and such other

“ things appertaining to the sacrifice
;
und all these are destroyed with
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**
tlio Actinn ;

and noUiing apart fi*om such sub«fci a(a of tho Action could

“ servo as the substratum of tho connected Apurva.

“ Tlie saruo argunioiits apply also to the rejection of tho Subsidiary

“ Apurvas, And furthor, if tho Subsidiary Apurvas be held to lead to tho

“ Principal Apiirva at. a disbinoe, then the subsidiaries not being directly

related to the Principal Action, they could not servo an}’ useful purpose.

“ That is to say, even if wo assume a subsidiary Apurva, this could not bo
** of any use, unless related to tho Principal Action. Nor is it possible for

“ it to fall in with either the Principal Action itself or its Apurva^ because

“ of the immaterial character of these.

As for the particular result that is said to accrue to the substance

—

“ Corn, for instance—through its being washed ;—oven this ends w’th
“ that result

;
and as such not moving any further, it could not in any

“ way help tho Principal Apurva in bringing about the main Result of the
“ Principal Action.

“ If the Subsidiary ApUrvas were held to inhere in the soul of the
“ sacrificer, then, in that case they would become included in a purpose
“ desired by the agent

;
and as such it would lose its character of being

“ subsidiary to the Action.

“ And further, inasmuch as all subsidiary actions are mentioned
“ simultaneously by a sitigle sentence, all the subsidiary ApUrvas would ac-

“cord their help simultaneously; but no such simultaneous action is pos-

“ sible unless they are related to one another
; as a matter of fact, bowoveiv

“ there is no ground for any such relationship. Tho same arguments apply

“to the simultaneous action of the Principal ApUrvas towards the comple-
“ tiou of the Result. Therefore we conclude that on account of the more
“ fact of its being performed, the Principal Action produces the Result in

“ the Man, and the subsidiary Actions bring about their results in the
“ Principal Action.

“ Nor again is it possible for tho Apurva to be either produced or manU
^^fested.

“ Because it could not be produced all at once, by a number of actions
“ that appear one after tho other

;
and being devoid of constituent parts

“ it could not be believed to he produced in any sequential order. And
“ hence it can never be said to bo produced.

“Nor can it bo manifested ; because a manifestation is possible only
“ through sorao sort of an effect produced upon the sense-organs, or the
“ objects of sense, or both of these ; whereas we do not find any such effect

“ to be produced by Sacrifice, &c. That is to say, all manifestations are
“ brought about by moans of tlie effect produced upon ono of the afore-

“ said throe (tho sense, tlie object, or both)
;
and hence iu the case in

“ question, it becomes necfssary to assume another such effect (Sanskdra),
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“ Then again, for the flake of this last, wo have to assume another Sans-

^^kara; and hence this theory cannot be said to have any authority. If the

“ Apurva wore perceived after tlie performance of the Action, then we
“ could speak of its being manifested (because it is only that which exists

“ that can be manifested),—and that too, if there wore some authoritative

‘‘means of cognising its existence. As a matter of fact, however, none of

“ these two contingencies exist. Consequently, we conclude that there is

“ no such thing as Apurva^ and that the present Sutra does not treat of

“any such thing; hence the said interpretation of the Sutra cannot be

“ accepted as correct.**

To all this, wo make the following reply :

SIDDHANTA.

The peculiar kind of Apurva that you have reared up in your own
imagination, to have a tangible body, is nothing to us, and ns fluch a refu-

tation of that need not trouble us at all. For the simple reason that tho

Apurva that we hold is not what you have refuted, but we mean by it a

certain capability in the Principal Action or in the Agent, which did not

exist prior to the performance of the action, and which is duly phased upon

tho authority of the Scriptures, Before the Principal or the Subsidi-

ary actions are performed, men are incapable of reaching fleaven, and

the Principal Sacrifices are incapable of bringing about their results.

And it must be admitted that both these incapabilities—one in the agent

and another in the Principal Action—are set aside by the duly performed

Principal and Subsidiary sacrifices, which then produce a certain capability

in them. Because unless the said capability bo produced the Actions remain

as good as unperformed. And it is this capability, in tlie Agent or in the

Principal Sacrifice, that is called, in our philosophy, the ‘ Apurva*
You have urged that the Apurva is not cognisable by any of tho re-

cognised means of right notion, Sense-perception and the rest. This is

true
;
inasmuch as tho only means of cognising the AptirvG, is the Apparent

Inconsistency of something mentioned in the Veda; and hence your
argument does not quite affect our position. Specially because wo also

hold only such Apparent Inconsistency to be tho means of knowing tho

Apurva ; and inasmuch as this Apparent Inconsistency forms a part of

Verbal Testimony, our sole authority for the Apurva is the Scripture itself.

That is to say, there are certain Vedic passages which declare that

attainment of Heaven proceeds from tho sacrifice, and that the subsidiary

sacrifices, the Prayaja and the rest, impart a help to the Principal Sacrifice

;

and ou account of such passages it must bo admitted that these actions.
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whether destroyed or not, have a certain potency for brinp^ing about the

results mentioned in the said passap^es; specially as no effects can be

produced by an entity that is devoid of all potency.

Now then, we must admit the said potency to belong to the

Sacrifices, after they have been performed. Because all actions being

transitory, it is not possible for even a single action to exert a simultaneous

influence upon the Result; how then can this be possible in the case of

many actions ? That is to say, when the action is taken in hand, inasmuch

as it is made up of many momentary parts, it is incapable of applying al

at once to any Result, and this becomes all the more impossible when the

Actions—suedi as the Darga^Purnamasa, etc.—are made up of many supple-

mentary Actions. For instance, at the time that the Darga is performed,

there is no PurnamSsa

;

and by the time that the Purnamasa is pei’formed,

the Darga has long ceased to exist
;
and so also in the case of a single

sacrifice, at the time that the Agneya is performed, the Agnishomiya and

the Tlpfingu sacrifices do not exist
;
and when any one of these exist, the

other two do not
;
and thus no simultaneity is possible. Consequently if

the Darga Purnamdm, or any part of it, were to be destroyed, without

leaving behind any capability in the Agent, then they would be in the

same position as that which they had before their performance; and as

such any subsequent action not having any concomitance, either directly

or through some potency left behind, with the foregoing actions, such

perfoi'raance of the latter Principal Action would in no way differ from
this same Action, when performed alone by itself, without the foregoing

subsidiaries (as at the time of the bringing about of the final result it

would have, in both cases, to depend solely upon itselF)
;
and hence there

would not appear the Result, which is laid down as following from the

Principal Action as accompanied by the Subsidiary Actions
;
because

neither <he Parqa by itself, nor any other Action, has been laid down as the

means of that Result.

Even those who declare that the Result must always follow imme-
diately after the Action, will have to admit that the Result should

appear at the end of all the Actions concerned
;
and consequently, accord-

ing to them, Action performed last being the immediate precursor

of the Result would be the only means to the Result, all the others having

been long destroyed. If however all the Actions leave behind them certain

capabilities, called ‘ Apiirvas,’ then there being no use of the actual presence

of the Actions themselves, even when their physical forms have ceased to

exist, the functioiiing of the Result would have a simultaneity based upon
such capabilities

;
specially as it is o^y such simultaneity that is found to

be the basis of all usage. For instance, all objects are found to act their

parts, in all ordinary usage, only by means of their capabilities
; and hence

64
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tlie usage can be accomplished by means of the capabilities, even if tbe

physical form of the action exist at some other time and place. Even in

the case of ordinary actions of the world, when the Results of such actions

are found to appear at some other time, the said capability must exist
;
hut

this capability is not called ‘ Apurva.* That is to say, oven in the ordinary

world there are many such Actions as, Farming, Eating butter, and Study

&o., the Results of which are found to appear at some future time
;
end

inasmuch as these actions themselves cannot continue to exist till the

appearance of the result, we must admit the Result to be brought about

by certain potencies left behind them, which continue to exist all along.

But inasmuch as these actions do not appertain to the Veda, these capabi-

lities arc not called ‘ Apurvas,’

Thus then, before the action is performed, at the very time that the

Vedio In junction of the Action has been heard, we at once recognise the

Result therein mentioned to be capable of being brought about by the

due performance of many Subsidiary and Principal Actions
;
and having a

firm faith in the veracity of the Veda, we at once come to the conclusion that

all the various Subsidiary and Principal Actions must continue to have

some sort of an existence, up to the time of tbe actual appearance of tbe

Result
;
and inasmuch as vve iind the physical forms of these actions to

be destroyed as soon as they arc performed, we conclude that they can

have no existence, except in the shape of some sort of a capability left

behind.

It has been ui*ged that the assumption of the Apurva entails the rejec-

tion of that which is directly mentioned in the Veda, and the assumption of

something not so mentioned. But such is not the case
;
because as a matter

of fact, (1) either the Result may be said to bo brought about by the Sacri-

fice itself, through the said Capability, or (2) the Result itself may be said

to have been produced, immediately after the action, in the shape of a cer-

tain subtile potency.

(1) If the Result wore brought about by something totally uncon-

nected with the Sacrifice, then the said objection would apply to us. As
a matter of fact, however, that which is brought about by the potency left

behind in the Agent by the Sacrifice, is brought about by the Sacrifice

itself
;
specially as all Causes in the world, in the bringing about of their

particular results, stand in need of certain intermediate actions. (2) Or
conversely, all effects, in the shape of the Curd, &c., when appearing from

their causes, as Milk, &c., do not all at once appear in the thickened form

(of the curd)
;
in fact, in the interval (between the milk and tlie fully-

developed curd) the milk undergoes, at every step, various subtile modifi-

cations. In the same manner, a result, like Heaven, undergoes several

intervening modifications, in the shape of the Ap&rva, which is in the
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shape of a sprout (tlmt would blossom forth into the fully-developed

Heaven). And hence, in the appearance of this sprout-like Apiirva^ the

Heaven itself becomes produced
;
and in this case, all the time that inter-

venes between the determination to perform the sacrifice and the experi-

encing of the last iota of tlie Result, is counted as the Present, It has also

been declared elsewhere :
‘ When one says one should cook the food by

means of fuel, the action of burning is understood
;
and as soon as the

sprout has sprung up, it is taken for granted that the tree has grown.*

It has been urged above that before the Action has been actually

performed, there can be no idea of any such thing as the Apurva. But
this is not true

;
because all Means, either Vedic or of the ordinary world,

are known to bo transitory
;
and then unless there is some idea of the

permanence of some sort of a potency left behind by the Means, how could

such a Means bo enjoined in the Veda ? That is to say, unless we actually

recognise the fact that the potency left behind by the Means, whicli itself is

past and gone, subsists till the final accomplishment of the Result,—there

is no possibility of a transitory Action being enjoined
;
and hence it is

proved that the idea of the possibility of such a potency exists before the

Action is performed.

Nor can the Result be said to be brought about by the souls of the

persons that have performed the sacrifice
; because, in accordance with your

theory, there is no difference made in the soul, either by the performance

or the non-performance of the sacrifice. If the sacrifice were to dis-

appear without leaving any trace behind, then, being as good as not per-

formed, what would be the difference between the soul of the person that

has performed the sacrifice and that of one who has not performed it ?

Because the character of the soul exists equally in both
;
and the character

of the sacrifice too belongs equally to that which is performed and has

disappeared, and to that which is not performed. And as for the character

of the performer (of the sacrifice), it does not persist in the soul of the

person who is at some other time devoid of the action, and occupies an

altogether different position. Nor can it bo urged that the potency of the

Performer subsists
;
because the sacrifice being performed even before the

appearance of this potency (which appears only after the action has been

performed), it cannot be said to be any such cause of the Action as func-

tions by its very presence. And farther, if the Man (his soul) were the

means of the Result,—then the means of all Results, pleasant and as well as

unpleasant, being one and the same, all the Results would always be of one

and the same kind. And again, the character of having performed sacrifices

would inhere equally in one who has performed many sacrifices and one

who has performed only one
j
and then there would be no difference in the

results accruing to these two persons. And this argument would strike
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againsfc all those that perform many saorifices
;
specially because the verb

not signifying the performing agent, how could it be cognised that such

and such a person has the cliaracter of having performed many sacrifices.

For one who accepts the production of ApUrva, there is a distinct Apurva

for each action performed, and as such there would be no incongruity in

the multiplicity and multifariousness of Results.

And further, among the subsidiaries also, if the soul of the performer

alone were the sole means to the end, tlien inasmuch as the traces left by

the subsidiaries, as performed along with one Principal Sacrifice, would

subsist in the soul of the performer at all times, there would be no per-

formance of the same subsidiaries, along with another sacrifice (in which

two they are laid down as to be performed separately). That is to say,

according to your theory, all the subsidiary sacrifices, the Prayaja and the

rest, being transient, there could be no proximity of the Result with the

physical forms of these, and consequently, the help that the subsidiaries

would accord to the Principal, must be done by the Performer; and this

help of the Principal too, in the absence of an Apurvat must accord its help

to the soul of the Performer himself; thus then, one who has performed the

subsidiary Pray^ja^ &c., in connection with the Principal Sacrifice, would

remain ever-endued with the aid accorded by these subsidiaries
;

and

hence—without performing these along with another sacrifice, which is

laid down as to bo performed exactly in the same way as the former Prin-

cipal Sacrifice,—he would attain its Result all the same
;
and so there

could bo no performance over again of these subsidiaries
; and in that case

there could be no room for such injunctions as that— ‘ during the Prayajas

one should offer the krshnala (a material laid down as the substitute of

the ordinary materials offered at the sacrifice in connection with one Prin-

cipal Sacrifice). Tt might be urged that—“ the times of the performance

of the two sets of sacrifices being different, the one performance of the

subsidiaries could not obviate the necessity of performing them over

again.” But the reply to this will be given under the Sutra ‘ ArthasydivU

hrtatvat ’ where it will be shown that the aid accorded by the performance

of the subsidiaries being held to be in the shape of the soul of the Per-

former, this aid would remain exactly the same, whether the object aided

be near at hand or at a distance; and that thus it would make no differ-

ence, even if the Principal Sacrifice to be performed were not quite proxi-

mate to the subsidiaries.

The above objections apply also to the theory that the Result pro-

'Ceeds from the Destruction of the Action. Because one who holds the

Result to follow from such Destruction could have no difference among the

Destructions of good and evil actions, or between those of one or many
^actions, or among various kinds 'of negation itself

—

viz,\ Prior Negation,
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Posterior Negation, &o.
;
because all of these equally are non-entities ; and

as such there could be no diversity or multifariousness of results. For

instance, one who has been cured of one disease, as well as one who has

been cured of many,—in the case of both .of these men, the fact of being

cured is just the same.

If the Destruction of each particular action be held to be distinct, then

it becomes an entity

;

and as we know of no such entity, it is only the

entity in the shape of the Apurva that would be called by the name of

* Destrnction.*

And further, the Results are not mentioned as following from the

Destruction of Actions
;
and specially as this Destruction is nothing more

than the contradictory of the sacrifice, a result that would follow from it

could not be said to follow from the sacrifice. That is to say, all that the

Veda says is that—‘one desiring Heaven should perform sacrifices' and not

that he should procure a negation of sacrifices. And hence, the sentence

being actually found to rest upon the causal relationship between two

entities^ if one were to assume it to deal with such relationship between

non-entities, ho would be striking at the very authority of the Veda itself.

Because that which proceeds from the Destruction of the Action cannot be

said to be (causally) connected with the Action itself ; because of the two
(Action and its Destruction) being contradictory to one another

;
for

instance, the burning caused by the heat of fire cannot be said to bo con-

nected with cold. Or, it may be that, just as when the Result is laid down
as following /rom the sacrifice^jow assumed it to follow /rom its destruction,

so in the same manner though the result laid down is Heaven, yet it may be

assumed to be the Negation of Heaven ! It may be urged that the said

objection applies equally to the Apurva theory also. But then, it is not

so ;
because it is only a capability brought about by the Action, and as such,

it is not quite different from it. As we have already shown that that

which is brought about by the Apu7'va is brought about by the sacrifice

itself, and that in the production of the Apurva, the result itself is

produced.

Even in ordinary experience we never find any negation to have a

causal action ;
even if any such may be shown, there too, we can always

attribute the effect to some other entity. In the case in question, however,

we perceive no other active entity save the ApUrva.

It has been urged above that iu ordinary experience the Apurva too

has never b^en perceived to have a causal action. But this is not correct

;

because in ^d cases we find the causal efficiency belongingto some sort of a

Potency oi? Capability in general ; and the Apurva is nothing more than a

particaW sort of Potency.

An9*^her argument that has been brought forward is that—“ the
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Injunction does not speak of any Result following at any other time
;
and

the only theory that is in keeping with the scriptural Injunction is that the

Result follows immediately after the action has been performed
;
and

hence it is only such immediate sequence of the result that c m be said to

be enjoined
;

but in refutation of this we have already brought forward

the fact that the Actions being many and all transitory, no immediate

sequence to the Action is ever possible.

As for Heaven and Hell also, these represent the very extremost degrees

of Pleasure and Pain respectively ; and as such are capable of being

experienced only at some other place and time, and could never be

experienced immediately after the performance of actions,—as we shall

show in the beginning of the Sixth Adhyaya.

Even such ordinary worldly results—as children, &c.—having the

nature of appearing gradually, do not appear immediately after the per-

formance of the action ;
and people do not over think of obtaining the

Result immediately after the action. As for such results as the acquisition of

landed property in a village, such acquisition by itself does not constitute

all the Result, which lies chiefly in the use to which the property is

brought
;
and this takes some time, and could not be fulfilled without

certain intervening causes. Inasmuch as such objects as landed pro-

perty, &c., have their full fruition in the use to which they are brought,

which requires a certain amount of time, such fruition would be impossible

immediately after the Action
;
hence in the course of this time, whenever

the activity of the cause would cease, the Result would be finished and
done with all at once

;
consequently it is absolutely necessary that there

should be some sort of a causal agency subsisting till the accomplishment of

the last iota of the Result.

And this fact being duly ascertained before the performance of the

Action, it cannot be rightly urged that the Apparent Inconsistency of the

fruition of the Result would be equally explicable on the ground of certain

deficiencies in tlie character of the Performer, detected after thn,'i,'>r-

formance of the sacrifice lias been found to be not immediately followed by
the Result.

It has been urged that there is no scriptural Apnrva in the case of Pro-

hibitions. But just as in the case a Scriptural Injunction, an Apurva fol-

lows from the Act enjoined, so, in the same manner, in the case of Prohi-

bitions, an Apurva must follow from that which is prohibited. That is to

say, just as it is only certain ordinary objects of the world—such as

cei*tain materials, &c.—that becoming Vedic, after the particular Injunc-

tion of the Veda has been laid down which connects them with a definite

result, are found to bring about certain transcendental Apurvas, only

amenable to the Veda;—in the same manner, though such pi'ohibited
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actions as tlie killing of a Brahraana, are not ordinarily recognised as

leading to a fall into Hell, yet when the particular prohibition (of such

killing) has been met with, it naturally leads to the assumption of its

bringing about an AjpUrva capable of leading the person into Hell
;
and

this Apurva too is as Vedio in its character as the former Apurvas,

Even though the Apurva is devoid of any such apparent actions as

motion and the like, yet by a mere connection with the performer, it

becomes capable of such actions as leading him to other places, &c.
;

and

as such the absence of any apparent activity cannot be urged against it

with any^ effect. And it is the soul of the performer himself that serves

as the substrate of the ; hence the said action also rests in this

soul itself; as we have already shown, under tho chapter on * Soul,* that

of all Actions the active agent is the Soul. That is to say, it has been

shown that of all such actious as the cutting out of the Cake, and offering

it, &o., it is the Soul that is the active agent, through its specific action

of determination
j
&c. And thus we conclude that as the said actions go

on disappearing, one after the other, they leave behind them, in the Soul

certain ‘potencies capable of bringing about the experience Heaven, &c.

It may be asked— ‘ How can tho potency of that which has been

destroyed subsist?* But to this we make the following reply: If tho

potencies of actions were hold to lie within themselves, then on the destruc-

tion of those, they could not subsist
;
but when they inhere in the soul of

the performer, there is no reason why they should not subsist.

Questioyi

:

“ But how can tho potency of one thing inhere in

another ?
*’

Ans^ver : (I) There is no absolute difference between the Action and

the Soul of the Performer. (2) And as a matter of fact, when looking

for a potency, inasmuch as its assumption rests upon its effects, we must
always accept it to lie in a substrate where it might be of the greatest

use,—bo this substrate tlie Action itself or something else. That is to say,

when wo find that a destruction of the Action makes entii’ely useless any
potency that inheres in that Action,—and that it is absolutely necessary

to postulate such a potency,—then, just as its peculiar form, so its

substrate too, must be a.ssumed to be such as would make it of the

greatest use.

And thus it is that the subsidiary ApUrvas, resting in the Soul,

become related to the Principal ApUrvas, through the fact of both of them
inhering in the same Soul

;
and hence, when proceeding to help (in the

accomplishment of the Result), they do it from a distance, on account of

there being left no place in the substrate (by the Principal Apurvas) for any

direct functioning (of the subsidiary Apurvas),

It has been urged above that, if tho ApUrva inhere in the Soul, then it
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becomes only an end in itself desirable by men. Bat this does not afPect our

position ;
because one thin^ becomes subservient to another, only when its

sole use lies in the serving of some purpose of this latter, and not merely

when it rests in this
;
for instance, though the Red Dye is carried by the

camel (and as such rests upon its back ), yet it serves the purposes of the

king (for whom it is carried). Nor can it be urged that there can be no

relationship of the container and the contained in the case of an immaterial

thing (like the A^urva). Because such relationship is as feasible as the

presence of Pleasure, &c., in the Soul (which is immaterial).

As for the effects produced in the corns by the action of washing, &c.,

this subsists till the action of the cutting of the cake into two parts ex-

tend over the whole series of such actions as the setting aside up of the

several conditions of the corn—as the Rice, &c.
;
and inasmuch as the

Principal Action also inheres, to a certain degree, in the corn, the afore-

said effect rests aside, only after it has helped in the accomplishment

of the Principal A'pikrva, And it is for these reasons that, like the actions

t])at help from a distance, the actions of washing, &c., are not accepted as

helping in the fulfilment of the Principal Action, as a whole.

And just as the connection between the Subsidiary and the Principal

Ayurims rests upon the fact of their inhering in the same Soul, so also the

same may be said with regard to the connection among the subsidiary

ApUrms themselves on the one hand, and among the Principal Apurvas

on tlie other. And thus it is that the simultaneous activity of all these

becolcnes possible.

Question : “ How is it that the Principal Apurvas, appearing as

“ they do one after another, are helped all at once, by the subsidiary

“ Apiirvasj which also appear one after the other, some before and some
“ after the Principal Apilrvas ? ”

To this some people make the following reply : The Principal

Action lying among the Subsidiaries, brings a bout its Apurva^ by means

of the Apurvas left by the subsidiaries gone before it, as also by those

coming after it,—these latter also having been already moved intr

activity, by the force of the fixed procedure of the Action as a whole. But

being, like tiie Atltliya and the Varhi offerings, common to many, the said

subsidiary Apurvas do not become fully utilised in helping in the fulfil-

ment of a single Principal ApUrva,

Question ;
“ But how can any help be given by those Apilrvas that

are themselves yet to come ?
”

Reply : This help is presupposed on account of the relationship being

known to be absolutely certain
;
just as when the action of eating is close

at hand, the cups, &c., are washed beforehand.

Question : If it be such that while the subsidiary Apurvas are yet
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“ to come, the Principal Apurvas are acornplished, then in that case, there
“ would be no need of actually performing the subsidiary sacrifices (as

“ their purposes will have been fulfilled prior to their performance).’*

Heply

:

But wherefore should they not be performed, when the

matter is such that though the Principal Apurva is accomplished by the

prospective help of the Apurvas of the subsidiary Actions to be performed,^

yet it does not bear its linal fruit, until these actions have been actually

performed ?

Others, however, offer the following reply to the above question r

Each subsidiary Action brings about its own Apurva independently of all

other subsidiaries; similarly the Principal Action also—/.i., t\\Q Agniya—
brings about its own peculiar Apurva^ by the mere help of certain old-

standing Apurvas^ inhering in the soul of the performer, independently of

the Apurvas of all its own subsidiaries—which it has not yet been
equipped with,—and independently also of any other Principal Action,

which has not yet appeared. Thus, then, in the case of the Darga^Purna-
mi%sa sacrifice, taken as a whole, when the Apurvas of the Darga together

with all its subsidiary Apurvas have been accomplished, then what the

ApUrvas of all the subsidiaries (of the Darga-Purnamdsa) do is to bring

all at once to the Principal Sacrifice, a help, in the shape of an Apurva,

which appertains equally to all the correlated Subsidiaries and Principals,

and which is assumed on the strength of the Injunctive passage implying

such simultaneity, specially as after the final feeding of the Brahmauas
in connection with the Darga has been finished, the very same actions are

not laid down as to be performed over again. And then through that the

various Principal Apurvas also joining together bring about another

Apurva, in the shape of the capability of bringing about a single joint

Result,—and thereby become fully accomplished. And this joint Apurva

continues unmolested till the last iota of the final Result has been

attained.

Question

:

“ When as a matter of fact the Result is found to appear
“ at the proper time, without any impediments, then, is it absolutely

necessary to assume an Apurva t ”

Reply : Certainly
;
because it has been shown above that without an

Apurva the fruition of the complete Result is not possible.

Question : “ How is it that each subsidiary Apurva does not, by
“ itself, help in the Principal Apurva, and each of the Principal Aptirvas

“ does not, independently by itself, fructify into the final Result P
”

Reply : True ;
but this does not affect our position

;
because in the

case in question all that Apparent Inconsistency justifies is the assump-^

tion of a single Apurva ; and then for the fulfilment of this ApUrva, we
can postulate a number of other ApUrvas, That is to say, inasmuch as

65
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with regard to the main Result all the Principal Actions are mentioned

simultaneously, and so are also the Subsidiary Actions with regard to the

Principal ones,—all the necessary requirements of the said relationships

being fulfilled by the assumption of a single Apllrva, we conclude that

there is no authority for assuming any other ApUrva, And then it is that

finding that it is impossible for this ApUrva to be brought about, all at

once, by means of a number of actions that are performed one after the

other, we come to assume the existence of an ApUrva for each of these

Actions. And it is a rule, in all cases, that a large number of unseen

agencies may always be assumed, when all of them are justified by some

authority
;
while even the hundredth part of an unseen agency should not

be assumed, if there is no authority for it.

Here, some people urge the following objection :
“ If the subsidiary

“ ApUrvas brought forth on the day of the Paurnamasi subsist till the day
“ of the Amdvdfiya^ then all the purposes of the person being fulfilled on
“ both occasions, he would not perform the subsidiary sacrifices over

“ again (for the Darqa)
;
and in that case he would directly infringe

“theVedio declaration that there are thirteen libations at the Darga
“ sacrifice.’*

To this, some people make the following reply : There would always

be a repetition of the subsidiaries
;
because the Darga and the Paurnam&sa

sacrifices, each with all its accessories^ being performed at different times,

the admixture of these two should necessarily be helped by all the subsi-

diaries performed twice over. Or, we can offer the following explana-

tion : The Instrumental case-ending in the word ‘ dargapnurnam^sahhyam *

distinctly sgnifies the fact that it is only when the Paiirnamdst is

equipped with all its subsidiaries that it can, with the help of the fully-

equipped Varga, accomplish its purpose
; and consequently, in accordance

with the aforesaid reasoning, we conclude that the three Principal ApUrvas

of the Paurnamasi, aided by its subsidiary ApUrvas, brings forth one

ApUrva and ends there
;
while the one ApUrva thus brought about, pre-

ceded by such another ApUrva of the Varga, brings forth another final

ApUrva, Thus then, the subsidiaries performed in connection with the

Paurnamasi having disappeared (after having helped in the bringing

about of the Apuwa proper of the PauruamUsi), there can be no reason for

neglecting the performance of those subsidiaries in connection with the

Varga, And thus there is nothing objectionable in the said repetition.

The same course of reasoning might he adopted in meeting the objec-

tions with regard to the impossibility of the ApUrva being either pro-

duced or manifested. It has also been declared that :
“ Just as in a frequent

repetition of the Veda, the impression made upon the mind is always^

gradual, being as it is, in the form of the various parts of the sentences,.
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^one by one)
; so also would be the case with the appearance of the

Apurva*' Nor is it an absolute rule that there can be no parts of an
immaterial object. Because the aforesaid Apparent Inconsistency would
also justify the conclusion that the immaterial ApUrva is cognised in the

form of extremely minute parts. Even though, the production of an
absolute non-entity being impossible, the Apurva be held to have an
eternal existence and only to be manifested (by the sacrifice),—yet

inasmuch as it is held to be brought about by sacrifices, distinctly for each

person, we must accept its manifestation to be in the form of turning the

person towards the accomplishment of the Result,—such manifestation

being entirely different from any functioning of words, &c. And as a

matter of fact the manifestation of things is not always in one and the

same form
;
consequently the manifestation of the Apurva would be in the

shape of its being brought out of the soul wherein it has all along been

lying latent. Or, it may be that by its very nature, the Soul of man
is ever capable of obtaining all things ; and such acquisition being barred

by certain impediments, it is these latter that are removed by means of

Sacrifices (and in this removal of the obstacle lies the manifestation of the

Apurva),

Thus then, we conclude that the Apurva does exist
;
and the Sutra too

cannot be taken in any other sense, that would bo of any use in the

present context
;
and hence wo take the meaning of the Sutra to be that

the hij nuclion of the Action is the Injimction (^authority) of the Apurva,

[Says the Bhashya

—

If it he urged that ‘ on the authority of the men-

tion of the Result we could hold that the Action {sacrifice) itself has not been

entirely destroyed ’] The view hero tentatively brought foward emanates

from one who finds the assumption of the Apurva to be utterly groundless,

and hence pi'efers the comparatively reasonable theory of the non-destruc-

tion of the Action.

I. [In reply to this theory, the Bhashya says

—

we do not perceive any

shape of the Action ; and against this it is urged that] “ This assertion

“is not quite correct; because Action has been distinctly mentioned as

“ perceptible by the Senses, under Sutra Rupagahdavibhdgacca { ? ].**

II. “ Again [the Bhashya has said

—

That which carries its substrate to

another place is known as an Action ; and against this it is urged that]

“ the subject-matter of the discourse is Sacrifice,, which is not of the

nature of Motiofi ; and yet the Bhashya cites a definition that applies

“only to such actions as are of the nature of Motion
;
and this cannot but

be rejected as irrelevant.”

To the above, we make the following replies :

I. What is meant by the assertion that no shape of Action is
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perceived is that we are not cognisant of any such form of Actions as would
enable them to function at a future time

;
and as for the impermanent

forms of Actions that are perceived, these can be of no use in the bringing

about of the final Result. That is to say, though a shape of the Action is

perceived, yet, inasmuch as this does not continue for any length of

time, it can be of no use in the bringing about of the Result
;
and as such

it is as good as “ not perceived ” and is spoken of fis such.

II. Though the subject treated of is the Sacrifice, yet the Bhashya
has cited an instance of an Action of the nature of Motion, because, even

in the Sacrifice, we have such actions in the shape of the throwing of the

materials (into the fire). That is to say, the more determination to ofEei%

on the part of the Agent does not accomplish the Result, because the

Result is laid down as following from the Action taken as a complete

whole, as made up of all its accessories and appurtenances of procedure
;

and, as a matter of fact, we find that in the body of tlio Sacrifices, there

are such actions as the cutting up of the Cake, the throwing into the fire

of the Material, the holding and collecting of the various utensils, &c. ;

and inasmuch as all these actions consist of Conjunctions and Disjunc-

tions, if they have to last for any length of time, they must have sub.strates

of their own. And it is such a substrate that wo do not find
;
nor is any

manifested outward shape perceived. As for the actions of Determina-

tion also, inasmuch as one Determination is always shrouded over by
another Determination, even this cannot have any lasting existence.

As for this continuance too, this could bo only either as inhering (A)

in the Soul, or (B) in the materials offered.

[A]. As for the Soul, no motion can inhere in it
;
because being

omnipresent, there is no place from which it would be away, or to which

it would go; and hence it can have no motion. As for the question—how
can the Soul be omnipresent ?—tiie only reply is that it is so, because wo
perceive its functioning evorywhero. That is to say, the notion of ‘ I

’

(which is all the notion that we have of the Soul) always points to . he

mere existence of the Soul, which is of the nature of pure Consciousness
;

and does not in any way qualify it with any specifications of Time or

Place. Consequently, that the existence whereof is not specified by

time and place, being bold to be eternal and omnipresent,—the Soul can-

not but be accepted as omnipresent. Thus then we find that the expres-

sion ‘the perception of its functioning everywhere* only points to this

unspecified idea of ‘ I.* Or it may be taken as refeiTing to the experi-

encing of Pleasure, Pain, &c.
; because wherever the Soul goes, it is never

without an experience of these. And we have already shown under the

section on * Atma* (in the Tarkapada—(^lokavartikd) that these experiences

do not belong to the Body. Hence if the Soul were not omnipresent, then
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there would be an experiencing of pleasure, &c., only in such cases

where the Body would be in contact with a Place occupied by the Soul.

The upholder of the theory that the Soul is wholly encased within

the Body, urges the following :
“ The perception of its fimctioning every-

“ where is a sure sign of the Soul having come from one place to another

;

and
“ as such firstly, the reason that you bring forward in support of its

“ ominpresence proves to be contrary to your conclusion. Tliat is to say,

“ if the functioning of the Soul were actually perceived at all places, at

one and the same time, then alone could such perception point to its

omnipresence
;
as a matter of fact, however, the said functioning is

“ perceived in different places one after the other
;
and as such the nature

“ of the Soul comes to be similar to that of the Body. That is to say, if

“ we could over perceive a functioning of the Soul, npart from the Body,

—

or if we could find the pleasure, &c., of one Soul appearing in another

“ body,—then alone could we accept the Soul to be omnipresent. As it is

** however, the functioning of the Soul is found only in that Body which

it occupies
;
and as such wherever this Body goes, there, one after the

“ other, we come across the said experiences
;
and hence these function-

“ ings of the Soul together with the Body becomes (in its extension)

“ exactly like those of the Body itself. Otherwise the Body would also

“ be held in be omnipresent. Thus then movement from one place to

another, being found in the soul also, it comes to be as active and
“mobile as the Body itself. Secondly^ the argument brought forward
“ may he discarded as leading to an uncertainty : inasmuch as it can

“ prove two contradictory conclusions. For instance, it has been declared

“ that the Soul is mixed up with the Body, because it is always in contact

“ with it
;
and because, it is only in such and sicch places that the function

“ of the Soul is perceived.'^^

It is in reply to these objections that the Bhashya has said : There

is nothing incongruous in denying such mobility of the Soul,

In the aforesaid ofctjcc^to^i-passagc, some people read fu ta<leva,

<fec.;
” and in that case, we can take this passage as denying the argu-

ment that could be brouglit forward by the opponent,—namely, that the

perception of its functioning overyvvliere would point to the SouFs moving

from one place to the other
;
and then the next sentence gives the grounds

for this denial.

Objection : “ How can the fact of there being nothing incogruous in

“denying the movement of the Soul be any reply to the above arguments ?

“ Because the mere absence of incongruity cannot establish any theory
;

“ specially as such absence of incongruity is equally applicable to the cou-

^‘trary theory
;
as it is equally open to the opponent to say that there s

** nothing incongruous in admitting of the motion of the Soul.*'
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To this, vTe make the following replj : Tlie absence of incongruity

being found to be applicable to both theories, the assertion of tlie

Bbasbya, that “ there is nothing incongurons, &c.,** clearly shows that it

means that there is an incongruity in the contrary theory. That is to say,

the sense of the reply is that if we deny the motion of the Soul, there

is nothing incongruous, while if we accept its motion, there are many
incongruities.

We proceed to show these incongruities. (1) The Soul being itself

immaterial, it can never be mixed up with material elements; and

being untouched by those elements, it cannot be taken froin one place

to another. That is to say, oven in the case of extremely subtile

particles of matter,—such ns the light emanating from the Sun or the

Moon,—wo find that they are not mixed up with grosser materials,

like lumps of Earth, &g., or arc carried about along with these
;
how then

can such mixture or movement be postulated witli regal'd to the Soul,

which is in its very nature purely immaterial, or a more series of

Ideas (as held by the Bauddha) ? Though the Jaina declares that the

Souls in the state of bondage being never found apart from the Body,

they can bo held to be material,’’—yet such an assertion would involve

a vicious circle ;—namely that the fact of the Soul being mateiual would

depend upon the fact of its being mixed up with the Body, while this

latter fact would depend upon the material nature of the Soul. Con-

sequently, drawing our conclusion from the case of the liberated Souls, we
can declare that in its very nature the Soul is immaterial ; and as such it

can have no materiality, based upon the fact of its contact with a

material body. Thus then, the Soul being something different from the

Body, and not in material contact with it,—it cannot, on account of this

absence of contact, be carried along with it
;
and hence when the Body

would be moving from one place to another, the Soul (if an entity limited

in space) would be loft behind, exactly like the portion of space vacated by
the moving Body; specially as the Soul cannot be wafted along either by
Air or by Earth, &c., and as such it is absolutely incapable of being

carried about, either by itself or by anything else. As for such objects

as Flame and the like, inasmuch as these are tangible, they are capable of

being carried about by air-currents, or along with lighted torches, <&c.,

and as such these can move from place to place. On the otJmr hand, if the

Body were to move about by itself, it would be inanimate
;
when, however,

tlie Soul is omnipresent, wherever the Body goes, it is always endowed
with the Soul

;
and hence it is only right that the Body should always be

followed by intelligence. Exactly as, when one point of space has been

vacated by the Body, another point of space is at once afforded to it
;
and

this is possible, only on account of the omnipresent character of space.
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(2) And further, in case the Soul be denied to be omnipresent, while

occupying the Body, the Soul could be either extremely small as an atom,

or of the size of the Body
;
but none of these is possible. And we have

already shown (in the Tarkapada—^lokavdrtika) that the Soul is not a mere
series of Ideas, And the Soul being eternal, and located within the Body,

—

if it were extremely small, then it could not extend over the whole Body;
and in that case, it would be absolutely impossible for us to have any
experiences of pleasure or pain, throughout the Body. That is to say, if

the Soul is extremely small, then it would be possible to have experiences

of pleasure and pain of only that part of the Body, where the Soul would be

located
;
and hence it would not be possible, at one and the same time, to

have an experience of pain in the head and in the foot. If it bo urged

that, “ being extremely mobile, the Soul would swiftly move from one part

of the Body to the other, and would thereby make such varied experiences

possible,”—then, all that we can say is that there are no grounds for

believing in such mobility of the Soul
;
specially as we are not cognisant

of any difference in the point of time of the pain in the head and that in the

foot
;
and further, if the Soul would be constantly moving, there would be

no point of time at which we could afford to have any sensation, and

hence there would be no sensation in any part of the Body. Consequently

we cannot but reject the offered explanation. And again, the various limbs

of the Body are strengthened, and do not wither away, simply because of

their being pervaded over by the Soul
;
because at death we find that they

wither away quickly. Hence, if the Soul were something very small,

that point of the Body, wherefrom it would be absent, would be liable

to instant decay.

On the other hand, if the Soul were to be assumed to be of the exact

size of the Body, as held by the Jaina, then too it would be necessary

to make many gratuitous assumptions.

For instance, we would have to make the following assumptions :

—

(1) that the Soul has many parts; (2) that these parts are innumerable;

(3) that without any otiier agency, there is a conglomeration of those parts
;

(4f) that even though partite, the Soul is eternal; (5) that the Soul is

capable of the very extremes of expansion and contraction
; (6) that the

Soul has a motion from one body to another, on death
; (7) that there is a

point of time intervening between its departure from one body and the

occupation of another; and (8) that there is some cause for such motion

of the Soul.

All the above assumptions—the existence of the Sours parts, <fco.—

ax^ such as are not at all amenable to Sense-perception, <&c. ;
and as such

they could at bestbe only the creations of one’s imagination, &o. ; and as such •

they should be rejected, in the same manner as we have rejected (under
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the chapter on Words) the assumption of parts of words. Then again,

when the Soul is only as large as the Body, we can never assume its

parts to be innumerable or endless
; and in the absence of any fluidity in

these parts, it is not possible for them to conglomerate together in one

compact whole
;
and unless tliey conglomerate thus, they can have no power

of bringing into existence a single living being. And further (even

if such conglomerations were possible), all Conjunction always ending in

Disjunction, the living Soul would be, exactly like a jar, amenable to occa-

sional destruction. And when one part of the part has been cut off, there

is no ground for assuming that the particles of the Soul, that were con-

tained in that limb, escape from it when severed from the Body, and spread

themselves over the rest of the Body. And as for the temporary mobility

perceived in the severed limb, this is duo to the momentum imparted

by the severing stroke to the air enclosed within it, and not to the presence

in it of any Soul-particles. Because in that case, there could be no-

ground for believing in any expansion or contraction of these particles.

As for the light emanating from the lamp, its expansion or contraction

is held to be possible, because we actually perceive such contraction and

expansion. Though in reality, there is no contraction of the light of the

lamp
;
because even when the lamp is covered up by an opaque vessel,

all the light outside the cover is destroyed
;
because the flame is cap-

able of emitting a circle of light round itself, only when it is uncovered,

and not when it is covered up. The same arguments hold respecting

the expansion of such lights
;
the fact being that the apparent expansion

of light is due to the appearance of new particles of light, added to one

another, and not to the expansion of the former particles themselves. It

is only in the case of sucli things as are tangible (and solid) that one

cannot take the place occupied by another; and hence, when a number
of such things appear, they forma gradually expanding scries, which gives

an idea of c.rpaiisiou. Tlie particles of Soul however are immaterial
;
and

as such there being nothing impossible in all of them occupying the same-

point in space, they would ever remain in the condition of an atom (how-

soever much their number might increase). How too, is it possible for

the particles of the same Soul to expand or contract within the limits of

the Body of an elephant or an insect (which the Soul inhabits during

different lives on the Barth)? And further, this theory would necessitate

many such groundless assumptions—as that at death the Soul- particles

move into an intermediate body,—that such an intervening body exists,

that though existing this body is not perceived, on account of certain

obstacles (in the way ‘of such perception)—and that this intervening body

throws the Soul into the next body born into the world (after some time),.

For these reasons we must accept the Soul to be omnipresent.
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Ad for the declaration in the ITpatiishads tliat the Sonl is of the size

of a grain of corn, Ac*, Ac.,—it is only meant to show the extreme subtility

of the Soul, which has been elsewheie declared to be omnipresent. At
for the assertion in the MahdhhUrata (Vana-parva Adh. 296— 16763) that

“ Fama extracted the thumb-sized man from the body/*—this is only a flight

of poetry, meant to show up the clear practices of the Death-god, forming,

as it does, a part of the eulogy bestowed upon the woman wholly devoted

to her husband
; and this passage is to be taken as an ArthavOday exactly

like that which speaks of Prajapati having cut out his own fat. And we
actually find the same Vyasa speaking, in many places in the Bhagavadgitdy

of the omnipresent character of the Soul.

Objection

:

“ If the Soul be omnipresent, a single Soul would belong

to all bodies.
**

Reply : It is not so; because we actually find the bodies to be many,
and each body to be endowed with distinct experiences of its own. If it

were not so, all purposes of the world being fulfilled by a single body,

there would be no use of a number of bodies. Nor can it urged that for

the same Soul, the existence of many bodies could be held to be as useful,

as different bodies during different lives
; because in this latter case,

another body is brought into existence for the sole purpose of enabling

the Soul to experience the particular pleasure, pain, Ac., consequent

upon his deeds in the previous life ; while if a single Soul occupied all the

bodies in the world, at one and the same time, each individual being

would bo experiencing the pleasure, Ac., of all the beings in the world

;

and, as the one Soul would always carry on the functions of seeing, Ac.,

by means of the organs present in any one body, there would be no likeli-

hood of any persons being blind or deaf, Ac,; nor could there bo any

difference in the actions laid down in tl»e Veda, for men of different castes

;

because the same Soul inhabiting all bodies, the same person would be-

long to all castes.

None of these albsurdities appear, if Souls are held to be many; and
even though all these Souls are omnipresent, there would be nothing

incongruous in their simultaneous existence
;
inasmuch as being imma-

terial, none of them would stand in the way of another. And it is on
account of this indivisibility of souls, and also on account of all Souls being

of the nature of pure Consciousness, that the Upanishads speak of all

Souls as one.

Question : “ How is it that, the Souls being many (and omnipresent),

V and all of them being related to all bodies, the pleasure or pain of one
“ being is not experienced by another P

**

To this question, some people make the following reply: Even when
the Soul is held to be nothing more than the Body, just as the pleasure, Ac.,

66
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ofithe Soul encased in the bodj of the child in the womb are not expe-

rienced bjr the mother,— so, the same would be the case with the case in

question. That is to say, even one who holds the Soul to be of the same

size as the Body, would be open to the above objection ;
inasmuch as

the Soul of the mother inhabits the same body that is also inhabited by

the Soul of the child in her womb, the pleasure, d^c., of the child would be

experienced by the mother. And the explanation that would be brought

forward in this case would also apply to the case in question.

The above reply might hold good, if some reasons were brought for-

ward ; as it is, however, the mere fact of the amenability of the contrary

theory to the same objection, cannot be counted as a reason in support

of one’s own theory ; because a third party could effectively bring forward

the said objection against both of these theorists. And further, the Soul

being a modification of the organ of touch, and the position of the Soul in

the space within the Body not being accepted as that of something apart

from it, there is no contact of the Soul of the mother with the child’s

body ;
and as such the said objection would not apply in this case.

For these reasons, the above question should be answered in the

following manner : The absurdity urged in the question would apply to

our theory, only if mere spatial contact were held to be the sole ground

of the experiencing of pleasure, &c.; as a matter of fact, however, we have

an experience of only such pleasures, &c., as are capable of heirig experienced;

and as such there is no room for the said absurdity. That is to say, if,

in the Soul’s experiencing of pleasure, &c., the sole cause were held to be the

mere co-existence in space, tlien we would be open to the said objection

;

as a matter of fact, however, as in the case of the eye, &c., so in the case

in question also, the cause of experience is held to lie in the capability of

the Soul. Consequently just as eventhough the colour of an object is existent

in space with its touch, yet it is not perceived by the sense of Touch,—so

in the case in question also, one Soul does not experience the pleasure and
pain brought about by the Dharma or Adharma of another Soul. Thus
then, the relationship between the experiencer and the experienced being

that of ownership,—as explained under the chapter on Atma—our theory

is not open to the said objection.

Thus then, the Soul being omnipresent, it must be admitted that it

can have no mobility (and as such the Actions cannot inhere in it).

[B] Nor could the Action inhere in the materials (such as tbe pieces

of the Cake)—because, says the Bbashya, such materials are always destroy

•

ed. Nor can this destruction be denied
; because we actually find that

the cake that has been offered into the fire has become transformed into

ashes. Nor can it be urged that at that time there are certain obstacles
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in the perception of the materials, in their own forms ; for the simple

reason that there are no such obstacles. Even if such obstacles were
assumed on account of the apparent inconsistency of the non-percep^

tion,—then too, we would have to assume many more groundless and
absurd imperceptible things than the single ApUrva, For instance, we
would have to assume—(1) the continuation of the material in its un-
destroyed form

; (2) that it is not perceived (even tliough existing); (3)
the existence of obstacles to such perception; (4) that there are obstacles

to the perceptioji of the obstacles, and so on and on ad infinitum
; (5) the

continuation of the action which is momentary
;
and (6) the reason for

the non-perception of this action. And certainly an assumption of the

Apmva would be a very much simpler process than this.

These would be the arguments against the assumption of the continua-

tion of the Action, independent of any substrate.

If however it be held that the action is contained in the Soul itself,

bi'inging about certain definite conjunctions and disjunctions,—this also

would involve the contradiction of a directly perceptible fact, and the as-

sumption of one not perceptible.

And hence we conclude that it is by far the most reasonable process

to assume the agency of the ApUrva.

The purpose served by the main Adhikarana may be thus summed up:

(1) If the Result were directly connected with the material, &c., the

mention of the particular materials too would, like the Action itself, have
transcendental results

;
Avhich would make it absolutely impossible for any

other material being substituted for the principal material (in case some-

thing happened to it in course of the action). In case, however, the

Result is directly related to the Action, the use of the material is a visible

one, lying in the mere accomplishment of the Action
;
and as such its

place could very well be taken by a substitute, which is known to be

oapable of serving the same visible purpose. Thus then, if the principal

material of the sacrifice becomes spoilt, the following would be what our

opponent will have to do, in order to save himself from the sin proceeding

from tl>e non-completion of a sacrifice that has been begun : He will have

to finish the action by any material that he could obtain
;
and it would

not be necessary for him to try to obtain a. material similar to the original

material
; because (in the case of a transcendental result) the result would

not follow even from a similar material (as it would also bo other than the

one which is laid down as leading to the particular result)
;
and as for

the Action, all other materials (similar or dissimilar to the original) being

equally uupresoribed, it would be equally completed by means of all
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these materials. Nor can these materials be spoken of as substitutes of the

orgiiial material ;
because they are not similar to it, and because they

serve an entirely different purpose; because the original material was

being employed towards the fulfilment of a particular transcendental

result, while the material now taken up is used either with a view to ward

off the sin accruing from the non-completion of the sacrifice, or to

complete an action wliich is being performed for the sake of a minor

result.

(2) Another use of this Adhiknraua lies in connection with the ascer-

taining of the Names of Sacrifices
;
and we have already explained this

under ‘ NdtnadhSya* (Adh. I, Pada IV).



ADHIKARANA (3).

[Division of Actions into Primary and Subsidiary,"]

Sutra (6) : Actions are of two kinds—the Primary and the

Subsidiary.

It would seem from the above that there is always an ApUrva in

oonneotion with each distinct Verb
;
consequently the Author now proceeds

to differentiate the Subsidiary from the Primary Actions (which latter

alone are followed by an Apurva),

But on this point we have the following

—

PtRVAPAKSHA.

“ All verbs having the common character of a verb, inasmuch as the

** potency of tlie objective, proceeding from the object to be accomplished,

is always brought about by fully accomplished objects, the actions de-

“ noted by all verbs are equally Primary. That is to say, so long as a

“ definite purpose can be assumed, it is only right tliat every action, being
** expressed by a verb, should be accepted as serving a distinctly useful

“ purpose, and as such, being Primary, and the means of bringing about
“ an Apurva, Consequently, like the verb * yajati

'

(offers a sacrifice), the

“ meaning of the verbs (ara/iaw^i), and the like also have so many distinctly

“ useful purposec served by the Corn, &c. That is to say, just as the sacrifice

“ ing is accomplished by the materials offered
;
so is the threshing accorn-

plished by the corn tliat is threshed. And as such the threshing must
“ bring about an ApUrva. ”

To the above, we make the following reply ;

—

SIDDHANTA.

In the matter of the relationship subsisting between the Noun and

the Verb, that action alone of which we do not perceive any distinct purpose,

oan be accepted as leading to a transcendental result
;
which cannot be in

the case of any other action
;
and such a supposition would be absolutely
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groundless. That is to say, in all cases where a certain Action is related

to a certain material, inasmuch as no Action can be accomplished without

a certain material, the Material, being in the first instance found to bring

about the Action, is at once taken as serving the distinctly visible purpose

of accomplishing the Action. Subsequently, however, in certain cases,

the Action turns upon itself, and imparts an aid to the material itself (as

in the case of Threshing which serves to purify the corn ) ; while in

other cases, the Action rests within itself, its sole purpose lying in its

own fulfilment (as in the case of sacrificing). And in this latter case,

there naturally arises in us a desire to know what the use of the Action

would be ;
and as no visible purpose is found to bo served, we can always

assume a transcendental one (in the shape of the Apurva), In that case, how-
ever, where the Action is found to have its sole purpose in the fulfilment

of a visible purpose—such as the preparation of Rice for instance,—we
can have no business to assume any transcendental purpose; and the
Injunction of the Action having been justified by a visible purpose, the
Action is not recognised as bringing about any transcendental result.



ADHIKARANA (4).

[The Definition of Primary Action.']

Sutra (7) : Those that do not seek to make a material, are

Primary Actions ;
because the material is a secondary factor.

Those actions which do not seek to make up, or prepare, a material

either in its material from, or in that of a certain property of it,—such

actions, for instance, as the Prayctjas^ihom being the principal factors,

with regard to their appurtenances,—they serve the purpose of bringing

about transcendental results.
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[^The Definition of Subsidiary Actions,"]

Sutra (8): Those that are meant to make a material are re*

cognised as Subsidiary
; because with regard to these, the material

is the dominant factor.

Those Actions, however, that %\b\xov ‘produce a material, e.gr., the Fire

by the Laying^ or accomplish or prepare e.g,y the preparing of the Priest

by appointment^ or purify it, e,g
,
the purifying of the com by the threshing^

or tlie prepanng of the rice by giinding—^ro all Subsidiary ones
; because

they are always subservient to the preparation of the material.

Objection

:

“ When, as a matter of fact, we find that, whether the

“ Action be one that leads to transcendental results, or one that brings

about only visible ones, it is performed equally well, what is the use of

differentiating tliom into the Primary and the Subsidiaiy ?

Reply

:

Without tlie aforesaid differentiation, we would have the

following anomalies : In accordance with the theory of the Purvapaksha

(of Adhi. 4), even where the material to be offered is the rice of the

Priya'hgUy the threshing, which would bo necessary for the preparation of

the Priyahgu, would come to be applied to the Vrilii corn; because

according to that theory the threshing also is a Primary Action
;
and as such

tlie material mentioned along with it {viz : the Vrihi) could not set aside

the Subsidiary material
j
just ns in the case of the Butter in connection with

the Prayajas
;
and consequently the threshing could not be removed from

the Vrihi, Whereas in accoidanoe with the Siddhdnfa, the Subsidiary

materials would be set aside; because the material that is of use in the

Primary Action, is affected by the preparatory actions also
; and hence the

Priyahgu corn to be used at the sacrifice, would certainly have to undergo

all the processess of threshing, washing, &c.

Objection

:

“ Even in accordance with the Purvapaksha theory, if the

“ primary threshing were applied to the Vrihi^ it would serve no useful

“ purpose in connection with the main sacrifice in hand
;
and hence in a

“ case where the material to be offered is the Priyangti rice, the threshing
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“ could nofe be applied to the Vrihi corn, which is not taken up hy the

“ Principal Action.”

Reply

:

It is not so
;

because according to the PUrvapaksha, tho

relationship of the Vrihi, as mentioned in the Scriptural Injunction, with

the Sacrifice and the Threshing, is equal ;
nor do we find, in the Vrihi^

any such mark of uselessness, as is found in the case of the VHjina,

That is to say, we have two equally authoritative Injunctions—(1) “ One
should offer the Vrthi corn in sacrifice, ” and (2) “ One threshes the Vrihi

corn
;
” and we do not perceive any reason for making any such distinction,

as that this action (offering) is useful, while that other (threshing) is

useless
; nor is the threshing such an action as can be accomplished in the

wake of another action, as we find in the case of the Vajina, which is the

water of the milk left behind after the curdled masses have been

removed
; nor is it one whose requirements are all fulfilled by an agency

whose chief function lies elsewhere,—^as we find in the case of the

Padakarma (rites in connection witli the seventh footstep of the Cow
given in exchange for the Soma), where the requirements are all fulfilled by

the one-year-old Gow given as the price of the Soma, and no new cow has

to be got
; nor has the threshing the character of a part of a material, as we

find in the case of the UttarrUrdha (second half of the Cake) ;
nor lastly^

has the threshing the character of the action of indicating any other

purpose,—as we find in the case of the covering up of the chaffs by the

cup in which the Cake is to be cooked
;
consequently the action of

threshing cannot but bo regarded as useful. Nor, according to this

theory, is it absolutely necessary that the Vrihi corn should be threshed

for the purposes of a sacrifice
;
because the serving of some useful

purpose is equally present in on ordinary action of the word also. Nor,

in the present instance, is there any authority for taking up the original

action
;
because the Context does not serve to make any such distinction.

Nor could a differentiation be made on the ground of the fact of that

person alone being entitled to the threshing who is entitled to thp per-

formance of the Dargd^PUrnamasa

:

because of the reasons propounded

under Sutra IX—i—19. When the threshing is taken as a purificatory

action, then, in that case, no purification being needed for the corns

employed for ordinary worldly purposes, the original action (of the sacrifice)

would, with great difficulty, be got at, by means of the Specification, in

the shape of the capability of bringing about the Apurva. And in case

the threshing be also accepted as a Primary Action, and as such serving

the purposes of the sacrifice from a distance (transcendentally), then

there would bo no uselessness attaching to it, even if it were performed

by the ordinary Vrihi com ; and as such, on the strength of direct

Scriptural Injunction, it would be equally right to take up any Vrihi

67
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corn. Specially because in that case the Threshing would be a pure

Dharma

;

and as such it would have to bo done but once,—exactly like

the threshing of the Sarvaushadhi (a mixture of certain medicinal herbs,

&c.),— and not to be continued until the preparation of the Rice; and

as for the Vrihis to be employed in the Rice to be offered at the sacrifice,

these could be done into rice even by the other processes—such as that of

tearing the husks, &c. (the prescribed threshing being an independent

Bharnia by itself, and having nothing to do with the subordinate purpose

of the preparation of the Rice). And on account of the peculiarties of

the context, the threshing would also come to form part of such sacrifices

as the Stlnndyya and the TIpahgUy Ac., as also in the various modifications

of these (because it would have only a transcendental effect, and as such

there would be nothing incongruous in its employment in all these

actions).

And it is with a view to these anomalies that the above distinction

has to bo made.



ADHIKARANA (6).

[The character of the Primary does not belong to such actions as the cleaning

of the Sruva, ^c.]

Sutra (9) :
“ In the case of all JDharmas^ every Action would

<< be the Primary* because of the non-fulfilment (of anything visible)

“ —exactly as in the case of the Pryajaf*

The Bhashya has cited the cleanings of the Sruk, the Paridhiy the

Agni and the Purodciga,—because each of these is differently related to the

Principal Action. The sense of the Adhiharana is that even when the

aid imparted by a substance to the Primary Actions is from a distance,

—

inasmuch as it is connected with a certain Action, the Substance cannot

attain the position of the Primary.

But, on the strength of the aforesaid definition of Primary Actions

(in Sutra 7), we have the following

PURVAPAKSHA.

“ The action that is accomplished by the substance itself is not found

to impart any aid to the Action
;
and consequently such actions as

“ Gleaning, &c., cannot but be regarded as Primary Actions,”

SIDDHANTA.

Sutra (10) : But on account of the similarity of declaration,

they would be similar to others (Subsidiary Actions).

The differentia of the Subsidiary action is not that it should seek to

make a substance ;—because it is distinctly shown in Adh. Ill that

subserviency or subsidiary character does not consist in the imparting

of a certain aid to the Primary, but in the fact of a certain action being

for the sake of another

;

and we shall show later on that this latter kind

.of subserviency is based upon the authority of Direct Assertion, Ac.,
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and it does not depend upon the imparting of any perceptible aid (to

the Primary).

Question: “Why then should the Sutra have brought forward the

“ fact of the action seeking to make a material ? **

Reply: The actions of threshing^ &c., have been cited only with a

view to show that there is no Apurva in the case of those Actions, which

have been proved to liave the character of the Cesha (i.e., being for the

sake of other Actions) and which are found to serve distii\ctly visible

purposes. Tliat is to say, in a case where the Subsidiary character

depends upon the fact of the action seeking to make a substance; we

should not recognise any distinct Apurva,

The PUrvapakshif however, runs away with the idea that tliis is the sole

definition of the Subsidiary Action
;
and hence not finding it applicable to

such actions as the said Cleaning, &c., he has concluded that these are

Primary Actions.

But the sense of the Siddhanta is that it is only when the fact of one

Action being for tlie sake of another has been ascertained by means of

Direct Assertion, &o., that we can find it actually serving a visible purpose,

or— in the absence of any such visible purpose—we can assume a transcen-

dental result to follow from it. Thus then, the fact of the action of

threshing, Ac., being subservient to another Action, having been indicated

by the Accusative case-ending (in “ Vrthin ”) by means of its signification

of the predominance of the material, denoting, as it does, that which is

the most desired (to bo accomplished),—the action of threshing is

found to serve a visible purpose; and thus it has all its requirements

fulfilled. Though such is not the case with the aforesaid Gleaning, &c.,

which, for tliis very reason, are held to serve transcendental purposes
yet that does not in any way deprive them of the character of (^esha, or

subserviency, which has been previously ascertained by means of Direct

Assertion, <fec.

Sutra (11): Objection: *'Bat there is an injunction of the

material ' —if this be urged,—

The opponent urges :
“ Though, by negative and positive oonoom-

“ tance, the subservient character {^Bshatva) is found to depend upon the
“ aid imparted,—yet the character of the Accusative case^ending is such
“ that it can never be concomitant with Predominance or Primary

character.

“ That is to say, only that is accepted as the proper means of right

“ notion, which is universal in its application ; in the matter of Predomi-
“ nance, however, the Accusative ending has a doubtful application;
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** because it is found aloug witb even such materials, as are distinctly

“ laid down as subsidiaries—e.y., the ending in * SaJduti
*

in the sentence
^ SaktUn juhdti

;

* and similarly we find the Predominance of the Ajya,
even when it is not accompained by the Accusative ending—e.y., in the

“ sentence ^prayajagBshBna ajyena havt^^shyabkighdrayatt.' Consequently
** we conclude that in the case of the sentence ‘ Vrihinavahantif' though
both characters are possible, yet, wo conclude that the material

( Vrihi)

“has the primary character, because of the fact of its imparting a

distinct aid, and because of the Accusative ending. We find no such
“ aid, in the case of the actions of Cleaning, <fec.

;
therefore in the case of

“ these also (t.6. in the sentence ‘ Srtwam sammdrshti *), the Accusative
“ ending must be taken as only laying down the material (and having
“ nothing to do with its predominance).”

Sutra (12): Then the Reply is: It is not so; because it (the

Action) is for the sake of that (material)
;
just as in ordinary life

;

specially as that (Action) is subservient.

Let the question of usage rest awhile; because the usage of words

being mere tisage is always set aside by the more authoritative Smrti

(Rules of Grammar)
;
because the manner of expressing one’s tlioughts

is multifarious
;
while the Rule is ever one and definite.

That is to say, if the usage were always of one uniform kind, then

there would be no necessity of collecting and preserving the Smrti Rules.

As it is, however, usage is so confused that it can hardly be found iu

a definite form
;
and hence it is that right usage is preserved by means

of Smrti Rules. And these Rules distinctly lay down that the Accusa-

tive ending denotes predominance ;—Vide Panini’s Sutras II—iii—2 and
I—iv—49 ;

and it is in accordance with these rules that we have such

sentences as ‘ ghatam karoti ’ (in ordinary parlance) and * Vrihinavahanti »

(in the Veda).

The Bhashya next proceeds to cite such instances met with in

ordinary parlance, as appear to be against the said rules : (1) ‘ Tan^uldn

odanam paca,' (2) ' Valvajdn gikhandakdn kuru,^ (3) ^ Tanduldndddya

juh 'jdhin In all these cases it seems clear that the accusatives in ^ tandulcm

'

and ^valvajdn* have been used in the place of the Instrumentals
* tandulaih* and ^valvajaih*] and as such in these cases the Accusative

cannot but have the sense of the Instrumental (which latter always

indicates subservience).

We proceed to explain these^ apparent anomalies. In all matters

relating to cooking, the Rice, <ko., have a twofold form (the Primary and
the Subsidiary)

;
and it is in consideration of the Primary form that we have
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tbe Accusative ending (in *tanduldn,* &c.). That is to say, when the

Rice is spoken of as the means of accomplishing something else, in the

shape of the cooked ricct or the straw as that of bringing about something

else in the shape of the bundle^—then alone are these to be used with the

Instrumental ending ;
when, however, (1) the Rice is spoken of as itself

being modified into the form of the cooked rice, in order to be capable

of being eaten,—(2) or the straw itself being changed into the bundle,

with a view to keep it soft,—or (3) after the rice has been found to be

laid down in the Veda as an accessory in the Agnihotra sacrifice, when it

so happens that the wife of the sacrificer has prepared some exceptionally

fine rice, then, either with a view to show off her own excellent work, or

with a view to the special result (strength) that is said to follow if the

Rice is offered at the sacrifice, she addressing the sacrificer might say,

t Sir, make an offering of rice to-day *,—in all these cases the words come

to take the Accusative ending. And it is a well-known fact, that in

oi'dinary parlance people always seek to speak of the same thing in many
ways. And it often happens that even that which is admittedly the

subordinate element is often spoken of as tlie predominant factor, and

vice versa ; at times it is spoken of as both, and at times as neither the

one nor the other. Nor is there any authority for holding that the idea that

is desired to be conveyed must be accepted as directly expressed by the

words used. Because for the purpose of meeting the wishes of the speaker

we have at our command such indirect means of expression, as Indication

and the like
;
and hence no abandoning of the original meanings of words

is justifiable. Consequently we conclude that the Accusative really ex-

presses predo7ninance only.

Question: “How is it then that in the sentence ^ Saktmi juhoti^*

“ the Accusative is found to denote subservience ?
”

"Reply ; In that case also, the Accusative by itself expresses predomi-

nance only
;
but this being found to be incompatible with the rest of the

sentence, we accept it to indicate its correlative, subserviency. That is

to say, by its own natural potency, the accusative always expresses

the objective^ in the character of the predominant; but this natural

meaning is found, in the sentence in question, to be incompatible with
something more authoritative

;
and as such it cannot be admitted

then, finding that the character of the ‘ Karaka ’ or case-relation is also

indicated by the Accusative, as its invariable concomitant, we accept this

indicated meaning of the Accusative, as not incompatible with the rest
of the sentence

;
which thus comes to mean that the Saktu has something

to do with the accomplish^nenl of the Soma, But such generic agency not
being of much use, we naturally seek for a specific function of the Saktu •

and thus come to the conclusion that it must be taken as the Instrument

;
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specially in accordance with the law that ‘ that which is an accomplished

entity is laid down for the sake of that which is yet to be accomplished *

—

as proponnded in Sutra VI—i— 1.

Question

:

“ But in what way do you find the predominance of the

“ Saktu incompatible with the rest of the sentence ?
**

Reply

:

Only that substance is held to be an object of purification or

preparation, which has already been utilised or is to be utilised
;
as for

the Saktn^ it is never going to be used (after the Homa)
;
nor has it ever

been utilised before. That is to say, that substance which is found to have

been utilised in some way, or which is to be utilised at some future time,

is capable of any process of purification
;
and as such it attains a predomi-

nance with reference to the Action. And when the substance concerned is

such as has never been utilised, not is going to be utilised, any purification

of that would be absolutely useless ;
and hence any injunction of such

preparation would be wholly purposeless. The Saktu in question is such

that it is never used before the Homa, nor can it be used after it, having

been turned into ashes
;
specially as there is no Injunction as to any such

ashes of Saktu being used. Under the circumstance, the only alternatives

that we have are—(1) that the whole sentence is absolutely useless, or

(2) that the Accusative is to be taken in its indirect sense. And the

authority of the Veda liaving been an established fact, there can be no

hesitation in accepting the second alternative. It is a common fact that

the direct meaning of a word is always set aside as mistaken, whenever

it is faced by such exceptional circumstances (of incompatibility). And
the acceptance of the indirect meaning of a word is always due to the

necessity of avoiding the uselessness of the sentence
;
otherwise if there

were no such uselessness, it would be always possible to accept the original

direct signification of the word. It is for these reasons that we accept the

sentence in question to be an Injunction of a Homa with the Saktu as the

necessary material,—such an Injunction being in keeping with the Context
in which it occura

The Bhasbya puts the question :
“ The Saktu being mentioned in the

“ context, it would naturally follow that it is of some distinct use in the
“ sacrifice.*’ And the sense of this is that the Saktu offered in the Homa
would be distinctly useful, inasmuch as it helps the Jyotishtomu sacrifice,

in whose context the said sentence occurs.

The Siddhanti ( in the Bhasbya) makes a dodge, and retorts—‘ Who
says it is not so ?

’—his meaning being that the said usefulness be-

longs to the Saktu as the material offered in the Homa. In all cases, we
find that for all substances, there is no other use save the accomplish-

ment of the Action connected with the sentence (in which the name of

that substance occurs)
; because they have no connection with the procedure
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of the action. That is to say, the Homa, being of the nature of an

Action^ stands in need of something to he accomplished by it; and consequently

along with the principal procedure, it is taken as forming the process of

action helping in the said accomplishment. This, however, cannot be said

of the Substance. Nor can the Substance alone justify the assumption of

anything transcendental
;
because all transcendental results are brought

about by Actions alone.

Even in a case where a substance itself is laid down as leading to a

particular result,—e.y., in the Injunction ‘ one should sacrifice with the

milking vessel for one who desires cattle,*—no Apurva would be possible,

except through the agency of some other Actiony though having a different

end. Under the circumstances, how can any such assertion bo made with

reference to the Saktn, which is not found to be enjoined with regard to

any particular result?

Nor is there any authority for making such an assumption. As for

the Accusative in ‘ ^aktun^ this cannot serve as an authority for any such

assumption ;
because what the Accusative does is to directly express the

predominance of the Sahiu ; and as such it would point to the fact of the

lloma being for the sake of the Sakhi^ and not to that of a certain Apurva

following from the Saktu, Thus then, through the help of the Accusative

the Homa would bo for the sake of the Saktu.

How could the Homa be pervaded over by the Saktu ? Because it

could not serve any other purpose,—no such other use being mentioned,

Tims then, it is only when the Homa has been performed that the Saktu

becomes related to the Homa; and hence before the purpose has been

served, the Accusative has had its end; hence even in the case of the

useless Saktu, the Accusative becomes justified, in consideration of its

predominance. And thus the meaning of the sentence having been

accomplished, the Saktu could not be of any subsequent use, either to the

Person or to the Sacri6ce
;
and having recognised this fact, we could either

assume a transcendental result, on the strength oF the sentence in question,

or accept the notion of predoininance (as expi'essed by the Accusative) to

be a misconception, (And hence tlie only reasonable course left is to take

the Accusative in its indirect sense of the Instrumental). It is in con-

sideration of these facts that the Bhashya has said

—

the sentence cannot

justify any assumption of the transcendental (Apurva). It is far more
reasonable to reject the notion of predominance (expressed by the

Accusative) ;
and hence we cannot but accept the indication of the

Instrumental. It is in consideration of this fact that the author of the

Mahabhashya has declared :
* The Accusative is used in place of the'

Instrumental.’
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Thus then, we find that there is a diversity between the Homa and
the aforesaid Gleaning. Because the Saktu having no other purpose to

serve, it is taken to be for the sake of the Homa

;

while such substances

as the Oalce and the like, inasmuch as they are subservient to something

else, are capable of such purificatory actions as their being circled

round by fire.

When the true meaning of the scripture has been got at, it is only

when we do not find any visible use, that we assume a transcendental result.

And even in ordinary life, we find certain purificatory rites being kept up

by usage with the sole purpose of something transcendental
; for instance,

when a man returns from a journey, fire, salt, &c., are moved round his

head, with a view to the pacifying of all evil influences impending over

him. Nor can the fact of such rites bringing about something transcen-

dental be denied; because the performance of these is based upon the

authority of well-established usage.

Thus then, we find that even those that lead to something trans-

cendental have a subordinate character, because of the uniformity of

assertion.

Objection

:

“ Such being the case, in all cases the predominance of the

substance would depend upon the fact of its serving a useful purpose
;

and hence it is not right to say—‘ on account of the uniformity of

“ assertion.’ Or else, it should be shown how, independently of any
‘‘ useful purposes served, predominance is denoted solely by the Accusa-
“ tive or, how the subordinate character is denoted solely by the

Instrumental.”

Reply : As for an instance of predominance expressed solely by the

Accusative, we have it in the case of the sentence ‘ Aindrycl gdrhapatyamu-

patishfhatS' where the indirect implication of the name ^ Aindri* shows
that the mantra in question is addressed to Indra

;
and then on account

of its being mentioned along with the ^ garhapaty a.' If this * gilrhapatya' be

taken only as the means of worshipping Indra, then the Accusative ending

in it would be absolutely out of place ;
atid hence it is only on the strength

of the Accusative ending that we admit tlie Odrhapatya to be the pre-

dominant factor in the sentence. Similarly, as for an instance of the sub-

servient character being expressed solely by the Instrumental, we
have it in the case of the sentence—^ SuktavdkSna prastaram* where

though both the Suktavdka and the prastara are equally useful, yet on

account of the Instrumental ending, the former is taken as subservient to

the latter.

Thus then, the comparative predominance or subserviency being

expressed by the case-endings themselves, all that uselessness does is to

form an exception to the former general rule
;
and the usefulness or

68
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uselessness of any object can never be taken as the sole ground of differen-

tiating the said predominance or subservience.

The purposes of the present AdhiJcarana that are enumerated in the

Bhashya are not quite acceptible (in the way therein put forward) for

the following reasons :

—

(1) In the sentence ‘ Qamimayyah scrucah
*
the fact of being made of

^amt wood has been laid down with reference to all Sruks. But according

to the Purvapaksha, as also according to the Siddhanta, that qualification

is recognised as applying to the Primary as also to the subsidiary sacri-

fices. As for the PriyaUgu corn, the original Injunction distinctly lays it

down as for the sole purpose of the Primary sacrifice
;
and as such it is

only proper that it is not employed in the subsidiaries. As for the qualifi-

cation of bein^ made up of Cami wood, on the othor hand, it has been laid

down simply with reference to the Sruk

;

and hence in accordance with

the rule laid down in Sutra III—vii—2, on account of the superior

authority of Syntactical Connection, the said qualification is recognised

as applying both to the Primary and the Subsidiary, and not to the Primary

alone, as shown by the Context (which is a much weaker authority). Nor
do we find any qualifying clause, which would point out the SruJc as the

one that is employed in the Primary Sacrifice
;
and even if there were

such a clause, as it would only be a qualifying adjunct of the subject of

the sentence, no significance could be attached to it. Therefore in ac-

cordance with the Purvapaksha also, it is clear that the Sruk of Qami wood
appertains to all Primary Sacrifices, as also to all the Gleaning, &c., that

help the Sacrifice from a distance (transcendeutally)
;
and as such there

would be no chance of there being any cleaning of the Sruk made
up of many woods. It might be urged that—‘ in accordance with

Sutra III—viii—35, all the peculiar features of the Subsidiary sacrifices

being subservient to the Primary Sacrifice, the Sruk of Qami, in the case

in question, cannot be said to be for the sake of both the Primary and
the Subsidiary.’ But this is scarcely correct; because in a case where
we recognise the relationship of an object with the Primary, as mentioned
by a Sentence, there alone could such an assertion be possible

; as a
matter fact, however, no such thing is recognised in the case in question.

For instance, in the case of the sentence ^ yajnatharvanam vai kdmyH
ishtayah, upaUgu kartavyah,* we find the qualification * upd^gu *

con-

nected only with the Primary Sacrifices mentioned by the word * kdmydk

;

’

and as such it cannot be taken as enjoined witli reference to the subsi-

diary, as we shall explain later on
; but in the case in question, we have

no such distinct relationship with the Primary
; and this makes all the

difference.
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Objection :
“ It may be that the /act of the Sruk being of is for

“ use in the Primary, though it is enjoined by implication, also in the
“ subsidiary sacrifices not yet fully mentioned.”

Reply

:

This cannot be
; because we shall show (in the chapter on

Atidsga) that the subsidiaries renouncing that which is enjoined in close

proximity to themselves, become connected with their Primaries; because
they stand in need of such aids as have been fully accomplished (along
with the Primaries). That is to say, an Injunction of many things
(by a single sentence) being unallowable, in the sentence in question, the

Sruk must bo taken as simply mentioned with reference to the fact of the

Sruk being of Qami wood (which alone is enjoined). Consequently, even
though the Sruk might be enjoined in connection with the subsidiaries,

yet such an Injunction would stand in need of the fact of the employment of

the Sruk of Qami at the Subsidiaries being got at by Implication (from its

employment at the Primaries). And the time that is taken in this latter

implication of the Sruk of the Primary is exactly the same that is taken

by the direct Injunction of the Sruk of the subsidiaries
;
and as such there

is no difference between the two processes.

And further, if the fact of the Sri(,h being made of (^ami wood applied

to the Primaries alone, then even in the VarmapraghcLsa sacrifice, which is

a subsidiary, we would have the employment of the Sruk used at the

Primary sacrifices of the Fraydja^ &o. And the means by which we could

avoid these PrayUja Sruks are the same by which the Sruks for cleaning

are avoided. But this is not quite desirable
;
as there is no reason for

such avoidance. Even though there may be some cause for the relation-

ship of a certain Primary^ yet, in accordance with the Rule laid down in

connection with the * SaumikavSdidakshina,* the element required would

bo got at indirectly (by concomitance itself)
;
and as such no collecting

of the Primary Class would be proper.

(2) Then again, the shape of the Paridhi vessel is pointed out by the

use to which it is put
; and hence there could be no cleaning of that Paridhi

which would not serve that purpose. That is to say, Paridhi is the name
of that substance whioii is used in the keeping intact of the fire

;
just as

^JuhU ’ is the name of an implement used in the Homa. Then, in accordance

with the Sutra IV—i—26, we could speak of the Gleaning being useless.

And then, on having heard of the Paridhi being made of the Bcinavat, if

wo were to clean the Palapa wood before it has been made into the Paridhi^

we would only bo cleaning that which is not Paridhi^, If the Paldga be

made into the Paridhi (before being cleaned), then the keeping of the Fire

having been done, it could not serve any useful purpose in the Primary

Sacrifice. Nor do we ever find a mixture of two things that serve the

same purpose (the Paldga and the Bdtiavat in the present case). Therefore
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there would be no need for making another Paridhi,

(3 ) As for the Avahhrtha^ inasmuch as this is a new action, it ends

wholly in what is directly mentioned in the Veda; and as the whole of

this action, together with all its accessories, is laid down as to be performed

in water, what could be that Gleaning^ in which we would have to make

use of Fire, and hence have to burn it P

Thus then, none of the above three can be accepted as the uses of the

present Adhikarana.

There is only one example which has been rightly cited. In the case

of the sentence ‘ ntid/nmnlu savdniydndm* in accordance with the Siddhdnta,

the character of being made up of tdrasa {meat)y not being related to all

OakeSf and thus being ‘ asavaniyaf it would not be connected with that

Oake which has been purified by being carried round the fire. And the

word * Savantya *
is never used with reference to the subsidiary of the

^Samniya;* because it deals with that alone which is related to the

Savantya, As for the subsidiary of the Savantya^ inasmuch as this serves

no useful purpose in the Savana, it is impossible to have any cake in it

made up of the Vrihi corn
;

specially as the sentence * Vrihihiryajeta ’

distinctly shows that the Vrihi corn is to be employed in the Cake used at

the Primary Sacrifice. And thus, it is not quite certain which is the

material of which that Cake is to be made, which is purified by being

taken round the Fire. And herein lies the use of the present Adhikarana.

But even this is not quite correct. Because in that case in accordance

with the maxim of the * Kdhsabhojt * the conditions of the scriptural

Injunction (that ‘ the Cake is circled round the fire *) would be fulfilled by

the circling of the Meat-Cake ; and consequently there would always be a

likelihood of the performance of an Action like what is described in the

Siddhdnta,

Thus then, the corn-cake having been taken up, in some way or other,

for the Primary Sacrifice, it must be held that the circling round fire is

a means of accomplishing that Cake ; especially as such is the inclination

of the scripture. But even in that case, such an action being useless, in

accordance with the maxim of the ‘ one-year-old cow,* there would be a

total disappearance of that action. And hence 4t is in the avoidance

of this disappearance that lies the use of the present Adhikarana,

Or, it might be in the fact of there being no definite material for the

Cake ;
nor does the maxim of the * Kdhsahhoji *

apply to the case ; because

the mere flesh does not represent the Cake. It it be asked, ‘ how this

comes about in the Savantya Cake?* we reply that in that case it is not the

Oake that is desired; what is enjoined by the sentence is the flesh itself,

independently of any Cake in the place of the Cake ; exactly a in the case

of such corns as the DhdnS, Because in no way is it possible to make such
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corns out of the flesh. Consequently, it must be admitted that in accord-

ance with the maxim of the ‘ Priyahgu,^ it is only in the Primary
Sacrifice that the Cake is to be made up of the flesh. As for the circling

round fire^ this applies to the Cake only
;
and as for the material of this

Cake, it may be uncertain, or it may be the Vrlhi or the Yara, as is shown
by the conditions of the Primary Sacrifice. ^

As a matter of fact, however, the real uses of the Adhikarana are the

following
: (1) In the Primary Sacrifice, there being many auxiliaries

to the Gleaning of the Sruk^ we conclude that the number of suoli auxi-

liaries must be three only, in accordance with the maxim of the ‘ Kapmjala*
(XI—i—38-45) ; and hence even when there is a multiplication of vessels,

—as in the case of the * Pa(}UGdturmdsya *, only three Sruks would have to

be cleaned, in accordance with the theory of the Purvapaksha, In accord-

ance with the Siddhdnta^ on the other hand, all the Sruks havo to be

cleaned
; because of the necessity of repeating the purifiactory process with

each substance. (2) And again, in accordance with the maxim of the

*Pa9u* (IV—i— 11-16), significance attaching to the number ‘one,’ only

one Paridhi would have to be cleaned, according to the Purvapakflia

;

while according to the 8IddhdntUy all the Paridhis would have to bo cleaned
j

and there would be some distinction made in a case where there is a

multiplication of Paridhis, (3) And similarly, the circling round fire,

believed (according to the Purvapaksha) to appertain to one Cake, conies

(according to the Siddhanta), to apply to all the Cakes. (4) Similarly,

according to the law ‘ Vishaye laukikam sydt' in the case of the sentence

* agnimupasamddhdya stuvate,' the cleaning would pertain to the ordinary

fire, according to the Purvapaksha j while according to the Siddlidrita^

any cleaning of ordinary fire being absolutely useless, the Cleaning laid

down must appertain only to such sacrificial fires, as the ^ Ahavaniya and

the like.
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Treating of the Pritnarg character of the Sfciifci and the fasfcra Hymns,

(MahBndradhikarana)

,

Sutra (18): *'The Stuti and the Castra are subservient,

exactly like the Yajya mantras,—because they distinctly signi-

fy the Deity."

The case of the Stuti and the Qastra has been introduced, as an

exception to the general definition laid down in Sutra II—i—8. By the

word “ Stuti ** is meant a hymn; and the “ Castra
**

also is a hymn which

is made up of mantras that cannot be sang. A Hymn is that which

describes the relationship subsisting between an object and its properties
;

and as such, in the first instance, it is accomplished by such objects and

properties
;

specially as in the absence of these the Hymn would be mere

words, and as such not capable of being called a ‘‘ Hymn.” Of those two

again, inasmuch as the properties described do not form part of the

Action to be performed, they serve no useful purpose with regard to the

Action; and as such they are taken absolutely as serving the purpose of

completing the Hymn itself. Then the question arises—The Hymn thus

accomplished, does it serve the purpose of bringing about an idea of the

object hymned, and as such, is subservient to this latter ? or, is it some-
thing independently by itself, leading to a certain transcendental result ?

On this point we have the following

PORVAPAKSHA.
“ Inasmuch as we actually find the Hymns perceptibly bringing

“ about a rememberance of (of the Deity) that serves to accomplish the
“ sacrifice, we cannot but admit them to be subservient to such Deities.”

SIDDHANTA.

Sutra (14) : But in that case, the mention of the name of the

Deity would have to be carried away by its meaning
; because

such mention is always subservient to the meaning.

The S^ltra points out the fact of the Purvapaksha being contrary to

other authoritative evidences.
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That is to say, if the hymn in question oonsist of a Mantra^ the object

described in which does not exist at the time, then this object would carry

away the Hymn from its present context, and as such, there would be a
setting aside of that which is directly laid down. For instance, in a case

where we have an Injunction laying down the use of a particular hymn on
a particular occasion, if the Injunction happen to contain the name of a

Deity—as in the case of a Hymn addressed to Indra being laid down as to

be sung in connection with the “ MUhBndragraha ” sacrifice,—the Injunc^

tion would depend upon the Deity therein mentioned
;
and hence in a case

where that particular Deity (Indra) does not exist, (as in the case of the

MUhBndra sacrifice),—the particular Hymn will have to be carried away
from the MdJiBndra sacrifice to another sacrifice where Indra might exist.

And this would be a direct contradiction of what is authorised by the

Order and Position of the Hymn, &o. The particular sequential Order

that would be contradicted in the present instance is that in which

the mantra is laid down as to be recited in the subsequent hymns

;

while the Position contradicted would be—either the mention of the

Hymn by the Injunction of the Eathantaruj or the particular Context in

which they occur.

Sutra (X^)\ Objection: **But (in the instance cited) the

word (that appears to make the Deity something quite different)

would be only a qualificatory one,—exactly like the word ' barren
’

(in the expression * Ajavasha’).’’

“ The above objection does not apply to the case in question. Because

“ a carrying away of the Mantra could be possible only if it mentioned

‘*Bomothing entirely difEerent; in the case in question however, the

“ Hymn in question belongs to the same Deity that is referred to by the

^‘name ‘MahSndra’; because the words ‘Indra* and ‘Mahendra* are

“ non-difEerent. That is to say the Indra, that is hymned by the

“ Hymns in question, is the same that is sacrificed to in the MShBndra

“sacrifice; and as such the object referred to being actually present,

“wherefore should there be any necessity of carrying it away from

“its Context? Nor is it absolutely necessary for the Mantra to make
“ mention of every minute detail of the object connected with the sacrifice

;

“ because it is always found to mention something more or less than that,

“ in accordance with its own expression or capability (and as such it does not

“ matter if the Injunction of the Hymn speaks of Indra only, without the

“ qufilifioation ‘ Maha *). Consequently, the Hymn should be taken as

“ pointing to Indra as apart from any attributes^ because much significance

“does not attach to the attributes, as the attributes are pointed out
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<‘by tlie context itself;—all this being exactly similar to the pointing out

“of materials apart from qualifications. Nor does the Deity consist of the

“word alone—as wo shall show under chapters IX and X. [And hence

“ Iiidra cannot bo taken as different from Mahondra, simply on the ground

“of difference between the words.]

“Thus then, it must be a<lmitted that that which is mentioned by the

“word ‘Indra* is the same that is mentioned by the word * Mahendra *

;

“specially as there is no reason for assuming the two to be distinct.

“ Consequently, there being no ground for the charge of the improper

“carrying away of the Hymns, these must be admitted to be the subser-

“ vient accessories (of the Deity ”).

Slttra (16) : Reply : Not so
;
because it forms part of the

scriptures.

It has been urged above that the Hymns pointing to Indra, as apart

from all qualifications, there is no need for any carrying away. But

this is not so
;
because the carrying away of the hymns is by no mean.s

avoidable.

For, if there were sufficient grounds for holding the identity of Indra

and Mahendra, then alone would it not bo necessary to carry away the

Hymns; as a matter of fact, however, there is a distinct difference between

the two.

To explain—In the case of the word * Mahendra *

some people, seeking,

to esiablisli its identity with the word ‘ Indra, ^ explain it etymologically

thus :
‘ Mahan ’ + ‘ Indrah ’ — MahB^tdrah (the Great Indra)> and then Ma-

hendro devata asya*— ‘ Mahendra* (That sacrifice of which the Great Indra

is the presiding Deity^. And in that case what the word ‘Mahendra*

would signify would be that of which the preceduig Deity is hidra as endowed

ivith the attribute of greatness. But such a connotation is not possible

;

because the signification of a word taken as one complete whole is always

more authoritative tlian that which is sanctioned by its etymological con-

structions
;
and hence the word ‘ MahSndra * more directly denotes a dis-

tinct Deity in the sliape of Mahendra, than it does the ‘ Great Indra.*

Then again, if the word ‘MaliSndra’ is broken up etymologically

(as shown above), there is a distinct syntactical split
; and if, in

order to avoid this split, the etymological explanation is not resorted to,

then the word ‘ MahSndra * distinctly denotes something entirely different

from Indra.

Says the Bhashya, the nominal affix in “ MahBndra ** would not he possible

if the word ‘ Indra * stood in the need of a mention of greatness

;

and
what is meant by this is that it is not possible for us to take the word in

its etymological sense. And the chief reason for this is that in the due
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functioning of a compound, as also in that of the Nominal capahiMty

is always laid down as the necessary qualification. In case we have recounse
to the etymology of the word the said qualification becomes impossible to

get at, in both cases.

That is to say, in the two autras ‘ aamarthah padavidhih ’ (Pacini II—

^

i—i) and ^ samarthdndm prathamadvd* {Ibid IV—i—82), it is distinctly

laid down that ^ sdmarthya* or capability is the necessary qualification in

the functioning of both the Compound and the Nominal Affix. Con-
sequently, in the absence of this capability

^
no functioning of any of these is

possible.

I. For instance, if the Compound and the Aflix were simultaneously

explained—that is to say, if the word ^ MnJiSndra" were explained as ‘ Mahan
Indro devatd asya^' then there would bo no capability in either of these. Be-

cause, if the chief stress wore laid upon ‘ greatness ’ as being needed (by tlie

word ‘ Indra’), then this last word could not have any relationship with

the Nominal Affix; and, on the other hand, if the factor chiefly needed

were the Affix itself, then there could be no connection with greatness.

This ‘capability’ is explained by some to be in the shape of (1)
^ eharthibhllva^ —the Identity of purpose, the fact of conjointly forming a

single entity,—and by others as (2) ‘ vyapBltslid *

—

i,e., Relationship based

upon mutunl requirements. And neither of these two is applicable to

that which stands in need of something else.

(1) That is to say, when one factor is independent of everything else—
save the other factor in question,—then alone can there be any identity of

purpose between these two. In a case, however, where one factor is

distracted by other agencies, no such identity of purpose is possible.

As a matter of fact, it is only when two objects are not distracted on

many sides, that they can rightly be said to be dependent on one another,

which is not possible when they are so distracted
; because in a case of

such distraction, our perceptive faculties fail to function rightly. That

object, which is pointed out conjointly by the two parts of a word as

equipped with the two characteristics, is always the same that is pointed to

by each of these parts independently by itself. When, however, there

happens to be a dependence upon others, there is always a doubt in the

matter, and the whole does not point to any one definite end. Thus then,

in the case in question, there is no possibility of a capability in the shape

of identity of purpose,

(2) As for the capability in the form of Vyapekshd (Relationship based

upon mutual requirements)—^the word ‘ Vyapekshd ’ itself distinctly points

to the absence of ApBkshd (dependence on others) ; and as such there can

be no room for it, in a case where the object depends upon other factors

;

and hence any such capability is not possible in the case in question.

69
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That is to say, that which depends upon others can never be spoken of as

‘ Vyap^ksha ’ (free from dependence).

Thus then, there being no chance for the capability of any of the two

kinds, it becomes absolutely impossible for either the Compound or the

Nominal affix to function in the matter. These are the discrepancies

in the case of the word ‘Mahendra* being all at once explained as

Mahd>n Indra^ devatd asya.'

II. If, however, the functionings of the Compound and the Affix be

explained separately, one after the other, then, inasmuch as the words will

have to be often times repeated, there would be a split of the sentence
;

because in that case, after wo have expounded the Compound, it will be

necessary for us to give utterance again to the two words * Mahat * and
‘ Indra. * It is with a view to this that the Bhashya has declared

—

The

word ^ Indra' when taken up by the functioning of the Affix cannot he connected

with * greatness.' The sense of this is that when the word ‘ Indra ’ would

be taken with the Affix it would be broadened (changed into ‘Aindra*) ;

and as for ‘greatness*, inasmuch as it is always connected with a dis-

tinct substance, it could have nothing to do with tho word ‘ Indra,’ which,

as already forming part of the word ‘ Aindra^ occupies only a secondary

position. That is to say, in that case we would have the form * Mahaindra,*

the qualification ‘great* having nothing to do with Indra, because that

which occupies a secondary position, and as such has its own denotation

suppressed, cannot be connected with any other qualifications.

The declaration of the Bhashya

—

when taken up by the functioning

of the Compound^ &c., &c.—refers to the ‘ split of the sentence * mentioned

above.

Thus then, having explained the improbability of any gradual func-

tioning, the Bhashya again brings forward tho theory of simultaneous

functioning, but only with a view to point out other discrepancies in the

theory.

In accordance with the maxim propounded in the Sutra I—iv— 8, there
would be another syntactical split consequent upon the fact of the word
Indra * being the predominant factor with reference to ‘ greatness,’

while it occupies a subordinate position with reference to the Nominal
Affix.

And there would be yet another syntactical split, on account of the
Injunction having to serve the double purpose of pointing out greatness

as tho qualification of Indra, and that of declaring Indra to be the Deity
of the sacrifice. For instance, what the Injunctive affix will have to do
would be to point out—(1) that Indra is qualified by ‘ greatness * and (2)
that ‘ Indra * is related to the material offered at the sacrifice ;

and this

would lead to an inevitable syntactical split.
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For tliese reasons, the word ‘ Mahendra * cannot be explained as that

Indra is the deity of the sacrifice, and that Indra is qualified by greatness*

What is possible is that the word be taken as one independent whole,

independently of the component parts
;
as in that case alone could the

Nominal Affix be rightly explained. And thus it is established that

Mahendra is a deity other than Indra.

Nor can it be urged that Indra himself came to be called ‘ Mahendra,*

the ‘ Great Indra,* after ho had performed the grand feat of killing Vrttra^

because in that case the Veda, in which the word ‘Mahendra’ occurs,

would have a beginning in time. Consequently the mention of the killing

of Vrttra must be taken as only eulogising ‘ Mahendra,’ which is a name
eternal and complete in itself.

Sutra (17). Also because of names.

That is to say, Indra must be distinct from Mahendra, because of the

difference in their names. Thus alone could there be any restriction with

regard to the Mantras in question
; as otherwise there would be an option ;

and as such in one case, the mantra would be set aside from its legitimate

purpose. And if there were no difference between Indra and MahSndra,

the only purpose that the mention of two distinct Mantras could serve

would be to bring about a transcendental result, which is not allowable in

the case.

Therefore, just as the Sun, &c., are different from Indra, so also is

Mahendra
;
and as such it would be absolutely necessary to carry away the

Hymn elsewhere (as shewn above).

(Thus ends the exposition of the Adhikarana in accordance with the

Bhashya).

The Vartika, however, takes exception to the above, and brings forward

the following arguments against it :

—

If wo have recourse to the above explanation, and if the Nominal Affix

were regarded as possible only in case the word were taken as one complete

whole, then in that case, the same would be the case with such words as
‘ Agnishomiyd. ’ and the like

;
and the word ‘ Agnishomiya * could not be

taken as pointing to the two deities Agni and Soma ;
and as such no

action could have two presiding deities (which would set at nought all

the rules of atidBgaj &c., laid down below). That is to say, just as

in the case of the word ‘ Mahendra,’ neither a gradual nor a simultaneous

functioning of the Compound and the Affix is possible, on account of the

word ‘ Indra ’ standing in need of ‘ greatness ’ and the Affix,—so, in the
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same manner, * Soma ’ standing in need of * Agni,’ there could be no Affix

(in the word ^ Agnishomiya*)
;
and when it would stand in need of the

Affix, there could be no compounding with ‘ Agni. * So also, if there

be a gradual functioning—one after the other—of the Compound and the

Affix, a repeated utterance would be necessary
;
and this would lead to

a syntactical split
;

because, as shown above in the case of the word
‘ Mah§ndra,’ when the word would be taken up by one functioning,

it could not bo taken up by another ; and as before, there would be a

diversity in the character of the word ‘ Soma,* which would be the

predominant factor in one case, and the subordinate element in another ;

and so also the Injunctive Affix would have to refer to more than one

object. Thus, in short, all the objections that have been shown above,

as applying to the case of the word ‘ MakSfidrUy would apply to the case

of the word ‘ Agnishoniiya ’ also
;
and hence this word also will have

to be taken as one whole in itself ; and consequently there would never

be any case of any sacrifice having two presiding deities.

But it is by no means possible for words like these to be spoken

of as conventional ivholes by themselves, because everywhere in the

scriptures, the particular actions are laid down as having two presiding

deities.

For instance—(1) in course of the consideration of the texts dealing

with the ‘quartering* of the ^agn&ya^ cake, the ^ Indraptta' and the

^ Fnshdprapishta,* we shall explain how the words ‘agneyn,* &c., which
point to Agni alone as tlie deity, are incapable of including the
‘ AindrRgna/ the ‘ Agnishomiya^* ifec., which point to Agni, &c., as the

deities, only in the company of some other deity. (That is to say,

the Aindragna cake cannot be treated in the way that is prescribed

for the * AgnBya * cake
;
for if the word * AgnBya * were to refer to the

‘ Aindragna * also, then, inasmuch as the word ‘ Agni * would be dependent

upon ‘ Indra' there could be no nominal Affix in the word ‘ Agneya') If

these words were conventional wholes, what would be dependent upon what ?

(2) So too we shall show later on that the Aindrapaushna is held to be

subsidiary to the Agnzshomtya, <fco., on the sole ground of both of them
having two presiding Deities (and this would not be possible if the words
did not signify the presence of two Deities). (8) Similarly in the case of

the sentence ‘ MBdhapatibhydm mBdham, we shall show how two significa*

tions are accepted, as explained under Sutra IX—iii—35. And again, (4) it

will be shown under the ‘ Manotadhiharana * (X—iv—42) that in the case

where Agni and Soma are the deities, Agni alone is not a deity, though both

are intimately related to the Action. (5 ) It is not quite reasonable for us

to deny such etymological changes in the compound ‘ Agni + Soma * as are

due solely to the fact of its forming a duality of deities—sucb changes, /.i.,
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as the lengthening of the ‘ t
* and the change of ‘ sa * into ‘ sha

*

(as ac-

cording to Panini VI—iii—37, and VIII—iii—82, respectively). If no
authority be attached to grammatical rules, then the rule laying down the

addition of affixes, denotative of Agni, &c., being the deity, would also be
unauthoritative, and as such Agni, Soma, &c., would cease to be known as

deities. If, however, this latter fact is adtnitted, then on exactly the same
grounds, it would be necessary to admit the duality of the deities also.

And as such the word cannot be taken as a complete whole in itself in-

dependently of its component parts.

For the same reasons, it is not right to assert that the JDrandva-Com-
pound in ‘ Agmshomiya* could bo explained as compounded, only for the

sake of accentuation, &c., and having no other significance, as we have in

the case of the words ‘ Agvalcarna * (the name of a plant) and the like.

Because a grammatical rule can be said to be for the mere sake of certain

modifications of accentuation, &g., and to have no other significance, only

in a case where the senses conveyed by the word bo, in some way or other,

not in keeping with a well- recognised fact of ordinary perception.

In the case of the words ‘ Mahat * and ‘ Inclra^' it is certainly necessary

to assume a distinct significance for each (because we do not find any

disagreement from a perceived fact)
;
and inasmuch as these words

signify, one the qualification and the other the qualified^ we come to the

conclusion that one word qualifies the other. And as soon as these words

are pronounced • together, we are at once led, by our px^eviously-acquired

notion of their relationship, to the joint cognition of the one as qualified

by the other
;
and there is nothing to sot aside this joint cognition. Nor is

there any reasonable ground for assuming, for the compound, any signi-

ficance, apart from those of the component words. Then again, it is only

when the whole word by itself has been duly established as complete in itself,

independently of the component words, that the denotation of this word, as

such a whole, would set aside that which is provided by the component

words (in case of course the two happen to be mutually contradictory).

But no such word could be taken to bo a duly established entity by itself,

until we actually found it used as such, apart from having anything to do

with the signification of its component parts.

And further, we find a great difficulty in believing in the existence of

Indra; and it would entail a much greater difficulty to assume the existence

of another and an altogether distinct deity in the shape of MahSndra.

As a matter of fact, wc find that oven in the case of a perceptible

object, there can be no reasonable ground for assuming a multiplicity of

denotative potencies for a word; and it would bo very much more

Unreasonable to make any such assumption in a case where the very object

—

MahSndra f.i,—has got to bo assumed. We accept the existence of an
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object ill the shape of ludra, simply on the ground that, otherwise, the use

in the Veda of the word ‘ ludra ’ would not be explicable. And thus if the

use of the word * Mahendra ’ too were equally inexplicable, then alone we
could have any ground for assuming the existence of an object in the shape

of Mahendra. As a matter of fact however, the uso of the word ‘ Mahendra ^

is quite explicable, as based upon the well-recognised denotations of the

two words ‘ Mahat ’ and ‘ ludra *
;
and hence the word is found to convey an

idea of the same Indra as qualified by ‘ greatness
*

;
and as such there is no

ground for assuming the existence of any other object. And hence it is

proved that Mahendra is none other than Indra qualified hy greatness.

Further, when we expound the fuctioning of the Compound first

and then explain that of the Affix, there is no incapability pertaining to

anything; because at the actual time of the functioning of the compound,

or that of the Affix,—there is nothing else that the factor stands in need

of. Nor is there any syntactical split due to repeated utterance
;
because

all that we do, by the repeated utterance, in expounding the compound,

is to give expression to the many meanings that are expressed by the word

pronounced but once. The wordi' * Mah6ndra* has a double functioning

in the shape of the Compound and in that of the Affix
;
each of these func-

tionings represents a distinct sentence
; and it is the meanings of these two

sentences that wo give distinct expression to by the expounding of the

Compound and the explanation of the bearing of the Affix. And as for the

repetition that we have recourse to, in the re-expounding, it is not that of

any Vodio sentence; because there is no such Vedic sentence as Mahdnc-

cUsHvindra^ca, Maliendro dBvatci asya it MahBfidrahJ^ Nor is it the Vodic word

itself that is so disjoined; because all disjunction being brought about by

human agency, the word ceases to be Vedic altogether. The fact is that

in the Veda, the word ‘ Mnhendrah *

occurs inits own complete form
;
and it

is only the meaning of this word that is explained by means of the afore-

said disjoiniugs and etymological explanatious &c., proceeding from human
sources.

As a matter of fact, words are endowed with various potencies, bring-

ing about as they do, the cognitions of one or many meanings. And the

meaning of a word is explained, sometimes by means of another word,

and sometimes by means of a sentence, and that too being one or many,
consisting of two or more words. For instance, the meaning of the word
* Piha ’ is explained by ‘ KoJeila ‘ Aupagava ’ is explained as ‘ the son

of Upagu,* or as * one who was pi’oduced by Upagu from out of his

wife.’ The vei'b ^pacati * (Parasrnaipada—Present Tense, Third Person,

Singular) is explained as ‘ the action of cooking, affecting another person, as

being accomplished at the present time, by the agent who is one—the action

extending over many moments.’ And certainly, in these explanations,
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there is no syntactical split. Nor is the explanation found to refer

to any portion that is not denoted by the word explained. In the same
manner, when the meaning of the word ‘ MahSndra * happens to he ex-

plained by persons cognisant of the various signications of words, who
employ one or more words of their own, without touching the Vedic text

itself—where is there a symtactical split ? For our own sentence, even if

uttered a hundred times, would not vitiate the Vedic sentence. And when
the meaning of the Veda is explained, the word itself does not become

human. And when a certain fact is being spoken of by a man, it is ne-

cessary that it should be spoken of in a certain order of sequence, and that

too in accordance with the duo sequence of the roots and affixes —f.L
‘ Mahdngcdsavindrahf

;
and certainly, in this there is no dependence upon

other factors.

Then again, oven in the case of one factor depending upon another

factor, there is every ground for there being a Compound, provided the

former be the predominant factor
;
consequently if the word ‘ Indra * were

dependent upon the Nominal Affix, it could be very well compounded, be-

cause of the fact of its being the predominant factor, with regard to

‘ greatness.
’

Thus then, even though, in case of the simultaneous functionings (of

the Compound and the Affix), there is nothing incongruous in the fact

of the factors being dependent upon other factors, yet the functioning in

question is gradual. Because the word ‘ Indra,’ though dependent upon
the Affix, is yet compounded on account of its predominant character

; and
when dependent upon greatness it becomes subordinate, and hence the

functioning of the Affix has to come in later on. That is to say, in a case

where the predominant factor is dependent upon something else, the func-

tioning must be one of this kind
; and hence it is the compounding that

comes in first. If, however, after the compounding has been done, the

functioning be held to come in its wake, of its own accord,—then the result

would be that Indra by itself would bo connected with the Affix
; and on

the other hand, the same pure Indra would come to be compounded
; and

as such we would have, for the deity in question, Indm alone, without any

qualifications
;
and as such the mention of the qualification * great ’ would

become absolutely useless. Nor is it possible to assert that, as in the case

of the ‘ red one-year-old cow,’ so in that of ‘ Indra ’ and ‘ Mahat * also,

the two coalesce in the denotation of the Affix, and as such serve to limit

one another. Because whore there is no Action in question, there can be

no such simultaneous coalescence. Nor is it possible for that which is not

an Action to draw within itself any qualifications. Even if it could so draw
them in, it would come to denote the fact of ‘ Mahat ’ and ‘ Indra * denot-

ing two deities. And then, the words ‘ Mahat ’ and ‘ Indra ’ being more
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thau one, when not compounded, there would be no possibility of the

Affix that we do actually find in it, because this affix is laid down as com-

ing in only when the Deity in question is one (and hence the word
‘ MahBndra ’ would be possible only in case MahBndra wore one deity, and

not if the word ‘ MahSndra * contained the names of two distinct deities)

.

And again, if the words ‘ Mahat * and ‘ hidra * were two distinct Nouns,

with independent declensional affixes, then there could be no such noun

as ‘ Mahendra^ and hence no chance for the affix in question
;
and if there

are no such Nouns ending in declensional affixes, then they could not

form a compound.

For these reasons, simultaneous functioning is not possible
;
and hence

through the aforesaid gradual functioning, we conclude that the object

signified by the Compound itself is the deity. And consequently MaliBndra

is none other than Indra qualified hy greatness.

Thus then, we find that for reasons above explained, the Purvapaksha

position appears to be quite reasonable
;
and hence we must have recourse

to another line of argument with a view to its effectual refutation.

And this wo are going to do now, in expounding what wo shall call—

SIDDHANTA (B).

As a matter of fact, the Deity enters into the sacrifice, not in its

material form, but in the verbal (t.6., in the form in which it happens to

be mentioned in the scriptural Injunction)
;
consequently, inasmuch as it is

by the word ‘ Mahendra ’ that the Deity is mentioned, we cannot but

accept MahSndra as the Deity. Even if the meanings of the two words
* Indra * and * MaliEnd%'a ' be identical,—the deity in the particular sacri-

fice in question must be that which is spoken of by tlio word ‘ Mahendra ’

in accordance with the law laid down under Sutra

:

‘ Vidhigahdasya mantra-

tvty (X-iv-23)— and none other. And hence the character of the

deity could not belong even to those mentioned by such names as ‘ Vrha-

dindra, &o.,— words that are more akin to ‘ Mahendra * than ‘ Indra,* —
to say nothing of such other words as * Indra ’ and the like.

When we find a certain Deity in a certain form laid down in con-

nection with a certain sacrifice,—even though the Deity be the object

denoted, and not the merely V erbal form, yet, if we find the slightest

difference from it in another otherwise expressed, we cannot admit this to

be the Deity of that sacrifice.

That is to say, the character of the Deity is such as is not cognisable by
the ordinary means of cognition. Sense-perception and the like

; and
hence the only means of knowing it is afforded by Vedic Injunction alone

;

hence we can be assured of the fact of the sacrifice having been performed

in due accordance with the Injunction in the Veda, only when we actually
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find thafc the Deity invoked has been exactly the same as is therein laid

down. If however, the slightest difference is made in that,—the func-

tioning of the Injunction having ceased with the laying down of the real

Deity, <feo.—,
we will have to look for another authority for this slightly

different Deity ; but as a matter of fact, there is no such authority
;
and

as such the invocation of that Deity cannot but be unauthoritative.

This will be explained later on, where it is shown that * Agni is the Deity

of the AshtaJcapdltij and not of the Ajya’ (because with regard to the

latter Agni is not laid down as the Deity). In accordance with this rule

(J) when the Injunction has spoken of Indra as the Deity, the deifio

character cannot be attributed to Agni,—(2) when Indra is laid down as

the Deity of Soma, He cannot be the Deity of the Cake,—(3) when Indra

is laid down as the Deity of the pounded Soma, He cannot be the Deity

of the creeper itself,—(4) when pure Indra is laid down as the deity, we
cannot have him as qualified by some attributes ;—so in the same manner,

when we find the Injunction laying down the qualified ‘ Great-Indra
*

(Mahendra) as the Deity, wo cannot invoke Indra alone.

Another reason for this is that, inasmuch as in the Injunction in ques-

tion, the Deity is predicated of something else, duo significance must be

attached to its qualifications and adjuncts : specially as no such significance

could be attached to them, only in case the Deity were that with regard

to which something else was predicated, That is to say, if in the matter

of the relationship expressed by the nominal affix (in “ Md^Sadra”), the

Deity were that with regard to which it was predicated, then we could

not attach any importance to the mention of its attributes. If, however,

the Deity were not predicated, it would not have the character of the

Deity, and hence we cannot but admit it to be predicated. And as such,

due significance must be attached to its qualifications
;
and hence the

removal of the qualification would do away with the very character of the

Deity. For instance, in such sentences as—‘ the white-clothed person

should be fed,* ‘ the red-turbaned priests pass along,* ‘ the person with

the stick repeated the Praisha Mantras,^—if we take away the qualification,

what is left behind ceases to form a material part of the Sacrifice. If

however, the qualifications were such as having something else predicated

of them

—

f.i,, “bring in those that have white clothing*’—the men
could very reasonably be brought even without the wliite clothing

( which

they might lay aside before coming in). Hence, in the case in question,

even if the Deity were to enter into the sacrifice, in its material form, we
could not accept it as without its qualification ; as a matter of fact, however,

we find that it helps the sacrifice, in its verbal form,—and consequently

anything else, that would be mentioned by a word apart from the Injunc-

tion, could not be recognised as the prescribed Deity.

70
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And farther, •irhen the Deity is mentioned by means of a compound,

it would not be open to the fault of the Injunction referring to more than

one thing. Hence the Deity that would belong to the * MuhSndra-graha '

could never be mentioned by the word * Tndra* That which is mentioned

by this latter word can never be the Deity of that sacrifice
;
and as such

in the case of an injunction of this sacrifice, any mention of that Deity

would be absolutely useless.

Thus then we find that the sense of Sutra 16 comes to be that the

cognition of the Deity depends upon actual verbal expression
;
and the

fact of a certain word expressing the Deity comes to be accepted only if it

is found that such expression is in keeping with the character of the

Nominal Affix. Hence we conclude that there is a distinct difference between

the deities Indra and Mahendra.

Question : ‘‘ But how do you reconcile the Bhashya with the above
explanation ? ”

IBeply

:

It is as follows ; What the Purvapakshi urges is that

there is no necessity of carrying aside the Hymn in question. And for

one who holds that the mantra mentioning ‘ Indra ’ need not be removed
from the ‘ McihSndra *

sacrifice, — inasmuch as it would be absolutely use-

less to have expressed a Deity that is not needed in the Action, it must be

desirable to admit that simply Indra is the Deity pointed out. But no

such admission can be made by his mere wish
;
nor is there any other

authority for its acceptance j because the only authoritative means of

knowing the Deity, in the present case, is the Nominal Affix that wo meet

with in the passage laying down the ‘ MdhSndra ’ sacrifice
;
and this occurs

in the “ MShBndra'* only. If this Nominal Affix were rent apart from the

compound, and explained along with the word “ Indra ” only, then, in that

case, the mention of the Deity would be in keeping with the direct deno-

tation of the Mantra,

It is this position of the opponent that the Bhashya takes for granted,

and lienee it speaks of the word ** hidra as withdrawn from the word
‘ MahBndra,' in the passage :

** that Indra is the Deity is cognised hy the

presence of the Affix;
**

while, as a matter of fact, inasmuch as the word
“ Indra ** stands in need of “ greatness,” so long as the compounding is

not done, the woi^d * Indra * remains the subordinate factor, and as such

incapable of any contact with the Nominal Affix.

Says the Bhashya : When depending on contact with the nominal

affiXf ^c,f ^c/^ And the sense of this is that, though the compounding is

quite possible when the principal factor is dependent upon something else,

there is room for the nominal affix when it is in the pure condition of the

Noun ;
but at the time that the affix appears, there being no declensional

ending, no compounding would be possible. Thus then, the rule laid
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down by Patanjali— that compounding is possible also when the factor

dependent upon something else happens to bo the predominant one ”

applies to those cases in which a Noun with a declensional ending, stand-

ing apart, stands in need of another word which is capable of being con-

nected with it,—as for instance ‘ Rojipurushah gohhanah,
*

If there were a need of the Nominal A£&x, before the compounding

was done, then we would have to admit the appearance of the afiS.x along

with a sentence (in the form of ^ Mahan Indrah'). On the other hand, if

the a£&x were attached to the word ‘ Indra * only, then the qualification

{greatness) would fail to enter into it.

As for the gradual functioning (one after the other) of the Compound

and the Affix, you do not admit of it. If the affix were attached in the

first instance——i.e., before the coming in of the word ‘ Mahat —then, we

would be open to the two objections urged above (Text, p. (1)

the greatness would apply to the material of the sacrifice, and not to the

Deity, which would become the subordinate factor
;
and (2) the final shape

of the word would be ‘ Mahaindra * and not ‘ MUhSndra /*-

The mere word ‘ Indray when functioning along with the Compound,

could not be related to the nominal Affix. (This is what the Bhashya

means). For these reasons, it will have to be admitted that in the single

word, the relationship (between * Indra * and ‘ Mahat * and the Affix) comes

in all at once. And then, in accordance with the SUtra I iv—8, we would

as before be open to the objection of the diversity in the character of Indra

(it being the predominant factor in relation to ‘ greatness while subordi-

ate in relation to the affix).

Says the Bhashya ; It is clear that Mahendra is something totally dis-

tinct from Indra» And the sense of this is that, prior to the compounding,

the Injunction is one of more than one object, i.e., greatness and Indra

this would also be got at from the words of the complete compound itself,

and tiiis would lead to a syntactical split, which is avoided by having

recourse to compounding.

Therefore, says the Bhashya, the deity in question is not {mere) Indra

unqualified by greatness, (but the qualified Indra), This would be the sense

of the Bhashya, if we read it as ‘ amahattvavigishfah

;

if, however, we read

‘ mahattvavipishfah,
* the meaning would be that the deity is not that which

is mentioned by the mere word ‘ Indra,

^

but that which is spoken of by that

word qualified by ‘ Mahat specially because the affix in question would

be possible only if the noun were in the form of a compound.

Says the Bhashya— by the relationship of the component parts ; 9.nd

this should not be taken as absolutely denying the etymological meaning

of the word ;
all that it means is that the affix does not appear by means

of the relationship oi the component parts, because it is absolutely
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impossible for any such part to be withdrawn from the compound (for

the propose of being attached to the affix).

Says the Bhashya

—

Therefore it must he a distinct deity. That is to say,

even though the object Indra is one only, yet the two are spoken of as distinct

deities, on account of the difference between the unqualified Indra**)

and the qualified (“ MahSndra **), For instance, we find the same man
to be an uncle and a preceptor

;

and he is spoken of differently, accord-

ing as the particular requirements of the time may refer to the one or the

other phase of his character.

As for the Vedio sentence “it was after Indra had killed Vyttra that

he came to be called Mahlndra **—the Purvapakshi thinks that (even in

the case of the ^ MdhJBndragraha*) mere Indra having been previously

recognised as the Deity, what the qualification * great * does is to subse-

quenty eulogise the character of the previously recognised Deity, and it does

not enter into the deifio character itself. The reply to this is clear in the

Bhashya itself.

MahSndra thus being known as a deity, distinct (from Indra), it is mere

groping in the dark, to make such bold assertions as that—

*

the word

MahBndra points to mere Indra as the deity, ^ ‘ the mere word Indra points

to the qualified MahSndra as the deity,* ‘ even though the Injunction

distinctly mentions the qualified Mahendra, yet the character of the deity

belongs to mere Indra,* ‘ though the word used be ‘ Indra
*

only, yet the

deifio character belongs to the qualified ‘ Mahendra,* and so forth. None

of these assertions are reasonable.

Consequently it must be admitted that the Hymns in question will

have to be carried away to that place whore there is a complete harmony be.

tween the Injunction and the Mantra (i e., a place where Indra would be the

Deity),—if we wore to accept the Hymn to be subservient to the Deity (i.e.,

if we take the Mantra as pointing to the Deity), as held by the Purvapnksha.

Whereas in accordance with our theory, the Hymn is a principal action

by itself, leading to a distinct transcendental result
;
and as such capable

of being taken along with any and every deity
;

as iu all cases it

would, by means of its own specific transcendental result, help in the

completion of the sacrifice
;
(and there would, in this case, be no need of

carrying away the Hymn).

Sutra (18): The mention of the qualification too would be

absolutely useless.

Whether the qualification be eternal or transient (^.e., natural o^

caused), if it be taken only as eulogising Indra, and not as entering into

his deifio character, then its mention (in the sentence MShBndrgrahat &c.*)

would be absolutely useless. Because the only purpose for which a deity
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is spoken of or enjoined is to show how the particular Action could be

performed with reference to Him. And whether the qualification be laid

down or not, when the performance of the Action would be quite possible

with regard to mere Tndra, there would be no use of laying down the quali-

fication.

And further, the qualification not being included (in the Deity itself),

it could only bo mentioned after the Injunction of the Deity; or it would
have to be mentioned as describing the Deity. But for you neither could

be possible; because of the ‘qualified Indra * not having been mentioned
anywhere else. That is to say, the relationship of mere Indra with the

particular * graha* (the McLJiendra) is not laid down anywhere; and
hence it could not bo possible for the qualification to be laid down solely

with a view to the description of Indra contained therein
;
on the other

hand, we have never found any snch Deity as ‘Great Indra* laid down;
and as such it is not possible for ‘ greatness ’ to be spoken of as serving

the purpose of pointing out a particular Deity. And thus the mention
in the passage in question, of the word ‘ Mahendra, ’ being such as is not

found elsewhere, wo must admit it to be the Injunction of a distinct Deity.

Sutra (19): So also with regard to the Yajya and the

FurSruc.

The difference of names in these also is to be explained in the same
way as that in the foregoing Mantra. That is to say, it is only in accord-

ance with the aforesaid explanation that we could explain the separate

mention of the Ydjyd arid the I*U7'onuvGkya,

Sutra (20) : In the case of the ‘barren goat,* we perceive

the object as actually existing.

[ It has been urged above in Sutra 15, that the object laid down as the

‘ barren goat ’ is subsequently spoken of as ‘ goat * only, and hence the

qualification ‘ barren,* and also ‘ great, * must be taken as qualifying the

object, and not as having any independent significance. ] But the fact is

that such objects as the ‘ barren goat* and the like, help the sacrifice, by

their material forms ;
and as such all their specifications being directly

perceptible, when it is found that the purpose is equally served by the

use of a generic form ‘ goat * only, the Mantra does not attach much im-

portance to the actual words (“barren goat”) employed in the foregoing

Injunction.

Sutra (21): Objection; ‘There may be (a carrying away

of the Hymn in question) to an action wherever mere Indra might

be the Deity
;
and as a distinctly useful purpose would be served

by it (there can be nothing objectionable in it).
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The Siitra may be iuterpre feed in two ways : 1. “The Furvapaksha
“ could be rightly renounced only if it were found to be opposed to a

“ strong authority. As a matter of fact, however, it is not so
; because

“ the authority of Lii^ga (Indicative Power) of the words of a Hymn
“is certainly much stronger than that of Older or Context, &c.

;
and hence

“ we cannot very well give up the Furvapaksha theory.”

II. “ The word ‘ Indra * being a part of the word * MahSndra • could

“be taken as signifying the sense of the latter compound ; as by so doing
“ we reconcile the otherwise contradictory bearings of the LiAga and the

“ Krama
;
just as we have in the case of the word ‘ Agni * as occurring in

“the Manotd (Vide X—iv—42). That is to say, it would not be neces-

“ sary to remove the Hymn, as on account of close proximity, we could

“accept the part ‘Indra’ to indicate the whole ‘Mahendra*; specially

“as in so doing wo avoid the contradiction between Linga and Krama,
“ and also the necessity of having to assume a transcendental result (for

“ the Hymn). For instance, in the case of the Agnishomhja, though we
“find the word ‘ Agni* alone in the Manota Mantra, yet finding, from con-

“text, that it forms part of a compound AgnlsUoma*), we accept it

“ as indicating 8oma also, and as such affording the sense of the whole
“ compound.

“Consequently there is nothing incompatible, even if we do not
“ remove the Hymn from its place.”

Sutra (22): Reply: This could not be the case with those

(Mantras) that are directly laid down.

As a matter of fact we find that in many places we do not find

the same meaning in all the Mantras that are laid down in that connec-

tion, when these latter are removed from that context. For instance, in

the case of the sentence ‘ yamydh gahsanti * and the like,—inasmuch

as Yama is not the Deity of the other Grahas, if the Mantras laid down
in that context were to be removed from there, they could not point to

him. And as in that case the very injunction of these would be useless,

it would be necessary to admit the fact of their leading to transcenden-

tal results. And this may be said of all similar cases (as the one in

question). And hence we cannot accept the Hymn to be merely subser-

vient to the Deity.

Sutra (23) : Objection :
** But we actually perceive it.**

(This Sutra proceeds to show that the removing of the Mantra would

not make any Injunction useless).

“ Though Yama, &c., are not the Deities of the grahas, yet they could
“ be indicated by the Mantras, as being of use in other actions. For
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‘‘instance—(1) the MandUka Hymn is used in the Agni^ ns it is therein
“ laid down that the Fire is be drawn in with the Manduka sukta; (2)

“the Akshasukta is employed in the as therein it is laid down
“ that the gambling is done with the dice (aksha)

; (3) the Mushikasukta

“is employed in the EkSdagwt, as in this the sentence ^ akhnsfey &c.,

“ having described the connection of a certain place, this makes the

“Hymn one eulogising that place. As for the ‘ Kiiffhvmhhaka * and other
“ hymns, if we do not find any particular use of these, wo can accept them
“ as having their use in those cases where the general term Mantra is

“ used in the Injunction (and no particular Mantra is specified)
;
as for

“ instance, we find that all Mantras are laid down as to be employed in

“ the Vacastoma. So too in the case of the Agvina sacrifice, it is laid

“ down that in case the sun should rise before the sacrifice is finished, all

“ Rk verses should be recited (as an expiatory rite). In cases like these,

“however, inasmuch as we find that the Mantras laid down do not
“ mention any object that appears in the sacrifice in its material form,

“ we have to accept the fact of their leading to transcendental results.

“ But because a transcendental result is admitted in one case, that is

“no reason, why we should reject a visible purpose, even when it is pre-

“ sent, and always assume a transcendental one. For instance, because
“ the reciting of the Vatshnavi verse is found to servo only a transcen-

“ dental purpose it does not follow that only transcendental results fol-

“low also from that of the Yafyti and the like, which are found to serve

“distinctly visible purposes.**

Sutra (24): Reply: Because of the fact of the direct men-
tion (of the Oenitive, &c.), the words ‘ stauti ' and ‘ qafisati * ap-

pearing in the context, would have to be taken as having their use
in bringing about distinct transcendental results (Apflrvas).

It has been urged that like the word ‘ Agni* in the Manotti, the word
‘ Indra* would indicato the sense of the compound, ‘ Mahendra. * But this

is not correct, because there being nothing incompatible in the directly ex-

pressed meaning of the word ‘ Indra, * there is no reason why it should

give up its direct denotation, (and take to indirect Indication)? And then

again, as it would always be possible, by some sort of an indirect indi-

cation, to find a visible result for all that is held to be lending to trans-

cendental results,—this process of intex’pretation is by no means allow-

able.

Then it has been urged that there would be nothing wrong, even if

the Hymn were removed from its place. But it is not so
; because Direct

Assertion, as defined by Proximity, distinctly points to the fact of the

Hymn in question forming a part and parcel of the collection of Hymns
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with which it is mentioned. And as for the functioning of Liiiga^ it

can have no injunctive potency, until the recognition of a general rela-

tionship (between the Mantra and the Deity).

That is tc» say, if the case were such that it was absolutely definitely

ascertained that the Hymn serves a visible purpose,—in that case alone

could the Direct Assertion, defined by Proximity, be set aside.

When, however, the case is such that it is only after the Hymn has been

employed that its use is sought after, and the commencement of the action

does not depend upon the use.—then the Hymn having been employed

in accordance with the authority of Order and Proximity, it does not

matter whether wo assume a visible or an invisible result. As for the

Hymn, when removed from its place, we do not find any reason

for employing it in any other place. As for Linga^ all that it could do by

its power of pointing to the Deity, would be to point out the form of the

Deity (and not its relationship with any action); and in that case it

would become absolutely useless. Linga can have nothing to do with

regard to the expression of any relationship between the Deity and the

Action. As a matter of fact, TAnga is found to have an actually enjoin-

ing force, only when the general relationship of the Deity with the Ac-

tion has been defined by some Mantra or other,—and then there arising the

question as to how the Deity would help the Action, what the Linga does

is to point out the character of the Deity, thereby showing forth in what
way that Deity is capable of helping the Action. In the case in ques-

tion, however, we do not find any ground for such general relationship.

Consequently if the Hymns are removed from these places, they cannot

but become useless
;
and hence it is only right to accept the fact of their

bringing about transcendental results.

And further the various case-endings that we come across

—

viz,, the

Locative in * Kavatishu stuvati^' the Genitive in * Indrasya viryani ’ and the Ac-

cusfitiye * in praugam gansati'—as also the words Stanti\ (fiansati^ and

the like, would have their direct meaning (only according to our theory); ac-

coidinsr to you, they will have to be taken as signifying something else.

That is to say, the action of denoting the qualification and the qualified

resting in the letters of a word, thus alone could the presence of the

Locative be explained. If, on the other hand, the Kavatl were taken as

serving the purpose of pointing out the Deity, then the word would have

to appear with the Instrumental ending.

Nor can it be rightly urged that, “ even if we accept it to be an

Eulogy, the Kavati remains a means and as such amenable to the Ins-

trumental ending’*,—because in our case the KavatiAxymn has the

character of the substrate, as also that of the means; and hence it is

quite optional in what way it is to be spoken of. As for the pointing out
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UiamfeBiation oF ilie Deity, all suoh manifestation 'in the first

must reside in (have for its substrate) the Self of the person; and'snb-j

sequent to the comprehension of the character of the Action^ the paani*

festation of the Deity (as ttie Result) resides iri the Deity j while' as for.

the Kavt^il, it must always remain tlie Instrument or means (of that manir
festntion); and this makes a great difference between the two theories.

Then again, the injunction or Bkavana of eulogy—in the words
*~8tanti\ *^aAsaH'—is cognised as extending' over a definite period of

time; and in this Injunction, the denotation of the Root serves as the

means
; while all the other nouns, with the several endings, come to be

related, only inasmuch as they help iu the fulfilment of the Root. Thus'
then, when the mantras serve the purpose of accomplishing the Hymns,
then, inasmuch as they accomplish something that is desired, they servo

a purpose laid down in the Scriptures, and as such cpitie to liave a dis-

tinctly useful end. When they do the manifestation of the JJ^ity, on the

other hand, they do something that is not laid down in the Scriptures;

and as such are found not to serve any apparent purpose. Hence it^ is

more reasonable by far to have the Hymns serving distinctly useful

jpurposes.

Farther, for. us, the geuitive (in ‘lufiruysa ’ 6tc.,’) directly

expresses the subordinate character of tho Deity ; and that which is

subordinate cannot bo the predominant factor; hence it being impossible

for the Deity to be the predominant factor, tho mantras could not be taken

as subservient to them
;
and consequently predominance must bo attributed

to tho Hymn. If in the case in question, predominance belonged to tho

Deity, then being expressible by a noun only, the word mentioning it

Would be found with tho nominative ending, whudi could not express any-

thing else,— as we find in the sentence ^ agnirmurdhlif (fcc., '&c.’ In the

case in question, however, even that which we find having the horninativo

ending is actually found,—on account of tho fact of the homogeneity of the

sentence as preceded by the capability of the words used,—^to be for the

purpose of expressing the connection of the qualification; as for in-

stance,—* Indro yato janyamasydvasUasya raja' And as, there is no use

of the qualifications, these cannot be accepted as the predominant factor ;

fend hence the only reasonable course open to us is ^ accept the worcl^

expressive of tho Deity to be subservient to the Hymn (which latter

cannot be taken as subserviently pointing out. tho Deity).

' There should be a stop in tho Bliashya after the word ^ Satyam' (as

Otherwise the word could not be construed in anyway).

Thus then according to tho laws of Arthwdda^ inasmuch as all other .'

Words (save those with nominative endings) would, become use] ess, even

in the first iustance, it m possible foi* the word expressing the

71
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Deity to bo the predominant factor, yet the only rightful coarse is to

take it along with the sentence, only as subsidiary to the Eulogy,

And thus the words Stauti and * Qaiisati * oannot in any way be taken

as serving the purpose of the indirect indication (of the Deity) ;
and as

such predominance must be attached to the Eulogistio Hymn only,

SUtra (25) : Because of the distinctness implied by the word.

We find it declared in the Veda that “the Agnishtoma is accom-

panied by twelve Hymns ”
; and here the mention of the number ‘ twelve ’

^hows that each hymn is distinct by itself. If it were not so, and if all

the hymns equally served the purpose of pointing out the Deity, there

could be no mention of the number ‘ twelve. ' If, on the other hand,

the manifestation of the Deity by all the Hymns be not accepted to be

identical, a distinct Deity would come to, bo pointed by each verse, and

by each word, and thus being inunmerable> they c^nld npt be spoken of

as ‘ twelve

The opponent might urge—“ The same argument applies to the case

**of Hymns also; if all the Hymns be considered identical, then there is

only one Hymn
;

if they are distinct, then each verse would constitute

“a hymn; and theiife is no third alternative,, which would be in keeping

“with the mention of ‘twelve.’ If again,, the collection of a* definite.

number of verses be taken as, one Hymn, in accordance with the mnsi-
“ cal perceptible in certain definite places,— then we can have the

“ same definition with regard to the manife8tati,on of the Deity also,”

To this we make the following reply: Inasmuch as all actions have

their end in certain definite results, they ape counted in accordance withi

the number of results
;
and hence in the case in question, inasmuch, as we

find twelve distinct transcendental results (Apuvvas) appearing, we con-

clude the number of the Hymns to be twelve also. On the other baud, if

the mantras were to servo the purpose ot pointing out Deities, then,

inasmuoh as snob pointing out would be done by each verse and each

word,—and as there would be no means of ascertaining the end of the Action

(of pointing out),—there would be no ground for mentioning the definite

number ‘ twelve.’ When, however, the mantras are taken to serve the

purpose of bringing about, certain transcendental results, such results

being cognisable solely by means of Scriptures, there would be no ground
for holding the appearance of that result prior to the appearance of the
hiatus (that is taken as the closing sign of one Hymn)

; and the result

would be found to be accomplished only by means of the collection of a
certain number of verses ; and the 6nal accomplishment of this result

being taken as the mai*k of the end of a particular Action (of Hymning),
—the number ‘twelve’ of the results would naturally determine the
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number of Hymns also k) be twelve. There is no ground for assuming the

appearance of such a transcendental result, either from each verse, or

from all the Hymns taken together. Whereas in the case 6f manifestation

(of Deity), we actually perceive the word and the Deity.

Sutra (26) ; The mention would be absolutely useless.

Ill the case of such sentences * agnByll gtalid, hhavanti
* and then agaitiy

* iJLgneytshu stuvanti ’
;
inasmuch of Vedic verses are incapable of being

assumed or tampered with, the former sentence being enough for the pur-

poses of pointing out the fact of the ^ AgnByi^-mantras being the means
of hymning Agni, there would be absolutely no use for the second sen-

tence. That is to ’say, if the word Agniyi only served the purpose of

pointing out the fact of Agni being the Deity, then the employing of

these Hymns would be en joined by the first sentence itself
;
and hence

there would be no use for the second sentence. As a matter of fact, how-
ever, the second sentence should be taken as serving the purpose of

pointing out the Hymn as an independent Action.

Sutra (27) : Becanso we distinctly find the meanings of the

two to be different.

All relationship beiri|; based upon a certain difference between the

objects related,—inasmuch as we find the two sorts of Hymns ‘ Stotra *

and the * Rostra ’ mentioned as related to each other, these two must be
taken as distinct from each other, which could not be, if both equally

served the purpose of pointing out the Deity.

Objection: ‘‘Both the Stotra and the pastra being equally stuti

“ the above argument would apply to the case of that also. As for the
“ fact of the two being two different individuals, those grounds of difference

“ could be urged in favour of the Purvapaksha also.”

The reply to this would be in the shape of the arguments brought

forward above in connection with the mention of the number twelve.

That is to say, the transcendental results following from the Stotra and the

^astra being totally distinct, it is on the ground of this difference in the

results that the Actions themselves are held to bo different
;
and on this

difference would bo based the mention of their relationship. While as for

the manifestation of the Deity, there is no such difference either in the

action of manifestation or in its results.

Sutra (28) : The mention too is accompanied by the Ac-
cusative.

1. Such mention as *pra‘ugam gansati! inasmuch as the Pra-uga*
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Hjnin is spoken of bj means of the Accusative, this would be another

argument in favour of the view that tlie Hymn is a principal by itself.

,The principal Action is always such as is desired for its own sake (and as

such accompanied by the Accusative ending)—e. g.,
‘ agnihotram juhoti^J

* QghdramSghdrayati,* This could not be the case with the subsidiary

Actions^ which are wholly subordinated to others, and as such not desired

in tiiemselves.

II. The Sutra may be explained in another way: The very meiir

iion of the two names ‘ Siotra
* and ‘ Rostra ’ is meant to point to the fact

of these being principal Actions; otherwise the word used should have been

^prakBf^ana (mauifestatioii) only ; or there would bo no name at all, as in

the case of the words ‘ avahauH * and the like.

Sutra (29) : Because of the fizlflllment of the result.

Tiie particular desirable results that are asked for in the Mantra
would be possible, ouly if the Hymn were a principal action by itself

;
be»-

cause requests are always preferred to one who occupies the predominant
position. According to you, on the other hand, the Results would be
'asked for from tlib Deity, which you hold to be the predominant
factor, ns in the case of ordinary sacrifices

;
because so long as the Master

(Principal factor—Deity) exists, no one would think of preferring his re-

quest to the servant (the Subsidiary-Hymn which serves the purpose of

manifesting the Deity
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' [Treating (A) of the non-injonctiveness of Mantras, anp (B) or

Denotation AS the third function op Verbs.]

Sutra (30) : The Vidhi and the Mantra serve the same
purpose, inasmuch as they contain the same words.

In accordance with the Bhashya, the Adhilcarana is explained ns

follows: Taking for example certain there arises a question as

to whether or not the injunctive words occurring in them serve tlie

purpose of enjoining, as do those occurring in the Brdhnana passages.

And on this, the position of the PurvapaksJia is that, inasmuch as the

words in the Mantra are the same as those in the Brahmana, there is no

reason why the former should not have injunctive potency. And this is met

by the Siddhanta, which holds that, inasmuch as it is a Mantra^ and has its

subject already laid down in other passages, it cannot have any injunctive

potency ; hence all that the Mantra does at the time of the performance

of the sacrifice is to recall to the mind that which has been previously

laid down in the Brahmana passage. That is to say, the action Qoydga,

for instance, spoken of in the ilfan^ra is not different from the same action

mentioned in the Brahmana, because it is actually recognised as the same

;

nor does the Mantra lay down any accessories of the action (with regard

to which it might be taken to have an injunctive potency)
;
nor, lastly, can

it be taken as containing an eulogy of something enjoined in another

Sentence
;
because the Mantra is an independent sentence altogether, and

as such cannot be taken along with any other sentence.

In contradistinction to serving the purpose of recalling to the mind that

which has been laid down elsewhere, all that the Mantra could be taken

as, would be an Injunction or an Arthavdda. As matter of fact, however,

none of these is possible. In the first place, the form of the Action, that

would form the object of injunction, is already known as laid down else-

\vhere
;
as for its accessories, in the shape of the Material, the Result and

the Occasion, none of these is mentioned in the Mantra, which therefore

bannot be taken as laying down these. Secondly, when the injunction in

the case occurs in another (Brahmana) passage, which has all its needs

'akeady fulfilled, it is not possible for the Mantra to be taken as aU
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Arlhavi\da to that Injanction. This we have already explained under the

Adhikarana on Mantras (Adhyaya I). For tliese reasons, Mantras should

be taken only as recalling what has already been enjoined elsewhere.

Against the above explanation of the Adhikarana we bring forward

the following objections :

—

(1) What reason is there by which the injunctive potency of the

verb is suppressed simply by the fact of its occurring in the Mantra, and is

enlivened by appearing in the Brahma^a? We actually find verbs in

Mantras serving the purposes of injunction, e.g., “ VasantHya Kapinjaldna^

labhatS

;

and conversely there are, sometimes, verbs occurring in the Brah*

ma^a, not having the injunctive potency :—e.g., “ Yasyobhayam havirdrtU

marchBt, ^c.” Therefore there can be no such absolute rule as has been

shown ill the above Siddhdnta.

(2) Further, if the Mantra be taken as supplementary to the Brah^

mana, simply on the ground of the action having been enjoined in the

latter,—why could not we take the Brahmana injunction itself as simply

recalling the action previously enjoined by the Mantra ? That is to say,

there is no special reason whereby it could be ascertained whether the

Mantra^ having its injunctive potency suppressed by the fact of the Action

having been enjoined by the Brahmana, should serve the purpose recalling

the action thus enjoined, or vice versa. Thus then, we conclude that, inas-

much as neither the Mantra nor the Brahmana ic capable of being taken

as supplemeutaiy, specially as there is no feature in either that could

point it out as distinctly supplementary, both are equally injunctive.

And as for the repetition of the same Injunction—asoccuringin the Man-
tra and in the Brcthmana—we can take the two as two distinct actions. As
for the fact of the one being recognised to be the same as the other, we
shall explain this under the Abhyasadhikaraiia^* (VI—ii—23, &c.).

Therefore the non-injunctive character of Mantras cannot be taken as

established in the above manner.

Some people assert that, inasmuch as the Mantras are laid down by
the Brahma^as, as instrumental in the performance of sacrifices,—exactly

as the com, Ac., are,—they cannot have any injunctive potency, just as

the com, Ac., have none.

But these people also have only been led astray by a misleading sem-
blance between the two oases. Because the mere fact of the Mantra being

laid down in the Brahma^ as to be employed in the sacrifice cannot do
away with its injunctive potency. Therefore the Mantras would serve the

injunctive.purpose^ and also, on account of their being laid down in the
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Bralimaua, serve to recall tliab wliicli has been enjoined by tbe Br&bma^a*
Because there is no authoritative lav^ which lays down that that which
has been laid down as to be employed cannot serve the purposes of an
Injunction

; specially if it happens to bo naturally endowed with the injunc-

tive potency. If, however, the presence of this potency in the Mantra be
denied absolutely,—then it would be altogether needless to bring forward
the fact of its having been laid down as to be employed, for the purpose
of denying that potency (because much reasoning is not required in

denying what is impossible). Nor is there any self-contradiction in

the fact of the Mantra performitig both the functions. For instance,

even the Brahmana, though in itself injunctive, could serve the purpose

of recalling something enjoined elsewhere
;
this we shall explain under

the Sutra V—i—16.

And further, in the case of those Mantras that are not laid down in

any Brahmana passage, as to he employed in a sacrifice, your argument
being inapplicable, there would be no ground for denying the injunctive

potency of these. Hence even this argument of yours does not help in

the matter.
.-M—-o

As a matter of fact, however, there is no necessity of bringing in the

Mantras^ especially in the present Adhikara^a, as they have no parti-

cular connection with the present context. Hence we explain the

Adhikarana otherwise, as follows :

—

Verbs have been declared, in the preceding Adhikarana^ to be of two-

kinds only—the Primary and the Subsidiary. And the question now
Started is as to whether these are the only two methods of the functioning

of Verbs, or there is yet another method. And the position of the Purva*

paksha is that there is no third method.

In reply to this PQrvapaksha, wo have the following

STDDHANTA.

Sutra (31) : But. because of the power of usage, the Mantra
would express mere denotation.

There is a third method—that of denotation. Just consider the fol-

lowit^g: Those verba, that have their injunctive potency destroyed by tho

presence of such words as ‘yat* and the like (words which make that

which they precede, an UddS^ya, and which therefore can never be tho

Vidheyd or object of Injunction), must, in all cases, serve the purpose of

simple Denotation. That is to say, whether the verb occurs in the Mantra

or in the Brahmana^ when its injunctive potency happens to bo set aside by
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tHe prcseilce of anotlier'Word, then, in that case, the verb must be admitted

to be denotative.

Exartiplee : (1) In ‘ na idna(^anH,
* the Injunctive having become

suppressed by the word^ya^, * becomes supplementary. (2) In * ahe

hndhniya mantram gopdya, * the suppi'ession is by the Vocative end-

ing. (3) In ‘ ddmi grhnfimif * it is done by the First Person ending. (4)

In *yadi somamapaharByuh^

'

it is done by the word * yadi. *

The fact is that such instances occur mostly in Mantras

;

and that fa-

the reason why the Bhashya has mentioned the Mantras only
;
specially as

it is a common idea that Mantras are not injunctive. In Brdhmanasy on tho

other hand, there are many Injunctive affixes, and that is why the

Brahmana is commonly known to be injunctive. And it is only a very few

instances where the Brahma^as are not injunctive
;
that is the reason why

no Brahmana passage has been cited as an instance.

In the matter of the Brdhmana or the Mantra being injunctive or not,

there is no other reason save that which has been explained above

the presence or absence of such words as * yat ’ and the like)
;
and the pre-

sence or absence of the injunctive potency is not determined by the fact

of the sentence being a Mantra or a BrUhmana.

But we do perceive the following point of difference (between tho

Mantra and the Br&hmana) : In the case of the Brdhmana^ the injunc-

tive potency of tho verb occurring in it having been suppressed (by tho

above causes), this Verb comes to be recognised as serving tho purpose of

pointing out something which affords the occasion for another action*

and tho mere verbal form of the Brdhmana is not capable of being

employed in the sacrifice. In the case of tho Mantra, on tho other hand,

ns soon as we learn its form—^sucli as ddmi *
‘ grhndmi, ‘ agmn

vihara, Ac., Ac.,’—wo at once realise that even the verbal form can
seiwe the purpose of recalling certain actions

;
and hence we come to*

the conclusion that the words of the Mantras are to be used in tho

sacrifice. Because in the performance of Actions, it is necessary that there

should be a recalling (or remembering) of certain things
;
and inas-

ipuch as this recalling cannot be done by any means other than Mantras

{vide Mantrddhikarana Adh. 1), we find it only accomplished by suck
Mantras as have no other function. That is to say, at the time of tho

performance of a sacrifice, nothing can be duly performed, unless it is

duly remembered, and thus the recalling of certain things being absolutely

necessary, it would stand in need of a fit means of its accomplishment;

and as such it would begin to take up such means as either tho recalling

of the words of tho injunctive Brdhmana passage, or the recalling of what
has been performed in the preceding moment, or the remembering of tho'

^Ipasutra bearing on the point, or the recalling of the very sentenenr
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wliisli gave the first idea of that action, or a certain witnessing priest

chiefiy employed for that purpose. Consequently when, at such a time,

it is found that there are certain Mantras mentioned in the con-

text, which have no other purpose to serve,—and which are taken

along with the injunctive sentence, with a vague general notion

that something might bo done by them,—and it is realised that

these Mantras are just the sort of sentences that are required for

the purposes of reminding^—we come to infer, on the strength of Linga
and Context, a ^ruti passage laying down the employing of these Mantras ;

and then these come to serve the purpose oE simple Denotation, And
it is also ascertained that it is only when we perform the action as

recalled by these Mantras that the proper desirable results follow.

Now we have to explain the Bhashya in accordance with the above

interpretation of the Adhikarana. The assertion of the BhUshya—
“ jNa, asakrdapyuccdranS tatparyat **—does not refer to the fact of the

Action having been already enjoined elsewhere. What it means is that

on account of the presence of the word “ yat,’* the verb in tho Mantra

distinctly says that the Mantra speaks of something laid down elsewhere.

If tho Verb, with the words * yat,* Ac., be uttered even a hundred times,

it can never, by itself, give rise to any idea of an Apurva

;

and it is on

account of this fact that wo have the idea of tho action being laid down
elsewhere.
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Ex'planaiion of the name ‘ Mantra*

Sillfa (32) : The name * Mantra ’ applies to those of which the

purpose is Denotation.

As shown above, there is no significance attaching to the special citing

of Mantras in the preceding Adhikarana

:

it is only by the way that the

Sutra brings in a definition of what is meant by the word ‘ Mantra*

as it occurs in the previous Sutra. And as it is introduced only by the

way, there is no necessity why this Adhikarana should have preceded the

last one (as mentioned in the Bashya). Specially as the last Adhikarana

could have been discussed, without any reference to Mantras^ basing the

discussion upon any ordinary sentence. As for the Author of the Bhashya,

he lias laid stress upon the order of the Adhikaranas^ simply because

ho attached importance to the use of the word ‘ Mantra *
in the last

Sutra.

The sense of the Sutra is that the name ‘ Mantra * applies to those

that serve the purpose of denoting or recalling^—the compound ‘ taccodaka
*

being explained as a Bahuvrihri, The Bhashya mentions the Genitive

form, with a view simply to the verbal explanation.

This definition has been given here, for the sake of its terseness,

specially because it is thus that it is spoken of among teachers and students

and other experienced peopley and also because it a2)plies to almost all

Mantras.

The Bhashya (p. 125) says that a definition has been given, because it

is not possible always to teach by the system of 'prshiahota. And the sense

of this is, that without a definition, the teacher would have to undergo

the trouble of pointing out each and every Mantra to his student, and

this would be as painful a process as the curvings of the back undergone

at the time when many things round one’s self have to bo pointed out

to the slanders-by.

On tliis point wo have the following verses : Even the great Sages,

can never come to the end of all individual objects that have to bo

defined
;
and it is only by means of a definition that the learned get

to the end of such individuals. The Vrtti has given the following

specific definitions of different kinds of Mantras: (1) Ending in * asi *

;

(2) ending in * fvarn*

;

(3) making a request; (4) praise; (5) number;
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(6) useless talk; (7) complaint; (8) direction;* (9) searching; (10)

question; (11) answer to some question
; (12) distant relationship; (13)

employment; and (14) cnpability.

As an example of (6) we have * akshi iE Indra pingale duleriva ’—
‘ duli ’

= Tortoise. Of (12) we have ^ahdamecchidrena favitrena.

IJy ‘capability’ (14) is meant the power of expression. In ‘ ?/g man
dugdhavantasta Boa nirUkrtavaniah^ we have the complaint (7) of the cow.

In ‘ Amutah somamnhnra' occurring in the story of Gariida, we have

the direction (8) of Vinata to her son Garuda. In * VBda karnavatim

surmM—where ‘
’-pole—wo havean instance of question (10). (For

the example of others vide BhUshya^ p. 12G.)
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Explanation of the word ‘ Brcthmana.*

Sutra (33) : The name * Brahmai^a ’ is applied to the rest.

I'h© Bliasliya says : Since the definition of Brahmana could he inferred

from that of the Mantra—as all that is not Mantra is Brahmana-^

thenfore it is not necessary to give a definition of Brahmana, And at

first sight the sense of tlie Hhashya appears to bo that under tlio

circiimstamies, it was not necessary to introduce the Sutra, But as a

matter of fact, inasmuch as we find the word ‘rest* in the Sutra,

which does not give any independent definition of the Brahmana, it is clear

that the above passage of the Bhashya is only an amplification of the

Sutra,

Question

:

“ What, then, was the use of bringing in this Sutra ? **

Answer: There would have been no use of introducing it, if it were

known to all men that the Veda consists only of Brahmanas and Mantras, As

a matter of fact however, there are many people who are ignorant

of this fact; and since such people are liable to entertain tho notion

that there may be a third kind of Vedic sentence, therefore it is absolutely

necessary to state clearly that all that is not Mantra, in the Veda, is

Br&hmnna,

The different kinds of the Brahmana are enumerated in the Bhashya •

Parakrti^l) is the description of something done previously by a single

person
;
Purakalpa * (2) that of something done by many people

;
‘ Vyavadhn^

rana-kalpand (3) is that in which a fact that appears on the face of a sen-

tence, is assumed to be otherwise on account of the peculiarities of the pre-

ceding and following contexts,

—

e.g,, we moot with the passage * Yo'gwam^

pratigTihniyat varundstam praiigrhnati, * and as it is the passage

means that one who accepts the gift of a horse is seized by the disease

of ‘Varuna*; but on looking more closely at the context, we find that

what is actually meant is that the disease seizes him who gives away
the horse

;
and hence the word ‘ pratigrhniyat * is changed into

< pratigrShnyatV

The Bhashya uses the word ‘ Vidhilakshanam and in this the word
‘ Vidhi ^-Brahmana,
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{^Treating of .tlie fact of the Character of Mantra not belonging to the

modifications in itJ]

Sutra (31): The character of Mantras does not belong: to that

which is not actually mentioned in the Veda, as it is only with
reference to the sentences actually mentioned in the Veda that we
have the above distinction.

The Mantra ^ Agnaye jushtam nirvapd^mi *—which is laid down as one

to be employed in connection with the offering to Agni—is modified into

‘ Suryflya' &c., when tlie offering is made to Surya
;
and here we have

an instance of modification ( ‘ Uha * ). And when the presiding Rshis

of the family of the sacrifices are recounted, we have what is called the

‘ PravaraJ And when the Sacrifice!’, and his son, etc., are named, we have

what is called * Namadheya,* -^e. g,, in the Snbrahmanydy the declaration

is made that ** it is Devadatta who is offering the sacrifice.*'

PtRVAPAKSHA. [A]

** And inasmuch as all these are covered by the aforesaid definition

of Mantniy and as they appear within the body of theMaw^ra, we must admit

them to be actual Mantras'^

SIDDHANTA. [A]

And the reply to the above is that in all that is found in the Veda,

only those are Mantras that have actually been spoken of as such by
the learned authorities ;

and mere denotativeness (of something connected

with the sacrifice) is not a specific characteristic of Mantras,

Another question in connection with this is :
—“ When only one word

in a Mantra is modified, does the whole Mantra lose its Man trie character,

or it is only the modified word that does so ?
'*

And on this we have the following

PUBVAPAKSHA. [B]

** The whole Mantra ceases to be a Mantra^ because the name
**

* Mantra* is applied to a certain conglomeration of vowels and consonants

arranged in a definite order : and hence as soon as the slightest change
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** is made in this, the name ceases to apply to it. That is to say, when
“ in a Mantra the slightest part is changed from that which has been

“ known to be its form, it ceases to be recognised as that ‘ Mantra.

“If it be held that the character of ‘Mantra* would reside even in a

“ part (namely that which has not been modified), then all words, even
** in ordinary parlance, would become Mantras^ inasmuch as all of them
“form parts of certain Mantras. Consequently the modification of even
“ the slightest letter having set aside the character of the Mantra,

“it ceases to be amenable to all processes attendant upon a Mantra^
“ And then just as in the case of a modified Mantra, any mistake, whether

“in the modified or in the unmodified part, would not make the
“ sacrificer liable to an expiatory rite, so also there would not apply
“ to such a Mantra any of those]expres8ionB that are laid down with reference

“ to the Mantra or the Veda

;

and hence even when a single word, or

“part of a word, happens to be modified, all the specific Vedio

“processes (of grammar, accent, <&c.) cease to apply to the Mantra; and
“ then what has to be used is the word of ordinary parlance.**

To this we make the following reply :

—

SIDDHANTA. [B]

It is only the modified portion that ceases to bo Mantra

;

because

tlie generic form of the Mantra having been ascertained to exist in a cer-

tain sentence, that generic character does not entirely disappear

by a mere excess or diminution in a certain part of it. For instance,

when a swelling appears on the neck of the cow, or when its

horns have disappeared, it does not entirely cease to be a ‘ cow *
; and the

reason of this is that there are other parts of its body that are enough
to show that it belongs to the class ‘ Cow *

;
and we find that so long as oven

a part of the original body remains, the whole body is recognised as the
same. In the same manner, it is a fact of ordinary perception that
the character of a Mantra manifested by the presence of a number of

vowels and consonants arranged in a definite order, does not entirely

disappear on the slightest modification made in it.

For instance, there are many cases where the change of a letter or

its deletion, or some modification in the accent, is actually laid down
in the Scriptures

;
and certainly when these changes happen to be made

in a Mantra, it does not cease to bo a Mantra; e.g.—(1) we have the direction

in the Veda ^ Airam hrtvodyg^yanC (the Mantra should be recited after

the word ‘ gira * has been changed into ‘ ira)
; (2) though a certain Mantra

has three accents, at the time of the reading up of the Veda, yet it is

laid down as to be recited in a single accent, at the time of the
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performance of sacrifices ;
and in neither of these two cases, do people

cease to think of the Mantras (thus modified) as Mantras.

It might be nrged that in the cases cited, the Mantrio character

is not denied, because of the modifications having been made in ac-

cordance with directions contained in the Veda.

But this explanation is scarcely satisfactory, because all that the

Vedio direction does is to lay down that the Mantra is to be used in a

particular way, and it does not declare that the Mantrio character

does not cease thereby. Nor is it necessary that all that is laid

down as to be employed has the character of the Mantra; for wo
find that Corns are laid down as to bo employed in sacrifices

;
and certainly

Mantric character does not belong to these Corns
;
and thus it comes

to this, that the said Vedic directions lay down the use of non-Mantrie

sentences. But the sentences cannot be said to be non-Mantric
;

as

they are actually recognised as Mantras, Consequently it must be

admitted that the non-Mantric character belongs to the [modified word
‘ ira * and the rest, and not to the whole sentence. But as a matter of

fact, even of the modified words like those just cited, we cannot totally

deny the Mantric character
;

because when we have looked into the

whole of the Veda, from the very beginning, we come to the conclusiou

that in certain cases, the Mantra contains the word * girtl* while in

others it contains * tra
* (this latter when we recall the direction ‘ Airam

krtva, (&c.) and that in certain cases, the Mantra has three accents,

while in others it has only one.

Objection

:

“ If such be the case, then all modifications would have

“the character of Mantras; because even in the case of the modifica-

“ tions that are made in the subsidiary sacrifices in accordance with the
“ Primary ones, when we have looked over the direction that ‘ the Subsi-
“ diary is to bo performed as the Primary '—wo could have the idea

“ (authorised by the said direction) that * in the Primary the Mantra
“ should contain the word ' Agni * and in the Subsidiary it should contain
“ the word ‘ SHrya.*

”

Reply

:

The two cases are not identical ; because in a case where
the change is in duo accordance with an express direction of the Vedai
the Mantric character is admitted ; in case, however, of the changes

being assumed, on the sole strength of reasoning, the Mantric character

can never be admitted. That is to say, on looking into the Vedio

direction wo come to tho following conclusion : in that case the Mantra
is of this form and in the other case of that form. On the other

hand, words like ‘Surya* are introduced in place of tho words like

‘ Agui,’ simply on tho strength of the exigencies of circumstances and

reasoning; and certainly no Mantric character can be ascertained by
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mere reasouing, and ibis makes a deal of difEereuce beiweeu the two

cases.

Objection

:

“ Inasmuch as we find AtidSga (transference of words)

“to be a process authorised by the Veda, we must admit all modificatiou

“ &c., to be so authorised
;
or otherwise they would bo wholly without

“ authority. For certainly, it is not a fact to be determined by Sense-

“ perception that a relation of subserviency subsists between any two

“actions. Therefore there can be no dilforonco between the change of

“ ‘ Atjni * into ‘ Surya ’ and that of ‘ Qlrd * into ‘ Ira.*
“

Reply: It is true that modification too is authorised by the Veda;

in fact it is for this reason that the Sutra denies the Maiitric character

in all that is not actually mentioned in the Veda. Of the Veda certain

portions are directly perceived, while others are only inferred. And it

is only that which is directly perceived that is said to be ‘ Amndta

0 Actually Mentioned’). And, as a matter- of fact, we do not find any

direct mention of the change of ^ Agni* into ^ Surya,' as we do that of

changing * Qird * into ‘ Ird'

Objection: “But we find the Vcdic injunction ^ Sauryam carnm

nirvapBt'; and innsmnch as the Deity is always mentioned in the

“ text of the Veda, the said injunction would serve to lay down the use-

“ of the word ‘ Surya.' "

Reply : The injunction you speak of does nob lay down the putting in

of the word * SUrya* into the Mantra; as all that it does is to point

out that at the time that the offering is being poured out, the name
of ‘Sdrya* should be pronounced as ^ Surynya Svdhd' and not that

it should be introduced into the body of the Mantra, which could be

done only by ^ AUdega' (Transference). And inasmuch as all sentences

laying down such ‘Transference* are inferred by reasonings, they cannot

be said to be ‘directly mentioned in the Veda.* And consequently, the

use of the word ‘ Surya ’ being found to be laid down by sentences not

directly mentioned in the Veda, no Mantric character can belong to

it.

Objection

:

“ If such be the case, then, inasmuch as the Recounting

“of the Pravara, and the Naming of the Sacrificer, are directly laid down,
“ they would have to be accepted as Mantras."

Reply : This would certainly be the case if the actual verbal forms

of such Recounting, &c., were mentioned in the Vedn. As a matter of

fact, however, we find that the said Recounting, &c., are done in accordance

with the sense of a general injunction,

—

e.g

,

“ Tho Pravara-Rshis

should berecouutedy’*— and not in a form literally mentioned in the Veda ;

and as such they are not included among Mantras.

Objection: “If such be tho case, then in a case where the Vcdic
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“injunction mentions only a pronoun, if the sacrifioer pronoiinoe'^ another

“ name in its place, the character of the Mantra would not belorit' to it.”

Some people admit that it would be so. But the fact is that there

being an endless number of individuals, and these too not all exist-

ing at one and the same time, it is absolutely impossible for all

of them to be directly mentioned in the Veda; the only way in

which the pronouncing of the sacrificer's name, &c., could be laid

down, is by means of a Pronoun (which refers equally to all nouns)
;

and it is clear in this case that the Pronoun has been put in simply

because the place could not be left blank
;
and lienee that the Mantra

actually contains the word (the name) that is being brought in (in place

of the Pronoun). Otherwise, the Pronouns not being cnpable of being

used, in case they did not serve the purpose of mentioning the particular

names (to be subsequently brought in), the place in the Mantra now
occupied by the Pronoun would be left blank and the form of tlic Mantra

would be deficient in that part, and the use of the Pronoun would he

absolutely useless. And the injunction of these being in tlie generic

form, like those of the Recounting of the Pravara, &c., we assume the

use of words in the places left blank. And thus wo find that such words

are actually ‘ directly mentioned *; and as such they could very well be

endowed with the properties of the Mantra. Tlie sj^ccific mimes of the

Pravara, &c., on the other hand have not the slightest trace of tlnoiiselves

at the time of the actual reciting of the Mantra; because the Brahmana
passage dealing with them, do not make any mention of the speeilie forms

of these names; and as such, we could not attribute to them tlie Mantric

character, even on the basis of the fact of the iicwly-introduced names
being explanatory to the Brahmana. Consequently, in the case of the

Subsidiary Sa ’‘^ces, there being a ebanee of the whole Mantra being

employed, in acc nee with the denotation of the Mantra itself, as also

the injunctions o rtain Rshis, certain other words are thrown into it, on

account of the abs^Vle of certain conditions of the original Primary sacrifice,

and the presence of lie w ones
;
and it is only these words that arc of the

character of ordinary parlance, and not of that of the Mnuira; the

rest, liowever, is just as it was originally laid down, and is actually

recognised as b. Mantra required by tlie Sacrifice; and consequently tliis

latter cannot be absolved from the processes of accentuation, Ac., conse-

quent upon Vedic character
;
nor would a mistake in this be freo fjom the

expiatory rites.



ABHIKARANA (12).

Definition of jfCk*

Sutra (36) : Among the Mantras, the name * Rk ’ is given to

those wherein there is a division into metrical feet, in accordance
with the limitations of the meaning.

Though the dehnition of these various classes of Mantras has got uo

direct connection with the subject-matter of the Adhydiya^ yet the Sutras

treat of them, because a consideration of these is connected with ManiraSy

a consideration whereof was introduced in connection with the question

as to their primary or secondary character.

Inasmuch as the meaning of words is cognisable through the usage

of old experienced people, even though the dehnition has been given by
the Sutray yet the Bhashya speaks of the teaching of trustworthy persons

as the very root of all verbal denotation.

In the case of the * Agnih purhvSbhhih there is no verb in the

first foot, and as such, there being no sense completed within it, the

division into feet in this case is in accordance with the metre and not

the meaning.

Objection

:

“ In the case of the ftk ‘ AgnimtlS also, inasmuch

**as the whole contains the expression of a single sense, the sense

“ is not completed in each foot, and consequently in this case also the

division into feet cannot be said to be based upon the sense.”

Reply

:

Why cannot it be said to be so ? In the first foot of the Rk
we actually find the completion of a single sense. And as for the in-

completeness of the sense of the other two feet, as a matter of fact,

those two also are not incomplete ;
as the sense of them also is completed

by the supplying of the verb Hence it is rightly said that in this

case the foot-division is in accordance with the meaning. The Bhctshya

does not mean that in this case the foot-division does not depend upon

the exigencies of metre. And hence there can be nothing against the fact

of these Mantras having the character of the * Jttk,'



ADHIKARANA (13).

Definition of Sflma,

Siitra (36) : The name ' Sama ’ is given to songs.

“ Among Mantras ’*—
* tesham *—has to be supplied to this SUtra from

the previous Siitra. In this case also the Bhashya brings in the authority

of the teachings of trustworthy persons, in the same manner as in the last

Sutra. The mention of the instances ‘ Curd is sour,* &o., should have

been made in the preceding Sutra ; but the Bhashya did not do so
; because

it did not attach much importance to it. Or, it may be that the examples

have been cited here, with a view to show that, ‘just as, even

though there are many attributes in the Ourd and in the Sugar, yet the

words ‘ sour * and ‘ sweet * only express the peculiar tastes of the curd

and the sugar respectively, so in the same manner, the word ‘ Sama *

expresses only the ‘ capability of being sung.*

Objection

:

“In the case of the card and the sugar, inasmuch as

“ their taste is perceptible by the senses, any teaching of trustworthy

“ persons on this point can be merely descriptive, and as such can have
“ no special authority.**

Reply

:

This does not touch our position
;

because the mention of
‘ iti * in the Bhashya distinctly points to the fact of the example being

one of direct sense-perception
;
and the sense is that just as the idea

that ‘ curd is sour,’ or ‘ sugar is sweet,* is authoritative (true), so also is

the teaching of trustworthy persons.

The ‘capability of being sung* being a qualification, its cognition

would precede that of the * Mantra *
;
and hence the denotability of ‘ Sung

Mantra * should bo explained as being similar to that of the
‘ Class.* That is to say, just as in the case of the word ‘ go,’ the word

is found to denote an object (the cow) as qualified by one portion

( ‘ Qdtva * ) (of the cow),—and consequently the qualification is held to

be denotable by the word,—so in the case of the word ‘ Sama * also, as

it is found to denote the ‘ Sung Mantra * as qualified by the ‘ capability

of being sung,* this last qualification forms the denotation of the word
* Sama.’



ADHIKARANA (14),

Definition of ‘ Yajush.*

Sutra (37): To the rest, the name ‘Yajnsh’ is given.

This Sutra is to be interpreted in the same manner as Sotra 33.



ADHIKARANA (15).

Nigadm included in ‘ Yajush,*

PtJRVAPAKSHA.

Satra (38) : The Nigada must be taken as the fourth
" because of its peculiar qualification.”

SUtra (39) :
” Also, because of being named differently.”

The word * v& ’ serves the purpose of taking exception to the sweeping

assertion made in the last Sutra,

Nigada would be the name of a fourth kind of Mantras
; because of

** its qualification being other than those of the preceding three. When
“ we have such an injunction as that * The Nigada should bo uttered
** loudly,’ if the Nigada were the same as ‘ Yajush* then, by being

“uttered loudly, it would lose the characteristic of the ‘ Yajush^ (which is

“ laid down as to be uttered quietly)
;
and hence with a view to avoid this

“ incongruity, we must hold the Nigada to be something other than the
“ Yajush. If again the said Injunction be held to be only descriptive, even

“that is not possible unless there is a distinct difference between the
“ ‘ Yajush^ and the ‘ Nigada.^ ”

SIDDHANTA.

Sutra (40) : They must be regarded as Tajush, because

they have the same form as that.

(1) In the passage “ Ahe hudhniya mantram mB gBpaya^ ^c, we
find the number of the kinds of Mantras distinctly mentioned as * three ’

only ;
and we find that in the Veda, the word ‘ Nigada ’ is used as identical

with ‘ Mantra ’
; (2) it is quite possible for the Nigada to have its peculiar

qualification, and to be named differently, even without renouncing the

character of ‘ Yajush *; and (3) the aforesaid definition of ‘ Yajush * is found

to be quite applicable to it ; for these three reasons, the Nigadas must be
regarded as ‘ Yajush'

SUtra (41) : It is on account of (the fact of the Nigada) being
employed in indicating (to others) that the peculiar qualification
of the Nigada is mentioned.

The direction that the Nigada is to be uttered loudly, is based upon
the exigencies of circumstances and reasoning

; and as such being merely
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descriptive, the loudness is not spoken of us being enjoined. The sense

of the Sutra is that the loud/ness of the Nigada is mentioned simply because,

if uttered slowly, it would not servo the purpose (of indicating to others)

for which it is uttered.

Sutra (42) : Also because a distinct purpose is served (by such
indicating to other people).

There is a distinct purpose served by the addressing, to other people, of

such sentences as ‘ Aghid vihara' <feo. : unless this were addressed to other

people, the action of ‘ walking * round the fire by the Agnxdhra priest would
not be accomplished

;
and there would be no use of addressing, unless

it were done loudly enough for others to hear
;

it is for this reason
that the particular qualification * loudness ^ is mentioned. It is in this

ijvay too that the etymology of the word * Nigada* becomes explained.

As for the * quiet utterance,* though it is directly enjoined by the Veda
(as belonging to all Yajush), yet as such utterance would hamper our
purpose, it could not rightly form part of the Action

;
atid hence we

take that injunction to refer to the Yajush other than the Nigadas.

Sutra (43) : The different naming is simply for the purpose of
expressing the particular qualification.

That is to say, the difference in name is to be explained as being
similar to the assertion * Peed the Brahmanas with curd, and the Parivraja-
kas with milk *

; where the Parivrtfjakas also are Brahma^as, but with a
particular qualification. So in the case in question also, the Nigadas are
Yajushy but with this qualification^ that they are to be uttered loudly.

Sutra (44): Objection: ** The name * Nigada’ would apply
to all.”

That is to say, if the word ‘ Nigada * be explained as ‘ that which is

recited loudly (‘gadyate’), then all Mantras would become Nigadas
(because the Rk and the Sama Mantras also are recited loudly)

;
and

hence the name cannot be said to be for the purpose of expressing a par-
ticular property.

SUtra (45) : Reply : Not so, because of their being distinctly
named as ^ Rk.’

There can be no such incongruity as mentioned above
;
because we find

Vedio texts laying down in certain cases the' use of the Rk, after having
denounced the Nigada (as forinstance, iu the sentence ^ Agdjyd vai nigaddh*).

And if both ^k and Nigada were the same, then these texts would enjoin
the same thing that tliey had deuouiioed

; and this is an' impossibility^
Nor is there any incongruity in the signifioation of the root ‘ gada *; beoause
what it does: is to denote a partioular property of sentences that have tike char^

a<rf€r of the Yajush (and as such it eould not apply to the and the /SfAimi).



ADHIKARANA (16).

Definition of * One-Sentence
J*

Sutra (46) : So long as there is mention of the same object, the
sentence must be regarded as a Tajush, and as one sentence ;

specially when it is such that if it be broken up, the divided portions

become deficient (in certain necessary elements).

Some people interpret this Sutra as affording a definition of ‘ Sentence.’

And there too, they declare as follows :

—

“ Though it is possible for the definition to belong to Vedic as well
** as to ordinary sentences, yet inasmuch as the reasons propounded are

“ known more easily as belonging to ordinary sentences, we must take

“it to be a definition of such sentences, and not of Vedic ones. Because
“ in ordinary parlance we find that a sentence is used with regard to

“ the object that has been cognised by other means of knowledge; and
“ it is only in such cases that we can ascertain the singleness of that

“ object ; and as such it is in such cases that we can easily recognise the
“ fact of the sentence being one.’’

“ That is to say, in tbe case of the sentences of ordinary parlance,

“ we find that the singleness of the meaning expressed by them, as well

“ as the meaning itself is cognised by other means of knowledge
;
and hence

*‘on the strength of this well-recognised fact, it is possible for us to

“ recognise the singleness of sentences. In the case of Vedic Sentences,

“ on the other hand, the meaning expressed not being amenable to any
“ other moans of knowledge, its singleness cannot be ascertained prior

“ to the utterance of the sentence itself
;
because until the object has been

“ recognised, there can be no idea of its singleness ;
and thus the definition in

“ question not applying to these, its Apparent Inconsistency would lead us

“ to a converse definition with regard to Vedic Sentences

—

vis.y that the

“ singleness of the meaning is due to the singleness of the sentence. That

“is to say, just as the object—Sentence—denotes another object, in the

“ shape of the Meaning, so the property—Singleness—of the sentence

“would denote the property—Singleness—of the meaning. It has also

“been declared elsewhere: ‘Inasmuch as the meaning of the Vedic
“ Sentence is always cognisable by means of the sentence, the functioning

“of the meaning of the Veda is always in keeping with the sentence;
“ and hence, as without the sentence there would be no meHuing, the
“ (Vedic) Sentence cannot be said to be controlled by the meaning ?

”

‘Against the above interpretation of tbe Snlruy we urge the following
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arguments
: (1) When Jaimini is engaged only in the explanation of the

Veda, by what connection would he lay down the definition of an ordinary

sentence ? (2) As fora definition of the Vedic sentence also, what connec-

tion could it have with the chapter dealing with Differences (among Actions).

(3) Why should not he have mentioned this definition in the chapter (first)

dealing with the Means of Knouring {Dharma) ? (4) There was no use of

mentioning the word * one because the definition required would have

been complete by merely mentioning that so long as one sense lasts, it is

a sentence. (5) How is it that in the course of dealing with Mantras, the

Sutra proceeds to lay down something wholly unconnected with it?

(6) We find the Bhashya expressly supplementing the Sutra with the

qualification “ among the yajush that are found to he read in close contiguity **
;

and this supplementing being quite reasonable, we see no reason why it

should have been passed over in favour of another interpretation. (7) And
further, if the Sutra went about laying down a definition of the singleness

of a sentence, having left o£E the treatment of Differences among Mantras,

where—either in the Mantra, in the BrUhamana, or in ordinary parlance-^

could such a definition be of any use P

As for the Itk and the Sdma, the limit of these is well defined by the

capability of each being used in connection with sacrifices
;
and as such in

the case of these, no useful purpose could be served by a definition either

of Sentence or of its singleness. So in the case of the BrShmana, the

passages laying down the Agnihotra, etc., having effectually led the persons

concerned to the accomplishment of the particular BhUvand, as endowed

with the three factors of the Besult, the Means and the Process,—where

would there be any use for a due knowledge of the character of the sen-

tence or its singleness ?

It might be urged that the use of such knowledge would lie in the

avoiding of syntactical splits. But oven this use is not possible
;
because

a syntactical split is nothing more than the incapability (of the sentence

to have two distinct predicates)—on the ground of such double predica-

bility necessitating the repetition of certain words, etc.
;
and this in-

capability is always ascertained independently of all knowledge of the

singleness or multiplicity of the sentence. That is to say, the repetition

of a word, or of a part of a word, or of a number of words—or the

cutting up of the word itself—is known to be an anomaly, by people,

independently of any knowledge of the singleness or multiplicity of the

sentence. And in the case of the breaking up of the word there are yet

other anomalies, viz,, the necessity of rejecting the perceptible connection

(between the members of the sentence and that word), and also that of

assuming various unheard of potentialities (of the words concerned).

While in the case of the repetition of the word, etc., as such repeated
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words would not have the character of the Veda, they coaid not be equally

authoritative.

For these reasons we conclude that no useful purpose is served by
a definition of the Singleness of a Sentence (in the matter of Vedic
sentences)

.

In the case of the sentences of ordinary parlance also, inasmuch
as all usage is actually found to be carried on, independently of any defi-

nition, any such would be of no use at all.

And further, if the singleness of the sentence were to be ascertained
by the singleness of the meaning expressed by it,—then, inasmuch as
the only purpose served by the sentence is to bring about the cognition
of its meaning, after tins meaning, and also its singleness, has been duly
cognivSed—what would be the use of a subsequent cognition of the single-

ness of the sentence itself ? As for the speakers, their sole purpose is to

express a certain fact to other persons, and for their own sake, they have
no need of any such definition. While as for those hearing him, when
the sentence addressed to them treats of something wholly unknown to

them, for them, there is not much difference between such a sentence and
a Vedic one

;
while if it treat of something already known to him, then it

is a mere repeated description, and as such no importance is to be attached

toil. So iu any case, even an ordinary sentence does not stand in need
of such definition.

Then again, (if the Sutra be taken as embodying a definition of

the ordinary sentence), wherefore should it not have laid down one of

Yedic sentences also ? It cannot be urged that the definition of these

has been implied through Apparent Inconsistency, Because the

process would have been to directly lay down the definition of

V^i^iji^^'entences, and then to imply, by Apparent Inconsistency, that of

ordiniij^y sentences. As a matter of fact, however, no such Inconsistency

is possible in the case iu question
;
because it is not such that a know-

ledge of the said definition of ordinary sentence is not possible without

a (implied) definition of the Vedic sentence.

Farther, it is not yet established that what you point out as the

definition of Vedic sentences (as implied by Apparent Inconsistency),

really applies to such sentences
;
because what the definition does is to

bring forward the fact of the singleness of the meaning being based

upon that of the Sentence. Then again, inasmuch as it is quite

possible to believe the original definition in the Sutra itself to pertain

to Vedic sentences (and not to ordinary sentences),—or that the defini-

tion of Vedic sentences may be something entirely different,—there

is no inevitable Inconsistency in t'ne matter. Nor can the definition be

said to have the character of Parisahkhyd (that is to say, it cannot be

74
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said that the definition, while applying to ordinnr}' sentences, also serves

to preclude Vedic sentences as having the contrary character), because

there is no mention made of the relationship of the general and

particular. That is to say, if it were so that the general definition had

been mentioned, and then that definition were subsequently pointed out

as applying only to ordinary sentences, then alone could it be concluded,

through Parisankhyn, that the definition in question does not apply to

Vedic sentences. But the definition in question cannot be said to be a

particular one
;
because in that case there would be many irregularities.

On the other hand, we can, quite reasonably, lay down the contrary

proposition that— ‘ Because of the muUipUcitij of the meaning, the

sentence is one, specially when it is such that on being separated, there

remains nothing wanting in it ’
; or that ‘ Because of the singleness of the

meaning the sentences are many.’ Consequently none of the above posi-

tions is rightly tenable.

Further, liovv can the singleness of the sentence be ascertained

independently of the meaning ? for certainly^ any” such singleness of the

sentence is not cognisable in the mere verbal form of the sentence.

That is to say, it is always the singleness of the meaning that is ascer-

tained from the singleness of the sentence
;
and hence it must be admitted

that the singleness of the sentence is always independent of the singleness

of the meaning
;
and we do not perceive any limit of the sentence

—

be it made up of a hundred or a thousand letters. For when a certain

number of letters not having their meanings known, are found to exist

in one as well as in many sentences, we never come across a cognition

of any limit of the sentence.

For these reasons it must be concluded that those words, on liear-

ing which we are clearly cognisant of a single meaning, must be taken

as forming a ‘ single sentence.’ And it is only this definition that is not

found incompatible with the character of any sentence—either ordinary',

or of the Mantra and Brahmana.

16 has been urged above that, “ prior to the cognition of the sen-

tence, there is no idea either of its meaning, or of its singleness.”

And to this we make the following reply : The meaning of the

sentence is always signified by the meanings of words as known in the

ordinary world
;
and hence it cannot be said to be brought about by

means of the singleness of the sentence. That is to say, if the sentence

had an independent denotation of its own, like the word, then, some-

how or other, it might have been possible for us to hold the meaning
of the sentence to depend upon the singleness or multiplicity of that

sentence. As a matter of fact, however, we find that the meanings
of words having been expressed by each word, independently of one
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another, it is solely from the conuection among these word-meanings,

that there follows the cognition of the meaning of the sentence (made
up of those words), independently of any functioning of the words
(towards this latter cognition); and it is from this that it is concluded

that so many words form a single sentence
;
and towards this result we

find nothing that is contributed either by the sentence or its singleness.

And in this explanation there is nothing that is incongruous.

Now then, that which forms the meaning of the sentence (in the

Veda) is the BhUvanS, qualified by its accessories ; and differences in the

BhSvand are always found to bo cognised by such means as* the presence

of another word, and so forth (vide next Pada). That is to say, in

the case of a collection of words, where we do not find any other

Bhdvaud expressed by such agencies as the presence of another word
and so forth, we couclude that the sentence is one only ; and thus its

multiplicity would always depend upon the denotation of other Bhdvands.

Consequently, inasmuch as both of these—singleness and multiplicity

—

are recognised by other means, the singleness of the sentence cannot

be any reason for the singleness of the meaning.

In view of the above argument, then, we should explain the Sutra

exactly in accordance with the Bhdshya.

In the Adhydya dealing with Differences, the special subject intro-

duced being the Mantras^ the different forms of tliese, in the shape of

tlie Rk, the Yajush and the Sama have been described
;
and then there

naturally arising a desire for enquiring further into the subdivisions of

these, each distinct Rk or Sama being definitely known, each by itself,

to the traditional generations of students, any definition of these is not

attempted. The Yajush, however, are found in the text, mixed witli one

anotiier, and as such one Yajush could not be distinguished from another

without a sort of a definition
;
consequently it is such a definition that the

Sutra proceeds to give. Nor can it be urged that each Yajush could be

distinguished by means of the directions (contained in the Brahma^as)
which always mention the opening word of each Yajush, Because the

Bralimanas do not contain directions with regard to all Yajush ; nor is

the rule that— ‘ the beginning of the second Yajush means the end of the

first ’—found in the Veda ; it is only a rule that the author of the Sutras

themselves have made with reference to directions contained in the

Brdhmanas,

Thus then the Bhdshya explains the first part of the Sutra as— ^ that

collection of words which is employed as one whole, in a sacrifice, is one YajusK
;

and it will be evident that this explanation is based npon the etymological

formation of the word * Yajush^ (which has its source in the root ^ yaj^^
to sacrifice). As a matter of fact, we find that in the case of’ all
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Mantras, there is always iu the first instance, cognised a direction—in

the form * this Mantra is to be employed at sacrifices ’—inferred from

the context (in which the Mantra occurs). It is after this that,—it being

realised that the Mantra cannot, directly by itself, be utilised in the

sacrifice,—we conclude that it helps in the completion of the sacrifice

by the pointing out of its auxiliaries (in the shape of the Deity, etc.).

It is for this reason that it has been said (in the BhSshya) that

that collection of words which serves to recall the auxiliaries of a sacrifice

is one Yajush, and it is also known as a sentence ( Vahya), because it has to

be spoken out (pronounced or recited). A ‘ Fdfcya * (sentence) is that

which can be spoken out (uchyate) ;
and only that can be spoken out (at

the performance of sacrifices) which is capable of serving its function,

—

nothing more or less than that
;
and it is by means of that much

alone that the sacrifice is accomplished. Then arises tlie question as

to the character of the Yajush

;

and this is answered by the second

part of the Sutra— ‘ It is that which expresses a single fact, and has Us parts

depending upon (me another' If only so much were a Yajush, then any-

thing over and above this must be taken as another sentence, and as such

spoken of as a distinct Yajush. Thus, in all cases, be it from the beginning

or from the end, only such words are accepted as a Yajush, as are ciipable

of expressing a single fact, leaving aside all that is not so capable,

—

all those of the latter sort forming distinct Yajush by themselves.

Says the Bhashya

—

Inasmuch a sentence is known to he one on account

of the aforesaid reasmi, we conclude that a collection of words expressing

a single fact forms one sentence. The sense of this is that the definition

of a single sentence being explained as above, through that, we also get

at the definition of the distinctness of Ynjush, as also that of the distinct-

ness of sentences.

The BhSshya puts the question

—

What is the example ? This ques-

tion emanates from one who takes the word ‘ nr
*
(in the Sutra) to

mean ‘ signification
* and thereby considers it impossible for the Sutra

to contain the two definitions (of the distinctness of Yajush and of the

distinctness of sentences). And the sense of the question may be thus

explained :
“ It is the word that would have a single signification (artha);

“ but it has not its parts depending upon one another
;
and the collection

“of words (sentence), which has its part dependent upon one another,

“ has not a single signification. That is to say, it is possible for the word
“ to have a single denotation in the shape of the Class

;
but it is not

“ such that wlien its component letters, roots or affixes are separated, there
“ is any element wanting in it

;
because in that condition the word is

“ absolutely without any power of signifying anything. As for the collec-

*• tion of words, on the other hand,—its part, i,e,, the words themselves,
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stand in need of one another, on being separated
;
but they do not afford

a single meaning ; because each word has a distinct signification of

‘‘ its own, and the collation of these is not known to have any meaning

apart from that of the component words. And hence there being nothing
“ that could form the right object of the definition, it cannot be a definition

“ at all (in the sense that is attached to it by the Bh^shya)”
In reply to the above question, the BhSsya has cited the Mantra

* DSvsya tw&* etc., and the reply is based mainly upon the fact of the

word * ari^a * being taken in the sense of purpose' (and not in that of

‘ signification *).

The opponent says in the Bhashya : The word ^pada* here has

only one meaning and in this ho further explains what he means,—the

sense of it being this : When apart from the signification of the word
“ there is no signification of the sentence, as one impartite whole, then

“ Distinction and Connection, as signified by the sentence, would only be

“ the properties of the significations of the component words themselves,

“ they being recognised as belonging to them, on account of extreme
‘‘ proximity.”

With a view to all this it has been said in the Bhashya : Even then

the signification tcould not he one only; because by “Distinction*’ is

meant the mutual differentiation or specification among the words

;

and this cannot be one, as it is different with each word. In accordance

with the theory that words signify Individuals^ all individual cows being

spoken of by the word “ Cow,” all that the qualifying words * white,* etc.,

can be said to do is to distinguish them from the black

;

and they cannot

serve the purpose of signifying the connection (of whiteness with the indivi-

dual cow) ;
and as for the connection of this (Qualification, this being in-

cluded in the signification of the word, it cannot form the meaning of the

sentence; and hence what is cognised is only the distinctness (of the

objects signified by the words), in which the said connection enters as a

secondary element. And just as the distinctness belongs to the word

*cow* because of the word ‘white* differentiating it from the ‘ black,’

etc.,—so in the same manner the distinctness belongs to the word ‘ white ’

as differentiated by the word ‘ Cow * from the ‘ Horse,’ etc. And thus

the objects to be differentiated from (or set aside) being many, there is no
authority for declaring the singleness (of the Connection or Distinctness).

If recourse be had to “ Distinctness ’ in general^ then this class ‘ Dis-

tinctness’ being always one, all sentences would become synonymous. If

again, the meaning of the sentence be said to consist of the meanings
of the component words, as, accompanied by the said distinctness, then

the ‘ Multiplicity ^ becomes an established fact.

So also (in the case of the theory that the meanings of the com-
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ponent words consists in their Connection)

^

this Connection among the

denotations of the words is only a mutual attachment among them; and

as this difEers in each couple, no singleness could be cognised. Even
in accordance with the theory that the denotation of the word consists of

the Class,—the classes ‘ Whiteness ’ and ‘ Cow ' as denoted in their

respective forms, would, on account of proximity, exert a mutual

attachment
;
and as this would constitute the meaning of the sentence,

the distinctness whereof would be indirectly established. This connection

too—either in the shape of whiteness in the class “cow,” or in that of the
‘ cow ’ in ‘ whiteness *—would be found to reside completely in each indivi-

dual (cow)
; and as such it could not but be many. Though in the case of

a sentence containing only two words, it might be possible for the connection

to be the same in regard to both words,—yet in the case of sentences

containing many words, there would be various places where each set of

two words would come into contact ; and the connection thus being found

in so many different places, it could not but bo many.

And further, the meanings of words being self-important, both

Distinctness and Connection are only their properties
;
and as such they

would always differ with tlie difference in the objects of which they are

properties
;
and hence they could never bo one. That is to say, so long as

we do not admit of a singleness or unity of purpose among certain woids,

the significations of these being all self-sufficient, could never bring about

any unity
;
and as such each of them would bear with itself independently

the said distinctness and connection. And for this reason also they would

be many.

Though for us, who hold the “Class” to form the denotation of

a word, we do not hold the said Distinctness to form the signification

of a sentence (such signification being held only by the upholders of

ApoTia—the Bauddhas),—yet, inasmuch as the Purvnpakshi had brought

up that also as an alternative, there is nothing incongruous in our accept-

ing it for the sake of argument. And as for the explanation of the

SiddhSnta itself, this is very rightly done by taking the wor d “ artha *’

(in the Sutra) in the sense of “ purpose ” (and in this it is not necessary

for us to accept the Apoha or any other theory contrary to our tenets).

Thus then, it is also possible to declare that it is only the object

denoted by a single word that is the principal factor, and it is only as

the qualification of that object that everything else is mentioned
;
and as

such on account of the Distinctness and the Connection of that object there

can be only one Distinctness or Connection. And thus, as being in

intimate relationship with the action, the Mantra being found to serve a

distinctly visible purpose in connection with the action, the function of

the whole collection of words forming the Mantra lies in the pointing out
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of the action of Nirva/pa^ as qualified by the denotation of the words
‘ Snvitri ’ and the rest

; and as such the example is found to be quite

apt.

The opponent, however, not realising the fact of the Nirt^npi being

the predominant factor, is made to ask, in the BhSshya—“ Nanvatra

devaaya, etc'' And in reply to this the author says that such would

have been the case only if tlie word Nirvapd>mi were construed in one

place and also in another
;
because such double construction would be

possible only when the Nirvana would be the secondary factor. But,

as a matter oE fact, we find that this cannot but be the predominant

factor, as it serves a distinctly useful purpose; while as for Savitfi etc,^

inasmuch as these do not form part of the action, they are only subservient

to the action of Nirvdpa
;
and hence all the words have one and the same

purpose (namely that which is served by the Nirvdpa).

Another objection has been raised in the Bhashya :
“ Wherefore should

the Sutra have laid down hath the conditions ? ” The sense of this

question is this
:

( A) “ In a case where a number of words together

“ serve a single purpose, it naturally follows that, when separated, they
“ would be wanting in certain elements (because each by itself could not
“ serve that purpose); and as such it is not necessary to mention the second

“condition separately; (B) conversely each of the words separately
“ could not be wanting in a certain element, unless they were so placed
“ that they all conjointly served one and the same purpose

; because it

“ is always possible for each of them by itself to serve distinct pur-
“ poses

;
and hence the first condition being already implied in the

“ second, there is no need for mentioning both.*^

In reply to this objection, the Bhashya proceeds to cite counter-

instances. (A) In this connection it is shown that the single purpose

of pointing out the division of the Oake is served by the words indepen-

deutly of one another. (That is to say, if we left off the second condi,

tion, then ^^hhago vam vibhajatu aryamd vHvi vihhajatu^' would become one

Mantra, which, as a matter of fact, it is not
;
and this is avoided by the

mention of the second condition, because each sentence hhago vdm
vibhajatu, when separated from the other, is not found to be wanting in

any element).

Though the objection as to the multiplicity of the Cake-division has

already been answered before, yet it has been brought forward again, with

a view to show that there being no qualification collectively mentioned,

as the word * vibhajatu, ’ is repeated, there is no fault of the aforesaid

anushahga* (i.e., there is no necessity of carrying the same ^ vibhajatu*

from one place to another).

The reply to this objection is that we shall show later on how, even
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when there are distinct independent accessories mentioned (as for

instance, Bhaga and Aryama in the case in question), the action is not

more than one. And we have already set aside all chance of the pre-

dominance of the Accessory ; and hence any specifications duo to the

accessory, not forming an integral part of the action, cannot be regarded

as significant
;
and hence both the sentences— ‘ hhago vdm vihhajatu ’ and

‘ aryamil vSm vihhajatu
*—must be taken as only expressing the * Division '

in general ; and as such both being found to serve the same purpose

(they would come to be taken as forming a single yajush, if we left off

the second condition in the Sutra).

(B). In the case of the sentence varliirdevasadanam dami tasmin

stda’’—if we leave off the first condition, then, even though the latter

sentence ‘ tasmin sida ’ is dependent upon the former, yet, the purposes

served by the two being distinct, tliey are taken as two distinct sentences

( which would not bo possible if tlie serving of a single purpose were not

laid down as a necessary condition).

For these reasons it must be admitted that the two conditions to-

gether form the required definition.



ADHIKARANA (17).

Oonditions of the Diversity of Sentences,

Sutra (47) ; When the sentences are equally independent
of one another, then they are distinct.”

PtJRVAPAKSHA.

Iti the case of those sentences, the fact of whose intimate relation-

** ship with the action is not perceptible, and the use whereof is laid down
“ only by direct directions (in the Brahmana), in the absence of any
“ indication of such use by the words of the sentence itself,—we must
“ accept all that extends in the text up to the point where the next

‘‘(well-known) Mantra begins, to form a single Mantra, Because the
“ direction of its use beiug wholly verbal, it would be necessary to assume
“ an imperceptibl(3 result (as following from such use); and on this score
“ it is the assumption of the least possible Imperceptible Result that can be

“ permissible
; and when a single purpose being thus assumed for the

“ whole, if they would be separated, they would be found wanting in some
“ element (and as such both the conditions of the previous Sutra being
“ fulfilled, the sentence must be regarded as one). That is to say,

“ inasmuch as there is no authority for making unnecessary assumptions

of many imperceptible results, we are led to assume a single result

“ as following from all the sentences in question
;
and hence each part of

“ the sentence being incapable of bringing about that result, we have the
“ condition that when separated the sentences become deficient

; and
“ as such the sentence must be regarded as one (in accordance with
“ the two conditions laid down in the foregoing Sut7-a),

“ The following questions might here be brought forward : ‘ (1) In
“ accordance with this theory, how do you account for such distinct

“ directions (contained in the Brahmana) as—‘ he should cut the branch of

the tree with the Mantra ishe tvd^ ‘and should wash it with Urje tvd*

“ (which distinctly lay down each part of the sentence as a separate

“ Mantra) t And (2 ) how do you account for the plural number in
“ klriptth in the direction klrij^tirvRcayati where we find each hope (klripti)

“ mentioned distinctly as Qyurme kalpatam, prUno me kalpatdm
; if all of

“ tliese hopes were taken as forming a single sentence, why should there
“ be the plural number in klriptih ? *

75
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“To the above question we make the following reply; (1) It is

“ quite possible for a single Mantra to be spoken of by means of several

“ words (contained in it), and (2) we have klrtptih in the plural,

“ because the word ‘ kalpatdm * is often repeated.

“ That is to say—(1) a Mantra can be pointed out by pronouncing

any word therein contained—be that word in the beginning, in the

“ middle, or in the end
;
and there is nothing incompatible in this

;

“ henq^ in the case in question, so long as the direction will continue,

“ the whole Mantra will have to be pronounced with each distinct action

“ because any mere part of the Mantra is wholly useless ;—(2) and inas-’

“much as we find the word ^kalpatdm'' repeated frequently, there is

“ nothing incompatible in the plurality of the klriptih,**

SIDDHINTA.

To all this we make the following reply : The above view cannot be

maintained
;
any idea of the employment and the purpose of the Mantra

is possible only after its verbal form has been duly recognised
; and hence

first of all it becomes necessary for us to ascertain the verbal form of the

Mantra itself, before we proceed to examine whether all its constituent

parts are distinct Mantras, or they collectively form a single Mantra.

For the present we shall leave aside the ordinary argument in favour

of our position—such, for instance, as the presence of distinct purposes, or

the presence of distinct directions for each part. As a matter of fact,

the form of the Mantra cannot be said to be ascertained after its purpose

or use has been ascertained. Because the form of the Mantra is always

found to be definitely ascertained directly from the Vedic text itself,

independently of all use or purpose, etc.; and the employment or the

Purpose of the Mantra is always accepted in accordance with its singleness

or multiplicity as cognised at the time that the text of the Mantra is

ascertained. We have already shown above that there is nothing wrong

in assuming many imperceptible factors, or results, provided that we have

sufficient authority for such assumption. And, as a matter of fact,

we find that at the time that the text of the Mantra {Ishe tvd, etc.) is ascer-

tained, we have no idea either of the fact of its various portions being

dependent upon one another, or of all of them serving a single purpose.

And for this reason there being nothing against the conclusion

that each part is distinct by itself, even subsequently we do not find

any ground for taking them as one only. Nor is it possible for us rightly

to assume a mutual interdependence among the several parts, when no

such dependence has been actually perceived. And though, even in the

absence of this dependence, it would be possible for the several parts
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to serve a single common purpose, yet as one of the two chief conditions

(of syntactical unity) would be wanting, the whole Mantra cannot be taken

as a single sentence. And hence it is all the more impossible for it to be

taken as one when we find that the text of each part being different,

there is a different use laid down for each
; and the uses of these

being different,—even though they may bring about imperceptible

results,—the purposes -served by the various parts cannot but be distinct.

Our opponent also will have to admit that there must be a distinct

purpose with each direction. The only difference then between us is that

while you hold all these results to follow from the whole Manfm, according

to us each of them follows from each distinct part of the Mantra. Nor,

in our case, is it necessary to assume any imperceptible results as following

from each part of the Mantra^ as each of them actually serves a

distinctly useful purpose laid down in the Brahmana,

(1) And for the sake of the due fulfilment of these purposes it

becomes incumbent on us even to supply whatever words—as ‘ chinadmi *

and the like—might be wanting in the Mantra as it stands, to duly

accomplish the purpose
;
for instance the cutting of the branch, mentioned

in the Br&hmana.

(2) Or it may be that—as in the case of the Brahmana direction

—

that ‘the Mahendra hymn is represented in the immbling of the

chariot,* even though the rumbling is not significant of any meaning,

yet, at the peculiar time, by the mere remembrance of the Brahma^a-
diroction in question, people recognise the rumbling as the actual singing

of the hymn,—so, in the same manner, on account of the Brahmana-

directions in connection with the Mantra ‘ Ishe tvSt,^ etc,, the various parts

thereof— ‘ ishe tva,' ‘ urjS tva, * etc,—would bring about the idea of cutting,

etc, (and in this case it would not be necessary to supply the word

'‘chinadmi').

Both of these processes (1) and (2) are equally authoritative; and

hence the authors of the Kalpasntras have recourse to one or the other in

different places.

Thus then in any case, we must come to the following conclusion

Inasmuch as it is absolutely impossible to make use of a senten

wanting in a necessary factor, and as it is not right to make use of non

significant words, we must have recourse to the supplying, from without,

of the wanting word. Or, inasmuch as the Mantra should be used

exactly as it is found in the Veda, we must convince ourselves of the

fact of the words of the Mantra, as they actually stand, bringing about

the idea of all that is necessary. The acceptance of the one or the other

alternative is optional in the performance of the sacrifice.

And hence wo find that the various parts of the Mantra in question must
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be taken as distinct sentences, also on account of the difference in the

distinct perceptible purposes served by each of them.

Farther, each part of the Mantra being found to have a distinct

function of its own, as pointed out by the Brahmaijia-directions, each

of them by itself must help in the sacrifice

;

and this alone constituting the

etymological meaning of the word ^yajush * (ijyatB anSna), each part must

be admitted to be a distinct yajush by itself.

In the same manner, in the case of the sentences— ‘ ayuryajnena

kalpatSmy* ‘ prano yajnena kalpatdm^ ’ -^though the same purpose is

served by all the sentences, yet they cannot be taken as a single

sentence ;
because each is distinctly perceived in its own form, indepen-

dently of the others. As a matter of fact, liowever, they do not even

serve the same purpose, because the *kalpand* {preservation) of

is distinctly different from that of * prdna * and the rest. Nor can it be

urged that, “ as in the case of the sentence agvinorhflhnhydm nirvapdmi

pushno hastdhhydrrif the nirvdpa is accepted to be the same in both cases
;

so in the case in question also the ‘ preservation * would be the same

in all ”
;
because we find the word ‘ klriptih ’ in the plural number, in

the Mantric Injunction. Then again, in this case, the ‘ kalpanas *

not

forming an integral part of the sacrifice, much significance cannot be

attached to them; and the only purpose of the Mantras lies in its

recitation
;

and in the Mantra we actually find mentioned many
* kalpanas *; and as the difference of kalpanas is not possible without a

difference in their significations, we regard the significations, that are

subservient to the letters of the word, to be many.
The Bhdshya has said that the mention of particular kalpanas has

a distinctly perceptible purpose; and this is with reference to the

accomplishing of many Mantras,

The Bhdshya speaks of an objection :
“ The kalpana spoken of in

“ each case may he taken in the sense of kalpana in general, as in the case of
“ the Gdke-division with reference to the sentences Bhago vdm vibhajatu

“and Aryamd vdm vibhajatu,'’^ And the citing of a fresh instance is

based upon the fact that the case of the kalpanas is different from

that of Nirvdpa, in that this latter is mentioned only once (whereas the

kalpana and the vihbdga are repeated). The sense of this is that, just

as though frequently repeated the ‘ Division * (‘ Vibhaga') is not accepted

to be many, even though the Instrumentality thereof (in the shape of

Bhaga and Aryama, etc.) is diverse,—so, in the same manner, in the

case in question there would be no diversity of kalpanas.

The reply to this is : It is not so

;

because in the case in question

no useful purpose is served by taking ‘ kalpatdm ’ in the sense of kalpana

in general.
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Or ^yathS, vibhfigS * may be construed with the Keply, the sense thereof

being that * as in the case of the Division^ so here also, etc., etc.’

Objection

:

“ As a matter of fact, there is a diversity in the case
“ of the Division

;
and as such it was not right to put this instance in the

mouth of the objector.”

Reply : In that case we will explain the citing of that instance to be,

not for the purpose of pointing out unity, but only with a view to identify-

ing the case in question with that of the instance, and thereby making
the former open to alternative processes

;
just as we have in the case of

the Vibhaga (where there is an option between the agency of Bhaga
and that of Aryama). The sense of the objection thus comes to be that

“ we have an option in the case of vihhUga^—why then cannot we have

the same in the case in question also ? **

The reply to this is that this cannot be ; because there is an
option only in that case where the subject is the same in both alterna-

tives. In the case in question, however, we do not find anything to

show that the significations of all ‘ kalpanas * are the same (in the

shape of kalpana in general) ; and hence we cannot take them all

as synonymous, as in the case of * vibhSya ’
;
specially as we find that

each sentence expresses a hope for dyu* (longevity) and the rest, as

qualified by ‘ klfipti * (preservation). In the case of ‘ vibhSga

'

inasmuch as no important purpose is served by the accessories (in the

shape of Bhaga, etc.), the action of vibhaga (Division) in general

itself comes to be the predominant factor ;
and as such it is this action

alone that is indicated by the Mantra (and the matter of the instrumental-

ity is left optional). In the case in question, on the other hand, what
are hoped for are a * long life * {^yu) and the rest

; and as such it is

these that are the predominant factors ; and it is as qualification of these

that we have the mention of * kalpana* (preservation)
;
and it is not the

kalpana as qualified by * long life,’ etc., that is indicated by the Mantra
;

because no useful purpose would be served by this indication. Even if

this Action {Kalpana) were the predominant factor, then, too, there being

a clear difference between nyv,, prilnay etc,j the action (preservation of

these) also could not but be many. And in support of the theory of

diversity, we have the fact of each of them serving a distinct perceptible

purpose.

Or, it maybe that the word * klfipti* in the injunction " klrpitir

vUcayati* does not refer to the Mantra Ayuryajnena kalpatdm* etc.)
;

what it does is to denote the multiplicity of the action (of kalpana)
;
be-

cause all words depend upon the objects they signify. Consequently,

firstly, because the plural number distinctly denotes a diversity of

Actions, and secondly, because a distinct diversity is accepted as based
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upon the diversity of the qualifications etc,)^—the Mantra

{JyuryajnBna kal]patllm, etc.) in question comes to be taken as referring to

Katpana as qualified by iyu^ etc. ; and in this manner they come to fulfil

what is laid down in the Brahma^a-direction (‘ klriptirvUcayati
;
thereby

coming to serve distinctly perceptible purposes, each part must be taken

as having a distinct purpose of its own.

Objection

:

In that case, how is it that the Brdhmana uses the

“ word ^vdeayati ’? because the object of this Verb must be a word (while

“ the word ‘ hlripti ' has been explained as * something qualified by Ayu,*

“ which could not bo the object of ‘ vdeayatiy^ etc., which means ‘ makes
“ to pronounce ’) ?

**

Re-ply : This is no incongruity at all
;

because the word is used

in both senses. That is to say, just as people use the word ‘ vdcayati * with

reference to a person uttering e,word, so, in the same manner, when a

person is found to speak of a certain object by means of a certain word,

then with regard to the person who makes him speak of it, we use the

word ^vdeayati* ( ^ makes to speak). Hence the sense of the injunction

klfiptlr vdcayati comes to be that when the sacrificer proceeds to pronounce

the word expressive of the action of Klripti (or Kalpana), then the

Adhvaryu priest makes him pronounce it (^vdcayati*). And inasmuch

as the Mantras Ayuryajnena kdlpaiam* and the rest) indicate so

many distinct Kalpanas, it is only when each of them is accepted as a

distinct Mantra by itself that it is found to serve a perceptible purpose

and hence in such cases the sentences must be admitted to be distinct.



ADHIKIRANA (18).

[Definition of Anushanga.^

SUtra (48) : Anushanga is the means of completing the Sen-
tence

; because it is such as is equally applicable (to it).

In connection with the Jyotishfoma^ three Homos are laid down (viz.^

the Agneyi, the Saumt and the VaishMvt ) ;
and it is laid down—^by the

sentence ‘ agnimanikam^* etc.^ that in the beginning of each of these the

Agneyi Homo has to bo offered. And the three Mantras enjoined

for the AgneyJ, accompanying the first of these, the BrShmana lays

down in its complete form

—

e.g. ( I )
‘ Y&te agnS ayUgaycL tanUrvarshishfhSj

sw&hQ ’
;
and those for the other two are mentioned only in their

incomplete forms—such as (2) ‘ Ytfte agvS ray^gaya* and (3) ^ YfitS agne

haracaya*

In the case of these two, inasmuch as the subject is introduced

by the word *yH* (that which) ,
^hioh is in the feminine gender, the sen-

tences cannot be complete without some word denotative of a feminine

object. And no use can be made of an incomplete sentence
;

conse-

quently, with a view to avoid this inconsistency
,

it becomes necessary to

supply a part of the sentence that would supply the missing factor.

Because in the Veda, not even a single incomplete sentence is found to be

used; consequently ill cases where the sentence met with happens to be

incomplete, the factor necessary for its completion must be sought out

from’somewhere else.

Nor, too, is actual sensuous Perception the only means of cognising

Vedic Mantras

;

because they can be cognised by means of Inference and
the other means of knowledge just as well as by means of Sense-percep-

tion. Hence it is only when all the five means of knowledge have

ailed, that a certain sentence can be relegated to the sixth one of Negation

(i.e., actually denied). In the case in question we should not rest idle
; no

sooner we find Sense-perception not affording us the requisite knowledge
of the completing factor, if we also find Inference and the rest ail equally

inoperative, then alone we should conclude the Mantra to be made up of

that incomplete sentence alone. If» however, any one of these means of

cognition supplies the knowledge of the missing factor, then the Mantra is

to be taken as made up of the sentence thus completed, which, before the

addition of this factor, was wanting. Thus then, it is by Apparent
Inconsistency that we are led to the general conclusion that there is a
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missing factor. And thus there being no room for the functioning of

Negation, the incomplete sentence is wholly incapable of being used.

Thus then, there arises the question as to whether this missing

factor is to be supplied out of the Veda, or out of certain sentences of

ordinary parlance,—in the former case the missing factor being found

in the preceding Mantra^ in the shape of ‘ tanUrvarshishtha^ etc,

PtTRVAPAKSHA.

It is to be supplied out of sentences of ordinary parlance. Because
“ a part of the Vedic sentence, being naturally bound up with this

“ sentence, cannot go to any other place ;
sentences of ordinary parlance,

“ on the other hand, can be used anywhere and for any purpose that one

“likes. That is to say, just as such Vedic objects as the ^ Ahavaniya*

“fire and the like never tarn aside from their purposes as definitely

“ laid down in the Veda, so, in the same manner, a part of a Vedic
“ sentence is bound hard and fast to that sentence of which it actually

“ forms part in the text
;
and as such it cannot be used anywhere else.

“ A part of the ordinary sentence, on the other hand, is not so bound
“ up

;
and as such it can be used anywhere one likes

;
and as such there

“ would be nothing incongruous in its being taken up for the purpose

“of the supplying of the missing part of any sentence. Consequently,

“ it is only fi part of the ordinary sentence that can be brought in to

“ complete two Mantras in question.

“ On the ground, however, of the Vedic sentence being found ready
“ to hand, and as such its use being much easier, while the ordinary
“ sentence has to be composed,—if someone were to supply the missing

“ part out of a Vedic sentence, taking it only as an ordinary sentence,

‘‘ then nothing can be said against it. All that we mean is that

“any such sentence, separated from its proper place, should not be
“ considered as Vedic. For instance, when during the reading of such
“ works as the MahahhQrata and the like, if we come across certain

“ Vedic sentences, we read them as ordinary sentences, and not with the
“ restrictions of pronunciation, etc., attendant upon the Vedic sentence.

“And further, if,—on the ground of the sentence ^ ydte rajdgayn '

“ being as closely proximate to the sentence ‘ tanurvarsishthd * etc,, as the

“ Grst sentence ‘ ydts ayd(^ayd *—the ‘ tanUrvarsishthd,' etc., should be

“taken along with ^ydtB rajdgayd, ’—then in that case the Mantra should
“ be pronounced exactly as it would be found in the text (^.e., it should

“be read as ^ tanurvarshishflid .... svdhS ydte rajagayd'), which
“ would be absurd. For this reason, too, the missing factor cannot be
“ supplied out of the Vedic sentence.*'
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SIDDHINTA.

To tihe above we make the following reply : It is only when the Veda
has ceased to function towards a certain end, that there can be an occasion

for the functioning of ordinary sentences
;
and the functioning of the

Veda can be believed to have ceased, only after all effort and attempt to

hnd it out has totally failed.

That is to say, a Vedic sentence can be completed only by supplying

the missing part from out of a Vedic sentence, and not from out of an
ordinary sentence

;
because the Veda is the only moans of knowing Dharma.

If, however, the most diligent search on our part fails to show us a Vedic
sentence duly functioning towards the required end, then alone can the

Veda allow of the completing of its sentence by the help of ordinary

sentences. And this search proceeds from what is most proximate (to

the incomplete sentence) to one remote from it.

For instance, a meaning that is not found in the root is looked for

in the afhx
;
that which is not found in the whole word is looked for in

another word (of the same sentence); that which is not found in the same
sentence is looked for in another sentence (of the same context)

;
if again

it is not found in any such sentence, it is looked for in another context

altogether.

That is to say, when a certain fact as expressed by the root or the

affix is found to be wanting in a certain factor, then if another meaning
capable of supplying the missing link is found in the same (root or affix),

then it is all well and good. If it is not found in the same root or affix,

then, without being idle, we must look for it in the affix or the root

(respectively). If, however, it is not found in any of these, then it

should be looked for in the word preceding or following it immediately.

If it is not found in the immediately proximate word, then it is looked

for in another word, a step or two removed from the original word. If

it is not found in the same sentence, then in the same manner as in

the case of the word, it should be sought after in other sentences in the

same context. If not found even there, then it should be looked for

in other contexts, in the order that they may present themselves. If,

however, it is not found anywhere in the Veda, then alone can we
reasonably seek for it in the sentences of ordinary parlance. When not

found even in these, then we must conclude it to be non-existent ; and

then accepting our notion of incompleteness to be a mistaken one, we
must accept the Mantra to be complete, just as it is.

In all cases, when we do not find the missing factor in a sentence

close to the incomplete sentence, then we can bring it in from one

removed from it. But in case one happens to be found much nearer,
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the bringing in of a remote sentence is as unauthoritative as if it were

non-Vedic.

Hence in the case in question, the missing factors of the two

sentences

—

^yd iB rajdfayd* and ‘yd t8 haragayd^—^not being found

either in any one word contained in the sentence, or in the sentence itself,

we conclude that this missing factor must be found in another sentence.

And just the same factor that is wanted in these sentences is found in

another sentence, which immediately precedes the one incomplete

sentence, and is only one step removed from the other—(that is to say, the

sentence ‘yd tB agnB ayagayd tanUh^^ etc. Though this factor (^tanurvar-

sishtkd,^ etc,) having got all that is necessary for it in the first Mantra,

does not stand in need of the subsequent Mantras, yet inasmuch those

two Mantras are incomplete without that factor, and not finding any»

thing else mentioned in closer proximity to themselves, they lead the

person concerned to the following conclusion :
‘ Though it was not

possible for this missing factor to be read but once, and then in close

proximity to all the three Mantras, and as it is not actually repeated

over and over again, on account of its being got at by other means,—yet

it is such that it is distinctly indicated by our purpose or need also,—and as

such| people should not be led away, by attaching undue significance to

the fact of proximity, to connect it with one (the first) Mantra only/

Though it is true that the factor, ‘ tanuh,^ etc,, actually precedes the

Mantra, ‘ Yd tB rajdgayd, * yet it can be supplied only in that place of this

Mantra where it is actually wanted to complete the sentence. Because

that sentence appears in the place that it does, only with view to point

out that it forms part of the next sentence also
;
and a due consideration

of its capabilities and its position in the second Mantra is regulated in

accordance with that in the previous Mantra, The sentence being

actually mentioned only once, it is absolutely impossible for it to be

mentioned in that part of the subsequent sentences where it is required ;

and hence it is mentioned in its due sequential order in connection with

one Mantra only ; and as for the other two, its indication is just enough

to show that it forms part of these also. Thus then, being duly compre-

hended to be so, (1) because it is naturally incapable of occupying any

other position ; (2) because the incomplete sentences themselves do not

want it in any other place ; and (3) because in the case of the first Mantra

it has been found to be capable of occupying a position at the end of

the sentence ; therefore even in the case of the other two Mantras it is

only at the end that it is added.

The author of the Bhashya, however, holds that inasmuch as the factor

in question is read between the first and second Mantras, it is not expressed

to which of these two it is more intimately connected ; and hence to both
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of them it must be taken as equally proximately related
;
and then be raises

a doubt as to its connection with the third Mantra^ from which it is one

step further removed
; and in order to meet this difficulty of interrention

what the Bhashya does is to take the second and the third Mantras together

as forming a single composite whole, which removes the difficulty due
to the intervention of the second Mantra^ between the missing sentence

and the third Mantra ; but then there arises the difficulty that in that

case the missing factor would complete the composite whole (formed

by the two Mantras)

,

and not both of them separately
; and this is met by

the declaration that, inasmuch as the composite whole is incapable of being

employed (at a sacrifice), the missing factor must be connected with each

part of it; and hence it is concluded that both parts being equally

predominant, and both being equally incapable of being otherwise com-

pleted, the whole of the missing factor is to be connected with each of

them.

Having arrived at this conclusion, however, the BhSshya proceeds to

offer another explanation :
‘ Ap ca sakatikshasya sannidhauy etc.,^—the sense

of this being that when the missing factor will have been introduced in

the second Mantra, it would immediately come to precede the third Mantra
also, and thus there would be no intervention.

Some people hold that the Bhashya has mentioned the two explana-

tions as equally correct, and as such optional.

But others declare, that not satisfied with the former explanation

the BhSishya has offered the second. The reason for the said dissatisfac'

is as follows :

—

The two sentences have never been composed by any person as a

single composite whole
;
and if they were so, we do not see any reason

why they should have been again composed separately. That is to say,

any two sentences can be taken as one composite whole, (1) either when
they serve the same purpose, or (2) when they contain the same words.

In the case in question, however, we find none of these two conditions

present. It may be urged that they actually have the same purpose in the

shape of being completed by the same sentence. But one who brings for-

ward this argument would evince, on his part, a grand conception of the

functions of Mantras ! The being completed by a sentence would only con-

stitute a want on tbeir part,—how could it be an action or purpose of

theirs P And as the sentence supplied is only a missing factor, on the sole

strength of this, it is not proper to speak of the two Mantras as forming one

composite whole. And when you also subsequently come to acknowledge

its relationship with each Mantra separately, we do not see bow you can

make a single composite whole of the two Mantras, The assertion that

they become a composite whole, and then each of them beoomes
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connected with the missing factor, would be as unbridled as the freaks and

tricks of a single (and favourite) son of the king. And further, in that

case, because the missing factor precedes the composite whole, it would

have to be added in the beginning. Nor can it be rightly urged that there

is no difference between the relative positions of the Mantras with regard

to the missing factor. Because there is a distinct difference of locality

which makes a difference in the relative position of the Mantras ;
for

instance, we find that the missing sentence is actually found, in the first

Mantra^ in the same place that it is required
;
while it is not so in the

other two Mantras.

For these reasons the only explanation that is reasonable is the

following :

—

Akahksha (Want), SannidhQna (^voximity) and Yogyatd (Capability),

—

these three conjointly constitute the ground of relationship, and not

mei’e immediate sequence. That which, being one, is yet mentioned

as related to many things, must be in closer proximity with only one of

these
;
and it is not this 'proximity alone that is accepted as being the

only ground of relationship. Because even in this case, the relationship

is based upon all the aforesaid three grounds (and not upon mere

immediate sequence). What the Proximity does is to give rise to a mis-

taken notion (as to relationship), on account of its bringing about an

idea of its own substrate. And this mistaken notion ceases when
some other related object is pointed out, conjointly, by Wanty Proximity

and Capability

.

Just as the idea of Bhdvand being denoted by the

verbal root ceases on account of the capability of the Bhdvand to take

up the accessories that can never belong to the meaning of the verbal

root.

The conclusion arrived at in that case is this
: (1) The missing

factor being mentioned for the sake of all incomplete sentences (in ques-

tion)
; (2) it being impossible for it to be mentioned in the immediate

sequence of all of them
;
and (8) the sentence being one only—it is

found in close proximity to one of them. Consequently mere immediate

sequence can be no ground of relationship.

By the word ^sannidhi' (in the Bhashya) is meant the mot?

about in the mind
;
and this is possible when there is immediate sequence

as well as when there is an intervention. In fact the intervention of

a word, that is related to the factor to be related is only a sort of

immediate sequence. Because that which is related to the first would

(when thus related) be in immediate precedence of the second also; and

when appearing in the second, it would oome to have an immediate

proximity, to the third also. That is to say, the missing factor required

by. the antra ‘ Yd tB rajS^ayd *

uot being found in the passages follow'-
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ing ib, is looked for in the preceding passage, and is therein fonnd, in

the form of ^ tanUrvarshisthil ’ etc

;

and when attached to this second Mantra^,

it becomes immediately proximate to the third Mantra ‘ Yd tB harSgayd*

and thus becomes related to this last also. And beyond this, no other

Mantra being mentioned, the factor in question rests there.

Thus then, in all cases, the wants of a sentence, extending both

backward and forward, takes its stand upon one and thereby becomes

closely proximate to another sentence ; and it goes on taking in all that

is required, until it fails to find something capable of being related to it,

and comes across something altogether incapable of it. And then having

taken in all that it has extended over, its operation comes to an end.

Though on account of the Mantras being pronounced one after the

other, we come to cognise a proximity and remoteness (in the case of the

Mantras ^ yd tB rajd^yd^ and *‘yd tB hardgayd'),—yet the Veda being

eternal, whether the sentences be proximate or removed, their mutual

requirement and relationship are always simultaneous (because though

pronounced one after the other, all words of the Veda are equally eteimal,

and there is no real precedence or sequence in the case of Vedic words)

;

and hence the mere fact of a sentence appearing subsequently does not

make any difference in its authoritative character.

Thus then, the relationship of words in a sentence, and that of sentences

in the context, remain 'intact, so long as all the intervention that there

is, is only by such words as (1) are themselves wanting (in a certain

element), (2) are capable of the same relationship, and (3) are capable

of making the other sentence also equally proximate (to the factor of

relationship).

tho Bhdshya : Avyavadhdfie viccehBde^pi ;—and the sense of this

is that when there is no intervention, even though there is no proximity^

the factor becomes related, so long as the intervention of a sentence

at a distance is not by means of a word which is contrary to such

relationship.

For these reasons Anushanya is a ^samnpti*—2,e., the means of

completing a sentence {samfipyate anBna iti samnptih = that which

completes^,

SUPPLEMENTARY ADHIKARANA TO ADHl (18).

Question : The above discussion applies to those cases where a sen*

fence itself is wanting in an essential part. There! are cases, however,

where the sentences are complete in themselves, and it is only a cer-

tain part of the sentence that is found to be standing in need of sen-

tences to which it could be attached
;

as for instance we have a series of
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complete sentences
—

‘ Gitpatistvd pun&tat * ‘ VSkpatistva pundLtu^* ‘ DevastvH

8avitd‘ pun&tu and at the end of these we find the words ^ acchidrBna

pavitreiM,
* And in this case how would this last be construed ?

On this wc have the following

PURVAPAKSHA.
“ The concluding words would have become fully satisfied by being

construed with the sentence that immediately precedes them
;
because

“ all the other sentences being complete in themselves, there would be

“ no reason for admitting of an Anushanga, **

SIDDHANTA.

To the above we make the following reply : If the words formed

part of the whole of that sentence which precedes them immediately,

then it could be as assorted above. But as it is, they are found to be

related only to the verb '‘punHtu" \ and as such they cannot but be construed

with all the three sentences (as all of them contain that same verb). That

is to say, independently of any immediate sequence, the words in

question become related to the verb ^pundtu^; and as this verb is

the same in all the three sentences, the meaning of this verb too

must be the same in all. Nor can the difference of nominatives

—

Oitpati,

SavitTi etc.—make any difference in that meaning as connected with

Citpati or Vskpati or Savitri or Deva. Nor is the action concerned

(/>., of purifying) subservient to the instrumentality (of acchidra pavitrd)

whereby it would rest satisfied with its single contact with such instru-

mentality. Thus then the Instrument {acchidrena pavitrena) being subsi-

diary to the action (Verb : * pundtu '), the words denoting the instrument

will have to be used as often as the verb would be used, just as the fuel is

used so long as there is cooking.

The following argument might be urged here :
“ Though the action of

purifying is one, yet, that which should be connected with the instrument, is

the Action which is qualified by that nominative, in connection with whom
the relationship of the Instrument is found to be mentioned directly.

For instance, (1) in the Jyotishfoma 'sacrifice, the cooking in milk is

found to be spoken of in connection with that Agent who is connected
with the MaitrdvarufMgraha (and not the other grahas mentioned along

with it); and hence the said cooking is not found to go beyond that which
is qualified by the Maitravarunagraha

;

and (2) the nominative ' Oitpati*

is joined to one *’ pundtu ’ only and not to all the three. (In the same
manner, the * acchidrBiM pavitrBna ’ would be joined to that pwndtu only
which has for its Nominative ‘ Qavitr' and not all the three).”
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To the above we make the following reply: The restricted application

of the aforesaid * cooking ’ is dne to the fact of each graha giving rise

to a distinct ApUrva (Result); and in the case of the second instance

cited, the nominative ^ Oitpati* is not construed with all the three

‘ pundtuy simply because of the distinct mention of other nominatives

(in the shape of VUlcpati and Savttr *). That is to say, inasmuch as the

repetition of the grahas^ such as those of the Aindra, Vdyciva^

Maitravarunaf serve to bring about transcendental results, the

difference among these results restricts the applicability of the ‘ cooking.
*

In the case in question there is no such restrictive agency. Because,

as for the Instrument, it is used up in serving the purposes of the

Action
; and hence by means of the expression of tlie Instrument,

it is the same action that comes to be expressed over and over again. And
the action being the same in all the three cases, it stands, in each case, in

need of a mention of the Instrument. Though the mention of the nomina-
tive ‘ VSkpati ’ sets aside the nominative character of ‘ Oitpati,

*

as both

have exactly the same action of purifying yet, in no case do we find any
other Instrument that could take the position of the ‘ acchidra pavitra ’ and
oust it out of the sentence. Nor is the Instrument due to the Nomina-
tive

; and as such, a difference in the Nominative could not necessarily

make a difference in the Instrument ; because all cases of nouns being

taken up by the verb, they have no relations amongst themselves.

Objection: **In that case the instrument in question would have
“ to be construed with the word ^pundtu* in whichsoever Mantra it might
“ be found.”

That does not touch our position : Just as in the case of the DargapUrrM-

mdsa sacrifice certain purificatory rites are laid down in connection with

the grass therein used (and they are not applied to the grasses used
in all sacrifices), so in the case in question also, the particular instrumen-

tality mentioned would not belong to any and every ‘ pundtu ’
; all that

it would mean would be that the instrumentality of the acchidra pavitra

belongs only to that action of the word * punUtu^ which is meant in this

particular context. And as a matter of fact, we actually perceive that

this action is the same in all the three Mantras in question, and not

in any other Mantra; because in other Mantras, the action denoted by
the word ^pundtu* is the purification of other materials (and not the

one meant to be purified by means of the three Mantras under consider-

ation).

Objection

:

In that case, all the three having the same action, the
** Mantras would become optional alternatives.”

Eeply: True it would be so; but in the absence of an Injunction

distinctly laying down the number * three ’ with the regard to the Mantras
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to be used,—bow do we know that all the three Mantras are to be

employed conjointly (that is to say, there is nothing incongruous to the

three Mantras being used alternately). All the three 'punfltu* continuing

in the mind, when the words ^ acchidrSna pavitrena* are pronounced,

the requisite proximity of these latter with each ^ punatu* becomes

quite possible in the case of the three Mantras under consideration »*

and this could not be said with regard to any other Mantras.

Thus then, we conclude that though the word ^pundtu* occurs in

all the three Mantras, yet being (in all cases) taken up by the instrumen-

tality expressed by the words ‘ acchidrena paviMna ’ it is always as

qualified by that instrumentality that the Verb * pundtu' comes to be

wanted (in all the three Mantras).

That is to say, the words ‘ acchtdrBna pavitrena ’ occurring at the

end of all the repeated Mantras, and having no other refuge, they

take their refuge in the word. pundtu^; then the Verb comes to be

in the form ^punGtu acchtd/rBna pavitrBna ’
; and as the word * puniltu

*

in the sentence immediately preceding these words is the same as that

in the other two Mantras, at the time that the connection of the action

* pundtu^ with the instrumentality of * acchidre^a * is expressed,

(and as such the Verb is taken up by that instrumentality), the other

words of the sentence standing in need of an action, they admit of

an action as together with the said instrumentality ; and hence we
must admit of the Anushanqa of the words in question in all the

three Mantras.

When through this Anushahga the words ^acchidrena pavitrerm^

should be repeated with each sentence, if people pronounce the Mantras

as they are, leaving the relation of the instrumentality to be understood,

it must be regarded as due to mere idleness. And as we have shown

above that the missing factor may be found either in the preceding or

in the following sentences, the assertion of some people—that it is to

be taken from a preceding sentence only—should be taken only as

showing how the Anushahga works in a generality of cases (and it does

not preclude the possibility, in special cases, of its being taken from the

following sentences also).
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[Treating of the absence of Anushahga in cases of interruption,’]

SUtra (49) : There is no Annshaqiga where there is an inter-

vention (of unconnected words).

This Adhikarana is brought in simply by way of a counter>instaiice

to the funotioning of mere Proximity (in the matter of the Anushahga).
As it is found that where the intervention is by words not connected with
the factor to be brought in, we do not accept an Anushahga in view of

the incongruity involved.

For instance, in the case of the sentences (1) ‘ 8antB vHyurvatBna

gacchattlm, * (2) *Sanjayatrairangdnif ’ and (3) ‘ Sanyajnapatird^ish&y *

—

though the missing factor ‘ gacchatdm * is admitted as forming part of the

first Mantra, it is found to be incapable of being taken along with the

second, because of the plural number of the noun * angdini^ (which would

take the verb ^ gacchantdm^ and not ^ gacchatdm*)
\
and thus the fac-

tor in question not being equally construable with all the Mantras in

qnestion, it cannot be taken along with the third Mantra, though the

nominative in this

—

^ yajnapatih*—^is in the singular and as such quite

compatible with the singular of * gacchatdm^* [It is on account of the

intervention, of the unconnected second Mantra, between (1) and (3),

that this verb '’gacchatdm* is not taken with (3)].

And thus the missing factor of (2) and (3) not being found in

the Veda, we arc forced to admit one out of ordinary parlance
; and

hence in both of these we supply the necessary word from without.

And though the words ‘ gacchantdm *
(in the second Mantra) and

‘ gacchatdm ’ (in the third) are not actually pronounced, yet their exis-

tence must be admitted
; as otherwise the signification of the sentence

would remain incomplete (for want of a Verb).

Thus then iu the case in question there is no Anushahga.

The use of this discussion lies in the fact that, if certain words formed

an Anushahga, they would form a Mantra
;
and as such any mistakes, etc.,

in the pronunciation of these would have to be accompanied by expiatory

rites ;
whereas if the words supplied are out of ordinary sentences, they do

not constitute a Mantra, and hence any mistakes in pronunciation, etc., are

not so seiuous as to entail an expiatory rite.

To this end it has been declared that—(1) that which is directly

mentioned in the Veda, and (2) that which is brought in by means of

an Anushahga, are counted as having the character of Mantras, where-

as all sentences of ordinary parlance, being similar to assumed sentences,

can never be recognised to have the character of Mantras.

Thus ends the First Pdda of Adhydya IT.
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ADHYAYA II.

PADA II.

ADHIKARANA (1).

^Treating of Difference in the ApUrvas of Subsidiary sacrif^s.'l

Sutra (1) : When there is a different word, there is a different

karma, because of its being specially qualified.

In the foregoing introductory chapter we have dealt with all matters

connected, directly and indirectly, with the subject under consideration

;

and now we are going to take up the subject-matter of the Adhydya

in the shape of the difference among actions on the ground of the

difference among words, etc. etc.

And first of all we take up the differences caused by the difference

of expressions, because it is this difference that points out most

clearly the difference among actions. In connection with this we should

have cited the examples of all verbal forms connected with one or

many verbal affixes—such as * yajati, ’ ‘ daddti, * *juhoti, ’ ‘ nirvapati,^ etc.

The Bhashya has cited only three

—

*yajafi,* *daddti* and ^juhoti^*

because, inasmuch as all these denote the giving away of something, their

significations are all akin, and as such they naturally appear to have
identical meanings.

And on this point, inasmuch as there are three kinds of Purvapaksha

introduced in the Bhashya, it seems as if the doubt on the point in

question should also have been expressed in three ways.

These are :—(1) Do the three Bhdvands—denoted by the three

(yajati, &c.)--hrmg about a single Apurva, or three distinct Apfif:

(2) Do the three denotations of the three lOots qualify a single Bhi

or three distinct Bh&vanSs t (3 ) Do the three roots denote a single c

or three distinct objects ? j

The Bhashya uses the word * kdrya *

equally with regard y
Apurva^ the Bhdvand and the object denoted by the roots, because er of

these is equally helped by something else
; inasmuch as (a) the Jb/ Adrand

serves to produce the Apurva, (h) the denotation of the root qualifl

Bhdvana, and (d) the root expresses the denotation of the root

;

I
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such these latter three are spoken of as ‘ helps ’ to the former three

respectively.

The ground of doubt is this ; We find that things exert their causal

efficiency in two ways, vzar,, singly and collectively; and, consequently^

whenever we find certain objects acting, there naturally arises a doubt

as to the character of the object themselves.

As a matter of fact, however, there is only one doubt in connection

with this subject: In the case of the three verbs, is there only one

Bhdvcina as qualified by the denotations of the three roots, or is there a distinct

BhdvanSL for the denotation of each root ? What the word ‘ k&rn/ia* (in the

Sutra) denotes is the BhcivanH as qualified by the denotation of the root.

And it is the BhUvana that would be differentiated by means of different

words, etc. As for the Apurva^ inasmuch as it is not directly ex-

pressed by the words in question, and as it follows in the wake of the

action itself, it cannot form a subject of separate treatment. Though
the unity of three root-meanings ” spoken of in the Bhashya is not

possible in the case of all root-meanings, yet it might be mentioned,

somehow or other, in connection with the roots ^yaji^ etc»t in question;

but in the case of these, though it may be possible, yet much stress

should not be laid upon this unity. Thus then the root-meanings being

really different, there seems to be yet another ground for doubt in the mind
of the Purvapakshi^ viz», Is the Bhdvan^ mentioned as subservient to the root-

meaning, and as such does it end with each Root-meaning ? or are Root-

meanings subservient fo tlie BhClvanfl^ and as such they conjointly serve

to qualify it ?

On this we have the following

PURVAPAKSHA (A).

“It is conjointly that the Root-meanings qualify the BhUva^ivd.

“Inasmuch as the Bhashya often uses the word samuddya' (‘corabin-

“ation*)—as in the sentences, '' sarnuddyagcikirshitah^^ ^ samuddyddi^am-
“ aptAroam^ ’ ‘ na cdgahdah samuddyali,' etc*—and as it speaks of the ApUr-
“ra as one only, it seems clear that the idea desired to be conveyed
“ was that a single Apurva follows from all the three Bhdvands. And in
“ support of this idea the Bhashya brings forward the following arguments;
“ In the first instance, that which is not seen is concluded to be non est

;

“ and also so long as (in the absence of the unseen factor) there appears

“no incompatibility in what is actually seen (with what is Spoken of),
“ it is concluded that the unseen does not exist

; it is only when there*

is a contradiction between the seen and the spoken^ that we can rightly
“ assume the existence of the unseen ;

and hence, when the qontradiotioii

“ is removed by the assumption of only one such unseen factor, there
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“ need be no assumption of many such factors. Ifc is with a view to this

“ that it has been declared :
* When there is a contradiction, then alone

“ can an unseen factor be assumed, whereby the seen or the heard would

“become supported.* And under the circumstances if there were no
“ difference—on the ground of simplicity—between the assumption of one

“ and that of many factors, then we might go on assuming many factors ;

“ but, as a matter of fact, we do perceive such a difference ;
hence it must

“ be admitted that a single unseen ‘ A^urva * follows from the combination

“ of the three BhUvande.** [Thus is Purvapaksha A.]

This statement of the Purvapaksha^ however, is open to the following

objection: ‘What is that word that has laid down the Oomhination of

Bhavands, wherefrom the single Apurva would follow ? ’ And in view of

this objection the Bhashya states the Purvapaksha somewhat differently as

follows :

—

PURVAPAKSHA (B).

Says the Bhdshya: Atha vd yajStBtyStasya purvo bhfigo, etc. And
“ the sense of this is that the words denote a single Bhdvand as qualified

“ hy the denotations of the three roots. In support of this we have the

“ following arguments : Inasmuch as (in all verbs) it is the denotation

“ of the Affix (which is the Bhdvand) that is the predominant factor,

“ it cannot, as such, be different with each Root ;
inasmuch as the Root-

“ meanings are spoken of as subservient to that denotation of the Affix,

“ they must be taken as collectively (qualifying it). That is to say,

“ if, in the case of verbs, the Root-meanings formed the predominant
“ factors, then alone would the Bhdvand be subservient to them, and
“ as such would be different with each Root-meaning

;
as a matter of

“ fact, however, in all verbs, predominance belongs to the Bhdvand

;

“ and specially as the Root and the Affix are both parts of the denotation

“ of the Affix (z.e., the Bhdvand), it must be admitted that the Sacrifice

“ (denoted by the root ‘ yaj
*

in ^yajati '), the gift (denoted by the root

“‘da* in the word ^daddti^), and the libation (denoted by the root
“ ‘ few* in ^juhotV), all conjointly qualify a single Bhdvand; just as in the

“ case of the sentence * Arunayd pihgdkshyd Bkahdyanyd gavd somnm hrindti,*

“ all the adjectives mentioned conjointly qualify the cow. Then (as to

“ why, if the Bhdvand meant is only one, there are three distinct

“ affixes, along with the three words ‘ yajati, ’ etc.), though it is not

“ possible for the principal object to be repeated with each of its

“ subsidiaries (qualifications), yet, inasmuch as it is absolutely impossible

“ for the Root by itself or the Affix by itself to be used in a sentence, it

“ becomes necessary for us to repeat the Affix with each root, at least

“ with a view to making the use of the root possible (as without an affix

“the root could not be used, and a use of the root s necessary, as
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S

‘‘ pointing oat the qaalifioations of the BkavanSi), If we met with the

affix alone, as we do with ^ KnnSlH' (in the sentence before quoted),
“ then, though pronounced but once, it would become connected with
“ all the roots, just as the verb ‘ hrinati * becomes connected with all

“the adjectives, ' arunayH' and the rest. But as the Affix by itself

“ could never form a word, no such can ever be met with
; and it lias

“to be repeated. And we have often met with instances where there are
“ repetitions for the sake of the connection of different qualifications, e.gr.,

“
‘ dyuryajnBna kalpatdm * and ^ preino yajnena kalpatdm *; and again ^Dadhnd

^\fuhoti* and ^ payasd juhoti * ;—
* Aindravdyavam gfhndti ’ and ‘ maitreivaru-

“ natn grhndti* and so forth. We even find a repetition of the same action,

“ for instance, the ‘ Jyotishfoma * is performed many times over, with a
“ view to connect it with the various Deities laid down in connection
“ with it.

“ Thus then, inasmuch as all the verbs concerned serve the single

“purpose (of denoting the Bhavand), bM of them—
^
yajdti/ ^ daddli,'

“ and ^juhoti *—must be taken as forming a single sentence
;
and thus the

“ Action being one, the resultant Apurva must be one only.”

It is only this second statement of the Purvapaksha that is the correct

one
;
and not the former one, which was based upon a combination of all the

Bhdvands. Because (1) when the Bhdvands are distinct, their results,

the Apurvas, must necessarily be many; and (2) because the Bhdvands

could not be taken as forming a single collective whole, unless they be

expressed by a single word.

That is to say, (1) if the Purvapakshi admits the Bhdvands to

be distinct, then, inasmuch as this distinctness could not be possible

without their resultant Apurvas also being distinct, he would have to

admit these latter also to be distinct and many ; and then what useful

purpose could be served by the statement of the Purvapaksha ? (2) And we
can admit of a collective whole being formed of many individuals, only

under two conditions, viz.
:
(a) when we find that many are spoken of, subse-

quently, by a single narpe; e.g., having laid down three sacrifices, the

Veda concludes with ‘ one who performs this Paurtiamdsi sacrifice, etc.,’

where we find the single name ‘ Paurnamdsi * applied to the previously

enjoined three sacrifices
;
and (6) when many actions are found to conjointly

lead to a single result ; e.g.y * one should offer the Bdjasuya if he desires

the Kingdom of Seaven,’ where the name ^ RdjasUya^ is given to

a number of sacrifices, which together lead to the specified result.

In the case in question, however, we find none of these two conditions

;

and as such we cannot admit of a single collective whole being made up

of the three Bhdvands,

Objection: “But we do meet with the sentence *jyotish(omBnay* etc.
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“ from which it is clear that a single composite whole is formed by the

‘ yajaiiy etc.*'

Reply: But it. is not so; because the word ^ JyoHshtoma* identifies

itself only with the root ^ yaji
*
(to sacrifice); and as such it would

point to the sacrifices only.

For these reasons the former repiesentation of the Purvapaksha

is not tenable.

We have therefore to interpret the portion of the Bhashya that

appears to be a statement of the previous Purvapaksha, in the following

manner :

—

The Purvapaksha comes to be this :
“ The Action laid down by the

“ three sentences is one only, but variously coloured, like the rainbow,

by the denotations of the three roots
;
and in support of this the

“ following arguments have been brought forward : If we accept this

“conclusion then it is necessary to make but a slight assumption of

“ the unseen factor. If the actions are held to be different, then it

“ would be necessary to assume many unseen factors, for which there

“ could not be the least justification. For these reasons ‘ a single composite

“ is meant to be expressed, '—by which it is meant that there are many
“ parts of a single Action, Therefore we must conclude that in the word
“ ‘ * signifies the sacrifice, and the second part

“ signifies the Bhdvand, and so forth. Some people seem to think that the

“ expression ‘ atha v(i ’ in the Bhashya is a mistaken reading. But it could

“ be very well explained in the following manner : The Bhashya has brought

“forward two sets of arguments in favour of the Purvapaksha •, having

“explained the first of these, in the shape of the advantage of assuming
“ less of the unseen than what is necessary in the other tlieory, it is only

“right that it should introduce the second by ‘ atha (‘ or, secondly ’).

“ That is to say, the sense of the Bhashya comes to be this : It is not

“ necessary for us to point out the disadvantage, in the other theory, of

“having to assume much more of the unseen element; as it is by means
“ of the words themselves that we shall prove th^ Bhavana to be one only.

“ And it proceeds to do this by showing that though the first parts of the

“ verbs differ from one another, yet inasmuch as all of them have

“the same affix, their denotations are identical. This is what is meant

“by the sentence (in the BhUshya) : ^tathoL dadcitUi purvo daddtyartham

uttarastamBva bhilvayBdiH.* The latter portion of this seems at first

“ sight to mean that the second part shows that the object of the BhQvanH
“ is the Boot-meaning ; but this is not what is meant

;
because it has been

“ shown that in all cases that which is denoted by the Root can never
“ be the object of the BhUvanSi

;

and also because any such assertion

“could never be of any use to the Purvapakshi, In the same manner
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**
it ^annot be said that the Root-meaning is described bj the second

part of the verb. Therefore we mast construe the sentence as follows :

In tne word * daddti^
*

the first part ( the root * dd ’
) signifies to give ;

•‘‘and the second part (the affix) serves to describe that—BhavanH—which
“has been previously denoted by the affix in ‘ yajBta,'—the only purpose
“ of this descriptive reiteration by ‘ dadati, * of the previously denoted Bhd-
“ vanH being the connecting of the said Bh&vanS with the denotation of a
“ root other than the former (‘ yaji ’). The same may be said with regard
“to the word *juhoti' also. That such is the sense of the BhUshya
“ is also shown by the fact that in connection with the word ‘ yajBta,^

“the Bh&shya does not make use of the word ^anuvadati' (describes),

“ the only reason whereof being that in this case there is no Bhdvand^

“previously expressed, that could be described (by the affix in^yajBta^),

“ If the Bhdshya had meant the denotation of the Root to be the object

“ of the Bhdvand, then this would apply to tho first verb, as well as to the

“other two (and thus there could be nor difference in the way of

explaining the signification of the three verbs ) ;
and tlie Bbashya could

“ not have left off the first verb {‘ yajHa ’) and made the declaration

“ (of the root denotation being the object of the Bhavan&) with regai*d
“ to the last two only. Consequently we must take tho Bhashya only as

“ pointing to the singleness of the BhdvanS, Thus then, there is a single
“ BhQvand, and a single Action, in the ease in question.

“ The Bhashya passage— ‘ Yadva yajatfgahdena vihitam* etc.,—must
“ be taken as pointing out the fact of the meaning of all the three roots

“ in question being the same, because in all three we have the common
“ factor of giving up one's possession. Even if, for purposes of taking the

“verbs ^daddti' and ^Juhoti' as merely descriptive of ^yajBta,' we have
“ to have recourse to indirect indication (by those two words),—then
“ too, this would be far more reasonable than the assumption of many
“ unseen factors, which would be necessary, in case we took the three words

“as expressing three distinct actions. Specially as in descriptions, the

“ process of indirect indication is not objectionable, because the purpose

“of the ‘ description’ is to lay down a particular accessory. For in-

“ stance, in the case of the sentence (‘ dtreydya hiranyam dad&ti ’), the

“ first sentence lays down the action of giving, the gold as the object to

“ be given, and Atreya as the person to whom it is to be given ; and what

“the following sentence does is simply to lay down the 'DUkshi^* as the

“ object to be given away. It might be urged that ‘ Dakshiii& ’ being

“ the name (of a sacrifice) it could not be taken only as laying down
“ an accessory detail • (the object to be given away ). But the reply to

“ this is that the word can be taken as a name, only if we accept the

“ sentence, in which it occurs, to be an injunction of a certain action.
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** As a matter of fact, hov\rever, we hold it to be only * descriptive * of what
has gone before ;

and hence, as otherwise the sentence would become
'' absolutely meaningless, we must admit it to be the injunction of an
accessory detail. Thus, then, it must be admitted that it is with refer-

“ ence to the denotations of the verbs * yajatt, * daMti* and ^juhoti* that

the Bhashya has declared * Skam kHryam^ ’ which only means that the

signification of the roots is one only ; and hence, in accordance with
** the maxim *that ‘ anything besides a certain object must be for its sake/

**we conclude that the roots imply a single ApSrva and the verbs denote

difierent actions.’*

SIDDHINTA.
To all that has been urged above, wo make the following reply :

—

Whenever there is a difference in the denotations of the Roots,

we must conclude that the BMvand also is distinct in each case. And
when a BhRvanA has once appeared as qualified by the denotation of one

Root, it is not possible for the same Bhd,vanH to be subsequently qualified

by others as well.

That is to say, though the word denoting the Bhavand is one only,

and its denotation—-the Bhcivand—forms the predominant factor, yet

whenever there is a difference in the qualifying Root-denotation, the

Bhdvand must be admitted to be distinct also. Nor is it possible for

three Root-denotations to fall in within a single Bhdvand. Nor can they

form a single composite whole, because all them equally have the same

purpose of expressing the instrumental factor (of the Bhavand); and also

because each of them is expressed by a different word, quite independently

of another. Nor is it possible for a single Root-denotation to include

within itself three Root-denotations
;
and it is not possible for three

Roots, independent of one another, to be laid down, in a single word?

for the sake of any AfiSix
;
because in the matter of the adapting of afiixes

Panini uses the word *dhdtdh* (IlI-i-91), where great significance

attaches to the singular number (and this shows that in one word one

root can be adapted to only one affix). Nor is it possible for the three

verbs to form a single sentence ; as they do not serve the same purpose,

they do not appear incomplete on being separated (and as such they

do not fulfill the conditions of syntactial unity); and it is not possible

to make a single sentence out of them, by assuming a single Ap&rva

(as following from them)
;
because such an assumption has been negatived

under Sutra lI-i-47, and also because the difference or non-difference

among Actions, is not dependent upon a difference or non-difference

among Apurvas

;

as a matter of fact it is quite to the contrary the

differenco or non-diffei’ence of ApUrvas depending upon that of Actions).

And further, if it were possible for the Bhdvand by itself to be
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expressed by any word, then alone could it be possible for ifc to be
referred to by the other verbs, and to bo referred to and simultaneously

qualified by the denotations of the three roots, viz.y the Sacrifice^ thfe

Gift^ and the Libattofiy like what we find to be the case when a single

cow is qualified by many adjectives ‘ red, * etc., occurring in the snme
sentence, or when the action of Sonia is qualified by many materials
‘ Dadhi * and the rest, mentioned in many sentences. As a matter of

fact, however, we never find the Bhdvand by itself to be even expressed
(by the Affix) apart (from the Root) ; and hence we must conclude
that ill tlie case in question, the BhdoanH must be brought about either

by one, or by all, of the verba dadatiy etc.). Then, if it bo held to bo

brought about by all of them, then, inasmuch as there could be no bringing

about of that which would have been once brought about by one (word

—

‘ dadati*), we could not but admit each of these verbs to express different

actions. If, on the other hand, the BJiHvanS, were held to be brought
about by only one of the three verbs,—then, there being no reason in

favour of any particular word, it could not be ascertained by which

one of tlicm it is brought about
;
and it would be taken as brought

about by any one of the three

;

and under the circumstances, it could not

be qualified by any root other than that which occurs in the word denoting

it. And further the BhUvand, having primarily appeared in connection

with one root-denotation, this denotation, as based upon Direct Denota-

tion, would be the most authoritative of all, and as such it would never

admit of any optional alternative qualifications in the shape of the

denotations of other Roots. And then, these other Roots having been set

aside from that Bhdvandy they must come to qualify distinct Bhdvands

of their own, signified by the words in wdiich they themselves occur. Thus

then we find that in the case of each of these BhdmndSy the qualification

by means of the Root-denotation mentioned in the same word as the

Bhavana would bo such as is inborn (or natural) to them, and based upon

direct denotation (of the woi'd) ; whereas a qualification by the denota-

tions of other roots could, at best, be something extrinsic, and would be

based upon the exigencies of syntax and the context (and as such the

former would be by far the most authoritative process). For instance,

if the word ‘ dadati * would attend upon the Bhavand bound up with

the word ‘ yajatiy ’ then as the BhUvand would not be mentioned in the

same sentence) as the word ^ dadnti* itself) and as it would be following

in the wake of an altogether different word (‘ yajati ’), it could get at

.
that Bhavand only through the peculiarities of the context or the

syntax. And so also with the other words * ydjatiy and the rest.

Question: “When the Bhdvana would be mentioned by the word

*^'dadat{y* it would be directly recognised as the same (as that which

78
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** was previously expressed by the word ‘ yajati *)
;
and as such it is uofc

“ rijrhb to assert that the relationship of the word ^ dadilti' with that

“ Bhfivana would depend upon the syntax and the context.
”

Answer: Who is there among the upholders of the theory of the

Actions being different, that does not nccept a generic unity (^.e., as a class

wo all rejjard ^Bhavana’ to be one only; just as the class ‘cow’ is one,

Irliough it is the individual cows nnd the individual Bhavanas that are

different anS many).

Question :
“ But in the case in question, there is no ground for

“ holding a multiplicity of Individual BhGvanas, ”

Answer

:

How do you say that there is no ground, when, as a matter

of fact, we actually find that the BhUvana is distinctly recognised

as different with each word, o!i account of the presence of different Roots ?

Question: “Just as in the case of words, we hold their apparent

“ difference to be due to attendant accessories, and not real, so in the

“ same manner, the apparent difference in BhavanHs also may not be

“ real (but only due to accessories).”

Answer : It is not so
;
because even in the case of words, there is

no one who does not accept, to be real, the differences of ‘ ga * and the

other letters
;
in the same manner, in the case in question also, the

difference among the BhdvanSs having been established by the difference

among the Root-denotations, ^Sacrifice* etc., we come to think of all

Bhdvands as one under the cZass ^Performance*; just as we think of all

words as one under the class ^ ^ahdatva.^ Then again, in the case of

the word, we have such agencies as those of sound and the like, which,

being distinct from tlie Word itself, make unreal any such distinctions

of words as into the ‘ Sliort, ’ etc. ; whereas in the case in question, the

sacrifice^ etc, (which are signified by a part of the same word as the

Bhdvand) are neither removed nor totally distinct from the BhavauditseM
;

and as such the distinctions based upon those (sacrificet etc.) cannot be

said to be unreal.

For these reasons the actions expressed by the three verbs must

be held to be different. In support of this we have the following : When
a piece of rock-crystal has been spoken of as red, the mention of ‘ black ’

could not but be taken as referring to another piece of crystal
;
in the

same manner, when one word has spoken of the BhSvand as connected

with one Root-denotation, the mention of other Roots could not but

be taken as referring to other BMvands,
Farther, with regard to the denotation of the Root and the Affix,

there is always a definite order,—based upon grammatical rules as also

upon actual usage,—in which they appear ; and hence when the com-
prebender will have been taken up by the denotation of the Root which
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appears firsfc, the Affix coming in after this, it could not but signify its

object as connected (with the denotation of the Root), It is for this

reason that we never come across the pure denotation of the Affix by itself.

It has also been declared that ‘ the terminations, Accusative, etc.

appearing from out of nouns, always show that the denotation of the noun

is their qualifier,
*

Says the BKushya :
‘ Prayogavdkya^eshahhSvBna hi samuddyasya sattd-

samhandhah* (the collective whole is believed to exist only. on account

of the supposed Directive Sentence that recapitulates nil the subsi-

diaries as belonging to a single Primary). The sense of this is this;

The opponent hns based his declaration of the Bhdvand being qualified

by the three Root-denotations collectively, on the sole ground of the

assumption of a single Apurva. And it is a well-known fact that

an Aputva is assumed only with a view to rationalise the connection

between a certain Action and a certain remote Result
;
and it is also

known that it is only when the sentences laying down the subsidiaries

are all taken along with a single supposed Directive Injunction, that

they become connected with the particular result with which, by them-

selves, they have no connection at all. And what the supposed Directive

Injunction does is to take in only those Actions whose particular forms

have been duly ascertained
;
and thus when once the distinct form of

each of the Actions has been ascertained, they come to be recognised as

distinct from one another
;
and then it is not possible for them to be

unified into one composite whole.

Nor again, in the case of the words ^ daddtV and ^ pihotV do we find

them forming part of any supposed Directive Injunction, because the

only such injunction that we have is ^ ynjBta svargaknmah'

;

and this

mentions the *ydga* {sokcrifice) only. Nor can the word ydga he said

to indirectly indicate tho *Dclna' and the ‘ iJoma, * because that would

entail the word ^ ydga* renouncitig its own signification; for if the word

^ ydga^ were to signify the ‘sacrificing^ and at the same time indicate

the ‘giving,* then we would have the absurdity of Direct Denotation

appearing simultaneously with Indirect Indication, For these leasons

there can be no reasonable assumption of any combination.

Thus, then, the fact of the roots being different making the words

themselves different, it is cognised that the Bhdvand is qualified (by the

Root- Denotation). And this cognition is not found to be sublated by

any other cognition. Nor again can the denotations of all the three

Roots be said to be identical, because while 'yaga* means the mere

giving up of one's own ownership, ^ Homa* means this giving up plus the

‘action of pouring into fire; and means the creation of the ownership

of another person over and above the giving up of one’s own. Nor can it be
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held that ‘ Ddtna ’ aud * Homa

'

indicate the mere giving up of one’s own

ownership ;
because the Direct Significations of the words are quite

compatible with the sentences in which they occur (and as such there

can be no ground for having recourse to Indirect Indication),

Nobody knows of any such material as the * DakshinSini,^ and hence

on account of the word occurring along with *jnhoti' (which denotes

the action of Libation), we must accept it to be the name of an Action.

And then, with a view to avoid the sentence becoming absolutely meaning-

less, wo accept the Homa to be enjoined by the word ^juhoti, *

In the case of ‘ daddti if it were taken as laying down a material

with reference to the ‘ ySga, * then, inasmuch as it would be necessary

for the sentence containing that word to express the relationship of the

giving with the given ,—the gold and the person AtrSya (as the recipient),

—

there would result a syntactical split
; and hence in this case the difference

of the action of ‘ Ddna * from that of ‘ Ydga * would be based upon the

difference of the accessory materials, and not on that of mere difference

in words (which is what is meant to be exemplified here)
;
and hence

wo should cite as example another *daddti* (^.c., other than the one occur-

ring in the sentence cited in the BhSshya),—which would have either

only one accessory material, or none at all.



ADHIKARANA (2).

iTreaiing of the difference in the Apurvas of the Samit and other sacrifices.']

Sutra (2) : The repetition of the same word also (is a means
of differentiation)

;
because if there were no such specification,

the repetition would be useless.

After the Adhlkarana treating of the differentiation of actions

by means of different luords^ what comes in the mind foremost is the

idea that ‘ there can bo no such differentiation when the same word

is repeated ’
;
and hence it is that the Bhashya now introduces the

Adhlkarana with this Purvapaksha.

Having quoted the sentences

—

^ samidho yajati' ^ tanunapnfam yoiati, ’

etc.,—what the Bhdshya does is to leave aside the words ‘ samidhah ’ and
‘ tannnapHtamy * etc., and then to put forward the question :

“ The word
* yajati

'

is found to be mentioned five times
;
and does it all express a

single action, or do the five express five distinct actions ?

This way of putting the question, however, is objected to by some
people, as follows: “The words * samit,* etc., could bo taken either as

“ names of actions, or as expressing accessories of actions
;
nnd as these

‘‘ two facts would duly differentiate the actions laid down by the sen-
“ fences in question, the mere repetition of the ‘ yajati

* would have nothing
“ to do with that differentiation. There are six means available for the
“ differentiation of actions ;

and each of these should be shown distinctly

as functioning in due accordance with the special capability of each
;

consequently in the case in question, so long as we have not set aside

“ the capability of the Accessory and the Name to differentiate actions,

“ it is not possible for the Repetition to have any influence in the matter,
“ which rightly lies within the jurisdiction of others. And hence, we
“ should cite another example. As a matter of fact, however, no such
“ example is possible, because, in the whole Veda, a verb is never used alone

“by itself; and whenever a noun happens to be used, it must be either

“ as a Name or as an Accessory ; and so there would be nothing in the
“ way of differentiation left to be done by the Verb. For instance,

“ in the case of all such sentences as ‘ aindravayavam grkndti ’ and
“ the like, we find that the Actions mentioned in them differ from one
“ another, on account of the fact of each of those Actions being intimately

“connected with a distinct Accessory of its own. And in the case of

“such sentences as ^ hhiniiB juhoti,* ^ skannB juhoti,* and the like, as

“each of the Actions is mentioned in connection with a distinct occasion^
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“ tliey are regarded as different from one another, as shown under Siitra

“ II— iii—25 : And in this case, as each serves the purpose of con-

“ necting the action of Hama with each particular occasion^ it cannot be said

to be useless
;
and as such, it cannot be the means of differentiating the

“ Actions concerned. Some people quote, as an example (of the differ-

“ entiation by Repetition), the sentences ^ VancagHradiyishu tmi paryagni-
“ JcrtHny fan jutryagnUcrtcfn^ * etc., but they lose sight of the fact that the

“repetition in this case is merely descriptive of the same Primary Action

“ (and as such no differentiation is possible)
;
nor do we find in these

“sentences the word ^yajatl/ a repetition of which would express a

“difference among the Actions. And hence we conclude that no example
“ of differentiation by Repetition is available,”

We base our reply to tlie above side-objection to the BhasJiya, on the

very sentences that have been quoted by the Bhashya. As a rule, when-

ever a Noun appears in connection with a Verb, it is almost always sub-

servient to tliis latter; and hence it is the Verb, as the predominant factor,

to which belongs the capability of expressing the difference or non-

difference (of Actions). That is to say, those nouns that express an object

of predication are subservient to the Verb, and as such, always following

in its wake, they stand in need of the functioning of the Verb. Hence

when the Verb has entered into the Primary Action, the noun also

becomes either a name of the same Action, or mentions an Accessory

for it
;
and if the Verb points to an Apurva, then the noun also belongs

to that Apiirva

;

and thus the difference or non-difference of Actions

having been duly recognised (by means of the Verb), the words * Samit ’

and the rest, coming in subsequently, become useless and indifferent

(as regards the pointing out of the said difference or non-difference)

;

and it is for this reason that we leave aside these words, and take into

consideration the Verb only.

Question: “ In that case, (1) the Name, and (2) the would

“ never be the means of the differentiation of Actions.”

Ansioer

:

Certainly they would serve the purposes of this differentia-

tion, in cases where the Verb does not operate (towards it)
;
the examples

of such cases, to be cited later on, are (1) * athaisha jyotih, etc* and (2)

vftjihhyo vQjinam, etc* [in (1) the differentiation being due to the nume

and in (2) to the accessories']* In the latter sentence w^e do not find any

verb ; and in the former, though we do find a verb, yet, inasmuch as it is

possible for it to become related to the Primary Action by way of serving

to point out the connection of the particular Result with the particular

Accessory,—the differentiation required will have been done by the

names ^jyotih, etc,,* which have a prior operation. Even in a case where

the force of the verb makes its connection with the Primary Action impos-
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Bible, there is laid down an Accessory not otherwise possible
;
and in this

case too the differentiation is done by the Accessory
; as it will be shown

(in the Adhikarana dealing with the Accessory as the means of differentia*

tion), by the Bhashya after accepting the facts brought forward by the

opponent—* this connection of the Deity and the Sacrifice being enjoined

etc.f etc,y etc.
*

(the sense of which is that the sacrifice having been enjoined

in a previous sentence, what the repetition of the same does is to point out

its connection with an Accessory, in the shape of the Deity). But a

differentiation by the Accessory is possible, only when the Verb is found

to have lost its differeritiative potency
;
and hence it is only right that

first of all we should consider the Verb (as the means of differentiation).

The Bhashya puts forward the question iii the form—* kimekamapur-

vam ? * ;— and this implies tlie question of the difference or non-difference of

the Actions
;
or it may be taken as “does the word * yajati,* repeated five times,

lay down one Action and one * Apurva,' or five Actions and five ApUrras

And on this question, we have the following

PGRVAPAKSHA.

“ They indicate only one Apurva ; because, as shown in the previous

“ Adhikarana, though the signification of the affix be the same, yet a
*‘ difference in the Roots serves to differentiate the Actions ; when, however,

“ the Root also is the same, what would be there to point out the Actions

“ to be different ?

“Further, on the utterance of the first sonteuco samidho yajntr—
“ an idea of the Action * yaga *

presents itself to the mind ; and hence when
*• the same Verb is pronounced again, the Action denoted by this is at

“ once recognised as the same that had previously come to the mind
;
and

*‘ as such the repetition does not point out any difference in the Action.

“That is to say, when the word ^ yajatV has been once directly

“ heard, if it happens to be pronounced again, it is at once recognised

“ as the same word that had been previously heard, and no difference is

“ perceived between the two words ; so also in the case of its denotation

“(which being comprehended once is always recognised to be the same,
** whenever that word is uttered). And in the case in question, all that the

“second ^yajati \ though directly heard, does is to express over again that
** same Action of yaga which has already been cognised (by means of the

“ first * yajati *)
;
and though, as such, it becomes redundant, yet it

“ cannot make the two * yajatVa
*
distinct words

;
and in the same manner, a

“repetition of the word, even though becoming otherwise superfluous,

“could not make the meaning of one ‘jya/aft’ different from that of the

“other. For certainly ^ superfluousness* (like Inconsistency) is not a
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“ means of right Icnowledge* Only that which the Veda lays down
“ should be accepted as the authoritative meatis of knowledge, by people

“ taking their stand upon the authority of the Veda. And in the case

“in question, we find that the Veda, in using the same word ^yajaii^

“ distinctly points to a non-difFerence between the Actions
;
and hence

“ lie who would hold them to be different, would be going against the

“authoiity of the Veda itself. And as a matter of fact, there is

“ nothing wrong in the admitting of the superfluousness of certain words,

“if such superfluousness happen to bo necessitated by a higher authority.

“But wo have the following ways of avoiding the said supeifliious-

ness :

—

“(1) The word ^ yajatV as repeated in the second and the following

“ sentences, being touched by the supposed Directive Injunction dealing

“ with the Primary Action together with all its subsidiaries, could be

“ taken ns not affording any meaning, but only as laid down for the solo

“ purpose of being verbally repeated. (And in this way there would be
“ no repeated mention of the Action of ^ySga*),

“(2) The repetition may be taken as only serving to emphasise the

“same fact. Wo actually find that in ordinary parlance, people go on

“repeating certain words (by way of emphasising)—even more than
“ twice—until the idea meant to be conveyed by them is fully compre-
“ bended by the person to whom the words are addressed. So also, in the

“scriptures, we find, in course of the story of ^ Pancendra,^ that the old

“ spinster asks for a husband five times. And though in the case of this

“story, the person to whom the request was preferred was a Deity

“(Indra) capable of playing pranks (whereby he gave the spinster

“ five husbands, taking her repeated requests as distinct demands),

—

“yet, in the case in question, we have no such playful person to deal

“ with
;
and hence we cannot take the five repetitions of the word ^ yajati ’

“as denoting distinct sacritices.

“(3) The Injunction of the Action being accepted to reside in all

“the five utterances of the word ^yajati,' the Action enjoined comes to

“be one only
;
just as though we find the injunction of the ^ Jyotishfoma^

“in many Vedic Rescensions, yet we accept the ^Jyotisfoma* itself to be
“ one sacrifice only. Thus then, as when many words have the same mean-
“ ing, they come to be taken as optional alternatives, so we conclude that it

“ is the same sacrifice that is enjoined, at one time, by the sentence ‘ samidho

“ yajati,* and at another by the sentence ‘ tanunaptitam yajati.* And
“ (in the case of optional alternatives, there can be no superfluousness
“ in the matter, which could lead us to take them as expressing distinct

Actions; because) when we find the Vrihi and the Tava serving the
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same purpose, we do not accept one of them to be useless, and as such
“ serving an altogether different purpose.

“ (4) The subsequent sentences may be taken as laying down distinct

“Deities—*Tanunapat’ and the rest—^for the sacrifice; and thus too,

“the repetition would not be useless. If the second * enjoined
“ an Action, then alone could the word ‘ tanunap&t * be taken as the Name
“of the Action; as a matter of fact, however, the second ^yajatV only
“ refers to the same sacrifice that lias been expressed by the first *yajati'

;

“and as such the word ‘ tanunapat* cannot be a Name
;
it must be taken

“ as laying down an Accessory (Deity) for the same sacrifice. And thus
“ too, the repetitions cannot be taken as pointing out different actions.

“ And further, as a matter of fact, the same word or object,

“even when appearing in places far apart, is always recognised

“ as the same
; and in this case it cannot be said that they are different

;

“ just as when a man returns home after a long absence, and recognises
“ his people to be the same as those he left behind him, they are not
“ taken to bo other tlian these. And when such is the case when they
“ occur in distant places, how could it be otherwise in the case in question
“ when the two sentences occurring close together, the impressions pro-

“duced by them are still present in the mind while the second is uttered.

“If there were a distinct meaning each time that the word were

“ pronounced, then the denotation of each word would consist of ever-

“ changing individuals (and not of an eternal class, as held by the

MtmiSnsaka).
“ And further, in the case of the sentences in question there is no

“such thing as the * Sacrifice * as apart from the Individual Sacri*

“fices, just as there is no class ^gatva* apart from the individual

“ letter ^ ga’*)\ and thus the word ‘ yaga ’ being restricted to an individual

“ Sacrifice, how could there be a different action (expressed by the word

^^'‘yajati' in the second sentence for instance) ? That is to say,

“ even though with a view to justify the repetition of the word, the
“ sacrifice might be performed five times over, yet the Action would be

“one and one only; as we find that, though the dyotishfoma is performed

“ thrice, yet it is admitted to be a single Action (though in the case of this

“latter we have a distinct Injunction of its being performed thrice).

“ In the case in question, however, we have no such ground for repeating

“ the performance
;
because all that the repetition of the vrovd ^ yajati*

“ with ‘ tanunapAt, ’ etc., does is to lay down alternative Deities in con-

“ nection with the same Sacrifice.

“ For these reasons, we conclude that in the case in question, the

“ Sacrifice pointed out is one and one only.**

79
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SIDDHINTA.
To the above, we make the following reply

The repetition of the same word would also be so :—f.e., exactly like

different words, that also would be a means of difEerentiating Actions.

Because, by its direct denotative potency, the Verb, in the first

instance, lays down the Action
;
and it is only when this potency has been

forestalled by another—i.e., when the Action has been already mentioned

by another word— ,
that it requires that Action to be referred to along

with itself.

If the mere fact of the ^sacrifice' continuing in the mind of the

person (at the time that the second ^ yajatV is pronounced) were the

sole cause of this latter * * referring to the ‘sacrifice’ denoted by

the former ‘ yajati* then alone would it fail to give us an idea of a different

Action. As a matter of fact, however, the mere fact of such continuance

in the mind is not sufiicient cause for making the second * yajati' a

secondary reference (to what has gone before)
;
the fact is that it is only

the particular form of such reference (AnuvUda) that is shown by the

idea born of the context
;
and the generic fact that there is an Ant(,vQda

is shown by the sentence itself.

That is to say, when the Injunctive potency of the Injunctive Affix,

is removed from the denotation of the Root, then, in that case, there

being no potency for more than one Injunction, we look for a mere

secondary reference to the denotation of the Root
;
and this want is sup-

plied by the aforesaid continuance (in the mind, of the idea of the previously-

expressed Action). And the removal of the Injunctive potency from the

Root-meaning is duo to the fact of the Injunctive potency having taken up
another object for Injunction (and to the said continuance)

;
as for instance

in the case of such supplementary sentences as

—

'‘Vrihihhiryajeta^' ^ dadhnci

juhoti' (the verbs * yajeta' and 'juhoti* are repeated only for the pur-

pose of laying down other materials for the ‘ sacrifice ’ and the * Soma ’

which have been laid down in the preceding sentences, and which are

only referred to by the verbs in these supplementary sentences). In all

these cases, where many objects are mentioned in various sentences,

—

inasmuch as it is not possible to have a multiplicity of Injunctive poten-

cies,—we naturally conclude that there is only one object of the Injunc-

tion, which one should be referred to by all the subsequent verbs
;
and

when looking for that one particular object, we come to the conclusion,

that it must be that which keeps continuing in the mind. And hence it

is that in the case of the sentence * dadhnd juhotiy

'

as it is only the dadhi

that has not been mentioned before, we take the Verb (‘ juhoti') as only

referring to a previously-expressed Soma, with reference to which the
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sentence lays down a fresh inaterial in the shape of the dadhi. When,
however, there are not many objects meant to be enjoined, then, in the

case of that sentence we do not look for anything that would be referred

to by the subsequent verbs. And hence, so long as the sentence itself does

not give us any general idea of the presence of such secondary reference,

what useful purpose could be served by the said * continuance, * which

depends upon a due fulfilment of the general idea of the presence of an
anuvdda, and which is the sole ground for admitting of a particular

form of reference (Anuvdda)? Thus then the definition of ^ Anuvdda'
is, not that ‘ that which has been previously laid down, is refeiTed to sub-

sequently, * but that ‘that (1) with regard to which there is an idea

that it ought to be referred to, and (2) which happens to have been pre-

viously laid down, is that which is referred to
;
and there can be no such

Reference, when neither of these two conditions is absent—^.e., neither by
the mere desire for reference, nor by the mere fact of its having been previ-

ously laid down. Consequently then, though there is a desire for Reference^

yet, inasmuch as the object is not one that has been laid down before,

we cannot but admit it to be an Injunction of an Action with certain

qualifications
;
and conversely, even though the object may be known

to be such as has been previously laid down, inasmuch as there is no desire

for a secondary Reference, we cannot but admit the Injunction to refer

to a different Action altogether, notwithstanding the fact of the Root

as well as the Affix being actually recognised to be the same (as in the

case of *yajati').

It has been urged above that the proximity of the previously-

mentioned sacrifice being very strong, even if the word ‘ yajati
* were to

be pronounced a hundred times, the idea of that sacrifice would not

disappear. But all such disappearance would appear quite possible if the

opponent only knew the comparative strength or weakness of the various

means of knowledge. For instance, it is by Direct Signification that we
recognise the Actions to be different, while it is by means of Proximity

that they are cognised as identical ; and hence for those who are cognisant

of the fact of Direct Signification of the word being more authoritative

of the two, how could the Actions appear to be one and the same ? When
the Injunctive word {'yajati') has not its injunctive potency thrown
aside from its legtimate object, then it is taken up with the meaning of

the Root and the Bhdvand (signified by the Affix)
;
and it is with regard

to these that that word gives birth to an Injunction, which has for its

object something not otherwise got at ; and as such it tramples under

its foot the idea of the sacrifice (mentioned by the second ‘ yajati') having

been already laid down (by the iovmev ^ yajati')
;
and thereby leads us

to the conclusion that the object of this Injunction is such another Action
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as is quite capable of being enjoined by it. And hence if this Injunction

should follow the Direct Word, it points to a distinct Action
;
while if

it should follow Proximity^ then the Actions are identical.

If, however, the Injunctive Word is taken up elsewhere—for instance,

the laying down of the material, etc.,—then in such a case, we admit

of the Actions being identical, as pointed out by Proximity ;
because in

this case such an assumption is not contrary to any higher authority.

Consequently, it must be admitted that the idea of all the various

Actions being identical is a mistaken one,—due to the fact of all these

‘ sacrifices * imparting the same aid to the Primary Sacrifice, and as such

being spoken of as ‘ sacrifice * in general. There is no ground for recog-

nising each individual ‘ sacrifice ’ to be the same as the one mentioned

before. That which is actually recognised as one in reality, there is no

difference of opinion as regards the unity of that. For instance, in the

different kinds of sacrifices—the ‘ Pagu* the ‘ Soma ’ and the ‘ Ish(i '— the

generic character of ‘ sacrifice * is one and the same, and it is only with

reference to specific Individuals that we think of any difference among
them.

Objection: In the case in question, it is the direct mention oi th.o

“.same word * yajati' which distinctly points to the identify of the

“ Actions
;
and as such it cannot be said that the idea of oneness is

“ based upon Proximity^ and not upon Direct Word''

Reply : It is not so
;
because all that the Direct mention of the word

‘ yajati * does is to give rise to the simple idea that what it speaks of

is ‘ a sacrifice *
;
and it has nothing to do with any idea as to whether it

is the same as the one mentioned before or different from it That is

to say, the second * yajati* does not mean that the * sacrifice * denoted by
it is the same as tliat denoted by the previous 'yajati'

\

and thus the

denotation of the word being Actually silent on this point (of difference

or non-difference), people, not cognisant of the fact of the notion of

identity being due to Proximity^ are led to the mistaken conclusion that

the recognition of sameness is baaed upon Direct Word,

Objection

:

“ Inasmuch as the word does not denote the Individual

“ (according to the Mimdnsaka), it is only the single ‘ class

'

‘ sacrifice
*

“that would be denoted by the word 'yajati^' whenever it may be used
;

“and as this class is always one and the same, the sameness in question

“must be admitted to be denoted by Direct Word''

Reply: It is because the Individual is not denoted by the word, that

the Direct Word points out the Actions to be distinct. For instance, what

are laid down are the Individuals (sacrifices) as qualified by the Class

(‘Sacrifice*) and hence in the case of all Injunctions, all consideration

of difference or non difference should be with regard to the Individuals.
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That is to say, the generic entity, thafc forms the real denotation of the

word (* yajati* for instance), being incapable of being performed, it cannot

form the object of an Injunction
;
and hence in all cnses it is the Individuals

that form the objects of Injunctions. Hence it must be admitted that

the sentence ‘ Samidho yajati ’ lays down one specific individual sacrifice,

and ‘ TanUnapataui yajati' lays down another. And in the case in question

we have the Injunctions of five such distinct individual sacrifices.

It has been suggested above that **just as there is no difference
** between the letter ‘ ga * and the ‘ gatwa '

so, in the same manner, there
“ may be no difference between the individual sacrifice and the class
“

‘ sacrifice,*
**

True, there is no difference ; but it is only after we actually conclude

from the very form of the Action that it is one only, that we can be sure of

there being no difference
;
prior to such conclusion, vve are absolutely certain

of a difference. For example, in the case of the letter ‘ ^a,* when we found

it to form a member of the classes of ‘ Letter,* ‘ Sound ’ and ‘ Pro-

perty,*—wo concluded that the differences perceived in the various tones

of the letter ‘ ga * itself, must be due to the specific properties of

quickness, etc., which belong, not to the letter itself, but to the organ of

its utterance
;
and lienee (there not being distinctin dividual ‘ ga,' we

did not admit of any such generic entity as ‘ gatwa * (the class ‘ gra ’)
;
in the

same manner, when we find that all the sacrifices—down to the ‘ Samit *

—

form members of such classes as ‘ Entity,* ‘ Action,* and * Sacrifice,’

Ave conclude that each of these sacrifices does not become distinct, by
the mere fact of the time, place or agent of its performance being

different
;
because these differences are not in the sacrifice itself

;
and as

such are exactly in the same position as the properties of ‘ quickness * etc.,

in the case of the letter ^ ga,' That is to say, the ^ Samit sacrifice’

performed on the PaurnamUsi day is nothing distinct from the same
sacrifice performed on the AmHv(lsyd day

;
so also a difference in the

performer, or in the places of performance, does not make the Action

different.

But as a matter of fact, it is not that we admit of an actual differ-

ence only in cases Avhei-o the difference is cognised by direct sense-

perception; because on this point thei’e is no difference betvveen the

authority of Sense-perception and that of the Word (Vedic). Hence we
must admit of a difference among Actions, only in so far as is shown by
the six means (enumerated iu the present Pdda)—such as * Different words *

and the like. Because in the case of the sacrifices—‘ Ishfi,' ‘ Pagu,' ‘ Soma *

* Skdha,' ‘ Ahtna

'

and ‘ Satra ’—the idea of difference among them
that we have is never actually found either to be due to any extraneous

properties or circumstances, or to be other than correef. Hence Avhen
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the individual ‘ IshU * etc. are always found to be the objects of Injunc-

tions, the words giving expression to them naturally become regarded as

different
;
and it is from these individuals that the Results follow

;
though

all of them belong to the single class * Sacrifice,* and there are no sub-

classes (as ‘ Ishtitva * and the like).

’Objection: “But such sub-classes as ^lEkShatwa' and the like are

“ admitted.**

Reply

:

Not so ; because the fact of many sacrifices being all called

‘ EkUha^' and recognised as such, is only due to the fact of all of them

being performed in a definite period of time (one day) [and not to the

fact of their belonging to any such class as ‘ JEknhatwa *]
;
just as the

word ‘ Dan^i ’ (with stick) applies to many persons (not on account of

all of them belonging to any such class as ‘ danclitva* but only on

account of all of them happening to hold sticks). That is to say, certain

sacrifices are called ^ EkStha^' because they are finished in a single day;

those that take from two to eleven days are called ‘ dhtna *
;

those

finished in twelve days are spoken of as both
;

while those extending

from twelve days to a thousand days samvatsara' in this case has been

explained as ‘day*) are called ^Satra*; those in which the offering is of

food-grains are called ‘ Ishpi *
;

those in which animals are offered are

‘ Pagu *; and those in which the material offered consists of vegetables

(leaves, plants, creepex’S, etc.) are ‘ Soma.*

If, however, you insist on assuming sub-classes, that does not touch

our position at all adversely. Thus, too, even if there happen to be such

classes as ‘ Jyotishtomatwa * etc., and if each performance of the sacrifice

(
‘ Jyotishtoraa * for instance) becomes a distinct sacrifice by itself,— then

too our position remains unsullied. So also, conversely, if all saci’ifices

bo taken as one only, on the gi’ound of all of them only consisting of

the offering of certain materials to certain Deities^—then too, inasmuch

as the performance of each would be distinct from that of the other,

there would be no hindrance to their ordinary performance, etc.

Objection

:

“ In that case, the repeated performances of the Samit
“ sacrifice would not bo distinct Actions

;
just as the repeated performances

“of certain actions during the performance of the Jyotishtoma are not

“I’ecognised as so many distinct actions.**

Reply

:

In all cases, the differentiation of Dharmas is based upon

the difference in the ApUrvas brought about by them, (and as a rule, a

distinct ApUrva always follows from au Action each time that it is

I'epeatod). And it is on account of the following I'eason that in the case

of the repeated performance of the ‘ Samit * sacrifice, we have an idea

of each of them being a distinct Action, whereas in the case of the

Jyotishtoma we take the difference to lie only in the repeated performances
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(and not in tlie Action). In the former case we have an Injunction of

the Action or performances of all the sacrifices distinct fiom one another

while in the latter case, the various repeated performances are all in-

eluded in the single name ‘ Jyotishfoma
*

;
and hence though the character

of ‘sacrifice’ belongs to each repeated performance, yet the character

of ^ Jyotishtoma* does not belong to it; and thus it is that we come to

look upon each repeated performance as a part of the one sacrifice

‘ Jyotishioma ’
;

but such is not the case in the repeated performances

of the ^ Samitf* because in this case we do not have any composite whole

made up of these performances (as wo have in the case of the Jyotishioma ),

And thus the conditions of the two are not identical. -

What is the special purpose of all this differentiation, we shall show
later on under Sutras ii—17-20.

Says the Bhashya: Hence the sacrifice has got to he repeatedly and this

assertion is in accordance with the view that the namo ‘ Prayaja

belongs to all the five sacrifices (expressed by the word ‘ yajaii ’ repeated

five times), just as the name ^Jyotishioma' belongs to the repeated

performance of certain Actions. Or it may be taken as referring to

the fact that though the individual * Sacrifices ’ are distinct, yet, inasmuch

as the word ^ yajatV in all cases denotes the class ‘sacrifice* (to

which the individual sacrifices belong), we must take tlie performance of

the five sacrifices to be the repetition of that of the single class ‘ Sacrifice .

'

An objection is raised in the Bhashya :
“ Jt has been said that it is

incapable of enjoining another object

;

and the sense of this is that the
“ injunctive potency of the second ‘ yajati * having been taken up in

“ laying down Taiiunapdt as the Deity, there is no incompatibility of this

“ Injunction with that of the previous ‘ yajatiy an idea of which is

“ still present in the mind.”

But in accordance with the rule laid down the Sutra I—iv—4, the words
‘ Samit * etc. come to be recognised as names of sacrifices, on account of

their relationship with the Deities pointed out by the words of those Man-

tras which contain those words (
^ Samit' etc.), and which come to be

employed in the Samit and other sacrifices, in the same order in which

they are found in the text (that is to say, the first Mantra is employed

in the Samit sacrifice
;
the second in the Tanunapdty and so forth

;
and

the words of these Mantras distinctly point out the Deities of each of

these sacrifices) ;
and hence, the Deity being already once pointed out, it

cannot form the object of another Injunction by the sentence ^ Tan Una-

patam yajati *
;
and as such the injunctive potency of the sentence would

be thrown aside from its legitimate object.

This is what the Bhashya should have said in reply to the opponent.

What it actually does, however, is to grant his contention, and then
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crush him on his own ground. The sense of the Bhdshya is this : You
accept the first *yajati' to be the Injunction of a ‘Sacrifice' on the

ground of this latter not being laid down before
;
but this is scarcely

correct
;
because the * Sacrifice ' has already been enjoined in the sen-

tence ^ DargapurnamdsHhhyam yajeta*

;

and as such the first ^yajati^

also can be taken only as merely referring to the ‘sacrifice’ laid

down before (just as you take the second ^yajatV ns referring to the

‘sacrifice* laid down by the previous ^yajatV), And then all the

‘ yajati,' being mere references to the previously enjoined ‘ Sacrifice,*

what the words ‘Samit* and the rest can do is to lay down either the

material to be offered or the Deity to whom the offering is to be made
;
(in

connection with the ‘ Sacrifice * laid down by the sentence ‘ Dargapurnama-

sdhhyUm yajeta *
;

but we find that both of these accessories of that

sacrifice have already been laid down in the sentence ‘ Agneyo*sht5kapii1o ’

(where Agni is mentioned as the Deity and the cake as the material)— a

sentence which is found directly connected with the original Injunction

itself; and hence if it were to have these accessories pointed out by the

sentences ‘ samidho yajati * etc., this would be directly contrary to the former

mention of the accessories (as the former sentence has not been found

to mention the * Samit,* etc., as either the Deity or the Material). Then,

inasmuch as (according to you) it is absolutely necessary to make
the sentence * samidho yajati^ lay down the relationship of the Deity

{8amit) with a certain sacrifice,—and this is impossible without

another sacrifice (being mentioned by another ^yajatV
;
because the ‘ yajdti *

in the same sentence you have taken as referring to another sacrifice)

;

and hence, too, you have to admit the sacrifice denoted by one ^yajati' to

be different from that denoted by another ^yajati\—even when you
take the sentences as Injunctions of Accessories. Thus then, inasmuch as

it would be impossible for each succeeding sentence to lay down the

Accessory for the sacrifice laid down in the preceding sentence, all the

sacrifices must be taken as different from one another. And as such all

your trouble over the taking of the sentences as Injunctions of Accessories

becomes wholly lost. As a matter of fact, however, no such Injunction

of Accessories is possible in the case in question
;
because the material

to be offered can never be spoken of by a word like ‘ samidhah * (Accusative

Plural)—as we have explained under Sutras II—i—11-12
; specially as the

verb ‘ yajati * can have no connection with a material which is mentioned

by a woid with an Accusative ending (as an Instrumental ending is what
would be necessary in that case) ;

nor can it be an Injunction of the Deity

;

as we sliall show later on, under the Sutra IX—i

—

9.

Thus then, we conclude that the sentences under consideration must
be the injunctions of distinct Actions.



ADHIKARANA (3).

[Treating of the Relation of Subserviency between the Agharas and the

Agneya^ e^c.].

8iitraZ\ The context refers to the Paurnamasi (as the

principal), specially as none of the details are mentioned (of

other sacrifices).

The Hliasljya has quoted all the Injunctions of the Sacrifices, in

connection with the ^ Darga- l^urnamasa *
;
and then the question started

by it is as to whether all the sacrifices enjoined are distinct primaries, or

it is only some of these that aie so.

An objection is raised ngainst this statement of the question of

the Adhikarana: “The consideration of the question of primaines and
“ subsidiaries forms the subject of the fourth Adhynya

;

by what
“ connection, then, i»as it been introduced in this AdhyUya^ which deals

“ wholly with the Differences of Actions ? That is to say, after having
** dealt (in tlio foregoing Adhikarana) with tiio differentiation of Actions
** by moans of Repetition, it was necessary to consider the differentiation by
“ means of Number] and yet how is it that liaving taken no notice of that,

“ the Bhdshya starts a question which is of no use in the subject-matter of

“ the present Adhynya ? ”

To this some people make the following reply :
‘‘ The question started

“ by the Bhashya forms a declared subject of the AdhyRya ; because at

“the very outset of the Adhynya, the Bhashya on Sutra II—i —1 has de-

“ dared

—

^ after that the Primaries and the Subsidiaries loill be taken into

“ consideration

“But this is scarcely correct; because in that place (^>., the Vartika

“ on II— i—1) we have rejected that interpretation of the Bhashya, which

“ we haye explained in a different manner
;
we have shown there that it is

“for the purpose of showing the difference among treated of in

“ Adhyaya III, that the question of Primaries and Subsidiaries was

“ introduced in the Bhashya on II—i—1. The question of the relation of

“subserviency between Actions, however, can in no way be connected

“ with the subject of the present Adhyaya. Specially as we shall devote

80
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“ a great deal of time and trouble for establishing such relations among

“ Actions—under Sutras IV

—

iv—29-33. And the bearing of this Adhu
“ karana being quite clear, ifc cannot bo explained in any other way. Conse-

“quently the question of the relation of subserviency between Actions

“ need not have been considered here. Nor can any of the questions—‘ whe-

“ ther the sentences ya Svam vidv&n amavasyay&m ya%ati and ya €vam

“ oidvan paurnamasyflm yajati conjointly refer to the Primary sacrifices, or

“ they are the Injunctions of two independent Actions, and the other

“ sentences are all Injunctions of Accessories ’—have any connection witli

“ the Adhikarana in the way that it has been su^rgested by the EMshya.

“ And if it is these questions that are to bo chiefly considered in the

Adhikarana^ then there would be no use in introducing the question of

“ Relative Subserviency. And further, it has been shown above that

“ Difference of Words and Repetition arc capable of pointing out Differ-

“ ences among Actions
;
how is it, then, that these have been brought in

“by the Bhashya, as establishing the equal importance of all Actions?

“To utilise the means of establishing Difference in establishing equal zm-

portance is certainly a very queer process of argumentation. Nor, in

“ the very body of the two AdhikaranaSy do we find the conclusions and
“ the Premises stated apart from one another

;
and as such wo cannot

“ bring in the Premises of the one to the proving of another conclu-

“ sion.”

In view of the above objections we must justify the Bhashya in

the following manner: The present Adhikarana had to be introduced

as dealing with the exceptions to the conclusion arrived at in the

foregoing Adhikarana

;

and hence from among all the sentences quoted,

we must take only tivo as the basis of this Adhikarana
;

viz., ‘ ya evam
amiivdsyiiyd.m yajati' ya evam paurnamdsyUrn yajati' And then the

question comes to be this : Do these two ‘ yajati ’s lay down two entirely

independent Actions,—or being qualified by the words ‘ amdvdsyd * and
‘ paurnamdsi, ' which denote actions connected with the times expressed

these, the two ^ yajati'^ only referto the six primary Actions {the ^ Agneya*
and the rest that go to form the ‘ Dar^a-Purnamdsa * sacrifice) ?

Then again, the difference of the Agniya and the other five Primary
sacriBces from one another being established by the difference in their

Accessories, that between the subsidiary Praydjas themselves being estab-

lished by Repetition, and that of the subsidiary Aghdras by means of

the difference of wordsy^^ilao Bhashya has brought in the two declara-
tions of 'equal importance’ and ‘relative subserviency’ only; such is

the real upshot of the real Purvapaksha and the Siddhanta of the
Adhikarana, (That is to say, if the ^ yajati lay down independent
Actions—as held by the PUrvapaksha—

,
then all the various sacrifices—
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fche AgnByd, etc., as well as the Prayajas, etc.,—would be of equal

importance; while if the two ‘ be taken only as referring to the

previous six primary sacrifices—the AgnBya etc.,—then these alone would
be the Primary sacrifices

;
as on account of their being referred to by the

two sentences, and as being related to the enjoined times of the Amavasyli

and the Purnimd, these two words would be taken as the names of

these six sacrifices, which alone would, therefore, come to be connected

with the Result
;
nnd in that case the PraydjaSj etc., would all become

subsidiary to it). And these questions of ‘ equal importance ’ and * rela-

tive subserviency * have not been introduced as forming integral parts of

the Adhikarana itself
;
and so these two are not to be taken as embodying

the Purvapaksha nnd tlie Siddhdnta^ respectively.

Thus then, the three stages in the position taken up by the Purvapak-

sha come to be these : (1) “ Tho two ^yajati^s are independent injunctions ;

(2) the actions enjoined by them are distinct from any previously enjoined
;

and (3) tlie Prayajas and the AgharUs are all primary actions of equal

predominance ’*
;
and in these three stages the one that follows is the direct

outcome of that which precedes it; and thus all three are inseparably

linked up with one another. In the same manner, the three stages in

the Siddhanta are those
: (1) The two ‘ yajati^s only refer to the sacrifices

mentioned before
; (2) the Actions expressed by them are not diiferent

from the previously mentioned (AgnBya, etc,)
;
and (3) The AghBras and the

Prayajas are subsidiary to tho AgnBya and the rest. And in each of these

trios, each member is so inseparably connected with the others, that if one
of them happens tube established as true, the others necessarily follow as

its corollaries. And hence the Bholshya, thinking that the desired purpose

would be served by establishing any one of the three positions, has

brought in the third and the last, because it is the final outcome of the

preceding two, and as such necessarily leads up to them. And though the

difference or non-difference (of the sacrifices expressed by the two ‘ yajnti*H

from those previously laid down) would be implied by the truth or

otherwise of the Siddhanta as put by the Bhashya, yet, towards the end

of the Adhikarana, in summing up the whole discussion, the Bhashya men-
tions the ‘ Difference or Non-difference,’ simply with a view to make it clear

to the student (that this follows from the conclusion arrived at in the

Adhikarana),

Objection : “ How is it that having neglected the subject of Difference

“ and Noil-difference, in the beginning, the BhUshya has thought it fit to

** bring it in again, through the question of egual importance or relative

** subserviency ” ?

Some people reply to this that it is only a method of exposition

peculiar to the Teacher ; for instance, in the foregoing Adhikarana also,
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he spoke of the Difference of Apwvas (and through that, of the Difference

of Actions),

Or it may be that the ‘perception of the indicative feature*—in

tlie sliape of the fact of the Praycijas occurring among the sub-

sidiary sacrifices—that will be spoken of in the eighth sfltra below,

is not capable of directly precluding all chance of the sacrifices being
different (from the previous sacrifices)—(because all that the said feature

indicates is that the Praydja, etc., are not primary .actions, and not

that they arc different actions altogether)
; and ns such all that the

said feature would do would be to set aside the ‘Equal Importance * of all

the sacrifices concerned
;
and when this is set aside, there w'ould follow

the setting aside of the fact of the two ‘ yajeta *s being distinct Injunc-
tions by themselves, inasmuch as this latter has been shown to be the

invariable concomitant of the theory of ‘Equal Importance*; and thus

we find that the question of ‘Equal Importance’ has been brought in

only witli a view to utilising the fact urged in the sntras, which would be

absolutely inoperative, if the question were only with regard to the differ-

ence of actions.

On this question then, there are two kinds of Pui vapaksha : “ (A)
“The AgnBya^ etc,, being all of equal importance, the two ‘ yajati^s men-
“ tioned along with the words ^ Paurnamasi* and are distinct

“Injunctions, and as such lay down sacrifices other than the Sgneya and
“ the rest, etc,*’ (B) The two sentences

—

* ya evam vidvan patirnaviilysan

“t/q;a/t*and ^ amaviisyam yajati ^—are the only injunctions of sacrifices,

“ all the other sentences quoted being only the injunctions of accessories
‘‘ of these two sacrifices.”

PtiRVAPAKSHA (A).

First of all we take uptliat Purvapaksha which holds the two ‘ sacri-

lices * (enjoined by the two ' yajati^H to be distinct from the AgnByny etc,

“ Inasmuch all the sacrifices in question are mentioned by different xvords
“ and also by repetitions of toords, they must be all of equal importance,
“ Though these two reasons—Difference of words and Repetition—are not
“ connected directly with the fact of * Equal Importance,* yet they are
‘* taken along with this, through the difference in actions (that these

“would indicate), which is also implied in the assertion of ‘Equal
“ Importance*! (as shown above). That is to say, the sacrifices denoted by
“ the two ‘ yajBta ’s are shown to be different from those of the Actions
“ (mentioned along with the Darga-Purnainflsa) that are not yOga (but
Homay etc.), by the difference in ivords

;

while they are shown to be
“different from the y^yas, by the repetition of the word ^ yajate*

\
and

“ hence they must all be taken as of equal importance. (That is to
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“ say, when each * yajBfa ’ mentions a distinct sacrifice, all the sacrifices

“ mentioned in the passages quoted become independent of one another,
“ and ns such all equally are primary sacrifices).

“ Nor could atiy special purpose be served by taking the two
^^yajati*B in question as mere references to the previously enjoined
“ sacrifices (because the only purpose that is found to be served by such
“ references is the pointing out of fresh accessories)

;
and as a matter

“ of fact we do not find any accessories in the shape of materials etc.

“mentioned in the two sentences in question; and as such we cannot

“make the injunctive potency of these ‘ T/aygia *s give up the function
“ of laying down the actions themselves.

“ Nor do we know of any such names—as ^ Paurnamdsya* or ‘udm5-

‘‘ vdsyd *—as belonging to any particular sacrifice.

“Though we find the verb ^yajatS* in the Present Tense, yet we
“ can take it as injunctive, by accepting it either as a Prayogavacana (Direc-

“ tive Injunction), or Arthavdda (Eulogistic word), or as in the * LBt* Mood
“ (which has the injunctive signification though the form of the Present

“Tense),—^just as wo have in the case of the sentencQ ^ Samidho ynjati*

“ ( where the word * yajatl^' though in the Present Tense, is admitted
“ to have an Injunctive meaning).

“And though wo find the sentences introduced by the word ^ yat \

—

“ill ‘ya evam, etc.’—(which always precludes the injunctive character)—

,

“yet we can not very well deny its injunctive potency; because on
“ this point too it is exactly like the sentence * yaddgneyo shtiikapdlo,

“ etc.,^ which has been accepted as an injunction.

“ Nor can it be urged that ‘ the two yajBta ’s, though having the injunc-
“ tive force, are yet not the injunctions of independent actions, but
“ ai e only the alternative injunctions of the same sacrifices as those pre-

“ viously enjoined, just as we admit of the Injunctions of the same
Jyotishfoma sacrifice met with in the various Vedas being only

“ alternative injunctions of the same sacrifice. ’ Because in the latter

“case, the different Vedic texts are meant for different persons, and

“as such the different injunctions of the same sacrifice would not be
“ useless. In the case in question, however, there is no such difference

“ ill the character of the persons addressed, and as such the repeated
“ mention of the word ^yajdte* ann serve no other useful purpose, save
“ the laying down of distinct sacrifices

;

specially as they can not be taken

“ as eulogising any other injunction, because they are not capable of

“ being taken along with any such other Injunction.

“It may be nsked—what are the Materials and the Deities of the two
“ sacrifices laid down by these two ‘ yajate ’s V And to this we make the

“ following reply :—The butter kept in the Dhruvd vessel is the material
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‘‘common to all sacrifices; and the Deities would bo that which would
“ be indicated by the words of the Mdntrm recited at their performance

;

“ and thus, these two sacrifices being found to have their details fully

“ supplied, they must be taken as enjoined distinctly by themselves,

“ That is to say, we have the Vedic declaration that ‘ the butter kept

“in the Dhruvd is used at all sacrifices,* and hence just ns we take this

“ butter as the material of the ‘ TJpdngu * sacrifice, so could wo also do

“ with regard to the two sacrifices in question. And as for the Deity, we

“find that in connection with Ajyahhdgas there are four Anuvahyd verses

“ mentioned in the same order as the ^Kjyahhnyaa
;
two of these addressed

“ to Agnif and two to Soma. And in accordance with the authority of Syn-
“ tactical Connection, which is always stronger than that of Order, the said

“ verses are separated from the Ajyahhdgas and joined on to the two sacri-

“ fices in question
;
and the Syntactical Connection that would authorise

“such transference would be of the text— ‘ Vdrtraghni paurnamdsynm
** aiiiicyStS, Wdlianvati amdvdsydydm'—because there are no other actions,

“ save the two sacrifices in question, that could be spoken of as ‘ Paurna^
“ mdsV and ‘ Amdvdsyd.' (and ‘ VCirtraghni ’ and ‘ Vrdhanvaii' are the names

“of the two pairs of the said Anuvdkyd verses). It may bo argued that the

“ sentence quoted only lays down the times at which tlie versos have to be
“ recited, and they do not refer these verses to any actions. But, we ask,

“—what would be the use of laying down the connectioTi of the verses with

“any particular time ? Nor can the fact of the words ^ Paurnamdsydm’' and
“ ^Amdvdsydynm ’ having the locative ending be urged against us

;
because

“ wo actually find many instances where sacrifices mentioned by words with

“ locative endings arc accepted as primary;

—

e.g. ^ yena hdrmanertsH tatra

jaydm juhuynly^ where the principal action is that which is referred to by
“ ‘ tatra,^ Thus then the two ^Anuvdkyds—the Vdrtraghni and the Vrdhan-

vatl—being found to serve tlio same purpose, they come to be taken

“as optional alternatives. And then again (as the Anuvdkyd verses

“ are recited before the performance of tiie sacrifice, and as such could
“ not serve the purpose of indicating the Deity) it becomes necessary to

“assume the corresponding Ydjyd verses (which are recited during the

“ performance, and as such are capable of indicating the Deity.) Or it

“ may be that the two Anuvdkyds being simultaneously enjoined, they

“may be taken (and used) conjointly; and thence we are led to tlie

“ conclusion that tlie sacrifice has two Deities connected with it
;
and con-

“sequently it becomes necessary for us to assume two Ydjyds correspond-
“ ing to each pair of Anuvdkyds (which Ydjyds would indicate the two
“Deities). Or wc might assume a single Ydjyd with reference to the
“ single (joint) Deity Agni^Soma, Or again, we might take one of the two

^ Vdrtraghni^ verses^ and also one of the two Vtdhanvati verses^ as the
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“required YdjyH in each case. And thus we find that in whatever way
“ we might get at the Ydjyll^ the apparent inconsistency of the declara-

“ tion—in the Vedic text ^Vcirtraglini patirnamlisyUm etc./—of tlie relation-

“ ship between the Mantra and the Sacrifice, leads us to conclude that in

“ the two sacrifices, Agni and Soma are the Deities concerned. Then as

“ for the Ijyahhagas, from which the Mantras (indicative of the Deity)
“ have been .separated, tlieir Deities are already mentioned by a sentence in

“ the form of tlm Purnhdpa Arthavtlda— ‘ YasyaikasyatcH dSvatayai
“ havh'nirvapunnnjyasyaiva nau purastnclyajan,^ ^J’hen as far the Mantras
“ in connection with the Ajayahhtigas, the Ydjyas have already been laid

“ down (and these have not been separated from tliem), and the AnuvQkyd
“ Mantras ( that have been removed elsewhere) also would come in, in

“ accordance with the direction :
‘ dUgatayihhyah kartavyah *; and thus there

“ is nothing incongruous in the way that we have dealt with the subject.

“And thus even when the sacrifices enjoined by the two Yajati'n

“ in question are distinct from the Agneya etc., they are found to Ijave

“ distinct forms of their own
;
and hence they must be admitted to bo

“ distinct actions
;
and as such, there being nothing to show that the

“ results follow from the six primaries Agneya and the rest only, (because
“ the only sentence that had been accepted as showing this was ‘ Ya evam
“ etc., which, however, has been shown to be the Injunction of a distinct

“ sacrifice altogether), the character of the primary belongs equally

“ to all the sacrifices mentioned in the various sentences quoted (i.c.,

“ to the Praydja etc., the AgUara etc., as well as to the AgnBya etc.).

PDRYAPAKSHA (B).

“ We admit that the sacrifices are distinct; but wo can not admit
“ of the fact of the character of the Primary belonging equally to all.

“Because the names ^ A^ndvdisyd* or ^Darga^ and ^ Panrnamtisi * would

“apply only to some of the sacrifices, and not to all
;
and the result is

“ spoken of as following from those thot are qualified by these names
;

“ and as such there can bo no equality in the character of all the sacrifices.

“ That is to say, the words ^ Darga' and'' Paurnamdsa' denote sacrifices

“ with a qualification (that of being named by these words)
;
and as from

“ the sentence—‘ Dargapaurnamasahhydni svargakamo yajBta *—it is clear

“that it is only from such qualified sacrifices that the particular result

“ could follow, we must take these alone as the primary sacrifices
;
and all

“ other sacrifices mentioned along with them (and without any distinct re-

“ suits of their own) must be accepted as the subsidiaries of these two.” ^

A It may bo noted that this second Purvapaksha is at variance with the Siddhdnta

only as regards the difference of the aacrifices mentioned by the two ‘ Tajeta *b from the

primary sacrifioes of the Dar<;a-Purnamd8a.
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The upholder of PnrvapaJcsha (A) objects to the Purvapaksha (B)
on the following grounds :

“ That which is itself well known serves to qualify or specify that
“which is less known; and hence in the case of the sentence—‘ JDarpa-

pnrnamasHhhyQm swargakSimo yajeta^—the signification of tho names
“

^ Darga' and ^ PurnnmSsa* must be ascertained with reference to that
“ of the root ‘ Yflji.' That is to say, in all cases, where we have the
“ Injunction of an action with a name, these two being recognised to be
“ co-extensive, it is sometimes the particular signification of the root ‘ yaji

*

“ {sacrifice) which is defined or specified by the name
;
while at other

“ times it is the sacrifice that defines or specifies the name. And between
“ these two, that which happens to be the better known of the two, turns the

“other to its own purposes. For instance, (1) in the case of tho sentence

JyotishtomBna ynjeta' we find that the name ' Jyotishtoma
^

is better
“ known from beforehand,—on account of its being related to tl»e three
“ stoma songs, called ‘ Jyotih *—

;
and hence this name serves to restrict

“the signification of the root ^Yaji* in this case to the Somayngoy
“after having alienated it from tho Dikshantyn etc.

;
and (2) in the case

“ of the sentence ^ R^jasuyena yajBta, tho name ‘ RBtjasuya^^ not having its

“signification pointing to any relationship with sacrifices, is taken up by

“the root ^ yaji, whose signification has been well known from theprevi-

“ously mentioned primary sacrifice.

“ Thus then, in tho case in question, we find that the significations of
“ the two nouns {Darga and Purnamcisa)^ of the compound {DargapUrna-
“ maslihJiyam), and of the dual number (in this compound), are not known
“ beforehand (as in any way connected with the performance of sacrifices)

;

“and hence the root ^ Yaji* cannot be taken as having its signification
“ referring to (or ) defined by that name. On the other hand, the root

“‘Yayt’ is applicable to all sacrifices; and as such, through the mention
“of the particular result {Svarga)^ it comes, in the case in question, to be
“ applied to the sacrifices mentioned in the context iinder consideration

;

“and as such it would apply tho word ^ JDargapurnamiisa' to its own
“ object {viz.y all the sacrifices—primaries as well as subsidiaries—that
“ happen to be mentioned in the context).

“For these reasons, we conclude that in the word ^ Pargaptirna-
mdsdhhyiim^ no significance is to be attached to either the component

“ words, or to the compound, or to the dual number—because the
“ word is only a particular combination of letters, simply pointing out
“ the instrument, or means, in connection with all the sacrifices mentioned

;

“ exactly as in the case of the word ‘ RajasUya*^ And as for the dual
number, we can explain it, in accordance with the rule ‘ Supam supo

“ hhavantiy* as having been used in the place of the plural, or in that
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“ of the singular—this singularity being based upon the fact of all the

sacrifices being taken as one complete whole.
“ Objection : ‘ How can the word ‘ DarQnpUrnamil8S.hhycim ’ be said

“ to have its signification not well known, when, as a matter of fact, we
find that, from among the sacrifices mentioned in the context, there are

“ some (the Agneya etc.) which are laid down in connection with the points

“of time {Amdlvfisytl and PUrnamdsl) signified by the words ^ Darga*
“ and ‘ Puritamdsa *

;
while there are otliers (the Sjyahhdga etc.) which are

“ spoken of in the dual number
;
and certainly the signification of the

“ word ^Dargapurnamdsdhhydm *

is well-known to be applicable to these
“ sacrifices. That is to say, a word renounces all its own meaning, and
“ waits upon the signification of other words, when even a certain portion

“of it is found to bo unknown; in the case in question, however, we
“actually find that certain sacrifices— -Jyngya etc.—are connected with

“the time * Amdvdsyd' and ^Purnamdsi' (signified by the words

“‘Darja’ and ^ Pilrnamdsd')^ while others—the Ajyahkdga etc.—are

“connected with the dual number (which we find in the word
“

* dargapurnamasahhydm *) ;
and under the circumstances, it is not proper

“ to speak of the signification of the word ‘ DargapUrnamdadhhydm *

“ (being unknown as applicable to any sacrifices) and as such to bo
“ renounced.*

“ To the above, we make the following reply :—It is the Base and

Affix the compound ‘ * and the dual termination)
“ taken as a joint whole, that can specify or qualify the root ‘ Yajati*

;
in

“ the case of the AgnBya etc., on the one hand, and the Sjyahhdga etc., on
“ the other, each of these is devoid of any connection with one part

“of the word. That is to say, though in the * AgnBya* etc., we find a

“connection with the times denoted by the words ‘ 2>arpa * and ^ Purna-
“ mdsa^* and as such the signification of the Base (DargapUrnamdsa)
“ would reside in them,—^yet, inasmuch as these sacrifices are many,
“ the signification of the dual termination ( in * DargapUrnamdsdbhydm')
“ cannot apply to them

;
and as such the word ‘ DargapUrnamdsdbhydm ’

“as a whole is incapable of applying to the Agnhya etc. And also,

“ though we find duality in the ijyabhdga etc., yet the Base (Dargaparna-

“ mdsd) is absolutely inapplicable to these ; and so the word as a whole
“ cannot apply to these either. Nor is the co-extensiveness (of the sacrifice

“ and the ‘ DargapUrnamdsdbhydm *) clearly mainfested either by the
‘‘ meaning, or the context, or the use of different words

; and as such
“ it is not possible for the name * Dargapurnamdsdbhydm ' to be taken as
“ referring to the sacrifices,—either on the ground of the similarity

“ of certain letters (in accordance with the law of the corruption of names
“ by which a slight difference in certain letters does not completely

81
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“alter the name), or by taking the word ^ DargapUrnam&s^hhy^m

'

in

“ its secondary signihcation as indirectly indicating the sacrifice.

“ Question

:

—
‘ Why can not we take the sentences ( Ya enam vidvSn

arnavasySlyUm yajute and ya evam paurnamasaydm. etc.) as laying down
“those two independent sacrifices for the accomplishment of the result

“ For, even in accordance with the SiddMntH theory, these two words (yajate)

“ will be said to lay down these two as composite actions (made up of the
“ six primary sacrifices) towards the fulfilment of the particular result. It

“ might be urged that the expression Varcapurnamdsd being difEerent

“ from the expression Amavd^syapaurnamasa^ the actions referred to in

“ the sentence mentioning Svarga as the result could not be reoog-
“ nised to be the same as those mentioned by the two * Yajate ’s in the
“ sentences in question. But this objection is equally applicable to all

“ parties. For instance, for the upholder of the Purvapaksha also, what
“ are meant to bring about the result are the two composite sacrifices

“named Paurnamdsya and Amdvdsyd ; and certainly these are not recog-
“ nised to be the same as those in the sentence DarQapuTnamdsahhydm
“ svargakdvw yajeta. If it be urged that in this case, though the names
“ are not the same, yet, the names would be applicable to the composites
“ because of their being performed at the points of time expressed by the
“ words,—then, the relationship of the time is equally present in my
“ case also ; the meaning of the sentences being that one should perform
“ iyaJSfa) the Paurnarndsa on the Paurnamdsi day, and the Amdvnsyd
“on the Amavdsyd day.*

“ Answer

:

—This cannot be ; because this i^elationship of the time
“ being common to these two sacrifices, as also to the six sacrifices

“ Agneya and the rest, we do not see any reason why the result should
“ be attributed to these two only. That is to say, when all the eight
“ are equally connected with the particular time, there is no reason for
“ attributing the result to the two only.

“ It might be urged that from among those eight the result might
“ be attributed to any two sacrifices.

“ But this would be most improper
; because without any particular

“ reason, such attributing of the result to any two sacrifices would be a

“most unauthorised procedure; and secondly, the relative subserviency

“ of these eight would become a matter of option ;
and this leading to a

“ great anomaly, could never be allowed. That is to say, unless we find

“ a special reason for doing so, as long as we find the relationship of the

“ specified time equally present in all the eight sacrifices, those two that

“ would be chosen out as leading directly to the result, would make
“ all the other six subsidiary to them

;
and inasmuch as these six have all

“ the marks of primary actions, there would be a very great^’auomaly.
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“ It might be urged that the said importance being a matter of option,

“it could, by turns, be attributed to all tho pairs concerned; but in that

“case, there would bo another anomaly, oiz.^ tho same sacrifice would
“ at one time be the primary, and at the other subsidiary

; and further,
“ from among those having the characters of both the primary and
“ the subsidiary (as it is only that which is subsidiary in tho Agniya
“ that is said to be capable of being introduced into its corresponding
“ Pray a), a certain sacrifice would, in its subsidiary character, be liable

“to be introduced in the corresponding Prayfijas of the Agniya etc.
;
while

“ the same would, in its character of the primary, be incapable of

“being so introduced
; and thus there would be an eternal doubt as to

“what should be really introduced into the Praynjas. And further, as
“ a matter of fact, all numbers subsist in the objects numbered, only through

“a certain secondary property ; in the case in question, however, either

“ in the two independent sacrifices (meant to bo enjoined by the sentences

“in question), or in the AgnBya etc., we do not find in any part of those

“ any such sub-class or secondary property, whereby we could recognise

“ their duality. Specially as whichsoever of them would bo taken up,

“ its duality would be directly set aside by the plurality of otiier sacrifices

“and also by the singleness of that sacrifice itself. And thus we do not
“ find tho dual number applicable to any of tlie sacrifices in question.

“ In accordance with the Siddh'lnta, on tho other hand, the two words
“ (Darpa and Purnamdsa) express two composite sacrifices; and as such
“ there being a distinct dissimilarity from the theory in which all the sacri-

“ ficos are not taken as forming any composites, we find the requisite

“ sub-property (in the form of the compositeness), and as such the

“connection of duality becomes possible; and through this there would
“ be a relationship with the specified time also

;
and thereby in a way, the

“application of the nouns ^ Dar^a^ and '‘Purnamdsa' also becomes
“ possible

;
and thus in this case it becomes possible for the word ‘ Darya-

'' purnamasdbhydm' to be taken as qualifying the sacrifice. In accor-
“ dance with the PUrvapaksha, however, this is not possible

;
because,

“ inasmuch as it does not admit of any composite sacrifices, tho number two

“can not in any way be applicable (and hence it could never admit of the
“ result to follow from any two sacrifices) ;

and hence the result must be
“ attributed to each and every one of the sacrifices mentioned in the context.

“ The following question might be put to us :
* Why cannot we have

“ all the eight sacrifices, as qualified by the duality of the times Amflvdsyn
“ and Purnamasif as enjoined by the sentences in question (in this ease
“ the duality pertaining to the points of time and not to the sacrifices) ?

“ Just as in accordance with the Siddhdnta, wo have the six prinutry
“ sacrifices enjoined with regard to the duality of the two composites.*
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“ To this the reply that we make is that such hazy processes can not

“ set aside the verb from eacli and every one of the sacrifices mentioned
;

“ because it actually rests upon every one of these. And then, too, the

“ time being something entirely diffierent from the sacrifice^ the number

belonging to the former can in no case appertain to the latter. In

“the SiddhantUy the case is different; as according to that, tiiere is

“no absolute difference between the component parts (sacrifices) and

“ the two composite wholes (to which latter the number belongs)
;
and

“ as such there is nothing incompatible in connecting the number of the

“ whole with the component parts.

“Thus then, we conclude that, in accordance with the Ptirvapakshaj

“as the application of the names Darga and Panrnamasa depends upon

‘ the signification of the root* Yaji^* all the sacrifices in question must,

“ be admitted to be equally primary.**

SIDDHANTA.

To the above, the Sutra makes the following reply :
“ Prakarana **—that

which is performed—would be the substratum of the words connected

with * Paurnamtlsya^ and ‘ AmffvSsyd’; or the context would help these

two words
;
and consequently we must accept that alone to be enjoined

which is denoted by these.

That is to say, in all cases, we find that the Injunctive word prompts

us to certain specific sacrifices
;
and in case tlie sentences * ya evam etc.*

are taken as enjoining independent sacrifices, as they do not make any

mention of the material or the deity related to these sacrifices, people

would never be found to take up the performance of such unspecified

sacrifices.

That is to say, the words * yofate
*
in these sentences, or the words

‘ AmftvSsyH * and ‘ PUrnamdsa^^ do not denote sacrifice in general

;

nor

do you (who hold the sentences to lay down two independent sacri-

fices) admit of these words pointing to all the sacrifices in question. Then
all that you can do is to make them lay down two independent sacrifices.

But in that case, inasmuch as the details (material deity &e.) of these

sacrifices are not mentioned, no one would be found to pei’form them

;

and hence the sentence would become wholly futile. If, however, they

are taken as referring to the sacrifices mentioned in the context, then,

the materials and the deities of all these sacrifices, as also the particular

points of time at which they have to be performed, being found to be duly
mentioned, the full form of the sacrifices becomes known

;
and as such

the sentence becomes utilised (in pointing out the time at which they
should be performed).
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It has been argued above that the Material and the Deity of the

four sacrifices are also clearly cognisable. But though it is true that

the common material, Dhrauva^ might be taken as the material to be

employed, yet inasmuch as there is no mention of a Deity, the sacrifice

remains as indistinct as ever.

Nor is it possible for the Deity to bo indicated by the words of tlio

Mantras employed
;

because the Mantras in question are distinctly

pointed out, by the Order in which they occur, to belong to the Ijayahhdgas,

Nor is it possible for this Order to be sot aside by the Sentence

;

because

in the case in question there is no direct antagonism between those two
;

because when it is possible for the sentence ‘ Vnrtraghni AmnvSsydytlm

etc. *—to be taken in such a way as to be quite in keeping with the indica-

tion of the Order, then wo cannot but renounce, as untenable, any other

theories that might entail a contradiction between the two. In the

sentence ^ Vartraghni amdvd>sydynm Qia*—if the words * Patirnamdst^ and
‘

* denoted Actions, then the antagonism (between the Order

and Sentence) could not be removed
:
(because in that case the Sentence

would refer tlio Mantras to those Actions, while the Order refers them to

the AjydbhQgd). As a matter of fact, however, these words only denote

time
;
and as such there is no antagonism between the two. And when

there is a common ground for both the Sentence and the Order, it is incum-

bent on us to lend support to that theory which reconciles them. And
further, at the very outset, the words ‘ Amdvdsyil * and * Panrnamdsi ’

denote particular points of time
;
and it is only subsquently (if the denota-

tion of the time be found to bo incompatible with the rest of the sentence)

that they can indicate the Actions, througli their connection with those

times
;
and hence by priority (and because there is nothing incompatible

in it) we admit the words to be denotative of time. Because if the

commonly recognised signification of time (by these words) were not

compatible with the sentence, then alone could we reject it and take the

words to be indicative of Actions. Then again, we find that the

Locative termination (in the words ‘ AmHvdsydydm^ and ’ PaiirnamdsyUm*)

is more compatible with the signification of time (than with tliat of Ac-

tion)
;
because Time is always known as the Adhiharana (Substratum,

Container) of Actions ; and as it is not possible for Actions to be such an

Adhiharana^ the Locative ending, in that case, could hardly be explained

in any way. It has been argued above that no purpose is served by such

connecting of the Mantra with any particular time. But if tUdarthya

(being for the sake of) were the only relation possible, and if it were this

relation that were asserted by us (as between the Mantra and the Time),

then the said objection would be all right
j but, as a matter of fact, the

case is this : The Mantra appearing (by the particular Order in which the
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Mantras aro mentioned) to have been laid down as for the sake of the

AjyahhngaSj it remains doabtful as to which Mantra is to be employed in

which particular Zfyabhdga ; and hence what the mention of the words
^ dmnvUsyaydm* and ^paurnamUsydm* (in the sentence ‘ Vdrtraghnl* etc.)

does is to point out that the Mantra known as the ‘ Vdrtraghni * is to be used

in the AjyahhUga performed at one time (the Amavdtsyd)^ and that called

‘ Vridhauvati* in that performed at another (the PatirnamSsi).

And further, according to our theory, inasmuch as the Ajyahhdgas

aro already known to have a particular Deity, the Injunction (of time)

is found to serve a visible purpose (that of pointing out the time). In

your case, on the other hand, it becomes necessary to make many gratuitous

assumptions. That is to say, in all cases, the relationship of things is

ascertained by means of their mutual requirements; hence the

Ajyabhdgae^ that have their Deity already known, standing in need of

Mantras capable of pointing out that Deity, would at once take up such

Mantras^ and it would not require any very great effort on our part to

connect the two. In your case, on the other hand, the sacrifices denoted (by

the sentences in question) being altogether new, their Deities are not known ;

and as such they do not stand in any immediate need of Mantras (indica-

tive of those Deities)
;
hence it becomes necessary for you to make

the following assumptions: (1) you will have to assume the Mantra^

and its duality, thereby making the single Injunction have many meanings
;

(2) you will have to assume the existence of many Deities indicated

by those Mantras, while it is not necessary for a single sacrifice (which is

held to be enjoined by the sentence in question) to have more than one

Deity or more than one Anuvnkyd
; (3) there is an assumption of a

YdjyG, verse (not found in the Veda) (4) as also fresh Puronuvdkyds, not

mentioned in the Veda, for the Jjayahhiigns, It has been declared above

that “one of the two Vartraghnis, as also one of the two ^ Vridhanvatis*

would bo the Tdjyii, while the other is the Annvdkyit. But this is

scarcely possible, as the taking of any of these as Ydjyft would be

contrary to the fact of their being named ‘ Anuvnkyd.'

Further, since you admit the potency of pointing out the factors

tiO be employed in the particular sacrifice, to the Sentence, and to the

Mantra,—and since the Sentence (‘ Vdrtraghni amdvasyfly&m, etc' does

not speak of the instrumentality oi the Mantras {Vdrtraghni and Vvidhanvati)

in the sacrifice, it becomes necessary for us to assume the recitation

of these Mantras to have certain invisible results—^just as we Ijave in

the case of the recitation of the * Vaishnavi ’ verses
;
and as such the

Mantras could not be taken as serving the visible purpose of pointing out the

Deity ; specially as the Mantra is not required at all by that which has to

be pointed out. And under the circumstances^ instead of assuming a
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Deity to be indicated by the Mantra^ it would be far better to assume the

Mantras to exert an indirect influence towards the accomplishment of

the Action, On the other hand, the AjyahhUgas being two, and they

also being recognised as having two Deities {Ag^ii and Sonia) ^—the

Mantras indicative of those Deities are actually required by them (for

the purpose of lending authority to their cognition)
;
and tliese Mantras^

l)eing pointed out as to be used at the sacrifice, by the indications of the

Mantras themselves, as also by the order in whicli they happen to be

mentioned,—they come to serve a distinct visible purpose. And thus,

the Mantra and its duality etc., all having been pointed out, what remains

to be done by the sentence VUrtraghnl^ etc') is to lay down distinct

restrictions with regard to the time at which the various Mantras are to

bo used
;
and this process is certainly much simpler than that involving

the above-mentioned endless assumptions.

Nor, in this case, does the said sentence become altogether useless .

because the aforesaid restriction with regard to time cannot be accom-

plished by mere Proximity (and hence the use of the sentence lies in this

restriction).

For these reasons there can be no Injunction of the Deity, through

the sentences brought forward
;
because these have been shown to have

no connection with the matter. And hence the sacrifice held to be en-

joined by the sentence ‘ Ya evam, ete'y not having its details of material

and Deity clearly mentioned, it cannot be taken as one different from those

previously laid down.

Question ; “ What would be the use of making the sen-

“ tence ‘ Ya evaniy etc,* a mere reference to the other sacrifices

—

Agneya

“ and the rest ? Because an Injunction that fails to enjoin anything

“expressed by a word, by its part, or by a sentence, can never be of any
“ use in matters relating to DAarma, (and hence as in the case oi Reference,

“ the sentence in question would not contain any of these injunctions, it

“ could not be of any use in regard to Dharma).

Answer

:

Just as the sentences laying down the various sacrifices

(Agneya and the rest) form parts of the Joint Direction (‘ BargapUrna-

mUsilhhytim svargakdmo yajSta ’), so also do the two sentences in question

(‘ Ya evam, etc,*)
;
because it is these latter alone that render the Dual

number (in ^ Bargapurndmdsdbhydni') compatible with the whole thing.

That ill to say, firstly, it is only when the two sentences in question have

spoken of the Primary sacrifices as two coin}wsite wholes, that the Dual

number in * Dacgapurnamdsdhhydni
* becomes possible; and herein lies

a distinct use of the two sentences; and there is no such rule as that

it is only an Injunctive Sentence that can be of use ;
specially
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as WO find many non- Injunctive sentences (such as the Arthavdda)

serving useful purposes, in association with Injunctions;

—

secondly

^

mention of the various sacrifices

—

Agneya and the rest—extendina^ver
many sentences, they can never bo spoken of as ‘ two,^ except % the
two sentences in question (‘ya evam^ etc.’). And it is with a view
to this fact that the Bhashya has mentioned, as the SiddhUnta^ the fact of

there being a Relation of subserviency among the sacrifices, which
necessarily follows from what we have explained above. Otherwise, it

would have been impossible to bring forward the theory of the two
sentences in question merely referring to the previous sacrifices, until

the chance of uselessness urged in the second sub a (in favour of the

repetition of the same verb denoting distinct Actions, to which the case

of the sentences considered in the present Adhikarana is meant to be

an exception) has been removed by showing the distinctly useful character

of the reference (by fche two sentences in question to the previous

sacrifices).

Thus then, it must be admitted that there is a distinctly useful purpose

served by taking the whole sentence as merely referring to the previous

sacrifices; and there is no incongruity in this theory.

Question : How is it possible to speak of many distinct sacrifices

“ as one or two composite wholes ?
”

Answer: It is quite possible; just as many trees located in one

place are spoken as a single composite ‘forest,’ so though the sacrifices are

many and distinct, yet inasmuch as they are all performed at the

same time, they can very well be spoken of as a composite whole. That

is to say, when we see many trees in a place, we have an idea of a

composite whole, and we come to think of them all as ‘ a forest *

;

in the same manner, when we find many sacrifices performed on a single

day, it is only natural that we should come to think of them as a single

composite whole; and it is only on account of the singlene.ss of this

composite whole that we have the singular number in ‘ puurnumaszm.*

Tliough, as a matter of fact, the words ‘ PaurnamUsi* and ‘ Arndvasyd*

really denote the component sacrifices, yet they take the singular ending,

on account of the singleness of the composite whole indicated by these

sacrifices ;
and these words are not the names of the composite wholes

themselves. Because it is only on account of the co-extensivenoss (of the

‘sacrifice’ as signified by * yajeta* with the name ‘ J9arpa ’ and ‘ Pwr/ifi-

mdsa,* mentioned in ‘ Dar^apurnamdsdbhydm ’
), that we take these^ words

to be the names of sacrifices ;
and certainly the character of sacrifice

belongs to the individual sacrifices ‘ Agneya * and the rest, and not to the

composite whole made up by these. That is to say, in the sentence

* paurnamdsim yajati* (or in * dargapUrnamdsdhhydm yajeta *
)y inasmuch
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as the sacrifice denoted by the root 'yaji
'

is found to be co-extensive

with the name *paurnamUst^' we CQuclude that ‘ PaurnamSst * is the name of

a sacrifice ;
and the character of sacrifice does not belong to any composite

whole made up by the AgnSya, etc., but to the individual Agniya, etc., them-
selves

;
and hence just as the root ^ yaji* (sacrifice) is applicable to each

one of these sacrifices, so also is the name in question. Nor is it possible

for the whole composite to appear at one and the same time, because at

the time that the AgnBya, etc., are performed, they are performed inde-

pendently of one another
; and hence at that time there does not appear

any idea of their forming a composite whole. And hence even in

consideration of the time of actual performance, we can say that the name
belongs to each individual sacrifice.

And further, if the two words were the names of the composite
wholes, independently of the component sacrifices, then the Directive

sentence— ‘ Dar^apurnamcisdhhyikm svargakdmo yajSta ’—would also lay

down the composite wholes towards the fulfilment of the particular

result
; and in that case, the component sacrifices not being the means of

bringing about that result, there would be a single ApUroa proceeding

from the composite whole itself
;
and thus there being no individual

Apurva with each individual sacrifice, there would bo absolutely no use

of performing (or laying down) so many distinct sacrifices. And further,

the actions laid down in connection with the various sacrifices, all tending

towards a single Apurva, there would be no restriction as to which action

should bo performed in the course of which particular sacrifice
;
nor

would each of the sacrifices be connected with any specific method of

performance; and consequently, there would be no use for the consideration

(in subsequent Adhydyas) of the questions as to the repetition of the

Actions performed in course of the AgnBya in another sacrifice; and

further the ‘ Saurya,* iov instance, being a form of the * Agneya,' there

would not be any method of performance applicable to it
;
as there being

no such method applicable to the AgnBya only, the only method that would

be available would be that of all the three Primaries {Agneya and

the rest)
;
and as the ‘ Saurya ’ is not a form of these three, any sucli

method could not be applicable to it
;
nor again could we have such

declarations as— * The Paurnaraasi has only one cake,* ‘ the Amdvdsyd is

without the sdnndyya' and so forth
;
because the number of cakes would

be the total of all that are employed in all the sacrifices that go to

form tlie composite whole, and that number could not be applied to the

lesser numbers— ‘ one,* etc.,—because the number would be exactly like

the number ‘ thousand,* which is not applicable to any part of itself.

We meet with such declarations as
—

‘ because of the composite whole

not being enjoined,* and ^because the composite whole is an accessory,*

82
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and so forth ;—we mast conclude that such words as those in question

signify the component parts (and not the whole)
; as otherwise, being

denoted by the word, it would bo the composite whole that would be

enjoined
;
and as such, being directly connected with the result, that would

be the Predominant Action (and as such both the above declarations

would be false).

For these reasons, it must be concluded that the words * PaurnamUsi ^

and ‘ Amavdsyd, * denote the individual sacrifices as qualified by the

two composite wholes. And, though, these saciificcs being many, the

name would have to take a Plural ending,— yet the singular number
is due to the indication (of the single composite whole by the individual

sacrifices)
;
and it is with a view to this that the Bhashya has declared

—

samuddyagabdatayavakalpayishyate {It would he taken as indicating the

composite whole). So again, the Bhashya declares

—

hhavati hi bahunfimS-

kavacandnta^ samudiiydpekshQh {the singular ending in the case of many
things is possible^ as referring to the composite whole) ; where the Bhashya

also has spoken of only an ‘ apekshd
*—indirect influence—of the compo-

site whohf and it does not speak of this latter as being actually signified

by the word. The words * crowd,’ ‘ forest* and the like can be taken as

similar instances, only when these also are taken as signifying the compo-

nent individuals as qualified by the composite whole; if, however, they

signify the composite whole, then they can serve as instances only so far

as the singular ending based upon the singleness of the composite whole

is concerned.

From the above it also follows that the words ‘ Dar^a ’ and
‘ Purnamdsa ’ are synonymous with ‘ AmdvrJsyd ’ and * Purnamast ’ re-

spectively (because only under the above conditions could we have the

dual ending in ‘ dargapurnamasdbhyam ’).

Thus then we find that the reference to the composite whole (formed

by the sacrifices), by the two sentences in question, has its use in making
possible the two singular endings (in ^paurnamasim^ and ^ amavUsyam^)^

as based upon the fact of these two names indicating two composite

wholes; and this will be explained later on, under siitra IV -IV—34.

And the words ‘ Darga ’ and ‘ PurnamSsa * also following the duality of the

composite wholes, come to refer to the same (?>., to the AmHvcisyd, and the

Paurnamdsi)
;
specially as there is much similarity between the words

^ pawnamdsz* and ^purnamdst'; and on account of the word ^ darga'

appearing along with ^ purnamdsa' (while ^ Amdvdsyd' appears with
* Paurnamdsl*), the word *darga' also comes to be synonymous with

^amdvdsyd *. Or it may bo by the figurative method of ‘ contrary expres-

sion ’ that it would bo easier to get at the comprehension of the Amdvdsyd
by means of the word ‘ Darga *—just as the blind is spoken pf derisively
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as ‘ ono having eyes *
; because it will be declared later on that “ because

the moon is not seen on the Amdvasya^ therefore, the AmavUsyH is (derisive-

ly or figuratively) spoken of as ‘ darga So also at the close of the
^ AnvdramhhaniyG, '

sentence, it will be shown that the words ^ darga

t

and ‘ amdvdsyd ’ are synonymous.

Thus then, the Result being found to follow from only those sacrifices

that go to form the composite wholes^ all the sacrifices other than these

must be taken as subsidiary to them (the former ones, the Agneya and the

rest, being taken as the Primary Sacrifices
;
and as such they are not all of

‘ equal importance ’).

Question : “ When all this has been fully dealt with in the present

AdhikaranUy there is no use for introducing the same discussion in the

Fourth Adhydya”
Answer : There is nothing very wrong in this : Because it is only

when the conclusion in the present Adhikaranahsis been arrived at, that the

possiblity of the root ^yaji' pointing to all the sacrifices mentioned in the

context gives rise to the corresponding Adhikaraua in Adhyaya IV,

and the Siddhdnta too of that Adhikarnna would be arrived at only by
the help of the present Adhikarana

;
otherwise the Purvapaksha

would have to be admitted as the Siddhdnta

;

honco the Adhikarai(^a intro-

duced in the fourth Adhydya is only by way of a deduction from the

present one.

There is yet another useful purpose served by the Reference

(^Anuvdda) in question. It is by means of that alone that we get at the

direction— ‘ The Amdtdsyd is to be performed on the Amdvdsyd day and

the Paurnamdsa on the Paiirnamdsa day,* which lays down the time for the

performance of the two sacrifices in question.

Against this, the following objection might be urged :
“ Even this

“direction is absolutely useless, because the time for the performance is

“ duly pointed out by the sentence which originally enjoined the sacrifice

—

“ viz i the sentence * yaddgneyo * shfdkdpdlo amdvdsydydm patirnamdsydncd^

“ cyuto hhavati**

To this we make the following reply : In the sentence that we have

found, wo find the time forming part of the means (of accomplishing the

Result)
;
whereas in the original Injunctive Sentence, we find it, very

differently from this, connected with various sacrifices independent of one

another.

That is to say, in the original Injunctive Sentence, we find the Time

mentioned in such a way that it is connected with the Primary sacrifices

—AgnBya, etc.,—independent of one another, and wholly devoid of their

subsidiaries. In the sentence that we have brought forward, on the
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other hand, the Time is mentioned by 'words with the Instrumental

termination ;
and hence it forms part of the Means (of the accomplish-

ment of the particular result)
;

and the instrumentality of these has

been cognised as belonging to the Primary Sacrifices together with

their subsidiaries, as connected with one another, in accordance with

the Directive Sentence DargapurnamflstlhJiyfim ivargak^mo yajSta');

and hence any further mention of the Instrumentality of these would not

be necessary
;
specially as they are laid down only with reference to the

particular Time. And inasmuch as what is meant to be so connected

with Time is the Trio of Primaries, together witli the subsidiaries, and

connected with one another, one of these trios being connected with the

Paurnam&si, and another with the AmHvflsytL day. And the relationship

of the sacrifices is such that the moment that one of the trio having been

begun is being completed,—at that very moment, the other two are also

taken up
;
and thus each ti io comes to be performed as forming a single

action. If they were to be performed in accordance with the time laid

down in the original injunctive sentence, then each of the three would

come to be performed by itself, separately from the subsidiaries. And
thus there is a distinct difference between the two ways of taking the

sentences.

Objection: “In that case, as the result would be brought about by
“ the two trios with all their subsidiaries, there would as great a necessity

“ for the two Trios being performed together, as there is of the performance

“of the subsidiaries along with the trio of Primaries; and hence just as

“ the subsidiaries of one trio are recognised as to be performed at t!ie

“ time of its performance, so also would the one trio—the PurnamOsi—
“have to be performed together with the AmStvSsyd (on the AmdvOsyd
“ day), and vice versa; and hence both of these would come to bo performed
“on both days. Nor would such performance be contrary to the restric-

“ tion of time in the original injunctive sentence, because the Paurna-
**mdsa would be performed on the Panrnamdsi day (and also on the
“ Amdvdsyd), For if one performs the Amdvdsyd on the Paurnamdsi day,
“ it does not follow that it can never be performed on the Amdvdsyd day

;

“ so also with the Panrnamdsa. Nor does the original Injunctive sentence

“ prohibit the performance of the sacrifices on days other than those
“ mentioned therein

; because all that the sentence does is to lay down
“ the performance of the sacrifice on that particular day.”

To the above we mak^ the following reply : That sacrifice of which
the specific time is not known, and of which the specific form does not

disappear (in the absence of such knowledge of its time),—if the time of

such a sacrifice is said to depend upon something else, there is nothing

wrong in this.
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That is to say, the AmUvUsyH sacrifice, having its time duly mentioned

in the original Injunction, does not look out for another time, in the shape

of the Paurnamfisl day, which it would get at, by means of its association

with the Pnurnamasi sacrifice
;
and similarly the Paurnamdsi sacrifice

would not look for the AmavflsyS, day ;
and under the circumstances,

if these two trios (the Paurnamasa and the Am/lv/lsyd) were performed at

any other times, such performance would not be in keeping with the correct

forms of these sacrifices as laid down in the original Injunctions
;
and as such

they would altogether cease to be the ‘ Darga * and tlie ‘ Paurnamdsa ’ (as not

performed on these days). As for the subsidiaries, however, any parti-

cular time for the performance of these is not mentioned
;
and as such they

look forward to the mention of such a time
;
and consequently, there

being no chance of an incompatibility with the time mentioned in the

original Injunction, there is no impediment in the way of their being

connected with the time that is indicated by their peculiar associations.

On this point wo have the following objection :
“ The subsidiaries

“always being performed at the time that their respective primaries are

“performed, we would have a clear idea of their time, even without such

“a sentence (as that * amdvQsyilydm arndvasySyayd, etc.), and hence this

“ sentence cannot be admitted to have anything to do with the pointing

“out of the time of the subsidiaries.”

To this objection we make the following reply : That the time for the

subsidiaries is the same as that of the Primaries is not declared by any
mantras

;
on the other hand, it is this very sentence (that you have objected

to) that forms the basis of that assertion.

Objection

:

“Those (subsidiaries) that are far removed (in point
“ of time) cannot in any way help the Primary.”

Reply

:

Whence have you got such a law that it is only when a

certain thing is in close proximity with another, that it can afford any
help ? For it is only in accordance with the declarations in the scrip-

tures that we ascertain whether or not one Action will help another.

Hence until we have met with a declaration to the effect that it is only

proximate objects that can render any help, there can be no authority for

assorting that that which is remote cannot help.

Objection

:

“ The performance of the Primary together with the

“ subsidiaries is pointed by a sentence other than what you bring forward.

“ For instance, we have the sentence—* ya ish(yd pagund somBna yajeta sa

“ amflvdsyayd paurnamdsyd yajeta*—where the word ‘ Ishti * has the

** Instrumental ending
;
and being laid down with reference to the time

“ of the performance of itself together with all its Component Sacrifices

** and subsidiaries, the required mention of the time is got at by that
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Reply

:

True, it is got
;
but the desired perforiuance is not accom-

plished. Because the word refers either to the whole collection of

sacrifices (Primaries and Subsidiaries) or to each of them singly; and it

never refers to any ‘ trio of sacrifices *
; consequently, a performance

based upon that word would be altogether difEerent. That is to say, it is

ascertained that the word ‘ ishti ’ does not refer to any ‘ trio ’
;
and thus

the word applying to each sacrifice (as * ishfi* is et^^mologioally equivalent

to ‘sacrifice,* ^yajna*), it would follow, from the sentence you have

brought forward, that each one of the sacrifices, singly, would be per-

formed on one AmavSsyd or on one Purnamtlsi day. (That is to say, one

sacrifice would be performed on one Amnv&syd and another on another

AmavdsyR)
;
and as such a proper performance of the sacrifices will not be

accomplished. It might be urged that—“the word ^ishfi* might be

applied, by a particular convention, to all the sacrifices AgnBya and the

rest, and the word would thus he as applicable to each ‘trio*

as it is to the Soma.'' But thus too, inasmuch as the Directive sentence
—

^ dargapurnamRsahhydm svargakRmo yajeta *—is one only, both the

composite sacrifices the ‘Darpa* as well as the ^ PaurnamGsa' would bo

performed either on the AmRvdsyR or on the PUrnamdsi day; and in this

there wonld be a contradiction of the restriction of time laid down in the

original Injunction. It might be urged that, “ in deference to the original

Injunction (and also to the signification of the sentence we have brought

forward), wo can accept the two points of time as two alternatives,** But
then also, just as in accordance with the original Injunction, each Primary

Sacrifice would be performed alone by itself upon a distinct AmavRsyR

day,—so also, inasmuch as the Subsidiaries are not differentiated as

to some of them belonging to the ' AmdvRsyR' while others belong to the

Paurnamasa^ the performance of all of these Subsidiaries would be done in

any one place only. And hence, the sentence that you have brought

forward cannot serve the same purpose that is served by the sentences
* AmavRsyRm amRvRsyayR^ etc.' ;

and as such it can be of no use with regard

to the Primary Sacrifioes
;
hence all that it could do would be to connect

the particular time with the other modifications of the Primary Sacrifices.

Objection

:

“ The performance of all the sacrifices, together, as one

“action, could very well be brought about by the sentence

—

*samB darga-

purnamasahhyRm yajBta'

\

because inasmuch as no significance could be

“attached to t\\Q place (denoted by the word ^ same *=on level ground), all

“ that the sentence does is to show that all the sacrifices (the Primary
“ along with its subsidiaries) have to be performed together. (Because
“ the sentence speaks of ‘ dargapur^amasa* as the means; and they could be
“ mentioned as the means only when accompanied by all their Subsidiaries,
“ as urged above by the SiddhRnti himself).**
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Re^ply : All that the sentence quoted does is to point out that the fact

of the ground being level («awia) applies equally to all the Sacrifices
;
and

hence the sense of the sentence would only be that in all the sacrifices one

should have a single level platform, and not many platforms. That is to

say, even when the sacrifices are performed separately, as they are

not performed in different places, the mention of a place applies commonly
to all of them. It might be argued that, “ the common application that the

sentence would imply being that on account of the peculiar relationship

between the Davga and the Purnamasa, one of them becomes connected

with the level platform at the same time that the other does.” But in

that case, inasmuch as all the six primary sacrifices are mentioned

simultaneously, it would be necessary to perform them simultaneously

also; and this would be incompatible with the restriction of time laid

down in the original Injunction. If, however, they were to be performed

in accordance with the original Injunction, then it would be necessary

to bring about an association of all these sacrifices,—each of which would

be connected with the prescribed time,—with reference to the ‘ level

plalform *
;
and as such the whole performance would end with the per-

formance of the six Pi imary Sacrifices only ; and as for the Subsidiaries,

they would have to be performed, as not restricted by the time specified

for the Primaries (because the original Injunction does not prescribe the

time for the Subsidiaries)
;
and as such they would come to be performed

between the performances of two Primaries between the two

AmHvasyQs on which the two Primaries would be performed). And further,

as it is only right for the Subsidiary to be repeated with each 'Primary,

each Primary with its Subsidiary would be completed by itself (and there

would be no composite sacrifice).

It might be argued that, ** wo should connect all the sacrifices with the

level platform simultaneously, only leaving off that margin of time which

would be contrary to the prescription of the time in the original Injunc-

tion.” But in that case, both the * trios ’ being performed on one

AmHvasydy or on one PaurnamSsi day, the Subsidiaries would be performed

in proximity to any one of them only. Or again, it would also be possible

for the Subsidiaries to be performed on any day during the fortnight (be-

tween the AmdvdsyH and the Purnamidsi)

.

Because in a way the whole of

this fortnight would bo the time for the performance of the Primary

;

because all that can be meant by the Injunction that the Subsidiaries

should be performed at the same time as the Primary is that they should

not overstep the time-limit of the Primary, and not that they should be

performed close upon it ;
because this latter would not be possible. And

thus then, even the sentence that you bring forward would not accom-

plish the desired performance.
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The above arguments also apply to the case of the sentence ‘ darga-

purnamUsabhydm svargakdmo yajSta *
( i.e., even this sentence cannot

serve the purpose of pointing out the time) ;
because like the place

(mentioned by *sain6' in the sentence brought forward by the opponent),

the Result also cannot form the object of a sentence
;
and hence what this

sentence would lead to would be the performance of all the Primary

Sacrifices—connected with one another and accompanied by all their

Subsidiaries—at one and the same time, and thus, too, the desired method

of their performance would not be achieved ;
and a single result would be

brought about by Sacrifices performed at different times.

It might be argued that—“the sentence may be taken as directly

“ laying down that at the time of the actual appearance of the result, we
“ should perform, simultaneously, all the Primary Sacrifices, together with

“ all their Subsidiaries, which would show how^ and by means of what, the

“ appearing Result could bo brought about
;
and as such there would bo

“ no difference of time in the performance of the sacrifices.’*

But in that case, too, we would have an anomaly in the shape of the

simultaneous performance of two composite sacrifices. Or, on the other

hand, in consideration of the original Injunction, each of the sacrifices would

come, as shown above, to be performed on distinct AmdvUsya days. Nor
is the time of the actual appearance of the result perceptible to us

;

as that time also is specified only by the time of the actual procedure of

the sacrifice. Thus then, in consideration of the time prescribed in the

original Injunction, we would conclude that the time of the appearance

of the Result would be that time which is taken up by the actual per-

formance of the Primary and its Subsidiaries; and tliat the said

simultaneity would be only so far as that time is concerned
;
and thence

the completion of all the Primaries with their Subsidiaries would rest

either in the six Primaries—the three Paurnamdsas and the three

Amdvdsyas, or in the two composites {Darga and Paurnamdsa) only*

And then the Subsidiaries would come to be performed, either along with

any one of the two Composite Sacrifices, or on any day during the fort-

night, as shown above.

For these reasons we conclude that even this sentence— * BarpapiZrna-

mdsabhy&m svargakdmo yajeta^—cannot bring about the performance of each
* trio* together with its Subsidiaries, at the proper time

;
ond this must be

got at by means of other sentences,—such as the one we Iiave pointed out

above, viz

:

** amdvdsydydm amdvasyayd, etc.,” which thus comes to serve the

distinctly useful purpose of pointing out the time for the performance of

each of the two ‘ trios* etc., etc.

Objection : in that case, the mention of time in the original Injunc-

tion would be superfluous.”
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Heply : Why should it be saperflaoas ? Jusfc look for a moment upon
wbat follows ; If the original Injunction did riot mention the connection

of the sacrifices with a particular time, then there would be no ground for

inking the sentences ‘ ya erUm etc.* as references to the two composite

sacrifices
;
that is to say, the words * PaurnamSsya ' and ‘ AmHvasyn ’ in the

sentences ‘ ya evdm etc,!—are held to refer to sacrifices connected with the

times expressed by these words. And unless we had a mention of tlio

time in the original Injunction, wo could never know which sacrifices are

referred to by these words. And this being unknown, as the sacrifices

denoted by ^yajatS* in the sentences ‘ya evdm etc.*, would not be specified

by the words ‘ Darga * and ‘ Purnamdsa * as comprehended in their true signi-

fication, the sentences ‘ ya evdm etc.* would have taken in all the sacrifices

mentioned in the context
;
and as such all these equally would bo Primaries,

Consequently, it becomes necessary that the sacrifices should have been

previously connected with particular points of time. It is on account of this

being absolutely necessary that even though the sentence ‘ djyasyn ma vau
updngu jpanrnamdsydm etc.* forms part of a ^ Purdhalpa Arthavdda^ (and as

such is not a pure injunction), yet it has been quoted by the Bhdshyasm the

original Injunction of the Updngu sacrifice, (which is the one next to tlio

ignSya)^ simply because the sentence contains the word ^ paurnamdsydm,
and as such connects the Updngu sacrifice with a particular point of time

(which is not done by the sentence which is the real original Injunction

of the Updngu)

,

SUtra (4) : Also because we find a peculiarity (in the
shape of the appearance ofthe subsidiary JPraydja in the modifica-

tions of the Primaries)
;
(we cannot hold all to be equally Primaries)

;

because tney (the Prayajas) could not appear in them (the

modifications) if all were equal.

If the sacrifices mentioned by the sentences ‘ ya evdm etc.* wero dis-

tinct from all others, then the Aghara and tho other Subsidiaries would all

equally be Primaries ; and hence, in accordance with the sutra VIII. i, 20,

the subsidiary Prayajas etc., also, like the AgnEya and the other Primaries,

would enter into tho instrutraental factor (in the bringing about of the

principal result)
;
and as such they would no longer be able to supply the

want of the method in the Bhdvand (bringing about) of tho modifications of

the Primary, which has its Instrument or Means already laid down
; and as

such these modifications would no longer take into themselves these Prayd-
jas etc.

;
they are actually found to be taken up by these modifications

; as

otherwise we could not have a text enjoining * Krshnala * as the material to

be used at the Praf^dja^ when performed in connection with the modifications.

83
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Coiiseqaontly in order to establish the fact of the Pray^ja etc. being

sabsidiary to the Agneya and the rest, we must take the two sentences in

question as referring to the previously mentioned Sacrifices.

Sutra (6) : Objection: The sentences {fyadagneya
etc.'*) lay down accessories, because of the direct men-
Hon (of the root ‘ yaji ’ in the other sentences).'*

“ If we accept distinct sacrifices to be laid down by the sentences
“ ^ya evam etc.’, then we have the following advantages : (1) The singular

number in the word * paurnamdsim * becomes quite explicable with refer-

enco to the noun itself, without having recourse to any indirect indication,

“ by the word, of the composite of sacrifices. (2) If we accept these

“ sentences as Injunctions, wo liavc a further advantage, viz : the root * yaji *

“ is found to be directly mentioned, and it is not necessary to infer it

“ from the mention of the Deity (as you have got to do in the case of

“ holding the Injunction to lie in the sentence ^ yaddgneya etc.*). (3) In

“ your case the sacrifices enjoined by those inferred ‘ ydjis ’ being more than
** one, their Apurvas would also be more than one

;
and thus in compari-

“ son with the process of taking the sentences as referring to the before*

“ mentioned sacrifices, that of taking them as independent Injunctions is far

“ more advantageous. As for the appearing of the Prayajas in the modifi-

“ cations (urged in tho preceding Sutras)^ it can bo explained, cither by

qualifying tho injunction of Krshnala in the performance of the

Prayajas in the modifications, by adding the condition * in such cases

“ where there are sentences that must be taken as anuvdda\—or by taking it

“ as laying down a material for the Praynja occurring in the Primary it-

“ self.”

“ It is with refercnco to all this that the opponent says (in the Bhsdhya):

“These two alono arc the Injunctions of Sacrifices; all other are mere

“injunctions of tho accessories.”

Tho opponent next proceeds to meet the objection that these two

Sacrifices have no details. Materials or Deities, mentioned :
“ The words

“
* Amdvasya ’ and ‘ Paurnamdsi) occurring in the sentences * yadilgney^

“ o'shtnhapdlo etc.’, refer to the sacrifices enjoined by tho seiitences * ya evam
“ etc.^

;
and as those sentences—

*
yaddgneya etc.*—distinctly lay down the

“ Deities, etc., we have the Deities of our two sacrifices mentioned
“ directly by the Vedic sentences themselves.**

Sutra (6) ; JReply : But they are Injunctions ; as
othe7*wise many accessories would be decla7*ed sim^il-
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taneously ; because if they appeared after the sacrifices
had been enjoined^ then their such appearance could be
only for the saUe of the accessories ; and as such we
would have to admit of an injunctive word with each
accessory.

The sentences ‘ yadUgneya etc/ cannot bo taken as laying down the

accessories of tho sacrifices enjoined by the sentences * ya evam etc.* Be-
cause it is a well-recognised rule that when tho Acfcion is one that has been
already enjoined (by a previous sentence), we cannot lay down more
than one accessory with regard to it

; as it is only when tho Action has not

been otherwise enjoined that even a number of accessories could be laid

down by a single effort (of that Injunction).

That is to say, in all original Injunctions of Actions, the Injunctive

Affix proceeds to enjoin only tho Bhavana^ because it is only this factor

that is not got at by other means. And so long as this Bhavann is not fully

equipped with all its factors, by means of the Denotation of tho Root, and

tho other factors in tho sentence (denoting tho various auxiliaries of the

sacrifice), it cannot bo brought to action
;
and hence until all this has been

fully laid down, the Injunction is not complete. And when it so happens

that by tho apparent inconsistency of tho generic character of the auxili-

aries that are recognised as constituting tho factors of the Bhnvan^y—this

inconsistency leads us to look for a specification of the said auxiliaries,—

then it is that the Bhdvana comes to bo specified by those specifications

which are implied by the Instrumental caso'endings found in the same
sentence, and which also are on the look-out for tho Bhdvund (as tho

object to bo specified). And in the case of each word, tho GlasSy Gender

and Number^ that belong to an object,—all these come to be recognised, by

means of the direct signification of the particular case ending, as auxili-

aries to the Blidvandi because all those {OlasSy etc.), on account of being

expressed by tho same word, have among tliomselves tho relation of the

qualification and the qualified, and are not recognised as belonging to, or

depending upon, one another (and as sutjh must bo concluded to form part

of something else
;
and that is the Bhdvand), And thus it is that all words,

near the Bhdvana

^

or removed from it, fall in with tho Bhdvandy notwith-

standing their remoteness or proximity,—in the way that wo have

explained under the Adhikarana on Anadianga in the foregoing Pada of

this Adhijaya. And it is only then that, having got hold of a Bhdvand fully

endowed with all its qualifications, the Injunction becomes complete.

And as in all such cases the Injunction lays down the qualified Bhdvana

by a single effort, it does not entail any such anomaly as the assumption of

various potencies in the Injunction. Because it is only when tho direct
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functionings of words are multiplied that it becomes very complicated ; and

when the words end in expressing a single fact, then there is nothing in-

compatible in the indirect implication of many things* That is to say, tlie

direct Injnnction having been once utilised in the laying down of the

qualified BhUvanct^—if it were taken again to directly function towards the

laying down of something else, then it would bo necessary to repeat the

Injunctive word over again
;
and this being incompatible with the Veda,

would not be warrantable
;
when, however, the Injunctive word has

ceased its functioning with once having laid down the BhdvanU^ then, on

account of the apparent inconsistency of its own signification, it would
give birth to (t.e., indirectly imply) other Injunctive words expressive of

such qualifications (as would be necessary for removing the said inconsis-

tency)
;
and in this the original Injunctive word would not have to give up

its one form as appearing in the Vedic text ;
although it would serve all

the purposes that would bo served by various repetitions of itself.

And though in this manner the Injunction of the qualification would
appear a/^er the original Injnnction of the itself, yet, in accordance

with the law laid down under the Adhikarana on ^ Akrti* (in the first

Pdda of the first Adhydya), the qualifications themselves will have

appeared before that. That is to say, though, ns a matter of fact, the

Apparent Inconsistency due to the fact of the BhamnH being qualified,

appearing subsequently, leads to an idea of the Injunction of the qualifica-

tion, long after that of the original Injunction (of the Bhavan^)^—yet, in

accordance with the rule arrived at in the Adhikarana on ^ Akrti,* as it is

impossible for the Bhtivand to be qualified, in the absence of the qualifica-

tions themselves, it must be admitted that these must have been full-

fledged entities from before
; as it is through these alone that any idea of

the BliSvana being qualified could be brought about.

All these Injunctions (of qualifications), pointed out by the apparent

inconsistency of a perceptible fact, operate either simultaneously or one

after the other. And thus we find that if we admit a sentence to bo the

Injunction of a fresh BhUvanct, then it becomes an easy matter to got

at the Injunctions of its accessories, by the help of the original Injunction

of the qualified Bhdvand, which is capable of giving birth to various Injunc-

tions.

On the other hand, however (if the sentence be taken as only referring

to a BhUvanil previously enjoined by another sentence), this is not possible.

Because, as a rule, it is only when the Primary is carried to a place, that it

draws with itself all its accessories ; while if it is one of the accessories that

is carried, it does not carry with itself another Accessory, because these two

are not so intimately connected. That is to say, when the Bhdvand is such

as has been got at from another sentence, then the Injunctive word in the
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sentence in question cannot enjoin that Bh&vana over again—as a

repeated injunction of the Bh^vand would bo as useless as the powdering

of that which has already been powdered
;
and then, not performing its in-

junctive function, it does not become the means of giving birth to various

Injunctions with regard to things connected with that Bhdvand; as it is

only when the Injunctive word enjoins the qualified Bhavand that it makes
possible the assumption of such Injunctions

; and this is not possible in the

case in question
;

henco the Injunctive Affix is found to be such as has

its direct expressive potency quite inoperative (towards the injunction of

the Blidvand)
;
and hence, in accordance with the rule laid down under

the sUtra ^dnarthakydt tadangeshu* that Injunctive Affix comes down
from the Bhdvand and directs itself towards the auxiliaries con-

nected with it. And then those qualifications of Glass, Gender and
Number, Avhich qualify the auxiliary expressed by a single word, serve to

point out that auxiliary,—exactly in the way that we have explained in

the case of the Injunction of a qualified Bhdvand : and as such these qualifica-

tions are all enjoined ; and hence, in the case of a single word, oven though

the Bhdvand has been enjoined by another sentence, it is possible to have

the Injunction of many things (in connection with it). When, however,

there is a combination of many auxiliaries mentioned by many words (as

in the case of the sentences * agneyoihfdkapdlaft etc.*),—then, in that case,

there being no sort of relationship among these auxiliaries themselves,

the words expressing them also remain unconnected (with one onother) ;

and hence when the Injunction betakes itself to one of them, it has

nothing to do with any other ; and when it would betake to this latter,

it could not have anything to do with another, and so on
;
because of all of

them being wholly unconnected with one another. For these reasons it is

not possible, in this case, to have the one implied by the other, as we had
in the case of the Injunction applying to the Bhdvand,

Thus then in this case, the original Injnnction not giving birth to other

Injunctions, the former, being one only, would be wholly taken up in the

laying down of one auxiliary
;
and then the declaiation that it lays down

another also, would not be possible, unless we meant to repeat the original

Injunction
;
this would entail the aiiomaly of all these repeated

Injunctions being of human origin (and as such having no authority).

This is what is meant by the second half of the sUtra^ which means that if

the sentence were taken as laying down an action that has been already

previously enjoined, as such laying down could only bo for the purpose of

mentioning the accessory, the Injunctive word would have to be

repeated for the sake of tlie Injunction of each one of the accessories.

The Bhdshya says ;
—

‘
parasparasamhandhe cdsati etc.* ( when there is no

mutual connection etc.)
;
and this is meant to show that when there is no
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such connection, there is no apparent inconsistency that could serve as the

ground for having an injunction of the qualified BhUvand,

Even in everyday life, we find that when the chief man—the king, for

instance, is carried to a place, he always carries with himself all his invari-

able attendants
; whereas when one of these attendants goes to a place, no

other attendant moves a single step ;
for the carrying of each

attendant, it becomes necessary to make a fresh effort ; and it is absolutely

impossible to move all the attendants by a single effort
;
hence it is im-

possible for many accessories to be taken up by a single Injunction.

It is this fact that the Bhnshya proceeds to explain in detail : The
sentence ‘ dgnByoshtQkapalaft etc.* cannot bo taken as laying down the

ashtdkapQla with reference to the Paurfiamdsi sacrifice (held to be enjoined

by the sentence ‘ ya Bvam etc.*)
;
because the mention of the form of the

Ashtdkapnla has still got to be made
;
and as such mention could be got at

with very great difficulty, how could the sentence servo the purpose

of laying down any other object ? This is what is meant by the assertion

(in the BhUshya) that * ihere being no relationship of the word bhavati, there

is no connection {of the sacrifice) with HgnBya * [that is to say, in the

sentence * ashtdkapdlo hhdvati * the word ‘ hhtivati * denotes the existence of

the asidkapdla^ and as such the Paurndmasi is connected, by means of this

sentence, with the asfdkapdla, and not with the AgnSyOy because this latter

is in no way connected with the ^ bhavati*^. If, however, the sentence be

taken as laying down the AgnSya with reference to the Paurndmdst sacri-

fice, then too, wo have the same difficulty of having a mention of the actual

form of the Agneya
;
and as this difficulty in both cases is exactly similar,

the Uhdshya has not noticed it in connection with this second alternative,

and has only pointed out the fact of the sacrifice, in this case, not having

connection with the ashtakapdla. Even when wo take the sentence as

meaning that ‘ the AgnBya qualified by the Paurnamdsi sacrifice is

ashtdkapdla, ’ or that ‘the ashtakapdla qualified by that sacrifice is Agneya,^

—

in any case we are faced by the following difficulties : (1) the mention

of the origin of that Agneya or Ashtdkapdla which is described
; (2) tho

difficulty of connecting them with the Paurnamdsl sacrifice
; (3) tho

mention of the origin of that {AgnBya or Ashtdkapdla) which is enjoined

(with reference to another)
;
aiid (4) the difficulty of connecting tho AgnBya

and the Ashtdkapdla with each other
;
and thus the wliolo thing would be-

come too complicated. If the word ^ pa nrnanfiAsl* bo taken with both of

them atone and the same time, then, in tho first place, it would bo necessary

for us to have origins for both
;
and secondly, wo would have to assume a

mutual relationship among them. Nor can the two bo said to qualify

(or restrict) each other—as is done by the various qualifications mentioned

in tho sentence ^arttnayd pihgdkshyd ekahdyanyd gavd soman krindti* \
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because that would entail the anomaly of having a qualified Injunction.

Consequently, it must be admitted that it is the Paurnamasi, as unaffected

by the Asfllknpala, that is connected with the Agneya, or that it is the

Paurnamcist, as unaffected by the Ayneya^ that is connected with the

Astdkapdla
;
and as such there can be no connection between the Ayneya

and the Ashtdhapnla.

With a view to meet this diflBculty if one wore to take the sentence at

the very outset, as laying down the material {Ashtdkapala) and the Deity

{Agni mentioned in the word ‘ Ayneya *) of the Paurnamnsi sacrifice, then

he would have to face the following difficulties : (1) the mention of the

actual forms oS these two {Ayneya and AshtdkapUla^

y

(2) the injunction of

one in regard to another, ( 3) the connecting of those two with one

another, when both are enjoined at one and the same time
; (4) and then

over and above all these, the connecting of these two with the Paurnamasi

sacrifice (which is hold to bo enjoined by another sentence—* Ya 8vam etc.*)

And then, for the purpose of meeting these difl&cnlties, it becomes

necessary to take the sentence ‘ yaddgneyah etc.* as only laying down the

connection of the Ash^fikapdla in connection with the sacrifice, with reference

to the Deity mentioned in some other sentence : this is what is meant by the

Bhdshyay ** kena cit dgn8yah sankalpitah *’
; some people take this sentence

as meaning that if one were to bring in the AgnSya that bad been given

away. by another performer **
; but this docs not appear correct, because

such bringing would be tantamount to stealing, in the midst of his per-

formance, the material prepared by another person. Therefore, we must
take the word ‘ sankalpitah * as containing a double causative affix,—the

moaning of the sentence thus being “ if we take AynSya as laid down in

another passage,—for instance, the one that contains the word ‘ rukkilrnah *

(desiring a bright complexion, etc.).

In reply to this argument it is said that in that case, the word AynSya
(as understood from that other sentence) being taken as simply mentioned
(in the sentence ‘ yadiigneya^ etc.*) for the purpose of establishing the

connection of the Ashtdhapala (with the Paurnamasi sacrifice), then it is

not known what is the Deity in the Paurnamasi sacrifice
;
and if it be held

that the Agneya is laid down with reference to the AshfQkapdla as qualified

by the Paurnamdsly then there is a syntactical split ; and in this way
we can go on showing the endless syntatical splits consequent upon all

the various constructions that could, in accordance with the opponent’s

theory, be put upon the sentence—the constructions that have been shown
under the Adhikarana on Aktti in Pada i, of Adhyaya I.

Thus then in the sentence ‘ AgnSya etc.’ we must have the injunction of

the connection of a material and a Deity
;
hut this connection is not

possible with regard to any sacrifice that may have been previously
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enjoined by other sentences; and hence, in accordance with the sutra

‘ gtcna(}caj>urva-8amhandhak ’ we must admit a distinct sacrifice to be

actually enjoined by this sentence (‘ yadflgneyah etc/) ; and then we have

the same ‘ rupavacana (non-mention of the form) * that was urged in

the third sutra ; and as such the sentence * ya Bvam etc.* must be taken

as only referring to the sacrifices enjoined by the sentence ‘ yadagnBya^,

etc.’ And by this we are forced to have recourse to indirect indication, etc.,

for the purpose of explaining the singular ending (in ^ PaurnamUsim *).

And further, the sentence ‘ yaddgneydk etc/ cannot be complete until

it lays down an action not laid down by any other sentence
;
and so long

as its own full signification is not complete, it cannot reqirire the aid of

another sentence. That is to say, that * the AsJitakapala becomes ' is not

a functioning by the human agent
;
nor is it possible for a sentence to lay

down only the functioning of a cake
; because such functioning would not

have the character of any particular Bhfivand, And thus it being

necessary to assume a particular functioning of the human agent, we
naturally fall upon the assumption of the sacrifice. And though when a

functioning (that of the cake) is actually perceptible, it is not quite right to

assume an inferred one,—yet, in the case in question, the sentence being not

incomplete, and (as such not standing in need of another sentence) the mere

fact of the root ‘ yaji * (signifying the sacrifice) being found in the sentence

containing the words * amHvdsyd ^ and ^ paurnS^mast *
(^.e., the sentence

‘ ya Bvam etc/), which is not in close proximity to the sentence in question,

cannot preclude the aforesaid inferential assumption. And when the
‘ sacrifice * has been inferred, the sentences * ya Bvam etc.* are found to have

the exact form of mere description (or reference) ; and for this reason

they are actually admitted to be as such.

And further, because in the sentence * yadagneyo etc.* the word * yat*

is co-extensive with (refers to) the Action (of being, of the cake), while the

‘ yat * in the sentence ‘ ya Bvam etc/ refers to the agent,—and as it is the

latter kind of ‘ yat^ and not of the former, that precludes the injunctive

function—the mere presence of tlie word ‘ya<’ in the former sentence

cannot be in the way of its being taken as an Injunction. On this,

wo have the following declai ation :
—“ When connected with the verb,

the word *yat^ does not disable the Injunction; when, however, it is

connected with the Agent, then it distinctly points to the fact of the

sentence being a mere reference to something that has been enjoined in a

previous sentence/’

Sutra (7) : Tlie mention of these also is liUe that.

If the AmAvdsycL were a single sacrifice, then the two materials—the

SdnnHyya (Curd and Butter) and the Oshadhi (Herbs)—would be
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optional alternatives
;
and then, why should there be any mention of the

preparation of one of these before the other, (as it would be necessary to

employ and prepare only one of the two alternative materials) ?

When there are various sacrifices, thou the Sannilyya and the Oshadhi
come to be taken as both forming the materials to be offered in various
sacrifices, and as such all the various materials having to be prepared for

the Amdvdsyd sacrifice, it becomes quite relevant to speak of the prepara-
tion of one of these before the other,—which would bo entirely irrelevant

in any other case.

And further, in accordance with the Pfirvapaksha, over and above the

three sacrifices, there would be a fourth (in the shape of that enjoined by
the sentence ^ya evum etc.’); and as such the passage quoted in the

Bhashya would refer to tliem as ‘ uttarnni ’ (in the plural), and not as

^uttarS' (in the Dual) ( which refers to the two composite sacrifices, the

Darga and the Paurnauncisd)

.

Siitra (8) : Also because we find (in the Veda) iudica-
five words.

If the sentences ‘ ya evani etc.’ enjoined two distinct sacrifices, then

the number of sacrifices would be more, and if they enjoined accessories, the

number would be less than ‘thirteen ’ and * fourteen,’ which are the num-

bers that are mentioned in connection with the Libations in the Darga and

the Paurnamdsa. Because these numbers could be possible only if in the

Paurnamdsa there were three, and in the Darga two, primary libations

(and this would not bo the case if the sentences ^ ya tvam etc.’ are taken

either as the Injunctions of independent sacrifices, or as the Injunctions of

Accessories).

For these reasons we conclude that the sentences ‘ ya Svam etc.’

merely refer to the two previously mentioned composite sacrifices. To this

effect, we have the following declaration : “ (1) Because the enjoined

sacrifice has no form (material, etc.), (2) because the words of the sentence

directly denote the sacrifices mentioned in the context, and (3) because it

is only in these latter sacrifices that we find distinct forms and details,

—

we must admit the sentences ‘ ya evu'ivi etc.* to be mere references to the

two composite sacrifices laid down in the preceding sentence.”



ADHIKARANA (4).

\ Treating of the First Exception to the foregoing Adhikarana,^

PGRVAPAKSHA.

SUtra (9) : The case of the upancfti would be like the

IFauvnnmasiV

The following three Adhikaranas trent of the exceptions to the general

rule arrived at in the foregoing Adhikarana.

[There is one sentence :
—

^
jdmi va etadyajnasya kriynte yadancan puro-

ddgaUf npSnpiytljamantarS yajati' and then we have a set of sentences

—

‘ vishnurtipnngu yashtavyo'jSmit'Odya^ prajaptltirnpdngn yashtavayoftlmu

tvoya, agnlsliomavupangu yashtavySvajamitvdya *; and on these there arises

the following question : does the expression ‘ upanguyfijaiin * in the first

sentence only serve to speak of (refer to) the whole batch of sacrifices men-

tioned in the latter set of sentences? or does it serve to lay down an in-

dependent sacrifice by itself ? And on this question,we have i\\QpUrvapaksha

embodied in the sutra
;
and in support thereof we have the following argu-

ments.]

“To the sentence * tipdngnyajam etc.* apply all the conclusions arrived

“ at in the foregoing Adhikarana,^'

“ Because, inasmuch as the sacrifices laid down in the latter set of

“ sentences have their accessories in the shape of the respective deities duly
“ mentioned, while that which is mentioned in the first sentence has no
“ such accessory mentioned, we cannot but conclude that this latter

“ sacrifice depends upon the former sacrifices.

“ That is to say, in the three sentences, we havo tho affix tavya with
“ the verb

;
and as such they have the character of absolute Injunction,

“ and hence, if we were to assume these sentences to enjoin independent
“ sacrifices, then we would render ourselves open to all the aforesaid objec-

“ tions of the details of these being unknown, and also of tho neccessity of

“ having to assume many unseen factors.**

“ And further, we find each of the latter three sentences mentioning the

“ removal of the evil effects of t\iQfdmi (a technical flaw in the perform
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“ance of a sacrifice, explained below)
;
and it is with regard to this flaw of

“ ihejcimi that the first sentence mentions the updlngu sacrifice. That is to

“ say, looking at the whole section, from the first sentence to the last,

we find that the mention of (in the first sentence) and the
“

* removal ofjami ’ (mentioned in the last three) form one subject
;
and

“ from this it is clear that it is the last three sentences that contain the real
“ Injunctions, whereas in the first sentence we do not find any distinct
“ Arthavada or Injunction (by which it could be taken as containing the
“ Injunction of a sacrifice). Then again, the special purpose served by the

“first sentence referring to the whole set of the three sacrifices (laid down
“ in the latter sentences), is that it is only thus that any one of the three

“ sacrifices (laid down by the three sentences) can be taken as a sacrifice in-

“ dependent of the other two
;

it is only by making the first sentence (which
“ mentions a definite point of time, in the shape of the interrim between
“ the f)fEerings of two cakes) supplementary to the last three sentences, that
“ all the three sacrifices becoming connected with that particular time,

—

“ each of them comes to be taken as an independent primary sacrifice.

“ Tlie Bbashya has represented the opposer of the Purvapaksha as

“ bringing forward the objection that the first sentence might be taken as

“ laying down a sacrifice with the upctngu as its accessory (and as such the
“ sacrifice laid down by it cannot he said to be without a definite accessory).

“ And some people take exception to this sentence of the BhUshya^ on the

“ground that the Deity mxd the Material to he offered being the only two
“ accessories of a sacrifice, one ‘ upangu' cannot rightly be spoken of as such
“ an ‘ accessory.’ But this is not a very effective objection ; because any-
“ thing that characterises or specifies a sacrifice (distinguishes it from other

“ sacrifices) is its accessory
;
and there is no doubt that the ‘ iipikngu '-ness

“ (i.e. the quietness with which the Mantras are recited) serves to dis-

“ tinguish a sacrifice ; and as such it can very well be spoken as an
“

‘ accessory,^
”

“ The Purvapakshin meets this objection by declaring that such a tcord

“ as upan 9uyaja cannot very tvell, etc. And the sense of this is that

“ if the word ‘ tipRngaydja ’ be etymologically explained in a way that

“ would point out tipangu as the distinguishing feature of the sacrifice,

“ i.e., if the compound be explained as updngu ijyate yah sa— then

“ the resultant word would be ‘ updnguydga ’ and not ‘ uptingUyaja, ’

“ in accordance with Panini’s sUtra VII—iii—52. While on the other band,

“ if the word ‘ npanguydja ’ be taken as the name (of the whole set of three

“ sacrifices, and not as laying down the accessory of an independent
“ sacrifice), inasmuch as no etymological explanation of a name is

“ necessary, there would be no room for the grammatical anomaly—the

“ word being taken as a complete whole by itself.’*
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“ The opponent brings forward another objection

—

nSnvevam aati etc.

“ And the sense of this is that even when the word is taken as a Name^ then

“in accordance with the sutra I—iv— 4, the applicability of that name
“ (^upanpUyflja) to the set of three sacrifices would depend solely upon the

“ presence in each of these three sacrifices, of the feature of np^ngu-neas ,

—

“ which presence is laid down by the sentence ‘ viahnurupCingu yaahtavyah *

“etc. : and then the etymological explanation and the consequent anomaly
“ cannot be avoided.”

“ The Purvapakshin replies to this objection by deelaidng that it is not

“ necessary for us to take the word ‘ upmguyaja ’ as referring to the set of

“ three sacrifices, as this reference can be made by the word ‘ yajatV in the

“same sentence (and all that we mean is that the first sentence only

“refers to the three sacrifices). Then, too, it is only in the case of an
“ Injunction that it is necessary for each word to fit in with the particular

“ sacrifice
;
while in the case of the Name, the applicability of this word is

“made to rest upon the fact of the root ‘ yaji ’ only referring to the set

“ of three sacrifices
;
and thus there being even a slight ground of

“similarity, there would be nothing incongruous in the applicability of the

“Name (and hence it is not necessary to have I'ecourso to an etymological

“ explanation
;
and hence there will be no occasion for the grammatical

“ anomaly).”

SIDDHANTA.

sutra (10) : But it is an Injunction^ because of there
being no other sacrifice mentioned in the conteoct.

The sentence ‘ upanguyojam yajati ’ is the Injunction of an indepen-

dent sacrifice
;
and it is not a mere reference to the set of three sacrifices

mentioned in the three sentences. (1) Because there being no other

sacrifices mentioned in the context, the sentence cannot bo taken as a

mere reference) and (2) because no sacrifice is actually enjoined by the

sentences ‘ vishnuh etc.'

In the case of the sentence mentioning the VaigvSnara sacrifice, we
find that from beginning to end the text treats of ‘ twelve cakes,’ and

hence the mention of the numbers ‘ eight ’ and the rest come to be taken as

forming part of the ‘ twelve *
;
and as such the sentences mentioning these

smaller numbers are not taken as separate Injunctions of those numbers*

In the same manner in the case in question, we find that the Injunction is

introduced by the words * ;ami va §tat ’ which describe a certain flaw in

the sacrifice
;
and it is clear that such mention of the flaw must have

some bearing on—and be needed by—a certain enjoined sacrifice
j

consequently it appears that the sentences * viahnuh etc. ’ speaking of
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the removal of that flaw serve the purpose of eulogising that enjoined

sacrifice. When it so happens that between the offering of two cakes

there is no other action to be performed, then wo have what is called the

flaw of
;
and hence tlie mention of the ‘removal of jdmi' must be

taken as eulogising that action which would be laid down as to be per-

formed between the two offerings
; and from this it follows that in the case

in question, what has to be eulogised is the sacrifice Vpnngu, which is dis-

tinctly laid down as to be performed “in the interrim^'
\
while in the

sentences ‘ vishnuh etc.^ we find described the ‘ removing of the ^jdmi ’

which is the eulogy required by the aforesaid JJpdngu sacrifice
;

and

consequently we disregard the injunctive chai’acter of these sentences,

because their injunctiveness is nowhere found to be required
;
and hence

all of them come to be taken as mere eulogistic sentences. Specially as

we do not find the “ interrim ** mentioned as the time, in the sentences

^vishnuh etc.’; and as such the with a mention of which the

context was introduced, not having any direct connection with tliese

sentences, these cannot be taken as embodying the Injunctions of any

actions for the removal of that ^jdmi ’
;
and hence too the “ removing of

jdmi ” mentioned in these sentences cannot be taken as eulogising

those latter Injunctions. On the other hand, that action, which is

mentioned directly in connection with the time “iuterrim,’^ is distinctly

found to be the object of Injunction by the sentence that begins with the

mention of ‘yami*
;
and then on this ground, the other sentences come

to have their use in eulogising that Action ;
under the circumstances,

it is scarcely right to accept an Injunction that would entail the assump-

tion of many imperceptible elements.

And further, in the case of the sentences ‘ vishnuh etc.’, these being

taken as connecting the sacrifices with Vishnu etc., the ‘ sacrifice* would

be indirectly implied as subordinate to that connection
;
and so long as

a directly-expressed saci’ifice is available (in the sentence ‘ updngum etc.’)

it is not right to accept an indirectly implied sacrifice to be en-

joined.

That is to say, the affix ‘ tavya * in ‘ yashtavyah ’ is in the passive, and as

such the predominant factor in the sentence is ‘ vishnu ’ to whom the
‘ sacrifice * is subordinate (the senteiico meaning etymologically that Vishnu*

is the objective of the sacrifice) ;
and the porformability of the sacrifice could

be only inferred indirectly from the sentence,—the factor of the ‘ sacrifice
*

being extracted out of the word “ yashtavyah ”
;
and this would be scarcely

proper
;
because wo have a direct Injunction of the Sacrifice in the sentence

^ antard yajati\ Even though it were possible for the sentence ^ vishnuhk ^

to be taken apfirt from the sentence ^ antard yajati^, yet all that they could

do would be to lay down the Deities for that sacrifice which is laid down
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as to be performed ** in the interrim (in the sentence * antara^ etc.*)
;
and

they could not lay down distinct Actions.

As a matter of fact, it is not possible even for the Deity to be laid

down by such sentences. Because the word ‘ yashtavyak *
in these does not

signify either the Deity or that to which something is given
;
because all

that they actually signify is a material subordinate (belonging) to the

sacrifice
;
consequently what we have to do is to take the potency of the

objective as the predominant element
; and as such what the word would

signify would be what is signified by the Accusative case-ending ;
and

certainly that does not establish the cliaracter of the Deity. Because

the I'oot ^ yaji* meaning ‘to give away,* its actual objective is that

which is given away
;
and hence the only possible explanation would be that

the Deity approached by the object given away, comes subsequently to be

indirectly connected with the Sacrifice. But in tliis way, the words come to

have two objectives
;
and hence, in accordance with the sUtra ‘ samaptih

^abdarlhaht* [II—iv—23] what happens is that the objective, in the shape

of the thing given away, is set aside, and another, in the shape of the Deity

worshipped, becomes manifested ;
and the verb thereby coming to be re

cognised to have only one objective (in the shape of the Deity worshipped),

it is only after its Dative potency has been wholly suppressed, that the

Deity could be spoken of as the objective, as in the sentence ‘ vishnum

yajati^ (iu the Active voice) or * vishnuryashtavyah ' (in the Passive). And
certainly in this we do not fitid any denotation of the Deity

;
all that we

find is that the character of Deity (of Vishnu) is indirectly indicated by the

apparent inconsistency of its objective character.

Objection'. “The root yaji' signifying the worshippmg of a Deity

“ the word signifying the objective of that root would bo synonymous with

the word ‘ Deity and hence it is scarcely correct to say that in the

“ sentences quoted the Deity is only indirectly indicated^

Reply : As a matter of fact, the root * yaji ’ does not directly signify

the worshipping of a Deity
;
because if that were the case, then Hymning

also, which is a kind of tvorship, would come to bo denoted by the root

^yaji^

;

but we shall show later on that when there is a Hymning of the

Deity, that Deity cannot be said to be thereby Avorshipped, in the way that

the guest is worshipped. That is to say, at tl»e time that one is hymning a
Deity^, even if he be engaged in actual worship, it is not said ‘ sa yajatB*

And inasmuch as, in this case of Hymning, the actual form of the sacrificial

Deity (namely that of being one to whom an offering is made) is not

present in tlie Deity hymned, that Deity does not attain the character of

an object of worship, like the Quest. And further, that the root ‘ yaji ^ does

not signify worship^ we shall show later on, in Adhyaya IX. Even when the

root *yaii' is taken to mean " giving \ the Deity to whom the gift
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is made cannot be said to have the character of the objective

;

as for

instance, the Teacher who is worshipped by means of gifts is not found to

have the character of the objective.

Objection :
“ In that case, the word mentioning the Deity would

“ always have the Dative ending (and then how would you explain the pres-
** ence of other case-endings in words actually mentioning the Deity) P

”

Reply : The aampradtinatva (the principal element in the Dative) of

the Deity is never of the same precise type as that of the Teacher
;
be-

cause the Deity is not the actual receiver of the gift (not having a body,

etc.). And further, we do, in certain cases, find the Dative ending with

words mentioning the Deity, for instance, * yndnbhyam grihitvd somaya
ydjate etc.* But, in all cases, the Deity has got neither the precise

character of the aampradtlna (receiver of the gift), nor that of the

particular objective
;
nor by itself could it be either the receiver of the

gift or the objective^ with reference to the root ‘ yaji * (sacrifice). Then the

character of one of these two is attributed to it, simply because, while being

actually found to help in the accomplishment of the Action—and thereby

having the character of the ‘ karaka *

(Instrument)—there is no seventh

case that could fit it exactly. Nor by itself, in the form that is signified

by the word expressive of the Deity, does the Deity become related to the

denofation of the root ^yajV Under the circumstances, even though the

actual receiving of the offering is not present in the case, yet by the mere

fact of the offering being made with regard to it, wo assume the presence

of the complex conditions of the Dative ;
and hence speak of the Deity in

the Dative
;
and at times, the character of being reached^ that belongs to

one with regard to whom the offering is made, is assumed in the case of

the offering

;

and as such the Deity is, sometimes, spoken of as the objective

of the whole root * yajV
Thus then, (1) inn case whore we find an Injunction wherein the Deity

is mentioned in the Dative Case, for instance, ‘ somaya yajatBf we must ex-

plain it as meaning that ‘ the offering should be made to that Deity, as if

creating its right of ownership in the object offered * ;— (2) when we

meet with an Injunction in which the Deity is mentioned as the objective

(for instance, viahnuryaahtavyah^, its meaning is that it is the Deity refer-

ence to whom should bo made for making the offering. It is for this reason

that in a case where the only action of the Offerer lies in referring to (or

thinking of) the Deity, and there is no actual offering made, we find the

direction ‘ hotaryaj

a

’ (where all that the Hotri priest does is to think of

the Deity to wliom the offering has been made).

Thus we find that both of these—the Dative and the Objective character

—apply to the Deity only indirectly. And of these two again, we find that

** the character of the Dative is more closely related to the Deity (than that
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of the Objective), because it is the Dative alone that is an invariable con*

comitant of the action of giving^ though its complete applicability has been

found to be open to objection
;
while as for the Objective^ we find that it is

present also in actions other than giving^ and as such not being a necessary

concomitant of the action of giving^ it is not so closely related to the Deity.

Hence it is concluded that the character of the Objective of the rooi

‘ yaji* is not fully applicable to the word ‘Deity *, just as the character of

the Deity too is not found to be wholly applicable in the case in question.

Because, as a rule, the Deity is always mentioned either by the use of the

word ‘ Deity * itself, or by the use of a word with a nominal affix which

signifies the Deity; and never by means of any of the case-endings. For

instance, when laying down the appearance of the Nominal affixes signifying

the Deity, the words that Paniiii employs are not in the forms ‘ idama*

gnaye * (with the Objective ending) or ‘ tBna krltam ’ (in the Instrumental)
;
—

that is to say, in all the rules laying down the use of Nominal affixes, we
find that its use is laid down by means of words with those very case-

endings, which themselves are capable of signifying the same meaning

that is meant to be expressed by the Nominal affix laid down; for

instance, we have such rules as (1) ^ tad vahati^ (with the Objective),

(2)
^ tena kftam* (with the Instrumental), (3) ^ tasmai kitam * (with the

Dative), (4) ^tata tigataft^ (with the Ablative), (5) tasydpatyam (with the

Possessive-Genitive), and (6) ^tatra hhavah * (with the Locative);—in the

case of the Deity, however, we find that the appearance of the Nominal affix

expressive of the Deity, is laid down by such words ns ‘ sa'sya devatd* and
not as ‘ tasyai idam* (with the Dative) or ‘ tdmanena * (with the Objective).

And hence we conclude that the Deity is not denotable by any other means
save by the actual mention of the word ‘ Deity * itself, or by the Nominal
affixes specially laid down as expressing the Deity.

Thus then, it must be admitted that the sentence ‘ Viehnurupan^u

yashfavyah' does not serve the pui’pose of pointing out a Deity. And
consequently, in taking this sentence as an independent Injunction, we
would have to get at the requisite Bhiivana only by undertaking all the

trouble of assuming a Deity. And certainly in comparison with all these

assumptions, it is more reasonable by far to take the sentence as a mere
Arthavdda (of the sacrifice laid down in ‘ antard yajati ’).

On the other hand, in the case of the sentence ‘ antarO> yajati *—though
it might be argued that it is an injunction of the time (of the sacrifice) as

the “interrim ”,—and as such it cannot be taken as laying down the

sacrifice itself,—yet, as there is no other way of taking it, we take the

sentence to be an Injunction of the sacrijice as qualijied by the articular
time

; specially as we find that this sentence cannot be taken otherwise, not
even as an Arthavtlda like the other sentences (‘ mshntiJ^ etc.).’
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EXCEPTION TO ADHI (3). 673

Objection : ^‘Bat we have ehown above that the sentence * antarHf etc.

has ifs use in speaking of the three sacrifices (to Vishnu, etc.) as one

“composite whole”.

Reply : How the sentence cannot serve this purpose we shall show
later on, when explaining the sUtra ^anyflrthadarganat

*

[II—iii—29]. And
further, in this sentence we find that inasmuch as the * interrim * is a point

of time, it cannot form the predicate of a sentence ; and as such (the
‘ interrim * not being an object of Injunction), wo admit the Action to be the

object of the Injunction contained in the sentence
;
and then too, as we find

that the sacrifice in question, that could be connected with the time^ is not

laid down (in any other sentence), we have also to admit the sentence

(* antard^ etc.’) to be the original Injunction of the sacrifice also. That is to

say, in the sentence in question, we find that a distinct self-sufficient

BhavanH, with all its accessories, is laid down with reference to a point

of time (the “ interrim ”) which, by itself, could bo the predicate of the

sentence
;
and wo do not find any such Bhdvanoi denoted by the sentences

‘ vishnuryashtavyaht etc.’ ;
and hence there is nothing incongruous in accept-

ing the former sentence as the original Injunction (of that Bhdvanil).

Even if the sentences * vislinn^^ etc. ’ could be taken as injunctions of

sacrifices, the particular sacrifice laid down by the sentence ‘an/ard, etc.
’

must be an entirely distinct one ;
and this sentence could not be taken as

merely referring to these sacrifices. It is with a view to this that the Bhashya
has declared

—

karmilntarasya vdcahah sy&t. As there is nothing incompatible

in the Deity being an object of Injunction, the sentences ^vishnuhy etc.* could

be taken as laying down deities for the sacrifice (enjoined by the former

sentence) ;
and thus too we find that it is these sentences vishi(^uh^ etc.’)

that serve the purpose of referring to a previously enjoined sacrifice (for the

purpose of laying down its Deities), and not the former sentence itself.

Even if these sentences are taken as Injunctions of Sacrifices, though
there is an original sacrifice (in the shape of that enjoined by the sentence
* antarH, etc.’), yet there are no such original sacrifices as have Vishnu, etc.,

for their Deities ;—this is what the word ‘ aprakrtatvdt ’ in the sutra means.

Or the BhUshya—* karmdntarasya vdcaka^ syQt ’—may be explained in

the following manner : the sentence * antard^ etc.’ would denote only that

sacrifice which is enjoined as distinct from the Agneya and the rest.

Consequently on account of the time “ interrim ” not being capable of

forming the predicate, it must be admitted that the sentence is the

absolute Injunction of a sacrifice ; and as such the other sentences must be

mere Arthavddas, And as for the Injunctive affix (in antarcL yaj&ti)^ it

would be functioning more closely when laying down the denotation of the

root with reference to something else (in the shape of the particular point

of time).
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Says the Bhdahya—sa tu vidhfyatS updnQuyagasamhandhah
;
and the

sense of tliis is that the word upanguydjam lays down an accessory detail of

the sacrifice (via., that the sacrifice is to be performed with mantras quietly

recited).

Against this view it has been argued that “ the word * upangu-ydjam *

cannot be taken in that sense, as in that case the form of the word would
“ become ‘ upanguydigam'

And in reply to this we urge that this objection applies equally to the

opponent also
;
because in the case of all words, what is desired first of all

is the cognition of the relationship between the word and the meaning it

denotes; and it is only after this cognition that we come to ascertain that

meaning to have the character of an Injunction or that of a mere Reference,

That is to say, when the fact of a certain meaning being denoted by a

certain word has been duly ascertained, it is only then that the object thus

denoted comes to be taken either as Injunction or as the enjoined, as the

referred to or as the reference ;
in all these cases, however, the relationship

of the word to its meaning continues to be the common factor, and as this

relationship always remains constant, whatever its character might be

(and it is only on this latter point that we differ), the excellences or

defects in that relationship would be equally applicable to both of us
;
and

hence any such defect should not have been urged against aiiy one of us

only.

On this point, it might be argued that—“ as a matter of fact we find

“ that a descriptive reference is made even by such words as are not

“ directly expressive of the object described
;
but no injunction is ever

“ found to be brought about by means of non-expressive words ; and as such
“ the objection is not equally applicable to both of us.*'

To this we reply that in our case also, the sacrifice being enjoined by

the word ‘ yajati,* the word * ydja ’ could be taken as referring to it
j
and

tlie updngutva mentioned along with ydja % being taken as connected with

the aforesaid Injunction, there would be no incongruousness at all.

Nor could the word ‘ npdnguyffja ’ be taken as the name of a sacrifice

according to the I—iv—

4

;
because ‘ vpmigu^tva* has not been enjoined

by any other text. For instance, it cannot be taken as enjoined by tL

sentences ‘ vishnuh, etc. *; because these have been shown to be mere

Arthavdtdas
;
nor by the sentence * paurnamdsySm*; because this

sentence is wholly taken up by the laying down of the time (paurnamdsi),

and it is not capable of further injunctions. Therefore, we must admit it to

be enjoined by the word * updtngu* occurring in the original Injunction

itself (‘ antard, etc.’)
;
this will be pointed out in the next sutra also.

As for the removal of the flaw of ^jdmi,* this is known to be possible

in various ways—for instnnce, (1) by means of a material, (2) by
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accentuation, or (3) by means of a Deity. And hence in the case iu question,

when it is found that a ‘ySmi* has occurred, we find that for making it up
some sort of a sacrifice—whether to Vishnu, or to Prajapati or to Agni-

shoma, or to some other Deity— is enjoined
; and then no definite Deity-

being recognised, as the one to whom the requisite sacrifice has to be

offered, the Veda, lUeaning to show the fact of the Deities of the sacrifice

being various, mentions Vishnuh and some other well-known Deities
;
and

hence though in the sentences in question Vishnu etc. are not the only

Deities to whom the sacrifice has to be offered, yet tiie mention of these,

though only by way of eulogising (the sacrifice through these well-known

Deities), may, somehow or other, be taken as laying down the accessory

(Deities) of the sacrifice.

The Bhashya represents another party declaring that— * these sacrifices

{to Vishnu ^c.) are enjoined in the texts of other rescensions of the Veda.

^

But no such texts are cited ;
and if any weight could be attached to

such vague assertions, then there would be nothing that would want

a corroborative proof
;
and further, we find that in Adhyaya X, sutra

49, the question of the Deity has been raised, and answered in sUtra 52, by

showing that the Deity is one that is indicated by the words of the mantra

employed
;

and all these discussions would be futile if we had any

such texts as declared by the opponent. And as a matter of fact,

that the opponent himself had doubts on the point of there being such a

text is clearly shown by his own half-hearted declaration—“ even if they be

not laid down by such a text, etc,**

Then the opponent has declared (in the Bhashya) that—“ the property

of ‘ upSnQu* having been laid down, some action is performed in honour of

Prajapati, during the sacrifice.” But this too is scarcely correct
; because

that would upset the syntactical order of the word ; as we have no such

sentence as that ‘ that which is u^pan^u belongs to Prajapati *,—the sentence

that we have is iu the form ‘ that which belongs to Prajaparti is upiin^u,'

Therefore the mere property of ‘ upangu * cannot point to the fact of

longing to Prajapati,

Tiien again, the Bhdshya itself declares that we actually cite the text

enjoining Agni and Soma as the Deities, And against this assertion, the

following objections have been raised :
** The sentence cited in the Bhashya

“ cannot serve the purpose of laying down the Deity, because it is neither

“the Dative ending, nor the Deific-nominal affix, nor the words of a mantra
“ (which three are the only means of mentioning the Deity). (2) Be-
“ cause Agni and Soma made a certain declaration, what would that

matter to the sacrifice!*, who would remain in the dark as to that declara-
“ tion pointing to him the Deity to be sacrificed to ? (3) The sentence

being a distinct injunction of the time {PUrnamdst), it cannot serve the
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“fnrfeher injnnctive purpose of laying down the Deity
;
and if it be taken

** as the Injunction of the Deity, it would have to renounce its injunctive-
“ ness with regard to the time

; and then the sacri6ce could not be referred

“to by the word * Paurnamaei ' \ and not being expressible by the

“word *PaurnamS8t* (and thereby having no connection with the
“ sentence ‘ dargapUrnamSBahhydm, etc.’) it would cease to be a primary,

“and become a subsidiary sacrifiGe. The author of the sUtra also, in

“ Adhyaya X, has brought forward the sentence cited as an Injunction of

“ time, with the sole aim of showing that the ‘ AmUvSsyd * is not an
“ JTpdnguydja."

In answer to these objections we have the following arguments : It

has been found that the Deity is indicated by the words of the mantra.

In the order of the uptln^uydja^ we find mentioned the mantra« dedicated to

Vishnu, Pi'iijapati and Agnishoma, as also the pairs of Ydjyas and Puronu-

vdkyds
;
and as all of them serve the purpose (of pointing out the Deity

for the VpdnguyOja), they come to be taken as optional alternatives
;
and

consequently, the choice of a Deity also becomes optional. And it is that

section of the Veda where these mantras appear which has been spoken of

as the ^mantra ^section of another Rescension of the Vedic text. In

fact, even in the ‘ Adhvaryava * section we find the mention of the Ydjy&s

and the AnuvdkyQg, in the shape of the HaUtra
;
and the mention of

‘ another Rescension * may be with reference to this fact (of the HaUtra

appearing in the Adhvaryava). And the mention of the qualification

‘ updngu * too is for the purpose of showing this fact of the mantra belong-

ing to another Rescension {viz : that of the Yajush
;
as it is the Yajush that

is recited quietly). Otherwise if another Deity (that of the ftk for instance)

were to be brought into the TIpSnguySjaf then it would have to renounce

its own characteristic of loudness (belonging to the Rk) and to take up

the foreign characteristic of quietness (belonging to the Yajush)
;
and this

would entail a great incongruity. It would be very incongruous again

if we assume another Deity in place of Agnishoma. In the case of

Vishnu and PrajSpati, however, we find that their properties are quite

close to them, and hence there is no incongruity in this case (that is to

say there is no incongruity if we assume another Deity in place of Vishnu,

etc. ;
and hence though the objection applies to the Purvapdksha^ it does

not apply to our case).

The declaration of the Bhdshyd—‘ tdtha^gnishomayostu, etc.’—means

that no injunction of the Deity being possible, the Deity is accepted

according to circumstances ;
and hence in the sentence laying down

PUrnamdst as the time, a reference to Agnishoma strengthens the introduc-

tion of the Deity (without which the said Reference would be wholly in-

consistent).
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SUtra (11) : Because of the mention of the Property.

That action (is enjoined by the sentence ‘ antarH, etc. ’) in connection

with which we find the property of ‘ updnga ’ mentioned in the sentence

‘ updngu paurnamdsydm yajan \ which serves the purpose of laying down
the time (^Paurnamdsi) for the sacrifice. But this sentence is not the

original injunction of the said property ;
because the sentence not em-

bodying an injunction of a sacrifice, the said injunction of the property

would involve the injunction of many things (which is liighly objection-

able). And for this reason we must take the sentence ‘ updngu paurna-

mdsydm, etc.* as only describing that which has been enjoined by the

sentence ‘ antard etc.*

SUtra (12) : Because of the mention of the ^ Praye.^

We find the sentence ‘ hrdayamupdnguydjah *, which eulogises the

Updngu sacrifice as if it were (pr^a) the principal limb (heart) of the

Sacrificial Person
;
and thus clearly shows that it is a Primary (and not

Secondary) sacrifice.

Question,

:

But how does the purvapaksha make the TJpdngu a sub-
“ sidiary sacritice ?

”

Answer

:

Tlie Updngu being (according to the purvapaksha) taken as

referring only to the three sacrifices to Vishnu, etc., as one composite

whole, it is the Agntshomtya sacrifice alone that would come to be enjoined

as to be performed on the Paurnamdsi ;
that is to say, in that case, the men-

tion of ‘ Purnamdsa ’ would point out, as leading to the particular result,

only that one sacrifice—connected with the particular time—and having

Agnishoma for its Deity—which is mentioned by the sentence ‘ tdvavrutd-

magnishomau, etc.* And inasmuch as the sacrifices to Vishnu and Prajdpati

are subsidiary to that sacrifice, the whole sentence declaring the primary

character of the sacrifice {viz.: ^ hrdayamupdnguydjah') becomes

incompatible and incongruous.

Objection

:

“ In your case also, there being the anomaly of various

“optional alternative Deities, the character of the Primary would belong
“ to the sacrifice only when Agnishoma would be the Deity sacrificed to

;

“ and hence, even according to you, the mention of the everlasting

“ Primary character of the TJpdngu is not altogether compatible.’*

Reply : This does not touch our position
;
because we do not find the

sentence * idvavrutdm^ etc. ’ enjoining any connection between the time

{PaurfMmdst) and the deity (Agnishoma) ; and as for the Action itself,

which is meant to be indicated by the time and deity,— it is found to exist

in other places also (for instance, in the sacrifices to Vishnu, etc.).

That is to say, if the sentence were to lay down the connection of
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PaurnamUsi with the dei^y Agnishoma alone, then such connection would

not be present in the case of Vishnu or Prajapati being the deity. What,

however, the sentence actually does is to mention the connection of the

time with the Action qualified by tbe deity Agnishoma, And in every case

we find that when the qualification is absent, the qualified object becomes

cognised by itself, as we shall show under the sutra—'^ ana'pdyagca kdlasya

lakshanam hi purodtigau.*

Nor is it possible for the same Action to be the primary at one time,

and subsidiary at another. Such double character would be possible only

if there were many ITjpdwpw-sacrifices
;
but this multiplicity of the TJpangu

is not possible
;

in view of the singleness of the TlpUngu sacrifice, we must

admit, as an Injunction, only the sentence ‘ upangnyajamantara yajati ’

(and not the sentences ‘ vishnurupUngu yaslitavyah^ etc.* ).



ADHIKARANA (5).

[Treating of the independent character of the Sghnra, etc.]

Sutra (13) : The tvords ‘ AifUdram ’ and ^ Agniho-
tram^ (are mere references) because they are without
accessory detalls.^^

[This adhiharana is based upon two sets of passages. (1) We have the

sentences ^ urdhoamngharayati' ^ santatamUgharayati' and ^ rjum^ghdra-

yati,' followed by * dghdramdghflrayati *
;
and (2) we have the sentences

* dadhnil juhoti,^ and ^ payasd juhoti, etc.*, followed by ‘ agnihotram juhoti\

And the question is as to whether the two sentences ‘ dghdramdghdrayati *

and * agnihotramjuhoti^ lay down actions totally distinct from those men-
tioned in the preceding sentences, or they only refer to those same actions F

And the position taken up by the Purvapaksha is that the sentence *dghdram-

agharayati* only refers collectively to the set of actions mentioned by the

sentences ‘ urdhvam, etc.’
;
and so also with the sentence ‘ agnihotram

jxihoti\ Nor can this Adhikarana be said to have been included in the

foregoing one
;
because] The ‘ dghdra ’ and the ‘ homa ’ that present them-

selves to the mind, on the utterance of the sentence ‘ urdhvamfighdiayaii *

and * payascijuhoti\ are exactly as they are pointed out by these sentences
;

nor in this case is there a suppression of the Bhdvantts of the ‘ ydga^ and

the ‘ homa ’ by the supervening character of the material ; as we have in

the case of the sentence ‘ vishnurupdngn yashfavyah.' And further, in the

case in question the various sentences cannot be taken together as forming

a single sentence (as in the previous Adhikarana)
;
nor does any of the

two parties admit of the fact of the sentences being mere eulogistic ones
;

and hence the Injunction would be an absolute one, of the Action, just as

(in the previous case) you hold it to be that of the Accessory.

That is to say, we do not, as in the case of the sentences * upHngu,

etc.*, admit the fact of all the sentences in question forming a single

sentence
;
nor do they serve the purposes of glorification

;
and hence

according to both parties, the sentences come to be accepted as Injunctions
;

and the only question that arises is as to whether the Injunction is one of

the Accessory only, or that of the Action as accompanied by that

Accessory P And on this we have the following

—
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PtJRVAPAKSHA.

The Injunction is one of the Action. Because tlio Injunctiveness,

“ being mentioned by the Affix, can never belong to the Noun. It may be

“urged that the Injunction of the Noun would follow from the BhSvanH
;

“ but in that case, it would be the Bhflvnnfl that would be enjoined first.

“ That is to say, the Injunctive character does not rest with the

“ words ‘ dadhi * and the rest
;
and being expressed by the Affix, that

“ character could not be related to the Curd, etc., except by means of

“ the BhRvanil and the Boot-meaning, For we have no such sentence as
“ ‘ dadhna-yHt * (the * yHt * being the injunctive affix only, apart from the
“ Verbal Root)

;
the sentence that we have is ‘ dadhntl Jcuryflt* where the

“ relationship of the dadhi with the affix is tlirough the root * Arr.’ Thus
“ then, the perforrnability of the dadhi^ etc., being due solely to the Bhdvand
“ and the Boot-meaning,—how is it that these letters are denied to be the

“ objects of Injunction ? For, certainly, without tho injunction of these, we
“ can never point out any injunction of the Accessory. Because no sooner

“ do we proceed to show such an Injunction than the Injunction of the
“ Bhdvand. and the Boot-meaning presents itself forcibly. Consequently we
“ must admit that what is enjoined is either the Homa or the BhUvanil as

“ qualified hy the dadhi, etc.

“ And then, each of these BhUvanlis, being duly recognised as having
“ distinct accessory details of its own, the very fact of their following one
“ after the other, points to the fact of their forming a single collective

“ whole
;
and it follows that it is this collective whole that is referred to

“by the sentence ^ agnihotram juhoti' And the use of this reference lies

“ in the unification of the Injunctions of the Means and the Result of these

“ sacrifices. And thus dadhi and tho other materials, each belonging to a
“ distinct Action by itself, we are saved the undue necessity of taking them
“ as optional alternatives.

“ In the same manner, in the case of the sentences ‘ urdhvamdgh&ra^

ijati, etc. etc.’,—though we do not find the material or tho Deity of these

“ mentioned, yet, in accordance with the rule laid down in connection with
“

‘ upRngu ’, qualifications of ‘ Urdhva, etc/ may bo taken as specifying

“ differentias
;
and through these those Actions being taken as having

“ their accessories mentioned, it is only the action mentioned by the

“ sentence ‘ dgharamdgharayati ’ that remains without a mention of its

“ accessory details ;
and as such, being wholly incapable of attracting men

“towards itself, it has to be taken as a mere reference to the pre-

“ viously mentioned sacrifices. And in this case too, the use of such
“ reference lies in the unification (of the three sacrifices) which is nec^sary
“ for the purpose of the employing in them of the mantra ‘ i^a ftrdhvo
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adhvara^ etc.’
;
and the connection of the single Deity mentioned in the

“ sentences * tasydgh&ramdghdrya^ etc.’

SUtra (14 ) : Also because of the application of the
names aghara ^ and ^ agnihotra 0/^

“ And farther, names are employed only with a view to pointing oat

“ a certain definite peculiarity ;
and in the case in question we do not

“ perceive what these peculiarities are (that are pointed out by the names

aghdra * and * agnihotra ’ unless we take them as referring to the fore-

“ going sacrifices). If the name ‘ agnihotra * were taken only as pointing to

Homa tn generaly then, inasmuch this is already known, it would not be

“any new Action (mentioned by the word). And as already known, there

“ is nothing in it that has to be known; and as such no injunction of that

“ would be possible.

“ Then again, Actiomy not having the character of Nouns, could never

“ be connected with the Accusative ending (i.e., if the word ^agnihotra*

“ lays down an Action, it could not take the Accusative ending). As for

“ the collective whole (formed by the various actions), this can very

“ well serve as the objective, because such a whole is actually brought

“ about by the constituent actions.

“ That is to say, tlie presence of the Accusative in the words
“

‘ dghdram * and ‘ agnihotram * would be possible only for a Noun that

“would be wanted by the Verb; and certainly the actions of * hortia * and
“ ‘ aghdra * could never want to got at themselves

;
because such self-activity

“ would be incompatible. As for the collective whole (of Actions), how*

“ ever, inasmuch as it is mentioned apart from the constituent actions, by

“means of another word, it can very well be spoken of as something to be

accomplished
\
just as in the case of the sentence ‘ odanpdkam pacati the

“ particular kind of cooking is wanted by the generic cooking mentioned by

“ the Verb; and ns such it is spoken of in the Accusative.

“ Objection ;
“ The whole having no existence apart from the parts, it

“ can never have the character of something to he accomplished ; and as

“ such, oven in this case, the Accusative ending is not proper

** Reply

:

Not so; because the whole is something that is actually

“ brought about by a conglomeration of the constituent Actions. It is only

**from the constituent parts taken together that the whole cannot be held to

“be different; from each of them individually, however, there is no doubt

“that the whole is totally distinct; and it being impossible for the whole

“ to be accomplished without the individual constituents, there is nothing

“ incongruous in the Accusative character of the former.

“ Objection :
“ All such words (as ‘ agnihotra') have been on a former

86
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** ocoasion shown to be expressive of the constituent actions
;
and hence

the undue self-activity of these constituents remains as incongruous
“ as before.”

Reply : This does not affect our position
;
because even though the

“ noun may directly denote the parts, it could be taken as indirectly in-

dicating the whole
;
and as such, like its singleness^ the accusative

“ character also of the whole could very well be perceived. Nor is it

possible, as in the case of the cooking^ for the same action to be expressed
** by the Verb and also by the Accusative, through its two-fold character

of the general and the particular
; because in the case in question, we do

“ not have the general and the particular actually mentioned.

“The above arguments could be applied, on behalf of the siddhSnta^

“to the case of the sentence ^ pnurnamaszmt etc.* ; and hence also it

“ follows that like the word ^paurnamasi * ‘ agnihotram *
also should be

“ taken as a mere reference to the foregoing sacrifices.

Satra (16) : Because of its not being Prakrta (related
to the Context).”

Objection: ‘ Under sfltra II—ii—5, the view was stated that the

“Action would obtain its accessories from the other sentences, which
“ are Injunctions of accessories only

; and in the same manner, in the

“ case in question, the sentence * agnihotram juhoti * may be taken as the
“ originative injunction of an Action, which would have its accessories as

“ mentioned by the sentences ‘ taniulair juhoti *, ‘ dadhnU juhoti

,

etc.'

“ Reply : This cannot be
;
because in the case cited the doubt as to

“ the particular words being mere references rested upon the words
“

' paurnamSsya * and ‘ amQvdsyd ’ occurring in the sentences themselves
;

“ in the case in question, on the other hand, we do not find the word
“ ‘ agnihotra

*

in the sentences ‘ tandulair juhoti^ etc.* ; the word ^juhoti*

“ that we do find in these is common to all Homas
;
and as such cannot be

“ taken as pointing to the injunction of the Agnihotra alone.

“ Objection :
‘ The particular Homa would be indicated by the Pra-

“ karana. (Context, or mutual w«nt).’

“ Reply ; Not so ; because of there being no prakarana. That is to say,

“in the originative sentence {^agnihotram juhoti*) we do not find any
“

* prakarana * of Actions
;
because it is only after the action has been

“ connected with a particular result, that there arises a prakarana (or
“ desire) of knowing how that Result is to be brought about by means of
“ that Action ; and as such the Prakarana could only proceed from the
“ assumed sentence that would sum up all the three fsctors of the BhSvand
in connection with the Action in question.

“ The following may be urged against us ;
‘ The Agnihotra would bo
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“ connected with its Deity and Material^ when it would appear in the

“ assumed sentence you speak of (and thus it would be an Action by
“ itself).’

“ In reply to this it is urged that an Action that has its accessory

“ details unknown, could never be enjoined with reference to a definite

“ result
; and hence it is only such actions as have their details fully

“known that can be mentioned in the aforesaid assumed sentence, (and
“ these Actions are the various actions mentioned by the different ^juhoH *s).

“ Objection :
‘ We have such sentences as tasycLgharamflgharya^ etc.,

urdhvOf etc., Sghdramj etc.,— which are found to point out the

“ material and the mantric Deity
;
and as such the mere mention of the

“ name (Aghdra) would point out its accessory details,*

“ Reply : Not so
;
because the word * dghdra^' apart from the denota-

“ tion of its verbal Root, cannot serve the purposes of a specification. A
“ name expresses a peculiarity only in that case wliere the name has

“ been applied with a distinct reference to a certain peculiarity. In the

“ case in question, however, we have in close proximity such sentences as
“ * urdhvamUghdrayati where the literal denotation of the verb is found to

“ be quite perceptible
;
and as such even in the sentence ‘ dghdramdgh^ra-

“ yati,' the word ‘ dghdram * cannot be taken in any other sense, save the

“ literal one of pouring
;
and as such it cannot be taken as pointing to

“ any particular pouring.

“ Objection :
‘ The particular pouring would be got at from the Pra-

“ karana'
“ In reply to this, we have the present sutroy which means that the

“ dghdra is not the ^ prakrta *
; because it occurs in a context dealing with

“ the Darga-pavrnamdsa : arid certainly the Prakarana of one Action can
“ have no application iij the case of another.

“ Objection :
* The particular action could be pointed out by means of

“ proximity.’

“ In reply to this also wo have this same sUtra,—the sense being that
“ what you say is not possible, because it is only the superior authority of
“ Syntactical Connection that can establish a relationship with something
“ not occurring in the same context. And thus there is an agreement be-
“ tween Syntactical Oonnection and Oontext, when the originative sentences
“ themselves are admitted to have within themselves the mention of the
“ material and the Deity. It is only when even a slight detail of the
“ Action is mentioned, that the character of the Action being thereby duly
“ ascertained, other details come to be connected with it, in some way or
“ another. And in the cases in question, we find tliat in regard to each
“ of the actions, we have such details as ‘ urdhva' etc , and ‘ tandula \ etc.

;

“whereas we have not the slightest details mentioned in the two
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** sentences ‘ dgharamUghdrayatt ’ and ‘ agnihotrcm juhoti* Consequently
** these two sentences cannot but be taken as merely referring to the

“ former Actions.**

SIDDHANTA.

SHtra (16): They are injunctions (of independent

Actions) ;
because the words distinctly express something

to be performed; and the repetition of the same words
is tor the purpose of laying down the accessory details.

The Bhashya speaks of the sentences being the Injunctions of other

actions
;
though what is meant is that they are Injunctions of Actions

;

hence this assertion of the Bhdshya should be taken as shown above (on

p. 486 of the text, Translation, p. 674).

It is clearly perceived that the words ‘ dghdrayati * (in * SghUra-

mfighdrayati *) and jtihoti ’ (in ‘ agnihotram juhoti *), not having their

Injunctive potency taken up by any other word, cannot but distinctly

e:Kpress the injunction of definite actions. Nor can it bo urged that the

actions of ‘ Aghdra ’ and ‘ Homa ’ are already enjoined by the sentenced

‘ Urdhvam, etc.* and ‘ dadhnd,' etc.
;

because the Injunctive potency of

these sentences is taken up by the laying down of the accessories in the

shape of ‘ fJrdhva * and * dadhi \ which are not laid down by any other

sentence
;
and as such we cannot very well discard the idea of these

sentences merely referring (by the words ‘ figharliyati * and ^juhoti ’) to the

actions of Aghara and Homa (enjoined by the two former sentences).

Nor is the law of ‘ Qualified Injunction* {sutra I—iv—9) applicable to

these sentences, because of the saving clause ‘ if they are not enjoined hy

another sentence,^ It is this that is meant to be shown by the Bhashya :

—

In the case of the sentences * urdhvam, etc,* the injunction of the action of the

ightfra and Homa could not he indirectly indicated hy the expressed relationship

of the ‘ dadhi ’ and ‘ urdhva ’
;
because so long as we have direct injunctions of

these actions {in the sentences * dgharam, etc,* and * agnihotram, etc,*), they

cannot be taken as indirectly indicated, etc. And the sense of this is that so

long as we have direct Injunctions, we cannot have them as indirectly

indicated by any relationships
;
or that so long as we have an Injunction of a

member of relationship, the other sentences may be taken as laying down
accessories, and as such we cannot accept mere relationship. Consequently

it is not possible for the actions of Aghdra and Homa to bo indicated by

the injunctions of relationships, independently of the two sentences

(‘ dghUram, etc.* and ‘ agnihotram, etc.’)
;
and as suoli on the mere strength

of any such indication, these latter sentences cannot be taken as mere
references to previously enjoined actions.
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It may be argued that—“ no Injunction could ever give up the

Bhdvand and the Root- meaning, and betake itself to the Dadhi (as held

by you)”. This is quite true ;
hut we do not dissociate the Injunction

from the BhUvand altogether
;
what we mean is that the accessory

—

dadhz—
is touched by the Injunction as pertaining to the Bhdvand

;
specially as the

case-ending (in ‘ dadhndi') serves to throw tliat accessory into the BhdvanH,

Thus then, the upshot of all this is that, whenever we come across

an Injunction of a qualified Action, what we have to consider, in the first

instance, is what factor of the object of Injunction is such as has been laid

down elsewhere, and what is not so ;
and when this has been duly dis-

criminated, the Injunction comes to be taken as pertaining wholly to

that factor which has not been laid down elsewhere
;

in the case of

the sentence ‘ dadhnfl juhoU\ as the object of injunction is the action of

HomU as qualified hy Dadhi, when we find that the Homa has already been

laid down by the sentence * agnihotramjuhoti \ we conclude the Injunction

in question to pertain to the Dadhi only, and the Bhdvand and the Bnot^

meaning (denoted in ‘ dadhnS. juhoti ’) are said to be mere references to

those enjoined elsewhere
;
and it is never said that from the very begin-

ning the sentence ^ dadhnd juhoti' enjoins only the accessory with

reference to the previously enjoined Bhdvand and Boot-meaning.

Thus then, it is this subsequent restriction of the Injunction with a

view to exjj^lain which, to people of dull intellects, our Author has laid down
a sort of a rule which is not very accurate

;
and some people have been led

to regard this to be the actual view of the author himself : and as such with

a view to lead people astray, just as they themselves have been led astray,

these people laid down the following eight methods of the Direct Injunction

(of Actions), where the one that follows is held to be weaker in its authority

than the preceding one: (1) the injunction of the Root-meaning
; (2)

the injunction of the qualiBed Root-meaning
; (3) the injunction of the

Root-meaning with reference to something else; (4) the injunction of the

qualified Root-meaning with reference to something else
; (5) the injunc-

tion of something else with reference to the Root-meaning
; (6) the injunc-

tion of the Relationship of the Root-meaning with the other two
; (7) the in-

junction of the Relationship of the Affix as qualified by the Root-meaning

with the other two
; and (8) the injanctir)n of the Relationship of the

other two, apart from the Root-meaning.

Now then, as an instance of (1), people cite the sentence ‘ agnihotram

juhoti But this is scarcely coiTect
;
because it is never the case that the

Injunction renounces the BhnvanH and betakes itself to the Root-meaning;

nor does a man ever engage himself with anything other than the

BhavanH ; because it is the Bhdvana wherein is centred the activity of the

agent; while the Root-meaning often rests in the Action only; as for
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instance, the offering (which is the meaning of the Root in *juhoti *) rests

in the partition of the cake (offered) ;
and certainly the action of one can

never be performed by another
;
consequently it must be admitted that the

meaning of the Root ‘ hu' as qualified by the dadhi^ etc., is enjoined only

as specifying the particular Bhdvanct (and not independently by itself).

And it has been already explained under sutra II—i—1 that the Root-

meaning is never enjoined as something to be accomplished (but only as an

Instrument) ; and when it is not an Instrument (but something to be

accomplished), it does not stand in need of another object to be accom-

plished
;
and as such it could not be enjoined, by any other sentence, with

reference to any definite Result.

As an instance of (2), they quote ‘ somBna yajeta *
; but here also, in

accordance with the method laid down under I—i—25, the Root-meatiing

and the various objects spoken of in the sentence, bearing no definite

relationship among themselves, just like the ‘ redness,’ ‘ one year old ’, etc.

in the sentence * arunayd^ etc.,’ come to help one another only after they

have been connected with the Bhavand
;
as we shall show further on, in

the beginning of Adhyayas VII and IX
;
and as such there can be no

Injunction of the qualified Root-meaning. And ifthe‘y/l^a’ (the Root-

meaning), having the character of the Instrument towards the Bhavand^

were to be an objective to the material offered, then we would have the

anomaly pointed out under sutra I—iv—8 ;
and hence there can be no

Injunction of the qualified Root-meaning.

As an example of (3) they quote ‘ vrihin prokshati *
;
but in this case

we are cognisant of no such relationship, as ^ prokshanBna vrihin '

;

(be-

cause both are kdrakas and as such cannot be related) and hence both of

these being related to the sense of * karoti ’ (the sense of the sentences

being ' prokshaneha vrihin kurydt)^ it is not the meaning of the Root
{*proksha ’) that is enjoined with reference to the vrihi. If its Injunction

be spoken of as referring to the Bhavand^ then such injunction of the

Bhdvand being present in all cases (there would be no difference in the

various methods of Injunction) : consequently the present method of

Injunction could not be any weaker, on the ground of its having a
qualified object

;
and as such there is no reason why it should be given the

third place.

As an instance of (4) they cite ‘ dagapavitrena graham sammdrshti ’

;

but the arguments urged against the last two apply to this also
j
and

hence it is not right to accept the Injunction of the qualified Root-meaning

with reference to something else.

As an instance of (5) they quote * dadhnd juhoti ’
;
but in this case

also the words do not signify that the person does the dadhi in the Homa
(fdadhi homB karoti ’); because the Homa is neither expressed by the word,
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as a flace ;
nor is it so, in the actual state of things

;
nor is tlie dadhi some*

thing to he done, because it has always the character of the lustrument.

Tliis method of Injunction is more authoritative tl)an the two methods of

qualified Injunction ; because so long as the Injunction of one only is

possible (as in the present instance), it is not right for it to appertain to

many
;
and as for the anomaly of the Injunction pertaining to something

removed from it, this is common to both parties
; and as such cannot be

brought forward against any one party only; and the remote object is ad-

mitted only because of the impossibility of a more proximate object
;
and

where both (the Remote and the Proximate) are accepted, the anomaly of

the simuUan eous acceptance of two contradictory objects, as also of the

simultaneous possibility and impossibility of the same, would be admitted,

only because there is no way out of it
; and in cases other than these, it

would not be any more complicated than the Injunction of the qualified

Root-meaning
;
and as such this should have been placed in the fifth place.

In fact it should have been mentioned either immediately after the Injunc-

tion of the pure Root-meaning, or after that of the Root-meaning with

regard to something else.

As an instance of (6), they quote ^'prnkdgau adhvaryavB daddti^ where,

it is held, the relationship of the PrdhdQa with the Adhvaryu is enjoined

with reference to the meaning of the verb ‘ daddti \ But this is scarcely

correct
;
because such an interpretation bespeaks a sad want of a due un-

derstanding of the syntax of the sentence
;
as in all sentences that which is

introduced by the word ‘ yat ’ is the subject, and that which is mentioned by

the word ‘ tat
*
is the Predicate. Consequently, in the sentence in question,

if it were meant to enjoin the relationship of the Pr^kSga and the Adhvaryu,

in that which is given yat daddti*), then inasmuch as this latter clause

would refer to all * givings \ the sentence would come to mean that all

sacrificial gifts are to bo transformed into the ;* and as for the

capability of enjoining more than one thing (i.e,, the Adhvaryu and the

PrdkSga), it has not been denied in the case of the action being an en-

joined one. Whenever a relation is enjoined, it always implies the

members related
;
in the case of the injunction of the Root-meaning, how-

ever, there is no relative member to be laid down
;
for otherwise the

Relative would be subordinate to the Relationship, and not to the Action.

Here it may be argued that—“ the aflBx accompanied by the Root-

meaning, while laying down the Relationship, would lay it down with refer-

ence to the Root-meaning.” If this be meant, then the next two (7 and 8)

methods of Injunction would be included in this
;
and it would houseless

to speak of them separately. Either in tlie sentence ‘ vdyavyam gveta*

mnlahhBta ’ (cited as an instance of 7) or in ‘ dadhnSndriyakarnasyajuhnySt *

(cited as an instance of 8), the Aflix accompanied by the Root-meaning
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does not lay down the Belationship ; as a matter of fact, the root ‘ Glahha^

being uttered only as a mark of the Primary Sacrifice in question, does

not in any way help, by its colouring, in the injunction of the Relationship

between the material (pre^a) and the Deity (Vayu)
;
nor can this rela-

tionship be accomplished by means of the root ^ alahha ’
;
because the

Deity and the Material appertain to the sacrifice (and not to the Hlamhhana^

touching killing). If, in the accomplishment of the relationship, the Root

did anything besides the bringing about of the utterance of the affix, then,

in the case of the injunction of the Relationship between the and the

sense-organs, why should the Homa have been left out ? Or again, why
should the Homa be taken only as pointed out by the context ? Therefore

we conclude that there can be no injunction of the relationship of something

else, with reference to the Root-meaning. And as shown above, we should

deny the fact of the Root-meaning being a place, and also that of thekdraka

(or thing) being something to be done. And it has already been explained

that prior to the connection of the Bhdvand, there is no injunction of oven

the Relationship, with reference to the Root-meaning.

Thus then, we cannot take the sentence as laying down the

Relationship with reference to all givings. If the giving be taken as

qualified by the Adhvaryu, or the Adhvaryu be taken as qualified by the giving,

even then, as these would be a qualified reference, there would bo a syntac-

tical split. If the reference be to the Adhvaryu alone, then, though the

giving would certainly be implied by the Dative ending (in ‘ adhvaryavB *),

yet, inasmuch as the peculiar relationship between the object given and the

person receiving the gift would not be possible without the verb * daddti \ we
would have to assume the latter

;
just as the verb ‘ yajdti ’ has to be assumed

from the relationship of a certain material with a Deity
;
and hence there

can be no form of the sentence, wherein there could be a relationship of

the other two,* with reference to the Root-meaning. As a matter of fact

in the case in question, the giving and the Adhvaryu being such as have been

laid down elsewhere, what the sentence in question does is to laydown only

the two Prdkdgas; and in this case the injunction of the Relationship is

implied
; and hence it is not right to bring this forward as a distinct

method of Injunction. This will be fui’ther explained under the
‘ Jaghanyadhikarana ’ {sutras III—iii—20-22), where it is shown that where
out of two things, any one is such as has not been previously laid down,
it is this latter that is enjoined with reference to the former (which has

been enjoined elsewhere), and their Relationship is implied ;—while in a
case where both are such as have been laid down elsewhere, or where none
of them is so, we have the injunction of the Relationship only.

In all these three (the sixth, the seventh and the eighth) cases, the fact

of the Relationship being implied by the Affix is common ; and as such there
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can be no difference in the strength or weakness of their authority. Nor
is ifc possible for us ever to bo faced by a contradiction of these three

methodn, when all of them Inippen to apply to the same cases—where a

knowledge of their comparative strength or weakness could be of use to

us ; and hence the mention of these in a definite order does not serve any
useful purpose.

Thus then, in all cases, we must, in accordance witli the present

AdhikaranUy admit the injunction to be of the qualified BMvann
;
and

whatever else may be found to be mentioned in the Bhdshya^ it must be

taken only as a means of makin*? clear, to the dull intellect, what is not

easily intelligible to it in the strictly accurate form,

Tlie mention of ‘ proximity ’ and ‘ remoteness * is with reference to the

fact of the objects spoken of being the qualifications of the BhdvanSf

wherein the injunction all along rests.

Question : “ Plow couhl the Bhavanil be enjoined when it is already laid

down by another sentence ?
**

Answer: The BhnvanH qualified (as it is in the sentence in question)

has never been laid down before
;
and hence it wouLl be in tlie qualified

form that the Bhiivanit would bo enjoined
;
and wliat it really conies to is

that the Injunction is for the sake of the qualification, as we shall explain

later on.

Objection :
** In that case, the injunctive word not functioning over the

“ qualifications, if it were to lay them down through the BhUvand^ then, even
“ in the case of the injunction of an action that has already been laid down,

“it could lay down many qualifications, in the same manner as it does in
“ the case of an action never laid down before

;
and as such a case would

“ not be amenable to the law that ‘when an action has been enjoined, wliat-

“ ever is mentioned is for its sake, and hence particular qualifications would
“ be mentioned for particular actions.*

**

Rf'ply : This does not affect our position
;
because even though the in-

junctiveness appertains to the Bhflvann, there is always a distinction made
as to whether it is for tlie sake of that Bhavand only (or for that of some-

thing else)
;
audit is only when there are many qualifications that there

occurs a split of the sentence. That is to say, in a case where the In-

junctiveness pertaining to the Bhfivana is taken as being for the sake of

the Bh^vana itself, the injunction of the qualification comes to be

implied by it; and in this case we do not perceive any syntactical split.

When, however, the Injiinnctivness is ascertained to be for the snke of the

qualification of the Bhnvunn, then, inasmuch as this would entail the removal,

to a distance, of the Bhdvano, which naturally has had a proximate position,

—there being a contact of many qualifications, the injunction could be of

that qualification alone, for wliose sake it would have been ascertaiued to

87
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be, and not of any other, even thongli this latter may be located in the same

place,—just as the eye does not pertain to touchy etc.
;
and thus tliere

would he the necessity of splitting up the sentence into various sentences.

And we have already aliovvn that even though the Injnnctiveness, in all

cases, extends over the same place, yet, in point of fact, it is actually

moving from one place to the other, and resting itself upon one object after

the other. And tl>ua we do not find any incongruity in this.

As for the objection that in the case of the injunctions of the Ahhyu^

ditesh(t and the Prnkd^a, there would be the anomaly of the Injunction

serving various purposes,—this is applicable to all parties
;
and as to how

it does not apply to us, we shall show under the sections treating of those

subjects.

[The Vdrtiha now proceeds to deal with certain questions and answers

set forth in the Bhdshya,'}

(The author has declared that the sentences ‘ dadlind jnhoti etc.* serve

the purpose of laying down the qualification of the Bhdvand of Homa^

and on this the objector puts the question).

“ The qualifying word might very well qualify the object denoted by it ;

“ but as a matter of fact^ we do not, in the case in question^ 'perceive any

“ functioning of the qualiftcatinii. And the sense of this is that so long as the

“ qualification is not directly laid down, the Agent could not engage hirn-

“ self in it
;
and as such even if he would perform the particular

“ sacrifice, without taking any notice of that qulification, he would feel

“ that he had done his work.**

In reply to this objection, the Author puts the question

—

What would

happen then ? An<l this question refers to the fact of the Injunction being

in the form of a sentence. The author proceeds to make his point clear

by adding

—

even though the quali/lention would he inoperative^ the meaning of

the word would be duly ascertained. This latter sentence of the Bhasbya

may also be taken as emanating from the objector, who is cogitating over

the matter in his own mind.

It is with a view to this that we have the next Question and Answer.

Question : “ What would be the use of the proximity of the word denoting

“ the qualifcation (when the Qualification will have been expressed by the

“ Injunction) ?
”

(And the answer to this is that it may be taken as useless).

Question

:

“ How can a word of the Veda be useless ? This question
“ refers to sUtra I—ii—8.**

Answer : When there is actually no use^ what else could we say ? And the
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inner purport of this is tliat ifcis the objector who makes the word useless,

by denying all functioninar of the qualification. Accordin<y to our theory, it

serves a distinctly useful purpose
;
and as such it cannot be said to be

useless.

Ohjpction :
“ Jn that case the injunction of the quallficafion would rest

“ njpow the authority of syntax^—that is to say even though the Injunction,

“ pertaining to the qualified Bhavanfl is a dii*ect one, yet, in the way you
“put it, it would come to rest upon the authority of the syntax*^

Answer*, So long as we have a certain fact expressed hy direct Assertion^

we do not have recourse /o the implications of the syntax ;—that is to say, we
may have tliat Bhdvana) itself as the object of the Injunction,

through which the Qualifications come to be enjoined.

Objection :
“ TriiCj it is so ; hut when that Bhi^vanH is not meant to be

“ enjoined^ then we could have the Qualification as the object of the Injunction.

“ In support of this the transference of the Injunctive potency will be

“dealt with under the svtra ^ na cedanyena ^ishtoh* (I—iv—9).“

Answer : Why should it not he meant to he enjoined f This question is

put with a touch of pity for the opponent
;
or it may be taken as an

assertion of the Author himself.

The Bhfishya concludes

—

Thus it is proved that the repetition of ‘ dadhntl

jnhoti * is for the purpose of laying down the qualifying materials. The sense

oi ihh \b ihutf * because of its proximity *

—

i.e.f because of the fact of the

qualification having entered into the BhUvand^ it becomes an object of

Injunction
;
or that because of the proximity of Qualification, there is a

transference of the Injunctive Potency ;
or that because of the proximity

of the Injunction (hy another sentence) of the Bl^vanH and the Roqt^

meaning (of *juhoti *), the Injunction (in the sentence in question).is that

of the Qualification, specially as there is no incompatibility between Direct

Assertion and Syntax.

Says the Bhdshya—The utterance o/
‘
juhoti ’ (in the sentences ^ dadhnd

juhoU\ etc,) is with a vieiv to referring to the previously enjoined Homay for

the purpose of connecting it with the materials (dadhi, etc.). Though the

mention of the word ' juhoti^ was quite clear, yet the Author has

explained it only witli a view to show that by that he refers to all verbs

under similar circumstances (for instance, ^ aghdrayati
* and the rest).

Question: If the word 'jnhoti' only serves to refer to the Homay hy
“ what word is the qualifying material enjoined ?

"

Answer : You should not run away with the idea that I declare it to he

enjoined hy the word 'dadhi'. This bearing of the sentence is to be ex-

plained in the manner shown nnder the Adhikorana on ‘ VajopSya ’ (Ir-iv

—6-8), The answer is that in the word 'juhoti
'

(in ‘ dadhnd juhoti ’) the

affix serves the purposes of enjoining (the qualifying material), and it js
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only the Root that serves to refer to a previous Homa, (and thus there is no
difficulty about the said Injunction).

Queifion :
** If the words are injunctive^ when the object in question has

“ already been laid down^ why should they bepronounced again 7 Tliat is to say,

** when the Bhtlvand has already been previously enjoined, how can there

“ be another Injunction (of the same) ?”

Answer : The words are pronounced again for the purpose of laying down

what is expressed by the whole sentence (‘ dadhna juhoti*). Inasmuch as the

material dadhi is expressed by the single word ‘ dadhi' it cannot be said

to be expressed by the sentence
;
and hence what the answer means is that

what is enjoined is the BhtivanS as qualified by dadhi (as it is this tiiat is

actually expressed by the sentence in question).

Thus then we conclude that the sentences ‘ agnihotram jnhoti * and

^ dghtiramtightirayati * are the injunctions of Actions, This should be ex-

plained in the same way as we have pointed out above {text^ p. 486, trans-

lation^ p. 674) with regard to the ‘ uptin^u \

[Wo now proceed to meet the arguments brought forward by the

Pnroapdksha'].

(1) As for the names * Agnihotra* and ‘ Jghilra \ they can be explained

as servinsf the purpose of pointing out the peculiarity indicated by the

verbs *juhotV and ‘ ffyhtfrayati *
;
and in the present instance, they serve to

distinufuish the two actions in question from all other actions (of Homa
and JghSra), on the ground of these two being enjoined.

(2) As for the absence of the accessory details (as urged under siitra

16), we find that the Material and the Deity are distiimtly pointed out by

the context. Nor ca^it be urged that there being no method mentioned in

the injunctive sentence (there would be nt context) ;
because noBuoh method

would be looked for until the relationship with the Result had been estab-

lished.

(3) Nor is it impossible for us to have the Injunction of the Result

with regard to an Action of which the Material and the Deity have not

been laid down. Because the Result might very well be laid down with

regard to tlie Homa only, of which the Material and the Deity might be

mentioned later on
;
and there would be no incongruity in this.

(4) As a matter of fact, in similar cases, we do admit of reference to

previously enjoined actions. But the acceptance of this Reference always

depends upon the fact of the action referred to being one that lias been

already enjoined (or mentioned)
;
and as such it always stands in need of

recognising the Action as the same as that which has been previously

enjoined.

(5) The mere fact of the 2ghtira being mentioned in another Pra-

harawx does not do away with all the intervening Prakaranas of tlie ighUta.
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Becnuse even in the case of the Igh^ra (as laid down by the sentence
‘ dyhdramfiyh^rayati *), the conjujrational affix always raises in ns a desire

to know tlie Object^ tlie Instrument and tlie Method of the Action
;
nnd hence

it is quite possible for the Material and the Deity to be indicated by the

Prakarai^a (as the said desire could be fulfilled only by an indication of

these).

Then again, your theory would necessitate the assumption of many un-

seen factors. Because you make each of the sentences— ‘ dadhna juhoti^ etc.*

and ‘ urdhviimilghflrayati^ etc.*— lay down an independent Action
;
and we do

not find any deity laid down either for the Homa of Badhi^ or for the

tlrdhva dyhdiai etc
;
and in the case of the sentence ^ Urdhvamdyhdraynti*

the material too is not mentioned
;
and inasmuch you hold each of them

to be tlie injunction of an independent action, they could not be taken

as laying down the materials^ etc., for one another.

For these reasons it must be as we have put it.

(6) It has been argued above that in the sentence ‘ agnihotram juhoti^*

if the first word were to express an action, then, inasmuch as an

Action could never be the objective, the accusative ending (in ‘ qywi-

hotram') would be wholly inexplicable. In reply to this we urge that an

Action can be the objective of such verbs as ‘ sahkalpa ’ (determination)

and the like
;
and as such the accusative ending in ‘ agmhotmm * could

be explained as with reference to the ‘determination* implied by the

word *juhoti ’
;
and as such there is nothing incongruous in the accusative

ending in ‘ aynihotram ’.

Objection :
“ In connection with Agnihotra, we find the sentences'—

“
* yadagnaye ca prajdpataijS ca sdyamjuhoH *, and * yatsurydya ca prajdpntayB

“fa prdtti^^
]
and inasmuch as these distinctly lay down more than* one

“Accessory (Deity) for the Action, it becomes open to the arguments
“ brought forward under svtra II—ii—6. In fact some people actually

“ admit this as an inevitable fact. And it is only thus that we have a dis-

“ tinction between the Aynihotra offered in the morning and that offered

“ in the evening,—a distinction which is clearly pointed out by the

“injunction that ‘the offering in the evening should not be precisely the

“ same as that offered in the morning.* Nor, in this case, as in the case of

“ the using of the various vessels at the Jyotuh{oma, can the evening

“ Aynihotra be taken as a part of the morning one
;
because each of these

“is found to be complete by itself. It is thus alone that it becomes

“possible for the whole procedure of the morning offering to be repeated

“ wholly in the evening offering, exactly ns in the case of the ‘ Darpa-
“ Purnamtisa* Otherwise the single performance of the procedure in the

“morning would have sufficed for the evening offering also, in accordance

“ with the law laid down under X—iii— Nor is there any useful
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“ purpose served by msking the two Agnihotras one and the seme. Hence
** wo coniilude thrtt the sentence ‘ agnihotram jiihoti

'

is a reference to the two
“ offet’iiigs collectively (though it may not be one to the Homas laid down
“ by the sentences ‘ dadhnn jahoti^ etc.*)

*’

To this we make the following reply :

We do not find any useful purpose served by such reference to the

two offerings collectively ;
and as for their unification in the sentence

laying down tlieir performance, we could get hold of one, exactly as we do

in the case of the ‘ RfijasHya^ That is to say, the reference to a number of

actions collectively is always based upon the fact of their unification ex-

pressed in words that speak of them collectively
;
and in the same manner,

we could also in the case in question have a reference to the two Agnihotra

offerings necessitated by such unification, in the sentence ‘ agnihotramjuhnyf\t

svaryakamah * (and the necessary reference having been accomplished hy this

sentence, there is no use of having them referred to again by the sentence

‘ agnihotram julioti *). And just as in the case of a R/ijasHya^ all necessary

refe»ence is accomplished by the single sentence ^ rrija^Qii^na sv^rnjgahtimo

yajeta \ and no other sentence is wanted for the reference,—so would it

also be in tbe case of the Agnihotra,

Ohjt‘Ction :
“ In that case, inasmuch as the name ‘ Agnihotra * would

“ apply to all Homas, the Result, Heaven, mentioned in the sentence ^ayniho-

tram juhuyfit svargakdma^^ would pertain to all these and con-

“ seqnently even those Homas that are offere*! into Fires other than those
“ used at the Agnihotra would become endowed with the character of

“ a Primary Sacrifice.”

by what means would this primary character of such

Homas be set aside by the mere fact of the word * agnihotram * serving the

only purpose of a collective reference to tlie Homas (mentioned in the

sentences * dadhnd juhoti, etc.’ ? In the case of the sacrifices called by tbe

names ^ Paurnamasya* and * Am(^va^y&\ we fiiid that the requisite differ-

entiation is made by the Fires specified by these names
;
and there is no

such means of differentiation in the case in question.

Question: “The name '‘Agnihotra^ may be taken ns Hhat ivherein the

offering is made to Agni and this would serve as a differentiating charac-

teristic.’*

Answer : That will not do
;
because even those Homas that are offered

into other Fires have the same Agni for their Deity. And further, this

interpretation would land you in another difficulty : namely, that the

morning libations of the Agnihotra being offered (to Surya and Prajfipati

and not to Agni) would cease to be directly called * Agnihotra *, and as such
would become a mere auxiliary to the Agnihotra,

Thus then, we find that whether we take the word * Agnihotram^ as a
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mere reference to the other Homas or not, it does not make anj difference

with regard to the objection urged above (as to tlie primory charncter of

all Homas), As a mutter of fact, if the Homas offered into other Fires be

different from the Agnihotra, or if in all Fires (that of the Agnihotra as also

the other fires) the same action (of offering) he repeated,— in any case, all

that^ the word ^agnihotra' would express would be (l)a proximity (to the

action laid down l>y the originative Injunction), (2) the presence of Fire, and

(3) the character of Homa; and hence all the IToma^ that would fulfill

these three conditions would be related to the particular Result, and would
all equally have the primary character.

Thus it is that, accoiding to certain Vatdikns, the word ^Agnihotra*

is applied to all these Homas
;
for we find that having laid down four

libations each in the Qflrhapaf^a and the Anvnhdryapacantya Fires, and

two in the Zhavaniya Fire, they sum np all these in the sentence ‘one who
knowing this performs this fully equipped grand Agnihotra^ etc., etc.’

For these reasons, the sentence * agnihotram juhoti\ having no other

useful purpose to serve, must be taken as the true Injunction of the Action

(of Agnihotra), And thus alone would it be possible for us to take the

sentences laying down tlie libations into the Qdrhapatya^ etc., as pointing

out the accessories (in the shape of the various Fires) of the Agnihotra^

just like the sentences ‘ dadhnn juhotiy etc.'; and theieby we would have

done away with all grounds for taking those libations as Actions different

from the Agnihotra
\
because in all these libations we recognise the same

original action of the Agnihotra.

Question : “ Inasmuch as all these Fires appertain to the same Action,

“ why should not they be taken as optional alternatives, just like the

“ materials dadhi, tandula, etc. ?
”

To this some people make the following reply :
“ They are not so

“ taken, in consideration of certain transcendental uses
;
that is to say,

“inasmuch as the lil)ation could bo poured on the bare ground, with-

“ out any particular receptacle, in the shape of a duly sanctified Fire, the

“ specification of the Fire must be taken as with a view to certain tran-

“ scendental results; and as many such results could be possible, the Homa
“ is repeated in each of the Fires (and not in one only).”

We do not accept this explanation ;
because if such be the case, then

there would be nothing to preclude the presence of the Ahavaniga Fire at

the libation that is laid down to be offered at the place where the cow with

whicli the Soma has been purchased puts its seventh step (because in this

case also a transcendental result c*)uld be possible). It may be argued

that in this latter case Homa is mentioned only once, and hence the Fire is

precluded from the ‘ seventh step Libation’; because its presence would

necessitate an unwarranted repetition of the Homa
;
but then the same
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could be said of the case in question also (because in this also the number

of libations is specified). Hence the explanation given does not save us

from liaving to take the various Fires as optional alternatives.

Therefore the only ground tliat we have for taking all these Homas

into the various Fires as collectively forming the ‘ Agnihotra * lies in the

sentence ‘ the fully equipped grand Agnihotra^ etc./ and also in the law

laid down under sutra XII —iii—30.

Otherwise, if the transcendental result were the only ground, the

particular ApUrva^ or transcendental result, would follow from the Fires

only when those would be made the receptacles of the offerings
;
and as

the place of the receptacle would be occupied by one Fire, there could be

no room for any other. 'J'hat is to say, though the presence of the Fire

may be for the sake of certain transcendental results, yet, on account of

the Locative ending (in the word expressive of the Fires), such results

could be accomplished by the Fire being made the receplacle of the offering

;

and theri, as the receptacle is a visible thing, so long as the place would l)e

occupied by one Fire, there would be no room for another
;
and hence in

this case the various Fires cannot but be taken as optional alternatives.

Question: “ Why cannot the various Homas be taken as different ac-

“ tions, on the ground of the differences in the number of libations, just as

** we have in the case of the sentence ‘ tisra Hhutirjnhoti* ?”

Answer: This cannot be
;
because it is after the complete action of

the Agnihotra has been duly laid down by the originative Injunction

agnihotram juhoH*) arid comprehended as such,—that the other

sentences laying down the number of libations into the various Fires come

up as subsequent corollai ies to the original Injunction. It is only when the

number appears in the originative Injunction that it serves to differentiate

the Action referred to—as in the case of the sentence ‘ tisrahy etc.* In the

case in question, however, the number appears after the Action has been

fully comprehended ; and as such it can only be m>ide up by so many
repetitions of the same action,—as in the case of the ‘ eleven piu\ajas *

;

and it cannot serve the puipose of making the Actions themselves radically

different. Hence we conclude that in all the various Fires, the same
action of the Agnihotra is repeated a certain number of times.

It has been urged above that—“ the sentence ‘ yndagnayBy etc.*, and
^ yatsuryaya, etc.*, serving many purposes, form independent injunctions

of Actions.
”

In reply to this we urge that the times (morning and evening) of

the Libations having been already enjoined by the sentences * sflyam juhnti ’

and ^ jprntarjuhoti *, all that tlie sentences in question do is to refer to the

same times with the sole view of pointing out the Deities to whom the

several Libations are to be offered.
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Ohfectioni that case, as these sentences would refer to the
** Libations as qualified by the particular times, there would be a syntac*
“ tical split.’*

Reply : Not so
;
because the Action (Libation) being pointed out by

the Context, what the sentences do is to lay down the Deities with reference

to the time only ; and as the time cannot by itself be related to the Deities,

wo connect the Deities with the time as affected hy the Action pointed out hy

the Context (and hence there is no actual reference to the Action qualified

by the Time, that would bring about the split). Or, the mention of the

time (in the sentences ' yadagnayg^ etc.*) may betaken as serving the

purpose of indirectly recalling the original Homa, which is wanted by
the peculiar character of the receiver of a gift in which the Deities

enjoined are represented in the sentences (where the words express-

ing them have the Dative ending), (as without an offering of the

Homa, this character of the Deities would not be possible) ; and

certainly when the Homa is only indirectly indicated, it cannot lead

to any split in the sentence
;
nor does the time ‘ evening * indicate a

performance at any other time; hence we conclude the sentences to

mean only that *of the evening Libation Agni and Prajapati, and of

the morning one Surya and Prajapati, would be the deities,* (and they

do not lay down independent Actions).

Objection :
** Thus too, inasmuch as each of these sentences would

** lay down two deities, there would certainly be a syntactical split in
** them (because that would necessitate a double functioning of the same
“ injunctive sentence).”

Reply : Not so : Some people offer the following explanation ; ^Because
“ the words expressing the two Deities have the same case^ending ; it is

“only when there is a diversity of case'endings that there is a difference
“ in the functioning of the Injunctive sentence

;
so long as the case-ending

“ remains the same, even if there be a thousand objects to be laid down,
“ they are all amenable to a single syntactical operation.’

But against this explanation, we urge the following; When a single

case-ending happens to be connected with many words, it cannot be

enjoined except by the Injunctive Affix being repeated over and over

again (and this would entail different Injunctive operations). That is to

say, the case is signified by the termination
;
and where there is a single

termination, as in the case of Agnishoma^ there is a single operation of the

Injunctive affix
;
in a case, however, where a single case happens to be

mentioned by many words, each having a distinct termination with itself,

—as in the case of the sentence in question * agnayS ca prajUpatayB ca —
inasmuch as it is not possible for the Affix to take up both at one and
the same time, it must be admitted that Agni and Praj&pati are taken up

88
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by the Affix, separately, one after the other (the sentence being construed

as ‘ agnaySjuhoti, prajdpataye juhoti \ As a rule, the case-ending employs

the Affix (Injunctive) for the purpose of taking up the object denoted by

the noun
;
and hence when the case-ending is pronounced more than once,

it cannot but employ the Affix more than once ; and thus there is a

repetition of the Affix (which brings about the syntactical split urged by

the opponent).

Thus then, the explanation given above not meeting the objection, we
offer the following: Both the sentences in question lay down Prajapati

alone
;
because Agni and Surya^ as deities of the Agnihotra, are pointed out

by the very mantras laid down by the sentences as to be employed at the

morning and evening offerings (viz,, ^ suryo jyotih, etc.* and ^ agnirjyotih,

etc.’). And the Deities having been laid down by these mantras^ they are

mentioned again in the sentences in question, which lay down PrajSpati as

the Deity, only by way of an eulogy (e.e., ‘ an offering to Agni and Surya

is as good as that to PrajdpatH^)* Though the Bhashya has cited these

sentences under sutra I—iv—4, as laying down the four Deities of

the Agnihotra, yet the quotation must be taken only as showing that

the sentences also serve to recall the Deities pointed out by the

mantras; because it is thus alone that wo are saved from a needless

repetition of the Injunctions contained in the mantras. Otherwise in

the meeting of the arguments brought forward under siitra I—ii—31,

wo would have to undergo the trouble of taking the sentence ‘ yadagnayS,

etc.’ either as the Injunction of an accessory detail, or as a Parisahkhyd,

or as an ArtJiavdda. For these reasons, we conclude that in the case in

question ‘there is no syntactical split.

It has been argued above that—“ we do not conceive of the morning

“and evening libations as the parts of any single action (and hence they

“ must be taken as distinct actions).*’

But the non-recognition of these as such parts is due to the fact,

of all the accessory details of the one being repeated in toto in the

other
;
just as in the case of the Ddkshdyana sacrifice (though as a mat-

ter of fact they together form a single action spreading over the two
times).

Ohjectioni “In that case, all the accessory actions of the morning
“ and evening libations being exactly the same, they would be identical,

“ and as such they would be optional alternatives
;
and the Agnihotra

“ would be performed either in the morning alone, or in the evening alone,

and not at both times.**

"Reply : It is not so
;
because the Agnihotra has been laid down as to

bo performed ‘ throughout one’s life ’
;
and when one has offered the

evening libation, if he lives till the morning, it behoves him to offer the
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morning libation also, because all the conditions present in the preceding

evening, present themselves again.

Objection :
“ True

;
it may be in this manner

; but the difficulty is

“ that, inasmuch as the same operation is to be performed both in

“ the morning and in the evening, when the evening operation is being

“ performed, if during that performance something untoward happens to

“ the sacrificer, then he must, somehow or other, perform the morning
“ one also

;
because thus alone could he be saved from the sin of leaving

“incomplete an action that had been begun. When, however,—like the

“ performance of the Jyotishtoma in the spring,—the evening operation is

“duly finished, then there is no necessity of performing the morning
“ one. And further, an action that is done with a definite result in view,

“ must be performed, by one desiring that result, as fully equipped with

“all its accessories
;
and on tliis score too, it would be a matter of option

“ whether the Action is performed in the morning or in the evening. In
“ accordance with the theory that the same action is repeated at the two
“ times, it becomes necessary for the performer to complete all the
“ accessories, at both times. In any case, how can we escape from the

“ fact of the two libations being optional alternatives ?

Reply : We do not take them as alternatives because of the fact of the two
libations being distinctly mentioned in the Veda as together constituting

a single Action
;
for instance, having begun with ^ pravargyo vli eshah* the

Veda goes on to say ‘ sa vai sciynm ca prditag^ca juhoti, etc.^ pjven when the

two Libations are taken as distinct Actions, the fact of their being taken

together would be based upon the word ‘ ca ’ in the sentence. Nor
would such conjunction of the two necessitate their performance in close

proximity with each other
;
because the text quoted does not lay down

a conjunction of the times of their performance
;
and hence there is no

incongruity in the matter. That is to say, the times being laid down in

the sentences, all that the text quoted does is to point out the fact of the

two Actions together going to form a single Action
;
and hence there is no

syntactical split. Therefore we conclude that it is the same action that

is repeated at both times (and it is these two repetitions that arc con-

jointly called ‘ Agnihotra ’).

It has been urged above that “ these two libations being subsidiaries

“ (to the Agnihotra), they could not bo performed separately by them-
“ selves.’*

But this does not affect our case
;

because when the Action is

laid down with reference to a time, then alone does it require a full

connection with all its subsidiaries ;
hence when the Evening Libation

appears as the Primary Sacrifice, then the subsidiaries that aid in its

performance are those that are possible at that time, and none else

;
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because of tlie non-afEnity of these (to the Evening Libation) ;
similarly

also with the Morning Libation
; and hence there is a repetition of

the subsidiaries (as it happens that the same subsidiaries are possible at

both times).

It has been urged that “ there is no useful purpose served by the

theory of the present Siddhanta.”

In reply to this we point out that in connection with the ‘ Kunda-
pdiyind'mayanaf' we find the sentence ^ m&samagnihotram juTiotV

\
and as

this sentence apparently lays down a single Action, we naturally look out
for only one method of procedure

; and hence what we would take up are the
accessories either of the Evening Libation alone or of the Morning Liba-*
tion alone

;
and as such we would perform but once every day during the

month, the Action with a single set of accessories (this would be the case
if the evening Libation were an action totally different from the morning
one). When, however, the two libations are the same (being repetitions

of the same act) the Agnihotra that we would perform in connection with
the Kundcipdyindmayana would be exactly the original one (^.e., it would
be performed both morning and evening, not only once).



ADHIKARANA (6).

[Treating of the fact of the ‘ Papw * and the ‘ Soma * being independent

Actions,"]

SUtra (17) : Because of the connection with certain
materials the words ^ paqu^ etc.^ and ^soma^ etc.^ contain
injunctions; as in the context the mention of the mere
material would be useless—specially because the words
do not serve the purpose of laying down accessory
materials.

[(1) We have a sentence ^ pa^umalahheta '
;
and in continuation of this

we have the sentences ^ hrdayasydgre* vadyatiy atha jihvdycL atha vakshasah'

(2) Then again we have the sentence ^ somena yajBtOy* and in its con-

tinuation, the sentences * aindrav&yavam gr^ndtiy maitrdvarunam grhnUtiy

etc.’ And the question that arises is this : Is * dlahhSta ’ a mere reference

to the actions laid down by ‘ avadyati ’ ? and is ‘ yajBta ’ a mere reference

to those laid down by ‘ grhn^ti ' ? or do they lay down independent

actions by themselves ?]

The case of 'pagn ’ is mentioned first, because it is the more

difficult to be explained. As a matter of fact, in the sentence ‘ pqpumy etc.’,

there are two words that are suspected of being mere references to a

number of actions taken collectively; these words Sire * pagu \ and the

root ^yaji^ (to sacrifice) which (though not actually present in the sen-

tence) is implied by the relationship of the pagn with the deity Agnt-

shoma

;

because the sentence (* agntshomiyam pagumdlahheta *) in its

complete form would be in the form of ‘ agnishomiyena pagund yajBta ’

whereof one part is directly mentioned, while another is only

inferred (from the relationship mentioned in it). Thus then, the form

of the question too becomes this ; Is the word ‘ pagn, ’ a mere reference

to the ^ hrdayay etc.*, and the word ^yaji' to the sacrifices implied

by the word ‘ avadyati * ? or do ’they lay down an independent ‘ yaga * and

pagu (as its material), the other sentences only serving to point out their

accessory details ?

In the same manner, the question with reference to the other set of

sentences is this : Is the word * ydjBta ’ a mere reference to the sacrifice
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implied by the relationship of the material and the Deifcy, as mentioned in

the sentences ‘ amdravSyavanif etc.’, and the word * soma *
to the juice

used at those sacrifices ? or the sentence * somBnayajHa ’ lays down an in-

dependent action together with the material to be used in it ?

The Bhdshya has said : Kimavadyatigrl^nSitihhyam coditdnam 1carma~

nflmy etc. But, inasmuch as the actions of ‘ avadyati * and ‘ grhnati ’

are not synonymous with ‘ sacrifice we must take the Bhdshya as refer-

ring to those actions that are inferred from the relationship of the actions

of ‘ avadyati ’ and ‘ gvhndti,^ and which aro laid down by means of the

conjugational afiixes in these two verbs. And as a matter of fact, the word
‘ dlahhBta * also serves the purpose of indicating the sacrifice that is implied

by the action of * iilahhati ’ (killing).

Or, it may bo that no mention is made by the Bhdshya of the fact

of the action of * avadyati ’ indicating the sacrifice at all
;
what then

is meant to be the question is as to whether the word ‘ nlahhati *

(*= killing*) is a mere reference to the * hilling'* implied by the

action of * avadyati ’ ( = cutting) ;—and the fact of each of these pieces

cut being related to a definite deity leads to the inference of so

many sacrifices^—or the ‘ killing ’ mentioned by ‘ dlahhBta * leads to the

inference of a single sacrifice of the Pacu ? In the same manner, in

the case of the other sentence, does the * sacrifice ’ (indicated by the word

* grhndti ’) consist in the mere ‘ holding ’ (‘ grahana ’) of the material P In

this manner the words of the Bhdshya^ embodying the question, could be

taken literally.

On this question, then, we have the following :

—

PtJRVAPAKSHA.
“ The words in question are mere references to a number of actions

taken collectively.

“ Because, as in the case of the sentences ‘ yadngneyoshtahapdlah^ etc.”

“ the real end of the sentence is not served until the ‘ sacrifice ’ has been

“ inferred (because the Cake cannot be spoken of as ‘ dgneya ’ until it has

“ been offered in sacrifice to the Deity Agni)^—so also, in the case of the

“ sentences aindravdyam^ etc.’, their full signification would not be

“ accomplished until they implied a ‘ sacrifice ’ (at which"the Soma would

“be offered to Indra-Vayu, when alone it could be spoken of as
“ ‘ aindravdyavam^). That is to say, the relationship of the Deity and the

“ material mentioned in the word * aindravdyavam ’ cannot be complete
“ until a ‘ sacrifice ’ has been implied ;

and so long as the sentence itself is

“ not complete, it cannot stand in need of any other sentence (in the shape
“ of ‘ somBna yajsta ’, for which, according to the Siddhdnta, it would lay
“ down an accessory detail) ; and as such the sacrifice mentioned by the
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“ sentence ^somena yajeta * could nofc yet come in as the ‘ sacrifice ’ sought
“ after

;
nor, on the other hand, would it be possible for the sentences

aindravtiyamf etc.’ to lay down the Deities for the sacrifice laid down by
“ the sentence ‘ somena yajeta \ which, having no Deity mentioned, is

“ wanting in an accessory detail. When, however, the sentences ‘ aindra-

“ vfiyavanij etc.* have implied a * sacrifice then, inasmuch as one * sacrifice ^

“ cannot serve as the accessory detail of another sacrifice, we are forced to

“ admit that that spoken of in the sentence ‘ somena yajeta * is a mere
“reference to those sacrifices that have been laid down in the context (by
“ the sentences ‘ aindravayavam grhndti, etc.*).

“ As for the anomaly of having to accept a qualified Injunction, this is

“ found in your theory also
;
because, according to you also, what is enjoined

“ is the sacrifice at which Soma is the material offered. In fact you have to

“admit a qualified injunction in the case of the Ayuishomtjya as well as in

“ the case of the sentences
;
whereas we have to admit it

“ only in the latter
;
and this makes a vast difference between our

“ positions.

“ Further, the kind of Action that you will seek to have enjoined (by

“the sentence ^ somBna yajeta*) can never form the object of an Injunc-
“ tion, as we have shown above, in connection with the Agnihotra, where
“ it has been pointed out that the injunctive potency pertains directly to

“ the directly-mentioned material {soma)
;
and as such the sentence could

“ not serve the purpose of enjoining the sacrifice ;
and as such we cannot but

“ admit the ‘ yayY ’ {in ^ yajsta*) to be a mere reference to certain pre-

“viously mentioned sacrifices
;
what, then, the sentence does, in connection

“ with the said sacrifices, is to specify the material (soma), which had been
“ generally implied by the verb ‘ grhniiti.' Or, it may be that the Soma-juice
“ being mentioned by certain auxiliary sentences in the same context—such,

“ for instance, as ‘ somam hrlnUti ’, ‘ somamahhishunotif * somampdvayati*

“etc.*,—it is with reference to thisyWco, that we have the Injunctions in

“ the word ‘ grhnati ’
;
and thus then, Soma cannot be the object of Injunc-

“tion (in the sentence * somBna yajeta')
\
and consequently, inasmuch as

“ the word ‘ soma * has the Instrumental-ending it becomes co-extensive (or

“ synonymous) with the ‘ sacrifice * which is the material Instrument (in

“ the accomplishment of the result)
; hence in accordance with sUtra

“ I—^iv—4, the word * soma * becomes the name of the sacrifice (the mean-
“ ing of the sentence thus being that ‘ one should offer the sacrifice called

“ Soma *).

“ Objection

:

‘We have already got a name for this sacrifice—* Jyotish-

“ toma *
;
what then would be the use of another name P

’

“ Ue^ply : What harm is there if we have another name ? Very often

“ we find people speaking of one sacrifice by two names.
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“ The useful purpose served by such reference to a number of sacrifices,

** as we hold, is that it is only when all these sacrifices are referred to

“ collectively as one, that they could be spoken of in the singular num-
“ber, in the final sentence that sums up their performability (viz., the

“ sentence ‘yi/o^w^^owiena svargakdmo yajBta*). Hence we conclude that
“ the sentence in question is a mere reference to previous sacrifices.

“ Objection :
* What you say may apply to the case of the sentence

“ somena yajBta, because the sentences aindravnyavam, etc., express a
‘‘ relationship between the material and the Deities ; in the case of the

“sentence pagumnlahheta, however, we find that in the sentences Ar^faya-

“ sytiyre'vadyati, etc., we have the mere verb avadyati,—exactly a.8 in the

“sentence vatsamMahheta, which is connected wiblj the material only, in the

“ shape of the lirdaya, etc., without any connection with any deity ; and as

“ such how could such a verb as avadyati lay down a sacrifice? And how
“ then could the mention of the word ^pagu

*

be a mere reference to the

“ hrdaya, etc. ?
*

“ Reply : Just as in the case of the mention of ^pagu * (animal) in general,

“the mantra leads us to believe that the goat is meant,—so, in the same
“ manner, the mention of the limbs hrdaya, etc., points to that animal
“ itself, as the source (or material cause) of those limbs. That is to say,

“the hrdaya, etc., stand in need of a source from which they would
“ come forth

;
and the mantra having pointed to the goat, it is the

^^^pagutva' of this goat that is referred to by the word *
* (in the

“sentence * pagumalahheta")

;

and the Deity of the actions mentioned in

“ these sentences (‘ hrdasyUgre'vadyati, etc.’) being laid down by the
“ sentence ‘ agnishomiyam pagumfflabheta,* there would be nothing in

“ the way of those sentences laying down the sacrifice.

“ Or, it may be that, in accordance with the law ‘ sannilyyam v5
“ tatprahhavatvat \ the ‘ avadyati * (of the sentences * hrdayasya, etc.*)

‘‘ may be taken as a part of the ‘ avadyati *

in connection with
“ the Snnndyya ;

and this latter is wellknown as serving the pur-

“ pose of preparing (or purifying) the material for the Darga-
“ Purnamdsa sacrifice

;
and hence it is only when the hrdaya, etc.,

“ are the materials used at the Darga-Purnamnsn, that they become
“ connectable with the verb ‘ avadyati ’

; consequently, just as, when we
“meet with the sentence laying down the pounding of the Putikli

“ (as a substitute for Soma), wo conclude that it must be connected
“ with some sacrifice— oven when no such connection is directly mentioned

;

“because otherwise, there would be no use of the said ^pounding ’
;—so, in

“ the same manner, in the case in question, there being no use for the
“

‘ avadyati \ unless it implied a sacrifice, we conclude that theje must be a
“ sacrifice connected with it

;
and it is these sacrifice® iliie^ed in connection
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“ with each of the limbs (lirdaya^ gnvdy etc.) mentioned, that are referred

“ to by the word * alahliBla *. And as the necessity of such inference of

“ sacrifices is equally present in your theory also, it cannot be brought
“ forward as a special weakness in our theory.

“ Further, if there were, as you hold, a single Soma-sacrifice (for

** which the sentences * dindravayavam, etc.* would lay down accessory

“details), then, inasmuch as ‘Indra, * ‘Vayu,* and the rest would all

“ serve the same purpose of the Deity at that sacrifice, they would
“become optional alternatives; and as such they should not have
“ been mentioned in a definite order, one after the other; nor should
“ they have been subsequently mentioned collectively. That is

“ to say, i ust as in the matter of the making of the sacrificial

“ post, when we have many kinds of wood mentioned,—^though all serve

“ the same purpose of a tethering post for the animal,—-in the shape
“ of the Pa^dpa, the IT/iadiVa, etc., we take them as optional alternatives,
“ —so, in the same manner, in the case in question we must regard the
“ various Deities as optional alternatives. In our theory, on the other
“ hand, each of the Deities belonging to a distinct sacrifice, and all the
“ Deities and sacrifices serving to bring about transcendental results, it is

“ only natural that all of them should be laid down by a single word
“ jyotishtoma ’) with regard to the Result (attainment of Heaven)

;
and

“ as such there is nothing incongruous (in their being mentioned

“collectively, or in a definite order of sequence). (And as all the sacri-

“ fices are laid down collectively with reference to the result, they have
“ all to be performed, and they cannot bo taken as optional alterna-

“ tives).

“ Though in the case of the ‘ Pagu ’ also, we find that the various
“

* avadyati's * are mentioned in a definite order, one after the other

—

^ htdayasydgre'vadyatif atha jihvayHh, atha vakshasah '

;

and then again
“ we find them mentioned collectively, in the sentence ‘ Bkddaqa vai fagora-
“ vaddndni *

;
yet this has not been mentioned above (along with the

soma)
;
because even in a single sacrifice, the eleven could be offered

“ one after the other (and as such each ‘ avadyati * would not necessarily

“ mean a distinct sacrifice). Specially as even if the hrdaya and the other
“ limbs had not been mentioned collectively, there could have been no
“ offering of the whole animal, as mentioned in the original Injunction

;
in

“ any case a cutting out of the various limbs would be a necessity, because
“ there is an established law that only those parts of the body should be
“ offered in sacrifice which are not thrown aside according to other texts

“(for instance, the hlood, is always to be thrown aside). In the case

“ of the Soma, however, even the original Injunction does not lay down
“ the whole Soma (i.e., all the Sema in the world)

;
and hence this alone

89
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“has been mentioned in connection with the sequential mention of the

“ various ‘ grhndti *s.

“ For these reasons, we conclude that the sentences in question must
“ be taken as mere references to previous sacrifices.*’

SIDDHANTA.

To the above we make the following reply :

It is only when the sacrifice mentioned in a sentence is actually recog-

nised to be the same as those mentioned before, that we take it to be a

mere reference to these
;
in the cases in question, however, we do not

find this to be the case.

That is to say, if in the case in question we recognised the sacrifice to

be exactly the same in all its details as those mentioned before,—as we do in

the case of the Paurnamdsa sacrifice,—then we could take the sentence as a

mere reference. If again, the sentence were held to be a reference to the root

‘ yaji * alone, then we could conclude it to be a reference bereft of the

qualifications. In the cases in question, however, we find that the sacrifices

mentioned before are (1) those that have the * hrdayay etc.,’ and (2) those

having tlie Juice, for the material to be offered
;
while the sacrifices men-

tioned by the sentences in question have, for their materials, the Pagu and

the Soma respectively
;
and thus these latter not being recognised to be

the same as the former ones, we cannot take these sentences to be mere

references to the former sacrifices.

It might here be argued that—“ inasmuch as the modifications are

“ generally spoken of as the original substance, we could take the words
“

* pagu ’and ‘ soma * as indirectlyreferring to their respective modifications

,

“ the limbs * hrdaya, etc.’ and the juice,'*

But this cannot be
;
because without suflicient reason we cannot have

recourse to such indirect indication. It is only when we find a word
spoken of as co-extensive or synonymous with another word that has an al-

together different signification, (as in the sentence * agnirmUnavakah *),—or

when the direct meaning of the word is found to be incompatible with the

rest of the sentence,—that wo can have recourse to the^seconx. ary indirect

significations of words. In the case in question, we have none of these

two conditions
;
because there is nothing incompatible in the fact of the

sentences in question laying down distinct sacrifices, at which the Animal
and the which are directly expressed by the words used, *pagu * and
‘ soma ’—would be the respective materials offered ;

nor is there any in-

congruity in the fact of these words not finding a place in the midst of the

former sentences. Consequently, even though the verbs ‘ avadyati ’ and
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* grindti ’ be taken as laying down certain sacrifices, these must be totally

different from those laid down by the sentences in question.

Question : Why cannot we take the sentences in question as laying
** down the Pagu and the Soma only as the material origin of the materials
“ laid down for the sacrifices laid down by the other sentences

In answer, the Bhashya has said—grutyd hi rasa aindravSyavah :

According to the Purvajpdkshin^ who denies the sentence ^ pagum^ etc.’ to be

the originative Injunction of an Action, it must be taken only as laying

down tlie Deity {^Agni-Soma) for the previous sacrifices ;
and as such the

other accessory, in the shape of the material pagu, not being capable of

being enjoined by the same sentence (because the sacrifice having been
laid down by the sentences * hrdayasya, etc.’, the subsequent sentence
* pagum, etc,* could not lay down more than one accessory ; on account of

the law ‘ prdpte harmani nSfnBko vidhaium gkyate gunah ’) ; and for this

reason, in answering the above objection, tbe Bhashya mentions the case of

Soma only; the sense of the Blifishya is that the injunction of the Soma
plant (as the material for the previously-mentioned sacrifices) could only

be by means of Syntactical Connection {Vdkya), while that of the Juice is

by means of Direct Assertion (in the sentence ‘ aindravdyavam, etc.')
; and

thus when the former would be pitted against this latter, it could have no
connection at all with the sacrifice in question (because of the admittedly

superior authority of Direct Assertion over Syntactical Connection).

Question : “ The Injunctions of the Aindravdyava, etc., not mentioning

“any particular material, how can the Juice be said to have been laid

“ down by Direct Assertion ? As a matter of fact, it is indicated only by
“the Context] and as the Context is always weaker in authority than
“ Syntactical Connection, the Soma-plant which is laid down by this latter

“ must be admitted to be more authoi’itative than theymce.”

Reply ; The connection with some sort of a material is directly men-

Honed by means of the Deific Affixes (in * Aindravdyavam', etc.) ; and what
the Context does is only to specify that material. Wo shall show below,

under sutra 23, that He Direct signification of the nominal Affix having

connected, with the Deity, a particular material that is pointed out by the

indications of Syntactical Connection, Context, etc., there arises a question

as to what this particular material is, and then it is only this pointing

out of the particular material that is done by Syntactical Connection, etc.

;

and it is not these latter that lay down the connection with the Deity.

And further, we find that theymce is laid down by the originative

Injunction itself, whereas the Soma-plant is got at from another sentence
;

and as such the plant cannot but be less authoritative, for one who is seek-

ing after the previously mentioned sacrifice only.

And thus, even on the ground of the difference in materials, there
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would be a difference between the sacrifices laid down by the former
sentences, and that enjoined by the sentence in question.

These ai guments, however, can be successfully met by the opponent

who will argue as follows :

“ In the cftse of the ‘ ashtdJcapdla
*

cake, etc., though we find that these
“ cakes are directly laiddown ns the materials, yet we accept the Oorn (VriM)
as the material, though this is pointed out only by Syntactical Connec-

“ tion
;
and in the same manner we could accept the Soma as the enjoined

“ material. It is only when there is a contradiction between two things
“ that the stronger sets aside the weaker

;
and this is not the case when

“ the two things are quite compatible with one another. In the case in
** question we find that the Soma is quite compatible with the juice,

“ because this latter stands in need of something from which it could be
“ extracted, and the Soma-plant comes in as fulfilling this requirement.
** For instance, in the case of the sentence * flgneijo'shfahapSlah, etc.*, though
** we find that the ‘ ashtSkapala *

is directly laid down by the sentence, yet
** when the Vriht and the Yava come to be laid down as the materials, there

is no contradiction
;
for these corns are actually required as the material

** out of which the ashtQlcapala cake would be made
;
and certainly, in taking

“ up the Vrihi one does not give up the making of the AshtdkapSla
; and

hence in this case the action with reference to which Vrihi is laid down as
“ the material is not recognised as any other than that for which the ‘ Ashta-
“ kap^la * has been laid down. Exactly in the same manner, in the case in

“question, in taking up the Soma-plant, one does not give uptheymce >

** and hence there being no incompatibility between the two, inasmuch as
“ the * Soma ’ mentioned in the sentence in question can very well be taken
“ as the material for the sacrifices laid down by the other sentences, the
sentence in question cannot be taken as laying down a distinct Action,

“ merely on the ground of a difference in the materials mentioned. And
“ further, the argument applies equally to the SiddhGnta also

; becsuse the
“ StddhS,nta also does not liold that the impounded Soma-plant is to be offered
“ at the sacrifice

; and hence just as for you the Plant would only be the
“ source of the Juice, so also would it be fur the Piirvapakshtn, As a matter
“ of fact, it is your own theory that would be the more incongruous of the
“ two. For in your case, if the Plant, as mentioned in the originative In-
“ junction, were to be the sole means of accomplishing the sacrifice, then it

would never do to turn it into Juice, in accordance with other sentences.
“ In our case, inasmuch as the juice would not be possible without its origin

(in the shape of the Plant), our sentence would always be on the look-
“ out for the mention of this source

;
and hence even if such source happens

‘ to be mentioned by another sentence, there is nothing incongruous in our
“ having recourse to it. In your case, on the other hand, inasmuch as the
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“ original Plant itself is quite capable of being offered bodily by itself, it

“ does not stand in need of any mention of its modifications
;
and as such

“ any connection of these would be wholly incompatible
;

consequently, we
could not accept any such connection as laid down by other sentences.^’

In view of these arguments, based as they are on the firm ground

of such examples as the aforesaid injunction of VrVii^ etc., which

completely shut our mouth, it is best for us not to stnrt the question

of the Injunction of Materials, and to confine ourselves solely to the

refutation of the view of the sentences in question being mere

references to previously mentioned sacrifices. In the case of the ‘ Pagu \

however, as the animal ns a whole is not capable of being bodily offered

at a sacrifice, the above arguments of the opponent would not apply

;

nnd hence for this case alone, the argument of the Injunction of different

materials would be a good one for the SiddMnta. But in the case of

‘ Soma ^ it becomes necessary for ns to refule the opponent’s arguments

based upon the Injunction of the Vrihi
;
and for this purpose we have

the next sfUtra,

Or, we may take it thus—that having refuted the former Siddhdnta

arguments (by means of the arguments based upon the Injunction of

Vnhi)^ the true conclusion is arrived at by means of the arguments em-

bodied in the following satra*

Or, lastly, we can take the present sUtra ns embodying the Purva-

paJcshaf and the next sUtra,—^in which the ‘ ca ’ may be taken in the sense of

‘ tu ’ (which is a sign of the SiddSnta-sutrd)—as putting forth the

Siddhanta,

It may be asked how the present sutra can be taken as expressing the

PurvapaJcsha, This we proceed to explain as follows :

The question being,—do the sentences * hrdayasya^ etc.* and ^ aindra-

viiyavamy etc.’ serve the purpose of laying down accessory details, like the

etc.
;
and the subsequent sentences Q pagnm^ etc.* and ^ somBna^

etc.*) are the originative Injunctions of the sacrifices concerned ?—or do

the former sentences themselves serve as the Injunctions of sacrifices ?

—

we have the following

PtiRVAPAKSHA.
** The sentences ‘ hj’dayasya, etc.* or ‘ aindravdynvam, etc.* do not

“ serve the purpose of laying down accessory details, like the sentences
“

* dadhnfl juhoti * and the rest
;
in fact these themselves are original In-

“ junctions. Why ? Because of the mention of materials^—f.e., because of
** the mention of such materials as hvdaya^ etc., these sentences are the
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‘‘ Injunctions of the Pagu and the 8<ma, As otherwise, through the Con-

“ text, the connection of Hrdaya^ etc., would become siibsidiaiy to the

“ sacrifice ;
while as a matter of fact, it is not possible for this connection

** to serve as its accessory ;
because that would be contrary to the ^ pagu *

** and the * soma-plant

'

laid down in the original Injunctive sentences.

“ Or, in accordance with a previous law, the ‘ Pagu ' and the ‘ Soma '

** having been obtained from other sentences, the mention of the con-

“ nection of materials, in the present context, would, in your theory,

“ be wholly useless. In my theory, on the other hand, the word * Soma *

“ (in ‘ somBna yaj^ta *) is the name of the sacrifice, and the sentence

‘ agntshomiyam pagum, etc.* serves the purpose of laying down the Deity

“ Agni-Soma ;
and thus none of these two sentences making mention of

“ any material, the mention of materials in the other sentences is not at

all superfluous. Consequently we conclude that the real Injunctions of

the sacrifices are contained in the sentences ‘ hrdayasya^ etc.* and

aindravdyavam^ etc.* (and the sentences ^agntshomiyam pagum^ etc.* and
“ * somSna yajsta ’ are mere references to these sacrifices taken collectively,

—

the former serving the purpose of pointing out the Deity for the ofEer-

“ ings of the pieces, and the latter supplying the name of the sacrifices

“ taken collectively).**

SIDDHANTA.

SUtra {18) : But as (la]ring down) purificatory rites
they cannot be injunctive (of independent Actions).

The sentences in question cannot be taken as mere references to pre-

vious sacrifices, because of these latter not being the sacnfices treated of by

the context^—an argument that has already been explained on a previous

occasion, in sutra II—ii—10.

Question : But how is it that these are not the sacrifices treated of

“ by the Context ?
’*

Answer : Because the words ‘ avadyati * and ^ grhnUti * are not in-

junctive of sacrifices ; as what they do is only to lay down certain purifi-

catory or preparatory rites ; because they are actually found to end with

them : as when a sentence is actually found to have its sole ending in the

pointing out of such rites, there is no ground for assuming a sacrifice to be

indirectly indicated.

Because such a sacrifice, if it could be assumed, could only be

assumed in the following manner :
* when a substance is taken up with

reference to a certain deity, unless it is connected with some sacrifice,

it does not become dedicated to that Deity *• But in this no sooner do we
proceed to assume a sacrifice, on account of the said apparent Inconsis-
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tency (of the fact of the substance having been taken up for a particular

Deity), than we are faced by a direct mention of the * sacrifice’ in a

sentence close by {viz: ^som&na yajSta *), which at once makes possible all

the relationships between the substances and Deities in question
;
and as

such, it completely shuts the door of any authority for assuming another

sacrifice
;
and when no such sacrifice would be mentioned by the sentences

(‘ gfhn&ti, etc.’), to an aggregate of what would the sentence in question

be a reference ?

(1) It has been urged above—that as in the case of the sentence
“ * agneyo^shtnkapillo^ etc.’, until the sentence (‘ gf^ndti, etc.’) has actually

indicated a sacrifice, it cannot stand in need of any other sentence (for

“ instance, ‘ somSna yajeta ” which would supply the necessary element
“ of the * sacrifice ’).”

To this we make the following reply : In all cases a sentence is

completed by means of a direction for the activity of a human agent
;
and

so long as this direction is not got at, the sentence remains incomplete
;

while when that direction has been got at, it is complete, and can very

well be taken along with other sentences. For instance, in the sentence

* llgnSyo'shfSkapUlo hhavati* we do not perceive any other action of the

human agent than the sacrifice ; and hence until this sacrifice has been

duly indicated the sentence remains incomplete. In the case in question^

however, the sentence ‘ aindmvHyavam grhnd^ti ’ serves to direct the

human agent to take up (the vessel containing the juice, etc.), and thus,

even without the indication of a sacrifice^ it has got a distinct object

for its injunctiveness, and as such is quite complete in itself
;
and that

the sentence stands in need of something else is quite another matter

(having nothing to do with the completeness of the sentence)
; because

in all cases, even when the sentence is complete in itself, it does not, by

that fact, give up all its need for other factors
;
nor does the fact of its

being in such need make the sentence incomplete
;
and as we recognise the

fact that this need is supplied by another sentence, there can be nothing

incongruous in the fact of a complete sentence bing related to another

sentence. Consequently when we proceed to assume a sacrifice in connec-

tion with each of the sentences (‘ aindrav&yavam grhn^tiy ’ etc.), the
‘ sacrifice ’ mentioned by the sentence ‘ somena yajeta ’ at once presents

itself (and thus puts a stop to the said assumption)
;
and there is nothing

incongruous in this.

In the case of the sentence ’ dgneyo .... hhavati, ’ the action of
‘ being ’ does not belong to the human agent

;
and ns such until the

* sacrifice’ is assumed there is no object, either enjoined or pro-

hibited, and hence the sentence being incomplete, and as such having no
capability of requiring the "aid of any other sentence, the * sacrifice ’
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(necessary for the completing of the sentence) has got to be inferred ;

conseq neatly no * sacrifice’ that is mentioned in any other sentence, comes

to be related to it ; and herein lies the great difference between the two

sentences ^ dgneyo, etc. ’ and * atndrdvHyavam, etc.’

(2) Another objection urged above is that the * pagu ’ and the * soma ’

“ being laid down in the originative injunction, it cannot be proper for us

“ to modify them (into juice and the Z^m6s, respectively, as laid down by
“ the various ‘ grhnatVs ’ and ‘ avadyati*8 ’).”

The following is the reply to this objection : It is only when the two

substances concerned are wholly different from one another, that there can

be any comparison between their respective authoritative character; in the

case in question, however, through the juice and the various limbs also, it

is only the soma and the awmaZ that form part of the sacrifices concerned.

If the sentences wholly renounced the Soma and the A7iimal laid

down in the originative injunction, and laid down other substances wholly

different from them, then alone could there be a contradiction (between

the substances enjoined by the two sentences)
;
as it is, however (what

the subsequent sentences lay down is that), the sacrifice is accomplished

by means of the Animal itself, through its various limbSf as also by means of

the Soma, through itsy^ire; and certainly there can be no contradiction

in the presence of (different) methods of procedure. For the Animal and
the Soma, being laid down as the means of performing the sacrifices, stand

in need of the method of that performance; and it is this method that*

is supplied by the mention of the fact that the animal has to be cut up^

into its several limbs and then offex’ed in sacrifice, and the Soma has to be

pounded into juice before it is offered
; and thus the mention of the

‘ hfdaya, * etc., and the ^ juice ’ only serves to help the original mention of

the substance, and there is no chance of contradiction.

(3) Another objectiou is that—“the /Soma.having been mentioned, as
“ the substance to be offered, by other sentences in the same context, such
“ as ‘ somam krinSH, ’ etc., the farther mention of the same substance
“

^ soma ’ (by the sentence ‘ somBnd yajeta ’) is wholly superfluous.”

In reply to this, we have the Sutra itself
;
the sense being that those

sentences—* Somam krindti,* etc., do not serve the purpose of enjoining

either the Soma or the Animal
; as all that they do is to speak of the

method of preparing these. That is to say, the substance {Soma), as laid

down by the sentence ‘ somend yajeta ’, having been recognised as tending,
in some way or other, to accomplish the sacrifice, what the sentences,
* somam krindti^ ’ etc., do is to lay down that the sacrifice is to be performed
by means only of such Soma as has been purchased in a certain manner,
and prepared into the form of Juice hj pounding, etc.

(4) Nor are the words of the mantras capable, as urged in the
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Purvapaksha {text^ p. 507), of pointing out the goat^ which has not

yet been laid down ;
what tliose words do is to set at rest the uncertainty

with regard to the character of the ‘ paqu ’ as laid down by the sentence

*pagun^ yajeta.
* Nor (ioes the verb ‘ avadyati * necessarily imply ‘ sacri-

fice '
;
and even without the ‘ sacrifice * the verb would mention the mere

‘ cutting,* which would, by itself, be of use, either in connection with the

Veda, or in ordinary life. On the other hand, the peculiar relationship

between the Substance and the Deity, as expressed by the word ‘ aindrav^-

yavam, * would not be possible without a ‘ sacrifice *
;
and as such there is

a great difference (between the inference or implication of the ‘ sacrifice
’

by tlie sentence ‘ aindravdiyavam,* etc., and that by ‘ hrdayasydvadyati* etc.

(5) The * avadyuh' * of Uie Sdnn^yya is not laid down in connection

with the Primary Sacrifice of the Context under consideration
;
because

it is only indirectly implied
;
and as such the qualifications and accessories

of that ‘ avadyati * could not be transferred to the ‘ avadyati ’ in question.

Nor is the fact of being for the sake of the sacrificial substance the

method of the * avaddnd, * (^cutting)
;
and thus too, the said fact could not

be transferred (as it is only the method that can be thus transferred). Nor
in such cases, can we have any operation of the SHmanyatodrshfa Infer-

ence (towards the inference of the ‘ sacrifice ’). As for the pounding of

the Putikd, and the eating of the Phalacamasa, it is by means of Syntactical

Connection and Context that they are cognized as helping in the comple-

tion of the sacrifice ; and consequently the case of the pounding of the

Putikn is not identical with that of ‘ avadyati * in the matter of the

implication of the ‘ sacrifice. ’ In the case of the sentences dealing with
* Soma* also—{* SomenSi yajeta^ aindravlXyavnm, etc., etc., etc.*), the

qualified Injunction (of tlio sacrifice by means of the Soma) being directly

mentioned^ there is no room for any implied sacrifice

;

and as such the

case of these too is different (from that of the ^pounding of the

Putikn *).

(6) In the case of the sentences * aindravUyavam, etc.,* even if they

are secondary sentences laying down accessory materials, there is no
syntactical split, as in the case of the sentence ‘ agn^yo*shtakapdlo^ etc'

Because, though as mentioning more than one deity (Jndra and Vnyu)y

the sentence has more than one object of Injunction, yet, on account of

there being another action (in the shape of the ‘ grahana *), there is every

possibility of the Injunction being that of a qualified object. That is to

say, the sentence can very well be taken as an Injunction of the Bhdvann

of the ‘ grahana * qualified by the deities Indra, Vdyu and the rest. Or, it

may be that the ‘ grahana * being necessarily implied
,
the sentence serves

the purpose of laying down a single joint Deity (Indra-Vayu) mentioned
by means of the Dtvandwa compound ; and thus there would be no

90
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incongruity in the case. And as the connection of these with the Primary

Sacrifice ( Jyotishtoma) is pointed out by the Context, there would be no

incongruity, even if the sentence in question were taken as a secondary

sentence (laying down accessory details).

Thus then, the actions (mentioned in the sentences ‘ aimiravnyavam

etc. *) having the character of mere Preparatory Actions^ they stand in need

of the mention of a ‘ sacHfice * somewhere else ;
and as such there would

be nothing incongruous in the fact of such a ‘ sacrifice * being laid down

by another sentence aowAna yajBta, etc.’).

And our way of taking the sentences has the following advantage : ( I

)

The singular number in ^jyoUshtomBna' becomes capable of being taken

directly (and not figuratively, as necessitated by the Purvapaksha^ which

makes it refer to many sacrifices)
; (2) we are saved the useless trouble of

accepting the word ‘ soma ’ (in ‘ somBna yajeta ’) as a second name for the

Jyotishtoma
; (3) nor is it necessary for us to accept the apparently useless

fact ofthe sentence in question being a reference to all the other sentences,

as in the case of the Purv^paksha in connection with the Aght^rf^gnihotra,

For these reasons we conclude that the sentences in question are

injunctions of the Animal and the Soma sacrifices.

SUtra (19) : Because of difference, there is a repetition of the

Action ; as the substances are distinct, it would be useless (to

mention another connection) ; hence there is a difference (in the
' grahmia ")

;
specially as it is subservient to the substance.

[SatVfl (20) is not specially dealt with by the Vartika
;

it is thus :

The preparatory action does not differ, because the substance

being for the sake of something else, it has a subordinate position.]

[Sutra (19) embodies the reply to the objection urged in the text

on p. 509, beginning with the words ‘ cakyaparihUrantwidam.^]

As the opponent has not urged the objection based upon the fact of

the ‘ avadyati ’s* being mentioned in a definite order, etc., etc., with reference

to the ‘ Pa^u, * we lay aside this sentence for the present, to be dealt

with under Sutra X—vii—1 et seq,, where we shall deal with the question

as to whether the offering should be cut out from the whole animal, or

from each of its limbs, or from only one limb, or only from those enumer-

ated, namely, the Heart and the rest.

What concerns us now is the meeting of the objection with reference

to the ‘ Soma ’ (as it is with reference to this alone that the objection has

been levelled against us). And to that we make the following reply :

—

If the Deities of the sacrifice were separately mentioned directly

by the sentences, then alone could they be taken as optional alternatives ;
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as a matter of fact, however, we find that all of them are mentioned as

being connected with the sacrifice simultaneously. In a case where the

sentence mentions a relationship independently of everything else, there

alone could all the deities, serving the same purpose of accomplishing

the sacrifice, be taken collectively.

That is to shy, if we had such direct injunctions as * aindravSyavena

yajBta
* or ‘ Indravayuhhydm ydgam nirvartayBt \ then, inasmuch as the

Deities would be pointed out as serving the same purpose, by sentences

independently of one another, they would come to be taken as optional

alternatives. As a matter of fact, however, in the case in question, we
find that they are mentioned as in connection with ‘ grahaigta,

* and become

connected with the ‘ sacrifice * only indirectly by means of Context (and

not directly by the Sentence). And as for the Context, it does not operate

variously (or separately)
;
and as such it could not connect, with the

‘ sacrifice, ’ each individual Deity independently by itself
;
consequently,

what actually happens is that all the various ^grahanas' having been

simultaneously taken as constituting the method (of the sacrifice), the

Deities mentioned in connection with these (grahanaa) not having their

ends duly fulfilled by that (grahana) alone, all of them at once, being

required by the * sacrifice * dealt with in the Context, become simultane-

ously connected with it
;
(and as such there is nothing wrong in their

being mentioned collectively).

As a rule, too, we accept a number of things to be optional alterna-

tives when they are mentioned as employed for the same purpose, inde-

pendently of one another ; and the reason for this is that in such cases,

the individual capability of each of these, by itself, is distinctly expressed

by the sentence
;
and hence if they were to depend upon one another, this

individual capability would be destroyed
;
and hence they are all accepted

to be optional alternatives. In the case in question, however, the capabi-

lity of accomplishing the Jyotishfoma is not found to belong singly to each

one of the deities mentioned—Indra, Vayu, etc, ; because we have no direct

declaration of such capability. Though each one of them has the

capability of accomplishing a sacrifice in general, yet, the particular sacri-

fice, in the shape of the Jyotiahfoma, can be accomplished only in the way
laid down in the scriptural text ; and hence each of the deities men-
tioned does not serve the same purpose. On the other hand, we find the

two kinds of corns, the Vrihi and the Yava, serving the same purpose

;

and hence they are taken as optional alternatives
;
specially because each

of them is laid down as independent of the other, by independent sen-

tences, as to be employed in the sacrifice.

Objection ; “ We find that we have actually a sentence ‘ aindravityavam

** gfJ^nSti ’ laying down the deities Indra and Vayu
;
and hence the
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“ sentence that follows ‘ maitravarnnam grhnnti
*

is distinctly recognised

as capable of pointing out a deity, independently of the preceding

“ sentence.”

Reply : It is true that with reference to the ‘ grahana^ ’ the deities

are laid down independently of one another
;
but in that case, all of them

do not serve the same purpose ; because being only a purificatory or

preparatory action, the ‘ grahanas * can have only transcendental results
;

and thus varying in each case, and not serving the same end, the various

deities mentioned cannot be taken as optional alternatives.

Question

:

“ But how do you conclude them to have only transcen-

“ dental results ? ”

Answer : When a certain thing, having been mentioned in connection

with the Primary Action, happens to be directly mentioned in connection

with the Preparatory Action, then in that case, such a thing serves a

visible purpose
;
and so also when, as a matter of fact, the Preparatory

Action cannot actually be accomplished without that thing. That is to

say, (1) if the deities having been previously connected with the ‘sacri-

fice ’ (in the sentence * sow^na yajeta ’) were again directly mentioned with

reference to the grahanas,—as they are mentioned in connection with the

mrvapa and the Gvdhana
;
or (2) if without these Deities, the ‘ grahana *

could not be accomplished ;—then the mention of the Deities in connection

with the ‘ grahanas * would be for the purpose of a visible end, in the

shape of recalling to the mind the Deities in connection with the coming
sacrifice. In the case in question, however, we find that the Deities Indra,

Vayu, and the rest have not been previously mentioned in connection with

the Jyotishtoma

;

nor is it that without those Deities, the 'grahanas'

could not be accomplished ; and consequently, under the circumstances,

when we find the ‘ grahana ' mentioned along with a certain Deity, this

cannot but be taken as fulfilling an imperceptible transcendental result.

Objection

:

“ When we have come to know that these deities belong
“ to the sacrifice, then, even without a previous mention of these (in con.
“ nection with the primary sacrifice), we could take all of them as serving
“ the same visible purpose of recalling the Deities in connection with that
“ sacrifice.”

B^ly

:

It is not so
;
because as a rule, it is at the time of the

actual Injunction that the purpose served by the factors enjoined is sought

after
;
and hence it is with reference to that time that we should ascertain

whether the purpose served is a visible or an invisible one. That is to

say, it is at the time of the operation of the sentence ‘ aindravdyavam
gr^nHH * that we have a want to know what purpose is served by it ; and
though at that time, we do, somehow or other, come to ascertain,

through the Context, the connection of the ‘ sacrifice
' with ‘ the grahana,'
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which embodies the method (of that sacrifice), yet, inasmuch as the

Deities themselves are connected with something (i.e., the ‘ ^ra/mna*) other

than the sacrifice, and as they themselves have not the form of actions,

they are not pointed out, by the Context, as serving the purpose of accom-

plishing the sacrifice
;
and consequently, the use (of these Deities) in

connection with the ‘ grahana * must be taken as something independent

of any connection with the ‘ sacrifice *
; and such a use cannot but be

invisible (or transcendental). And this transcendental purpose having

been ascertained at the time of the operation of the Injunction in ques-

tion, if at the time of the actual performance of the Action therein laid

down, a cei^jain visible result is found to come about, how could the

previously ascertained transcendental result be set aside by that ? Nor could

any such visible result (appearing by the way) control the operation of the

Injunction in question. And thus the connection of the deity, mentioned

in each of the sentences in question, cannot but fulfil certain transcen-

dental purposes
;
and as such all the deities in question must be taken

as all conjointly (helping the accomplishment of the sacrifice through the

said transcendental results).

And unless the ^grahana* is not i*epeated (with each deity), the

separately mentioned deities can not be connected with the ‘ grahana *

in accordance with the law that ‘ tliat which is done in connection with

the Samit is not done in connection with the TanunapHta *
;
and hence

there must be a ‘ grahana * (holding) of the Soma, with reference to each

deity.

Thus, then, the SutrS mast be taken as follows: ^ tadlkSdUt/—
on account of the connection of the deity being different in each case,

—

‘ there must be a repetition of the action * of grahana
;
because ‘ on account,

of the distinctness of the substance ’, that is to be prepared 'or purified by
means of the grahana in connection with the said deities, if any other

connection were mentioned, ‘ it would he ivholly useless ’
;
as it would not

be performed
; and hence ‘ there is a difference ’ of the grahana, ‘ because

it is subservient to the substance ’ to be purified (by that grahana).

Inasmuch as these ^ grahanas ’ in connection with the various deities

are mentioned in a section dealing with sacrifices, it follows that, without

a *sacrificet' they cannot prepare the substance 8oma' for the sake of

any deity ; and this leads us to the conclusion that there must be a cer-

tain sacrifice, that would establish the relationship of the substances with

the deities in question. On the other hand, we find that the * sacrifice
’

(laid down iu the sentence ^ somSna yajeta*) has no deity laid down (by
the original Injunction) ; nor is the requisite deity pointed out either by
Direct Declaration, or by Indirect Indication by the words of the text, or

by those of any sentence ; and as for the Context, it can have nothing to
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do in connection with that (i.e., the Deity) which is not an Action
;
and

hence the Context comes to point ont the fact of the * grahanaa ’ being per-

formed (in connection with the sacrifice in question). These * grahanaa^

too, not being laid down aeparately (by the Context, which never operates

separately), and serving to accomplish only invisible (transcendental)

resalts, come to be taken all at once (simultaneously) ; and through these

* grahanaa* we come to take the deities (mentioned in connection with

them) also collectively.

Objection : “ We find that even when certain things ere pointed out

** by the Context, if they are found to serve the same purpose, they are

“ taken as optional alternatives
;
as for instance, the mantras employed at

** the dividing of the sacrificial cake.*’

Reply : It is true that they are so taken
;
but in that case it is not

the Context alone that operates towards the pointing out of them ; because

the fact of each of the said mantras being connected with each Dimaion

being pointed out by the Direct Declaration inferred from the indications of

the words of the mantras, all that the Context does, in this case, is to

point out that it is at the Division of the Cake in connection with the Darga»

PUrnamiiaa sacrifices that the mantras have to be employed
;
because of

their being of no use at other divisions. Hence even if the Darga and

the Purnamdsa were to take up all the mantras collectively, those sacrifices

would have no capability of taking them up, independently of the inter-

vening agency of the Division (of the Cake) ; and this agency is found to

bo Conner.ted with many alternatives, and not in a collective form. In the

case in question, however, the conditions are totally different
;
because in

this case, the intervening agency is that of the ‘ grahanas, ’ and it is with

reference to these that the deities are found to be mentioned collectively
;

and hence even though the collection, or aggregate, of the deities may be

capable of being taken up with each ‘ grahana ’ separately, yet inasmuch

as it is through the agency of the ‘ grahanas * that the deities can be taken

up, what could it do in this case (but point to the performance of the

collective performance of the ‘ grahanas ’ also) ?

Objection

:

“As a matter of fact, we find that each of the ‘ gra^

“ hands' has got the capability of helping the Primary Action, by means
“ of the bringing up of the substance {8oma)^ and also by pointing out
“ the requisite deity ; and thus the case of these grahaiiias being identical

“ with that of the aforesaid mantras^ they must be taken as optional
“ alternatives.”

Reply : Such could have been the case, if the sacrifices in question had
been previously cognised as having many deities (connected with them)

;

as then alone could the various bringings up of the substance be taken as
being for the sake of those various deities. As a matter of fact, however,
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we find that in the case in question, no such sacrifice with various deities

has beeti previously cognised
;
and hence the mention of the various pre-

sentations of tlie substance must be taken as serving only an imperceptible

(or transcendental) purpose.

These presentations of the substance, too, must differ from one

another, on account of the difference among their qualifications (the

deities) ;
as with a single presentation of the substance, it is not possible

for many deities to be taken, either singly or collectively. Because as for

their being taken collectively (simultaneously), this is precluded by the

sentences aindravdyayam grl^ndti,* ^ maitreivarunam grl^nati' etc.)

which speak of them as appearing one after the other ; and (even if such

simultaneous taking of many deities with a single material were attempt-

ed) we would have an aggregate (of deities), which would not have

the character of a sacrificial deity at all, as wo have no authority for

asserting any such character with reference to an aggregate of Indra,

Vayu and the rest
;
specially because we find each of them mentioned

separately by means of nominal affixes with each word. Nor is it possible

for all of them to be taken separately (in connection with the same pre-

sentation of the substance) ;
because the substance is always laid down

with reference to the deity ;
and it is not possible for a single substance

to be laid down (by a single sentence) with reference to more than one

deity. If the substance could be referred to the deities, either prior to,

or after, the ‘ grahana,* then that would be doing something not enjoined

by the texts. And farther, a substance is always referred to a deity in

such terms as ‘ this belongs to such and such a deity
' ;

and hence if the

same substance were to be referred to another deity, the former offering

would certainly be done away with. That is to say, a certain Soma juice

having been set aside with the expressed idea that ‘ this is to be offered

to Indra and Vayu, ’ it is as good as already offered
;
and as such the

sacrificer no longer having any control over it, how could he speak of the

same juice as to be offered to ‘ Mitra and Varuna?' For if an offering

once made to a deity, were to be made again to another deifcy, it would

have to be snatched away from the former deity. Or, in view of the

previous determination (to offer the substance to one Deity), the subse-

quent determination (to offer it to another) could never be taken as true;

and in any case, such an action would mean a most unworthy procedure,

and not the fulfilling of the Vedic Injunction.

For these reasons, we conclude that the * grahana ' must be distinct,

with each of the deities in question.

Further, even without the actual * grahana * of the substancOi it

would be quite possible for us to refer it to a certain deity, no matter in

what place the substance may be ; and as such the injunction of the
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* grahanaa * could only be with regard to certain transcendental results.

That is to say a ‘ sacrifice
* consists of the action of giving away of

one^s ownership in favour of a Deity

;

and this giving away cTf one’s owner-

ship or possession over the Soma would be quite possible, in whatever

condition the Soma may be, either in the state of being clarified (without

putting it into separate vessels), or in any condition after it has been

purchased ;
and hence the injunction of the various rites, purificatory and

preparatory, of the Soma must be taken as with a view to certain trans-

cendental results. In a case where the substance laid down is the

Cake, or some such thing, such preparatory actions as the threshing

and shifting, etc., of the corn, are ‘found to have a visible result in the

shape of the preparation of the Cuke (as without those actions, the Cake

would not be made). In the case in question, however, we have no such

injunction as that tlie offering must be made out of the Soma kept in the^

sacrificial cup, etc. ;
because all that the Injunction lays down is the Soma-

plant ;
and consequently the ‘ grahanas, ’ or holdings, of the Soma in the

vanous vessels, though serving to bring about distinct transcendental

results, must be taken as collectively (helping by these results the accom-

plishment of the sacrifice).

Then again, in the same Context, we find the sentence * daga mushilr-

mimlth, * which serves to lay down the measure of the quantity of Soma
to be employed ;

and hence we conclude that this sentence qualifies the

Injunction ‘ somena yajsta, ’ which comes to mean that * the sacrifice is to

be by means of ten handfuls of Soma,* And then this definite quantity

of Soma having been pounded with a fixed quantity of water, could not

be kept in small cups, unless it wore ‘held ’ (in the hand) each time that

it would be kept in a cup; and as such these ‘ holdings * (‘ grahanas ’)

must be many and distinct (as there are many cups to be filled with

the Soma juice)
;
and it is by means of the Soma thus held in the vari-

ous cups, that the sacrifice is to be performed. And as, unless the sacri-

fice is repeated over and over again, all that has been just said (with

reference to the offering of the Somajuice in the various cups dedicated

to various deities) is not possible,—the sacrifice comes to be repeated,

for the sake of a definite purpose.

In view of these facts, we can also take the Sutra ( 19) as follows

:

‘ tadhhBdSt, ’—z.e., because of the diversity of the prepared Soma— ‘ there is

a repetition of the action ’ of Sacrifice ;
‘ because of the separateness of the

material * accepted ;—if all of them were not offered up, the whole * would

be useless *

;

and hence even though in the original Injunction, the ‘ sacrifice
’

has been mentioned but once, yet ‘ there is a diversity ’ of its performance,

because of the fact of the originally enjoined * substance being subservient*

to the various conditions mentioned in other sentences.
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The substance, too, must be offered in the same way as it has been

held in the various cups
;
as, if the whole thing were to be mixed up again,

the previous holding into separate cups would become wholly useless

;

and the deities, to whom the cup-fuls have been previously dedicated,

would not become connected with (possessed of ) their specified shares
;

nor is it possible for all the deities to be referred to at the time of the

(single) offering
;
hence it is not possible for people, afraid of repetition,

to mix up all the juice and make a single offering of it
;
specially as even

if this were done, it would lead to a confusion of the. shares (previously

specified). And when the shares have been once separately specified, it

becomes necessary for the other party to clear up the said confusion, unless

of course ho has Ji scriptural text distinctly laying down such confusion.

Thus then, it being necessary to make the offering as previously deter-

mined, it is only when all the deities (and the tjrahanas) are taken

collectively, that the following sentence

—

dagaitanadhtvaryuh prntahsavane

grhndti^ Qgwino dagamo gthiidtlf tarn trtiyam jnhotiy etc., etc. (laying

down the definite order and the summing up of the various ^ grahanaa')

—becomes explicable.

Thus then we conclude that the whole forma a single action (of the

Jyotishtoma).

The use of the present Adhikarana lies in the fact that, according to

the Pmvapaksha, among the sacrifices subsidiary to the Soma sacrifice

(the Jyotinhioma)

^

we would have the performance of the details with

regard to one cup^ and that, too, only once
; whereas, according to the

SiddliCinta^ the whole thing has to bo done exactly as in the Primary Sacri-

fice (the Jyoti'iMoma).



ADHIKARANA (7).

[T7ie Differentiation of Actions by means of Numher.“\

Sntrd (21^ : Because of the fact of its inhering in separate-

ness, Number would serve to differentiate the Actions.

The treatment of the thiee exceptions to the Law relating’ to the

Repetition of Words has been finished, and we now proceed to show how
Actions are differentiated (or distinguished) by moans of Number.

In this connection we should cite such sentences as ‘ tisra ahntirju-

hotV ^ dwltdaga dwSdagQni jtihotij* which are laid down as co-extensive

with the actions enjoined by previous originative Injunctions, and which

are accompanied by definite numbers.

And on this, we have the following :

—

PtJRVAPAKSHA (A).

Inasmuch as the word ^juhoti ’ is mentioned but once, the action

laid down is one only
;
and as for the Number (‘ three ’ etc.) it could be

made up by frequent repetitions of the same Action.”

SIDDHANTA (A).

To the above we make the following reply : In the case in question

the Number is mentioned in connection with the Homa, while it is being

enjoined, and not after it has been enjoined, as in the case of the sentence

‘ BkSdafaprayfijn^i ’
;
and without an idea of ‘ separateness * the Number does

not attain its true character. Nor can the Number be said to bo made up

by a repetition of the same Action
;
because it is only when there is no

other way of explaining the numbevy that it is held to be made up by

Repetitions, as in the case of the PrayfSjaSy the TIpasadas and the like,

which have had their own limits previously specified. In the case in

question, however, inasmuch as no other Number of the Action has been

previously specified, the Number (tliree) must be taken as pointing out the

separate character of the Actions themselves. And hence as the Number
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is found to inhere in the separateness of the actions themselves, we cannot
accept it as referring to the separateness due to the mere repetitions of the
same action ; as we shall show later on, under the sutra ‘ dgamadvU'hhy&sas^
yfigrntatwdt ’ (X—v—16).

Objection: “Inasmuch as in the first instnnee, a single flbwa has
“ been expressed hy the word ^jtiholi^

*

it is clear that the Number
“

‘ three ’ is to be made up by repetitions of the same BToma.”
Iteply : Not so ; the action denoted by the word ^ juhoti * having no

material reality (t.e., being incapable of being connected with any Gander,
Number, etc.), the number (' one *) cannot apply to it

; as for the Number
(singular) ihatis denoted by the affix in the word ^juhoti,* it applies to its

Nominative, and not either to the Hhovand or to the Root'^Tneaning, Conse-
quently when the word \juhoti* would proceed to indicate a single Homa
indirectly by means of the fact of its (the word *juhoti*) being mentioned
only once, we would be stopped, at the very outset, by the number ‘three

’

mentioned directly in the sentence, and would be led to accept the Homa
as qualified by this latter Number, and the* action (JEIo7nd) would come to

have so many distinct forms. And hence the three Homas must be taken
as distinct actions.

Though the above was the proper representation of the Adhikarana^
yet the Bhdshya has expounded it in connection with the sentence ‘ sapta-

da^a prajdpatynn, etc.', because ho means that he will establish the fact of
the Number pertaining to the material also serving to distinguish the
Actions—a fact that is very difficult to prove.

The ground of doubt in connection with this sentence may be thus
explained. In the word * pr(fjdpatydn\ is the compound ' ekagesha
Dioandwa ’ to be taken as being formed after the appearance of the Nomi-
nal Affix (in ^ prdjnpatydn ') /—or is the Affix to be taken as appearing after
the compound has been formed ? 'I’hat is to say, if the word were explained
as “esAa ca, Bsha ca, Bsha ca, iti, ‘ ' (the Ekagesha compound)

—

PrSja~
patih esham devatn iti ^ Prdjdpafyah* Prajapati ' ^ the deific A^x),
tdn **,—then the word would denote the relationship of a single substance
mentioned by the Pronoun ‘ esha,' with a single Deity (Prajapati)

;

and in that case tlie action referred to would be one only. If, how-
ever, the word be explained as “ Prajnpatih deviita nsya iti ‘ Prdjdpatyah ’

{^Prajapati ' + the Affix ),—Prajdpatyagea Prdjdpatyagca PrajSpatydgea
iti ^ Prdjdpatydh' {the Ekagesha compound), tan ^—then the word would
clearly point out seventeen distinct connections of the deity

;
and each of

these connections implying a ‘ sacrifice, ’ the Actions referred to could
not but be seventeen distinct ones.
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In connection with this doubt, we have the following :

—

P0RVAPAKSHA (B).

“ The Action referred to is one only, because in the word ‘ Prnjdpa^
“ tyan * we find the plurality distinctly belonging to thnt which is denoted
“ by the Affix

;
and as the EkagSsha compound is due to that plurality, the

“ compounding could not be of the basic noun. That is to say, one who
“ explains the words as * Prtljdpatya^ca PrUjApatyagca, etc.,* takes the com-

“ pound as belonging to the basic noun as well as to the Affix
; but the only

“ ji;round for this lies in the Apparent Inconsistency of the plurality in

“
‘ Prnjtipatytin'

;
but as a matter of fact, we find that the Plurality is

“ not found in the basic noun
;
and ns such, this latter cannot be coni-

“ pounded into an ‘ JEkagesha *

;
nor is it such that the Plurality cannot be

“ referred to the denotation of (he Affix, without there being an ISkoQSsha

“ of the basic Noun
;
because this Plumlity is distinctly expressed, at the

“ time that the formation of the word ‘ PrajGpatyGn ’ is explained, by the

“ Pronoun ^esham.'* Thus then, we conclude that the Deity * Praj^pati,'

“ mentioned but once, is connected with many materials.

“ Further, when only a little assumption is found to serve our pur-

pose, it would never do to assume a number of actions, not directly

“ mentioned, and their Apurvas. That is to say, even if we were to

“ accept the latter of the two explanations of the word ‘ PrdjtipatyUn, ’ we
“ could not rest with the mere fact of having the compound formed after

“ the application of the Affix
; as it would be necessary for us to assume a

“ number of unseen and unheard-of Actions and their Apui vai
;
and that

“ we cannot assume any number of these at our will has already been

“ shown in tli« Cabdantaradhikarana (in the beginning of the present

“ Pdda), where we have shown that we can assume, by means of Appa-
“ rent Inconsistency, only that much of the unseen and unheard of, wdth-

“ out which the connection of the mentioned Deity with the enjoined

“ material remains inexplicable
;
as the said Apparent Inconsistency does

“ not warrant any more of the unseen and unheard of. It would, however,
“ bo necessary for you to assume from one to seventeen Actions and as
“ many ApJurvas. But as the assumption of the very first of these would
“ complete all the Primaries (as in the case of the Praytfjas),—i.e,, as the

“ determination to offer the first animal to Prajapati would apply equally

“ to all the other animals, whose case is not found to be different from that

“ of the first,—the performance of that single offering will have connected

“all the rest with the sacrifice

;

and as such, we could not carry on the

“ assumption any further.

“ Then again, the difference of one thing cannot bring about the
“ difference of another*; for certainly because of there being distinct
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“ pieces, in the shape of the Heart, etc., it does not follow that there are

** different Actions also. That is to say, if the diversity of the materials

“ were to make a diversity among Actions, then there would also be a diver-

“ sity of Actions on account of the diversity of the pieces of the animars
“ body. As a matter of facf, however, no such diversity is possible, as
“ we shall show later on, under Sutra VI— iii—12 ;

where it is shown that
“ the whole animal having been laid down as the means of accomplishing
“ the Primary sacrifice (of the Agnishfoma)

,

and the Animal having to be

“ given away also as a whole, the fact that the sacrifice is to be accom-

“ plished by means of the Animal, only as being tbe source from which
“ the eleven pieces would be obtained, is got at from other sentences ;

and
“ as such the ‘ cutting of the pieces ’ becomes a qualification of the
“ Animal, and not that of the Sacrifice. In the case in question also, nil

“ the seventeen animals being known as the means of accomplishing the

“sacrifice, the implied direction would apply the prore.«5 of one animal

“ (of its being cut into eleven pieces) to all the seventeen animals
;
and

“ as such there would be nothing very incongruous in the fnct of a single

“ sacrifice taking up (utilising) all the seventeen groups of ‘ eleven pieces

“ each. And for these reasons we conclude that the Action referred to is

“ one only.*’

SIDDHANTA.

To the above, wo make the following reply :
—

If there were only one Action, there would be a single Injunction (in

the form of ‘ the Subsidiary Sacrifices are to be performed in the same way
as the Primary ’)

;
and thereby the material to bo employed being pointed

out as a single ' eleven-piece * group (as the Primary makes use of only one

such group), there would be no use for all the seventeen animals. That is

to say, the sentence in question does not rest with the declaration ‘ PrSja-

jpatyfin as there is yet another part of the sentence to be supplied,

viz. ^ prakrtivat.* And if there be a single Action, it is the ^ Savaniya,^

that is, the Primary in question ;
and as at that the sacrifice is per-

formed by means of a single ‘ eleven-piece ’ group, it follows that

in the action in question there should be only one such group
;
and as this

group, too, in the case of the Primary Sacrifice, is supplied by a single

animal—which is mentioned by a word wherein the singular number
is meant to be significant,—it would be the same in the action in ques-

tion also. And thus the action having been accomplished by means of a

single animal, hone of the other sixteen animals would become connected

with Prajapati
;
and thereby we would be neglecting the Plurality

expressed in the same word (‘ Praj^pntyOn ’), as also the number ‘ seven-

teen’ mentioned in the same sentence. When, on the other hand, the

idea accepted is that there are ‘ seventeen * sacrifices, then the said
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ln]\ir\ciioTi ^ prakrtivat, etc.,’ coming in for each of the sacrifices, would

point to as many ‘eleven-piece* groups; and for the sake of obtaining

these groups, we could have as many animals, even if they were not

actually laid down as ‘ seventeen *
; and there can be no doubt on the point

when the Number is distinctly laid down.

Objection : “ It does not appear quite proper to reject the directly

“ perceptible singleness of the sacrifice, and assume its plurality on the

“ ground of an implied injunction prakrtivat, etc. *). For whether the

“ sacrifice is one or many is ascertained at the time that the sacrifice is

“ enjoined
;
and it is on this Direct Injunction that an Implied or Extended

“ Direction (Atidega) is based ;
and it is never the case that the Direct

“ Injunction is based upon the Extended Direction. Tliat is to say, it is

“ at the time that the Action is originally laid down, that we ascertain the

“ fact of its being one only or many ; and in all cases the original mention
“ of the Action is by means of a Direct Injunction, and not by an Implied
“ Direction. For, until the Action has actually appeared (as enjoined),

“there is no question as to its method; nnd until the method has ap-

“ peared (and is found to be wanting in certain factors) there is no Extended

“Direction. Consequently as the Extended Direction etc.*)

“ is found to appear long after the unity or diversity of Actions has been
“ ascertained, no such Extended Direction can rightly be taken as leading

“ us to accept a diversity of Actions.”

To the above we make the following reply : It has been shown above

that whenever there is a doubt, it is always set at rest either by means

of ‘ supplementary sentence ’ (Sutra I --iv—20) or by means of Indirect

Implications (I—iv—30) ;
and in the case in question we find that we have

both these moans available for ascertaining the doubtful point. That is to

say, in the case in question, it is not by means of the Extended Direction

ftloue that we come to accept the Diversity of Actions
;
in fact it is by

means of the Direct Injunction contained in the word ^prSjOpatySn ’

itself. As this Injunction had, at the first instance, been cognised only in

the form of the material, the Deity and the ‘ Sacrifice ’, it had nothing

definite to say with regard to the measure (or number) of that sacrifice,

because of the doubt (in regard to the word * prajopatytin attaching to

the precedence and sequence of the Nominal Affix and the ekagesha com-

pound, as pointed out above (see above, p. 723) ;
and this doubt is removed

by the said number being ascertained (1) by means of the ‘supple-

mentary sentence* in the shape of the aforesaid Extended Direction, and

(2) also by means of the capability of the word itself to imply that num-
ber. Though it is true that the Extended Direction appears afterwards,

yet, as in the case in question, from the very beginning, the presence of

that Direction is known to be as sure as anything else
;
and hence the
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Direct Injunction also comes to be taken in a sense that would not be
incompatible with that Direction. Consequently, even though the interpre-
tation of the sentence in question is begun with explaining the word
^ prSjffpatynn* as * Prajapatirdevatn esham, tav/—yei inasmuch as this
interpretation is subsequently found to be incompatible with what follows
(in the Extended Direction), the interpreter, if an intelligent person, does
not fail to conclude that he had committed a mistake, at the very outset,
in explaining the said word. There is no such rule as that the Extended
Direction must always be in keeping with the idea taken up by us in the
beginning. Nor is the Extended Direction capable of referring the seven-

teen ‘ eleven-piece * groups—not mentioned in connection with the Primary
‘ Savanlya ’—to a single Action

;
nor again can a single animal be the

source from which all the seventeen ‘ eleven-piece ’ groups should be
obtained

;
nor is there any doubt on this point, that would be removed by

means of the Direct Injunction (in the sentence in question). Nor is

there an absolute contradiction between the Extended Direction and the

Direct Injunction, because the full bearing of this latter is still doubtful

;

and hence there would be nothing to set aside the employing of a single
‘ eleven-piece’ group atone sacrifice.

The fact, too, of the Action referred to being one only is not directly

enjoined. And in all cases, it is an accepted law that so long as there can

be a compatibility (between the Direct Injunction and the Extended Direc-

tion) we cannot take them as contradictory to each other
;
and in the case

in question, we find that the two can be made compatible with each other

by taking the Actions to be many. And hence the constiuction of the

word in question must be taken as—** PrajSpatirdevatn asya^ iti ‘ PrSjfSpa-

tyah, ’ ’’ and the eJcagB^a would imply the mention of the seventeen PrtljSL»

patyas. And thus, the connections between the Deity and the Material

being diverse,—just as in the case of the ^ A gnBya,* the ^ AgmsJiomtya,*

etc.,—the * sacrifices ’ referred to cannot but be accepted as many and

diverse.

It has been urged above that—“ the cutting i7ito eleven pieces heinpii n

“ property of the animal, it would be different with each of the sevetiteen

“ animals, even when tlie Action is accepted to be one only.’*

But this is not quite correct ; because in the case in question, the

Implied Direction does not refer to the Method of the Material ;
because

the want of a Method always arises with reference to an Action ; and as

such it stands in need of the properties and qualifications of the Action

(and not that of the Material). That is to say, the desire for the method is

in the form—‘ In what way is the result to be accomplished hy the sacTiJice

of the Prdjdpatya animal * ?——and not as * how ’ by the animal ? In the

Primary Savanlya sacrifice also, we find that the property of being
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accomplished by means of the ‘ eleven-piece ’ group obtained from a single

animal belongs to tlie sacrifice^ and not to the animal

^

as thQ mention of a

property of the Animal would be useless; because if the property

belonged to the Animal, then all that the property would do would be to

purify the animal
;
and there would be no use of -such a purification, as the

animal will have been destroyed (before the offering is made). As for the

sacrifice, there is a distinct purpose served by its accomplishment, as also

by the accomplishment of its Apuroa ;
and hence the cutting of the eleven

pieces^ etc., could all very well be taken as the method by which the sacri-

fice and its ApUrva would be accomplished. Thus then, a single sacrifice

cannot take up more than one * eleven-piece ’ group
;
and when no more

than one such group would be used, more than one animal too could not

be taken up. Though some people might think that ‘ the fact of the

source of the pieces being one only is set aside bj the mention of the

number seventeen^ and hence we can take the single group of eleven-pieces

out of more than one animal, '—yet, even then, only eleven animals would

be necessary (for the cutting out of the C3leven pieces), and not seventeen.

The Bhasbya represents the opponent as declaring that—“ in a

single sacrifice^ we could make an offering of the seventeen eleven-piece

groups^ And the sense of this assertion is this :
“ Fearing the

necessity of having to assume an unseen factoi*, we take the word
^pagu^ as indicating the ‘ Piece-Group’ through its proximity to the

Sacrifice, and the number ‘seventeen’ may be taken as specifying that

Group.”

But this cannot be
;
because in the case in question we find no ground

for the said Indication. So long as there is no incongruity (in the Direct

Signification) we cannot rightly have recourse to Judication. And then

what the sense of the sentence comes to be, according to you, is this :

‘ Seventeen animals should be taken up, and a single sacrifice should be

accomplished by means of a single eleven- piece group obtained from a

single animal ’
;

certainly such a performance would never be pos-

sible !

If it be urged that the Number mentioned in one place could be taken

elsewhere,—then too, it would come to be taken along with the sacrifice,

on account of the greater proximity of this with the ApUrva (and thus

we would have seventeen sacrifices, and not one). And we have already

explained above that we cannot rightly set aside any part of the Injunc-

tive sentence, unless we find it to be actually incompatible.

As for the necessity of assuming an unseen factor, so long as there is

sufficient authority and ground for. such an assumption, there can be

nothing wrong in it.

The Bhashya brings forward another theory, in the sentence—” yadi
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^fAgd>hhipriiy& varnUhhiprflyd rupdhhiprdySi vS abhavishyan/* This has

been brought in as a solvent for the sentence that lays down the whole

animal as the offering
;
and the sense of the sentence is that—“ from among

“ various animals that may have either seventeen horns, or seventeen
“ colours, or seventeen shapes, one is to be made the Prnjdpatyay

In reply to this it is said in the Bhashya : But the animals are suhse*

quently laid down clearly as ‘ blacky hornless,'* (and hence the * seventeen-

coloured * or the ‘seventeen-horned’ ones could not be meant). And
hence we conclude that there are seventeen sacrifices.

The use of the Adhikarana is this : Though the Purvapakshi does

not wish it, yet, in accordance with his theory, only one animal would be

the means of accomplishing the sacrifice, and the other sixteen would be
taken up only for the purpose of making up its enjoined number (‘ seven-

teen ’)
;
and hence the Pieces would have to be cut out of that one animal

;

consequently if there would be anything amiss in this cutting out, it would
be necessary, not to take up another animal for the cutting out of the

pieces only, but also another batch of sixteen for the purpose of making
up the enjoined number with reference to this newly-brought animal. Or
again, when the purification of the first batch of sixteen would be only

half done, if even one becomes amiss,—with reference to that, then and
there, it would be necessary to repeat all of them over again (while

according to the SiddhSnta, each animal being used in a distinct sacri-

fice, if there was anything amiss with one, that one alone would have to

be replaced, and not all).

Objection : “ In the case of the contiguous (or joint) performance of

“ many sacrifices, we find that if there is anything wrong with the

“ performance of any one of them, then, in accordance with the law laid

“ down under the Sutra VI—v—56, while the other sacrifices have yet to

“ be performed, what is performed over again is only that one sacrifice,

“ and not all of them
;
and the same rule might very well hold in the case

“ in question, where we have a combined or joint material.”

Beply ; This is not possible ; because in the case in question, we find

that the capability of accomplishing the sacrifice in question inheres in

seventeen of the same object, i.e,, the seventeen animals taken as a single

object ;
and as such, like the number, it appertains to all of them taken col-

lectively ;
consequently the purificatory rites—lep^Aiarana and the rest—of

these should be performed as such a whole
;
consequently, when even a

single animal out of these would die during the purification, there would be

a destruction of the exact Material for accomplishing the sacrifice
;
and

hence, even though the other animals be quite intact, the purificatory rites

of the material as a whole would have gone wrong ; and as such these

rites would have to be done all over again. But even when a fresh

92
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animal would be brought in, the rites would appertain to that animal only,

as forming the Material for the sacrifice ; and as the exact character of

the Material would not be attained by that one animal unless it be accom-

panied by the other sixteen animals,—^it would be necessary to bring in a

fresh batch of seventeen animals, each time that there may be the slightest

mistake during the performance.

In accordance with the Siddhanta, on the other hand, each of the

animals has the character of the Material, independently of the otiiers

;

and what is done is only the performance of the sacrifices together
;
and

hence in this case if there is anything wrong with regard to one animal,

it is that one alone that has to be replaced.

Objection

:

“If what you say is true, then, according to the Purvapak-
“ ska, in the case of the Injunction ‘ Stotra^astrSshu tdncatnrhhirddattB,'

“ if there happens to be something wrong in the reciting of one Mantra^
“ all the Mantras would have to be repeated.”

Reply

:

Not so
;
in that case each Mantra forms a distinct means by

itself, and what the Injunction does is only to mention them collectively.

As a matter of fact, in all that the Mantras do, with regard to the making
up of the Hymns, etc., they have each a distinct capability of supplying

a distinct want (in the shape of the pointing out of the requisite Deity,

e.g.

)

;
as otherwise all of them would form a single sentence ( according

to the Sutra II—i— 46). Thus then the fact is that each Mantra having
fulfilled its own specific function, the effects of all these functionings com-
bine to bring about another effect (in the shape of a transcendental

potency, etc.), and the character of aiding the sacrifice does not belong to the

Mantras taken collectively. In the case of the seventeen Animals, however,
it is found to belong to them taken collectively as a single whole.

Objection : “ The effects of the Mantras, then, acting conjointly, if

“ there were anything wrong with one, all of them would liave to be
“ repeated.”

Reply : Not so
;
because when there would be nothing wrong in the

cause (the Mantra), there could be none in its effect. Specially as the

action of man appertains to the Means (of accomplishing a certain action),

all performances should be regulated by mistakes in these Means (and not

by those in the effects).



ADHIKARAl^A (8).

[The Differentiation of Actions hy ATames.]

Sutra (22) : Name also (serves to distinguish Actions)
; be-

cause of its occurring in the originative Injunction.

The Differentiation of Actions by means of Accessories and Context,

bristling with many discussions, is postponed for a future occasion
;
and

we proceed to consider the case of Name.
[In connection with the sentence ‘ athaisha jyotih, atha vigvajyotihy

atha sarvajyotih^ ’ there arises the following doubt—Do these names only

serve to refer to the Jyotishfoma^ for the purpose of laying down ‘ a

thousand ’ as the sacrificial gift in connection with it ? or do they lay

down other Actions at which that is the sacrificial gift P And on this

we have the following]— '

PCTRVAPAKSHA.
“ Inasmuch as the words ‘ atha * and ‘ esha ’ stand in need of some-

“ thing that has gone before, and as the rejection of the original subject
“ and the taking up of another is a faulty process,—it follows that the
“ various names apply to the single sacrifice ‘ Jyotishtoma' for which, as

“ in the case of the VUkshayana sacrifice, another detail (in the shape of

the gift of * a thousand is laid down. And when we already have a
“ sentence (‘ JyotiahtomSna svargak^mo yajBta'

)

that lays down the con-
“ nection between the Material and the Result, if we accept the words in

“ question to be the names of the same Action, we are saved the neces-

sity of assuming (I) another Action, (2) an ApUrva in keeping with

that Action, and (3) wholly unheard of methods for the accomplishment
** of that Apurvay etc., etc.

;
and there would be the further advantage thaf

as the mention of the gift of * a thousand ’ could be taken as laying
“ down a method of procedure with regard to the Jyotishfoma, we would

not have to set aside this sacrifice ( which forms the original subject

“ of the Context). If the sentences in question were to be the Tnjunc-

“ tions of other Actions, there would be no use for the word ‘ atha^* which

refers to something gone before ; for one sacrifice does not stand

“in need of another; nor does any significance attach to any order of
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“sequence among the sacrifices, (that are independent of one another)

“ as we shall show later on. And hence the word ‘ atha
' cannot be taken

“ as signifying this order of sequence.

“ Nor does tbe Name express a BhUvand

;

nor is the Root-meaning

“ found to be mixed up with the Name, in the sentences in question, as

“ is the case with the root ‘ yaji ’ (which is often mixed up with names of

“ sacrifices) ;
and as such there could be no idea of difference among the

“ Boot-meanings. Nor again is the Name an injunctive word, whereby it

“ could urge people to other actions (than the Jyotishtnma) ;
and

“ so long as the human agent is not urged into activity, even if a

“ difference could be cognised, we could attach no significance to it,

“ exactly as we do with regard to the singular number in ‘ graham *

“ (in the sentence '‘graham sammflrshti*). The injunctive word (in the

‘‘ sentence ‘ etBna sahasradakshinSna yajeta *) that we have in connection

“ with these sentences, is taken up by the mention of the accessory detail

“ (in the shape of the sacrificial gift of ‘ a thousand*) ;
and as such it

“ cannot pertain to the form of any Action. If the Injunctive word were
“ not thus set aside, then too, the difference of the two ‘ sacrifices * would
“ be based upon the repetition of the word ‘ yajBtd, * and not upon the
** Names.

The mention of a Result also does not give rise to the idea of dif-

“ ference among Actions, in accordance with the Sutra II—iii—26. Or, it

“ may be that inasmuch as the ‘ gift of a thousand * rests upon the

“ previously mentioned Jyotishtoma, the particular result mentioned in

‘‘ connection with this gift may be taken as following from the employ-
“ ment of this accessory ‘ gift * in connection with the same Jyotishfoma ;

“ just as the employing of different accessories (at the same sacrifice),

“ such as ‘ dadhi, ’ and ‘ milking vessel,* is laid down, with a view
“ to particular results, (in the shape of the obtaining of an organ of sense

and Gattle respectively). And thus, too, the Action referred to cannot
“ be a new one.

“ In the case of the words ‘ Jyotih, * etc., there is a further peculi-
‘‘ arity : they form part of the name * Jyotishfoma *

;
and as such they

'' cannot fail to give an idea of the lyotishfoma. Specially as we find the
“ Jyotiahtoma actually spoken of as ‘ Jyoti^, ’ in the sentence ‘ vasantB
“ vasantS Jyotisha, * etc.

“ For these reasons, we conclude that, inasmuch as in the case in

“ question, we find none of the abovementioned grounds of diversity,

—

“ viz,. Difference of words, Repetition of the same word. Number, the
“ mention of an Accessory incompatible with the original Action, and a
** Difference of Context—the Actions referred to cannot be any other than
“ the original Jyotishfoma'''
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SIDDHINTA.

To the above we make the following reply : When no word expres-

sive of tl>e Action has been nsed, the name that happens to be mentioned

first cannot but give rise to the idea of something new. That is to say,

in a case where the Action has been already laid down by means of a

previously pronounced Verb, before the Name comes to be mentioned, the

unity or diversity of the Actions concerned having, in this case, already

been ascertained elsewhere by means of the verb, the subsequently appear-

ing Name would not distinguish the Actions. In the case in question,

however, we find that the name is mentioned in connection with an
Action that has yet to be laid down (by the subsequent sentence ‘ BtBna

sahasradahshitfina yajBta ’) ; and as such, like the Number, it must be

expi’essive of Separateness, Because in all cases, it is most improper to use

one word in more than one sense, or to express one thing by more than one

word
;
and hence whenever we come across a new thing, we look for a new

name ; and vice versa, whenever we find a new name we look for a new
thing. When, however, we directly perceive both of these to be the same
that has been known before, then this perception sets aside the weaker
authority of the aforesaid character of the Name. But so long as there is

no such recognition of identity, there is nothing to set aside the idea of

difference naturally afforded by the difference of Names,

For instance, in the case in question, we find that entirely different

from the previously mentioned Jyotishfoma, there is, later on, a new name
‘ atha gauh '

; and as this latter has apparently no connection with what
has gone before, it cannot bring about any idea thereof

;
and hence it

gives rise to the notion of something else coloured by itself (i.c., the

name ‘ gauh ’). And then we proceed to look out, in what follows as well

as in what has gone before, for that thing of which this is the name
;
and

we find that all the‘y^^ya^^s* that have gone before refer to, and have

been absorbed by, the Jijotishtoma ; and as such cannot refer to anything

else, or have any other name
\
but as for the ^yajati* that comes after-

wards (in the sentence ‘ etSna sahasradakshinBna yajBta^) though, on account

of the mention of the Result, the Injunctive potency is taken up by the

laying down of something else (i.e., the accessory gift of * a thousand

,

and as such the Injunction itself does not serve to distinguish the Action,

—

yet, inasmuch as, according to Sietra Il—i—49, on account of the inter-

vention of an unconnected word ^ gau^ (between the passages dealing

with the Jyotishfoma and the sentence ^ athaisha jyotih, etc.’), the word

‘ gau^ * does not very well fit into what has gone before
;
and hence the

idea of what has gone before not presenting itself at the time that the

sentence ‘ atha gauh ’ appears, the continuance of the previous Context
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is broken off, and the mind natnrallj seeks for something else ; and the

subsequent * yajSta * presenting itself to this expectant mind, and being

incapable of referring to the JyoHahtoma sacrifice, which is already

possessed by another name,—and turns itself to an object other than

the taking up of that the continuation of which has been broken off.

Consequently then, the subsequent ^yaji’* being sepaiated from the

previous Context, by the river of the name gauh*)^ cannot go over to

it
;
nor does the previous context go over to it ; and hence perfwce it goes

over to another object.

Thus, then, the word ^ atha^ ’ not being able to be taken as signifying

either a reference to what has gone before, or immediate sequence, is

taken as serving the purpose of introducing another Action. The word
‘ esha * also, being expressive of that which is perceptibly near it, is

as applicable to what has gone before as to what appears subsequently,

because both are equally perceptibly proximate to it
;

and hence the

signification of this word does not affect the discussion.

As for the rejection of the previously mentioned and the acceptance

of that which has not been mentioned, as it has to be accepted on the

strength of the Direct Mention of the Name, there is nothing wrong

in it.

Says the BMshya : N&samimah puna^i^rutayah (these are not mere repe»

iitions of those)
;
and the sense of this is that as the Names in question

have been used for the very first time, there can be no question of their

being mere repetitions. That is to say, they are not mentioned with refer-

ence to a previously enjoined Action.

And further (according to you), the whole of the sentence ‘ athaishay

etc.’ would become redundant; as even without these, the accessories,

in the shape of the ‘ gift of a thousand,’ etc., could very well be laid

down.

Then, too, in accordance with the view that the names refer to the

same Action as the previous one, inasmuch as the gift of ‘twelve-

hundred * has already been laid down in connection with the JyoHshfomay

the mention of ‘ a thousand, ’ with reference to the same, would lead to

these two gifts being taken as optional alternatives, as both would serve

the same purpose
;
and this is not quite allowable. When, however, the

Actions are different, there is no such anomaly.

Nor can it be urged that the mention of the latter accessory has its

end in connection with a new Result ; as the substratum of the accessory

(the Jyotishtoma) being hopelessly rent asunder by the intervention of

the Name, there is no idea of that substrate at the time that the latter

Accessory is laid down.

And further the relationship of the Name, the Accessory and the
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Result with the * sacrifice* mentioned subsequently, is based upon Syntac-

tical Connection
;
while that with the previous Jyotishtoma would be based

upon Context (wliich is weaker than the former)
;
and for this reason

also the Actions must be regarded as difierent.

Nor are the words '
etc. in the case in question (necessarily)

the parts of the word* Jyotishtoma*

;

because the name * Ra^Aan^ara * (of

one kind of Sdma) is not recognised as a part of the name * Kanvarathan-

tara* (another kind of Sfima). As for the sentence * vasantB vasantB

Jyotishd yajBta, ’ we take the word as indirectly indicating the Jyotishtoma

(and not directly expressing it), because of this fact being pointed out by

other means of right notion. In the case in question, however, we do not

find any such other means, whereby the word * Jyotih
'

could be taken as

referring to the ‘ Jyotishtoma, * As for the use of the word * Jyotih* with

reference to the TriviV, etc., in the sentence ^Btnni jyotinshi^ etc.,* such

use must be taken in a secondary sense, allowable in this sentence alone,

on account of the fact of the two being spoken of (in the sentence) as

co-extensive
;
and as such this sense could not be accepted in all cases. For

instance, though in the case of the sentence * sihho mdnavakah, * the word
‘ sihha* is taken as referring to the Boy (Mdiriavaka), only in its secondary

sense of Brave, etc., yet when the word ‘ sihha
*

is used in another sen-

tence, e.g.f ‘ Sinhamdlabhetdf* it is not taken in the same secondary sense

(but in its direct sense of the Lion).

Thus then, we conclude that in consideration of the direct significa-

tion of the words * Jyotih^^ etc., these names must be taken as differentiat-

ing the Actions referred to by them from what has been mentioned before.



ADHIKARANA (9).

{^Differentiation of Actions through their Deities.']

SUtra (23) : An accessory also (serves to differentiate Actions),

when it is a new one, and incapable of being connected with the
foregoing (action); because both the sentences are equally (inde-

pendent of each other).

Before dealing with the differentiating of Actions by Context, we
proceed to consider the Diversity and Unity of Actions based upon their

Accessories.

In connection with the Odturm^fiya sacrifices, with reference to the

Vaigvadeva Parva^ we find the sentence ‘ vaigvadevydmikshny* which

serves to lay down the sacrifice implied by the connection between the

Material and the Deity herein mentioned
;
and following on this we find

the sentence ‘ vdtjihhyo vdjinamJ* And on this point there arises the

following doubt : Does this second sentence lay down an accessory Mate-

rial for the sacrifice laid down by the former sentence, or does it serve to

lay down a distinct sacrifice implied by the particular connection of the

Material and the Deity mentioned in itself ?

Though there was a third alternative also possible, namely, that both

the Material and the Deity mentioned in the second sentence are laid

down with reference to the previous sacrifice, yet this has not been
put forth

;
because it has been shown in the Adhikarana dealing with the

Paurnamnst sacrifice, that it is not possible for many accessories to be
laid down in connection with an Action that has been already enjoined

by a previous sentence.

Thus, then, the question comes to be this : Is the material vfSjina

connected, in the previously laid down sacrifice, with the Deity (VipvS-

devas) of that sacrifice, or is it connected with another Deity ( F^yV),

another sacrifice and another AjfSrva /

On this, we have the following :

—

PCRVAPAKSflA.
“ The second sentence serves to lay down the material Vdjina with

'' regard to the previous sacrifice.
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Because of the word ^ VHji * being taken as one who has vdja or Food,

and the Food meant being the dmikshd that has been laid down in the

^‘immediately preceding sentence VaigvadevyOmikshd.'), it is the
“ VigvedSvas themselves that are denoted by the word * Vdjihhyaf^ ’

;
and

“ the action too referred to in this second sentence being the same as that
“ laid down in the former sentence, what this second sentence does is to

“ lay down a new Material, in the shape of the Vdjina,
“ That is to say, we do not know of any such deities as the ‘ Vajis '

;

“ and no unknown meaning of words can serve to complete the meaning
“ of a sentence

;
but as a rule, whenever the meaning of a word as a

“ whole is unknown, what we do is to accept the meaning that is afforded
“ hy its constituent parts

;
and in the case in question we find that in the

“ first sentence, the Vigvedevas are represented as ‘ VHji * because of

“ their having the Amikshil (which is a Food, ‘ V&ja *)
;
and then these

“ same Deities being understood, in the second sentence, to be connected
“ with the material ‘ Vdjina,' they cannot be set aside from this connec-
“ tion (because there is no other known meaning of the word ‘ Vdji *

as
“ a whole). These Deities (the VigvedSvas) are already impressed with
“ the connection of the sncrifice previously implied by the first sentence

;

“ consequently, when, with a view to establishing their relationship with

“the material Vdjina, we come to assume a ‘sacrifice,* we find that
“ there is no reason why we should set aside the sacrifice that is pointed
“ out by the word * vdji ’ (which is synonymous with VipvSdevds, and as
“ such points to the sacrifice implied in the former sentence)

;
and while

“ we have that sacrifice, there arises no further Inconsistency with
“ regard to anything else ; and hence we conclude that in the second
“ sentence we have the same sacrifice, the same AjpUrva and the same
“ Deity as those in the previous sacrifice ;

and as such there is no reason
“ for assuming any other sacrifice.

“For these reasons we conclude that in view of the two sentences in

“ question, the two Materials, imikshd and Vdjina, must be taken as

“ pertaining to the same sncrifice, to be employed in it either as optional

“ altei-natives, or both jointly.

“ Though it is true that the Zmikshd is laid down in the same
“ sentence that lays down the sacrifice (and as such this being the more
“ authoritative of the two materials, they cannot both be taken either as
“ alternatives or conjointly),—^yet what the sentence could do would be
“ to extract the ‘ sacrifice * from the previous sentence, and then lay down
“ a fresh Materia! (F’dyVna) for it (and in this way both the Materials

“ woald be equally authoritative). Though, as a matter of fact, the
“ ‘ sacrifice * is implied by the connection of the Deity and the Material,

** and it is not mentioned directly as extracted (from the previous sen-

93
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teuce), yet there is always an idea o£ the sacrifice being something that

is implied as apart from the Material, etc.
; on account of its havin^^

“ the character of an Action. Or it may be that what is implied in the
“ second sentence is the word ^ ydga* (from the previous sentence)

;
and

“ this does not disappear even when the Xniikshfi (of the previous
“ sentenee) has ceased to exist (in the second); and the word ‘ *

(in * vfijihhyah *) too is put in only for the purpose of indicating the
“ sacrifice implied by it (as synonymous with ‘ VigvedSvas * of the prc-
“ vious sentence). Nor is the connection between the ‘VTlyV* and the
“ ^Vajina' understood to be independent of that sacrifice; because
“ there can be no mutual relationship between the two nouns them"
“ selves.

“ For these reasons wo conclude that the action mentioned in the
“ second sentence is not different from that laid down in the first.’*

STDDHANTA.

To the above, we make the following reply :
—

Inasmuch as the sacrifice laid down by tlie first sentence has
already a Material mentioned for it, another Material (mentioned in the
second sentence) cannot possibly belong to it

; and hence the mention
of such a material, for the sake of establishing its relevancy, could not
but indicate another Action.

The meaning of the Sutra thus comes to be this : Inasmuch as the
‘ Guna ’ (material) is new and incapable of being connected with the pre-

vious Action, it gives rise to the idea of a distinct Action
;
specially as

the two setitences are equal, ^.e., independent of each other. That is to

say, each of the two connections between Deity and Material (that the
two sentences speak of), not allowing the presence of the other, as incom-
patible with itself, lays down a distinct Action.

Objection :
“ It is true that when the subsequently mentioned acces-

“ sory is found to be inapplicable to the previously mentioned Action, it

“ indicates another Action. But in the ca.se in question, why cannot the
“ accessory, * Vffjina, ’ bo connected ’with the previously mentioned sacri-

fice or its Deity ? ”

Reply

:

The only reason for this non-connection lies in the fact of

that Action havitig its material already laid down as something else.
“ But why cannot both the materials be used jointly ?

Because when a number of things are found to serve the same
purpose, they are always taken as optional alternatives, as we shall show
under the Sutra XII —iii—10.

“ Then they may be taken as optional alternatives.”
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Bat that is not possible
;
because the two are not equally strong in

the authority of their applicability to the same sacrifice.

We proceed to show this inequality : The connection of the Vigve-

devas and the Action mentioned in the first sentence, with the Amtkshd,

is one that is directly mentioned by the word (* Vaigvadevi *)
;
while that

of those with the ‘ Vdjina *

is indicated by the sentence (‘ vOjihhyo vdji-

nam ’). And in all cases, there are three methods of mentioning the

Deity : (1) By means of the deific nominal affix, (2) by the Dative case-

ending, and (3) by means of the words of the Mantra used ; and among
these that whicli precedes is always more authoritative tlian that which

follows.

Objection : “ The mantra being non-injunctive, it is only natuml that

“ it should be weaker in authority than Direct Assertion
;
but why

should there be a difference of strength between the Nominal Affix

“ and the Dative case-ending ?
**

Reply : It is by Direct Assertion that the connection of the Deity

is mentioned by means of the Nominal Affix
;
whereas in the case of the

Dative ending, that connection is expressed by the syntactical connection

between the two words lying i»i close proximity to each other.

For instance, in the case in question, in the case of the word
^ vai^adevif* the presence of the Deity (Vi^vedSvas) is expressed by the

Direct Denotation of the word
;
while in the case of the Dative ending

fin ‘ Vdjibhyah ’) it is implied indirectly by the proximity (and syntacti-

cal connection) of the two words in the sentence ‘ vdjihhyo vdjinam *

(and certainly Direct Denotation is always stronger than Indirect Im-

plication by syntactical connection).

Objection : In the case of the sentence ‘ vdifvadevydmikshd ’ also

“ the connection between the Deity VigvedBvas and the material ‘Am-
“ ilesha* is expressed by the proximity of the two words in the sentence ;

“ and thus in both cases the fact of the connection being implied by
“ syntactical connection is equally present. If it be urged that the

“ character of the Deity is mentioned directly by the word ‘ vfiifvadevi^'

“ while it is only the connection of the material ‘ Simiksha ’ that is

“ implied by the syntactical connection,—then this is also found to be the

“ case in the other sentence, where the character of the Deity being

mentioned directly by the dative ending (in * vdjibhyah ’
) it is only

the connection of the material Vdjina that is implied by syntactical

“ connection. If again it be urged that the connection also with mate-

“ rial in general having been mentioned by the Nominal Affix, what
“ syntactical connection does is only to specify that material,—^then, this

“ too would be found to be the case with the other sentence as well.

“ Because the single word ‘ vdjibhyaft
* directly denotes the character of
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“ the receiver* of the offering ;
and as this chai’acter would not be possible

“ without an object to he offered, some such object in general would be

indicated by the said Direct Denotation itself
;

and all that the

“ proximity of the word ‘Kfl/ina’ would do would be to specify that object,

“ And further, granted that the Direct Denotation of the Nominal
“ Affix mentions the connection with some material in general ; even then,

“ inasmuch as the * VHjina^ also is included in the ‘ object in general,’ there

would be nothing incongruous in taking this latter also as the specified

“ material for the same sacrifice (as held by us) : the only incompati-

“ bility would be between the two particular materials, the Amtkshd and
“ the ‘ Vajina ’

;
and both of these being equally indicated by syntactical

“ connection, there would be no difference between the authoritative charac-

“ ter of those. And as such they must be taken as optional alternatives.”

Reply : The Nominal Affix does not denote the Deity of the material

in general
;
what it does is to express the Deity of the particular material

mentioned by the word ‘ asya* (which is present in the expression ‘ aa'sya

dSvatd, ’ which expresses the presence of the Nominal Affix).

For instance, in the case in question, the Nominal Affix in the word
‘ Faigvadevi ’ being explained as * vigvBdevll devatd asydh \ the pronoun

* asyofi * expresses, not the material in general, but the particular material

inclose proximity with itself
;
specially as it is only a particular object,

and not the indefinite generic class ‘ object that is capable of being utilised.

Consequently that the object expressed by the basic noon (‘ Vigvedevtlh ’)

is name of the Deity of the particular material pointed out by other means,

is the direct denotation of the Nominal Affix in ‘ VaigvadBvi.* Thus

then, the idea of the particular material, as bearing in itself the parti-

cular relationship, and as being subservient to the Deity, is brought about

directly by the word with the Nominal Affix, independently of every other

word ; and we proceed to look out for the particular material whose

Deity has been mentioned by means of the Nominal Affix
;
and then it is

that this is pointed out by means of the word Umikshd. ’ And thus as

the connection (between the Material and the Deity) has been mentioned

before the appearance of the qualified idea, there is in this case no need

of an Indirect Indication. Though as a matter of fact, in the case of all

words, the basic noun and the affix have independent significations of

their own that follow closely npon each other, and it is as between these two
that the Relationship in question is cognised,—yet, in the case of the word
in question Vaipvadevi*), as the relationship (of the Material with
the Deity) appears in the same word (as the members related), it has a
distinctly stronger authority than that which is indicated by means of

the proximity of two words (* vSjibhyo vSjinam ')
;
and it is for this reason

that it is spoken of as * directly denoted by the word.’
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Thus then, in the sentence * vaiQvadevyamdksha * there are two relation-

ships: (1) the Relationship of the Material with the Deity, and (2) the

Relationship of the qualifier and the qualified
; and of these the former

is directly mentioned by the word, while the latter is indicated by Syntac-

tical Connection.

For this reason, the qualification of the word * UmiksM * by the word
* vatgvadevt

'

is not through the meaning of these words
; ns it is

in the case of the expression * nilotpalam *
;
what the fact is, is that the

Nominal Affix itself directly denotes the Amikaha together with the Deity

{Vigvedevilh ) ;
and the particular material referred to (by the pronoun

' asyah ’ in the expounding of the Nominal Affix) is indicated by the

proximity of the word ‘ iimikshd..'

That is bo say, in the case in question, it is not that the word with

the Nominal Affix denoting one object, and the word ‘ ^niikshd ’ denoting

another, the qualification of one of these by the other M,pplies sub-

sequently; because this relationship is expressed, at the very outset, by the

word with the Nominal Affix ; but what actually happens is that the word
vith the Nominal Affix having the capability of expressing that which

cannot be utilised (that is, the Material in general)

^

it stands in need of the

proper particular object for itself ;
and then what the additional word

{dmikshd) does is to present to it this particular object
; and thus, as a

matter of fact, through the proximity of the word ‘ SmikshS, *

the word

^vaigvndSvi^ itself denotes the material "dmikshn,* Nor does the word
‘ nmikshfl ’ in that case come to be a mere reference to the ‘ dmiksha *

denoted by the word ‘ yazpvactevf ’
;
because without that word, the woid

with the Nominal Affix is not cognised as having that {Amikahn) for its

object. Nor does the Jmikahd become the meaning of the sentence

;

because that which is denoted by the word with the Nominal Affix is not

known to have a separate existence. As a matter of fact, we have a

aenteiice, only when there are at least two independent denotations of

words. Thus then, all that the word ‘ dmikahd ’ does is to bring forward

that which is denoted by the word with the Nominal Affix
;
and as such

it does not remove to a further distance (and thereby render weaker) the

direct denotation of the Nominal Affix.

It is with a view to all this that we have the following declaration :
* It

is by the Direct Denotation of the pronoun ‘ aaydh ’ that the meaning of the

second word (* dmikahd') is denoted ; and as that is expressed by the Nominal

Affix, all the three (the Pronoun,the Affix and the Amikahd) become deno-

ted by the single word (with the Nominal Affix ‘ VaigvadBvi * ).” Thus then,

what is denoted by the word ^ vaigvadevt ’ is that * that which ia theimikahd

is to become connected with the Deity Vigvedevah' And hence in this case,

the co-ordination is between the words, and not between their denotations.
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In the case of the sentence ‘ Vtijihhyo vd,jinam * on the other hand,

the case is wholly different.

Because, firstly^ in the sentence ^ vHjihhyo vOjinam^^ the material to be

offered is not denoted either by the noun ‘ or by the Dative aflBx

(in the word * vdjthhya^ *) ; nor do any of these express the connection of

that Material with the Deity ; and hence we cannot cognise these by any

other means save the syntactical connection (of the two words). That is

to say, in the word * isHjihhyah^' either the basic noun, or the affix, or both

of them together, express either the material in general, or a particular

Material, or the connection of some Material with tlie Deity
;

all that the

word denotes is that the object signified by the noun is the recipient
;

and certainly there is no idea of the relationship of the material

included in the word ; and hence it has to be cognised by means of the

syntactical connection, based upon the proximity of the word ‘ vdjinam*

And secondly, in the case of the word ‘ vaigvad6vi\ we find that the

signification of the Pronoun ‘ asyfih * is included in the Nominal Affix
; but

in the case of the word viljibhyah * the Dative is not laid down in the

sense of ‘ that of which the object signified by the basic noun is the

receiver of the gift.* That is to say, in the case of the former, we find that

the Nominal Affix has been laid down by grammarians in the sense of

* that of which the object signified by the basic word is the Deity ’
;
while

the Dative has not been laid down in the sense that ‘ that which is signi-

fied by the basic noun is the receiver of that ( a certain gift) ’
;
and as

such in the case of a word with the Dative ending, there can be no

indication of the meaning of the Pronoun ‘ asya *
;
and as a matter of

fact, what such a word actually expresses is the mere character of the

Recipient; and hence, it is only on account of the inconsistency of the

mention of a ‘ recipient,’ without the ‘ object to be received,* that the word
witli the Dative can give rise to a desire on our part for some such thing

;

and certainly this does not make this thing to be directly expressed by
that word

;
as, in that case, all that is signified by the sentence would

become the denotation of that word. All that the said desire (raised by
the Dative) does is to bring about the requisite relationship when the

other word is uttered
;
for if there were no such desire raised by the

first word, even the second word could not bring about the said relation-

ship.

Thus, then, though the Dative Affix directly denotes the deific

character (of Vsjin)^ yet its relationship with the Material \9iljina) is

indicated by syntactical connection alone. Our contention is with regard

to this relationship (of the Material and the Deity) ; and there is no doubt

that the relationship of the Material vAyVna (with the Deity Vdjin) (as

indicated by syntactical connection) is very much weaker in authority
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(than that of the AmilcshU with the Vi(^v6devas^ because this latter is meu>

tioned directly by the Nominal Affix in the word ‘ vaigvadevt,^

Further, it is a well-recofi^nisedfact that that which is expressed directly

by the vvord is more nearly related to it than that which is indicated by
syntactical connection, this latter bein^jf very much remoter than the former

;

and lienee we proceed to show how, what you hold to be the sense of the

sentence * vSjthhyah, etc. ’ is far remote (from the direct si^ifiention of the

words). (1) For instance, in the case in question, the relationship of the

nmikshd (with the VifvedSvas) being in close proximity to the word, is

recognised as being expressed directly by the word
;
while the relationship

of the vdjina with the Viqvedevas being far removed, is recognised as

indicated by syntactical connection. Though the Nominal Affix (in

‘ Vaii}vadem *) does not express the fact of the Vigvedevas being the Deity

of the particular Material (dtnikshd), yet it does express the fact of their

being the Deity of some Material in general
;
while the word with the

Dative ending does not express anything with regard to any material,

either general or particular
;
and this makes a great difference between

the two cases. It has been argued above that the material in general

expressed by the Nominal Affix in * VatgvadSvi * could also pertain to the

vSjina ( which would thus come to have t\\e Vipvedevas for ita Deity ).

But this is scaicely correct; because in the word ‘
* we find

a feminine ending, which, though appearing in connection with the

generic term, yet distinctly points to the fact that the material meant
must be that which is mentioned by a word in the feminine gender that

may be found in close proximity with the former word
;
and none of these

conditions (which are fulfilled by the Qmtkshff) are found to be fulfilled

by the nSjinaj as it is neither mentioned by a word in the feminine gender,

nor is it in close proximity with the word ‘ vaigvadBvi ’
; and as such this

latter is not accepted as the material in connection with the Vi^ve-

dStvas.

(2) The relationship of the vdjina with the Vdjmsia not mentioned in

the form ‘ vdjibhyo veijinam kury&t *
; and hence for the mention of that

relationship, we must supply some word expressive of ‘ giving * and the

like. As for the word ‘ kurydt ’ (denoting perforrnability), this has got

to be supplied even in the sentence dealing with the dmikshd, either from

above, or out of the final sentence laying down the actual performance of

tl^e Action in question
;
and as such the question of the expression of this

perfo^mablity has not been urged against the opponent. In the sentence

‘ vdjibhyo vdjinam* however, the said relationship is wholly uncognisable,

until the root ( =to give) is supplied from above; though in the

expi^ssion ‘ vaipeadBvyUmikshd
* (we have the relationship directly

expressed by the Nominal Affix, which leaves nothing that could have to
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be supplied from above). And the reason for this is that in all sentences,

there are only two ways in which the lelutionship of nouns is expressed

;

either by the mention of co-extensiveness

,

or by the word in the genitive

case ; and in the sentence * vHjihhya^ ’ etc., we do not find either co-exten-

siveness or the genitive word
;
and as for the case-ending in ‘ vHjihhyaf^*

it cannot (being a case-ending) be related to any word other than the

verb
;
and we do not find any verb mentioned

; hence it becomes neces-

sary to supply the verb from above; this is one ground for the aforesaid

remoteness. And the other lies in the extremely complicated nature of

the connection among the three words (‘ vHjihhyah' ‘ vSjinam * and

* dadyHt'),

It may be argued that—“ in the case of the sentence * vai^vadBvl *
etc.,

also there is an equal necessity for supplying the verb *
sacrifice.’ ” But the

two cases are not parallel, because in the esse of this latter sentence, the

‘ sacrifice ’ is inferred after the relationship of the QmikshU with the

VigvBdevas has been fully cognised ; and the cognition of the relation-

ship does not depend upon the verb ‘to sacxifice.’ For you, on the other

hand, the mere fact of bringing about the ownership of another person

(which is implied by the Dative ending) being impossible (without the

mention of the ‘ sacrifice ’), the ‘sacrifice,* would be necessary for the

bringing about of a cogent relationship among the factors expressed (by

the word ) ; and hence, from the veiy beginning, it would be necessaiy to

assume the verb * to give,* for the sake of the establishment of the syntac-

tical connection between the word denoting the Material and that denot-

ing the Deity.

It is only when this verb ‘ to give ’ has been supplied, that the nouns,

previously disjointed, become joined in a common bond of relationship
;

and thus both these words, having the same purpose, come to restrict

each other; and this process is veiy complicated. In the case of the

sentence ‘ VatgvadMvyomiksha * on the other hand, there are no such

complications, and the process is very much simpler.

(3) Though the Vdjin and the vdjina are directly related to each

other, yet (none of their terminations being such as to express a co-

extensiveness between them), there is a distinct remoteness between them.

In the CHse of the sentence ‘ VaifvadSvydmikshS * on the other hand, there

is a distinct co-extensiveness (expressed by the common Nominative

ending) ; and hence we have a proximity between them ; as we shall

explain, later on, how ‘ the words having the same endings are more cap-

able than those with different endings.*

(4) Further, all that the Dstive in * vdjihhya^
^

could do would be

to denote the fact of the Vdjins being Becipients
;
and it is only by a far-

fetched process that the Vdjins can be indicated aethe Deities related to the
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vSjina, Because the Dative is not, like the particular Nominal Affix, laid

down by grammarians as denoting the Deity ; as all that it is said to

express is the character of the Uecipient
;
and cei tsiiily the ‘ Recipient

*

is not the same as the ‘ Deity ’
;
for in the sentence ‘ he gives the gold to

Atreya/ Atreya cannot be taken as a Deity. If the Deity were the

(same as the ) Recipient, then there would be no difPerence between

giving and sacrificing. Then again, 'that object which operates towards

the accepting of a gift, is called the ‘ Recipient’
;
while we do not find the

Deity operating towards any such accepting
;
therefore all that we can

have the Dative do is to indirectly indicate the Deity as one with reference

to whom the gift would he made, which is something that comes before

the Recipient
;

or, it may be taken as indicating the ownership that follows

after the possession of another person (the Recipient) has been brought

about
; because the character of the Deity is known to be identical with

such ownership. Even if the character of the Deity be held to be that

of the Recipient in the shape of one not denying the gift, this would
entail the indication of a character not compatible with the general

character (of the Deity)
;
and this would bo a very far-fetched and com-

plicated process.

(5) There is yet anothei* cause of remoteness, in the shape of the

doubtful natui'e of the word ‘ vojibhyaJ^,* which can be taken both in

the Dative and the Ablative
;
whereas in the cese of the Nominal Affix,

there being no such doubt, the intellect lias not got to be over-strained.

That is to say, when we come across the word *vajibhyahf until we have

set aside (on certain grounds) its ablative character, and decided to take

it as the Dative, the mind is in the tossing state of uncertainty. TJie

opponent argues that—“ the signification of the Nominal Affix (in ‘ vaigva^

devi ’) is also doubtful, inasmuch as there are many meanings of that

Affix, in the shape of the Patronymic and the i est.” But this argument

is not quite relevant, or on the same lines as ours
;
because what we have

urged was the verbal doubt (in connection with the word ^ vdjibhyah*) ;

while you have brought forward a doubt with regard to the meaning ; for

in all cases, whatever the meaning, the word “ vaigvadBvi ” can not lose

its character of ending in a Nominal AjjJUsf

;

and as for the meaning, we
settle upon its denoting a Deity, because we find none of the other signi-

fications of the Affix compatible with the sentence. For you, on the

other hand, even when (after a long cogitation) the word ‘ vHjibhyah * has

come to be ascertained to be in the Dative, inasmuch as there are many
meanings of the Dative, there always remains a doubt as to whether the

Dative in question is an Vpapada^vibhakti or 2̂ Kdraka^vibhahti

;

and thus

also the latter being accompanied by a double doubt, this is certainly

more far-fetched than the former. Specially as the doubt with regard

94
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to the meaning, being common to both of ns, cannot be urged against any

one of us only
;
while as for the doubt with regard to the word itself,

it occurs in your case only, and not in mine, and as such can very well

be brought forward against you.

(6) I'hen again, tlie Umiksha is related to the sacrifice (to the Vi9ve-

devas), which is pointed out (as implied) in the same sentence where it

is itself mentioned
;
whereas the vdjina is, according to you, related to

the sacrifice (the same as the above) which is pointed out in another

sentence. And there can he doubt as to the greater authoritativeness of

that matei ial which is mentioned in the same sentence along with the

sacrifice at which it is employed.

(7 ) Nor is it possible for the second sentence to draw out the

‘ sacrifice * only from the former sentence, and then to lay down another

material (the vnjina) in connection with it ; because the impropriety of

this has been shown under the Adhikaranas dealing with ^Citrn' and
‘ VaigvadSva' {Pada IV, Adhyfiya I).

(8) Then again, in accordance with the rule laid down under the

Adhikarana oil ^ Vaigvadiva,^ the sentence mentioning the vnjina would

stand in need of the further help of the Context. Because the i^elationship

of the Deity and the Material (spoken of in the sentence ‘ vajibhyo vdji-

nam ') only stands in need of sort of a sacrifice; and that this sacn-

flee is the same as that at which the previously mentioned amikshfi has

been employed, could only be ascertained by means of the Context. That
is to say, the vtijina, not being capable of being related to the Deity ‘ Vfljins

*

without a ‘ sacrifice, ’ stands in need of some sort of this latter
;
and

then the conclusion, that the vajina also is a part of (i e., is to be

employed at) the same sacrifice as that at which the Smiksha is used, can

be got at by means of the Context alone. Thus, then, even though it be

by Syntactical Connection alone that the VigvedBvas are pointed out as

the Deity for the offering of the dmiksh^, yet we find that the limikshd

is mentioned independently of anything else
;

and inasmuch as the

vnjina could be taken as forming part of the same sacrifice, by means
of a Syntactical Connection that depends (for such signification) upon
the Context,—the employing of the dmikshd is found to be dis-

tinctly more authoritative than that of the viijina ; and this makes a

great difference between the two theories. If then, the vnjina be con-

nected with a sacinfice, independently of the Context, there being no other

known sacrifice cognised along with it, we would come to conclude that

it belongs to an independent sacrifice by itself ; but in this, the vOjina

being separated from the Vaigvad^a sacrifice, you would be land-

ing upon the SiddMnta standpoint. And we have already explained

above, in connection with the word ‘ dgneya^* that in the case of all such
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sentences as do not directly mention the action of the human ngent, until

some sort of a ^ sacrifice ’ has been inferred in connection with them,, they

do not stand in need of the help of any other sentence. (And in the case

of the sentence ‘ Vtijihhyo vHjinam ' when the mcrifice has been inferred,

or implied, within itself by the relationship between the Vdjinn and the

this relationship becomes duly established; and as such the sen-

tence could have no need of any other sentence of the Context such as

‘ VaigvadBvyflmikihci ’
; and consequently there would be nothing to show

that the sacrifice spoken of in this latter sentence is the same nt which

the aforesaid ‘ viljina * would be employed.)

(9) III the case of the sentence ‘ vaifvadeotf etc.^ the * VtgvedBvas ’

MS connected with the dmikshfl are expressed by means of the fully

l ecognised signification of the word ‘ vigvedeva ’ a lohole (contained

in the word * vaifvadBvt ’)
;
while with the vOjina ( mentioned in the other

sentence) they could be connected only by means of tlie far-fetched signi-

fication of the brokcn-up constituent parts of the word ‘ vdjihhyah. *

'I’hnt is to say, the Vi^vedevas could be spoken of as ‘ vdjim * only by

taking this latter word in the sense afforded by its component parts.

And as such a signification of the word could be got at by joining to-

gether the sense afforded by the two parts of the word (vdja + m); and

this would be exactly like the meaning of a sentence which is got at by

joining together the meanings of its constituent words
;
and as such it

could not but be very much weaker in authority than the well- recognised

meaning of a word a« a ichole, which is always obtained by a mere men-

tion of the word ; and for this reason too the connection of the Vnjinu

with the VaigvadBva sacrifice is very much weaker than that of the

(Imikshd

.

(10) The woi d ‘ vOjiu
*

as a whole is actually found to have such well-

known significations as the ‘horse’ and the like; and hence to take

it as signifying the VtgvedBvas would entail much needless trouble.

Because, as for the character of the Deity, it must always be tnken in

precisely the same form as that mentioned by the word, no attention be-

ing paid to the capability or incapability of that which is so mentioned
;

and that <jharaoter does not depend upon the generic class ‘ DSvatdtva ’
;

and hence too the word ‘ vdjtn* could not (by the mere generic character

of ‘ DBvatdtva ’) be taken «s referring to the Vigvedevas. Thus then

the word ' vdjihhyah' would directly denote the fact of the Horses b6ing

the Deity
;
and hence to take it as referring to the VigvedBvas would

necessitate, without sufficient cause, the taking of that word in the

much less authoritative sense afforded by its constituent parts
;
and this

makes another great difference between the two theories.

(11) Even when the word ‘ vdjin* is taken in the sense afforded by
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its constituent parts, as that sense would equally refer to all the Deities

that may be connected with the offering of the Cake (because the Cake

is a food

,

’ just like the nmiksha)
;
and hence to restrict the word

to the Vigvedevas alone would entail a further effort. For instance, all

the deities, Agni and the rest, would come to be pointed out by the word
* vajin,

* on account of their being connected with such ‘ foods ’ as the

Cake and the like
;
and hence your theory would, at the /ery outset,

necessitate the gratuitous assumption that the word ‘food/ ' vaja* (in

the word ‘ vdjin refers to the dmikshfly and not to the Cake, etc.
;
and

then again, there would be another assumption that, though the word
‘ vnja ’ refers to amiksha in general, yet it points to tliat particular

(imikshU which is offered at the Vaigvadeva sacrifice, and that as such

the word ‘ vnjin* indicates those (i.e., the VigvedBvas) to whom that parti-

cular dmikshd is offered. Thus then it comes to this : Though the word
‘ vdjin ’ directly by itself refers to many other Deities, yet, by means of the

Context, it is resti ioted to the particular Deity (the VigvedBvas). And
we see no ground for this recourse to the Context

;
because the Deity is

always mentioned only as an accessory detail
;
and as such if it were

spoken of as something to be pwW/ied or prepared like the '' vrlhi' in the

sentence ‘ Vrlhln prokshati,

'

then somehow or other, on account of the

fact of such purification helping the Apu7'va of the sacrifice, there could be

established n connection with the Deity mentioned in the same Context

;

[that is to say, in that case, as the purification of the Deity spoken of

in the second sentence could only be the cause of a certain transcendental

result, the sentence could be taken along with the Deity of a certain

previously mentioned sacrifice]. In the case in question, however, we do

not find the Deity mentioned as something to be purified

;

because even

without its having the form of such purification, the action mentioned is

found to ser*ve a distinct fmrpose. Even if the sentence could be taken

as mentioning purification, this latter could only be in the form of the

utilising of the vdjina, and it would have notidng to do with purifying

the Deity. For even if the sentence were to refer to the Deity mentioned

in the same Context, there would be no certainty as to which one Deity is

meant, as there are many Deities, Agni and the rest, that are mentioned

in the Context. It may be argued that—“ inasmuch as all the Deities

would be included in ‘ V'igvedBvas* (which word means all deities) it is the

Vigced^cas alone that we take as referred to by the sentence in question.”

But this is scarcely right
;
because there is no authority for the collecting

of all deities. If it be urged that—“ all are included, on account of the

direct mention of the Plural number (in ‘ vdjibhya^), **—we deny this
;

because the Plural number may rest with three only. It might be
argued that there is no reason why the number should be limited to three
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only. But we have such a reason, as shown under the Sutra ‘ mukhy-

anccipiirvacodannt lokavat ’ (XII—^ii—23). Therefore there is no ground

for taking the VigvedSvas (as referred to by the word ‘ vajibhyak *).

(12) It is only when the Deity stands in need of some fact for

making its mention explicable, that it becomes connected with a Mate-

rial; and in the sentence in question, inasmuch as, in accordance with your

theory, the Deity mentioned by the word ‘ vajibhyak

'

has its Material

already supplied (in the shape of the ‘ viija *),— and as such it is actually

cognised as having all its wants duly supplied by the same word,—it cannot
be taken along with any other Material (in the shape of the vnjina, whose
connection would be based upon syntactical connection). And as such

there is a deal of difference between the authoritativeness of the two
theories.

(13) And further, it is always by means of Direct Assertion that the

Deity becomes connected with its sacrifice
;
and in the case in question

we find that the direct mention of the VigvedSvas by the word ‘ Vhjin* is

hardly possible. If in connection with the offering of the vdjina also, the

ViQvedevas themselves be accepted as the Deity, then, in all places where
the sacinfices are recapitulated, it would be necessary to pronounct» the

word ‘ Vi^vedSm, * But in the case in question we find that this word is

not mentioned in the sentence that serves as the Injunction of the Vdjina

offering (i.e., the sentence ‘ vGjibhyo vdjinam* which uses the word ‘ vdjin ’

and not ‘ Vigvedeva *)
;
and as such a direct mention of the Vigved&vas in

this connection is hard to be got at; as the only way it could begot at

would be in the following manner: (1) the word ‘ vdjin
^ has a literal

signification; (2) as the sentence in which that occurs does not men-

tion the sacrificial detail (in the shape of the Deity), the woid indicates

(indirectly) the word ‘ Vigvedeva^
;
and (3) then this latter word comes

to be laid down as the one which is to be uttered at the time of the

ottering of the Vdjina. I'his would bo a highly complicated process.

Then, too, if the denotation of the word ‘ vdjin ’ were to indicate a word,

this latter could be in the forms * sarve-devdh,* * niggeshd^dSvatdh,' and

so forth, all of which are synonymous ; and as such it would be extremely

difficult to get at the precise form ‘ VigvedBva.* And when some other

word sarvB-devnh^

)

is pronounced, it cannot point to the fact of the

particular Deity of the Vigvedevas being the Deities concerned
; as we

shall show later on, in Adhyaya X, that the Deity of an Action is always

recognised precisely in the same form as it is mentioned in the Injunction

(X—iv—23). In the sentence ‘ A,’ etc., we find that the human
agent is urged to the offering of the material to the Deity mentioned by

the particular word ‘ vdjin ’
;
and as such, at Ihe time of the actual offer-

ing, the Deity should be mentioned by pronouncing the precise word
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‘ vdjin' (and not any of its synonyms). Thus then, even if it be granted

tliat the same Deity of the Vi<^vedSvas is mentioned by means of the

word ^vdjin' (in connection with the ofEering of the vnjina), and by the

word * VtQvSdSva ’ (in connection with that of the amikshd)^yQt^ in ac-

cordance with the law laid down above in connection with the words

‘Indra’ and ‘ MahSndra ’ {vide Sutras II—i—15-16),—inasmuch as the

Deities in question are mentioned by two distinct words,—they must be

regarded as wholly distinct
;
and consequently the second sentence must

be taken as mentioning a quite different relationship of Deity and Mate-

rial
;
and then, inasmuch as it is not allowable for many accessories (in

the shape of the Material * vnjina * and the Deity ‘ V^jin ’) to be laid down
in regard to a sacrifice that has been previously enjoined (^.e., the

Vai(p€deva sacrifice), we come to the conclusion that in the case in ques-

tion the mention of the accessory (
‘ vdjinam') serves to distinguish this

latter Action from that which is laid down by the formei* sentence.

Sutra (24) : When, however, the word mentioning the pre-

vious Action is not accompanied by the mention of any Ac-
cessory (the mention of an accessory in another sentence

does not make it the injunction of another Action).

This mentions a counter-instance to the foregoing. I'lie sense

of it is that when a certain Action has not got any definite Accessory

laid down by its original Injunction, if another sentence is found men-

tioning an Accessory, this latter sentence can be taken as laying down
the Accessory for the same sacrifice that has been laid down by the

previous sentence ; and hence in such cases, the mention of the Accessory

does not serve to distinguish the Action (from the previous one).



ADHIKARANA (10).

24 lias been taken by the Bhashya as forming a distinct

Adhikarana—the tenth—by itself. Its sense is explained as that when
no other material is mentioned in the second sentence, the Actions

spoken of in the two sentences must bo accepted as being one and the

same.]



ADHIKARANA (11).

(The mention of certain materials—dadhi, etc,—is tviih a view to distinct

results.

)

SUtra (25): Because of the mention of a distinct Result,

'' there would be a distinct Action (laid down by the sentence);
'' specially as the Result is always connected with a definite
“ Action/'

Til continuation of the sentence ‘ agnihotram juhotif we find the

sentence ‘ dadhnBndriyakdmasya jnhuytit *
;

and this gives rise to the

following doubt : Does this second sentence lay down nn Action difierent

from that laid down by the former sentence P or does it only serve to

mention a distinct result as following from the offering of a particular

material at that same sacrifice ?

Two conclusions have been previously arrived at: (1) If the

original Injunction of the Action contain the mention of no accessory, the

accessory mentioned in a, subsequent passage pertains to the Action laid

down by that injunction; (2) if the original Injunction contain the

mention of an accessory, there being no possibility of the connection of

more than one enjoined accessory, the mention of another accessory per-

tains to another Action. In the case in question, wo find that the sentence

laying dowm the original Action— agnihotram juhoti '—does not mention

an accessory ;
and the other sentence cited mentions more than one

accessory (viz,, the Material ‘ dadhi ’ and the Result ‘ acquiHng of sense-

efficiency ’) ;
and there arises a doubt as to the likelihood or otherwise of

these latter appertaining to the former Action.

For the purpose of settling this doubt, we have got to settle

at first the question as to whether the Result mentioned in the second

sentence follows from the Homa, or from the particular Material

Dadhi.

Question

:

“ How is it that the Bhashya has totally neglected the

aentence ^ godohnnSna pagukilmasya pranayet,' which had been cited in

“ connection with the present Adhikarana by the author of the
“ Vrtti ? ’’

"Reply : The only reason is that the sentence in question is of no use

in showing whether the two Actions are identical or different. If the

question nt issue were as to whether the particular Action serves simply to
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help the completion of the sacrifice, or it accomplishes something that is

desirable for the agent, then, in that case, there would be a difference

between the case of the sentence cited by us and that cited by the Vrtti;

as however at present we are dealing with the question of the diversity

or identity of Actions, it is necessary that the sentence cited should be one

that would help in a satisfactory conclusion being arrived at, in connection

with the question at issue. The “ bringing in ” {pranayana)^ spoken of

in the sentence cited by the Vriti, being of the iiatuie of carrying a

certain thing from one place to another, is not affected one way or the

other by the diversity or identity of the Actions concerned
;
as whether

the ftesult follows from the ‘ milking vessel,* or from the ‘ bringing in by
means of that vessel,* i«i ^tny case, the performance of the main
Action would be exactly the same. In the case of the sentence citetl by
us, on the other hand, if the Result followed from the material (JDadhi)^

then Dadhi would be the material that should be offered in the morning
and evening Libations (of the Agniliotra) ;

whereas if it followed from
the Iloma^ tlien this Homa of the Dadhi, having no fixed time for its per-

formance, would be wholly different from the Agnihotra-Homas, the time

for which is fixed
;
and thus having the character of an independent

Action by itself, like the Darvi-homa, it would be performed only once,

and independently (of the Aynihotra)
;
and thus in this case a great

ditfeVence is made in the case by the Action being different.

Objection

:

“ Even if the Result followed from the Horna, in accordance
** witli the law * Sannidhau tvavibhay&t ’ (II—iii—2G), the Action laid tlown
** would be the same, just as the actions laid down in the sentences
“

^ yamjjivamaynihotram jahuyfd * and ^ agnihutram jnhuy^t svaryakamah ’

“ are the same as the original Aynihotra'^

Reply : It is not so
;
because as a rule, if the Action subscqin*ntly

mentioned he recognised as not being different from the one mentioned
previously, then tlie Actions are taken to be the same

;
otherwise they are

concluded to be different. When an Action is laid down with reference

to aceitain Result, and in connection with a certain occasion, etc., it could

not be connected with these latter, unless it had been previously enjoined
;

and hence it proceeds indirectly to acquire the character of the originative

Injunction. Thus, then, if in the sentence mentioning the Result, the

original form of tlie previous Action put forward by the more authori-

tative proximity of the mental image partake of the form of that

Action, then, in that case, on account of the incompatibility of the

independent originative potency (of the sentence mentioning the Result),

it is concluded, on the strength of recognition, that the Action mentioned
in this sentence is the same as that mentioned in the previous sentence.

If, however, we happen .to perceive the slightest difference in the

95
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subsequent Action from the one previously mentioned, then there is

no idea of the two being the same ; and hence, in this case, the sub-

sequent sentence becomes an originative Injunction by itself, and not

having its injunctive potency set aside by another Injunction capable of

laying down exactly the same Action
;
though apparently pointing to some-

thing else (i.e., the material dadhi)^ yet as this something is mentioned

with reference to that the Result) which by itself cannot be taken

up for performance, it serves to distinguish this Action from the one previ-

ously laid down.

Thus it is that in the case of the sentence * dadhnendriyakCLmasya

juhuySt^* inasmuch as the Action of the Homa qualified by Dadhi is men-

tioned with reference to the acquirement of sense-efficiency^ the idea,

brought about by the sentence, of the said qualified Homa, is not set

aside by another sentence putting forth the origination of that same

Action. Because the Homa mentioned in the previous sentence (^Agni-

hotram juhuy^t^) is pure and simple, while that which is mentioned in

the sentence in question is qualified by the Dadhi ; and as such this latter

is cognised as different from the former. That is to say, the Action

originally laid down in the sentence ‘ agnihotram juhoti

'

is Homa pure

and simple, while that in the sentence is one qualified by Dadhi, and

hence we do not have, in this case, the “ non-difference ” spoken of above

as the only ground for identity
;
and consequently the Action is con-

cluded to be different from the previous one.

Objection : “The Homa qualified by Dadhi is also found to be previ-

“ ously laid down by the sentence ‘ dadhnU juhoti
* (found in connection

“ with the Agnihotra)
;
(and as such the sentence ‘ dadhnSridriyaknmasya

“ juhuyat * cannot be taken as laying down an Action never mentioned

before).”

Reply : Not so ; because the sentence ‘ dadhna juhoti ’ is not the

originative Injunction of any Action
;
because the Action, for which this

sentence lays down an accessory material, has been originally laid down
by the sentence ‘ agnihotram juhoti ’ where it is not qualified by the

Dadhi ;
while the sentence wherein it is qualified by Dadhi {i.e., in the

sentence * dadhnfl juhoti*) is not its originative Injunction, as has been

fully established under the S&tra tatsannidhSrgunHrthena puuahgrutih**

(II-ii-16). When the originative potency of the sentence mentioning

the Result is set aside by another originative Injunction, then alone is

the possibility of the Action mentioned by the former being different from
that which is laid down by the latter set aside by the said originative

Injunction
;
and this can never be done by a sentence which (like the

sentence ‘ dadhnd juhoti *) only lays down an accessory detail (for the

previously mentioned sacrifice) ; because such a sentence never serves
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as an oriurinative Injunction. And the sentences in the Context

that lay down such accessory details as the Material, the Result and

the Occasion, etc., are all related to the originative Injunction of the

Context, and not among themselves. Because all these accessory details

stand in need of the original mention of ati Action ;
and because this ori-

ginal mention is found in close proximity to those sentences
;
while as for

the details themselves, inasmuch as they are not related to one another,

they would be removed from one another (by the originative Injunction).

That is to say, inasmuch ns an Action not originally laid down cannot be

connected with any accessory details, all these details stand in need of

the original Injunction of the Action
;
and there is no ground for any

mutual relationship among the Details themselves. As for the origina-

tive Injunction, inasmuch as it pervades through all the sentences laying

down the accessories in connection with the A(;tion enjoined by that In-

junction, it is not interrupted by any foreign factor, in its relationship with

each one of the details. As for the Accessory details on the other hand,

inasmuch as they are * pardrtha* (for the sake of something else, vide

Sutra III— i—22), they are not related to one another; and consequent-

ly when they happen to be interrupted by even a single unconnected

element, none of them can be taken along with another. And for this

leason, the sentence ‘ dadhna juhoH * does not present itself in connection

with the sentence ^ dadhnBndriynlcdmasya juhuyQt.* 'I his will be further

explained under the Adhikarana “ ekasya tuhhayatvB sanyogaprthaktvam

(IV—iii—5).

The following might be urged here :
** The same originative

Injunction aynihoti'am juhoti*) as qualified by the Dadhi mentioned
“ in another sentence (* Dadhnd jnhoH*), might present itself in connec-

tion with the sentence ‘ DadhnendriyakGmasya juhuySt,' and set aside

the idea of the diversity of Actions.”

But this would be scarcely possible
; as, in that case, just as that

Action (Ag7iihotra) is quulified by the Dadhi mentioned by another

sentence, so in the same manner is it also qualified by many such
materials as ^ taiidula,' ^payah* and the like, also mentioned by other

sentences tandulairjnhoti^^ paydsa juhoti, etc.) occurring in the same
Context ; and hence the Action could not be of one form (if in the Injunc-

tion itself any signification were attached to the mention of accessories in

other sentences). That is to say, in the originative Injunction (‘Agrm-

hotramjuhoti^) the Action is found to be pure and simple; and hence
this cannot be recognised as the sume ( as that mentioned in the sentence
^ dadhnBndriyakfimasya juhuynt*). If it be held that the original Injunc-
tion is taken as qualified by the sentences laying down the accessory

details, occurring in the same Context (/.i., the sentences ‘ dadhnU juhoti *
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etc.),—then, too, inasmuch as, in that case, the Action would be cognised

as qualified, not by a single material, Dadhi, but by many such materials,

as the iandula and the rest, the Action mentioned by the sentence
‘ dadhnSndrtyaknmafiya jnhiiydt

* cannot be recognised as the same as that

mentioned by the sentence ‘ agmhotram juhoti
*

qualified by that subsi-

diary sentence alone which mentions the dadhi (z.e., ' dadhnd juhoti *).

Ohjection

:

“ Inasmucli as the sentence ‘ daahnendriyakfimasya

juhnyQt* requires tlie mention of the dadhi alone, even though there

“ may be many such materials as the tandula and the rest, in connection
“ with the original Action of the Aynihotra^ yet they are rejected as

“ being not required, and as such as good as non-existing
;
and conse-

“ quently the dadhi alone of the previous Action is taken up when the
“ same Action comes to be mentioned by the sentence in question.”

Reply

:

Tii that case, it will come to this, that the sentence * dadhnil

juhoti
* would bo the originative Injunction (connected with the sentence

‘ dadhnSndriyakdrnasya ' juhuyiit, ’ which thus would have no connection

with the sentence * agnihotrtfm juhoti *)

;

and this contingency we have
already rejected above.

Further, in connection with the Agnihotra^ dadhi is only one of ten

alternative matei'ials
;
while in the case of the sacrifice performed for

acquiring sense-efficiency, it is the only one material to be employed. In

the original Agnihofra, if all the ten materials, dadhi and the rest, were
offered conjointly, then it mii^ht be admitted that the same variegated

Action has been mentioned in the sentence in question, though only by
the mention of only one constituent of its mixed material. As a matter

of fact, however, the dadhi and the rest are optional alternatives; and
hence the chance of any one of them being employed in the Agnihotra is

as one to ten. Consequently even if the sentence in question were to refer

back to the sentence * dadhnd juhoti* this latter sentence would point

only to the dadhi that is one among the ten alternatives. But the dadhi

spoken of in connection with the acquiring of sense-efficiency is the only

one all-important material
;
and as such the Actions cannot be recognised

as identical (because the Action mentioned in the sentence in question

has for its material the all-important Dadhi, while that mentioned in the

previous sentence has * dadhi* as only an alternative material).

Nor can the sentence in question be construed as ‘ yad dadhnd juhoti

tad indriyakSniasya ’
;
because this would make the Result the object of

the Injunction, which is absurd. 1'he real construction of the sentence

is this ;
‘ when one desires sense-eflScienoy he should offer the Homa of

dadhi and dadhi alone
'

;
and there is no doubt that no such Homa has

been laid down anywhere else.

Ohjection

:

“ The form of the Homa alone would be recognised as
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“ the same ; and this recognitiou would establish the identity of the two

“ Actions. As for the non-recognition of the sameness of the materials,

“ that cannot be a ground for making the Actions different from one

“ another. Hence it must be admitted tliat what the sentence in question

“ does is to mention the same Action as the previous Agnihotra, with the

“ additional mention of an accessory (Dadhi).^*

' Reply : It is not so
;
because we have already shown above that with

leference to nn Action previously laid down, more than one accessoiy

detail can never be laid down
;
and in accordance with what you say,

the sentence in question would come to lay down more than the relation-

ship (viZ; that of the Material ‘ dadfn* and the Result * sense-efficiency *).

And hence the sentence in question laying down the relationship of the

dadhi and the Homa, and then again that of the Honia and the Result,

there would be a syntactical split. And for this reason you must accept

the sentence to be a qualified Injunction. And thus it must be admitted

tliat this mentions a distinct Action (as such a qualified Action has never

been found to have been laid down by any other sentence).

Just as when the Action laid down being the TToma alone pure and

simple, there is an indirect implication of that which employ% various

indefinite materials,—and then the special mention of the dadhi restricts

the Injunction to one substance only,—-so in the same manner, though the

TToma mentioned by the sentence * dadhnBndriyakfimasya^ etc.’ may be
assumed as employing ten alternative materials, laid down by ten in-

junctive sentences independent of one another, yet the mention of
‘ dadhnd * serves to specify the one material dadhi to be particularly

employed, setting aside the tandula and the rest. But as this specifica-

tion of the Action with the single material is not mentioned by any other

sentence except the one in question {* dadhnSndriyakfIrnasyay etc.*), the

particular result (‘ sense-efficiency ’) cannot but be taken as following

fi’om the Homa itself
;
and as such the Homa mentioned by the sentence

in question must be wholly different from that laid down by the previous

sentence (‘ aynihotrayn Juhoti*),

Thus then there being every reason for a doubt in connection with
the sentences in question, we proceed af first to deal with the foliow-

ing
PURVAPAKSHA.

“ Though in the case in question, the previous sentence (‘ agnihotram
jnhoti*)^ mentioning the Action, does not make any mention of the

“ material, yet the sentencje in question (‘ dadhyiEndriyaJcnmnttya juhuyUl^)
“ lays down a distinct Action ; because this latter contains, z.e., distinctly
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“ mentions, a Result (‘ sense-efficiency ’)
;
and it is only from an Action

“ that a Result can follow.

“ The whole of the BhUvdrthUdhikarana (II—i—1-4) serves as the

“ present Pftrvapaksha, Because the conclusion therein arrived at was

“that it is only re/ 65
,
and not Nouns or Adjectives (laying down the

“ material or other accessory details), that are connected w’.th the word

“speaking of the Result; and hence inasmuch as the Result is always

“ connected with an Action, when there is a distinct Result mentioned,

“ the sentence in question must be taken as laying down n. distinct Action,

“ and not as only pointing out another material (dadht) for the previ-

“ ously-mcntioned Action (Aynihotra).

“ Because the Material having been already mentioned once, the same
‘‘ cannot be enjoined over again

;
and if you hold the sentence to lay

“ down a material that has not been already laid down, then the men-
“ tion of the Result would be altogether superfluous (as no Result can
“ ever follow from the mnterial, dadhi). That is to say, in a case where
“ the word 8i)eaking of the Action does not speak of a Material, we can
“ take another sentence as laying down that material, only if either

“ that material does not happen to have been laid down already by
“ a previoas sentence, or if the sentence in question is not found
“ capable of asserting anything more than what has already been men-
“ tioned. In the case in question, however, we find none of these condi-

“ tions present
;
as the material, dadhi^ has been previously laid down

“by another sentence dadhna jnhoti*); and the sentence in question
“ mentions a Result (‘sense-efficiency’) over and above what has been
“ spoken of before. It is with a view to all this that the Bhashya has
“ summed up the Purvapakfiha in the words : we find a disti^ict result

“ mentioned in the sentence in queitiouj and a {distinct) Restdt raw, rightly

“ speahiny^ foUoxo fiom a {distinct) Action only.

[The Vdrtika now proceeds to explain the words of the PUrvapaksha
Bhdshya.~\

In the Bhashya here we meet with the words kin drshtam hi karmaifXa^

phalam. This sentence appeaft to bo capable of a double interpreta-

tion: (1) The subsequent sentence * nBti hrilmah, no hyetaddrishtBnU-

nena siddhyati ’ embodying a sort of a disavowal of the Purvapaksha, and as

such affording a glimpse of the flnal Siddhfintay the question ends

with ‘ kim ’
;
the meaning being ‘ how {is it that rightly speaking the Result

follows from an Action) ?'—and the reply to this is drshtam hi karmanah
phalam—because we actually see the Result following from the Action, And
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then we have the retoH, ‘ hrdmah, etc* And in this way various

questionings and answerings go on up to the sentence * taamSnnaivan-

Jatiyakeshvitad hhavati* ( HhOshya, p. 169, 1. 20).

In accordance with this interpretation, the sole question—‘ How is

it thafc rightly speaking the Result follows from the Action?*—would

emanate from the Siddhantin. And as this appears to he wholly uncon-

nected (or irrelevant ) immediately after the PUrvajpakshin has summed up

bis own declarations, we must interpret the sentence in tlie following

manner :

—

(2) The Purvapdkshin having declared 'tacca karmano nyflyyam^* the

Siddhantin^ with a view to avoid the meaninglessness of the woid
* dadhi ’ in the sentence in question, finds the conclusion arrived at under

the BhdvUrthcldhikarana (II—i—1) to he incapable of applying to the

oase in question
;
and thereby finding the sentence in question wholly

incapable of expressing ( the connection between the previous Homa and

the Result, ‘ sense-efficiency ’
), he puts the question :

‘ Do you conclude

that the particular Result mentioned follows from the Homa^ on the basis of

an Inference fro in the similar case of Field-cuUivation^ where the Result is

actually found to follow from the Action ? * Though as a matter of fact,

Dharma has been declared to be cognisable by means of Vedic Injunctions

alone,—and it has been shown that Inference and the other means of

knowledge do not appertain to such matters,—yet the operation of these

moans of knowledge has not been denied with regard to the considera-

tion of the bearings of the Vedic texts; and as such there could be

nothing objectionable in the introducing of an Inference, in connection

with the consideration of the meaning of the Vedic sentence in ques-

tion.

In reply to the above question of the Siddh(i7itin, the PurvapaksJmi

having his mind imbued with the Bhavnrthodhikarana retorts thus ;

Do not you taunt me with having been forced to bring forward an
Inference, by the fact of the incapability of the words themselves, of

directly expressing what is held by us
;
because, as a matter of fact,

** when we have words directly supporting our view, it is not an Inference

that we put forward in the sentence ‘ drshfam hi karmano iiyOyyam,*

“ Specially as such an Inference from similar cases does not support
“ our standpoint

;
as such an Inference is beset with many such fallacies as

‘ asiddha * (the prohans being unknown or not universally accepted),
“ ^Anaikdntika ’ ( doubtful character of the Premises), ‘ viruddha *

(premises

proving the contrary conclusion), and so forth.

“ For instance, if the inferential argument put forward be in the
“ form— * the Homa brings the result, as it is actually seen to bring about
“ the Eesidtj

*—then, inasmuch as the premises (bHnging forward of the
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“ Result) form part of the conclusion, it is wholly incapable of right-

“ ly leading to the said conclusion. If again, the premises were in the

“ form—‘because the actions of Field-cultivation and the like are found to

“ bring about Results, *—then in that case the premises would not speak
‘‘ of the Probans as having any connection with the Minor Term {Homa)

[and as such the conclusion would not be a legitimate one].

“ If it be urged that
—

‘ even thoug)i the Prohans is not connected

“ with the Minor I'erm, yet we could deduce the conclusion, simply
“ because we wish it to follow from the premises,*—then, in that case,

“ the premises could, equally legitimately, be taken as leading to the con-

“ elusion that the Result follows from the Material {Vadht)
“ It might be urged that— ‘ we could deduce our corndusion from a

“ similarity with well-known cases (such as those of Field-cultivation and
“ the like), \yhi(;h similarity is found to exist between the Actions of

“ Cultivation and lloma, in the fnct of both being actions, and not between

the Oidtivation apd the Material; because this latter is not an Action.*

*• But there is certainly some sort of a similai'ity between Onltivation

“ and the Material also
;
and if you deny this similarity, in the case in

“ question, simply because of the nearer similarities of other things

“ (with Cultivation),—then, inasmuch as there are things which have a

“ much closer similarity with Cultivation, than the Iloma has, w'e could,

“ on this veiy ground, set aside this similarity also
;
this is what is meant

“ by the Bhnshya—the JToma is also dissimilar \—that is to say, because it

“ differs from Cultivation in its Means, Form and Eesult. The sentence

of the Bhashya— ‘ atha kincit sUdrgyavi grhyate taddravyasy^fd sada-

“ nityam'—shows what we have just explained
;
that is to say, the Mats’-

“ rial also has some sort of a similarity with C nltivalion, in that botli are

“ ephemeral, are connected with substances and are effects.

“ It might be argued that - ‘thdro’are other things more similar to

“ the Cultivation than the Material

;

and as i-imdarity is always compara-

“ tively relative, when we are looking for something very similar, that

“ which is only slightly similar is as good as not similar at all
;
and hence

“ when we are looking out for the common character of Actioii as inlier-

“ ing in the Cultivation and in Homa, the similarity of the transient

“ character, etc., of the Material becomes far removed
;
jind as such it is

“ taken us dissimilar

d

“ But in that case, inasmuch as we find many other Actions, such as

“ Eating and the like, which have a still closer similaiity with Gtdtiva^

“ tion (than the Homa), as these Actions (like Oultivatiofi) bring about

“ visible results (which the Homa does not do) ;—in view of this

“ much closer similarity between Eating /md Cultivation, that between
“ Cultivation and the Homa may be rejected as being as good as non-
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existent. And as such, this similaritj could not serve as the means of

getting at the desired conclusion.

“ This has also been declared elsewhere, in the following words

:

“ We do not find any absolute similarity between Oultivation and the

Homa ; and as for the presence of a slight similarity, this is found in

“ the Material also
;
and us such the fact cannot be ascertained (on the

“ sole ground of similarity).
“ 'J’be BhUbhga has said

—

na caitat siddhain. The sense of this is

“ that, by the mere citing of an analogous instance, or by the inference of

“ mere similarity, it is not right to conclude all the properties of one
“ thing to belong to another, until we have actually found an invariable

concomitauce between the two factors. As otherwise, all things in the
“ world would become one and the same (as there is some sort of a sirni-

larity among all things). And the Bhashya has already said (under
“ Sutra I—i

—

2) that, because D§vadatta is black, it does not necessarily

“ follow that Yfijnadatta is also black. For though the Quvai/a is similar

“ to the CoWi yet we do not find the “presence of the Dewlap^ etc., in the

“former; and though the subsidiary sacrifices are laid down as to be
“ similar to the Primary, there are certain elements of the latter—such
“ as the Result and the like—that are not found to be present in the
“ former.

“ Says the Bhdshya— iVhen a certain thing has been found to be a causey

“ in connection with an already known object^—i.e., with that which is cited
“ as the Instance in connection with the Inference,

—

if the same thing

happens to be cognised as the cause, in connection with the subject- of the

“ Inference, then, in that case, such a thing proves the conclusion.

“ Some people take this declaiation of the Bhdshya to mean that in

all cases of Inference, it is only the Cause that can rightly point to the
“ effect (and vice versa). But this interpretation of the Bhdshya is not
“ correct

; because we actually find such properties as ‘ krtakatva * (that
“ of being a product) leading to the conclusion of ‘ anityatva ’ (imper-
“ manence), in which case there is no relation of cause and effect. And
“ even between the cause and the effect, the cause does not serve the

“ purpose of pointing out a particular effect, in the same way as the effect

“ points to the cause; because there are many effects of a single cause;

“ and as such there is always a chance of mistake in the former case.

“ Therefore it must be admitted that what the Bhdshya means is that,

“ in all cases of Inference, when a certain characteristic has been found
“ to be present in.(i.e., concomitant with) a well-known object, and as

“ such to indicate the existence of this latter, then such a characteristic

“ (seiving as ilae Probans of the Inference) comes to be recognised as
“ serving the purposes of indicating (the existence of the subject of the

re
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“ Inference). This has been fully explained under the BBtvadhiha-

rana. (I, ii, 26—30.)

“ This is what is made clearer by the Bhashya in the sentence

—

It

** should be duly considered whether the similarity even though existing^ does^

“ or does not, lead to the desired conclusion. And if on th^s examination,
‘‘ it is found that the similarity is such a cause, and as such points to the
“ desired effect, then the form of the argument would be— In the

“ sentence, dadhnBndriyakSmasya, etc., that which is the Action brings
“ about the Result, because it is an Action, like Cultivation,* or that
“

‘ the Result mentioned is to be brought by an Action, because it is a
“ Result, like the growing of corns.*

The Bhashya puts forth another syllogism

—

that which is an Action

“ has a distinct EesuU, etc. And this serves to present a counter-argument
“ that makes the efficiency of the previous arguments doubtful. As the

“ BhSshya proceeds to explain that there are cases where, even after the

‘‘ Action of Substances—that of the threads for instance—has ceased, we
find certain distinct results in the shape of another substance—the cloth

“ — following (not from the Actiofi but) from the co7ijnnction of those

“substances (the threads). The mention of the cessatio^i of Action is

“ meant to show that Results are brought about even apart from

Actions.

“ It might be argued that—* It may happen that in some cases the
‘* Result may be brouofht about by means of Actions.’ And in reply to

“ this the Bhashya has indicated a counter argument,—^that in the

“ sentence * dadhiBndriyakaviasya, etc.’ tlie Dadhi brings about the Result
“ because it is a substance, like the aforesaid threads

;
or that sense-

“ efficiency is brought about by substances, because it is a Result (or

“ effect), like the aforesaid Cloth.

“ Says the BhUshya—the Cultivation is not fowid to bring forth an im^

“ perceptible Residt. This shows the contradictory chnracter of the

“ inferential argument in question. The sense is that it may be that your

“ premiss based upon similarity (‘ because Homa is an action like OuLtiva^

** tion *) proves the fact of the Action bringing about the Result, or that
“ of the Result being brought about by the Action

;
but it would also

“ prove the fact of the Homa bringing about a visible result, or a result

“ in some such form as the growth of the corn and the like (and certainly

“ this would be far from desirable, even for you).
“ 'thus, then, inasmuch as we have all these discrepancies cropping

** up, if we accept the aforesaid causal relation, it does not follow that
“ because a certain thing is seen in one case, it must be present in
*• Muother place also.

“ At this point of the discussion, the Siddhdntm might retort

—
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“
‘ When you yourself have set aside the inference that the Result follows

“ the Action, how is it that you hold to the position that rightly speaking,

“ thfi Result follows from ihe Hama ?
*

“ [This retort, as put in the Bhashya, may be taken as extending as

“ far as ‘ iti *.

“ But we have the following rejoinder ready : That the Result fol-

“ lows from the Homa is cognised directly from the words themselves (of

“ the sentence in question ) ;
as has already been shown in detail under

“ the Bhaviirthadhikarana (II—i—1). Therefore tve conclude that the only

“ rightful conclusion is that the Result follows from the Homa.
“ The Bhashya adds

—

and it is not right to say that the Result follows

from ihe Material Dadhi

;

and the purpose of this apparently useless

“ repetition of a fact already implied in the previous sentence is simply
“ to show that the two theories nre not equally authoritative

j
as the

previous sentence might leave an impression that both might be right-

“ ful conclusions.

“ And further, the Dadhi is not capable of doing both (i.e., the accom-

plishing of the Homa and the bringing about of sense-efficiency).

“ Because the Dadhi has no instrumentality of its own (towards the bring-

“ ing about of the Result), apart from an Action; and as such, it could
“ not, by itself, be connected with any Result. Consequently then (if

“ the Dadhi had such an instrumentality) it would be necessary to dis-

“ tinctly lay it down as accomplishing both (the Homa and the Result)
;

“ but no such laying down is possible.

“ It might be urged that a double purpose could be served by the
“ Dadhi (without two distinct Injunctions)

;
just as we find that the act of

“ washing tJie blanket with the feet serves the double purpose of wash-
“ ing the blanket and cleansing the feet

;
this argument may be taken as

“ urged, either with a view to show the fact of the connection of an
“ Action being only something by the way (and very immaterial), or to

“ set aside the fact of the incapability of substances (to bring about
“ double results)

; because the opponent’s assertion that the Dadhi is not
“ capable of doing both—is found to distinctly speak of the incapability

of a substance, Dadhi),
“ The reply to this is that we do not mean to say that a single

“ substance cannot serve two purposes. That is to say, we do not mean
** to deny the capability of Substances

;
all that we mean is that even

“ though the Substance {Dadhi) were capable (of serving two purposes),
“ it could not be utilised as such, in performance, unless it had been dis-
“ tinctly enjoined (as to be so utilised)

;
and consequently, it would

“ become necessary for you to take the sentence in question as lapng
“ down the Dadhi, both for the fulfilment of the Homa and for the accom-
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“ plishment of the Result—‘ sense-efficiency. * But this would not be

“ possible, fts such a procedure would enfail a syntactical split.

‘‘ Then again, in all cases, we find that ifc is only when the factor (of

“ the root-meaning), which is more proximate (to the Injunctive word),

“ is not capable of being taken as the object of Injunction, that we accept

“ the remoter factor (of the material) to be its object. In the <‘ase in ques-

“ tion, wo find that the connection of the Dadhi with the Homa is very

much more proximate than that of the Dadhi with the Result
;
and as

“ such if both these connections were laid down simultaneously, we would

“ have to accept, at one and the same time, both the probable and the

“ improbable. And hence when it becomes necessary to give up one of

“ the two, there remains no chance for your theory (because that would
“ mean the acceptance of the Remoter, and the rejection of the Nearer,

factor)
;
and hence, on account of close proximity, we come to connect

the Dadhi witli the Homa, and the Homn with the Result.

“ And thus, the Action (mentioned in the sentence dadhnP.ndriya-

“ hnmaf^ya juhnydl) being found to be connected with the Action (of

Homa), the sentence in question cannot but be taken as laying down a
“ distinct Action.”

SIDDHANTA.

Sutr(9 (26) : The two sentences not being exactly similar,

the second sentence should be taken as laying down an accessory
for the previously-mentioned Action.

The sentence in question is not similar to those with reference to

whifjh it has been concluded, under the Bhiivarthndhikarana (II—i—1;,

that the Result follows from that which is expressed by the Root.

Because so long as the potency of the Injunctive has not been removed
from that which is expressed by ttie verbal root, whatever Result is men-
tioned is taken as pertaining to that Root-meaning

;
when, however, the

potency of the Injunctive is transferred to the Accessory, if a Result

happens to be mentioned, then, inasmuch as this mention of the Result

would be t<mched by the Injunction of the Accessory, it is along with that

necessory that the Result comes to be taken.

That is to say, tl»e Injunctiveness, in reality residing in the Bhfivann,

is transferred from one to the other factor, according as that factor

comes to be recognised as helping that Bhfivanfl, And at the time that

the Injunctiveness, as transferred to the Root-meaning, gets at the

Bhflvand with a particular result,—it is the Root-meaning that is made
the Instrument (of its accomplishment)

;
and everything else becomes
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subservienlj to that Root-meaning. This (fact of tlie Injunctiveness

pertaining to the Root-meaning; is found to be the case, in connection

with the sentence ‘ agnihotram juhuydt svargnkflmnh \ where the name
Affnihotra*) is incapable of wresting, for itself, the operation of the

Injunctive. On the other hand, in the case of the sentence in question

(‘ dadhnSndriyaknmnsya juhuyfit *), the word ‘ dadhi ’ has got none of the

various characteristics of a NnmadhBya (Name of a Sacrifice) (as detailed

in the Fourth Pdda of the First Adhynya)
; and hence it mUvSt be taken as

something enjoineci
;
and as such it wrests to itself the Injunctive opera-

tion that had been pointing to the Root-moaning. Thus then, the

Bhavanti in question, affect(‘d by its contact with the Dadhi, comes to

stand in need of a reference (to a previous Action) by means of the Root-

meaning in the sentenco
;
and consequently, when we find a Result men-

tioned, we at once conclude this Result to be something to be brought

about by the instrumentiility of the Dadhi, and not by that of the Hama
(expressed by the Root-meaning of * Jnhuyf^t'*')

;
specially because those

that are not enjoined can never be accepted to have the character of

the Instrument; and when we have accepted a certain other thing t<>

be the object of the Injunction, we can never take the sentence as laying

down that from which the Injunctive operation has been wrested, as we
have already shewn above (under Sutra II—ii—16). Just as on account

of the Injunctive operation being wn*ested by the Dadhi we deny the fact

of the sentence enjoining the Hovui, so, in the same manner, on account

of the presence of the word mentioning the Result, we cannot take the

sentence as enjoining the dadhi with reference to the Honia (because of

the chance of syntacti<!!»l split, etc., etc.)
;
hence what we hold is that the

sentence enjoins the Dadhi with reference to the BhUvanii
\
and as such, it

must be admitted that the Result follows,from the Dadhi,

Question (Bhdshya) • “ In the sentence in quedion, which is the w^>rd
“ that denotes the exertion of a ^personal agent ? The sense of this question
“ is that the words ‘ dadhi

'

(denoting the material) and ‘ indriyahnma^ya ^

“ (denoting the Result) not serving the purpose of expressing the Bhdvand^
“ they cannot directly form the objects of the Injunction

;
and as such

“ we would look out for a verbal affix (that would express the BhGvaun
“ or the personal exertion, and afford the object of tlie Injunction)

; and
“ then, in accordance with the Sutra II—i—4, it becomes impossible to

“ entirely reject the Root-meaning (because the presence of the affix

“ would be impossible without a verbal root)
;
and consequently, the

“ Result must be admitted to follow from that Root-meaning.”

The reply given to this is by a single word ^juhnylit '
;
that is to say,

the word expressing human exertion is ‘ juhuylit, * wherein the SiddhUnti

separates the Affix from the Root, the former serving the purpose of
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expressing the object of Injunction, while the latter serves only as a

reference (to a previously mentioned Action).

Objection :
—“ But the word ^juhuyat* directly denotes something con^

** nected with Homa, while it would he by means of the indirect method
** of syntactical connection that it would indicate the connection of Dadhi,

“ This passage of the BhUshya serves to clear up the position of the

opponent. As human exertion too is said to consist of the Bhavanti as

“ connected with the Injunction (the word ^jnhuyRt ’ cannot be said to be

expressive of that exertion).**

The reply to this is that though, in accordance with the conclusion

arrived at under the BhUvttrthadhilcarana^ what you say has been found

to be the case, on account of the stronger authority of Direct Assertion,

in regard to other sentences,—^yet, in the case in question, those who
would admit your theory would he all the more contradicting Direct Asser-

tion. Because in your theory, (1) you would have to admit many
objects of Injunction, while it is quite possible for very little to be its

object
j (2) it would be necessary to have recourse to Possessive Indica-

cation
; (3) or else, there would be a total rejection of the word (‘ dadhi ’).

That is to say, (1) in all cases, it is a well-established law that when
it is possible for a smaller number of things to form the object of an

Injunction, it always rejects a larger number. Secondly, according to

you, the Homa being the instrument in the accomplishment of the BhS-

vanti of the Result, the meaning of the sentence would be ‘ hhavayBt in-

driyam homena'
\
and thus the Soma would come on an equal footing

with Dadhi, which is distinctly mentioned as the instrument (by the woi d

^ dadhntl')
;
and thus both the Homa and Dadhi having the same instru-

mental character, no direct relationship between them would be possible

;

and as such it would be absolutely necessaiy for us to have recourse to

Possessive Indication, taking the word ‘ dadhnri * as = ‘ dadhimatH *,— t lie

sentence thus coming to mean * dadhimatil homBna indriyam hhUvayet '
;

—
and there is absolutely no ground for this Possessive Indication, Thirdly,

inasmuch as the word ^ dadhi ^
fulfils none of the conditions of a Nnma-

dhBya, it cannot be taken as one
;
and thus the word ‘ dadhi \ falling from

the position of a NdmadhSya as well as from that of the Instrument, be-

comes altogether useless
;
consequently for the sake of the property of a

word, in the shape of its proximity (whereby the root signifying the Homa
is taken as the object laid down by the Injunctive affix, appearing in the

same word),—^yon come to reject the word {f dadhi *) itself
;
and certainly

this entails a greater contradiction of Direct Assertion than that involved

in our theory. If, however, the sentence be taken as laying down the

Dadhi as the Instrument in the accomplishment of the Bhdvand of the

Result, then there is no rejection of any word (or its property).
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It is argued

—

That way of takiny the sentence would set aside the

“ word ^juhoti'
”

The repJy to this is that in any case it would he absolutely necessary

to use the word ^juhuyat\ (and as such the root *juhoti* would not be
rejected). Because there could be no connection between the Dadhi and
sense-efficiency, unless there was an affix expressing the Bhdvana ; and no
affix could he pi esent^ except along with a verbal root.

That is to say, it is absolutely necessary to pronounce the Affix, for

the purpose of laying down the Bhdvana qualified by Dadhi and Sense-

efficiency ;
and as the affix can never be pronounced by itself, and as it

is absolutely impossible for an affix to be present apart from a verbal

root, it must always be used in the wake of a root ;
and thus when it

comes to the using of some such root or other, the particular root that

comes to be admitted is that which expresses the Homa, inasmuch

as this is pointed out by the Context. And as for the relationship of this

Homa with Dadhi, it would only be in the’ form of the relationship

between the basis and the based (container and the contained),—which

relationship also would only be referred to in the sentence in question, as

it has already been previously mentioned in the seidence ‘ dadhnd juhoti \

In the case of the sentence ‘ graham sammdrshii \ it has been shown

thwt ihQ case-ending {ii\ graham) does not serve the only purpose of ex-

pressing the singular number ; as the only purpose served by such an

ending is the more fact of the word being an active noun
;
but when-

ever it is uttered, is has to be uttered along with a certain number which
is its invariable concomitant

;
and thus even though no real signifiennee is

meant to be attached to this number, yet the word signifies it all the

same. In the same manner, in the casein question, even though the Boot

may be used only for the sake of making possible the use of the Affix,

yet, on account of the powerful character of the relationship (between

the Root and the Affix), it could not but signify its own meaning, even

though no real significance might be meant to be attached to it. Hence

(in order to meet the objection that our theory would mean the rejection of

the Boot as useless) we must insist upon the fact that the signification of

its own meaning is not the only purpose that can be served by the Boot.

Objection :
“ Nanu ucyamdne'^i, etc. That is to say, even though

“ pronounced only for the purpose of making the presence of the Affix

“ possible, yet the Root must express its own meaning also
;
and there

“ is no reason why no significance should be attaclied to it—as to the

“ singleness of the vessel in the sentence above cited
;
consequently, inas-

** much as it is absolutely impossible to express mere ‘ karoti ’ (a generic

“ verb, simply affording room for the presence of the affix), what you say

“ is most unreasonable.”
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Bephj

:

'J’hat does uot touch our position
;
because even wlien there

is a connection between tbe Dadhi and the Homcif the sense of ^ karoti^

is not absent, (i.e., it is present along with the ‘ Homa ’)
;
and our pui-

pose is served by that much also of its presence (t>., tbe utterance of the

Root ceases to be useless even if it expresses only that much)
;
specially as

the peculiarity attaching to the ‘ haroti
* (by its connection or combination

with ‘j0b/aa’) does uot militate against any of our theories; as that

peculiarity might servo to specify the Bhavand in a manner other than

that of the Instrument.

Objection : “ In that casCy there is the same discrepancy ; that is to say,

“when the ‘ Hoata * is not set aside (but is admitted to the present),

“ then it would make itself obvious as the Instrument
d*

The reply given by the SiddhSnti h that it is the frequent repetition

of the \^ord ^ jiihuydt * in the context, in many other sentences (‘ aynihotram

jvhvynt \ ‘ dadhuH juhnynt \ and so forth), that leads you to believe,

wrongly, that Homa is the Instrument. Because when we come to look

into the matter closely, vve find that in the case in question, though, on

account of the proximity (of the Root-meaning with the Injunctive Affix),

the Homa might appear to have the character of the Objective (of the

Blidvand), yet being (on account of its uot being something in itself desir-

able for the agent) found to be incapable of that character, it is removed
from that position ; and in the same manner, in consideration of the

presence of the word ‘
’ (which has the Instrumental ending, and

is not capable of being taken as anything else), llie ^ Homa^ could not

but be denied the character of the Instiiiinent also; and just as in tdie

former case the Homa is co^^nized only as qualifying the Bhavand^ through

another element of it, i^o, in the case in question also, it would qualify it

b}^ serving as the basis or substratum for the (operation of the) material
* dadhi \ It is ivith reference to this that the author of the Vrtti has

declared— * The Result icould he brought about by the material as based upon
the Hoinad

Question

:

“ Is this relationship of the basis and the hosed (held
“ to exist between the Dadhi and the Homa) something distinct, or non-
“ different, from the three factors of the BhlivanH, viz. : the Objective, the
“ Instrument, and the Method of Procedure ?

To this some people make Ihe following reply :
' It is wholly distinct

‘ from those
; because just as in other cases, the Bhavand is cognised as

‘ standing in need of the said tl>ree factors, so, in the case in question, the

Bhavand, hemg qualified by a distinct material, stands in need of the
^ fourth factoi*. That is to say, in a case where the Bhdvand enjoined is

‘ one in which the Root-meaning serves as tbe Instrument, all its require-
‘ ments are supplied by the three factors; in such cases, however, where a
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‘ oertain material is distinctly laid down us the Instrument,—so that it is

" only in the character of the Instrument, and not in that of a disinterested

‘ onlooker, that the said nuiterial could help to accomplish the Result,

—

‘ inasmuch as it. could not have the real character of the Instrument until

‘ it helped to bring about that which is expressed by the Root, there
‘ naturally arises a fourth need for the BhavanUt ns to the exact character
‘ of this something expressed by the Root, by bringing about which the

‘ Instrumental Material would accomplish the Result. And that some-

thing expressed by tlie Root which would be the object biought about
‘ by it is spoken of as the basts or substrate of the Material

,

as it is by the
‘ help of that that the true Instrumental character of this latter is atta,in-

‘fcd. Thus then, the sentence in <[uestion itself being wholly given to the
* mention of the relationship between the Material and the BesuH, and
‘ being itself incapable of affording the required basis, on account of the
‘ chance of a syntactical split,—we are led by the Context to the conclusion

‘ that the Agnihotra Homa is the ftam* required (for the operation of Dadhi).

‘ And being thus got at, tlie TToma is only referred to by the Root (in jwAn-

‘ ydt), wliich is used for the purpose of making the presence of the Affix

* possible, and which as such, forms a necessary feature of the Injumition ;

‘ just as in the case of the use of the word alahhsta, we accept the fact of its

‘ being a reference to a previously mentioned action of Qlamhhana (/.e., in

‘ the case in question, \ve accept the Root to serve the purpose of referring

‘ to the previous Homa) ; and hence, in accordance with the law—thatt^/irw

‘ the Apiirva foUoivs from a single cause, everything else is subservient to that

‘ catfse—
, we come to take the Root-meaning as helping that which is

‘ expressed by tlio noun {iJadht).'

But, as a matter of fact, wc can very reasonably ileny the fact of there

being any need of a fourth factor, in the case in (|uestion. Because all that

we find is that it is only the need for the Instrumental factor that has been

extended a little further ; that is to say, by means of the Root-meaning

the Bhlivanci is (mcomplished more quickly than is done by means of the

MateHal—inasmuch as the Instrumental character of this latter is accom-

plished only after the eonnection of the Action (expressed by the Root)
has been established. (And tlius all that is done in the case in question

is that that functioning of the Instrument is removed one step)
; and

consequently there are only three factors needed by the BhnvanQ.

Thus then, the Material being taken as having its Instrumentality

accomplished through the Homa, and as leading to a distinct Result, there
arises a question as to the Method to be employed ;

and this is answered
by the Method of Procedure employed in connection with the previ-

ously mentioned Agnihotra, It is this what is meant by the BhUshya—
anayd>*gnihotrStikartavyatayfi —which only serves to point out the said fact,

97
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— niter the cjonolusioii of the present Adhikarana itself has been arrived

;it,— which really forms the subject of the ^ Sanstkadhikaram' (Sutras

HI, vi, 41—47).

Some people take this sentence of the Bhdshyu to mean that the

Agnihotra itself is the required method. But this is not correct ;
because

the Method is something wliolly distinct from tlie Instrument, and the

Soma (constitutitig the Agnihotra) has been shown to be iioii-different

from the Instrumental factor (of the Hhdvand). Consequently we con-

(diide that what is meant by the expression ‘ cignihotretikartavyatH ' is the

aggi’egate of such actions as the preparing of the Fire, and so forth (that

:»re performer! daring the Agnihotra)

.

Objection: '‘‘‘Mow is this!* That is to say, how is it that that which
IS not signified by the. Root the Dadhi) is connected with the

‘
‘ Method ?

”

Ttejphj : Phalasddhtfuasga dadhnuh. That is to say, just as in your
case, it is only on ac«50unt of its being the Instrument (in the accomplish-

ment of the Result) that the Mama (expressed by the Root) c.omes to

ho helped l)y the Method,—so, in our case also, it is on account of the very

same reason (that of being the means of accomplisliing the Result) that

the Dadhi becomes connected with (and Jielped by) the said Method.

There are two other arguments brought forward by the Bhfishya :

—

([) because of the proximity of this Method {oi the Agnihotra', and (2)

because wefind the denotation of the root ^juhoti ’ present as a feature of the

Injunction, But none of these arguments appear t ) he rjuite proper;

because as for tbe former, it entails an acceptance of ‘ .sa mdiiavidhnnatva*

( the fact of the equality of Injunction), which is distinctly denied under

the Sansthddhika rono (111, vi, 41—47) ; while as for the latter, inasmuch
it only brings forward the law of Atidega, it is wholly irrelevant. And
further, if the ret^uisite re hi tioiisliip is accomplished by mere
what would he the use of the presence of the said feature of Injunction?

And conversely, if the presence of this feature wore the reason for the

relationship, there could be absolutely no use for the mention of ‘ proxi-

mity ’

;
because that reason would apply equally to one that is at a dis-

tance (and not in proximity).

In view of these objectious we must explain the said expressions of

Mip Bhnshya as follows:— (1) Because the said Method is made closely

proximate by means of the particular Homa, which is found to be most

helped by that Method
;
and (2) because roe find the Root-meaning of

* juhofi^ which is a feature of the Injunction, and which affords a ground for

Atidega.

And because tlie Root-meaning of \juhoti,^ appearing through the

f^ontext only, as a feature of the Injunction, is only referred to (in the sen-
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tence in question),—therefore the Affix (in \jiihuyat *) cannot be taken as

enjoining either the appearance of that Action (of Homa), or the Result

as following from it.

Question

:

“ By what has the Homa been previously mentioned^ to which
“ Homa the ^juhuy&t ’ in question would he a reference

Answer : You do not certainly mean to say that there is no other sentenc*^

laying down the Homa.
Some people explain this last sentence of the BhUshya differently, as

meaning that it is not the case that apart from the ‘ sense-efficiency ’

brought about by ‘ Dadhi * there are no results, in the shape of Heaven
and the like, following from the Homa of the Agnihotra

;
because such a

result, in the shape of Heaven at least, is mentioned in the very sentence

that lays down the Agnihotra itself (* agnihotram juhuyOt svargakQmah ’).

But inasmuch as this interpretation would represent the Bhashya

as saying something wholly unconnected with the question put forward,

and as such being wholly irrelevant,—we must accept the former explana-

tion as being the more reasonable.

Thus then, we conclude that the Action mentioned in the sentence

in question is not different from the previous Agnihotra
;
all that the

sentence does is to declare that if Dadhi is employed at the Action, * sense

-

efficiency * is the result that follows,—by the help of Homa (which serves

to make possible the use of the Dadhi), Or, the sentence may be taken

as declaring that the Result follows, neither from the Dadhi nor from
the Homa, but from the connection of the Dadhi and the Homa,—and the

words ‘ dadhi ’ and ‘ homa ’ only serve the purpose of expressing that

connection;—(1 ) because for reasons already given, the word ^ dadhi'

cannot be said to have been wrongly inserted; and (2) because the

Result could not follow from the Dadhi alone by itself.

In this case, however, in accordance with a rule explained above, the

sentence that has previously mentioned the t elationship of the Homa and
the Dadhi {viz., the sentence ^ dadhnfi jnhoti'

)

not being capable of being

taken along with the sentence in que.stion (‘ dadhnendriyakQmasya fuhu-
yt^t'),—the said relationship of the Dadhi and the Homa cannot be taken

as accomplished (for this latter sentence;; and hence this relationship

not being capable of being taken as pointed out by the Context, we must
conclude that it is the sentemje in question itself that establishes that

relationship ; and then lays down the Injunction of that relationship, in

reference to the particular Result
;
and thus the sentence containing the

Injunction of more than one thing, there is a distinct syntactical split.

For these reasons we conclude tiiat the former interpretation—that

the result follows from Dadhi—is the only correct one. The final sum-
ming up (in the Bhdsaya) also is in keeping with that interpretation : it
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being in the form --therefore we conclude that the result follows from the

Vadhi as connected with the homa. And hence the sentence ‘ atha i?5, etc,^

mast be taken only as pointing another possible alternative.

Some people, however, declare as follows :
‘ It is one and the same

‘ view

—

that the result follows from the Dadhi—that is put forward from
‘ beginning to end, with all the arguments in its favour (and there is no
‘ mention of any alternative)

;
and hence the proper reading of the BhQs-

‘ hya is

—

dadhi^abdasya mvakshitatvUt^ and the words atha vd afEord a
‘ wrong reading’.

But this assertion—that the alternative explanation is not possible

and that the reading is wrong—can be refuted in the following manner :

As soon as we construe the sentence in question as that ‘ for one desiring

sense-efficiency, the result should be accomplished by means of Dadhi
we at once become cognisant of the fact that the Result follows from

the Dadhi as the Instrumental means
;
and this instrumental charac-

ter, not being otherwise possible, points to its connection with some sort

of an action
;
and as the relationship of the agent and the Action is always

in the form of a potency^ the said connection is included in the Instru-

mental ending
;
and then, inasmuch as that which is denoted by the

affix is the principal factor in the sentence, what the sentence comes to do

finally is that it lays down, for the sake of the Result, the connection of

that of which what is expressed by the basic noun (‘ dadhi ’) is the suboi’'

dinate element. And when that connection has been laid down, then,

as before, the Context serves to point to a particular Action, in the shape

of the Homa. And, then, in accordance with the law regulating the relation-

ship of the Material and the Deity, the connection of the Result with the

I'clationsliip of the Action and the Agent having been brought about, there

arises a question as to the character of the particular Agent of Action
;
and

hence, for the purpose of establishing the relationship of the Qualification

and the Qualifed (between the Dadhi and the Homa)^ the Homa is

brought up by tln^ Context. And hence it is that the Bhflshija speaks of

the connection hetircpu the Dadhi and the Homa being laid down for the sake

of the Result,

Thus then, the reading ‘ atha vd ’ is found to be quite correct

;

though the conclusion and the final summing up are those of the former

interpretation. Or even these might be taken as those of the latter inter-

pretation
;

as in that case also, inasmuch as what is mentioned is the

Dadhi as connected, this connection is that of which the Dadhi is the

sub<»rdinate element
;
and as such there would be no incongruousness

ill this.

Objection : “ In the case of the sentence in question (if it he taken as

laying down the Result as following from the Material), the Injunction
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would involve the functioning of two words— ‘ dadhndt * and \indriijakil-

“ masya ’
;
and this would give rise to a syntactical split

Reply : This is no argument against us
;
because the mere fact of a

sentence expressing various relationships does not bring about a syntactical

split
;

it is only when the potency of the Injunction itself is manifold, that

we have that split
;
and as a matter of fact, we have no such manifold

potency of the Injunction in the case in question. That is to say, it is

quite possible for many things to be connected together by means of a

single sentence
;
and in this fact alone, there is no split of the sentence.

Because it has been distinctly ])ointed out that it is only the inultifaiious-

ness of the Injunction itself that brings about a syntactical split. There
is no such multifarious ness in the case in question ; because the Result is

not an object of Injunction. The construction of the sentence thus comes
to be this : the accomplish nieut of sense-efficiency (this being a mere reference

and not an Injunction) is to he brought about by means of Dadhi. As a

rule, when a person desires something, he exerts himself to its attain-

ment
;
and lienee for the acquiring of such a desirable thing as sense-

efficiency^ the person would exert himself naturally (without any Injunc-

tion from outside)
;
and hence what the Injunctive affix in question

does is to lay down the BhlivanH ivith its Instrumental factor j
with refer-

ence to the same Bhflvand as endoioed witih the objective factor O'.c , the

Result)
;
and thus the object of Injunction being one only in the shape of the

Instrument (as the Result is only referred to),—there is no syntactical split.

Consequently, we conclude that for the sake of making the word

^ dadhi* serve a useful purpose, the sentence must be taken ns laying

down the Result as following from the Material Dadhi^ and not as laying

down a distinct Action.
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[The Varavantiya^ etr.y are distinct Actions.]

Su^ra f*^7):—When the sentences are similar (the Results )

would be connected with distinct Actions.

We now proceed to deal with an exception to the foregoing Adln-

karana,

'I’he subject of the AdJiikarana is thus shown : (1) we have tlie sen-

tence— ‘ trivrdaynishtndagiiishtoma^, tasya v&yavyflsu ekavingama(j7iish~

tamasama krtvd, hrahmavarcasahtimo yaj^ta ’
;
and then in continuation of

this Agnishtut sacrifice, we have the sentence ^ vliravaiittyamagnishtoina-

8flma karyanii * which lays down an accessory (in the shape of the vflrdvaii^

tiya ) ;
and then we come to the sentence, (2) ‘ etasyaiva rBvatishu vdrnvanthja-

magntsJifomasilma krtvH ^iCLgukQmo hyBtBua yajBta \ [The difference between

the bearing of the two sentences being that when the VHravantiya in

sung in connection with the Vdyavya verses then tiie result is in the shape

of ‘ Brahmic glory while when the same is sung in connection with the

RSvati verses, the Result is in the shape of ‘ Cattle .’]

Here too, we have, as before, the following doubt:—Does this last

sentence enjoin an ^dependent action, distinct from that laid down in the

previous sentence, as qualifed by a distinct material (in the shape of the

Viiravantiya in connection with the RBvati verses) ? Or, does it only servo

to lay down this distinct material only, with reference to the same Action,

just as in the case of the sentence dealt with in the foregoing

Adhikarana ?

And on this, we have the following

PURVAPAKSHA.
“ In view of the reasons detailed, and the conclusion arrived at, in the

foregoing Adhikarana^ it must be admitted that the sentence in question
“ serves only to lay down the Result as following from a pai*ti(nilar acces-
“ sory (in connection with the previously mentioned action). Because, as

•‘a matter of fact, we find that the Injunctive potency of the sentence i.s

taken up by the connection between the BbvhH and the Vdravantiya ;

“ and then we find a Result mentioned along with this Injunction

;

consequently we cannot take the sentence as laying down the Sacrifice (a.s
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“ tliat would entail a dual functioning of the Injunction, thereby leading

“to syntactical split). And as for the connection between the JRSvatt

“and the V^ravantiya^ this would be brought about, without a repetition

“oi the Injunctive affix, by the word which is mentioned dis-

*• tiiictly by itself ('and as such this would not involve the said syntat!-

“ tical split).

“That is to say, it might be argued that— ‘ iuasinucJi as the sen-

“ tence involves the Injunction of the appearance of the connection
'* between Hevati and the Varavantiya, and then an Injunction also of that
“ Connection with reference to the Result, thert^ would be a repetition of

“ the Injunctive affix, which would give rise to a syntactical split’. But
“ this reasoning would besc.arcely valid; because the Vedic sentence itself

“ en joins only the Result,—the fact being that the* said connection having
“ been established by the clause " rSvattahn varavantJyam krtva what

“the Injunctive affix following after the root (in ^yajStci') does

“ is to lay down only the relationshij) (causal) of that Connection with the

“particular result. And thus there is no chance of the anomaly result-

“ ing fi-om a repetition of the Injunctive affix.

“ Theii too, inasmuch as the ‘ BBvati verses ' are spoken of as the

“substrate or basis (of the Sdina)^ they are distinctly subordinate in

“ their character ; and hence it is the Vnr(ivanftya whic]i,on account

“of its predominant chara(5ter, comes to be enjoined with reference to

“ the Result.

“That is to say, in the sentence in (jnestion, on account of the

“ mention of an Accessory, the potency of the Injunctive, being removed
“ from that which is expressed by the Verbal root (‘ yf>ji'), serves to lay

“down that accessory, for the sake of tlie particular result; and as such

“ it is found to lay down that which has not been cognised as subservient

“ t(» anything else. As for the Revatl verses^ inasmuch as they are

“ spoken of ill the liocative, they ax’e subservient to the VGravaNtii/a aama
;

“ and as such not standing in need of any other purpose, they could not

“ be connected with the Result ;
while the Varavantiya

,

having the Revati

“verses for its subordinate accompaniment, is cognised as the predominant

“ factor, on account of its being mentioned in the Accusative ; and as such

“ it becomes connected, in the manner of tlio Root-meaning, with the

“ RhQvana denoted by the verb ^krtrd* ]
and thus being on the look-out

“ for a purpose, it becomes connected with the Result.

“ Or, in this case also, we can reject both the B^vati and the F’flraran-

“ tiya^ and hold the Result to follow only from the Connection of these two.

“ Thus then, we distinctly recognise the following facts in conneo-

“ tion with the sentence in question
: (1) that at. the time of its utterance,

“fin* idea of the previously mentioned ‘sacrifice’ is still present in the
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miiKl : (2) that the word €tat' {i\\ ^ Stasya^) distiaotly points to
• that which has been spoken of before

; (3) that the genitive (in* etasi/aM,

“appearing after that ^etat' which is co-extensive with (refers to) the
“

‘ sacrifice signifies the relationship of the Basts and the Basedy pointed

“out by the Context, between that sacrifice and the Accessory as leading

‘‘ fo the Result; (4) that the word ^ Sva* serves to preclude any other
“ basis or substrate for that Accessory, because no such other substrate is

“possible; (5) that the Voravanttya qualified by the connection of the
“ Aymshfomasiima is already laid down by the previous sentence. And
’ nil these facts distinctly point to the conclusion that tlie Action (‘ sacri-

“ Hce ’) mentioned in the sentence in question is none other than that laid

down in the previous sentence
; and as such, inasmuch as that same

“ Action is referred to in the sentence in question, the In junctive afiix in this

“ sentence will not bepiit to the trouble of laying down the Action, over and
“ above the Accessory).

While if the sentence be taken as laying dowii a distinct Action,

as in that case notliing will have been previously laid down, the

“ Injunctive afiix would have io enjoin all that is necessary.

“And as a matter of fact, no such injunction of all things is possible
;

* because the Injunctive, by its very nature, is always endowed with n,

‘ single potency; and when its purpose is fulfilled by the Injunction of

“ oven a little thing, it can never enjoin any more than that.

**Thtis then, we find that the word ‘ Jertvd ’ establishes the (connection

“between the RSvati and the Varavanitya, while the Injunctive afiix lays

** down only the relationship of that Connection with the particular result.

“ And as such, there being no necessity of accepting a manifold potency of

“the Injunctive, thei’e can be no doubt as to the superiority of the theory

that the sentence in question serves only to lay down an Accessory
“

( with reference to a previously mentioned Action).

“ As all the references enumerated above are included in and based

‘Sipon the reference of the ‘sacrifice’, it is only this last that has been
“* spoken of in the Bliashya, and all the rest have been left to be inferred.

“ For these reasons we conclude that the sentence in question does not
“ lay down a distinct Action.’'

siddhAnta.

To the above we njake the following reply : When there is an Acces-

sory which accepts the previously mentioned Action as its substi’atum, then

rtlono is it so that we do not perceive any difference between the Actions

(mentioned in the two sentences) ; and the reason is that in such a case,

what the latter sentence does is only to refer to the previous Action for the

sake of its connection with the now Accessor
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That is to say, we find the sentence in question, ‘ etasyaiva rSvatishu^ etc.\

containing the mention of ‘ sacrifice * directly by means of the root ^yaji* ;

under the circumstances, if the exact sort of ‘ sacrifice * that is herein

mentioned had been pieviously mentioned in another sentence, then alone

could we conclude that the nne mentioned in the sentence in question is not

a distinct sacrifice. As for instance, in the case of the sentence * dadhnB-

ndriyaknmasaya, etc.\ we find that the sentence directly lays down only the

relationship with the particular Result
;
aiid then the Context helps to

supply the other substrate of the relationship,—in the shape of Homa ;

and in this case we admit the mention of * Homa *
in the sentence to be a

mere reference to a previously mentioned ‘ Homa *
; and another reason

for this is that the Dadhi by itself also is capable of directly accomplishing

the Homa. In the case in question, on the other hand, we find that the

VHravantiya qualified by the Reuati verses is not, by itself, capable of

directly accomplishing the Sacrifice; because it is neither a Deity nor a

Material (which two alone are capable of directly accomplishing the

Sacrifice)
;
because the Sacrifice requires, for its accomplishment, no other

helping factors, except those of the Deity, the Material, and the Performer
;

and hence it is never accomplished directly by means of a Sdma {Vflravan-

tiya and the like).

Thus then, though, tlirough the peculiar character of the Context, the
‘ Sacrifice* (previously mentioned) is present in the mind, yet it does not

become cognised as the Mibstrate of the said Sama^ because of its inherent

incapability of having tliat character ;
and hence that ‘ Sacrifice * cannot be

accepted as refei-red to by the sentence in question HBvatishu, etc.’*')
\

specially as we have no grounds for believing that the ‘ sacrifice ’ herein

mentioned is tlie same as the one previously mentioned. As for the Hymn-
ing^ that forms a part of the previous ‘ sacrifice ’, and which, being accom-

plished by means of the Varavantiya Sdma^ is capable of being tsken as

its substrate, — it is not pointed out by the Context ; because the presence

of Hymning in the previous ‘ sacrifice the ‘ Agnishtut ’, is only based

u[)on an indirect implication.

It is with reference t(» this, that it has been declared tlint—though

the Sdma is inherently capable of accomplishing the Hymning, yet as no

such Hymning is pointed out by the Context, it cannot be taken as the

substrate of the Sdma in question.

The following argument might be brought forward by the other

party :
“ The Sdnia could base itself upon the Sacrifice, in that very

“ capacity whereby it woubl help the performance of the sacrifice
; and

“conversely the ‘ Sacrifice' also would become the substrate of the Sdma,
“ in whatever capacity it would be able to act as a true substrate

; such
“ cognition being based upon the general rule whereby the meanings of all

98
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“ verbs are ascertained in accordance with the capacities of things. And
“ then (even though the S(ima may not be able to help directly in the

“ performance of the sacrifice itself, yet) in accordance with the 8&tra

“III—i—18, it would be quite capable of directly accomplishing the
“ Hymning wliich forms an integral part of the ‘ Agnishtut ’ sacrifice

; and
“ as such, there would he no incongruity in the said relationship of the

Basis and the Based (between the 8ama and the ^ Sacrifice*), which
“ would be due to an integral pai’t of the latter, in the shape of the

“ Hymning.”
Reply : That is not possible

;
because we have already shown that

that alone can be taken as the subsidiary part of a sacrifice which has

been actually laid down as such a part
;
that, on tlm other hand, which

appears distinctly as independent by itself, can never become a subsidiary

part.

That is to say, in tlie case of the sentence * SaptadagdratnirvUjapByasya

yUpah *

(the sacrificial post at the VdjapBya is to be seventeen cubits in

length), we find that the ‘ seventeen-cubit-length ’ is distinctly laid

down as a subsidiary detail
;
and then, inasmuch as it is not found to be

capable of being directly connected with the Vnjapeya sacrifice, we
conclude that it should help in the performance of this sacrifice in what-

ever way it can ; and consequently it comes to be taken as a qualification

of the sacrificial poH which forms an integral factor in the performance.

If, in the case in question also, the Varavantiya had been laid down as

a subsidiary detail of the sacrifice,—then alone, being found incapable of

directly serving the Sacrifice, would it come to be taken as helping the

Hymning, which forms an integral part of the sacrifice. As a matter

of fact, however, we find that the Varavantiya, being laid down in regard

to a particular result, stands in need of a substrate, or basis, in the
shape of an Action

;
and under the circumstances, if it could find any

Action, already previously mentioned, that could form its substrate, then

it would directly connect itself with that Action
;
when, however, it finds

no such Action already mentioned, then the sentence in question distifictly

points to something else (a fresh Action hitherto not mentioned) as the

requisite basis. Nor would the Vciravantiya become wholly useless, by not

being connected with any previously mentioned Action
;
as it will have its

use in the new Action that would be laid down by the sentence in question.

And further, inasmuch as the action of Hymning is wholly differ-

ent from that of Sacrifice,—by accomplishing the former, the Vfiravantiya

cannot be said to have accomplished the latter. And hence, even if

the Siima helped in the Hymning, it would remain as unconnected with the

Sacrifice, as if it had been mentioned and performed in connection with

another sacrifice altogether. In the case of the sentence ^ saptadagil^
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ratnirvdjapSyasya yUpah,^ on the other hand, we find that the Genitive

in ‘ vdjapeymya ’ signifies mere relationship in general
;
and as such,

there is, in this case, nothing incongruous in the relationship subsisting

indirectly, in the subsidiary details. And as such there can be no
similarity between the sentence * saptadaga, etc, ’ and the sentence i n

question.

Even though it be possible for the Sacrifice to form the substrate (of

the Sama), indirectly, through the Hymning^—yet, in that case the 8dma
would come to be connected with all kinds of Hymns

;
and as such the

specification, in the sentence in question, of the Hymn as the ^Agnish-

toma Sdma ’ would be wholly meaningless. For if the Hymn called the
‘ Agnishtoma Sdma ’ be taken as the required substrate indicated by the

sentence itself, then there would be a syntactical split (the sentence laying

down the fact of the Vnravantiya being based on the Agnishtoma Sdma,
and also that of its bringing about the particular Result). Then again, if

the sentence be taken as indicating a general relationship (of the

Vdravantiya) with the Agnishtoma Sdma^—this general relationship being

specified by ‘the expression ‘ ebasyaim. \—then too there is a syntactica!

split; and the pronoun ' etasya ’ indicating the relationship of that which
has gone before, tliis would make the Vdravantiya connected with all the

Hymns of the ])reviou8 sacrifice ; and then its specification as

Agnishtoma Sdma ’ would also entail a syntactical split. And lastly, in

view of the great complications arising from making the Vdravantiya con-

nected (st one and the same time) with the Bevatz Hk, as well as with the

Agnishtoma a,—they remain as before.

Objection : “ When the Agnlslitut sacrifice is obtained as the required

“ substrate, all the rest that is required would be obtained from the previ-

ous Injunction
;
and as for t\\G Vdravantiya^ when it would rest upon a

“ sacrifice, it would not exist in any place except that wherein it is found
“ to help the Sacrifice

;
and the Sacrifice too would not seek for the Fdra-

“ vantzya in any other Hymn (save that which forms part of itself). And
“ as there is no reason for rejecting the Vdravantiya that is connected with

the Agnishtoma Sdma of the Sacrifice previously mentioned in the Conteast,

“ there can bo no question as to a connection with any other Hymn or

Sacrifice.*’

Beply

:

It is not so
;
we could have all this only if the sentence in

question— ‘ BSvatishu, etc.'—stood in need of the previous sentence laying

down the Vdravantiya in connection with the Agnishtoma Sdma ; as a
matter of fact, however,- we find that there is no such need ; because we

have already shown above that there is no mutual relationship between

sentences laying down such things a.s the Accessory and the like.

Then again, the relationship of the Sacrifice with the Vdravantiya that
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is mentioned in the aenteiice in question, is wholly different from the previ-

ous relationship (because in the previous case the Voravantiya was in

connection with the V^yaryfi verses, whereas in the sentence in question,

it is in connection with the Rsvafi verses)
;
and as such it could never

attain to the position assumed by ti»e previous relationship. Specially as

in the previous sentence, the Vftravantiya, fonning a part of the Action

itself, is recoernised as connected with the Agnishfoma Sfima of that

(Agnishfut) sacrifice; while in the casein question, we find it mentioned

as being somethinur in itself desirable by man (as is indicated by the

distinct mention of tlie word and as such the Veda could not

relegate this latter to the same position as the previous one. And as for

any assumptions based upon the f^amfinyatodrshfa rnference, we have

already shown above that such things as we arc dealing with are not

amenable to Inference.

To the same effect, wo have the following declaration : That Sftma -

winch is laid down as independently, by its own form, bringing about the

Result,— -stands in need of the text of the Veda oiily» fer the propose of its

appearance.

That is to say. if the Vd ravantiy<t SVinm bad originally appeared, first

of all, at the Agnishtaf sacrifice, then we could not but take it as apper-

taining to that sacrifice, eve»» if such connection were not mentioned. As

a matter of fact, however, we find tha,t in the ease in question, the 8dma
depends, foi* its appearance, on the Vedic text only ; and it is as taken

directly from the Veda that it is laid down for the sake of a definite

result. And con.sequently the Agnishfut sacrifice and the Agnishioma

8'~ma connected with tliat sacrifice do not in any way differ from other

Sacrifices and Hymns,—in the matter of their being connected with the

Vtiravantiya Soma mentioned in the sentence in question. (That is to say,

the Sdnia is as unconnected with the Agnishfut sacrifice as with any other

of the previously mentioned sacrifices, etc., etc.).

If the sentence in question had laid down a certain purification of

the V(i t'(t vanity then we could, somehow or other, identify it with that

Avhich had been [ireviously mentioned (in connection with the Agnishtnt

sacrifice),—as we do in the case of the sentence ‘ vrihin pmk<hati * which

lays down a purification of the corn. But, as a matter of fact, the

sentence in (piestion does not lay down any such purification. Con-

sequently we conclude that the Vnravnntiyu of the sentence in question

has no connection with the Agnishfoma 8dma of the previous sacrifice.

Objection : “ Though the Vdravanttya servos to fulfil an end desired
“ by the human agent, yet, so long as it does not help to bring about the
“ completion of the sacrifice, it cannot fulfil that end either

;
and thus the

‘
‘ accomplishment of the sacrifice also being indirectly indicated, the said
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“ 8&ma attains the position that had been previously found for il. (at that
“ sacrifice), just as thongh the Ourd and the Milk help in the performance

“of the sacrifice, yet they become connected with the details of the
“ Pranitfl vessel.”

Reply : Such is the case only when the details a» e mentioned as qualifi-

cations. In the case in question, however, the AgnUhtoma Sama is not a

qualification of the Vdravantiya. It could be such a qualification, only if

the sentence in question actually referred to its context—wliich latter fact

has still to be established (hy the Purvttpakahhi). If, in some way or

other, a certain relationship of the VnravaJithja with tlie Agnishfoma Sama
were cognised, then there would be nothing to interfere with the application

of the details of the latter to the former, like those of the Pranita to the

Curd and Milk,

Thus then, even this last argument of the Purvapakshin does not affect

the reasoning of the Siddhanta
; and hence it is only by taking: the

sentence as laying down an independent Action that ^ve can avoid a

syntactical split (and make the sentence a single whole).

Because in that case, even when all the elements of the latter

sentence are such as have not been previously mentioned, all of them arc

capable of being laid down by the process of “ qualified Injunction ”
;
ivhile

there can be no difficulty as to such an Injunction, when, as a matter of

fact, many of the details spoken of in the sentence in question are such as

form part of the details of the previously mentioned AgnUktut sacrifice,

and are applied to that mentioned in the sentence in question, only by
indirect implication.

For instance, (1) the word ‘ Stui ' (in ‘ etasya would refer, by indica-

tion, to the details of the previous sacrifice, specially as such indirect indi-

cation is not faulty in the case of a Reference or Description (as it is in that

of an Injunction). Or the pi*onoun might directly denote the Action to be

immediately mentioned
;
as the pronoun ‘ esfia ’ does in the (?mso of the sen-

tence * athaisha jyotih^ etc. ’ ;—(2) as for the Varavantiya, it ap[)ears in the

previous sentence as helping in the perfoiunance of the sacrifice ; and as

such, in that form, it would become referred to in the sentence in question,

as appertaining thereto by indirect implication;—(3) and the operation

of the Injunctive also would be very much simplified by making it enjoin

only the sacrifice as qualified by the peculiar relationship of the Rdvati

and the Vdravantiya as pointed out by the word ‘ krtva \

Objection: “Inasmuch as what would be enjoined in this case are

—

“ (1) the relationship of the Agnishtoma Sama with the Revatl and the
“ Vnramntiya, as well as (2) the sacrifice,—the case in question would be
“ a great deal different from other cases of “ qualified Injunction ” (as in all

“ these cases, the object of Injunction is the sacrifice only). Because
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“ the qualifications of two distinct Actions cannot be amenable to the

“ same (injunctive) efEort, when an Injunction has served to lay down one
‘‘ Action, we should have recourse to another Injunction for the purpose

of laying down another Action. That is to say, those properties and quali>

fications that belong to a single Action are all implied by that Action

“ when it is enjoined, and as such, they do not necessitate any diversity in

“ the operation of the In junctive word ; while, on the other hand, when the

** qualification beloiigs to an Action other than the one that is enjoined,

“it is not implied by the enjoined Action, because it is not in any
“ way related to this latter,—and as such, for the sake of such qualifica-

“ tions, it would be absolutely necessary to repeat the operation of the

“ Injunctive
;
and this would certainly involve a syntactical split.”

Re^ly : The latter Bhdvana (which is signified in the word ‘ yajSta ’)

takes in, as its subject, only that which is denoted by the word ‘ krtvd ’

;

and that \Bhdvanil) too which is denoted by this latter word would take

iti only that qualification which belongs to its own specific object. Then,

when the new sacrifice (mentioned in the sentence in question) has taken

up the Rk (RBvati) and the Sdma (Vdravantlya)

y

the position assigned to

the RSvatl wouhl be in accordance with the Sdma that has its position

already ascertained.

That is to say, while the denotation of the word ‘ after hav-

ing established tlie relationship between the llBvati and the Vnmvantiya—
is waiting on the look-out for the second Bhavand [that denoted by the

word it becomes taken up, as specified by its qualification (in

the shape of the said connection between the Vdravantiya as based upon
tlie RSvati verses), by the * Sacrifice* (mentioned by the root ^ yaji* in

‘ yajBta'). And consequently what the * sacrifice ’ implies is its own quali-

fication (and not that of any other Action). That, however, which is

denoted by the word ^ krtvd,*—t.p., accomplishmg or hringing about—is

not directly connected with the said relationship (of the Rk and the

Sdmd) ;
and as such, inasmuch as that relationship comes to have a

subordinate character, it is relegated to the subsidiaries of the sacrifice

;

and consequently, in accordance with the Vdravantiyay which has its position

already known by indirect implication, the Revati verses also come to be

referred to the same {Vdravantiya), Thus then, thouj/h the sentence in

question does not lay down the Agmshfoma Sdma^ yet the qualification

of the ‘ Sacrifice * extends to that Sdma, and as such there is no incongruity

in this.

For the above reasons, it is clear that, in your theory, there is no
I'elationship between the sacrifice in question and Vdravantiya. Because
it is only when the qualifications or accessories have not themselves
the character of Actions that they betake themselves to an Action

; as for
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the Varavantiya^ inasmuch as it is sung (and as such forms an action in

itself), what can it have to do with another Action (the Sacrifice, for

instance) ?

That is to say, in the case of such accessories as the Dadhi, the

Milking vessel and the like, we find that, without an Action, their very

character of “ Instrument ” cannot be attained
;
and as such they stand

in need of some such Action. As for the Varavantlya, however, inas-

much as it is denotable by the root ^ gdyati \ it is an action ifi itself
;
and

as such, even without any other Action, it is capable by itself, just like

the sacrifice^ of accomplishing the desired result
;
and thus not standing

in need of another Action, it would not be connected with any such, it

would, when sung by itself on the basis of the BSvati verses, bring about

its result, independently of the performance of any such sacrifice as the

Agnishtut. And in that case, the words—‘ etasya *, ‘ agnishtoma-snma \
^\krtva* and ^yajsta ^—would all become wholly unconnected (and

irrelevant) with the previous sacrifice (the Aynishfut).

Consequently we must conclude that the Result (mentioned in the

sentence in question) follows from the Sacrifice ;
and this sacitfice, being

spoken of as qualified by properties wholly at variance with those of the

])reviously mentiouod Agnishtut^ is wholly distinct from that sacrifice.

The Bhasbya explains the Sutra Sameshu Svanj GityakSshu bhin~

navGkyBshu karmayiiktam phalani hhavet. In this the word ‘ samBshn *

expresses, either the fact of the (previous) sacrifice (the Agnishtut) nnd the

(latter) accessory (y’dravantiya) not standing to each other in the

relationship of the Basis and the Based, because of the inherent incapa-

bility of the two,—or that of the Voravantiya, which is an Action by itself,

being wholly iTidcpendent of any other Action. The expression ‘ hhinna-

vdkySshu ’ means that though in the case of both theories

—

i.e., whether the

sentouco in question be taken as mentioning a particular result following

from the employment of a certain accessory in connection with the action

mentioned in the previous sentence, or as laying down an altogether

distinct Action,—the meaning of the second sentence would be different

from that of the former, and as such the sentences would be distinct
;
—yet

the distinctness of the two sentences would be better justified by both of

them laying down two distinct Actions
; because otherwise, there would

remain a certain semblance of the two sentences forming a single

compound sentence ( which would not be quite justifiable in face of the
distinctness of their significations).

Says the BhGshya—nahyStasya revatya^ santi, etc. It is just possible

that some people might construe the sentence in question as that

—

‘ etasya yil rSvatyah, tdsu vdravantiyam krtvd *
; but, though, in this case,

in view of the Context, tlie reference to the former qualified Sacrifice
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would not involve a syntactical split, yet, inasmuch as the fact of bring-

ing about (or employing) the MSvfUi veises themselves has not been

previously laid clown, any reference to this (as is inevitable in the said

<‘onstruction) cannot be quite allowable. And hence the sentence will

have to be construed as—(1) ‘ tatrarSvatyah prayoktavyah, (2) t(^su cavUra-

vanthjnm, etc. ’
;
and this would involve a syntactical split, and make the

word ^ etasya * wholly redundant.

The following argument might be brought forward :
“ For the sake

“of the word ^ eta aya \ we could take the sentence as follows— (1) the

“ Injunctive part :
‘ etastya revafyah kartavyah^ tflsu ca VHravanityam,

“ tacca pTialnya \ and (2) the reference part
;
the word ‘ yojeta * being taken

as merely referring to the previously mentioned Agniahtut sacrifice.”

But thus too, the sentence is made to lay down three distinct facts

;

and as such syntactical split becomes inevitable
;
and furthe»*, as for the

AgnUhtoma Snma, we cannot speak of its connection as being either

enjoined or only referred to (in the sentence in question). If this connec-

tion were enjoined, then inasmuch as the mere presence of the Agnish-

toma Sdma has been pointed out by the previous Injunction, the word
‘ eta^ya ’ would bo absolutely useless

;
and such an Injunction would also

involve a syntactical split. This is one way of taking the said text of the

lihHshya.

Some people, however, take the word ‘ etat
*

in the sense that is

})ointed out by its position,—namely, that of qualifying the Eevati. And
in that case, the construction of the sentence in question would be

like this :
* Btasya ya Uevatyah tHsn varavantiyam Agnishtoma sHma

krtvH* But in this case also, inasmuch as there is no specification of

the sacrifice Tat which all this is to done),— as the word ^Stasya* is

wholly taken up in qualifying the Revatl^ we do not take it with ^ Agnish-

toma \ as ‘ etusyn agmshtonia ’
;
specially as even if such a relationship

between the two words were meant to be expressed, there would be a

syntactical split.

Though the que.stion—“ how do you yourself avoid the syntactical

split ? ”—should have been put by the opponent, after all the possible

(constructions of the sentence in question, in accordance with the Purvapa-

kshn, had been refuted,—yet the Purvapakshin reasons thus in his mind :

‘ When we have so thoroughly refuted the position of the Siddhantin^ all

these syntactical splits that he has brought forward are mere magical

illusions in the void (of his own intellect)
;
and so I will just put

hitn the question,

—

how do you yourself avoid the said syntactical split

The Sidihanti replies by putting forward the following construction ;

Ifevatishu rkshu varavantiyam snma krtvH pagukHmo yojeta ’
;
and the

sense of the reply is that when the sentence in question is taken as laying
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down a new Action, it is quite possible for this Action to be laid down iu

a qualified form (in the way shown in the construction put forward) ;

and as such the sentence having a single predicate, there would be no

syntactical split involved.

Question: “ JVanw arthahhedah: ynga(^caivam hyapurvah kartavyuh^

“ Revatishu varavantiyam apurvam \ That is to say, inasmuch as the

“sentence would involve two Bhavanas mentioned in the sentence

—

viz,,

the one mentioned by the word ‘ krtvH^ and another by the word ‘ yujeta \

there could not but bo a split in the syntax.”

Answer: Nut so; because what we mean is that tlie sentence biys

down only one principal Bhavand (that signified by ‘ yajeta *) as qualified

by another secondary Bhiivanfl (signified by ‘ krtoct ’).

Objection : “ The relationship of the Bevati and the Varava7iitya could

“ not be enjoined
;
because as there could be no injunction of a qualification

“ of qualifications (i.e., of the connection which is a qualification of the hriny^

tny about, denoted by the root in ^ krtuo \ which again, according to

“you, is the qualification of the ^ydya') \—any such connection could not

be enjoined by means of the Injunctive Affix {Lin,)
;
and as for the affix

^^*ktvd' (in *krtvd^), it has not been moTitioncd by Panini, as having

“the function of the Injunctive. Hence, though tho Bhdvana msy be

^"spoken of as connected, yet, inasmucli as the acdiv'ily of the huniun

“agent should depend upon an Injunction, ho would take tlnit Bhd-
“ vatiH to bo as good as non-existent. Thus then, both the Revati and the
“ Varavanthja being qualifications of the BlinvanH of the ‘ sacrifice ’ only,

“ tliey could not be employed outside the sacrifit'o itself ; and as tlioce is

‘‘ no ground for either of the two restricting the employment of the other

“ (that is whether the Revati restrict the Vdravantiya or vice x:ersd is not
“ ascertuinable), both of them would come to refer to one and the same
“ stotra (Hymn)

;
and tlien there being no such rule as that both of t hem

“ should bo employed in one and the same phu’e, there would be many other

SGmas—the Gdyatri, and the rest—tliat could be based upon the Revaff

“verses (there being no rule restricting the Revati verses as the basis of
“ the J^drav<mtfya Snma only)

;
and con\crs(*Iy the l^dravfuitiya Sdma also

“ would come to be based upon otbci' vrr.scs—such as the Gdyatri, the
“ Brhati and the like. And under the circumstaiHjes, tlio idea bronght.
“about by the expression ‘ iJevut/VAu Vararatiyam ' would become abso*.
“ lately useless. Hence it must be concluded that the sonfenco seems to
“ lay down the Revati verses, in referciH*e to the Vnrava)itaya, which has
“had its position duly ascertained (in connection with the previous
“ Agnish(nt sacrifice).*'

Reply: The above argument docs not afiVet onr pofdtion
, beeauao

ihough the word ' kriva
'

does not dneGty oxpies^jan Injunction, vet ;n

09
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siioli cases as the one in question^ it is taken as pointing to an Injunction

nil til© same. That is to say, whenever we meet with a sentence like
‘ idam kyivU idam kuryHt * (having done this, one should do that),—if the

action denoted by the verb with the * kivd ’ affix is one that has been

previously mentioned elsewhere, then its mention in this sentence is

simply in the shape of a motive cause or occasion (for the pei^formance of

the second action)
;
when, however, that action is not one that has been

previously mentioned, then it is a means or instrument of the accomplish-

ineut of the second Action ; because that Action, which is distinctly laid

down as to be performed after the accomplishment of a previous Action (that

which is mentioned by the woi'd ending in ‘ ktvd *), can never be performed,

unless that previous Action has been performed
;

and as such the

performauoe of the Action being found to be absolutely necessary, it is

admitted to be as good as directly enjoined. Thus, in the case in question,

the relationship of the Itevati and tlie Vdravantiya (mentioned by the

word ^ krtvd*) is such as has never been mentioned prior to the

Injunction contained in the sentence in question
;
and as such it cannot bo

taken as a mere motive cause for the ‘ sacrifice ’
;
and hence it cannot but

be accepted as something to he actually performed or accomplished.

Objection : “ If the said connection oomos to be something to be accom-

pllshed, how is it that it becomes related to the second Bhilvand, which
‘‘ also is something to be accomplished ?

In reply, the Bhdshya says : dvavetitvarthan krfvBtyBsha gahdah ^aknoti

vaditnvi, ahhinirvrttim purvukalat^nca (the word ^ krtvd^ is capable of

signifying both accomplishment aud sequence) [and as signifying sequence

it is only natural that it should point to something thnt would bo performed

oftenvards]. As to how a single word can have two significations, the

JBhUshya says

—

wejind this to he the case in certain instances,—'as, for in-

stance, ill ‘ fo^amnnaya ’ (bring the ^ona),—where though tlio ‘ bringing ’ has

been previously cognised by other means, yet, the word * ^ona though used

ill the sense of the * red horse and as such taking the place of the two

Avords ‘ red* and • horse does not entail a syntactical split (and the only

iCMSon for this is tliat the single word signifies botli redness wwd the horse).

In the same manner, in the case in question, the affix 'ktvd' would

signify accomplishment as well as sequence*

[Ft has been argued above—Tea’f, page 563—that the Injunction of the

qualification of a qualification is not possible
;
but this does not affect the

case in question
;
as] the qualification of a qualification can not*bc enjoined

only in that case where that qualification, forming part of the Mntcrinl,

IS not recognised as part of the Action itself. That is to say, wo shall

show under Snlra IV— i*-ii that itis only the quiilificaiioii of the saciificial

mateiiul that ib not touched In^ the Injuudion^ As for the connection
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between the BBvati hm\ the Vdravanthjat it serYes as a necessary quali-

fication of the action accomplishment
** (denoted by the root ‘ /r

’

ill ‘ krtva *)
; because mere “ accomplishment ” beini? a generic term, unless

it were qualified, it could not be recognised something to he brought about.

Thus then, in accordance with the declaration “ mrshy^mahS havishU

vigeshanam ** it must be admitted tliat the ‘ accomplishment * (denoted

by ‘ fcr * in ^ krtvil')^ which serves to qualify the Bhavana expressed

in connection with the root *yilji* (in *yajHa')f is itself qualibed by
the connection between the Jiivaii and the Varamnttya, Thus it is, too,

that certain Materials and Deities, qualifying the Praylljas that are quali-

fications of an Action (the Dar^a-Purnam^sa)

^

come to be laid down as to

be utilised in those sacrifices.

For these reasons, we conclude that the sentence in question serves

to specify the Rk (RSvati) and the Sama (Varavantlya) in connection

with the BhSvanil (expressed in ^ yajita*)^ which is qualified by a certain

relationship (of that Rk and that SUrna) that has been duly accomplished

(as expressed by the word ^ krtvd*). And in this case, the word

^krtvH* should be taken as denoting the particular order of sequence in

which the various factors of the sacrifice are to be thought of (or deter-

mined upon), and not as denoting actual performance
;
because the Sama

is not employed before the Sacrifice itself (and if tlie word ^krtrn*

expressed actual performance, then the sania would have to bo used before

the sacrifice, as indicated by the sequence expressed by that word); and
hence we do not take the sentence to mean that ice should perform the sacri^

fice after the VHravantiya Sdma has been sung in connection with the Revnti

verses ;
all it does denote is that we should think of the singing of that

Siima as to be perfoimied, and then proceed with the actual performance

of the saciMfice,

Objection ; “ Thus too, there are many objects of the Injunction— the

** RSvati versest
the VHravantlya^ the relationship of these

,
the Sacrifice^ and

“ the desire for cattle. That is to say, the Injunction being assumed in

“ connection with each object that liappens to be mentioned in the sen-

“ fence, there come to be many objects for it ; and that leads to a syntactical

“ split.”

Reply : This does not affect us
; because we have already explained

that the multiplicity of objects spoken of does not bring about the multi-

plicity of the object of the Injunction.

If, however, what you mean is the multiplicity of those that are en-

joined as fulfilling some useful purposes,—then, we offer you the following

reply : Even though many such useful objects may bo mentioned, yet there

is only one that forms the object of the Injunction
;
and this one object, in

the case in question, {\\e. qualified Hhflvand conwovfed with the * saeriiiee
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(fhjcction : “The Rfivati verses also are found to be enjoined in the

sf*!! fence in question (over and above the said BhUvanfl), Your reply
“ would be all right, if the said multiplicity of objects depended only

“ upon that which is directly mentioned
;
in the case in question, however,

“we find that all of the objects

—

BSvati, etc.—are distinctly enjoined as

“ useful ; and as such there can be no doubt as to the said multiplicity.”

Reply : All that happens to be predicated is not spoken of as ^ artlia

(meaning or object of the Injunction)
;
that alone is spoken of as the ‘ ob-

ject ’ which is connected with the principal Injunction
;
and there can be no

doubt that there is only one such object in the sentence in question. This

is what is meant by the Bhoshya—nahyatrcinBkaf!ya proyojanatvBnlihhi-

pi etasydnekinn padam vidhnyakam. That is to say, inasmuch as all

oilier minor actions spoken of in the sentence form part of the principal

u(;fcion of the Sacrifice^ their cognition cannot be complete until that of the

Bkdvand of ‘ Sacrifice ’
;
and when this quaUHed Bhdvanii has been en-

joined, there remains nothing more to be looked for.

Thus then, we conclude that the real object of the sentence being one

only, there is no syntactical split
; while wo have shown the many splits

that are consequent upon the taking of the sentence as the Injunction of

an accessory detail for the previous Agnishtut sacrifice.

The Bhashya brings forward another argument of the opponent

:

“ AthocyBta Bevatyddisarvavigeshanavigishto ydga etasydgnishtuto vidhi-

y its.'* This argument has been brought forward with the solo purpose of

justifying the use of the word ^ Stasya* Though this argument admits of

tlie Action mentioned by the sentence in question being distinct from the

previous Agnishtut, yet, inasmuch it mnkes the sentence lay down the

Result as connected with the Action,—yet it is opposed to our own view ;

and hence wo shall refute it. The argument may be thus explained :
“ Tlie

“ text in question may be construed thus

—

Bsvatishu Vdrvantiyam agni-

“ shfoma sdvui kytvd StasijdiigSna yajsta (Having sung the Varavantlya in

“ the Revati verses, one should perform this sacrifice, as subsidiary to the

“ previous Ag7iishtnt). The advantages attendant upon this constinction

“ would be two-fold
: (1) there would bo no reason for rejecting that

“ which is pointed out by the Context, and (2), the use of the word
“ ‘ ’ would be justified as pointing to that {Agnishtut) which is

“ in close proximity with itself, in the Context.”

To this argument, we make the following reply ; The above con-

struction is not possible ; because that would make the word * pagukdmafi

'

wholly irrelevant; and if you do not reject it as such, its inclusion would

involve a syntactical split
;
as a single Action cannot, at one and the same

time, be laid down as forming part of another sacrifice {the Agnishtut) and
also as accomplishing a certain result (Cattle).
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Ohjectim : AthaivarnucyBta * Bevattshii krtena varavantiyena pagu-

kUmo yajBta,"
”

Though this view has been already dealt with, yet it is brought for-

ward again by the BhQshya^ with a view to show another discrepancy in it.

Or it may be that, in all cases where an Injunction mentions the fulfilment

of a desirable end by means of certain accessories, people performing sacri-

fices have two distinct notions:—(1) some people^ like the

believe the Result to follow from the Accessory, (2) while others believe

that the Accessory only helps in the Sacrifice, and it is the Sacrifice thus

aided that brings about the particular result. And it is in accordance with
this latter view that the above objection has been put forward.

The construction of the texts, in accordance with the above argument
of the opponents, would be as follows :

—“ ‘ Desiring Brahmic glory, we
“ should always perform the Agnishtut ;

but if wo desire the acquisition

“ of cattle, then we should perform the same sacrifice as qualified by the

Revati versos (and tho Varavantiya sung in connection with them).’ In
** this case, we find that the Injunctive affix (in the ^Yajeta ’ of the sentence

“ in question) would serve to enjoin what is in close proximity with it

“ tho Agnishfut sacrifice)
;
but being taken up by something else

“ (i.c., tho qualification), it would not lay down the original appearance of

“that Action; and as for tho qualified character of tho sacrifice, this

“ would bo based upon the Injunction. That is to say, inasmuch as tho

“affix would enjoin the sacrifice with reference to the Result, it would nob

“ have to bo removed from its legitimate sphere
;
and as not pointing to tho

“ appearance of any Action, it could not lay down any such appearance
;

“ then as for tho Injunction of many things,—just as in the case of the

“sentence laying down the original appearance of a distinct Action,

“ such Injunction of many things is said to be for the purpose of the said

“ Injunction of the Action
;
so, too, would it be in the case of the sentence

“being the Injunction of the Re.sult
;
as in this case also what is actually

“ enjoined is the Action itself, with reference to the particular result. It is

“with a view to all this that we have said

—

^ atha JtBvatishu krtena

“ VaravanHyena paguknmo As for the Instrumental ending in ‘ Fdr-

“ vantiyenay it actually denotes Instrumentality, inasmuch as the Fd?vi-

“ vnntiya is an Instrument that helps, through the Stotra, the performance
“ of the sacrifice. Or it may be taken as denoting a characteristic,—the

“ sense of tho sentence being that * one desiring cattle should perform the

“ AynisMut sacrifice as characterised by the Voravanfzyay etc.”

To the above, the Bhashya makes the following reply : naivam gakyam^

ryantarapragaunt vigeshahonUt vaigtinyam. That is to say, if the Action

meant in the senfence in question be the same as the previous Agnishtut

sacrifice, then, inasmuch as the previous sentence has laid down the
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Ayjiishioma in connection with that sacrifice, as basetl upon the

VOyavyd verses,—if in accordance with the sentence in question, the same

Adma were to be sung as based upon the Bemti verses, that would cause a

flaw in the sacrifice, as being deprived of the previously mentioned basis

of the sifma, in the shape of the Vdyavyd verses.

Objection: “When you yourself were faced by the argument that—
“ * many other sdmas also come to be sung in connection with the RevntI

“ verses’—you urged in defence the argument that— ‘ the word krtvd

“ serves to lay down the fully accomplished i^elationship of the Mevati and
“ the Vdrava7Utya for the sake of the sacrifice, for tlie word is quite capable

“ of signifying two meanings etc., etc., etc., etc.* (And so we too could

“ bring forward tlie same argument in support of our view.)’*

The Stdilhdntif however, thinks that an Injunction of many things

is possible only in the case of the sentence laying down a new Action,

and not in any other case; with this in view, he makes the following

reply : What we say is possible in our case, because there is a direct declara-

tion to the effect ;
while, in your case, as there is no such direct declaration,

it would be impossible to obtain the Revati verses by merely getting hold

of the Vdravantiya
; and as such, the said argument cannot help you.

The opponent retorts—“ 2'hen we too may have a direct declaration—
“5ucA as ‘ pagukamo BBvatishu vdravantiyamahhmirvartayettato ynjeta * ;

—

“ that is to say, the Injunction would be that of a qualified Action with
“ reference to a particular result ; or that the word ‘ kytvd * being the

“required Injunctive word, the *yajeta^ may he a mere reference to the

“ previously mentioned Agnishtut sacrijice ;
and the sense of this is that

“ even though the Injunction lays down the accessory with reference to the
“ Resulty theie is nothing in the sentence that lays down the original
“ appearance of the sacrifice.”

In reply to this, the Siddhdnli proceeds to show his own desirable con-

clusion that he draws from the Apparent Inconsistency of the said ‘ Injunc-

tion of many things :
* If any such declai*ation as you bring forward

becomes an established fact, then the fact of the sentence in question lay-

ing down a distinct Action, and not the mere accessory of the previous
Agnishfut^ becomes fully established.

Objection : “ Nanu tato yajsta iti ydgdnnvddSt ydgendsyffhgaprayo-

janasambandho bhavishyati, [Zn that ca«e, the word 'yaj€ta' referring
“ to the previous sacrijhe^ what is laid down in the sente^ice in questio7i would
“ be taken as related to the Agnishtut as its stibsidiary

In tliis the opponent only reiterates (in the Bhdshya) his former argu-

ment, not admitting the defeat meant by the SiddhSnti to be inflicted by
the bringing forward of the ‘direct declaration.* He is met by tho

assertion (in the Bhdshya), This is not possible^ etc. The sense of this
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&rgumeut of the Siddhnnti is that if the Vilravantiya qualified by the Revati

verses be taken ns laid down (by the sentence in question) with reference

to the sacrifice (the Agnishtut),—then, in that case, it would be necessary

(for the sentence in question) to make a reference to that sacrifice; and
hence as it would be merely referred to in the sentence, it could not be l elated

either to the accessory or to the Result mentioned in the sentence
; and as

such the reference itself would be wholly superfluous
;
if, on the other hand,

it be related to any or botli of them, there would be a syntactical split. If

again the sentence be taken as laying down a sacrifice as qualified by certain

accossoiics,—then, inasmuch as there would be no reason for recognising

this sacrifice to be the same as the Agmshfui^ it could not but be admitted

to be a distinct Action by itself. Nor could the sentence be construed as

‘ yat pagukmno yajsta, etc.’—the reference being to the Result
;
this would

not be possible, because as the particular result herein mentioned is not

mentioned previously in the context, there could be no reference to it.

This argument also sets aside the view that the sacrifice {Agnishtui)

is the motive cause of the Injunction of the VHravantiya.

Thus then, inasmuch as there w’Diild be no very strong ground for

connecting the Varavantiya with the Revati verses (and not with the

other verses), the rejection of the pai ticnlar VHyavya verses previously

mentioned would make a deficiency in the sacrifice.

Objection

:

“ Atha yctgasambandho^nuviidak^ prakaranBna cangdta»

That is to say, the result following fi*om the Accessory, what the sen-

“ terice does is to refer to the fact, pointed out by the context, of that
‘‘ being subsidiary to the sacrifice.”

It might bo ai’giied, against the Bh^shya bringing forward this objec-

tion, that there is no difference between this objection and that brought

forward with regard to the particular relationship of the Basis and the

Bused, that has been already refuted (see Text, page 558).

But there is a distinct difference between the two cases. On the for-

mer occasion, we have refuted the application, to the case in question, of

the law laid down under Sutra fll— i— 18; that is to say, that application

could bo possible only on the recognition of tlie said subsidiary character,

and hence the relationship of the Agnishtoma'Sama would become very

easy.

I’o the above objection, the Bhashya makes the following reply : The

Syntax is altvays more authoritative than the Conlevt, The said relationship

of the Basis and the Based could be accepted only when it is found to be pos-

sible, as being in keeping with the connection of the particular result
;
but

wo have already shown that no such connectionis possible : while the rela-

ti(»nsbip of tlu' Vrimary and Subsidiary (or Whole and Part) could be pos-

sible oJily by being included in the Procedure oC tUo vSacritice : as a mattei
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of fact, however, it is not so included, as we shall show under Sutra

III—iii—11, where it is mentioned that that which is not connected, etc.,

etc., becomes included in the Procedure ,—while we find the sentence in ques-

tion connected with a particular Result.

Thus then, there being no incongruity, the sentence in question must

be taken as laying down a distinct Action qualified by a particular Acces-

sory and a definite Result.

The following argument might here be brought forward :
“ Even

“though the sentence may lay down a distinct Action, the Result would
“ follow from the Accessory as helped by that Action.”

This is refuted by the well-recognised fact of the Result following

from the sacrifice, as is distinctly indicated by the proximity of the In-

junctive affix (with the root ‘ yaji'), as has been shown under the BhGvar-

ihndhikarana (II—i—1), wherein the two alternatives (as to the I'esult

following from the Accessory or the Action) have been duly considered.

Consequently the sentence in question must be taken as forming the

injunction of an independent Action.

OhjecHon : “The qualified sacrifice being the object enjoined, how
“ could the Agnishtoma-sdma, which is an Action other than that saciifioo,

“be connected with the particular qualification (in the shape of the
“ Vdravantiya as sung in connection with the Rcvati verses) ?

Reply : It is by direct assertion. As shown before, the assertion

meant here is the one whose existence is cognized by mfeans of indirect

implication, in the form—‘the connection of the Kern and ihoVarav-
antiya is to bo wrought out of the Agnishtoma-sdmaJ Though as a

matter of faot, there exists no such particular snma named ‘ Agnishtoma,'

out of which the VCiravantiya might be wrought out,—yet what is meant
is that it is to be wrought out of the Ytijnoyajmya-sdma, which is men-
tioned in the context. Or, the expiession ‘out oi the Agnishfoma-sfima*

might mean that the Vdravantiya would exist in the midst of the effects

of the Stotra (the Agnish(oma), as serving the purpose of accomplishing

it.

For these reasons we conclude that in the case of similar sentences,

the Result would be connected with the Action.



ADHIKARANA (13).

[A single result follows from the Saubhara and the Ntdhana.^

Stitra (28): ‘‘Because of the mention of human effort in

connection with the Saubhara, there must be a distinct desirable
'' result connected with the Nidhana.”

From among the Ukthya Hymns, the Saubhara is the Brahmasllma

that has been laid down in connection with the Jyotishfoma ;
in connection

with tliis we have the sentences ‘ Yadi Bathantaram^^ etc., which serve to lay

down certain motive causes ; and then later on, we meet with the sentence—
(1) ‘ Yo Vfshftkdmo yo^nnddyakdmo yah svargakdma^ sa saubharBna 8tuvita\—
which mentions the three results in connection with the Saubhara which is

a necessary accompaniment of the Jyottshfoma sacrifice, in accordance

with the rule that all such desirable results are connected with the neces-

sary accompaniment, because this is equally present in all cases
;
and it

will be shown later on, under IV—hi—5, that such an accompani-

ment can be only that which helps the sacrifice and fulfils a desirable end of

the human agent
;
and under Sutra IV—hi—26, that the several results

mentioned follow from the said necessary accompaniment, alternatively.

Then again, with reference to the aforesaid Saubhara^ we have the follow-

ing sentence— (2) ‘ JBLUhiti vrshfikdmdya nidhanam kurydt, urgityanndd-

yukdmnya^ uh iti svargakdmdya.' [‘ Nidhariam ’ is the concluding part of

the sdmaJ]

In connection with these two sets of texts, we proceed to consider

<he following question ; Does the Sa'uhhara (mentioned in the former
sentence) bring about its result by itself, independently of the Nidhanas^
^ hish * and the rest (mentioned in sentence (2) ), which bring about sepa-

rate results of their own (apart from that of the Saubhara)^—or these
‘ htsh* etc., have been laid down as the various instruments which, when
employed in connection with the same aforesaid Saubhara^ help it in

bringing about the said results ?

Though this question has nothing to do with the difference or non-
difference of Actions, yet it has been introduced here as in a way con-

nected with the subject. Or, it may be that, like the difference and non-

differenco of Actions, the difference and non- difference of the resultant

A^fUrva also forms the subject-matter of the Adhyfiya.

100
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Specially as the question herein introduced affects the actual per-

formance of fche Action also : for instance, at the time that the Saubhnra
has been commenced by one who wants Rain (1), would the other two
Nidhanas {iiry and Un) be used at the time (along with the Sauhhara),

with a desire for the other two results {Food and Heaven), and a distinc-

tion be made between the two desires for Rain also,—if the three results

mentioned in the latter passage as following from the three Nidhanas were

different from those very results mentioned in the former passage as follow-

ing from the Saubhara itself
; (2) or the latter sentence only serves to

specify the particular Nidhanas for the same Saubhara (as leading to the

tliree particular results), and hence at the time that one has commenced
the Saubhara for the sake of rain, he should make use of the ** Htsh ”

Nidhana only, the Rain mentioned (in the second sentence along with

this Nidhana) being the same (as that mentioned previously along with

ihe Saubhara) ;—and similarly with the Saubhara, when performed for

the sake of Food or Heaven.

As to the origin of this Doubt, some people explain it os lying in

the two peculiar constructions that the Bhdshya has put upon the sen-

tence in question
;
and accordingly the question becomes reduced to a

verbal one, viz : “ Are the words ^hish,' etc., connected directly with the

words ‘ desire for rain, etc.,* or with the word * Nidhana * only ?
’* Though

the word * Nidhana * is not mentioned along with ‘ tkry * and ‘ wii,* yet there

is always a desire on our part to learn what these ai'e ;
and through proxi'

vhity they come to be recognised as ‘ Nidhanas.*

On the above question, we have the following

PORVAPAKSHA (A).

The ^ hlsh * and the rest mentioned in the latter sentence bi'ing

“ about distinct results of their own,—(1) because they are laid down
“ over again^ (2) because the distinct mention of the result in the latter

** sentence could be justified only if these results were distinct
;
and (3)

because this interpretation makes possible the acquisition of many
“ more desirable results.

“ That is to say,—(1) If the results mentioned in the latter sentence

were the same as those that followed from the Saubhara itself, then
**

their repetition (in the latter sentence) would be wholly useless
;
be-

** cause in that case, there would be nothing that would be laid down by

the sentence in question •, because the * htsh * and the rest are already

known, fi*oin other Vedio texts, as the Nidhanas of the Saubhara (and the
** only other object spoken of iu the sentence is the result, and this you

take to be the same as that previously mentioned
;
and so the sentence

“ v\ould have nothing new to say). Nor can it be uiged that the
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** Rentence in question would serve the purpose of restricting the N%dhana»
“because these beiag directly laid down (in other Vedic texts) as the
“ Nidhafins to be employed, they can not rightly be set aside on the
“ strength of any such implied restrictions. As a matter of fact, ih all

“cases, restriction, as serving the sole purpose of setting aside something,
“ is highly objectionable. But when all other objects are indirectly im-

“ plied, then it i^ possible for the one that is directly laid down to set

“ aside those
;
in the case in question, however, the use of the ‘ hUh ’ and

“ the rest is not implied indirectly
;
and hence the injunction of any one

“ of them cannot set aside the rest. Because we find that they are all

“ directly laid down by the text that lays down the Saubhara
;
and under

“ the circumstances, it is scarcely right to take any one of them as set-

“ ting aside the rest, on the mere groutid of a repetition actuated by an

Injunction ; specially when this latter admits of another explanation.

“ In accordance with our theory, however, the use of ‘ hUh ’ and the rest

“ having the capability of bringing about distinct results of their own,
“ would be more desirable, for the agent, than those that have been men-
“ tioned as forming part of the Saubhara and thereby helping in the

“ accomplishment of the sacrifice ;
and on the ground of this greater

“ desirability the former would very rightly set aside all the latter.

“ (2) The sentence in question would serve a useful purpose, only

“ if it laid down the relationship (causal) between the ‘ Rain,* etc., and
“ the ‘ hishf* etc., which is not laid down in any other sentence. And
“ this would also save us from the anomaly of taking the word ‘ Vrshti-

“ kdmah *

as a mei^ qualification of the Saubhara^ in a sentence which
“ would be taken aS serving to restrict the Nidhanas^—while it is quite

“capable of being taken directly by itself (as mentioning the result

“ following from the Nidhanas),

“(3) In the Veda, which consists of Injunctions, we always want a
“ lot of desimble results, because that makes it easier for the Injunctions

“ to urge the human agents to action.

“ For these reasons wC conclude that the results following from the
“ Ntdhanas are distinct from those mentioned as following from the
“ Saubhara itself.”

SIDDHANTA.

Sntra (29) : Inasmuch as those mentioned in the sentence
in question are exactly the same as those mentioned before, the
mention of the Results would refer to the Saubhara

; and the
repetition would serve the purpose of restricting the Nidhanas.

To the above Purvapaksha we make the following reply

—
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SIDDHANTA (A).

The * huh ’ caniiot be connected with the Result, because that would

make the mention of the nidhana wholly redundant
;
while if the nidhana

be taken as connected with the Satibhara^ the Result could be taken as

qualifying the Sauhhara.

That is to say, if we were to take the sentence as— ‘ one should bring

about rain by means of the hUhf and by that as a nidhana of the Sau^

hhara *—, there would be a syntactical split ;
for if the * hlsh * were not con-

nected with the Saubhara, then the sentence would be wholly redundant.

In accordance with our theory, there is nothing without some use
;
and

out of the things spoken of in the sentence in question, the Saubhara, as

bringing about Rain, etc., mentioned in another sentence, has already been

laid down elsewhere, as also the Results themselves
;
and hence all that the

sentence has got to lay down is the relationship between the ^ etc.,

and the Sauhhara
;
and as sucli there is no syntactical split.

Nor is ihe sentence altogether useless, as it serves the purpose of

restricting the particular mdhanas. Even apart from any consideration

of the one being more desirable, there is, in the case in question, a distinct

setting aside of the one by the other, on the ground of one being more
generic in its character than the other

;
as for instance, the word ‘ Sauhhara '

applying to all parts of that sSvia, it is only by indirect indication that

all its ntdhanas (hUh^ etc.) could be mentioned by the sentence speaking

of the ‘ Sauhhara *
;
while the sentence in question mentions the particular

ntdhanas directly
;
and as such this latter is more authoritative than the

former (and as such this would very well restrict the use of the ntdhanas

implied in the former sentence). And just as that which is implied is set

aside by that which is directly mentioned, so is also that which is indirect-

ly indicated. Or, the sentence in question does not set aside any thing

of the song mentioned by the word Sauhhara'*; because all that it does

is to lay down certain letters * huh '

for instance
;
and as such it would set

aside certain other letters only (and not the song itself). If the sentence

had laid down the part of some other song, then the part of the Sauhhara

would be set aside by that
;
as a matter of fact, however, the restriction of

the nidhana only serves to preclude certain letters of the stohha (the

sdma). And as such there is no anomaly of the preclusion of that which

has been directly laid down.

For these reasons, we conclude that the repetition of the Results in

the sentence in question serves to restrict the ntdhanas.

There is something to be said against the above interpretation of

the Adhikarana
;
and this we proceed to show as follows
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As for the form of the Doubt itself, there can be no such doubt
;
be-

cause the construction of the sentence in question is wholly different from

that on which the abovementioned Doubt has been based
;
because (in the

sentence ‘ hishM vfshtikdimflya nidhanam ’), ‘ hish * cannot be taken along

with ‘ nidhanam^' because of the intervention, between them, of the word
* VTshtikdmUya^ as it would be very undesirable to take the sentence as

' bub, is the nidhana^ etc.* (This is the case of the above representation of

PUrvajpalcsha,)

So also in the case of the above representation of the Siddh^ntn^ if

the sentence be taken as laying down the ‘ hish * with reference to the

‘ nidhana * as qualified by ‘ desire for rain^—then, inasmuch as it would

contain a reference to a qualified object, there would be a distinct syntac-

tical split. If it be taken as laying down the hish with reference to the

nidhana only (not qualified by * desire for rain *), then the mention of the

Hesult would be wholly useless. Because the connection with all nidhanas

has already been laid down by the mere mention of the * Sauhhara *

;
and

hence no useful purpose would be served by the sentence laying down
such a connection only. If again, the sentence be taken as—‘ vrshfikd^

mSya yat sauhharam tasya yannidhanam tatra hish padamfrayunjHa*
(one should use the word ‘ hish ’ in the nidhana of that Sauhhara which is

sung for the sake of Rain),—then, inasmuch as this would involve various

predications, there would bo a syntactical split. Though * desire for rain,’

‘ Sauhhara * and its ‘ nidhanas ’ have all been mentioned before, yet, inas-

much as there are many other nidhanas present in the Sauhhara^ it is neces-

sary to make an attempt to preclude these
;
and thereby the sentence

would come to serve more purposes than one
;
and that would entail a

syntactical split.

Then again, the Siddhiinta, as represented above, has not quite effectu-

ally refuted the PurvapaJcsha
; as the fact of the hish, etc., being nidhanas

is mentioned by the Veda itself.

For the above reasons, we must explain the Adhikarava as follows

The hish being taken with the word ‘ vrshtikUmffya,' there arises a
doubt as to whether the sentence points to its connection with the Result

or with the Means. That is to say, the sentence being taken as * hishiti

vrshtikHmOya,* there arises a doubt as to whether the hish is related

directly to the Result, or to a particular Means (in the shape of the
Sauhhara) as qualified by that Result ?

In fact, it is this construction of the sentence that has been shown in

the Bhdshyaf by means of the sentences

—

hishiti nidhanamiti, Stat phalam,
hhavatiti. The sentence

—

vrshfikdm^yHi sauhharavii^eshanam {BhUshya)
—means that the Sauhhara not being mentioned by name in the sentence

in question, it is only by means of indirect indication that it could
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be qualified by the Result therein mentioned. The assertion— na htsh?l

samhandhSt-^mehns that the hUh has no connection with the form of the

result.

And then, inasmuch as the position of the PurvApahsha based upon
the repetition of the Injunction would be established otherwise, through

the force of the collective Injunction relating to the sacrifice in question,

w’e proceed to put forward the following position of the

PtJRVAPAKSHA (B).

If every one of the ntdhanas were restricted with reference to the

“ Saubhara as engaged in fulfilling its own function,—then, inasmuch
“ as the Injunction of the htsh and the rest would be established by the

very fact of these being brought forward by the collective Injunction of
“ the sacrifice in question, there would be no use of another Injunction of

“ them (in the sentence in question). No such collective Injunction, how-
** ever, is capable of expressing the independent relationship of the htsh

with the particular Result
;
and as such, in giving expression to this rela-

“ tionship, the sentence would be serving a distinctly useful purpose.

“ And further, the word * vrshtihdmilya * having directly mentioned
“ the human agent concerned,—it is only natural that when this agent

comes to look for the means of accomplishing that Result, this want is

“supplied by the mention of *hi8h\ etc. Otherwise (if the result be-

“ longed to the Saubhara, then) this Saubhara could be mentioned as the

“means sought after, only through indirect Indication, based upon the

“ fact of its occurring in the same context and being capable of bringing

“ about the Result in question. And certainly there can be no ground for

“ having recourse to such an indirect Indication (so long as the want is

“ found to bo supplied by means of direct Assertion).

“ This representation of the PurvapaksHa appears to have been intended

“ by the Dhashya, as is shown by the sentcncQ^tathl^frutilakshanA vishay^

SIDDHANTA (B).

The Siddhanta, in that case, would be represented as follows

The previous sentence having spoken of a certain Result as following

from the Saubhara as a whole, what the sentence in question does is to

restrict the particular ntdhanas of the Saubhara with reference to each

one of the results mentioned (and thus the mention of the t’esults in the

previous latter sentence is a reference to the very same results mentioned
in the sentence).

That is to say, inasmuch as the results mentioned in the sentence
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in question arcj distinctly recognised as being the same as those mentioned
previously in connectioii with the Suuhhara as a whole,-—we can never
believe them to be distinct results (following from the particular Ni*
dhanas).

To the question—“ Why then should there be a repetition ?
”—the

answer is

—

NidhanfIrthS puiiahfruli^ (the repetition is for the purpose of

restricting the Nidhanas).

Question: “ Why should not etc., be taken as connected with
** the Results mentioned in the same sentence with themselves ?

Answer: Just as in the previous Adhikarana (II—ii—27) the Vdravatiya

was found not to obtain its desired substrate in the ‘ Sacrifice^^—so, in the

case in question also, the Tlish^ etc., do not obtain their proper receptacle

in the Results. That is to say, if we take the sentence as meaning that

‘ one should accomplish the parti<mlar result by moans of the we
^are at once led to look for the resting upon which the llUh would

accomplish that Result. And then, the ‘ Sauhhara* that happens to be

mentioned in the Context, cannot be cognised as the required substrate

;

because it is the whole sdma that is expressed by the word * sauhhara *
;
and

certainly the whole erima cannot be accomplished by means of the * Hish^*

in the same manner as the Homa is accomplished by means of the Dadht
;

because the Dadhi is capable of extending over the whole of the Homa,
while the ‘ HUh * cannot extend over the whole of the Sauhhara

; which is

made up of many letters
;
and so long as the * HUh * does not accomplish

the Saubhura^ there cannot be any such relationship between them as that

of the Basis and the Based. What the ‘ Hish * can accomplish, by pervading

over it, is the Nidhana
;
but that does not form the subject of the Context

;

and as such, it could not be the required substrate (of the ‘ Hish *), except on

the authority of the syntax (of the sentence in question). And thus, the

sentence itself serving the purpose of pointing out the relationship (of the
‘ Huh*) with the result as its substmte,—there would bo a distinct syn-

tactical split.

So also, if we take the sentence as laying down the relationship of the
* Hi 'h with reference to every one of the Nidhanas, then, that would set

aside the Context, and make the * Hish * connected with all the Sdmas
; and

then it would be necessary, somehow or other, to specify the Sdma as the
‘ Sauhhara *

;
and this would require a deal of mental effort.

Then again, even though the *Hish* could bo the means of accomplish-

ing the Sauhhara^ through one of its parts,—yet inasmuch as the Sauhhara

consists of many parts, it is not quite clear where the 'Hish
*

is to be put in.

That is to say, as a matter of fact, the accomplishment of the Nidhana^

wliich is a pait of the Sauhhara^ does not accomplish the Sauhhara itself

that forms the subject of the Context, becuuse the pait la not known as
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tho Satihhara ;
and we have already shown above that the Sauhhara

would be taken as the substrate of the * Uish *, in whatever way it could

be found to be capable of being such a substrate. But even if we grant

the fact of its being the substrate,—inasmuch as the Sauhhara is made up
of many such parts as the ‘ PrastUva * and the like, it is not quite known
in which part the ‘ Hish* is to be inserted

;
specially as it cannot be said

to be inserted in the PrastUvaf in accordance with the law laid down
under Sutra XII—ii—23 ; because in that case it could not be referred

to as ‘ Ntdhana * (which is the concluding part of the SOma).
The following argument might be brought forward :

“ In the case of

“ the JJkthyas (Hymns) laid down for the sake of certain results, we find

“ that they have their substrate in the Jyotishtoma, which is pointed out by
“ the Context, and over the whole of which they do not extend

;
and though

“it has many constituent parts, yet the said Hymns are, in accordance
“ with another text, always placed at the end

; and in the same manner,

“in the case in question also, the ^ Huh* and the rest, laid down for the

“ sake of certain results, would have the Sauhhara for their substrate ; and
“ therein their position would be fixed by tho Veda ilself as the end of the

“ S^ma; and it would be this their character of ‘ Nidhana *

that would be

“ referred to in the sentence in question.”

To this we make the following reply : What you say is not possible ;

because in the case of the Hymns, inasmuch as they could not be employed

at any other place, their position was fixed ; as for the * Hish * on the other

hand, it is capable of occupying many positions
;
and hence it is not quite

surely indicated at which place it should be inserted. That is to say,

as for the Hymns

^

inasmuch as they are never found in any other place,

and are something superphysical, it is only right that they are never in-

serted in the midst of the sacrifice
;
as a matter of fact, we have never found

them occupying any other place ;
and so long as their position is not as-

certained, their true form cannot be ascertained, nor can they be connected

with any result ;
and if they existed anywhere else, they could not be spoken

of as ‘ Ukthya* which is a name applied in accordance with the form (of the

Sama) ;
and as for the particular position that is pointed out by another

sentence, it is not found to help the sacrifice in any way ;
and as such that

position comes to be taken along with the mention of the particular

Results ;
and hence it comes to be recognized as helping in the accom-

plishment of those results. In the case in question, however, the natural

position of the ‘ Hish ’ pointed out by the Veda has been mentioned by the

Injunction of the Sauhhara as iielping the sacrifice and also as helping

the accomplishment of a desirable result for the human agent
;
and in tho

sentence in question, inasmuch as tho ^Hish
*

is laid down independently by

iisclfi with regard to the particular result, there is nothing to show
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whether it (the ^HUh*) is to be used in ordinary parlance, or in a Vedio

sentence, or in another IJaiita, or in another part o£ the SHmOf or in that

part of the Bdma which occurs in the Context. If the * HUh ' were recog-

nised as laid down in connection with that (part of the Sauhhara) which

forms the subject of the Context, then, inasmuch as the place of this

part is already known, there would be no doubt as to the exact posi-

tion of the * MUh, ’

Objection

:

** As the word is one and the same, the word * HUh ’ that

would be used in the case in question would be the same as that em-
** ployed ill ordinary parlance ; and as such to whatsoever the * Hieh

'

may
**be cognised as pertaining, it would always occupy the same posi-

“ tion.”

Jleply ; This cannot be ; because, even though the word be one only,

it has a diversity of potencies, as with reference to the purpose served by

it ; and hence the position that the word occupies at one time, could not bo

the same at another time, when the purpose served by it would be wholly

different. That is to say, the mere fact of the word being one does not

lead to the conclusion that the position in which it has been found to bo

effective, in one place, would bo its position in all cases
;
for certainly the

position occupied by Devadatta while taking his food is not the same as

that occupied, by him when fighting
; as the particular position that a

thing would occupy depends upon the purpose to be served, and not upon

the form of the thing itself
;
and the form remains always the same, what-

ever the position may be. Consequently, when the purposes to be served

are different, a single thing comes to occupy different positions. So, in tho

case in question, the position of the * Uish ’, as helping the accomplishment

of the Saubharut cannot be believed to be the same as that occupied by it

while accomplishing a desirable result for the human agent.

Objection

:

** As a matter of fact the Hiahy in both cases, serves to

accomplish the desirable result of a human agent; and it is only by tho
** way that it helps also in tlhe accomplishment of the Saubhara (and thus

“the purpose remaining the same, there would be no difference in tho

“ position).”

Beply

:

It is not so ; because before the particular position of the
* jErfs/i> * has been duly ascertained, the Saubhara cannot be laid down as

accomplished by it
;
and then, what you say would involve a mutual inter*

dependence : the position of the being ascertained by the fact of its

helping in the accomplishment of the SaubharUy and this latter fact being

based upon that position of the Hish.

Objection : “ Just as in the Abhyuditeshfiy even though the madhyama-
“ tawlulay etc., are mentioned, yet the tandula that is used is tho same
“ that has been mentioned in the Context,— so, in the case in question

lOi
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also, tlie Khh^ etc., would be taken as those referring to that {Sauhhara)
“ whicli is mentioned in the Context.”

Baply

:

What you say is quite proper in the case of the AhhyudttBshfi

;

firstly, because we find the tandtda that is mentioned above to be referred

to by the sentences mentioning the connection of Deities, which supply the

element wanting in the sentence containing the word ^ Vihhfljati' wliich

distinctly points to that which has been mentioned in the Context; and
secondly, because the division of the Madhyama, etc., which are mentioned

by means of the word ^Yat\ does not give rise to any idea apart from that

of the ta^dula mentioned in the Context
; and hence no other tatidtda

is taken up. In the case in question, however, we find none of these

reasons applying to the case of High, etc., and hence there is nothing to

set aside the idea obtained through the ordinary method of comprehen-

sion.

Tims then, inasmuch as the meaning of the sentence cannot be as

the Piirvapakshi explains, we oiffer another explanation.

When, look howsoever much we do, we do not find any relationship

of the Result directly mentioned (in the sentence in question), then, in

order to save the Direct Denotation of the sentence from being rejected, we
take it as referring to the means of accomplishing the mentioned results,

which have been previously spoken of in the Context
;
and hence the mean-

ing of the sentence comes to be this :
* The word hisk is subsidiary to the

means of accomplishing the Rain, etc., that have been mentioned in the

Context.’ The word ‘ vfshtikdma * in this sentence pointing to that ‘ vrsti-

kdma ’ which has been mentioned before, comes to indicate only the Sau-

hhara, as the means of accomplishing itself, and nothing else ; nor is it

cognised as indicating the means of the accomplishment of any other result.

And even though the ‘ Hish,^ etc., may have been already laid down (as

part of the Sanbhara), yet the sentence in question would serve the dis-,

tinctly useful purpose of restricting the Nidhanas, as has already been ex-

plained above (under Siddhdnta, A). And these, ^ hish,* etc., would be

restricted by the sentence in question, exactly in the same form as that in

which they are implied by the Saubhara; and (this form being that of the

Nidhana), their character of Nidhana, becoming accomplished even

without the actual mention of the word * nidhana,' it is this character that

is merely referred^ to in the sentence in question (thus there being no
occasion for any syntactical split). This is what is shown in the Bhdshya
— vrshtikanidya saubharamastyeva, etc., etc.

This Adhikarana embodies the exception to two of the foregoing Adhi-

karafias, viz., that the result follows from the Accessory (II—ii—26), and
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that it follows from the Action and not from the Accessoiy (II—ii—27).

Because what is herein shown is that the sentence in question does not lay

down the Result, but only indicates the etc., as part of the 8aub-

Kara leading to the aforesaid results.

The syntactical split that had been urged against us, would have been

possible, if we admitted of a relationship of the Nidhana (with the Hish, etc.)

or if we took the Nidhana as directly qualifying the Sauhhara* As a matter

of fact, however, we do none of these; as we hold the relationship to exist

between the Hiah and the word ‘ vrshpikdma*
; and the fact of the Nidhana

being the qualification of Saubhara^ we deduce from the Context ; and
certainly the peculiarities deduced from the Context do not cause a

syntactical split. And hence the anomaly of syntactical split does not

quite apply to us.

[ SUPPLEMENTARY ADHIKARANA.]

There is yet another point to be considered, in this connection
: (1)

Does the sentence in question serve to restrict the etc., with reference

to the means of accomplishing Rain, etc., in the shape of the Sauhharai

in whatever Rescension of the Veda the 8l^ma may be found to appear ? or

is the 8aubhara to be employed for one desiring rain, in that form in

which it appears in that Rescension whei’ein it is found with the Hish as

its Nidhana ? Similarly with the other two Nidhanas^-^V^rg and

And on this point we have the following

PURVAPAKSHA.

As all the 8auhhara8 appearing in the thousand Reseensions of the

SdmavSda are recognised as optional alternatives, what the sentience in

“ question does is merely to restrict the Hish, etc., with regard to the Desire

**for Baiuy etc., (the 8a%ihhara being of any Rescension of the 8amaveda).'*

SIDDH5NTA.

To the above we make the following reply : As a general rule, the

song to bo employed for the sake of Rain, etc., must be of that particular

Rescension in which that song appears with those particular Nidhanas.

Because in order that the form of the song may not be utterly destroyed,

one song is never connected with the parts of another song
;
and hence what

is recognised as the alternative to be employed is the whole of the song

(together with its Nidhana and other parts); and as such all its restrictions

should always follow the way in which it appears in the Veda.

That is to say, the form of a Sama is ascertained wholly from the
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Veda
;
and lienee even the very slightest difference made in its text make®

it wholly unrecognisable as the same. Consequently if the Nidhana of one

Rescension were to be employ ed in the song of another Rescension, the

song itself would become wholly changed. Nor are any modifications of

the song allowable, except in cases where we have a direct Vedio declara-

tion of such modification,—as in the case of the word * girdL ’ being

changed into * airam *
; and also because of the possibility of the con-

tradiction being avoided by taking up the song of the same Rescension,

there would be nothing to warrant the modification; as in all cases we
admit of the modification, only on the ground of the original form being

impossible to be used. In the case in question, however, we have a

distinct song (wherein the Nidhana is quite compatible) ;
and hence it is

with regard to this song of the Sauhhara with the Nidhanas * Hish^*

etc., that it appearing doubtful as to which of the Nidhanas is to be em-

ployed, the sentence in question serves to restrict the use of each Nidhana.

And as the many alternatives conceived of are all in the form of the

whole SSma (Saubhara, as with the one or the other Nidhana), and not

in that of its parts, there can be no room for the Nidhana peculiar to

other Rescensions. And the sentence in question restricting the part

{Nidhana), the whole of the 8dma becomes restricted thereby (as the

restriction of the part cannot be possible without the whole being affected

at the same time)
;
just as when the Pupil is enjoined to eat out of a

Konsya vessel, and that too of the food left by his Teacher, it becomes

necessary for the Teacher also to eat in a vessel of the same metal (as

otherwise the Pupil could not eat of the food left by him in the KUnsya
vessel).

The sentence in question is capable of yet another interpretation.

The sentence lays down the mere relationship between the Sauhhara and
the Hish, both of which have been mentioned previously,—the construction

of the sentence being : ‘ yat vrshHhdmdya sauhharam, yacca hishifyevam

nidhanam, tadBkatra sampddaniyam, *

Thus then, we conclude that the sentence serves to restrict the use of

the whole Sauhhara^sSma (with reference to the vaiious results).

THUS ENDS THE SECOND PADA OF ADHAYA II.



ADHYIYA II.

PiDA III.

ADHIKARANA (1).

[The OrahSgrata is subsidiary to the Jyotishtoma.]

Siitra (1): '^The Accessory, beiniT m connection with the

*'Sacrificei would bring about a distinct Action, because the con-

*'nection is in its entirety.”

In connection with the Jyotishfoma, from among the various alternative

Snmas^ the JBfhadrathantara has been laid down as the means of accom-

plishing the particular Hymn (Pfshtha)
;
and then we find the sentence-*

‘ Yadi BathantarasdmH somah synt aindravOyavilgrSin grahan grhniydU

yadi BfhatsQmH pukrUgrUn* (‘If the Soma is connected with the

jRathantara sdma, precedence should be given to the holding of the vessels

dedicated to Indra and Vayu, etc., etc., etc. ’).

And in connection with these two sentences, there arises the following

question with regard to the Action with its Accessory, that is mentioned in

the latter sentence ; Is it an action distinct from the Jyotishtomdy or is it

the same Jyotishtoma mentioned over again, for the purpose of pointing

out the reason for the precedence of the various vessels at the same sac-

rifice, as characterised by the Rathantara Sdma ?

For the sake of this question, we have got to consider the following

question— Is the Bathantara related to the sacrifice in its entirety (t.e., is

the Bathantara the only Sdma to be used at it) P or is it related by mere
existence (i.e., the Bathantara is one of the many used in the sacrifice) P

And this leads us to yet another question—Is the Bathantara ac-

cepted as qualified by the Sacrifice, or the Sacrifice as qualified by the

Bathantara ?

Objection

:

“ Inasmuch as the presence of the word ‘ yadi * distinctly

“ points out the Bathantara as a conditional motive, and as that forms
“ the subject of the proposition, there could be no relation of the quali-
“ fication (between the Sacrifice and the Bathantara) ''
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Beply : The Bathantara could be taken as a conditional motive, only if

it had been mentioned elsewhere, in the form that it is cognised as having
in the case in question. When, however, such a Bathantara has not been

mentioned elsewhere, we must admit its injunction by means of the sen-

tence in question. And then, if the Jyotishtoma were always of the same
character as that which is mentioned in the sentence in question, as having
the conditional character, then, in that case, the mention of it in the

sentence in question could be taken as serving the purpose of laying down
an accessory detail for the same Jyotishtoma

; if, on the other hand, the

Jyotishtoma is not of that character, then it would be necessary to impose
upon it that character, and then make it serve as the condition. That,

without whose relationship the conditional character does not appear, be-

comes the qualifier of the Condition also
;
as it will be declared under the

Artyadhilcaratia (VI—^iv—22, 28) that ‘ we can allow of a qualification by
the material offered * (Bha., p. 683). And thus there would be no anomaly

in the form of the reference being made to a qualified object (as the refer-

ence would be to the object only).

The conclusion that would suggest itself at the first sight, in connec-

tion with the above questions, would be as follows : The action mentioned

in the sentence in question is none other than the Jyotishtoma itself—(1)

because the presence of the Bathantara 8Sma, as also that of the Bfhat

Sdma, is mentioned by another sentence; (2) because the word ^yadi*

distinctly points to the conditional character, which depends upon the pre-

vious mention of that which is laid down as the condition
; (3) because

the particular precedence of the vessel is included in the collective sentence

laying down the whole pi’ocedure of the Action collectively
; (4) because the

Accessory mentioned in the sentence is not set aside by any other Acces-

sory mentioned more authoritatively elsewhere; specially so, in accord,

ance with the Sutra II—ii—16.

In opposition to this position of the SiddhSnta, we proceed to put

forward the PUrvapaksha as embodied in the sutra ;
—

PtJRVAPAKSHA.
** The Action mentioned in the sentence in question is a distinct Action

“ because a compound is possible, only when the words compounded have
“ a certain capability ;

and this capability is hold to exist in the qualifying

“ Sdma
;
and the qualification serves to differentiate the object qualified;

“ while in the Jyotishtoma^ we do not find the Bathantara differentiating

“ the sacrifice (by precluding all other Sdma^),

“ It has been explained above, under Sntra II—ii—23, that it is only
“ when the Accessory mentioned is wholly unconnected with the pre-

viously mentioned action, that it serves to differentiate the Action
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mentioned in the sentence from that mentioned before. In the case in

question, however, we find that the existence of the object expressed by the
** Bahuvrihi componnd— * RathantarasSmd ’ — is pointed out, by the word
**

‘ yadi \ as the condition (for the precedence of the vessel)
;
and the charac-

ter of the condition is not found to belong to the existence of the mere

Rathantara
; as that has only a subordinate position in the compound

“ (being only a qualification of that which is expressed by the compound).

Specially as in the sentence, we do not recognise the Rathantara to be

“ qualified by the Sacrifice^— we could not very well take the existence of

“ the Rathantara as the condition. Nor is it possible for the SGma (Rathan*
“ tara) to be differentiated by the Sacrifice ; because that (^Sdma) exists

“ elsewhere also. It could have been so differentiated, if the Rathantara
“ was the 8dma peculiar to the Sacrifice in question alone ; but as a matter
“ of fact, this is not so.

** Therefore we must take the compound as expressing the fact of
“ the Rathantara being the only Sdmn connected with the particular sacrifice ;

“ and inasmuch as we do not find either the Jyotishfoma, or any other
“ sacrifice, connected with that Sdma only, the presence of the mero
“ Rathantara could not be the condition of any such sacrifice.

“ Thus then, having to renounce all notion of condition, we find the

“word ^ Rathantara to be inexplicable; and from this apparent

“inconsistency of the word, we come to take it as laying down an alto-

“ gether distinct Action, at which the Rathantara would be the only
“ Sdmd employed. Specially as that distinct Action is quite capable of

“being performed. And the mere existence of the Rathantara cau-
“ not be a qualification

; as it does not extend over the whole of the
“ sacrifice

;
and not being a qualification, it cannot have the capability,

“ (of being compounded) ;
and without the capability, there can be no

“ compound
;
but as a matter of fact, we find the SamSsa actually present

“ in the case in question ; consequently the Action mentioned in the sen-
“ tence is not recognised as being the same as the one mentioned before.

“ Question

:

‘ Wherefore should we not take the Jyotish(oma itself, as
“ having, in one alternative case, the Rathantara Sdnta only ?

*

“ Answer : It cannot be taken in this way
;
because such an assump-

“ tion would be a direct contradiction of the Injunction of other Sdmas
“ mentioned in connection with the Hymns directly laid down with
“ regard to the Jyotishtoma, The Rathantara sltma, though mentioned
“ as connected with the Sacrifice, is found to be of no use in the

“ performance of the Sacrifice itself
;
and hence, in accordance with the

“ Sutra III—i— 18, comes to be i'ndirectly taken along with the Hymns
“ (sung at the Sacrifice)

;
while the Gdyatrd and the other Snmas are laid

“ down directly in connection with those Hymns
;
and as such the presence
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of these latter is more authoritative than that of the Bathantafa

“ (whose presence is only implied indirectly). When, however, the sentence

is taken as laying down a distinct Sacrifice, it would dii*ectly lay down
** the Bathantara as related to that Sacrifice ; and as such in this case the

“ Eathavtara would be more authoritative than the other Sdmas, which aro

all mentioned along with the original Injunction
;
and so in this case

** there is nothing incongruous in the mention of the Bathantara,
** Thus too, the word * Bathantaras&md * being taken as referring to

something distinct from that which is denoted by the words (
‘ Bathan-

** tara * and * sttma '
) themselves,—the presence of tlie Bahuvrihz compound

would become justified; as the predominant factor in that compound
is always something apart (from that denoted by the component

" words). Otherwise (ft.e., if the Bathantara be taken as the qualification

** of the previous sacrifice) the compound in question would have to be
** taken as pertaining to the subordinate element (as the qualifying ad-

junci always occupies the subordinate position in a Bahuvrihi corn-

pound
;
just as in the case of the compound Uohitoshnishah* (in the

sentence * lohttoshnishA rtDijafi pracaranti where all the other factors

** being found to have been previously mentioned, the sentence is taken

as laying down only the redness of the turban).
*•“ If again, the word ‘ Bathantarcusnmdi * be construed along with

** the sentence that lays down the Precedence of the particular vessels,

“ — then, there would be two diverse Injunctions, that of the
** Bathantara and that of the Precedence ; and hence they could be accom*
** plished through the Injunction of an altogether fresh BhUvanA (of a
“ distinct Sacrifice). The expression ‘ somah eydty through the extreme

“ proximity of the two words, would directly point to the fact of the
** Soma being something to be brought about ; while the accomplishment
‘‘ of the fact of the Sacrifice having the Bathantara sSma, could, at best, be

assumed only indirectly. And in accordance with our view, all that the

“ word ‘ Bomah ’ would do would be to point out that the new Sacrifice

“ (laid down in the sentence in question) is only a modification of the

“ Jyotishtoma ;
specially as the word ‘ somah ’ distinctly points to the pri-

“ mary original of the Sacrifice in question.

Hence we conclude that the sentence in question is the Injunction

“ of a distinct Action.

“ This is what is shown in the Bh&shya, by means of the sentence

—

“
* yadi BatkantarasdmStyasya Wrthah, etc., etc., etc,'

“ As for the particular precedence of the vessels, it would apper-

tain to the other Action (laid down by the sentence), either by means of ^

“ syntactical connection, or by the sub-context. Though the intervening

“ coiupouent sentences have no authority, in the face of the whole taken as
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^‘one compound-complex sentence, yet no useful purpose being found to

** be served by that complete sentence as a whole, no significance can be

attached to it
;
and as such the having recourse to the intervening com-

ponent sentences could not adversely affect the Injunctive potency in

question.

“ With a view to the fact of completing a certain factor {viz., that
** which forms the denotation of the Bahuvriht compound) by supplying
‘‘ its deficiencies being more reasonable than its rejection, the Bhashya
“adds

—

atha vfi yadi icchetoj etc. (if one desires, etc.); because, tbo

element of Desire is always implied by the fact of the Action being
“ something to be performed, the supplying of this element in the sen-

“ tence in question must be accepted as authoritative, and not a mero
“ gratuitous assumption.

“ In consideration of the fact, that in comparison with this siij^ply-

“ ing from without (of the element of Desire), it would be far sini^>k‘i* t(»

“ accept the indirect function of the woi'd itself as taken with another
“ word x*emoved from it by certain steps, as this would entail only tin*

“ disregarding of the property (proximity) of words (and leave tlie word^
“ intact),—the Bhashya takes up another position, by citing the instance

“of such sentences as ^yadi gdlim hhunjita tatra dadhyupasinc^Ui

'

“ (that is to say, just as this sentence is accepted as laying down tbo

“ eating of Qdli, so, the sentence in question may be taken as laying
“ down the fact of the Soma -sacrifice having the Mathantara for its

“ Sdma.
“ The opponent, however, retorts by putting forward the fact of the

“ corroborating Instance itself not being duly established— * How does the

“ eating of ^dli come to he laid down by that sentence ? *

“ The answer is that the said laying down would be got at by iiivert-

“ ing the order of the sentence, which really means that— ‘ if one wants
“ to mix curd with his food, he should eat Cali ’

; that is to say, the ‘ Lih *

“(Injunctive) affix in ‘ vpan^ificeta* is taken as having the force of tlje

“ De-siderative, in accordance with Pacini’s butra— ‘ kdmupravedanS, etc.’

“(lll—m—163).

“And in accordance with this consti uction, tlie meaning of the sen-
“ tence in question comes to be <his :

* Jf one wishes to accord precedence
“ to the vessels dedicated to India and Vayu, he should perform the sacrifice

“ at which Rathantara is the Sdma employed.* And thus the real Tnjunctive-
“ ness comes to belong to the two words ‘ Somah sydt,' apart from the
“ conditional ^ if

*

(‘ yadi *). And though in this case the word ^ gfhnhjdt '

‘ is deprived of its direct injuiictivcness, yet, being taken as serving tbe

purpose of denoting ^desire,* it would, in reality, come to serve the pm*-

“ pose of the InjunctiTO also; innsmuch us one always does what he desires

102
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“ Or, it may be that the Injunctive (in ‘ grhniyiit *) lays down the prece^

“ dence of the particular vessel, as desired by the agent.

“The Bhdshya puts forward yet another explanation, in consideration
“ of the fact that the following explanation does not require any such
“ indirect and remote constructions as necessitated by the foregoing
“ explanation. The explanation is put forward by the Bhdshyay in. the
“ sentence

—

The Injunctive affim denotes the causal relationship^ in accord-

“ ance with the laws of Panini. That is to say, (1) the Injunctive in
“

‘ 8omah sydt* denotes the Oause^ while that in ‘ gfhniynt * denotes pure
“ Injunction itself

;
and the sense of the sentence, in that case, comes to

“be this:

—

One should hold the vessel with due precedence of those

dedicated to Indra and V&yu^ as caused by that Soma-sacrifice which em^

“ floys the Rathantara sdma
;
and as tlds latter Sacrifice could not serve the

“ purposes of the Cause, until it is itself duly accomplished, the iiijunc-

“ lion of its performability also comes to be implied in the sentence;— (2)
“ or, the Injunctive in * grhniydt * may be taken as denoting the effect (that
“ which is caused), that in ‘ syttt ’ being taken as denoting the Injunction ;

“ though in this case, the Soma-sacrifice would not be directly mentioned
“ as the CausCf yet its causal character would bo implied by its proximity

“with the effect (as mentioned in ^ yrhniyat'), and the meaning of

“ the sentence would thus come to be that

—

one should perform the

“ sacrifice^ as being the cause of the according of a particxdar precedence to

“ the vessels dedicated to Indra asid Vdyu,
“ The various alternative theories here put forward are summed up

“ in the following verse :

“(1) The rejection of the conditional ^yadi^; (2) the supplying of the

“ element of ‘ Desire ’
; (3) the inverting of the constructioxi of the two parts

“ of the sentence
;
and (4) the taking of the Injunctive Affix as denoting the

“ causal relationship.

“As every one of these theories will be of use in the SiddhSnta of the
“ next Adhikara^a (dealing with Aveshti), they have been explained
“ here in detail.

“ Then again, it is a general rule that the Cause itself must be a duly
“ established entity before it serves to bring about the effect

;
and in the

“ case in question, we find that the presence of the Rathantara is not quite as

“ well established as the existence of the Sacrifice itself. That is to say,

“ the precedence of the holding of the vessels occurs in connection with
“ the Morning Libation, while the Rathantara stlma is sung at the Midday
“ Libation

;
and so inasmuch as this Stlma itself would not be a duly

“ accomplished entity in the morning^ it could not be the cause or condi-
“ tion of the said precedence

;
because in this case the \vord ‘condition,

*

“
‘ nimitta^ ’ is equivalent to ‘ cause.’ For us, on the other hand (who hold
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** the sentence to lay down a distinct sacrifice), there is no need of any
“ such ‘ condition ’ or cause

;
or even if we require such a cause, the sacrU

^*fice itself would serve as the cause or ‘ condition
* required

;
and the sacri^

**Jice will be an established entity from the very beginning (and so there
** would be nothing incongruous in its serving as the * condition * of a

certain detail in connection with the Morning Libation).

“ Lastly, inasmuch as the Jagat-soima does not appear in the Jyottsh-

** ioma—as will be shown under Sutra X-v-58,—the Soma-sacrijice, men-
tioned in the sentence as having this sama, cannot but be admitted to

be wholly distinct from the Jyotishfoma
;
and, consequently, the case of

“ the Soma-sacrifices with the other Sdmas (JBLathantara and the rest) being
“ exactly similar to that of the one with the Jagat sdma^ we cannot but
“ admit those also to be wholly distinct from the Jyotiehtoma.

“ And hence we conclude that the whole of the sentence in question

lays down a distinct Sacrifice.**

SIDDHiiNTA.

Siltra (^).~The same Action having diverse characteristics,
these could he mentioned for a certain purpose,--the Action being
one only, on account of the sentence (in question) being sub-
sidiary (to the previous sentence).

On account of the reasons shown briefly at the opening of the pre-

sent^AdhtkaTana, we conclude that the sentence in question merely lays

down accessory details for the previously mentioned Jyotishtoma, and
does not put forward a distinct sacrifice. ( 1 ) Because it is the same sacri-

fice of the Jyotishtoma that is mentioned with its several characteristic

Snmas, with a view to serve the purpose of showing the cause or condi-

tion of the precedence to be accorded to one or the other of the vessels
;

and inasmuch as the sentence in question is subsidiary to the foregoing

sentence, it cannot give rise to any notion of a distinct sacrifice
;
and hence

the Sacrifice in question is believed to be one and one only, (2) Or, be-

cause of the fact of the Bathantara^ etc., being laid down in the sentence

in question, it is concluded that it is the Jyotishtoma sacrifice that is laid

down as having these SHmaSy mentioned in sentences that are subsidiary

to the original Injunction of the Jyotishtoma
; and, consequently, the

Action mentioned in the sentence in question is none other than the

Jyotishtoma^ which, therefore, is the only one sacrifice spoken of in the

two sentences.

Objection

:

“ Inasmuch as the Rathantara sdma does not serve to

differentiate the sacrifice in question, and as a qualification it stands in
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lu'eri of other Sdinas, the compound ‘ Rathantara-sSlmd, * is altogether

“ impossible.’*

Reply : That which applies to a thing only partially is also found to

be accepted as qualifying it by its mere existence (and not by differentiating

it from others) ; and in the case in question, that is held to be the con-

dition which appears as the qualified at the time that the compound is

broken up the compound is broken up as ‘ yatsamhandhi Rathantara-

sflnia snf,' the qualified in this case is the Soma sacmjice^ and there is

nothing objectionable in the fact of this sacrifice forming the condi-

Hon),

That is to say, if it were such that one Bathantara existed in the

Jyotishtoma always, and that always in the company of another scfma,

then it might not have served to differentiate it
;
as a matter of fact, how-

ever, we find the Jyotishfonia being performed even without the Bathan^

tara
;
and hence the presence of Bathantara can very well serve the purposes

of a qualification differentiating this performance of the Jyotishtoma from

that in which the Bathantara is not used. If there be no notion of a * quali-

fication ’ without the intensifying word ‘^va* (i.e., if unless the qualifica-

tion spoken of be specified as the only one possible, it be not cognised as a

qualification)^ then too, we could explain the conditional clause as * yudi

Bathantara-silma astySvaf And inasmuch as the Bahuvrfhi contains with-

in itself the force of the Possessive afSx, wliich latter includes the

faefor of existence

f

the assumption of the intensifying ‘ Sva ’ would
not be wholly unfounded. Or, the word * Sva ’ might be inserted after

‘ sdma,' the clause being explained as * yadi Bathanlaram sHmaivSsya bha-

vati ’
;
and in this case the force of the word ‘ €va * may be explained in

the following manner : Though the Bathantara is always sdma^ yet when
it is not employed in a certain sacrifice, then, so far as that sacrifice is

concerned, not helping it in the manner of a sHma, it is as good as not-sama
;

while when the Bathantara does exist in a sacrifice^ then it is spoken of as
* sdma *

; for the character of ‘ sama * meant in the clause in question must
be taken as depending upon its presence, or otherwise, in the sacrifice ;

otherwise, if the mere form of the Bathantara^ independently by itself,

w ere meant, then the use of the word ‘ sama ’ again (in the word ‘ Bathan-

tara-sdmd) would be a useless repetition.

Nor, so far as the Jyotishtoma is concerned, is the Bathantara depen-

dent upon other sdmas ; and as such there would be nothing incongruous

in the compound in question. Because such dependence is found in cases

where many sHmas are mentioned by means of a single Dvandva compound
as appertaining to a single Hymn. In a case (like the present), however,

where each sHma is mentioned separately, as accomplishing a distinct

Hymn, the instrumentality of each towards such accomplishment is wholly
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independent
;
and there is no harm done to this instrumentality (by such

independence).

Or, it may be that, inasmuch as the word ‘ snma * is a mere repeti-

tion, it is to be taken as indicating the Hymn accomplished by means of

the ;
and hence the compound indicates the Slotra (Hymn) that is

brought about by the Bathantara (and as such there is no dependence
upon other Hymns).

Or again, it may be that, inasmuch as the Brliat and the Bathantara

are spoken of in the same sub-Context, and are endowed with secondary

functions, they are opposed to each other ;
and as such, vying with each

other,—inasmuch as both have the same character of being references to

the existing state of things,—they serve the purpose, independently of all

other /S'dma5, of precluding each other (from being employed at the Joyotish^

foma)^ and thereby attaining to the character of a qualification. And
in this way there is nothing incongruous in taking the Sacrifice qualified

by the Batha^itara as the condition (of the particular precedence of certain

vessels).

Or, lastly, we can admit the Bathantara itselfi as qualified by the Sacri^

fice, to be the condition laid down.

Objection :
“ But as a matter of fact, the Bathantara is not cognised

“ as being qualified by the sacrifice.*'

Reply ; True, it is not so recognised ; but when, as you hold, the sacri-

fice is not cognised as qualified by the Bathantara, because of the fact of

this latter notextending over the whole of the sacrifice,—then, on expound-

ing the compound (in ‘ Bathantarasiimti*) ns ‘ Bathantaramasya slima *, wo
find the relationship of the Qualified and the Qualification reversed; and

certainly there could be nothing wrong in the cognition of this relation-

ship ;
and thus inasmuch as in the expounding, the ‘ sacrifice ’ would have

the genitive ending, it would be cognised as the qualification (as in * Bnjnah
purushaJ^\ the Raja is the qualifying factor). And this would be the

sense desired to bo conveyed, because of the impossibility of the sacrifice

having the character of the Qualified^ as pointed out by the compound at

first sight.

Though, as a matter of fact, the Bathantara is present, in its natural

form, in other sacrifices also, yet the mere fact of its presence in the

JyotishUma would be enough to point it out as its qualification. Because,

as a rule, for one thing to be recognised, in a sentence, as the qualification

of another, all that is necessary is that, in that particular sentence it should

be mentioned as a property peculiar to that object,—and not that it should

always belong to that object alone ; for if it were so, then, * blue ’ could not

be cognised as qualifying the * lotus,* or * possessed by Devadatta* as

qualifying the Cow ’*
; as throughout the world, the Ooto is not the object
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possessed by Devadatta
;
and so too the property ‘ blue ’ does not belong to

the lotus alone
; so that, according to you, these two could not be spoken

of as qualifications.

On the other hand, if the recognition of one thing as the qualifica-

tion of another depended upon the fact of its really belonging to that

object alone, then such a relationship would never be sought to be ex-

pressed in words
;

for certainly there is no use of mentioning such a

qualification as that ‘ the Fire is hot *. Therefore all that we should accept

as the means of such recognition is the fact of the property being men-
f ioneci, in that sentence, as belonging to that object alone.

This condition we find fulfilled in the case in question
;
because in the

sentence in question what is meant to be spoken of as the condi-

tion of the particular precedence is the Ruthantara as belonging to the

Jyotishtoma mly. And, under the circumstances, there is no ground for

rejecting the foremost cognised conditional character of the Rathan^

tara, and attributing it to something else.

Thus we find that in any case, there is nothing incongnious in the

fact of the said Rathantara being the condition
;
and, consequently, we

cannot accept any of the four alternatives— ‘ Rejection of the word
yadi \ etc.—propounded by the PUrvapakshin, (See above, p. 810.)

As for the assertion that the Injunctive AfiBx denotes either the

presence of Desire or the causal relation,—none of these two denotations

could be cognised until the aforesaid conditional character has been duly

comprehended
;
and so long as the cognition of this latter is possible, it is

not right to accept any other denotation that has not been cognised.

As a matter of fact, we find, even in ordinary experience, the conditional

character belonging to objects, present, past and future
;
and as such the

fact of the Rathantara being sung at midday, while the vessels are held in the

morning, cannot be effectively urged against the said conditional character

of the Rathantara, Then again, that which is known in the morning as

sure to come is as good as present

;

and in the case in question we find that

at the time that the performance of the Jyotishtoma is just beginning, it is

already well known that the Rathantara would be sung at midday
; be-

cause, as a rule, all doubtful details are fully settled before the perform-

ance is actually begun
;
and so all the priests, as well as the sacrificer

himself, must be fully aware of the fact of a certain thing to be done in

course of the performance, before they actually proceed with the perform-

ance itself ; specially as it is only by such previous settling of all doubtful

details that people become accustomed to, and experts in, the performance

of sacrifices.

Then again, as a matter of fact, the Condition helps the Conditioned,

not by it ctual material presence, but simply by being fully known
;
and
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hence even though the fiathantara may not have been actually sung in

the morning, yet, inasmuch as it has been detennined upon (in the

very act of determining the performance of the sacrifice), and is fully

known as such, it could very well serve as the condition (for the particular

order of precedence in the holding of the vessels in the morning). And
when it is the sacrifice^ as qualified by the Rathantara, even though exist-

ing in only one part of it, that is the condition of the precedence—then, in-

asmuch as the sacrifice is present in the morning also, there would be no
incongruity in this.

Nor is the use of the Injunctive Affix regulated by connection with

any point of time
;
and as such it could not be taken as indicating the

conditional character of a tiling existing at any definite point of time
;
be-

cause the affix in ‘ syat' is quite capable of affording the meaning that

—

‘ if the sacrifice be, or has been, or loill be, connected with the Rathantara
8ama, etc. ' ;

and it is only by the indirect implication of the sentence that

the Rathantara, in the case in question, is to be.

As for the last argument (of the Purvapaksha), based upon the

similarity of the Rathantara, etc., with the Jagat-sHma (which is not present

at the Jyotishtoma )—it is not quite proper
; (1) because in such super-

physical matters, an inference from similar instances can have no autho-

rity
; and (2) because the case of the JagaUstima is not quite similar to

those of the Rathantara and the rest ; the former being as incapable of

being included in the Jyotishtoma, as the injunction of the First day of

the month as qualified by duality and plurality

.

And further, even in the

case of the Jagat-stlma, the action is not wholly different from the Jyotish-

toma
;
because all that it does is to represent the condition attaching to

the Vishuvat sacrifice mentioned elsewhere.

For these reasons we conclude that the sentences in question only

serve the purpose of laying down certain conditions of precedence [and do
not lay down distinct actions].



ADHJKARANA (2).

[The AvBahti is a distinct 8actijlce,^

Sutra (3).~-Becau8e of the mention of the Av^shti beingr

connected with the mention of the Sacrifice, it must be accepted
as pointing chiefly to a Sacrifice (and not to an Accessory).

In the same context with the sentence * rajasfty^na svnrtijyakfl-

mo yaj€ta *, we find the sentence—I. ‘ cigneyo'shtdkopnlo-hininyanda'kshinci ’

and so forth, which serve to lay down, by mentioning the relationship of

certain substances with particular deities, the saci*ifice known as ‘ Aveshti *

;

and then, subsequently, we come across? the following sentence : II. ‘ Yudi

Brdhmano yojeta Bdrhasjpahjam madhyS nidhnylihntimdhntim hutv(l hut^

vd^bhiyhdraySfj yadi Rdjanya Amdrowi, yadi Vaigyo

With regard to this last sentence, there arises a doubt, as before

;

and it is this ; A. Does it serve to lay down the inserting of the Blirhaspntya
^

etc., as due to ( conditioned by ) the connection of the Aveshti—as form-

ing part of the Bajasilya—with the various castes,—a connection that has

already been laid down in the previous sentence ? Or, does it lay down a

distinct performance { of the AvSshti ), in connection with the Brdhnuinaf

etc., not mentioned before ?

This leads us to the further question ; viz, : B. Are all the three castes

entitled to the performance of the Rajasuya, or the Kshatriya only ? [As

if the latter, then the connection of the three castes with the Aveshti of

the Rdjasuya cannot be said to have been previously n\entioned.]

C. And this last (piestion would lead ns to the consideration of the

word * Rdja'y wdiich is the w^ord that specifies the Agent entitled to the

performance of the Mya
;
and in connection with the word

we shall have to consider the question as to whether it signifies the

* Kshatriya ’, or ‘ one who performs thefunctions of a king,*

Objection: “Inasmuch as we find another sentence— ' efayd annndya-

kdinam ynjaySt'—which is wdiolly dial inct from that which lays down
“ the performance of the wdth its subsidiaries, and^ which lays

“ down the AvBshfiy ns not connected with any particular caste,—it is clear

“ that the connection of the three castes is already mentioned ; and hence
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“ there could be no doubt as to the sentences in question mentioning ilie

“ connection of the cast<ds only by way of pointing out the conditions for

“ the inserting of the JBUrhaspatya and the rest,*'

Reply : It is not so ; because we find that the AvBshti is already re-

cognised (through the sentence ^ Rltj'a RajasuySnUf etc. as one to be per-

formed by the Kshattriya ,—and that the other sentence also (‘ SfaySi annR'

dyakdmam, etc. *
) does not lay it down as to be performed by Agents other

than the Kshattriya
;
consequently, we find no ground for the perform-

ance of the Aveshti apart from the Rfijasuya ; as such it comes to be

taken as forming a part of the RajasUya itself ; so we conclude, in

accordance with the law laid down in the Sutra IV—iii—5, that the

‘Kingdom of Heaven* svtirdjya*) (mentioned in the former sentence)

is the result common to the Rtljasuya and the Aveshfi
;
while the * food

(* aiinfldya *, mentioned in the sentence quoted by the objector) is the result

peculiar to the AvBshfi itself. And even if the Aveshti be performed apart

from the RajasUya^ it would be performed by the Kshatriya only, when
desiring the particular result of obtaining Food

;
and as such there would bo

no connection with the other two castes. As for instance, the Action of

Studying the Veda and the laying of Sacrificial Fire being known as to be

performed by the three higher castes only,—even though the sacrifices

depending upon these two Actions may be found connected with any and

every agent that may be desirous of obtaining the results following from

those sacrifices, yet they come to be finally recognised as to be performed

only by the non-Cddra castes
;
and as in the case of the RtijasUya itself,

even though all men maybe equally desirous of the ‘ Kingdom of Heaven *,

yet on account of the Action being specified for the Rajd only, it is the

TidjVl alone who could be the acquirer of that result (by the performance

of the Rdjasuya).

Thus then there are only two alternative theories to be considered ;

(1) The AvSshti (as connected with the three castes) is laid down in the

sentence laying down the Rdjasuya, and (2) it is laid down by the latter

sentences.

And on this question we have the following

PORVAPAKSHA.

“ In view of the conclusion arrived at in the foregoing Adhikarana,
“ it must be admitted that the latter sentences only serve to lay down the
“ conditions f vr the particular insertions.

“ And hUhe performance of RajasUya, all the three castes are entitled;

“ as shown li ' 'the word * JK/iyS which signiBos ‘one who performs the
‘‘ functions o\ ^ king.’ Because all through the world, it is only one'

103
^

I;
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“ performing the kiogly functions that is spoken of as ‘ Bdj6j And it is

thns alone that the text in question can have an extended application.
“ That is to say, when it is possible for the word ‘ Edja ’ to be taken

“ both ways (i.e., as signifying the Kahattriya^ and as signifying ‘ one who
“ performs the kingly functions *), it is far more advisable to accept the sig-

nification of all the three castes ; because this interpretation alone
“ would be compatible with the mention (in the subsequent sentences)

“of the conditions {^yadi Brdhmanakf etc.|’)) and with the Context, etc.

;

“ and also because this interpretation would not curtail the scope of the

“ declaration of all the three castes being entitled to the performance of

“ the B^jaauya.
“ For these reasons it must be admitted that persons of all the three

“ castes, performing the functions of a king, are “ BajSa
;
and these func-

“ tions are well known to consist in the protection of the people and the
“ removal^ from among them^ of all troublous factors.

“ Tiie Bhashya speaks of the word ‘ Bdjd, * being used in the above

“sense by the people of Aryd.mrta (North India); and this is meant to

“ show the authoritative character of the signification, in accordance with
“ the Sutra I—^iii—9.

“ Objection : ‘ The BhUahya, by declaring that trustworthy people use

“ the word Bt^jya in the sense of kingly functions^ admits the independence
“ of the word Bdjd, which forms the base of the word Bdjya. (That is to

“ say, the said declaration makes the signification of the word Bdjtja de-

“ pendent upon that of the word Bdjlt, which is the word appearing in the

“ text in question
;
and hence what the declaration does is to seek to ex-

“ plain the word—JBd/ya—not in the text—by the help of that

—

BdjH—
“ which occurs in the text

;
and consequently the word Bdjn being inde-

“pendent, it could not be explained as B^/yakar^d). Because the word
“ UdamBgha is not comprehended by being explained as related (as father)

“ to AndamSghi
;
in fact it is the word AudamBghi that is comprehended by

“ the help of Udamegha, which itself is independent. (And so the word
“ BnjH cannot be rightly comprehended by the help of the word Bdtjya).^

“ Beply : Though the people of old comprehended the word ‘ Btija *

“ by itself, and deduced from that the meaning of the word ‘ Bdjya *,

—

“ yet for us, people of the present day, it is quite the other way.
“ That is to say, when the direction ‘ GdmSinaya ’ is used, the person

using it and the person comprehending it, understand it as—
‘
yo gau^

“ sa dnetavya^ *
;

(that which is the ox is to be brought), and yet the

“ third person standing by, who is ignorant of the meaning of the

“ word ‘ gdm ^ but knows that of the word ‘ dnaya \ takes the direction to

“ mean that * ya dneehyatS sa gauh ’ (that which will be brought is tho

“ <wj),—just as the ‘ sacrificial post * is recognised as such only when the
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sacrificial animal is tethered to it. In the same manner, though such an*

“ cient writers as Pdnini and Manu have declared—
‘
yo Rdjii tSna janapa^

darakshanam kartavyam, yacpa tasya karma Rdjyam* (‘He who is

“ the king has for his duty the protection of the people, and ho who is the
“ Rfijd, his function is Riijya ^),—^yet we, who are not quite sure of the
** signification of the word ‘ Rajd • though quite sure of that of the word
“ ^ RSjya\ comprehend the said declaration of Manu, etc., in the follow-

“ ing way: ‘Inasmuch as the Sm^tis have made the above declaration,

“we must conclude that they understood the word R^jd as signifying
“ Bomething capable of doing RGjya (*.«., performing the functions of the

“king),—just as the word *yupa* is applied to something to which the
“ sacrificial animal can be tethered.

“ This * Rdjya ’—kingly function—is found to be performed by people
“ of all the four castes ; and hence all of these are Rdjds, But inasmuch
“ as, in accordance with other laws and regulations, the word ‘ Rdjd * is

“found to have its ends fulfilled among the three higher castes only,

“ the ^udra becomes naturally precluded by the fact of his being devoid

“of Vedic study, etc. There is, however, no such ground of precluding
“ any other caste ;

and hence we conclude that all the three higher
“ castes are entitled to the performance of the KnjasUya.

“ Objection

:

‘ As a matter of fact, the kingly functions have been
“ specially laid down for the Kshattriya

;

and hence it is only by an unlaw-
“ ful assumption of others’ functions that the Brdhmana and the Vaipya

“ perform those functions ; and as such these latter cannot be rightly
“ called Rdjde'

“ Reply

:

This argument does not touch our position
;
because by

“ the mere fact of having performed the kingly functions, these two castes
“ also acquire the title of ‘ Rdjct ’

; and this ( performing of the kingly fiine-

“ tions) is all that is required by the Rffjaeuya-Injunction. As to whether
“ these functions are performed lawfully or unlawfully, that is a question

“ affecting the character of the performing agents> and as such cannot
“ have anything to do with the sacrifice {RdjaeUya),

“ Objection (in the Bhdehya) : ‘ We find the word RSjd applied even to

“ such Kshattriyas as do not perform the kingly functions of protecting the

people, etc.’*

“ This argument has been brought forward here as forming the

basis of the Siddhdnta

;

and hence we proceed to refute it ; but before

“ doing that we must find out what it means. It means simply this :
‘ It

“ has been said above, in connection with the words varhi^, Ojyam and
“ the like, that when even a single part of the word has been found to sig*

“ nify the Olw, we cannot assume any other signification for it (and so m
“ the case in question also, when, even in the case of a single person, the
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“ wor<l has been found to signify the Kshattriya-class, we cannot very
“ well assume any other meaning for it).*

“ The reply to this is that in the case of the word ‘ we find the

“literal signification (that afforded by its constituent parts) to be more
“ reasonable than any other (that is dependent upon mere popular con-

“ vention). This is what is meant by the Bhoshya^ when it says

—

pralca^

“ ranava^at^ yadi^ahdasamahhivydih^rScca,

“ Then, concludes the Bbashya

—

na harmUntaram mdhdyishyate.

“ This means that the sentence would not lay down the performance of the

“ AvSshpi apart from that of the ‘Rdjasuya : (the word * karmOntaram * being

“ taken indirectly in the sense oi prayogdntaram)
;
or it may mean that—if we

“ admit of the same construction as that shown above, in the case of the

“ sentence * yadi goltm hhnnjita dadhyupasincet *, then the same sentence

“ could not serve to lay down both the connection of the Brdhmann^ as

“ well as the insertion of the Barhaspatya
;
and in this case the word ‘ fcar-

“ mantaram ’

of the Bhashya would be taken directly in the sense of ‘ another

“ Action and not indirectly as in the former case.

“ The above reply to the objection has been given by admitting both
“ significations of the word ( i.e.f that accepted by the people of the Andhra
“ country, who use the word ‘ Rdjd * in the sense of Kshattriyaf as well as that

“ accepted by those of Arydvarta, who apply the word to the performer
“ of kimjly functions^. But we now pix>ceed to show that there is no reason-

“ able ground for applying the word * Raja * to a person devoid of kingly

“ functions.

“ It will be readily admitted that that which is accepted by all men
“ must set aside that which is not accepted by all of them (and there oan
“ be no doubt that all men apply the word * rdjd * to real kings, while it is

“ only the Andhra people that apply it also to one without the functions
“ of a king, simply if he happens to be a Kshattriya).

“ Another argument brought forward in the Bhashya is— which
“ is admitted hy people without contradiction is more authoritative than that
“ which is decried, though accepted. But this is the same argument as the
former, only expressed differently, for ‘ decrying * and ‘ non-decrying * are

“ nothing apart from ‘ non-acceptance ’ and ‘ acceptance * respectively. Or,
“ it may be that the former argument brought forward merely the existence,

“ or otherwise, of the acceptance of the significations
;
while the latter

“ speaks of their contradiction or non-contradiction. And as there is a
“ clear difference between Ignorance and Mistaken Knowledge^ the two argu-
“ ments cannot be said to be mere repetitions of each other. Says the
“ Bhashya

—

drytlvartanivdsindm . . . • mlecchshbya^ samicinatara Hcdro hhava-
^ a \

and here the mention of * dryttvartanivSsinSm * only serves to show,
“ as before, the greater author!tativeness of the- one signification, in
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“ accordance with the SUfra 1— iii—9 ;
while the clause ‘ samtcinatara

(lc(iro bhavati * refers to the usage of the word.

“ For the above reasons, we conclude that the sentence in question

** serves to mention the Brahmana, etc., already mentioned in the former
“ sentence as conditioning the insertion of the Bdrhaspatya^ etc. Specially

“ because, there can be no doubt as to the sentence ^yadz rdianya aindram *

“ mentioning the Rdfanya (Kshattri>’a), already mentioned in the previous

“ sentence (for there can be no doubt as to the Kshattriya being spoken of

“ by means of the word * RHjd ’), simply as conditioning the insertion of

“the Aindra
;
and then the oases of the other two sentences—

‘
yndi Brdh^

“ manaj,* etc., and ‘ yadi Vai^yah, etc. *—being exactly similar, the same
“ must be admitted with regard to these also.”

SIDDHANTA.

To the above we make the following reply :

—

The sentence in question serves to lay down the connection of the

Brahma^a, etc., with the Sacrifice ;
because such connection has not been

mentioned before,—the mere performing of kingly functions not sufficing

to make one known as * Rdjd.^

That is to say, the word ‘ Rdjil * denotes the Kshattriya^ and cannot be

taken in its literal sense. Because the literal meaning might consist

either in the performing of the kingly functions, or, according to the signi-

fication of the root *rdj,^ in Brightness or Effulgence ;
and both of these are

impossible
;
because we find the word having a well-known meaning

apart from the literal
;
and even though this meaning may be known in

one part of the country only, yet it will always set aside the applica-

bility of the literal meaning
;
and then too, there is no one definite

literal meaning that is recognised as universally applicable
; as on the

one hand, the word ‘ Rnjd *

is not found to be applied to such bright things

as Fire and the like
;
nor, on the other, to such representatives of the king

as are not duly anointed, though performing quite well the kingly func-
tions of protecting the people, and the like.

Objection :
“ As for the Representative of the king, inasmuch as he

“ performs those functions by being appointed to it by another person,
“ the word * ROjd * is not applied to him

;
just as the word ‘ sacrificer *

**
(* yajamdna') is not applied to the sacrificial Priests.”

Reply ; This is not right
;
because we actually find the word

* Rdjd,' in many cases, applied to the Rulers over smaller subsidiary

estates, to which they have been anointed by the all-powerful Emperor,
to whom they are subordinate.

Question :
“ Then, inasmuch as the word is found to be applied to
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those that have been anointed to the functions of a king, it may be

“ taken as expressing that ‘ anointment * (and not the ‘ Kshattriya *

** caste),”

Answer

:

That would not be possible ;
because, the Anointment also

is declared by the knowera of Law to belong to the Kshattriya only, just

like the word ‘ Rtljd and hence that too could not belong to a non-

Kshattriya.

The word could be recognised as expressing Anointment^ if this

formed the independent and absolute cause of the application of the word

(t.e., if the word were applied to anyone and everyone whom we would

anoint')
;
while, as a matter of fact, we find this Anointment restricted,

by all Smrti laws, to the Kshattriya only
;
and as such it is only at the

time of its Injunction (by the sentence * BtfjSnam ahhishincSta ’) that it

becomes connected with the word ‘ Rajn *,—^just as the ‘ chopping ’ becomes

connected with the word * grass.’

It is for this very reason that the word * * is not taken as signi-

fying, like a compound word, both of these—the * Kshattriya ’ caste and
* Anointment ’—conjointly (t.e., the word is not accepted in the sense of

the * anointed Kshattriya ’). Specially because the word could be so

taken, only if it were always actually found to be applied to the Kshattriya

and the Anointment conjointly, and never to the Kshattriya caste alone,

—

or if the ‘ Anointment * were laid for other castes also. As a matter of

fact, however, we find that the word is applied, in the very Injunction

‘ Rdfanamahhishincita *, to the person to be purified by Anointmentf long

before the Anointment has actually taken place.

Hence we conclude that the word * RGjil ’ is generally accepted as

denoting the caste * Kshattriya.^

Nor can it be urged that—“ the Injunction ‘ Rdj Snamabhishincita ’

serves to point out a name to be applied in the future (its meaning being

that one should anoint that person who would, after that Anointment, he

known as * Rdjd Because a name is always found to be used as already

pertaining to the object named
;
and it is only when such application has

been found to be impossible that, in certain cases, we admit of a name

being based upon future applicability. In the case in question, however, wo
find that on© signification (the caste Kshattriya) is an established entity

already
; and so we cannot rightly assume another signification (in the

shape of the anointment), as the use of the word is found to be quite

possible even without such an assumption.

And even if the word bo taken as signifying * Anointment,* people

knowing the Law do not apply it to a non-Kshattriya ;
while as for one who

would so apply it, disregarding the Law on the point, such unlawful appli-

cation could not be recognised as the basis of the word’s signification

;
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just as if a Qudra happen to lay the Tite^ that Fire does not come to be

recognised as the * Ahamniya ’ (* sacrificial ’) Fire.

And farther, the Word, its Meaning, and the Relation between them,

—all three, being eternal, pertain to the natural state of things existing ;

and as such they do not base themselves upon impermanent causes, gra-

tuitously assumed by us for the occasion. For instance, in the case in ques-

tion, the word ‘ ’ being eternal, its signification too must be one that

is permanent, because there can be no real relationship between the Per-

manent and the Impermanent. This permanence is cognised as depend-

ing either upon the nature of things or upon an expressed Vedic Injunc-

tion, Then, as for the Anointment^ it is not found to be permanently in-

herent in any person, like his caste \ and hence its permanence will have
to be accepted as based on an Injunction ;

but as a matter of fact, we
do not find any Injunction laying down the applicability of the word
‘ HSja * to a non-Kshattriya

; and hence, after all, we come to the conclusion

that it is the caste * Kshattriya * only that is the invariable signification of

the word * JBdya '
;
and hence that alone must be accepted as denoted by it.

The above argument also serves to preclude the possibility of the signi-

fication of the word * JKflyd ’ being based upon the performing of kingly

functions \
because those functions also are found to be connected with the

Kahattriya caste, only after they have been laid down as pertaining to the

Bdjd,—just like the said Anointment, And, as a matter of fact, we have
found the word ^ Biljd* applied to one who has neither been arointed, nor
performs the functions of the kmg^—and not to such persons as have been
anointed and perform those functions, but are not Kshattriyas (this latter

usage is met with among the Dravidas).

Hence too we conclude that persons of all the three castes cannot be
called ‘ ltdjA*

Further, all grammarians explain the word “ Rajanya **
as ‘ Bojna^

apatyam,* deriving ic from the basic noun ‘ Ectfan *
; and yet the word

‘ Edjanya * has no other meaning but the Kshattriya ccLste, If the word
‘ were applicable to all the three castes, then the off-spring of the

other two castes would also be spoken of as ‘ ESjanya.* Because the word
‘ Bnjanya *

is applied by universal convention to the Kshattriya
; while if

all the three castes were * ESjS>s *, will you please explain to me why the

word ‘ Bdjanya ’ should not be applied to the off-spring of the other castes ?

Objection :
“ If the word ‘ Bdjanya * denotes the Kshattriya only, what

“ would be the use of the patronymic affix P Because the word ‘ kshatMya,*
“ denoting the caste, is equally applicable to the Father and the Son

; and
“hence in all cases the Bdjanya should always be spoken of as ‘

“ That is to say, just as the offspring of the crotv is called the ‘ crow,* so
“ the offspring of the Bdjd would be ‘ Raja.’

”
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Reply

:

This does not quite affect our position
; because though as

a matter of fact the word ‘ Rdjanya * is synonymous with ‘ Rdja^ yet it is

only by way of showing its grammatical formation that it is explained as

‘ Rnjnah apatyam *; and the said explanation is possible only when both

refer to the same caste, as the offspring always belongs to the same caste

as the Father.

Objection : “ The word ‘ Bdjanya* would denote the KsJiattriya caste,

“ on account of the sutra * when the patronymic is affixed to ^Rdjan* it de-

“ notes the class *
( Vflrtika on PSnini Sutra IV—i— 137), and not on account

“ of the word being explained as ‘ Bajnah apatyam *; and consequently the

“denotation of the word ^Rdjanya^ could not affect that of the word
“

‘ Raja:

Reply : It is not so ;
because inasmuch as the Vartika you quote does

not mention any particular claasy it might be taken as referring to the com-

prehensive class ‘ Man’; and so, according to this Vdrtika, the word ‘ R^J-

anya * would come to denote that class * Man* (and not the ‘ KsJiattriya *).

Objection : “ As a matter of fact, we find the teachers of Law and
“ Sacrifices laying down different duties for the Rtijd and the Rtijanyay

“ which shows clearly that the word * Rdjtl ’ is different from ‘ Rdjanya' ”

Reply

:

True, wo meet with such differentiated duties
;
but that is in

accordance with the maxim of the ‘ BrdhmanaparivrdjaJca that is to say,

the word * BdjH ’ refers to the particular Kajanya who has undergone

anointment (just as the word ‘ ParivrdjaJca
*

is applied to the particular

Brahmana who has gone through the rites of Renunciation).

It has been argued that—“ the word ‘ Rdjd * being found to be cap-

“ able of having both significations, i.e,, the KsJiattriya caste

y

and the per/or-

“ mer of Jcingly functionsy—it is the latter that comes to be accepted, in the

“ present instance, as being more in keeping with the Context, etc,”

And it is this argument that we now proceed to refute, as follows :

Both the words—‘ Rnja * and ‘ Rdjya ’—could not have their significa-

tions wholly independent of the other
;
because the fact is that when one

of them has its signification fixed by convention, that of the other follows

from it.

To explain this further : when the word * Rdjd * has been known, by
convention, as signifying the KsJiattriya caste, then the signification of the

word ‘ Rdjya *—explained as ‘ the function of the Raja *—comes to be based
upon that of the word ^ Rdjd'; and so long as this is possible, it is not

right to assume an independent denotative potency for this latter word.
As even without sucli an independent denotalive potency, there would bo
nothing incompatible in the usage of the people of Arydvarta (who apply
the word ‘

’ to the ‘kingly functions of protecting the people
and the like). If, conversely, it be held that—“ the word ‘ Uojya ’ itself
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has its signification of the function of protecting the people fixed by con-

vention, before that of the word ‘ RdjA *

is known, *’—then too, the word
‘ EojH^ would, as based on the word ^ BSjya*^ come to be applied to the

performer of that function
;
and it would not be necessary to assume any

independent denotative potency in the word ‘ Raj& ’
;
and as such there

would be nothing incongruous in the usage of the Dravt(las^ who apply the

word * BlSjd
'

to the Kshattriyas, who are capable of the said functions of

protection^ etc. Though the particular usage is peculiar to the Braviias,

yet the BhOshya attributes it to the JndhraSy because these also, like the

Dravi(ia8y inhabit the southern part of India.

For the above reasons, we conclude that the words ‘ Bajd * and ‘ Bdj-

anya * cannot be regarded as both having their meanings fixed by con -

vention, independently of each other, or as both having only such sense

as is afforded by their constituent parts.

And when it comes to the acceptance of one of the two words
having its independent signification fixed by convention, it is distinctly

more reasonable that it should be accepted with regard to the word ^Biljd

because, as a rule, whenever there is a doubt caused by a disagreement

between usages, a satisfactory conclusion is always arrived at by the help

of the stronger authority of a properly compiled Smrti,

That is to say, Manu and other writers of 8mrti declare that the

function of protecting the peoplCy etc., which is expressed by the word
* Bdjya* belongs to the Kshattriya ; Pacini and others also expound the

word ‘ Bdjya * as * function of the Bdjdy —wherein, they hold (vide Pd-

niniy Sutra V—^i—124), that to the word ‘ BdjSy which has its signification

independently fixed by convention, the affix ^ shyan ’ is added (to make the

word ‘ Pdjya *). Other grammarians explain the grammatical formation

of this word (* BOjya ’) as with the affix * yak* which isj an affix particu-

larly laid down for the word * Bdjd * which appears to be mentioned in the

group of words beginning with *patyantapurohita * {Pdniniy Sutra I—v

—

128); and it is thus alone that we could have the presence of an accentuation

that is peculiar to the affix * yak, and that of the uddtta accentuation itt

the beginning of the word. For these reasons, we must take the Bhdshya

on the point as declaring that it is the formation of the word * BGjya

that should be evolved out of the word * BGjd* and not that of the latter

from the former. For if the formation of the word ‘ Bdjd * were evolved

out of the word ‘ Bdjya* then there should be certain definite gramma-
tical rules laying down either the elision of the letter * ya ' (in ‘ Bdjya *),

or the modification of the word ‘ Bdjya *

into ‘ Rdjd*

For these reasons, the construction must be explained as ‘ Bajiiah

karma Bdjyam* (the function of the Bdjd is ^Rnjya*)^ and not as
‘ BGjynsya karta Rnja ’ (the performer of the kingly functions is * RdjG *)

104
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Nor can the latter explanation be accepted on the more ground of the

a])paront inconsistency (of the use of the word among the people of Aryn-

varta)
;
because such usage of the word ‘ Bojn ’ is known in another part

of the country. And even if the Apparent Inconsistency were rightly

brought forward, the aforesaid Smrtis of Manu and others would dis-

tinctly point to the fact of the functions of protecting the people, etc.,

belonging to the Kshattriya
;
and as such it would be the Ksliattriya that

would come to bo known as * RHjQ*

Then again, as a matter of fact, we find that the whole of the w^ord

* Rfija ’ is present in the word ‘ Rajya and hence it is only right that

the latter should bo held to have its denotation governed by that of its con-

stituent part (‘ Bnjd')
;
which, however, cannot be said of the word ‘ Bdjd ’

wherein wo do not find the whole word ‘ Itojya ' entering into its constitu-

tion.

Ohjection :
“ True

;
in this way the word ‘ Itdjya * does come to have

“ its denotation fixed by that of its constituent part ‘ Rnjn, * But in that

“ case, the word ‘ Bnjd * could never be applied to a non-Kshattriya who may
“ perform the functions of the king

;
and hence it cannot be denied that

“ there would bean incompatibility of the usage common among the people

“ of Arydvnrta

)

as the said explanation of the word ‘ Rdjd * would at once

“ mark down as incongruous such uses of the word as ‘ na Qud/ra^rfijye

“ nlvaset * (one should not live in a country where a Qtidra is the

“ rdja)»'

Reply : Yogdi lokah prayuhkte : that is to say, the word ‘ Rajya *

is

explained as formed by its connection with the ‘ ROjd^' and then the pres-

ence of the Bdjya (kingly functions) in the Brahmana, etc., makes the

word * Bdjd *

indirectly applicable to these latter castes also.

Question :
“ In that case, you admit the fact of the word ‘ BGjd *

“ being taken as formed by its connection with ‘ Bdjya *

(kingly func-
“ tions).”

Answer ; That does not touch our position
;
because we hold the word

‘ Bdjd' to be only indirectly (or figuratively) applicable to the Brdhmana,
etc. It would be only if we made the word directly applicable to these,

that the Adhikarana would he wholly reversed. While as for the indirect

application, inasmuch as it is always set aside by the direct application,

even if it were admitted, it could not set aside the Siddhdnta. Hence it

must be admitted that the word ‘ Bdjd ’ is applied to the Brdhmana^ etc.,

only in consideration of the fact of these latter being the proxy of the

Kshattriya, in the performance of his legitimate functions (of protecting

the people).

This is what is meant by the-B^^i>y^ya when it says—wa tvSvavi smaranfi

Bdjydyogdt Bdjeti
;
which must be taken to menu that usage being much
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less authoritative than Smrti (vide Adh. I, Pada iii), the said usage

must be explained as being figurative or indirect.

It has been urged above that—“ as the word ‘ Andarn^eyha ’ gives us

an idea of its basic noun * TJdamegha* so the word ‘ Bdjya * could afford

an idea of its basic word ‘ Rdja,^
'* But this Indirect Inference is set

aside by the Direct Perception of the usage common among the Dravidas.

If the performer of kingly functions were to be spoken of us ‘ ’

then, ill that case, it would be necessary for us to infer the existence,

of the said relationship of Action and its Performer, and, secondly

^

of certain

grammatical rules definitely laying down the presence of that relation-

ship in the case in question. And certainly very much more Authorita-

tive than any such inferred grammatical rule, is the already existing rule

that lays down the formation of the word ‘ Rdjya ’ as ‘ Rdjiiah karma * (the

functions of the Rdjn).

The opponent argues thus :
“ Yo yd rdjyam Icaroti^ etc.^ etc,

“ That is to say, the relationship of the Denoter and the Denoted is always
“ ascertained by invariable concomitance or non-concomitance

;
and

“there is no doubt that the word‘iio;5* is always concomitant with

“the presence of the performance of kingly functions (and as such the

“ word * Rajd ’ is taken as denoting the performer of kmgly functions)
;

“ while the word ‘ Rcijya ’ is not found to be always concomitant with

“the functions of the Rdjd (and as such this latter word cannot be taken
“ as denoting these functions). Then as for the gi*ammatical rules brought

“forward above, all that such rules do is to differentiate between the

“ correctly-formed and the incorrectly-formed words
;
and as such, they

“ can have nothing to do with the case in question
; because both the

“ words ^Rdjd ’ and ‘ Rdjya ’ are equally correctly formed
;
and hence the

“ bringing forward of grammatical rules is altogether improper.”

To the above we make the following reply: It is true that such

is the common usage, and the grammatical rules have nothing to do as

to what word has its denotations governed by the presence of which other

word
;
though it is so, yet, it is by the explanation of the correct or the

incorrect formation of words that the fact of certain words governing the

denotation of other words is pointed out; as for instance, in the case in

question, the formation of the word * Rdjya' being explained as ^ Bdjna(t

karma ’ (king’s functions), it is clearly pointed out (by this formation of

the word) that the denotation of the word is fixed by that of the word
‘ R&jd,*

Thus then, the greater authoritativeness of the grammatical amrtis

distinctly points to the fact that it is the word ‘ Rdjd^ (and not
^ Rdjya') that has an independent denotation of its own (fired solely hy

convention). And as for the particular usage that you have brought
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forward in support of your contention, we find that it is not obserred

among the Dravtcfas, According to us, on the other hand, no special

importance is attached to usage
; and as such the fact of our theory not

being in keeping with the usage of Jryavarta does not in any way tar-

nish it. But, as a matter of fact, even in irydvarta we do find the

presence of kingly functions whenever the word * Ildj it' is used; and thus

there can be nothing incongruons in our theory ; as all that it does is to

explain what is used, and leave off the explanation of the fact of the

word not being used (by the people of 2rySvarta) with reference to those

Kshattriyas that are devoid of kingly fnnctions.

And further, in all cases, a qualification is such as is peculiar

to the object in question
;
and hence the word ‘ Knjya ’ refers only to

such functions as belong to the alone, and not to such other actions

ns thinking and the rest. That is to say, protection of the people is the

distinctive function of the King; and hence it is this that is spoken

of as ‘ Rdjya ’/ and as for such actions as those of thinking, winking and

the like, inasmuch as these are found to exist in kings as well as in other

men, they do not serve to distinguish the king, and as such, are not

spoken of as * Bdfya.'

Thus then, even though the fact of the word ‘ Bdfd * denoting the

Kshattriya mny not be countenanced by the usage of all men, yet, in

accordance with the SHtra I—iii—9, we cannot but admit it (to be more
authoritative and acceptable). And it has been shown above, under
Sutra I—iii—10, that in matters of merely verbal usage, which pertains

to ordinary perceptible things, a certain authoritativeness attaches also

to the inhabitants of countries lying on the frontiers of irydvarta.

Thus then, the BdjasHya sacrifice being concluded as being for

the Kshattriya only, the sentences in question must be taken as laying

down the Brdhmana^ etc., as performers of the AvSshti (which is an
Action distinct from the Rnjastlya).

And hence the particular Result—obtaining of Food (mentioned in *

the sentence ‘ 9tayd, annddyakdmnm, etc,')—would follow fi*om the perform-

ance of the AvBshfi, apart from the RdjasUya, Because the performance

of the AvBshfi in the midst of the RdjaeUya will have been completed

by the obtaining of the Kingdom of Heaven (the specific Result of the

RdjasHya) ; while its performance apart from that would be in need
of the mention of a Result for itself (as that of the RdjaelUga can no
longer appertain to it) ; and consequently the Result (Food) subsequently

mentioned would naturally attach itself to this latter performance.

Objection

:

** The obtaining of food must be accepted as the Result

following from the AvBshfi in all cases ; because it is mentioned directly

in connection with this Sacrifice,>^in the sentence ^Btayd annddyakd^
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“ mam, etc/
;
while the Result spoken of in connection with the ItHjasuya

“ could apply to the Av^shti only indirectly
;
and there can be no doubt

‘‘ that what is mentioned directly would set aside that which is only
“ indirectly pointed out.”

Bteply : It is not so ;
because there is no contradiction between the

two Results. That is to say, if the two Results were found to be mu-
tually incompatible, then it would be necessary to admit the fact of one

setting aside the other
\

as the accepting of botli would necessitate

the assumption, either of the fact of the two as optional alternatives,

or of the repetition of the Action in question (for the bringing about
of the two results) [and such assumptions have been often shown to be
extremely objectionable]. When, however, the two Results are capable

of being reconciled by means of the limiting of their scope, there is

no need of any such objectionable assumptions. As a matter of fact,

there is nothing incompatible in the fact of a single Action of the

AvBshfi bringing about many results
; because distinct results might

very well follow from its distinct performances. As for Repetition,

it will be shown later on, that it is objectionable only when the Results

are spoken of as following conjointly (from the same Action). Specially in

the case of the Aveshfi, a repetition is inevitable, as it has been laid down
in connection with the Brahmat^a, etc., on the one hand, while, on the

other, it is also included in the Bdjasuya (which cannot be pei’formed

by the Brdhmana),
If the sentence *BtayS> annddyakOmam, etc.,’ were the originative

Injunction of the AvBshfi, then it could reject the npplicability to the

Aveshfi of the subsequent jB5ya«WT/a*Injunction. As a matter of fact, how-

ever,we find that both thesesentences

—

*Btayii, etc.’ and the a Injunc-

tion—mention results in connection with the Action of the AvBehfi, which
is originatively laid down in the sentence ‘ dynBydshtiikap&lo, etc.’

; and
as they do not mention the two results as appearing at one and the

same time, we do not perceive any difierence between the authoritative char-

acter of the two sentences (and hence the one cannot set aside the other)

;

because just as the Rajasuya-lnjxinctioii is found to mention a result

in reference to the Actions mentioned in close proximity to something else,

so also is the sentence * Etayd, etc.’
;
specially as neither of them makes

mention of the ^ AvBshpi' by name. Because the word ^ Rdjasiiya* is not

a generic name (applying to many sacrifices), like the word ^ Paurna-

mast as what it denotes is the AvSshfi as a part of the sacrifice as accom^

panted hy the complete group of sacrifices mentioned in connection with it

(while the word * PaurnamUsi ’ applies to each of the sacrifices composing
it; and hence the word ^ RiSjasuyena* cannot be taken a^d^g^j^j^g

AvBsh(i). And so, on this ground too. iidne '^of the^two is found to be
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weaker ilian the other. The only difference between the two is that

while the one ( jKayVwwya-Injunction) mentions many sacrifices, the

other etc.*) mentions only a few; and certainly this does not make
any very great difference (in the authoritativeness of the two sentences).

Objection: Inasmuch as the pronoun Btaydi^ points directly
“ to the AvBshti mentioned in the Context, there is a distinct difference
“ between this and the Rdjasflya Injunction which refers to it only
“ indirectly.’*

Reply

:

This would have been quite true, if the pronoun ‘ etat *

(in ^Btayd*) were connected with the Result, or if it pointed to some-

thing, to he spoken of^ as we find in the case of the sentence ‘ atha

esha jyotih.^ As a matter of fact, however, we find that even in the

sentence ‘ Btayit^ etc.,’ it is on account of the proximity of the root ^yaji'

to the Injunctive Affix (in ^ ydjayetn') that the Result—food—is men-

tioned in connection with the AvBshti, which is indicated by that root

(‘ y^j^ ’)
i

indication of the Aveshfi is found to be done also by the

root ^yaji^ occurring in the i2<^'cw‘i/ya-Injuiiction
;
and so even this does

not make any difference in the authoritative character of the two Results.

Then again, even though the pronoun * etnyci * refers to the AvBshti laid

down in the Context, yet it could not refer precisely to the AvBshti^

without the help of the sentence ‘ dgneyoshfUknpala^, etc.*
;
and with the

help of this sentence, the Ruyas^a-lnjunction also would refer to the

AvBshti equally well; and thus also, both must be admitted to be equally

authoritative.

Objection

:

“ There is a distinct difference between the two, on
“ the ground that the sentence ‘ Blayd^ etc.*, occurs in the particular sub-

“ context (of the AvBshti), while the Bdjasuya Injunction is a general

“statement (and as such takes in the AvBshti also, among many other
“ sacrifices that go to form the BiijasUya),"

Reply

:

But this is just the same as what we have pointed out

before

—

viz., that the only difference lies in the fact of the one referring

to many more sacrifices than the other
;
but at the time of the actual

referring to the AvBshti in particular, both are equally authoritative.

Further, if there were an absolute non-difference between the AvBshti

of the Bdjasuya, and the AvBshti performed by the Brdhmana, etc. (which

latter is the one referred to by the sentence ^BtayH, etc.’)—then what you

say might have been all right {i.e., then alone could the mention of the

two Results be said to be incompatible). As it is, however, we have

just shown that the two AvBshtis are wholly distinct. And thus the

very fields of the two results

—

Kingdom of Heaven and acquiring of Food

being aistinct, there is no contradiction between them.

But though the two AvBifh{is may be different, yet, the mention of
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only sncli details as the inserting of the Barhaspatya^ etc., distinctly

indicates that the origin of this AvSshfi also is the same Aveshti that

has been previously mentioned in the Context.

Then as for the Rojasuya*' (spoken of in the sentence ^ yadi

rajanyah, etc.*),—inasmuch as his activity also (towards the performing

of this distinct Aveshti) would be equally possible, specially as the word

mentioning the result of the distinct Aveshti ^ Food') is equally

connected with the sentence ^ yadi rajanyah^ etc.*,—by him also, this

Aveshti would be performed, either as a distinct sacrifice by itself, or as

a repetition (of the Avlshti that he may have pez'forined along with the

Rfijasuya).

And for the Rajanya also, the mention of the inserting of the Aindra

in the middle would be possible, only if the AvSshfi were performed by
him, independently by itself, as a single sacrifice made up of the various

minor offerings of the Cake to Agni, to Indra, to Ephaspati, etc. (as thus

alone could the Aindra—offering to Indra—be offered as the middle

offering)
;
whereas when the Aveshti is performed in course of the

Rdjasuya, inasmuch as the sacrificial gifts (of each of the offerings

that go to form the AvSshti) are different (from each other, as also from
that of the EajasUya), each of these offerings (Ishtis) to Agni, Indra, etc.,

would be performed independently by itself; and as such (all of them
not constituting a single performance), the mention of putting any one of

these ‘ in the middle * would be wholly irrelevant (as there being no
single performance made up of these performances of the several Ishtis^

of what would this be the ‘ middle * ? )•

For these reasons, it must be admitted that the sentences in ques-

tion serve to lay down the connection of the Brahmana^ etc., not men-
tioned before.



ADHIKARANA (3).

[The Adhcina ie an object of Injunction.^

Sutra (4); The la]rinff of fire forms an object of Injunction,

because it does not form an integral part of all sacrifices.

In connection with the sentence * vasant^BrUhmano'gninQdadhita' there

is a doubt, as in the previous instance, as to whether the adhUna (Laying

of Fire) has been previously mentioned elsewhere, or not. If it be found*

in some way or other, to have been mentioned, then even in the absoilce

of the conditional * if the sentence would be taken as laying down the

condition (for the particular season to be chosen)
;
and in that case,

the construction of the sentence in question being,—** yad BrUhmana ddadhita

tad vasantS **—the ‘ vamnta * and the * BrUhmana * would come to reatrict

one another (t.e?,, the Spring would be the time for the BrUhmana
j
and

the Brdhmana would be the performer in the Spring time). While, on

the other hand, if the Laying of Fire be not found to have been previ-

ously mentioned, then the sentence in question would become the Injunc-

tion of the Laying as performed by the Brdhmana at the time of the Spring
;

and the following would be the advantages of this latter interpretation :

—

(1) In the three sentences—(a) ^vasantii Brdhmano'gninddadhita, {b) gri-

shmS Biljanyah, (c) garadi VaigyaJk'^—inasmuch as the Laying mentioned in

the first sentence would be wholly taken up by the accessories (BrUhmana
and VcLsanta) mentioned in the same sentence, the Accessories mentioned in

the other two sentences would point to distinct actions (of Laying) ; and as

such there would be three Layings of Fire
; (2) the presence of the Atmane-

pada affix in * ddadhita* would point to the necessity of the sacrificer him-

self laying his own Fire; (3) the Qudra would become precluded (from

sacrifices, as only the three Layings of Fire are laid down, and without the

laying of Fire, no sacrifice could be performed). If, on the other hand,

the sentences be taken, not as Injunctions of the Laying^ but as simply laying

down conditions, then we would have the reverse of all these three advan.

tages.

What is said in regard to the sentences in question would also

apply to such other passages as—* vasantb Brfihmanamiipanayifa grish-

m? Rfijanyayn, garadi vaigynm*

;

as the condition of these sentences is

exactly like that of those dealt with in this Adhikaranu.
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The Adhikarana may be briefly summed up thus :

—

THE PtTRVAPAKSHA.

The Laying of Fire having been implied by an Injunction of a sacri^

^\fice in general (as ^ svargakdmo yayeta), or laid down by a general Injunc-
“ tion (such as ‘ Ya evamvidvdnagninadhattBf etc,* ),—its mention over again
“ in the sentences in question must be taken as mentioning the various
“ castes as conditions for the particular times of the Laying.

“ That is to say, in the first instance the first argument in our favour
‘ is that, inasmuch as the Injunctions of such actions as the Agnihotra
“ and the like would not be possible without the sacrificial Fire made
“ ready by the proper method of Laying it, this Laying of the Fire must be
“ taken as implied by those very Injunctions; and hence the mention, in

“ the sentences in question, of the samo Laying must be taken as serv-

“ ing the purpose of laying down the Brdhmana^ etc., by way of specifying

“ certain conditions. If, however, it be argued, that, on account of these
“ Injunctions having other direct objects of Injunction, they cannot
“ rightly serve the purpose of indirectly implying any such action as the
“ said Laying^—then, in that case, we would bring forward another
“ independent Injunction of the Laying itself,—in the shape of the sen-

“ fence ‘ ya Svamvidvdn dgnmUdhattS^ etc.,’—an Injunction which is

“ wholly distinct from the previous Injunction, which has its injunctive

“ potency taken up by the laying down of the Accessory details. And
‘‘ thus then, the Laying of Fire having been already laid down in this In-

“ junction, the sentences in question could not be taken as enjoining the
“ same Laying of Fire-**

SIDDHINTA.

The argument of the Siddhanta may be thus summed up : So long

fts we have a direct Injunction, we cannot very well admit of an implied

or inferred one ; and hence either the mention of the purpose to be served,

or that of the existing state of things, can never serve as Injunctions.

That is to say, the mere mention of the purpose to be served by the

Laying of Fire (in the shape of the accomplishment of the sacrificial,

Ahavanlyay Fire for the Agnihotra, etc.) cannot bo taken as necessarily

pointing to the injunction of the said Laying
;
as the necessary Fire could

be obtained by merely begging it of another Agnihotra-performer, speci-

ally as in the case of the injunction of the Laying of Fire being implied by
those of Agnihotra^ etc., there is no AtmanBpada restricting the Fire to that

wliich is prepared by the sacrificer himself. When, however, the neces-

saiy Injunction is fouud to be directly asserted (by a Vodic text), there is

no Inconsistency which could lead us to assume an uiihoard-of text (as

105
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containing the required injunction),—the only ground for assuming such

texts being some sort of an Apparent Inconsistency. Then, as for the men-

tion of the existing state of things,—in the sentence ‘ yd Svnmvidvdnagnind-

dhattS, etc.’,—so long as we find a direct Injunction of the Laying of Fire^ in

the shape of the sentences in question

—

vdsantS Brdhmano^gnlnddadhila'

etc,, etc.—any mere description of the existing state of things can never

acquire an Injunctive potency (to the same efteot)
;
specially as this latter

has got to serve a distinct purpose of laying down all such details as the

fetching of the water, etc., mentioned in the original direct Injunction.

For these reasons, it must be admitted that the sentences in question

serve to lay down the hitherto uumentioned Laying of Fire as performed

by the Brdhvianuj etc.

[We now proceed to explain the words of tho Bhashya putting forth

the aforseaid Purvapaksha and Siddhanta.J

THE PtjRVAPAKSHA-BHASHYA.
“ The sentences in question serve to mention the Brdhmnnti, etc.^ as condi-

•* Hons for the previously mentioned Laying of Fire^ ‘ Why so ? ’ Because the

** words are similar to conditional phrases.

“ Question

:

* On what is the similarity based ? That is to say, when

there are no such conditional words ns ‘ yadi ’ and the like, how can the

sentence be said to be similar to conditional clauses P
’

** Answer : The ground of similarity is the utterance of the words Brdh-
•* mana, etc.^ along with the words Vasanta^ etc. That is to say, the injunc-

tive potency of the sentence having been used up in laying down the
“ relationship between other words (i.e., Brdhmanaj etc., and Vasanta^ etc.),

“ the sentence could not serve to enjoin the Laying of Fire, and as such
it could only be taken as laying down certain conditions—(in the shape

“ of the said relationship between the Brdhmana and Vasanta).
“ Objection :

‘ But we find the word Brdhmana uttered, in the sentence,

“ along with the verb TO LAY also. That is to say, the sentence could be
“ taken as laying down the Laying of Fire as qualified by Vasanta'

“ Beply : As a matter of fact, however, the relationship of the Brdh*
“ mana with the Laying of the Fire is not unknown. That is to say, inas*

much as the relationship between the Brdhmana and the Laying of Fire
“ is already known, it could not form the object of any fresh Injunction.

“ Question: ‘ Being mentioned by what is this relationship k'nown ?
^

** Amwer : It has been mentioned by the texts speaking of certain desir^

“ able results to he obtained. The stray reply is given with a view that as

“ the position is not capable of being shaken, there is no need yet of briiig-

‘‘ ing forward tho strongest authority available in the shape of the text
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ya evamf etc.*), that directly lays down tlie Laying of Fire, (And this is

kept in store for future emergencies.)

** Objector: ‘ WJiat are the texts speaking of desirable results in the

** matter of such an Injunction ? *

“ Reply : The texts laying dovm the results following from the Agniho-

ira, etc., are such texts. Though what the objector meant was an angry
“ denial of the capability of such texts to lay down the Laying of Fire, yet
“ the reply that is given is with the view that the objector is ignorant of

the forms of the texts themselves.

** Question: * How can these texts, that are actually found to lay
** down something else, be said to enjoin the Laying of Fire ?

•

“ In reply to this, the Bhfishya brings forward an Apparent Incon-

sistency : In accordance with the Sutra VII—iii
—

^28, we find that the

actions mentioned in these texfs include within themselves the sacrificial

“ Fire also
;
and inasmuch as the sacrificial Fire could not be brought

about by any other means save that of Laying, the Injunction of the

Action naturally includes that of the Laying of Fire also.

“ Then again, if the sentence were taken as laying down the relationship

of the BrUhmaiui with both the Vasanta and the Laying of Fire, then there
** would he a syntactical split. That is to say, we can admit of the iujuno-

tion of a qualified object, only when all other ways of Injunction are
“ found to be impossible

;
in the case in question, however, we find that

the simple method of Injunction is quite possible
;
and as such we can*

not admit of a qualified Injunction.*'

THE SIDDHaNTA-BHASHTA.

To the above arguments we make the following reply : As in the
pi'evious Adhtkarana, so here also, the sentences in question serve to lay

down the Laying of Fire. Because such Laying is not subsidiary to the

actions. That is to say, if the Laying of Fire were subsidiary to the
Actions, then there could be a question as to whether it is implied by
these or not. As a matter of fact, however, we find that, in accordance
wifh law laid down under SHtra VII—iii—29, the Actions end with the
inclusion of the Ahavaniya and other sacrificial Fires

; and there is no
reason to show that the Laying of Fire is a subsidiary part of them.

Though in SUtra III—vi-~15, the Laying of Fire is spoken of as help-
ing all actions, yet, this will be explained as merely referring to the fact of
tho Laying helping the Fire, which helps to accomplish all Actions.

“ Question : ‘ But what, if it be so (i.e,, even if the Laying be not a
part of the Actions, how does that affect the present question) P The

** sense of this is that even the Action could also imply, through
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«
“ Appr.rent Inconsistency, the subsidiary (Laying) of its own subsidiary

“ (Firp)r
“ The reply t;0 this is that what is done by Apparent Inconsistency is that

“ the iexts^ laying down the fulfilment of certain desirable ends by means of cer-

“ tain actions, indicate the Fires, and not the Laying of these, (Because it is

“ possible for the Fire to be obtained by asking for it from another Agni-
“ hotri, therefore there is no Apparent Inconsistency in the Fire that would
“ necessarily point to the Laying,)

“ Question : ‘ But Laying is the means of having the sacrificial Fires,

** We take the mere material form of the object, only in cases where that
** object is capable of being brought about by the ordinary ways of the
“ world,—as for instance, in the case of such objects as a piece of Cloth,

a Cart, and the like
;
the sacrificial Fires, however, are not capable of

“ being brought by means such worldly ways
;
and hence it is absolutely

** necessary for the means of their accomplishment to be mentioned or
** implied in the Veda itself; and as there is no such means save the Lay-
“ ing, this also is implied by the Fires (i,e,^ by the Apparent Inconsistency

“ of the Fires, which would not be possible without the Laying)'^

Answer : It is not so, because of there being no such absolutely invariable

connection. That is to say. Laying is not the only means of obtaining the

Fires, which could he obtained by many such means as begging, pur-

chase, and so forth. And all these methods would supply the only defi-

ciency of the sacrificial Fires that is felt in the texts speaking of certain

desirable results ;
and hence there is no absolutely certain indication of

the Laying (by the Fires or by the Actions)
;
and as such there is room

for the Kestrictive Injunctions of the Laying of Fire (as by means of the

sentences in question).

The following argument might here be urged :
“ The Fires, obtained

“ by such means as begging and the like, could not have the character of
“ ‘ sacrificial fires ’

;
because this character depends upon the fact of the

“ Fire having undergone certain purificatory rites.*’

Reply : Though it is true that, in the first instance, the three sacri-

ficial Fires (the Dakshintlgni, the QSrhapatya and the Jhavaniya) are pro-

duced by means of Laying,—yet, when they have been once thus duly

prepared (by one person), there would be nothing to deter another person

from subsequently obtaining those Fires by the means of begging, etc., just

as we fiud in the case of the Com. That is to say, in the case of the Corn,

wo find that though it is not possible for the Corn to be originally produced

by any other means save that of agriculture, yet it is not necessary for

all men to obtain it by the same means
;
as it could be very well obtained

even by purchase, etc. (after it lias been once produced by the farmer by

means of agriculture). In the same manner, in the beginning one man
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would produce the sacrificial Fires by the orthodox method of Laying
;
and

theu other people would obtain it from him by the other means of 'begging,

etc. Just as we find the potter making jar after jar, and selling it and
giving it away,—so in the same manner, any one person would go on pro-

ducing the Fires by the orthodox method, and then selling them or giving

them away to other persons. Thus then, as the Laying of the Fire would
have been laid down by such texts as ‘ Agnihotram juhuydt svargakdmah,*

in one case (of the first man who would produce the Fires by the ortho-

dox method), while in other cases (of other people), it would not have been

laid down by those texts. And as such there is distinct room for the lay-

ing down of the Laying of Fire (at least for the sake of those persons who
could not obtain it by other means). Though we shall show later on
that even in the other case, it was not possible for the Laying to have been

laid down by those other texts.

If, on the other hand, the sentence in question be taken as the direct

Injunction of Laying, then it at once sets aside the possibility of all other

means of obtaining the Fire
;
specially as, in that case, the Atman^pada

affix in ‘ Qdadhita
*

distinctly shows that the result of the Laying

would accrue to him alone who actually does the Laying
;
consequently

the accomplishment of the Sacrificial Fires, which is the result of the Lay-

ing, would not belong to one who does not himself perform the Laying

;

for whom the Fire, even if obtained from one who has duly laid it, would

be as non-sacrificial as ever. While if the Injunction of the Laying he

taken to be implied in the texts speaking of certain results as following

from the AgniJiotra, etc.,—then, inasmuch as such an inferred Injunctive

sentence would contain neitlier the Parasmaipada nor the Atmanepada

affix, the result of the Laying would accrue equally to one who has and

who has not performed it
;
and hence, there would be nothing to set aside

the emyloying of the other means—begging, etc.—of obtaining the Sacri-

ficial Fires. And hence it would be absolutely necessary for the Laying

to be directly enjoined.

And further, so long as we have direct declarations of the Laying of Fire,

—in the shape of the sentences in question,—no other texts can betaken to mere-

ly imply such an Injunction, That is to say, such texts cannot be accepted

as enjoining the Laying even for the first person who could seek to pre-

pare the Sacrificial Fire. It has been explained above that all Restric-

tive Injunctions serve to lay down something not mentioned before;

because so long as there is a direct Injunction, there can be no assumption

of an implied one. And as a matter of fact, we have direct Declarations

of the Laying of Fire
;
and hence it is not possible for any to be merely

indirectly assumed or inferred. If there were no such direct declara-

tions, then, in that case, inasmuch as without a properly laid Fire, the
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performance of the Agnihotra and the rest would be impossible, the In junc-

tion of these sacrifices would become meaningless
;
and hence in that case

these Injunctions would, for their own sake, imply the Injunction of the

due Laying of Fire. But when we have such direct declarations, there can

be no assumption of these ; as it is not right to assume that which is

not mentioned in the Veda ; specially when it is so that the other

texts also, that speak of certain results following from certain sacrifices,

lay down actions that are to be performed only by those for whom the sen-

tences in question lay down the Laying of Fire.

With a view to set aside all the arguments that have been hurled

against him, the Ptirvapakshi retorts :
“ There is a direct Injunction of

“ Laying^ other than the sentences in question, the existence whereof

makes these latter merely denotative of certain conditions ;—^and that
“ Injunction we have in the sentence ‘ ya evam vidvanagninUdhattS, ete'

**

The reply to this is that this text that you have brought forward wily

serves the purpose of laying down the preparatory details of the Laying,

The opponent thinks that the preparatory details are laid down
elsewhere in the Context by means of a sentence which is distinct from
the sentence * ya etc. ’

;
and with this in view he replies by saying

—

** The sentence that I have brought forward is the one that serves as the
“ originative Injunction of Laying ; because this sentence, speaking as it

** does of the Laying of Fire, cannot be taken as serving the same purpose

as the sentences speaking of the fetching of water and the other prepara-
“ tory details.”

Reply: The difference in the purposes served by the two sentences—
* ya evam vidvSn, etc.' and that mentioning the Fetching of Water, etc.--^

would have syntactically separated them, only if the former actually laid

down the Laying of Fire. This Laying, however, we find to be laid down
in the sentence ‘ Br&hmano vasants, etc.' ; and as such the mention of it

again in the sentence * ya evam, etc.' is only for the purpose of laying down
the preparatory details.

Question

:

“ But how is it ascertained which of the two sentences

—

‘ vasantB, etc.' and ‘ ya Evam, etc.'—^is the real originative Injunction of

“ the Laying ?"

Answer : In the sentence ‘ vasantE, etc.', we find the Injunction directly

expressed (by the word ‘ adadhita '), while in the case of the other sentence
—

*
ya Evam, etc.'—it would be got at, very indirectly, from out of the

Arfhavdda therein contained

—

* ya Evam «... sapatnam hhrdtrvyam alvartim

sahatE,'

That is to say, if both sentences were equally injunctive (of Laying),

then the object of both being the same, there could have been some rival*

ry between them, as to which one should be accepted as the true
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Injunction. As it is, however, one sentence—

‘

etc'— is injunctive,

while the othei*—
‘
ya Svam, etc.'—is only eulogistic. And certainly a mere

eulogistic sentence cannot set aside the Injunctiveness of the sentence

‘ vasantSj etc.' because an eulogy is a helper (and not an obstructor) of

Injunctions. If, on the other hand, the sentence ^ ya Svam. etc.' had the

character of the Injunction, then, inasmuch as the enjoining of what has

already been enjoined once would be most improbable, our theory might

have been thwarted. As a matter of fact, however, the case is that the

Laying having been enjoined by means of the Injunctive affix (in ^ Qda-

dhita')i the other sentence—‘ya etc*—speaks of it only for the

purpose of eulogising the preparatory details connected with it ; and as

such it can have no injunctive character. Then again, the injunction

of the Root-meaning (‘ dh(i
'
in ‘ ^adhita *) by means of the Injunctive

affix, ocGuiTing in the same word, is got at by direct denotation
;
while it is

only indirectly, through syntactical connection, that an eulogistic sentence

could point to such an Injunction, which, in this case, can, at best, be

only an assumed or inferred one
;
and certainly an indirectly assumed In-

junction has its injunctiveuess very much farther removed than that of

one expressed directly.

Objection

:

“ That ‘ the BrUhmana should lay the fire ' is also a sen-

“ tence. That is to say, in this sentence also, it is only by syntactical con-

^^nection that the Injunction (contained in the word ^ ddadhlta' is con-

nected with the Brohmana, etc,”

Meply : So long as the Laying itself is directly enjoined ( by
the Injunctive affix in ‘ ddadhita '), it does not matter whether all the

rest—the connection of the BrShmana—is implied by syntactical con-

nection. In the case of the other sentence, on the other hand, there is no
eulogy expressed in the same word (that speaks of the Laying— ‘ dd-

hattS ') ; and it is got at only when that word is joined on to the words
‘ sapatnam bhratrvyamavartim sahate *; and thus in this case, the Laying

too is connected with the eulogy, only by means of syntactical connec-

tion.

In the case of the sentence ‘ vasantE, etc.' we can avoid the syntac-

tical split, by taking it as the injunction of the Laying of Fire as qualified

by a particular performer and a particular time. And thus there can be

no doubt as to the injunctiveuess of the sentences in question.
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[The DUkshdyaiiay etc., are accessories.']

Sutra (5) :
“ The Dakshaya^a, etc., are enjoined as distinct

** actions ; (1) because of the particular names attached to

“ them.”

[In connection with Darga-Purnamasay we find the sentence, ‘ DgJc-

shdyana-yajfiina yajsta prajSkamah^ sSkamprasthSpyena yajeta pagukGmahy

sankramayagBna ytijita annadyakG/nah,* And in connection with this

there arises a doubt as to whether these sentences simply lay down certain

accessories for the Darga-Purnam&sa as bringing about certain definite

results, or they lay down distinct sacrifices, independent of the Darga-

PUrnamGsa.]

P0RVAPAKSHA.
“ In connection with the sentence * dadhnendriyakamasya juhuyaty ’

“ it has been shown above (II—ii—25, 26) that this sentence lays down
a certain result following from a certain accessory of the same sacrifice.

“ And this is quite proper
;
because in that case the Dadhi is not mentioned

“ as co-extensive with the Homa ; and as such it could not be taken ns

“a name of the Homa, that would, on account of tliis name, be taken as
“ different from the previous Homa. In the cnse in question, on the other

hand, we find that the name ‘ DGkshdyana *

is mentioned as co-extensive

“ (identical) with the Sacrifice, and has not been applied to the pre-
“ vious saciufice (the Darga-PUrnamGsa)

; consequently, in tliis case, there
“ can be nothing incongruous in the fact of the word ^ DGkshayana * pointing
“ to a distinct sacrifice, qualified by that name. Nor is there any such
** substance as ^ Ddkshayana' known to exist, as we do find those like

“ the Dadhi. Consequently, on account of the reasons shown under II—

i

“—1, we conclude that, inasmuch as the sentence lays down a sacrifice

“ with reference to a definite result, that sacrifice is wholly distinct from
“ the previous Darga^PurnamGsa,*'

Sutra (6) : “ (2) Because the Injunction of the Action does not
“ pertain to the Accessory.”

“ That is to say, the Injunctive potency of the sentence in qnes-

“ tion has not been removed away from the Action^ so that it could

“ go over to the Accessory.”
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Sutra (7) : (3) Because the sentence is quite complete with the

mention of the Result.’*

“ Tnasmnch as the Result can never form the object of Tn-

** junction, the sentence cannot be said to lay down the Result with
“ reference to tlie Sacrifice,—in the same way as the Corn is taken as Isid

“ down, in the sentence ‘ vrihihhtryajBta *
; and as such the sentence

“ must be taken as enjoining an Action (as no third object of Injunction
“ is possible in the sentence) ;

and (inasmuch as no Action that has already
“ been enjoined once could form the object of another Injunction

)

“ it must be admitted that the Action herein enjoined is distinct

“from all

—

Dar^a-Purnam&sa^ etc.—that have been enjoined before.*’

SIDDHANTA.

Sutra (8) : It is a modification (of the previous sacrifice), because
of the Context.

Even though the sentence be tlie injunction of Action, yet, that

Action cannot be any other than the one laid down before,—for rea-

sons shown under Sutra II—iii—26 ;
specially as the sentence is found

to bring about an idea of the (causal) relationship between an Accessory

{Ddkshdyana) and a Result (acquiring of children) ;—just as in the case of

the sentence * dadhnBndrtyakdmasyay etc.* it must be admitted that

the sacrifice referred to is the same that has been laid down before.

It has been argued that there is no Accessory known as ‘ Ddk-
shayana.* But this is scarcely true

;
because the fact of there being

such an accessory is pointed out by the Context itself—just as are

many other accessories, like the Ukthya and the rest
;
that is to say,

we find in the Context that after the sentence in question has laid

down the DttkshCtyana as an Accessory, there is another sentence that

points out the actual form of that Accessory.

And just as in the case of Dadhiy so here also, the D&kshGyana is not

to be taken as co-extensive or identical with the Sacrifice.

And further, even if the DUkshGyanay etc., be taken as co-exten-

sive with ‘ sacrifice^ then too, on account of their proximity to the

Dadhiy etc., these sacrifices would be recognised as mere modifications

(of the Dar^a-PUrnamasa). Consequently, even in this case, what
the sentence would do would be to lay down the Result following from

a modification of the Darga-PUrnamasay and not from any other sacri-

fice wholly distinct from it.

In this way, utter disruption of the Context would also be avoided.
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Though there will be a rupture of the Context in connection with tho

Dakshayana to this extent, that that which is mentioned as leading

to a definite Result (e.gf., the Bakshdyana) cannot be taken as part of the

procedure,—yet inasmuch as the Darga-PUrnamdaa would form tho

substrate of the Blikshliyana^ the mention of tho Dar^a-PUrnamSsa could

very well be connected with subsequent sentences (under consideration),

and thus help them (in their denotation).

SUtra (9) : Also because we find Vedic texts indicative (of non-

difference).

[Wo have the sentence—* Ttingatam varshnnl DarQa-purnamasahhynvi

y(ijlta\ yadi Dakshtiyanaydji sydt atho api panendagaiva varshani

yajBta
;

atra hi Sva sd sampadyntB ;
dvB hi panrnamSsyau yajeta

dvB amdvdsyS, dtra hi Bva khalu ad aampad hhavati,* (‘ One should perform

the Darga-Purnamdsa for thirty years ; but if the sacrificer happens to bo

a performer of the Ddkshdyana^ he could finish it in fifteen years

.... as in this sacrifice two Paurnamdais and two Dargaa are per-

formed
;
and hence the requisite number of these latter would be com-

pleted by tho Ddkshdynna being performed for fifteen years only?]

This completion of the ‘ thirty years * and the ‘ Darga-PUrnamSaa ' (by

t]»e performance of tho Bdkahdyana) distinctly indicates the non-

difference of the Ddkshayana from the Darga-Piirnamdsa, For tho

thirty-year course of tlie Darga-Purnamnaa could not be made up by
tho performance of an altogether different saciiBce (while the text

distinctly lays down the fact of the thirty-year course being made up
by the fifteen-year course of the Bdkahdyana), Nor could there be a

gratuitous rejection of tho thirty-year limit, whereby the fifteen-year

course would be due to a different sacrifice (that is to say, the mere per-

formance of an altogether different sacrifice could not justify a rejection of

the original thirty-year limit). Nor can it be urged that the course

of the Barga-Purnamdsa itself is reduced to one of ^Jifteen years * by reason

of the performer being a performer of another sacrifice in the shape

of the Bakshdyana, Because if this latter were wholly distinct from

the former, there would be no relationship between the two (whereby the

performance of one could reduce the course of another). And also

because in that case, there would be no justification for the explana-

tory sentence ^ dvB hi paurnamdayau dvB amdvdsye* (which lays down the

fact of two of each of these being performed in the Bdkahdyana^ in-

stead of only one, as in the case of the ordinary Barga-PUrnamasa,

as the reason for the thirty-year limit being reduced to one of fifteen

only).
**
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Satra (10): The name C JDUkshayana^) in due to the peculi-

arity of the Accessory.

(This Sutra meets the Piirvapahsha argument of Sutra 6),

The Name serves the purpose of distinguishing an Action from
others, only when it occurs in the originative Injunction of that Action,

and is not I'ecognized to have a connection with any previous Action. In
the case in question, however, we find that tlie name * Dukshnyana

'

is

not connected with any originative Injunction
;

specially as in this

case we do not find the sentence introduced by any word expressing

the beginning of a new action,—as we do in the sentence * atha ealia

jyotihy etc* And then, inasmuch as the Name is quite capable of

being explained as mentioning an Accessory of the previous Sacrifice,

it cannot serve the purpose of distinguishing the Action. That the

word * Bdkshdyana^ denotes a mere repetition of the previous sacrifice

of the Dar^a^Purnamdsa is shown by the sense afforded by the com-

ponents of the word itself, as also by the above-quoted text (that theie

are two Darias and two Paurnamasas, in the Dokshdyana), Hence

we conclude, from the Coiitext, that the Result mentioned in the sentence

in question follows from the Dakshayana as based upon the Darga^

Purnamdsa, The word ^Daksha* means ‘the Saorificer who is expert

and very quick at the performance of the sacrifice (of thirty years,

in only half the time)’
;
the Priests appointed by such a sacrificer are

^ diiksha* (appointed by the clever sacrificer); and the ^ ayana* (per-

formance) of these priests is the ‘ DdkshCiyana * (and thus we find

that the constituent parts of the word also point to the same fact that

is mentioned in the text quoted above).

The name ‘ SSkamprastJnya
*

also means that the substance referred

to by this word is offered {' prasthiyatB*) along with sAkam*) the

smaller vessels, before the cutting up of tlie Sdnnffyya cake
;
and thus

this name also is found to belong to a material only, in connection

with the previous sacrifice
;
and hence ^.^this case also, there is

nothing to oppose the recognition, in ^tsfle sentences in question, of

the Action that has been mentioned before.

Sutra (11): There is nothing peculiar in the completion (of

the sentence with the mere mention of the result).

[This meets SUtra 7.]

Though the sentence does not enjoin the Result in reference to

the Action, yet, inasmuch as it does not speak of any connection between

the Action and the Result, the Action herein mentioned cannot be

different from the previous sacrifice. Just as the fact of the Result
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following from the Action has been established under Sutra II—i—

1

et 8Pq.—so, exactly in the same manner, has it also been shown, under

Sutra II—ii—26, that there are certain sentences that serve the solo

purpose of establishing the relationship between a Result and a certain

Accessory of the previous sacrifice. And hence there being a doubt

as to which of these two previous conclusions should be applied to the case

in question, the presence of certain other words (such as those cited under

Sutra 9) distinctly point to the conclusion that in the present case,

the Result is mentioned as following from the Accessory (of the previous

sacrifice) and not from any distinct sacrifice.



ADHIKARANA (5).

[Actions mentioned along with Substances and Deities are distinct

sacrifices,
"I

Sutra (12) :
“ It is a mere preparatory rite, as not occurring

‘'in the Context (of any particular sacrifice); specially as

“there is no word denoting an Action.”

Without reference to any particular sacrifice, we find the sentence

—

* Vayavyam gvetamdlahhBta hhutikHmah' * sauryam caium nirvapet brahma-

varchasakamah.* And in connection with this there arise the follovviiif^

questions :—I. Inasmuch as, as a general rule, all sentences, not appearing

in reference to any particular sacrifice, are taken as serving some purpose

of the Action mentioned in the Context,—does the sentence simply lay

down the accessories ‘ fveta * and* Cam ’ respectively of the * Touching’

and * Preparing,* that form part of the Darga^PurnamSsa sacrifice,

which is the action mentioned in the Context ? or does it lay down

two independent and distinct Actions ? II. (If the Actions mentioned

are distinct and independent), are these actions only those that are

mentioned hy the actual words of the sentence ? or is it these actions

as accompanying the ‘ sacrifice ’ that are meant ?

The fact of the sentence in question not occurring in reference

to any particular Action has been specially pointed out, in the Bha-

shya, with a view, (1) to show that there is sufficient ground

for doubt, (2) that the present Adhikarana is not a mere repetition

of what has been dealt with before, and also with a view to afford

some sort of a ground for the (3) Purvapaksha and (4) its Refutation.

(1) If the ‘Touching’ and the ‘ Preparing ’ had been mentioned

in reference to a previously mentioned sacrifice, then the idea

of that sacrifice would be present when we came across the

sentences in question
;
and as such there could never be any ques-

tion of the sentence laying down a distinct sacrifice. While when

they do not appear in reference to any such sacrifice, inasmuch

as the accessories of Cveta, etc,, are quite capable of forming the

objects of Injunction, it might be that these might be taken as

enjoined with reference to the ‘ Touching ’ and the ‘ Preparing ’

spoken of at a distance (in the sentence laying ilown the Darga-Purnamllsa);
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or it might be that no idea of that previous sacrifice being present

in the mind at the time, the sentence may be taken as laying down
a distinct Action

;
and thus the nmtter would be doubtful.

(2) The sentence in question would, at first sight, appear as

laying down an Action couTiected with the ‘ sacrifice,’ and hence as having

been already dealt with under Sutra II—ii—17. But as the sentence in

question does not appear with reference to any sacrifice, and hence

there is no sacrifice, in this case, which could be referred to by it,

—

secondly, as the accessories of ‘ Coeta;* etc., are quite capable of being

laid down by themselves with reference to the Action connected with

the substances mentioned in that sentence itself,— the injunction of an

action connected with the ‘ sacrifice * could, in the case in question,

scarcely be got at
;
and hence it becomes necessary to take up its considera-

tion on the present occasion.

(3) It is only when the sentence docs not refer to any previous

action that the Purvapaksha could have the slightest semblance of

plausibility
;
because, no other ‘ Touching ’ and ‘ Preparing ’ being

found in the same Context with the sentence in question, it could not

but be taken as laying down certain accessories with reference to the

original * Touching ’ and ‘ Preparing ’ (of the Darga-Purnamasa).

(4) The Refutation of this Purvapaksha also would be possible only

when the sentence in question is known as not occurring in reference to any

previous sacrifice. Because then alone could it be argued that, inasmuch

as the sentence does not occur in any particular Context, it could

have no distinguishing feature whereby it could pertain to the

original ‘ Touching ’ and ‘ Preparing ’
;

specially as the connection

of these is actually found to be materially impossible
;
and as such these

original ‘ Touching * and * Preparing ’ could never be mentioned in

the sentence in question.

The ‘Touching’ and the ‘Preparing’ have been spoken of in

the Bhashya as ‘ gunavidhi^' because they form the objects of the

gunavidhi.

On the above questions, we have, at first, the following

PCTRVAPAKSHA A.

“ Just as in the case of the P&kshiSyana it has been found (in

“ the foregoing Adhikarana) that, the sentence mentioning the connection

of the Accessory, and thus there being no word injunctive of any Action,

“the sentence could not be taken as laying down a distinct Action,
“ — so would it also bo in the case in question. This similarity
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between the two cases is what is implied by the word * ca ’ in the

“ Sutra.

“ The Sutra mentions the word ‘ aprakaranS ’ with a view to

“ point out the exact object, with regard to which the sentence in

“ question would lay down the Accessories. Or it may mean that,

“ though there is this difference between the sentence in question

“ and that dealt with in the previous Adhikarana, that the present one

“does not appear in the Context of any particular Action,—yet inasmuch
“ as the connection of the original action (Dar^a-Purnamasa) is not
“ obstructed by the presence of the Injunction, in the sentence, of

“ any other Action, the sentence must be taken as mentioning the
“ original actions of ‘ Touching ’ and ‘ Preparing with a view to lay

“ down certain accessories in connection with them. Hence the sentence
**

* CvStamalabhSta
* must be taken as enjoining that the Oart-pole at

“ the JDarga-Purnamdsa should he touched after it has been made
“ white

;
and similarly the sentence ‘ carum nirvapet

*

should bo
“ taken as enjoining that the ‘ preparing* (or holding), at the same
“ Darpa-Purnamdsa, is to bo of the Caru (boiled rice), or that it is

“ to be measured by the Ittce.

“Then, ns for the mention of the results of ‘prosperity* and
“

* Brahmio glory ’ spoken of in the sentence as following from ‘ Touching ’

“and ‘Preparing*, it would be a mere reference to the same results

“ following from the Dan^a-Purnamdsa, which is specially spoken of

“ as accomplishing all desirable results.

“ Then as for the word ‘ Vdt/avyam' that too could be taken as

“ only referring to the cart-pole of the Darga- Purnnmnsa
;

because
“ the pole is made of the ivood of a certain tree, and Vdyu is the presiding

“Deity of all trees. And as for the word ^ Saury that would bo

“ a reference to the AgnSya cake of the Darga-PUrnamdsa, . because
“ both Agni and Surya are the deities of Light.

“ For these reasons we conclude that the sentences serve to lay

“ down accessories for the Actions mentioned in connection with the
“ Darga-PUrnamdsa."

Sutra (13) :
** Mere * Touching ’ and * Preparing * are the distinct

actions laid down by the sentences ; because all Actions
** are based upon Direct Vedic Declarations.'*

[In reply to the e^oo^oPUrvapaksha we have the following arguments,

which, however, embody another Theory not acceptable to us, and which is

refuted in the next Sutra. Hence this is treated as a distinct rurviipaksha.'\
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PURVAPAKSHA B.

“If ‘Touching’ and ‘Preparing* were wholly incapable of

“ having the character of the enjoined^ then alone could the sentences in

“ question be taken as laying down mere Accessories. As a matter of

“ fact, however, it is those Actions themselves that are meant to be enjoined

“ by the sentence.

“ For the present we lay aside the word ‘ Vdyavya,* and proceed

“ to refute the aforesaid arguments, on the basis of the word express-

“ ing the result.

“ If the * White ’ and the ‘ Rice ’ be taken as laid down with refer-

“ ence to previous ‘Touching’ and ‘Preparing,’ then the mention of

“ the Results (Prosperity and Brahmic glory) would be wholly meaning-

“less. For even if the mention of these were mere references to the
“

‘ all results * following from the Dar^a-Purnamasa^ then too the pari-

“ cular results of ‘ Prosperity * and ‘ Brahmic glory ’ would be only

“two among the many alternative results; and as such the mention
“ of these as if they were the only results would not be quite compatible.

“ If again, these Results be taken as mentioned by way of qiialifica-

“ tions, then there would be a syntactical split. If then the sentences
“ be taken as laying down the relationship between the Accessory and the
“ Result, then, inasmuch as the original ‘ Touching,* etc., of the
“ Barga-Purnam^sa would not be capable of serving as the substrate

‘*of this relationship, the sentence itself would also have to lay down
“ the connection of the necessary substrate

;
and this would entail a

“ syntactical split.

“ Whereas there is no objection to the view that the sentence

“lays down the Touching as qualified by ' white' \— it is with a view to

“ this that the Sutra says

—

because actions are based upon Direct Vedic
“ Declarations. That is to say, in the case in question, it is the Action that,

“ being the object of Injunction, is based upon the authority of that
“ Declaration ; and hence the Injunction of the mere Property of
“

‘ white ’ would not have the authority of the Veda.
“ Or, the Sutra may be taken as follows : The action meant to

“ be laid down is just what is distinctly mentioned^ and not as accompanied
“ by ‘ Sacrifice *

;
because the only basis for Actions is Direct Declaration

;

“ that is to say, the element of ‘ Sacrifice ’ not being mentioned in the text,

“ it could not well be accepted as enjoined by it. Nor is that
“ element so very necessary that without it nothing can be accomplished

;

“ as it is quite possible for the ‘ Touching’ and the ‘ Preparing ’ to bring
“ about the Results, and thus serve as the Principal Actions. Specially as
“ there is no ground for believing that the Action that has once been known
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“ as subsidiary to anotlier, can never appear as a Principal Action,

“ even when it is actually spoken of as such
;
because the Principal or

“subsidiary character of an Action depends upon the Veda; and
“ tliere is nothing inherent in the Actions themselves that w'ould mark
“ them out as the one or the other.

“As for the word ‘ Vnyavyam* (which might be urged as pointing

“ to the fact of the ‘ white object’ being offered to the Deify Vnyu^ which
“ offering would constitute a so orifice)

^
it could be exphiined away, as being

“ a mere reference, on the ground that all substances are capable of

“ being, in some way or other, related to certain deities (even without
“ their being actually offered to them). Or, the sentence might be
“ taken to mean that— ‘ when one has set aside a certain object for

“ the sake of Foyu, if wo happen to totteh it, it would bring prosperity

“to us.* And as the sentence embodies a qualified Injunction,

“ there would not bo any very great trouble in taking the sentences

“ thus. Or, the sentences might mean that the desirable results aro ob-

“ tainod as soon as the white object is touched for the sake of Vayu,
“ or when the boiled rice is prepared for the sake of the Sun. And cer-

“ taiiily it is not in a sacrifice alone that anything can bo done for

“ the sake of certain Deities. Because there is no incompatibility
“ in something being done for the sake of a certain Deity, whenever
“ that happens to be enjoined for being done as such (even if it bo not a

“ sacrifice). Therefore all that the sentence in question means, in

“accordance with the expressed Injunction, is that ‘something
“ white should be touched for the sake of Vnyn,*

“ Having shown that there is a syntactical split, if the sentence

“ be taken as laying down an Accessory, and then, the connection of

“ the Result,—the Bhashya now grants, for the sake of argument, the

“ rejection or neglect of the word expressing the result ; and then

“it proceeds to show anomalies in the above Purvapakshu : Atha va

“ yosau vidhnyaJeah gahdah, etc. The sense of this is that, though it will

“ be said later on that the sentences that do not appear in connection

“ with any particular Action serve the puipose of mentioning some-
“ thing for the original Action of the Context,—yet, this declaration is not

“one that has an absolute verbal authority; as it is only based upon
“ the fact of these factors mentioned in the sentences being otherwise in-

“ capable of serving any useful purpose, apart from the original action. In
“ the case in question, however, we find that the existence of ‘ Touching *

“ and * Preparing * elsewhere {i.e., apart from the original action) is not

“ wholly impossible,—because they are met with even in ordinary woi-ldly

“experience. Then if the ‘Touching* wore meant to ho >spocilied in the

“sentence in <|uestion with the sole purpose of proeliiding ibe ‘ <ou**liing
’
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“of the ordinary world,—then, there being no other specif3 ing word, the

“ specification would have to be done by the Injunctive affix itself
;
and

“ hence all that the word ‘ alahhSta could mean would be ‘ that touching

“ which has been laid down as something to ho done *
;
and the potency of the

“ Injunctive having ,been wholly spent up in this, any further injunction

“ of the Accessory would be absolutely impossible. Nor can the

“ single injunctive word ‘ dlabhSta ’ serve the twofold purpose of indicat-

“ ing the former ‘ Touching \ and laying down the accessory ‘ white'

“ If again the word ‘ dlabhBta
*

be taken as referring only to the Hoot*

“ meaning (the Touching previously mentioned), then as the mere ‘ Touch-

** ing ’ would exist in the ordinary world also, the accessory would como

“ to be enjoined for such ordinary Touching also
;
and as such Injunction

“ of the accessory for the ordinary Touching would not bring about any

“ results, the word would become meaningless. But this mere meaning-

“ lessness, without the action of any Context, etc., cannot lead us to accept

“only the Verdio ‘Touching’ and ‘Preparing’ as to be meant by the

“ sentences in question.

“ And hence, there being no ground for connecting the sentences with

“ any original Action mentioned before, they must be taken as laying

“ down a distinct ‘ Touching ’ and ‘ Preparing' ”

SIDDHINTA.

Sutra (14): But the * sacrifice’ is laid down; because of the

mention of the enjoyer of the Substance and the Result, which
are related to some sort of an Action.

Just as the presence of the word speaking of the Result has been
urged as setting aside the former PUrvapaksha that the sentences lays

down an Accessoi y,—so, in the same manner the latter Purvapaksha also,

which holds mere ‘ Touching ’ to be the object enjoined, can be refuted

by means of the words expressing the Deities (* Vtigavgam ' and
‘ Sauryam ’).

Inasmuch as, as a matter of fact, the Injunction in question depends
upon each of the words contained in the sentence, it must be taken, in the

case in question, as pertaining to the relationship of the substance, the

Deity and the word (‘ vayavyam ') expressing that relationship. And as the

relationship would not bo possible without the action of ^sacrifice/

it naturally implies such an Action
;

specially as no other action is

capable of bringing about that relationship. For if we were to touch

the subtsance, without offering it to the Deity Vnyu, it would not be
‘ vdyavya* Nor can the sentence be taken to mean that we should

touch only that particular substance which is ordinarily known as
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* vdyavya ’ (dedicated to Vayu)
;
because such dedication to a Deity can be

brought about only by performance^ Hence tlie sentence could not but

be taken as meaning that ‘ the white substance should be offered

to Vayu ’
;
and from this we conclude that the sentence is the Injunction

of a ‘sacrifice* (in the shape of offering). Because the ‘ Injunction of

Sacrifice’ will be defined later on as ^ yajaticodand dravyadBvatakriy^im

samud&yB hriyarthaMt * (IV—ii—27).

And thus the ‘ touching * and ‘ preparing ’ mentioned in the sentences

in question would be mere ‘ references ’ to the same Actions mentioned in

the original Injunction (in connection with the Dar^a-Purnamdsa)

.

Though the Purvapakshi has brought forward the objection of the

highly complicated character of the theory of the sentence being

a qualified Injunction,—yet as it must have been carelessly brought

forward, and that too against an assumed adversary, we take no

notice of it here (because we do not hold to that theory; what we

liold is that the Injunction is of the Sacrifice only, there being mere

references to Touching and Preparing).

Sutra (15): Also because we find texts indicating the same
conclusion.

We have the text—‘ SaumUraudran carun nirvapBt- . . . parip'ite

yajBta'
;
and in this as soon as the word * saumaraudram' (which speaks

of the connection of the Cam with the Deities Soma and Rudra)

has been uttered, though there is no word expressing ‘ sacrifice,’—yet,

inasmuch as the sentence ^parifritB yajeta^ which lays down the

proper cooking of the rice^ refers to a previous Sacrifice by the word ^yajeta'

—we always recognize the sentence as laying down a certain action con-

nected with ‘ sacrifice.* In fact, in the case of the sentence ‘ agnU

shomtyam pa^umdlahhBta,' it is only by the above reason that the

presence of ‘ sacrifice ’ is admitted.
*

In the previous Adhikarana we considered the question as to whether

the sentence is an Injunction or a mere reference to a previous Action
;

while what we have considered in the present Adhikarana is the question

as to,—the Injunctive character having been established,—what sort of

an Action (either mere Touching or Sacrifice) is enjoined by it. And as

such there is no mere useless repetition.
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[The Touching of the Galfy etc.^ is a mere purificatory ritej]

Sutra (16) : In a doubtful case, the correct conclusion is arrived
at by a perception of similarity.

Some people declare that—* whatever is mentioned in glosses

and commentaries is present in the Sutra
;

as it is the Sutra that is

the source of all meanings
;
everything is contained in the Sutra *

And against these people the following is urged : A reason never

establishes its conclusion until the form of this effect has boon duly

shown. And, as a matter of fact, wo find the SHtra mentioning only

the reason,

—

^ prUyadar^anat* Nor is the meaning of the Sutra or

the Coufextt etc ,
capable of showing what special instance is meant

to be dealt with, or what the question and conclusion are? Thus then the

Satra being altogether unintelligible, it devolves upon the commentators
to try and remove this deficiency of the Sutra. Specially as the supplying
of words, from outside, into the Sutra, has been prohibited, only with
x’eference to such Sutras as are quite explicable without it

;
and all that

is meant by that prohibition is that, inasmuch ns the sole motive of the

author of the Sutra is to train the intellect of the pupil, only that

much of extraneous matter should be assumed, without which the

Sutra would be inexplicable, and all sorts of matter are not to bo saddled

on to it.

And hence inasmuch as the subject, etc., of the Adhikarana have not

been mentioned in the Sutra, the author of the Vftti shows what
they are. This is how people explain the Bhdshya, when it proceeds

to draw upon the gloss of XJpavarsha.

In connection with the present Sutra, XJpavarsha has cited the

sentence ‘ vatsamalabhBta,* found in the Agnihotra section, in connection

with the milking of the cow. And he has shown that, with regard to this

sentence also, we have a threefold doubt : (1) Does the sentence

lay down the calf with the reference to the ‘Touching’ originally

mentioned in the Context ? (2) Or, does it lay down mere * Touching * ?

(3) Or does it lay down a ‘ Sacrifice ’ ?

As to the first alternative, it has been loft out, because, there being

no specifleation in the sentence, there is nothing in it to point to the
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‘ Toucliing ’ previously mentioned in t!ie Context ;—as shown in tbo

foregoing Adhikarana,

And inasmuch as the conclusion arrived at in the foregoing Adhikaranti

points to the fact of the sentence under consideration hero also being the

Injunction of a Sacrifice^ the Bhashya proceeds to explain the present

Adhikarai^a as an exception to the foi^egoing one.

Though, as a matter of fact, on account of the sentence dealt with here

being a counter- instance of tlie foregoing Siddhanta argument based upon

the connection of the Enjoyer^ the Furvapaksha of the present Adhikarana

has almost wholly been represented (in the shape of the Siddhdnta

of the foregoing Adhikarana)
;
yet the Bhdshya proceeds to present it

afresh
;
because of the peculiar character of the intellect of certain persons

;

as there are some people, so imbued with the idea of the Logician,

that they think of interpreting the Veda also by means of Inferences

from similarity
; and these persons would never grasp the fact of the

Purvapaksha having been refuted, unless it has been duly set forth

previously.

Some people accept the word ‘ dlahhSta * as synonymous with
‘ sacrifice,* on the strength of the foregoing Adhikarana

;
while otliers

take it as merely implying the ‘sacrifice ’
;
and it is both these views

that they bring forward in connection with the sentence in question

also. And we have in connection with this a twofold

PtJRVAPAKSHA;—

namely ; “ (1) The sentence in question lays down a distinct sacrifice,—

“ (2) it lays down the calf in connection with the sacrifice that has been
“ laid down previously.”

THE siddhanta
view is that in the case of the sentence dealt with in the foregoing

Adhikarana, we accepted the injunction of tlie ‘ sacrifice,* on the sole

ground of the relationship between the substance and the Deity therein

mentioned (by the word ‘ vdyavyam *),—and not, either on the strength

of a newly-discovered expressive potency of the word ‘ dlahhstaf

or on that of a fallacious Inference (of the implication of * sacrifice *

by the word ‘ alabhSta *). In the case in question, however, as wo have
no word expressive of the said relationship (of Deity and Substance),

we must take the word ‘ alahhsta ’ in its simple direct signification.

Thus would the similarity of the present * touching * with the purificatory

secondary actions of cow-milking and the like be explained
;

as the
‘ Touching ’ also would be a mere secondary rite

;
and this ‘ touching of the
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calf ’ at the particular time of milking the cow, would serve a visible

purpose of making the cow yield more milk.

Sutra (17) : Also because of the possibility of the connection

with the particular ArthavEda.

Close upon the sentence in question we have the sentence * vatsa*

nikSnta hi pagavah ’ (‘ Animals love their young ones dearly *)
;
and this

could be taken as an Arthavdda showing a reason for the previous

Injunction, only when the preceding sentence ‘ vatsamGlahhBta * is

taken as enjoining the ‘ touching * by way of fondling it for the purpose

of making the cow yield more milk [the two sentences together meaning

that ‘ one should touch (fondle) the calf, with a view to the cow yielding

more milk, because animals love their young dearly
''I,

If, on the other hand, the word ‘ HlahhSta * meant ‘ touching for the

purpose of killing
'
(by way of offering to a Deity), the mention

of the fact of the young being dearly loved by animals would be

wholly irrelevant
;
for in that case the purport of the two sentences would

be this :
* Because the calf is loved by its mother, therefore it should

be touched for being killed’—certainly not a very relevant proposi-

tion! In the other case (f.e., when ‘ means touching by way

of fondling) it would be quite natural to expect that, inasmuch as

the cow is fond of the calf, if we fondle the calf, or the calf fondles

us, the cow]would be moved to yield more milk, the flow of which would

be accelerated by the sight of her calf being fondled.

Thus also, it must be admitted that the sentence in question

lays down mere ‘ Touching ' as a secondary action calculated to serve

a useful purpose.



ADHIKARANA (7).

[The NakCLra Garu is for the •purposes of Adh^na."]

Sutra (18) : As connected with the word mentioning an Action,

it must be taken as being for the sake of that Action
;
special-

ly as such is the direct signification of the words of the'

text.

The Adhikarana before last having dealt with the significations of tho

words • * and ‘ nirvapSt^ a8 contained in the sentences * pvcZawa-

labheta ’ and ‘ sauryaflcarunnirvapBty —the last Adhikarana has dealt with

the counter-instance *of tho first part of that Adhikarana
;
and the present

Adhikarana proceeds to deal with the counter-instance of the second

portion dealing with the ‘ Prepai ing ^ in connection with the boiled

rice. Nor is tho case of this exactly similar to that dealt with in

the foregoing Adhikarana ;
as in this we have a further ground of doubt,

in the shape of the mention of a Deity (Efbaspati),

[In connection with * Agni^' we meet with the sentence ‘ naivdra(^-

carurhhavatif* and then ‘ yadUnani carumupadadhdti ’
;
and here arises the

question as to whether the boiled rice is laid down for the purpose of the

sacriHce (the sense of the texts being that ‘ having sacrificed out of the

rice, the remnant is to bo kepi aside), or that it is laid down for the sole

purpose of being kt-pi aside.]

And on this question, we have the following

PURVAPAKSHA.
“ The character of a subsidiary to Sacrifices is inherent in all

** such substances as boiled rice^ cake and the like
;
and hence in all cases,

“ it is necessary to give up one’s ownership of these substances (in favour
“ of someone else). Consequently, what the word ‘ upadadh&ti ’ in the
“ sentence * carum upadadhUti ’ means is that there is to bo a * pratipatfi ’

“ (keeping aside, throwing away ) of the Caruj and as no such ^ pratipatti ’

“of a thing would be possible until it had been already utilised, wo are
“ led to look out for that at which the boiled rice could have been utilised

;

“and the foremost of all, that which presents itself as being most capable

“of affording an occasion for the said utilisation of the Rice, is tho

“‘Sacrifice’; and hence wo aie led to accept the fact of the Oaru
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“ being of use at the sacrifice. Subsequently too, we meet with the

“sentence * Brhaspatereiadannam yannivHra, etc.\ which distinctly meii-

“ tions Brhaspati as the Deity of the Rice ;
and under the circumstances, if

“ the connection between the Bice and that Deity were not duly established

“by means of a sacrifice, the mention of the Deity would be absolutely

“ meaningless. Therefore we must take the sentences in question to mean
“ that—‘ after having performed the sacrifice of the BdrhasjpatyacarUy

“ which forms a part of the Agniya sacrifice, we should desist, for a

“time, from proceeding with the other sacrifices connected with the

“ Agneya^ and keep aside the Rice (that has been offered to Brhasputi).’

SIDDIIINTA.

To the above we make the following reply : There is nothing

inherent in the Bice that would always make it employed at sacrifices
;
in

f>ict the use to which such things are to be put is ascertained by means

of the authoritative directions that may be found witli regard to them.

As soon as the appearance of the Rice has been mentioned, we
naturally seek for the use to which it could bo put

;
and we are met by

the sentence ‘ yadenam enrum upadadhati,* which directly lays down the

fact of the Bice helping towaids the preparation of the altar for the

reception of the Fire to be used at the sacrifice. And the Rice thus

having its use clearly defined, it could not have any connection

with another Action, even if such an aK’.tion were directly mentioned
;
and

hence it is all the more impossible for it to have anything to do with

an Action that is not even mentioned (but only indirectly implied).

Nor can the keeping spoken of be said to have the charaefer of the

Tratipatti ;
because wo do not know of any use to which it could

be put prior to the keeping.

Further, even in tlio case of an action which is performed with

regard to an independent purpose, the Bice has a certain predomin-

ance over the keeping
;
and hence as unless the Bice is purified by the

said keeping^ it cannot help in the preparation of the altar,—there is

nothing incompatible in the presence of the Accusative ending (in

‘ Garum
Then again, inasmuch as there are only three ways of the direct

mention of the connection of a Deity (1) the Nominal Deific affix,

(2) the Dative ending, (3) the Indicative words contained in the

vinntrafi']^—the connection of the Niriira Bice with the Deity Brhsspjiti

mentioned in the Arthnvnda could, at best, he only an implied (or inferred)

one ; as that Arthavitda is devoid of all the three means of directly

mentioning the Deity.
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That is to say, the Deity Brhaspati, being mentioned in connec-

tion with the Ntvara (in the ArthavCtda passage), could be connected with

the 22ice, only by a highly complicated process. For instance, (1) first of

all, * Brhaspati,’ though mentioned in the supplementary Arthavada,

would have to be taken as the Deity in reference to the Injunction, which,

however, does not stand in need of any such connection of Deity ;

—

then (2), the deific character of Bfhaspati would have to be assumed,

even in the absence of any of the three indicators of Deity—the Nominal

Affix and the rest;—and (3) lastly, there would be the necessity of having

to assume the fact of the ‘ sacrifice ’ being implied by the sentence

‘ naivolraqcarurhliavati'

For these reasons, it is far more reasonable to take the Garu (Rice)

as serving the purpose of being keft aside.

Some people bring forward the supplementary sentence ‘ Barliaspafyo

bhavatiy* as containing the word ‘ Bdrhasputyahy* which is co-extensive with
‘ caruh/ and which serves to point out, by means of the nominal affix, the

Deity connected with tlie Garu (Rice). But for these people also, it

would be necessary to take the Injunction, in the very first instance,

as pointing to the fact of the Garu being for the purpose of being

kept

;

and then as there would bo no deficiency felt in the Injunction, for

want of a Deity, it would not be possible for the sentence to lay down any
Deity. Consequently, the present tense in the sentence ‘ Bdrhaspatyo

bhavati* would indicate that the character of being related to Brhaspati^

that is attributed to the Garu (in the sentence ^ Brhaspatervd etadan-

nam yannivdrah*) by way of eulogising it, is the same that we perceive

as belonging to it, at the present time
;
and thus the meaning of the

sentence ‘ BfliaspatervH, etc* comes to be the same as that of the sentence

‘ Bdrhaspatyo bhavati * (though this latter occurs in the Taittiriya Text,

while the former in the Mddhyandiniya'),

For these reasons we conclude that the sentence in question lays

down, not a sacrifice^ but that alone which it distinctly mentions

—

viz.^ the

keeping aside of the Oaru.



ADIIIKARANA (8).

[The Tvdshfra Patnivata is subservient to the Faryagnikarana.']

Sutra (19) : Inasmuch as the Patnivata is recognised as the

previous one, the sentence in question must be taken as

serving the purpose of precluding (the subsequent sub-

sidiaries).

In connection with what has gone before, we proceed to consider

whether the word ‘ utsrjati * signifies the sacrifice or not.

The sacrifice having been laid down in the sentence, ‘ TvSshtram

pHtnivatamdlahhatSf* we find another sentence—‘ Paryagnikrtarn pdtni-

vatamutsrjanti* And in connection with this latter sentence, there

is a doubt as to whether it lays down an Accessory (to the sacrifice laid

down in the former sentence), or a distinct Action,—the doubt being due

to the twofold construction of which the sentence is capable. And on

this, we have the following

PtTRVAPAKSHA.

The sentence lays down a distinct Action ; because the Injunctive

** potency of the sentence pertains, as in the case of the sentence * vHya*

vyam ^vBtamdlabhStaf to the relationship between the substance and the
“ Deity.

** And further, inasmuch as the sentence in question does not contain
** any mention of Tvashtd^ the action mentioned therein cannot be recognised

as the same as that mentioned in the previous sentence (in which the word
Tudshtra forms an important factor) ; and (if the action mentioned in

the two sentences be taken as the same on the ground of both sentences

“laying down the ^ pfitnivata*)^ then, on account of the sentence in

“ question contaioiug the mention of ‘ paryagniharana *

also, there would
“ be a syntactical split (if it laid down the P&tnivata also).

“ That is to say, if in the sentence in question, both the words
“ (‘ paryagnikftam

* and ‘ pHtnivatam*) were mentioned as mere qualifica-

“tions, as the two words {^tvRshtra* and ^ p&tnivatam*) are in the pre-

“ vious sentence,—then the action mentioned in the sentence in question

“ could be recognized as the same as that mentioned in the previous

“ senteAce. As a mutter of fact, however, in the case in question,
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we have not even the slightest touch of such a recognition,—as we have
“ that of ‘ MahBndra * in the Indrapragdtha

;
and hence even on account of

“ the action mentioned in the second sentence being connected with

“a distinct Deity (Agni), it cannot but betaken as distinct from that
“ mentioned before (which is connected with TvashfH as its Deity).

“ If again, the sentence be taken as laying down the * giving aivay *

utsTjati *) with reference to the F&tmvata^ then, inasmuch as it is

“also found to mention the qualification of ^ paryagnikrtam^' there would
“ be a syntactical split ; and it would be in an indirect way that the

“‘giving away’ would be connected (with the paryagnikarana)

,

And
“ further, as the ‘ giving away *

of the Putmvata has already been men-
“ tionedin the previous originative Injunction, its repetition in the sentence

“ in question would be useless (if the Actions were the same). Nor is any

“useful purpose served, in the present instance, by the injunction of the
“ Paryagnikarana (in connection with the action in question)

;
because its

“existence in that Action is already indicated by its presence in the
“ original Primary of that Action. Nor can we accept the sentence as

“containing an alternative injunction of the Action having Pd^mra^a for

“ its Deity
;
as the position of the Deity is already occupied by Tvashtd

“ mentioned in the originative Injunction.
“ Nor can the difference of the two Actions be asserted on tho mere

“ground of the repetition of the Paryagnikaraifa, whose helpfulness in the
“ original Action has been duly ascertained,—as in the case of the Orha^
“ mSdhtya, Because the sentence in question mentions the Paryagnikarana
“ merely as a subordinate factor. Nor can the word ‘ Paryagnikarana '

“ be taken as denoting the subsidiary procedure ending with the Paryagni-

karana

;

and as such the mere mention of the ‘ Paryagnikftam *

“ could not serve to separate the part of the procedure ending with the
“ ParyagnikaraiM^ from the subsidiary actions that come after it. Nor
“ again is the word ‘Paryagnikftarn* expressive of time

;
and hence tho

“ sentence could not be taken to mean that the giving away is to be done
“ at the time of the Paryagnikarana, And there is no ground for taking tho
“ word * Paryagnikrtam * as indirectly indicative of the time

; specially

“ when the direct signification of the word makes tho sentence quite

“ compatible and explicable.

“ Then again, all the subsidiaries of the sacrifice being equally laid

“down as to be performed along with it,—and the performance of none of

“these being prohibited by any other sentence,—when the time of the
“ Paryagnikarana comes, all the subsidiaries would come to be performed

;

“and it could not be definitely known which one of the many subsidiaries

“is to be performed at that time ; because if all of them were to be

performed at that time, the pi'escribed time would be transgressed
;
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“while if attention were paid to the observance of the time (by thd

“ performance of any one of the subsidiaries), that would mean the neglect

“of the other subsidiaries (consequently the sentence cannot be taken as

“ laying down the time of the Paryagnikarana^ for the performance of the

“ sacrifice mentioned in the previous sentence).

“ The same arguments also serve to set aside the view that the
** sentence lays down the particular state of the ‘ giving away ’

;
because

“ the previous Injunction itself has laid down that the PStnivata is to be

“ given away when in the state of the Paryagni (and so this could not be
“ enjoined over again in the sentence in question). If it be urged that

“ the sentence serves to preclude the condition subsequent to the Paryagni-
“ karonay then that would entail the three anomalies (of rejecting the

“ enjoinedy accepting that which is not enjoined and so forth, which have
“ been shown to attach to all Preclusive Injunctions).

“ Thus then, wo find that in the sentence in question, there is nothing
“ that could be laid down with reference to the previous sacrifice

;
and as

‘‘such we conclude that it lays down a distinct Action, connected with the

“Deity (Agni) and the material {Patmvata)y—having for its original

“either the sacrifice mentioned in the previous sentence (which has the

“same Deity and Accessory), or the Agnishomiya sacrifice.’"

SIDDHANTA.

To the above, wo make the following reply : Inasmuch as the

sacrifice mentioned in the sentence in question is actually recognized as

the same as the one mentioned in the previous sentence, we cannot

perceive any other sacrifice in it ; and what the sentence in question does

is to lay down, with regard to the same sacrifice, all the subsidiary

procedure ending with the Paryagnikarana,

The word ^ Patnivata^ in the sentence in question can very well

denote the previous sacrifice, even though it is accompanied by two quali-

fications,—just like the word ‘ agni' in connection with the Manottl sacri-

fice. And the words ^ paryagnikrtamutsrjati' also are cognised, on account

of the Context, as laying down an accessory for that same sacrifice.

Objection

:

“ But we have shown above that none of the various

“ ways of the injunction of accessory is possible in the sentence in

“ question.”

Reply : True
; all the rest have been rejected as impossible ;

but you
have not refuted the theory that the accessory laid down is the Subsidiary

Procedure ending with the Paryagnikarana.

Though the word ‘ Paryagnikrtam ’ itself does not, like the word
^^i(lauta \ directly express that which ends in that {Paryagnikarana)^ yet it
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is quite capable of implying it
;
especially as one cannot be spoken of as

having finished the Paryagnikarana, until all that precedes it has also been

done. Consequently the mention of the * Faryagntkarana * alone also

implies all that precedes it.

And then, the sentence laying down the performance of the TvSefra

is found to stand in need of the mention of the method of procedure to

be employed in regard to it
;
and inasmuch as it would have no reason

for going beyond the group of subsidiaries ending with the Paryagni-

karana (the capability of whose usefulness has been perceived),—it would

not stand in need of all subsidiaries of the original Agnishomiya. And
thus, it having been duly ascertained that, the subsidiaries connected with

the TvSshfra sacrifice ending \iith the Paryagnikarana^—and the mere form

of this sacrifice having been mentioned in the previous sentence,—what

the sentence does is simply to preclude (or separate) the presence of the

subsidiaries subsequent to the Paryagnikarana, from the Tvashfra sacrifice.

And hence it is this separation (or preclusion) that is spokeu of in tho

Sutra as the effect of the sentence
j
hence the Sutra—*pUrvatv&davac-

chBdah \

In this way we would be saved from all the trouble of inferring a

distinct sacrifice, a distinct ApUrva, etc., etc.

Nor is it that the * giving away ’ has been made connected with the

word ‘ Paryagnij* which removes it from its natural precincts. Because

the object of Injunction being the '‘giving away' as qualified by the

subsidiaries ending with Paryagnikarana^—though the form of the ‘ giving

away ' has been already mentioned, yet what the sentence does is to lay

down the subsidiaries ending with Paryagnikarana^ with reference to

that ‘ giving away ’ which has been previously mentioned
;
and as such

there is no removal of any factor from its natural precincts
;
and hence

in one way it is the ‘ giving away ’ itself that has been spoken of as the

object of Injunction.

In accordance with your theory, on the other hand, the Root (in

utsrjati') would come to denote something wholly distinct from itself, just

• as in the case of the sentence dadhnBndriyakHmasya juhuy^t' (as you
‘would have to take 'utsrjati' as laying down something different from
‘giving away’, its rightful denotation). And for this reason also, we
should accept the action mentioned in the sentence in question to be the
same as that mentioned in the previous sentence.

Then again, inasmuch as the Context also favours the view taken of

the subsidiaries ending with Paryagnikarana^ no significance can be
attached to the mention of the ‘ Pdtmvata '

; as this last word serves as a
mere reference to (description of) what already exists

;
and this explana-

tion meets the objection urged above, as to our theory necessitating the
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acceptance of the mention of only a portion of the reference to a qualified

object.

For these reasons, we conclude that the sentence in question serves to

lay down an Accessory with reference to an Action previously mentioned.



ADHIKARANA (9).

[^Adabhya^ etc., are the names of Orahas,]

Sutra 20 : When the name appears by itself without any mention

of the sacrificial materiali it would be subservient to the

Action.

[In no particular connection we find the sentences, ‘ ^sha vai havishfl

haviryajatS yo'ddhhyam grhUvA somaya yajdtB,* and * parct vdi Btasyiiyuh

prana Bti yongwn gthndti',']

And with regard to the holding of the Addhhya and the there

is a threefold doubt, just as in the case of the Slamhha (Touching). And
just as in that ease, so hero also, after having set aside the two other

alternative theories, we have the following

PtJRVAPAKSHA.

“ The sentences in question enjoin two sacrifices* The arguments in

“ support of this view are as follows : It has been shown above (under
“

* NfimadhBya ’) that tlie name of a sacrifice serves to distinguish it even

“from that sacrifice which may have been originally mentioned in the

“ Context
;
and hence it will distinguish actions all the more easily from

“ those that are not mentioned in the same Context, with regard to which
“ there can be no idea of identity.

“ In the case in question we find that the names * ad&bhya ’ and
*‘*An^u* are not known to belong to any sacrifice mentioned in the
** Context

;
and hence the sentence cannot be taken as laying down a mere

“repetition of the same. Consequently we conclude that the sentence
“ lays down the JBkaha sacrifice which forms part of the Jyotishfoma—
“ this conclusion being pointed out by the similarity of the injunction of
“

‘

holding' Nor is the case in question similar to that of the ‘ touching

“of the calf*; (1) because in the first of the two sentences in question,

“ we find the direct mention of the ‘ sacrifice,* and in the second, we have
“ a specific name, which serves to distinguish the Action so named from
“ all other Actions

;
and (2) because the presence of the injunction of

“‘holding* in the sentences transfers, to the actions herein mentioned,
“ all the details of the Jyotishtoma ;

and as such these actions become
“ fully equipped with all the necessary factors of the Material and the
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Dfity, etc. (which is not found in the case of the sentence ‘ vatsama^
** luhhita*),

“ And for these reasons, we conclude that the sentences lay down
** distinct sacrifices.”

SIDDHAKTA,

To the above we make the following reply :

—

In the case of sentences where we have only the Name and the holding

mentioned (as in the case in question), the chances of the mention of a

sacrifice are very much less than in the case of the sentence ‘ vatsamd-

lahhHa*
;
because the former is devoid even of the mention of a Material.

That is to say, we find that, in the sentences in question, the mention

of the Deity is a long way off; and even the object that would form the

objective of the mentioned ‘holding’ is not mentioned. Because the

substance cannot be pointed out except by a class or by a property*

And so long as it has not been ascertained that the actions mentioned in

the sentences are sacrifices, there can be no idea as to the sacriGces being

similar to the Jyotishtoma

;

and as such * Soma ’ (the material offered

at the Jyotishtoma) could not be recognized as the material to be held.

And as for the verb * grhnGii,^ also, there is no reason to believe that it is

always concomitant with the Jyotishtoma ;
because all that it expresses

is mere holding (and this action is present in all sacrifices).

Nor are the names in question—‘ AdUbhya * and ‘ An^u *—the names
of any sacrifices, whereby they could serve to distinguish these sacrifices.

Because these words have been accepted as names, simply on the ground

of their co-extensiveness with ‘ holding ’
;
and as for the difference of

‘ holding * from the previous sacrifices, we also admit it
;
but it does not

follow from this that the sentence lays down a distinct Sacrifice,

As a matter of fact, we have proved, under Sutra II—ii—18, that

even when such sentences are accompanied by the mention of Deities and
Materials, they cannot be taken as laying down sacrifices* While in the

case in question, we do not find even this (mention of the Deity and the

Material). As for the sacrifice that is mentioned by the word ‘ yajUa *

in

the sentence speaking of the Adtihhya^ it cannot, in the present instance,

be taken as enjoined by the Injunctive affix (in ^ yajUa ’), which has its

injunctive potency transferred elsewhere (to the Accessory),—as shown
under the FUrvapdksha of the SUltra II—ii—27, Therefore the sentence

(speaking of Adabhya) mjist bo taken as laying down the ‘holding’ with

reference to a certain sacrifice (laid dojpn before).

Question

:

“ But how do you cjJB)el%^^he An9u with a sacrifice (as

“ the sentence speaking of it does n^contain\kp word ^yajati *) ?
”

In reply to this some p^ple jjgert that^ call||ection with a sacrifice
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Tattva Cintamani, Vol. I, Paso. 1-9 ; Vol. TI, Faso. 1-10; Vol III,

Faao. 1-2; Vol. IV, Faac. 1 ; Vol. V. Faao. l-S ; Part IV, Vol. II,
Faao. 1-12 @ /lO/ each

Tattva Cintamani Didhiti Vivriti, Faac. 1, @ flOf each
Ditto Prakas, Fasc. 1-3, @ flOj each ..

'J'attvirthadhigama Sutram, Faso. 1-3 @ /lO/ ...

Tirthaointamoni, Paso. 1, /lO/ each
TrikSnda-Mniri^anam, Faao. 1-8 (g fXOf
Tarsi Satsai, Faso- 1-5 @ /lO/
•Dpa»nita-bhava-prapafioa-katha, Faao. 1-2, 5-13 @ /lO/ each
UvasagadasSo, (Text and English) Faso. 1-6 @ 1/-
Vallala Oarita, Faso. 1 jlOf
Var^a Kriy& Kaumndl, Faso. 1-6 (if /lO/
•Vayu Purina, Vol. I, Faso. 3-6; Vol. II, Fuse. 1-7; C<$ /lO/ each
Vidhana Pirijita, Faso. 1-8 ; Vol. TI, Faso. 1 @ /lO/ ...

Ditto Vol. IT, Fasc. 2-4, @ 1/4
VividaratnSkara, Faso. 1-7 @ /1 0/ each
Vrhat Svayambhu Parana, Paso. 1-6 @ jXOj ...

Yogasnstra, Fasc. 1-3 ...
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Tibetan Seriet.

Banddhastotrasangraha, Vol, I ... ... 2 0
Al Lower Ladakhi version of Kesarsaga, Faso. 1-4, @ 1/- each ... 4 O
Nyayabindu of Dharmakirti, Faso. I ... ... 1 O
Pag-Sam S'hi Tin, Faso. 1-4 @ 1/- each ... ... ... 4 0
Rtogs brjofi dpag likhri S'in (Tib. A Sans. Avadifia Kalpalabi) Vol. I,

Faso. 1-8 Vol. ir, Fasc. 1-8 @ 1/- each ... ... ... 10 O
Sher-Phyin, Vol. T, Faso. 1-5; Vol. IT, Faso. 1-3; Vol. Ill, Faac. 1-6
<gl/each ... ... ... ... 14 O

AvJkiiii: and Persian Series,

Al-Mnqaddaai (English) Vol. l!, Fasc, 1-4 l/~ ... ... 4 O
ATn-i-AkbarT, FtfBo, 1-22 (S> l/8Leaoh ... ... ... 33 O

Ditto ‘rEpglish) Vol. r,jPkhc. 1-7, Vol. TI, Faao. 1-5, Vol, III,
Fasc. lf-5, Index to Vol. ... ...

. ,,, ,,, 36 O
A kbaxnaiiian, with tndex^ Faao. 1-37 & I’/^each,

. ... 6f» 8
Akbli«:n4inah,English ,Vo1. 1, Faac. 1-8 j VOl. -'ll, ' Faao. 1-7 ; Vol. Ill,

^ '»r’'|^,*l, (S 1/4/ onoh ... '^Vf* •“ ••• ^
Arabic BibHograpliy,.by‘ Dr. A Sprenger (^ ^/ .. ... O JO

‘NCoiiqiieBt of Syria, Faso* '1-8 yiO/ each . ... ... 6 10
Qatfdogue of Arabic Books aud^Manusoripta 1-2 @1/- each ... 2 (>

*r
*

,

• The.'Otber Faa^^ical of these works are oa tof, stock, and complete copiea cannot
be supplied.
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Catalogue of the Fei&ian Books and Mnnnsciipts in the Inbraty of (he
Asiatic Society of Bengal, Fasc 1-3 @.\f- each ... Re.

Dictionary of Arabic Technical Terine, and Appendix Faso. 1-21 @
l/Sy each ...

Fara Naina .. ...

Fai aang-i-Rashidi, Fasc. 1-14 @ 1/8/ each
Fibrist-i-TuBi, or X‘‘3y*e list of Shy’ah Books, FaHC 1-4 @ 1/- on
History of Gnjaiat
Haft Aemnn, llistor^’ of the Persian Mnsna wi, Pastr. 1 (rt* eadi
History of the Caliphs, (English) Faao. 1-6 @ 1/4/ ea«'b
]qilnBinah-i-.labangiri, Fasc. 1-3 (jp f\Of each
Isibah, with Supplement, 51 Fasc. 1/- eaolj
Ma’afiir-i-Raliimi, Part I, Faso. 1 ...

Maa^ir-ul-ITmara, Vol. J, Fasc. 1-9; Vol. 11, Faso. 1-9; Vol III. 1 10;
Index to Vol. 1, Faso. 10-11 ; Index to Vol TI, Fast*. 10-12 ; Index
to 'Vol. HI, Fasc. 11-12 (a /!/ each ... ... ... 3b

Marbamu ’H-Ilali ’L-Mu’Dil.-t ... ... ... 1
Mnnt skbabu-t -Tawarikb, Fasc. 1 -ir> (rt 10/ each ...

*
... 9

Ditto (English), Vol. 1, Fasc. 1-7 ; Vol. • *, Fasc.
1-5 and 3 Indexes ; Vol. TIT, Fuse, 1 @ 1/-

ea<*b ... ... ... ... 16
A1 rintakliabu-l-IiUbab, Fasc. 1 -19 (a /lO/ each... ... ... 11

Ditto Part 3, E’^asc. 1 ... ... ... 1

Nukhbatii-l-Fikr, Fuse. 1 flOf ... O
Nizaini*8 Khiradiiitiiiah-i-lskntulai i, E'as<-. 1-2 (^/^/12 e«ch ... i

Pa-waninu *a-Su.yyad of Khuda Yar Khun ‘Ahbnsi, edited in the origi-
nal Persian witl) Eiiglisli notes by liient -f'ol. D. C. FhiUott ... 5

Riy i7U-s-8alatin. E’aac. 1-5 /H» eacli . ... ... 3
Ditto ( Englisli ) E’aso. 1-5 I/- .. ... ... 6

Tadhkii a-i-Khnshnavisun ... ... ... 1

Tnbaquat-i-Nasiri (EJngHsh), Fa.sc*. 1-1-1 (a- I/- eacb ... ... 14
Ditto Index ... ... ... 1

Tai ikb-i-E'iruz Sbnbi of ^iyan-d-din Barni, Fasc. 1-7 C^- /lO/ eacb ... 4
Tii'il^-i-Fii riz.s))Ahi, of fc}})aina-i-Siraj Aif, Fasc. 1-6 /lO/ each ... 3
'J’eii Ancient Arabic* Poems, E’asc*. 1-2 C(j> 1/8/ each ... ... 3
1’he Mabuni *Ij Diighnt : A Granmiui of the Tnrki LnnguMgo in Persian 1

Tho Persian and Turki Divans of Bay i an Khan, Khan Khanan ... I

Tnzuk- i-Jaliangiri (EJiig.) E^aao. 1 I/- ... ... 1

Wis o Ramin, f'asc 1-5 @ /lOf each '... ... ,. 3
S^afarnsmali, V^ol, 1, E’asc. 1 9, Vol. II, E'asc. 1-8 fa. ;l()/ each ... 10

O
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ASIATIC SOCIETY'S PUBLICATIONS.

1. Asiatj.j Ukskakchk.s, Veds. XIX and XX (i- 10/- oac*h ... ... 2(J

2. PuoCBRniNGS of the Asiatic Society from 1870 to 1904 (a} /8/ per No.
3 .louBNAi. of tli« Asiatic Society for 187<» (8), 1871 (7), 1872 (8), 1873

/S), 1874 (S), 1875(7), 1876 (7), 1877 (8). 1878 (8). 1879 (7), 1880(8),
1881 (7), 1883 (6). 1883 (5), 1884(6), 1835 (6), 1 886 l8), 1887 (7).

1888(71,1889 (lO), 1890 (11), 1891 (7), 1892 1

8

), 1893(H), 1894
(8), J 89.5 (7), 1896 (8), 1897 (8), 1898 (8), 1899 (8), 1900 (7), 1901
1 7), 1 902 (9), 1903 (8), 1904 (16) (€t 1/8 per No. to Members and
(2 2/- i)ei No. to Non -Members.

K. B— The Jigures enclosed iu hrat/cet» give the number of Nos. in each Volume*

4 Journal and Proceedings, N.S., 1905, to date (Nos. 1-4 of 1905 are
out of fttock), 1-8 per No. to Menibers and* Rs. 2 per No. to
NoT»-Mem here.

5. Memoirs, 1905, to date. Price varies from number tonninber. Dis-
count of 25'*/^ to Members.

6. C’entenary Review of the ReBearohee <>f the Society from 1784-1883 8

7. Catalogue of the I.ibrary of the A sialic Society ,
Bengal, lOl^** ... 8

3. Moore and Hewitsou's Uescriptiona of New .Indian Lepidoptera,
Parts I-l 1 1 .

with 8 coloured Plates, 4to, 6/- each ..18
9. Ka<;tnira<)abd4mrta, Parts 1 and II (W 1/8/ ... .... ... 3

10. Peiisian Trunslation of Hnji Baba of Ispahan, by Haji Shaikh Ahmad-
i-Kirmasi, and edited with notes by Mnjdr^D. C. Pbillott, .. 10

O
O

O
0

o

Notice of Sanskrit Manuscripts, Fasc. 1-36 @ 1/- each ...

Nepalese Buddhist Sanskrit Diteratnre, by Dr. R, L. Mitra

N.R.— All Cheques, Money Orders, Ac., must he made payable to the
Asiatic Society.*’ only.

31-6-11

35 ' O
, 6 O

Treasurer

,

Book» are supplied by V>F-F .








